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Preface
On behalf of the Civil Engineering Research Association of Ireland (CERAI), I am delighted to welcome
you to the Civil Engineering Research in Ireland 2016 (CERI2016) conference and to the beautiful
arty, bohemian city of Galway on the West coast of Ireland, which has officially been designated the
European Capital of Culture 2020.
The Civil Engineering Research Association of Ireland (CERAI) was formed in 2012 for the purpose of
promoting civil engineering research and practice in Ireland, and its communication to academics
and practitioners. The principal activity is the sponsoring and overseeing of the organisation of a
conference series dedicated to this goal. The Civil Engineering Research in Ireland (CERI) conference
series has grown initially from Concrete Research Ireland (CRI) and Bridge Research Ireland (BRI)
symposiums, which subsequently held joint symposiums that became Bridge and Concrete Research
Ireland (BCRI). Over the years, the themes of the conference broadened significantly, attracting
submission from the titular areas, as well as from other areas in civil engineering. As the research
needs broaden, and the range of submission widened correspondingly, the Organising Committee of
BCRI 2012 recommended re-naming the conference series to Civil Engineering Research in Ireland
(CERI). The first CERI conference was held in Queens University Belfast in 2014.
The CERI2016 conference is building on the enormous success of the histories of CRI, BRI, BCRI and
CERI! 119 papers from a broad range of topics in civil engineering have been accepted for the
CERI2016 conference, including bridge engineering, concrete technology, geotechnical engineering,
environmental engineering, pedagogy in civil engineering, structural engineering and timber, as well
as other civil engineering materials and technologies.
As you will see from the conference proceedings, there has been emphasis on applications, as well
as theory, to maintain relevance to both industry and academia. Furthermore, we hope that the
conference will nurture early-career researchers by making it accessible and offering opportunities
wherever possible to grow them as the next generation of leaders in research and industry. To help
achieve this aim, a number of initiatives have been undertaken, such as all student papers are
entered into ‘Best Student Paper’ competitions from our main thematic areas and student bursaries
have been awarded to contribute towards costs of students. Prizes for best paper will be allocated
based on the innovative nature and originality of the work, potential impact of the research and its
difficulty, as well as the overall quality of the written paper and oral presentation.
We are extremely grateful to Prof Enzo Siviero, Prof Corey Griffin, Prof W. John McCarter, Dr
Annette Harte and Prof J. David Frost, who are our five eminent keynote speakers, for taking the
time to share some of their knowledge and experience with us.
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On your behalf, we also acknowledge and thank the members of the Scientific Committee, who have
ensured quality and rigour in the conference proceedings by contributing their time and expertise in
reviewing papers.
A core group of people, the Organising Committee, worked tirelessly over the last two years to bring
this conference to you. More recently, so have many of my postgraduate students and researchers
in coordinating this conference. On both mine and your behalf, I wish to thank them most sincerely.
We also acknowledge the dedication of Paul Killoran, Dermot Lally and the staff at Ex Ordo for
making the conference organisation easier with their conference management software.
We are extremely grateful to the National University of Ireland Galway for facilitating the
conference. Special thanks to Dr James Browne, President of the university, for opening the
conference and to Prof Padraic O’ Donoghue, Chair of Civil Engineering at National University of
Ireland Galway and the Dean of Engineering & Informatics, Prof Gerry Lyons, for their support of the
conference. I would like to wish Prof Lyons well on his imminent retirement. A Civil Engineering
graduate from UCC, Prof Lyons became Professor of Information Technology in NUI Galway in 1991
and subsequently Dean of Engineering & Informatics at NUI Galway in 2010, which is just one
example of the versatility of civil engineering graduates!
This conference would not be possible without the generous sponsorship we have received from the
following companies and organisations, which we are most grateful: ARUP, Cement Manufacturers
Ireland, ECOCEM, Engineers Ireland, Engineers Ireland West Region, Institution of Structural
Engineers, Irish Concrete Federation (ICF), Irish Concrete Society, L&M Keating, NETZSCH, Oran Precast Ltd, Pavement Management Services (PMS), Roughan & O'Donovan Consulting Engineers, RPS
Group, Science Foundation Ireland, Tobins and Zwick. This sponsorship ensures that the association
can deliver its promise to encourage and support young researchers.
Finally, we would like to thank all authors for their valuable contributions to this conference and
adhering to the deadlines set. We hope that the proceedings will be of interest and use to all and a
good reference to both researchers and practicing engineers.
Dr Jamie Goggins,
Chairperson, CERI2016 conference
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ABSTRACT: The design of the bridge is, in the most classic consideration, a cultural act that has its roots in the ancient triad
firmitas, utilitas, venustas, which Vitruvius himself coined, wherein structural form and function coincide.
The theme of the bridge can also become thought and communicate its "being" as an object loaded with identity, with its own
poetic intrinsic nature and means through which we can perceive and experience the place, a unique fact that, through the form
exalted by the structure, confirms the true identity of a context, and can take on various different facets.
This way, the aim of the paper is to investigate the approach to the work-context-landscape-suggestions “dialogue”, which is
fascinating not only in the research into the type as the founding moment for the structural design, but also as a basic assumption
to encourage ongoing research into the formal potential that bridges offers in order to understand the meaning and the perception
of the infrastructure in/of the landscape.



KEY WORDS: Bridges, Landscape, Harmony, Composition, Meaning, Perception
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INTRODUCTION

It is interesting to notice how man, until prehistory, worked to
modify nature through his intelligence and building of the first
constructions. The primitives solved the problems of living
using great technical and artistic ability. In the big hall of
the Lascaux cave, France, or in the ceilings painted in the
ravines of Altamira, Spain, are found signs of their work
where darkness is perpetual. In a cavern, man has
demonstrated he does not have to passively accept the space
that nature offers to him: he takes possession, equips,
decorates and modifies it, marking the distances and the limits
which subdivide it. That’s why the vault of the cavern of
Altamira – with its representative designs, battles between
animals and hunting scenes and abstract symbols - has been
defined as the “Cappella Sistina” of prehistory. But it is with
the passage from the Palaeolithic to the Neolithic that the first
great revolution of human history occurred; that men so
creating, are striven to construct, to complete and to modify
what nature offered.
Exploring the landscape in which these men built the first
“infrastructures”, such as dams and deviations of the water
course for cultivation of fields; and pushing themselves
beyond this, they still had the problem of facilitating
communications with other villages, without wading across
rivers or avoiding obstacles: from this, the first footbridges
and bridges were born. Sometimes these bridges were just
fallen logs, sometimes they were made using ropes and wood,
taking advantage of the elementary principles of the tensions,
using structural solutions with stressed cables and suspension
bridges, frequently in combination and, where possible, with
wood trunks under a bridge. All of this occurred before the
ancient invention of the arch was codified and made famous
by the Romans. Structures that were in particular agreement
with nature and landscape, not only for the materials or the

reduced dimensions, but also because they were signs of the
landscape and not just residing in a landscape, as often
happens today; works whose presence, like all the great ones,
determines and creates a landscape, animating a nature not
hostile, maternal, able to receive and not like a step-mother,
sometimes seen with fear, like the bridges of the "Devil"in the
ancient Medieval tales (Figure 1).





Figure 1. The Devil's bridge in Lucca (Italy)



Today, as in the past, bridges are therefore important
elements, not only from the structural point of view, but also
from the cultural one, in relation to their ability to create or
modify important functional, social, economic relations in a
place. If we put the associations among individuals, different
communities, human beings and their environment as the true
mechanism of the world, we can understand how important it
is to build bridges not only to connect sites, but also to bring
together people, cultures, nations and generations, as the
motto "Bridging culture and sharing heart" declares. In this
way, how can a small bridge be the "maker" of a place’s
transformation? What might be the reasons for a project, its
meanings, and the consequences of the choices? When we talk
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about the word "value" of a bridge, we mustn't refer
exclusively to the economic significance of the thing.
Indeed, we should think about value as a result of a
process of recognition of specific qualities of the
infrastructure and the relationship between a work and its
landscape. In general, a piece of infrastructure can create
important relationships between man and landscape from
perceptive, social, economic, and functional points of view. It
can also generate negative or positive impacts, alterations or
benefits to the urban landscape. It can become a symbol of the
place or an important element of connection among different
parts of territory from the social and economic points of view.
This way, it is fundamental to think about bridges as
infrastructures of the landscape, able to connect people and
culture and that have been conceived and designed to become
part of the culture and of the place and to connect people and
culture. An emblematic example is the Bridge of Mostar,
which was rebuilt after the Bosnia-Herzegovina war, and
which represents a symbol of reconciliation, international
cooperation and of the coexistence of diverse cultural, ethnic
and religious communities.


2

THE THEME OF PERCEPTION


Reflecting on the social value of bridges, an important role is
the perception of the theme that highlights the extent of the
design. In fact, apart from a few rare examples, engineers and
architects alike focus on the subject which, first designed and
then given virtual form, becomes a physical object. Despite
the land survey techniques, 3D modelling and photo inserts
are able to give good results of the final outcome, the project
subject remains the bridge which is what attention and
creative forces tend to focus on. Thus, the result is generally
the contextualised bridge. However, with this design approach
not only is the landscape, a highly discussed topic in recent
years with a general growing awareness, put in the
background, but, no less important, the overall quality that
should also be queried is how the bridge functions are
realised, regarding the context of the strategic design, how
many and which ties the bridge manages to create with its
context (historic, economic, functional, local and network,
perceptive, cultural and other points of significance).
Rather in operational terms, where the bridge is
contextualised, there is still no idea of the transformed
context, i.e. the outcome of a design process that considers the
characteristics and vocations engaged in the location and the
site for the project, where the continuous symbolic exchanges
between the bridge and context can be recognised, until the
bridge actually becomes the context, as if it had always been
there and to which nothing can be added nor taken away.
Consequently, by focusing design attention on the bridge and
specifically investigating the context, there is the risk of
altering the location, of not going beyond that fine conceptual
dividing line of the passage from “Contextualised
infrastructure”, where the point of view of the infrastructure
dominates, to the “transformed context” where the point of
view is directed to the location, to the area overall that is used
and affected by the relations. The result is that the bridge
often is seen as an intruder, with the resulting public protests.

2

2.1
The quantity of perception
There are numerous variables that affect perception of
bridges: the season, the type and quality of light during the
day and night, when there may be artificial lighting, the light
diffusion, and its intensity during the day and night, the
orientation of the bridge with respect to its geographic
position, any external observation points of the bridge, and the
speed with which it is crossed. So, from how a bridge is
sculptured by time, light and shade, we move on to “how
much”. How much of the bridge do we perceive? Obviously
the answer is subjective to each single case, and even though
it is complicated to theorise analysis models that are generally
valid, we can at least identify those components that come
into play in perception and which enable measuring it. One of
the main aspects is proximity. Proximity is also affected by
scale, based on the relative position between the plane where
the visible surfaces of the bridge stand and the observer’s
plane.
This means that the view of the area from the bridge and
of the bridge from the area, a continuing play of marquetry
where perspectives and vanishing points are dominating
factors. Elevation and central perspective dominate the scene
we see if we observe a bridge in the distance on a scale with
the landscape, which is amplified in the reflected image if
there a river running beneath it. As we get closer to the bridge,
foreshortenings and gradual progressive changes in form
accompany us until we lose the perception of the structure
beneath us and are able to see it in detail. But, if this path, this
gradual change in scale, is read as continuity it is just as
virtual as the 3D graphic models we mentioned previously. In
fact, the problem of accessibility of perception arises. To
understand this problem, it is sufficient to take one of the most
glaring cases – the organization of the areas around the tallest
bridge in the world: Millau in France. Downstream between
the two riverbanks a small temporary bridge had been built to
enable the heavy vehicles to work on the bridge piers. When
the bridge was finally finished, the temporary bridge was not
demolished but was included in the new landscape layout as a
viewpoint to admire the surroundings which, in this case, is
this monumental construction. Apart from the unusual view
upwards, the small bridge also offers the chance of
understanding the size of the tallest bridge in the world and to
grasp its scale with respect to its surroundings.
This case leads us to reflect on the modulation of the ratio
of the “quality of the work” / “number of viewpoints” to observe it. Theoretically, the poorer formal quality of the bridge,
the more we attempt to deny its visibility, hiding it
symmetrically and with attempts of camouflage, also
considering the valorisation principles in our “Cultural
Heritage Code” – the greater capacity of being a “cultural
heritage” the greater accessibility to perception it should have.
If we move from the landscape scale to the urban and
architectural scale, the chance of getting a glimpse of the
bridge is high, and from the perception of depth given by its
width, which we previously saw, we now have the perception
of depth given by its length up to the point where the bridge
ends on the riverbank or embankment. The regular lines are
distorted; the spaces between the horizontal lines of the
planking and the arch holding the bridge become “triangle-
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like”. There is a change in range, a linguistic flexibility that
should not be taken as a limitation but as expressive potential.


2.2
The Everyday Modellers: Shade and Time
Another aspect that comes into play in perceiving a bridge
is shade, especially in Italy where there are not many bridges
with large or very large spans, which impose the use of
suspended bridges, here the majority are deck bridges or deck
arch bridges, where the structural frame is all or partially
beneath the deck. Consequently, for the greater part of the day
we are only able to recognise the design of the bridge, or
structural architecture holding it up, in the half-light or with
difficult backlights. This means that shade is also a
component that gives depth and substance, but also one that
limits perception. Shade also helps to momentarily sculpture
other elements in the context: the shade that the bridge throws
when it is struck by sunlight, creating fascinating or invasive
effects on the surrounding land. The perception time is
another “gap” which has been little explored. It is
fundamental in the perception of a bridge and has two main
ranges of variables. One is of moments, a few seconds or a
few minutes we need to catch a glimpse of the slenderness of
the structural weave or the convergent lines of a parapet,
which, with the deck, guide one’s sight to other spaces and
places. This is the time of the person who uses the bridge,
who crosses over it. The other temporal range varies from
days to a lifetime, and mainly concerns those who live close
to the bridge and experience, or suffer it, as part of their
everyday life (Figure 2).

landscape, able to connect people and culture and that have
been conceived and designed to become part of the place.
During the aftermath to the second world war, Italian
engineering drew international attention with a series of
highly original structural works. The reconstruction of the
thousands of bridges demolished has not yet been completed
and the epic undertaking of the Autostrada del Sole (A1
motorway) is already underway. In this operative fervour, a
real engineering school takes shape. The futuristic bridge over
the Basento by Sergio Musmeci, the bridges by Riccardo
Morandi and Silvano Zorzi are examples of Italian
engineering in the forefront (Figure 3-4 ). In the Musmeci's
bridge, the attempt to scientifically obtain the minimum form
leads to one of the most original, effective symbols of the
whole Italian experiment: a powerful, unprecedented plastic
form in which the concrete surface becomes a specular image
of the tensioned membrane (Figure 5).
Following, some examples of bridges in which the
integration work - landscape - meaning is emblematic, are
illustrated.






Figure 2. E. Siviero, The Messina Bridge.
Study of the lighting in relation to the the perception of the
bridge in the different hours of the day





Figure 3-4. R.Morandi, the Fiumarella Viaduct, Catanzaro,
1958



3
BRIDGES, FOOTBRIDGES AND VIADUCTS BETWEEN
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURE

Today, as in the past, bridges are important elements, not only
from the structural point of view, but also from the cultural
one, in relation to their ability to create or modify important
functional, social, economic relations in a place.
A bridge can create important relationships between man
and landscape from perceptive, social, economic, and
functional points of view. It can also generate negative or
positive impacts, alterations or benefits to the urban
landscape. It could be a symbol of the place or an important
element of connection among different parts of territory from
the social and economic points of view. This way, it is
fundamental to think about bridges as infrastructures of the



Figure 5. S. Musmeci, The Basento Viaduct, 1967-1976
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The bridge over the Battaglia Canal in the Province of
Padua, Italy (Figure 6), is in a site of significant historical and
architectural interest. In order to conserve the old view of the
bridge, which has become a pedestrian bridge, and to improve
the layout of the former road junction, the new bridge is 50 m
away in the direction of Padua, and is characterised by a
depressed single arch, which is monolithic with the
foundations and the bridge deck above. The structural solution
offers architectural and aesthetic improvements, given the
slenderness of the individual elements, and the overall
composition makes the entire work particularly streamlined.
Statically, the bridge is configured as a closed frame,
consisting of a horizontal deck joined to the abutments and
made one with the arch in the middle. This type of arch bridge
project is part of a new building philosophy that solves
various road problems while respecting the environment and
traditions. " The modern arch recalls the ancient Roman
tradition. It reflects in the water and creates an eye that is the
heart, the mind, the way to express itself... so the bridge
speaks, lives and makes us live..." (Bridges suggestions.
http://www.uninettuno.tv/Canale.aspx?t=autore&a=Enzo%20
Siviero).












a













The construction of the footbridge over the Bacchiglione
River (Figure 8) to serve the new cycle-pedestrian lanes in the
town of Ponte San Nicolò was completed in the spring of
1998. The project addressed the issue of building a reinforced
concrete construction, almost entirely precast, using an arched
girder type combined with classic elements of the building
industry. After installing the arches, the deck was made by
placing four prestressed concrete girders on each side between
the thirds of the arch and the abutments of the bank, which
form a reversed “T” section and spread over a 22.3 meter
span. The final connection is given by an in-situ cast
reinforced concrete slab onto the arch and girders. The choice
of this building system, based on the prefabrication of the
majority of the structural elements, meant the footbridge could
be inaugurated without the use of temporary supports in the
river bed and in a relatively short time, and in fact, with the
exception of the foundation works, the entire construction was
completed only in two weeks.
The bridge over the Sacco River, Rome (Figure 9), is part
of a series of interventions in the new road network
organization, due to building the new high speed railway line
from Rome to Naples. The bridge has a transversal position
with respect to the new railway line, with one of the two
abutments very close to the railway embankment.
Unfortunately however, the road has to pass under the railway
line, which conditioned the planning research, which opted for
a construction with a very low geometric profile, a depressed
arch deck bridge that is independent of the railway line. The
proximity of a historical multiple arch bridge to the small
tower that remains of the ruins of an ancient convent, guided
the careful planning to ensure the site and previous works
were respected. The “permeability” of the structure is the
distinctive feature of the bridge and achieves the aim both of
overcoming the riverbed without interfering with its natural
setting, and of reducing the interference with the water,
increasing the rate of flow and reducing the transversal
hydraulic thrust.



b

Figure 6. E. Siviero, The bridge over the Battaglia Canal in
the Province of Padua.
The images show the real situation (a) and the virtual one (b),
with the bridge overturned.
In both situations, the image of the bridge is the same, and the
bridge creates a virtual eye looking at you

The bridge over the Santa Caterina Canal (Figure 7) was
built in order to support the previous “Ponte della Passiva”,
which was totally inadequate for the current heavy road
traffic. The design solution and the layout ensure the visual
"lightness" of this work, and a respectful integration into the
natural setting. The final visual effect is a striking
reinterpretation of the arch which, by following the inclination
of the riverbanks with respect to the road axis, creates a
staggered succession of arches emphasizing the width of the
deck and consequently the entire structure of the bridge.

4



Figure 7. E. Siviero, The bridge over the Santa Caterina
Canal.
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Figure 8. E. Siviero, footbridge over the Bacchiglione River,
1999, and the BIBM award ( European Federation for Precast
Concrete)







original land design. Currently the landscape is flat, furrowed
by a network of water collection and discharge canals that
rigidly cut through the countryside. This context has a highly
functional topographic layout that is repeated everywhere,
without any substantial changes, and the bridge is a very
unusual emerging structure. It extends for 500 meters with
five arches, each one spanning from 90 to 100 meters, and a
height of 7.30 meters. The horizon with no visible vertical
elements and the flat squared, territory suggested creating a
long continuous mark, as if giving thickness to the “century”
signs. This continuity was a key factor, and therefore great
attention was paid to joining the deck to the embankment, a
very delicate problem that often is not resolved convincingly,
and where there is still much room for research. The decision
was taken that the pier abutment should literally rise from the
ground and begin the horizontal extension of the bridge. The
final appearance enhances the sculptural features, which are
highlighted through the study of colour: the black and white
fronts and the white insides give a very scenic effect. The
formal outcome is of a landscape where this bridge, despite its
size, has no beginning or end but disappears on the horizon,
emphasizing the flatness of the land. It has become a place
where the bridge is an infinite and independent sign, where
the embankments are maintained and the perspective lines of
the river are unaltered. Themes such as landscape, history,
identity, found here their realization, and their meanings
remain unchanged.
The LDV Kazan footbridge project in Istanbul (Figure 11)
is placed in a new urban area, once upon a time abandoned,
and now designed for new urban functionalities, as a park.
The footbridge has been developed with the thinking that a
connection is able to act as a crossing both physically and
culturally. The footbridge is inclined in relation to the project
park axis and it develops in a sinuous double curvature. By
adopting Leonardo’s approach, the working team defined a
generally stimulating design which allows the perception of
the new place, wanted by inhabitants, in the urban daily living
landscape.







a



Figure. 9. E. Siviero, The bridge over the Sacco River



The bridge in San Donà di Piave, Venice, (Figure 10) is
part of a general road network project, which involved the
construction of a new crossing over the River Piave. The site
for the new bridge is characterized by the being very flat and
with no vertical landscape features. For centuries farming was
the main activity here. In Roman times, the farming land was
“centurised”, i.e. divided into lots. The southern Piave area
had Oderzo divided into “cardo” and “decumanus maximum”,
alongside minor and parallel axes to create very precise
geometries on the land. In recent decades, major changes
related to the sprawl of urban and industrial areas have created
an extensive infrastructure network that untidily overlaps the





b



c
Figure 10. E. Siviero. The bridge in San Donà di Piave,
Venice. Perception of the bridge from the road in relation to
the distance of the observer (a, b). Perception of the road (c)
without the bridge.
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Figure 11. E. Siviero, the project of the LDV Kazan
footbridge in Istanbul.

















Figure 12. E. Siviero, the project of the irinevler footbridge
in Istanbul.






scratched concrete structure, which showed different points of
damage with partial loss of material. The structures crossed
the total distance with three spans: main central one and two
laterals. The piers were formed of a series of four concrete
pillars, which supported the structure of the deck. In
accordance with the city’s transformation needs, the decision
was taken to work on the valorisation of the cultural heritage
of the urban texture by implementing a structure able to
incorporate Prost’s vision thus simultaneously including
historic and natural issues as well as technological aspects.
The first input project was to use materials very close to the
Turkish culture. Wood was a material widely used in
constructions in the core of Istanbul and the Wooden Houses
are one of the most important examples. The predominant use
of natural materials was also dictated by the presence of the
characteristic stone water tower, standing as testimony of
technological achievement. The slender shape of the
segmental arch is made by a structural section of laminated
wood reinforced with steel bars. The new footbridge was
designed with the aim of giving a sign of tangible and
intangible continuity to the connection between the historic
past and the living present, using wood with the potentialities
offered by current technology. In addition, from a functional
standpoint, the footbridge offers two possibilities allowing the
continuity of the footpath and the continuity of the park as a
green area. The paving stones and vegetation accompany the
people as they stroll through the park and do not stop at the
footbridge, thus giving continuity. The central pair of arches,
observed along the path, rises and opens up to the green
grassy areas, until the arches reconverge on the deck to form a
seat.







Figure 13. E. Siviero, the project of the Gezi footbridge in
Istanbul.


The irinevler footbridge project in Istanbul (Figure 12),
placed in an urban context formed of different identities, has
been developed thinking of not only a physical but also a
cultural and perceptive connection. The design of the
footbridge in irinevler, like those for the Istanbul Park in
Kazan, is a design experience which combined an in-depth
technological study with an anthropological approach.
The Gezi footbridge project (Figure 13) is expected very
close to one of the main centres of life in Istanbul: Taksim
Square. From this square, a major metropolitan hub, a
significant flow of people reaches the important and nearby
headquarters of Istanbul Technical University. The path
between these two poles goes through the urban park designed
by Prost. Even in the original design, in this context, there was
a lack in the continuity of the park in correspondence with a
two-lane street bearing heavy traffic placed below the plane of
footpath. The two sides of the park were joined by the badly
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CONCLUSIONS
The bridge is the architectural work that best combines the
shape rules with the structure and composition. In this sense,
bridges have great plastic potential that must be seen as an
opportunity to design on different scales: from the small
element as part of the composition to create the bridge, as a
composition element to modify the landscape.
Bridges are therefore important elements, not only from
the structural point of view, but also from the cultural one, in
relation to their ability to create or modify important
functional, social, economic relations in a place.
This way, it is fundamental to think about bridges as
infrastructures of the landscape, between Engineering and
Architecture, able to connect people and culture and to recall
the genius loci, as my motto "Bridging cultures and sharing
hearts" declaims.
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ABSTRACT: Existing buildings consume 40 percent of the primary energy in the US. While new zero-energy buildings can
gradually reduce this energy use, the existing building stock must be improved through deep energy retrofits to make a
significant impact in this sector. Current energy retrofits and research in the US focus primarily on upgrades of mechanical and
lighting systems to maximize energy reduction for minimal investment. This incremental approach is effective but limited in the
overall energy savings it can generate, as major transformations to the fundamental operation of a building are cost prohibitive.
Due to their disruptive nature, structural retrofits offer the physical and economic opportunity to completely transform how a
building operates in terms of heating, cooling and lighting – the largest sources of energy use. Consequently, this paper proposes
replacing current incremental strategies prevalent in most energy efficiency retrofits with transforming existing buildings though
a multi-performance retrofit that (1) improves the structural response to extreme-event loading, (2) maximizes daylight to
replace electric lighting, (3) uses low-temperature radiant systems to replace HVAC units, (4) deploys climate-appropriate
thermal mass and (5) upgrades the envelope to (6) effectively maximize passive thermal and bioclimatic strategies. This paper
documents a database of 25 commercial buildings, primarily from the Pacific Northwest region of the US that have undergone
different types of retrofits. Overall, multi-performance retrofits are more expensive than a stand-alone structural or energy
retrofits but provide benefits that are not easily quantified. Three multi-performance retrofits are described in more detail to
highlight the strategies used and benefits of this approach.
KEY WORDS: Multi-performance retrofit; Integrated design, Resilience.
1
1.1

INTRODUCTION
EnvironmentalImpactofBuildings

Existing buildings consume 40 percent of the primary energy
and contribute 40 percent of CO2 emissions in the US [1].
These numbers exclude the significant environmental impact
of manufacturing, transporting, installing, maintaining and
eventually demolishing materials used in building
construction [2]. While every other sector has been reducing
energy use over the last 30 years, commercial buildings have
increased their energy intensity (energy use per square foot)
by over 8%. Furthermore, the total square footage of these
buildings has increased by almost 60% over the same time
period. Only the recent recession temporarily blunted what
had been the continual growth in energy use by the building
sector [1]. It is well documented that deficiencies in building
performance are ubiquitous, and if addressed nationally in the
US could contribute to over $18 billion in savings annually
[3]. Thus, to mitigate climate change, there should be no
higher priority than ensuring that residential and commercial
buildings are created, adapted and retrofit to minimize energy
use, resource consumption, and cost. While new resilient,
zero-energy buildings (ZEBs) can gradually reduce the
environmental impact of this sector, the existing building
stock must be improved through energy retrofits to make a
significant impact. In the US, buildings built before the year
2000 make up 78 percent of the commercial building stock
and account for 77 of total building fuel consumption [4].

1.2

ConventionalEnergyRetrofits

Current energy retrofits and research in the US focus
primarily on upgrades or commissioning of mechanical and
lighting systems to maximize energy reduction for minimal
investment [5, 6, 7, 8]. This incremental approach is effective
but limited in the overall energy savings it can generate. It
should also be noted that the majority of studies in the US use
computer modelling instead of monitoring buildings that have
undergone energy retrofits. Unfortunately, there is little to no
funding in the US to measure the performance of existing
buildings to assess the relative merits of deployed retrofit
tactics or for researchers to take an active part in the design,
construction, commissioning or operations of a recently
renovated building. Stakeholder behaviour will not be shifted
from current patterns of incremental energy efficiency
upgrades unless measured performance data from real
buildings is presented to them [9].
Major transformations to the fundamental operation of a
building that could reduce energy use intensity (EUI) to levels
associated with ZEBs are deemed cost prohibitive and miss
the opportunities to “tunnel through the cost barrier” [10].
These major transformations are also inhibited by a desire for
buildings to remain operational during an energy retrofit to
avoid displacing occupants [11]. Consequently, an analysis by
the author of New Building Institute’s “Getting to Fifty”
database - which houses details and measured data on
buildings that have undergone what NBI calls “deep energy
retrofits” that use 50 percent less energy than conventional
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buildings - shows that these minimally invasive energy
retrofits that focus solely on equipment upgrades still have a
site energy use intensity (EUI) of at least 20 kWhr/m2/yr (64
kBtu/sf/yr) [12], less than 20% better than the average US
office building in 2012 [4]. While this level of energy savings
is not insignificant, it is still over double the EUI of ZEBs.
1.3

SeismiccontextoftheUSPacificNorthwest

Episodic, greater than magnitude 9.0 earthquakes along the
Cascadia Subduction zone were first discovered in the 1990s
[13, 14, 15]. Consequently, building codes were updated
throughout jurisdictions in the Pacific Northwest region of the
United States – primarily in the states of Oregon and
Washington – requiring new structures and existing buildings
undergoing a change in occupancy to account for this new
seismic risk. As the period between these earthquakes is
hundreds of years with the last one occurring roughly 300
years ago [16], buildings constructed before 2001 lacked
adequate structural capacity to deal with the ground
acceleration from a Cascadia event. Consequently,
unreinforced masonry (URM) structures make up a significant
portion of the existing building stock in Oregon, particularly
educational and apartment buildings. In a 2001 report that was
recently updated, the City of Portland, Oregon identified over
1,750 URM buildings that are currently at risk during an
earthquake [17]. These buildings also perform poorly in terms
of energy use due to the lack of wall insulation and outdated
mechanical and lighting systems, making them ideal targets
for simultaneous energy and seismic retrofits. Modernist, steel
framed buildings from the 1960s and 70s are also ideal
candidates for similar reasons and have some of the highest
EUIs compared to building of other eras [4]. Due to the
simultaneous need to seismically upgrade and reduce energy
use, a number of buildings in Oregon have undergone
simultaneous retrofits yielding lower EUIs on average to
conventional energy retrofits.
Outside of Oregon, existing buildings all along the west
coast would benefit from these simultaneous energy and
structural retrofits or multi-performance retrofits. As seismic
hazards in other parts of the US and Europe are being reevaluated in response to recent unusual seismic activity in the
mid-west and east coast often related to hydraulic fracking
[18], these strategies could be important as unforeseen
structural retrofits are required while society strives to reduce
energy use and carbon dioxide emissions.
1.4

MultiperformanceStructuresandRetrofits

In contemporary building construction, the selection of a
structural system occurs early in the design process and is
influenced by building codes, cost, scale of the project, and
bay sizes required by the program [8]. Consequently,
architects and engineers typically only consider structural
performance in relationship to the cost of structure and the
building program is considered. Selecting structural systems
using a multi-performance set of criteria, including
environmental impact, thermal mass, thermal conductance,
increasing daylighting, acoustic transmission and fireresistance, could offer considerable and largely untapped
opportunities to reduce operational energy use and improve
the indoor environmental quality of new and existing
buildings while potentially lowering construction costs [19].
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Preventative retrofits for earthquakes, hurricanes and other
natural disasters also typically focus solely on improving the
structural resilience of existing buildings. However, these
retrofits could also radically reduce the energy use of existing
buildings to the point where they could be transformed into
ZEBs through an integrated design process [20]. Adapting
strategies and technology used in the design and construction
of new ZEBs to the retrofit of existing buildings is only
possible when an event, such as a structural retrofit, allows for
the significant disruption and alteration of the building’s
structure, enclosure, finishes and systems.
Unfortunately, there has been little research into the role the
structural system or retrofit can have as part of an energy
retrofit. A report on deep energy retrofits in the Pacific
Northwest failed to list the structural engineer involved with
the case studies highlighted even when a seismic retrofit was
part of the renovation [11]. Consequently, the potential of
using the existing structure and retrofit to improve other areas
of performance, such as energy use, is neglected along with
the economic advantages of leveraging funding for seismic
retrofits. There is little existing research into the role of
structural systems in energy retrofits with limited studies
focused on housing in non-seismic zones, green roofs, and
historic buildings [21, 22, 23, 24]. Only one paper could be
found during a literature review that specifically looked at the
environmental impact of seismic risk [25]. The paper
concluded that structural retrofit of a non-building in a high
seismic event is equally important to an energy retrofit in
terms of environmental impact over the building’s life cycle.
However, the paper did not look at how the structural system
or seismic retrofit might contribute to the proposed energy
retrofit in the study.
This paper will investigate strategies for replacing current
incremental structural and energy retrofits with radical
transformations of existing buildings though multiperformance retrofits that:
x improves the structural response to extreme-event loading
x maximizes daylight to reduce electric lighting
x uses low-temperature radiant systems to replace
conventional HVAC units
x deploys climate-appropriate thermal mass
x upgrades the envelope through increased insulation and
airtightness
x effectively maximize passive thermal and bioclimatic
strategies
Multi-performance retrofits by their nature focus on
increasing the resiliency of existing buildings by increasing
their lifespan and ensuring resources will not be lost in a
natural disaster. At the same time, these building will be less
resource dependent in terms of their operation, addressing the
carbon dioxide emissions attributed to the building sector in
the US that are a direct contribution to global warming and
connected to the increased frequency of natural disasters [26].
The goal of a multi-performance retrofit is to not only
regenerate existing buildings technically to reduce energy use
and make it more resilient, but to regenerate the original
spaces that are often badly compromised over time – to
increase occupant comfort, ventilation, daylighting, and
connections to the surrounding natural and built environment.
Improving these architectural attributes is critical, as multiple
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studies have shown a positive correlation between them and
occupant health, productivity and satisfaction [27, 28, 29, 30,
31, 32].
2
2.1

METHODOLOGY
Overview

In order to better understand the advantages and potential
disadvantages of multi-performance retrofits, a database of
twenty-five buildings that had either a seismic, energy or
multi-performance retrofit (simultaneous structural and energy
retrofit) was developed by the author. This allows for
comparisons of a number of performance criteria between the
different types of retrofits. The three most promising
examples of multi-performance retrofits were then researched
in detail to provide case studies outlining lessons learned.
2.2

Buildingselection

As information on construction costs, measured energy use
either before or after a retrofit, and details on specific retrofit
tactics are seldom made public in the US, buildings were
selected for this study based on the availability of detailed
information about the retrofit. This study focuses on
commercial buildings with total floor areas larger than 1,000
m2 (roughly 11,000 ft2) up to 48,000 m2 (roughly 515,000 ft2).
Smaller buildings were excluded even though detailed
information on the retrofits could be found as the systems and
strategies used were not compatible with larger commercial
buildings and were more comparable to residential retrofits.
The buildings that had undergone an energy or multiperformance retrofit were selected primarily because
measured EUI and construction cost data was publically
available. 21 of the 25 buildings in the database are located in
the US Pacific Northwest with 19 of those 21 in Oregon. The
buildings in the database completed a retrofit between 2001
and 2013. These dates aligns with the change in seismic
requirements for buildings due to a Cascadia subduction zone
event. More recent retrofits are not included to allow at least
one year of operations to collect EUI data.
2.3

Datacollection

Data on each building was collected from a number of sources
including public databases [12, 33, 34, 35] and white papers
[11, 36, 37] on high performance buildings as well as datasets
provided by the Oregon Department of Energy as part of the
State Energy Efficiency Design (SEED) program that has
been in operation since 1991 [38]. Data for projects that had
only undergone a seismic structural retrofit were collected
from published case studies as part of the State of Oregon’s
Seismic Rehabilitation Grant Program [39]. The following
basic information was found for each building and its retrofit:
x location
x owner
x project team – architect, engineers, contractor
x type of retrofit – structural, energy or multi-performance
x year built and year retrofit was completed
x building type (occupancy)
x structural system
x floor area
x number of stories

x

actual measured site EUI after retrofit (and before if
available)
x construction cost (in 2013 US$)
On top of this information, individual strategies used in each
retrofit were documented and categorized, generating 24
strategies grouped into six major categories: structure,
daylight and lighting, mechanical systems, thermal mass,
envelope and passive strategies (natural ventilation, external
shading devices, etc.).
2.4

Datalimitations

There are several limitations to the data collected. Two of the
most important pieces of information, EUI and overall
construction cost, were self-reported by building owners to the
various sources used here. Consequently EUI and cost data
could have been calculated slightly differently introducing
uncertainty in comparing one building’s data to another. For
example, many energy retrofits in the US qualify for grants,
tax credits and other financial incentives that may or may not
be accounted for in the construction cost data. Depending on
the building, EUI data was collected during different years
between 2005 and 2015, which is documented in the database.
While some buildings offer multiple years of EUI, only one
year of data was available for most of the buildings in the
database. As weather can vary year to year, this makes
comparing the EUI data between buildings more difficult. As
is typical in the US, all EUI data is for energy used on site and
does not account for losses at the source (i.e. electricity
generation and transmission losses).
3

RESULTSANDANALYSIS

3.1

Buildingcharacteristics

Due to the size and scope of the database generated for this
paper, it is not possible to display it in its entirety. However,
Tables 1 and 2 contain a brief summary of the buildings in the
database.
Table 1. Characteristics of buildings in the database. EUI is
site data post-retrofit.
Retrofit
Type
Structural
Energy
Multi.

No. of
Buildings
7
7
11

Avg./Med. Cost
(1,000,000 US$)
1.0/1.2
9.8/1.2
26.8/13.1

Avg. EUI
(kWh/m2)
15
13

As Table 1 highlights, 44% of the buildings in the database
have undergone a multi-performance retrofit, with the
remaining buildings split evenly between buildings that have
either only had a structural or energy retrofit. The average and
median costs for the multi-performance retrofits are
significantly higher than those for individual structural and
energy retrofits. The average EUI of the multi-performance
retrofits is 20% lower than buildings that only underwent an
energy retrofit. One reason the structural retrofits in this
database are the least expensive is that on average they are
smaller and shorter (Table 2). Another reason for the
increased cost of the multi-performance retrofits is that on
average they were originally built 30 years earlier and in
many cases required more significant and expensive upgrades
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to building systems, envelope and architectural finishes to
bring these older buildings to same level of performance as
the younger building set that only underwent energy retrofits.
Table 2. More characteristics of buildings in the database.
Retrofit
Type
Structural
Energy
Multi.

Avg.
Stories
1.7
10.0
4.7

Avg. Floor
Area (ft2)
50,000
172,000
111,000

Avg. Year
Built
1941
1954
1924

In terms of ownership, 60% of the buildings in the database
are publicly owned. Of the buildings that only underwent an
energy retrofit, six out of the seven are privately owned. All
but one of the public buildings in the database underwent a
structural retrofit, either alone or as part of a multiperformance retrofit. This is a reflection of legislation
providing funds for seismic retrofits in the State of Oregon as
well as a lack of incentives for private building owners to
provide seismic upgrades whereas there are financial
incentives, often from utilities, for private buildings that
undergo energy retrofits.
The structural systems of the buildings in the database
(Figure 1) were representative of the commercial building
stock in the Pacific Northwest where there are more light
wood frame and timber structures in general. In cases of
combined systems such as timber frame with exterior load
bearing URM exterior walls, a single building would be
recorded in both categories. As the structural retrofits in the
database are smaller buildings, there are more light wood
framed structures than the other types of retrofits. A little less
than half of the multi-performance retrofits have URM.

the relationship between cost and how much each building
was improved, which would provide a more accurate picture
of how effective each individual retrofit was.
Again, there is also no correlation between the size of
building and cost per unit of floor area (Figure 2). At close to
US$500/ft2, the most expensive retrofit is an outlier because
that building was half mutli-performance retrofit and half new
construction. Other analyses comparing the age of the
building before the retrofit to cost and the EUI to size of
building also yielded no trends.

Figure 2. Post-retrofit site EUI versus construction cost per
square foot of floor area.

Figure 3. Building floor area versus construction cost per
square foot of floor area.
3.3

Figure 1. Types of structural systems represented in database
buildings. Wood = light wood framing, URM = unreinforced
masonry (load bearing)
3.2

Cost,size,EUI

To better understand the relationships between construction
cost, building size and post-retrofit site EUI, Figures 2 and 3
show all of the buildings in the dataset grouped by retrofit
type. The least expensive retrofits per unit of floor area were
the structural retrofits – with all coming in under US$50/ft2.
There is no correlation between lower EUI and higher cost as
one might expect due to the need for more upgrades to reduce
energy use – in fact the opposite is true for the buildings in the
dataset that underwent just an energy retrofit. Without the EUI
data before the retrofits occurred, it is difficult to understand
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Retrofitstrategiesdeployed

An analysis of the strategies deployed in each type of retrofit
yields more interesting results. In comparison to multiperformance retrofits, buildings that undergo just structural
retrofits have three times as many structural strategies. As the
entire budget is dedicated solely to improving structural
performance in these retrofits, it is not surprising that more
strategies would be deployed per building perhaps in a belt
and suspenders approach. In contrast, simpler and more costeffective structural strategies are required in a multiperformance retrofit when improving the structural response
of the building is just one of many priorities.
Both the average energy and multi-performance retrofits
focused approximately the same amount on mechanical and
envelope strategies (Figure 4). Multi-performance retrofits
showed a significant increase in daylighting strategies to
complement new, more efficient lighting systems as well as
deploying thermal mass and passive design strategies to
reduce heating and cooling needs over energy retrofits. As
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predicted, the ability for significant changes to be made to a
building during a structural retrofit allowed for improved or
new daylighting apertures and new thermal mass to be added.
Almost half of the multi-performance retrofits also installed
radiant systems for cooling or both heating and cooling.
Overall, the average multi-performance retrofit deploys 8.7
strategies while a stand-alone energy retrofit only makes use
of 4.9 strategies. The database doesn’t account for improving
the architectural quality through multi-performance retrofits
that have additional benefits in terms of occupant health and
productivity that extend beyond the first-cost of construction
or energy savings studied here.

comfort. Original lightwells that had been covered in previous
renovations were restored and new skylights were added
improving daylight in throughout the corridors and ground
floor. Unfortunately, the existing uninsulated envelope was
not upgraded.
x Post-retrofit EUI: 15 kWh/m2/yr (46 kBtu/ft2/yr)
x Floor area: 6830 m2 (73,500 ft2)
x Construction cost per unit floor area: US$178/ft2
x Total number of retrofit strategies: 10

Figure 4. Average number of strategies deployed per type of
retrofit.

Figure 6. Shattuck Hall studio interior, post-retrofit.

4
4.1

CASESTUDIES
ShattuckHall

Originally built in 1915 as an elementary school, Shattuck
Hall is home to the School of Architecture at Portland State
University (Figure 5). A multi-performance retrofit completed
in 2008 included the addition of exposed concrete shear walls
to the existing concrete column, joist and beam system.

4.2

LovejoyBuilding

The Lovejoy Building was originally built in 1910 as home to
a hardware company and completed a multi-performance in
2004, one of the first in Oregon (Figure 7). The building is
now office space for an architecture firm and retail/office
tenants on the ground floor. The exterior walls were load
bearing URM, and the interior structure was a timber frame
with wood joists and decking for the diaphragm. The seismic
retrofit consisted of applying shotcrete to the interior of the
URM walls and adding a concrete slab on top of the existing
wood floors. This new thermal mass was left exposed and
radiant tubing was placed in the new concrete slabs to provide
heating and cooling (Figure 8). Daylighting was significantly
improved by increasing the height of window apertures and
adding skylights. Operable windows and automated exterior
sunshades allow the building to take advantage of outside air
and sunlight when needed.
x Post-retrofit EUI: 13 kWh/m2/yr (40 kBtu/ft2/yr)
x Floor area: 1860 m2 (20,000 ft2)
x Construction cost per unit floor area: US$141/ft2
x Total number of retrofit strategies: 13

Figure 5. Shattuck Hall Exterior, post-retrofit.
Many interior clay block non-load bearing walls and interior
finishes were removed to create an open floor plan in spaces
throughout the building and expose the concrete structure to
serve as thermal mass (Figure 6). There was not enough
height on the ground floor to increase the size of the ducts to
meet current building code standard, so the existing duct
system was used to provide ventilation air while heating and
cooling is done by a new radiant panel system in the ceiling
that also supports new lighting, fire suppression, ceiling fans
and acoustic dampening. This decision turned out to be
critical in significant reducing the energy used for thermal

Figure 7. Lovejoy Building exterior, post-retrofit.
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Figure 8. Lovejoy Building office interior, post-retrofit.
4.3

EdithGreenWendellWyattFederalBuilding

As the largest retrofit in the database, the Edith Green
Wendell Wyatt Federal Building (EGWW) is one of the most
unusual. Built in 1974, the office building for several federal
offices was stripped back to its steel moment frame structure
and given a completely new enclosure, mechanical and
lighting systems (Figure 9). Removing the original precast
concrete façade and replacing it with a significantly lighter
curtain wall system significantly reduced the weight of the
building so that additional strengthening of the lateral loading
system was not required. The new envelope is optimised to
provide maximum daylight while minimizing heat loss with
insulated spandrel panels. The pattern of exterior shading
devices are also optimised for each orientation to block
unwanted solar gain. The new mechanical system is a
combination of radiant ceiling panels for heating and cooling
and a dedicated outdoor air system (DOAS) to provide
ventilation – similar to Shattuck Hall. Daylighting was
improved on the ground floor by removing portions of the
structure in the lobby to create new double height spaces
(Figure 10). In 2003, EGWW had an EUI of 20 kWh/ m2/yr
(62 kBtu/ft2/yr) and the multi-performance retrofit reduced
energy use by over 55%.
x Post-retrofit EUI: 9 kWh/m2/yr (28 kBtu/ft2/yr)
x Floor area: 47,600 m2 (512,500 ft2)
x Construction cost per unit floor area: US$276/ft2
x Total number of retrofit strategies: 14

Figure 10. EDWW lobby interior, post-retrofit.
5

CONCLUSION

This paper has outlined the potential and need for more
research into multi-performance retrofits that combine energy
and structural retrofits to generate more benefits than either
retrofit could accomplish alone. The initial database discussed
in this paper is a starting point for more research into the
advantages and potential disadvantages of multi-performance
retrofits. Relying on publically available information has
limited the sample size of the database and potentially made
comparisons more uncertain. Funding will be required to
expand it as the time required to find and collect the
information is a significant burden.
As this research is continued, the author feels strongly that
academics and professionals cannot abandon in-situ
measurements of buildings before and after retrofits to better
understand which types of retrofits and strategies are most
effective. There is a need for pre- and post-retrofit EUI data,
which is seldom collected in the US. There is a place for
computer modelling, but the limitations inherent in most
energy simulations cannot allow them to account for the types
of synergies that can be found in a multi-performance retrofit.
Finally, this paper briefly touched on the architectural
implications of multi-performance retrofits beyond structural
and energy performance. In commercial buildings, occupant
health and productivity is increasingly valued by employers as
salaries are the single largest cost in a business. If improving
the daylight and ventilation of a building increases
productivity and that productivity can be quantified, the
higher cost of a multi-performance retrofit in comparison to
stand-alone structural or energy retrofits could more easily be
justified.
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ABSTRACT: Satisfactory guidelines for ensuring adequate reinforced concrete durability can only be developed by monitoring
concrete performance under a range of field exposure conditions over an extended period of time. Only then can there be a move
from prescriptive durability specifications (minimum grade, maximum water-binder ratio, and minimum cement content) to
performance-based methods. The situation is also made more complex by the range of cements now available - BS EN 197
defines a total of 27 products in the family of common cements. Implementation of both design for durability and performancebased standards and specifications are limited by the lack of rapid, simple, science-based test methods for characterizing the
transport properties and deterioration resistance of concrete. This paper presents an overview of performance-based specification
and developments in the application of electrical property measurements as a testing methodology in evaluating the relative
performance of concrete mixes. The technique lends itself to in-situ monitoring thereby allowing measurements to be obtained
on the as-placed concrete.
KEY WORDS: concrete, durability, performance, resistivity, formation factor, testing.
1

INTRODUCTION

It is an inescapable fact that our infrastructure deteriorates
with time. A state of the nation report [1] graded the quality of
the UK's infrastructure from B (fair) to D (poor) with an
overall grading of C (average). The picture is the same in the
US, where the ASCE (1998) Report on America's
Infrastructure estimated a five-year total investment need of
US$1.3 trillion just to reinstate roads, bridges and other
infrastructure systems to good serviceable life; in 2005, this
investment need has risen to US$1.6 trillion. Further to this,
the average state of America's infrastructure was given a
Grade D (Poor); as a specific example, in excess of 40% of
500,000 highway bridges are rated as structurally deficient or
functionally obsolete and some US$100 billion is the
estimated requirement to eliminate the current backlog of
bridge deficiencies and maintain repair levels [2].
Considering reinforced concrete structures, the initiation
and propagation stages of deterioration result from a complex
interaction of physical, chemical and electrochemical
phenomena. The rate at which a particular structure
deteriorates depends on many factors and evaluating the
performance of reinforced concrete requires numerous data
inputs, in particular, the response of the concrete to the
changing micro-environment in the vicinity of a specific
structural element or part of a structure. As it is the concrete
cover-zone which protects the steel reinforcement - and
therefore provides the first line of defence against the
environment - it is understandable that considerable attention
is directed towards assessing the performance of this zone [3].
The protective properties of the cover-zone are a major factor
with regard to the in-service performance of the structure,
likely deterioration rates for a particular exposure condition
and compliance with specified design life. It is permeation
processes such as diffusivity and sorptivity which are

important and there clearly exists a need to study and
determine quantitatively those near-surface characteristics of
concrete which promote the ingress of gases or liquids
containing dissolved contaminants.
Regarding concrete durability, European Standard BS
EN206 [4] deals with durability on the basis of a prescriptive,
deem-to-satisfy approach by specifying minimum grade,
minimum binder content and maximum water-binder ratio for
a series of well-defined environmental classes. Interestingly,
section 5.3.3 of this code allows for performance-related
methods and defines concrete on the basis of an equivalent
durability procedure (EDP); further detail on the EDP is
presented in PD CEN/TR 16563 [5]. However, in order to
fully implement a performance-based approach requires,
i.
long-term experience of local materials and practices
and on a detailed knowledge of the local
environment;
ii.
test methods based on approved and proven tests that
are representative of actual conditions and have
approved performance criteria; and,
iii.
analytical models that have been calibrated against
test-data representative of actual conditions in
practice.
2

PERFORMANCETESTING

Although attempts have been made to introduce performancebased specifications, the lack of reliable, consistent and
standardised test procedures for evaluating concrete
performance has hindered its widespread implementation.
Furthermore, there is also an intense need to evaluate the
concrete as early as possible; the sooner information is
obtained about the early-age properties of any given batch of
concrete, the sooner adjustments can be made to the materials,
proportions or processes for subsequent concrete placement,
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and the sooner remedial measures can be initiated on the
concrete already installed or construction practices altered
(e.g. extended curing). Early-age testing is useful in this
regard and, indeed, absolutely essential as the consequences
of unsatisfactory concrete discovered at a later stage becomes
expensive. The term identity testing is used in BS 85001:2015 [6] to describe testing to validate the identity of the
mix. Identity testing attempts to verify some key characteristic
of the concrete that relates to the desired performance and
could take the form of a slump, flow, density, strength, watercontent or some non-destructive or in-place method.
According to BS EN1990 [7], a reinforced concrete
structure is designed in such a way that 'deterioration over its
design working life does not impair the performance of the
structure below that intended, having due regard to its
environment and the anticipated level of maintenance'. It is
evident that consideration of a maintenance strategy forms an
integral part of the structural design process. Implicit within
this process is a consideration of adequate monitoring
procedures, together with an appropriate level of inspection
for the particular structure. As noted above, cover-zone
transport mechanisms, their variation through the cover-zone,
cyclic wetting/drying characteristics and temporal changes in
properties all influence reinforced concrete performance and
durability. In-situ monitoring of cover-zone concrete – in both
the spatial and temporal domains - could thus assist in making
realistic predictions as to the in-service performance of the
structure; likely deterioration rates for a particular exposure
condition, compliance with the specified design life and as an
early warning indicator of incipient problems. Figure 1
highlights the usefulness of in-situ monitoring of concrete
performance during the life of the structure which can be
divided into three stages: an initial stage which represents the
concrete response to the external environment, a second stage
which represents the initiation of the deterioration process
(corrosion in this instance) and a third stage where
propagation of deterioration occurs.

the current work) as a potential candidate testing methodology
in assessing concrete performance. The resistivity of concrete
is a relatively easy parameter to evaluate and the measurement
technology also lends itself to remote monitoring and
interrogation. The installation of a network of sensors,
embedded at critical locations within a concrete structure,
could provide continuous, real-time data on the response of
the micro-environment within the cover-zone to changing
ambient environmental conditions. Furthermore, as the
resistivity of the concrete surrounding the rebar controls the
magnitude of the corrosion current, it makes this parameter an
important factor in the overall corrosion process.
3

ELECTRICALPROPERTYMEASUREMENTS

From an electrical point of view, saturated concrete can be
regarded as a composite comprising non-conductive aggregate
particles embedded in an ionically conducting cementitious
matrix, with conduction occurring primarily through the
continuous pore-network. As a consequence, the electrical
properties of concrete are directly related to pore tortuosity,
pore connectivity and the degree of pore saturation, so its
measurement could be of practical significance in assessing
the durability of concrete structures. In addition, as the
hydration process will alter the pore system beyond the
standard curing period this will result in time-variant
microstructural - hence electrical property - changes.
The electrical resistivity of a material is equal to the
resistance, in ohms, between opposite faces of a unit cube of
that material. If R is the bulk resistance of a prismatic sample
of concrete placed between two electrodes of area A (cm2),
separated by a distance L (cm), then its bulk resistivity, U, is
given by,

U

§ RA · Ohm-cm (:cm)
¨
¸
© L ¹

(1)

Conventional treatment of resistivity data - saturated rocks in
this instance - has been to utilise the formation factor F [9, 10]
which is defined as the ratio of bulk resistivity, U, of the
saturated rock to the resistivity of the saturating liquid, Up.
The formation factor is then related to the rock porosity, M,
through the relationship,

F

Figure 1. Components of service life.
The
specification
of
the
servicelife/performance/durability of reinforced concrete by means a
single parameter is the holy grail of the engineer and hence a
subject of intense research interest. The challenges posed by a
performance-based testing and specification approach to
improve service life of concrete structures have been
acknowledged for several years [8]. It is set against this
background that this paper examines the use of the intrinsic
electrical properties of cementitious materials (resistivity in
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U
Up

aM m

(2)

where the exponent m is the cementation exponent, and is
related to the tortuosity and connectivity of the pore network
within the rock and a is a correction factor which is valid over
a particular range of porosities,M. A wide range of values
have been reported for m and a for different rock and
sediment formations, with a, typically, in the range 0.4–2.5
and m = 1.22.5 [11, 12]. Values of m and a are characteristic
for a given porous rock formation and are determined
empirically.
Provided that the solid phase can be regarded as an
insulator in comparison to that of the interstitial aqueous
phase, diffusion and resistivity of a saturated porous system
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are connected through the Nernst-Einstein relationship [13,
14],

U

Up
U

For the electrode-array, k was obtained as 2.41cm.

D
Do

1
F

where D is the diffusion coefficient of the porous material, Do
the free solution diffusion coefficient of the ion.
The work outlined above shows that the electrical
resistivity of concrete provides an indirect measure of the
capillary pore network (continuity, tortuosity) which is a key
property in a concrete's resistance to the penetration of a fluid.
In order to fully exploit electrical property measurements in
assessing the relative performance of different concrete mixes,
the resistivity of the pore-fluid, Up, is required or, at the very
least, needs to be estimated. This is particularly relevant when
supplementary cementitious materials (SCM) are used as
these materials alter the concentrations of Na+, K+ and OHwithin the interstitial aqueous phase in comparison to a plain
Portland cement concrete. In order to evaluate the resistivity
of the pore-fluid, pore expression techniques can be used;
however, this is impractical for a variety of reasons, not least
because it complicates the testing procedure. The pore-fluid
resistivity could be estimated from the ionic concentrations
predicted from the chemical composition of the binder. For
example, the model of Taylor [15] predicts the concentration
of various ionic species in the pore solution based on the
cement composition and degree of hydration. From the
estimated concentrations of the ions, it is then possible to
evaluate the resistivity of the pore-fluid. In this work, the
model developed by Snyder et al [16] and Bentz [17] is used
to estimate the resistivity of the pore fluid.
4

EXPERIMENTALDEVELOPMENTS
4.1

4.2

(3)

CoverZoneElectrodeArray

The Electrical measurements were obtained utilizing a multielectrode array [18] which was embedded within the coverzone at the time of casting. This arrangement allowed
monitoring of the spatial distribution of both electrical
resistance and temperature. In summary, the array comprises
six electrode-pairs and four thermistors mounted on a PVC
former, with the former being secured onto two, 15mm
diameter steel bars; the cover-to-steel was 50mm. With this
arrangement, the electrode-pairs were positioned at 10, 20, 30,
40, 50 and 75mm from the concrete surface. The electrical
measurements obtained at 75mm are sufficiently remote from
any effects at the concrete surface (e.g. drying, wetting) and
will reflect cement hydration, pozzolanic reaction and
microstructural development.
The resistivity of the concrete at each electrode-pair was
evaluated by multiplying the measured resistance by a
calibration factor, denoted k (i.e. equivalent to the geometrical
factor A/L in equation (1) above). This was obtained by
calibrating with the resistivity of 100mm cubes cast from the
same batch as the slabs used in the experimental programme.
The measured resistance, R (ohms), across the electrode-pairs
were then converted to resistivity, U (in :cm), through the
relationship,

kR :cm

(4)

Materials

The concrete mixes are presented in Table 1 with a crushed
granite aggregate used throughout together with a mid-range
water reducer (SikaPlast 15RM). Specimens were cast as
250×250×150mm (thick) slabs in steel formwork with the
250×250mm face cast against the formwork used as the
working face. An electrode array described above was
positioned at the plan centre of each slab; wiring from the
embedded array was ducted out of the slab and terminated
with a multipole D-connector. The 28-day and 180-day
concrete compressive strengths (f28 and f180, respectively)
are presented in Table 1.
4.3

TestingRegimeandMonitoring

On demoulding at approximately 24-hours, each specimen
was wrapped in damp hessian and placed in a heavy-duty
polythene bag which was then sealed. The specimens were
then left in a laboratory at constant temperature (20±1ºC) for a
period of 27-days. At this time, the four vertical faces and the
as-cast face of the specimens were painted with two coats of a
proprietary sealant and exposed to a laboratory environment
20±1ºC, 55%±5%RH. After approximately 7-days, all
samples were ponded with water for a period of 24-hours.
This ensured the surface region of all specimens was in a
similar saturated state. Samples were then allowed to dry for
further 7-days before being subjected to a cyclic ponding
regime comprising 1-day wetting followed by 6-days drying.
Electrical resistance measurements were obtained by
connecting the samples to a multiplexing system and an autoranging data logger. The resistance of the concrete between
each electrode-pair was obtained a fixed frequency of 1kHz;
the signal amplitude was 350mV with a measurement
integration time of 1.0 second. Thermistor measurements were
also acquired using the same system which were,
subsequently, converted to temperature (in °C). On
demoulding at 24-hours, measurements on the array were then
taken on a 12 hour cycle extending over periods extending up
to 350 days.
5

RESULTSANDDISCUSSION

Only a selection of results are presented for illustrative
purposes, with discussion focussing on the electrodes
positioned at 75mm from the concrete surface.
5.1

Preliminaries

Figure 2 presents the resistivity, U, versus time response for
the electrodes positioned at 10, 20, 30 and 75mm from the
surface for the PC concrete mix (w/b=0.65) with data
presented between 100 and 200 days after casting. (Note: for
reasons of clarity, only every 5th measurement point is
highlighted). The influence of the cyclic wetting/drying
regime on the resistivity of the concrete is clearly evident for
the electrode-pairs positioned 10mm and 20mm from the
surface, with periods of wetting resulting in a decrease in
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Table 1. Summary of concrete mixes (pl =plasticiser, w/b = water-binder ratio, FA = fly ash, GGBS = ground granulated blastfurnace slag).
Mix
Designation
PC

GGBS/65

FA/35

0.35

CEM I
kg/m3
378

GGBS
kg/m3
-

FA
kg/m3
-

20mm
kg/m3
787

10mm
kg/m3
393

Fine (<4mm)
kg/m3
787

pl
l/m3
5.15

f28
MPa
79

f180
MPa
88

0.65

263

-

-

790

395

790

-

39

46

0.35

132

244

-

782

391

782

5.12

65

76

0.65

92

170

-

786

393

786

-

31

40

0.35

242

-

130

773

386

773

5.06

65

81

0.65

169

-

91

780

390

780

-

24

38

w/b

resistivity and drying accompanied by an increase in
resistivity. The electrode-pair positioned at 75mm, however,
displays a continual increase and is not influenced by
wetting/drying at the concrete surface. Similar responses were
obtained for the other concrete mixes and it is for this reason
that measurements from the electrode-pair positioned at
75mm from the exposed surface, and still within the nearsurface region, are discussed below.

the test period, the resistivity of the FA/35 and GGBS/65
mixes are almost an order of magnitude higher than the PC
mix, at both w/b ratios. The increase in resistivity for both the
GGBS and FA concretes reflects the on-going pozzolanic
activity and pore structure refinement during the post-curing
period. The increase in resistivity for the concretes presented
in Figure 4 can be represented by the equation:

U

Figure 2. Variation in resistivity for electrode-pairs at 10, 20,
30 and 75mm from the concrete surface undergoing cyclic
wetting (PC concrete, w/b=0.65).
5.2

Resistivity/Timeresponse

Figure 3(a) presents the resistivity for concrete mixes with
w/b=0.35 over the initial 4-weeks after demoulding. The
resistivity of all mixes display a continual increase although
the influence of the SCM's on resistivity is also evident. For
periods <3 days, the PC concrete displays a higher resistivity
than the FA/35 and GGBS/65 mixes and reflects the initial
slower reaction of these systems. However, for periods >3days, the resistivity of the GGBS/65 concrete achieves higher
values than the PC concrete whereas for the FA/35 concrete,
this effect does not occur until approximately 15 days. Similar
trends are observed in Figure 3(b) for concrete mixes with
w/b=0.65 although the resistivity of the FA/35 mix only
achieves higher values than the PC mix at periods in excess of
28-days. It is also observed that an increase in the w/b ratio
results in a decrease in resistivity. Figures. 4(a) and (b)
display the resistivity at 75mm from the surface from 7-days
up to approximately 350 days for 0.35 and 0.65 w/b ratios
(Note: again, for clarity, only every 20th measurement point is
highlighted on these curves). The influence of SCM's on the
resistivity is clearly evident from these Figures; at the end of
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U ref ¨¨
© t ref

·
¸
¸
¹

n

(5)

where, U is the resistivity at time, t (in days); Uref is the
resistivity at a reference time, tref, and n could be regarded as
an aging exponent which will be related to hydration and
pozzolanic reaction. The reference time for the current work is
taken as 28-days, hence tref = 28-days and the respective
resistivity at 28-days, Uref, obtained from Figure 3. Best-fit
curves to the data are plotted on Figure 4(a) and (b) (solid
lines) through the measurement points with the fitting
equations presented on these Figures. It is interesting to note
that the aging exponent, n, would appear to be virtually
independent of w/b ratio and is binder specific. This could be
explained by the fact that the influence in of the w/b ratio is
accounted for in the 28-day resistivity, Uref.
Although the equations on these Figures were developed
on the best-fit line to all the data points for a particular w/b
ratio (i.e. over 700 measurement points), a curve could be
evaluated from fewer measurements, which has obvious
practical implications. For example, Figures. 5(a) and (b)
present the best-fit curves (solid lines) based on resistivity
measurements at 3 measurement points (7, 28 and 56 days)
using the same reference time of 28-days. For comparative
purposes, the best-fit curves based on all the measurement
points on Figure 4 are also presented on Figure 5 (dashed
lines).
5.3

TowardsaPerformanceBasedIndex

From the definition of formation factor (F) in equation (2)
above, and its relationship with diffusivity through equation
(3), the concretes could be ranked in terms of their resistance
to ionic penetration using the parameter, F. However, the
formation factor requires a knowledge of the pore-water
resistivity. A straightforward procedure for estimating porewater resistivity from the concentrations of Na+, K+ and OHions in the pore-water has been developed [16, 17].
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Figure 3. Increase in resistivity during initial 28-days after casting for (a) w/b=0.35 and (b) w/b=0.65.

Figure 4. Increase in resistivity (at 75mm) over the period 7-350 days after casting for (a) w/b = 0.35 and (b) w/b = 0.65.
Curve fits in the form of equation (5) are also presented.
In summary, for a particular degree of hydration, the
concentrations of Na+ and K+ are computed from the binder
composition (Table 2) and assuming that 75% of the Na2O
and K2O will be released into the pore-water. The
concentration of OH- is then deduced from the electroneutrality condition. Using the equivalent conductivity of each
ion, these data are then used to compute the pore solution
electrical resistivity, Up.
Table 2. Oxide analysis of cementitious materials used in
experimental programme.
% by weight
SiO2
Al2O3
Fe2O3
CaO
MgO
TiO2
P2O5
SO3
K 2O
Na2O

PC
20.68
4.83
3.17
63.95
2.53
+
+
2.80
0.54
0.08

FA
51.0
27.4
4.6
3.4
1.4
1.6
0.3
0.7
1.0
0.2

GGBS
34.33
12.60
0.60
41.64
8.31
+
+
+
0.47
0.25

Table 3 presents the computed F values for each concrete
mix in Table 1 at both 28-days (F28) and 56-days (F56); in

calculating Up, an average degree of hydration of 80% has
been assumed throughout for each binder type. With reference
to Table 3, decreasing the w/b ratio from 0.65 to 0.35 results
in a fivefold (approximately) increase in F for each mix.
Moreover, the beneficial effect of the FA and GGBS is clearly
evident, particularly at longer time-scales; although these
materials may not necessarily create concretes of lower
porosity than their PC counterparts, it is of a more
disconnected and tortuous in nature. It is interesting to note
that whilst the GGBS/65 concrete displays the highest
resistivity, when the resistivity of the pore-water is
considered, it is out-ranked by the FA/35 concrete in the
longer-term. From equation (3) above, the instantaneous
diffusion coefficient, D, of a particular ionic species (e.g. Cl-)
could also be approximated from F (i.e. D  Do/F) and the
free-solution diffusion coefficient of that ion, Do (e.g. Do for
the chloride ion is 1.84×10-9 m2/s [19]).
6

CONCLUDINGCOMMENT

The work detailed has presented developments in the
application of electrical resistivity measurements as a
potential test method to rank the relative performance of a
range of concrete mixes. The measurements were used in
combination with the pore-fluid resistivity, the latter evaluated
from the ionic concentration in the pore water. These values
were then used to assess concrete performance in terms of
Formation Factor (F). In general terms, the higher the F value
for the concrete, the better its performance rating; however,
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Figure 5. Curve-fits to resistivity measurements based on 3 (three) measurement points – 7, 28 and 56 days for (a) w/b = 0.35
and (b) w/b = 0.65.
Table 3. Formation factors (F) for the concrete mixes in Table 1 at 28-days (F28) and 56-days (F56).
Mix

PC

GGBS/65

FA/35

0.35

10.7

U28
(×104 :cm)
0.725

0.65

23.8

0.368

0.445

154

186

0.35

27.9

3.23

4.46

1157

1598

0.65

63.7

1.69

2.32

265

367

0.35
0.65

8.31
18.2

0.952
0.394

2.01
0.842

1146
216

2418
462

w/b

Up (:cm)

work is still required to obtain values, or range of values, for F
for concrete classification purposes.

[8]
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Massive timber - the emergence of a modern construction material
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ABSTRACT: In the move towards sustainable construction, timber and wood-based products are becoming increasingly
important structural materials. The introduction of massive timber products with excellent load carrying characteristics allows
timber to be used in larger, more complicated structures. Cross-laminated timber panel products have developed to the stage
where they can be considered as economic and more sustainable alternatives to traditional materials. In this paper, the
characteristics and design of CLT structures are described. Recent developments in mid- and high-rise CLT construction are
reviewed and future opportunities identified. The potential to develop CLT from Irish timber is discussed.
KEY WORDS: Massive timber; Cross laminated timber; Tall timber buildings
1

INTRODUCTION

Massive timber is a term used to describe a family of
engineered wood products of large section size that offers the
construction industry an alternative to steel and concrete. The
term is generally applied to thick panel products but can also
include large section glued- or block-laminated linear
elements. There has been a significant level of interest in these
products and building systems due to their technical
capabilities,
cost-competitiveness
and
environmental
properties.
The product that has received most attention in recent
years is cross-laminated timber (CLT), sometimes referred to
as X-lam [1]. CLT is a prefabricated multi-layer engineered
panel wood product, manufactured from at least three layers
of parallel boards by gluing their surfaces together with an
adhesive under pressure (Figure 1). Alternate layers of boards
are placed cross-wise to each other, which gives the product a
high level of in-plane stability. The large thickness gives CLT
panels their exceptional strength and stiffness.

Figure 1. Five layer CLT panel [2].
Since its introduction in the 1990s, CLT has been the
subject intensive research, which has enabled the development
of product standards and design guidelines. According to the
UNECE/FAO Forest Products Annual Market Review 20142015 [3], about 90% of CLT production worldwide is located
in Europe, with a total production volume of 560,000 m³ in
2014, forecast to increase to about 630,000 m³ by the end of
2015. Plants have recently opened or are planned in Canada,
the US, Japan, China and New Zealand [4].

Many buildings have been constructed using this
technology across a range of building types mostly as low-rise
construction. In the UK alone, over 100 educational buildings
in CLT were constructed between 2003 and 2011 [5]. The use
of CLT in mid-rise and high-rise buildings has received
international media attention. To date, over 40 buildings
between 5 and 14 stories tall have been completed and an 18storey student residence is currently under construction in
Canada [6] and taller buildings are planned.
In this paper, CLT as a construction material and system is
examined, design approaches and some case study buildings
are presented. In addition, the future for tall timber buildings,
and current and future research needs are discussed.
2
2.1

CHARACTERISTICSANDDESIGNOFCLTSTRUCTURES
PanelManufacture

CLT panels are commonly manufactured to lengths, widths
and thicknesses of up to 18 m, 5 m and 0.5 m, respectively.
The number of layers forming a CLT panel is usually 3, 5 or
7. The European product standard for CLT, EN 16351 [7],
permits layer thicknesses between 6 mm and 45mm; however,
the standard layer thicknesses are 20, 30 and 40 mm. The
recommended minimum board width is 4 times the thickness
in order reduce rolling shear failures. For the manufacture of
the panels, structural grade timber is dried to about 12% and
planed to the required thickness. Defects are cut out and
boards are finger-jointed to produce the required lengths.
Boards are laid side by side and may or may not be adhesively
bonded along their narrow edges. Successive layers are added
and the stack is face-bonded under pressure. Depending on the
finish required further surface treatment may be required.
Openings for doors, windows and services are made using
CNC machinery to tight dimensional tolerances. The panels
are stored in batches in accordance with the construction
sequence and transported to site for erection as required. This
sequence is illustrated in Figure 2.
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materials. However, for tall CLT buildings the light weight
may be a disadvantage when considering overturning effects
due for example to wind loads, and additional measures such
as tie-down rods may be required.
The use of CLT panels gives increased flexibility in
architectural design as openings can be regular or irregular
and placed at random. Where the panels are left exposed,
building aesthetics are greatly enhanced as the exposed timber
provides a warm sensation. Exposed timber in schools and
healthcare buildings has been shown to have psychological
benefits with heart rates and stress levels reduced, which
resulted in higher levels of concentration in schoolchildren
and faster recovery rates for patients [10-12].
Figure 2. Manufacture, transportation and erection of CLT
panels [Images: KLH].
2.2

CharacteristicsofCLT

CLT provides opportunities to use timber products in a wider
range of applications than was possible heretofore. Increased
use of timber in building construction can positively
contribute to sustainable building practices.
Timber is considered a natural, renewable resource, and
extraction and manufacturing of timber products requires a
very low amount of energy relative to more conventional
structural materials used in construction. Prefabricated CLT
building systems are easily erected in a low-dust, low-noise
assembly with minimal site waste. Due to their low weight,
there is reduced labour and craneage on site and rapid erection
times. Ease of disassembly allows for reuse of the material
and a more resource-efficient product life cycle. An important
consideration is the fact that the timber buildings sequester
carbon over their lifespan. Dry wood is about 50% carbon by
weight and so massive timber buildings store considerable
amounts of carbon. During the lifespan of the building,
several forest rotations can take place with further carbon
sequestration in the forest. Several studies have been carried
out to quantify the environmental benefit of construction in
timber using life cycle analysis procedures [8-9]. From an
energy efficiency perspective, the use of CLT panels as part of
the external building envelope makes it easier to achieve
passive or net zero energy building standards as timber has a
low coefficient of thermal conductivity and good air-tightness
is achieved.
In addition to the sustainability benefits, one of the
primary benefits of CLT panels is the use of offsite
prefabrication allowing for high-quality certified production,
independent of the weather. As holes and notches in panels
can be pre-cut prior to arrival to site and assembling methods
are straightforward, construction and project delivery times
are improved and costs are reduced.
Cross-lamination gives CLT excellent in-plane and out-ofplane strength, rigidity, and stability characteristics [1]. The
degree of anisotropy in properties and the influence of natural
variations, such as knots, are reduced in comparison with
construction timber, allowing for higher characteristic
properties to be used in design. Due to the fact that timber is a
low density material, overall building weight is reduced
compared to other construction material, resulting in savings
in foundation works when compared to other construction
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2.3

CLT elements and building systems

CLT panels can be used as floors, walls and roofs and can be
used in combination with other engineered wood products,
concrete, steel and masonry. CLT panels can be vertically
oriented as load-bearing walls and shear walls, or horizontally
as load-bearing floors or roofs. CLT panels have been widely
used in low-rise construction but are increasingly used for
mid- and high-rise residential construction. Walls typically
consist of three- to five-layer panels, whereas floors consist of
five or more layers. For longer spans and unduly heavy loads
timber-concrete composite floors provide an economic
solution.
Table 1. Maximum economic span for different floor types
Floor construction
Timber studs
CLT – simply supported
CLT – continuous over supports
Ribbed timber slab – CLT + glulam
Timber-concrete composite

Max. span (m)
4
5
6
10
10

For low-rise buildings, platform construction is widely
used. On each level, CLT walls are erected in a cellular
arrangement and the floor is placed on top as seen in Figure 3.
The floor then provides a platform for the next level. With
increasing building height, the compressive force from the
walls above acting on the floor below in the perpendicular to
grain direction increases. To prevent excessive deflections, the
force can be transferred to the wall or column below by means
of self-tapping screws or other steel connectors.
An
alternative approach is to use balloon construction methods in
which the walls are continuous from floor to floor and the
floors are supported by steel brackets connected to the walls.
In this way, the compressive loading perpendicular to grain
issue is avoided but scaffolding may be required to support
the floor.
For mid- and high-rise buildings, different arrangements of
CLT elements in conjunction with glulam beams and columns
have been used with the structural core constructed either
from concrete or CLT. Some of these solutions are described
in Section 3.
2.4

Structural design of CLT

Due to the lack of experience with CLT when Eurocode 5 [14]
was developed, no specific design rules for CLT were
included. In the intervening years, design rules have been
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developed and are included as part of product-specific
technical approvals and also in the National Annexes to
Eurocode 5 in Austria and Germany. In Canada and the
United States, CLT Handbooks [15-16] containing detailed
design rules have been published. The CEN standardisation
committee, CEN/TC 250/SC5, has established a working
group to draft new design rules for inclusion in the next
revisions to Eurocode 5. Recommendations for the design of
CLT elements have been well documented in publications
emanating from the European COST Actions [17-18].

Figure 3. Platform construction – Murray Grove [13].
For elements loaded out of plane, such as floors and roofs,
the serviceability limit state deflections and vibrations limits
generally govern the design. An important consideration that
arises from the cross-lamination of members is the shear
flexibility of the cross layers. Because of this, deflection
calculations based of one of the following methods is used:
the Gamma method, the shear analogy method and the
Timoshenko shear flexible beam method. These methods
generally give comparable results where the span-thickness
ratio exceeds 15. For the calculation of the stresses, for
simplicity only those layers oriented perpendicular to the axis
of bending are assumed to contribute to load resistance. This
is illustrated in Figure 4 for the case of bending stresses.

torsion failure of the glueline between the layers. Further
information on these and other design checks is detailed in
[18].
2.5

Connections systems

Connections between the CLT elements is achieved via
simple steel connectors and self-tapping screws. In Figure 5,
some typical arrangements for panel-to-panel connections are
illustrated. Arrangements for wall-floor connections are
shown in Figures 6, 7 and 8. The design of these connections
can be carried out in accordance with current Eurocode 5
procedures.

Figure 5. CLT panel-to-panel edge connections [20]

Figure 6. Self-tapping screws as connectors

Figure 7. CLT wall-to-floor connections [20].
Figure 4. Bending stress distribution in CLT [17]
For elements loaded in-plane, the two main loading
scenarios are compression and shear. For CLT walls carrying
vertical loading, compressive stress and buckling checks are
performed. For buckling, verification by either the equivalent
beam method or using 2nd order theory is used. For CLT shear
walls, a number of different failure mechanisms are possible
depending on whether the narrow edges of the layers are
bonded or unbonded [19]. For CLT panels with the narrow
edge bonded, failure is in gross-shear, where shearing of all of
the layers takes place. Where there is no edge bonding, failure
can occur through net-shear failure by exceeding the shear
resistance of the layers oriented in the weak direction or by

Figure 8. CLT wall floor connection – Murray Grove [13].
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2.6

Fire Performance of CLT

Over the past couple of decades, research and testing has been
performed to characterise the fire performance of timber
structures so that safe fire design can be conducted [21-25]. It
is well known that timber when ignited burns at a predictable
rate with the formation of a charring layer. This charring layer
forms a thermal barrier between the surface and the internal
timber. During a fire incident, the cross-section of the timber
element reduces at a predictable rate. Due to the large section
size of massive timber members, they have an inherent fire
resistance. Many studies have been undertaken to establish the
charring rates for massive timber elements. In Figure 9, a CLT
panel after a 1-hour fire test is shown. The exposed face of the
panel shows the char formation while the unexposed face has
shown no evidence of deterioration. In tests on CLT panels
manufactured with temperature-sensitive adhesives [23], the
charred layer delaminated during the tests resulting in
increased charring rates, which can be characterised using a
bi-linear charring model. For panel manufactured with less
temperature-sensitive adhesives, the charred layers remained
in place and continued to protect the layers underneath against
increasing temperatures. This behaviour is the same as for
solid panels and provides a constant charring rate throughout.
In order to achieve a specific level of fire resistance, different
measures are used. The CLT panel can be sized to ensure that
the required resistance is met. The reduced section after the
end of the fire duration must still have adequate capacity to
carry the loads. Another approach is to encapsulate the panels
with fire-rated gypsum boards. The combined resistance of the
panels and gypsum boards provide the necessary fire rating.
The next level of fire protection is to provide a sprinkler
system.
Tests on several full-scale buildings have been conducted
to investigate the influence of combustible surfaces on fire
growth and fire spread inside and outside the room [22, 24].
As part of the SOFIE project [24], tests were carried out in
Japan on a full-scale 3-storey CLT building under natural fire
conditions to check the global performance and to find
possible weaknesses of the timber structure. The walls and
floors of the building comprised 85 mm thick and 142 mm
thick CLT panels, respectively. They were encapsulated in
either one or two layers of non-combustible gypsum board.
The windows in the fire room were left open during the test.
After the 1-hour fire test, all of the gypsum boards had
completely fallen off and the measured charring depth varied
between 5 mm and 10 mm. The tests confirmed that with pure
structural measures it is possible to limit the fire spread to one
room even for timber structures. There was no fire spread to
adjacent rooms and in the room above the fire room, no
elevated temperature or smoke were detected. Figure 10
shows the building under test 40 minutes after fire ignition.
As new timber technologies are developed and, in
particular, connections that transfer loads between elements, it
is important to consider the fire performance of these
assemblies. As most connectors or manufactured from steel, it
is essential as part of the fire design to account for the
potential of the connectors to conduct heat into the core of the
panels. In addition to connection behaviour in fire,
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understanding penetration behaviour is critical to demonstrate
that compartmentation is achieved.
In the current regulatory environment, testing is generally
required to prove compliance for mid- and high-rise buildings.
For recently constructed tall CLT buildings, the fire design
has often been conservative. Sprinkler systems have been
included even when compliance was deemed to have been
achieved with encapsulation on the basis of the tests. Testing
is also an important part of the ongoing fire engineering
research that will underpin the development of standards.

(a)

(b)

Figure 9. CLT panel after fire test (a) unexposed face (b)
exposed face.

Figure 10. Fire test on 3-storey CLT building [24]

3CLTBUILDINGS
In the last 20 years, many CLT buildings have been
completed, mainly in Europe. The earlier projects were
mainly single family dwellings but this quickly expanded to
the multi-family residential, educational and commercial
sectors. Due to the expertise developed with earlier projects
and a significant level of research, the last 10 years have seen
a significant move to using this technology in the mid- to
high-rise construction sector. In Table 2, a list of all buildings
of 5-storey and above completed since 2005 is given [6]. It
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can be seen that over that period the number of projects and
the height of the buildings has increased. The 14-storey
TREET building in Norway is currently the tallest CLT
building in the world but this record will be broken in 2017
when the 18-storey Brock Commons student residence is
completed in Canada. A number of proposals for even taller
buildings have been put forward and studies have shown that
very tall buildings utilising CLT are feasible.
Table 2. Multi-storey CLT buildings completed 2005-2016.
Year

Building

Location

2005

Svartamoen
Fairmule House
MFH Holzenhausen
E3
Lagerhuset
Limnologen
Murray Grove
Edifice Fondaction
3xGrun
Bridport House
H8
PuuEra
Forte
UBC Earth Sciences
Lifecycle Tower
Whitmore Rd
Wood Cube
Tamedia
Via Cennia
Maison de L’Inde
Marina Verde
Bullitt Centre
Wagramerstrasse
Panorama Giustinelli
District 03
Pentagon 2
UEA Student Res
Contralaminada
St Die-des-Vosges
Illwerke Zentrum
Rundeskogen
Banyan Wharf
Shaing-Yang Woodtek
Kingsgate House
WIDC
Puukuokka
Framework
Trafalgar Place
Trentino-Quebec
Cobalt Place
Verde Living
Curtain Place
Treet
Nordic Lofts

Trondheim, NO
Hoxton, UK
Steinhausen, CH
Berlin, DE
Eslov, SE
Vaxjo, SE
London, UK
Quebec, Ca
Berlin, DE
London, UK
Bad Aibling, DE
Heinola, FI
Melbourne, AU
Vancouver, CA
Dornbirn, AU
London, UK
Hamburg, DE
Zurich, CH
Milan, IT
Paris, FR
Caorle, IT
Seattle, US
Vienna, AT
Trieste, IT
Quebec, CA
Oslo, NO
Norwich, UK
Lleida, ES
Vosges, FR
Vandans, AT
Sandnes, NO
London, UK
Taiwan
London, UK
Pr George, CA
Jyväskylä, FI
Portland, US
London, UK
Trento, IT
London, UK
Adelaide, AU
London, UK
Bergen, NO
London, UK

2006
2008

2009
2010
2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

Use-No
storeys
R-5
R-5
R-6
R-7
R - 10
R-8
R-8
O-6
R-6
R-8
R-8
R-5
R -10
E-5
O-8
R-6
R-5
O-6
R-9
R-7
H-6
O-6
R-7
R-7
R-6
R-8
R-7
R-8
R-8
O-5
R-8
R - 10
M-5
R-7
E-6
R-8
O-5
R - 10
R-5
R-6
R-5
M-6
R - 14
R-5

R- residential, O – office, H – hotel, E- education, M – mixed use

Many of the early adopters of CLT as a primary
construction material were in regions or municipalities where
‘Timber First’ or sustainable policies were in place. The
London borough of Hackney is the first local authority in

England to promote timber construction. Since it introduced a
‘Timber First’ policy in 2012, more than 18 multi-storey
timber buildings have been built in the region. One of these
buildings, the Stadthaus in Murray Grove, was the tallest
timber building in the world when it was completed in in 2009
and has received considerable international attention since that
time. Vancouver aims to be the greenest city in the world by
2020 and is the site for what will be the highest CLT building
when it is completed in 2017.
Three case study buildings are presented and future trends
in high-rise construction are discussed.
3.1

Case Study Building 1: Limnologen apartment complex
in Växjö, Sweden.

In the Välle Broar region in the municipality of Växjö in
Sweden, a town planning strategy was developed in 2002 to
increase the use of wood in construction. As part of this
strategy, it stated that in the Välle Broar region, all
construction must be based on the use of timber or wood
based products.
As a result of an architecture competition, the Limnologen
complex was born. It consists of four eight-storey apartment
buildings, with seven timber storeys on a concrete foundation
and concrete first floor (Figure 11).

Figure 11. Limnologen apartment buildings, Sweden.
The loadbearing structure is CLT, which is used in both
the floors and walls. All exterior walls and some of the
interior walls carry the vertical loads. The horizontal loads are
transferred by the floors - acting as stiff plates – to the top of
the walls. In some parts of the buildings, glulam columns and
beams have supplemented the load bearing system in order to
reduce the deformations. Typical internal and external wall
and floor elements are shown in Figures 12 and 13. The loadbearing floor elements comprise 3-layer CLT panels acting
compositely with tee-shaped glulam beams. Tension rods,
anchored to the concrete at first floor level are required to
carry the overturning forces due to wind loading. The tension
rods were re-tightened after some time due to relaxation in the
steel, creep deformations in the wood and due to possible
drying of the wood.
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Figure 12. Typical internal (left) and external wall (right)
details [26].
Figure 14. Mayfield school – construction phase [28].

Figure 13. Typical floor-ceiling detail [26].
In order to minimise the risk of flanking transmission and
impact sound transmission, the walls are not continuous
across storeys, and a polyurethane sealant is used between the
walls and the flange of the floor elements. Separation of the
floor elements from the ceilings directly below forms part of
the acoustic design as can be seen in Figure 13.
As these buildings were unique in Sweden, they were
designated as research and educational buildings. Linneaus
University and the SP Technical Research Institute have
access to Broar Välle projects and both continue to monitor
the buildings. Monitoring of vertical shortening, sway, sound
transmission, and structural vibrations are ongoing.
3.2

Case study building 2: Mayfield School, Kent UK [27]

This project involved the expansion of an existing 1,000 pupil
secondary school to accommodate an additional 800 pupils
and 80 teachers, requiring an 8,000 m2 expansion. The
development had an 18-month timeframe in what was an
active school site and had to achieve a BREEAM “excellent”
target environmental performance rating.
Because of these constraints, the structural solution chosen
was CLT together with glulam beams and columns. Steel
beams were used in a small number cases for particularly long
spans. The use of off-site manufacturing reduced the time on
site and the superstructure was completed in 12 weeks. Figure
14 shows the buildings under construction. The lightweight
timber significantly reduced the substructure works. Another
key factor in achieving a shortened construction time was the
use of an integrated building information modelling approach.
Figure 15 shows the BIM model for the school developed by
Ramboll UK, structural engineers on the project. Where
possible, the timber was left exposed, due to its aesthetic
appeal, to provide a warm interior, and to take advantage of
beneficial effect on learning provided by timber interiors.
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Figure 15. Ramboll BIM model of Mayfield school [28].

3.3

Case study building 3: UBC student residence [29]

The Brock Commons residence at the University of British
Columbia (UBC) in Vancouver is currently under construction
with an estimated completion date of August 2017. This 18storey building will provide accommodation for over 400
students. The superstructure of the building comprises a
reinforced concrete ground floor and two reinforced concrete
cores while the remaining 17 floors will comprise CLT panels
and glulam columns (Figures 16 - 17). On completion, it will
be 53 m tall, with a floor area in excess of 14,500 m2, and will
be the tallest timber structure in the world. UBC aims to
achieve LEED Gold certification for the building. In addition
to its primary function as a student residence, the building will
serve as a living laboratory for students and researchers, who
will be able to study and monitor its operations.
The floor structure comprises 5-layer two-way spanning
CLT panels supported on glulam columns on a 2.85 m x 4.0 m
grid. The vertical loads are carried by the CLT floor structure
and lateral stability is provided by the concrete cores and CLT
diaphragms at each level. To prevent vertical load transfer
through the CLT panels, steel connectors are used to transfer
the columns loads directly to the column below, as seen in
Figure 18.
The construction cost for this innovative building is
estimated to be about 8% higher than comparable reinforced
concrete building. This cost difference is expected to reduce
as more CLT suppliers enter the marketplace and designers
and builders become more familiar with massive timber
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construction methods. Due to the uniqueness of this project, a
conservative approach to the fire safety design was taken. The
timber elements will encapsulated in gypsum panels to give a
2-hour fire separation between compartments and an
automatic sprinkler system with a back-up water supply will
be installed.

Figure 16. Schematic of UBC student residence [29].

Figure 17. UBC student residence under construction

Figure 18. Floor column connector [29].
3.4

Tall timber buildings – the future

As can be seen from Table 2, timber buildings made from
massive timber have been getting progressively taller. The
tallest completed building is the 14-storey Treet building in
Norway which is 49 m tall. In 2017, when completed the 18storey Brock Commons student residence in Canada will be

53 m tall. The drive to develop tall buildings arises due to the
demands for housing to cater for increasing global population
and increased urbanisation. Tall buildings present unique
challenges for structural designers. In order to investigate the
technical and economic feasibility of using massive timber in
tall buildings, to quantify the environmental benefit and to
identify research needs, a number of international studies have
been undertaken, including the Case for Tall Wood Buildings
project, and the Timber Tower Research project. In these
projects, different structural solutions for tall buildings are
proposed, which use timber as the primary structural material
but also incorporate steel and concrete elements.
In 2012, Vancouver-based Michael Green Architecture
unveiled a conceptual design for 30-storey timber residential
buildings in a report entitled The Case for Tall Wood
Buildings [30]. The structural system, known as the FFTT
system, is based on a ‘strong column-weak beam’ balloon
frame approach. The system combines massive timber panels
as the vertical structure, lateral shear walls and floors. The
‘weak beam’ component refers to steel beams, which are
bolted to the timber panels, to provide ductility in the system
under wind and seismic loading. Concrete is used for the
foundations.
The FFTT system is applied to four case study buildings:
Option 1 – 12-storey building with core only, Option 2 – 20storey building with core and interior shear walls, Option 3 –
20-storey building with core and perimeter moment frames
and Option 4 – 30-storey building with core and perimeter
moment frames and interior walls. These options are
illustrated in Figures 19 and 20. The gravity load-resisting
system comprises CLT or CLT/concrete composite panels,
designed to span one way over interior steel beams, which
also act as link beams. The perimeter structure consists of
glulam post and beam for Options 1 and 2, and moment
frames of solid wood panels and steel link beams for Options
3 and 4. The lateral load resistance is provided by three lateral
load resisting systems: the core, the perimeter moment frames,
which would be integrated into the building facades, and
interior partition walls used individually or in combination.
Stiffness governs in most cases, and wind loading will govern
for higher buildings even in higher seismic zones, as the
building mass is relatively low.
A cost analysis was conducted for both 12-storey and 20storey FFTT options, considering both the charring and the
encapsulation approach to fire protection, and costs were
compared to equivalent reinforced concrete frame structures.
For both building heights, the costs for the FFTT structures
with the charring option were the same as the concrete
structures. Costs for the FFTT cases using the encapsulated
approach were 2% higher. There is an expectation that as the
design and development of FFTT building advances, there
will be significant reduction in the construction costs.
Further research and development is required to validate
the FFTT system including: advanced analysis of the lateral
load resisting systems and connection options; testing of
frame behaviour and typical connections; fire testing and
modelling.
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Figure 19. FFTT building frames: Options 1(12-storey) & 2
(20-storey) [30].

bound for comparison. The timber design, utilising the
concrete jointed timber frame is illustrated in Figure 23. The
gravity load-resisting system comprises CLT floor panels that
span between the timber shear walls at the centre of the
building and the reinforced concrete spandrel beams and
timber columns at the perimeter, as illustrated in Figure 22.
The concrete beams stiffen the floor thereby enhancing the
deflection and vibration characteristics, leading to a more
efficient design. The beams transmit the floor loads via the
columns and walls to the lower floor and eventually to the
foundations. The lateral load-resisting system comprises CLT
shear walls located near the core, designed to resist the wind
loading in both directions and overall building torsion.
Additional shear walls across the narrow building dimension
are necessary to resist uplift due to wind loading on the wide
faces of the building. The foundations and the lower two floor
of the building are concrete. Overall, the building is 70%
timber and 30% concrete.

Figure 20. FFTT building frames: Options 3 (20-storey) & 4
(30-storey) [30].
The Timber Tower Research project [31] was undertaken
by Skidmore, Owning and Merrill (SOM), designers of many
tall buildings including the tallest building in the world, the
Burj Khalifa in Dubai. The aim of the study was to develop a
structural system for tall buildings using timber as the main
structural elements and which minimises the carbon footprint
of the building. The feasibility of a new structural mass timber
system that can be designed to be competitive with reinforced
concrete construction in buildings from 10 to 30 stories in
height, while reducing the embodied carbon footprint by
approximately 60% to 75%, was demonstrated. The design
solution proposed includes a novel concrete-jointed timber
frame. Massive timber is used for the primary members –
floors, shear walls and columns and these are connected with
steel reinforcing through concrete joints. The floor system and
a typical concrete joint are illustrated in Figures 21 and 22.
The proposed structural system was applied to a prototype
building based on an existing concrete building designed by
SOM. The Dewitt-Chestnut apartment building, built in
Chicago in 1966, is a 395’ tall 42-storey concrete structure.
This building was selected as the data was readily available
and made very efficient use of materials, giving a lower-
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Figure 21. SOM concrete-jointed timber frame [31].

Figure 22. SOM concrete-joint detail [31].
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At NUI Galway, CLT research has been ongoing for over
three years and two of the projects are outlined.

Figure 24. Samuel Beckett Civic Campus.
5.1

Figure 23. SOM 42-storey timber prototype [31].
A limited cradle-to-gate life cycle analysis was carried out
to assess the relative environmental performance of the
prototype and benchmark buildings. This included only the
embodied carbon associated with the materials used and the
energy used in the construction. Two scenarios were
considered for the benchmark building: ‘standard materials’
and ‘sustainable materials’. The ‘sustainable materials’ option
considers the use of cement replacement and air-drying of the
wood. The carbon emission associated with construction were
taken as the same for all cases. The embodied carbon footprint
of the prototype building was found to be 60% than the
benchmark building for the ‘sustainable materials’ option and
75% lower when considering the ‘standard materials’ options.
4

In a recently completed research project at NUI Galway, the
viability of using Grade C16 Irish grown Sitka spruce to
manufacture CLT panels was established. A suitable adhesive
has been identified and optimum processing parameters have
been established for CLT manufacture [33]. The in-plane and
out-of-plane bending performance of Irish CLT panels has
been established and rolling shear characteristics have been
determined. The influence of layer thickness on the bending
characteristics has been identified as an important factor in
design [34]. CLT testing of a panel is shown in Figure 25 and
rolling shear failure of the cross layer is seen in Figure 26.
The flexural stiffness of the Irish panels compared well with
commercial CLT panels manufactured from Central European
Norway spruce. The development of a CLT manufacturing
plant in Ireland presents an opportunity to add significant
value to the output from Irish forests and to increase
employment in rural areas.

CLTINIRELAND

Compared the UK, where over 600 CLT buildings have been
constructed, this form of construction is relatively new to
Ireland and until recently has been limited to single family
dwellings. Two recently completed buildings in Dublin, the
Ballyogen Environmental Management Centre and the
Samuel Beckett Civic Campus have used CLT for walls,
floors and roofs. In Figure 24, the Samuel Beckett building
and a view of its interior are shown. There are plans for a
number of low-rise public buildings. Given the success of this
building system globally, it is expected that CLT construction
will increase as with the construction industry grows over the
coming years.
5

CLTfromIrishtimber


Figure 25. Out-of-plane bending test on Irish CLT panel

RESEARCH

In order to support the certification and wider use of this
building system a considerable amount of research is
underway across the globe including in Ireland. Areas of
research which have been identified by COST Actions, Code
Committees and feasibility studies, such as those described,
include: technical properties, connection behaviour, vibration
behaviour, fire, and sustainability. Two current COST actions,
FP1402 and FP1404, bring together researchers on CLT in
order to optimise the effectiveness of the individual efforts.

Figure 26. Rolling shear failure of Irish CLT panel
5.2

VibrationcharacteristicsofCLTfloorsystems

The serviceability limit state usually governs design of timber
floor systems. The influence of connection systems and the
influence of structural and non-structural concrete toppings on
the dynamic performance of CLT floors is currently under
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[15]

investigation in NUI Galway [35] with a view to optimising
the serviceability design (Figure 27). Testing of different
floor systems in the laboratory and in-situ in buildings is
being undertaken together with finite element modelling. This
work is ongoing.

[16]
[17]

[18]



[19]

Figure 27. Mode-shapes of two-way spanning CLT panels.
6

CONCLUSIONS

The use of CLT in construction is growing and is being used
in increasingly demanding applications. This trend is being
driven by the challenge of sustainable construction and is
being enabled by research and development across the globe
that is driving the technology forward. In this paper, recent
developments in CLT materials and construction trends have
been reviewed and future opportunities and research needs
identified. The potential to develop CLT from Irish timber has
been demonstrated.

[20]
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ABSTRACT: Materials have historically been one of the fundamental yet perhaps less appreciated building blocks of
infrastructure systems. As increasing engineering challenges are placed on our systems due to the need to construct
infrastructure in more challenging environments, the need to achieve higher performance standards due to the desire to increase
maintenance intervals, the need to develop and adopt more sustainable materials and systems and the need to be prepared to
meet unprecedented demands as a result of the need for increased resilience in the face of climate change and other
unprecedented natural phenomena, materials are now at the core of some of the most innovative science and engineering based
developments. This paper will illustrate through a few examples how approaches such as bio-inspired and multi-functional
materials are emerging to play central roles in the next generation of infrastructure materials and systems. Specifically, the paper
begins by presenting an example of the evolution, within human time-scale, of multi-functional geosynthetic materials. The
paper shows how insights gleaned through the use of experimental and numerical micro-scale evaluation tools, in conjunction
with new techniques such as 3-D printing, provide a robust basis for performance evaluation and prediction. The importance of
innovating at field-scale is illustrated through the concept of inverted base pavements where again, new techniques and tools
facilitate, unprecedented insights into system level performance. Finally, the paper concludes by showing how new materials
and system innovations can be inspired by nature. The opportunity for humans to learn from and even mimic in many cases, the
approach developed and evolved by nature over hundreds of thousands or even millions of years is potentially transformational.
KEY WORDS: Materials; Infrastructure; Sustainable; Resilient; Bio-inspiration; Bio-mimicry.
1

INTRODUCTION

Materials are a fundamental building block of all
infrastructure systems. A common and long accepted base
criteria used to assess both the material and system
performance is to ensure that capacity exceeds demand
throughout their life and this is at the core of all planning,
design, construction and maintenance activities.
Notwithstanding their initial state, all infrastructure systems
and the materials they are constructed from are subject to a set
of evolving conditions that alter the initial capacity-demand
relationship including reduction of operating capacity due to
environmental induced deterioration, fatigue under repeated
demand cycles, and the need to construct systems at less
favourable sites than historically done, amongst others. At the
same time, the initial capacity-demand relationship can also
be affected by the demand being increased by the evolution of
the transportation system components as well as natural and
human-made hazards.
Apart from the engineering considerations noted above, an
emerging set of constraints, many motivated by socioeconomic and policy issues such as climate change, increased
resilience expectations and the desire for sustainable solutions
is further limiting our ability to identify efficient, costeffective solutions. This has served as a catalyst for engineers
to identify innovative solutions including smart, multifunctional, and bio-inspired materials amongst others.
This paper uses a number of examples at different temporal
and spatial scales to illustrate how engineers have responded
and can continue to do so to this ever-evolving societal

expectation to design and adopt new materials and systems
that can meet the need to “do more with less” without
compromising the future. The paper begins by presenting an
example of the evolution of multi-functional geosynthetic
materials. It continues by showing how insights gleaned
through the use of micro-scale experimental and numerical
evaluation tools provide a robust basis for performance
evaluation and prediction. The importance of innovating at
field-scale and not being constrained by historical precedent is
illustrated through the concept of inverted base pavements.
Finally, the paper concludes by showing how new materials
and system innovations can be inspired by nature.
2
2.1

INNOVATIONSINMATERIALSANDSYSTEMS
Emergenceofmultifunctionalmaterials

Historically, when humans are faced with a challenge, they
have typically developed a solution to address that issue and
in many cases, have even used available materials and
systems as part of that solution. Have you ever questioned
why steel H-piles are sometimes used by geotechnical
engineers for deep foundations? With few exceptions, it is not
because this is an optimum shape for that purpose – it is
merely due to the fact that this was a highly functional section
developed and used by structural engineers and since it
already existed, geotechnical engineers merely adopted it for
their purposes, despite it not being optimum. Subsequent
advances in pile foundation design as a function of subsurface
stratigraphy and capacity issues as well as structural demand
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led to the development of driven pipe piles and auger-cast
concrete piles, amongst others. Accordingly, the section shape
and material were evolving to yield a more optimum solution
although it is noted that their role remained focused as a single
function element – structural capacity.
While inclusions of different types have been used in soils
for several thousands of years (Figure 1), the modern era of
the field of geosynthetics has emerged and moved to a central
role in infrastructure engineering over the past half century.

Figure 1. Ancient reinforced soil wall in China.
Initial focus of man-made inclusions in the modern era was
to provide solutions for filtration and reinforcement. Products
were developed to address specific functions including
separation,
reinforcement,
filtration,
drainage
and
containment. As new opportunities to develop products for
these various challenges emerged, categories of products such
as geotextiles, geogrids, geomembranes, geonets, geosynthetic
clay liners, geofoams, geocells and geocomposites were
developed. The latter represented a move towards developing
products which could satisfy two or more functions noted
above and heralded a maturing of the field from one-focused
on single function to multi-function products. Today, this field
continues to evolve with products such as a multi-functional
wicking geotextiles (Figure 2) that can perform separation,
filtration, drainage and reinforcement functions.

correctly reflected in the interpreted behaviour. Similar
perspectives can be concluded with respect to the simulation
of material and system response using continuum based
modelling approaches. All these coupon and full-scale
approaches have served very well and allowed for rich insight
into material behaviour to be gained.
At the same time, and catalysed in many cases by needs
and developments in other fields, there has been an explosion
in the availability of tools and techniques for studying
material behaviour at micro and smaller scales and these are
proving equally valuable in the study of civil infrastructure
materials, particularly as the importance of multi-scale
phenomena are being increasingly appreciated.
An example of this approach is illustrated for the
interaction of aggregate particles and geogrids for pavement
applications and the manner in which various newer
experimental and numerical tools are being utilized. It is
noted that this approach is not being proposed as a
replacement for coupon and full-scale based approaches but as
a complement to these proven methods that can provide
insights at a different scale. Two different aggregate-geogrid
combinations are shown in Figure 3. The image on the left
shows an aggregate with nominal size 10% of the geogrid rib
length while that on the right has nominal size 80% of the
geogrid rib length. Of interest is what size aggregate within
this range can yield optimal interaction and thus performance
with the geogrid.

Figure 3. Different aggregate-geogrid combinations.
To evaluate this issue, a research study involving microscale tools and techniques is being conducted as follows:
x Micro-scale tensile testing of geogrid ribs is used to
determine the geogrid tensile strength properties.
x The geogrid ribs are modelled using a Discrete
Element Method (DEM) code (PFC3D) with particle
clumps (Figure 4).

Figure 2. Multi-functional wicking geotextile.
2.2

Microscalematerialinsights

The study of civil engineering materials has been
predominantly conducted at the coupon or element scale. For
example, understanding of the strength, deformation and
hydraulic conductivity behaviour of soils has largely been
based on laboratory tests performed on specimens (coupons)
where the load, deformation and other properties are measured
at the boundaries. Alternatively characterization and
performance is evaluated using full scale field tests so that the
influence of defects and other inhomogeneity’s can be
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Figure 4. Geogrid numerical model calibration.
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x

Particles with pre-determined angularity indices are
generated using a 3D printer (Figure 5) and then
verified using an optical aggregate image analyser.

Figure 5. Images of 3D printed synthetic particles.
x

Binary mixtures of 3D particles were generated for
DEM simulations which included a subgrade layer,
aggregate layers with a geogrid embedded in middle
and a loading particle clump (Figure 6).

funding for both new construction and maintenance are
catalysing the need for new innovative designs that can lead to
optimal use of materials. In an effort to address this,
alternative pavement structures are thus becoming of interest.
One such system is called an inverted base pavement (IBP).
South Africa has developed and experience with using this
approach for half a century. Despite this, limited usage has
been made of this promising approach elsewhere in the world.
At the core of this technique are two significant departures
from conventional pavement designs and approaches.
Unlike conventional pavement structures, the layer
stiffness profile does not decrease with depth. In contrast, a
cement treated base (CTB) layer is placed above the
compacted subgrade. The CTB is overlain by an unbound
aggregate base layer which in turn is overlain by a relatively
thin asphalt concrete layer. A comparison of a conventional
flexible asphalt concrete pavement section and an inverted
base pavement section is shown in Figure 7 [2].

Figure 7. Comparison of stiffness profile for pavements.

Figure 6. DEM model with subgrade, aggregate and geogrid.
Preliminary results from this study are enabling the relative
contributions of particle interlocking, as measured by particle
rotations and displacements in the simulations, to be
determined. Numerical models with and without geogrids
present show the beneficial contributions of this man-made
material on the overall system behaviour [1].
2.3

Innovativepavementstructures

The majority of paved roads worldwide are either built as
either a flexible pavement (incorporate an unbound graded
aggregate base, an asphalt base and an asphalt concrete
surface layer) or a rigid pavement (incorporate an unbound
graded aggregate base and a Portland cement concrete surface
layer). While significant work has been achieved in studying
the behaviour of the various layers and materials in these two
different pavement systems, the underlying sequencing of
layers has remained essentially unchanged and thus
opportunities for further improvements in performance are
diminishing. At the same time, desires for improved
performance and/or longer intervals between maintenance,
increased resilience in the presence of changing climate
patterns and associated extreme events and more sustainable
environmentally sensitive solutions along with depleted

The placement and densification of the unbound aggregate
base layer in an IBP incorporates a technique called
“slushing”. In contrast to conventional approaches for
densification of aggregate layers which involve static or
vibratory compaction of the placed material, the South
African slushing technique involves sequences of overwatering, low impact smooth drum and rubber-tired
compaction to increase the packing density in the unbound
aggregate layer by removal of excess fines to achieve an
optimum fine to coarse aggregate matrix. Water migrating to
the surface by capillary action under the sequential
compaction process carries excess fines to the surface where
they are removed (Figure 8).

Figure 8. Slushing technique to remove excess fines.
A number of test sections have been constructed in the US
in the past 15 years that are allowing for the performance of
conventional and IBP’s. Results of both falling weight
deflectometer and pavement surface distress measurements
made using a mobile imaging system (Figure 9) all confirm
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superior long-term performance for inverted pavement
sections.

Figure 9. Mobile pavement imaging system.
A comparison of the performance of conventional as well as
two implementations of the IBP method are shown in Figure
10. The South African IBP section was constructed using the
slushing compaction technique as described above while the
Georgia IBP section used a modified version. Based on the
measurements, it can be seen that both IBP techniques
performed comparably and more importantly far exceeded the
performance of the conventional section.

two examples of how nature has evolved its solutions in
contrast to what humans have done and identifies
enhancements that humans could better exploit, in the future,
through a deliberate mimicking of what nature has done. In
particular, a comparison of selected aspects of ant-soil
interaction and root-soil interaction are used to illustrate
where significant potential exists in the emerging field of biogeotechnics. The paper describes some salient characteristics
of the framework by which nature designs its technology, and
in turn, how this approach can be used to augment how
humans conceive and design new materials and processes.
As a measure of the interest in and potential for this
approach, the US National Science Foundation funded
four
US universities (Arizona State University, Georgia
Institute of Technology, New Mexico State University and the
University of California Davis) through an $18.5M
cooperative agreement to establish the Center for Biomediated and Bio- inspired Geotechnics (CBBG)
www.biogeotechnics.org to develop bio-geotechnical
engineering processes and solutions inspired by nature to
transform
the
design,
construction, operation and
maintenance of resilient and sustainable civil infrastructure
and resource development systems.
While CBBG is the first civil infrastructure focused
initiative of this scale, bio-inspiration and bio-mimicry
have periodically emerged as sources of solutions to
human challenges, particularly in the past few decades. Well
known examples of bio-mimicry include “Velcro” or hook
and loop which was inspired by how plant burrs attached to
animal hair, the shape of the leading engines of high-speed
“Bullet” trains which were inspired by the shape of the
Kingfisher’s beak and the directional adhesive on the feet of
Gecko’s which enables robots such as the “Stickybot” to
climb vertical smooth surfaces. A comparison of the interface
between a plant burr and a textile and the hook and loop
structure of “Velcro” is shown in Figure 11.

Figure 10. Performance comparison of pavement distress.
Based on the field performance measurements and
numerical simulations of both conventional and IBP, it can be
seen that the presence of the underlying CTB plays an
important role in providing a rigid layer against which the
compaction of the unbound aggregate base layer is achieved.
Further, it appears that the slushing technique plays an
important role in minimizing, if not fully eliminating, void
space in the unbound aggregate layer so that pavement
distress in the form of surface cracking and rutting is
inhibited.
2.4

Bioinspiredinnovations

With no more than a couple of thousand years of experience,
humans have developed innovative techniques to leverage the
subsurface for a variety of beneficial functions. In contrast,
nature has had the benefit of several billion years to initially
design and subsequently evolve the manner in which flora and
fauna practice subsurface engineering. This paper presents
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Figure 11. Comparison of plant burrs and “Velcro”.
Ants and soil mechanics: It has been estimated that ants use
less than 0.1% of the energy that the most advanced human
tunnelling machines do to excavate the same volume of soil. It
is believed that ants are able to do so since they perform their
tunnelling activities using a variety of approaches which seem
to minimize the amount of energy expended at each step
including tunnelling around obstacles, not removing particles
that are deemed critical to supporting the surrounding soil
particles (particles that are part of primary force chains) and
creating clumps of several smaller particles as appropriate
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before removing them from the tunnel. These insights have
been gleaned from both observing their behaviour while
tunnelling as well as studying the characteristics of castings of
the ant hill structures they create. An image with a “harvesterant” nest casting is shown in Figure 12.

where the extent of the foundation is often limited to only a
portion of the footprint of the superstructure.

Figure 14. Comparison of tree above and below ground.
Figure 12. Harvester ant nest casting after removal of soil.
On-going studies are investigating the topology of the
structure using DEM simulations and in particular, the
geometrical configuration of the larger open structures which
appear to be spaced apart by equal distances. Initial
indications from the DEM simulations are that the presence of
multiple cavities reduces the size of force chains in the
vicinity of the openings and that more stable structures exist
when multiple large cavities are present. A comparison of
force chain plots for a single versus double cavity is shown in
Figure 13 [3].

To better understand the relationship between tree roots and
the structural capacity of the roots as a foundation system, ongoing studies are undertaking both experimental and
numerical simulations using root analogues. The analogues
being used included un-branched and branched wire cables
that incorporate many of the characteristics of tap roots as
well as 3D printed roots that incorporate many of the
characteristics of fibrous roots. A selection of root analogues
are shown in Figure 15.

Figure 15. Selection of tap and fibrous root analogues.
Figure 13. Force chains for single and double cavities.
Roots and soil mechanics: Plant roots accomplish multiple
functions including provision of water (hydraulic function)
and nutrients (chemical function) as well as providing
anchorage (uplift and download) against external forces
(wind). Other functions including regulating above groundbelow ground heat balance under temperature extremes may
also be an important function (thermal). As such, roots may be
one of the most evolved multi-function systems in that all
these functions are nominally accommodated in a single root
system, albeit with different portions of the root system
contributing to different degrees to these various functions.
What is also noteworthy is that in many cases, the extent of
the subsurface root system exceeds the size of the above
ground tree branch system as can be seen in Figure 14. This is
in contrast to many human constructed foundation systems

Results from experimental pull-out tests conducted on unbranched and branched tap roots with and without friction
(achieved by coating outside of root fibres with sand) show
significant differences in terms of both peak and large
displacement root resistance. Typical results are shown in
Figure 16 and indicate that branched tap roots reach a larger
peak than un-branched ones and also exhibit significantly less
post-peak reduction in resistance. Further, roots with textured
surfaces (higher friction) typically indicate higher pull-out
resistance compared to their smooth-surfaced (lower friction)
counterpart as seen in Figure 16.
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Figure 18. Force chains for different pile configurations.

Figure 16. Pull-out resistance tests on tap root analogues.
Results from DEM numerical simulations of compression
loading of fibrous root analogues further demonstrated
differences between typical human-constructed and natureconstructed foundation systems. Figure 17 shows the force
versus displacement response for different root analogues
(straight, zig-zag, 15 degree splay and 30 degree splay). It can
be seen that the common human implemented approach of
using a straight shaft pile yields the lowest resistance while
the large splay pile yields the largest resistance.

The primary conclusions of the paper are:
• Designing new multi-functional materials will be critical
to future performance enhancements.
• Study of materials at micro and smaller scales will be
critical to truly understanding multi-scale response of
infrastructure materials and systems.
• Pursuing innovative systems that yield transformational
and not just incremental changes will be critical.
• Optimized designs can result from a willingness to
relinquish vestiges from the past.
• Nature can be a great source of inspiration for nextgeneration materials and systems.
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Figure 17. Compression of different root analogues.
This increase in compression resistance can be understood
based on a review of the force chains associated with each
simulation. As shown in Figure 18, as the pile configuration
changes from straight shaft to 30 degree splay, the volume of
soil that is subjected to compressive forces and thus larger
force chains increases [3].
3

CONCLUSIONS

This paper has used a number of examples from recent and
on-going research activities to illustrate both the evolving role
of materials as a core driver for innovation in infrastructure
systems as well as a key response mechanism to emerging
demands in the face of climate change and other
unprecedented natural phenomena.
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ABSTRACT: Thhrough integrration with civil infrastruccture, smart systems havee the potentiaal to provide real time heealth
nitoring of thee host structuure. Such systeems can be deesigned so as to be power independent w
oring the struccture
mon
whilst monito
usin
ng energy harrvesting technnology. The use of piezoeleectric energy harvesters is particularly aattractive for such applicatiions,
duee to the dynam
mics of the hoost structure being
b
reflecteed in the voltaage and poweer outputs of such harvesteers. It is thereefore
possible to identiify not only thhe nature of th
he host, but aalso the loadin
ng to which it is being subj ected through
h the output of the
he detection oof train passaages over a ho
ost bridge stru
ructure during
g full scale foorced
energy harvester. This paper investigates th
gy harvesters. A shaker un
nit is utilised to subject thhe bridge to controlled foorced
vibrration testing using piezoeelectric energ
vibrrations and thee deploymentt of an energy harvesting deevice to the brridge for such testing is com
mpleted. Its peerformance duuring
the dynamic testting is analysed and the tim
me domain ppower output from the harv
vester during testing is provided, with host
vents were iddentified from
m the energy output and coorresponds with train passsages
characteristics iddentified. Inciident based ev
n testing. The potential usee of energy haarvesters to iddentify event based
b
incidennts is
whiich occurred dduring the forrced vibration
disccussed and fuuture applicattions identifieed. This papeer further establishes the potential
p
appplications of energy
e
harvessting
tech
hnology with ccivil infrastructure through full scale expperimental vallidation.
KEY
Y WORDS: E
Energy harvessting; Piezoeleectric; Smart ssensors; Bridg
ge dynamics; Train-Bridge
T
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1

INTRODUCTTION

The
T integrationn of smart techhnology with civil infrastruucture
is a topic whichh is receivingg increased attention
a
in rrecent
yearrs. Such tecchnology hass resulted in
n the creatioon of
Wirreless Sensorr Networks (WSN’s), thrrough whichh key
infrrastructure cann be monitored remotely [1]. WSN’s havve the
capacity to moniitor the full dynamic
d
respo
onse of a struucture
d obtain infoormation succh as strain and accelerration
and
resp
ponses duringg operational conditions [2]. It is therrefore
possible to rem
motely monitoor critical in
nfrastructure, with
plications inclluding bridgees, undergrou
und railwayss and
app
tow
wer structures being successfully integrrated with W
WSN’s
[3]. A drawback with such nettworks currenttly is, howeveer, the
reliaance on exterrnal, finite poower supplies such as battteries,
whiich limits the lifetime of the
t network. Should WSN
N’s be
mad
de power indeependent, achhievable throu
ugh the integrration
of energy
e
harvessting technoloogy, they hav
ve the potentiial to
mon
nitor a structuure over its enttire lifespan [4
4].
There
T
are manny types of energy harveesting technollogies
whiich have the potential to power small scale electroonics,
inclluding vibration, thermal, solar and miccro fluid flow
w [5].
Of these, for appplications rellating to the monitoring oof the

dynaamic response of civil innfrastructure, vibration based
energ
gy harvesting is of particullar interest and
d consists of three
t
prim
mary transducttion methods,, electromagn
netic, electrosstatic
and piezoelectric [6]. Piezoelecctric energy harvesting
h
utiilises
c
strainn energy into electrical ennergy
mateerials which convert
throu
ugh the piezoeelectric effect [7].
Reesearch into the integrattion of piezzoelectric ennergy
harvesting techno
ology with civvil infrastructure has receeived
somee attention [8,9], however its full poten
ntial has yet to
t be
realised. The pro
oblem of ennergy harvestting from brridge
infraastructure has recently beenn formulated [10], with thee use
of diifferent devicee configuratioons, namely a cantilever deevice
and a surface-bo
onded patch device, being
g proposed [11].
[
dies into the use
u of train loaadings as a means
m
of vibraation
Stud
excittation for botth types of ppiezoelectric energy
e
harvesters
havee also been conducted
c
[122,13]. The validation of such
harvesters with fu
ull scale infrasstructure has not
n yet been fully
f
achieeved, with initial studiess into the in
ntegration off the
devices with a bridge struccture being conducted [14].
[
ulting from the energy harvested from
f
Applications resu
strucctures have reeceived limiteed attention, with
w the poteential
for damage
d
detecction [15] andd weight-in-m
motion [16] being
b
prop
posed. The usee of piezoelecctric energy haarvesters withh full
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scalle infrastructuure undergoinng forced vib
bration testingg has
not been studied to date, inn part due to
t the difficu
culties
ociated with suuch testing.
asso
The
T dynamic teesting of bridgge infrastructu
ure provides m
major
ben
nefits for fieldds relating to bridge engin
neering. Such tests
are important to determine key parameeters of a bbridge
ucture to be determined,, including mode-shapes and
stru
dam
mping ratios [17,18]. By experimentally obtaining such
paraameters, strucctural analysiss of the bridg
ge in questionn may
be performed
p
andd allows for, amongst
a
otherrs applicationns, the
[19]]
x
x
x

Enhancement of a databaase on the dyn
namical responnse of
he prediction oof the
similar briddge structures, improving th
behaviour oof new, similarr structures.
Ascertainingg the conditiion of the bridge
b
throughh the
determiningg of critical paarameters such
h as mass stifffness
and dampinng.
Theoretical modelling vaalidation and updating.
u

The
T use of vehhicle induced vibrations
v
for structural anaalysis
of bridge
b
structuures has beenn studied extensively, with
th the
dyn
namic response of the bridgge due to moviing traffic loaadings
bein
ng monitored [20]. While such
s
assessmeents are benefficial,
issu
ues do arise ddue to the pressence of additional mass oon the
brid
dge structure in the form
m of the veehicle, whichh can
influ
uence the dynnamical respoonse of the bridge [21]. Thhe use
of ambient
a
vibraations can ressolve such isssues [22], butt it is
thro
ough the use of external excitation
e
dev
vices that the most
accu
urate experim
mental results can
c be ascertained [23].
Designs
D
pertaiining to exterrnal excitation
ns devices uttilised
for the dynamicaal assessment of bridge inffrastructure innclude
verttical excitatioon using a drropped mass [24], an ecceentric
masss shaker foor both horizzontal [25] and vertical [26]
excitation and a hhydraulic shaaker [27]. Such
h designs typiically
uire the bridgee to be closedd to traffic for the duration oof the
requ
testing process. IIt has therefoore not been possible
p
to daate to
nd traffic loaadings
deteect both forcced vibration loadings an
sim
multaneously.
This
T paper inveestigates the detection
d
of trrain passages using
piezzoelectric ennergy harvestter integrated
d with a bbridge
stru
ucture underggoing dynam
mic testing. The
T
theory of a
cantilever based energy harvessting device iss outlined, as is the
mental
desiign, construcction and caalibration of an experim
prottotype. The appplication of the energy haarvester to thee host
brid
dge structure is subsequenttly discussed and details oof the
excitation sourcee for forced vibration
v
testing provided.. The
ults of the eneergy harvesterrs output duriing testing annd the
resu
abillity of the eenergy harvester to detecct train evennts is
deteermined. Thiis paper illuustrates furth
her the poteential
app
plications thaat arise from
m the integ
gration of ssmart
tech
hnology with ccivil infrastructure.
2
2.1

the cantilever
c
eneergy harvester
er is expressed by the couupled
lineaar equations [1
10]

mc z  cc z  k c z  TV

T z  C pV 

1
V
Rl

mc yb
0

2.2

Design an
nd Constructtion of Piezzoelectric Energy
Harvesting
gDevice

When
W
considerring a bridgee whose natu
ural frequenccy is
unkn
nown for the deployment
d
oof the energy harvester,
h
it iss not
possible to create an optimissed solution. Such a soluution
y match that of the
would require thatt its fundamenntal frequency
host bridge struccture. As a rresult, for th
his study a nonn
optim
mised device is consideredd. The design
n of the harveester
was completed with
w
a naturral frequency
y of 15Hz being
b
uch the dimennsions of the cantilever devvice,
conssidered. As su
inclu
uding its lengtth, L1, width, w 1, and thickn
ness, t, along with
the tip mass, m1, were deterrmined so ass to achieve this
uency. The caantilever was ddesigned so as
a to be embeddded
frequ
with
hin a rigid basse, of length w
width and height LB, wB annd hB
respeectively, which is to be attached to the host brridge
struccture (Figure 1).
1 Such a basse is required to be of sufficcient
rigid
dity so as to prrevent unwantted displacem
ments and rotattions
at th
he base of thee cantilever de
device. The acctive piezoeleectric
harvesting materiaal is bonded oonto a surfacee of the cantileever,
with
h the cantileever substraate providing
g the necesssary
vibraations for enerrgy harvestingg.

PiezoelecttricEnergyHa
arvesting
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(2)

Where
W
mc, cc an
nd kc are the m
mass, dampin
ng and stiffnesss of
the energy harvester respecttively and z is the relaative
er-dots denoting differentiaation
displlacement of mc, with over
with
h respect to tim
me. The base aacceleration of the host is given
g
by yb and  is the electromechaanical couplin
ng coefficient, V is
h Cp and R l being the capacitance and
the voltage, with
resisstance respectiively. For thiss study, the baase acceleratioon is
prov
vided by the host
h bridge whhich is underg
going two loaading
mech
hanisms. The first, and priimary, loading
g mechanism is a
sinussoidal loading
g applied at coonstant magniitude with varrying
frequ
uency. The second loading is due to the passage of a train
t
overr the bridge. The
T response oof the energy harvester throough
the analysis
a
of th
he voltage ouutput due to such loadinggs is
herein determineed experimeentally to establish ennergy
ucture underggoing
harvesting applicaations arisingg from a stru
multtiple loadings.

PIEZOELECTTRICENERGYH
HAVRESTINGD
DEVICE

When
W
integratted with a host
h
structuree, the accelerration
resp
ponse of the host providees the base excitation foor the
piezzoelectric devvice and the electromechan
nical behavioour of

(1)

Figure
F
1. Illusttration of canttilever energy harvester withh
embedm
ment base
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Following from
m the initial design of thee energy harvvester,
gy harvester were
the parameters oof the experiimental energ
with an aluminnium substratte being chos en of
decided upon, w
thicckness 0.00122m, length 0.1775m and width of 0.0025m.
Alu
uminium was chosen in paart due to it being
b
an elecctrical
insu
ulator and w
will thereforee not influen
nce the geneerated
elecctrical energyy. Onto the frree end of th
he cantilever, a tip
masss of 0.02kgg was attachhed. The acctive piezoeleectric
matterial, in this case PolyVinnyliDene Fluo
oride (PVDF) , was
bon
nded to the uppper surface of
o the cantilev
ver, resulting iin the
com
mpleted experrimental cantiilever energy harvester (F
Figure
2). While otheer piezoelectrric materialss, such as Lead
Zircconate Titannate (PZT), offer more efficient ennergy
harv
vesting potenttial, the polym
mer nature of PVDF resultss in a
matterial which hhas a high mecchanical streng
gth while retaaining
excellent flexibillity resulting in
i a material which
w
is adapptable
d easy to workk with experim
mentally [28]. Upon the creeation
and
of the harvestiing device, experimentall calibration was
subsequently performed.

Figure
F
2. Expperimental canntilever energy
y harvester wiith
aluminium
a
subbstrate and boonded PVDF energy
e
harvestter

2.3

Calibratio
onofEnergyH
HarvestingDevvice

For the experim
mental calibraation of the en
nergy harvesteer, the
vice was mounnted onto an LDS
L
Permaneent Magnet Shhaker
dev
(Fig
gure 3), to w
which the inpput signal was
w supplied by a
Diliigent Inc. Anaalog Discoveryy waveform generator.
g
Adjjacent
to th
he mounted eenergy harvestter was placed
d a Microstraain GLink LXRS wireeless triaxial accelerometer,
a
, so as to provvide a
ntrol for the ap
applied vibratiion from the permanent m
magnet
con
shak
ker.

gure 3. Cantileever energy haarvester attach
hed to permannent
Fig
magnet
m
shaker for provision of controlled base excitatioon
or the experim
mental calibraation of the energy harveester,
Fo
two different types of excitationn were applied to the harveester.
The first consists of an impulsee load, to deteermine the nattural
uency of the device experi
rimentally. Th
he second typpe of
frequ
loading involves the applicatiion of a sweep sine loadd of
consstant amplitude and increasiing frequency.
Fo
or the pulse load of 1G in m
magnitude, thee voltage response
of th
he device waas measured under open circuit condittions
(Figu
ure 4(a)). Frrom this meeasured voltage response, the
naturral frequency of the devicce was obtain
ned through a fast
Fourrier transform
m (FFT). It waas found that the experimeental
naturral frequency of the devicee was 15.57Hz
Hz (Figure 4(b))), in
contrrast to a theoretical calculaation of 15Hzz. Following from
f
the impulse respon
nse, the sweptt sine loading was subsequeently
applied to the energy harvestingg device. A frrequency rangge of
betw
ween 1Hz and 40Hz was appplied over a 120 second time
perio
od. While the ideal loadingg signal for th
his function would
w
be a sine wave of
o varying freequency, this proved not too be
possible using th
he Analog Diiscovery wav
veform generrator.
Insteead, sinusoidaal impulse loaads were applied at increaasing
frequ
uencies and a constant am
mplitude. It waas for this reason

gure 4. (a) Vooltage responsee of energy haarvesting deviice due to imp
pulse load of magnitude
m
1G
G (b) Resultantt FFT
Fig
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Figure 55. Swept sine loading
l
of eneergy harvestinng device inclu
uding (a) Acceeleration respoonse with resp
pect to loadingg
freequency and (b)
( Measured vvoltage response of the eneergy harvestinng device

thatt a short time period of 1200 seconds was considered. Over
a longer
l
time period such impulses caan be considdered
indeependent insttead of being a continuo
ous waveform
m, as
achieved by the short time peeriod chosen for
f this studyy. The
gnitude of thee loading was kept constantt, with the wirreless
mag
acceelerometer being utilisedd for control, and the ooutput
volttage of the ddevice was measured
m
(Figu
ure 5). The iinitial
peak to peak loaading magnituude at a frequ
uency of 1Hzz was
meaasured at 18.7m/s² with a final loading magnitudde of
21.2
2m/s² (Figure 5(a)). As cann be seen in th
he voltage respponse
of the
t energy haarvesting device, such a drift
d
has negliigible
imp
pact on the energy harvesting output (Figure 5(b)). It is
insttead loading aat the natural frequency off the device w
which
has the most siignificant imppact on the energy harveesting
poteential of the device, with a peak voltag
ge of 1.59V bbeing
obtaained at a loading frequenncy of 15.57H
Hz. Followinng the
labo
oratory based calibrations of
o the energy harvesting deevice,
the device was suubsequently deployed
d
with
h a bridge struucture
on testing w
while
whiich was unndergoing forrced vibratio
rem
maining open tto traffic, presented in the fo
ollowing sectiion.
3
3.1

NT OF ENER
RGY HARVEST
TING ON BR
RIDGE
DEPLOYMEN
STRUCTUREE
Descriptio
onofHostBrid
dgeStructure

The
T
bridge chhosen for thhe deploymen
nt of the ennergy
harv
vesters duringg forced vibrattions was the Pershagen Brridge,
Sweeden. The briidge is a threee span, 46.6m
m long, reinfo
forced
con
ncrete slab briddge which carrries two rail tracks. The ceentral
span
n is 18.8m inn length and the two sidee spans both have
leng
gths of 11.1m
m. An overhanng exists betw
ween the side-sspans
and
d the abutmennts, which restt on backfill embankments
e
s. The
stru
ucture is 11.9m
m width out too out and carrries a 0.6m layyer of
balllast. Due to thhe existence of
o the overhan
ngs and the baackfill
emb
bankments, thhe structure is believed to exhibit
e
some m
minor
cantilever-like bbehaviour whhilst undergo
oing the dynnamic
dings from thhe train passaages. It is theerefore difficuult to
load
achieve a preciise theoreticaal calculation
n of the naatural
quencies and mode shapes, without key
y parameters bbeing
freq
obtaained during ddynamic testinng of the struccture.
3.2

AssessmentofHostBrid
dgeunderExtternalExcitatiion

Fo
or the dynamiic testing of thhe Pershagen Bridge,
B
a hydrraulic
shak
ker designed bby the Divisioon of Structural Engineeringg and
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Brid
dges, KTH Royal Institutee of Technolo
ogy Sweden was
utilizzed. It consistted of a hydraaulic cylinderr with an attacched
strutt connecting itt to the bridgee structure, beetween which was
placeed a load celll. This alloweed for the forcce, frequencyy and
displlacement of the applied looad to be con
nstantly monittored
and maintained
m
[2
29]. The design
gn of the shakeer unit is suchh that
it is positioned
p
under the bridgee structure and
d provides verrtical
excittation to the bridge
b
deck w
while the brid
dge is operatioonal.
The train tracks carried
c
by thhe bridge can therefore rem
main
n during the dy
ynamic testingg and trains passages acrosss the
open
bridg
ge unaffected
d. With thee deploymentt of the ennergy
harvesting device onto the briddge structure, it is thereforee the
prim
mary aim of th
his paper to innvestigate the potential of using
u
the devices
d
to detect train passa
sages whist the dynamic tessting
is on
ngoing.
Fo
or the deploym
ment of the en
energy harvestting device too the
bridg
ge structure, two
t
primary cconsiderations were taken into
placee. First, the device was tto be mounteed adjacent too an
accelerometer, which
w
would provide a base
b
acceleraation
profi
file to which th
he device was subjected to during
d
the testing.
Seco
ondly, the disttance of the ddevice from th
he location off the
excitter was also considered,
c
wiith the devicee being positiooned
adjaccent to the exciters locaation to allow
w for maxim
mum
respo
onse during th
he dynamic tessting.
3.3

DetailsofD
DynamicLoaddTestingofPe
ershagenBridg
ge

Th
he device wass affixed at th
the chosen location on thee top
edgee beam of the bridge, with the cantilever overhangingg the
bridg
ge to preventt the device coming into contact withh the
bridg
ge deck or otther fixtures. The device was subsequeently
conn
nected to a data acquisiition unit an
nd the response
monitored at 100H
Hz. The dynam
mic assessmen
nt of the struccture
was achieved with
h load amplituude of 5kN bettween a frequeency
Hz being applieed by the shak
ker unit. An innitial
range of 3 to 50H
prelo
oad of 15kN was
w applied sso as to ensurre that connecction
betw
ween the bridg
ge structure annd the shaker was
w maintaineed at
all times. The loaading was appplied at a raate of 0.05Hzz per
onse of the acccelerometer at the locatioon of
second. The respo
oyment was monitored,
m
as w
ge response of the
was the voltag
deplo
device. From the responses off both, the ex
xistence of evvents
due to the passagee of trains weere investigateed, and the abbility
he energy harv
vesting devicee to detect su
uch train passsages
of th
was determined.
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Figure
F
6. Respponse during dynamic testing of bridge sstructure with (a) Acceleration and (b) M
Measured resultant voltage of
o
the energy harvesting deviice (c) Voltag
ge response duuring Train 1 (d)
( Voltage response duringg Train 2 and (e) Voltage
responnse during Traain 3

4

EXPERIMEN
NTAL ANALYSIS FROM ENE
ERGY HARVESSTING
DEVICE FRO
OM DYNAMIC
CAL TESTING OF HOST BR
RIDGE
STRUCTUREE

he resultant acceleration and voltage output from
m the
Th
duraation of the dynamic testss were obtain
ned and comppared
(Fig
gure 6). The teesting occurreed over a timee period of ovver 15
min
nutes, during which timee, three traiin passages were
observed as haaving occurrred. An exaamination off the
p
occuurring
acceeleration respponse shows thhree distinct passages
at timestamps
t
off 75 seconds,, 314 secondss and 610 secconds
(Fig
gure 6(a)). A further accelleration incid
dent is observved at
the 95 second tiimestamp, whhich correspon
nds to the loaading
bein
ng applied at the fundamenntal frequency
y of the bridgge, at
7.9H
Hz. An inveestigation of the voltage response off the
cantilever energyy harvesting device
d
shows that the threee train
b)). The first train
events do register a responsee (Figure 6(b
event occurs wheen the voltagee response is at
a a maximum
m, due
to the
t base exciitation of thee device bein
ng at a maxiimum
harm
monic loadingg condition. A closer inspecction of the tim
me at
whiich the Train 1 passage occcurs shows th
hat the peak ooccurs
duriing the voltagge at time of 75 seconds (Fig
gure 6(c)).
For the observved second traain event, a more
m definitivee train
deteection is obseerved from thhe voltage outtput of the ennergy
harv
vesting devicce compared to that obserrved from Tra
rain 1
(Fig
gure 6(d)). Thhe comparisonn of the voltag
ge and accelerration
resp
ponses showss agreement in
i both the start
s
time andd the
duraation of passsage of Trainn 2. When co
omparing the final
passsage, that of T
Train 3, the passage
p
of thee train is evideent in
oncce again in thhe accelerationn response. The
T event reggisters
for the energy hharvester however, there is a decrease iin the
with Train 3 accting as a dam
mper on the ennergy
volttage output, w
harv
vesting devicee (Figure 6(e)). The duratiion and timesstamp
of the passage correspond for both the accelerationn and

voltaage responsees. Of notee is the in
nfluence of the
envirronmental facctors on the vooltage output.. It was notedd that
the wind
w
conditions were blusttery and influ
uenced the ressults,
with
h gust of win
nds causing the cantileveer to vibrate and
harvest energy. This
T
is especiaally noticeablle around the 600
second time perio
od. The use of a wind sh
hield would have
h
prevented the wind from causinng such interfeerence.
Ass can be seen
n by the compparison of thee acceleration and
voltaage response for the threee identified trrain passages,, the
energ
gy harvesting
g device hass the potentiial to detect the
passage of trains whist the hosst structure undergoes exteernal
excittation. While more work iss required so as to utilise such
detecctions for app
plications succh as weight in motion (W
WIM)
and other applicaations, this ppaper illustrattes the abilityy of
gy harvesterss to detect events whistt under diffeerent
energ
loading conditions. This is impportant when considering WIM
W
and other applications, such ass SHM, and should be furrther
w as extende
ded to other civil
c
infrastruccture
investigated as well
applications.
5

NS
CONCLUSION

his paper inveestigates the potential forr utilising ennergy
Th
harvesting device for the detecction of train
n loads whilstt the
host bridge structture undergoees dynamic teesting. The deesign
and fabrication off an energy haarvesting deviice was presennted.
wept sine loaddings
The use of impulse response teesting and sw
xperimentally calibrate thee energy harveesting device in a
to ex
laborratory setting
g was investiggated. The deployment off the
device to a host bridge structurre was outlineed, as were deetails
he host, the external shaaker and the dynamic tessting
of th
procedure. The ab
bility of the ennergy harvesteer to detect a train
t
nt during the forced vibrattion testing of
o the bridge was
even
investigated. Duriing such testiing, three traain passages were
w
d and were deetected by botth the accelero
ometer and byy the
noted
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energy harvesting device. The events which were easily
identifiable in the acceleration profile of the forced vibration
testing were found to be present in the voltage output of the
energy harvesting device. More research is required to obtain
accurately correlations between the acceleration and voltage
response and also for further applications arising from the
integration of energy harvesting technology with civil
infrastructure elements. This paper demonstrates that such
applications are possible and further advance the range of
applications that can be achieved through the integration of
smart technology with civil infrastructure elements.
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ABSTRACT: Vibration-based Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) is an area of ongoing research and has received much
attention from researchers in recent years. Online damage detection methods for bridges rely on placing sensors on the structure
to detect anomalies in measured parameters such as acceleration, frequency or displacement among others. Changes in these
parameters can be used to infer the presence of damage such as cracking in bridge beams, foundation scour etc. These methods
mostly rely on using the signals arising on a bridge from ambient traffic or environmental loading. For foundation scour
detection purposes, the lateral response of a bridge is of particular interest in that this has been shown to be particularly sensitive
to the scour phenomenon. Vehicle-Bridge Interaction (VBI) effects can have a significant influence on the condition of output
vibrations from a bridge element. In this paper, the effect of vehicle travelling velocity on the lateral response of a typical
highway two-span integral bridge is investigated. In this context, the term lateral refers to the traffic direction. It is shown that
depending on the velocity of the vehicle relative to the oscillatory period of the bridge it traverses, the bridge’s dynamic
response is either amplified or diminished by varying degrees. This phenomenon could influence the accuracy of a particular
damage detection method relying on output system vibrations to infer damage.

KEY WORDS: Bridge Dynamics, Damage Detection, Vibration, SHM
1

INTRODUCTION

Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) is the art of monitoring
the condition of a structure over its lifetime with a view to
preventing excessive damage from accumulating. A very
comprehensive overview of the topic is available in Farrar and
Worden [1]. The motivation for asset owners (of bridges, in
particular) for implementing technology of this nature is due
to the potentially life-saving and economic benefits it can
have by offsetting the cost (both in life and monetary terms)
of excessive damage arising in the structure during its
lifespan.
Online damage detection refers to detecting damage
arising in a structure using sensors distributed on the structure.
These sensors seek anomalies in the structural behavior during
operation (by monitoring displacement, acceleration,
frequency, mode shapes etc.). Dimarogonas [2] points out that
this type of online damage detection began in the early 1970s
when utility companies started looking at developing ways of
identifying defects in rotating shafts while machinery was in
use. To date, this is the most mature application of SHM in
terms of being successful.
Vibration-based damage detection and health monitoring
is an area of increased research interest in recent times [3–7].
The methods typically rely on the simple idea that damage
arising in a structure will lead to changes in the structural
stiffness at various locations, i.e. crack formation in a bridge
beam leads to a local loss of bending stiffness. Since the
modal properties of a dynamic system are inherently linked to
its stiffness (and mass), damage will lead to changes in these
properties.

Foundation scour is the term given to describe the
process of soil erosion that can occur around bridge
foundations due to adverse hydraulic action [6,8]. This is a
very serious problem that is notoriously difficult to predict
and detect [9]. Applying SHM techniques to scour detection
has gained significant traction in recent years [5,10–16]. A
common conclusion among researchers in this field is that the
lateral response of a bridge sub-structural component (piles,
pier) is the most sensitive to scour in terms of changes in
modal properties [5,6,10,15,16]. It is therefore of interest to
investigate phenomena that can affect the lateral dynamic
response, or more specifically, impede the ability for a sensor
located on the structure to effectively detect this response. The
most practical way to excite a bridge (for vibration-based
damage detection applications) is to use ambient traffic [17].
In this paper, the effect of vehicle travelling velocity as it
traverses a bridge is investigated to highlight the significant
effect that this can have via interaction with the bridge’s own
oscillatory motion (in the traffic direction). The type of bridge
investigated is two-span integral bridges, due to their
increasing popularity and prevalence.
2

NUMERICALMODELLING

The issue relating to a vehicle travelling velocity across a twospan integral bridge is investigated using numerical modelling
approaches. A mathematical model describing the dynamic
system (the bridge) is developed in the MATLAB
programming environment. Various aspects of the model are
discussed in the following sub-sections. Section 2.1 briefly
describes different types of integral bridges and section 2.2
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describes the mathematical approach taken to model the
bridge, the foundation soil and the vehicle load in this paper.
2.1

TypesofIntegralBridge

Integral bridges are becoming increasingly popular as they do
not require a conventional expansion joint and this can reduce
maintenance costs significantly. There are four main types of
integral bridge [5]: (1) Frame Abutment Type: In this type of
bridge, the abutments form a portal frame with the bridge
deck; (2) Bank Pad Abutment Type: In this type, an integral
support exists between the bridge deck and bank pad end
support; (3) Flexible Abutments: In this type, the abutments
are formed as a series of piles or columns extending to the
bank pad. These columns are not directly in contact with the
soil but are placed in sleeves to allow better absorption of the
bridge deck thermal movements; (4) Semi-Integral Abutment
Type: In this type, there is an end screen wall which is integral
with the bridge deck, however this wall does not directly
support the bridge beams. The deck must be supported by
some other mechanism. In this paper, type (3), a bridge with
flexible support abutments, is modelled. A schematic of this
type of bridge is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Schematic of Integral Bridge [5]
2.2

MathematicalConsiderations

The bridge is modelled as a dynamic system. For ease of
modeling, the integral bridge is treated as a 2D frame system
and grouped geometric properties are used to model group
behavior of the piles, abutments and piers as well as the
individual deck beams. In short, lateral (into the page) and
torsional behavior is omitted.
The individual bridge elements are modelled using 6degree-of-freedom (6-DOF) Euler-Bernoulli frame elements
[18], the mass [Mb] and stiffness [Kb] matrices as shown in
(1). The foundation soil is modelled using a Winkler
philosophy which models the continuous soil layers as
discrete, mutually independent and closely spaced springs
[19,20]. These spring elements have individual stiffness
matrices [Ks,i] as shown in (2) and a null mass assumption.
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To model the bridge, knowledge of E (Young’s
modulus), I (moment of inertia), A (cross-sectional area) for
each element is required as well as span lengths, column
lengths etc. Standard properties are adopted to model the
integral bridge in this paper and these properties are available
in [5,6]. In summary, a two-span concrete bridge with each
span being 25 m in length is modelled. A schematic showing
the main model dimensions is produced in Figure 2. This
figure also shows an inset of the individual bridge element
degrees of freedom.
To model the foundation soil, the approach described by
Prendergast et al. [5,11,21] is used. This approach considers
each soil spring as a linear-elastic element (strain-independent
ks,i) and uses small-strain soil stiffness parameters (G0, E0) to
characterize the response. The approach was developed based
on experimental work carried out to develop correlations
between measurable geotechnical site data (Cone Penetration
Tests, Multi-Channel Analysis of Surface Waves (MASW)
[22]) and geotechnical stiffness parameters [10,23]. These
approaches allow for soil spring stiffnesses to be specified that
are capable of modeling a normally-consolidated loose,
medium-dense or dense sand deposit. In this paper, the bridge
is assumed to be founded in loose sand.
From the individual structural matrices shown
previously, global mass [MG] and stiffness [KG] matrices are
assembled for the full structure according to the procedure in
Kwon & Bang [18]. The dynamic response of the bridge
structure can be obtained by solving the second-order matrix
differential equation shown in (3) using a numerical
integration scheme. In this paper, the Wilson- integration
scheme is used [24].
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where [MG], [CG] and [KG] are the (N x N) global mass,
damping and stiffness matrices for the model respectively and
N is the total number of degrees of freedom in the system.
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^ `

and x t
describe the displacement,
velocity and acceleration of every degree of freedom for each
time step in the analysis and F t describes the external
forces acting on each of the degrees of freedom for a given
time step. These external forces are determined by
apportioning the vehicle load as forces and moments on
adjacent bridge nodes as the load traverses the bridge, using
Hermitian shape functions (interpolation functions). The
damping matrix [CG] is determined assuming a Rayleigh
damping approach [25] and a damping ratio ( [1 [ 2 [ ) of
2% is assumed .
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In this section, the interaction effects between a vehicle’s
travelling velocity over the bridge and the resulting impact on
the bridge’s own oscillatory motion (in the traffic direction) is
investigated. Section 3.1 presents an analysis of the mode
shape of the bridge pertaining to lateral sway motion and
section 3.2 investigates the effect of a single vehicle load
traversing the bridge.
3.1

0

-10

Direction of Motion
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Globalmodeshapeofbridge

In order to extract the un-damped modal frequencies and
mode shapes from the numerical model, it is necessary to
conduct an eigenvalue analysis on the system matrix [D],
specified as shown in (4).
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Figure 3. Four stages of first vibration mode – global sway
Figure 3 provides a pictorial view of the displaced shape of
the given mode at a particular stage of vibration over one
cycle. The time it takes for the given shape to arise and the
direction of motion is displayed in Table 1.
Table 1. Bridge motion – direction and arrival times.
Fig 3 Image Ref

Arrival Time (s)

(a)

0.25 x 0.639 = 0.16s

(b)

0.5 x 0.639 = 0.32s

(c)

0.75 x 0.639 = 0.4795s

(d)

1 x 0.639 = 0.639s

(4)

An eigenvalue analysis is conducted on [D] using MATLAB’s
in-built eigenvalue functionality. Extracting the system
eigenvalues and eigenvectors corresponds to the un-damped
frequencies and mode shapes of the model.
The fundamental mode shape of the integral bridge is a
global lateral sway mode (in the traffic direction). For the
given bridge properties assumed [5], the frequency of the
fundamental mode is 1.5643 Hz with a corresponding period
(T) of 0.639 seconds. The bridge modal shape at four
vibration stages corresponding to 0.25 x T, 0.5 x T, 0.75 x T,
and 1 x T is shown in Figure 3.

Motion
Direction
Stationary
(will move
right)
Swaying to
right
Stationary
(will move
left)
Swaying to
left

Interaction effects between the bridge’s dynamic motion and
the rate of load traversing are investigated in the next section.
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This is because in this case the load while on the left span for
While the bridge undergoes global sway at the first natural the first half of the vibration cycle will still be on the left span
frequency (see Figure 3), it first sways to the left (say) with during the second half, where it will act against the bridge’s
span 1 deflecting downward, then sways right with span 2 natural motion, then it will pass onto the right span while the
deflecting downward. If we consider a single load traversing bridge is naturally pulling left for the first half of the next
the bridge while it undergoes motion at its own natural cycle, once more impeding the motion before finally working
frequency, the rate at which the load traverses will interact with the bridge for the second half of its second cycle.
To investigate this, an analysis is conducted herein. For the
with the amplitude of the bridge’s lateral motion. This will
analysis
in this paper, only the free vibration signal after the
lead to differences in the magnitude of the free vibration
vehicle
(load)
leaves the bridge is produced. This is because
response after the load (vehicle) has left the bridge. As the
as
the
load
is
on the bridge, it is more difficult to compare
lateral bridge motion is the parameter of interest, a typical
different
responses
due to the different times associated with
lateral displacement and acceleration response measured at the
the
load
leaving
the bridge making direct comparisons
pier top due to a single load traversing is shown in Figure 4.
difficult.
A
single
load
traverses the bridge with a velocity (vs)
For this analysis, the load of V = 100 kN traverses the bridge
such
that
it
crosses
the
first bridge span (25 m) in a time that
at 25 m/s and the signal contains 10 seconds of free vibration
is
a
given
ratio
of
the
bridge’s natural period. The ratios
after the load departs.
chosen are 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.25, 1.5 1.75 and 2 times the
-4
bridge’s natural period (T). The results of this analysis should
(a)
x 10
confirm that a load traversing the bridge span 1 in a time that
2
equates to half of the bridge’s natural period is the most
beneficial in terms of signal amplification (free vibration)
while a load traversing the span 1 in a time equating to the full
0
bridge period will impede the vibration the most. Establishing
the effect at multiples of the bridge period (i.e. ratios > 1) is
also undertaken to observe if the effect is any different and
-2
0
2
4
6
8
10
12 also to see how the system reacts with more realistic loading
velocities. Table 2 outlines the crossing times and required
Time (s)
velocities for the analysis. Note: for the analysis with ratios <
(b)
1 for crossing velocities, the vehicle (load) speeds are
0.02
unrealistically high.
3.2

Acceleration (m/s2)

Displacement (m)

Singletraversingload

Table 2. Load velocities to traverse span 1.
0

-0.02

0

2

4

6
Time (s)

8

10

T (s)

25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25

0.639
0.639
0.639
0.639
0.639
0.639
0.639
0.639

12

Figure 4. Pier top signals for load traversing at 25 m/s with 10
sec free vibration. (a) Lateral displacement. (b) Lateral
acceleration.
The signals in Figure 4 are quite typical. The individual
peaks as the load enters and leaves the bridge are evident in
the acceleration plot in part (b). Once the load leaves the
bridge, a logarithmic decay is evident in the free vibration of
both displacement and acceleration. It is postulated in this
paper that the rate at which the load traverses the bridge will
affect the amplitude of the response signals due to interaction
effects. More specifically, maximum amplification of the
response should occur if the load traverses the first span in the
time it takes for the bridge to undergo one half of its vibration
cycle (i.e. reaching the pier when the bridge is in condition (b)
of Figure 3). This means that the load will be on the left span
when it naturally deflects downwards and on the right span
when this naturally deflects downwards due to the bridge’s
periodic motion, thus amplifying this response. The opposite
situation (maximum diminishing of signal) should occur if the
load traverses span 1 in the time it takes for the bridge to
undergo a full vibration cycle (i.e. condition (d) in Figure 3).
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Span (m)

Time to
cross
Span 1 Tv
(s)
0.16
0.32
0.4794
0.639
0.799
0.959
1.118
1.278

Ratio
Tv/T

Load vs
(m/s)

0.25
0.5
0.75
1
1.25
1.5
1.75
2

156.43
78.22
52.14
39.11
31.29
26.07
22.36
19.56

The results for the analysis are shown in Figure 5 and 6.
Figure 5(a) shows the lateral pier top displacement responses
in free vibration for velocity ratios  1. Figure 5(b) shows the
lateral pier top acceleration responses in free vibration for
velocity ratios  1. Five seconds of free vibration is analysed.
In Figure 5 it is evident that the maximum amplification of the
free vibration response signals occurs for a load traversing the
first span in the time it takes the bridge to undergo 0.5 times
its vibration cycle. It is also shown that the lowest
amplification of the signal occurs when the load traverses the
first span in the time it takes the bridge to undergo a full
cycle. The other ratios give intermediate results and the results
are the same for both displacement and acceleration. This is
sensible (and expected) as it indicates that when the load is
completely in phase with the bridge motion (i.e. pushing down
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on span 1 as it naturally deflects downwards due to periodic
motion, then moving to span 2 as this naturally deflects
downwards) we achieve maximum amplification. When the
load acts to resist the bridge’s own oscillatory motion, we
achieve the lowest amplification.
-4

Displacement (m)

x 10

0.25
0.5
0.75
1

(a)

2
1
0
-1
-2
0

1

2

3

4

Time (s)
Acceleration (m/s2)

(b)
0.02
0.01

5
0.25
0.5
0.75
1

0

results for Figure 6 indicate a different outcome than those in
Figure 5. The maximum signal amplification occurs when the
load reaches the end of span 1 in a time that is 1.75 times the
bridge’s period as opposed to 1.5 times which might have
been expected from the first set of results. Also the lowest
amplification occurs for the load traversing span 1 in 1.25
times the bridge period as opposed to 2 times, as might have
been expected. The amplitude of the free vibration is a
function of the bridge displacement, velocity and acceleration
at the point when the load leaves the bridge and this can have
a significant effect on the amplitude of the signal in free
vibration. The results are less intuitive than when the load
traverses in a specified ratio less than 1 of the bridge period as
in this case it is easy to see when the load will act to impede
the bridge motion. For ratios greater than 1, there is a trade-off
effect in place as at some stage during the loading, the load
will always be ‘working against’ the bridge motion to some
degree. These results highlight the complicated interaction
process at play in this problem and moreover show that using
vehicle-induced vibration signals for bridge damage detection
could potentially lead to issues with time-domain based SHM
techniques.
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-0.02
0

1

2

3

4

5

Time (s)

Figure 5. Lateral pier top signals for load traversing span 1 in
specified ratio (0 to 1) of bridge period. (a) Displacement. (b)
Acceleration.
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Figure 6. Lateral pier top signals for load traversing span 1 in
specified ratio (1 to 2) of bridge period. (a) Displacement. (b)
Acceleration.
Figure 6 shows the results for the load traversing span 1 in a
time that is multiples of the bridge’s natural period. The
amplitude results in this case are almost an order of magnitude
less pronounced (to be expected as there is an element of the
load acting against the bridge movement for every case). The

CONCLUSION

Vibration-based Structural Health Monitoring is a growing
research area. In this paper we describe the application of the
approach to investigate reliable methods to detect damage
arising in bridge structures using dynamic response
measurements. For scour detection using vibration-based
methods, the lateral response of a bridge sub-structural
element has been shown to be most sensitive to scour.
Obtaining dynamic signals from a bridge is mostly undertaken
by monitoring its response to ambient traffic loading.
Therefore, it is of interest to study potential effects that could
arise from the interaction between the rate of loading a twospan integral bridge and the measured response.
In this paper, vehicle velocity effects were investigated in
terms of how they can amplify or diminish the dynamic
response of a bridge. The results show that the response
magnitude in free vibration can vary significantly depending
on how the load interacts with the bridge in terms of its own
oscillatory motion. The results in many cases may not be
intuitive and this study aims to highlight potential disparities
that can arise.
This phenomenon could become an issue for time-domain
related SHM techniques, as a diminished signal magnitude
could become absorbed into the noise band of a standard
sensor for example. Signal clarity can be a serious issue for
many of these methodologies.
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ABSTRACT: Considerable effort has been dedicated in recent years to the development of bridge damage detection techniques.
Recently, drive-by monitoring has become popular as it allows the bridge to be monitored without installing sensors on it. In this
work, the Traffic Speed Deflectometer (TSD), which incorporates a set of laser Doppler sensors on a straight beam to obtain the
relative velocity between the vehicle and the pavement surface, is modelled to obtain deflections on the bridge as the vehicle
drives. From these deflections it is possible to obtain the curvature of the bridge, from which inferences on damage can be made.
However, most of the time, the measurements taken by drive-by sensors are subject to a set of uncertainties or noise that can
lead the damage detection procedure to either give false positives or to miss damage. For that reason, an analysis is needed in
order to determine if these methods can work properly in uncertain or noisy environments. Moreover, as the road surface
roughness affects the dynamic interaction between the vehicle and the bridge, this may also have an effect on the damage
predictions. Hence, the goal of this paper is to study the sensitivity of curvature measurements to both the presence of
environmental noise and the effect of the road surface roughness.
KEY WORDS: Noise; Profile; Half-Car model; Drive-by monitoring; Curvature; Structural Health Monitoring; SHM; Traffic
Speed Deflectometer; TSD.
1

INTRODUCTION

Many different Structural Health Monitoring (SHM)
approaches can be found for bridge safety assessment
purposes. Direct instrumentation of bridges has proven to be a
successful solution for continuous monitoring applications
with possible imminent failure [1], sometimes due to the
presence of natural hazards [2].
Drive-by monitoring has been proposed as an alternative to
direct instrumentation solutions, avoiding the need to use any
sensor on the bridge as well as avoiding traffic interruptions
when measuring [3]. In drive-by monitoring, sensors in the
passing vehicle are used to monitor the structural response and
hence the condition of the bridge. Therefore, drive-by is
increasing in popularity, mainly for short and medium span
bridges [4]. The Traffic Speed Deflectometer (TSD) has
considerable potential in this context [5]. The TSD is a vehicle
originally intended to measure pavement stiffness, but its level
of accuracy when measuring deflection velocities can be used
for SHM purposes. A constant velocity is assumed when
obtaining the data.
The TSD can provide accurate measurements of deflection
and it allows the calculation of curvature, which has been
demonstrated to work well as a damage indicator [6].
However, in all drive-by monitoring applications there are at
least two main sources of uncertainty: the noise present in the
measured data and the effect of the road profile on the vehicle.
Thus, it is necessary to determine the influence of these
uncertainties when applying drive-by monitoring in order to
develop an accurate damage detection procedure. Hence, the
aim of this paper is to study if curvature can be used as a
damage indicator when the uncertainties are considered in the
damage prediction.
Four different situations are discussed in this paper: The
results with no noise or road profile, the results with the added
road profile but no noise, the results with an added random

noise but with smooth profile and the results including both
sources of uncertainty.
2

CURVATUREASDAMAGEINDICATOR

As is well known, curvature is defined as the second
derivative of vertical displacements with respect to the
distance at a given point in time:

Nt

w2 y
t
wx 2

(1)

Under a moving load, three measurements are required at each
point in time to obtain curvature:

Nt

y ( x  wx, t )  2 y ( x, t )  y( x  wx, t )
'x 2

(2)

Wahab et al [7] have demonstrated the potential of curvature
to be used as a damage indicator. In their work, curvatures are
calculated with the help of the Curvature Damage Factor
(CDF) and successfully applied to the Z24 bridge in
Switzerland. As an example of how curvature works, a static
case is considered on a 20 m long simply supported beam with
two loads of 100 kN each at 5 and 10 m from the left support.
The beam has a stiffness of ͶͶǤͳ ൈ ͳͲ Ȁଶ and a local
stiffness reduction of 30% between 13 and 15 m. The
corresponding curvature is illustrated in Figure 1. In this
figure, damage can be easily detected between 13 and 15
metres from the left side of the bridge due to the local increase
in curvature.
However, since it has been widely demonstrated that
measured deflections are sensitive to the presence of different
sources of uncertainty, it is obvious that the curvatures will
also be sensitive to those uncertainties. There are two main
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A random noisee of a 5% of thhe local deflecction is introduuced
he measured deflection signnal and a classs “A” roughneess is
to th
intro
oduced in the road profile.. The parameters for the HalfH
Car model
m
are given in Table 1..
Table
T
1. Geom
metrical and m
mechanical pro
operties of thee
modelledd vehicle

Figure 1. Curvature under two point loads
sources of uncerrtainty as outtlined before: road profilee and
meaasurement nooise. Vehicle--bridge interaaction is afffected
duriing the meassurement proccedure by th
he road profille. A
proffile is simulatted in this papper with a road
d class “A”, w
which
changes in degreee of roughnesss from 0 to 32
3 [8]. The nooise is
meter that cann also alter the measurem
ments
a raandom param
takeen. Noise moddels have beeen formulated
d depending oon the
circcumstances off the case studdy, but in [9] details of thee two
mosst typical onees can be foound. The add
ded random noise
con
nsidered in thiss paper can bee expressed ass:

ynooise

ycalc  EP u N noise u ymax

(3)

wheere ynoise is the noise-poolluted deflecction, ycalc iss the
meaasured deflecttion, ymax is thee maximum deflection,
d
Ep is the
noisse level (1 forr 100% noise)) and Nnoise is a random uniiform
disttribution withh zero meann and unit sttandard deviaation.
Sim
mulating the nnoise in this way
w results in
n lower differeences
for polluted data when deflectiion is small.
3

NUMERICALMODEL

A Half-Car m
model passing over an Euler-Bernoulli bbeam
has been program
med in MATL
LAB. This mo
odel has 4 deegrees
f
(DOF
Fs): sprung mass
m
bounce translation,
t
spprung
of freedom
masss pitch rotaation and twoo axle hop translations. It is
illusstrated in Figuure 2.

Half-Car Prop
perty
Weig
ght of the spru
ung mass
Unsp
prung mass axle 1
Unsp
prung mass axle 2
Leng
gth of the vehicle
Axle spacing
Tyre 1 stiffness
Tyre 2 stiffness
per 1 stiffnesss
Damp
Damp
per 2 stiffnesss
Damp
per 1 damping
g
Damp
per 2 damping
g
Centrre of gravity distance
d
from axle 1
d
Centrre of gravity distance
from axle 2
ht of the vehiccle
Heigh
Consstant velocity

N
Notation
ms
mu1
mu2
Lv
As
Kt,1
Kt,2
Ks,1
Ks,2
Cs,1
Cs,2

Value
18 t
1000 kg
1000 kg
11.25 m
7.6 m
1.75×106 N//m
3.5×106 N⁄m
⁄m
4×105 N⁄m
m
106 N⁄m
m
103 Ns⁄m
2×103 Ns⁄m
m

D1

3.8 m

D2

3.8 m

h
c

3.76 m
0 km/h (22.222 m⁄s)
80

ble 2. Geometrrical and mechhanical properrties of the briidge
Tab
Bridge Property
Number
N
of elements
Frequency
y
Length
dulus
Young’s mod
2nd moment off area
Mass
M per unit length
l
Damping
g
Firrst natural frequency
Leength of the ap
pproach

N
Notation
N
fs
L
E
J
μ

f1
Lapp

Value
20
1000 Hz
20 m
m2
3.5×1010 N/m
4
1.26 m
m
37500 kg⁄m
3%
4.26 Hz
100 m

Deetails about the damage considered in
i this work are
indiccated in Tablee 3.
Table 3. Definiition of damag
ge
Damage Property
Type of damage
Quantity of
o damage
Extent off damage
Centred
C
locatiion of damagee

Figure 2. Diagram of the Half-Car
H
mod
del, adapted frrom
[110].
The
T geometriccal and mechaanical propertties considereed for
the vehicle are shhown in Tablee 1, while thosse correspondiing to
wn in
the 1D elementss of the Eulerr-Bernoulli beam are show
ble 2.
Tab

Value
V
Loss of stiffness (EI)
20%
% of EI
2 m (10% of length)
7.5 m from left bearingg

An
n approach off 100 m has bbeen selected to ensure thatt the
DOF
Fs are in equ
uilibrium wheen the vehiclle arrives onn the
bridg
ge. The number of elementts has been ch
hosen accordinng to
a sim
mulated senso
or gap of 1 m
m, which means that diffeerent
senso
ors can measu
ure the same ppoint at differeent times
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4

RESULTSAN
NDDISCUSSION

he second. This means thatt the effects of
o the road profile
in th
are negligible,
n
at least
l
for the caase under stud
dy in this papeer.

Figure 3 show
ws the curvatuure under each
h moving axlle for
the healthy and ddamaged casees. The loss off stiffness cauuses a
ged area thhat is
sudden curvaturre change inn the damag
partticularly pronnounced as the second axle crossess the
dam
maged zone. T
The differencee in curvature at 8 m, wherre the
larg
gest deviationn of curvaturee is found wh
hen comparinng the
dam
maged curve w
with the healthhy one, is 23%
% for the firstt axle
and
d 26% for the second. Hencce, the resultss clearly show
w that
the use of curvatuure as a damaage indicator iss possible wheen no
unccertainties are considered.

Fiigure 5. Curvaature measurem
ments influen
nced by the roaad
profile in a) Axlee 1 and b) Axlle 2

Fiigure 3. Curvaature at movinng reference fo
or the healthy and
damagedd states under a) Axle 1 and
d b) Axle 2

F
Figure 4. Bridgge’s road proffile
ws a randomlyy generated ro
oad profile off class
Figure 4 show
“A”” roughness [8]. Figure 5 illustratees the curvaatures
calcculated under the influencee of the road profile.
p
The ggraphs
look
k very similaar in shape compared to the
t smooth pprofile
casee. The largesst difference between thee healthy andd the
dam
maged situatioons is again at
a 8 metres fro
om the left siide of
the bridge, with a deviation off 24% in the first
f
axle and 26 %

gure 6 shows the curvatuures obtained
d when addinng a
Fig
rand
dom noise of 5%
5 to the ‘meeasured’ defleections for a beam
b
with
h a smooth profile
p
considdering that exactly
e
the same
s
situaation of noise can be obtainned. The grap
ph does not match
m
in sh
hape with Fig
gure 3, demonnstrating that curvature is very
sensitive to the presence off noise in th
he measuremeents.
Neveertheless, the scales differr very little in
n absolute vaalues
betw
ween Figures 3 and 6, annd the damaaged case is still
substantially diffeerent from thhe healthy one in all posittions
e
coincident with the location of damage. However, even
ugh it is quiet easy
e
to see thhat damage location is still well
thou
pred
dicted, it is not possiblee to estimate accurately the
magn
nitude of th
his damage, since the prresence of noise
n
noticceably reduce the differencce between th
he healthy andd the
damaaged lines.
Sim
milar conclusions can be eextracted from
m Figure 7, where
w
the results
r
presen
nted corresponnd to those obtained
o
withh the
samee amount of noise
n
and the same road prrofile as in Fiigure
4. Noise
N
can be seen to havee a greater in
nfluence thann the
profi
file, as the figu
ure behaves inn a similar waay to the case with
noisee and smooth profile (Figurre 6).
Th
herefore, from
m these two fig
igures, it is clear that a meethod
is neeeded in ordeer to handle tthe presence of noise in these
t
meassurements. Ev
ven though thhe location off damage is quite
q
clearr, the severiity of the ddamage cann
not be prediicted
accu
urately, which can lead to ddangerous scen
narios in pracctical
situaations.
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meassurement is considered,
c
aas well as thee effects of road
profi
file. The curvaature method w
works well when
w
none of these
t
sources of uncertaainties are connsidered. Wheen random noiise is
preseent in the meeasurements, iit is more diffficult to quanntify
the damage.
d
How
wever, when considering the
t effects off the
road
d profile, the effect is small;; a similar curv
vature changee can
be seeen as for thee smooth proffile. In the case with the addded
noisee, the curvaature changess significantlly, both for the
damaage and heaalthy cases. Fortunately, there is stiill a
signiificant difference betweeen healthy and damaaged
meassurements, making
m
it po ssible to at least detect the
damaage location, although no aaccurate severity predictionss are
possible given thaat the noise ddistorts a lot the shapes off the
ulated curvatu
ures. More invvestigation is required
r
to haandle
calcu
the influence of random noisse in the datta in the dam
mage
detecction procedure.
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ABSTRACT: Accurate knowledge of the longitudinal profile of railway track is essential to support maintenance planning by
track asset managers. The dynamic response of a train is largely dependent on the longitudinal profile of the railway track it
crosses. This dynamic response can potentially be used to determine that profile. Cross Entropy optimisation is used to infer
railway track longitudinal profile elevations through analysis of measured vehicle bogie accelerations with added uncertainty in
vehicle and track properties. A numerical analysis is presented in this paper using a 2 dimensional half car vehicle and a finite
element 3-layer track model implemented in Matlab. A population of track longitudinal profiles is generated through a random
mechanism. A vehicle track interaction with randomly generated uncertainty in vehicle and track properties is carried out for
each longitudinal profile in the population. The bogie acceleration signal produced for each profile is compared to the measured
signal. The best fitting bogie accelerations are used to gather an elite set of rail longitudinal profiles. This elite set is used to
generate an improved population of estimates for the next iteration. Once a convergence criterion is met the profile generating
an acceleration signal that best fits the measured bogie acceleration signal is kept as the inferred longitudinal rail profile. This
paper reports the results of the numerical simulations.
KEY WORDS: Railway; Track; Longitudinal Profile; Drive-by; Dynamics; Vehicle Track Dynamic Interaction; Maintenance.
1

INTRODUCTION

Research into using in-service railway vehicles to monitor
track condition has gained considerable interest in recent
years. ‘Drive-by’ Continuous Track Monitoring (CTM)
techniques have the potential to inform track asset managers
of track condition in ‘real time’ which improves maintenance
forecasting [1]–[3].
Track longitudinal level is a standard measure of variation
in elevation along a rail [4]. A longitudinal rail profile consists
of consecutive measurements of longitudinal level and its
variation is normally measured using a specialised Track
Recording Vehicle (TRV) fitted with optical instruments.
TRVs are expensive to operate and occupy the track, reducing
the availability of the asset for revenue generating operations.
Using in-service vehicles to monitor the track represents a
potential cost-saving to track owners.
Variation in track longitudinal profile induces a vertical
dynamic response in a vehicle crossing the profile [5]. This
dynamic response has the potential to be used to determine
that profile. Variations in track profile can then be monitored
over time for maintenance purposes.
The Cross Entropy (CE) optimisation method is used in this
paper to determine rail profiles from vehicle accelerations. A
2D planar car model and 2D finite element track model are
used in the numerical method. The effect of added signal
noise and uncertainty in vehicle and track properties is
investigated. The sensitivity of the CE method is tested for
two levels of randomly applied uncertainty in selected vehicle
and track properties.
Using idealised numerical models to predict real-world
behaviour of mechanical systems such as railway vehicles and
track is dependent on the stability of the numerical method

and accuracy of the mechanical properties used [6]. Accurate
measurement of mechanical properties for the purposes of
model calibration is a challenge. Uncertainty in mechanical
properties can occur through many sources including
measurement, variation in material properties and nonlinearities.
Any method using idealised numerical models to infer
information from measured field data must display a tolerance
to model parameter uncertainty. Uncertainty in mechanical
properties is applied through a normal distribution function. In
this paper the means of the model properties are taken from
published values.
The main objectives of this paper are to find track
longitudinal profile from measured vehicle acceleration
through optimisation and, secondly, test the accuracy of the
method due to uncertainty in selected vehicle and track
properties.
2
2.1

NUMERICALMODELS
VehicleModel

Numerical models are used in this paper to characterise the
dynamic interaction between a railway vehicle and the track.
The vehicle, shown in Figure 1, is modelled as a 2D multibody system consisting of 10 Degrees of Freedom (DOF)
which is a common approach adopted by other researchers
[7]–[9]. Rigid bars are used to represent the car body and two
bogie frames. The wheels are represented as lumped masses.
Spring and dashpot systems are used to connect the
constituent parts of the vehicle and represent the primary and
secondary suspension systems. Vehicle properties used in this
study are listed in Table 1 and are taken from Zhai et al. [10].
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irregularities differ from country to country due to differences
in measurement and evaluation techniques [15]. The
American FRA rail classification system, described in [16], is
applied here to generate the profiles used in the Vehicle Track
Interactions (VTIs).
Table 2. Properties of 3-layer track (Zhai et al. [10])

Figure 1. 2D car vehicle model – Car body and bogies
represented by rigid bars connected by spring and damper
systems representing vehicle suspension systems
Table 1. Properties of 2D car vehicle (Zhai et al. [10])
Property
Wheelset mass
Bogie mass
Main body mass
Bogie moment of inertia
Main body moment of inertia
Primary suspension stiffness
Secondary suspension stiffness
Primary suspension damping
Secondary suspension damping
Distance between bogies
Distance between axles
2.2

Unit
kg
kg
kg
kg.m2
kg.m2
N/m
Ns/m
N/m
Ns/m
m
m

Symbol
mw
mb
mv
Ib
Iv
k1
k2
c1
c2
Lv
Lb

Value
1 844
5 631
59 364
9 487
1.7×106
4.8×106
1.8×106
60×103
90×103
11.46
3

TrackModel

The finite element track model (Figure 2) consists of an EulerBernoulli beam (representing a UIC60 rail) resting on three
layers of sprung mass systems set apart at regular intervals to
represent the sleeper spacing. There is one beam element per
sleeper spacing. Sleepers and ballast are modelled as lumped
masses and are connected to the rail and each other by sets of
spring and dashpot systems representing the visco-elastic
behaviour of the rail pad, ballast and the sub-ballast. A similar
track model is used throughout the literature [11]–[13].
Mechanical properties of the track are taken from Zhai et al.
[14] and listed in Table 2.

Property
Rail elastic modulus
Rail cross-sectional area
Rail second moment of area
Rail mass per unit length
Rail pad stiffness
Rail pad damping
Sleeper mass
Sleeper spacing
Ballast stiffness
Ballast damping
Ballast mass
Sub-ballast stiffness
Sub-ballast damping
2.3

Random irregularities are added to the rail profile through
the use of a Power Spectral Density (PSD) function.
Definitions of PSD functions for the generation of rail

56

Symbol
Er
Ar
Ir
r
kp
cp
ms
Ls
kba
cba
mba
ksb
csb

Value
20.6×1010
7.7×10-3
32.2×10-6
60.64
65×106
75×103
251
0.545
138×106
59×103
531.4
78×106
31.1×103

CoupledModel

The vehicle and track models are coupled together by
updating coupled terms of the equations of motion at each
time step. It is assumed that the wheels remain in contact with
the rail and that no decoupling occurs. A more complete
description of the coupling and details on validation are
available in [17].
The coupled equations of motion are solved in Matlab [18]
using the Wilson- numerical integration scheme [19], [20]. A
value of  = 1.402815 is used to ensure unconditional stability
of the algorithm [21]. A time step of 0.002 s is used in all
simulations corresponding to a sensor scan rate of 500 Hz.
A VTI analysis is carried out and the acceleration signal
generated at the leading bogie sprung DOF, referred to as the
reference acceleration signal, is used as input into the
optimisation algorithm. The bogie acceleration signal is found
to be most sensitive to vehicle primary stiffness, and both
primary and secondary damping. For the track, sensitivity
analysis finds that the four properties with the most influence
on the vehicle bogie acceleration signal are the rail pad
stiffness, ballast stiffness, sub-ballast stiffness and ballast
mass. Randomly generated uncertainty is applied to these
properties prior to initiating the optimisation method.
3

Figure 2. 3-layer track model representing rail, sleepers and
ballast resting on rail pads, ballast and sub-ballast respectively

Unit
N/m2
m2
m4
kg/m
N/m
Ns/m
kg
m
N/m
Ns/m
kg
N/m
Ns/m

METHODOLOGY

Cross Entropy (CE) is the optimisation method used in this
paper to find the rail longitudinal profiles. Detailed
descriptions of the method can be found in [22]–[25]. CE
optimisation is an iterative method in which a population of
trial solutions (a population of longitudinal profiles in this
case) is randomly generated. Using the 1st generation of trial
solutions, an objective function is used to identify an ‘elite
set’ of the best solutions. From the vector mean value of the
elite set, a new generation of improved trial solutions is then
generated. This process is repeated until convergence is
achieved.
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The objective function used in this study is shown in
Equation 1. The squared differences between each value in the
measured reference acceleration signal, ümeas and the vehicle
acceleration calculated for a trial profile, ütrial is used. This
differs from conventional CE in that each elevation in the
profile is assessed in a sub-function, Ot:
(1)
where t is the scan number.
A schematic of the objective sub-function is shown in
Figure 3. The population of estimates consists of k profiles
consisting of m elevations in vector x. The optimisation subfunction Ot ranks each elevation in the population to form an
elite set of values for each elevation. Each elite set is used to
calculate the mean, , and standard deviation, , for the
individual elevation values which are then combined to
generate the next population of profile estimates.
As a result of the vehicle dynamic response to the profile,
the rail elevation at a given location affects accelerations at
many downstream times after the vehicle passes this point on
the track. Mixing elevations from different profiles may
therefore seem surprising. The approach is analogous to the
Building Block hypothesis used in the Genetic Algorithm
[26], i.e., the hypothesis that combining parts (building
blocks) from different solutions with good features is likely to
result in a good solution overall.

Figure 3. Cross Entropy optimisation sub function
The optimisation is split into phases where a small section
of the track profile is inferred before stepping to the next
phase. This reduces the number of unknowns in the problem.
The phase windows are overlapped so that the results from the
previous phase are used to ‘seed’ the first population of
estimates for the subsequent phase. This windowing technique
is described in more detail in Harris et al. [22].
4

acceleration signal prior to initialisation of the optimisation
algorithm. The optimisation parameters used are presented in
Table 3.
Table 3. Cross Entropy optimisation parameters
Property
Length of profile inferred per phase
Number of elevation unknowns, m, in each profile
Initial mean, 
Initial standard deviation, 
Size of each population of estimates, k
Size of elite set (percentage of k)
Convergence threshold

Value
0.883m
10
0
1
100
10
1e-13

A sum of squared differences per unit length measure of
error is applied in this study to compare the elevations in the
inferred profiles, xinf, to the actual profile, xact.
(2)
where L is the length of track inferred and T is the total
number of scans in the signal.
Figure 5a shows inferred profiles resulting from 10 CE
optimisations with no uncertainty in vehicle and track
properties considered. A good estimation of rail profile is
achieved in the presence of 3% added signal noise. There
appears to be an accumulation of error in which manifests
itself as a drift from the actual profile. Figure 4 shows SSD
Error for results presented in Figure 5a. The variation in
inferred profiles and accuracy is due to the added signal noise
being different for each optimisation.
Figure 5b and 5c show the inferred profiles when 3% added
signal noise and vehicle and track uncertainty of 5% and 10%
are considered respectively, this time for 20 tests. Again, good
approximations of the actual profile are given by the method
with a level of drift similar to that shown for 0% uncertainty.
This is confirmed by the similarity in SSD Error for all
inferred profiles.
Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the randomly generated vehicle
and track properties used in the optimisations for 5% and 10%
uncertainty respectively. No clear relationship is found
between the level of SSD Error and variation in any vehicle or
track property tested. From these results it can be deduced that
the method has a good tolerance to at least 10% uncertainty in
the vehicle and track properties tested.

RESULTS

The results of numerical tests using the CE method to
determine rail longitudinal profiles are presented in this
section. The sensitivity of the method to added signal noise
and uncertainty in selected vehicle and track properties is
tested. An FRA Class 4 rail profile, typical for conventional
railway track, is randomly generated using its PSD function.
The same rail profile is used throughout the paper so that
comparisons can be made between the results. The 2D car
vehicle traverses the track model at a constant velocity of
150 km/h. 3% Gaussian signal noise is added to the reference

Figure 4. SSD Error between actual profile and inferred
profiles presented in Figure 5a. (0% uncertainty in vehicle and
track properties)
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Figure 5. Actual and inferred profiles for FRA Class 4 rail profile with 3% added signal noise to bogie acceleration signal
considering varying levels of uncertainty in vehicle and track properties a) 0% uncertainty (10 profiles); b) 5% uncertainty (20
profiles); c) 10% uncertainty (20 profiles). The shading represents the range of all inferred profiles
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Figure 6. Vehicle and track property values used in optimisation vs. optimisation test number – 5% uncertainty; a) vehicle
primary stiffness; b) vehicle primary damping; c) vehicle secondary damping; d) track rail pad stiffness; e) track ballast
stiffness; f) track sub-ballast stiffness; g) track ballast mass; h) SSD Error between actual profile and inferred profiles

Figure 7. Vehicle and track property values used in optimisation vs. optimisation test number – 10% uncertainty; a) vehicle
primary stiffness; b) vehicle primary damping; c) vehicle secondary damping; d) track rail pad stiffness; e) track ballast
stiffness; f) track sub-ballast stiffness; g) track ballast mass; h) SSD Error between actual profile and inferred profiles
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[8]

CONCLUSIONS
A method is presented for determining rail longitudinal
profiles through inertial measurements of vehicle response.
The sensitivity of the approach to uncertainty in vehicle and
track properties is also tested. The results show that,
considering added signal noise and no uncertainty in vehicle
and track properties, the method returns good estimates of the
actual track longitudinal profile albeit rarely providing an
exact match. The 10 results presented vary slightly from each
other and are prone to accumulation of small errors. This
variation in results can be attributed to the method of
evaluating each acceleration signal value individually, i.e.
attempting to match to a noisy signal which is different for
each optimisation. Due to the low level of error the method
still has potential to detect local variations in profile which is
useful information for maintenance planning.
The method retains a similar level of error when 5% and
10% uncertainty in the vehicle and track properties are
considered. This tolerance to property uncertainty is critical to
any real-world application of the method owing to the
difficulty in accurately defining mechanical properties for rail
vehicle and track models.
The method has the potential to be used with measurements
taken from trains in regular service, thereby allowing them to
be used as unattended track monitoring systems. Accurate
knowledge of rail longitudinal profile allows asset managers
make informed decisions on when and where to plan track
maintenance.
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ABSTRACT: This paper investigates various concerns, sensitivities of and correlation between the different parameters
influencing the load on a bridge and its resistance to that load. The actual safety, i.e. the probability of failure, is calculated by
combining the dead load, Weigh-in-Motion data based traffic load and resistance models. The usefulness of updating the
developed bridge safety model using damage indicators from a Structural Health Monitoring system is also examined.
KEY WORDS: Reliability; Safety; Bridge; Probabilistic; Bayesian Updating.
1
1.1

INTRODUCTION
Motivation

Probabilistic assessment of bridges has been the subject of
various studies in recent decades. It has been widely accepted
that evaluating an existing bridge according to the standards
and codes used for new structures can lead to unnecessary
demolition or repair, and thus to high economic cost and an
increase in the associated environmental impact.
In several studies in the literature, the authors developed a
complete or partial bridge safety model based on probabilistic
assessment of load and/or resistance. The main focus of these
studies however varies widely. Rocha et al. [1] focus on the
safety assessment of short span railway bridges for identifying
critical train speeds and the associated probability of failure.
Hajializadeh et al. [2] primarily study the effect of spatial
correlation of both load and resistance on the probability of
failure of concrete road bridges. The principal aim in Zhou et
al. [3] is to quantify the effect of foreseen traffic growth on
the time-dependent reliability of a reinforced concrete (RC)
bridge, accounting for structural deterioration caused by
chloride induced corrosion. Marsh & Frangopol [4] also
concentrate on the deterioration model of an RC bridge deck
but improve the model by incorporating corrosion rate sensor
data.
These works can also be distinguished through the
simplifications, idealizations and the applied levels of these.
In the present work both load and resistance of a onedirectional (single lane) bridge are modelled in a probabilistic
context and the bridge safety is found by combining them and
calculating the probability of load exceeding capacity. The
structural model of the bridge is greatly simplified and loads
other than dead and traffic loads are ignored, since the
emphasis is placed on realistic traffic loading, the probabilistic
assessments and the global methodology.
1.2

Bayesianupdating

Bayesian updating is a powerful technique for combining a
probabilistic model with a limited volume of information from
measurement to achieve a more reliable model. It has already

been used for several different problems in the field of
structural engineering, such as for estimating bridge
characteristic load effects [5], for prediction of the effects of
corrosion on RC beam bearing capacity [6] or for updating
either fatigue reliability of steel structures [7] or degradation
of RC structures [8] using non-destructive test data. In the
framework of this paper a simple deflection-based damage
indicator (DI) will be used as the measurement data for
updating the bridge safety model and thus for obtaining a
better measure of the actual condition of the studied RC
bridge. It is acknowledged that more realistic damage
indicators exist – deflection is used here simply to
demonstrate the concept.
2
2.1

BRIDGESAFETYMODEL
Resistancemodel

The resistance of the bridge is defined as the bending moment
capacity of an RC deck cross-section. This resistance is
calculated using both deterministic and random variables for
the geometric, concrete and steel reinforcement properties.
The incorporated random variables and their descriptions have
been taken from the literature [9], [10], [11], [12]. The bridge
is represented by a simplified 1D beam model. Spatial
variability is not accounted for along the length of the beam as
no deterioration process is considered.
2.2

Deadloadmodel

As for the resistance model, the dead load model incorporates
random variables that can be defined according to findings
reported in the literature (e.g. after Akgül [13]). It accounts for
the weight of concrete and the surface asphalt layer. Other
bridge equipment is not taken into account as the
corresponding load and its variation are relatively small. It can
also be noted here that other loads, such as wind, thermal or
seismic, are not considered in the current study.
2.3

Trafficloadmodel

The traffic load model for this study is based on Weigh-inMotion (WIM) data. The raw WIM data was cleaned and
filtered for quality assurance purposes. There are different
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techniques for cleaning WIM data [14], [15], [16] and the
final result depends on individual subjective decisions. For the
purpose of this study it is decided to focus on trucks that can
travel without special permit on roads, i.e., standard vehicles.
Using this population of trucks, the bending moment can be
calculated at each segment of the bridge induced by each
vehicle at each instant in time. However it would not be
efficient and useful to calculate and store all these load effects
as the database may involve hundreds of thousands or even
millions of heavy vehicles. Therefore it is decided to calculate
daily maximum values in accordance with the Block
Maximum approach as its efficiency is well known [17], [18],
[3]. A drawback of this method is that only one load effect per
day/block is considered, regardless of the heaviness of the
actual day’s traffic. In this way an inaccuracy is introduced
through possibly ignoring some extreme trucks in the
database. It is also to be noted that this study considers short
span bridges. Hence the daily maximum load effects can be
obtained from 1-truck loading events based on the assumption
that these events are independent and identically distributed
(iid).
There are several ways to approximate extreme data through
the use of inferential statistics. For maximum bridge load
effects, some of the most used tail fitting (and other) methods
are studied in detail in Hajializadeh’s work [19]. For bending
moments induced by passing of the trucks of the database, the
focus, in terms of safety, needs to be placed on the tail of this
distribution, i.e., based on extreme value theory. This tail
however can be defined in several ways. Some authors
suggest the top 2n data [20], where n is the number of
blocks, some the top 30% [14] while Hajializadeh [19] uses
the top 10% of the data as a compromise between the previous
two definitions. In the current case it is decided to study both
the top 2n and 30% of data of the daily maximum bending
moments for tail fitting. For fitting this block maximum data,
the Generalized Extreme Value (GEV) distribution is chosen
after Castillo [20]. GEV is a family of three distributions:
Gumbel (type I), Fréchet (type II) and (negative) Weibull
(type III), and is written as [21] :
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where μ is the location parameter,  is the scale parameter and
 is the shape parameter. Depending on the individual cases,
any of the above three distribution can be confidently fit to the
collection of extreme data, though some authors [20] argue
that Fréchet is unsuitable for bridges given the natural limit on
the space available and the capacity of axles.
2.4

correlation between the segments, the results are independent
from the discretisation of the bridge as shown in the following
formulas:
N sim
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where Nsim is the total number of simulations, j is the actual
simulation and Ij can be expressed as:
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where the limit state function, G, of the jth simulation is
written as:
G
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where i=1…k and k is the number of segments in the bridge.
2.5

Bayesianupdating

Until this point it has been assumed that the bridge is
generally healthy, i.e. neither local damage nor a timedependent deterioration process is assumed. However the aim
of the methodology is to evaluate ageing bridges or bridges
subject to impact where the occurrence of damage cannot be
ignored. In most of the studies to date, damage of reinforced
concrete bridges is accounted for through a corrosion process
that decreases the area of the reinforcement and results in a
time-dependent resistance model as presented by Enright &
Frangopol [23]. Additionally, in many recent studies the
spatial variability of resistance is also accounted for [24], [4],
[22].
In the current paper it is proposed to apply Bayesian
updating based on a damage indicator (DI). There are various
damage indicators that can be used in the proposed model.
The important point is to find a DI which is
a. Relatively easy to measure;
b. Gives relevant information about possible damage
extent;
c. And damage location in the bridge.
3
3.1

EXAMPLEAPPLICATION
Thebridgemodel

The simplified bridge model which is used in the example
application is presented in Figure 1.

Probabilityoffailure

In the present study the failure of the bridge is defined as the
failure of any of its segments (one or more at a time). There
are several possible ways to obtain this general probability of
failure. However due to the complexity of civil engineering
structures, analytical solutions can rarely be derived. Hence,
Monte Carlo simulation is widely preferred and its suitability
has already been proven in several studies [22], [19], [4] for
computing probabilities of structural failure. Assuming full
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Figure 1. Example RC solid slab bridge’s a) cross-section and
b) longitudinal view.
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3.2

InitialWeighinmotion(WIM)data

An extensive database of Weigh in Motion (WIM) data was
available, courtesy of the Federal Highway Administration's
Long Term Pavement Performance (LTPP) program [15]. For
the purpose of this study one year (2011) of data from 19 sites
in the USA are reviewed and after some preliminary
investigation, a typical site is chosen: Illinois, I57. The total
number of heavy vehicles in this database is 832,307 for 253
days (all working days in 2011) with an average daily truck
traffic in the monitored lane of 3281. The main data of the
trucks recorded can be seen in Table 1.
Table 1.The mean values and Confidence Intervals (CI) of the
main parameters of WIM data.
Speed
GVW
Length
No. of axles
Wheel base
Gap behind

Unit
[km/h]
[tons]
[m]
[-]
[m]
[sec]

Mean
105.95
22.93
19.84
4.57
16.10
37.00

CI95%94.94
3.81
6.1
2
3.60
1.41

CI95%+
117.47
35.88
24.10
5
20.86
106.6

The database had already been cleaned according to federal
and state regulations [15] to give only the trucks travelling
without a permit, assuming that the road/bridge owner is able
to monitor and even to restrict the flow of permit trucks if
needed. There are however some surprisingly heavy, long
vehicles or vehicles having a surprisingly high number of
axles. These may happen for one of two reasons. Firstly there
had been no cleaning regarding the Gross Vehicle Weight
(GVW) due to the inability to distinguish between permit and
illegally over-loaded tucks. This can result in some
suspiciously heavy vehicles passing through the filter that
may be outliers or permit trucks. Secondly, there are so-called
‘grandfather rights’ and ‘routine permit’ trucks [25], which
can have more specific axle-configurations and more than 8
axles in total but which however can travel regularly on the
roads of the state.

The distribution of GVW for the trucks included in this
study is shown in Figure 2. There are two major modes
visible: one around 4 tons, which is caused mainly by 3 and 4
axle trucks and one around 35 tons, caused by fully loaded 5
and 6 axle trucks. In general, excluding the lightest vehicles,
the histogram of the overall GVW strongly resembles the
shape of the GVW histogram of the 5-axle trucks only (Figure
2). This is due to the fact that more than 75% of the total
number of vehicles in the database are 5-axle trucks.
3.3

There are several ways of further cleaning/filtering WIM data,
depending on the purpose of the study in question. The most
common aspects and recommendations can be found in the
study of Enright and OBrien [26]. However in the present
work it is agreed to apply as few additional filters as possible
in order not to exclude any truck that is realistic and can infer
significant load effect in the bridge. After studying the
population of trucks in detail, only one severe issue arose and
led to further filtering of the database.
The ‘gap behind’ data show how far two consecutive trucks
travel from each other. 0.2 sec can be set as a lower limit for a
reasonable gap. Therefore trucks traveling closer than 0.2 sec
(depending on the speed this can correspond to about 4-5
metres) are investigated further. These trucks can be divided
into two groups: those with very similar speed and those with
different speed. The trucks which travel very closely at around
the same speed are assumed to actually be the same truck and
are therefore merged into one vehicle. It is assumed that an
error occurred in the measurements and the original truck
happened to be split into two parts. On the other hand trucks
traveling very close to each other but having different speed
are simply excluded (filtered out) from further study.
3.4

Importancesamplingoftrucks

The primary aim of using WIM data is to calculate realistic
bending moments in the bridge induced by the traffic load. To
achieve this the bending moment induced during the vehicles’
passing is calculated using the bridge’s influence line. The
Block Maximum method is applied to provide a time
reference and to reduce the quantity of data.
To obtain the maximum bending moment per day for each
segment (using the WIM data), Monte Carlo simulation could
be used directly but it would reduce the computational
advantage of the Block Maximum method. Therefore it is
decided to use importance sampling to simulate only the
trucks that are expected to have a critical effect on the bridge,
i.e. that have a high chance to cause the daily maximum load
effect. It is clear that the maximum bending moment per day
will be triggered by trucks with either
1. high axle loads and/or GVW, or
2. small inter-axle spacings and/or wheelbase.
3.5

Figure 2. GVW histogram for all the trucks and for only 5axle trucks at Illinois, I57 site.

Datafiltering

Dailymaximumloadeffect

For each day of the year the trucks assumed to be the most
critical are sampled from the population and the maximum
bending moments they induce in each segment of the bridge
during their passing are calculated. Afterwards the daily
maximum values are chosen from the resulting data for each
segment. The parameters used to condition the importance
sampling (for identifying critical trucks) are as follows:
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1. Trucks with the greatest GVW (top 20 trucks per
day);
2. Trucks with the highest maximum individual axle
loads (top 20 trucks per day);
3. Trucks with the highest tandem axle loads (top 20
trucks per day);
4. Trucks with the highest tridem axle loads (top 10
trucks per day);
5. Trucks having the highest density of weights, i.e. the
highest GVW/wheelbase ratio (top 20 trucks per
day).
This importance sampling process results in a maximum of 90
trucks (usually around 60 due to overlapping among the
conditions) per day. The contribution of the sampling
conditions regarding each segment of the bridge can be seen
in Figure 3.

distribution of the most critical load effects the bridge may
experience in the return period which may lead to its failure.
Using a Gumbel probability paper plot it is possible to
obtain an idea about which GEV distribution the data follows
most closely (see Figure 4). Applying the maximum
likelihood method, both Gumbel and Weibull distributions are
fitted for tail assumptions (2n and 30%). In most cases it is
difficult to decide between the different fits by engineering
judgement. Therefore the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is applied
and it provides two main conclusions. Both the Weibull and
Gumbel distributions fit well to both types of tail data (all pvalues, i.e. risks of incorrectly rejecting the proposed
distributions, are much higher than the chosen significance
level of 0.05). However as a decision is unavoidable, it is
advised to make it segment-based (see some resulting pvalues in Table 2) to obtain the most realistic tail distribution
for each segment. After some investigations it is decided to
use 2n number of data (which gives higher p-values, i.e.
closer fits, for the critical segments close to the midspan of the
bridge) but to allow for both Weibull and Gumbel fits
depending on the segment in question. For each segment, the
GEV distribution fit with the higher p-value is chosen
according to the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test results that can be
found in Table 2.
Table 2. P-values of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests
Segment

Figure 3. The contributions of the different importance
sampling conditions to the daily maximum bending moment.
The absolute daily maximum load effects obtained through
importance sampling are validated against the maximum daily
values of the original WIM data of one week. Each graph
shows from segments 0 to 18 (x axis) how many days out of
the 253 (y axis) the condition is successful in sampling the
truck causing the absolute maximum load effect. There is a
clearly visible trend differentiating the segments closer to the
middle of the bridge from those closer to the edges. Therefore
it can be seen that a single criterion for the importance
sampling cannot be used if the aim is to study all segments of
the bridge. In addition, the maximum effectiveness, reached at
the 6th segment by the 5th condition (load density), still does
not exceed 85% (which would be 215 out of 253), which
indicates once more the need of a multi-criteria system.
3.6

6
7
8
9
10

Tail of 2n
Gumbel Weibull
0.644
0.614
0.785
0.717
0.899
0.760
0.903
0.946
0.963
0.856

Tail of 30%
Gumbel Weibull
0.667
0.432
0.654
0.648
0.651
0.755
0.706
0.776
0.410
0.609

As an example the Gumbel probability paper plot of daily
maximum bending moment in the mid-segment of the bridge
and its different tail fittings are shown in Figure 4.

Finalloadeffectdistribution

In the original database there are more than 800 000 trucks.
They are however still collected only for the time duration of
one year, leading to 253 daily maximum values of load effect.
To overcome this limitation, it is necessary to introduce
inferential statistics. The ultimate goal is to find the
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Figure 4. Gumbel probability paper plot of the daily
maximum bending moment at the mid-segment of the bridge.
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3.7

Resistanceanddeadloadmodels

In this example the bridge is assumed to be a simply
supported RC solid slab bridge, whose geometry is presented
in Figure 1. To build the resistance and dead load models,
several parameters are taken stochastically, using the
descriptors found in the literature for defining their
distributions (Table 3). All variables are considered to be
normally distributed.

moving force would always induce the greatest bending
moment in the mid-segment (in the case of the simply
supported bridge under study), a moving truck load can
behave differently thanks to the widely varying axle
configurations (see Figure 5). It is also worth noting that the
daily maximum bending moment at each segment is not
necessarily caused by the same single truck. It is indeed more
common to observe 3-4 different trucks per day that are
responsible for the all the daily maximum bending moments
on the bridge.

Table 3. Descriptors of the stochastic parameters.
Parameter
Slab depth
Concrete
cover
Concrete
compressive
strength
Steel yield
strength
Unit weight
of concrete
Unit weight
of asphalt
Thickness
of asphalt

Nominal
value
1000
50

Unit
[mm]
[mm]

Mean
value
+ 0.8
+6

Standard
deviation
3.6
11.5

45

[N/mm2]

+ 7.4

6

400

[N/mm2]

+36

21.3

23.68

[kN/m3]

x 1.05

x 0.11

22.73

[kN/m3]

x 1.0

x 0.25

80

[mm]

+0

40

Using Monte Carlo simulation, resistance is calculated given
both deterministic and stochastic parameters. For the resulting
data normal distribution is fitted and this distribution is
identical for all the segments, since spatial variability of
resistance is ignored at this point. The dead load is calculated
similarly; however the induced bending moments are already
spatially variable and so an empirical distribution of moments
due to dead load is obtained for each segment separately. In
the next step, a normal distribution is fitted to each of them.
3.8

Probabilityoffailure

As described above, three distributions are obtained for each
segment of the bridge. A normal distribution for the bending
moment capacity, a normal distribution also for the dead load
and finally a GEV distribution for the traffic load. The
capacity distribution is taken here to be identical for all the
segments, while the load distributions vary between segments.
The probability of failure is obtained by Monte Carlo
simulation according to the equations 2-4.
For the case of a healthy bridge, (without assuming any
damage) it can be easily understood that for a simply
supported bridge, the mid-segment represents the critical part,
while the segments close to the supports can expect
significantly lower probability of failure. However if
accounting for damage this can change and it cannot be
foreseen which segments will be the most critical. It is
therefore necessary to consider all segments of the bridge
when calculating the probability of failure.
It can also be observed that the greatest daily maximum
bending moment does not always appear in the exact middle
segment, but somewhere close to it. This slightly unusual
result can be explained in two ways. At first, although a single

Figure 5. Truck induced bending moments in 4 different
consecutive segments of the bridge due to a 5-axle truck
passing
The probability of failure is calculated through equations 24 using Monte Carlo simulation with a sample size of 107 and
accounting for full spatial correlation for both the moments
due to dead load and traffic load along the bridge. This is on
the basis that if one segment of the bridge experiences an
extremely great induced bending moment, then it is very
probable that all the others will do as well. However the
probability of failure is calculated for each segment
separately. The calculated general probability of failure of the
studied bridge is 1.40 x 10-5 with a 95% confidence interval of
[1.17 x 10-5; 1.63 x 10-5]. These values correspond to a bridge
in a healthy state and this number should serve as a reference
value when implementing damage in the model.
4

FUTUREWORK

Bayesian updating is briefly introduced in this paper; however
the methodology is not yet implemented. The bridge safety
model, that is explained and shown in this work, will be the
subject of further studies that involve data from deflectionbased damage indicators. The ultimate goal is to achieve a
realistic general bridge safety model that is able to incorporate
some new information on the damage state of the bridge that
can be obtained easily, regularly and cost-effectively.
5

CONCLUSIONS

A general bridge safety model is presented in this paper.
Three main parts of the model can be distinguished: moment
capacity, moment induced by the dead load and moment
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induced by the traffic load. The moment capacity and dead
load models involve several stochastic variables based on the
literature and are kept as simple as possible. On the other hand
more attention is paid to the traffic load model and the
calculation of the traffic-induced bending moment in the
bridge. The traffic load model incorporates one year of WIM
data obtained from a single site in Illinois, USA. The
methodology particularly emphasizes how to build a realistic
traffic load model and discusses several issues that may arise.
The Block Maximum method and tail fitting are used to
obtain realistic extreme bending moments in an efficient way.
Throughout the work, Monte Carlo simulation is applied and
importance sampling is used to keep this sometimes
computationally expensive simulation method at a sustainable
level. The main achievement of the present work is the
relatively simple but reliable healthy bridge safety model that
can be later used in a Bayesian updating framework (see in
Section 4).
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ABSTRACT: Overtime, the structural condition of bridges tends to decline due to a number of degradation processes, such as;
creep, corrosion and cyclic loading, among others. Considerable research has been conducted over the years to assess and
monitor the rate of such degradation with the aim of reducing structural uncertainty. Traditionally, vibration-based damage
detection techniques in bridges have focused on monitoring changes to modal parameters and subsequently comparing them to
numerical models. These traditional techniques are generally time consuming and can often mistake changing environmental
and operational conditions as structural damage. Recent research has seen the emergence of more advanced computational
techniques that not only allow the assessment of noisier and more complex data, but also allow research to veer away from
monitoring changes in modal parameters alone. This paper presents a review of the current state-of-the-art developments in
vibration based damage detection in small to medium span bridges with particular focus on the utilisation of advanced
computational methods, such as machine learning, pattern recognition and advanced data normalisation algorithms.
KEY WORDS: Structural Health Monitoring; Damage Detection; Machine Learning;

1

INTRODUCTION

The identification of structural damage in bridges is a research
topic that has generated significant attention in recent years.
The primary reason for its surge in popularity is an aging road
and rail infrastructure, which is subjected to traffic loading
conditions that far surpass original design criteria. This
unprecedented increase in loading accelerates structural
fatigue, which in turn reduces service-life. Currently, nondestructive assessment methods entail visual inspections,
impact echo tests and localised damage assessment methods.
These methods, although useful and inexpensive, have
numerous limitations; they are infrequent and dependent on
the competence of inspectors and are confined to localised
damage and external deterioration, while the true global
bridge condition remains relatively unknown. Additionally, as
bridge infrastructure continues to age and deteriorate, the
frequency of inspection must increase to counteract the
reduction in safety of these structures. This task is made more
difficult due to its sheer enormity; recent figures show that
Europe's highway bridge count is circa one million, and of
Europe's half a million rail bridges, 35% are over 100 years
old [1]. This has lead to a considerable surge of research in
how to efficiently manage their maintenance and upkeep [2].
Most proliferous, however, is the study of vibration based
damage detection and identification techniques. The present
paper aims to separate the signal from the noise regarding the
abundant recent developments of such techniques so that a
more unified comprehension can be achieved.

2
2.1

DEVELOPMENTANDCHALLENGESOFVIBRATIONBASED
DAMAGEDETECTIONTECHNIQUES
HistoryofDamageDetectionTechniques

The concept of using measured vibrations to discern damage
in structures has been employed for some time. For instance,
some early research by German engineers in the 1950's used

vibration intensities, attained from accelerations, as an
empirical indicator of damage in buildings [3]. Since then,
various modal parameters, such as natural frequency shifts
[4], have been used for damage detection. An advantage of the
frequency-based approach is its ease of application and the
global nature of the identified frequencies; however,
frequencies are sensitive to external conditions and cannot
locate damage.
Apart from natural frequencies, other modal properties such
as mode shapes, damping ratios and modal curvatures have
been traditionally used to detect damage. For instance,
cracking in a cross-section will increase internal friction and
thus raise the value of the section's damping ratio; however,
measuring damping ratios from vibration data produces large
standard deviations, which impair their accuracy and
effectiveness as a reliable damage indicator. Furthermore,
damping ratios in bridges are heavily influenced by vibration
amplitude and operational effects that further reduce their
suitability as a damage indicator.
Mode shapes are quite an advantageous condition
assessment tool as they are less influenced by environmental
effects than natural frequencies [5] and also contain both local
and global information, which can aid damage localization.
Numerous mode shape monitoring techniques have been
developed over the years, such as the Modal Assurance
Criterion (MAC) [6], which measures mode shape changes
over the entire structure by taking advantage of eigenvector
orthogonality. Kim et al. [7] later advanced MAC in the
development of the Coordinate Modal Assurance Criterion
(COMAC) method, which monitors modal node displacement
to detect and locate damage. Eq. (1) shows how COMAC can
be applied to a node i, by measuring the normalised difference
௨
ሻ and damaged
of mode shape vectors of the undamaged (߮ǡ

ௗ
ሺ߮ǡ
ሻ conditions. Application of MAC and COMAC in

bridge structures found that the methods could detect most
structural changes and locations, but also indentified spurious
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damage as well [8]. This was also observed when applied to
beam structures, by Salgado [9], who showed that COMAC
was prone to indicating false damage detections.
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Pandey et al. [10] expanded COMAC's theory to focus on
the monitoring of mode shape curvatures, which are mode
shapes' second derivative, in a technique known as the Modal
Curvature Method (MCM). Its hypothesis is based on the
relationship between modal curvature and flexural stiffness, as
presented in Eq. (2) where modal curvature (߮ ᇱᇱ ) is a function
of cross-sectional bending moment ( )ܯand cross-sectional
flexural stiffness () ܫܧ. The premise of the MCM is that by
using this relationship, one can monitor stiffness variations
and detect damage, as cracks will reduce cross-sectional
stiffness, resulting in a larger curvature value. Eq. (3) shows
that the MCM simply uses the absolute difference between the
ᇱᇱ
ᇱᇱ
ሻ and undamaged curvature ሺ߮௨ǡ
ሻ
damaged curvature ሺ߮ௗǡ
values to detect damage. This can be conducted for single
mode or for cumulative multi-mode, depending on
application. This methodology demonstrated a high level of
damage sensitivity and produced good results when tested
[11]. The MCM has some drawbacks however; its results are
dependent on the number of modes considered [12], inherent
errors in curvature calculation from vibration data, usually
through the central difference method, reduce the MCM's
robustness. Furthermore, the MCM also requires a large
quantity of sensors to ensure sufficient accuracy, particularly
for higher modes, which thus reduces its practicality for mass
application.
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Modal curvatures have formed part of numerous damage
detection methodologies since introduced. Most notable is the
Damage Index Method (DIM) [13], which uses modal
curvatures to calculate and monitor the modal strain energy
between two adjacent nodes (Eq. (4)), where ߚǡ indicates a

damage feature value for the ith mode at location j, while ߮ ௨

ᇲᇲ

A comparative study of many of the aforementioned
traditional, modal-based damage detection techniques was
conducted by Talebinejad et al. [14]. The COMAC, MCM and
DIM were all applied to a cable-stayed bridge FE model under
varying vibration intensities and noise contamination levels.
The study found that only high intensity damages were
detectable through the application of these methods, that they
were quite sensitive to noise contamination and that they
indentified numerous false damage events.
2.2

Common Challenges: Environmental and operational
variability

A common challenge for many damage detection
methodologies is insuring that detected damage events are
truly damage and not benign system variations. Bridges are
monitored over long periods of time and are subjected to large
temperature fluctuations, harsh storms and numerous traffic
scenarios. These varying conditions affect changes to a
bridge's stiffness and mass in a non-linear manner, which in
turn alters the bridge's modal properties. This is evident in
Peeters & De Roeck's [15] assessment of the Z-24 Bridge in
Switzerland, where significant variation in the bridge's natural
frequency was observed when the ambient temperature
dropped below freezing point (see Figure 1). The cause of this
bi-linear behaviour was attributable to the newly solidified ice
in the bridge deck contributing to its stiffness. Other authors
have observed daily frequency shifts of 5% and seasonal shifts
of well over 10% due to temperature fluctuations [16].
Operational variability also causes considerable frequency
variation as increased mass due to traffic will reduce a
bridge's natural frequency. Soyoz and Feng observed a 5%
frequency reduction due to traffic while studying a bridge in
California.
Small changes in natural frequency due to temperature
variation can often be mistaken for structural damage and, in
some cases, can also hide actual damage events, as Farrar [17]
discovered when investigating the suitability of frequency
variation for structural damage detection in bridges by
incrementally introducing damage to a bridge girder. The
expected results were that the induced damage would reduce
the girder's stiffness and thus reduce its natural frequency. The
actual results were quite different. Instead of the expected
frequency drop, the girder's natural frequency rose for the first
two damage scenarios before falling, as can be seen in Figure
2. It was subsequently revealed that the ambient temperature
caused the initial increase in the girder's frequency.

ᇲᇲ

and ߮ ௗ are the curvatures of the undamaged and damaged
mode shapes, respectively, L is the element length, a and b are
the limits of the evaluated element. As the DIM is based on
modal curvatures, it therefore suffers from the same
drawbacks as the MCM. This is particularly emphasized
during the differentiation process, which amplifies highfrequency noise and can thus increase the variance of the
subsequently extracted damage features.
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Figure 1 Z-24 Bridge - Frequency v Temperature - after [15]
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Figure 2 Frequency vs. Damage Sequence - after [17]

3
3.1

RECENTADVANCEMENTS
SeparatingEnvironmentalVariationfromDamage

As mentioned in Section 2.2, environmental and operational
variations have considerable influence on a bridge's dynamic
behaviour which may be mistaken for damage. Data
normalisation techniques help determine a bridge's baseline
response under a range of normal environmental and
operational conditions. Sohn [18] has previously covered
numerous data normalisation methods used in SHM
comprehensively. Generally, for data normalisation to be
achieved, additional information is required relating to traffic
and environmental conditions, usually temperature and wind
speed. The process of data normalisation can be a challenge in
itself due to the non-linear, multivariate nature of a bridge's
behaviour and due to the quantity of data required.
Dervilis et al. [19] produced a study on the Tamar and Z24
Bridge to test a novel regression-based, multi-algorithm
methodology for damage detection in changing environment
and operational conditions. The algorithms used for the initial
regression analysis and subsequent outlier detection in the
vibration data were the Least Trimmed Squares (LTS)
regression algorithm and the Minimum Covariance
Determinant (MCD) estimator. The LTS regression algorithm
is an adaptation on the popular least squares method of
regression that minimises the sum of squared residual errors,
however, instead of being applied to a full data set, it is
applied to subsets, or clusters. This allows it to create a more
robust fit to the data as it has a lower sensitivity overall to
outliers when compared to many other regression techniques.
The MCD estimation method is applied to the LTS residual
data. It is a multiple outlier detection method which expands
on the classic Mahalanobis Squared Distance (MSD) method
for outlier detection [20], where outliers are measured from
the centre of a baseline data cluster, relative to the cluster size.
The traditional MSD method has the disadvantage of
potentially masking outliers, as the training data used to
calculate the baseline cluster centre may already contain
damage and erroneous data, resulting in an inaccurate baseline
centre point. This would subsequently compromise the
method's effectiveness for detecting future outliers. However,
the advantage of the MCD estimation method is that it
actively searches for and removes the inherent masking effect
by identifying outliers in the training phase and ignoring them
when calculating the cluster centre. This allows subsequent

outlier detections to be unaffected by the presence of
erroneous data in the trained algorithm. It achieves this by
finding the subset of data points (must be over half of total
number) whose covariance matrix has the lowest possible
determinant to that of the whole set. This process takes
multiple iterations to be completed. The MCD baseline centre
point is then computed from the final minimum covariance
subset only.
Dervilis et al.'s main objective of the study is to explain that
different forms of outliers give distinct and different
characteristics with respect to environmental and operational
variations and damage. This is achieved by plotting the LTS
residuals against the MCD index and superimposing
thresholds that define the change point in outlier
characteristics, as presented in Figure 3 and explained in
Table 1.
The Z24 Bridge vibration data was used to test the
methodology's robustness in differentiating outlier
differences. An example result plot of LTS residuals for
temperature and first natural frequency versus MCD distance
is presented in Figure 4. As can be seen, all six regions
contain some data points. Region 3 contains normal behaviour
data, while vertical regions 1 and 5 contain temperature
induced outliers. Horizontal regions that cross the MCD
threshold contain damage outliers. In the example presented
the methodology was successfully able to discern the data
points 1201-1500 as temperature induced variations and data
points 2496-3932 as damage.
The benefit of employing this technique is that it clearly
differentiates environmental induced variability from actual
damage events.

Figure 3 Residual outlier map - after [19]
Table 1 Residual outlier map description - after [19]
Region Classification
1
2
3
4
5
6

Description

Vertical outlier

Outside horizontal thresholds but
within vertical threshold
Bad leverage points
Outside horizontal thresholds and
outside vertical threshold
Normal points
Within horizontal thresholds and
vertical threshold
Horizontal outlier–good Within horizontal thresholds but
leverage points
outside vertical threshold
Vertical outlier
Outside horizontal thresholds but
within vertical threshold
Bad leverage points
Outside horizontal thresholds and
outside vertical threshold
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reliably discerning damage in a bridge subjected to varying
temperature.
The PC-NARX methodology demonstrated great promise as
it combines deterministic and probabilistic processes to
produce an accurate and efficient tool for detecting abnormal
changes in structural behaviour. However, the outputs can
only be as precise as the inputs, so it is essential that the
training phase includes a full seasonal cycle of environmental
variables to allow the model to learn the structure's full
spectrum of normal behaviour. This implies that application of
the PC-NARX should be reserved for long-term monitoring
purposes only.
Figure 4 LTS residual vs. MCD distance - after [19]
Chatzi & Spiridonakos [21] proposed time-series based
damage detection model that also attempts to infer a
functional dependence between vibration data and
environmental data through incorporation of a full numerical
model of the structure in question. The method employed to
achieve this is known as Polynomial Chaos Nonlinear
AutoRegressive with eXogenous input (PC-NARX), as
originally proposed in [22].
The PC-NARX model requires vibration data and
temperature data as inputs so that the NARX portion of the
methodology can fit a nonlinear relationship between the two
in a training phase, which subsequently allows natural
frequencies to be produced as an output. The Polynomial
Chaos Expansion (PCE) allows parameters to be characterised
as random variables, for example; acceleration time histories
are represented by their PDF parameters so that measured
vibration data can be handled as a set of random variables.
This speeds up subsequent runtimes considerably, as large
acceleration data sets can be reduced to a few representative
values. Likewise, this methodology caters for the inclusion of
structural uncertainty by allowing structural properties and
dimensions to be included in the numerical model as PDF
variables also. By having the structural properties and applied
excitations, the PC-NARX can predict the dynamic response
of a structure through a process called metamodeling. Chatzi
& Spiridonakos demonstrate the efficiency of their proposed
metamodeling of uncertain nonlinear systems subjected to
stochastic excitation by comparing their predictions and
simulation rates to that of a FE model. The results of which
showed that the PC-NARX model achieved excellent
accuracy, producing a normalised one-step-ahead prediction
error of 0.0074%. Additionally, the PC-NARX based
simulation rate was 100 times faster than that of the FE
model. The ability of the PC-NARX methodology to
accurately predict the dynamic response of a structure under
varying environmental conditions implies that it should also
be able to discern damage events by monitoring the magnitude
of its prediction errors, as these are assumed to be normally
distributed.
The PC-NARX was tested on the well known Z-24 bridge
problem. Chatzi & Spiridonakos proposed a prediction error
threshold of three standard deviations (99.7% confidence
interval). Apart from isolated outliers, values of error outside
this threshold will signify damage. The results of the Z-24
verification test showed that the PC-NARX was capable of
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3.2

NonModalBasedApproachestoDamageDetection

As discussed in Section 2.1, modal based damage detection
techniques contain a number of inherent drawbacks when
applied to bridges. These drawbacks have led many
researchers to investigate alternative procedures that
circumvent the need for modal parameters. Dilena et al. [23]
tested one such non-modal based technique, known as the
Interpolation Damage Detection Method (IDDM), on a single
span reinforced concrete bridge. The IDDM does not require a
numerical model either; instead it defines a damage index in
terms of deformed shapes to track changes in bridge
condition. Reference deformed shapes are calculated from
Frequency Response Functions (FRFs) of the undamaged
structure and are used as a baseline condition for subsequent
deformed shapes that are calculated during the testing and
monitoring phase. By using deformed shapes as a damage
indicator, one can take advantage of concentrated vibration
amplitude irregularities to detect and locate damage [24].
Dilena et al. extends this base theory by incorporating a cubic
polynomial spline interpolation function to the deformed
shapes to extenuate behavioural variation without the need to
calculate deformed shape curvatures. The detected
abnormalities are denoted in IDDM by an interpolation error,
which is simply the difference between the recorded and
interpolated FRF profiles. Figure 5 presents a graphical
explanation of the interpolation procedure conducted at a
point Zl along a beam axis Z. The term E(zl) denotes the
interpolation error, calculated as the distance between the
recorded signal (Hg(z)) and the spline interpolation value
(Hs(z)).
Higher interpolation errors signify a higher likelihood of
damage. In this way, the IDDM is a probabilistic method of
damage detection whereby only interpolation errors that are
greater than a pre-determined threshold value are deemed as
probable damage events. This decision criterion means that
there will be a certain amount of false damage and missed
damage events due to some interpolation errors falling on the
incorrect side of the threshold value. For this reason, the
threshold value should be determined though an optimisation,
or cost/benefit analysis to minimise false and missed
detections. An example of the probabilities of false and
missed damage events due to IDDM is portrayed in Figure 6,
where ET represents the location of the threshold value
between the baseline/undamaged distribution (PE,0) and in the
possibly damaged distribution (PE,d). The hatched areas Pm
and Pf represent the probability of missed damage events and
false damage events respectively. Note that threshold value is
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determined from the mean of the undamaged distribution (o)
by the distance o, which is the variance of PE,0 multiplied
by a scaling factor ( ).

Figure 5 Spline interpolation of FRF - after [23]

Figure 6 Threshold value and probabilities of false and
missing damage events - after [23]
It should be noted that, accurate and detailed data is
required for the undamaged state so that damage events can be
confidently detected during the monitoring phase. However, if
no data is available for the undamaged state then Dilena et al.
propose a variation on the original method which will allow
unsupervised damage detection to be conducted. It firstly
assumes that, for an undamaged state, all sources of vibration
will equally cause all locations to produce the same
interpolation error variation. Conversely, if some locations
produce significantly higher interpolation errors, then damage
is confirmed at these locations. Again, to be deemed as
damage, the interpolation error must surpass a predetermined
threshold value. As the interpolation errors are assumed to be
normally distributed for undamaged behaviour, the threshold
value is thus calculated in terms of the average () and
variance () of the damage parameter (zl). Eq. (15) shows
how the threshold value is calculated using a variance
multiplier ( ), which can achieve false damage detection
probabilities of 15%, 2% & 1% for = 1, 2, & 3, respectively,
as normal distribution is assumed. Conversely, increasing the
variance multiplier ( ) will also increase the probability of
missed damage events.

οȠሺݖ ሻ ൌ ߤ   ߥߪ

(5)

Dilena et al. tested the performance of the IDDM on a
single span RC bridge under forced harmonic vibration.
Numerous damage events were introduced to the bridge in
different locations during testing. The results of the IDDM
were compared to those of the MCM, which was also tested.
The results showed that the IDDM is capable of detecting and
locating damage consistently; however, its performance is
dependent on the threshold value chosen and on the geometry

of sensors. The experiment also showed that IDDM is capable
of tracking the evolution of damage, which was tested by
incrementally increasing the severity of the manually induced
damage events. Damage localisation did not improve by
increasing the number of vibration modes in the FRF range.
When compared to the MCM results, the IDDM fairs quite
well. The MCM demonstrated good sensitivity to damage for
the first two vibration modes, but became less accurate
thereafter. This is most probably due to the requirement of a
denser array of sensors for accurate modal curvatures at
higher modes. The IDDM requires fewer sensors than the
MCM and, overall, has shown that the IDDM can reliably
detect and locate damage without modal parameters as a
damage indicator. A disadvantage of the IDDM is that its
assumption that for an undamaged state, all sources of
vibration will equally cause all locations to produce the same
variation in interpolation error will not be suitable to all
bridge applications.
Santos et al. [25] implemented a novel methodology to
detect structural variation without the use of modal
parameters. They proposed an output-only technique that
possesses real-time capabilities. It uses cluster analysis to
achieve baseline independence and it introduces the concept
of symbolic data analysis (SDA) to reduce raw vibration or
rotation data into much smaller representative sets of
statistical quantities such as interquartile intervals or
histograms. This process reduces data volume and increases
processing speed considerably, without loss of information.
Santos et al. applied the technique to the Samora Machel
Bridge. The assessment observed that symbolic objects based
on interquartile intervals of measured rotations, which are able
to accurately detect changes in bridge condition in a very
short time. It achieves this by applying the dynamic cloud
clustering algorithm, which is an adaptation of the popular kmeans approach that converges to a solution quickly. This fast
solution can cause issues however, as dynamic cloud
clustering can converge to local minima. For this reason,
cluster validation is conducted to results to enhance the
methods robustness. This step is important for baseline free
applications. It consists of computing a set of indices for all
clusters. Each validity index describes each cluster's
compactness and separation. The most accurate number of
clusters identified is then compared to the indices obtained
from each of the evaluated partitions to define the most
truthful number of clusters.
Finally the novelty index is prepared by assessing the
geometric weights of each cluster against each other. The
objective of this phase is to create an automatic response
index that can identify various magnitudes of damage in realtime. Figure 7 presents a comparison of two structural
changes observed in the assessment of the Samora Machel
Bridge. The index value is taken as the average squared
distance between cluster centroids. It is evident that Figure 7
(b) has a larger distance between centroids, and thus indicates
a greater structural change.
Due to its fast computation and low data storage
requirements, Santos et al.'s symbolic data based approach
offers the opportunity for real-time damage detection
capabilities in bridges.
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Figure 7 Comparison of cluster centroids defined for various
behavioural variations [25]
CONCLUSIONS
Overall, it can be concluded that there is no outright
consensus among researchers regarding which vibration based
damage indicator or damage detection method is most suited
to bridges structures. These structures do add an additional
layer of complexity to the SHM conundrum, as each structure
is unique in design and load, as opposed to aeronautical and
mechanical applications. Therefore, conclusive conclusions
can only be drawn when a methodology has shown consistent
results on numerous bridge structures and under varying
operational and environmental conditions. The best damage
detection system shall not be the methodology that is most
accurate in the lab, but the one that is most consistent in the
field. An acceptable methodology must be robust enough to
have a known error rate, so that uncertainty can be managed.
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ABSTRACT: The central steel span of the Boyne Viaduct in Drogheda, Co. Louth, was constructed in 1932. At the time of
construction, the bridge was not expected to have a design life in excess of 76 years. It is therefore vital that the structure
undergo a robust maintenance strategy in order to verify the ongoing performance in terms of reliability with respect to both the
Ultimate Limit State (ULS) and the Fatigue Limit State (FLS). Global and localised 3D Finite Element modelling was used in
conjunction with a reliability analysis of the structure in order to design a monitoring strategy. A combination of strain gauges
and accelerometers were installed with the strain gauges being placed on the rail bearers and cross beams at sections which were
expected to be critical both at ULS and FLS. Finite Element Model calibration from measurement allowed recalculation of the
reliability index with lower uncertainties, resulting in a 48% increase in reliability. A reliability based fatigue analysis was also
carried out at the sensor locations in order to calculate if sufficient reliability is provided on a yearly basis. The results showed
that the most critical monitored section will have a minimum FLS reliability index of 9.3 after 150 years of service. The results
of the analysis alleviate any safety concerns regarding the monitored locations of this iconic structure.
KEY WORDS: Reliability; Probabilistic Analysis; Truss; Bridge; Fatigue; Structural Health Monitoring; Maintenance.
1

INTRODUCTION

It is estimated that 30% of the European Railway bridge stock
is over 100 years old [1]. Structural Health Monitoring (SHM)
is an efficient method of obtaining real-time data on the
condition for assessment of aging infrastructure. However,
often these systems are installed on new and older structures
without any specific targeting as to where/why/when to use
the data.
In this paper, the results of a probabilistic Ultimate Limit
State (ULS) assessment are used to inform an SHM plan for
the Boyne Viaduct, located in Drogheda, Ireland (Figure 1).
The Boyne viaduct has three steel spans, with only the central
span being assessed as part of this research.

Figure 1. Aerial view: Central span of the Boyne Viaduct,
Drogheda, Co. Louth, Ireland.

The data from the SHM system are employed first to
calibrate a global Finite Element (FE) model. The failure
probability at the critical ULS is then recalculated. Finally, the
measured data is used to perform a probabilistic fatigue
analysis including stochastic modelling of the load and
resistance in terms of number of fatigue cycles to failure.
2

STRUCTURALHEALTHMONITORING

In order to decide on appropriate sensor locations and types, it
is important to consider the reason for instrumentation.
Considering the age of this structure, the Fatigue Limit State
(FLS) was expected to be significant. Therefore, strain gauge
rosettes were selected as this would allow calculation of the
principal stress for fatigue rain flow counting. In addition, this
would allow direct comparison with results from the global
FE model developed (Figure 2). The bridge was modelled in
the commercially available MIDAS Civil software [2] using
linear elastic beam elements with varying levels of fixity at
the node points. The geometry was set up using as-built
drawings and measurements on-site. The steel deck plate was
modelled using plate elements. A young’s modulus of
2.1x108kN/m2 was assumed throughout. There is transverse
wind bracing on the top of the structure and internal portal
bracing. This was included in the model but is omitted from
Figure 2 along with the track for clarity. A deterministic and
probabilistic assessment was carried out on the structure. A
full overview of the assessment is given in [3]. It was shown
that yielding of the centre-span of the rail bearers in the
central bay was the critical ULS load effect, with a reliability
index of 4.4 [3]. Therefore, this section of the structure was
instrumented with rosette strain gauges to measure internal
stress at ULS and to assist in a fatigue analysis.
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Figure 5. Plan view at deck level showing strain gauge
locations on deck elements

Figure 2. FE model of the Boyne Viaduct Central Span
During an inspection, significant section loss was noted due
to corrosion at the flanges of the critical member identified.
The section loss had occurred at the connection of the rail
bearer to the cross beam, as shown in Figure 3. It was
therefore considered appropriate that a strain gauge rosette be
placed on each rail bearer at the central span to assess if the
section loss identified is adversely affecting the structural
performance.
Cross
Beam

As part of recent repair works on the structure, a number of
web stiffeners were replaced on the rail bearers. In terms of
performing fatigue assessments from direct measurement, it is
beneficial to instrument elements at the start of their fatigue
life as this prohibits the requirement to back-calculate strain
histories. In addition, a site visit indicated section loss at the
“toe” of many of the existing stiffeners (Figure 6a). The
authors were informed by the client that this is an issue on
many bridges of this type. Therefore, one of the new stiffeners
was instrumented with a rosette strain gauge both to perform a
fatigue assessment and to assess if the section loss to the
existing stiffeners should cause adverse safety concerns. 3D
FE modelling was used to identify stress hot spots. Figure 7
shows the stress development in the stiffeners due to a moving
knife edge load. It is clear that the location of highest stress is
at the top of the stiffener. Therefore, the strain gauge was
placed at the top of the stiffener as illustrated in Figure 6b.

Rail
Bearer

Figure 3. Section loss for critical rail bearer

(a)

(b)

Past research has shown that the connections between rail
bearers and cross beams are often critical for fatigue [4]. For
this reason, the most critical cross-beam connection identified
from the FE model was instrumented with a rosette strain
gauge. This was found to be at the first cross beam from the
southern support. Figure 4 shows an image of the strain gauge
rosettes used, while Figure 5 shows the locations of the
gauges on the cross beams and rail bearers. All gauges were
placed on the bottom flange of the beams in order to monitor
the worst Navier stress combination.

Figure 6. Stiffeners on rail-bearers section loss (a) and strain
gauge placement (b)

Stress
Concentration
Figure 7. Stress contour on 3D FE model of rail bearer with
stiffener
It should be noted that the stress levels identified in the
stiffeners from the FE model were low in comparison with the
load. Therefore, it was not expected that this section would be
critical for fatigue. However, instrumentation at this location
Figure 4. Strain gauges on rail bearers (5th bay)
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was still deemed to be necessary in order to alleviate the
concern associated with the corrosion illustrated in Figure 6a.
In total, 4 strain gauge rosettes were installed on the deck
elements at the bottom flanges of the cross beams and rail
bearers and also on one stiffener on the rail bearers. 3
accelerometers were also installed on the main truss elements
in order to assist in a dynamic analysis, the details of which
can be found in [5].
3
3.1

MODELCALIBRATION
Trainloading

Two main types of train configuration are present at the site,
both of which carry passenger traffic only (no freight). The
first a standard DMU carriage train with each carriage having
the configuration and weights shown in Figure 8. The train
may have 2-8 carriages.

Where E is the Young’s Modulus,  is the Poisson’s ratio and
i is the strain reading on strain gauge i of the rosette. A
critical input to the signal generation in Matlab is the speed of
the train, which was not measured on-site. The speed of the
train can be inferred from the signal itself given the
knowledge of the carriage axle spacing. The speed of each
train was calculated by dividing the spacing between each
group of axles by the time increment between the peaks from
the measured signal. The average speed on-site was found to
be around 30 km/hr. This low value is to be expected,
considering speed restrictions in-place across the viaduct.
Trains were found to be accelerating as they moved north, and
decelerating as they moved south. This is due to the location
of a station on the south side of the bridge. This speed
variation was taken into account when comparing the signals.
Figure 10 shows a comparison of the stress signals at the
bottom flange of the rail bearer due to the passage of a DMU
train. While the signal shape is very similar, it is clear that the
magnitude of stress from the FE model is 50% higher than
that of the strain gauge.

Figure 8. Configuration of DMU carriages
The second type of train at the site is the Enterprise service,
which has carriages broadly similar to that of the DMU trains,
but has a class 201 locomotive at the front. The configuration
of the class 201 locomotive is shown in Figure 9. A wagon
spacing (bumper-to-bumper) of 0.5 m was used throughout.

Figure 9. Configuration of locomotive class 201
3.2

Figure 10. Stress response due to passage of DMU train

Signalcomparison

In order to generate stress signals from the FE model,
influence lines for the sensor locations were exported to
Matlab where code was developed to run specific axle loading
configurations across them to generate the load effects. The
influence lines extracted were related to the Navier stress
combination given by:

iVt

imx y imy x i pz


Ix
Iy
A

While it may be argued that the axle weights shown in
Figure 8 may vary depending on passenger traffic, this would
not explain the level of the discrepancy in Figure 10 as the
axle weights of a full carriage would be expected to be only 1
tonne greater than that of an empty carriage. Figure 11 shows
the stress comparison due to the passage of a train from the
Enterprise service.

(1)

Where it are the influence line ordinates for total stress, imx &
imy are the influence line ordinates for bending in each
direction, ipz are the influence line ordinates for axial force, y
& x are the distances to the maximum point of stress in the
member, Ix & Iy are the moments of inertia about each axis of
bending and A is the cross sectional area. The stress
considered to be comparable to the Navier stress from the
model is the principal stress from the rosette strain gauges,
calculated using Equation 2.

1
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(2)

Figure 11. Stress response due to passage of Enterprise train
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3.3

FEmodeladjustment

The truss bearings on the Boyne viaduct were articulated to
allow translation in the longitudinal direction, as well as
rotation at the bearings. This was verified with construction
drawings and on site investigation. However, the bearings for
the rail bearers could not be accessed on site. Therefore, the
boundaries in the FE model were replaced with spring
supports in order to restrict a portion of the main axisbending. This was found to give a much better comparison
between the measured and generated signals from the FE
model. In addition, the sharp peaks identified in Figure 11
were removed by modelling the track more accurately, linking
the rails and sleepers to the rail bearers with springs to model
the effect of load distribution through the ballast. A vertical
spring stiffness of 2.5MN/m was used to model the ballast.
Finally, the model was refined by paying closer attention to
eccentricities, beam end releases and reducing the mesh size
for the deck plate, allowing a better model for composite
action. Figure 12 shows a comparison of stress in the rail
bearer for the same train as Figure 11 for the adjusted FE
model. Figure 13 shows the same comparison at the cross
beam. It is clear that both models show high correlation in
response to that of the measurement. The average error in the
peaks is 9.4% in Figure 12 and 2.0% in Figure 13. It was
important to match the response at both locations in order to
provide confidence that the response is similar throughout the
structure. The remaining discrepancy between model and
measurement may be attributed to discrepancies in the train
weights and strain gauge error. In the following section, the
ULS probabilistic assessment re-calculated using the adjusted
model.

30

Measurement
FE Model

25

Stress (MPa)

Stress (MPa)

It is clear that for both train types, there is a discrepancy in
magnitude of stress of 50%. In addition, the FE model
generated sharper peaks than the measurement. This is most
likely due to the ballast, which was not considered in the FE
model. The results of comparison at the bottom flange of the
cross beam showed the same result.

Figure 13. Stress response at cross beam due to passage of
Enterprise train (adjusted model)
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Figure 12. Stress response at rail bearer due to passage of
Enterprise train (adjusted model)

Assessmentfrommodel

In the previous ULS assessment carried on the rail bearers the
majority of the stochastic modeling was based on the
guidelines of the Danish Roads Directorate (DRD) [6]. It is
clear from the previous sections that the main result of the
model calibration was to reduce the magnitude of the stresses
at this location. Therefore, the rail bearer was reassessed as
per [3], with the only difference being a reduction in the
model uncertainty associated with the capacity. Due to the
detailed model calibration, the coefficient of variation (CoV)
of the model uncertainty associated with capacity is reduced
from 10.4% to 6.6%. The combination of all these alterations
to the assessment resulted in an increase in the -value to 6.5.
The disadvantage of the assessment performed is that in the
absence of specific train weight data for the structure, the live
load distribution was taken as the Eurocode LM71 [7] with a
bias ratio of 0.66 and a CoV of 20%, for which the
characteristic value represents the 98% fractile. It is therefore
more appropriate to use the stress values from the
measurement in the assessment.
4.2

20

PROBABILISTICULSASSESSMENT

Assessmentfrommeasurement

In order to perform a ULS assessment with consideration of
the stresses from measurement, a histogram was plot of the
maximum stresses for train passage events on the Boyne
Viaduct. 35 days of measurement were available with varying
numbers of train events per day. As expected, the distribution
of stress is globally bimodal due to the presence of the two
train types discussed in Section 3 above. A multimodal
normal distribution was fitted to the data using Maximum
Likelihood Estimation (MLE). The fit is shown in Figure 14.
The CDF distribution was found by cumulative integration
of the PDF. Convolution was then used to allow calculation of
maximum yearly value:

Fmax ( x )
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Where Fmax(x) is the maximum yearly distribution and F(x) is
the daily distribution. N is the convolution constant, given
here by the average number of trains per day (20) times the
number of working days in a year (250).
200
Measured stress
Multimodal Normal fit
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Figure 14. Bimodal GEV fit to maximum event stresses at rail
bearer

For this method of probabilistic assessment, the
consideration of model uncertainty for live loading is not
applicable as the loading information is measured by the strain
gauges. However, the stress distribution was multiplied by a
random variable, e, to account for error in measurement. e was
considered as a lognormal distributed variable with a mean
value equal to 1.0 and a standard deviation of 0.03 after [8].
The principal stress signals represent total (static + dynamic)
loading and as such, no allowance was required to account for
dynamics. FORM analysis was used to calculate the reliability
index, which converged to a value of 8.1. This value is
considered to be significantly higher than any published
recommendations for ULS at the highest consequence levels
[9]. This value is not unexpected, considering that passenger
loading forms the basis of the stress distribution, while the
bridge was designed for freight traffic. It may be expected that
the fatigue limit state will be more critical for the structure,
considering that the structure is currently beyond its expected
design life.
5
5.1

the detail under consideration. Dcrit is modeled as a lognormal
distributed variable with mean and standard deviation equal to
1.0 and 0.3 as recommended in the literature [8].
The procedure for determining a stochastic interpretation
for the summation term is given in [9] and is illustrated in
Figure 15. A rainflow counting algorithm is used to calculate
the stress range histogram based on live load signals from
measurement. This is then extended by multiplication of the
model uncertainty for live load (or in the case of measured
stresses, the error function, e, as discussed in section 4.1). It
should be noted that stress ranges less than 1MPa were
removed from the histogram as these were deemed to be due
to noise rather than a specific train event. These low stress
ranges do not have an effect on the fatigue life. The term nei is
given by the count of each bin. A probabilistic S-N curve is
then used to determine a stochastic representation of NRi for
each stress range, i. In the absence of existing research
pertaining to probabilistic consideration of the Eurocode S-N
curves, the DNV S-N curves [10] were used. The equation of
the S-N curve line for a specific detail category is given as:
log N

log a  m log 'V

(6)

Where m is the negative inverse slope and log( ) is intercept
of log N-axis by the S-N curve, given by:
log a

log a  2 s log N

(7)

Where log(a) is the Intercept of mean S-N curve with the
log(N) axis and slogN is the standard deviation of log(N), given
as 0.2 in log space.

PROBABILISTICFATIGUEASSESSMENT
Assessmentfrommeasurement

The performance function considered for probabilistic
fatigue assessment is given by:
g ( x) d 0

(4)

Where:

nEi
1 N Ri

n

g ( x)

Dcrit  ¦
i

(5)

Where nEi is the number of cycles associated with a specific
stress range, i; and NRi is the endurance (in cycles) related
to a specific detail category under consideration at stress range
i. Dcrit is defined here as the critical cumulative damage for

Figure 15. Probabilistic S-N curve approach
It was found that multi-modal behaviour was again evident
in the stress range histogram. A multimodal Normal
distribution was fitted to the data. Figure 16 shows the fit to
the stress range data from one of the rail bearers.
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Frequency

6

Figure 16. Multimodal normal fit to 1 month of measured
stress cycles at rail bearer
A Matlab programme was written to perform the
probabilistic fatigue assessment procedure outlined in Figure
15 at each monitored section of the Boyne Viaduct. The
assessment was performed on a yearly basis; randomly
sampling 1-year of stress range data from the fitted PDFs.
Figure 17 shows the evolution of the reliability index for 150
years. The assessment is considered to start at the date of
construction for all elements excluding the stiffener. The
vertical dashed line shows the current age (84 years), which is
the start of the fatigue life for the stiffener

CONCLUSIONS

A probabilistic ULS assessment was used to inform a
Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) strategy for the Boyne
viaduct. The results from measurement were used to calculate
a more accurate interpretation of the reliability index at the
critical locations monitored. Based on the assessment carried
out it can be concluded that sufficient reliability is provided at
ULS for the monitored locations.
A probabilistic fatigue assessment was also carried out
using the measured strains which assumed that the loading
history is consistent with the current level of loading. The
results showed that the critical section of the rail bearers may
not be expected to show signs of fatigue failure in the next 50
years. The measurements were also used to calibrate an FE
model. This will allow an accurate fatigue assessment to be
carried out on each element of the structure in the future. It is
expected that this will include a more accurate consideration
of the load history.
A long term monitoring plan is currently being designed for
the structure using some of the sensors currently installed.
This will allow statistical updating of the assessment herein on
a regular basis, providing the infrastructure management with
quantification of ongoing safety.
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ABSTRACT: Weigh-In-Motion (WIM) systems provide an efficient means for collecting detailed information pertaining to
everyday traffic usage and vehicle weights on a road network. Significant resources are required to carry out such large scale
data collection operations, and it is therefore important that the collected data is used appropriately and efficiently and that the
process represents value for money to the road authority. Transport Infrastructure Ireland (TII) recently upgraded their traffic
monitoring system, which included the installation of six permanent WIM sites along the national primary network, with
accurate data collection beginning in 2014. This paper presents an overview of a number of projects commissioned by TII and
undertaken by Roughan & O’Donovan Innovative Solutions (ROD-IS), whereby WIM data was utilised to assist TII in decision
making related to the regulation of vehicles permitted to use the Irish road network. One project examined the implications of
abnormally loaded vehicles on bridges, and developed tools to assist in the permit issuing process. Others assessed the
implications, for pavements and bridges, of changing particular Irish regulations for weight limits of various vehicle types. In
addition, a study was carried out to examine the effects of a new truck configuration which was not covered by Irish regulations.
All of these studies, which used WIM data from various sources, show practical applications of how WIM data can be, and has
been, used to allow road authorities to better understand how their network is being impacted by vehicle loading. The results of
these case studies provide substantial scientific evidence in relation to how traffic loading can impact the network, providing a
solid basis for the decision making process involved in the management of a transport network.
KEY WORDS: Weigh-in-Motion; WIM; Traffic Loading; Bridge Loading; Vehicle Weight Limits.
1

INTRODUCTION

The efficient management of the Irish road network is of
primary importance to ensure the ongoing functionality of our
roads. With 5,300 km of national roads under its management
[1], Transport Infrastructure Ireland (TII) is continually faced
with challenging strategic decisions concerning the
appropriate allocation of limited budgets. The level of traffic
loading on pavements and structures is of major concern when
considering the safety of structures and the deterioration of the
road pavement.
The ability to monitor axle weights and gross weights of the
vehicles using the network provides a useful insight into the
actual traffic loading being experienced by bridges and
pavements. This allows infrastructure managers to gain a
deeper understanding of how the network is being used on a
daily basis, ultimately facilitating more informed decision
making in relation to the management of the network.
TII recently upgraded their traffic monitoring system, which
included the installation of six permanent Weigh-in-Motion
(WIM) sites along the national primary network, with accurate
data collection beginning in 2014. In order to facilitate such
large scale data collection significant resources are required to
ensure continuous and accurate measurements. It is therefore
important that the collected data is used appropriately and
efficiently and that the process represents value for money.
This paper presents an overview of a number of projects
commissioned by TII (formerly the National Roads Authority,
NRA, prior to 2015) and undertaken by Roughan &
O’Donovan Innovative Solutions (ROD-IS), whereby WIM

data was utilised to assist TII in understanding the effects of
traffic loading on the network and the associated implications
for bridges and pavements. TII have used the results of these
studies to make recommendations on various regulations and
procedures which govern allowable vehicle weights and
dimensions on the Irish road network.
2
2.1

WEIGHINMOTION
WhatisWIM?

The term ‘Weigh-in-Motion’ (WIM) refers collectively to the
various technologies which can be used to calculate the axleweights and gross-weights of trucks while they are travelling
at traffic speed. While there are a number of different types of
WIM system, typical installations consist of one or more
sensors embedded in the road surface (e.g. Figure 1) which
measure the weight of each axle as a vehicle drives over. In
addition, axle-configurations and vehicle speeds are also
calculated as the vehicles drive over the WIM sensors.
WIM technology provides a feasible means of monitoring
and collecting traffic data on a large scale as there is no need
to identify and stop individual vehicles for weighing. As all of
the vehicles at a given site are weighed, a clear picture of
trends in traffic loading and composition on a given section of
the road network can be obtained without any disruption to
traffic flow during measurements.
The availability of such information provides road
managers with an accurate representation of the traffic using
the network and ultimately allows more informed decisions to
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be made in relation to the design, assessment and operation of
the road network and associated infrastructure.

their ability to manage the road network and the associated
infrastructure.
Table 1. WIM Site Details.
Site
M1

Road Type

Primary – Motorway
Regional – Previously a primary
R147 route (N3). M3 motorway has
now replaced this route.
M4
Primary – Motorway
M7
Primary – Motorway
M11 Primary – Motorway
N7
Primary – Dual Carriageway
* Includes bus lane in each direction.

Figure 1. Installation of WIM Sensor.
2.2

WIMinIreland

The six WIM sites which have been installed in Ireland are
located on routes leading in and out of Dublin and their
locations are shown in Figure 2.

The WIM installations at each site consist of two piezopolymer WIM sensors and one induction loop in every lane in
each direction. The lane configuration details for each site are
outlined in Table 1.
2.3

MakinguseofWIMData

In order to justify the collection of WIM data it is important to
ensure that the process represents value for money and that
the road manager can utilise the collected data to improve
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2 + 2*
2+2
2+2
2+2
3+3

Typically, WIM systems record a wide array of information
for each vehicle which passes over the sensor, including; date,
time, lane, direction, vehicle class, speed, axle-weights, grossweight, axle-spacings etc. Many WIM systems also
incorporate cameras, allowing vehicles of interest to be
visually examined on an individual basis. WIM data, if used
correctly can be of great benefit to road managers with some
of the potential uses listed below:
x Bridge design, assessment and load control;
x Improved understanding of pavement performance (truck
axle weights are a leading factor in pavement damage);
x Assessing overload on the network and the indirect cost
of any lack of enforcement of legal limits;
x Improving road safety;
x Statistical studies of freight movement and resulting
implications for planning;
x Development of national codes and standards.
The following sections outline a number of studies
commissioned by the NRA/TII and carried out by ROD-IS, in
which WIM data was utilised to examine the implications of
various aspects of traffic loading on the bridges and
pavements on the road network.
3

Figure 2. Location of Six WIM Sites in Ireland.

Lane
Configuration
2+2

ASSESSINGIMPLICATIONSOFTRAFFICLOADING

The level of freight being transported on the roads is
continually increasing over time [2]. Increasing economic
activity can be directly linked to freight transport [2] which
can lead to increased rates of deterioration or damage to the
pavements and bridges on the road network. In Ireland,
legislation governs the maximum allowable weights and
dimensions for vehicles which are legally allowed to travel on
Irish roads [3]. The weight limits specified within the
legislation have been prescribed for a number of reasons,
including road safety, pavement construction/maintenance
costs along with bridge safety. However, external forces have
typically been the main driving force behind changes in motor
vehicle size and weight regulations. Improvements in
highways and freight vehicles and the resultant changes in
size and weight limits, together with innovations in the
management of freight and logistics, have been important
sources of productivity growth. As long as these external
driving forces persist, the regulations are likely to continue to
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change through the political process. Planning for change
affords the authorities responsible for the highway system an
opportunity to manage this process rather than risk haphazard
development [4].
ROD-IS has carried out a number of projects,
commissioned by the NRA/TII, which aimed to assess the
implications of various changes to the weight limits specified
within the regulations. These studies utilised WIM data to
quantify the effects the traffic has on bridges and pavements
and to predict the expected effects that result from the
proposed changes. In general, the work carried out within
these projects consisted of analysis in three different areas; (i)
general road bridges, (ii) masonry arch bridges and (iii)
pavement damage. The traffic databases were utilised to
compare the characteristic loading scenarios, for various
bridges, to those induced by the design and assessment codes
in use at the time of the study.
This section provides a brief summary of four projects
which utilised WIM data to assist in the decision making
process related to the management of the Irish road network.
It is noted that accurate data collection at the Irish WIM sites
only commenced in 2014, and as such, the studies which were
carried out prior to this utilised suitable WIM databases from
different countries as described in the following sections.
3.1

WeightLimitsfor5axleand6axletrucksinIreland

In 2011 the maximum allowable load for 5-axle trucks was
42 t. This weight limit represented a temporary 2 t derogation
from the actual weight limit for 5-axle trucks, which was set
at 40 t. In addition, the maximum weight allowable for 6-axle
trucks at the time was 44 t. The NRA commissioned a study to
examine the implications of increasing the weight limit for 6axle trucks from 44 t to 46 t and of making the 5-axle 42 t
derogation permanent. ROD-IS carried out this study on
behalf of the NRA, with the work being carried out in two
phases as detailed hereafter.
3.1.1

Figure 3. Influence Lines Representing General Road Bridges.
Once the critical load effects had been identified for each of
the influence lines, these were then compared to the load
effects induced by the following codified load models:
x HA design loading as per BD37/01 [6];
x LM1 design loading as per Eurocode 1 [7];
x HA assessment loading as per BD21/01 [8].
The ratios between the critical load effects induced by the
truck convoys and the load effects resulting from these
codified load models were calculated for each influence line
(a ratio greater than 1.0 indicates that the design/assessment
load effects are exceeded). Examining these load effect ratios
highlighted a number of critical influence lines which
demonstrated high load effect ratios. Based on these load
effect ratios and the structural forms of particular interest to
the NRA, the influence lines outlined in Figure 4 were chosen
for further analysis in Phase 2.

Phase 1: Preliminary Analysis

At the outset of Phase 1 an extensive WIM database
containing one month of truck data from the Netherlands was
employed. In order to classify typical truck configurations, a
detailed statistical analysis was carried out of the 5-axle (40 t
& 42 t) and 6-axle (44 t & 46 t) trucks contained in the
database. This provided a vehicle template for the axleconfigurations and axle-weights for 5-axle and 6-axle trucks
which were subsequently used in the analysis.
In order to quantify the effects on general road bridges a
number of influence lines were defined (Figure 3), which
were deemed suitable to represent the critical global load
effects for typical structures on the road network. These
influence lines, which formed the basis of the re-calibration of
the Eurocode LM1 load model [5], were analysed for bridge
lengths ranging from 7.5 m to 200 m.
The preliminary analysis involved running convoys of fully
loaded 5-axle and 6-axle trucks across each of the influence
lines to identify the critical load effects. The analysis
considered ‘jammed’ (5 m gap between trucks) and ‘freeflowing’ (25 m gap) scenarios. For the jammed scenarios, no
allowance for dynamic amplification was included whereas
the free-flowing scenarios included a dynamic amplification
factor applied to each of the axles.

Figure 4. Influence Lines for Detailed Analysis.
In addition to the analysis of general road bridges, Phase 1
also examined a variety of masonry arch geometries. Due to
the geometric nature of arch bridges, a combination of axial
and bending forces governs stability, making influence lines
unsuitable for analysing them. As such, Archie-M software
was used to carry out the analysis for masonry arches. The
Phase 1 analysis of masonry arch bridges involved an
assessment of the effect of the proposed increase in allowable
vehicle load for 5 and 6- axle trucks, which was determined
with respect to the ratio of maximum live load factor
achievable at the ultimate limit state under each of the four
truck silhouettes identified at the outset (5-axle 40/42 t & 6axle 44/46 t) vs. that under the codified load model. It is noted
that the only code load model analysed, and used for the
purpose of comparison, relates to the assessment loading
model prescribed by BD 21/01 since it alone allows
application of single and group axle loads for the assessment
of arch bridges. In total, twenty masonry arch configurations
were considered, with the geometries being based on
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particular structures on the Irish network. Single-span arches
of 5, 10, 15 and 20 m were considered for five different
geometric configurations:
x Circular arches (2 No.);
x Elliptical arches (2 No.);
x Three-centred arch (1 No.).
The results of this analysis showed that it would be more
appropriate to calculate the characteristic tridem weight for 5axle and 6-axle trucks and to compare this to the characteristic
tridem weight specified within BD21/01. As such, arch
bridges were considered within the detailed analysis that was
carried out in Phase 2.
3.1.2

Phase 2: Detailed Analysis

While the Phase 1 analysis was useful for identifying critical
structural forms to be examined it is noted that the absence of
cars in the generated traffic mix could result in overlyconservative loading scenarios. Phase 2 involved more
detailed and appropriate simulations for the influence lines
outlined in Figure 4. This analysis required another WIM
database to be employed, this time from Poland, which had
the significant advantage of containing both trucks and cars.
Again, jammed and free-flowing scenarios were considered
and the maximum daily load effects induced by the traffic
calculated for each of the influence lines outlined in Figure 4.
Five different analyses were carried out in order to replicate
the likely effects of the proposed changes to the regulations:
1. No modification to data: traffic used to calculate
characteristic load effects;
2. Permit trucks removed and no change to trucks with 6 or
less axles;
3. Permit trucks removed and any 5-axle truck deemed to be
fully loaded, i.e., with weight in the range 36t to 42 t is
increased to 42 t;
4. Permit trucks removed and any 5-axle or 6-axle truck
with weight in the range 36 t to 44 t is replaced with a 6axle truck with weight 44 t.
5. Permit trucks removed and any 5- or 6-axle truck with
weight in the range 36 t to 46 t is replaced with a 6-axle
46 t truck.
Based on the maximum daily load effects calculated for each
influence line, a statistical extrapolation was carried out to
calculate the 1000-year characteristic load effect. This
extrapolation used a Weibull distribution which was fitted to
the maximum daily load effects and extrapolated to provide
the 1 in 1000 year load effect, which could then be compared
to the characteristic load effects induced by the code load
models. Figure 5 shows a plot, on Gumbel probability paper,
of daily maximum load effects with a Weibull distribution
fitted to the data to extrapolate to find the load effect
corresponding to a 1000-year return period.
The results of the analysis showed that congested traffic
governed on the longer bridges (over 50m) while for
short/medium-span bridges the free-flowing scenarios were
generally more critical. In addition, the results for general
road bridges showed that the currently used design/assessment
codes were adequate to encompass the likely effects resulting
from the proposed changes to the regulations.
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Figure 5. Characteristic Load Effect Calculation
The analysis of masonry arches involved a similar procedure,
however in this case, rather than extrapolating to find the
characteristic load effect, it was more appropriate to carry out
a probabilistic extrapolation to find the characteristic tridem
weight for 5-axle and 6-axle trucks as the tridem weight was
shown to be the critical factor governing the stability of the
masonry arches. These characteristic tridems were then used
to compare the live load factor achievable at ULS to that
achievable using the characteristic tridem weight of BD21/01
for the twenty arch configurations examined in Phase 1.
Results showed that the proposed changes were unlikely to be
critical for masonry arches.
Finally, in order to consider the potential implications for
pavement damage, a reasonably simple calculation was
carried out to estimate the likely increase in pavement damage
associated with the proposed weight limit increases. The
fourth power law, often used to approximate pavement
damage, was used in this calculation as per Eq. 1.
n

PWDF

¦ ESAL

4
i

(1)

i 0

Where PWDF is the Pavement Wear Damage Factor, n is the
number of axles on the vehicle and ESALi is the Equivalent
Standard Axle Weight of axle i which can be calculated by
dividing the weight of the axle being considered by a standard
axle-weight 8 t (e.g. an axle-weight of 8 t has an ESAL = 1.0).
In order to assess the implications for pavement damage, the
PWDF was calculated for 1,000,000 t of freight using 40 t 5axle vehicles, 42 t 5-axle vehicles or 46 t 6-axle vehicles.
Carrying out this calculation showed that the derogation for 5axle trucks, allowing a gross vehicle weight (GVW) of 42 t
instead of 40 t, results in an increase of 11% in pavement
damage, whereas carrying 46 t on 6-axles demonstrates 29%
less damage than the 42 t 5-axle trucks. The overall results
implied that increases in pavement damage were likely to be
more significant than implications for bridges, and that a
move towards 6-axle vehicles could reduce levels of
pavement wear.
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3.2

AdministrationofAbnormalVehicles

In 2012 ROD-IS carried out a study, commissioned by the
NRA, which aimed to develop tools to assist in the decision
making process for issuing permits for abnormally loaded
vehicles while considering their effects on bridges on the
Major Inter-Urban (MIU) routes [9]. Again, the work was
carried out in two phases as outlined in the following sections.
3.2.1

Phase 1

Phase 1 of the project involved carrying out initial research
and defining the appropriate assumptions which would be
used within any analysis carried out in the project. A detailed
review of the Eirspan bridge database was carried out to
identify the types of bridges present on the MIU network. It
was found that influence lines used in the previous study
(Figure 3) were suitable to represent the majority of structures
on the MIU network. Some additional influence lines were
also generated and included in the analysis to represent certain
structures which weren’t considered to be appropriately
represented by those in Figure 3.
The next step was to identify and categorise typical vehicles
being used to transport abnormal loads. Initially, records of
permits previously granted by various local authorities were
examined; however there was insufficient detail to accurately
quantify the characteristics of the vehicles transporting
abnormal loads. As such, a WIM database from the UK,
containing approximately 2.8 million trucks was employed to
examine abnormal vehicle characteristics. Eight weight
classes were defined (50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 125 and 150 t)
and a detailed statistical analysis of the vehicles found within
each weight class was carried out. On the basis of this analysis
the most common vehicle configuration in each weight class
was extracted and used to develop a set of abnormal vehicle
silhouettes. The axle weight distribution on these silhouettes
was derived using an optimisation which aimed to ensure that
the silhouettes, while representing actual vehicles, would
induce greater load effects than any other vehicle of the same
configuration. These silhouettes, Figure 6, represented the
primary output of Phase 1.
3.2.2

100 t indicating that typical abnormal vehicles (i.e. those
represented by the silhouettes in Figure 6) are likely to be
granted permits based on the analysis.

Phase 2

The second phase of the project focused primarily on the
development of a basic software tool which could be used to
consider the likely effects on bridges for an abnormal vehicle
wishing to travel on the MIU network. This tool could be used
by permit issuing authorities as part of their decision making
process for granting permits. This tool was developed within
Microsoft Excel, with computer code hidden in the
background to carry out the analysis based on user inputs.
Using a number of assumptions defined during Phase 1, the
tool calculates load effects induced by a particular abnormal
vehicle in each of the 391 influence lines considered. These
load effects are then compared to the design load effects for
abnormal vehicles as defined within, BD37/01 [6] and EC1
[7]. More details on the developed tool can be found in [9].
In addition to this software tool, Phase 2 also aimed to provide
a load rating for the MIU network. This involved using the
representative silhouettes developed in Phase 1 (Figure 6) and
analysing their effects using the software tool. It was found
that the so-called ‘Green Motorway Network’ was rated at

Figure 6. Representative Abnormal Vehicle Silhouettes [9]
3.3

ExaminingWeightLimitsforHeavyGoodsVehicles.

In 2013, the NRA commissioned a study, undertaken by
ROD-IS, to examine the potential of increasing weight limits
across the different vehicle classes using Irish roads. Again,
general road bridges, masonry arches and pavement damage
were all considered within the analysis. The UK WIM
database containing 2.8 million trucks was employed in this
study, which was carried out in two phases in a similar
manner to the previous projects. During the first phase, a
preliminary screening exercise was carried out which
considered convoys of trucks in jammed and free-flowing
traffic scenarios in order to identify the critical influence lines
which were to be analysed in more detail. Based on the results
of the preliminary analysis, along with consideration of the
structures which were of particular interest to the NRA, ten
cases were considered for the detailed analysis in Phase 2.
For the Phase 2 analysis, the WIM data was used to carry
out long-run simulations of traffic flow to examine the impact
of traffic on the bridges on the network. These long run
simulations use the measured WIM data to fit probabilistic
distributions to various characteristics observed in the traffic,
e.g. frequencies of different vehicle classes, axle-weights,
axle-configurations, inter-vehicle gaps, velocities etc. Using
these probabilistic distributions, further traffic, beyond that
contained in the WIM database, can be generated and used to
identify loading scenarios which may be more critical than
any which occur within the measured traffic. Applying this
approach, ten years of traffic measurements were generated
and the maximum daily load effects calculated for each of the
influence lines considered. A statistical extrapolation was then
carried out to calculate the characteristic (50 and 1000-year)
load effects which were then compared to the load effects
generated by the design and assessment load models specified
within the codes. This type of long-run simulation analysis
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was carried out for various increases to weight limits in order
to examine the sensitivity of the bridges to such increases. In
addition, a similar approach to that described in Section 3.1.2
was used to calculate the characteristic axle, tandem or
tridem-weights for different vehicle classes. The effects of
these characteristic loads on masonry arches were then
compared to the effects generated by the BD21/01 assessment
loading in order to identify the implications for various
increases to weight limits.
Again, a basic calculation was carried out using the fourthpower law to examine potential implications for pavement
damage. As expected, increasing weight limits was shown to
increase levels of damage, with the level of the increase
varying depending on which vehicle type was being
considered. The overall findings of the study, considering
general road bridges, masonry arches and pavement damage,
showed that based on the current design and assessment
codes, any increase in weight limits for the vast majority of
vehicle classes was likely to have adverse effects for the road
network in one way or another with only minor increases
being possible for a limited number of vehicle types.
3.4

WeightLimitsfornonRegulatedVehicles

In 2015, after the collection of a year of WIM data from the
six Irish sites, TII commissioned a project which aimed to
identify suitable weight limits for five-axle rigid vehicles
along with 6-axle truck-trailer combinations of 4+2 & 3+3
axle configurations. The 5-axle rigid trucks had previously not
been covered by Irish regulations and as such a suitable GVW
limit was required. The two 6-axle configurations were
examined to identify the impact of increasing their allowable
GVW limit. This project represented the first application of
measured WIM data from Ireland, providing a realistic insight
into the impacts of Irish traffic on road infrastructure. Prior to
the analysis, extensive checking and cleaning of the data was
carried out to ensure that the results of the analysis would be
as accurate as possible. One full year of records measured at
the M4 WIM site was used to carry out the analysis, which
involved carrying out long-run traffic simulations for varying
levels of truck weights. Due to the fact that the proposed 5axle rigid configurations had not been used in Ireland, Dutch
WIM data was employed to examine the characteristics of
these types of vehicles.
As with the previous projects, a preliminary simplified
analysis was used to identify critical influence lines for
general road bridges, for which the long run simulations were
subsequently carried out. In addition, assessments of the
effects on masonry arches and pavements were also carried
out using the same approach as described for previous
projects.
The results of the simulations showed that the characteristic
load effects induced by the current Irish traffic, without
considering any changes to weight limits were unexpectedly
high. It was found that there was a high level of overloading
of vehicles on the Irish network; a problem which if not
addressed could have major implications for the condition of
our bridges and pavements.
In order to identify a suitable GVW for 5-axle rigid trucks, a
similar approach was taken, with the WIM data being
modified to introduce these new truck types into the traffic
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mix, while considering different potential weight limits. It was
found that a maximum GVW of 36 t was acceptable. In
addition, for the 6-axle truck configurations examined it was
found that the limit on 3+3 axle-configuration could be
increased by 2 t without resulting in any significant
implications for bridges or pavements. Unfortunately, a
scarcity of 4+2 type vehicles in the WIM data meant that no
major conclusions could be drawn in relation to an appropriate
weight limit for these trucks. The most significant finding of
the study related to the high levels of overloading on the Irish
road network, indicating that without improved enforcement
procedures for vehicle weight limits, the effects of the traffic
on our bridges and pavements are likely to be in excess of
what had previously been assumed before WIM data
collection had commenced in Ireland.
4

CONCLUSION

Central to the efficient management of any road network is a
comprehensive understanding of the factors influencing the
usage and degradation of the infrastructure elements on the
network. This paper outlines some of the benefits of utilising
WIM technology to monitor traffic weights and provides an
overview of the WIM sites which have recently been installed
by TII in Ireland. In order to demonstrate some of the benefits
of collecting WIM data this paper provides a brief summary
of four projects which have used WIM data to assess various
implications of traffic loading on the Irish road network. The
results of these studies have provided TII with a better
understanding of the impacts of traffic loading and have been
used to inform a number of amendments to vehicle weight
limit regulations in Ireland.
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ABSTRACT: A recent project by Cork County Council has allowed the compilation and analysis of detailed inventory and
inspection data of 1,400 bridges on its regional and local road network. Each bridge and its constituent components or elements
have been visually inspected and their structural condition rated based on a defined scale of deterioration and damage. This
paper presents data on bridge structure type and geometry as well as condition ratings for each bridge component. The worst
performing bridge components and the most recurrent damage types are identified. Conclusions are drawn on the overall
condition of the bridge stock, the critical structural components and the deterioration mechanisms that impact upon them.

KEY WORDS: Bridge management systems; Structural inspection; Bridge defects; Data analysis.
INTRODUCTION

The National Roads Authority (now Transport Infrastructure
Ireland) has developed Eirspan as the Irish bridge
management system [1]. Between 2012 and 2014, Cork
County Council undertook a survey of bridges on regional and
strategic local roads. The survey process comprised two
distinct stages:
(i). Bridge inventory collection where the name, location,
type and geometry of the bridge stock are recorded and
collated. For each structure, up to 58 separate parameters
were recorded.
(ii). Principal inspection where the damage type is recorded
and a condition rating value is assigned to the constituent
components and the overall bridge structure. For each
structure, up to 21 separate parameters were recorded.
The survey has thus yielded an extensive and detailed
database of over 100,000 separate pieces of empirical
information. To date, no analysis of bridge typology and
physical condition based on this quantity of data has been
undertaken on a regional Irish bridge stock. The available data
set of inventory and principal inspection records provides an
opportunity to undertake such an exploratory analysis.
This paper describes the findings of the analysis and how
the findings improve the understanding of the performance of
the bridge stock. The scope of the study consists of data
integration, summary and descriptive statistics, and the
interpretation of results. The objectives of this study are to
compile and consolidate the available data set into a usable
tabular format and extract information to discover previously
unknown patterns, trends and relationships within the data.
The study has established the characteristics of the bridge
stock in terms of geometry and condition ratings. The bridge
components most susceptible to damage have been identified
and a Pareto analysis has determined the most frequent types
of damage that have impacted upon the bridges and their

constituent elements. The cost of rehabilitation in terms of
components and condition ratings has been determined.
2

METHODOLOGY

The data set of the bridge survey observations has been
generated by the Eirspan system in ‘Notepad’ format.
Notepad is a plain text (i.e. data) editor for Microsoft
Windows and is a basic text editing program that enables the
creation of documents. The Notepad data files were imported
into a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet where the data were sorted
and checked for errors and inconsistencies. The Microsoft
Excel spreadsheet provides a computer application for the
organisation, analysis and storage of the data in tabular format
The dataset, now in tabular spreadsheet format, has been
manipulated and analysed and the results of queries
undertaken form the basis for this paper.
3

BRIDGETYPOLOGY

The database has records of 1,367 bridges, of which 435 were
on regional roads and 932 were on strategic local roads.
3.1

Geometry

Of the surveyed bridges, 1,244 (91%) have three spans or less
as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure1. Number of spans of surveyed bridges.
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With respect to span lengths, 1,094 (80%) of bridges have
span lengths no greater than 6m as shown in Figure 2.
200
180
160

No. of bridges

140

types have been further investigated in terms of construction
material. In the case of arches, 783 (94.7%) are of stone
masonry (Figure 5), while for simple spans of constant crosssection, 223 (54.4%) are of in-situ reinforced concrete and 97
(23.7%) are of stone masonry (Figure 6). This masonry
material may be explained by the presence of ‘clapper’
bridges, which are large flat stone slabs supported on piers
and abutments. In the data set, these bridges have a span range
between 0.5m to 2.1m, with an average span of 0.9m. An
example is shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 2. Range of span lengths of surveyed bridges.
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Figure 4. Design of elevation of superstructure.

The bridge out-to-out width, which is defined as the total
width of the superstructure, is measured perpendicular to the
bridge span [2]. Given that the surveyed bridges are on
predominantly two-lane roadways, 1,148 (84%) have
measured out-to-out width values less than 10m as shown in
Figure 3.
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Figure 5. Construction materials of arches.
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Figure 3. Out-to-out widths of surveyed bridges.
3.2

Simple span, constant crosssection
Simple span, varying crosssection
Continuous, constant crosssection
Continuous, varying crosssection
Cantilever, constant crosssection
Box culvert

Superstructuretypes

The Eirspan system records the superstructure parameters by
using a standard list of element descriptions. These records
have been analysed and assessed to provide a fuller
interpretation of the data set.
The parameter ‘design of elevationof superstructure’
describes the elevation, or longitudinal layout, of the
superstructure.The most common types of superstructure
elevation identified are the 827 (60.5%) ‘arches of one or
more spans’ bridges and the 410 (30%) ‘simple span, constant
cross-section’ bridges as shown in Figure 4. These two main
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Table 1. Eirspan ccondition ratin
ngs.
Condition
Rating
0
1
2
3
4
5
?

Substructu
uretypes

E
recordds the
As in the case off the bridge supperstructure, Eirspan
substructure paarameters byy using a standard lisst of
desccriptions. Thhe results of the analysiss of the dataa for
abu
utment type annd material aree presented in Figures 8 andd 9.
Abutment wall with inteegrated wingwalls
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Solid wall
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and ‘Beams/Girdeers/Transversee beams’.

Figure 7. Tyypical ‘clapperr’ bridge deck
k arrangementt.
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4

BRIDGE COMPONENT AND OVER
RALL STRUCCTURE
NRATINGS.
CONDITION

Thee Eirspan systeem [3] describbes the inspection process aas:

Figure 10. Overall
O
structuure ratings of bridge
b
stock.

4.2

Criticalcom
mponentcondditionratings

The component raating data havve been analyssed to identifyy the
criticcal componen
nts, which deetermine the overall struccture
ratin
ngs; these aree shown in FFigure 11 for overall struccture
ratin
ngs ‘5’ to ‘2’.

The
T condition rrating for bothh the bridge components annd the
oveerall structure is a value bettween ‘0’ and
d ‘5’ (as well aas ‘?’
and
d ‘-‘).These ratting values aree defined in Table
T
1.
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DAMAGETYPES
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Water seepage
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Corrosion of structural steel
Permanent deformation
Wear and abrasion
Other
Corrosion of reinforcement
Grass verge over structure
Unprotected element

The Eirspan system records damage type by using a standard
list of descriptions [3]. These records have been analysed and
the results assessed.
In the consideration of damage types or defects within
systems or processes, Montgomery [4] describes the Pareto
analysis methodology, which consists of identifying quality
issues by category or by type of defector nonconformity. This
analysis is based on the ‘Pareto Principle’, also known as the
80/20 Rule, which is a method of identifying issues that
impact upon process performance and quality control [5]. It is
attributed to the work of Italian economist Vilfredo Pareto,
who observed that in the early 20th Century, 80% of the wealth
in his country was owned by 20% of the population. It has
been generalised to mean that approximately 80% of any
given effect can be attributed to 20% of the possible causes.
Conversely, the remaining 80% of causes account for only
20% of the effects.
The output from this analysis may be presented in a Pareto
chart, which is a frequency distribution of attribute data
arranged by category. For the recorded bridge data, the
damage types for each component have been analysed in
Pareto chart format for each of the critical components in
Figures 12-15 and the ‘80% damage types’ for each
component are presented in Table 2.
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Figure 13. Pareto chart for damage to piers.
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Figure 14. Pareto chart for damage to deck/slab.
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Fig
gure 17 .Deck (arch barrel) ccomponent raated condition ‘5’
in a structuree with an overrall condition rating of ‘5’.

Figuure 15. Pareto chart for dam
mage to
beeams/girders/ttransverse beaams.
Table 2. Most frequuent types of damage.
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performance of the bridge stock. The critical bridge
components have been verified and an analysis of the damage
types has established that a small number of physical
processes are responsible for the majority of bridge
component deteriorations. The consideration of rehabilitation
costs provides an insight into the scale of the task of managing
the bridge stock.
The results of this study allow a better understanding of the
deterioration factors impacting upon the bridge stock and thus
improve the prediction of future bridge conditions and
enhance decision making with respect to the allocation of
resources.

Cost (in millions of €)

18
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Condition 2 Condition 3 Condition 4 Condition 5
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Figure 20.Rehabilitation costs in terms of overall bridge
condition ratings.
7

SUMMARY

Research thus far has determined that the surveyed bridge
stock may be described as being predominantly of structures
having less than three spans with the majority of span lengths
being less than 6m and with the out-to-out widths of the
structures being predominantly less than 10m.
In terms of bridge superstructure cross-section and material,
in excess of 60% of the structures are arches of one or more
spans, followed by simple span bridges of constant crosssection at 30%. The arch bridges are overwhelmingly of
masonry construction while the simple span arrangements are
mainly of either in-situ reinforced concrete or masonry. For
the bridge substructures, abutments primarily consist of
masonry walls with integrated wingwalls. Intermediate pier
information is not as complete as that available for abutments.
With regard to the overall condition of the surveyed bridge
stock, 28% have suffered at least significant damage while
81% have suffered at least some damage.
The worst performing components for structures with an
overall condition rating of ‘5’to ‘2’ have been found to be the
abutments and deck.
As part of the investigation of the data, a Pareto analysis of
the reported damage types has been undertaken for the
‘critical’ components. For the abutments, the most frequent
types of damage are loss of pointing (masonry), erosion/scour,
cracking and debris/vegetation. In the case of piers, the most
frequent are the loss of pointing (masonry), erosion/scour,
debris/vegetation and spalling. For the deck/slab component,
the most frequent are the loss of pointing (masonry), cracking,
water seepage, spalling, and structural damage, while for the
beams/girders/transverse beams component, the main damage
types are corrosion of structural steel.
With respect to cost, the overall rehabilitation cost for the
surveyed bridge stock is €24.4 million. In terms of bridge
components, bridge surfaces are the largest cost followed by
bridge decks. In the case of condition ratings, Condition 2
rated bridges form the largest cost followed by Condition 3
rated structures.
The approach taken in this study has shown that the data set
is a valuable resource of empirical data, the analysis of which
leads to a better understanding of the characteristics and
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The intended outcome of future research is the development
of an integrated bridge prioritisation index as a decision
making aid in the targeted allocation of resources for the
rehabilitation of bridges on a regional road network. The
research will build upon the work of Valenzuela et al. [6] on
bridges on the Chilean road network. The proposed index will
consider the structural condition, hydraulic vulnerability,
repair cost and strategic importance of individual bridges on
the network. It is proposed that the index will be calibrated by
a review of bridge rehabilitation projects already undertaken
in County Cork, by a survey of experts in the fields of bridge
design and construction, bridge maintenance and bridge
inspection; and by further in-depth statistical analysis of the
data.
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ABSTRACT: Approximately half of the houses in Northern Ireland were built before any form of minimum thermal
specification or energy efficiency standard was enforced. Furthermore, 44% of households are categorised as being in fuel
poverty; spending more than 10% of the household income to heat the house to bring it to an acceptable level of thermal
comfort. To bring existing housing stock up to an acceptable standard, retrofitting for improving the energy efficiency is
essential and it is also necessary to study the effectiveness of such improvements in future climate scenarios. This paper presents
the results from a year-long performance monitoring of two houses that have undergone retrofits to improve energy efficiency.
Using wireless sensor technology internal temperature, humidity, external weather, household gas and electricity usage were
monitored for a year. Simulations using IES-VE dynamic building modelling software were calibrated using the monitoring data
to ASHARE Guideline 14 standards. The energy performance and the internal environment of the houses were then assessed for
current and future climate scenarios and the results show that there is a need for a holistic balanced strategy for retrofitting.
KEY WORDS: Building performance evaluation, energy efficiency, climate change, retrofit.
1

INTRODUCTION

The UK Climate Change Act (2008) requires an 80%
reduction of greenhouse gas emissions on 1990 levels by 2050
[1]. Approximately a quarter of carbon emissions come from
domestic buildings [2]. The Standard Assessment Procedure
(SAP) is the UK methodology for rating domestic energy
efficiency. Domestic buildings in Northern Ireland are
considered inefficient with an average SAP rating of D [3].
Approximately half of the stock was built before any
minimum thermal standard, enforced in 1973 [4]. To achieve
the ambitious reduction target significant measures to improve
the energy efficiency and achieve an average SAP rating of B
will be required [2]. Housing stock turnover is low with
estimates that between 60-80% of the stock in 2050 is already
standing today [5]. Whilst the energy efficiency of some of
the stock can be improved with relatively non-invasive
measures such as cavity fill, loft insulation and window
upgrades some properties are categorised as “hard-to-treat”,
where cost effective energy improvement measures are more
difficult. There are 6.5 million solid wall houses in the UK,
single skinned 215mm thick red brick construction with Uvalue of 2.0 W/m2K, which are categorised as “hard-totreat”[6]. There are 87,600 pre-1919 houses of which 95.3%
have SAP rating lower than C in Northern Ireland. Of
domestic buildings that fall within the lowest SAP bands of F
and G, pre-1919 properties represent 52.1% [3].
Another significant driver to improve the energy
efficiency of domestic buildings in Northern Ireland is the
issue of fuel poverty. A household is defined as being fuel
poor if it needs to spend more than 10% of its income to heat
the house adequately. The rate of fuel poverty in Northern
Ireland is amongst the worst in Northern Europe with 42% of
households classed as being fuel poor [3]. There have been
1,890 excess winter deaths over the last decade have been

directly attributable to people living in damp and cold homes
[7]. In pre-1919 properties 68.7% of occupants are classified
as being fuel power, the highest rate for all dwelling age
brackets [3].
Given the significant legislative and social drivers the
improvement of building energy performance via retrofitting
of insulation materials and the inclusion of more efficient
heating systems is unavoidable. This change is being lead
primarily by the social housing sector who have a
responsibility to provide affordable housing.
Due to the predicted changes in global weather patterns
the sensitivity of retrofit measures to future climate conditions
needs to be considered. Global average temperatures are
predicted to rise between 1 to 5C by 2100. Climate change
will result in an increased frequency of extreme weather
events with heatwaves and drought during summer months
and warmer and wetter winter months. Current retrofit
measures are designed considering past weather patterns and
the hierarchy of reducing energy focuses on the minimisation
of winter space heating. As a consequence of a warming
climate there will be additional pressures on the built
environment with over-heating and increased need for the use
mechanical cooling in domestic housing becoming a
possibility [8]. By computer simulation of building
performance within future climate scenarios potential issues
such as overheating can be identified early, as discussed by
[9], [10]. The need for active ventilation systems can be
considered as well as gained a deeper understanding of the
full building life cycle performance. Generally as energy
efficient retrofit measures often prioritise the reduction of
winter time space heating there is the potential to exacerbate
summer overheating issues in the future. It is important to
design any retrofit measures considering the implications of a
changing climate.
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2
2.1

CASESTUDYPROPERTIES
Retrofitactionstaken

The case study properties are owned by a social housing
landlord in Belfast, Northern Ireland. The terraced houses
were built between 1901 and 1908 and both are solid wall
redbrick construction. They are located within a designated
special area of conservation zone and alterations to the
external façade are restricted. They have undergone
significant retrofit measures to improve energy efficiency.
House 1 consists of two terraced houses which have been
joined together to make a large house suitable for a modern
family. It has also had a small extension added to the rear of
the property in the 1970s. In 2010, internal wall insulation
was applied: 100mm sheep wool, 50mm polyisocyanurate
board and 6mm magnesium board. House 2 is a detached
property and had 60mm wood fibre insulation board and 9mm
magnesium board applied internally, also in 2010. In an effort
to reduce thermal bridging at the junction of the internal
insulation and the 1st floor level 300m of sheep wool
insulation was added next to the external wall in each house.
In the roof space of both properties, 200mm of glass mineral
wool insulation was laid down between floor joists. The
underside of the roof space had a further 30mm PIR insulation
and 6mm magnesium board fixed in to the underside of the
ceiling joists. Argon filled double glazing has been fitted in
timber sash windows. Suspended timber floors were replaced
with insulated solid floors with expanded polystyrene
insulation and concrete screed.
Domestic hot water and space heating is provided by
Worcester Greenstar 30 CDi gas condensing boilers with a
SEDBUK certified efficiency of 89.8% [11]. To reduce
infiltration, open fire places were sealed in both properties and
efforts made to improve air-tightness. Mechanical ventilation
heat recovery units were also installed to ensure good air
quality using a Brookvent Aircycle system with a heat
recovery efficiency of 78.2% [11].
A number of short term performance tests were carried out
including air pressurisation tests, thermal imaging surveys and
smoke pen tests. Air-tightness test results found that the
despite the retrofit measures the building envelope was not
effectively sealed as results fall outside current minimum
building regulation standards of 10 m3/hr.m2.

was then transmitted via broadband connection to the cloud.
During the monitoring period over 2 million readings were
recorded across the case study properties.
3.1

Internal conditions – temperature and relative
humiditymeasurements

Relative humidity levels between 40 and 70% are considered
good as prolonged periods exceeding 70% will increase the
potential for the development of dust mites, airborne fungi
and bacteria as well as initiating chemical and biological
degradation of building materials [12]. The monthly averages
show consistent and low relative humidity over the
monitoring period. In both properties the relative humidity
never exceeded 70% in the living room or bedroom and only
exceeded the guideline limit 0.4% and 0.8% of the time in the
bathroom in House 1 and 2, respectively.
For thermal comfort, CIBSE recommends internal
temperature range of 17-25C [12]. Prolonged exposure to
low temperatures is linked to a detrimental impact on the
health of occupants, respiratory issues at temperatures below
16C and cardiovascular issues at temperatures below 12C
[13]. During the monitoring period in House 1 the bedroom
was recorded at below 17C for 2.9% of the time whilst the
living room was below 17C for 1% of the time. In House 2
the bedroom was below 17 for 13.6% of the time and the
living room for 38.3% of the time. CIBSE also provide
overheating criterion, bedrooms and living rooms should not
exceed 26C and 28C respectively for more than 1% of
occupied time. The CIBSE criteria, whilst sometimes
criticised for overly simplifying the complex relationship
between temperature and thermal comfort [14], are considered
an indicative datum for assessing potential over heating issues
in properties. Overheating has the largest impact on
vulnerable occupiers, elderly and young children, with the UK
2003 summer heat wave associated with 2,000 additional
deaths [15]. Bedroom temperatures above the guideline were
recorded for 0.4% and 0.2% of time in House 1 and House 2
respectively. Living room temperatures did not exceed the
CIBSE limits during the monitoring period in either property.
Average monthly temperature and relative humidity
measurements for the living room case study properties are
shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Monthly average temperature and relative humidity.

3

MONITORINGOFCASESTUDYPROPERTIES

Monitoring data for a year period between 1st August 2014
and 31st July 2015 are presented in this paper. Temperature
and relative humidity measurements were gathered in three
locations in each property; living room, bedroom and
bathroom. Measurements were taken at five minute intervals
with battery powered units using a TMP36 temperature sensor
and HIH5030 humidity sensor. Gas was measured via a
Metrix UG-G4 submeter with pulse outputs at 0.01m3
intervals. Electricity consumption was measured using a
newly developed circuit monitor which sampled both voltage
and current wave forms over approximately 2% accuracy in
trials completed.. Domestic hot water was measured with an
ACWA meter with a pulse generated at 1 litre intervals. Data
was communicated via a digital mesh network with the
information gathered in a powered central unit. Information
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House 1 Living Room
Temp
RH (%)
(DegC)
22.4
39.8
21.9
41.8
21.1
39.6
20.6
37.2
19.6
31.6
19.4
29.7
19.1
28.9
20.2
28.1
20.8
29.6
20.8
32.0
21.7
33.9
21.9
38.2

House 2 Living Room
Temp
RH (%)
(DegC)
Aug-14
19.4
49.0
Sept-14
20.6
49.8
Oct-14
18.3
53.5
Nov-14
19.6
51.7
Dec-14
18.3
47.2
Jan-15
15.5
44.6
Feb-15
15.6
42.5
Mar-15
18.9
41.2
Apr-15
18.1
43.2
May-15
*
*
Jun-15
17.5
41.3
July-15
18.6
45.2
*Data was lost during the month of May as central data device was disconnected
.
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3.2

3.3

Electricityconsumption

To analyse the actual electricity usage of the houses a number
of literature sources were used to establish typical electricity
consumption patterns and benchmarks. A report completed for
the Energy Saving Trust which presented the findings of a
survey of electrical energy consumption in 251 households is
used as a comparison [16]. The study found that average
electricity consumption in households without electric heating
was found to be 3638 kWh/year which when expressed in
terms of average house floor area resulted in 65kWh/m2/year.
Another study of 27 households in Northern Ireland [17]
found that annual electricity consumption had a strong
relationship with the floor area of the building with the
correlation equation presented:

Space heating and domestic hot water is supplied to both
properties by a gas condensing boiler. The average daily
domestic hot water usage was 99 litres and 216 litres for
House 1 and 2 respectively. Average domestic hot water
usage in a UK study of a 124 homes has been previously
reported as 121 litres. The significant difference between this
UK average and house 2 is being investigated further.
Monthly gas consumption for the two properties are shown in
Table 3.
Table 3. Monthly gas consumption.
Gas (kWh)

2

49 x Floor Area in m + 233 = electricity consumption in kWh (1)

Aug-14
Sep-14
Oct-14
Nov-14
Dec-14
Jan-15
Feb-15
Mar-15
Apr-15
May-15
Jun-15
Jul-15
Total

The actual electricity consumption of the two monitored
houses is presented alongside benchmark annual electricity
consumption from previous literature [16], [17] in Table 2.
Table 2. Annual electricity consumption (kWh).
Electricity (kWh)
Actual
Zimmermann et al [16]
Yohanis et al [17]

House 1
3094
6685
5272

House 2
3056
3783
3085

House 1 consumes significantly less than benchmarks which
may be explained by under occupancy. There are two
occupants, one of whom is elderly and infirmed and the other
a caregiver. Electricity usage in House 2 is in line with
predictions.
Whist the amount of electricity consumed is significant
when it is consumed is also of importance, particularly for
demand side management applications. Figure 1 shows the
average daily electricity profile in the two houses compared
with the UK profile from the Energy Saving Trust [16]. The
profile for House 2 appears to be relatively high overnight
which could be explained by occupiers working shift patterns.
The load profile for House 1 is lower than literature sources
again possibly explained by under occupancy.

Gas consumption – space heating and domestic hot
water

House 1
489.3
263.3
1184.0
1820.5
2768.6
3290.0
2720.2
2437.7
1244.8
1136.4
361.2
252.7
17968.8

House 2
158.7
415.1
552.7
1150.6
1701.2
1386.5
988.7
907.9
583.0
49.1*
61.4*
284.5
8239.2

*Data was lost during the month of May and start of June as central data device was
disconnected

4

MODELLINGOFCASESTUDYPROPERTIES

Integrated Environment Solutions Virtual Environment (IESVE) is a dynamic energy simulation modelling tool. It has
been validated for a number of national and international
standards such as ASHRAE 140:2007, CIBSE TM33 and
ISO7730 [18] and has been found to have energy predictions
in line with other dynamic simulation tools in standard
scenarios. AutoCad drawings of the two houses were
converted to DXF file formats and imported into IES-VE and
traced to create the geometry of the building as shown in
Figure 2.

Figure 2. Case study properties geometry modelled in IESVE. House 1 shown on the left and house 2 is on the right.
Figure 1. Average daily electricity profile of both properties
compared to the UK profile obtained from [16].
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Thermal properties of the building envelope, heating
profiles, infiltration/ventilation rates and temperature set
points were included and are detailed in Table 4.
Table 4. House summary & IES-VE model inputs.
Description
Roof U-value
Floor U-value
Wall U-value
Window U-value
Door U-value
Air-tightness
Floor area
Occupants
Occupancy type
DHW
average
daily consumption
Set
point
temperatures
Heating profile

4.1

Unit
2

W/m K
W/m2K
W/m2K
W/m2K
W/m2K
m3/hr.m2
at 50 Pa
m2
No.

1

2

0.16
0.22
0.22
3.10
2.2
15.04

0.16
0.22
0.45
3.10
2.2
10.52

Litres

102.9
2
24
hours
99

58.2
2
Shift
workers
216

ºC

19
6am
– 10pm

18
6am
– 8am
& 6pm10pm

Table 5. Monthly calibration criteria recommended by
literature.
Monthly criteria (±%)
ASHARE 14 [20]
IPMVP [22]
FEMP [21]

MBE
5
20
5

CVRMSE
15
15

The short-comings of these criteria have been detailed by
[19], but they do not consider any inaccuracy associated with
input parameters and consider energy consumption only,
ignoring the simulation of internal conditions such as
temperature and humidity. Given the relatively wide
acceptance criteria range it is possible that numerous models
of the same building could be considered calibrated.
In this paper calibration of gas consumption, for space
heating and domestic hot water, was carried out on a monthly
basis. Electrical energy consumption was not included in this
paper as it currently only represents approximately 15% of
total household energy use and can be highly occupant
dependent [23] .
Gas consumption measured and modelled for House 1 had
an MBE and CVRMSE 0.6% and 12.0% of respectively. Gas
consumption measured and modelled for house 2 had an MBE
of 0.4% and CVRMSE of 14.9%. Figure 4 shows the
modelled and measured gas consumption on a monthly basis
for House 1 and 2.

Modelcalibration

Until relatively recently calibration of models to measured
results often relied on a trial and error approach, highly
dependent on user knowledge, experience and statistical
expertise [19]. Modelled and measured data were often
compared using simple methods such as percentage error.
These methods however could result in a compensation effect
with overestimations cancelling out underestimations [19].
Two dimensionless error indices are recommended by a
number a guidelines [19-21] to calibrate a building energy
model: Mean Bias Error (MBE) (%) and Co-efficient of
Variation of Root Mean Square Error (CVRMSE) (%).
Models may be calibrated on a monthly or hourly basis. Mean
bias error calculates the mean difference between measured
and simulated data and is considered a good indicator of
model bias. However this index allows for a cancellation
effect of negative bias cancelling out positive bias and
therefore an additional method of error measurement is
required. Root mean square error (RMSE) (%) measures the
variability of the data. It is the calculated difference between
measured and simulated data points which is then squared.
The squared errors are summed for a period and divided by
the number of values taken. A square root is then taken of this
result. By investigating the co-efficient of variation of root
mean square error the accumulated magnitude of error of a
model can be established. The CVRMSE does not suffer from
the same cancellation effect as MBE, and is overall a better
measure of the prediction accuracy of the model. A summary
criteria for calibration on a monthly basis as recommended by
three guidance documents is provided in Table 5.
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Figure 3. Monthly measured and modelled gas consumption
for case study properties.
Whilst weather data was gathered at a local weather station
during the monitoring period a weather file for central Belfast
from the Prometheus project [24] was used. Using the local
weather data may have allowed for better model calibration
with improved MBE and CVRMSE values however the use of
previously agreed reference files also allows easier cross
referencing by other researchers.
4.2

Climatechangeprojections

Climate projections in the UK have been funded by
Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs
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(DEFRA) and produced by the Met Office with all
information made available on the UK Climate Projections
(UKCP09) website. In UKCP09 the climate change
projections may be generated from three different emissions
scenarios and are available for three different years: 2030,
2050 and 2080. The three emissions scenarios are those
developed in Special Report on Emissions Scenarios (SRES)
produced by the IPCC Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change in 2000. The scenarios are based on different rates of
economic and social change covering items such as
population change, economic growth, technologies and energy
intensity of the 21st century. There is a high (SRES A1F1),
medium (SRES A1B) and low (SRES B1) emissions scenario.
Given the current trend of emissions, only the high emissions
(A1F1) scenario has been included in this paper. It should be
noted that other scenario will have less of an impact of
overheating and therefore A1F1 provides the worst case
position to judge the suitability/effectiveness of retrofit design
To take into account the natural variability and uncertainty
associated with climate results of whichever emission scenario
or year selected, UKCP09 presents the projections with the
probabilities of a range of possible outcomes. The climate
data is issued as a probability density function resulting in a
range of percentiles; 10, 33, 50, 66 & 90. It is important to
note as explained by [25] that these probabilities are
subjective having been estimated from the strength of existing
information and are not objective estimates that account for all
possible results. Whilst modelling should be completed for the
range of risk as per previous studies outlined in [14], only the
90 percentile is used in this paper to establish the maximum
potential risk and impact.
Using the information generated by UKCP09, the
Prometheus project [24] have created weather files in the
Energy Plus format that can be imported and used in most
building simulation software. Weather files for forty five
locations have so far been created, of which two are in
Northern Ireland; Belfast and Derry/Londonderry. The files
are available for three future time periods 2030, 2050 & 2080
with three emissions scenarios. Two weather file types are
available from the Prometheus project, as discussed by [24],
Test Reference Years and Design Summer Years. Test
Reference Year (TRY) weather files are made up of months
from different years and do not contain extreme heat-waves
therefore are considered unsuitable for overheating risk
assessment. Design Summer Years (DSY) are used for
summer overheating assessment only and are based on
average temperature of the summer months at the centre of the
upper quartile of rankings obtained from approximately 20
individual years. Design summer year (DSY) weather files
will be used to examine risk of overheating whilst test
reference years will be used to examine any shifting pattern of
energy loads for space heating with the properties. Internal set
point temperatures and average domestic hot water
consumption were assumed to remain at current levels in
future climate scenarios.

4.3

Overheating in case study properties – current and
futureclimates

Using the design summer year weather files for the high
emissions scenario (A1F1) and the 90 percentile, overheating
in the bedroom and living room was assessed for current and
future climate scenarios. Only natural ventilation was
included within the model as during site visits it was found
that the installed MVHR systems were not active. The CIBSE
criteria [12] for summer overheating were used as guidance
with results summarised in the Table 6.
There is a difference between the measured and modelled
internal temperatures in House 1; notably the measured
internal temperatures in the bedroom only exceed 26C for
0.4% of the time during monitoring period whereas the model
reported 6.1% exceedance. Further model calibration
including any adaptive behaviour taken by occupants and
local weather file may reduce this difference. The measured
and modelled results align better in the case of House 2.
Table 6. Percentage of hours of overheating in bedroom and
living room - measured and modelled.
% time
temperature
exceeded

Measured
Current
modelled
2030
2050
2080

Bedroom exceeds
26C

Living room
exceeds 28C

House
1
0.4
6.1

House
2
0.2
0.1

House
1
0
0

House
2
0
0

30.4
36.7
43.9

1.7
6.2
21.5

1.3
7.3
16.2

0
0.2
8.3

As external summer temperatures increase as per changing
climate scenarios in 2030, 2050 and 2080, there is an increase
in the amount of time internal temperatures exceed the 1%
guidance. House 1 appears to be at a higher risk of overheating in future climate scenarios with living room and
bedroom temperatures exceeding guidance criteria 16.2% and
43.9% of the time. Given the high rates of overheating it is
likely that House 1 would require mechanical cooling or
significant physical interventions such as solar shading to
ensure comfortable internal temperatures.
It should be noted that these figures do not account for any
adaptive behaviours that occupants are likely to employ.
Occupants are not passive and will make adjustments to
window/blinds and clothing levels, which would be influential
in alleviating overheating.
4.4

Gas consumption in case study properties – current
andfutureclimates

Annual gas consumption for space heating and domestic hot
water measured and modelled in current and future climates
for both case studies is shown in Figure 4. Test reference year
weather files were used within the models. As the climate
changes, with winters becoming milder, the need for space
heating dramatically declines with House 1 consuming 44%
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less gas in 2080 than in 2015 and House 2 consuming 47%
less gas in 2080 than in 2015.
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ABSTRACT: With the impending nearly zero energy building (NZEB) regulations for residential new builds and retrofits for
the European Union (EU) housing stock and the percentage of new buildings relative to existing buildings is increasing at a rate
of only 1% per year, retrofitting is recognised as the most immediate, pressing and cost effective mechanism to reduce energy
consumption and carbon emissions in the building and construction sector. Currently, an Irish residential building Energy
Performance Certificates (EPC) indicates the estimation of a buildings’ annual energy usage that is assessed by the Dwelling
Energy Assessment Procedure (DEAP). DEAP is the standard method for assessing the energy savings that are made by a
residential building through retrofitting its technical characteristics to greater energy efficiency standards. This paper presents
the pre-retrofit DEAP results of a sample set of urban social houses in Ireland and compares them to the actual energy usage of
the houses highlighting the limitations of DEAP in estimating the pre-retrofit energy usage of the sample set of urban social
housing. As many Irish government policies promoting the uptake in residential buildings base their energy savings on DEAP,
the need for a more robust assessment procedure for determining the impacts retrofitting a building to a higher energy standard
is discussed in addition to the need for engineers to start understanding the behaviour and attitudes towards energy consumption
of the people living inside them in order to develop a holistic retrofit design that incorporates both technical and behavioural
interventions.
KEYWORDS: Energy performance, Energy Performance Certificate, energy demand, occupant behaviour
1

INTRODUCTION

The Energy Performance Building Directive (EPBD)
introduced legislation whereby all EU member states were
required to introduce a standard assessment procedure for the
energy performance certification of new and existing
buildings in their respective countries [1]. The assessment
procedure generally includes an analysis of the buildings (i)
form, (ii) thermal, solar and daylight properties of the building
envelope, (iii) air permeability, (iv) space, water heating and
ventilation systems, (v) fixed lighting and (vi) fuel and
renewable energy sources. These variables are assessed under
standard occupancy and climatic conditions of the respective
country [2]. As such, the assessment procedure does not
capture the impact of human behaviour, including the
consumption of household appliances.
The Energy Performance Certificates (EPCs) are seen as a
tool for providing clear and reliable information to
homeowners and tenants to compare and assess the energy
performance of buildings [3], encourage owners to invest in
improving the energy efficiency of the building through the
provision of cost effect retrofit measures [3] and assist
governments in developing policies to achieve national energy
reduction targets in the building sector [2].
The Sustainable Energy Authority of Ireland (SEAI)
maintains a register of Irish residential building EPCs, termed
BERs [4]. The energy performance of a building is rated on a
simple scale of A1 to G. An A1 rated dwelling equates to the
most operational energy efficient building. The primary
energy consumption in a building of A1 and G ratings are 25

kWh/m2/year and 450 kWh/m2/year, respectively. In total
633,972 BER’s have been completed on Ireland’s residential
building stock [5]. The most common BER rating of Irish
residential houses is a D1 for which the energy usage
requirement ranges from 200 to 225 kWh/m2/year. The
Dwelling Energy Assessment Procedure (DEAP) software is
used to produce a BER [4]. DEAP is based on the European
Standard IS EN 13790:2004 [6] and draws heavily on the
UK’s Standard Assessment Procedure (SAP) [7]. Further
details can be found in [4].
The accuracy of EPCs for indicating the energy usage of
residential buildings has been questioned in several studies in
EU countries [8]–[13]. A Greek study found there to be on
average a 44% lower energy usage in 8500 residential
buildings compared to the theoretical energy usage according
to these buildings EPCs [8]. A Dutch study of around 200,000
dwellings comparing the theoretical energy usage of their
EPCs and actual energy usage found houses with higher
energy performance ratings to be more accurate compared to
houses with lower ratings for estimating their space and water
heating requirements [10]. The houses with the poorest energy
rating (G) used theoretically twice as much energy compared
to what they actually consumed.
Similar to the findings of the Dutch study [10], an Irish
study on the oil consumption of 142 houses pre-retrofit found
that houses with a lower EPC were poorer predictors of the
households oil consumption. This study found the houses on
average to use 41% less energy compared to the theoretical
usage estimated by the buildings DEAP [12]. Based upon the
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post-retrofit data collected in this study, some of the main
reasons for this difference is believed to be due to the
estimated internal temperatures of the houses using DEAP
compared to the actual temperatures and the underestimation
on the usage of the secondary heating systems in the
households.
With the impending nearly zero energy building (NZEB)
regulations for residential new builds and retrofits for the
European Union (EU) housing stock [14] and the percentage
of new buildings relative to existing buildings is increasing at
a rate of only 1% per year [15], retrofitting is recognised as
the most immediate, pressing and cost effective mechanism to
reduce energy consumption and carbon emissions in the
building and construction sector [16].
There are currently
many
Irish governmental
policies/schemes focused on promoting the uptake in
residential building retrofits [17]. Currently DEAP, which
produces a BER, is the standard method for assessing the
energy savings that are made by a residential building through
retrofitting its technical characteristics to greater energy
efficiency standards and forms the basis for assessing the
savings of various Irish government policies/schemes for
promoting the uptake in residential building retrofits [17].
One of these schemes is known as Better Energy Homes.
The scheme provides householders who want to make their
homes more energy-efficient by providing incentives for the
installation of energy efficiency measures [17]. An analysis on
the effectiveness of 256 houses who received a grant through
this scheme showed an estimated 21% reduction in their gas
demand. However, the results estimate a shortfall of between
28-44% in the actual energy savings compared to the
theoretical results based on their BER information [13].
As current policies are aimed at promoting the upgrade of
houses for the most vulnerable (low-income households,
social housing tenants, old people) [17], this paper aims to
assess how accurate is DEAP for estimating the energy usage
of urban social housing. This paper presents the pre-retrofit
DEAP results of a sample set of urban social houses in Dublin
and compares them to the actual energy usage of the houses.
The limitations of DEAP in estimating the pre-retrofit energy
usage of the sample set of social housing and the need for a
more robust assessment procedure for determining the impacts
retrofitting a building to a higher energy standard are
discussed in addition to the need for engineers to start
understanding the behaviour and attitudes towards energy
consumption of the people living inside them in order to
develop a holistic retrofit design that incorporates both
technical and behavioural interventions.
This forms part of a research study whereby the
temperature, relative humidity and energy usage profiles of 23
social houses in Dublin are being monitored pre- and postretrofit using data logging instrumentation at high resolution
in addition to examining the demonstrator buildings tenant (1)
demographic profiles, (2) socio-economic status, (3)
behaviour and attitudes towards energy consumption, energy
conservation, the environment, environmental responsibility,
thermal comfort, (4) views of quality of life and (5) what they
consider to be a luxury and necessity in their life.
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2

METHODOLOGY

The aim of this research project is to monitor the actual
energy usage and greenhouse gas emissions of residential
retrofit projects pre- and post- retrofitting works using data
logging instrumentation for the temperature, relative humidity
and energy usage profiles to determine the actual
improvements achieved by retrofit works. Furthermore,
information in relation to the behaviour and attitude of the
building’s habitants towards energy and greenhouse gas
emissions, quality of life and thermal comfort within their
homes is collected through face-to-face qualitative interviews
and a questionnaire survey. Combining the data collected on
energy consumption, temperature profiles of individual
rooms, thermal comfort surveys and findings from occupant
surveys will allow the most effective measures to be identified
that consider the profiles of both the physical building and its
occupants.
2.1

SurveyDesign

The questionnaire survey used in this study built on an
existing lifestyle survey developed by researchers as part of
the CONSENSUS Project [18]. CONSENSUS (Consumption,
Environment and Sustainability) was a seven-year
collaboration (2009-2015) between the National University of
Ireland, Galway and Trinity College Dublin that investigated
behaviours and attitudes in four key areas of household
consumption (transport, energy, water and food). The
CONSENSUS Lifestyle Survey, a key element of
CONSENSUS, involved the collection and analysis of data
from 1,500 households in Counties Derry/Londonderry,
Dublin and Galway. To ensure maximum comparability with
CONSENSUS data, questions from the CONSENSUS
Lifestyle Survey are being used again in this project.
2.2

DataInstrumentation

In order to monitor the influence retrofitting works have on
the energy use and thermal comfort of the residents,
temperature and relative
humidity
data
logging
instrumentation is installed in each of the participating
buildings. There are four/five temperature and relative
humidity data loggers installed in each house with data
recorded at 15 minute intervals. One data logger is installed in
the kitchen and living areas and in two/three separate
bedrooms. Electricity usage profiles are monitored using data
logging instrumentation with data recorded at 1-60 minute
intervals. Oil usage profiles are monitored using data logging
instrumentation with data recorded at 60 minute intervals.
Household electricity and gas meters are read once a month in
addition to oil levels in oil tanks. Tenants are also asked to
keep a diary record of their solid fuel usage.
2.3

BERSurvey

Information is gathered with regards to the building’s
dimensions, orientation, thermal envelope characteristics,
space, water heating and ventilation systems, internal lighting,
renewable energy sources and fuel sources. Using the DEAP
software [4], this information is used to determine a BER
rating for a residential building under standard occupancy
conditions and typical Irish climate conditions to estimate the
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annual energy consumption and carbon emissions required to
operate the building.
3

CASESTUDY

The social housing estate in Dublin involved in the study is
located in a suburb area of Dublin, Ireland. The estate was
constructed in two phases. The first phase in 1994 which
consisted of 16 end-terraced (ET) houses, 16 mid-terraced
(MT) houses and 14 apartments. The ET and MT houses are
two-storey buildings with a total of six rooms in each of the
buildings. These six rooms are divided into three bedrooms
and individual kitchen, living and bathroom spaces. The
apartments are not involved in the study.
An additional 30 residences – 12 ET houses, 12 MT houses
and 6 semi-detached (SD) houses were constructed in 2000.
Each building has two storeys with a total of seven rooms:
three bedrooms, two bathrooms and individual kitchen and
living spaces. 23 of the 62 households contacted in the estate
agreed to participate in the study. Each of the different house
construction types encountered in the Dublin study are shown
in Figure 1(a)-(c).

Figure 1(a) MT and ET houses constructed in 1994, Figure
1(b) MT and ET houses constructed in 2000 and Figure 1(c)
SD houses constructed in 2000
In the houses constructed in 1994, the walls of the buildings
were mainly solid walls constructed using cavity blocks with
interior timber battens and dry-lining plasterboard (u-value:
1.28 W/m2K). A section of the exterior wall on the ground
floor adjacent to the living room was constructed with cavity
wall construction. This cavity was empty (u-value: 1.65
W/m2K). The windows of the houses were PVC framed (uvalue: 3.1 W/m2K) with mineral wool insulation in between
the joists of the attic (u-value: 0.4 W/m2K).
The exterior walls of the houses constructed in 2000 were
built using cavity wall construction with an exterior façade of
either red brick or blockwork, plaster and paint. The cavity of
these houses was partially filled with 60mm expanded
polystyrene insulation (u-value: 0.45-0.46 W/m2K). The
windows of the houses were wooden framed (u-value: 3.1
W/m2K) with mineral wool insulation in between the joists of
the attic (u-value: 0.4 W/m2K).
Table 1 details the year of construction, house type and uvalues of the building elements assumed in the DEAP analysis
of the participating residences in the study. The u-values of
the wall construction types were determined using the wall uvalue calculation method given in the current Irish building

regulations with the typical u-values of the materials taken
from the current Irish building regulations [19] and DEAP [4].
The default u-values from DEAP for double glazed PVC and
wooden frame windows are used for the windows. The default
u-values for the floor and roof (100mm of mineral wool) are
also taken from DEAP.
Table 1 Breakdown of the houses involved in terms of their
year of construction, house type and u-values of the building
elements assumed in the DEAP analysis
Construct House
U-Value (W/m2K)
ion Year Type Wall Wall Wind Roof
ow
1994
MT
1.28 1.65 3.1
0.4
ET
1.28 1.65 3.1
0.4
2000
MT
0.46 0.45 3.1
0.4
ET
0.46 0.45 3.1
0.4
SD
0.46 0.45 3.1
0.4

Total
Floor
0.44
0.44
0.44
0.44
0.44

4
7
4
5
3

The main space heating systems in all the Dublin residences
comprised of a gas-fired boiler as a central heating system
with radiators in each of the rooms of the house. The boiler
types in the households varied as some of the original boilers
installed had been replaced over time. The efficiency of the
different gas boiler types (main space heating) are given in
Table 2 for the different construction types examined in this
analysis. Also included in Table 2 are the efficiencies of the
different secondary space heating systems employed in the
buildings. Either a solid fuel open fire (30% efficiency), solid
fuel stove (65% efficiency), gas fire (76% efficiency) or
electric fire (100% efficiency) acted as a secondary heating
system in the living room. The efficiencies of the secondary
heating system are the default values used in DEAP.
Table 2 Efficiencies of the different main space heating (gas
boiler types) and secondary space heating systems for the
different house types examined in the DEAP analysis.
Space Heating
Efficiency (%)
Main Secondary
77
77
77
77
78.8
78.8
78.8
78.8
90.3
91.3

30
65
76
100
0
30
76
100
30
100
Total

House Type
MT ET MT ET
SD Total
1994 1994 2000 2000 2000
0
0
2
1
0
3
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
1
3
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
2
1
1
0
0
0
2
0
2
0
0
1
3
0
0
0
1
0
1
4

4

4

3

3

18

The gas-fired boiler was also the main system used for
providing hot water heating in the houses. The hot water was
stored in a hot water tank after being heated by the gas-fired
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boiler. There is also an electrical immersion available to heat
the water in the hot water tank. The study in Dublin is
currently on-going with the monitoring of the buildings
beginning in February 2015. The buildings underwent
retrofitting works to improve their thermal envelopes and
heating systems. The works were complete in October 2015.
3.1

DEAPScenarios

DEAP assessments of each of the houses involved in the study
were carried out before and after the retrofitting upgrade
works. Two different pre-retrofit DEAP scenarios are
evaluated for 18 of the houses in this analysis. The first
scenario is where each house is evaluated as if it were being
evaluated as standard. Thus in this scenario, the solid fuel and
gas secondary space heating systems are assumed to account
for 10% of the houses space heating requirements and the
electrical secondary space heating systems are assumed to
account for 20% of the houses space heating requirements, as
assumed in DEAP. The gas-fired boiler acts as the primary
space and water heating system and is assumed to provide the
remaining space and water heating requirements for the
building. The second scenario takes into account the actions
of the people living inside the buildings. Therefore, if the
residents reported in the survey carried out that they never use
their secondary space heating system, it is assumed to account
for 0% of the space heating requirement of the building. If it
was reported that they use their secondary space heating
system, the same percentages for the different heating systems
as described for scenario one are applied. Also, if they
reported that they use their electrical immersion for water
heating, it is assumed that 33% of the energy required to
provide hot water was provided by the immersion, as assumed
in DEAP. The gas-fired boiler acts as the primary space and
water heating system and is assumed to provide the remaining
space and water heating requirements for the building.
3.2

GasandElectricityMeterDataandEstimations

As there is only data available from February 2015 to July
2015 of the houses electricity and gas usage pre-retrofit,
estimations are made based on this data in order to compare to
the results of the DEAP evaluations.
The gas and electricity meter readings were recorded at
seven different intervals from the 12th of February to the 22nd
July at least once a month. As the main space and water
heating system of the houses use gas, the gas usage of the
houses is assumed to be related to the external temperature.
The average daily gas usages between the dates the meters
were read are normalized using the average external daily
temperatures recorded at Dublin Airport [20] (located with
11km of the estate) between the meter read dates. Linear
interpolation is then used to estimate the average daily gas
usage for each of the 12 months of the year based on the
average external daily temperature recorded at Dublin Airport
during each of the months. Using the number of days each
month of the year has together with the estimated average
daily usages for each of the months, the total yearly gas
usages of the houses are calculated.
Unlike the gas usage of the houses, the electricity usage
cannot be linked to the average daily temperature for the
months with unknown data. Apart from February, each of the
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intervals the electricity meter readings were taken at
accounted for at least two thirds of the month’s electricity
usage. Thus, the average daily electricity usage during these
intervals, including February, is assumed for the entire month
and multiplied by the number of days of each month to give
the total electricity consumption. For the remaining days of
the year with no electricity usage data (1st January to the 31st
January and 1st August to the 31st December), the average
daily usage of the respective houses from the 12th February to
the 22nd of July is determined and used as the electricity
consumption for the remaining days of the year with no
available data.
4

RESULTSANDDISCUSSION

The total annual primary energy consumption results of the
two DEAP scenarios evaluated and BER rating for the 18
different houses are given in Table 3 together with the total
primary energy consumption based on the collected meter
data from the houses and the estimations made based on this
data as described in section 3.2. The average of the two DEAP
scenarios are within 9% of the estimates based on the gas and
electricity meter readings for the MT and ET houses
constructed in 1994 and 2000. The DEAP assessments of the
SD houses are on average the least accurate in comparison to
the meter data and estimates data. The standard deviation of
the total consumption for each of the house types is larger for
the meter readings and estimates compared to the two DEAP
scenarios. This highlights the variability that the behaviour of
the people in the households can have on the energy
consumption that DEAP does not account for.
The house with the highest energy consumption difference
between the DEAP scenarios and the meter readings and
estimates is a SD house constructed in 2000. Based on the one
on one surveys conducted within each of the households, there
is a couple and three children (two under 14 years old and one
between 18-25 years old) who live in this house and have the
second highest annual income of the houses involved. This
house also has the overall highest energy consumption based
on the meter readings and estimates. This is despite having
one of the most efficient gas boilers of all the houses (90.3%)
and achieving the sixth best DEAP result in DEAP scenario
one and two. Based on the measured annual consumption of
this household (384 kWh/m2/yr.), it would achieve a BER of F
which is the second worst rating a house can achieve. This
however includes the impact that household appliances have
on the energy consumption of the house which is not included
in a DEAP.
The house with the lowest energy consumption based on the
meter readings and estimates is a house with a single mother
and one child who live in an ET house constructed in 2000
and have the lowest annual income of the houses involved in
the study. This is despite achieving the tenth and seventh best
DEAP result in DEAP scenario one and two. Based on the
measured annual consumption of this household (157
kWh/m2/yr.), it would need to reduce its energy consumption
by only 7 kWh/m2/yr. to be considered a NZEB building for
existing buildings even before it has been retrofitted [21].
On average, the second DEAP analysis is more accurate in
estimating the overall energy consumption of the houses
constructed in 1994 compared to the meter data whereas the
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Table 3 Total annual primary energy consumption results and
BER ratings of DEAP scenario one and two and the collected
meter data and estimations made for the 18 houses
DEAP
DEAP
Meter Data
Assessment
Assessment
and
(Scenario 1)
(Scenario 2)
Estimations
Total
Total
BER
BER
Total
(kWh/
(kWh/
Rating
Rating (kWh/m2/yr.)
2
2
m /yr.)
m /yr.)
House Type
Mid Terrace 1994
239
266
237
257
Avg.
Std Dev.

D1
D2
D1
D1

249
14
D2
D2
E1
D2

291
9

253
259
288
282

D1
D1
D2
D2

193
320
363
222
274
80

Mid Terrace 2000
198
187
208
198

C2
C2
C3
C2

198
8

198
192
208
183

C2
C2
C3
C2

195
10

House Type

172
170
257
258
214
50

End Terrace 2000
195
225
222

C2
D1
C3

214
17

House Type

179
207
214

C2
C3
C3

200
19

340
157
198
232
96

Semi-Detached 2000
202
197
223

Avg.
Std Dev.

257
46

270
17

House Type

Avg.
Std Dev.

247
200
271
311

End Terrace 1994
287
292
303
282

Avg.
Std Dev.

D1
D1
D1
D1

242
5

House Type

Avg.
Std Dev.

239
247
237
246

207
13

C3
C3
C3

202
202
210

C3
C3
C3

205
5

384
208
175
256
112

All Houses
Avg.
234
225
247
Std Dev.
38
33
71
first DEAP analysis is more efficient in estimating the overall
energy consumption of the houses constructed in 2000
compared consumption to the meter data.

Based on the average energy consumption of all the houses,
one could say that DEAP is accurate in estimating the annual
energy consumption of the houses. However, when examining
the estimated gas, electricity and solid fuel usage of the
households in both the DEAP scenarios in comparison to the
meter data and estimations, one can see that this statement
does not hold true. The over estimation of DEAP in relation to
the gas usage of the buildings compensates for its
underestimation in electricity usage by not accounting for the
appliance usage by the households and assuming standard
electricity requirements for the building’s lighting, heating
system pumps and ventilation fans.
In terms of gas usage, the house type which has the smallest
difference between the two DEAP scenarios and the meter
data is the SD households. On average, DEAP scenario one
uses 28% more gas per annum compared to what the house
type actually uses. This however increases to 41% when
comparing it to scenario two. The least accurate of the house
types analysed are the MT houses constructed in 1994. DEAP
scenario one and two estimates the house type uses 69% and
70% more gas per annum compared to the meter data and
estimations annual usage. Based on the averages of all the
houses, DEAP scenario one and two estimates the house types
use 41% and 45% more gas per annum, respectively,
compared to the meter data and estimations annual usage.
Both houses with the highest and lowest total yearly energy
consumption based on the meter data also have the highest
and lowest total yearly gas consumption.
As expected the total electricity consumption based on the
meter data is significantly larger compared to what both the
DEAP scenarios estimate as a DEAP does not account for the
energy consumption of household appliances. The house type
with the largest difference is the SD houses constructed in
2000. DEAP scenario one and two estimate the houses use
25% and 21% of what the houses actually use according to the
meter readings and estimations, respectively. The house with
the lowest electricity consumption is an ET house constructed
in 1994. A retired couple lives in this household. Both DEAP
scenario one and two estimate 21% of what the house actually
uses based on the meter data.
Based on the averages of all the houses, DEAP scenario one
and two estimates the house types use 31% and 28% of the
electricity that the houses actually use according to the meter
data and estimations, respectively. Thus, assuming that the
electricity accounted for by DEAP for the building’s lighting,
heating system pumps and ventilation fans is accurate, a
DEAP may not account for up to 72% of its electricity use
which is more than twice the 30% which has been previously
estimated [12].
However, as stated only 6 months of monitored electricity
data is available in this analysis. For the remaining days of the
year with no electricity usage data (1st January-31st January
and 1st Auguest-31st December), the average daily usage of the
respective houses from the 12th February to the 22nd of July is
determined and used as the electricity consumption for the
remaining days of the year with no available data. There are
obvious limits associated with this method as electricity usage
habits of people generally alter between the winter and
summer months. Internal lighting is used more during the
winter months due to less daylight. Also during the summer
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Table 4 Average and standard deviation gas, electricity and solid fuel primary energy usage of the house types for DEAP
scenario one and two and the meter data and estimations
DEAP Scenario 1 (kWh/yr.)
Gas

Electricity

15339
1179

2608
1889

House Type
Avg.
Std Dev.

Solid
Fuel

Total

DEAP Scenario 2 (kWh/yr.)
Gas

Solid
Fuel
Mid Terrace 1994
Electricity

734 18680 15471
1467 1054 923

House Type
Avg.
Std Dev.

17174
1831

2688
1999

1945 21806 18237
2246 581 1158

13248
794

2762
1424

1139 17149 12893
1317 727 1045

13418
1625

4238
1768

881 18536 14610
1525 1442 1143

13760
805

2889
2100

1321 17969 13971
1389 1169 1982

Avg.
14699
2978
1215 18892 15119
Std Dev.
1953
1777
1510 6281 2226
months, certain appliances which use a large amount of
electricity, for example a tumble dryer, may be used less due
to the warmer weather.
With regards to DEAPs underestimation of the building gas
requirements, one has to account for the limitations associated
with some of the assumptions used in the DEAP analysis.
Default values for the building’s window, floor, and roof uvalues and secondary space heating systems are taken from
DEAP. The airtightness of the buildings involved in the
analysis are assessed using the DEAP software and may not
reflect the real air tightness of each of the buildings analysed.
A default thermal bridging factor of 0.15 W/m2k is also
assumed in the analysis. These assumptions can have a large
impact on the space heating requirements of a building with
some recommending the revision of current default u-values
for better accuracy [22]. These are also common assumptions
taken when evaluating an existing building’s BER due to the
unavailability of information on the buildings technical
characteristics. The standard occupancy of a household is
assumed to be 2.27 in the DEAP analysis. The average
occupancy of the 18 houses is 3.94 with only five of the 18
houses containing three people or less. Due to the small
sample size, it is not possible to determine whether having
less people in the household effects the actual energy usage of
the household.
CONCLUSIONS

The DEAP assessed as standard (scenario 1) and DEAP taking
into account occupant actions (scenario 2) for a sample set of
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0
0

19286
3459

20263 12502
1107 3276

8055
3450

0
0

20557
6027

589 16911 9366
1179 901 2594

9199
2182

0
0

18565
4314

17331 10527
1616 4901

9543
3527

0
0

20070
8313

1321 17744 10698
1389 431 8718

11471
1405

0
0

22168
9731

9611
2564

0
0

20019
5516

2026
876

0
0

3430
1719
2721
1006

0
0

Semi-Detached 2000

House Type

5

10236
1880

End Terrace 2000

House Type
Avg.
Std Dev.

18143 9050
394 1893

Mid Terrace 2000

House Type
Avg.
Std Dev.

0
0

End Terrace 1994

House Type
Avg.
Std Dev.

2671
1314

Total

Meter Data and Estimations
(kWh/yr.)
Solid
Gas Electricity
Total
Fuel

2452
899

All Houses

2668
1210

351 18138 10408
855 6719 4150

urban social housing in Dublin on average underestimates the
gas usage of the houses by 41% and 45%, respectively,
compared to actual gas consumption. Currently DEAP, which
produces an Irish residential EPC that indicates an estimation
of a residential buildings’ annual energy usage, is the standard
method for assessing the energy savings that can be made by a
residential building through retrofitting its technical
characteristics to greater energy standards. DEAP forms the
basis for assessing the savings of various Irish government
policies/schemes for promoting the uptake in residential
building retrofits [17]. While current retrofits schemes for
low-income households assume a 70% take back for
comfort/rebound effect [17], the inaccuracies of DEAP in
estimating energy usage of pre-retrofit social housing
highlighted in this paper and the inaccuracies of EPCs in
indicating the actual energy savings highlighted in other
studies discussed, suggests estimated energy savings made by
Irish government policies using DEAP may not come to pass
and also prohibit homeowners from investing in more energy
efficiency measures.
Thus, there is an urgent need to develop a more robust
standard assessment procedure for assessing the energy
savings that can be made through retrofitting the technical
characteristics of a residential building to greater energy
standards. However, monitoring the energy usage profiles of a
household pre- and post-retrofit is not sufficient in
determining the overall improvements that have been made.
For instance, based on the currently limited available post
retrofit gas usage data of the Dublin social housing, no energy
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savings were made in the household with the lowest gas
usage. This house had temperatures of 18°C or less during
February and March of 2015 before the retrofitting works. As
the tenants were living in poor thermal conditions, they
probably experienced a benefit of improved thermal
conditions rather than energy reductions. This phenomenon,
known as the rebound effect, has been estimated to offset
energy savings by 30% [23].
With the number of retrofit measures homeowners have
applied for grant aid in Ireland falling steadily since 2009
[24], homeowners may be more enticed to invest in retrofit
measures if given more of a net benefit feedback on how their
homes have improved due to a retrofit upgrade. This net
benefit feedback could include information on not only the
energy cost savings made by their retrofit upgrade but also the
improvements to their internal environment and health
benefits associated with these improvements.
The high variability of actual energy consumption, based on
the collected readings from the electricity and gas meters,
highlights the influence the people living in households have
on energy consumption. Engineers need to start understanding
the behaviour and attitudes towards energy consumption of
the people living inside them. Once the main social norms and
energy practices influencing their energy consumption
behaviour, such as what people perceive to be a comfortable
internal environment, typical indoor choice of clothing,
people's attitudes regarding luxuries and necessities of
housing items/appliances are understood, the feedback given
to the tenants on the net benefits the technical interventions
have can be complimented by behavioural interventions which
focus on negating the impact the tenant’s behavioural
consumption habits are having on their energy consumption
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ABSTRACT: Research has been carried out into the often conflicting concepts of thermal comfort, conservation of artefacts
and preservation of the 57 active cathedral buildings on the island of Ireland. A body of research exists in this area for heritage
type buildings, including churches, in both the United Kingdom and mainland Europe. However, a review concluded that no
such research had been carried out in Ireland where a number of factors are unique such as history, climate, size of the buildings,
the number of buildings and the artefacts contained within them. Uniquely cathedrals in Ireland were largely built for purpose
and not as status symbols for their sponsors and also a relatively large number were built within a short period. The research for
this paper enabled firm parameters to be identified in order to keep the investigation at a practical level whilst at the same time
achieving academic objectives. The main results to date indicate that thermal comfort and cost are the two most important
parameters for the owners and managers of these building and conservation and preservation are not considerations which are
taken into account when operating or choosing the heating systems. Research has also shown that there is a general lack of
knowledge about how the heating systems should be set up and operated. Many systems are poorly maintained, due to cost
constraints, even though this adds to cost due to inefficient operation of the systems. There is a general lack of knowledge about
the buildings themselves evidenced by the fact that many managers of these building do not know how these buildings are
constructed and if there is any type of insulation installed. Research further suggests that there is little knowledge sharing
between the owners and managers of the buildings.
KEY WORDS: Cathedrals, Heating, Ireland, Conservation, Preservation, Thermal comfort.
1

INTRODUCTION

Cathedrals are irreplaceable buildings which are an
important part of the heritage of a country [1]. Not only are
the buildings themselves of great cultural and intrinsic value
but they contain many artefacts of great monetary and cultural
value and significance [2]. They are unique buildings for
many reasons one being that they are largely still used for the
purposes for which they were built, namely the holding of
religious services and events. However whilst the uses to
which the buildings are put has not greatly changed over the
centuries, what people who use the buildings perceive to be an
acceptable level of thermal comfort has changed [3]. Many of
these buildings were built with no heating of any sort [4] and
none was envisioned by their architects and builders but all of
the still active cathedrals have now been fitted with some kind
of heating system. These systems have almost exclusively
been installed with only thermal comfort as a consideration
and with little thought, or perhaps knowledge, as to the effects
such systems have on the preservation of the buildings and the
conservation of their artefacts [5]. Many of these systems
were put in when the cost of fossil fuels was low and the
owners and managers of the buildings are now struggling to
cope with ever increasing heating costs caused by inefficient
and sometimes inappropriate heating systems.
The
environmental impact of burning fossil fuels has only become
an issue in relatively recent times and whereas religious
buildings are largely exempt from environmental legislation,
there is no guarantee that they will remain so.

Irish cathedrals, whilst being modest in size, are of a
reasonably uniform construction. The walls are generally
solid stone, with some being plastered on the inside.
Windows are uniformly single glazed, some being stained
glass and some plain glass. A number of cathedrals have
storm glazing fitted externally. Floors tend to be a mixture of
stone, tiles and wood. Roofs are almost exclusively tiled with
an exception being a copper roof on a cathedral in Limerick.
Ceilings on the other hand can be stone, which is usually
found in older cathedrals, plastered and wood, either painted
or plain. It is often not possible to distinguish, from ground
level, the size of the space between the ceiling and the roof, if
any. Many cathedrals contain very valuable pipe organs and
some other artefacts which are particularly susceptible to
changes in the environment, such as flags and books. The
majority of internal fittings tend to be made of wood, such as
pews and Confessionals and flooring. The oldest Irish
cathedrals have been substantially altered over the centuries
but the method and materials of their construction have not
changed substantially. Attempts have been made, often with
the addition of internal lobbies, to mitigate against drafts and
the influx of cold air from the exterior. Most Roman Catholic
cathedrals in Ireland were substantially revised internally as a
result of the Second Vatican Council in 1962. The extent and
effect of these changes varied from cathedral to cathedral.
Figure 1 shows the locations of the 57 active cathedrals on
the island of Ireland which does not include schools and
ancillary buildings such as offices.
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Figu
ure 2. Age profile of cathedrrals in Ireland
d by first
conssecration date.
Figure 1. Loccation of activve cathedrals on
o the island oof
Ireeland
Theere are in adddition almostt 3,900 activee churches onn the
islan
nd
of
Ireland
(w
www.thecatho
olicdirectory.ccom),
(ww
ww.ireland.angglican.org), (www.presby
yterianirelandd.org),
(ww
ww.irishmethoodist.org) whhich is a sizeable prooperty
porttfolio. Even iif regulation iss not imposed
d, there is perhhaps a
morral obligation on the owners of these bu
uildings to bee seen
to be
b trying to ennsure that theyy are sustainab
ble from an ennergy
con
nsumption poinnt of view. Aesthetics
A
are an important issue
with
h heritage typpe buildings but
b with very large south ffacing
rooffs areas, it woould be surprissing if these co
ould not be ussed to
gen
nerate heat andd power at som
me stage in thee future.
Establishing
E
thhe dates of thhe various cath
hedrals is an issue
sincce so many hhave been subbstantially reb
built and renoovated
oveer the centuriies. Figure 2 shows the large numb er of
Rom
man Catholic (RC) catheddrals which were
w
built bettween
179
99 and 1900.. This was a building feat not equualled
any
ywhere else inn the world wiith a total of 23
2 cathedrals bbeing
buillt within a one hundred yeaar span. This was the resullt of a
relaaxation of thhe penal law
ws which had
d applied too that
Chrristian traditioon. Considerinng that this bu
uilding prograamme
took
k place duringg a period off great turmoill in Ireland, w
which
inclluded the fam
mine between 1845 and 1852, this makees the
achievement andd commitmentt even more remarkable.
r
E
Events
h as the fam
mine often meant
m
that building times were
such
exteended, sometiime over a number
n
of deccades. St. A
Anne’s
cath
hedral in Bellfast for instaance was staarted in 19033 and
larg
gely for finanncial reasons was not com
mpleted until 1981.
St. Patrick’s Chuurch of Irelannd (CoI) catheedral in Armaagh is
uted to have been destroyyed and rebuilt no less thaan 16
repu
timees during its turbulent hisstory which makes
m
establiishing
the date of thhe building difficult.
d
The
T
date of first
nsecration wass taken to provvide consisten
ncy.
con
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2

HEATINGCHARACTERISTICCS

veyed to datee, the
Off the 38 cathedrals which hhave been surv
follo
owing is the brreakdown of tthe fuels used:
Gas (both
h mains and taanked)
Oil
Electricitty

19
16
3

hedrals have tthe following
g types of heaating
The same 38 cath
systeems:
Underfloor
5
LPHW (L
Low Pressure Hot Water) 20
Radiant (only)
(
gas
1
Combinaation
9
HVAC (H
Heating, ventiilation and
Air conditionning)
1
Under peew
1
Hot air only (oil fired))
1
On
ne cathedral iss part of a disstrict heating system and drraws
its heat
h
from a nearby
n
civic ooffice compleex which is itself
i
powered by gas. No cathedrall surveyed to date has any type
m of either pho
otovoltaic or solar
s
of reenewable systeem in the form
therm
mal panels fo
or the producction of heatt or power. The
comb
bination systeems are usuallly a combinattion of underffloor
heatiing with an LPHW system
em to back itt up. Nearlyy all
catheedrals use the heating interrmittently whiich means thaat the
build
dings are con
nstantly beingg heated up and
a cooled down
d
with
h possible co
onsequential adverse effeccts for both the
build
dings and the contents.
2.1H
Heatingandcoolingprofiless





Fig
gure 3 is an example of a cathedral which has a gas
LPH
HW system wh
hich is used inntermittently. The boiler inn this
build
ding was rep
placed in 20006 but the piipework was last
replaaced in 1914. The buildingg contains a nu
umber of valuuable
arteffacts including
g a pipe organn. The organ is situated within
its ow
wn environmeentally controolled space. Su
uch high levels of
relattive humidity (RH) and subbstantial chang
ges in temperaature
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(T) will have a long term detrimental
d
effect
e
on bothh the
buillding and its ccontents. Figgure 3 shows the readings taken
from
m one of thee data loggeers during this period. Cllearly
heating is only on for certainn days and for
f certain peeriods
duriing the day aand the tempeerature during the events iss also
deteermined by the ambient temperature when heatinng is
switched on. As the cathedrall cools during
g dormant perriods,
therre are slightt diurnal varriations depending on ouutside
con
nditions and, w
when analysiing further, th
he natural theermal
lag of the interiorr temperature compared to the exterior ccan be
estaablished for the buildingg from cooling and heeating
resp
ponses in thhe absence of
o mechanicaal heating. T
These
characteristics arre being exaamined for every
e
cathedrral to
ntify patterns of behaviour and exemplarrs of good praactice.
iden
Thee RH variatioons, which eqquilibrate quicckly internallyy, are
also
o being examinned.

sharp
p differences betweenn peak temperatures and
conssequently of RH.
R
The wayy in which many
m
cathedrals in
Irelaand are using their heatingg systems preevents them from
f
beneefiting from the large thhermal mass of most off the
build
dings. Figure 3, for exampple, shows ho
ow the buildiing’s
walls are reheated
d over periodds of sustained heating, whhere,
h
occupanccy, a low leveel of regular heat
h may provve to
for high
be more
m
economicc and better foor the cathedraal’s fabric.

Figure
F
5. Stabiilising effects of thermal mass on internaal
temperattures [6]

ntermittent heeating
Figure 4 clearlly illustrates thhe effect of in
nd then, becauuse of
wheere the buildinng heats up veery rapidly an
therrmal lag, coolls down durinng the week before being hheated
up again
a
on the ffollowing Sunnday. This particular
p
cathhedral
has a number off high value artefacts
a
inside the buildingg and
the relatively higgh RH figuress (65 to 85%) are not condducive
he preservatioon of these artefacts.
to th

Temperature ((°C)
C)

Figu
ure 3. An exam
mple of a cathhedral with inttermittent heaating

Fu
urther examinations need too be made off all cathedrals to
disco
over the rate of
o heating of tthe building based
b
on the boiler
capaacities and thee number andd output of th
he radiators. This
will give an indication of thee heat loss th
hrough the faabric,
depeending on the size of the buuilding and maay enable a coost to
be esstablished if the
t internal teemperature T was
w raised byy say
1°C (Figure 6). Note in this figure the staable nature off the
perature durin
ng the night aand the slow natural heat loss
temp
when
n the heating is switched off. Similarly
y, natural coooling
ratess need to be un
nderstood for the different cathedral
c
typees.
16
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8
6
4
2
0
0

2
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16
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2
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me (hours)
Tim

ure 6. An exaample of a snnapshot of tem
mperature hisstory
Figu
used
d to evaluate th
he rates of tem
mperature incrrease and decrrease
overr a 24 period
2.2EEnergyconsum
mption
Figure 4. Annother examplee of an interm
mittently heatedd
cathhedral.
Figure 5 show
ws how, by using
u
the theermal mass oof the
buillding, cathedrrals should be able to smootth out the pressently

Many cathedrals in Ireland doo not have acccurate costings for
umption figurees, often becau
use the figures for
theirr power consu
a nu
umber of churches are amaalgamated. Table
T
1 showss the
diffeerence, in the UK,
U between good practicee for ecclesiasstical
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builldings and tyypical operation [7]. In otther words tyypical
opeeration is almoost twice as bad as best praactice. There is no
reasson to assumee that the sam
me will not ap
pply in Irelandd and
thiss is being exam
mined in this project.
p
ble 1. Best praactice and typiical operationss in the UK [66]
Tab

Fosssil fuel

Good Practicce
80 KWh/m²

Typical Operation
150 KW
Wh/m²

Elecctricity

10 KWh/m²

20 KWh
h/m²

3

COMFORT
THERMALC

Thermal
T
comfoort is a conceept about whiich much has been
and
d is being writtten and reseaarched. The first
f
effort to ttry to
desccribe what is both subjectiive and perso
onal, was madde by
Hau
ughton in 1923 and this waas to describe thermal comffort in
term
ms of ‘the environmenttal variables of ambient
nt air
tem
mperature andd relative huumidity’ [8]. ANSI/ASH
HRAE
Stan
ndard 55 statees that thermal comfort is ‘that conditioon of
min
nd that exxpresses satiisfaction wiith the theermal
env
vironment’ [9].
Cathedrals
C
in Ireland and in general have a partiicular
prob
blem with thee concept of thhermal comfo
ort which is caaused
by the
t perceptionn that they aree cold and by the changingg uses
to which
w
the builldings are put.. If the buildings are in connstant
use and the operators have the resourcees to do so, then
ping the buildding at a relattively low lev
vel of conservvation
keep
heating of betw
ween 12° too 15°C and then raisingg the
mperature for a relatively shhort period fo
or a service, w
would
tem
seem
m to be the beest policy [5]. As Schellen
n points out, iit was
not until the 19600s that it was realised that heating
h
churchhes to
mal comfort levels would have detrim
mental
acceeptable therm
effeects on the bbuildings andd their conteents [5]. A sstable
env
vironmental ennvelope is whhat serves theese buildings best.
Thee European fu
funded Frienddly Heating Project
P
whichh was
und
dertaken betweeen 2002 and 2005 [10] speecifically sougght to
prottect and preseerve the cultuural heritage within
w
monum
mental
chu
urches. However the general recommeendation that it is
bettter to heat thee people in thhe church rath
her than the chhurch
itself, is not alw
ways practicabble due to thee changing usses to
whiich these buuildings are put which often necesssitate
changing the possition of the seeats. Most caathedrals in Irreland
cannot, for finanncial reasons, afford to keep the heat runnning
nstantly, evenn at conservvation levelss.
Consequuently
con
inteermittent heatiing is normallyy used.
Irreland has ann ageing cathhedral congreegation popullation
proffile and it woould be reasonnable to think
k that older ppeople
werre more susceeptible to therrmal comfortt levels. How
wever
reseearch suggestt that this is not the casee since the llower
mettabolism of oolder people is compensaated for by llower
evap
poration ratess [11].
For over 40 yeears the standdard way of calculating
c
theermal
mfort was to use Fanger’ss Predicted Mean
M
Vote (P
PMV)
com
mod
del [12]. Thiis system wass developed by
b Fanger andd was
baseed on collegee aged studennts in temperaate climates aand in
air conditioned
c
bbuildings [13].. This is not entirely
e
relevaant to
cath
hedral in Irelaand and a moore useful approach is know
wn as
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a
approach which iis based on fiield studies raather
the adaptive
than laboratory results.
gure 7 is the ASHRA
AE graph which
w
shows the
Fig
temp
peratures which people find acceptaable in naturrally
cond
ditioned buildiings, such as cathedrals. It
I should be noted
n
that the outside teemperature iss shown in C°° while the innside
peratures are shown
s
in F°. The advantag
ge of the adapptive
temp
apprroach is thaat as well as taking in
nto account the
envirronmental facctors of air tem
mperature, rad
diant temperaature,
air velocity
v
and hu
umidity, it alsso includes th
he personal facctors
of cllothing insulaation and mettabolic heat [14]. The genneral
conccept of adaptiv
ve thermal coomfort is that people will adapt
a
or ch
hange their own environm
ment until they
y reach a statte of
comffort. People coming to a cathedral may
m expect too be
colder that they would
w
like andd will therefo
ore put on anoother
layerr of clothing, or keep their ccoats on in wiinter, for instaance.
Olesson and Parso
ons [15] show
wed that peo
ople were ablle to
accept a wider raange of tempeeratures in naaturally ventillated
build
dings, such ass cathedrals tthan was the case in builddings
with
h a centralised HVAC system
m.

Figu
ure 7. Acceeptable operaative temperrature ranges for
naturrally condition
ned buildings [9]
3.1

Climatechange

Th
his research spans two ddifferent jurisdictions nam
mely
Nortthern Ireland (NI) and the Republic of Ireland (ROI). In
NI responsibility
r
for the envvironment is handled by the
Depaartment of thee Environmennt (www.doen
ni.gov.ni) and they
havee set specific targets for ggreenhouse gaas emissions of a
60%
% reduction in CO2 by 20500 with a 20% reduction
r
by 2020
2
with
h a minimum 45%
4
reductionn by 2035, all against a baseeline
of 1990.
1
In thee ROI it is the Environm
mental Protecction
Agen
ncy (EPA) which sets targets for greenhouse gas
emisssions and theey have set a target of an 80% reductioon of
green
nhouse gas emissions byy 2050 comp
pared with 1990
1
levells. To date, reeligious buildiings, in both jurisdictions,
j
h
have
been
n exempted frrom these targ
rgets but theree is no guaraantee
that this will contiinue to be the case.
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4

RESEARCHMETHODOLOGY

Research suggests that no work has been undertaken to
understand better the relationship between thermal comfort,
conservation and preservation, at an acceptable cost, in
cathedrals in Ireland. Empirical evidence also suggests that
environmental issues are not being addressed by the owners
and managers of these buildings. Accordingly it was decided
to address these issues in a number of different ways. It was
first necessary to draw up a list of the active cathedrals in
Ireland. A number of books have been written about the
cathedrals, including those in ruins, such as Galloway’s book
on the cathedrals of Ireland [16], but this research is only
interested in those cathedrals which are still in use. Next it
was decided to compile a questionnaire which would be used
during site visits which would therefore be completed by the
researcher and thus a response rate of 100% could be
expected. Then it was deemed appropriate to use a crosssectional case study of a representative sample of the
cathedrals and to install equipment in, and monitor for a
month during the heating season, some 20 cathedrals. This
data would then be examined to see if it was possible to group
various types of cathedrals together, depending on their age,
construction, use and location, to establish if an optimal
heating solution could be suggested, based on best practice.
Since these buildings are listed it was not possible or
desirable to attach equipment to them since this would have
inevitably adversely affected the fabric of the buildings. This
limited the type of monitoring equipment which could be
used. It was also important that the equipment was not
visible, that it could not be moved or removed and yet that it
could take the necessary readings. Accordingly the outside T
and RH readings were recorded using a Tinytag TGP-4510
which is a rugged outdoor temperature and humidity monitor
which measures T between -40°C to + 85°C and measures RH
between 0% and 100% [17]. Finding suitable places to place
this equipment on the outside of the cathedrals proved
especially challenging with the most suitable place being
found to be inside the belfry, where one existed. Belfries are
nearly always fitted with louvres which allow the loggers to
be fully exposed to the outside environment without exposing
them directly to the elements of direct sunlight and rainfall.
The inside T and RH were recorded every five minutes using
data loggers (OM-EL-USB-2, [18]) which are small, light and
easy to place. Again finding suitable places for these loggers
where they would not be seen or removed and still be at the
ideal height of 2 meters, was particularly challenging. Data
from these pieces of equipment were downloaded onto an
Excel spreadsheet for analysis. The cathedral staff are given
copies of the readings, without formal comment, in the hope
that they might be of use to them in understanding and better
controlling internal temperatures.
5

RESEARCHTOBECOMPLETED

During the summer months the remaining cathedrals which
have not yet been surveyed, will be, although all of the largest
cathedral have been surveyed to date. It may be deemed
necessary to monitor certain additional cathedrals during the
next heating season to improve the data available. During the
summer months some of the already monitored cathedrals will
be monitored again, in the absence of heating, to find out the

rate of natural environmental change within the building
depending on the external T and RH. This will prove valuable
information concerning the properties of thermal mass and lag
and will allow the cathedral managers to adapt and perhaps
shorten their heating cycles which will assist both in
controlling cost and addressing environmental issues.
A number of clear trends have been established to date.
There is a marked difference between the uses to which C of I
and RC cathedrals are put. RC cathedrals have more religious
services but many less other events such as concerts, dinners,
graduation ceremonies and so on, than C of I cathedrals. The
use to which the buildings are put has a very direct effect on
the amount of energy which the building uses. Secondly,
research suggests that the main factors concerning the
managers and owners of these buildings are thermal comfort
and cost. Conservation, preservation and environmental
factors are not mentioned when answering questions during
the site visits. Many of the systems are poorly maintained,
often as a result of cost and when they are replaced this can be
without due regard to current and possible future usage of the
buildings. Poor maintenance of the existing systems will
result in increased costs as the systems are not operating
efficiently. There is a lack of knowledge concerning the
operation and capabilities of the heating systems which may
result in inappropriate use which will again result in
increased costs and increased environmental damage. There
is also a lack of knowledge about how the buildings are
constructed amongst those responsible for them.
Few
managers of the buildings know for instance if the buildings
have any type of insulation. Lack of insulation in appropriate
roofs may result in a loss of over 35% of the heat generated.
There is a considerable amount of work to be done in
informing those responsible for the heating systems in Irish
cathedrals as to how these systems should be set up, in
accordance with best practice, taking into account the needs of
the users as well as the type and location of the buildings.
6

CONCLUSIONS

The owners and managers of these cathedrals do not have
sufficient data available to them to make informed choices
about how to best use the heating systems which are installed
in their buildings. The existing systems are often not the most
suitable for the current uses to which the buildings are being
put. Even when the existing system would appear to be
suitable, it is not usually being operated most efficiently. For
instance, a cathedral with underfloor heating, supplemented
with an LPHW system, had a recorded floor temperature of
40°C. This overheating of the inside of the building was
causing severe salt crystallisation on the surface of the
outside walls.
There is insufficient expertise available, on site, concerning
the operation of the systems installed and systems are often
inadequately maintained, usually due to cost constraints,
which results in poor performance and ultimately increased
costs both financially and to the environment.
Systems are replaced without taking account a holistic
approach to the whole building, which would include
provision of insulation and air movements. Current usage is
not always considered before expensive work is being
undertaken. There can be a lack of communication with the
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operators of the buildings and those specifying the equipment
to be used. Finally there is a lack of collective bargaining
when it comes to purchasing fuel and maintaining the
equipment, given the sector’s buying potential. Further
research work will allow best practice recommendations to be
made to assist cathedral owners and managers to make
informed decisions on energy provision on an on-going basis.
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Monitoring moisture in a historic brick wall following the application of internal
thermal insulation
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ABSTRACT: This paper monitors the in-situ moisture performance of a solid brick wall following the application of internal
insulation using the timber dowel technique. Six internal insulations including thermal paint on lime plaster, aerogel (AG), corklime (CL), hemp-lime (HL), calcium silicate board (CSB) and PIR were applied to wall sections.
Improving the thermal performance of buildings reduces building operational energy and its associated negative impact on the
environment. However, thermal insulation may increase moisture accumulation in walls undermining their long term durability
and lowering their thermal efficiency. Currently, there is a lack of knowledge on the performance of traditional solid walls with
respect to heat and moisture and the impact of internal insulation on their hygrothermal behaviour.
The changes in moisture recorded using timber dowels agreed with the moisture recorded using a commercial relative humidity
(RH) probes. All the wall sections showed a reduction in moisture content over time as the construction moisture dried. The
nature of the insulation significantly determined the wall moisture: after one year, the least vapour permeable and capillary
active insulation (PIR, aerogel and paint) had higher moisture contents than the lime based insulation (LP, CL and HL).
Moisture gradient across the wall (from the internal surface to wall mid-point) indicate that the lime based materials allow the
dissipation of moisture towards the interior surface which is retarded by the low moisture permeability of the paint surface,
aerogel and PIR.
KEY WORDS: brick wall; internal insulation; moisture behaviour.
1

INTRODUCTION

Retrofitting insulation to existing buildings can lower energy
requirements for heating and cooling reducing both emissions
and energy consumption. This has been recognised by the EU
and several legislative initiatives have been introduced for
building renovation and improving the energy performance of
buildings. The building sector is one of the key consumers of
energy in Europe using approximately 450Mtoe per annum of
which space heating accounts for around 70% of the total
energy use [1]. Minimising building energy use has the
potential to reduce the adverse environmental impact of the
building sector on the environment. Approximately 40% of
the existing EU building stock was built prior to 1960 and the
introduction of energy specific requirements [1].
External insulation is often the preferred method for
upgrading walls however, this approach is not usually
appropriate for historic building on account of the
architectural and historic significance of their facades. Internal
insulation can also impact on the historic character of a
building but is commonly considered a preferable alternative.
However, there are risks associated with this option, primarily
the accumulation of moisture within the wall and consequent
structural and material decay. The Sustainable Traditional
Buildings Alliance’s (STBA) report on the responsible retrofit
of buildings notes that there are knowledge gaps on the
hygrothermal performance of insulated walls [2].
This paper addresses the moisture risk posed by internal
insulation by investigating the in-situ moisture behaviour of a
solid brick wall following the application of a range of
insulations. When thermally upgrading a wall, the thermal

performance of an insulation is a critical factor however, the
insulation’s effect on moisture accumulation within the wall is
even more important as this can undermine the long term
durability of the structure. Therefore, it is essential to achieve
the optimum balance between energy saving and
hygrothermal risk. In some cases, it may be necessary to limit
thermal improvement in order to minimise the risk of moisture
build-up.
Water is widely regarded as the most prevalent cause of
decay in historic buildings. The most important principle is
that moisture must not accumulate in a wall over time.
Modern buildings are typically constructed using hard
impervious materials intended to prevent moisture from
entering the building. However, traditional and historic
buildings (predating c.1940), function under a different
premise, as their breathable fabrics of brick/stone and mortar
allow moisture to dry from the wall (both internally and
externally) preventing moisture accumulation over time. As a
result, traditional and historic constructions are usually more
vulnerable to moisture loads than modern buildings [3]
The risk of moisture accumulation in a particular wall is
dependent on multiple factors including weather conditions
(exposure to driving rain, sunlight, wind) and orientation.
Different orientations have different hygrothermal
performance depending on direction of prevailing wind and
trajectory of the sun [4]. The wall thickness, the properties of
constituent materials and the presence of insulation as well as
the level of occupancy and the behaviour of occupants
conducting water generating tasks such as drying clothes and
showering, also determine moisture accumulation in walls.
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The application of insulation on the interior of a traditional
wall changes the hygrothermal behaviour of the wall and can
result in moisture accumulation [5].
Insulation can increase the likelihood of moisture
accumulation on account of two primary reasons. First, the
reduced permeability of an insulation can impede the wall
drying towards the interior. In addition, insulation lowers the
wall temperature which reduces the drying capacity of the
wall and increases moisture condensation. Consequently,
Kunzel and Kiebl (1996) observe that there is no risk free
solution to avoid water accumulation [6].
There is no agreement on the most appropriate method to
accommodate water when internally insulating solid walls.
Two approaches are commonly used when insulating historic
structures to avoid moisture accumulation: vapour tight
system which prevent moisture entering the wall from the
interior and capillary active/vapour open insulation systems
that facilitate drying of the wall moisture.
In the vapour tight system, a vapour retarder is installed on
the interior side of the insulation to prevent moisture entering
the wall. However, vapour tight systems prevent drying
towards the interior, do not allow moisture buffering of room
humidity and perforations can result in substantial
underperformance. The popularity of this type of system is
likely on account of the limited selection of insulation
materials available over the past number of years [7].
In contrast, capillary active insulation works on the premise
that wall moisture can be transported towards the interior by
capillarity and the wall allowed to dry.
The moisture behaviour of vapour tight and capillary active
insulation systems reported by different authors in traditional
structures are inconsistent probably due to the wide variety of
insulation materials, walls, sources of moisture ingress and
individual circumstances.
A suitable internal insulation system must be tailored to
individual specific building requirements taking into account
the multiple variables that influence moisture accumulation.
As noted by Nielsen et al. (2012), the same refurbishment
method might have different outcomes when applied to
different buildings [8].
This paper informs on the moisture performance of a
number of internal insulation systems (for over 1 year
following application) by monitoring their in-situ
performance, when applied onto a solid brick wall. Moisture
was introduced into the wall in a levelling lime plaster and
within the wet insulation materials applied. Authors have both
identified that construction moisture can cause long periods of
high RH in walls with the associated risks [7, 9,]. A long-term
monitoring program is in place to investigate the moisture
behaviour of the walls over a longer time period.
2
2.1

METHODS
Thebuilding

The brick walls monitored belong to the Adjutant General’s
Building in the Royal Hospital Kilmainham, Dublin (Figures
1 and 2). The building was designed by the internationally
renowned architect Francis Johnson (1760-1829) and
constructed in 1805. It consists of 770mm brick walls
(400mm beneath the windows). The approximate dimensions
of the fired-clay bricks are 220*70*95 mm (length*height*
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width) and the mortar joints are between 25 and 30mm. The
exact structure of the walls is unknown however, the wall
under the windows is probably a solid, two-brick thick wall in
English bond while the remaining wall, also showing English
bond on internal elevation, may hold some infill as the wall
thickness does not correspond to the brick dimensions. The
exterior is a roughcast lime render that was re-rendered in
c.2005. The interior plaster was removed approximately 30
years ago and the building treated for timber decay at this
time.

Figure 1. Adjutant General’s Building in the Royal Hospital,
Kilmainham, Dublin.

Figure 2. Interior of building prior to the application of
insulation.
2.2

Theinsulationmaterials

Insulation was applied in three rooms to the north and west
elevations of the first floor as shown in figures 3 and 4. Each
insulated wall section had an approximate area of 10m2 and
comprised of three wall parts: above, below and to one side of
the window (Figure 3). Six insulation and two lime plaster
(control) sections were installed over a 3 month period as set
out in table 1. The walls were levelled using lime plaster
(table 1) before the application of the insulation. Timber fibre
board was also applied but an exterior system was mistakenly
used so its moisture behaviour is not included in this paper.
A thermal and moisture survey was undertaken prior to the
application of the insulation. The insulation was applied
between December 2013 and April 2014. During monitoring,
the rooms were heated using oil filled radiators (average
internal temperature c.18°C). The west and central rooms
were heated from September 2014 until April 2015 while the
east room was heated for a longer period (June 2014-April
2015).
The moisture storage and transfer properties of the
insulation materials were measured in the laboratory and are
included in a paper by the authors [10].
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Table 1. Details of lime plaster and insulation materials.
Material

Coat/thickness

Plaster to level
all walls

Scud coat
c.5-6mm
Scratch coat 2575mm to make
wall plumb
Floating coat
c.12mm
Skim coat
3mm
As above with 3
coats of paint

Lime plaster
(control LP

Paint on control
lime plaster (P)
Aerogel
(AG)

Cork Lime
(CL)
Hemp Lime
(HL)
Calcium silicate
board (CSB)

Aerogel and
plasterboard w/
foil19.5mm
Gypsum skim
coat 3mm
2*20mm layers
2*20mm layers
30mm

Proprietary skim
coat c.6-7mm
Thin PIR with
37.5mm
foil (PIR)
Gypsum skim
coat c.3mm
NHL –Natural Hydraulic Lime.

Composition
weight
2.5:1:0.63
sand:NHL5:water
2.3:1:0.67
sand:NHL3.5:water
3:1:0.6
sand:NHL3.5:water
1:1:0.5
sand:NHL2:water
Emulsion with
ceramic additives
Mechanical fixings
manufacturer spec

2.15:1
cork/lime:water
1:2.9:3.5
hemp:NHL2:water
Adhesive as per
manufacturer spec
Base and finish
coat
fixings as per
manufacturer spec

2.3

Insitumeasuredmoistureproperties

The insulation is present on two elevations (north and west)
which are exposed to different meteorological conditions
which will affect moisture behaviour in the wall. The
prevailing wind direction in Ireland is south-westerly.
Consequently, the west elevation will be exposed to higher
quantities of wind-driven rain however, it will also undergo
further drying from wind and the latter day sun. In contrast,
the north elevation will face less wind-driven rain and little
direct sunlight.
Moisture measurements were taken one month prior to the
application of insulation. Insulation was applied, between
December 2013 (M1) and April 2015 (M5), in the following
sequence: cork lime, hemp lime, lime plaster, paint on lime
plaster, aerogel, PIR and calcium silicate board. Moisture
readings were resumed at month 8 (M8) with additional
readings at months 11, 13, 15 and 17 so that M17 is one year
after completion of the insulation application. The largest
initial moisture content was present in the cork lime, hemp
lime and to a lesser extent lime plaster owing to their wet
application.
2.4

Measuringofwallmoistureusingtimberdowels

Relative changes in moisture content were measured using
timber dowels inserted in the wall and removed at regular
intervals. The moisture content of the timber dowel was
measured using a resistance moisture meter (Tramex PTM
6005). Changes in the moisture content of the dowel reflected
changes in the moisture content of the wall. The dowel gives a
good indication of changes in relative wetness [11]



Figure 3. Layout of insulation on west and north elevations.

Figure 5. Rod of dowels used to measure the moisture content
at different depths in the wall and schematic of rod with
dimensions (mm). Green- surface of insulation (wall surface),
blue – levelling plaster surface, red – original wall surface.

Figure 4. Building plan with location of insulation.

Rods of dowels were inserted in 14mm diameter cores
drilled approximately 420mm into the wall (figure 5). The
location of the rods is mapped in figure 3 as red dots. The rod
comprised of four sections of pine dowel (length 75mm and
diameter 12mm) separated by nylon spacers (length 30mm).
This allowed measurement of the moisture content at different
depths in the wall. The wall is approximately 840mm thick
(770mm external render and brick and c. 70mm levelling lime
plaster) with c.40mm of insulation. Dowel position 1 relates to
the insulation-plaster interface and positions into the wall 2, 3
and 4 relate to depths of 135-210mm, 240-315mm and 345-
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420mm. The timber rods are inserted approximately 320mm
into the original wall so position 4 is nearly at the mid-point
of the original wall. The position slightly varies depending on
the thickness of the insulation and levelling plaster. The hole
was plugged at the end to minimise ambient conditions in the
room influencing the moisture content readings. The rod was
inserted in the wall for 1 month, removed for the application
of the insulations and subsequently reinserted 2 months later.
It is likely that the room environment and probe itself
influence the measurement of the wall moisture.
Consequently, moisture measurements are relative changes in
moisture rather than quantitative values.
2.5

3.1

Table 2. Moisture reading of timber dowel and RH probe
Mesh size

MonitoringofwallRHwithprobes

The wall temperature and RH were monitored using Lascar
EL-USB 2+ temperature and humidity probes inserted into
holes drilled in the wall and sealed with tape. The hole depth
was c.130mm, extending through the insulation (c.40mm) and
levelling plaster (c.70mm) to the interior surface of the brick
wall. The RH readings are shown over a 1 month period and
show the response of the walls to changing moisture
conditions.
3

For example, they show that CL and HL have low moisture
values compared to the other insulation materials.
Additionally, the paint and CSB have the highest moisture
readings for both measurement techniques. Despite the small
RH range (56.5%-63.5%), the similarity in the trend of
moisture content of the insulations using the two measurement
techniques provides confidence of a satisfactory level of
accuracy on the moisture behaviour.

RESULTS
Measuringmoistureusingthetimberdoweltechnique
andcomparisonwithcommercialRHprobes

As discussed in the introduction, the timber dowel technique
involves inserting a section of timber dowel snugly in a wall
until equilibrium moisture content is achieved between the
wall substrate and the timber dowel. The dowel is then
removed at intervals and its moisture content measured using
an electrical resistance based moisture metre. Previous
research by the authors found that the timber dowel does not
measure actual wall moisture content but satisfactorily shows
relative changes in the wall moisture content [11]
As part of this research, the average readings of the timber
dowel were compared to commercial RH probes with the
results in table 2. The timber dowel method measures the
timber moisture content while the commercial probe measures
the RH of the ambient air in a hole in which the probe is
inserted.
The average readings of the timber rods at positions 1 and 2
(Figure 5) at month 17 were compared to RH probes inserted
into 130mm cores (approximately positioned at the levelling
plaster- insulation interface) for one month (M16-M17), 12
months after the application of the insulation. The RH
measured depends on moisture conditions but also on the wall
temperature as RH increases with decreasing temperature.
Therefore, low thermal conductivity insulation results in
higher RH as it reduces the wall temperature to a greater
extent. For this reason, the relative humidity was converted to
absolute humidity (using a formula derived from the ideal gas
law) that measures the total moisture present irrespective of
wall temperature.
The best agreement between the dowel and RH probe is the
PIR board that shows both very high RH for the probe
(c.89%) and moisture content in the dowel (13.2%). The
remaining probe results are within a small range of relative
humidity ((56.5%-63.5%) however both the dowel and probe
measurements largely agree on the relative moisture levels.
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LP
P
AG
CL
HL
CSB
PIR
Room

Average
timber
dowel %
(M17)
11.18
11.39
11.00
10.94
10.24
11.41
13.17

RH %

Temp °C

Absolute
humidity
(kg/m3)

56.5
63.5
62.9
58.5
58.9
60.8
89.2

16.3
16.5
15.3
15.3
16.1
16.2
13.9
17.5

0.00786
0.00894
0.00824
0.00753
0.00809
0.00841
0.01072

In addition, previous research by the authors investigated
moisture content in the timber dowels in varying RH
environments in the laboratory [11]. The results (converted to
absolute humidity) are plotted in figure 6 (blue). In this figure,
the RHK wall humidity values measured with the probe and
timber dowels are shown in red; and the black curves show
the typical relationship between environmental relative
humidity and timber moisture content (timber pine sorption
isotherm - extract from 12- black). The RHK readings (red)
overlaid in a position near the sorption isotherm suggests good
agreement in the readings of the probe and timber dowels. The
timber moisture readings in the dowel in the walls of the RHK
are what would be expected based on the RH measured by the
probes in holes in the wall.

Figure 6. Comparing moisture content in timber dowel and the
RH measured using the probe in the RHK wall, with previous
laboratory results and timber sorption isotherm.
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3.2

Overalltrendofmoistureinthewall

As discussed in the introduction, moisture movement in the
wall is exceptionally complex, with several interactions
simultaneously occurring at varying drying, wetting and
cooling cycles.
In the case study, significant moisture was introduced into the
wall in the levelling plaster and the wet application of
insulation. The overall trend of falling moisture content,
between M8-M17 (July to April) reflects the drying of this
construction moisture. The initial construction moisture
content in the wall varied, for each insulated section, on
account of moisture introduced by the levelling plaster and/or
wet insulation and the sequence of construction. The moisture
content at the final stage (at M17) ranged between 10.2411.39% (except for PIR) which is slightly above the average
wall moisture content recorded prior to the application of the
insulation (10.3% ranging between 9-11.9%). This suggests
that most construction moisture had dried by this time.
The small increase in wall moisture between M11 and M13
however indicates that other sources of moisture are also
contributing to the total wall moisture content. Moisture
vapour (diffusion and air movement) and rainfall are also
contributing to the total moisture content in the wall although
likely to a lesser extent than construction moisture.
The effect of the hygric properties of the insulation are
evident at months 13, 15 and 17 (M13, M15 and M17), as the
least vapour permeable and capillary active materials (PIR,
AG and paint) on average show higher moisture contents than
the lime based materials (LP, CL and HL).

Figure 7. Relative changes in wall moisture content over time,
(between month 8 and 17) measured with the dowel method.
In relation to drying, all the walls lost significant moisture
between months 8 and 11. It is difficult to compare the drying
rate for the walls on account of the varying initial moisture
content at M8. However, it is evident that the PIR has the
slowest drying rate. The aerogel and paint have similar drying
rates to the lime based insulations despite their higher initial
moisture content.
The aerogel and paint have similar drying rates to the lime
based insulations despite their higher initial moisture content.
Typically, drying rates are proportional to the quantity of
moisture present so wetter materials will dry at faster rates.
The slow drying rate (considering higher initial moisture
content) of the least permeable materials (aerogel and paint)
is likely inhibited by this characteristic while the good drying
rate of the lime based materials (cork-lime and hemp-lime) is
benefited by their high water vapour diffusion and capillary
activity. The CSB has a much slower drying rate than
expected, although at later ages, particularly between M15-

M17 (figure 7), the drying rate is much faster. It is likely that
the sensitivity of the CSB to changing environmental
conditions may have influenced the moisture content readings.
3.3

Moisturegradientinthewallovertime

The moisture profile of the rods in the wall should indicate the
direction of moisture transfer in the wall with moisture
moving from areas of higher concentration.
The moisture profile of the insulated walls (from the interior
to approximately mid-point into the wall) was monitored at
8,11,13,15 and 17 months with timber dowels. As
aforementioned, the rods have four sections of timber dowel
that are separated from each other by a nylon spacer. Each
section of timber dowel indicates moisture content at a
different depth in the wall (position 1 relates to the
insulation/levelling-plaster interface and positions 2, 3 and 4
relate to depths of 135-210mm, 240-315mm and 345-420mm
into the wall respectively- Figure 5). The beginning of the
curves in figures 8-10 below relate to position 1 and the end to
the midpoint of the wall (position 4).
Two rods were located in each insulated wall. The moisture
content of each rod was plotted to give an indication of the
moisture profile in the wall. A straight profile refers to less
than 1.5% moisture variation at the four positions of the two
rods. The angled profile relates to a constant gradient for both
rod measurements with a greater than 1.5% difference
between position 1 and 4 for at least one of the two rod
measurements. The humped profile means that the moisture at
the centre points is greater than that at either end by at least
1.5% for both rod measurements. When two distinctly
differing profiles were evident for the two rods, both are
shown. N/d refers to an undefined profile where the gradient
differs for the two rods are inconsistent.
These graphs represent the moisture distribution across the
wall rather than the actual moisture content which is not
comparable due to varying initial moisture contents.
During application of the levelling plaster and wet insulation,
moisture is introduced at the interior side of the wall (dowel
position 1 – left hand side (LHS) of curve) and drawn deeper
into the brick wall. As moisture dries in both directions, there
should be a reduction in moisture content and an equilibrium
of water distribution through the wall. If the internal
insulation is impermeable, moisture will be forced to dry
towards the exterior. Figure 8 shows a simplified visual
approximation of the moisture profiles in the wall on account
of water introduced during construction.
It is considered that construction moisture makes the greatest
contribution towards the total wall moisture at early ages.
However other sources of moisture also influence the profiles
with rainfall raising moisture from the interior wall position
(rod position 4) and internal room humidity transferring
moisture from the room side (rod position 1).

Figure 8. Simplified moisture profiles in the wall
considering construction moisture. The beginning of the
curves (left hand side) relate to position 1 and the end (right
hand side) to the midpoint of the wall (position 4).
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The average moisture content (of months 8,11,13,15 and 17)
at each position is shown in figure 9 and a visual
representation of the moisture profile at each month is shown
in figure 10.

also thank the OPW in particular Ben Fay, George Whelan
and Colin McAlloram for the installation of the internal
insulation in the Adjutant General’s Building. Laboratory
work and site support was provided by the Dept. of Civil
Engineering, Trinity College Dublin and the authors thank Dr.
Kevin Ryan for facilitating the experimental work.
4

Figure 9. Average moisture content (month 8, 11,13,15 and
17) at the different dowel positions (fig 5)

Figure 10. Visual representation of moisture profiles across
the wall measured using rods
The lime plaster moisture profiles in figures 9 and 10 indicate
that drying is consistently occurring towards the interior
which is consistent with its vapour permeable nature. The
lime plaster with paint profiles reveal that moisture is moving
towards the interior, although its higher moisture content and
the small difference in average moisture content between
positions 1 and 2 (figure 9) suggest that drying is inhibited at
the wall surface by the paint.
All the moisture profiles of the cork-lime and hemp-lime (CL
and HL) reflect the good liquid water capillary transfer of
these materials: moisture is distributed across the wall on
account of the moisture wicking ability of the materials
allowing drying towards the interior.
The moisture profiles of the PIR (and aerogel to a lesser
extent) largely suggest an inability for moisture to dissipate
towards the interior with an accumulation of water near the
surface of the original brick wall (humped profile) or evidence
of moisture moving towards the exterior. This is attributed to
the low capillary transfer and moisture barriers at the internal
surface of these insulations.
The CSB has a higher moisture content at the time of
measurement (due to construction sequencing it was applied
last). The profiles of the CSB at M8 and M11 suggest that
construction water is still in the wall and the following
measurements (at M13 and M15) indicate that drying is
occurring towards the interior facilitated by its highly
capillary active nature.
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CONCLUSION

This paper monitors the in-situ moisture performance of a
solid brick wall following the application of internal
insulation including thermal paint on lime plaster, aerogel
(AG), cork-lime (CL), hemp-lime (HL), calcium silicate board
(CSB) and PIR.
Timber dowel and commercial relative humidity (RH)
probes provided good agreement of relative changes of
moisture content in the wall.
The moisture content of the walls reduced over time as the
construction moisture dried. The moisture properties of the
insulation influenced this drying. At one year, the least vapour
permeable and capillary active insulation (PIR, aerogel and
paint) had higher moisture contents than the lime based
insulation (LP, CL and HL). The moisture profiles across the
wall (from the internal surface to wall mid-point) further
illustrated their moisture behaviour with the lime based
materials allowing the dissipation of moisture towards the
interior while, in contrast, this is retarded by the low moisture
permeability of the paint surface, aerogel and PIR.
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ABSTRACT: Wind noise generation from a solar shading façade is a design concern of engineers. A shading façade
consists typically of a series of fins which repeat sequentially and that is mounted at a certain distance from the building
surface, forming with it the sides of a duct where the wind can pass through. The flow instability created by the vortex
detachment from the fins can excite the acoustic mode of the duct and instigate a phenomenon of aero-acoustic resonance
which manifests with the generation of tonal noise. No design tools are currently available to assess the likelihood of tonal
noise to occur in similar façade. Existing guidance notes have been used by Arup Acoustics for the last 20 years and
have never been fully tested in the built environment to confirm their validity. A numerical methodology is presented
here which aims to predict, through the CFD modelling of the aero-acoustic resonant system, if the coupling of ducted flow
and vortex shedding around the fins element of a façade could lead to tonal noise generation.

KEY WORDS: Façade noise, Wind noise, Aeroacoustic resonance.

1

INTRODUCTION

Some level of flow-induced noise is likely to develop
around any structure/building or part of it exposed to the
wind. The characteristics of that noise and the conditions
under which it occurs will influence whether or not noise
from a particular structure is likely to cause annoyance.
Under certain conditions, wind flow across structures and
gaps within the building facade can adopt tonal
characteristics, which, if sufficiently loud and frequent, can
cause disturbance. This is due to the fact that this noise can
sound as a ‘whistling noise’ propagating through the
façade structure and may disturb the activities within and
outside the building.
Tonal noise from a building facade can be the
indicator of a physical phenomenon known as “aeroacoustic resonance” which typically occurs when, in a
ducted flow, a periodic vortex shedding develops having
frequencies which are close enough to one of the acoustic
mode of the duct itself.
In order to assess the likelihood of the wind
generated noise to occur, existing guidance notes have
been used by Arup Acoustics for the last 20 years and had
never been fully tested or studied extensively in the built
environment to confirm their necessity, and/or further
optimisation. For years they have been more of a “catchall” approach that is too often deemed impractical and
unreasonable from an aesthetic and façade engineering
standpoint (see Table I).

Table I: Existing guidance notes [1, 2].
Elements-aperture
Unsealed
slots,
apertures
and
exposed elements
within
façade
cladding

Wires,
circular
cables,
tubular
elements or hollow
sections

Array elements

Constructions

Dimension

Comments

>100mm

For exposed elements
introduction of vibration
damping treatments needed.
For cavities and apertures it is
recommended to close all
openings and apertures to avoid
the creation of resonant
cavities.

>50mm

If a bigger dimension than
50mm is not possible to be
included then provide special
damping treatment.

>100mm

In case of regular array of
elements, smaller dimension of
apertures should be avoided or
provide special damping.

>100mm

Irregular constructions should
be used to break-up vortex
street formations.

Recently, in light of the higher demand and use of solar
shading, there has been the need for the existing guidance
to be reviewed and further studied. A list of Arup
Acoustics projects have been selected falling within two
categories:
1. Projects analysed only through a desktop study and/or a
CFD modelling study of vortex shedding at fins
elements (without any on-site measurements or wind
tunnel tests) – the façade elements are studied with the
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likelihood of disturbance generated by the elements in
terms of ‘low, medium, high level’. The desktop
study has been based on the evaluation of the Reynolds
Number using as reference length the fins one (see
figure 1 and figure 2).
2. Projects analysed with on-site measurements or wind
tunnel tests – in this case, the likelihood of
disturbance generated by the façade elements is also
provided and confirmed in terms of tonal noise
frequency.

has been implemented for evaluating, using analytical
methods, the shape and layout of façade element in order to
avoid the instigation of aero-acoustic resonance.
Table II: Analysis of Arup projects with existing guidance
notes [1].

Assessed Projects

Project
1)
Desktop
study
undertaken

Project
2)
Site
measurement
s undertaken

Project
3)
Desktop study
undertaken +
wind
tunnel
tests

Project 4)CFD +
wind tunnel tests

Figure 1: Relationship between wind speed and Reynolds
Number with varying cross-dimension of the façade fin
[1].

Exhibits
Noise
or
predicted >
Low Risk
(i.e. Med
or High)
9

9

9

9

How it contradicts the Guidelines

Unsealed slots, apertures and
exposed elements within façade
cladding
should be > 100mm
Unsealed slots, apertures and
exposed elements within façade
cladding should be > 100mm –
louvre blades are 150mm but tonal
noise was measured. However a
regular construction with array of
elements was installed.
When arrays of elements are
presented in the façade it is
recommended the spacing to
be
>100mm - The spacing between
façade tube elements is designed
to be 10mm but no tonal noise
was found in the wind tunnel
Unsealed slots, apertures and
exposed elements within façade
cladding should be > 100mm - The
perforation dimension (rectangular)
is 20mm width and 90-305mm
height but no tonal noise was
measured in the wind tunnel facility.

2 AERO-ACOUSTIC BEHAVIOR OF A SHADING FACADE

Figure 2: Relationship between wind speed and Reynolds
Number with varying cross-dimension of the façade fin
[1].
In light of the limitations offered and discovered by the
existing acoustic guidance (see Table II), a design process
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Aeroacoustic resonance is experienced when a ducted
flow is interested by a periodic vortex shedding. The
frequency of vortex shedding approaches the acoustic
frequency of the duct a flow is interested by a periodic
vortex shedding and exhibits frequencies coincidence or
close enough to the transverse acoustic mode of the duct
itself[3].
As the flow passes the body, vortices are shed
periodically at a frequency that increases linearly with
the flow velocity. This relationship is characterised by a
constant Strouhal number. During aero-acoustic
resonance, the acoustic field modifies the hydrodynamic
field so that the vortex shedding frequency coincidences
with the acoustic resonant frequency not at a single
flow velocity, but over a range of flow velocities. This is
called lock-in [3, 4].
During lock-in the shedding frequencies remain
constant as flow velocity is increased until resonance
subsides and the vortex shedding process reverts to the
frequency indicated by the Strouhal number. This
behaviour is shown schematically in figure 3.
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toward the selection of more appropriate combination of
fins – ducted flow which follow within the off-resonance
range.

4

USE OF AN HYDRODYNAMIC ANALOGY TO SIMULATE
AERO-ACOUSTIC RESONANCE

The frequency of the transverse acoustic mode of a
rectangular section duct can be calculated using the following
formula [3]:


݂ܽൌ݊ܿȀʹݓሺͳሻ

Figure 3: Scheme of frequency synchronisation and
related sound pressure level (SPL) during lock-in
condition [3]
In a shading façade this can occur when the flow instability
created by the vortex detachment from the fins can generate
unsteadiness in the flow passing through the duct formed
between the shading façade and the building surface. This
can excite the acoustic mode of the duct and instigate aeroacoustic resonance that manifests with tonal noise.
3

Where c is the sound speed (340 m/s), w the width of the
duct and n the number of transverse acoustic modes in the
duct. The primary flow induced acoustic mode in a
rectangular section duct consists of a transverse standing wave
(i.e.normal to flow direction).
Tan et al.[4] proposed an hydrodynamic analogy in which
the acoustic field is represented as an oscillating cross flow
velocity boundary condition applied to an incompressible
flow. A sinusoidal velocity of the form  ݅ݏܣሺʹߨݐሻ is
applied perpendicularly to the flow direction as shown in
figure 5; A represents the acoustic particles velocity
amplitude. The analogy is well known in literature as it has
been applied successfully for the modelling of aero-acoustic
resonance of bluff bodies ducted flows [4].

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

The proposed methodology aims to investigate the
potential of a shading façade to generate tonal noise as a
consequence of lock-in being instigated between the fins
of the façade and the ducted flow configuration which
they form with the building surface behind them. This
involves evaluating if the following conditions are
occurring when a typical section of the façade is exposed
to wind flows:
A. The fins are generating a vortex shedding
phenomena at considered wind flows conditions
and,
B. The flow within the duct behind assumes an
oscillatory nature due to vortex shedding such to
excite the acoustic mode of the duct and,
C. The acoustic mode of the duct trigger in lock-in
range the vortex shedding frequencies of the fins.
In case that the above conditions are verified and
therefore aero-acoustic resonance is likely to occur for the
façade, then the methodology could guide the engineers

Figure 4: Vortex shedding and propagation of first
transverse acoustic mode.
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is visible in correspondence of the natural vortex shedding
frequency [4].

(a)

Figure 5: Scheme of cross flow oscillating velocity condition
to model the acoustic excitation.
5 METHODOLOGY APPLICATION TO A SHADING FAÇADE
LAYOUT
A series of CFD simulations are performed to solve the
flow around a typical sequence of fin elements of a shading
façade and the spacing behind it, this at a range of wind
conditions. In order to verify the risk of tonal noise being
generated by the analysed configuration, the following steps
are implemented:
6

EVALUATION OF VORTEX SHEDDING AT THE FAÇADE
FINS

The objective of this phase of the methodology is to verify
if a periodic vortex shedding may form, under the considered
wind flow conditions, from the fins.
A 2D model of a typical section of the façade is prepared. The
façade is exposed to 4 different cross flows at 10 m/s, 15 m/s,
20 m/s, 25 m/s and also 4 incidence angles for each flow
magnitude ( 0°, 22° , 45°, 67°). The presence of possible
vortex shedding structures is at first investigated by observing
the contour plots of the vorticity fields obtained for each of
the cases simulated.
During these analysis the time trace of the coefficient of
pressure (cp) is collected for each of the fins and a probe is
inserted at the center of the spacing formed by the shading
façade and the building surface to record time variations of
the velocity magnitude of the flow passing through it. A FFT
(Fast Fourier Transformation) of the time signal of the above
quantities (cp and V duct) is produced in order to
investigate their spectra frequencies content. In case of
periodic vortex shedding, a clear spike at a single frequency
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(b)
Figure 6 (a) Time trace of the cp collected at the
downstream fin. (b) FFT of the oscillating cp.
7 VERIFICATION
OF
RISK
OF
AERO-ACOUSTIC
RESONANCE DUE TO FREQUENCIES COINCIDENCE
(fV=fa)
The first transverse acoustic mode (f a) of the duct is
calculated using the empirical formula applicable to
ducted flow. At first comparison is considered to verify if
the frequency of vortex shedding obtained around the fins is
similar to the acoustic frequency which could be
instigated within the spacing behind. For the façade
configuration analysed the acoustic frequency has been
found to be fa =212 Hz.
This correspond to a frequency ratio fa /fv ~ 4.
However, the lack of coincidence between the
frequencies above does not ensure the lack of tonal
noise being emitted from the façade. The lock -in
phenomena in fact can trigger resonance in a large range
of frequency ratio and therefore this possibility must be
considered by the study.
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8 VERIFICATION OF RISK OF AERO-ACOUSTIC
RESONANCE DUE TO LOCK-IN PHENOMENA

9 CFD MODEL
ASSUMPTIONS

During this step the method focuses on investigating the
possible extents of the lock-in range. In particular it is
evaluated if the frequencies of vortex shedding, obtained at
the previous steps
could be driven in a lock-in mechanism
by the excited acoustic frequency and which is the
amplitude of acoustic necessary for this to occur.
Acoustic excitation is therefore introduced in the model as a
flow boundary condition. This is in the form of an oscillating
velocity representing the flow oscillation that the acoustic
wave causes once instigated. The oscillating velocity is a
sinusoidal wave of frequency (excitation frequency fexc)
equal to a ratio of fa, in the range of 0.5 to 1.5 and, with an
amplitude
A equal to 10% and 5% of the incoming wind flow. The
cp
is
collected
from
the simulations run with
excitation and the frequency spectras plotted. In the case of
lock-in, the frequency spectra shows a shifting of the vortex
shedding frequency in correspondence of the frequency of
acoustic (see figure 7) otherwise, if the system remain in
off-resonance conditions then the two frequencies (vortex
shedding and acoustic) are both appearing in the spectra,
this indicating that the two periodic phenomena are co –
existing but the acoustic wave is not able to enhance itself
and self-sustain by triggering vortex shedding into a
resonance phenomenon.

In the 2D model built to represent a typical section of the
façade the fins have a reference length (L) of 300 mm and
a pitch ratio measured at the fins edge (L/d) going from 2 to
5.
The width (w) of the spacing behind the fins is of 800
mm. The computational domain consists of an upstream and
downstream of 5 times the total length of a fin. The side
boundary of the domain are kept at a distance of 6 times
the width w.
The flow is assumed to be incompressible standard air
with ρ=1.225 Kg/m³ and μ=1.78×10-5 kg/m• s. The lower
inlet boundary has a constant velocity. The upper and outlet
boundary is defined with a constant static reference pressure
(0 Pa). The right and left side boundaries are maintained as
no slip walls for the simulations where no acoustic
excitation is provided.
When the acoustic excitation is imposed, these
boundaries are velocity inlets/outlet with an instantaneous
spatially invariant velocity which is temporally periodic and
with a zero mean.
The transient flow is solved using URANS. All modelling
steps are prepared using the commercial CFD code ANSYS
Fluent 14.5[6].

DESCRIPTION

AND

SIMULATION

10 SIMULATION RESULTS
10.1 NATURAL VORTEX SHEDDING FREQUENCY OF THE
FINS

Figure 7: Scheme of frequency synchronisation and
related sound pressure level (SPL) during lock-in
condition (ref).

The first set of simulations is executed with no acoustic
excitation to reproduce the vortex shedding phenomena
for each wind flow considered.
The contours of vorticity showed a clear and
strong vortex street for each simulations. The frequency of
vortex shedding is obtained from the FFT of the pressure
coefficient collected at each of the fins. Almost all
pressure coefficients of the fins demonstrated a periodic
behaviour for each of the wind speed and incidence angle
considered. For the flow velocities simulated the frequency
of vortex shedding were in the range of 40-30Hz.
In addition, the oscillation of velocities were
collected within the ducted flow, this displayed the same
flow periodicity that was achieved by the flow around
the fins.
Figure 8(a) that follows, shows the vorticity plot
obtained when the wind flow applied is 25 m/s and the
wind incidence angle 67º.
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Table III: Summary of spectra analysis results.
25 m/s - θ=67°
NO excitation
Cp
Fin1

(a)

No
periodic

fv (Hz)
─

With
excitation
A=10% v_wind - f a =212 Hz
Cp
No
periodic

fv (Hz)
─

Fin2

Periodic

~ 25

Periodic

Lock in

Fin3

Periodic

~ 35

Periodic

Lock in

Fin4

Periodic

~ 42

Periodic

Lock in

Fin5

Periodic

~35

Periodic

Lock in

Fin6

Periodic

~ 39

Periodic

Lock in

Fin7

Periodic

~ 40

Periodic

Lock in

Fin8

Periodic

~ 23

Periodic

Lock in

Fin9

Periodic

~ 25

Periodic

Lock in

Fin10

Periodic

~ 55

Periodic

Lock in

Fin11

Periodic

~ 25

Periodic

Lock in

Fin12

Periodic

~ 25

Periodic

Lock in

11 CONCLUSIONS

(b)
Figure 8: (a) Vorticity field at 25m/s and incindence
angle of 67° without excitation applied. (b) Vorticity
field at 25m/s and incindence angle of 67° with excitation
of A=10% of V wind and fexc=212 Hz.

10.2

EXCITED VORTEX SHEDDING FREQUENCY OF
THE FINS

The second set of simulations is executed with acoustic
excitation, this for each wind flow considered. The
contours of vorticity, in the case that have seen lock-in,
have showed a reduction of the
vorticity
content.
Figure 8(b) shows the vorticity plot obtained for the
wind flow applied of 25 m/s and for an incidence angle of
67º and with the applied excitation frequency of 212Hz and
A=10% V wind.
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The simulation have shown that at all the wind flow
velocities above the 20m/s the vortex shedding from the
fins can be triggered into lock-in by the excited acoustic
frequency as can be seen in table III which report the
response of vortex shedding of each fins for the analysis
carried out with wind flow speed of 25 m/s and incidence
angle of 67º. The methodology illustrated in this paper can
be used to verify if a combination of fins of a solar shading
façade and the spacing formed by the façade and the
building surface could lead to tonal noise, this as
consequence of aero-acoustic resonance being instigated.
The methodology could be further validated to verify which
façade features lead to an off-resonance condition.
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Bi-phase methodology for sensitivity analysis of complex models, applied to the
model of evaluating resilience in transport networks.
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ABSTRACT: Sensitivity analyses identify the importance of the model parameters and variables, providing a profound
knowledge of the model. Most of the sensitivity analysis implies a local evaluation of the variability of the parameters.
However, in those cases where the model involves a large number of degrees of freedom, these studies become highly time
consuming and incapable of obtaining conclusive solutions. This paper presents a bi-phase approach, by integrating a local into
a global sensitivity method. This methodology is recommended in those multidimensional models that make other approaches
inefficient. The global phase is based on the statistical distribution of the variables, providing a robust and reliable solution, with
low computational costs. With the aim of showing the potential of this approach, the method is applied to a complex existing
model. This model aims to evaluate the resilience in transport networks when affected by an extreme weather event. As
expected, this sensitivity analysis shows the large influence of the hazard intensity, but also shows how other variables, as the
size of the area affected by the hazard and the role that the users play, can modify the values of the sensitivity analysis
significantly.
KEY WORDS: Sensitivity analysis; Resilience; Hazards; Extreme Weather; Latin Hypercube; On-At-a-Time; Local Sensitivity;
Global Sensitivity; Vulnerability.

1

INTRODUCTION

A variety of extreme weather events, including river floods,
rain induced landslides, droughts, winter storms, wildfire, and
hurricanes, have threatened and damaged many different
regions worldwide. These events have a devastating impact on
critical infrastructure systems resulting in high social,
economic and environmental costs. For this reason, it is
imperative to develop a mathematical tool that is able to
measure systematically the impacts of extreme weather events
on infrastructures.
Once the model for assessing the impacts of climatological
hazards is developed, a sensitivity analysis should be carried
out. A sensitivity analysis identifies the influence of each
parameter on the outputs of the model, permitting a profound
knowledge of its behaviour. In addition, the definition of the
inputs will be more efficient after studying how these
parameters modify and influence the model.
Different methodologies to address a sensitivity analysis
have been developed previously. These methods can be
differentiated between local methods and global methods, the
former focuses on estimating the local impact of a parameter
on the model outputs.
Global techniques are based on sampling methods which
scan, in a random or systematic way, the complete range of
the parameters involved in the model. Selection of the
sampling strategy is crucial to the sensitivity analysis.

This paper presents a bi-phase sensitivity analysis, by
integrating a local into a global sensitivity method. This
methodology is recommended in those multidimensional
models that make other approaches inefficient. Especially, in
those cases where the model involves numerous degrees of
freedom, since other methodologies become highly time
consuming and incapable to obtain conclusive solutions.
The paper is organized as follows; Section 2 describes
different methodologies to develop a sensitivity analysis.
Section 3 introduces the proposed bi-phase sensitivity
analysis; in Section 4, the model to evaluate resilience, used to
apply the sensitivity analysis, is briefly explained, and in
Section 5, a case of study is developed. Finally, in Section 6
some conclusions and future research lines are drawn.
2

SENSITIVITYANALYSIS

A sensitivity analysis can be defined as “the study of how
uncertainty in the output of a model (numerical or otherwise)
can be apportioned to different sources of uncertainty in the
model input” [1].
Some of the main reasons to develop a sensitivity analysis
are highlighted:
x The model parameters require additional research for
strengthening the knowledge base, thereby the
output uncertainty is reduced.
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x Some model parameters might have a negligible
contribution, therefore they can be eliminated from
the final model. This would result in a reduction of
the required computational time.
x Bigger effort should be made in defining those
variables and parameters with larger contribution
into the model. The sensitivity analysis allows the
identification of those important variables and
parameters.
x The consequences in the results can be determined
when changing a given input parameter or variable.
Different methodologies to analyse the sensitivity have been
developed previously.
An initial classification can differentiate between global and
local methodologies, based on two different levels to carry out
a sensitivity analysis.
2.1

Localmethodologies

A local sensitivity analysis evaluates sensitivity at one point
in the parameter hyperspace. The local techniques aim to
estimate the local impact of a parameter on the model output.
A sensitivity coefficient is obtained, which is basically the
ratio of the change in output to the change in input while all
other parameters remain constant [2].
Some methodologies to develop a local analysis are, (a)
differential sensitivity analysis, based on partial differentiation
of the model in aggregated form; (b) one-at-a-time measures,
which is one of the simplest method to develop a sensitivity
analysis, is based on repeatedly varying one parameter at a
time while holding the others fixed and (c) the sensitivity
index, which calculates the output percentage difference when
varying one input parameter from its minimum value to its
maximum value.
2.2

Globalmethodologies

Global sampling methods scan in a random or systematic
way the entire range of possible parameter values and possible
parameter sets. These techniques analyze the whole parameter
space at once. Some methodologies to develop a global
analysis are, (a) simple random sampling, using Monte-Carlo
analysis. This method works by generating a random value of
the variable analysed and scaling this one to the target
variable via its probability distribution. (b) Stratified
sampling, which represents an improvement over simple
random sampling by forcing the sample to conform to the
whole distribution being analysed.
Any reduction in the number of simulations required for a
Monte-Carlo analysis will result in a reduction in
computational effort, for that reason, some techniques have
evolved and can outperform the simple random sampling.
As an example, (c) the Latin-Hypercube simulation is a
method of sampling that can be used to produce input values
for estimation of expectations of functions of output variables
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[3]. The method works by dividing the input into strata and
then generating samples so that the value generated for each
parameter comes from a different stratum [4].
3

METHODOLOGY

The applied methodology is an integration of two phases, a
local into a global sensitivity method. This paper presents a
combination of One-At-a-Time (OAT) for the local sensitivity
and Latin Hypercube (LH) sampling for a global approach,
[5].
3.1

Upperlevelapproach

In order to address the first phase of this sensitivity
methodology, a sampling strategy is carried out.
The selected global sampling procedure is the LH that allows
the reduction of the sample size. Due to the importance of the
pairing procedure, the method Translational Propagation
algorithm proposed by [6] has been implemented in this
analysis. The main advantage of this methodology is that it
requires virtually no computational time. When the sample is
obtained, the local sensitivity analysis can be accomplished as
follows. Considering that the total space is covered and the
sample is a reliable and robust representation of the entire
space, the model is evaluated for each point of the sample,
using a local sensitivity analysis.
3.2

Lowerlevelapproach

On the other hand, the second phase of this methodology is
based on a local technique to evaluate the sensitivity.
According to the OAT technique, the analysis is performed by
modifying every variable in each sample point in a percentage
to calculate the corresponding model response in that close
point. It is important to modify only one variable each time to
identify the behaviour of the modified variable. Measuring the
variation, according the OAT methodology, the sensitivity in
each point is captured.
This local method is as simple as efficient, however this
process can become quite intensive with larger models. Then,
instead of applying it in a large number of points to cover the
entire range of the parameters, a global methodology has been
chosen to obtain a sample of points that represents the
different variables.
The formulation to assess the sensitivity is based on the
concept of derivative, that is

[

Rd ( x, Y )  R( Z )
,
d

x, Y  Z , (1)

where Z is the set of variables involved in the model, x, is the
modified variable and Y, the subset of variables which remain
constant. R is model response calculated for the initial
parameter set Z and Rd+ is the model response when one
parameter has been increased by a percentage, d. Sensitivity,
denoted by , is a dimensionless parameter.
The percentage, d, is also a critical point, as small values
can show the instabilities of the model, being this behavior not
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according with the tendency of the model. However, if this
value is too large, the derivative loses its meaning.

4

The set of variables used for the sensitivity analysis together
with its characteristics are shown in Table 1.

MODEL

This methodology to develop a sensitivity analysis, is
implemented for a complex model. In this case, the model
evaluates the behaviour of a traffic network when an extreme
weather event takes place, determining the resilience of the
transport network ([7]).
The most common definition of resilience was given by [6],
as “the capacity to absorb shocks gracefully”, and a further
description of this can be found in [10].
With the aim of quantifying the resilience, [7] propose a
“Dynamic Equilibrium-Restricted Assignment Model”
(DERAM), which allows the simulation of the network
behaviour when a disruptive event occurs. This approach
permits the inclusion of the stress level of the system together
with the extra cost generated by the hazard. This model
proposes that the network behaviour is restricted by a system
impedance, .
The perturbation resilience is defined between (0, 100),
100% being the optimum value. Moreover, a cost threshold is
included to assume the system break-down. This value
restricts the perturbation resilience and is the limit-state
associated with the failure of the travel cost network due to
the extreme overcost generated by a strong perturbation.
Although the system could theoretically recover, it would
imply an unacceptable effort by the system.
With the goal of improving the resilience of a network when
affected by a hazard and having a better understanding of the
effects of extreme weather events, the weaknesses of the
system should be identified. Therefore, the resilience of a
network can be enhanced with the improvement of the most
influential variables of the model. With this aim, a sensitivity
analysis is carried out.
5

This traffic network consists of 5 nodes (cities), 16 links
(roads) and 10 routes, (see Table 2).

STUDYCASE

This methodology is applied in a simple traffic network to
analyze the sensitivity of a set of variables.

Table 1. Statistical distributions of the parameters
Links

Parameters

Distribution

Affected

h(t)

Beta

Distribution
parameters
=1.2, =3

No-affected

h(t)

Deterministic

0.001

Affected

pa

Beta

=1.2, =2.5

No-affected

pa

Deterministic

0.001

All links



Beta

=1.2, =1.2

Affected

a

Gamma

k=2.9,=0.5

No-affected

a

Deterministic

0.83

Affected

a

Gamma

k=7,=0.37

No-affected

a

Deterministic

4

Where a and a are parameters related to the traffic
characteristics; h(t) is the hazard intensity whose range is
(0,1), and pa is the specific sensitivity of each link to a given
hazard. For instance, in the case of pluvial flooding, pa
depends on the catchment area, slope of the road, type of
pavement, existence of element of protection, etc. Subscript a
implies association with link a.
For the following examples, the variables analysed will be the
ones related with the hazard, i.e., h(t), pa and . The sample
size selected has been 25 points and the percentages of
variation, d, are 1, 5, 10%. Figures 3-6 show the results
associated with the percentage of 10%, since the results for
the other percentages follow a similar tendency, excluding the
case of the 1%, where some numerical instabilities of the
model were identified.
For a detailed study of the rest of the parameters, see [9].
The sensitivity analysis is carried out by presenting different
scenarios, to figure out the influence of the climatological
parameters in the system. Moreover, a second goal is to
demonstrate that the sensitivity depends on other factors as the
area affected by the hazard, or the different possibilities that
the users have to avoid the hazard (redundancy of the
network).

Figure 1. Network.
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In order to reach this goal, two sections are presented, (a)
depending on the area affected by the hazard and (b)
depending on the redundancy of the network.
5.1

Consideringdifferentaffectedareas.

To increase the knowledge and the understanding of the
effect of the intensity of the hazard, three cases has been
developed, since the influence of this parameter is crucial.
To that end, each of the cases has a different area damaged
by the hazard, see Figure 2. First case (green area in Figure 2),
only the links between the node 2 and node 3 are exposed to
the climatological event. Second case (red area in Figure 2),
half of the network is altered by the perturbation and, finally,
in the third case, the entire network is affected.
Figure 4. Sensitivity of alpha and pa, links damaged 13-16.
Analyzing the first case, where only the links 13-16 are
affected by the hazard, it is evident that the intensity of the
hazard, h(t) (Figure 3) has a larger sensitivity than pa (Figure
4). In Figure 3, most of the points are within the range of 0 to
-2. Some of them can reach higher values from -2 to -4. On
the other hand, the sensitivity values of pa do not go over -1,
remaining a high proportion below -0.5.
It is noted that an increment in the values of h(t) and pa
implies a reduction of the resilience, as evidenced by the
negative sensitivity of these parameters.

Figure 2. Areas affected by the hazard.

Figure 5. Sensitivity of h, half network damaged.
Figure 3. Sensitivity of h, links damaged 13-16.
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Figure 6. Sensitivity of alpha and pa, half network damaged.

Figure 8. Sensitivity alpha and pa, all links damaged.

In the second case, Figures 5 and 6 show the sensitivy of the
three parameters, i.e, h(t),  and pa when half of the network is
exposed to the hazard. As can be noted from the Figures, the
sensitivity of all the parameters related to the hazard increases
substantially. When compared with the previous example, the
values are approximately 10 times larger for h(t) and pa and
five times for . This happens because the area damaged by
the hazard is larger for the second case. In addition, the
greater sensitivity of h(t) is corroborated with this example.

Finally, the third case, shown in Figures 7 and 8, confirms
that the values for the sensitivity of h(t) are even larger, since
that the whole network is damaged by the hazard.
Furthermore, the values of pa continue to be smaller that h(t).
5.2

Consideringtheredundancy.

In the previous cases, the focus was mainly in two
parameters, h(t) and p. However, the parameter alpha, the
system impedance, reaches the highest values, becoming a
very relevant variable. It is noted that an increment of 
implies an increment of the resilience.
The influence of alpha on the resilience index is larger when
users play an active role, that is, when they can improve their
situation by changing their routes.
Therefore, the sensitivity of this parameter is going to
depend mainly in the options that the users have to change,
that is, the redundancy of the system.
Table 2. Routes, defined by the links.

Figure 7. Sensitivity of h, all links damaged.

Routes

Example 1

Example 2

1-13-14
9-10-3
2-11-12
13-2
3-4
7-8
5-15-16
5-6-7
9-10
1-2

9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
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To prove the considerable variability of this parameter, a
second example has been introduced. For this new case, the
number of routes has been reduced, as shown in table 2, using
the case where half of the network is affected. Consequently,
the change options of the users have been reduced and the
active role that they can play has been decreased.

-

increases, the values of the sensitivity of this
parameter rise.
The analysis reflects the significant influence of the
system impedance, with the option of becoming as
important as the hazards intensity. However, this only
happens when users play an active role, that is, when
they can improve their situation by changing their
routes. If the users do not have route options and the
redundancy of the network is insignificant, it is
demonstrated that the parameter is not relevant in the
sensitivity analysis.

Future research will provide an extension of this
methodology, including aspects such as the topology of
the network, the road capacity and the traffic demand.
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ABSTRACT: Ireland’s most recent Energy White Paper proposes the guidelines for a radical transformation in the energy sector
in Ireland and an enormous reduction of CO2 emissions from 2015 to 2050. Biomass-derived synthetic natural gas (bio-SNG)
via gasification and methanation (GaM) represents a potential route to decarbonise the use of natural gas. This work presents the
initial assessments of suitable resource availability and performs GIS-based (Geographic Information System) mapping of them.
The ultimate goal of the work is to design a GaM-based bio-SNG production and distribution network that is environmentally
and economically sustainable. Results show that the energy potential of the feedstock for GaM has the potential to be 300% of
current bioenergy use, utilising wastes, residues and energy crops grown exclusively on low-value marginal land. The potential
key role of energy crops on marginal land is highlighted for further study. Future steps of the work will involve uncertainty
quantification, full life cycle assessment and techno-economic analysis of the proposed system.
KEY WORDS: Bio-SNG; Synthetic Natural Gas; Gasification; Methanation; Renewable Energy; Life cycle Assessment; GIS.

1

INTRODUCTION

Natural gas (NG) accounts for 29% of total primary energy
requirement (TPER) in Ireland, providing 15% of final energy
use and 48% of fuels used for electricity generation. 96% of
the NG used in Ireland in 2013 was imported [1]. In the same
year the overall renewable energy contribution to total
primary energy supply was 6.8%. Biomass is the second
largest renewable energy resource, with a TPER of 279 ktoe
(kilotonnes of oil equivalent), 31% of the total renewable
share. 49 ktoe are generated from renewable wastes and 58
ktoe from non-renewable ones [2]. The Sustainable Energy
Authority of Ireland (SEAI) forecast a large availability and
variety of biomass resources suitable for combustion (i.e.
thermochemical conversion) in Ireland, from waste products
to energy crops [3]. Gasification and methanation (GaM) is a
higher value energy conversion route than combustion, due to
the fact its product, Bio-SNG (biomass-derived synthetic
natural gas), can be injected into the gas grid [4]. This takes
advantage of the existing NG infrastructure and NG’s role as a
fuel of systemic economic importance that can be used for
heating, transport fuel and electricity generation.
Life cycle assessment can be used to study and optimise an
overall energy system based on GaM technology, minimizing
emissions and proposed overall cost, to make it
environmentally sustainable and commercially viable. The
objectives of this work is to evaluate the energy potential of
possible feedstock categories including agriculture and
forestry residues, municipal solid waste (MSW), digestate
from anaerobic digestion (AD) facilities, and dedicated energy
crops grown on currently under-utilised marginal land.
The first part of this work consists of reviews of literature
and national reports in order to obtain a preliminary
quantification of available bioenergy resources in the

Republic of Ireland (ROI) to design a nationwide bioenergy
system. The resources identified in this assessment include
indigenous second generation biofuels, which can be used as
feedstock for thermochemical conversion to bio-SNG through
the GaM processes. In the second part of the work the spatial
distributions of the resources in the territory of ROI is
presented with ArcGIS. Knowing the exact location of
possible highly intense bioenergy areas is important
information for siting and sizing of future GaM plants. In this
study there are a large number of uncertain parameters that
affect the energy recoverable from each feedstock and that can
impact on the design of a bioenergy system.
2

RESOURCEASSESSMENT

This study focuses on second generation biofuels, which do
not compete for land use with agri-food or other industries.
The resources studied are: agricultural residues, energy crops
represented by Miscanthus in this case, forestry residues, dry
mixed non-recyclable MSW, and digestate from AD facilities.
The first three categories, which are lignocellulosic materials,
are widely recognized as feedstock for gasification [5], while
MSW and digestate are considered possibilities for waste-toenergy solutions [6] [7], which address waste management as
well as energy challenges. The global energy potential (E)
from the studied resources is given by:
 ܧൌ ܧ  ܧா  ܧ  ܧெௌௐ  ܧௗ

(1)

Where Eag, EEC, Efor, EMSW and Edig are the energy potentials
in units of kilotonnes of oil equivalent of agricultural residues,
energy crops product, forest residues, MSW and digestate
respectively.
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2.1

AgriculturralResidues

In
n the cases off agricultural residues and
d energy cropss, the
available annual energy potenttial (Ei) of a feeedstock i (in units
k
is calculaated using equuations (2) and
d (3):
of ktoe)
ܧ ൌ ݉ ή ܸܪܮ 

(2)

݉ ൌ ܣ ή ܻ

(3)

Where
W
mi is tthe available annual quan
ntity in tonnees of
feed
dstock, LHVi iis its lower heeating value (L
LHV) in kilotoonnes
of oil equivalennt per tonne. In the casee of residuess, the
quaantity availablle is proportioonal to the areea covered byy that
crop
p in hectares (Ai) and the yield of resid
dues per hectaare in
tonn
nes per hectarre (Yi). In casee of agriculturral residues, raanges
of yield
y
of residuues at 15% off MC values from Teagascc [10]
and
d the SEAI [111] [3], and LH
HV at 15% off MC in kilotoonnes
per hectare from
m the ECN Phyllis2 dattabase [8] giive a
oretical energgy potential of 420-580
0 ktoe, whicch is
theo
sum
mmarised in T
Table 1. Howeever only 5% of this quanttity is
available for eneergy production, as around
d 95% is useed for
mal bedding and mushrooom compost [3].
[
Thus the final
anim
energy availabilitty from agricuulture residuess (Eag) is estim
mated
a
20-30 kktoe. Note vallues of Ai, mi and LHV are ggiven
at around
in units
u
of kilo--hectares (khaa), kilotonness (kt) and G
GJ per
tonn
nes (GJ/t).
2.2

EnergyCrrops

In
n this work oonly energy crops
c
that do not compete with
exissting industriies have beenn considered
d, which therrefore
rulees out existinng methods of energy crrop productioon in
Ireland, includingg rape seed oiil. This impliees that only ennergy
ps grown on unutilised orr under-utiliseed land shouuld be
crop
con
nsidered. Rouggh grazing areeas can be rep
purposed to ennergy
crop
p cultivation without imppinging on existing
e
activvities.
From the last Ceensus of Agriiculture (2010
0), 436,000 hha are
voted to rouggh grazing [112]. Part of this area inccludes
dev
Speecial Areas off Conservationn (SACs), inaccessible, roccky or
acid
d soild areas.. Excluding this
t
areas, th
he available rrough
grazzing area iss reduced too 140,130 ha.
h The yielld of
Misscanthus at drry matter is considered to be 10 tDM/ha from
Teaagasc [13], coonsidering a reasonable aveerage-low yielld for
marrginal lands, aand its LHV iss 18 GJ/t from
m the ECN Phyyllis2
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datab
base [8]. From equationss (2) and (3) it results 6002.33
ktoe of energy pottential (Eec).
2.3

ForestryRe
esidues

Fo
orests cover 731,650
7
ha, 1 0.5% of land
d area of ROI, of
whicch 54.1% is ow
wned by Coilllte [14]. Acco
ording to the Irish
afforrestation prog
gram, the lannd covered by
y forest is seet to
increease by 10,00
00 ha every yyear until 203
35 [15]. Due to a
lack of data at preesent, forestry residues enerrgy potential (E
( for)
a
to be
b 89 ktoe [3]. This fig
gure is curreently
is assumed
undeergoing detailed assessmeent and will be presentedd in
futurre publications.
2.4

MunicipalSSolidWaste

Iriish Municipal Solid Waste management is predominaantly
based on landfill. 1,000,000 t oof waste is laandfilled annuually,
m
in 2012
2
whicch represents 41% of the total MSW managed
[16]..
Table 2. En
nergy potentiaal available frrom MSW.
Reference
R

[17]
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[kt]
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4

Ek
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184.7
1

155
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P
and
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c
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6.44

94.9
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43.1

21.5
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9.31

7.8

1.7

2
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2.584
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4.4

5

435.9

388.7
3

135

Total

he recyclable component
c
off MSW is recy
ycled, the orgganic
Th
fracttion is digesteed/composted,, and the rem
maining dry mixed
m
resid
dues are landfiilled or incineerated. The lan
ndfilled portioon of
MSW
W contains a combinatioon of plasticc, wood, orgganic
mattter, paper, wood
w
textiles which can be processedd by
gasiffication. Equaation (4) is uused to calcu
ulate the poteential
from
m dry mixed waste
w
(EMSW):
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ܧெௌௐ ൌ σൣሺݔǡு ή ݉ு ሻ  ሺݔǡேு ή ݉ேு ሻ൧ ή ܸܪܮ

(4)

Where
W
xk,H andd xk,NH are thee mass fractions of materiaal k in
the overall houssehold and non-household
n
d landfilled w
waste
masss, mH and mNH respectivvely in tonness, and LHVk iis the
LHV
V of each matterial k from the
t World Ban
nk database [117] in
kilo
otonnes of oill equivalent per
p tonnes. Taable 2 summaarises
the energy potenttial of MSW. Note that values of mi andd LHV
p tonnes (GJJ/t).
are given in unitss of kilotonness (kt) and GJ per
2.5

DigestatefromADFaciilities

Digestate
D
from
m AD facilitiies is anotherr potential ennergy
reso
ource. In 20133 only 11 ktooe was derived from biogaas [2],
whiile most of tthe energy coontent is leftt in the digeestate.
Equ
uation (5) andd (6) are used to calculate th
he energy poteential
(Ediig):
݉ௗ ൌ ݉ ή ሺͳ െ ݕሻ

(5)

ܧௗ ൌ ܪܮ
ܸܪௗ ή  ݉ௗ

(6)

Where
W
min is thhe input masss entering the digester accoording
to the
t Environmeental Protection Agency (E
EPA) [18] in units
of tonnes,
t
y is thhe organic maatter reduction
n factor, mdig iis the
outp
put digestate in tonnes, andd LHVdig is th
he LHV in unnits of
kilo
otonnes of oil equivalent peer tonne. Two
o limiting scennarios
are considered, assuming organnic matter red
duction (OMR
R) due
A of 40 annd 60%. Table 3 shows th
he results of these
to AD
scen
narios. Note thhat values of mi and LHV are given in unnits of
kilo
otonnes (kt) annd GJ per tonnnes (GJ/t).
Table 3. Ennergy potentiaal available fro
om digestate.
Reference
R

Low
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H
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Energy [ktoe]

2.6

[8]
LHVdig
[GJ/t]
11.17
11.17

y
0.44
0.66

[18]
min
[kt]
270.6
270.6

mdig
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Edigig
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E
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Fiigure 1. Compparison of calcculated total potential bio-S
SNG
resource
r
(E) w
with current thermochemical use of biomaass
(E2013
maximum foreecast thermoch
hemical bioennergy
2 ), and the m
use in 20030 (E2030).

dding the reso
ource estimatees described above
a
gives a total
Ad
poten
ntial bio-SNG
G resource (E)) of 1,762-1,7
783 ktoe. Figuure 1
comp
pares this low
wer value of E to the curren
nt thermochem
mical
use (i.e.
(
direct combustion) off biomass in Ireland (E2013) [2],
and the maximum
m forecast theermochemical bioenergy usse in
0 (E2030) [3].
2030
3

TRIBUTION
SPATIALDIST

nowledge of resource
r
spatiaal distribution
n is crucial forr life
Kn
cyclee assessment of
o large scale production of bio-SNG, which
w
can be used to id
dentify areas oof high resou
urce intensity (hot
spotss) and to optiimise the suppply chain. ArrcGIS softwarre is
used
d to visualise spatial data and to create layers for each
resou
urce. Figure 2 to Figure 6 show the in
ntensity of ceereal
crops, private forrests, state forrests and rou
ugh grazing arreas,
m which residu
ues and energgy crops can be
b harvested. The
from
inten
nsity of thesee resource loccations is vissualised for every
e
electtoral division
n (ED) in IIreland and is calculatedd by
Equaation (7).
ܫǡ ൌ 

ೕǡ

(7)

ಶವǡ

Where
W
Aj,l is th
he area coveered by the specific
s
sourcce of
biom
mass j (cereal crops, forestt or rough graazing land) inn the
electtoral division l, and AED,l iss the total areea of the electtoral
divission l, all in units
u
of hectarres, and I is th
he intensity off the
source in each ED
D.
here are 3,409 EDs in Irelannd. All the datta for each ED
D are
Th
conssidered uniforrmly distributted. All the maps are inn the
projeected coordin
nate systems IRENET95 Irish Transvverse
Merccator. The distribution of prroduction of MSW
M
destinedd for
landfill, as well as
a the locatioons of currentt landfill and AD
d are shown inn Figure 7.
facilities in Ireland
a
is ppresented in two
t ways Figuure 2
Daata for cereal agriculture
and Figure 3. Fig
gure 2 shows the total cereal crop intennsity
distrribution (data from CSO via personall communicattion)
while Figure 3 sh
hows the propportion of eaach type of ceereal
(win
nter and spring barley, oats
ts, wheat and other cerealss) in
each
h county [12]. The two figgures are used
d because data on
indiv
vidual cereal crop area perr ED is not available.
a
Whhat is
evident from the maps
m
is that ccereals cultivaation is focuseed in
S
and East, with abundaant spring barrley.
the South
Fo
orestry activity
y, both state--operated and private is shhown
to bee dispersed th
hroughout thee ROI (Figuree 4 and Figuree 5).
Thesse maps are ob
btained from C
Coillte and the Forest07 dattaset
from
m the Departm
ment of Agricuulture, Food an
nd the Marinee via
perso
onal commun
nication. Withh the Afforestaation Scheme, the
privaate forest areaa will expand until 2035 [15]. Residues from
f
clearr felling and thinning,
t
whicch are too sm
mall for the tim
mber
indu
ustry, can be collected froom the areas identified inn the
figurres.
Th
he total rough
h grazing areaa is estimated to be 436,377 ha
in the
t
Census of
o Agriculturre 2010 [12
2]. This incluudes
mou
untains and roccky land on w
which the livestock have grazed
durin
ng that yearr, including SACs. Overrlaying the SAC
S
boun
ndaries [19], areas
a
the areaas with slope greater than 15%
and altitude greatter than 10000 m [20], roccky areas[21] and
(
lower thhan 5) [22], the amounnt of
acid soil areas (pH
availlable rough grrazing area inn non-protecteed land is 1400,130
ha (F
Figure 6). Th
his equates to 2% of ROI land area. Roough
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grazing area can be evaluated for the cultivation of energy
crops such as Miscanthus, which is highly adaptive to
different kind of soils [23].
Figure 7 shows the distribution of the production of MSW
destined for landfill, assuming uniform per capita production.
It also shows the landfill facilities in the ROI in which MSW
is managed. AD facilities are also included in the map for the
use of digestate as GaM feedstock.

Figure 3. Breakdown of cereal type production by county.

Figure 2. Total cereal crops intensity distribution by ED.

Figure 4. Coillte state-operated forestry intensity by ED.
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Figure 7. Production of MSW destined for landfill, and
locations of landfill and AD facilities.

Figure 5. Private forestry intensity by ED.
4

Figure 6. Available rough grazing area intensity by ED.

DISCUSSIONOFRESULTS

This study shows the approximate potential of resources for
producing bio-SNG through gasification and methanation in
Ireland. Waste and residues could cover the current share of
solid biomass in the TPER by producing higher-value bioSNG through GaM, when compared to traditional biomass
combustion. This work also shows the potential key role of
energy crops, such as Miscanthus, which can be cultivated on
low-value marginal land and can lead to an immense
expansion of bioenergy potential, while bringing local
economic benefits. With the introduction of energy crops such
as Miscanthus, 880 ktoe would be available annually, 300%
the current biomass energy supply.
The use of waste and residues can lead to more sustainable
waste management and positive side-effects. Recovering
MSW could reduce the practice of landfilling. Using digestate
from AD facilities as feedstock for gasification could extract
part of the energy potential left in the solid matter after
digestion.
Moreover typical gasification fly ashes are
unattractive as fertilizer, because of their high carbon content.
They can however be reused as fuel, in an indirect gasifier,
which is suitable for bio-SNG production [24], producing
low-carbon ashes, whose mineral content (K, Mg, Ca, Na, S)
make them a suitable raw material for fertilizer production
[25].
The spatial distribution of the resources is important
information for the design of a nationwide bioenergy system,
which will ultimately include pre-treatment, transport, storage,
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conversion and injection in the grid of the produced bio-SNG.
This can inform the economic viability of the development of
individual areas, siting and sizing for plants, the volume of
resources involved and their transport and the distance
travelled.
5

[2]
[3]

[4]

CONCLUSIONSANDFUTUREWORK

This resource assessment is the first stage of a larger
research work which consists of a life cycle assessment
production bio-SNG production via a nationwide system of
gasification and methanation in Ireland. The resources
considered include agricultural residues, forestry residues,
energy crops, MSW and digestate from AD facilities. This
study has identified the potentially crucial role to be played by
energy crop cultivation on marginal low-value land. However,
the uncertainties associated with these findings are unknown,
and possibly very high. Therefore the next steps of this work
are to carry out a detailed assessment of the key variables
needed to calculate Miscanthus yield in poor quality soils.
After this, the levels of uncertainty associated with the model
will be studied and quantified. The quality of the primary data
required by the model can be evaluated in a pedigree matrix
[26] which will quantify the quality by five indexes:
reliability, completeness, temporal correlation, geographical
correlation, future technological correlation and sample size.
Flowcharts of data manipulation have already been drawn to
track the flows of data and uncertainty propagation [27] and
will be maintained as points of reference for each resource.
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ABSTRACT: The purpose of this work is to determine the possibility of developing a Net Zero Energy (NZE) dairy farm in
Ireland from a net energy consumption versus net renewable energy generation viewpoint. This paper provides a unique
viewpoint for an Irish dairy farm setting and promotes the use of renewable technologies within the agricultural industry. This
analysis of NZE was assessed through a life cycle energy assessment methodology for one calendar year. From the analysis of
the dairy farm, it was found that the net energy intensity was 0.62 MJ/L milk. The largest energy consumer was from the
synthetic fertiliser used within the dairy farm accounting for approximately 63% of gross energy use and likewise accumulates
the largest emissions of 99.7 tCO2 for the year. Indirect energy consumption within the dairy farm was found to outweigh direct
energy usage at a ratio of 8:1. A scenario basis was adopted to quantify the possibility of NZE dairy farm through analysing four
different types of renewable technologies (solar, wind, biogas and biomass). It was established that the development of NZE
dairy farm is possible from the study farm analysed. The implementation of the optimal renewable technology for the study
dairy farm (AD through using cattle slurry and 10% of the dairy farm land area with maize silage) achieved a reduction in net
energy of -1,611 GJ for the dairy farm. This indicates that this study dairy farm could become a net energy production facility
rather than a net energy consuming facility, and more importantly become the first classified NZE dairy farm in Ireland.
Through the implementation of the renewable technologies within the dairy farm, approximately 223.2 tCO2/annum could be
saved.
KEY WORDS: Energy; Diary Farming; Net Zero Energy; Renewable Technologies; Sustainability.
1

INTRODUCTION
1.1

Background

The dairy farming sector is one of the most important and
influential agricultural sectors in Ireland. Reducing energy
and greenhouse gas emissions from the dairy farm industry
provides the motivation for this research; along with future
predictions from the Harvest 2020 report which foresees Irish
milk production expanding dramatically by at least 50% by
2020 [1]. This dramatic increase will not come without
drawbacks, as Irish agriculture already has the highest GHG
emissions per sector accounting for 32.3% of the national
greenhouse gas emissions [2]. Through increased milk
production intensity, dairy farming in Ireland will become
even more energy and emission intensive. Considering the
above, Irish dairy farmers are already finding it increasingly
challenging to operate sustainably in a cost effective manner.
Renewable technologies used within this report, namely,
solar PV, micro-wind, anaerobic digestion and biomass are
tried and tested technologies in many parts of Europe.
However, the development of these technologies in Irish dairy
farms has been significantly slower in comparison with its
European counterparts.
1.2

Focusofpaper

The Net Zero Energy (NZE) concept is relatively new and not
widely defined, however, the US National Renewable Energy
Laboratory has headed much of the work on net zero energy
to date, which is predominately orientated to commercial and
domestic buildings. The purpose of this paper is to determine
the possibility of developing a NZE dairy farm in Ireland from
a net energy consumption versus net renewable energy
generation viewpoint. This provides a unique viewpoint for an
Irish dairy farm setting and promotes the use of renewable
technologies within the agricultural industry.
Upton et al [3] (Ireland) and Wells et al [4] (New Zealand)
completed analysis on the gross energy consumption of the

dairy farm. However, the analysis of net energy consumption
of dairy farms in Ireland is a unique focus of this paper.
The paper firstly outlines the net energy analysis completed
for the study dairy farm, and secondly highlights the results of
implementing the optimum renewable energy technology to
the dairy farm with the aim to achieve NZE under technical
and economic conditions taking a cradle to farm gate life
cycle approach.
A NZE dairy farm is a farm that has a net zero energy
balance over a set period of time, usually taken as one year.
This is achieved through the generation of energy from
renewable technologies and through an energy efficient dairy
farm design. Through the development of NZE dairy farm, a
more sustainable and environmentally friendly strategy for the
dairy agricultural sector can be attained.
1.3

Objectivesofpaper

The key objectives of the paper are to:
• Investigate the net energy consumption of an Irish dairy
farm;
• Appraise renewable and efficient technology investment
strategies with associated costing analysis for the study dairy
farm;
• Analyse the viability of a NZE dairy farm through the
development of different scenarios.
2

METHODOLOGY
2.1

Datacollectionandprocessing

An 85 hectare dairy farm with 125 milking cows was
investigated through detailed questionnaires and farm visits.
Selection criteria of this dairy farm included the availability of
financial information, data on herd size, and the ability and
willingness of the farmer to collect and maintain accurate
energy related data. All data was collected for the year 2014.
All inputs and outputs necessary to compile the life cycle
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energy assessment were recorded manually by the dairy
farmer and compiled by the author.
The approach taken within this report was to perform a lifecycle analysis of the technical and environmental aspects of
the dairy farms energy consumption, which examined direct,
indirect, and gross energy from cradle to farm gate. Giving an
indication of the net energy requirements of the dairy farm to
produce milk.
This was followed by the technical analysis of four different
renewable energy technologies that could be installed within
the dairy farm, which would be used to help reduce the net
energy requirements of the farm. The four different
technologies and products analysed are shown in Figure 1.

change. And finally this research does not take into account
the co-products such as cow meat.

Figure 2: Flow diagram of the LCA framework of paper.
2.3

Figure 1: Model flow diagram of the relevant technologies
used in the paper.
2.2

LCAScopeandboundaries

The first step in the model development was the establishment
of an LCA framework (shown in Figure 2). This framework
identifies connections between the different on farm
operations and includes both direct and indirect energy
consumption. Further to this, the model also includes a
framework for the different renewable energy technologies.
This study includes the dairy production from field/cradle to
farm gate, using a top down methodology to assess the energy
requirements of the dairy farm and the potential renewable
energy production of different renewable energy systems. The
system boundary is defined from field to farm gate, which
implies that energy use was quantified for all processes
involved up to the moment that milk left the farm gate,
including production and transport of diesel, concentrates,
roughage, seeds, herbicides, and chemical fertilizers.
The energy required for milk transport offsite from the dairy
farm is not considered. Calculations relating to on-farm
activities, incorporates energy consumption and emissions
from all agricultural operations on the dairy farm including
external contractors work on the farm.
Indirect energy and GHG emissions calculations incorporate
manufacturing and transport of fertilisers, seeds and
chemicals; excluding embodied human input, the milk
production process on-farm, capital inputs such as the energy
embodied in machinery and sheds and the transport of certain
feedstuffs, due to its variable nature from year to year on the
dairy farm. Further to this, it does not take into account the
environmental impacts and other factors to do with land use
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Functionalunitsandreferenceunits

It is beneficial to express the results in terms of energy content
of the final delivered product. Therefore, the reference
functional unit to characterise the NZE dairy farm is MJ/litre
milk. Another functional unit namely, MJ is also used to
analyse the net energy of the dairy farm. This helps to give a
clear comparison between the significant results attained
within this analysis and other studies in the area.
The accuracy of the energy consumption of the dairy farm
within this model is compared to results from previous reports
namely; Upton et al [3], and through a comparison with the
different renewable energy models such as Retscreen, to help
verify the results attained for the renewable energy production
aspect of the model.
2.4 Dairyfarmenergyanalysismethodology
The energy consumption calculation of the dairy farm follows
the basic formula as shown in Equation 1.
E = (I x F)
Equation 1
Where: E = total energy consumption in MJ;
I = the amount of input or activity, expressed in a
reference unit (such as litre);
F = the energy factor, expressed in MJ/reference unit.
In this equation, two types of data are used:
- The raw or primary data, expressing the amount of inputs
from the dairy farm, such as diesel in litres or electricity in
kWh;
- Background or secondary data, expressing the energy factors
per unit of activity or input. In the case of diesel for example
would be 36 MJ/L. Likewise, the GHG emissions calculations
are calculated through the same methodology. The paper
utilises a top down methodology in assessing the energy use
of the dairy farms apart from hot water energy usage, which
was analysed through a bottom up approach.
2.5 Energybalance
The net energy consumption of the dairy farm follows the
formula as shown in
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Equation 2. This formula is used to devise the net energy
consumption, which will be later assessed through offsetting
renewable energy generation.
Net Energy (MJ) = Direct Energy + Indirect Energy – Embodied
Energy in Milk

Equation 2
2.6 Energycontentinmilk
The energy content of milk is calculated through Equation 3.

Equation 3 [5, 6]
This is equates to 3.14 MJ/kg or 3.25 MJ/L assuming a milk
density of 1,035 kg/m³ [7].
The embodied energy in milk was included in this analysis
to provide for both the energy inputs and energy outputs of the
dairy farm. This approach allows assessing of the annual
energy balance and the associated impacts with changes in
milk production from the dairy farm.
2.7

Figure 3: Direct energy use of the dairy farm.
2.7.1 Energy related emissions
The results showed that dairy farming energy related
emissions from farm applications account for 192.26 tCO2 or
0.26 kgCO2/Litre milk. Figure 4 shows that purchased
feedstuff and fertiliser are high contributors to the energy
related emissions from the farm.

Dairyfarmenergyanalysis

This dairy farm is over double the size of an average Irish
dairy farm of 60 cows, while this farm does not represent the
typical Irish dairy farm, it does give an indication of the
possibility of larger dairy farms achieving NZE in Ireland.
Should the Irish dairy farm industry follow the New Zealand
dairy cow number structure (376 cows/herd) in the lead up to
the projected 50% increase in milk production in Ireland, the
Irish typical dairy farm size will increase dramatically.
Table 1 present both gross and net energy used by the dairy
farm. The direct energy inputs to produce a litre of milk on the
dairy farm was 0.44 MJ/L milk. Diesel energy is the greatest
direct energy consumer within the dairy farm with an energy
input of 38% with electricity at 27%, shown in Figure 3.

Figure 4: Breakup of emissions from the dairy farm.
3

Table 1: Net and gross energy consumption of the study farm
Description

Dairy Farm Characteristics

Number of cows
Milk production per year (L)
Gross energy (MJ)
Gross energy (MJ/L)
Energy in milk (MJ)
Net energy (MJ)
Net energy (MJ/L)

125
750,000
2,904,451
3.87
2,436,338
468,112
0.62

The indirect energy consumption of the study dairy farm
was 3.43 MJ/L milk. Synthetic fertiliser is the most energy
intensive at 71% of the overall indirect energy. Within the
study of the dairy farm, the average gross energy required to
produce 1 litre of milk was 3.87 MJ/L of which on average
89% was indirect energy and 11% direct energy consumed, a
ratio of 8:1.
The calculated net energy input of the study dairy farm
based on energy input and output amounted to 468.112 GJ.
Table 1 also highlights that the net energy intensity of the
dairy farm is 0.62 MJ/L milk.

RENEWABLEENERGYGENERATION
3.1

Conceptofanalysis

The concept of the renewable energy analysis focus’ on the
technical and economic feasibility of the different renewable
energy technologies. The comparison determination of the
optimum technology is based on net energy production (MJ)
and simple payback periods.
3.2

Windenergytechnicalanalysis

To determine potential wind energy production on Irish dairy
farms, analysis of wind speeds was required. This involved
obtaining hourly wind climate data for a number of synoptic
stations in close proximity to the study dairy farm (through
MET Eireann [8]). These reference sites represent the wind
climate present across the study dairy farm in the absence of
onsite wind reading technology.
The procedure to obtain the predicted power output of the
different micro-wind turbines on the dairy farm used two
methods which analysed wind speeds namely; the Weibull
distribution methodology and the MCP methodology.
3.2.1

Weibull Distribution

To develop the Weibull distribution, the averaged wind speed
data for the different months of the year was obtained from
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the synoptic stations. This averaged wind speed for specific
months was analysed and a wind speed distribution was
developed through the Weibull distribution equation as
displayed in Equation 4 to give a representation of wind speed
distribution over a period of time.

PR = Performance ratio, coefficient for losses (range
between 0.5 and 0.9, default value = 0.75).
This is followed by the total monthly of the alternating current
energy generated by the PV system through Equation 7.
Equation 7

Equation 4
Where: N is the number of days in the month.

Where: u = wind speed (m/s);
f(u) = Weibull probability (%);
c = 1.12 (= average wind speed);
k=2

3.4

The Power Law was used to determine the difference in
average wind speed at different heights, followed Equation 5.
Equation 5
Where:  = power law exponent (value given as 1/7);
Uz = Wind speed at height Z (m/s);
Uzr = Wind speed measured at a reference height Zr.

Figure 5: Comparison of Weibull distribution method and
MCP method using Gaia 133 wind turbine with Roches Point
synoptic data
3.2.2

Measure, correlate and predict (MCP)

The MCP methodology was the second means of wind speed
data analysis. This included the analysis of hourly wind speed
data from the synoptic sites for up to 10 years which included
analysing up to 70,000 rows of data per synoptic station, and
like the Weibull method is aimed to getting a representation of
the amount of hours at a specific wind speed.
The MCP methodology is a more accurate technique in
assessing wind data as actual hourly data is used instead of
monthly averages for the Weibull distribution. The two
methods are compared in Figure 5.
3.3

Biogasenergytechnicalanalysis

Anaerobic digestion (AD) of waste products is a tried and
tested technology. As dairy farms produce large quantity of
cattle slurry through the late autumn and winter months, there
is a potential energy source not being availed of. For the
purpose of this paper, the potential for biogas production from
dairy farms in Ireland is analysed through the use of dairy
cattle slurry and incorporates the option of either grass silage
or maize silage as a supplementary feedstuff to the anaerobic
digester with the addition of a boiler or CHP technology.
The model configuration is set up under wet process
condition and is controlled under a mesophilic temperature
range. The biogas can be used to generate both electrical
energy and thermal energy using a combined heat and power
generator (CHP).
The energy required to grow the crops will be deducted
from the gross energy generated to achieve a net energy
output of the potential energy attained from biogas. Biogas
production was assessed through 0.953 m³/kg BS for grass
silage, 0.862 m³/kg BS for maize silage and 0.3 m³/kg VS [10]
for cattle slurry.
The mesophilic process requires the heating of the content
within the digester to 35C. Existing research through Murphy
and McKeogh [11] take a thermal requirement of 30 kWh/t of
input feedstock and the electrical demand of the digester is
taken as 10 kWh/t of input feedstock [12].
Another item of note when operating an anaerobic digester
is the biogas losses during digestion and processing, for the
purpose of this paper it is taken as 2% of total biogas
produced [13].
Table 2 outlines
the necessary details required to determine the energy yield
from the anaerobic digester using the input of different waste
products and crops such as cattle slurry, grass silage and
maize silage. The dairy farm contributes 762,384 kg of slurry;
this represents 125 dairy cows, 60 calves, 35 heifers and 2 bull
being housed for 16 weeks, and 10 acres of maize silage and
grass silage.

Solarenergytechnicalanalysis

Assessing the potential for solar technology on dairy farms
required attaining solar radiation data from NASA [9]; this
data is 12 monthly averaged daily solar radiation data that
differs with location. The energy production from the PV
array is highlighted in Equation 6.
Equation 6
Where: Eout = Energy (kWh);
A = Total solar panel Area (m²);
= solar panel efficiency (%);
H = Average solar radiation on panels (kW/m2/day);
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Table 2: Biogas - technical analysis.
Grass
silage
10 acres

Maize silage

Area

Cattle
slurry
-

Yield (kg)

762,384

270,281

265,830

TS (kg)

64,802.64

59,462

95,699

VS (kg)

55,082

53,516

91,871

BS (kg)

-

42,812

76,253

Biogas produced (m³)
Gross energy (MJ)

16,194
340,078

39,984
839,671

64,415
1,352,724

10 acres
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For the purpose of the CHP and boiler units within the
analysis, efficiencies of 35% electrical and 41% thermal for
the CHP, while 80% thermal for the boiler were used.
When planning for an AD facility on a dairy farm, the
financial feasibility of the plant is one of the key
considerations. For the purpose of this paper the values
provided by Aoife Ni Ruanaigh et al [14] are used. The model
assumes a capital cost of €116 per tonne of influent matter
into the digester and 8% operating costs arising from the
initial capital investment. The operating costs include the
heating and electrical costs associated with the AD.
The model for the biogas also looks upon the heating
demand of the household and the dairy farm, and estimates the
potential energy that could be produced by an anaerobic
digester and biogas boiler onsite to fully meet both demands.
3.5

Table 3: Payback of different renewable technologies.
Technology
Biomass energy (through
selling 21 acres of
Miscanthus)
Wind Energy (Gaia 133
11kW wind turbine)
Solar Energy (115.3m2 of
solar panels)
Anaerobic Digestion
(Cattle slurry and 21
acres of Maize)

Costinganalysis

Within the model for assessing the payback of the renewable
technologies, only a simple payback analysis is used. Simple
payback uses only the capital costs and estimated first year
savings of the technology. By dividing the capital cost by the
first year’s savings, a basic payback figure is calculated see
Equation 8.
Simple payback = Capital cost/First year saving Equation 8
The figure indicates clearly the amount of years it would take
the investment to reach net cost zero, assuming there is no
change in annual costs and that the present value of money is
the same as it would be for the duration of the investments
lifetime. It provides a quick and easy method to appraise the

Payback
(Years)
2.94

First year
savings
€5,965

CAPEX &
OPEX
€17,555

11.23

€4,998

€56,100

11.37

€3,642

€41,420

3.54

€43,321

€153,193

Table 4: Details of renewable technologies applied to farm.

Biomassenergytechnicalanalysis

The two energy crops researched within this paper are:
• Miscanthus (sold as bales); and,
• Short rotation coppice willow (SRCW) (sold as chipped or
whole rod).
Within the research, the average harvestable yield from 1
hectare of Miscanthus in Ireland is assumed to produce an
average annualised crop yield of 11.7 t/ha [15] with a
moisture content of 20% over a 16 year cycle. Likewise,
Willow yields of 11 t/ha which accounts for two thirds
productivity in the first three year cycle and 15% harvest and
storage losses and also assumes a moisture content of 20%
[15] over an annualised 23 year period. Calorific values of the
energy crops were assumed as 13.7 MJ/kg for Miscanthus,
and 12.3MJ/kg for SRCW.
The energy requirement for the production of Miscanthus
and SRCW uses values from Murphy et al [16]. For the
purpose of this paper however, the fertiliser requirement is
assessed separately to account for the soil types within the
dairy farm.
The fertiliser application rates for both crops were taken
from the Miscanthus Best Practise Guide [17] and Short
Rotation Coppice Willow Best Practice Guidelines [18] which
are determined within the model by the soil type of the
associated lands with the dairy farm.
For the purpose of this report, a maximum of 10% of the
dairy farms total land area is provided for the growth of the
energy crops, as over this percentage would be unrealistic and
could reduce the output of the dairy farm for milk production.
3.6

different renewable technologies. The dairy farm’s payback
periods for the respective technologies are shown in Table 3.

Technology
Optimum
option
Details of RET
Net energy
generated from
RES
Emissions
saved (tCO/a)
Initial Net
energy intensity
NZE
Net energy
intensity after
retrofit

4

Biomass
energy
Sell
Miscanthus
bales
21 acres
1,006 GJ

Wind
energy
Gaia
133
(11kW)
18m hub
height
123 GJ

Solar
energy
Canadian
Solar
CS6X-310
115.13 m²
installed
65 GJ

Anaerobic
Digestion
Cattle slurry
and maize
silage
21 acres
maize
2,079 GJ

86.07

15.5

8.23

223.23

0.62 MJ/L
-538 GJ
-0.72 MJ/L

344 GJ
0.46
MJ/L

403 GJ
0.54 MJ/L

-1,611 GJ
-2.15 MJ/L

MAIN RESULTS FOR NZE PERFORMANCE OF STUDY
DAIRYFARM

The main results of implementing the optimal technology
within the study dairy farm may be viewed in Table 4. From
the analysis, it may be determined that both biomass and AD
will ensure a NZE dairy farm. However, wind energy and
solar energy on their own will not enable the farm to reach
NZE status. AD using cattle slurry and 10% of dairy farm
land area with maize silage, is the preferable technology on an
energy basis, amounted to a reduction in net energy of -1,611
GJ or -2.15 MJ/L. This indicates that the study dairy farm
could become net energy production facilities rather than net
energy consuming facilities and more importantly become a
NZE dairy farm.
5

DISCUSSION
5.1

Technicaldiscussion

The net energy demand of this study dairy farm is 0.62MJ/L
when the direct and indirect energy demand is balanced with
the embodied energy in the milk. The indirect energy demand
outweighs the direct energy demand 8:1. With the majority of
this indirect demand coming from synthetic fertiliser. This
demonstrates the importance of including this often hidden
energy demand within the analysis.
On analysing the renewable energy technologies for the
study dairy farm, it is highlighted that the development of
NZE dairy farms is possible in Ireland. Dairy farmers have
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two options that could significantly reduce their net energy
consumption, namely, biomass (through Miscanthus and
SRCW) and AD. Wind and solar energy, do not however,
generate the same level of energy production and attain the
same type of payback in comparison with the biomass and AD
technologies.
It is highlighted that AD that intakes either maize or grass
silage along with cattle slurry provides dairy farmers with the
best option for reduced net energy consumption and reduced
GHG emissions. And in the case of the dairy farm under
investigation in this study can produce 1,611GJ of energy or
2.15MJ/L. Biomass, equally, provides a good alternative to
dairy farmers should the high initial capital costs of AD
present an issues.
5.2

CONCLUSION

From the analysis of the dairy farm, it was found that the net
energy intensity was 0.62 MJ/L milk. From the analysis the
development of a NZE dairy farm is possible from the study
farm analysed. The implementation of the optimal renewable
technology for the study dairy farm (AD through using cattle
slurry and 10% of the dairy farm land area with maize silage)
achieved a reduction in net energy of -1,611 GJ for the dairy
farm. This indicates that this study dairy farm could become a
net energy production facility rather than a net energy
consuming facility, and more importantly become the first
classified NZE dairy farm in Ireland.
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ABSTRACT: Last year, 2015, saw the abolition of the milk quota system that was in place in Europe, which instigated an
immediate increase in milk production in many European countries. This increase will aid in addressing the world’s ever
growing demand for food but will incur increased stresses on the environmental impact and sustainability of the dairy industry.
In this study, an environmental life cycle assessment (LCA) was performed in order to estimate the impact of the Irish dairy
processing industry on climate change. The global warming potential (GWP), which is the measure of climate change,
associated with a farm gate to processing factory gate analysis, which includes raw milk transportation to the processing factory,
processing of raw milk into each product and packaging of the final product, is assessed in this study. In the analysis presented
in this paper, the total average GWP for these life cycle stages is found to be 1.507, 0.469, 0.188, 0.187, 2.906, 0.48 and 2.381
kg CO2eq kg-1 product for milk powder, butter, fluid milk, cream, infant formula, cheese and whey powder, respectively.
Additionally, an uncertainty analysis of the results is performed and a comparison of these results with international studies are
included in this paper. The analysis presented in this paper helps to identify opportunities to reduce the GWP associated with
post-farm processing of Irish dairy products.
KEY WORDS: climate change, dairy, global warming potential, Ireland, life cycle assessment, milk processing.
1

INTRODUCTION

At the end of 2015, climate change once again came to the
fore as a topic of discussion in Ireland as world leaders
negotiated the Paris Agreement at the 2015 United Nations
Climate Change Conference (COP21). This global agreement
outlines the methods and aims for the reduction of climate
change. Currently, the Republic of Ireland is on the brink of a
new era for the dairy industry as quotas, which restricted milk
production since 1984, were abolished in March 2015. As a
result, milk production is expected to increase by 50% by
2020, based on the reference years 2007 to 2009 [1], where
Irish milk production is shown in Figure 1. Furthermore, if
Ireland is to meet their climate and energy targets, as outlined
in Food Harvest 2020, the efficient use of resources and fuels
within the industry will need to be increased.
The primary aim of this study is to estimate the contribution
of the Irish dairy processing sector to climate change and,
consequently, highlight a number of areas where plans may be
implemented in order to achieve more ‘environmentally
friendly’ production of dairy products in Ireland. Life cycle
assessment (LCA) provides a useful tool for estimating the
environmental impact of the manufacture of dairy products. In
addition, the main contributors to these emissions are
highlighted within the analysis and its interpretation (for
example, specific energy or resource consumption). LCA has
been used in studies of many major manufacturing countries
of dairy products in order to evaluate the environmental and
socio-economic impacts of the industry and its products.
These countries include the USA [2-5], Canada [6], New
Zealand [7], Portugal [8-10], Spain [11, 12], Sweden [7, 13,
14] and a number of other European countries [15-23].
Previously, a macro-scale assessment of the global warming

potential (GWP) associated with the production of Irish dairy
products using national data was performed [20]. The study
presented in this paper is an extension of this initial or ‘macroscale’ study.
In this paper, the impact of the Irish dairy processing
industry on climate change is determined by assessing the
GWP, which is the measure of climate change, associated
with the manufactured of dairy products in the Republic of
Ireland through life cycle assessment. A farm gate to
processing factory gate analysis, which includes raw milk
transportation to the processing factory, processing of raw
milk into each product and packaging of the final product, is
assessed in this study. A breakdown of the GWP between the
life cycle stages analysed, along with a comparison the
international studies, are included in this paper. Additionally,
an uncertainty analysis of the results is performed in order to
determine the variability of the life cycle inventory data and
how it affects the reliability of the results using 1,000 Monte
Carlo simulations.

Figure 1: Monthly milk production in the Republic of Ireland.
Data obtained from CSO [24].
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2

MATERIALS AND METHODS

This study has been structured in accordance with the LCA
guidelines
of the International
Organisation for
Standardisation (ISO): ISO 14040 [25] and ISO 14044 [26].
Furthermore, particular attention was paid to the LCA
methodology for the dairy industry published by the
International Dairy Federation (FIL-IDF) [27]. The FIL-IDF
LCA methodology encompasses a number of existing
standards and guidelines, including ISO 14040 [25], ISO
14044 [26], PAS2050 [28] and the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change (IPCC) guidelines [29]. Data sets based on
the ecoinvent database Version 3 [30] were used.
2.1

Goal and scope of the study

The primary goal of this study is to perform an environmental
LCA of dairy product manufacture in the Republic of Ireland
from farm gate to dairy processing factory gate. This
assessment is performed in order to estimate the impact of the
Irish dairy processing industry on climate change. The life
cycle stages included within the system boundary of the study,
are raw milk transportation, dairy processing and packaging,
as shown in Figure 2. The life cycle impact assessment
(LCIA) method used in this study is the IPCC 2013 GWP
100a, which has also been used in the study of Kim et al. [3]
on cheese and whey production in the USA. The functional
unit in this study was defined as one kilogram (kg) of product,
as advised by FIL-IDF [27], and, therefore, the comparative
environmental impact metric was defined as 1 kg CO2eq kg-1
product.
2.2

Life cycle inventory analysis

The life cycle inventory (LCI) for the manufacture of Irish
dairy products was generated by surveying a number of dairy
processing factories within the Republic of Ireland.
Operational data was obtained from 11 dairy processing
factories that produce a variety of dairy products. These
factories processed approximately 49% of the total raw milk
processed in the Republic of Ireland in 2013, which was 5.83
billion litres [24].

Figure 2: Life cycle of a dairy product and system boundaries.
Adapted from [31].
The data requested from industry, which was constructed in
accordance to FIL-IDF [27], was:
x
Volume raw milk processed and other ingredients
x
Raw milk transportation details
x
Production statistics of the dairy processing factory
x
Electrical and thermal energy consumption and
breakdown between processes
x
Water consumption and breakdown between processes
x
Chemical usage, particular for cleaning
x
Packaging details and raw materials used
x
On-site wastewater treatment details
x
Quantity of solid waste generated and amount recycled
Where aspects of the survey are not monitored on-site,
engineering estimates or national averages were used. A
summary of the LCI for the manufacture of dairy products in
the Republic of Ireland in 2013 is presented in Table 1.

Table 1: Summary LCI for the manufacture of dairy products in the Republic of Ireland (average annual values per kg
product obtained for each factory in 2013)
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2.2.1

Raw milk

The volumes of raw milk reported for the production of one
kg of product are presented in Table 1. However, the
environmental impact associated with raw milk production,
along with other inputted ingredients, is not included in the
current study. Nevertheless, raw milk transportation from the
dairy farm to the dairy processing factory has been included
within the study. Either the average distance per raw milk
collection route or the total diesel used by the factory relating
to raw milk transportation was specified within the survey.
Where total diesel used was specified this was converted to
distance per litre of diesel, which was assumed to be 2.84
km/litre diesel for a 50% laden milk lorry. Six of the Irish
dairy processing factories surveyed in the project reported a
value for raw milk transportation where the average distance
per raw milk collection route was found to be 169 km. This
value is much greater than the value specified by Quinlan [32]
of 79 km. However, the value found in this study is far less
than that found by Ulrich et al. [33] for the US dairy industry
where the average round trip distance was 850 km.
2.2.2

On-site energy usage

The annual electrical and thermal energy consumption, along
with a breakdown of energy usage within the factory, formed
part of the survey of the dairy processing factories. For most
products, the major consumers of energy are associated with
the processing of the products. For example, evaporation and
drying of milk powder consumed the majority of both the
electrical and thermal energy. In many cases, the dairy
processing factories reported the quantities of fuel types used
(natural gas, fuel oil, coal, diesel, biogas, LPG, peat, etc.)
rather than thermal energy. In these cases, calorific values
were used to calculate the thermal energy, in kWh. Where
combined heat and power (CHP) units were used, details of
the annual quantity and type of fuel used, along with the
resulting electrical and thermal energy, and details of any
energy that was exported were specified.
2.2.3
Water and chemical consumption
In Ireland, water used in dairy processing has three main
sources: groundwater, surface water or public supply. The
quantity of water consumed on-site and details of its source
was reported within the survey of the dairy processing
factories. The average water consumption reported by the
dairy processing detailed in this study was found to be 1.38 L
L-1 milk processed, which is significantly lower than the
average water consumption for the Irish dairy processing
industry in 2008 of 2.5 L L-1 milk processed [34]. A
breakdown between the main water users within the factory
(e.g. CIP system, boiler feed, tanker wash etc.) was also
requested but in many cases this was not available and,
therefore, water statistics were reported on a whole-factory
basis. The type of chemicals used (primarily sodium
hydroxide and nitric acid in Ireland) and the quantity for the
year was, also, reported on a whole-factory basis. The
allocation of these resources between the various dairy
products within each dairy processing factory is discussed in
Section 2.3.

2.2.4

Packaging materials

The type of packaging used and the quantity of the individual
finished packaged product were specifies within the survey.
These details were found to have a significant effect on the
overall environmental impact of a product’s manufacture.
2.2.5
Wastewater treatment
All of the dairy processing factories that were surveyed as part
of this study had on-site wastewater treatment facilities.
Therefore, operational wastewater treatment data was
obtained in order to accurately model this process. Data
relating to nutrient emissions to water, electrical energy
consumption and chemical usage of the on-site wastewater
treatment plant was detailed. This site specific data was
incorporated into an ecoinvent database Version 3 [30] model
for a wastewater treatment plant, class 2 and used in this study
2.2.6

Solid waste disposal

The annual quantity of solid waste sent off-site for disposal
was surveyed. The solid waste was reported as either
hazardous or non-hazardous waste and categorised according
to four different methods of disposal: landfill; incineration;
recycling; and other. For the purpose of this analysis, a
conservative assumption, that all solid waste reported as
‘other’ was disposed at a landfill site, was taken.
2.3

Allocation of inputs and emissions within dairy
processing

The energy usage breakdown is used to allocate energy usage
between products manufactured at each dairy processing
factory. Where processes are common to two or more
products or energy usage is reported on a whole-factory basis,
mass allocation, on a milk solids basis, is used to allocate
energy between milk powder, butter and other dairy products
in accordance with FIL-IDF [27]. In most cases, water
consumption, chemical usage, wastewater and solid waste
generation have been reported on a whole-factory basis. Water
consumption, chemical usage and wastewater generation are
allocated using the physico-chemical allocation matrix, which
has been developed by Feitz et al. [35] specifically for the
dairy industry and advised by FIL-IDF [36]. As solid waste
generation is not included in the physico-chemical allocation
matrix, it is allocated between products using mass allocation,
on a milk solids basis.
3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The operational data specified in the LCI (Section 2.2 and
Table 1) is used to estimate the GWP associated with the
manufacture of Irish dairy products. Both, direct (on-site) and
indirect (off-site) environmental impacts are included in the
analysis using emission factors based on the ecoinvent
database Version 3 (Weidema et al., 2013), which is discussed
in greater detail in Section 3.1. The results of the analysis are
compared to international studies in order to benchmark the
environmental performance of the Irish industry, which is
presented in Section 3.2. Additionally, an uncertainty analysis
using 1,000 Monte Carlo simulations was performed in order
to derive the 95% confidence interval range for the GWP
associated with each product, which is discussed in Section
3.3.
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Global warming potential associated with dairy
products

The average results of the GWP associated with each of the
dairy products is presented in Table 2. In order to compare
dairy products produced at the surveyed dairy processing
factories, they were grouped in to products into 7 groups:
x Milk powder: buttermilk powder; whole milk powder;
skimmed milk powder; chocolate crumb
x Butter
x Fluid milk: whole milk; skimmed and semi-skimmed
milk (Skim milk)
x Cream
x Infant formula: baby and infant powdered formula
x Cheese
x Whey powder: whey powders; proteins;
In this analysis, the dairy product with the highest GWP is
infant formula at 2.906 kg CO2eq kg-1 product, where 60% of
this total is associated with packaging materials. Powder
products were found to have the next highest GWP, as a result
of their high energy intensity required for evaporation and
drying of raw materials, at 2.381 kg CO2eq kg-1 product and
1.507 kg CO2eq kg-1 product for whey powder and milk
powder, respectively. Fresh dairy products, which require
very little processing, were found to have the lowest GWP at
0.188 kg CO2eq kg-1 product and 0.187 kg CO2eq kg-1 product
for fluid milk and cream, respectively.
Table 2. Average results of the GWP of Irish dairy products
(kg CO2eq kg-1 product).
RMT1 Processing
0.126
1.353
Milk Powder
0.117
0.320
Butter
0.021
0.119
Fluid milk
0.059
0.063
Cream
1.081
Infant formula 0.081
0.097
0.346
Cheese
0.159
2.193
Whey powder
1
RMT: raw milk transportation

Packaging
0.028
0.032
0.048
0.065
1.743
0.037
0.029

Total
1.507
0.469
0.188
0.187
2.906
0.480
2.381

For all of the dairy products, except Infant formula, the
processing of raw milk into the final product is the life cycle
stage which is the most significant contributor to GWP.
Energy, both electrical and thermal, were the main
contributors to GWP in the processing stage and, therefore,
products that require higher energy intensity had a higher
GWP for this life cycle stage. Hence why the GWP associated
with processing of powder products (milk powder, infant
formula and whey powder), which use high energy intensive
evaporation and drying, are significantly higher than fresh
dairy products (fluid milk and cream), which require low
energy processes. The transportation of raw milk from the
dairy farm to the dairy processing factory accounted for 331% of the GWP, depending on the product.
Since the majority of Irish dairy products are exported and
are, therefore, bulk packaged, the contribution of packaging to
GWP is less than 8% for milk powder, butter, cheese and
whey powder. However, for products that are packaged into
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their consumer packaging (i.e. fluid milk, cream and infant
formula), packaging contributes more significantly to GWP at
25%, 35% and 60% of the total for fluid milk, cream and
infant formula, respectively. A further breakdown of the
contribution of the inputs and emissions to the total GWP
associated with the manufacture of each dairy product
assessed in this study is presented in Figure 3.
4

kg Co2 eq kg-1 product

3.1
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3
2.5
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Figure 3. Contribution of the inputs and emissions to the total
GWP associated with the manufacture of Irish dairy product.
The results of a similar macro-scale study [20] are also
included as a comparison.
3.2

Comparison with previous Irish study

Previously, Finnegan et al. [20] estimated the global warming
potential associated with the production of dairy products in
the Republic of Ireland using country-level data. The analysis
performed in this paper will build on this study by increasing
accuracy, by using site specific data and including additional
processes within the manufacture stage, as well as exploring
additional environmental impacts of a number of post-farm
dairy product life cycle stages.
A comparison to this previous macro-scale study [20] of the
GWP of Irish dairy products are also included in Figure 3.
The results of this detailed study show that the previous study
provided a good estimate for the GWP of Irish dairy products
as the two studies are in good agreement. The most significant
discrepancy between the two studies is for milk powder. The
processing of raw milk into milk powder found here to be
1.353 kg CO2eq kg-1 product is lower than a previous estimate
of 1.824 kg CO2 eq kg-1 product [20]. A possible reason for
the difference is the allocation method [35] used in Finnegan
et al. [20] and the results from a detailed survey of dairy
processing factories was used in the current analysis to
allocation between the two main products.
3.3

Comparison with international studies

In this section the results of the present study have been
compared to selected international studies.
Kim et al. [3] found that the GWP for cheddar cheese in the
US, for the life cycle stages used in the present study, which
has an average of 63.2% dry solids, is 0.828 kg CO2eq kg-1
product. This is greater than the GWP of cheese (majority
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cheddar cheese) in the present study which is found to be 0.48
kg CO2eq kg-1 product.
Thoma et al. [5] found that the GWP for fluid milk in the
US, for the life cycle stages used in the present study, is 0.201
kg CO2eq kg-1 product. The GWP of fluid milk, found in the
present study, is 0.188 kg CO2eq kg-1 product is marginally
lower than the US study. This is mainly attributed to the GWP
associated with the transportation of raw milk to the dairy
processing factories.
Sheane et al. [22] reported, for the life cycle stages used in
the present study, the GWP for fluid milk, cheese, cream and
butter in Scotland, to be approximately 0.132, 0.555, 0.45,
0.27 kg CO2eq kg-1 product, respectively. The corresponding
values in the present study for fluid milk, cheese, cream and
butter, are 0.188, 0.48, 0.188, 0.469 kg CO2eq kg-1 product,
respectively. The results for fluid milk and cheese are of a
similar magnitude. However, the GWP associated with cream
is significantly lower in the present study and the GWP
associated with Butter is approximately 74% larger, compared
to the Scottish study. The differences between the two studies
may be as a result of a difference in product mix. For
example, very little milk powder, which has a relatively
environmental impact, is produced in Scotland compared to
other products, which is a major product in Ireland.
Additionally, differences in allocation methods between
products within plants may have an impact on the results.
3.4

Uncertainty analysis

An uncertainty analysis was performed, as part of the impact
assessment, to determine the variability of the LCI data and
how it affects the reliability of the results of the LCIA. Each
Monte Carlo simulation used randomly selected values for
inputs, outputs and emissions according to a normal
probability distribution. The standard deviation used in the
normal distribution was estimated by analysing the data
quality based on six criteria of the data: reliability,
completeness, temporal correlation, geographic correlation,
future technological correlation and sample size.
Table 3. Results of 1,000 Monte Carlo simulations for
uncertainty analysis of various Irish dairy products
(kg CO2eq kg-1 product).
Mean
CV1 (%)
95% CI2
1.513
38.2
0.380 2.646
Milk Powder
0.469
33.5
0.161 0.777
Butter
0.189
45.0
0.022 0.355
Fluid milk
0.187
23.2
0.102 0.272
Cream
2.908
14.7
2.072 3.744
Infant formula
0.480
21.7
0.276 0.684
Cheese
2.383
19.5
1.473 3.293
Whey powder
1
CV: Coefficient of variation, 2CI: Confidence interval
The LCA results, presented in Section 3.1, are analysed
using 1,000 Monte Carlo simulations and the results of these
simulations are given in Table 3. The mean, coefficient of
variation, 95% confidence interval ranges of the GWP
associated with each dairy product from the uncertainty
analysis has been presented. The most significant 95%

confidence interval ranges were 0.38-2.646 kg CO2eq kg-1
product for milk powder and 0.022-0.355 kg CO2eq kg-1
product for fluid milk. In both cases, this was the result of
large variances in fuel and electricity usage reported by dairy
processing factories that manufacture these products.
4

CONCLUSIONS

In this study, the GWP associated with the manufacture of a
number of dairy products in the Republic of Ireland, from raw
milk transportation to the processing factory, processing of
raw milk into each product and packaging of the final product,
is estimated through LCA. Therefore, this analysis can be
used to identify opportunities to reduce the environmental
impact of the Irish dairy industry.
Additionally, the results of this study will serve as a
benchmark for the Irish dairy processing industry as
individual processors can evaluate their performance in
comparison. Based on the comparison presented in Section
3.3, overall, the Irish dairy processing industry is preforming
better than their US and Scottish counterparts. This is very
encouraging as processors will aim to increase the length of
their more efficient summer months as year-round milk
production grows in the coming years.
As Ireland’s agricultural and agri-food sector continues to
grow, it has been suggested that a carbon tax on dairy
processors, similar to the carbon tax paid by motorists for
their cars and householders for their fuel bills, may be
introduced as an incentive to reduce emissions [37]. It is
evident in this study that energy consumption is the most
significant contributor to GWP. Therefore, it is imperative
that energy use within the plants is accurately determined in
future studies and targeted measures to reduce energy
consumption identified, as these will be key to reducing the
GWP associated with dairy products. On the other hand, the
use of renewable sources of energy in place of fossil fuels
would also lead to reduction in the GWP of products.
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ABSTRACT: This paper describes some of the very extensive outcomes of a structural load test on a full scale bamboo-epoxy
composite frame. A bundle of 20 small diameter thick walled bamboo culms was bonded using epoxy-fibre resin to form a
structural beam or column element which were connected at the beam/column joints using rebar and a novel epoxy sand
composite. The frame was heavily instrumented with over 90 strain gauges to establish the location of any delaminations or
hinge formations during inelastic behaviour under load. The frame and the gauges were assembled in India and shipped to
Ireland for testing. In Trinity, the frame was supported by steel shoes bolted to a 3000kN internal reaction rig, with additional
passive lateral support in case of instability during loading. This paper describes the load-displacement response under
combined horizontal and vertical loading, together with an explanation of the frame’s non-linear behaviour using the evidence
provided by the strain gauges, including secondary moments due to the frame’s flexibility. The load capacity of the frame was
evident whereupon significant inelastic deformations occurred as the actuator heads continued to distort the frame under
constant load.
KEY WORDS: Bamboo; Composites; Epoxy; Inelastic behaviour; Portal frames.
1 INTRODUCTION
Bamboo is a highly sustainable and renewable material and is
popular in housing in developing and developed countries
although this is normally restricted to at most two storey
dwellings [1, 2]. Many species of bamboo are well known for
their high tensile strength and good specific weight as well as
their highly sustainable nature, making bamboo an ecofriendly building product [3]. Indeed, although some bamboos
are known to have suitable tensile and compressive strengths
for structural use [4], their high variability, low stiffness and
joint connections create real engineering design challenges
which mitigate against their use in medium density housing,
which is currently a restriction on bamboo use in heavily
populated cities in practice. As a composite, much has been
published on its use in reinforced concrete as a sustainable
steel reinforcement substitute [5, 6]. However, little has been
done with bamboo-only frames due principally to the
problems with jointing [7, 8]. The complex behaviour of a
bamboo-epoxy frame is described in full in this paper leading
to a good understanding as to how such a composite might
have the potential to alleviate the housing problems in those
parts of the world which have abundant indigenous bamboo.
2TEST FRAME
To overcome these deficiencies, a series of three full scale
bamboo-epoxy Portal frames has been manufactured in India
and tested in Ireland. Each section comprised a mixed bundle
of small diameter Dendrocalamus Strictus bamboo bound by
an epoxy-fibre composite glue. A bundle of 20 small (38-43
mm diameter) thick walled bamboo culms was bonded using
epoxy-fibre resin, making up a section which was
approximately 230 mm x270 mm in outer dimensions (Figure
1). The bundle averages out much of the well-known natural

variability in individual culms, yet providing considerable
load carrying capacity and enhanced stiffness due to
composite action. The elements are connected at the
beam/column joints using 12 mm diameter L-shaped rebar
embedded and bonded into each hollow culm and a novel
epoxy-sand composite is cast to create a semi-rigid joint. The
bases of the columns are assumed to be rigid because purposemade steel shoes, which were transported with the bamboo
frames, were bolted to the steel internal reaction rig and the
base of the frames epoxied in-situ, with enhanced fixing using
clamping down bolts.
As the loading regimes and structural responses are
complex, several load patterns were applied to the different
frames to failure but only one test frame result will be
discussed here, that due to combined peak horizontal and
vertical loads applied in series. From prior flexural tests on
simply supported beams in India, the plastic moment capacity
of the beam-column cross-section could be estimated and so
theoretical failure loads could be calculated, assuming that the
beam-column joints could sustain the required moments. This
enabled the test regime to be planned in advance.
For the test described here, two loading jacks and load
cells were placed on the frame, one horizontally at the top of
the left hand column and one vertically at the centre of the
beam. Load was applied by hand-pumping the jacks, firstly
horizontally, then vertically. However, as the frame is
flexible, it was necessary to continue pumping the horizontal
jack when the vertical load was being applied because the
horizontal initial deflections at the top of the columns, due to
the horizontal loads, caused secondary moments when the
vertical load was applied. Were this not the case and the
horizontal jack was locked off at peak horizontal load, then
the horizontal load would have reduced as the additional
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lateral deflections caused by the secondary moments were in
the same sense as those due to the initial horizontal loading.
Additional passive lateral supports were provided out-of-plane
in case of any lateral instability during loading, especially as
the properties (strength and stiffness) of the bamboo section
were not uniform in this direction.

Horizontal Load Cell

Vertical Load
Cell
LVDT
Lateral Supports

LVDT
Measuring
Tape
Strain Gauge Wires

LVDT

Rigid Connections

Figure 1: View of cross section of typical bamboo-epoxy
beam

Figure 3: Setup of bamboo-epoxy frame prior to loading

2.1 Instrumentation
In total 90 strain gauges were embedded in or placed on the
surface of the frame, but only 60 selected ones of these were
attached to the data loggers during experimentation, as shown
in Figure 2. Displacement transducers were added prior to
loading, placed horizontally at the loading point at the top of
the left hand column and underneath the vertical load at mid
span on the beam. The test frame, placed inside the internal
reaction rig, is shown immediately prior to loading in Figure
3.
2.2 Load application
Initially a horizontal load of 50 kN was applied gradually,
followed by a vertical load of 91 kN. As may be observed in
Figure 4 (from point A to point B), there was noticeable
fluctuation in the horizontal load as the vertical load was
being applied due to the secondary moments previously

described, as an attempt was made to maintain the horizontal
load by pumping that jack. At point B in Figure 4, no matter
how much the two jacks were pumped such that both jack
heads extended, no further load resistance was offered by the
frame. As may be observed, both loads fluctuated and nonlinear displacement occurred, as will be described presently,
to point C. At point C, the horizontal jack was locked off and
the vertical load was removed gradually. Consequently, as the
secondary moments reduced, the frame attempted to sway
back to the left but was prevented from doing so by the now
rigid horizontal jack head and thus the horizontal load can be
seen to increase, even though the jack head did not move
during the phase (until point D). Thereafter, the vertical load
was removed entirely to point E, to zero load.

2.05m

2.05m

Figure 2:
Location and
labelling of
strain
gauges

2.2m

2.95m
c/c

Bamboo
column

250c/c270
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Figure 4: Plot of horizontal versus vertical load application

A similar examination of Figures 5(c) and (d), completes
the understanding of the load-displacement plots. In particular
in the former plot, the minor increased horizontal
displacement under increasing vertical load between A and B
is evident, as is the increase in horizontal load under reducing
vertical load between C and D in the latter. The near zero
vertical displacement at the centre of the beam under a 50 kN
horizontal load (O to A) is confirmed in Figure 5(d).
The photograph of the deflected frame in Figure 6 at peak
displacement reveals the flexibility of the frame generally,
both in column sway and in beam flexure, but also the ability
of the bamboo joints to resist substantial moments without
visible distress is a major achievement - the joints are usually
the most problematic aspect of bamboo construction.

3 LOAD DISPLACEMENT RESULTS
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When a vertical load is applied after a horizontal load has
caused lateral displacements at the column heads due to the
bamboo’s flexibility, then considerable secondary moments in
the columns occur. Ultimately, the inability to increase the
load further is caused by a loss in stiffness due to the
delamination of the epoxy in shear at particular locations, but
without catastrophic failure of the bamboo. The presence of
60 strain gauges throughout each frame enables stress reversal
and load transfer to be clearly observed during the flexural
response. The bending moment diagrams and strain responses
confirm the causes of this non-linear behaviour, as shall be
illustrated here. The resilience of the frame during the plastic
phase is such that there is only a slight load drop off and
considerable recovery is noted to occur on unloading.
Specifically, it is instructive to examine the
horizontal/vertical load-displacement plots to identify the
phases of behaviour. In Figure 5(a), it may be seen that the
development of horizontal displacement with horizontal load
to point A is not entirely linear. The extent of the increase in
the horizontal displacement due to the secondary moments
which arise as the vertical load is increased, under fluctuating
horizontal load and moving horizontal jack head, can be seen
between points A and B. Inelastic behaviour (B to C) due to
some form of mechanism, to be described presently, can be
observed as the horizontal displacement increased as the jack
was being pumped in an attempt to maintain the load, which
proved impossible. Finally, the slight increase in horizontal
load as the vertical load was removed (C to D) is evident and
subsequently removal of the horizontal load under an
apparently reduced stiffness regime occurs to point E. Here
there is a permanent displacement of the order of 22 mm due
primarily to the inelastic behaviour in the frame in phase B to
C.
A similarly instructive study of Figure 5(b) reveals no
vertical displacement as the horizontal load is being applied
(O to A), as expected at the centre of the beam under a sway
loading, and relatively linear elastic behaviour to point B, up
to maximum vertical load. There follows a phase of inelastic
vertical displacement, as before, from B to C as the vertical
jack chases the load under increasing extension of the head of
the jack. Release of the loads in turn (C to D and D to E)
confirms that there is also residual displacement vertically, at
point E.
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Figure 5: Plots of horizontal and vertical loads against
horizontal and vertical displacements

Figure 6: Photograph of deflected frame during non-linear
phase
4 LOAD-STRAIN RESULTS
In order to understand the variations in strain which occur in
the various parts of the beam, not only does the inelastic
behaviour play a part, but so also do the elastic bending
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moments which pertain during the various stages of loading.
Figure 7 shows the theoretical elastic bending moment
diagrams at stages A and B in the load path. Here it should be
observed that strains which arise during the application of
vertical load are subtractive from horizontal load strains at the
left hand column but additive at the right hand column. This
leads to strain reversals in some strain gauges as the vertical
load begins to be applied.
-24.5
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50

24.5

D
-24.5

C

+

the two phases of loading, as may be seen by the positive
strain from O to A being added to by strains from A to B as
horizontal then vertical loads are applied (Figure 4).
In gauge BC1, at the underside of the centre of the beam,
there is practically no strain until substantial horizontal load is
applied (see the zero moment at this location in Figure 7(a)),
then significant positive strain (on the tension side, in
sagging) as the vertical load is applied (A to B). Interestingly,
under the substantial inelastic displacements mentioned earlier
between B and C, there is practically no strain increase
between B and C in this figure, indicating this gauge is not
actively involved in the inelastic behaviour.
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Considering selected horizontal load against strain plots
first, gauge LT1 (see Figure 2) is the outermost gauge on the
outside of the section at the top of the left hand column. The
strain from O to A is negative (compressive, Figure 8(a)) as
the column sags (that is, with positive moment) at this point,
according to Figure 7(a). However, as vertical load is applied
(A to B in Figure 8(a)), the moment direction is reversed and
the strain is almost zero when the peak loads are applied, at B.
At B, the moments here in the column are indeed small
(Figure 7 (b)), confirming this low strain value. The continued
application of horizontal (about 20 mm, from Figure 5(a)) and
vertical displacement (about 40 mm from Figure 5(b)) in an
attempt to increase the load further causes increased tension of
the external bamboo culm, as evidenced from B to C in Figure
8(a). This suggests that this gauge is actively involved in
monitoring the inelastic behaviour at this location in the
frame. Load removal to almost zero strain at E indicates the
complete relief of stress at this point.
This behaviour is in contrast to that at the inside face of
the bottom of the right hand column (RB1, see Figures 2 and
8(b)). Here, according to Figure 7, moments are additive in
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Figure 7: Theoretical elastic bending moment diagram under
(a) horizontal and (b) combined loading
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Figure 8: Horizontal load versus strain at locations (a) LT1 (b)
RB1 (c) BC1
Similarly, when considering vertical load against strains,
deeper insights can be obtained. For example, gauge LB1, at
the outside bottom of the left hand column, positive strain
occurs to point A under a sway load (Figure 9(a)), as expected
from the hogging (that is, negative) moment here. When the
vertical load is then applied, strain reversal occurs (A to B), as
noted previously, due to the change in incremental bending
moment here. However, strain reversal occurs yet again (B to
C) under inelastic movement, where this is not just a relief of
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strain to zero– it becomes positive again (to C) due to the
continued horizontal movement at the top of the column
stretching this gauge at this point – a double reversal under a
monotonic load!
This phenomenon is not just confined to this case.
Consider the case of BR4 (Figure 2), at the top surface of the
right hand side of the beam. Here, strains are additive O to A
to B (Figure 9(b), as predicted by the additive nature of the
bending moment diagrams here. However, when the inelastic
behaviour occurs, strain reversal is significant (B to C) as the
ongoing sway to the right under constant load causes a local
compressive strain to C. Despite this, there is, as usual, almost
zero residual strain under a significant residual horizontal
displacement at zero load.
Finally, consideration of BC1 in Figure 9(c) shows that not
only is there strain reversal here during the inelastic phase, as
noted previously, but the stiffness as the vertical load is
reduced is very similar to that when the load was applied at
this gauge location, showing good elastic recovery.
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correlative examination of the load-displacement plots,
bending moment diagrams and an array of load-strain plots.
The frame is initially elastic and flexible; significant
secondary moments arise due to this flexibility as vertical
loads are subsequently applied; there is a well-defined load
point at which no further load can be applied; the frame can
be considered to be behaving inelastically and non-linearly
and active locations in the plastic behaviour can be
determined by the strain gauge responses. Despite this, on
load removal, the frame is quite resilient with small residual
strains and measurable deflections. The strain reversal
patterns can be explained by the bending moment diagrams,
the secondary moments which occur and the sense of the
distortions which occur during non-linear behaviour.
The nature of the cause of the loss in stiffness due to the
non-linear behaviour is not explored here but, suffice to say,
conventional plastic hinges are not observed to occur –
buckling or tensile tearing of the outside/inside culms did not
occur. Indeed, based on the changes to the patterns of the
strains through the depth of a section which is active in the
non-linear phase, it would appear that shear delamination of
the epoxy resin occurred, causing a stiffness reduction and
load shedding. This is outside the scope of this paper.
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ABSTRACT: High Density Spent Fuel Storage racks are steel structures designed to hold nuclear spent fuel assemblies removed
from the nuclear power reactor. Weighing around 60 tons, they are 5m high free-standing structures resting on the floor of a 12
m depth pool and separated by only a few centimetres. Their underwater seismic response is a troubling safety issue, especially
after Fukushima nuclear disaster. However, only limited basic guidelines have been provided as regulatory design criteria to
date. The racks’ design deals with a very highly nonlinear behaviour, a transient dynamic response and a fluid-structure
interaction problem. Industry is currently using available computer-aided finite element analysis software to solve the design
problem in a cost-effective manner but some dispersion of results still exists. Hence, the nuclear regulatory authorities are
requiring an evaluation of the current uncertainty associated to the assessment of rack displacements, rocking and maximum
forces on supports. This paper discusses the main difficulties faced during the seismic analysis and presents an ad-hoc analysis
methodology based on the hydrodynamic mass concept which takes advantage of a simplifying thermal analogy. The
methodology, implemented in ANSYS FE Mechanical is hereby described for a reduced scale 2-rack model where the coupling
effect of water in the dynamic motion of immersed racks is quantified and displacements and forces are provided. Finally,
methodology assumptions are discussed and lessons learnt about the behaviour trends are summarized.
KEY WORDS: racks, free-standing; FEM; dynamic analysis; nonlinear; fluid-structure interaction; hydrodynamic mass.
1

INTRODUCTION

High Density Spent Fuel Storage (HDSFS) racks are used in
the first step of the nuclear waste management process, during
the wet storage of the irradiated assemblies. As shown in
Figure 1, there may be numerous free-standing racks nestled
in the depths of the spent fuel pool. They are designed to
maximize the storage capacity of an existing pool, so the
space between units is reduced as much as possible (i.e. in the
order of a few centimetres).

Figure 2. Sketch of a HDSFS rack manufactured by ENSA
and its detailed 3D FE model
2

Figure 1. Location of racks in the fuel storage pool
The rack slenderness ratio determinates its seismic behaviour
by taking side for either a rocking or sliding movement. The
distinct geometries combined with a large spectrum of fuel
distributions, types and earthquake accelerogram convert the
design of racks into a singular engineering problem.
Equipos Nucleares, S.A. (ENSA) is a worldwide expert in
racks design, manufacture and installation (Figure 2) [1][2][3]
and has recently launched a research project to improve the
understanding of the rack response and to reduce the existing
uncertainty in analysis.

CONTEXTANDDIFFICULTIES

The typical features that characterize HDSFS racks are
summarized hereafter:
x unique and singular structure,
x tailored dimensions adapted to the spent fuel pool
geometry,
x made of structural stainless steel and neutron-absorbing
materials,
x installation in radioactive ambient with restricted access
preventing from any ground fixation,
x free-standing structure just resting on the pool depths,
x multi-body analysis combining several racks with
multiple fuel assemblies rattling inside its storage cells,
x submerged conditions (under 12 m water head),
x nuclear regulation imposing the highest seismic
requirements.
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3

DESCRIPTIONOFTHEDYNAMICPROBLEM

The design of the rack system for seismic loading faces the
three main challenges: a nonlinear response, a transient
dynamic problem and a Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI).
These phenomena are reviewed next.
3.1

Nonlinearresponse

It has been shown that the vibrating frequency of the freestanding rack decreases when the excitation increases due to
the combination of rocking and sliding motions [4]. This
feature is the best example of the high nonlinear behaviour of
racks under seismic loads. Racks units suffer deformations
and large amplitude displacements (e.g. sliding, rocking and
lift-off) which constantly change the boundary conditions and
alter the initial thickness of water gaps between racks. They
may also cause the impact of fuel assemblies on the storage
cell as well as between racks units.
These contacts represent the main source of nonlinearities as
they create changing-status singularities affecting the stiffness
of the system whether parts are touching or separated. Initial
contact points can be cleared (e.g. uplifted support feet), and
new ones can appear at each instant (e.g. physical contact
between nearby racks or between a rack and the pool walls).
After the non-interpenetration contact event, the two solids
may slide relative to each other along the interface. New
forces appear in the surface of contact in agreement with new
boundary conditions: a normal reaction and a frictional force
opposite to the movement. The value of these forces is
uncertain and depends on the surface material stiffness and its
friction coefficient.
As a result of these nonlinearities, the successive finite
displacements are not commutable. Hence, unless the 3D
seismic components are applied simultaneously, nonlinear
displacements are not accurately predicted. This issue is
overcome through a transient analysis along the whole
duration of the seism where the outputs at the end of a
calculus step are taken as initial conditions for the next step.
3.2

Transientdynamicproblem

The seismic analysis requires the resolution of a system of
equations which involve time-dependent variables. Due to the
nonlinearities inherent to the racks system, the response of the
rack system does not satisfy the superposition principle and
the equation of motion must be solved by direct numerical
integration. Direct integration methods attempt to satisfy
equilibrium with finite precision at discrete points in space
and time. In other words, individual numerical calculations
have to be computed to solve the ordinary differential
equation of motion at a series of discrete points in time which
are small relative to loading duration.

where [M], [C] and [K] are the mass, damping and stiffness
matrices of the structural system respectively and {u(t)},
{u(t)= du(t)/dt } and {ü(t)= d2u(t)/dt2} are vectors containing
the translational and rotational degrees of freedom of the
structure and their respective velocities and accelerations.
{F(t)} is the time-dependent vector of forces applied at each
of the degrees of freedom.
The literature proposes a huge number of well-developed step
by step iterative algorithms. Their accuracy and stability
directly depend on the time step parameter and on the order of
the derivate. However, the higher accuracy of the simulation,
the lower becomes the stability field [5]. Due to the nonlinear
behaviour of racks, only single-step, implicit, unconditional
stable methods are suited to the rack seismic analysis.
3.3

FluidStructureinteraction(FSI)

Besides the buoyancy vertical force, the presence of water
determines the dynamic response of the racks and fuel
assemblies. During a seismic event, the ground acceleration is
transmitted from the pool to the racks by friction on feet and
by compression throughout the water volume. In particular,
the inertial effects derived from this water acceleration lead to
coupling forces between the racks, and between the racks and
the pool walls. It is noted that this FSI has to be considered for
every submerged element, including the fuel assemblies inside
their cells and for the racks themselves inside the spent fuel
pool.
The magnitude of the FSI phenomena can be explained by the
geometrical relationships inside the pool. Racks have a
prismatic shape with large faces (the area of a rack face is in
the order of 10 m2) separated by relatively small water gaps
(in the order of 50 mm). As a result, the motion of a rack
boosts the fluid pressure within the water gaps and alters the
balance of the complete system. This effect has an important
impact on the dynamic behaviour, particularly on the natural
frequencies.
The previous hydrodynamic pressure should be ideally
calculated through Navier-Stokes equation for the 3D
turbulent flow, but this is difficult and computationally
expensive even in simple cases. Cost-effective analyses
assume some simplification in water behaviour, ignore fluid
damping and sloshing effects, and use the hydrodynamic mass
approach. The concept of hydrodynamic mass is defined as
the equivalent mass of water vibrating with the rack and it
represents the dynamic external effect of the surrounding
water volume [6]. In brief, the fluid is treated as a virtual
extension of the structure changing its effective mass. Thus,
Equation 1 becomes:

>M  m @^u t `  >C @^u t `  >K @^u t ` ^F t ` (2)
hydro

It is therefore necessary to implement an iterative numerical
method to solve the Finite Element (FE) equations of motion
at multiple time steps. The basic equation of motion is given
by Equation 1:

>M @^u t `  >C @^u t `  >K @^u t ` ^F t `
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(1)

where the added matrix [mhydro] is referred to as
hydrodynamic mass and represents the added masses
associated to each rack itself (diagonal terms) and the inertial
coupling among the multibody system (off-diagonal terms).
Since this matrix multiplies the acceleration vector {ü(t)}, it
assigns a proper weight to each rack acceleration.
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4

APPLICATIONANDCOMPUTATIONOFRESULTS

The challenges introduced in Section 3, have been overcome
by the use of an ad-hoc methodology specifically developed
for ANSYS FE mechanical. This cost-effective approach to
consider the FSI is based on the aforementioned
hydrodynamic mass concept and takes advantage of a thermal
analogy to perform the ensemble of calculations in unique
software.
Both hydrodynamic masses and transient displacements are
assessed here for a reduced scale 2-rack model. This
illustrative application is aimed to validate the accuracy of the
numerical results with experimental data from a future
physical model test [7]. The general features of the mock-up
shown in Figures 3 and 4 are summarized in Table 1.

between the acceleration of the rack and the associated
hydrodynamic pressure can be defined via the potential flow
theory. In addition, if also the fluid compressibility is
neglected, the velocity potential function  satisfies the
Laplace equation (2=0) and the pressure field can be
determined via the Bernoulli equation. Boundary conditions
are given by the acceleration of the in-water structures so the
fluid acceleration is therefore equal to the normal acceleration
of the wet interface, and zero in the free surface (no sloshing
assumption). This mathematical problem has been solved for
simple configurations so analytical formulations are currently
available for small relative oscillation amplitudes of two
coaxial cylinders in 2D [8], two coaxial squares in 2D [9], and
two coaxial rectangles in 3D [10]. However, for more
complex geometries, a Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
model of the enclosed fluid domain remains necessary.

Table 1. Description of the testing racks
Racks
Clearance
Length
Width
Height
Weight

2
40
1919
696
1774
2300

units
mm
mm
mm
mm
Kg

Hydraulic actuator

Pool

Rack 2
Rack 1

Figure 3. Sketch of the pool screwed to the vibration table.

At this point, it is of utmost importance to realise that the
potential fluid flow shows a complete analogy with the
steady-state heat conduction phenomena. In other words, the
previous CFD problem is similar to a thermal problem
governed by identical equations but other variables:
hydrodynamic pressure is equivalent to temperature,
acceleration is equivalent to heat flux, and fluid density is
equivalent to the inverse of the heat conductivity. Thus,
evaluate hydrodynamic pressures over faces and walls turns
into getting a temperature distribution. For a given problem,
the thermal approach offers a high accuracy and a
computational time economy.
Consequently, the associated hydrodynamic masses can be
assessed through the thermal FE model presented in Figure 5.
Such a model allows to take into account the 3D fluid motion
(i.e. heat flux under and above the rack body). The pool and
racks external faces are assumed to be non-deformable. The
clearance volume around racks is discretised in heat
conduction ANSYS elements type SOLID 70.

Fine meshing within gaps

Figure 4. Detail of the 2 free-standing racks juxtaposed inside
the pool.
4.1

Computation of the hydrodynamic masses through
athermalapproach

In a first approach, the terms of the hydrodynamic mass
matrix could be directly obtained by accelerating a rack and
assessing the resulting hydrodynamic pressures over the racks
faces and the pool walls. This scheme is easy to understand
but difficult to implement due to the complex fluid behavior.
Alternatively, some cost-effective simplifications can be
undertaken. If free surface sloshing is neglected and the water
is assumed as inviscid and irrotational, the relationship

SOLID 70
Rack 2
Rack 1

Figure 5. Equivalent thermal ANSYS FE model for the
computation of the hydrodynamic masses
The thermal approach is described next. A couple of thermal
sources are placed on two opposite rack’s faces (positive in
one side and negative in the other) like a virtual displacement.
Then, the resulting temperature distribution is assessed and
integrated along the faces of the racks affected by the
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interaction. The procedure is repeated for each rack unit, in a
manner that the added hydrodynamic mass (Mi,j), in the
direction ‘i’ corresponding to a specific rack acceleration in
the direction ‘j’ (üj) is computed as the surface integral
through the i-normal face of the temperature produced by a
heat flux emitted from the j-normal faces.
According to the concept, a symmetrical system should lead
to a symmetrical hydrodynamic mass matrix. This can be
verified in Table 2 which presents the hydrodynamic masses
in the x-direction added to each structure under a unitary
acceleration in the x-direction of each structure. The
hydrodynamic masses in other directions could be also
assessed using the same procedure.
Table 2. Hydrodynamic mass matrix in x-direction
üx, rack1
üx, rack2
üx, pool

Mxx, rack1

Mxx, rack2

Mxx, pool

6435
-1591
-5965

-1591
6435
-5965

-5965
-5965
15302

where “üx,index” refers to structure where the unitary xacceleration is applied (in m/s2) and “Mxx,index” represents the
x-component (in kg) of the hydrodynamic mass corresponding
to such an x-acceleration. For example, when the rack1 is
accelerated in the x-direction (üx,rack1=1 m/s2), the water
induces a x-force over this rack 1 equivalent to increasing its
mass (Mxx, rack1= 6435 kg).
It should be noted that the terms of the hydrodynamic mass
matrix are affected by any relative displacement of racks. The
variation throughout time in the thickness of the water gaps
around the racks changes the geometrical relationships and
therefore the hydrodynamic pressures field. The implemented
methodology assumes that the water coupling forces limits the
relative displacement between racks, so hydrodynamic mass
matrix is assessed only once and just for the initial
configuration. The numerical results will show that racks
moves nearly in phase, so it seems acceptable to keep the
hydrodynamic masses constant during the whole transient
analysis.
4.2

Rack 1
+
Fuel rods

Rack 2
+
Fuel rods

Lumped
Mass
(MASS 21)
Hydrodynamic
masses
(MATRIX 27)

Pool

Contact
(CONTA 178)

Figure 6. Dynamic FE model of the 2-racks system and the
FSI coupling elements
It should be noted that the pool structure is considered as an
infinitely rigid solid and therefore modelled by a unique node
which is connected to the racks by the following ANSYS
elements:
x
x

CONTA 178, to model the free-standing condition:
elastic contacts and Coulomb model of friction
(coefficient = 0.50)
MATRIX 27 with forced-distributed-surface contact
(MPC), to add the coupling hydrodynamic masses
and spread the hydrodynamic pressure over the entire
rack faces.

As outlined in Section 3.2, a transitory analysis with full
direct integration becomes necessary to accurately solve
Equation (2) throughout the entire seismic event. Hence, a
generalized D-method, available in ANSYS as ‘HTT’
algorithm, has been used to analyse the nonlinear behaviour of
the racks under the 12 sec duration design earthquake shown
in Figure 7, which reaches peaks of acceleration up to 8.75
m/s2.

Transientdynamicanalysisoftheseism

Once the hydrodynamic masses associated to each rack have
been evaluated, they are entered into the dynamic FE model of
Figure 6. Due to the complexity of the transitory analysis and
the computation cost, the model should be as simple as
possible: the cellular structure is represented through a unique
beam, the fuel assemblies are grouped in a vertical rigid body,
the base plate is shaped as a rigid shell and the total mass is
discretised in 7 lumped points. Nevertheless, a reliable model
has to maintain the original dynamic properties (i.e. natural
vibration frequencies), so the stiffness of different elements
must be carefully adapted. In addition, it should be built in 3D
in order to reproduce the real spatial motion which cannot be
approached by a 2D superposition principle as the behaviour
is highly nonlinear.
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Figure 7. Design earthquake time-history
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4.3

Numericalresults:displacementsandforces

This section provides the most relevant results
characterizing the racks behavior in terms of base and top
displacements (Figure 8), relative displacements (Figure 9 and
Figure 10), vertical lifting of a foot (Figure 11) and reaction
force on a foot (Figure 12).

Figure 11. Vertical lifting of a Rack1 foot

Figure 8. Top and base absolute and differential
displacements in X of rack1

Figure 12. Vertical force in a Rack1 foot

Figure 9. Top and base relative displacements in X
between rack1 and pool

Racks follow, in some way, the pattern of the ground motion
which explain the big displacements as far as 40 cm, are
shown in Figure 8. However, as per Figure 9 the relative
displacement between a rack and the pool remains in the order
of some centimetres for both top and base levels. The same
comment can be drawn from Figure 10 regarding the relative
displacement between the 2 racks. Nonetheless it should be
noted that the relative displacements at the top level are much
more instable with higher amplitudes than at the base level. It
is the evidence of a non-negligible rocking behaviour around
their axis. These oscillations are also visible for a single rack
in the differential displacement of the top with respect of the
base green line (labelled ‘TOP-BASE’) in Figure 8.
It is noted that both types of relative displacements remain
below the initial gap, so no horizontal collision is expected to
occur. Indeed, as far as the racks get closer, the clearance
becomes lower and the hydrodynamic masses should be
updated as outlined in Section 4.1, which should
exponentially increase the coupling forces and further reduce
the predicted displacements.

Figure 10. Top and base relative displacements in X
between rack1 and rack2

Regarding the vertical behaviour, Figure 11 shows multiple
uplifting events of a singular foot up to 15 mm. For the given
earthquake and case study, they are produced by the already
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mentioned rocking behaviour. Even if the rack did not
completely take off, the return movement cause strong
impacts of 50 kN as seen in Figure 12.
5

CONCLUSIONSANDFUTUREWORK

This paper has pointed out the main difficulties involved in
the design of high density spent fuel storage racks. In order to
address the latter, a successful analysis methodology based on
a few simplification assumptions has been proposed to
determine their seismic behaviour when immersed in water.
Main results regarding the transient displacements and impact
forces have been given for a specific geometry. The following
conclusions can be drawn for predesign purposes:
x
x

x
x

x

x

x

Reduced clearance leads to an important coupling
effect between racks which are otherwise
independent.
The terms of the hydrodynamic mass matrix
explicitly show how the coupling forces are
established between racks and between racks and
pool.
In particular, the relationship between the area of the
face and the thickness of the water gaps is key in the
importance of the fluid-structure coupling.
For the study case, these values reach up to 300% of
the rack self-weight. It means that the submerged
racks behave as if they weighed 6435 kg extra when
they are accelerated.
The fluid-structure coupling becomes stronger when
the gaps between racks become lower. Such a effect
pushes the ensemble towards a rigid solid motion
where both racks move nearly in phase.
Small relative displacements would allow the use of
a constant hydrodynamic mass matrix throughout the
transient analysis which can save much computation
time.
The rack slenderness ratio determinates its rocking or
sliding behaviour for a given configuration, seismic
time-history and friction coefficient.

Further steps seek to assess the accuracy of the outlined
analysis methodology and refine the current settings if
possible. For this purpose, a physical model test will follow to
validate the correlation between the computed results and the
experimental data, and to evaluate the uncertainties inherent to
the water assumptions, to the FE modelling and to the
numerical time-integration algorithm. Multiple testing
configurations are planned aiming at performing a sensitivity
analysis of the governing parameters as well as quantifying
the influence of changes in variables such as the initial
clearance, the friction coefficients, the seismic time-history
features, the fuel load distributions, etc. on the response.
In a final stage, a statistical analysis will be performed and
guidelines for a probabilistic design provided. The ultimate
goal is to be able to predict the behaviour patterns of any kind
of racks configurations, with stochastic features, under
different loading conditions through low cost analysis and
with a bounded error.
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ABSTRACT: The Shelbourne Hotel, Dublin first opened in 1824 and is without doubt one of the most prestigious and well
known hotels in Ireland. Throughout the building’s history, numerous structural alterations have occurred, one of which was the
addition of an extra floor, believed to have been undertaken in 1901-1902. Structural steelwork was installed at a high level
which was subsequently encased in concrete. During the recent remedial works to the external façade of the hotel, this steelwork
was observed to be corroding with the expansive accumulation of rust product causing the encased concrete to crack. Steel
frame corrosion (also known as ‘Regents Street Disease’) is becoming more problematic as these structures start to show their
age and its early detection and correct diagnosis is vital for the future serviceability of the structure. Non-Destructive Testing
(NDT) was undertaken on the concrete and an innovative cathodic protection treatment was installed using Hybrid Sacrificial
Anodes to re-passivate the steel/concrete interface and provide long-term galvanic protection. A remote monitoring system was
also installed to provide continuous feedback on the system’s performance and trigger values have been set as early warnings to
detect any adverse changes. This paper will look at Regents Street Disease in more detail including its: causes; detection; and
possible repair scenarios based on the authors’ experiences.
KEY WORDS: Steel Frame Corrosion, Regents Street Disease, Cathodic Protection, Anodes, Restoration
1

BACKGROUND

The cracking, displacement and spalling of stone and masonry
due to the corrosion of steelwork is becoming increasingly
common in steel-framed buildings constructed during the first
half of the 20th Century [1]. This corrosion not only causes
unsightly defects on our heritage structures, more worryingly,
it can pose a serious health and safety risk to building users
and the general public through the potential for falling debris
and possible element/structural failure. To the untrained eye,
it can be very difficult to accurately assess the causes of
seemingly random cracking on façades that are attributed to
steel frame corrosion. Furthermore, undertaking traditional
remedial works such as removal of the cladding and treatment
of the steelwork can be extremely disruptive and expensive.

2

INTRODUCTION

Prior to the mid 1800’s, much of our built heritage in larger
towns and cities utilised timber, stone and masonry. It was
not until the invention of the Bessemer steelmaking process in
1856, as well as the open hearth processes of 1868, that the
first use of steel in buildings started to take off [1]. The
construction of the Home Insurance Building, Chicago, in
1884-5, marked the development of steel frame construction
techniques and the modern era of multi storey buildings.
Unfortunately, during the construction of these buildings,
engineers and architects of the time did not take into
consideration the potential defects that would later appear

The term ‘Regents Street Disease’ was first coined in the
1970s after the famous London address in which many of its
buildings were displaying this form of deterioration.
Corrosion of buildings and civil structures, many of which are
now surviving beyond their intended design lives, is becoming
a more serious and costly problem to deal with for asset
owners, architects and engineers. Maintaining and extending
the serviceable lives of our ageing infrastructure is now
becoming a priority.
According to the National Association of Corrosion Engineers
(NACE), one of the world’s leading authorities on corrosion
engineering and control, the annual cost of corrosion to the
UK in 2008 was $70.6 billion representing 3.1% of GDP [2].
It has also been suggested by others that on average, one ton
of steel is lost every ninety seconds in the UK as a direct
consequence of corrosion [3].

Figure 1. Cracking on Masonry Façade Attributed to Steel
Corrosion. Often Wrongly Identified as Structural Movement
of Foundations etc
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due to inappropriate detailing. Early 20th century steel
framed structures were built with their stone/masonry façade
tightly constructed around the steelwork. Any cavities tended
to be filled with ‘builder’s rubble’ or other porous materials.
It was assumed that the masonry surrounding the steelwork
would offer sufficient protection from moisture ingress and
thus protect the steel.

further. As corrosion continues, cracks and joints open further
allowing greater access for moisture and as such accelerates
the problem. Today, steelwork is coated and more modern
structures incorporate a cavity which prevents moisture build
up around the steel frame. The risk of displacing and cracking
on cladding materials is thus greatly reduced. However, the
detection of any corrosion is almost impossible as there can be
limited evidence of distress on the façade.
4

DETECTIONANDASSESSMENTMETHODS

4.1 VisualInspection



A detailed visual inspection is generally the first method of
detection and assessment on any structure.
Plotting
elevational defects on detailed drawings of the façade not only
indicates possible links between the causes and effects of
corrosion but may also indicate the extent of corrosion
progression. Gaining an appreciation of the structural makeup
through historic drawings and surveys can lead to an
indication of the source of the defects observed on the
facades.

Figure 2. Corroding Steel Frame Filled with Porous
‘Builders Rubble’ on an Irish Heritage Structure. Note
Vertical Cracking on Brickwork Façade over Steelwork
3

In conjunction with visual surveys, it is beneficial to
supplement this data with information on crack widths.
Opportunities may also arise where cracks or joints are large
enough to insert optical probes or cameras to enable a visible
inspection of any concealed voids.

THECORROSIONPROCESS

Steel corrodes as it is not a naturally occurring material and
constantly tries to return to its basic iron ore state. Most
metals will eventually corrode in contact with their
surroundings with exceptions from those which are found and
used in their original state, such as gold and platinum.
Steelwork (and reinforcement) cast in concrete is protected
from corrosion initially due to the high alkalinity of the
freshly placed concrete surrounding it. The steel becomes
passive due to the formation of a stable oxide film on its
surface. The onset of corrosion can occur once this passive
layer breaks down. This can occur due to the presence of
aggressive substances such as chloride ions or through a
process known as carbonation. Carbonation occurs in
concrete when atmospheric carbon dioxide reacts with
concrete and reduces its alkalinity. As moisture and oxygen
enter the concrete matrix at cracks or through diffusion,
corrosion can begin. The corrosion reaction will depend on
various factors such as: oxygen availability; moisture
availability; presence of chlorides or sulphates; and
temperature. In order to halt this corrosion reaction, the
environment or the reaction must be changed.
In the presence of moisture and oxygen, expansive corrosion
products accumulate on the steel surface which can be
upwards of ten times the size of the original consumed metal.
For example, for every 1mm of steel that corrodes, 10mm of
expansive corrosion product can be produced.
This
accumulation of rust product displaces the materials abutting
the steel which in turn can cause cracking and open joints
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Figure 3. Section from a Visual Survey Drawing of an Early
1900s Office Building in Belfast [7]. Note Majority of
Cracking between Windows with Structural Steelwork
Behind.
Ineffective detailing as well as a general lack of maintenance
of gutters and other rainwater goods are probably the single
biggest sources of corrosion on steel framed buildings and as
such should be given due regard during visual inspections.
4.2 NonDestructiveTesting(NDT)



The majority of NDT options available for reinforced concrete
are also applicable for most early 20th century steel framed
structures due to the presence of the mortar in-fill around the
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steelwork. Care must be taken when interpreting the results
from these test methods as variations in mortar infill quality
and presence can lead to inaccurate readings.
The most important tests to be undertaken include the removal
of concrete/mortar samples for laboratory analysis and
carbonation depth testing. Laboratory analysis includes the
determination and level of potentially deleterious contents
such as chlorides and sulphates. Carbonation tests can be
taken on site and the results viewed instantaneously through
the use of a pH indicator solution such a phenolphthalein.
Half-cell potential surveys indicate the likelihood and
location of any corrosion cells occurring on the steel. In some
instances, moistening of the test surface may be required to
aid in the collection of data. The findings from this survey
can help locate areas of potential concern for further intrusive
investigations. Linear Polarisation Resistance (LPR)
Corrosion Rate measurements can provide an indication of
the actual corrosion rates on the steel and can be used to aid in
the calculation of the section loss on the steel. Electrical
resistivity measurements are related to corrosion rate
measurements as the resistivity and moisture content of the
medium in contact with the steel can give an indication of the
severity of corrosion if it were occurring.
A wealth of other test methods including: infrared; ultrasonic;
and electromagnetic techniques are also available which can
aid in the interpretation of detailing the structure.
However, taking the various assessment methods into
consideration, one of the most effective methods of
assessment to verify the findings from the various forms of
NDT, is the localised removal of the façade to inspect the
steelwork behind. Although semi-disruptive, and difficult to
gain approval on listed heritage structures, it can provide a
wealth of information such as: construction details; member
sizes; and the ability to visually inspect. This exercise also
allows the engineer to undertake steel thickness measurements
to determine actual loss of section and therefore determine if
there any potential structural implications.
5

TRADITIONALREPAIROPTIONS

A failure to understand the inherent problems with these
structures inevitably leads to wrong and insufficient remedial
repairs being undertaken. Such short term repairs include:
cracks sealed and repaired over; new coatings provided;
brickwork replaced; and mortar beds raked out and filled in.
The trouble with these repairs, although at times temporarily
sufficient as they may reduce oxygen and moisture
availability, is the fact that they do not deal with the source of
the problem i.e. the corrosion of the steelwork behind, and
they can be extremely expensive and disruptive to undertake.
A more medium term repair would involve the localised
removal of the façade to gain access to the steelwork. Once
the cladding has been removed, traditional repair methods can
include:

Figure 3. Inappropriate Repair of Masonry Façade on Historic
Structure in Belfast displaying Steel Frame Corrosion using
Sand Cement
x
x
x

x

Removal of the corrosion product build up through
mechanical means, such as grit blasting or needle
gunning, leaving the steel clean and bright;
Application of a zinc rich coating on the surfaces to
offer protection from further corrosion;
Repair, upgrade and installation of new water
management and moisture control methods such as
broken downpipes and the inclusion of new DPCs;
and
Replacement of cladding with the inclusion of a void
between the steelwork and cladding.

The above can be an effective repair which may last upwards
of 10 to 15 years depending on various factors such as: quality
of materials used; quality of workmanship; and regular
maintenance. However, the removal of the defective cladding
and treatment of the steel behind is highly disruptive and
expensive. Areas of the structure not showing distress at the
repair stage are usually not attended to and as such will
inevitably corrode at a later date.
The long term repair option would include the use of cathodic
protection to arrest the corrosion process. Cathodic protection
provides protection to steel through the passage of a small
D.C. current through the electrolyte (concrete) from an anode
and onto the steel surface. Cathodic protection of steel is a
well-documented approach to the long term protection of steel
against corrosion. There are typically three types of systems:
1.
2.
3.

Galvanic Anode Cathodic Protection (GACP);
Impressed Current Cathodic Protection (ICCP); and
Hybrid Protection (combination of both above
systems).

GACP is based on the principal of dissimilar metal corrosion
and the relative position of specific metals in the galvanic
series. The current generated from a sacrificial anode is
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directly related to the environment within which it is placed.
Anodes are directly connected to the steel. As the anode
material (such as zinc) would be higher in the galvanic
corrosion chart in comparison with the steel, if corrosion was
to occur, the anode would be consumed preferentially thus
protecting the steel.
ICCP systems utilise an inert anode material (such as Mixed
Metal Oxide (MMO), titanium etc.) which is used to induce a
current onto the reinforcement under the passage of a constant
current. A Transformer Rectifier (TR) is used to power the
system and converts Alternating Current A.C. to D.C. One of
the main benefits of an ICCP system is the ability of the
rectifier to adjust and control the current being passed to the
reinforcement. However, whilst alkalinity is generated at the
reinforcement, acidity is produced at the anode.
The ‘Hybrid’ system operates by utilising the main functions
of both GACP and ICCP. Once the anodes have been
installed, a current is passed from a temporary power supply
for circa one week to arrest any corrosion occurring at the
reinforcement and to build up a passive layer around the steel
(just like ICCP). Following this, the anodes are then attached
to the reinforcement for long term protection (just like
GACP). Although the first week of current passage would
consume some of the anode, they would typically last a lot
longer than a GACP system due to the protection offered at
the outset. Long term acid generation at the anode is not a
function of a ‘Hybrid’ system.
6

THESHELBOURNEHOTEL

6.1Background
McFarland Associates Ltd’s first involvement with the
Shelbourne Hotel restoration came about following the
observation of a long horizontal crack at a high level on the
Kildare Street elevation during the façade restoration works in
May 2015. No one suspected the magnitude of the underlying
problems until the main contractor, ACOL Ltd, commenced
localised breaking out to begin repairs.
Subsequent
investigations revealed the presence of 2no. 220mm by 75mm
‘C’ sections, arranged back to back, within a concrete
medium. The observed cracking was attributed to the
corrosion of the outside member. The design team faced a
difficult decision. Firstly, they considered the removal of the
members in question. However, due to the extremely tight
time constraints, as well as the practicalities of structural
support during replacement, it quickly became evident that the
structural steelwork had to stay. To meet design requirements
of 100 years, cleaning the steel, coating it and reinstating
concrete cover over would not have dealt with the underlying
problem and as such was not regarded as a long term repair.
McFarland Associates Ltd were commissioned to investigate
the extent of the corrosion and to provide a long term repair
option to ensure the continued structural integrity of the
steelwork to meet the design requirements.
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Figure 4. Subsequent Breakouts around the Horizontal
Cracking Revealed the Presence of a Corroding Steel Member
6.2Observationsandfindings



Initial observations revealed that that the concrete medium
surrounding the steelwork was made of clinker due to its dark
colour and extensive voids.
Light weight concretes
manufactured with coke breeze aggregates were commonly
used during the early 20th century. Corrosion problems can
occur from the date of initial construction due to the acidic
nature of some of the aggregates and the porosity of the
concrete. The rate at which corrosion can occur is directly
related to the water content of the concrete, with moist
concrete surrounding steelwork giving high rates of corrosion.
For the most part, the steel appeared to be in a reasonable
condition with only minor loss of section having occurred.
The greatest area of section loss occurred at the location of a
central downpipe where moisture had penetrated in the past.
However, even at this location, the section loss was not of
concern to the structural engineers. On site testing involved
the: extraction of concrete samples for subsequent chloride,
cement and sulphate contents by a UKAS accredited
laboratory; half-cell potential measurements; concrete
resistivity measurements; LPR Corrosion rate measurements;
and concrete carbonation measurements.
Chloride and
cement contents were regarded as low and sulphate contents
were above recommended limits. Half-cell potential readings
indicated variations in corrosion activity with resistivity and
LPR corrosion rate readings indicating a high possibility of
corrosion occurring. All corrosion rate readings were above
2mA/m2, at and below which would be regarded as the
threshold for passive steel [4]. The concrete was also found to
be fully carbonated to the level of steel meaning it was
offering no protection against corrosion. It was quite evident,
both visually and through the on-site testing, that corrosion
had initiated and was occurring at varying rates across the
elevation. One further elevation within the central courtyard
of the hotel was also displaying steelwork corrosion with
similar test results observed.
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6.3 Solution
The only feasible option for a long term repair was to
undertake some form of cathodic protection to switch off and
control any future corrosion which may occur. An ICCP
system was considered by the client. However, due to the:
high cost; lead and installation time; a need for a constant
power supply; and a requirement for regular maintenance of
the system to ensure ongoing operation, this was discounted.

clinker concrete would allow current to pass between the
anode and steel; the driving voltage of the installed anode to
the steel indicated that the galvanic current output during
phase two of the treatment would be effective at maintaining
steel passivity; and the influence of polarisation from the
hybrid anode was within typical limits and that a spacing of
300mm between installed anodes would be effective at steel
corrosion mitigation.

A Hybrid Cathodic Protection system was recommended by
McFarland Associates Ltd as an alternative. The system
utilises a dual technology anode based on the use of a
sacrificial metal in both an impressed current role and a
sacrificial anode role (Figure 5). Initially, an impressed
current is driven from the installed anodes using a temporary
12V power supply. During this process, the steel is rendered
passive inhibiting further corrosion activity. This occurs
because the treatment generates inhibitive hydroxide ions at
the steel and aggressive inclusions such as chloride ions are
drawn from the concrete to the installed anode. At the end of
the brief impressed current treatment, the power supply is
removed and the installed anodes are connected directly to the
steel to act as a sacrificial anode in a long term (galvanic)
preventative role.
Figure 6. Hybrid Anodes in Preparation for Installation along
the Kildare Street Elevation

6.4 System installation and verification
Following verification of on-site trial results, a full hybrid
cathodic protection system was designed to the current
international standard [6] taking into consideration: the
surface area of the steel to be protected; anode sizing,
quantities and distribution; and the required design life.

Figure 5. The Two Phases of the Hybrid Electrochemical
Treatment [5]
It was deemed prudent to undertake a localised trial of the
system at the Shelbourne Hotel prior to full system installation
to ensure its: effectiveness; compatibility with the
clinker/steelwork arrangement; and to collect site data to aid
with the system design. One anode was installed within the
clinker concrete. A temporary 12V D.C. voltage was applied
to the hybrid anode through a shunt resistor and the steel was
connected as the cathode. The applied current was measured
after 10 minutes. A steel half-cell potential was measured at
intervals away from the anode to determine polarisation of the
steel. The D.C. voltage was removed and allowed to
depolarise for 10 minutes. The hybrid anode was connected
to the steel in galvanic mode through a calibrated multimeter
and the current from the anode measured. The driving voltage
from the anode was recorded as 1.15V. A current of 47mA
was recorded when the hybrid anode was in impressed current
mode and the galvanic current was measured as 0.5mA. This
trial verified that: during the impressed current phase, the

The system was divided into a series of independent anode
treatment zones. A total of nineteen zones were installed on
both the Kildare Street elevation as well as the internal
courtyard elevation. All zones in both locations were
terminated back to a central point. On the Kildare Street
elevation, a number of zones were chosen for continued
monitoring using independent manganese dioxide reference
electrodes. Continuous monitoring is undertaken through the
use of a remotely accessed datalogger installed on the roof of
the building and powered via an attached solar panel. Trigger
values have been set on the system to inform McFarland
Associates Ltd engineers of any potential future problems
such as an increase in corrosion rate or current output from the
anodes which may be attributable to a problem on the
structure such as a localised leak.
Measurements collected from the installed datalogger for the
Kildare Street elevation zones over the first 210 days post
installation are summarised in the graphs below. There is a
clear responsive behaviour between temperature and anode
galvanic current output, which is expected (Figure 7). An
increase in temperature will typically increase corrosion rates.
An increase in the anode galvanic currents in this instance
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Temperature (oC)

Galvanic Anode Current (mA)

indicates a responsive behaviour from the installed anodes to
initiate protection to the steel. As the structure dries out
following refurbishment, the galvanic current reduces with
time as it is not needed but will increase again if moisture
levels increase – similar to temperature variations (Figure 8).
Steel potentials more positive than -100mV represent passive
steel. It can be seen that the steel potential values are
generally increasing following the powerful polarisation from
the hybrid electrochemical treatment (Figure 9).

Figure 10. Finished Surface Following Installation of
Cathodic Protection System. Note no Evidence of Anodes or
Cabling which was Imperative for this Listed Structure.
7

Current 1

Time (days)
Current 2
Current 3

Temperature

Anode Galvanic Current Output (mA)

Figure 7. Comparison of Daily Temperature and Current from
Installed Anodes on Kildare Street Elevation

CONCLUSION

As discussed, the corrosion of early 20th century steel framed
structures is becoming more problematic for asset owners,
architects and engineers to deal with. Traditional methods of
repair can be a costly and disruptive process with only short to
medium term results expected. An innovate approach to the
treatment of corroding steel within heritage buildings has been
outlined as an alternative. This treatment can be undertaken
locally to where problems are determined to be occurring
through on site specialist testing and analysis. It is seen as the
favourable repair of choice for managers of heritage assets
due to its long term effects and minimally intrusive nature
which is vital for our listed structures (Figure 10).
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Preliminary investigation into the rate of carbonation of concrete blocks under
normal production yard conditions
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ABSTRACT: The release of CO2 from calcination during the manufacture of cement can be partially or fully offset by the CO2 it
naturally absorbs during its lifetime. This paper reports results from a preliminary investigation into the rate of carbonation in
concrete blocks stacked in a production yard over a period of 6 months. The blocks were stacked in a normal manner under
natural exposure conditions. Carbonation progress was determined by splitting the blocks and spraying the freshly exposed
surface with a phenolphthalein solution at intervals over the test period. It was found that the rate of the carbonation front
progression differed depending on the exposure face and the type of block. Carbonation fronts on exposed front (FF) or side
faces (SF) were seen to advance at rates of well over 1 mm per week for the initial 6 months of exposure. Exposed top faces
(TF) of blocks showed a slower rate of carbonation; just over 0.6 mm per week. The speed of the advance of the carbonation
front into concrete slowed over time, however, it was noted that slower progression occurred during the second half of testing
over the wetter winter period. Rates of carbonation and estimates of carbon sequestration were calculated using the
measurements taken in the investigation. The findings suggest that carbonation should be included in the manufacturing stage
of life cycle assessments for open textured concrete products such as blocks. This research identifies parameters that should be
included in future testing as well as areas where the test methodology would benefit from development.
KEY WORDS: Carbonation; Concrete blocks; Carbon Dioxide Sequestering; Phenolphthalein.
1

INTRODUCTION

The release of CO2 from calcination during the manufacture
of cement can be partially or fully offset by natural
sequestration of carbon dioxide over the lifetime of
cementitious products [1,2,3]. The effect is also detailed in
the current CEN Product Category Rules of concrete and
concrete elements, which was under enquiry at the time of
writing [4].
The CO2 attributed to cementitious products in life cycle
assessments should be adjusted to take account of natural
sequestration in order to accurately reflect its true
environmental impact. International research has shown that
the amount of CO2 absorbed by concrete can account for up to
17% of all CO2 emitted during cement manufacture in a given
year (calcination and fuel) [1]. In Ireland this effect was
conservatively estimated to result in a net reduction of 75 kg
of CO2/tonne cement [3]. Failure to take account of this
sequestration of CO2 into concrete can lead to misinformed
policy formulation on global and regional climate change
strategies.
Carbonation (or CO2 sequestering) is the reaction between
the hydrated calcium compounds in the building element and
atmospheric carbon dioxide. These chemicals dissolve in the
pore water of concrete which enters through the exposed
surface via the pore network. The reaction results in the
precipitation of calcium carbonate in the capillary pore system
and a reduction in the pH of the concrete. Concrete design
usually aims to reduce the depth of carbonation due to the
potential risk of corrosion when the carbonation front reaches
the level of embedded steel reinforcement. Consequently, the

main focus of research into carbonation in concrete to date has
been on efforts to predict and limit the depth of carbonation.
Despite this, and depending on the in-service use and
exposure conditions, reinforced concrete is known to absorb
significant amounts of carbon dioxide which are currently
unaccounted for in most estimates of environmental impact.
The rate of carbonation in dense concrete is typically
modelled mathematically in the general form shown in
Equation 1 [5]:
x = k t

(1)

Where x is the depth of carbonation, k is a carbonation
coefficient (or ‘k-factor’) dependent on material properties, t
is time. Numerous variables are known to affect the rate of
carbonation and are included in a wide range of different
formulae which can be grouped into three main categories:
factors inherent to concrete (cement, additions, w/c ratio,
strength etc.), curing and moulding conditions and exposure
(environmental) conditions [6].
In unreinforced concrete there is no reason to limit
carbonation and there is the opportunity for designers and
manufacturers to actively encourage carbonation in service.
The subject of carbonation of open textured concrete products
(Concrete blocks, roof tiles etc.) is considerably less well
researched than dense concrete although the mechanisms are
identical.
In dense concrete it is normally assumed that high levels of
carbonation are attained only after recycling at the end of life,
particularly in a predominantly humid Irish environment and
in higher grades of concrete [3]. In more open-textured
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products it could be expected that full carbonation would
normally occur during the service life of the building or
structure (if exposed to air). During preliminary work for this
project, old blocks (of unknown age but perhaps decades old)
in the storage yard were found to be fully carbonated.
This study examined whether the carbonation of blocks in a
production yard prior to dispatch to customers was of a
significant level to include in environmental footprints for
products manufacturing phase. A full life-cycle assessment of
concrete blocks would also require an examination of the
carbonation of blocks in service. This longer term in-service
testing fell outside the scope of this initial study.
2

METHODOLOGY

The project sought to use a series of measurements on
concrete blocks stored in a block manufacturers’ yard (Figures
1a and 1b) to confirm the potential of cement-based nonreinforced construction materials to sequester atmospheric
carbon dioxide (CO2) and to understand how much of this
may occur prior to their incorporation into structures or
buildings.

enhanced air tightness, acoustic, visual and painting
properties*1(PQ Block).
Block position in stack:
After manufacture it is common practice to arrange blocks in
“rings” of single block height which are then placed on top of
each other to make a “stack” in the yard. Five stacks in total
were placed on site as shown in Figure 1a.
Figure 2 illustrates the typical block arrangement in a stack.
The block position was anticipated as being a significant
variable, therefore, four types of block exposure were
identified:
(a) Top Face (TF) and Front Face (FF) of block exposed
with other faces sheltered by adjacent blocks in the
stack.
(b) TF, Side Face (SF) and FF exposed.
(c) FF exposed.
(d) FF and SF exposed.
Two type “a” blocks, one from an “exposed side” (see
Figure 1a) and one from a “somewhat sheltered side”, and
one of each type “b”, “c” and “d” were taken from each
standard block stack, making 15 standard blocks sampled for
each date of measurement. 5 blocks were taken from the PQ
stacks. Care was taken to extract blocks from the stack
without disturbing adjacent units. Units were not tested if
their exposure conditions were altered by the removal of
blocks from the stack previously.

Figure 1a. Layout of stacks.
Figure 2. Stack shape showing 4 block types.

Figure 1b. Block stacks on site.

Exposure Time:
Concrete blocks are commonly retained in a production
storage yard for at least 4 weeks before dispatch to site. The
actual time spent in the production yard is likely to be heavily
influenced by market conditions. Therefore, blocks were
tested after approximately 0, 4, 8, 16 and 24 weeks after
manufacture.

2.1 Experimental Variables
2.2 Tests
Concrete block type:
Two concrete block types were used to examine the effect of
block properties on carbonation. The first type was a
“standard” solid concrete block (Standard Block) and the
second type was a more dense block manufactured to have
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In dense concrete the depth of carbonation can be determined
by spraying a freshly exposed surface (by splitting) of the
*

Standard 7.5N Block and PQ Block (Aristocrat Range 10N)
produced by Roadstone Ltd. All units 440x210x100mm.
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concrete with a 1% phenolphthalein in ethanol solution [5].
The solution is made by dissolving 1gm of phenolphthalein in
90 cc of ethanol and made up to 100 cc by adding distilled
water. The phenolphthalein solution is an indicator of pH
with materials of lower than roughly pH 9 showing no colour
change (assumed to be fully carbonated concrete –see section
1) and materials of higher pH than 9 showing pink/purple
(uncarbonated concrete) [7].
Following spraying with phenolphthalein solution the depth
of the carbonation (the uncoloured layer), as shown in Figure
3, from the external surface is measured to the nearest 0.5mm
at different positions, and the average taken.
The feasibility of using this standard dense concrete
carbonation test method for open textured material (cement
blocks) was unknown at the outset of the project, however, the
method produced clearly defined colour changes indicating
carbonation depth during early stage testing. The method was
therefore deemed an appropriate one to use for the duration of
the test series.

station (Figure 5), which is roughly 3km away from the block
exposure site.

Figure 5. Rainfall and evaporation data for test period
3

RESULTS

When the substrate has a pH of below 9 the phenolphthalein
indicator remains clear and it is assumed that the concrete is
fully carbonated. On a substrate with a pH above 9 the
indicator turns purple and the concrete is deemed
uncarbonated (Phenolphthalein indicator turns purple).
3.1

Figure 3. Measuring depth of carbonation.
2.3 Testing Methodology
Samples were marked on exposed surfaces and transported to
the test laboratory where they were split as shown in Figure 3
using an Avery Denison 100kN capacity 7123 traverse unit
with the single point flexure setup. Break 1 split the block in
half along the long face, and Break 2 split the FF in half
producing two quarter blocks.

Blocktype

The greatest carbonation depth was recorded on the exposed
FF for both block types examined in this study. Figure 5
shows the average depths of carbonation on the FF of all
Standard (15 blocks) and PQ Block (5 blocks) types over the
test period. At 24 weeks the depth of ingress was on average
79% lower on the PQ blocks. This effect was particularly
evident in the first 4 to 8 weeks of exposure whereby
carbonation progressed much more rapidly in Standard Block
types (Figure 6).

Figure 4. Splitting of the concrete blocks.
The freshly broken surfaces were immediately cleared of
any dust and loose material before being sprayed,
photographed and the depth of clear colour measured using a
measuring tape or ruler as shown in Figure 3. It should be
noted that findings from this study are deduced using these cut
positions as a snapshot of carbonation within the block. The
determination of interactions between exposure sides, for
example at the exposed corner in block type “b”, is not
possible using this method.
Average monthly meteorological data [6] for the test period
was obtained from the Met Éireann Casement Aerodrome

Figure 6. Depth of carbonation on Front Faces of Normal
and PQ blocks.
Given that all blocks were exposed to the same weather
conditions (Figure 5), it can be concluded that the difference
in carbonation behavior between Standard and PQ blocks was
due to their differing compositions and structure. The reason
for this differential is very likely to be related to the reduced
air permeability of PQ Blocks, which are designed to be more
suitable for airtight buildings.
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3.2

BlockStackExposure

Standard Block stacks 1, 2 and 3 had one “exposed side” and
one “somewhat sheltered side”, sheltered by neighbouring
stacks (< 300mm adjacent) as defined in Figure 1a and
photographed in Figure 1b. The “exposed sides” as indicated
in Figure 1a generally experienced higher levels of
carbonation as shown in Figure 7, which uses the example of
“a” type block FF’s carbonation depth as recorded in week 16
to highlight this observation.

For the purposes of this study “scattered” areas were
deemed to be uncarbonated concrete and measured
accordingly. Particularly heavy rainfall was experienced
during the months of November to January, which
encompassed all post-week 8 readings (Figure 5) and is
thought to be a possible reason for the dispersed pattern.
3.4

ExposureFaces

Although the highest carbonation was recorded on FFs (in
both Standard and PQ Blocks) other exposed faces also
showed varying significant depths of carbonation.

Figure 7. Comparison of “exposed sides” and “somewhat
sheltered sides” week 16 data.
The general trend that more exposed sides of the stack
experienced higher depths of carbonation was identified.
However, no definitive pattern emerged and the degree of
shelter offered by neighbouring objects and buildings was not
taken into account when comparing sides. For future testing,
more rigid measurement of sheltering combined with
prevailing wind conditions and weather monitoring would be
required to clearly define any relationship between sheltering
and carbonation.
3.3

Pattern

Initial weeks showed a clearly defined line between coloured
and uncoloured parts of blocks when sprayed with
phenolphthalein solution. The findings for weeks 16 and 24
tended to have scattered mixes of coloured and uncoloured
portions as well as more clearly defined lines. A comparison
is shown in Figure 8 whereby (i) and (ii) show clearer borders
between coloured and uncoloured portions, while later tests
show less clear boundaries (iii) and (iv).
Week 4

Week 8

Week 16

Week 24

(iii)
(i)
(iv)
(ii)
Figure 8. Comparison of ingress patterns in “b” blocks from
the same stack in week 4, week 8, week 16 and week 24.
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Figure 9. Relationship between exposed face position and
carbonation front ingress by week.
Figure 9 displays that carbonation was significantly higher
on FFs (all 15 blocks had exposed FF) compared to other
exposed faces for Standard Blocks. Standard deviations
increased as the weeks progressed, advancing from 1.9mm for
week 4 recordings to 22.7mm for week 24. Generally, TFs
showed the lowest carbonation depths (9 blocks had exposed
TF) and a lower standard deviation of 1.2mm in week 4. The
cause of this lower carbonation rate was not immediately
evident. In week 24 the TF average increased steeply to the
same depth of ingress as the SF average (6 blocks had
exposed SF). Individual block values for TFs ranged between
10mm and 15mm, however, one “b” type corner block
showed 40mm carbonation depth, which considerably
increased the average. Removing this anomaly would reduce
the average TF value to 12mm in week 24 which would
maintain the identified trend. However, due to the low number
of blocks used for the study no carbonation depth results were
omitted from the data set.
In PQ blocks the differential between exposure faces was
less pronounced. Similar to Standard Blocks, TFs of PQ
blocks also exhibited the lowest level of carbonation.
Figure 9 shows the SF of Standard Blocks (and to a lesser
extent PQ blocks) having an unexpected reduction in
carbonation at week 24. Carbonation is an irreversible process
and these measurements appear to show the degree of
specimen to specimen variation in the results rather than a real
effect as standard deviations increased from 0.5mm in week 4
to 12.7mm in week 24.
There is evidence that some degree of carbonation also
occurred on internal faces of the blocks tested. Figure 10
provides an example of a “c” type block after 24 weeks of
exposure. Only the FF is externally exposed, all other faces
were sheltered by adjacent blocks in the stack, however, a
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scattered purple and clear pattern was seen to ingress from the
surface on those covered sides. Carbonation on the internal
faces of blocks were not the focus of this testing series,
however, all blocks were photographed at time of test which
allows general observations to be made. All internal faces
tended to show some carbonation, though the depths varied
from 0-10mm in week 24. It is thought that the variation may
have been due to the gap widths between adjacent blocks in
the same stack.
First split
TF

Second split
FF (exposed)
Fully
carbonated

SF

SF

BF

SF

Break

(ii)
(i)
Figure 10. Example of “c” type Standard Block. (i) Break 1:
all faces shown are internal. (ii) Break 2: only the FF is
external.
3.5

Rateofcarbonation

The general trend of rapid initial carbonation, which slows
over time, was observed and displayed in Figure 11. The
exception to this trend is noted for TF data point in week 24 as
discussed in section 3.4. In normal dense concrete this can be
explained by the time - carbonation depth relationship
(Equation 1). This, however, may not completely explain the
apparent fall off in carbonation rates in open textured blocks
such as those examined for this study. Figure 5 clearly shows
that the initial 8 weeks (taken Sept-Oct) were reasonably dry
with the following weeks substantially wetter and with lower
evaporation rates (Nov-Feb). It is speculated that this
influenced carbonation rates significantly.

Figure 11. Relationship between exposed face position and
rate of carbonation front progression in mm per week.
The “negative” rate of carbonation recorded in Figure 11
illustrates specimen to specimen variation (introduced in
section 3.4) as carbonation of concrete is not process that can
be reversed.

3.6

Estimateofsequesteredcarbon

Using the carbonation measurements recorded in this
investigation (plotted in Figure 9) an estimate of the
sequestered carbon in an average Standard Block can be
made.
Table 1 – Percentage of blocks carbonated

block
type
type(a)
type(b)
type(c)
type(d)

exposed
faces
FF,TF
FF,TF,SF
FF
FF,SF

week4

week8

%ofblock
carbonated
3.7
9.0
2.8
8.1

%ofblock
carbonated
6.1
21.1
4.7
19.7

Each tonne of CEM II/A cement is estimated to result in
roughly 428kg of calcined CO2 (not total CO2) [3]. The exact
quantity of cement in each block is considered commercially
sensitive information and not publicly available. The estimate
that one standard 440x215x100mm block typically contains
1kg of cement was used to estimate the quantity of
sequestered carbon dioxide.
Using the results in table 1 for type “d” blocks it can be
estimated that each type “d” block has immobilised 0.031kg
of CO2 by week 4 and 0.076 kg by week 8 (assuming a degree
of carbonation of 0.9 [1]).
The limitations of this calculation are explicitly
acknowledged. The rate of carbonation was found to be
highly variable, with weather in particular being an
influencing factor. The carbonation depths used in the
calculation relate only to measurements in this initial study
and cannot be generalised to represent typical or expected
performance.
4

DISCUSSIONANDCONCLUSION

This study has found that significant amounts of carbonation
in concrete blocks can occur in an Irish production storage
yard in relatively short periods. Peak rates of carbonation of
up to 13 mm/week over 4 weeks were recorded in this study
on exposed faces.
The study found that the positioning of block stacks and the
position of individual blocks in a stack influenced the amount
of carbonation that occurred. The results also show that
weather and rainfall could have a very significant effect on the
rate of carbonation. A notable finding from this initial study
is the lack of information on the general nature of the rate of
carbonation of open textured concrete products. A
straightforward laboratory study is recommended to assist in
providing the required insight into the general nature of
carbonation of open textured blocks.
In life cycle analysis the impact of materials is divided into
different life stages, therefore, this study relates only to the
manufacture stage. The results of the study indicate that
action by a manufacturer (e.g. covering or uncovering stacks
during storage, adjusting the spacing of stacks) could be used
to maximise recarbonation during storage and hence reduce
the environmental footprint of their product.
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Measurements from this study were used to estimate the
amount of carbonation (carbon sequestration) occurring in a
normal block in a particular location in the block stack. The
estimates indicate that significant quantities of calcinated CO2
arising from cement used in standard blocks was reabsorbed
in the first 8 weeks of storage. This suggests that there is
potentially a significant reduction in environmental impact of
concrete blocks if carbonation is taken into account in
lifecycle analysis. It is clear from this work that the
recarbonation of standard open textured concrete should be
considered in the manufacturing or product stage of life cycle
assessments. Significantly less carbonation was seen to occur
in more closed textured concrete blocks (PQ Blocks).
The test series was effective in highlighting variables that
would benefit from more extensive monitoring and/or
controlling in any future research on this topic. This includes
the degree of stack sheltering, the measurement of gaps
between blocks in each stack as well as a more detailed
investigation of the degree of carbonation within the portion
of blocks which indicated in a “scattered” weak indication of
carbonation. Inter-specimen variation was evident in the
results and should be kept in mind when designing further
investigations.
Research into carbonation of open textured concrete
products should also be extended to include carbonation inservice. The aim of such research would be to confirm that
carbon sequestration continues after installation in most
construction types.
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ABSTRACT: This study presents the results of a preliminary study aiming at assessing the feasibility of using waste ceramic
powder as a partial replacement of cement in cement based mortars. The aim is to improve the sustainability footprint of
concrete and cement based construction materials in the precast industry. Two different ceramic powders have been employed,
one from crushed bathroom fixtures and dental prosthesis waste and a second one from foundry industry residuals. Two
different cement replacement volume percentages have been considered for each powder type, equal to 10% and 30%. Effects of
the replacement on the workability, shrinkage behaviour and on the compressive and flexural strength have been considered, up
to curing periods as long as three months. This is aimed at establishing if there is any potential for pozzolanic activity. The study
is prodromal to investigating durability characteristics, including exposure to severe environmental conditions. The results of the
study provide an interesting insight into the possibility of using this kind of wastes as a concrete constituent, thus reducing the
demand for raw cement and the burden on the landfills for disposing of such kind of invading waste.
KEY WORDS: ceramic waste powder, mechanical properties, sustainability.
1

INTRODUCTION

As concrete is the second largest used material worldwide,
after water, the “concrete community” can significantly
contribute to increasing the sustainability signature of our
current “life-style” and, in particular, the construction sector
as a whole. This actually continues to represent, despite the
well-known negative economic trends, a significant share of
the gross domestic product in both developed and emerging
countries. At the same time, Construction and Demolition
(C&D) activities are, according to recent estimates, 75% of
the waste due to all human activities.
It has been claimed that one of the most significant
environmental burdens of the whole life cycle of concrete is
represented by the production of Portland cement. This is
mainly due to the depletion of natural resources (limestone,
clay etc.) and the high energy necessary for the production of
clinker. It is thus evident that any effect to reduce the demand
for cement or towards a clinker-free cement or alternative
binders, such as geo-polymers, has a high sustainability value.
With reference to the first concept, the use of cement
substitutes, with mere “inert filler” function or featuring either
pozzolanic and/or cementitious additions (fly ashes, silica
fume, ground granulated slag etc.) is now a well consolidated
practice in the cement and concrete industry. This is well
documented noting the benefits in terms of improved
performance, fresh state behaviour , matrix compactness,
strength, and durability.
The aforementioned cement substitutes are by-products or
waste materials from activities other than construction
“proprie dicta”, ranging from quarrying to electric power to
steel production. Such advances invite novel research
activities aimed at assessing the feasibility of using such
materials as cement replacement or substitutes. There is a
tremendously wide variety of waste products available from a

wide range of human activities. Examples ranging from
agriculture to C&D wastes (recycled concrete aggregates for
the production of recycled aggregate concrete). These are
gaining wider and wider popularity and acceptance in
standards and structural design codes worldwide.
In this framework, it is worth remarking that a conspicuous
share of the C&D waste (54% according to recent estimates)
is represented by ceramic materials (blocks, tiles, electrical
insulation, bathroom fixtures), to which waste from the
medical sector (anatomical and dental prostheses) and the
ceramic production sector (up to 2% of the total production,
depending on the degree of automation and quality control)
have to be added. It would be of the foremost interest and
importance to assess the feasibility of employing such a waste
in a suitable form as a replacement/substitute either for
cement and/or of natural aggregates in the production of
concrete and cementitious composites [1].
Using ceramic waste in concrete production has been
increasingly attracting researchers and practitioners in the last
decade, both as replacement of cement [2-4] and as a raw
material for the production of alternative clinkers [5-7]. Pozzolanic activity of the waste has been confirmed, which has
led to setting some upper bounds on the ceramic-to-cement
replacement ratios (35%), in order to limit the negative effects
on strength development. This is due to both later hydration of
the pozzolana as well as to the lower availability of calcium
hydroxide necessary to activate the same pozzolanic reaction.
Incorporation of the waste into cement and concrete was also
effective in limiting the leaching of toxic substances such as
zinc, boron and zirconium, normally employed for surface
glazing of tiles and ceramic artifacts. Coarser ceramic waste
particles were also used as a replacement of natural fine
aggregates in the concrete, highlighting their potential as
internal curing agents [8-10].
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Moreover, because of the generally higher fineness that
both waste ceramic powder and fine aggregates may feature
with respect to cement and river sand, higher matrix
compactness could be achieved, with reduced pore sizes. This
also resulted in improved durability vs., e.g., chloride attack.
In this study, the feasibility has been investigated of
partially replacing cement with ceramic powder originating
from waste bathroom fixings/dental prosthesis and from
foundry industry residuals. In the interest of simplicity,
reference has been made to cement pastes and mortars,
formulated from Self Compacting Concrete (SCC) mixes, in
which up to 30% by volume of cement has been replaced with
ceramic powder. Since the mere replacement of cement with
ceramic powder results in a modification of the actual w/c
ratio, an alternative mix-design strategy has also been
adopted, in which fixed w/c and ceramic-to-cement
replacement ratios have been input as the optimization
variables. Results, with reference to shrinkage behaviour as
well as to compressive and flexural strength of the
investigated pastes and mortars, seem to confirm that ceramic
powder can be effectively incorporated into concrete without
detriment on the mechanical properties.

2

EXPERIMENTALPROGRAM:MATERIALSANDTESTS

The two different employed ceramic waste powders comes
from disposed bathroom fixtures/denthal prosthesis (identified
as 1st ceramic powder henceforth) and from residues of
foundry industry (referred to as 2nd ceramic powder in the
forthcoming paragraphs). Their composition, analysed by
means of XRD, is shown in Figure 1, highlighting that they
consists of silica and alumina. Particle size analysis with laser
diffraction method was also performed for both powders
(Figures 2a-b). The first powder has a significant fraction of
sub-micron (nano)-sized particles; moreover, more than 90%
of the particles have a diameter lower than 10 Pm. This would
result in increased matrix compactness. On the other hand the
second powder is much coarser, with more than 90% of the
particles larger than 100 Pm, hence coarser than cement grains
and somewhat comparable to the send employed in mortar
casting.

Table 1. Mix. Composition of investigated cement pastes and
mortars (dosages in g/dm3).
Mix-code
Cement
Ceramic
Water
Superplasticizer

PCEM
ref
1632
461
14.2

PCER10
1468
105
461
14.2

PCER30
1142
316
461
14.2

PCER30wc
1325
367
374
23.3


Figure 1. XRD analysis.

Table 2. Mix. Composition of investigated cement pastes and
mortars (dosages in g/dm3).
Mix-code
Cement
Ceramic
Water
Superplasticizer
Sand

MCEM
ref
875
247
7.3
1205

MCER10
788
57
247
7.3
1205

MCER30
613
170
247
7.3
1205

MCER30wc
689
190
194
26.7
1205
(a)

Table 3. Slump-flow diameters of investigated mortars (12
data for each mix) – 1st ceramic powder
Mix-code
Av. diam. (mm)
Std. dev. (mm)

MCEM
ref
298
36

MCER10
333
17

MCER30
322
14

MCER30wc
297
10

Table 4. Slump-flow diameters of investigated mortars (12
data for each mix) – 2nd ceramic powder
Mix-code
Av. diam. (mm)
Std. dev. (mm)
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MCEM
ref
295
50

MCER10
330
10

MCER30
305
25

MCER30wc
311
10

(b)
st

Figure 2. Cumulative particle size distribution for 1 (a) and
2nd (b) employed ceramic powders.
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Their effects as cement replacement has been investigated
with reference to cement pastes and mortars, formulated from
SCCs, the composition of which is listed in Tables 1 and 2.
Two different volume percentage replacements have been
investigated, equal to 10% and 30%. For the latter, an
“alternative” composition has been also proposed, which also
keeps the w/c weight ratio unaltered, by suitable scaling of
the dosage of all constituents.
Fresh state performance has been the first to be investigated
by means of slump flow tests.
With each mix, prism specimens 40x40x160 mm have been
cast, these are tested in bending and compression according to
EN 196-1. Tests have been performed at 1, 3, 7, 28, 56 and 84
days, also to assess potential pozzolanic activity, if any. Until
testing, specimens were cured in a moist room at 20°C and
95% RH. For each testing age three specimens were cast; the
data-base will hence consist of three flexural strength and six
compressive strength values for each mix at each testing age
(a compression test is performed on each beam-half, after
breaking the specimen in bending). Similar specimens have
been also employed to test the development of total and
autogenous shrinkage, for all the investigated pastes and
mortars. Mercure Intrusion Porosimetry (MIP) tests have been
performed on 28 d mortar samples.
3

(a)

EXPERIMENTALPROGRAM:RESULTSANDDISCUSSION

Results of mini-slump flow tests on mortars (pastes have
excessive flow and therefore the test is not significant), shown
in Tables 3-4, this highlights that the substitution of cement
with ceramic powder slightly affects, or better moderately
improves, the mortar flowability, provided the water/powder
ratio was kept constant. For the mixture obtained by scaling
the dosage of constituents in order to keep the w/c ratio
constant, similar flowability could be obtained only by
increasing the dosage of superplasticizer in tandem. Because
of its smaller particle size, the first waste ceramic powder is
able to provide a lubricant effect to the cement, as is common
for extra-finely ground cement substitutes. Interestingly, the
addition of ceramic powder also seems to result into slightly
less dispersed values of the mini-slump flow diameter, most
likely because of the higher particle fineness and hence higher
specific surface. This favours absorption of some extra water
contributing to the increase in the mixture robustness. Despite
is lower fineness, the second ceramic powder provides similar
fresh state performance as the former, most likely the sub10Pm fractions being enough for the aforementioned
lubrication effects.
In Figures 3 a-b and 4 a-b the time evolution of
compressive and flexural strength of pastes and mortars made
with the first ceramic powder are plotted. It can be observed
that for low ceramic to cement replacement volume ratios, the
likely pozzolanic activity of the former is able to compensate
at quite later ages, the effects of cement reduction and
proportional increase of the w/c ratio. For higher ceramic to
cement replacement ratios, the aforementioned negative
effects could only be overcome, by keeping constant the w/c
ratio constant. The sole pozzolanic activity of the ceramic is
not able to provide a compensation, probably also due to the
likely lower availability of the cement hydration products
(portlandite), necessary for its activation. In the case of

(b)
Figure 3. Time evolution of compressive strength for cement
pastes (a) and mortars (b) made with 1st powder.

(a)

(b)
Figure 4. Time evolution of flexural strength for cement
pastes (a) and mortars (b) made with 1st ceramic powder.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5. Time evolution of compressive strength for cement
pastes (a) and mortars (b) made with 2nd powder.

(a)

mortars, these negative effects are strongly reduced, also
because of the “stabilizing” effect provided by the fine
aggregate. This accounting for about 46% of the mortar
volume fraction, and thus leading to hypothesize that this
effect could be even less evident in a concrete mix, if the paste
volume fraction becomes even lower.
The same statements hold firm with reference to flexural
strength (Figure 4 a-b). Quite surprisingly, after an almost
constant trend for intermediate ages, the flexural strength
seems to decrease for longer age, always more dramatically
for cement pastes than for mortars. This could be partially
explained with progressive stiffening and embrittlement of the
composites with aging. This makes it more difficult for the
sectional redistribution of bending stresses, which is a
distinctive feature of the test.
MIP test results (Table 5) show, at a first glance, that the
total porosity is scantly affected by the replacement of cement
with ceramic powder. A deeper analysis of the results shows
that the ceramic powder, thanks to its fineness and despite its
slower reaction and the lower availability of cement is able to
guarantee not only an unaltered total porosity but also lower
average and median pore radii. The increase in W/C is also
unaffected. This would all contribute towards an improved
durability, the potential hazard vs. aggressive substances
being correlated to the pore radius.
In the case of the second ceramic powder the aforementioned
negative effects in cement pastes (Figure 5a) are evident only
at very early ages, differences between the different
investigated replacement ratios being lower than in the
previous case and, from 7 days curing onward, pastes
containing ceramic always performing better than the
reference one. It can be reasonably claimed that the coarser
ceramic grains make the paste to behave more like a mortar
than a paste, thus smoothing, also thanks to the presence of
harder grains, the effects of a reducing cementitious activity.
The reliability of holding constant the w/c ratio to guarantee
the performance is confirmed also in this case. In the case of
cement mortars cast with the second ceramic powder (Figure
5b), the negative effects of cement substitution with cement
reappear, with the same ratio as discussed above with
reference to first ceramic powder. It can be argued that the
particle size distribution of the ceramic powder and of the
sand may negatively interact, not having been jointly
optimized for compactness, since the sole cement-to-ceramic
volume replacement criterion has been followed. Anyway also
in this case, the mortar with 30% cement-ceramic replacement
and constant w/c ratio provides the best performance.
With reference to the flexural strength of pastes and
mortars cast with the second ceramic powder, the same
statements hold as exposed above to mixes cast with the first.
Table 4. MIP test results on mortars made with 1st powder.
Mix-code

(b)
Figure 6. Time evolution of flexural strength for cement
pastes (a) and mortars (b) made with 2nd ceramic powder.
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Total porosity %
Av. pore radius
(Pm)
Median pore
radius (Pm)

MCEM
ref
21.59

MCER10
20.88

MCER30
23.26

0.0184

0.0143

0.0109

0.0264

0.0201

0.0142

MCER30wc
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(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)

Figure 7. Time evolution of total free and autogenous
shrinkage strain for cement pastes (a) and mortars (b) made
with 1st ceramic powder.

Figure 8. Time evolution of total free and autogenous
shrinkage strain for cement pastes (a) and mortars (b) made
with 2nd ceramic powder.

Results of shrinkage test measurements (Figures 7-8) ,
confirm the effectiveness of cement to ceramic replacement
also in reducing this kind of deformation, generally the higher
the volume percentage replacement the higher the measured
reduction of shrinkage deformation. This cast positive
shadows also with reference to the overall durability of
cementitious composites obtained with the investigated
cement replacements. Effects are more visible in the case of
total shrinkage, most likely because of the alterations in w/c
ratios yielded by a mere volume replacement of cement with

ceramic. As a matter of fact if the w/c ratio is kept constant,
improvements also in the case of autogenous shrinkage are
fairly evident. The second ceramic powder likely provides
better performance than the former, probably because of a
somewhat higher solid skeleton stability due to its coarse
grains. As a matter of fact, improvement in mortar
performance is always fairly better than that of corresponding
pastes. The worse performance of pastes with 10% ceramic to
cement replacement could be due a somewhat higher porosity
cause by the coarser ceramic grains.
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4

CONCLUSIONS

In this study a preliminary assessment has been performed
of the feasibility of replacing cement with waste ceramic
powders, obtained from disposed bathroom fixture/dental
prostheses and from foundry industry residuals, in cement
pastes and mortars.
Results have confirmed that the decrease of strength due to
the reduction of cement content can be partially overcome at
later ages by the likely pozzolanic activity of the ceramic, but
can also be effectively tempered designing the mix
composition so to keep constant the water to cement ratio. The
fineness of the ceramic powder also plays an important role,
also with reference to the interaction with the grain particle
size distribution of the other powders and aggregates.
Improvements have been detected also with reference to the
total and autogenous shrinkage deformation developments.
This also pave the way to produce concrete with reduced early
age cracking potential and hence higher durability, even with
low w/c ratios, where the autogenous shrinkage deformation
may be substantial, because of the positive mitigation effects
yielded by the cement to ceramic replacement.
Negative effects on the fresh state performance can be
easily overcome by suitably adjusting the SP dosage.
Stabilizing effects of fine aggregates in mortars have been
also highlighted, which leads to hypothesize that good results
are going to be obtained with reference to concrete mixtures,
with the further presence of coarse aggregates.
This prodromal study, which seems to confirm literature
findings about the upper bound for cement replacement ratio,
is going to be completed with durability investigation, in order
to pave the way for the use of sustainable concrete
incorporating waste ceramic powder for building engineering
applications.
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Understanding the microstructure of alternative binder systems – banahCEM, a
metakaolin based geopolymer
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ABSTRACT: Geopolymer binders have emerged as an alternative to Portland Cement systems for specialist applications due to
their improved durability and environmental impact. Geopolymer binders can be made by combining alkali activators with
precursor materials including high purity dehydroxylated kaolin (metakaolin) or pulverised fuel ash. Although the technical and
engineering properties of these materials can now be controlled to a high degree of precision, there is still much to be learnt
about the underlying chemical reactions and the microstructure of the material. banahCEM is a geopolymer binder made from a
calcined iron-rich kaolinitic clay. To aid in the understanding of the geopolymer system a SEM microstructural analysis of
banahCEM has been carried out in comparison to high-purity metakaolin based geopolymer. Results indicate that there are
several visible phases in the banahCEM geopolymer: 1) Geopolymer (alkali aluminosilicate) binder gel, 2) Partially reacted/relic
metakaolin particles, 3) Reacted metakaolin particles, and 4) Impurities. Geopolymer produced from high-purity metakaolin is
also composed of a geopolymer binder and relic metakaolin particles (phases 1 & 2). However, the size, proportion and
distribution of the phases differ. By better understanding the microstructure of the geopolymer system, we in turn can learn how
the mix proportions affect the properties and microstructure. However, and more importantly, we can manipulate the
geopolymer system to suit a specific area of application, for example, increase the capacity to resist acid and chemical attacks.
KEY WORDS: Geopolymer, metakaolin, microstructure
1

INTRODUCTION

Environmental issues are currently a global concern in many
areas of industry with low-carbon alternatives being sought
where possible. Within the construction industry the
production of Portland cement is a significant contributor to
global carbon dioxide emissions which in turn has
implications for global warming [1], [2]. Due to pressure to
obtain commercially viable, low-carbon alternatives to
Portland cement [3], novel cements are a high-priority area of
research because of the potential environmental benefits.
Metakaolin-based geopolymers (among others) have gained
worldwide attention in the past 40 years [4] and are
considered as a green alternative to Portland cement [5].
Geopolymer cement is typically produced by reacting an
aluminosilicate-rich powder (the precursor/metakaolin) with
an alkali hydroxide or alkali silicate solution [6] and results in
the formation of a hardened material that has a three
dimensional, X-ray amorphous structure [5].
The precursor, metakaolin, is a thermally treated product
from kaolinite; a naturally occurring mineral. Kaolin is a
group of kaolinitic clays. The clays are sheet silicates with
what is often referred to as a 1:1 structure with one tetrahedral
sheet and one octahedral sheet [7]. Currently metakaolin is
typically acquired from high quality, high-purity kaolin
sources [4] which in turn makes it an expensive precursor.
Thus, there is a need to find a commercially viable precursor
for metakaolin-based geopolymers.
Kaolinite can be formed in several different geological
settings but typically forms as a result of weathering of the
parent rock [8] which is often of volcanic origin. Depending
on whether the parent rock was granitic or basaltic there are
aluminium- and iron-rich varieties of kaolinitic rock

respectively. The parent rock and/or mode of formation of the
kaolin can therefore affect the mineralogy, chemistry,
morphology and grade of the kaolinite deposit [4], [9], thus
geological knowledge of the source of kaolinite is crucial.
Commercial grade kaolin is distinguished by its whiteness,
and fine, controllable particle size and high-quality deposits
are often associated with granitic rocks [9]. In Northern
Ireland, a kaolinite and iron-rich rock known as lithomarge
(derived from basaltic rocks) is in abundance [6]. It primarily
occurs as a unit within the Interbasaltic Formation (IBF) and
is found throughout Co. Antrim and Londonderry. It is
red/purple in colour, composed primarily of kaolinite and
several impurities including Fe-Ti oxides [10], thus due to its
colour and the impurities this source would be considered as
an impure kaolinite source. However, due to its high kaolinite
content it can be used as a commercially viable
aluminosilicate precursor for geopolymer binders [6].
Lithomarge from Northern Ireland does contain impurities
which may have an effect on the geopolymer properties.
Tchakoute et al [11] tested several impure kaolinite sources
and showed that increased proportions of gibbsite could be
related to lower strength of the binder. However, it is
unknown whether the association of smectite and iron oxide
minerals with kaolinite will affect the chemistry and durability
of the geopolymer concrete [12].
In this study two kaolinite precursors were used to make
geopolymer binder: a commercial grade high-purity kaolin;
and an iron-rich kaolinite precursor (lithomarge) from
Northern Ireland. The binders are compared in terms of their
microstructure. Results are used to present a microstructural
model for metakaolin-based geopolymers and the influence of
the grade/source of the kaolin on this microstructure.
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2

MATERIALSANDMETHODOLOGY
2.1

Precursormaterials

Two sources of kaolinite were used to produce geopolymer
binders. MetaMax white metakaolin was purchased from
BASF. Metamax is a high reactivity metakaolin produced
from high purity kaolin. It is a white mineral admixture that
meets or exceeds all of the specifications of ASTM C-618
Class N pozzolans and also meets the strength activity index
as per ASTM C-1240. It is a thermally treated kaolin (i.e.
metakaolin) with particle size distribution d50 of 1.3μm.
A sample of iron-rich lithomarge was collected from a
quarry in Ballymena, Co. Antrim. The lithomarge was milled
and flash calcined (~750 °C) at Demeter Technologies,
Fumel, France, and ball milled at banah UK Ltd. The
lithomarge is coarser than the MetaMax. It was milled to have
a coarser particle size distribution to comply with the
proprietary banah specification and has a d50 of <50μm.
A sample of high-purity white kaolin purchased from SigmaAldrich was also analysed by XRD purely to show the
differences between the high-purity and iron-rich kaolin. This
material was not used to make any geopolymer binder, thus its
properties will not be discussed in detail.
2.2

product Metamax and there is an ‘amorphous hump’ at the
22° 2 peak position as expected. The XRD trace of MetaMax
does have several peaks and analysis indicates that these
peaks are due to trace amounts of anatase within the sample
(Figure 2). Due to the amorphous nature of the Metamax,
semi-quantitative analysis cannot be carried out on the powder
as only the trace minerals are assigned by the software.
However, as mentioned, ‘high-purity’ typically implies
approximately 99% kaolinite.
The iron-rich lithomarge from Co. Antrim was analysed in
its raw form to enable semi-quantitative analysis to be carried
out prior to dehydroxylation of the kaolinite (Figure 1). XRD
highscore analysis indicates that the material is composed of
70.1% kaolinite, 24.3% goethite, 3.6% anatase and 2.1%
magnetite. After calcining the iron-rich lithomarge, XRD
analysis shows the characteristic ‘amorphous hump’ for
kaolinite at the 22° 2 position. Other peaks occur in this
material and these have been identified as hematite (Figure 2).
Goethite and magnetite undergo phase transformations on
heating. Both minerals convert to hematite, thus only hematite
is observed in the calcined iron-rich lithomarge (Figure 2).

Methods

The mineralogy of the samples was characterised using Xray diffraction (XRD) and particle size distribution analysed
using a Malvern Mastersizer. XRD analysis was carried out
using a PANalytical X-ray diffractometer (X’Pert3 Powder)
using the PANalytical X’Pert Highscore software with the
ICDD Powder Diffraction File database for semi-quantitative
mineral identification. Microstructurally analysis was carried
out using a Sigma SEM with integrated Oxford Instruments
EDX detector and AZtec microanalysis computer software at
Queens University Belfast. Images were typically captured
using backscattered electron imaging (BSE) and X-ray
mapping.
2.3

Mixdesign

Paste samples were cast for the high-purity and iron-rich
metakaolin precursors using a formulation that has been
developed from preliminary work on the metakaolin
(lithomarge)-based geopolymer at banah UK Ltd. All samples
were cured at 20°C for 28 days before being prepared for
SEM analysis.
3

Figure 1. XRD analysis of white kaolin and iron-rich
lithomarge. K=kaolinite, M=magnetite, Go=goethite,
A=anatase.

RESULTS
3.1

Mineralogy

High-purity kaolin was analysed by XRD and results confirm
it to be composed of kaolinite and anatase (Figure 1). ‘Highpurity’ kaolin typically implies approximately 99% kaolinite,
thus the anatase is only present in trace amounts. MetaMax is
a thermally treated kaolin. As a result of thermal treatment the
kaolinite is dehydroxylated (-OH groups removed). The
product of dehydroxylation is metakaolin and this material is
X-ray amorphous [13]. As a result of this XRD analysis does
not identify distinct peaks for kaolinite but an ‘amorphous
hump’ at approximately the 22° 2 position. Any trace
minerals present will be identified by their unique peak
profile. Figure 2 shows the XRD trace of the metakaolin
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Figure 2. XRD analysis of MetaMax and calcined iron-rich
lithomarge. H = hematite Note the ‘amorphous hump’ at 22°
2Theta.
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3.2

Microstructure

SEM analysis was carried out on the raw lithomarge and the
geopolymer pastes made from iron-rich kaolin (lithomarge)
and from the high-purity kaolin (MetaMax). The raw
lithomarge was analysed to confirm the presence of kaolinite.
X-ray spot analysis can be used to estimate the chemical
formula of a mineral/phase. Spot analysis of the dominant
phase in the lithomarge indicates that the Si:Al ratio is
approximately 1:1 (Table 1). This is in agreement with the
known chemical formula of kaolinite and SEM observations
confirm it to be the dominant phase in the raw material thus
corroborating the XRD results of the lithomarge.
Table 1. AZtec X-ray spot analysis of raw kaolinite in the
lithomarge (top) and of the different phases found within the
geopolymer paste. Values are in weight %. Approximate Si:Al
ratio also indicated for the various phases.
Phase

Si

Al

Kaolinite

22.1

21.8

21.9

18.4

4.3

22.8

12.7

10

22

11.7

11.2

Partially
reacted
metakaolin
Reacted
metakaolin
Fe-rich
geopolymer
binder

K

Si:Al
1:1

Impurities
High-purity
binder

Fe

1.8

1:1

amounts of K (Figure 5). The reaction rim also has less Si
than the relic metakaolin. Due to the similarities and
differences between metakaolin and the relic metakaolin,
these particles have thus been described as ‘partially reacted’
metakaolin. The reacted metakaolin particles are dark grey in
SEM-BSE (Figure 3), they are randomly distributed
throughout the matrix, irregularly shaped and are typically
less than 10 μm in size. The reacted particles are similar in
colour to the ‘reaction’ rims (Figure 3) and spot analysis
indicates they are almost identical in composition to the
binder (Table 1 and Figure 5). Therefore, this phase is
essentially a ‘reaction’ rim around a partially reacted/relic
metakaolin. The relic metakaolin is no longer visible, hence
these particles are classified as reacted metakaolin particles.
Impurities (4 in Figure 3) within the matrix are typically Ferich (Table 1 & Figure 4) and are bright white in SEM-BSE
(Figure 3). They range from <1 to ~70 μm in size but the
majority are < 5μm. As a result of the dominantly fine grain
size and the impurities being widely distributed, Fe appears to
occur throughout the entire system when analysed using X-ray
mapping, with high concentrations coinciding with the larger
particles (Figure 4).

2:1
4.5

2:1

43.4
23.2

12.3

11.9

2:1

In the geopolymer paste made from iron-rich kaolin four
different phases were identified: 1) the geopolymer binder 2)
partially reacted/relic metakaolin 3) reacted metakaolin and 4)
impurities (Figure 3). X-ray spot analysis was used to
chemically identify/distinguish the different phases (Table 1)
and X-ray mapping was carried out to confirm the distribution
of the elements within the system (Figure 4).
The geopolymer binder (1 in Figure 3) is the main phase
within the paste and makes up the matrix of the system. It is
fine grained with no apparent structure within it and is rich in
potassium (K), aluminium (Al) and silica (Si) (Figure 4). Spot
analysis provides evidence about the composition and based
on peak intensities, the Si:Al ratio in the binder is
approximately 2:1. The partially reacted/relic metakaolin
particles (2 in Figure 3) are randomly distributed throughout
the matrix, are irregular in shape, ~10-50 μm in size, are
highlighted by a dark grey ‘reaction’ rim around the particle
(Figure 3) and have a Si:Al ratio of ~1:1, similar to that of raw
kaolinite (Table 1). However, the Al concentration in the
partially reacted metakaolin is slightly reduced compared to
kaolinite (Table 1) and the partially reacted metakaolin also
contains K within its structure (Figure 4). X-ray mapping
indicates that the partially reacted metakaolins are enriched in
Si and Al compared to the geopolymer binder but depleted in
K (Figure 4). This is confirmed by spot analysis of the binder,
the ‘reaction’ rim and the relic metakaolin (Figure 5). The
‘reaction’ rim is more akin to the binder but has reduced

Figure 3. SEM-BSE image of the geopolymer paste made
from iron-rich kaolin. The four identified phases are arrowed
– see text for description.

Figure 4. SEM -X-ray map of the geopolymer paste made
from iron-rich kaolin. The relic metakaolin phase (2)
identified by SEM-BSE is labelled.
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7A

Figure 5. SEM-BSE image of partially reacted metakaolin and
spot analysis of the metakaolin, the reaction rim and the
geopolymer binder. Al and Si increases from binder to
metakaolin whereas K decreases.
The geopolymer paste made from high-purity metakaolin is
homogenous with no apparent features present when viewed
at moderate magnification (Figure 6). Small pits are visible
indicating the existence of a micro-porosity within the binder
(Figure 6). When magnification is increased tenfold it is
apparent that there are two main phases present 1) the
geopolymer binder and 2) relic metakaolin particles (Figure
6). Trace amounts of titanium-rich (Ti-rich) impurities are
also present but are sub-micron in size and sparse (Figure 6).
The spot size for X-ray analysis is ~20 μm. Therefore, due to
the fine grained nature of the MetaMax (d50 of 1.3μm) and its
close relationship with the newly formed geopolymer binder,
X-ray spot analysis cannot be utilised to distinguish the two
phases apart. However, based on the purity of the metakaolin
we can assume that anything other than binder is relic
metakaolin as there are no other known phases present in the
system. Image analysis can be used to estimate the
proportions of the two main phases and analysis of the paste
indicates the proportion of binder to relic metakaolin is
~70:30.
Spot analysis can be carried out on the geopolymer binder
to ascertain its approximate composition as it is the dominant
phase. Results indicate that Si:Al ratio is ~2:1 (Table 1) which
is as expected and is similar to that found in the iron-rich
metakaolin based geopolymer binder.
4

DISCUSSIONANDMICROSTRUCTURALMODEL

Observations of the geopolymer binders made from highpurity and iron-rich kaolinite precursors has shown that there
are two phases which are common to both systems: 1)
geopolymer binder and 2) partially reacted/relic metakaolin
(Figure 3 and Figure 6). Spot analysis has shown that the
basic composition of the two geopolymer binders are
essentially the same regardless of kaolinite source, with both
binders having a Si:Al ratio of approximately 2:1 (Table 1).
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Figure 6. SEM -BSE images of geopolymer paste made from
high-purity MetaMax. A) shows homogenous binder with
micro-porosity throughout. B) shows zoom of binder
revealing relic metakaolins and a Ti-rich particle.
The main differences between the two binders are: the
presence of reacted metakaolin particles, impurities, and the
larger grain size of the relic metakaolins in the iron-rich
kaolin geopolymer. Also, in the high-purity kaolin
geopolymer a micro-porosity has developed which is not
apparent in the iron-rich kaolin geopolymer.
Both the high-purity and iron-rich based geopolymers have
partially reacted/relic metakaolin but of different size. The
variation in size of the relic metakaolins is a direct result of
the different sizes of the precursor material. MetaMax has a
d50 of 1.3 μm whereas the iron-rich kaolin has a d50 of <50μm,
thus the relic material will vary in size accordingly. However,
the fact that metakaolin remains indicates that the geopolymer
reaction has not gone to completion i.e. not all of the reactants
(activator and/or metakaolin) were consumed. This could be
due to several reasons however, to confirm why this has
occurred further work will need to be carried out.
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Binder

Micro-pores
Figure 7. Microstructural model of iron-rich kaolin
geopolymer at ‘low’ magnification. Phases 1-4 as described in
text are labelled.
The partially reacted metakaolin particles in the iron-rich
kaolin geopolymer are infused with K (Figure 4). From
analysis of the raw kaolinite we know that K is not present in
the kaolinite structure thus, it must be as a result of the
geopolymerisation process. In the original kaolinite structure
it is difficult to penetrate alkali or alkali earth cations [15].
However, after dehydroxylation the metakaolin is accessible
to cations for adsorption [15]. Therefore, during the
geopolymerisation process if there is excess K available in the
system, the K will be able to penetrate into the structure of the
relic metakaolin particles. It is likely that this process also
occurred in the high-grade kaolin geopolymer but due to the
finer grainsize of the MetaMax (1.3 μm) and the EDX spot
size (20 μm) on the SEM, analysis of the individual particles
could not be carried out accurately.
Reacted particles have only been identified in the iron-rich
kaolin geopolymer. Due to the fine grain size of the MetaMax,
if these phases occur in the high-purity kaolin geopolymer
they are expected to be <1 μm in size. Particles of such a
small size are unlikely to be detected by this SEM due to
power limitations. However, a higher powered microscope
may reveal that this phase does also occur in the high-purity
kaolin geopolymer.
Impurities do occur in both the iron-rich and high-purity
kaolin geopolymers but it is a question of proportion and size.
The iron-rich kaolin has approximately 30 % impurities
(anything other than kaolinite is considered as an impurity)
that range from <1 to 70 μm in size, whereas high-purity
kaolin has ~1 % impurities that are <1 μm in size.
The results from this study have been used to create a
microstructural model for geopolymers made from iron-rich
and high-purity kaolin precursors (Figure 7 & Figure 8). The
microstructural models show the main phases present in both
of the geopolymer systems. In the iron-rich kaolin geopolymer
the 4 phases are indicated 1) Geopolymer binder 2) partially
reacted metakaolin 3) reacted metakaolin and 4) impurities. In
the high-purity kaolin geopolymer the model shows the
differences observed at different magnifications. At ‘low’
magnification the geopolymer binder (phase 1) is homogenous
with only micro-pores visible. However, at ‘high’
magnification the relic metakaolin particles are also visible.

Figure 8. Microstructural model of high-purity kaolin
geopolymer. Large image shows the geopolymer binder at
‘low magnification’ and inset shows ‘high’ magnification
phases. Labelled phases are described in the text.
The models highlight how distinctly different the
microstructure is at ‘low’ magnification for the geopolymer
formed from two different sources and different purities of
kaolin. Chemically the kaolinite and the geopolymer produced
in both systems are essentially the same but yet
microstructurally they are very different. The overall quality
of cement binder and concrete is usually evaluated by its
strength which is directly dependent upon the microstructure
[16]. Therefore, if the microstructure is dissimilar, it is likely
that the properties of the cement will also vary. However,
work to date on the iron-rich kaolin geopolymer indicates that
the compressive strength is not affected by the impurities
and/or the different microstructure with 1 and 7 day strengths
of 58 MPa and 89 MPa being recorded for paste samples [6].
An accelerated aging comparison of iron-rich and high-purity
kaolin geopolymers has also been carried out with no
significant differences in 28 day ambient or > 90 day
accelerated aging mortar strengths [17]. Variations in strength
have been recorded as a result of coarser grain size in the ironrich kaolin geopolymer [17]. This variation in the precursor
likely affected the proportions of the different phases, thus
affecting final strength. It is likely that there is an optimum
grain size to strength developed relationship, as with other
cements - raw material preparation, binder formulation and
mix design all play a significant role in the stability of a
geopolymer concrete.
In conclusion, the main components of kaolin based
geopolymer cement are the geopolymer binder and relic
metakaolin. Depending on the purity of the kaolin source,
reacted particles and impurities may also be present. The
proportions will depend on the composition of the source and
the microstructure observed will be a result of precursor
composition and preparation technique. By understanding the
basic microstructure of the kaolin-based geopolymer cement
we can start to adjust the binder formulation to ascertain how
it affects the microstructure. More importantly, we can
manipulate the geopolymer system to suit a specific area of
application, for example, increase the capacity to resist acid
and chemical attacks
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ABSTRACT: Cement based materials (CBM) are among the most common construction materials in the world. The most
common form of CBM is concrete. One advantage of the material is that it can be produced locally, reducing transportation and
energy costs. However, the use of raw materials in the production of both cement and aggregates carries an environmental cost.
Due to its prominence in use, design and construction of concrete structures is governed by a plethora of codes of practice and
design guides. These codes of practice generally classify CBM according to their strength class only and are restrictive on the
CBM constituents. However, there is increasing desire to supplement or replace some of the raw materials used in producing
CBM, while jointly reducing the amount of waste material being sent to landfill.
In this context, the authors have examined the potential use of ceramic waste sludge (CWS) as a supplementary cementitious
material. CWS is a waste product, generated in the pharmaceutical industry, which at present is sent to landfill or exported for
recycling in continental Europe. However, the constituents of the ceramic material suggest that it may possess pozzolanic
properties, which could be of benefit in replacing Portland cement in concrete.
This paper presents the results of a series of characterisation tests to determine any pozzolanic or other pertinent properties of
the material. Results show that use of the CWS as a partial cement replacement in certain applications may be possible and that
pozzolanic reactions may occur at later stages, with other effects on the hydration process evident in earlier parts of the curing
process.
KEY WORDS: Pozzolan; cement based materials, Concrete, ceramic waste
1
1.1

INTRODUCTION
Environmental Impact of Cement Production

Concrete is the most common construction material in the
world and its primary components are aggregates, water and
cement. Traditional aggregates are crushed rock and sand,
which are extracted as raw materials in energy-intensive
extraction processes. Worldwide cement production reached
3.6 billion tonnes in 2012 [1] and it is projected to grow by up
to 1.2% per year, reaching between 3700 and 4400
megatonnes in 2050[2]. The environmental impact of this
magnitude of cement production, owing primarily to the
degradation of raw materials and the required use of fossil
fuels in the production process, is receiving significant
attention. For example, Stafford et al [3] recently carried out a
life-cycle assessment on a cement processing plant in
Southern Europe and concluded that the intensive
consumption of raw materials and fossil fuels was the aspect
that most affects the abiotic depletion potential.
1.2

Environmental Impact of Ceramic Waste

Ceramic products are made from natural materials which
contain a high proportion of clay minerals. These are then
“fired” in kilns at temperatures of up to 10000C. These
materials again involve the extraction of raw materials and
significant consumption of fossil fuels in their production.
Further, they are generally sent to landfill after their use as
they generally cannot be processed or recycled. Research into
possible re-use of ceramic materials is ongoing. One potential

avenue for this re-use may be in the replacement of some of
the raw materials in concrete or cement-bound materials
(CBM’s).
1.3

Use of Ceramic Waste as an Aggregate replacement in
Concrete

Many authors have researched the possibility of using waste
ceramic materials as replacements for either the coarse or fine
aggregates in concrete.
Ceramic waste has been shown to be a suitable replacement
for coarse aggregates, however their increased porosity and
water absorption require them to be pre-saturated prior to use
[4], [5].
Similarly, foundry sand, a ceramic waste material, has been
shown to be an effective replacement for natural fine
aggregates. However, the use of ceramic sand may be limited
to 30% replacement of the fine aggregates due to the high
percentage of fine material [6]. As with the coarse aggregates,
foundry sand has been reported to have a higher absorption
rate than natural sand and a higher void ratio. Further, it is
reported that the increased addition of waste foundry sand as a
fine aggregate replacement reduced the slump of concrete [7],
[8], [9]. Halicka et al [10] also noted a slight reduction in
compressive strength, but interestingly reported an improved
performance of the ceramic concrete in high temperatures.
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1.4

Use of Ceramic Waste as
Cementitious Material (SCM)

a

Supplementary

The production process for ceramic material involving the use
of natural clays being treated at high temperatures has been
shown to activate these clays, yielding pozzolanic materials.
Ay & Unal [11] investigated the use of waste ceramic tiles in
cement production, concluding that the waste material did
possess pozzolanic properties. More recent studies have
supported these assertions with Puertas et al [12] claiming that
use of ceramic waste as a partial replacement for Portland
cement produced viable mixes, with potentially higher
reactivity and burnability as long as the particle size was
maintained below 90 Pm. Heidari et al [13] found that the
replacement of Portland cement by up to 20% ceramic waste
yielded no reduction in compressive strength of concrete
specimens but did improve the water absorption of the
concrete, suggesting improved durability performance. The
addition of nano SiO2 at low levels helped to improve both
parameters.
Kenna & Archbold [14] examined the use of ceramic waste as
a cement replacement and noted that its use led to reduced
workability, but improved cohesion of fresh concrete, together
with a lighter, more uniform finished colour and reduced 7day compressive strengths but 28-day compressive strength
was comparable to ordinary CEM I control mixes.
This paper reports on a continuation of the work of Kenna and
Archbold [14] and specifically measures the pozzolanic nature
of the waste ceramic material.
2
2.1

METHODOLOGY
Materials

The following materials were used in the manufacture of
cement based materials:
Ceramic Waste Sludge (CWS)
The ceramic material utilized in the study was waste sludge
derived from mass finishing processes. Mass finishing is a wet
process which produces a ground ceramic sludge with
moisture content up to and above 50%.

The production process of CWS from orthopedic mass
finishing media can be seen in Figure 1 [14].
The chemical and mineral composition and particle size
information of CWS are detailed in Table 1, Figure 2 and
Figure 3 respectively.
Table 1. Chemical composition of materials: results by XRF
Oxides (%)
PC
CWS
SiO2
22.48
51.04
TiO2
0.38
0.86
Al2O3
5.92
43.42
Fe2O3
2.78
0.52
CaO
62.98
0.18
MgO
2.13
0.19
SO3
3.16
0.05
Na2O
0.23
0.33
K2O
0.59
2.96
P2O5
0.15
0.15
LOI*
1.54
1.73
*loss on ignition
Counts
cws

Q

KEY:
M = Mullite
Q = Quartz

20000

C = Corundum

10000

C

Q

C

C
M
C

M

Q
M

M

Q
Q
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Figure 2: XRD trace of CWS highlighting mineralogy
Results indicate the chemical composition of CWS to be
primarily SiO2 and Al2O3. Previous research [14] had
indicated that this composition may reflect the presence of
pozzolanic amorphous aluminosilicates within CWS.
However, as Figure 2 indicates the mineralogy of CWS is
predominately crystalline with minerals of mullite
(Al6Si2O13), quartz (SiO2) and corundum (Al2O3). As shown
in Figure 3, particle size analysis of CWS indicates it to be
considerably finer than Portland cement with over 80% of its
particles less than 10μm.

Figure 1: CWS production process (A) ceramic media prior to
mass finishing process (B) ceramic waste sludge (C) dry
milled CWS
In order to produce a dry powdered CWS, the ceramic sludge
was dried at T=1050C for a period of 48hours.The dried
sludge forms a cake like solid in static drying conditions. This
ceramic cake was subsequently milled until a ceramic powder
was created with a particle diameter passing a 150μm sieve.

Q

Figure 3: Particle size analysis of CWS and PC
Portland Cement (PC)
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The PC used was class 42.5N Portland cement [15], supplied
by a local cement manufacturer. The chemical composition
and particle size information of PC are reported in Table 1 and
Figure 3. As previously mentioned the particle size of
Portland cement is greater than CWS.
2.2

Sample Preparation

The type of blends and their notations are given in Table 2.
PC and PC/PFA blends (with 0.4 water to cementitious
materials ratio) were manufactured using a mechanical mixer
and placed in 50 mm size cube moulds. The samples were
then tamped with a metal rod until the air bubbles stopped
appearing at the surface. The samples were used to assess
compressive strength of the various blends as well as their
hydration and mineralogical changes.
Table 2. Mix proportions of cement blends investigated
Notation
PC
CWS
PC-100
100
0
CWS-15
85
15
CWS-20
80
20
CWS-30
70
30
CWS-40
60
40

time gave an indication of how hydration progressed in PC
with the addition of CWS.
3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1

Compressive Strength

The compressive strength of each paste sample is
illustrated in Figure 4. Although the replacement of Portland
cement by CWS resulted in a reduction in strength there are
still some interesting results within this data that require
clarification.

Figure 4. Compressive strength of pastes from 7 to 120 days
2.3

Curing Regime

Immediately after casting, the blends were covered with a
damp hessian cloth and placed in a constant temperature
condition (200C±10C) for 24 hours. After this period the
samples were demoulded and placed in a constant temperature
(200C±10C) water bath until age of testing at 7, 28, 90 and 120
days.
2.4

Test Methods

The effect of the CWS on the PC paste mixes was determined
from compressive strength, heat of hydration and
mineralogical data. The mineralogical information was
ascertained by the thermogravimetric (TGA) technique. At the
specified ages three samples of each mix were tested for their
compressive strength. Powder samples were obtained from
each of the crushed cubes for TGA.
For TGA the paste samples (~20 mg) were placed in an
alumina crucible and heated in Netzsch’s STA 449C at
100C/min up to 10000C. An inert nitrogen atmosphere was
used and results were plotted on the TG curve, with weight
against temperature. The amount of calcium silicate hydrates
(C-S-H) and portlandite (CH), which gives an indication of
the degree of hydration, was calculated as mass loss on the
TG curve in the respective temperature range of 200-4000C
and 450-5200C respectively.
The heat of hydration test was carried out over a seven day
period by using the isothermal calorimetry method (TAM Air;
TA Instruments). Samples were prepared by mixing 50g of
water in a beaker (w/c=0.4). After thorough mixing, lasting 23 minutes, approximately 5 g of the paste was transferred to a
plastic ampoule, which was in turn transferred to the
calorimeter. The calorimeter temperature was set at 20 0C. The
successful monitoring of the heat evolved as a function of

Firstly, when CWS is blended with PC, early age strength
(e.g. 7 days) is higher than what would be expected if the
strength was purely associated with Portland cement
hydration. For example, CWS-20 exhibits 90% of the strength
of the PC-100 sample after 7 days, even though it only
contains 80% the cement content. It is unlikely that the
increase in strength is related to pozzolanic activity as
pozzolanic reactions are usually slow and take at least 28 days
after hydration to occur. Rather, the strength of early age
blends containing CWS could be attributed to the fine grained
nature of CWS (see Figure 3) providing nucleation sites for
accelerated cement hydration. It is also likely that the fine
grained nature of CWS provides particle packing
improvements whereby finer CWS particles fill the voids
between cement grains and thereby enhance the hydrated
cements mechanical strength.
Secondly, regardless of the amount of CWS added (15 to
40%) in the various PC blends, the late stage (120 day)
strength of each blend is low compared to PC-100 – see
Figure 4. This is at variance with what was anticipated by
previous work carried out by McKenna and Archbold [14]. In
this paper the authors assumed that, based on the suspected
pozzolanicity of CWS, the long term strength of blends
containing CWS would exceed that of pure PC. However, as
shown in Figure 4, this is not the case. Therefore, based on the
strength results alone it can be assumed that if the pozzolanic
reaction anticipated by McKenna and Archbold [14] has
occurred it is sufficiently small with no obvious benefit to
long term strength development.
3.2

Paste Heat of Hydration

Given that early strength development (7 days) seems to have
been enhanced in blends containing CWS, it was necessary to
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investigate how the addition of CWS affects the hydration of
PC with time. Results, shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6, begin
after 45 minutes and do not include the exothermic reaction
that results from the rapid initial dissolution of the cement
compounds.
As highlighted in Figure 5 there are several stages of
cement hydration. Results indicate that the induction period
lasts longer in blends where increasing amounts of CWS have
been added. The end of the induction period marks the start of
the acceleration period, a period which is associated with the
production of C-S-H. It is clear with increasing amounts of
CWS the onset of the acceleration period (the main hydration
phase) is delayed.

Figure 7. Total heat: heat of hydration (J g-11 ) per gram of
Portland cement in binder
3.3

Figure 5. Rate of heat production: heat of hydration (mWg-1 )
for first 2 days of hydration
The total heat (cumulative heat) from hydration of the various
blends is shown in Figure 6. As expected, due to its greater
amount of PC, the 100% PC sample (PC-100) exhibits greater
amount of total heat compared to the blends incorporating
CWS. If CWS didn’t affect PC hydration then the total heat
output from the blended mixes should be proportionate to the
amount of PC within the blend. However, as Figure 7 shows,
this is not the case. Figure 7 presents the total heat of each
mix expressed in terms of heat per gram of Portland cement.
Results indicate that the heat of hydration from Portland
cement is accelerated in blended mixes compared to PC-100.

Figure 6. Total heat: heat of hydration (J g-1) for first 7 days
of hydration
Therefore, the addition of CWS has a positive role in
accelerating early age hydration. Previous research has
indicated that the presence of fine grained supplementary
cementitious materials would result in an occurrence called
the filler effect that provides additional nucleation sites for
Portland cement hydration to occur [16]. Indeed, such an
effect would therefore explain the compressive strength trends
highlighted in the previous section.
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Assessment of Pozzolanic Reaction

Calcium Hydroxide (CH)
Quantification of calcium hydroxide (CH) content permitted
an assessment of potential pozzolanic reactions within the
various blended cements. The determination of the amount of
CH is important when discussing both the degree of cement
hydration, as well as the development of the pozzolanic
reaction. During cement hydration the CH values increase;
whereas during pozzolanic activity the CH will be consumed
in a reaction that forms C-S-H gel. Thermogravimetry (TGA),
coupled with its derivative (DTG), was used to quantify CH
content of the hydrated pastes at 7, 28, 90 and 120 days.
During heating CH will dehydroxylise at approximately
4500C. This reaction, which results in a mass loss within the
sample, can be accurately determined from TGA curves over
the temperature range identified by the DTG trace. The mass
loss determined by TGA, which relates to H2O, can then be
used to calculate the quantity of CH in each sample. Figure 8
presents CH values calculated from TGA traces from each
sample at all ages.
Results indicate that CH values of paste with no CWS
(PC-100) continuously increasing during hydration; whereas
slightly different trends were noted in samples containing
CWS. It is possible that these results can be explained by a
pozzolanic reaction consuming CH and forming additional
calcium silicate hydrates and/or calcium aluminate hydrates.
A reduction of CH values is noted in all blended samples
between the ages 90 and 120 days hydration, with reduction in
CH also evident in CWS-40 between 7 and 28 days hydration.
Based on this result it seems likely that that a form of
pozzolanic reaction has occurred in all blends at later ages,
especially in mixes with greater amounts of CWS, although as
previously demonstrated this seems to have had little impact
on long term strength development.
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The apparent contradiction in the CH and C-S-H results
may indicate that the pozzolanic reaction may not be
occurring and that the decrease in CH values over time may
be due to some other factor. It is clear further study is required
to decipher these issues.
4

Figure 8. CH values (%) of Pastes from 7 to 120 days
Calcium Silicate Hydrate (C-S-H)
C-S-H makes up approximately 50-60% of a fully hydrated
cement paste [17] and is principally responsible for the
strength forming properties of that material. The presence of
C-S-H in cementitious materials can be explained by two
separate processes: hydration of calcium silicates in Portland
cement and reaction of pozzolanic materials with calcium
hydroxide in Portland cement. In this section TGA was used
to give an indication of the relative amount C-S-H in each
paste by determining the amount of water released during
TGA experiment in the temperature range 200 to 400 0C.
Results in Figure 9 indicate that PC-100 (100% PC)
exhibits the greatest degree of C-S-H formation at later ages.
This was to be expected given that all other pastes contain 60,
70, 80 or 85% PC. The enhanced production of C-S-H at early
ages in blends containing CWS is most likely explained by the
accelerated hydration of Portland cement as indicated in
previous sections.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the results in the paper the following conclusions
have been reached:
x Compressive strength development is initially accelerated
in blends containing CWS; however, long term strength
development is hindered. The hindering of long term
strength would negate the idea of CWS exhibiting
pozzolanic potential.
x Results, as evidenced by heat of hydration and TGA
analysis, indicate that the addition of CWS in blended
cements accelerates the initial hydration of Portland
cement. It is thought that the fine grained nature of CWS
provides additional nucleation sites for Portland cement
hydration to occur. It is also thought this effect would
explain the enhanced early age strength development in
the CWS blends.
x The depletion of CH in blends containing CWS would
suggest that a pozzolanic reaction is occurring. However,
these results are somewhat in conflict with C-S-H results
which show the development of C-S-H values from 28 to
90 days as negligible.
Finally, it has been demonstrated that accelerated early
Portland cement hydration occurs in blends that contain CWS.
This is clearly a physical impact based on the particle size of
CWS. Regarding the pozzolanic potential, the results are less
clear with some pointing toward CWS having pozzolanic
potential whilst other results pointing in the opposite
direction. Accordingly, a greater understanding of these issues
would be necessary to allow a better understanding of the
benefits of CWS as a supplementary cementitious material.
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ABSTRACT: Inn recent yearss, significant research has been conduccted, by both industry andd academia, into
i
the optim
mum
velopment andd use of Fibree Reinforced Polymer
P
compposite materiaals in infrastru
ucture. In parrticular, it is widely
w
recognnised
dev
thatt FRPs have the potential to replace co
onventional innternal steel rebars in con
ncrete reinforccement and offer
o
performance
ben
nefits related too their advancced properties, such as corroosion resistance, high tensille strength etcc.
A reeview of the aavailable literrature indicatees that brittle bbehaviour of FRP
F
can signiificantly decreease the expected ultimate load
capacity and, thuus have a neegative effect on structure ’s long term durability. However,
H
seleecting braiding as manufaccture
hnique and ennhancing flexuural capacity and shear streength through
h additional heelical reinforccement, could provide struccture
tech
with
h the additionnal ductility needed to prev
vent a brittle ffailure. Furtheermore, the im
mpact of deterrioration mech
hanisms, focuusing
on the interaction between FR
RP and concrrete in a struccture, is an aspect for furtther investigat
ation via laborratory testing and
vanced analysiis.
adv
This study summ
marizes the reesults of reseaarch on structu
tural design an
nd manufactu
ure methods oof FRP compo
osite materialls by
pressenting new cconfiguration and types off FRP reinforccement in ord
der to encouraage the use oof these prom
mising materials in
con
nstruction induustry.
KEY
Y WORDS: Infrastructure; Concrete rein
nforcement; F
Fibre Reinforced Polymer; Basalt
B
fibre; B
Braiding; FRP rebars.
1

INTRODUCTTION

Thee long-term ddurability of steel reinforcced concrete (RC)
stru
uctures subjected to repeeated loading
g and aggreessive
env
vironmental faactors has becoome a major concern
c
in thee civil
eng
gineering connstruction inndustry. Degrradation of both
mecchanical propperties and durability
d
perrformance duue to
corrrosion, severeely affect servvice life and safety of steeel RC
elem
ments and raisses the need for
f their effecctive rehabilitaation.
[1, 2,
2 3, 4]
It is
i noteworthyy that mainttenance costss related to steel
rein
nforcement coorrosion are significant worldwide, witth an
estimated repair cost of overr $12.8 billio
on per annum
m for
brid
dges in the Unnited States alone.
a
Not onlly do the corrroded
steeel rebars lose tensile capacity,
c
pottentially requuiring
streengthening or replacement, but the surro
ounding concrrete is
dam
maged as welll, as it cracks and spalls du
ue to expansiion of
the steel. [5]
Thee use of fibbre reinforceed polymer (FRP) compposite
matterials as a ppotential replaacement for traditional
t
steeel in
inteernal concrete reinforcemennt, has recentlly received a great
deal of attentionn by civil enggineering scieentists, as weell as
ustry. [1, 2] T
The advantagges of FRP co
omposite matterials
indu
oveer steel includde the excelllent corrosion
n resistance, good
fatig
gue propertiees, damage toolerance, low
w specific graavity,
non
n-magnetic pproperties, light weigh
ht, low ennergy
con
nsumption durring fabricatioon, and the potential
p
reall-time
mon
nitoring of ttheir behavioor. [6, 7] In addition, these
inno
ovative materrials are considered to offeer an overall more
economical optioon for construcction facilitiess. [3, 5]
mmarising, thhe optimum developmentt of a reinfo
forced
Sum
con
ncrete type inn which the usual internaal steel rebarrs are

materials is consider
c
to bee an
replaaced by FRP composite m
ongo
oing research topic worldw
wide, but thee structural saafety
associated with this composiite material is still not fully
f
undeerstood. [2, 4, 8]
Th
he main objecctive of the exxperimental work
w
presenteed in
this paper, is thee design and manufacture of BFRP rebbars,
g basalt fibres and a theermosetting polymer
p
matrrix using
epox
xy resin – maanufactured bby braiding technique andd the
evalu
uation of braaiding param
meters to rebaar’s properties as
interrnal concrete reinforcement
r
t. It should bee noted that these
t
innovative braided
d BFRP rebarrs give a uniqu
ue surface texxture
b
interfacial interactioons with con
ncrete, whichh are
for better
goin
ng to be inv
vestigated annd analysed in detail duuring
reseaarch’s next ph
hase.
Arreas of future work within tthis project in
nclude the detaailed
investigation of FRP influence on structural reliability annd an
in-deepth research on their strenngth, responsee & durabilityy via
laborratory testing, statistical annalysis & reliaability assessm
ment
of th
heir long tern
n performancee as reinforceement in conccrete
strucctures.
2
2.1

LITERATUREREVIEW
Basaltfibre
e

Basaalt fibre is an inorganic, naatural fibre made
m
from moolten
basaalt rock. The production prrocess, which
h is considereed as
energ
gy efficient and
a environm
mentally frien
ndly, includess the
meltting of quarried, crushed rrocks at 1400
0 – 1500 °C and
then, using the technology of continuou
us spinning, the
usion of fibres at diameterss ranging from
m 9 to 20 m
m. [9,
extru
10, 11,
1 12]
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Basalt
B
is primaarily composeed of plagiocllase, pyroxenee and
oliv
vine minerals, and the SiO2 content is geenerally aboutt 42 –
55 %,
% as shown iin Table 1. [3, 4, 9]
Table 1. Typiical chemical composition of
o basalt fibrees.
C
Component

Content (w
wt %)

SiO2
Al2O3
Fe2O3
CaO
MgO
Na2O
TiO2
K 2O

42 – 55
13 – 17
7
7 – 13
3
9 – 12
2
6–9
2–4
1–2
1–2

Due
D
to their excellent prooperties, such
h as high teensile
streength and moodulus, wide range of therrmal perform
mance,
goo
od acid, salt aand alkali resiistance, high chemical stabbility,
whiich are closelyy related to the origin and composition
c
oof raw
matterial, basalt fibres have the potentiaal to becom
me an
alteernative, proomising reinnforcing maaterial for FRP
com
mposites used in infrastructuure application
ns. [3, 4, 10]
2.2

Braidingttechnique

Braaiding techniqque has tradditionally beeen used forr the
prod
duction of ttextile structtures. The basic
b
principlle of
braiiding is the innterlacing of yarns in a way
w that they cross
each
h other in a diiagonal directtion. [7, 12] Braiding angle – the
ang
gle between braid yarns annd axis of braaid structure- is an
imp
portant param
meter that afffects mechan
nical propertiees of
braiids and is usuually adjustedd by changing the take-up sspeed
(cog
gs configuratiion) in braidinng machine (F
Figure 1), obtaaining
a raange between 220 and 85°. [112, 13]

Figure 1. Braaiding machinee.
Recently,
R
it iis observed a increasing
g interest am
mong
reseearchers tow
wards using braiding tecchnique for FRP
com
mposite structtures fabricattion, aiming in enhanced final
prod
duct propertiees. [13, 14]
To
T date most oof the FRP reinnforcement ussed in concrette has
been manufactuured by pultrusion, a low
l
cost meethod
prov
viding compoosites with a constant cro
oss section aand a
smo
ooth surface. This well-known process for manufactturing
com
mposites conssists of conttinuously pullling impregnnated,
form
mable fibre-rreinforcing material
m
throug
gh a shapingg die
wheere the materiial is heated and
a subsequen
ntly cured, givving a
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finall uniform cro
oss-sectional shape. When
n FRP rebarss are
used
d as an internaal reinforcemeent for concrette, the bond at
a the
interrface between FRP and conncrete becomes critical, as itt has
a dirrect effect on structure’s
s
relliability. In case of pultrusioon, a
surfaace treatment is required to improve this bond and thus,
t
ensu
ure durability of
o the structurre. [3, 12, 14]
On
n the other hand,
h
braidinng technique offers multiaaxial
orien
ntation, confformability, excellent daamage toleraance,
impo
oved mechan
nical propertities, as welll as allows the
prod
duction of defo
ormed rebars to enhance th
he bond on FR
RP –
conccrete interface. Moreover, bbraided FRP reebars could obbtain
high
her flexural & shear strenngth, increaseed durability and
imprroved crack resistance,
r
com
mpared to pu
ultruded ones that
exhib
bit low bending strength, mostly due to uni-directiional
struccture. Althoug
gh braiding m
method is lesss common as it is
moree expensive, it does pressent significaant advantagees in
special civil engin
neering applic
ications, mosttly relating too the
ween
addittional ductility provided annd the increassed bond betw
FRP and concretee, which has a direct influ
uence on bothh the
d the ultimatee load-carryin
ng capacity off the
serviiceability and
struccture. [14, 15]
2.3

FibreReinfforcedPolymeerforconcrete
ereinforcemen
nt

Acccording to the literatur
ure, FRP rebars have been
b
intro
oduced as a reinforcemennt for a varriety of conccrete
strucctures subjecteed to aggresssive environm
ments. Using these
t
non--corrosive reb
bars, can exteend structure’ss service life and
offerr significant performancce benefits, while reduucing
main
ntenance costs. In general,, FRPs consist of high tennsile
fibrees, such as caarbon, glass, basalt, embeedded in polyymer
matrrices, thermosetting or therrmoplastic ones, improvingg the
mech
hanical properrties of the sysstem. [3, 5, 15
5]
Table 2.
2 Properties oof reinforcing fibres.

2.4 – 2.5
1.9 – 2.1

Failuure
streess
(GPPa)
2.8 – 3.0
2.2 – 7.2

Extenssion
at failu
ure
(%))
4.7 – 5.6
5
0.5 – 2.4
2

Elasticity
modullus
(GPaa)
74 - 95
9
200 -700

2.6 - 2.8

1.9 - 2.6

3.5 – 4.5
4

70 - 90
9

Fiibre
Type

Density
m3)
(g/cm

Glass
G
Caarbon
Baasalt

RP compositees can be a viiable
It is broadly acccepted that FR
nternal conccrete
alterrnative for replacing steel as in
reinfforcement in a cost effectiive manner, as
a these mateerials
may be competittive in termss of life-cyclle costs. [166] In
ve several peerformance ad
dvantages nam
mely
addittion, they hav
the corrosion
c
resistance, high tensile stren
ngth, low speecific
gravity, fatigue resistance, smalll creep deform
mations and many
m
moree. Other impo
ortant advantaages of these materials aree the
lightt weight thatt is one-thirdd of the weiight of steel, the
therm
mal expansion
n coefficient that is very close to thaat of
conccrete, the high mechaniical perform
mance/price ratio.
r
How
wever, a direect substitutiion between FRP and steel
reinfforcing bars is not possiblee due to vario
ous differencees in
theirr physical and
d mechanicall properties. The
T linear strressstrain
n behavior up
p to failure, thhe lack of ductility and ennergy
abso
orbing capabiliities are the m
main limitation
ns that prevennt the
use of
o FRP rebars on a large scaale. [6, 7, 16, 17]
If FRP reinforcement is to bee used successsfully and wiidely
oncrete structu
ures, it must bbe used to its full
f potential. This
in co
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meaans that it muust be straineed near to its breaking cappacity
und
der ultimate lim
mit state condditions. [15, 16] When FRP
P bars
are simply placeed in concretee as a direct substitute
s
for steel
barss, it is impossible to achhieve this aim
m, as the conncrete
tenssile strain caapacity is low
w (around 0.015%), whilee the
unid
directional FR
RP tensile sttrain capacity
y is high (at least
1.5%
%). [6]
Therefore,
T
devveloping FRP
P-reinforced structures
s
that
at can
meeet strength, ductility, stiiffness, as well
w
as reliaability
dem
mands, while minimizing cost, shoulld be extenssively
inveestigated by researchers in the nearr future. [5] The
app
parent difficullty in design process, as the interactioon of
thesse various design reqquirements with
w
FRP rebar
man
nufacture parrameters is complex, is considered as a
challenge for tthe scientificc community
y and shouldd be
dressed by caareful selectioon of materiaals combined with
add
inteegrated perforrmance analyssis. It is clearlly understoodd that,
only
y through the rational and efficient use of FRP compposite
matterials, both coonstruction inndustry and en
ngineers, as w
well as
man
nufacturers off these produccts, will gain th
he greatest beenefit.
[8, 17]
2.4

Designsta
andardsforFR
RPinconstrucction

Duee to the growiing interest onn the use of FRP
F
composittes in
con
nstruction, a sm
mall number of design guiidelines, codees and
speccifications foor their efficcient use in civil engineeering
app
plications weree developed duuring the last decade.
Special publicaations by ACII - the ACI Gu
uide for the D
Design
d Constructionn of Structurall Concrete Reeinforced withh FRP
and
Barrs, ACI-440.1R
R – and varioous other interrnational standdards,
inclluding the Jap
apan Society of Civil Engineers, the B
British
Stan
ndards Instituution, the Caanadian Stan
ndards Associiation
Inteernational - CS
SA-S806-02 - that directly address the uuse of
FRP
P, are availablle so far.
However,
H
the uuse of FRP foor reinforcemeent instead off steel
is far
f from wideely accepted in
i the conserv
vative construuction
indu
ustry, mostly because of the
t lack of faamiliarity withh this
matterial, the higgh initial costs and the lack of strucctural
ducctility. Moreovver, design coodes are slow
wly developinng for
FRP
P rebars comppared to the well-establishe
w
ed ones for thhe use
of steel
s
bars in cooncrete membbers. [2, 3, 4, 5]
5
3

Befo
ore braiding, basalt
b
fibres aare spooled in
n bobbins in order
o
to bee loaded in thee braiding macchine, as show
wn in Figure 2.
2

Figure 2. Spooled baasalt yarn in bobbin.
b
3.2

Manufactu
uringprocessaanddesign

Th
he goal of this researchh activity iss to developp an
undeerstanding off the mechhanical behav
vior of braaided
comp
posite bars and correlate
te it with teextile processsing
cond
ditions.
An
n important challenge, thatt needs special attention when
w
desig
gning textile composite
c
matterials, is the complex
c
naturre of
the processing parameters, suuch as yarn size, numbeer of
ngle, in ordeer to
carriiers in the braiding machhine, braid an
ensu
ure optimum behavior
b
of thhe final produ
uct and obtainn the
desirred physical and mechanicaal properties for
fo its end-use..
Th
he developmeent of a braidded BFRP prreform for usse as
rebarr in concrete reinforcemennt after proper impregnatioon in
epox
xy resin and the
t influence of the braidiing angle andd the
num
mber of braidiing layers aree the main fields
f
investiggated
with
hin this study.
Th
he objective of
o these trialss is the prod
duction of a solid
s
braid
d preform, co
onsisted of a braided core (~ 3mm) and
surro
ounded by tw
wo layers of PET materiaal (Figures 3, 4),
inten
nded to aid resin
r
flow, annd an outer finishing
f
braiiding
layerr to completee the requiredd dimensions. The target outer
o
diam
meter of the braid sample is 5.0 mm. (Figu
ure 5)

EXPERIMEN
NTALWORK

3.1

Materials

Diff
fferent types of FRP barss are currenttly being useed as
inteernal reinforceement for conncrete structu
ures. In this sstudy,
basaalt fibres willl be the reinnforcing material for the FRP
com
mposites manuufactured by the
t process off braiding. Taable 3
exh
hibits in detail the technicall properties off the yarns useed on
the trials.

T layers of PPET flow messh for resin
Figure 3. Two
impreggnation.

Table
T
3. Technnical Datasheet for basalt yarns.
y
(Basalteex)
Baasalt
rov
ving
ty
ype
300tex

ment
Filam
diam
meter
(m
m)
13

Linnear
dennsity
(TE
EX)
3000

600tex

17

6000

nsile
Ten
stren
ngth
(MP
Pa)
290
00 3600
280
00 3200

Elaastic
moddulus
(GP
Pa)
87
88 - 90

Figu
ure 4. Basalt ccore – PET meesh.
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Saample 1 was thicker than expected, wiith an OD off 3.7
mm, along with samples
s
2 (4.33 mm), 3 (3.6
6 mm) and 4 (3.5
mm)), in which yaarns were alsoo popping outt. In samples 5, 6
and 7, misshapen cores were nnoticed, while,, in samples 9,
9 10
and 11, braiding angles were higher than expected, giiving
hat would mayybe present difficulty
d
to innfuse
tightt structures th
the epoxy
e
resin att a later time.. Sample 8, with
w an OD off 2.6
mm and a braiding angle of 15°, was cho
osen as the more
m
Figure 7) T
Then, two layers of PET
suitaable one. (F
Mon
nofilament brraid were ccompleted, fo
ollowed by one
finishing basalt lay
yer to meet thhe size requireement.
A complete braaided sample, made in Burrgmann Packiings,
g basalt materrials, is shownn in Figure 8.
using

Figure 5. C
Cross-section of braided bassalt preform.
3.3

Results

Braaided BFRP rrebar preform
ms were prod
duced varyingg the
num
mber of layerss and the parrameters of brraiding proce ss, in
ordeer to achieve the desired sttructural geom
metry and meeet the
perfformance charracteristics off existing rebarr reinforcemennt.
The
T experimenntal work wass divided into tree district ssteps.
Firsstly, eleven saamples of diffferent core co
onfigurations were
prod
duced varyingg braiding parrameters. Thee target was a solid
braiid of circularr cross sectioon, approximaately 3 mm outer
diam
meter (OD) annd consisting of
o 1 - 2 layerss. (Figure 6)

ure 7. Relation
n between braaid angle and outer
o
diameterr for
Figu
core bbraids.

Figure 8. Braided
B
BFRPP rebar preform
m sample.

Figuree 6. Braided core
c
production trials.
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To
o sum up, th
he productionn of the core focused on two
conffigurations, a single layer oof 600 tex Baasalt and a 2-llayer
versiion using 300
0 tex Basalt. T
Two approach
hes were also used
u
for th
he PET flow mesh.
m
The firrst approach was
w the producction
of a sleeve using 32 threads. T
The second ap
pproach was over
braid
ding of the co
ore using 16 or 24 thread
ds. Both approoach
work
ked and had different m
merits. The outer
o
layers were
w
prod
duced using 600
6 tex basallt fibres with
h the target braid
b
angle of ±45°. Diameter, brraid angle and
a
weight were
w
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measured for every layer of each sample, as shown in Tables
4, 5, 6.
Table 4. Technical details of sample braid 1.
Layer
1
2
3
4
5

Material
(Yarns)
300 tex
300 tex
PET
PET
600 tex

Machine
(Thread)
8
16
32
32
16

OD
(mm)
1.6
2.7
3.5
4.4
5.1

Angle
(°)
11
16
9
12
45

Weight
(g/m)
2.4
7.3
10.6
14.0
28.0

Table 5. Technical details of sample braid 2.
Layer
1
2
3
4

Material
(Yarns)
600 tex
PET
PET
600 tex

Machine
(Thread)
8
24
24
16

OD
(mm)
2.5
3.8
4.0
5.0

Angle
(°)
13
15
15
45

Weight
(g/m)
5.0
7.5
10.0
23.9

Table 6. Technical details of sample braid 3.
Layer
1
2
3
4

Material
(Yarns)
600 tex
PET
PET
600 tex

Machine
(Thread)
8
32
32
16

OD
(mm)
2.5
3.8
4.3
5.0

Angle
(°)
13
11
11
45

Weight
(g/m)
5.0
8.2
11.5
25.2

Note: All values are an average of readings taken at several locations of
manufactured sample braids; OD: Outer diameter; Braid yarns: Basalt (tex),
PET Monofilament.

The braided preforms were produced in 16, 24 and 128
carriers braiding machines in Burgmann Packings Ltd
laboratory in Dublin, Ireland, varying cogs configuration
(35/35, 42/28, 40/30, 46/24, 100LL). The three selected
braided samples that successfully meet the desired geometry
requirements and are able to allow resin impregnation, as well
as provide BFRP rebars with enhanced mechanical properties,
are in the process of testing resin infusion in SuperTEX
Austria. In a later stage, tests regarding their physical and
mechanical properties, as well as ageing tests to evaluate their
durability along with microstructural analysis, will take place
at University College Dublin.
4

CONCLUSION

This paper describes the research that is currently in
progress at University College Dublin concerning the
development of braided BFRP bars for concrete
reinforcement. The described preliminary work has been
conducted to understand the behaviour of braided fabrics and
the influence of geometrical factors and processing conditions
on physical & mechanical properties of braided rebars. The
results of this study can be considered as a fundamental step
toward using braided BFRP rebars as internal reinforcement
in concrete structures, replacing corrodible steel ones.
As this work is part of an ongoing project, a number of
tasks towards an optimised design of flexible braided FRP

reinforcement along with the development of uncertainty
models of loads and resistance are included in the short term
research plan, in order to determine how this promising
material can contribute to the overall structural behaviour &
provide durable infrastructure.
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Characterisation and water aging of composite materials for tidal turbine blades
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ABSTRACT: It is widely acknowledged that Ireland has access to some of the richest tidal energy resources in the world. The
technology required to efficiently and economically extract tidal energy is dependent on the current choice of tidal turbine blade
construction materials, namely fibre reinforced polymer composites. The lifespan and economic viability of these devices is
constrained, in part, by the degradation of the blade materials due to prolonged sub-sea immersion. To represent a worthwhile
investment, it is expected that the turbines will remain operational for periods of time of up to 20 years. This work aims to
investigate water ingress in four polymer composite materials commonly used to construct ocean energy devices. 3-D X-ray CT
(computed tomography) is used to characterise the voids, resin-rich areas and other manufacturing defects present in each
materials. These defects are believed to significantly alter the rate of seawater diffusion, as well as the total uptake of seawater at
saturation. The materials are then exposed to accelerated water aging in order to determine the rate of water uptake.
Comparisons are then made between the materials based on the initial material characterisation and the results of the aging
experiment. The material micro-structure, as well as the matrix material, are shown to strongly influence both the water uptake
rate and total water uptake.
KEY WORDS: Polymer composites; Tidal turbine blade; Water aging; X-ray CT; Ocean energy.
1

INTRODUCTION

Tidal power has the potential to offer a reliable source of low
carbon energy across many coastal regions of Ireland, the EU
and other regions across the globe [1]. Current estimates
project that tidal stream power will generate 148 MW by 2020
[2], and that ocean energy as a whole is to generate up to
188GW worldwide by 2050 [3]. Several prototype
commercial turbines are in development, but in order to
become commercially viable, these turbines must demonstrate
long term reliability and reduce their cost per megawatt
generated [1]. It is estimated that in order for tidal turbines to
become commercially viable the capital expenditure per
megawatt must be reduced to below €3 million [4]. The
current capital cost per megawatt for prototype projects is
much higher than this goal, with the MeyGen project having a
gross capital expenditure per megawatt of circa €11 million
[5]. Cost effective design, manufacture, and testing of tidal
turbine blades remains a major challenge for the tidal turbine
industry. The structure of tidal turbine blades is comparable to
that of wind turbine blades; however tidal turbines must
operate in much harsher environments, and withstand much
higher loads [6]. Tidal turbine blades must withstand
degradation due to immersion in seawater and be stiffer and
stronger than wind turbine blades for a given power output
[1]. These requirements have lead to research into alternative
new materials and manufacturing methods for tidal turbine
blade production (see, for example, [1, 7]). This paper first
provides an overview of the current tidal energy market in
order to provide a background for the research at hand.
Subsequently, a detailed comparison of four composite
materials proposed for use in tidal turbine blades is given,
with a focus on moisture uptake due to accelerated water

aging. X-Ray Computed Tomography (CT) is used to
characterise the microstructure of the as-manufactured
materials and to provide an insight into the main mechanisms
of moisture uptake for each material
2

MATERIALS

2.1 Overview of tidal turbine blade materials
Tidal turbine blades are likely to represent a signification
proportion of the overall capital cost of commissioning a tidal
turbine. As such, reducing the cost of the tidal turbine blades
is an important step in reducing the overall cost per megawatt
of tidal power. Due to their excellent mechanical properties
and corrosion resistance Glass Fibre Reinforced Plastic
(GFRP) and Carbon Fibre Reinforced Plastics (CFRP) are the
most common materials used in both wind and tidal turbine
blades [6]. For the majority of wind turbine blades the
mechanical properties of GFRP meet the design requirements
and GFRP is chosen over CFRP due to its lower cost. CFRP is
generally only used in very large wind turbines [6], where the
design requirements call for a material with higher specific
strength and stiffness than GFRP.
The larger loads
experienced by tidal turbine blades will require much stiffer
and stronger blades. This stiffness and strength increase may
be achieved through the use of CFRP or by increasing the
thickness of the composite layup. This paper looks at several
materials and manufacturing methods suitable for use in tidal
turbine blades and ocean energy devices.
2.2 CF & GF epoxy (powder)
Two powdered epoxy-based materials, one with glass fibres
and the other with carbon fibres, manufactured at
ÉireComposites Teo, were tested. Due to their low cost,
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excellent material properties and ease of manufacture [8], GF
and CF powder epoxy materials are currently used in the wind
turbine industry. The powder epoxy is a heat activated resin,
which cures at 180°C. The dry glass or carbon is laid up on a
flat metal plate and uncured powder epoxy is evenly
distributed throughout the fibres. The entire lay-up is then
covered in bagging material and sealed leaving only a
connection for the vacuum pump. A vacuum is then applied
and the part is heated to 180°C, which cures the part.
The use of powder epoxy is facilitated by the development of
large integrally heated ceramic mold technology which can be
used to process materials up to 200°C. Figure 1 shows a 13m
GF powder epoxy wind turbine blade and the integrally heated
ceramic mold used to cure the blade. This mold technology
allows cost effective and scalable manufacturing of
composites with heat activated powder epoxy materials. These
powder epoxy materials offer several advantages over
traditional resins. Firstly, there is no significant exothermic
reaction during cure. This means that thick composite sections
can be manufactured without having to control the cure
process in order to avoid the tooling or part overheating. This
in turn leads to quicker cycle times [8]. The material is solid at
room temperature, has no special storage conditions and there
are no Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC’s) emitted during
manufacture [8].

been fully infused, the resin inlet is blocked to avoid air being
drawn into the laminate. As the Ampreg epoxy cures, there is
an exothermic reaction which generates heat in the laminate.
For every 10°C rise in temperature, the reaction rate doubles,
which, in turn, produces more heat [10]. For thin laminates,
such as those manufactured for this work, this is not an issue
as the heat quickly dissipates. However, for thick sections,
this exotherm must be dealt with to avoid overheating.
Overheating can cause a severe health and safety hazard,
damage to the laminate itself or damage to the mold on which
it is cured. To avoid overheating the reaction time has to be
carefully controlled, which can lead to long cycle times.
Currently, the majority of composite structures used in the
renewable energy sector are manufactured using VART [1], as
it is cost effective due to low material and tooling costs. In
order to use this method to manufacture large complex parts,
such as tidal or wind turbine blades, several parts are
manufactured individually, then assembled and glued together
to form the final part [1].
2.4 GF PEEK
A GF PEEK material, a thermoplastic glass fibre composite
sourced from Rochling [11], was also tested. PEEK is a
relatively expensive matrix material and is therefore unlikely
to gain widespread use in larger ocean energy structures.
However, due to the low water uptake of PEEK in comparison
to other matrix materials, the material could find use in subsea turbine blade connection points. The composite material
also differs from the other materials in this study in that it is a
random-fibre composite with a fibre volume fraction of 30%,
in comparison the epoxy-based uni-directional composites.
2.5 Overview of test specimens

Figure 1 (Left) Integrally heated ceramic mold. (Right) 13m
GF powder epoxy wind turbine blade [1].
Finally, composite parts can be formed into solid subassemblies without polymerisation. This means that for
complex parts, such as tidal turbine blades, all parts can be
formed into sub-assemblies off line using low temperature
tooling. The solid parts may then be assembled on the
integrally heated ceramic tooling for final polymerisation.
This leads to a final part manufactured in a one-shot process
without the need for gluing [1].

Table 1 provides an overview of the square specimens used
for material characterisation and water aging. The specimens
were extracted from larger laminates using a diamond-tipped
water-cooled saw in order to prevent damage to the specimen
edges.
Table 1 Overview of the test specimens for each of the four
composite materials used for material characterisation and
water aging.
Material
Dimensions
(mm)

2.3 GF epoxy (Ampreg)
A Glass fibre composite, with Gurit’s Ampreg epoxy resin
[9], was manufactured at ÉireComposites Teo for testing. This
epoxy system is designed for use in boat hulls, buildings and
wind turbines. The GF Ampreg laminates are manufactured
using Vacuum Assisted Resin Transfer (VART). The dry
glass is laid up on a flat metal plate and covered in a
distribution material which ensures that the vacuum is
connected to the entire part and allows the resin to flow into
the part. The entire layup is then covered in bagging material
and sealed leaving only an inlet for the resin and a connection
for the vacuum pump. A vacuum is applied to the part and degassed resin is allowed to flow into the part. Once the part has
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Lay-up
Mean
thickness
(mm)
Mean weight
(g)
No. of
samples

3

GF epoxy
(powder)
25

25

GF epoxy
(Ampreg)
25

25

GF
PEEK

CF
epoxy
(powder)

25
25

25

25

6-ply
(45°/135°/0°)S

8-ply
(45°/135°/0°/90°)S

N/A

4-ply
(0°4)

3.25

4.31

8.00

2.53

3.95

4.97

7.75

2.42

6

6

6

6

MATERIAL CHARACTERISATION

A micro-structural analysis of each of the four materials was
performed using 3-D X-ray CT at NUI Galway, prior to water
aging. The scans were carried out using a 100kV Scanco
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μCT100 machine with a voxel resolution of 16 m. The
technique allows the determination of material phases of
varying density via the attenuation of X-rays as they pass
through a specimen. This allowed quantitative characterisation
of the void volume content of the specimens, as well as a
qualitative investigation of fibre tows, stitching and resin rich
areas. Three specimens of each material type were CT
scanned.
3.1 GF epoxy (powder)
Scans of the GF powder epoxy specimens showed wellconsolidated laminates. Large resin bands were visible inbetween the glass fibre tows. The woven cross-stitching
connecting the tows (perpendicular to main tow direction)
were also visible as well as the fibre tow waviness. A void
analysis of the specimens resulted in a 0% void volume
fraction at the given scan resolution (16 m). No other
manufacturing defects of note were observed in the
specimens. Fig. 2 shows a plan and end view of a scanned GF
powder epoxy specimen.
Figure 3 (Top) Plan view of a CT scan of GF Ampreg epoxy
specimen at a 45° ply. (Bottom) End view of the same scan
along the indicated section line.
3.3 GF PEEK
Given the random fibre distribution of the GF PEEK
composite and the relatively small difference in density
between glass fibre and PEEK, no discernible internal microstructure was observed in the CT scans of the specimens at the
given scan resolution. No voids or manufacturing defects were
detected. Fig. 4 shows a plan and end view of a scanned GF
PEEK specimen.

Figure 2 (Top) Plan view of a CT scan of GF powder epoxy
specimen at a 0° ply. (Bottom) End view of the same scan
along the indicated section line.
3.2 GF epoxy (Ampreg)
Like the powder epoxy specimens, the GF Ampreg epoxy
specimen scans revealed well-consolidated laminates. Fibre
tows, resin bands and tow stitching were detectable. A notable
difference between the materials was the presence of a
significant number of small and medium-sized voids in the
Ampreg laminates. A void analysis of the three specimens
resulted in an average void volume fraction of 0.25%. The
majority of voids were located within the large resin bands
between fibre tows. All specimens also showed a bias towards
void formation near the bagging side of the laminate. On
average, the specimen half nearest the bagging side had a void
volume fraction of 0.35%, while the other half had a 0.15%
void volume. No other manufacturing defects of note were
observed in the specimens. Fig. 3 shows a plan and end view
of a scanned GF Ampreg epoxy specimen.

Figure 4 (Top) Plan view of a CT scan of GF PEEK specimen
at the mid-plane. (Bottom) End view of the same scan along
the indicated section line.
3.4 CF epoxy (powder)
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Scans of the CF powder epoxy specimens showed wellconsolidated unidirectional laminates. Resin bands were
visible in-between the carbon fibre tows. Like the GF powder
epoxy, woven cross-stitching connecting the tows is visible,
this time with the stitching at an angle of approximately 60° to
the main tow direction. The degree of fibre tow waviness can
also be detected. A void analysis of the specimens resulted in
a 0% void volume fraction at the given scan resolution. No
other manufacturing defects of note were observed in the
specimens. Fig. 5 shows a plan and end view of a scanned GF
powder epoxy specimen.

enclosed scales with an accuracy of ± 0.001g was used to
weigh the specimens. The water bath used for testing is shown
in Fig. 6.

Figure 6 Water bath used for the accelerated aging of the test
specimens. The temeprature control is set to 50°C.
4.2 Results
The results of the water aging test for the four materials (6
specimens for each material) after 4 weeks immersion at 50°C
are shown in Fig. 7.

Figure 5 (Top) Plan view of a CT scan of CF powder epoxy
specimen. (Bottom) End view of the same scan along the
indicated section line.
4

ACCELERATED WATER AGING

Water aging was carried out in order to determine the level of
moisture uptake for each of the materials due to prolonged
sub-sea immersion. Epoxy resins have been shown to absorb
moisture by up to 2.5% by weight [12]. Tests on epoxy
composites have shown a dual absorption mechanism where a
long term absorbtion and a Fickian diffusion process occur
simultaneously[13]. The precise mechanisms of moisture
uptake in composite materials are not fully understood, with
manufacturing defects and micro-structural irregularities
within laminates likely complicating the natural diffusion
process.
4.1 Methodology
The ASTM standard for moisture absorption of polymer
matrix composites (D5229/D5229M – 14) [14] was followed
for the accelerated aging process. The specimens were dried
in an oven at 50°C for 24 hours to remove any residual
moisture before being weighed and measured. In order to
accelerate the rate of moisture uptake, a water temperature of
50°C was chosen. Increasing the water temperature acts to
increase the rate of diffusion without altering the saturation
point of the specimens [15]. The specimens were removed
from the aging bath and weighed once a week in order to track
the rate of water uptake. Prior to weighing, the surface of the
specimens was wiped with non-linting absorbent cloth. An
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Figure 7 Water uptake weight for each of the four composite
materials tested after accelerated aging in a water bath at 50°C
for 4 weeks.
The GF Ampreg epoxy was found to absorb water at the
highest rate, followed by the two powder epoxy composites.
Given the relatively high void content of the Ampreg material
as observed in the CT scans, it is likely that the voids act to
increase the total weight of water that can be absorbed by a
given laminate and allows the moisture to diffuse to the centre
of the specimens at a faster rate. High levels of water uptake
can have a detrimental effect on mechanical properties and the
strength of composite materials [16]. The PEEK-based
composite exhibits a significantly lower water uptake than the
other epoxy-based materials, indicating that it would be highly
resistant to the effects of water ingress due to prolonged subsea immersion. Apart from the CF epoxy specimens, the other
materials appear to be approaching saturation after 4 weeks,
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with the rate of water uptake decreasing noticeably after each
measurement.
5

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

An overview of four prospective materials for use in tidal
energy devices has been provided, including the associated
manufacturing processes for large tidal or wind turbine blades.
Accelerated water aging of the materials was carried out in
order to determine their suitability for prolonged sub-sea
immersion. Epoxy-based materials were found to absorb
significantly more water than the PEEK-based material. The
Ampreg epoxy material was also found to absorb more water,
and at a faster rate, than the powder epoxy materials. Based on
a micro-structural analysis of the materials using X-ray CT, it
is proposed that the higher void content of the Ampreg
laminates contributes to the increased water uptake but further
work is needed to confirm this.
Future work will involve continued aging of the specimens
until full saturation. Numerical modelling of the specimens is
also envisaged, based on the existing CT scans. These models
will be used to predict trends in void content and the rate of
water uptake for immersed composite laminates.

11. Rochling (2012) Sustapeek. Available: http://www.roechlingplastics.us/en/products/high-performance-materials-specialtyproducts/sustapeek.html. Last accessed 13th April 2016
12. ASTM Standard D 5229/D 5229M 14 , Standard Test Method for
Moisture Absorption Properties of Polymer Matrix Composite
Materials,West Conshohocken, Philadelphia, USA, 1992.
13. P. Davies, F. MazEas, and P. Casari, ‘Sea Water Aging of Glass
Reinforced Composites: Shear Behaviour and Damage
Modelling’, Journal of Composite Materials, vol. 35, no. 15, pp.
1343–1372, Aug. 2001.
14. C. Arnold, F. Korkees, and S. Alston, ‘The Long-Term Water
Absorption and Desorption Behaviour of Carbon-Fibre / Epoxy
Composites’, Proceeding of ECCM 15, 2012.
15. Vodicka R. Accelerated Environmental Testign of Composite
Material, Melbourne, Australia, 1997.
16. Segovia F., Salvador M.D, Sahuquillo O. & Vicente A. Effects of
Long-term Exposure on E-glass Composite Material Subjected to
Stress Corrosion in a Saline Medium, Journal of Composite
Materials, 2119-2128, 2007.
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ABSTRACT: This paper is an overview of the development and application of Computer Vision for the Structural Health
Monitoring (SHM) of Bridges. A brief explanation of SHM is provided, followed by a breakdown of the stages of computer
vision techniques separated into laboratory and field trials. Qualitative evaluations and comparison of these methods have been
provided along with the proposal of guidelines for new vision-based SHM systems.
KEY WORDS: Computer Vision; Bridge Monitoring, Structural Health Monitoring.
1

INTRODUCTION

Existing Civil infrastructure is under an increasing level of
stress from loading/environmental effects. These effects can
be detrimental to the integrity of the bridges, and must be
monitored in order to avoid dangerous incidents and insure
public safety.
Visual inspections remain to be the most common method
of bridge inspection worldwide. This method is used as a
means of detecting obvious damage to structures such as
cracks/shifting of components and is carried out by following
a set of established guidelines according to bridge type. This
method has many limitations which affect its reliability and is
extremely sensitive to human error, particularly since a visual
inspection is rarely carried out by a senior engineer. A survey
of the reliability of visual inspections has detailed the high
level of variability in this assessment method [1].
In recent years Structural Health Monitoring (SHM)
systems have been developed to try to overcome these
limitations.
SHM can provide an unbiased means of
determining the true state of our aging infrastructure. Sensor
systems are used to monitor bridge deterioration and provide
real information on the capacity of individual structures,
hence extending bridge life and improving safety. Changes in
stiffness is usually measured using strain sensors, but recent
research has indicated that measuring displacement changes
from calibrating vehicles can be used as a method of detecting
bridge condition[2]. The deflection readings are gathered
with respect to vehicles of known weight passing over the
structure. If pre-weighed calibration trucks are not available
for testing, vehicle weights can be either gathered from a
database in order to gain approximate readings, or by using a
weigh-in-motion system to gain precise information on
vehicle weights.
Traditionally displacement is measured using transducers or
accelerometers which are attached to fixed points on the
structure. The transducers, such as linear variable differential
transformers (LVDT), give a direct reading of displacement
but generally require an independent frame for mounting,
which for most bridges make them impractical for use in the
field. On the other hand, accelerometers can be attached

directly to the structures (i.e. do not need a fixed reference)
but post processing of the data is required to convert
acceleration to displacement, as shown in Figure 1.

Integration Algorithm

Data Record whose length tmax >>Tf
with dt << Tf , where Tf is the
fundamental period of the structure.

Band-pass filter the
acceleration record
between 0.05 – 30 Hz.

Integrate the velocity once to
obtain the corresponding

Integrate the acceleration once to
obtain the corresponding velocity

Band-pass filter the
velocity record between
0.05 – 30 Hz.

Figure 1. Integration Algorithm for Converting Accelerometer
Data to Displacement [3]
While these readings can, under certain circumstances,
provide a reasonably accurate estimate of deflection, there are
several related problems with the method, such as:
1) Durability as the sensors can be damaged easily.
2) Equipment is expensive to purchase and time
consuming to set up on site.
3) Measurement noise in the acceleration signal can
result in errors in the calculated displacement signal.
In recent years, new methods have been investigates to
address these issues, such as GPS readers, Laser Vibrometers
and Computer vision techniques. GPS readers have been
proved to be a reliable method of detecting deflection but
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requ
uire satellite connectivity to function, which
w
may nnot be
feassible at all sittes, and they are susceptib
ble to high eleectromag
gnetic noise[44] they are also not ideeal for short span
brid
dges where movement ranges aree modest. L
Laser
vibrrometers are ccomparable inn effectivenesss with transdducers
[5], but they are costly and diifficult to set up/operate.
u
O
On the
ntrary, video ccameras are chheap, reasonab
bly easy to us e and
con
can inspect a sttructure from
m a distance. They also m
mimic
man visual insspection. The main drawbaack in their uuse as
hum
partt of an SHM system is thhat the capturred images reequire
com
mplex and inteelligent data processing
p
an
nd analysis thrrough
com
mputer vision aalgorithms.
This
T paper aim
ms to provide a background
d on the evoluution,
app
plication and ppracticality off Computer Viision techniquues in
SHM
M along withh recommenddations for fu
uture work inn this
areaa.
2

RVISIONINSH
HMEVOLUTIO
ON
COMPUTER

mputer visionn is becomingg a more wideespread methood of
Com
SHM
M. It operatess by recordingg motion pictu
ures of a targett area
on a civil structuure. Early applications of Computer
C
Visiion to
SHM
M involved thhe development of a hybrid
d system compposed
of traditional
t
sennsors paired with
w cameras in order to prooduce
the output (Figuure 2). Zuarinn et al. [6] proposed
p
a syystem
r
the systems usedd for
wheere the cameeras would replace
attaaining vehiclee weights, annd be paired with sensorrs for
meaasuring displlacement/acceeleration. A camera monnitors
trafffic on a bridgge in order to determine thee amount of ttraffic
passsing over it, w
while a transdducer is affixeed to the bottoom of
the bridge to meaasure deflectioon.
More
M
recently computer vission has been
n also appliedd as a
repllacement of trransducers annd acceleromeeters on meassuring
the bridge displaacement. In thhese systems, the basic prinnciple
olves taking aan image of the
t bridge to establish refeerence
invo
poin
nts, this is then comparred to subseequent imagees to
deteermine displaccement. This process is kno
own as registrration
[6]. There are several methhods of proceessing the im
mages
hered, which w
will be discussed in the folllowing sectionn.
gath

Fig
gure 2 Hybrid Camera-Sensoor System pro
oposed by Zuaarin
et al
al[7]
2.1

Trafficdete
ection

A method
m
for detecting and traacking traffic is detailed inn [8].
The model uses a background subtraction method,
m
whereein a
o the empty bbridge is taken
n, and any im
mages
referrence image of
featu
uring traffic is compared to this imag
ge, and any new
objects are assigned to the fforeground. These
T
objectss are
treatted as “blobss” tracked thrrough the video. While this
meth
hod tracks veh
hicles well inn optimum co
onditions, it iss not
capaable of handling invariant nnatural condittions such as low
lightt/ rain and fog
g which makkes it impractiical for long-tterm
monitoring on sitee. In addition, this approach
h is not suitabble in
cong
gested traffic, as multiple sm
mall vehicles could be missread
as on
ne large objecct or large vehhicles could block
b
smaller ones
from
m the camera.. Those are ttwo common problems inn the
curreent state of thee art in compuuter vision.
A superior metthod is laid out in [9] where
w
the autthors
extraact vehicle feeatures and uuse these feattures to trackk the
vehicle, as shown
n in Figure 3. The system is
i not sensitivve to
e
of chaanging lightingg due to weatther because only
the effects
the most
m
promineent features arre tracked thrrough frames and
then grouped by motion
m
to givee a reading off vehicle locaation.
This method is lesss susceptiblee to the occlussion problems that
urred in the prrevious approaach because the
t system grooups
occu
featu
ures that mov
ve together, sso the only tiime that mulltiple
vehicles could be grouped togeether is if theey were extrem
mely
m
at idenntical
closee to each otheer in the samee lane and moving
speeds, which wo
ould be unlikkely due to safety
s
constraaints.

Figure 3 Features of V
Vehicles track
ked [10]
A comprehensive
c
e survey of video proceessing for traffic
applications has been carried ouut by Kastrinaaki et al[11].
2.2

HybridCam
meraSensorA
Approach

Oncee the traffic can be trackked and classsified, the gross
g
vehicle weights caan be determiined from a reeference databbase.
mine the expeected
This information can then be uused to determ
the attached seensors in a Hyybrid
defleection that willl be read by th
apprroach.
2.2.1
1

Laboratory Work

A hy
ybrid sensor camera
c
system
m for classify
ying vehicles was
deveeloped in [12]. In this paperr, the authors laid out a sysstem
for grouping
g
vehiccles into 7 diffferent classes depending onn the
readings from straain gauges thaat were time synchronised
s
with
o images of th
he vehicles paassing over a test bed setuup. A
video
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neu
ural network w
was developedd to classify the vehicles bbased
on the
t applicatioon of a Bayessian filter to the
t collected sstrain
gau
uge readings. T
The main purppose of the viideo images w
was to
estaablish the locaation of the vehicles on thee deck. Howeever it
wass suggested tthat they couuld also be used
u
to give gross
weiights of vehiclles by assigninng weights baased on classees that
werre determined by an image based
b
neural network.
n
A lab trial of aanother cameraa-sensor meth
hod was carrieed out
in [7]. The compputer vision alggorithms weree primarily ussed to
heir model brridge.
deteermine the tyype of vehiclle crossing th
Add
ditionally the position of the
t vehicle at certain timess was
logg
ged in order tto build the Unit
U Influencee Line (UIL) uusing
the data obtainedd from the trannsducers placeed on the undeerside
d by the videoo. The
of the model briddge at the timees determined
prop
posed system
m provided prromising resu
ults, particularrly in
deteecting changees to deflection based on
n various daamage
scen
narios, but it could not bee immediately
y transposed tto the
field
d because it ddoes not deal with
w an inhereent issue in seensorcam
mera systems: time synchronisation. Th
he data loggerr and
USB
B camera in thhis study are linked
l
to the same
s
computeer and
can be synchronnised to the same clock, but this apprroach
uld not be feaasible in the fiield as a USB camera woulld not
wou
hav
ve the requiredd pixel resoluution to detectt deflection frrom a
disttance. Moreoover, the vission based system can only
diffferentiate betw
ween 3 typees of pre-dettermined vehhicles,
whiile a larger daatabase is neeeded in order to create a vviable
reall solution.
2.2..2

Field W
Work

f combining
g camera inputt with
Frasser et al detailled a system for
senssor data in [13]. This systeem involved the
t combinatiion of
acceelerometers aand strain gauuges with cam
meras for deteecting
and
d classifying vvehicles. The data acquisition for the sennsors/
cam
meras was maanaged by thee use of a wirreless cloud w
which
acceessed a wiredd network in a nearby bu
uilding. Whilee this
metthod is suitablle in a built upp area, it may
y not be possibble in
ruraal locations. T
The LabVIEW
W code used to synchronisse the
senssors also conttrolled the traaffic-facing caamera and capptured
imaages at a rate of 3 frames per second and
a a resolutioon of
640
0x480 pixels. It has not been specifieed if the codde is
efficient enough to improve thhis rate of captture and resoluution,
me measuremeent of
whiich will hamper its applicattion to real tim
disp
placement as the scanning rate is insuffiicient for reall time
dyn
namic analysiss. Critically a method for correcting caamera
mov
vement due tto wind/vibrattion has not been specifieed, an
issu
ue detailed in [[14].
Another
A
hybridd-camera sensor method trrialled in the field
wass [15]. This m
method delivers an improved
d reading of bbridge
con
ndition due too the correlattion of the class-based
c
veehicle
load
ds with recordded bridge ressponses. This allows the syystem
to give an apprroximate inddication of where
w
damagee has
urred on thee bridge. Theese systems have served as a
occu
preccursor to cam
mera-camera setups
s
as they
y have proveed the
viab
bility of replaccing sensors for
f determinin
ng vehicle loaads on
brid
dges. In order to achieve a camera-only
c
SHM
S
approachh, the
nex
xt step is thee replacementt of sensors with cameraas for
read
ding displacem
ment on bridgges, which is analysed
a
in seection
2.3..

2.3

VideoRegistrationforSH
HM

2.3.1
1

Target Based

The initial appliccations for Coomputer Visio
on as registraation
S
involved the use of target-based approaches. This
for SHM
involved affixing premade targgets or markeers such as LE
EDs,
r
paatterns to the bridge whichh are
speckle or other randomised
d as stable easiily identifiablee features to be
b tracked throough
used
a vid
deo, as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4 Speeckled patternn applied for fiield test [16]
2.3.1
1.a

Laboratory Work

The readings obtained
o
from
m camera-on
nly systems are
pared to read
dings from trraditional sen
nsors in ordeer to
comp
deterrmine their su
uitability for replacing theese sensors inn the
futurre. The study detailed in [117] involves applying
a
a Diigital
Imag
ge Correlation
n (DIC) technnique to video
o of a shake table
t
test carried
c
out in the lab. The D
DIC readings were compareed to
veriffied measurements from accelerometeers, which were
w
attacched to the test specimen. T
The method used
u
a correlaation
apprroach [18], wh
here an imagee was divided
d into sub-imaages,
and the position of sub-imagee A in the reeference imagge is
pared to its position
p
in furrther images in order to pllot a
comp
transslation matrix
x and determiine displacem
ment of the taarget
poin
nt. The metho
od has compaarable results to accelerom
meter
readings, but again doess not cateer for cam
mera
on or differingg light levels since it is runn in a
movement/vibratio
lab controlled
c
env
vironment. Noo information has
h been provvided
to cllarify how thee pixel units w
were converted to engineeering
oness for comparison with acccelerometer reeadings, thereefore
the accuracy
a
of their results cannnot be verifieed.
A lab trial carriied out in [199] describes an
n accurate (within
T at monitorinng distance off 2m) methodd for
0.09mm of LVDT
ulating displacement basedd on movemen
nt of white pooints
calcu
on a black backgrround inside a region of in
nterest. This point
p
track
king method is similar to an optical flow
fl
methodoology
prop
posed by [20], where key-pooint features are
a selected based
on reelative light in
ntensity to thee neighbourin
ng pixels [21][[22].
The features are then
t
tracked tthrough the subsequent
s
fraames
and a plot of their movement can be created. The trial also
d a region off interest in tthe image baased on expeected
used
displlacement and
d camera zoom
m capabilitiees, which redduces
the image
i
size th
hat needs to bbe processed and enhancess the
processing time of
o the algorithhm to within 1/30s and makes
m
m also incorporrates
real--time measurement possiblee. This system
a method for syn
nchronizationn of multiple cameras usinng a
up where PC
Cs are linked over a wireeless
mastter-slave setu
netw
work in orderr to track muultiple points of displacem
ment
simu
ultaneously. This
T
method pproved to be quite effectivve in
solviing the issue of time synchhronization in the lab, the issue
i
of seetting up a wireless
w
netwoork in the fielld could still be a
facto
or however, as explainedd before. Th
here is alsoo no
conssideration giv
ven to oveercoming thee difficultiess of
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mov
vement of thhe camera orr environmen
ntal light chaanges
duriing monitorinng. The calibration of the camera to en
ensure
accu
urate pixel-enngineering unnits is an imp
portant step, aand a
valiid method is laid out in [23], where th
he authors usse the
extrrinsic parameeters of the caamera to obtaain the conveersion
facttor for that parrticular camerra, which removes the needd for a
caliibration targett to be attachhed to the sttructure and made
visiible in the imaages recorded..
Correlation
C
andd optical flow
w approaches are
a merged inn [24]
in an attempt to gain sub-pixel acccuracy of oobject
placement. Thhe authors ussed computer--generated ranndom
disp
pattterned images and applieed rotation and
a
transform
mation
effeects to them. T
Their method did deliver th
he desired accuuracy
(maaximum meann bias error of 0.03 pix
xels for 0.5 pixel
disp
placement) annd could poteentially be mo
odified for usse on
reall images as it iis accurate annd computation
nally efficientt.
2.3..1.b

Field w
work

Recently,
R
the replacement off sensors by camera
c
system
ms has
been trialed in thhe field. In [166] a pattern is applied to a bbridge
d displacemeent readings from a prre-weighted truck
and
perfforming passees is verified against LVD
DT readings aand a
pred
dictive model developed in the lab. The results
r
are nott used
as a method off detecting damage,
d
merrely to verifyy the
uracy of theirr predictive model.
m
The accuracy obtainned is
accu
reassonable (±0.115mm compared to the model), butt the
mon
nitoring difficculties of environmental ch
hange/ vibratioon of
cam
mera in the field are briefly discussed witthout any propposed
solu
ution.
Further work w
was carried ouut by Lee et al in [25] wherre the
m for use on a long-span bbridge
feassibility of a vvision system
wass discussed. A key point raised from this paper iis the
treaatment of the aangular orienttation of the camera with reespect
to th
he target; this issue is particcularly relevan
nt to bridges aas the
ideaal scenario off the camera being
b
placed 90°
9 from the ttarget
is not always possible. Thhis paper allso discussess the
possibility of moonitoring the bridge durin
ng the night hhours
ng artificial light to ennsure constan
nt light leveels, a
usin
prom
mising solutioon to the probblem of differring environm
mental
ligh
ht. However it must be considered
c
th
hat traffic pattterns
cou
uld vary largelly at night annd so the data collected maay not
be representative
r
e of the daily conditions.
c
2.3..2

Feature Based

Thee application oof targets to the
t bridge is a limiting facttor in
cam
mera based m
monitoring due
d
to the location
l
of some
mon
nitoring pointts on long-span or otherwisee remote locattions.
To address this issue, the nextt generation in
n SHM for brridges
olves the use of non-targeet “contactlesss” approachess that
invo
only
y use the natuural patterns crreated by conccrete pour, boolts or
env
vironmental efffects as poinnts of referen
nce to extractt and
tracck features.
2.3..2.a

Laboraatory Work

Man
ny of the sstudies detailled previously used eithher a
corrrelation approoach, an opticaal flow or a co
ombination off both
thesse approachess. The study carried out in
n [26] propossed a
new
w method off tracking displacement where
w
imagess are
subjject to down--sampling andd intensity inteerpolation in order
to generate
g
moiréé fringes, whicch are then pu
ut through a pphaseshiffting process to determine displacementt distribution.. It is
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stateed in this papeer that sub-milllimetre deflecction readingss can
be obtained,
o
but they
t
do not ppublish a full set of resultss for
veriffication. Runn
ning times foor the algorith
hm have alsoo not
been
n detailed in th
he paper so itt cannot be co
ompared to thaat of
existting algorithm
ms, but it is decclared in that the comparisoon is
favourable.
he lab study carried
c
out inn [27] did no
ot use intensitty of
Th
pixels for determ
mining featurees to be track
ked, but rathher a
process known ass orientation-ccode matchin
ng (OCM), which
w
perfo
orms well against effects such as lightting changes [28]
and incorporates a subpixel m
method to red
duce measurem
ment
m error vs LV
VDT of featu
ure tracking was
errorrs (maximum
4.82% at a mo
onitoring disttance of 9.1
15m). This error
e
percentage increaases in propoortion to mon
nitoring distaance,
ork with compputer
whicch is a common occurrencee in field wo
visio
on in SHM. Another
A
systeem which cattered for lighhting
chan
nges was detaiiled in [29]. T
This method prroposed the usage
u
of a normalized correlation m
metric in ordeer to accountt for
chan
nging lighting conditions, thhe results are shown
s
in figuure 5.
This system had issues
i
with veery small disp
placements, which
w
u
forr use on sho
ort span briddges.
would make it unsuitable

Figu
ure 5 Results of
o Correlationn metric applieed to subsets of
o an
imaage with channges of light [3
30]

2.3.2
2.b

Field Work
W

A su
uccessful stud
dy into measur
uring displacem
ments of a brridge
was carried out by
y Feng et al iin [31]. Theirr method invoolved
pproximate vvalue for disp
placement usinng a
deterrmining an ap
correelation/templaate matching aapproach to fiind the correlaation
peak
k of the sub-im
mage. This suub-image is th
hen upsampleed in
order to find sub--pixel displaccement of thee target area. This
hod worked well
w comparedd to LVDT readings,
r
but two
meth
challlenges which
h were not oovercome weere the effecct of
cameera vibration and
a a heat hazze which occu
urred when thhe air
was non-uniformly heated by aambient tempeeratures. The heat
w
high aveerage
hazee problem is an issue in locations with
temp
peratures, therrefore it has not been meentioned in other
o
publications but would definiitely need to be overcom
me if
comp
puter vision iss to be a viablle solution wo
orldwide.
A multi-point optical
o
flow syystem was triaalled by Kim et al
in [3
32] with satisfactory resuults(less than 2% error duue to
displlacement responses), but thhey had issuess with image noise
n
from
m smoke affeccting accuracyy of their cap
ptured images and
low pixel resolution of the cam
mera used in the test was allso a
or in obtaining
g less than perrfect accuracy
y in their readiings.
facto
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Thee use of a hhigher resoluttion camera could make their
solu
ution more praactical for widdespread use in the field.
An
A advanced method forr detecting displacements
d
s and
vibrrations in a strructure is outllined in [33], as
a shown in F
Figure
6. A new frameework for dettecting and trracking key ppoints
(FR
REAK) is deeveloped and integrated with
w
a calibrration
metthod for convverting pixel-bbased units to engineering uunits.
This and similarr methods difffer from oth
her optical floow or
corrrelation-basedd methods on the use of a small set of ssparse
key
y-points ratherr than a dense corresponden
nce of pixels.

nally, a system which coombines the traffic detecction
Fin
meth
hods detailed
d above withh camera-bassed displacem
ment
detecction is [2]. This system
m measures axle
a
spacing and
posittion of vehiclees crossing thhe bridge and synchronises
s
t
their
posittion with defflection readinngs taken by a second cam
mera
placeed at a perpen
ndicular angle to the bridge soffit. The videos
are synchronised
d by the use of two
o LEDs which
w
ultaneously flaash through uusage of an in
nterval timer. The
simu
autho
ors catered fo
or the issue off camera vibraation by creatiing a
custo
om tripod sysstem to smootth out vibratio
ons and proviide a
sturd
dy base for thee camera.

Fig
gure 7 Cameraa setup from [2]
[

Fiigure 6 Algoriithm Design [33]
[
This
T
method provided acccurate resullts under vaarious
ligh
hting conditiions and iss useful forr detecting both
disp
placement andd acceleration. While this method
m
does hhave a
high
h level of acccuracy comppared to LVD
DT(±0.01mm at a
meaasurement disstance of 3m, ±0.04mm at
a 13m)it doees not
cateer for cameraa movement as it is trialled in an inndoor
env
vironment (foootball stadium
m) so it cann
not be definittively
stated that this m
method is suitabble for immed
diate field usagge.

he accuracy of this systtem did not extend to subTh
milliimetre levels, primarily duee to the resolution of the im
mages
prov
vided by the camera.
c
With a superior caamera or usagge of
post--processing algorithms,
a
iit is possible that sub-ppixel
accu
uracy could bee obtained.
CONCLUSIONS
puter vision inn SHM is stilll a relatively new
The area of Comp
one, but the methods detaileed above represent signifiicant
prog
gress in recentt times. It is bbelieved by th
he authors that the
meth
hods proposed in [26], [227], [30], [33
3] present viiable
soluttions for dettecting bridgge displacemeent or strainns if
adop
pted properly. If some/alll of these methods
m
couldd be
comb
bined with a calibration
c
proocess similar to [34], a meethod
for compensating
c
for camera m
movement dettailed in [35] and
time-synchronizattion of camerras using a method
m
akin too the
d
in [36
6] it is possiblle that an efficcient and accuurate
one detailed
soluttion could be developed annd put into prractice in the near
futurre and the auth
hors are curreently working on a solutionn that
incorrporates thesee elements.
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ABSTRACT: Freight traffic in Europe is expected to grow by 1.8% per annum until at least 2030. Current approaches for
assessing traffic loading on bridges do not generally allow for such growth. This paper presents a methodology which can model
growth in both truck flows and weights when assessing traffic loading on bridges. As an example, the proposed approach is
applied to Weigh-in-Motion (WIM) traffic data from a motorway in the Netherlands. Long-run scenario modelling based
simulations are used to model different load effects on various bridge lengths. Different levels of growth in both truck weights
and frequency are simulated. Time-varying Generalised Extreme Value distributions are then fitted to the resulting load effects
to model changes with time. These distributions allow the characteristic 1000-year load effects and corresponding Eurocode
alpha factors to be calculated. It is found that growth significantly affects the –factors for all bridge lengths and load effects
examined. Growth in weight has a much more significant effect than growth in flow, with a 1% annual growth in flow causing
an average increase in characteristic load effects of 6% for the 40-year service life examined. In comparison, a 1% annual
growth in truck weight results in a corresponding increase of 43%. However, there is more uncertainty associated with growth in
weight as it is dependent on changes to legal limits and the level of enforcement. The results highlight the need for traffic
growth to be considered in the design and assessment of bridges. This will allow the more efficient management of road
networks with obvious economic and environmental benefits for road owners.
KEY WORDS: Bridge; Traffic; Loading; Growth; Simulation; Generalised Extreme Value Distribution; Eurocode; Load Model.
1

INTRODUCTION

The Eurocode load model for normal traffic, Load Model 1
(LM1), is applicable for the design of new bridges [1]. A
scaled down version of LM1 may be suitable for the
assessment of existing bridges and this scaling is generally
done by applying –factors to the original model. The
Eurocode model can be scaled by estimating the characteristic
maximum load effects and comparing the results to LM1.
Characteristic maximum load effects can be calculated in a
number of ways. A popular approach is to use Weigh-InMotion (WIM) technology to measure the weight of trucks as
they travel along a road in normal traffic. Extrapolation from
this measured WIM data to estimate the characteristic lifetime
bridge load effects is an established procedure and has been
used in many studies, both for site-specific assessment [2], [3]
and for the development of bridge design codes [1], [4]. One
commonly-used approach is to extrapolate using a statistical
distribution fitted directly to the measured data. The Normal
distribution has often been used for extrapolation, with the
measured data being plotted on Normal probability paper [4] .
The Generalized Extreme Value (GEV) distribution has also
been used by many authors, both for site-specific assessment
[2], [3] and for the development of bridge design codes [1],
[4]. This family of distributions contains the Gumbel (type I),
Fréchet (type II) and Weibull (type III) distributions. With
this extreme value approach the distribution is fitted to block
maxima, e.g., maximum daily or maximum weekly values.
Other extrapolation approaches have also been used and the
accuracy of different extrapolation approaches is compared in
[5].

As an alternative to direct extrapolation from measured
data, Monte Carlo simulation can be used [6], [7]. This
involves fitting suitable distributions to the various measured
parameters – axle weights, axle spacings, inter-vehicle gaps,
traffic flow rates, etc. These distributions may be parametric,
semi-parametric, or empirical [8]. Characteristic values can
then be extrapolated from a number of years of simulated
traffic, or long-run simulations representing thousands of
years of traffic can be used to avoid the need for extrapolation
[6].
These previously mentioned studies [6]–[8] generally
assume that the characteristics of the traffic (i.e. truck
weights, number of axles, flow, etc) are stationary and that
future traffic will have the same characteristics as the
currently measured traffic. However, road freight transport in
the European Union is expected to grow by about 1.8% until
2030 due to economic growth and an increased flow of freight
traffic between member states [9]. This is expected to result in
an increase in both the weight and frequency of trucks.
Consequently, in order to obtain an accurate estimate of
maximum lifetime characteristic load effects, it is important to
consider future traffic conditions.
This paper describes work which was performed as part of
the Re-Gen research project (www.re-gen.net) to examine the
effect of traffic growth on Eurocode alpha factors. The traffic
modelling approach proposed by OBrien et al. [10] is used to
predict the characteristic load effects on two-lane samedirection bridges while allowing for traffic growth. WIM data
from a road in the Netherlands is used as the basis for the
simulations.
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WIMDATA

The WIM data used in this study was collected between
February and June 2005 on the A12 near Woerden in the
Netherlands. This data was used as it contained two-lane
same-direction traffic with time stamp records to an accuracy
of one hundredth of a second for each vehicle. This time
stamp accuracy is required in order to accurately determine
the exact relative location of trucks on the bridge [11].
It should be noted that there is very heavy loading at this
site. It has a large average flow rate of 6600 trucks per day
and recent studies, which compared this site to other sites in
Europe, showed the loading to be significantly greater than at
the other European locations [6], [12]. As a result, the alpha
factors calculated for this site will not be typical of sites
across Europe. However, it is believed that the increases in
alpha factors with traffic growth should be comparable with
other sites.
All WIM databases contain a certain amount of erroneous
data. This data must be identified and removed before any
meaningful analysis can be performed. Erroneous data can be
as a result of gross errors while weighing certain individual
trucks. However, it can also be as a result of calibration drift
or loss of calibration of the system which affects all records
over a certain period. The cause of individual errors is not
always known but can sometimes be caused by a vehicle
straddling two lanes or by a long vehicle being recorded as
two separate vehicles. Rules based on those proposed by
Enright and OBrien [13] are used here to filter erroneous
records. These rules examine the recorded axle spacings and
weights to identify and remove suspicious configurations.
Once the erroneous records have been removed, the
remaining truck records are then filtered to remove permit
trucks. Permit trucks are removed from the WIM analysis as
permits trucks are covered by Load Model 3 [1] which is
outside the scope of this work. These trucks are removed
using filtering rules proposed by Enright et al. [14].
In addition, the database includes weekends and bank
holiday traffic which is significantly lighter in volume and
average Gross Vehicle Weight (GVW), in comparison to
normal weekday traffic. Due to these different statistical
properties, the weekend and bank holiday data is removed so
the analysis can be applied to a homogeneous dataset.
3
3.1

METHODOLOGY
Trafficsimulationmodel

A Scenario Modelling approach [15] is used to perform long
run traffic simulations of two-lane same-direction traffic.
With two-lane same-direction traffic, there are many
important correlations between truck weights and inter-truck
spacing which influence the results. These correlations must
be considered in order to accurately simulate the traffic. With
the Scenario Modelling approach, the measured traffic in the
WIM data is perturbed to create new traffic. The modelling
approach is concerned only with the trucks in the WIM data;
the cars are ignored as they are considered insignificant for
loading on the bridge lengths considered here (15 – 45 m).
The measured data is divided into a series of scenarios
which are then randomly selected and joined together to
simulate a stream of traffic. During this process the selected
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scenarios are perturbed using a smoothed bootstrap approach
to generate new traffic [15]. This approach varies the GVW,
the in-lane gaps and the inter-lane headway – see Figure 1.

Figure 1. Sample scenario showing the properties which are
varied in Scenario Modelling.
A 40-year simulation of traffic at the Netherlands WIM site
with no traffic growth is shown in Figure 2. The simulated
maximum daily load effects for hogging moment on a twospan continuous bridge of 45 m length are plotted alongside
those of the measured WIM data. It can be seen that the
simulated load effects are a good fit to those of the WIM data
and that the trend in the measured data is effectively
extrapolated.

-ln ( -ln (p) )

2

Figure 2. Maximum daily hogging moment on a two-span
continuous bridge of 45 m length for a 40-year traffic
simulation with the corresponding values from the WIM data.
3.2

InfluenceLineAnalysis

The simulated traffic is passed over influence lines to examine
the following three load effects for bridge lengths of 15, 30
and 45 m:
x LE1: Midspan bending moment on a simply
supported bridge.
x LE2: Shear at the support of a simply supported
bridge.
x LE3: Negative bending moment over the central
support of a two span continuous bridge.
It should be noted that for LE3, a 15 m two span (2 × 7.5 m)
continuous bridges is not a common configuration and is not
examined in this work.
When calculating load effects in two-lane same-direction
traffic, each lane is analysed using a simple influence line.
The transverse stiffness of the bridge is allowed for by using
lane factors [6]. The primary lane contributes all of its
calculated load effect whereas the contribution of the
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secondary lane is multiplied by a lane factor. The lane factors
used are shown in Table 2 and are those which were found by
Enright & OBrien [6] to represent stiff bridges where there is
relatively large transverse distribution of load.
Table 2. Lane Factors for overtaking lane with high transverse
stiffness.

LE1: Mid-span bending moment, simply
supported

1.0

LE2: Support shear, simply supported

0.45

LE3: Central support hogging moment,
2-span continuous

1.0

Truck/hr

Lane
Factor

Load Effect

3.3

weight of the truck increases, the distribution for the number
of axles changes. To increase the weight of a truck in a
scenario, it is replaced with another truck randomly selected
from the appropriate higher weight band. In general, the new
truck will be expected to have the same or more axles than the
truck it replaces.

Modellingtrafficgrowth

Increased freight transport can be divided into both a growth
in flow and growth in the weights of trucks. As noted
previously, an annual growth rate of 1.8% until 2030 has been
predicted by the European Commission. This growth is likely
to result in increases in both the frequency and weight of
trucks. However, it is not known what proportion of each
parameter will contribute to the total growth. Increases in
weight are somewhat restricted by legal weight limits and the
enforcement of these limits, whereas increases in truck flow
do not have such restrictions. As a result, a number of
different growth rates and combinations of growth rates are
examined for the flow and weight of trucks – see Table 1.

Figure 3. Flow variation at the WIM site and simulated flow
rates at the end of 40-year simulation period with 1% yearly
flow growth.
4

x 10
3
2
1

Table 1. Combinations of growth rates examined.
Annual Weight Growth
0%
0.5%
1.0%

Annual
Flow
Growth

0%
1%

91
9
9

9
9
9

9
9
9

2%
The reference dataset with which the cases with growth
will be compared.
1

0
1

2 3
4 5
6 7
No. Axles

50

60

Figure 4. 3D histogram showing the number of axles on the
measured trucks, in 2 t weight bands.
10 - 12t Weight Band

4

BinCount

x 10
2
1
0
0

2

4

6
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6
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12 - 14t Weight Band

4

x 10

BinCount

The increase in flow is modelled by assessing each hour of
the day independently. This is done to preserve the variations
in flow by time of day. This variation can be seen in Figure 3.
Increased flow with time is modelled by first determining the
flow associated with the hour of the day and the year being
simulated. Scenarios are then randomly selected from
scenarios with this flow rate. This results in a gradual increase
in flow rate over the simulation period. The measured hourly
flow is illustrated in Figure 3 along with the flow rate at the
end of a 40-year simulation period with an annual traffic
growth rate in flow of 1%.
Increases in the weight of trucks with time are also
modelled. To realistically increase truck weights, the axle
configurations must also change as it is not realistic to just
increase axle weights as axle configurations are largely
dependent on the load capacity, and hence weight, of the
truck. To increase truck weights, the measured traffic is first
separated into two tonne weight bands – see Figure 4. For
each weight band we have a distribution for the number of
axles, with examples shown in Figure 5. It can be seen as the

40
30
20
10
GVW (t)

2
1
0
0

2

4

No. Axles

Figure 5. Histogram of the number of axles in the 10-12 t and
12-14 t weight bands.
In the simulation, measured trucks can only be replaced by
heavier trucks from the WIM data up to a certain weight limit.
Above a certain threshold, there will not be any heavier trucks
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3.4

Frequency

NonStationaryGEVMethodforEstimating
CharacteristicLoadEffects

To calculate characteristic load effects while allowing for
traffic growth, OBrien et al. (2014) proposed a non-stationary
GEV approach. With this method, the parameters of the
distribution are time dependent which allows the distribution
to increase with traffic growth – see Figure 8.
To calculate the characteristic load effects for a bridge at the
WIM site, a 40-year traffic simulation is performed for each
annual growth rate for weight and flow. 40 years represents
the remaining service life being assessed. The non-stationary
GEV distribution is then fitted to the maximum 25-day load
effects using maximum likelihood estimation. The 1000-year
return period load effect can then be calculated. It is important
to differentiate between the service life and return period.
Service life is the period over which the traffic growth is
occurring while return period is a level of safety.

Probability Density

in the WIM data to randomly select to replace the measured
truck – see right hand tail of Figure 6. This is particularly
relevant towards the end of the simulation period where it
may be required to simulate large increases in truck weight.
As a result, it was decided that the random selection process
for simulating heavier trucks would only be applied to trucks
with a measured GVW of less than 50 t. This ensures that
there is always a range of heavier trucks to randomly select.
Above 50 t, the original axle configuration is kept and the
weights on the axles are increased to simulate growth in
weights. However, it is not realistic to continue to increase the
weight on an axle without imposing an upper limit. After
examination of the trends in axle weights in the WIM data it
was decided to impose an upper limit of 20 t, above which the
axle weights could not be increased. It should be noted that
there were a small number of measured axles which exceeded
20 t and these were allowed to remain in the data.

0.04

0.02

0
40
30
20
10

Figure 6. GVW histograms for the measured trucks and for
the simulated traffic at the end of the 40-year simulation
period with 1.0% yearly growth.

-ln ( -ln (p) )

Figure 7 shows a 40-year simulation with the maximum
growth rate examined (annual increases of 2.0 % in flow and
1.0 % in weights). When compared with the equivalent
simulation with no growth in Figure 2, the effect of traffic
growth on the load effects shown is clear.

Figure 7. Maximum daily hogging moment on a two-span
continuous bridge of 45 m length for a 40-year traffic
simulation with annual growth of 1% in weight and 2% in
flow.
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0

0

400

800

1200

1600

Load Effect

Figure 8. Non-stationary GEV distribution.
Figure 9 (a) shows the simulated maximum 25-day load
effects increasing with time and a contour plot of the fitted
non-stationary GEV distribution. Figure 9 (b) shows a
Gumbel probability paper plot of the same data and the fitted
distribution. The plot is effectively a cumulative distribution
function (CDF) with the y-axis values plotted on a double log
scale to allow the tail of the distribution to be easily
examined. It shows that the fitted distribution is a good fit to
the measured data and is effective in extrapolating the
measured trend. It should be noted that Figure 9 plots the
maximum 25-day load effects used in the analysis, unlike
Figure 2 which shows maximum daily load effects.
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40

RESULTS

4.1

Table 3 shows the -factors for the simulations with no annual
traffic growth, i.e. traffic conditions as measured on site.

Time (years)

30

Table 3. -factors with no traffic growth.
20

Bridge Length
15 m
30 m
45 m

10

0

800

1000
1200
Moment (kNm)

1400

4.2

IL 2
0.66
0.67
0.60

IL 3
n/a
0.60
0.54

Withannualgrowthinfreighttraffic

Table 4 shows the increase in the -factor for the simulation
with maximum annual growth (2.0% flow growth and 1.0%
weight growth). This produced an average increase in alphafactor of 48% with a maximum increase of 64% occurring for
hogging moment on a 45 m bridge. Hogging moment appears
to be the most sensitive of the load effects to traffic growth.

10
1000yr
8
50yr
-ln ( -ln (p) )

IL 1
0.58
0.61
0.57

1600

(a) Non-stationary GEV distribution.

Table 4. Percentage increase in -factor with 2% flow + 1%
weight annual traffic growth.

Fitted Distribution
4
2

Bridge Length
15 m
30 m
45 m

Simulated Data

0

800

1000

1200
Load Effect

1400

1600

(b) Probability paper plot.
Figure 9. Non-stationary GEV distribution fitted to 25-day
maximum load effects for IL3 on a 30 m bridge for a 40-year
simulation with 1% flow and 1% weight growth.
A 1000-year return period was used in the calibration of the
Eurocode LM1. This is predominantly used for the design of
new bridges. For the assessment of existing bridges, the
remaining service life is generally less than the design life and
it may be more appropriate to use a shorter return period, i.e.,
a lower level of safety. The 75-year return period is shown on
some of the plots as an example of a smaller return period. A
return period of 75 years is used in bridge design in the United
States but a smaller return period can be used for assessment
[16].
3.5

Nogrowth

DeterminingFactors

The simulated 1000-year load effects are compared with those
given by the basic Eurocode Load Model 1 [1]. This ratio is
referred to here as the -factor and is given in Equation (1).

 D factor

Simulated 1000 yr load effect

Basic LM 1 load effect

IL 1
36%
44%
46%

IL 2
45%
49%
49%

IL 3
n/a
52%
64%

It can also be seen that greater increases are evident for the
longer bridge lengths. This is likely due to multiple truck
presence events being more critical on longer spans. Increases
in flow will have more influence on these events than on the
single truck loading events which tend to govern for short
bridge lengths.
Shear at the support (IL2), varies less than the other load
effects with bridge length. IL2 has a lower lane factor as only
a small proportion of the load in one lane causes shear at the
support of the adjacent lane. The critical event in that case is
more likely caused by a single truck loading event rather than
side-by-side events. As a result, shear may be more dependent
on individual axle weights rather than growth in overall
vehicle weight. As axle weights were not allowed to increase
above 20 t during simulation, there is an upper limit to axle
weights but not to gross weight. This could explain the
reduced influence of growth on shear (IL2).
Table 5 shows the average increase in alpha factor across all
influence lines examined for each combinations of growth rate
examined.
Table 5. Average -factor increase for each combination of
growth.

(1)
Annual
Flow
Growth

0%
1%
2%

Annual Weight Growth
0%
0.5%
1.0%
19%
43%
6%
27%
51%
9%
31%
48%
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It should be noted that there is a certain degree of random
variation in simulations such as these which are based on
random number generation. This is apparent in Table 5 for the
results for an annual weight growth rate of 1%. The result for
1% growth in flow (51%) is greater than for 2% growth in
flow (48%). Ideally, the simulations would be repeated a
number of times to average out this random variation but this
is not feasible in this case as the simulations are quite time
consuming. To simulate each combination of weight and flow
growth, an overnight simulation is required.

[2]

[3]

[4]
5

CONCLUSION

As freight traffic is expected to grow significantly until at
least 2030, traffic growth needs to be allowed for when
modelling traffic loading on bridges. A scenario modelling
traffic simulation approach is used to model traffic growth in
data measured at a Netherlands WIM site. A time-varying
GEV distribution is fitted to the simulation results in order to
determine characteristic load effects and corresponding –
factors. Different traffic growth rates are assumed over a 40year service life.
The traffic at the Netherlands WIM site used is considered
aggressive for bridge loading as truck weights and flows are
high. For the measured traffic conditions (without growth), –
factors were in the range of 0.54 to 0.67. It is expected that –
factors at other sites would not generally be as high as this site
for the load effects examined. However, the increases in –
factors with traffic growth are considered representative of
what would occur elsewhere.
The simulations show that growth significantly affects the
–factors for all bridge lengths and influence lines examined.
Growth in weight has a much more significant effect than
growth in flow, with a 1% annual growth in flow causing an
average increase in –factors of 6% for a 40-year service life.
In comparison, a 1% annual growth in truck weight results in
an average increase in –factors of 43%. However, it should
be noted that growth in truck weights may be less likely as it
is dependent on truck weight regulations and the level of
enforcement of these regulations.
The results highlight the need to consider traffic growth
when assessing site-specific traffic loading on an existing
bridge. It also identifies the need for road owners to consider
traffic growth when developing traffic load models for bridge
design/assessment. Consideration of traffic growth in these
situations will allow the more efficient management of road
networks which has significant environmental and economic
benefits.
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ABSTRACT: Much of the bridge stock on major transport links in North America and Europe was constructed in the 1950’s
and 1960’s and has since deteriorated or is carrying loads far in excess of the original design loads. Structural Health Monitoring
Systems (SHM) can provide valuable information on the bridge capacity but the application of such systems is currently limited
by access and system cost. This paper investigates the development of a low cost portable SHM system using commercially
available cameras and computer vision techniques. A series of laboratory tests have been carried out to test the accuracy of
displacement measurements using contactless methods. The results from each of the tests have been validated with established
measurement methods, such as linear variable differential transformers (LVDTs). A video image of each test was processed
using two different digital image correlation programs. The results obtained from the digital image correlation methods provided
an accurate comparison with the validation measurements. The calculated displacements agree within 4% of the verified
measurements LVDT measurements in most cases confirming the suitability full camera based SHM systems.

KEY WORDS: Structural health monitoring, camera based monitoring, digital image correlation.
1

INTRODUCTION

Despite limitations, the most common method of bridge
assessment is still visual inspections. However, bridge
assessments are often overly conservative which can lead to
costly and sometimes unnecessary repair or replacements. At
the design stage the cost of conservatism is relatively small.
However when the same degree of conservatism is applied to
bridge assessments, some bridge structures may be deemed
unfit for purpose when they are in fact safe. Structural Health
Monitoring (SHM) Systems can provide valuable information
on the bridge capacity and objectively identify the structural
condition. SHM systems use advance sensing technologies to
capture the critical responses of the structure but the
application of such systems is currently limited by access and
bridge type. This paper investigates the use of computer
vision systems for SHM. In the long term, monitoring with
cameras is expected to be more broadly utilised for structural
engineering purposes because of its potential for inexpensive
deployment in real life bridges. While advancing the
knowledge by integrating multidisciplinary concepts from
theory to application, this research will have direct benefits as
civil infrastructure (and particularly ageing bridges) has
become a critical societal concern from safety and cost
perspectives. The engineering challenge is significant as
structural assets across the country reach the end of their
intended operational life, placing an enormous degree of
responsibility on structural engineers. Due to strict planning
regulations and environmental protection policies it is not
possible to monitor the condition of these structures using
conventional monitoring methods. Therefore the true state of
their structural integrity is unknown particularly when these
structures are continuously subjected to increased loading.

An initial set of laboratory trials were carried out to determine
the level of accuracy in deflection measurement using a noncontact camera monitoring system. A digital camera was set
up to monitor two sets of laboratory experiments. Video
images of the tests were recorded at varying frame rates and
the images were post-processed to calculate displacements. In
each of the techniques used for post processing the
displacement was extracted by tracking the movement of a
textured pattern on the surface between successive frames.
The results were validated using conventional displacement
measurement techniques, such as linear variable displacement
transformers (LVDT). Computer vision techniques and image
processing algorithms, such as kanade-lucas [1] optical flow
will be implemented to determine movement of the
laboratory. In future similar procedures could potentially be
used to monitor structural changes in existing buildings and
monuments without the need for physical contact. This novel
technique provides simplicity in deployment compared to
traditional structural assessment methods which require access
and sensor installation. This method is more cost-effective as
the response will be measured without any need for sensors
attached to the structure overcoming access problems.
2

THEORETICALBACKGROUND

In recent years camera based monitoring has been
introduced to SHM systems, in early applications
displacement of several centimetres have been accurately
measured by monitoring targets fixed to the bridge [2].
Previous research has highlighted the potential for the
integration of imaging devices with traditional SHM
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tech
hnology [3]. M
Many other SHM
S
applicatiions exist wheereby
cam
mera based technology is used
u
in conju
unction with other
senssor types [4],, [5], [3], [6].. Challenges relating to suurface
dam
mage of structtures have alsso been addreessed using vvision
baseed methods [[7]–[9]. Com
mputer vison involves
i
analy
lysing
imaages to determ
mine changinng properties of their conntent.
Dig
gital image coorrelation (DIC
C) was first proposed by C
Chu et
al. [10]
[
and is noow increasing in popularity across sciencce and
eng
gineering discciplines. Witth dramatic improvementts in
com
mmercially avvailable digittal cameras it is becomiing a
verssatile and costt effective anaalysis method. DIC enabless noncon
ntact full fielld measurem
ments of disp
placements, hhence
oveercoming the access limitattions of existiing SHM sysstems.
Oth
her non-contaact SHM methods
m
based on microowave
inteerferometry caan provide an accurate soluttion for monittoring
stru
uctures wheree access is ann issue [11]. There have been
con
nsiderable advvances in botth SHM and image proceessing
tech
hniques unforttunately thesee systems are not
n heavily utiilized
in practice.
p
The m
most significaant limiting faactors are cosst and
com
mplex system installation requirements.
r
The objectivve of
thiss research is to develop a low cost non-contact SHM
systtem using ccommercially available caameras. The data
colllected can theen be post-prrocessed to deetermine strucctural
disp
placement whhich will in turn
t
will be used
u
as a daamage
indiicator for the structure. A series of laboratory trials have
been carried ouut to develoop the system prior to field
plications. Thhis paper desscribes the ex
xperiential sttudies
app
carrried out wheereby two DIIC methods are tested aggainst
con
ntact measurem
ments determined by LVDT
T.
The
T two methoods used weree the Optical flow
f
algorithm
m and
the Normalised C
Cross-Correlattion approach
h. The images from
h of the expeeriments weree processed using both metthods
each
and
d the results were then comppared.
2.1

Opticalflo
ow

The
T Optical fllow (OF) tecchnique is useed to calculaate an
app
proximation off a motion field using spatiiotemporal pattterns
of images [12].. The surfaace deflection
n is extracteed by
ntifying featuures on the tesst specimen then
t
tracking them
iden
thro
ough successivve image fram
mes. A region
n of interest ((ROI)
is specified witthin the fulll image for a more effi
ficient
mputational tim
me for field ussage. Featuress are then extrracted
com
from
m the ROI w
which are traccked through the image fraames.
Thee two methoods used foor feature extraction
e
in this
exp
periential seriees were Harrris Features [13] and Feaatures
from
m acceleratedd segment test (FAST) feeatures[14]. H
Harris
feattures method is one of thhe earliest methods
m
of feeature
deteection. This m
method uses a combination of edge and ccorner
feattures to determ
mine points off interest. It measures
m
changges in
pixeel intensity across an im
mage using an
a autocorrellation
funcction, and deetermines thee quality and number of eedgecorn
ner features inn an image. Esssentially the contrast betw
ween a
num
mber of neighhbouring pixells allows for identificationn of a
featture which caan then be traacked. FAST feature is a more
com
mputationally efficient coorner detectiion method first
pub
blished in 20005. This systtem prioritizes the detectioon of
corn
ners over edgges as the stroong 2D intenssity change aallows
for quicker distinnction betweenn neighbouring pixels.
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Th
he Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi (KLT) algo
orithm takes the
featu
ures extracted
d by the abovve approachess and construccts a
wind
dow (W) based on the pointts. It then com
mpares each im
mage
in a sequence, and
d tracks the diisplacement of W through these
t
ges and map
ps it to an aaffine transfo
ormation T. This
imag
transsformation caan then be pplotted using Matlab andd the
displlacement of ou
ur ROI determ
mined [15].
2.2

Normalised
dCrossCorrellation

For this
t approach, the ROI waas defined and
d then treated as a
sub image
i
of the principal
p
imagge in the sequeence. This method
is a course
c
fine ap
pproach to obttain a pixel leevel displacem
ment.
It is performed by mapping thhe reference sub
s image onn the
malised cross correlation matrix
deformed sub-imaage. The norm
he two imag
ges is then ccalculated by
y the use off the
of th
norm
mxcorr2 [16] function
f
in M
Matlab. The peeak of this matrix
occu
urs where th
he sub imagges are besst correlated,, as
deterrmined by thee following forrmula:
ܿሺݑ
ݑǡ ݒሻ ൌ σǤ௫ǡ௬ ݂݂ሺݔǡ ݕሻݐሺ ݔെ ݑǡ
 ݕ ݑെ ݒሻ

(1)

This is a measuree of similarityy between thee image ݂ andd the
ure ݐ. If there is a differennce in peak lo
ocations, the ROI
featu
has been
b
displaceed and a grapph tracking th
his change cann be
plottted.
3

TALSTUDIES
EXPERIMENT

his section describes
d
thee methodolog
gy employedd to
Th
expeerimentally assess the perfoormance, i.e. the
t sensitivityy and
accu
uracy, of optiical methods in measuring
g deflection. The
purp
pose of the experiments was to compare a knnown
displlacement with
h the one caalculated by vision
v
processsing
techn
niques describ
bed in the prev
evious section. The results were
w
valid
dated with verified measurrements using
g rulers or conntact
meassurement usin
ng a linear vaariable differeential transforrmer
(LVD
DT).
3.1

Test1:Rule
erTest

This test was fou
und to providde a good introduction to DIC
hods, the sim
mplicity of tesst set up elim
minated com
mmon
meth
illum
mination and data synchronnisation issuees. Additionally is
enab
bles accurate calibration
c
off the algorithm
m to convert pixel
p
to mm
m movementt on a single pplane. This in
nitial trial was set
up in
i an area with
w
controlleed lighting an
nd environmeental
cond
ditions. Each of the techniqques are senssitive to channging
lightt conditions therefore thiis test provid
ded data witthout
chan
nges in ambien
nt conditions aacross the imaage sequence. The
test set up is shown in Figuree 1, a 1m lon
ng steel ruler was
ured to a whiite backgrounnd and a mo
ovable target was
secu
attacched to the ruler. A green m
marker was attached
a
to thee top
on th
he marker and
d pattern was pprinted on thee remainder of the
mark
ker. The meassurement readdings on the ruler
r
were useed to
scalee pixels to millimetres. Ann additional sccale reference was
mark
ked on the wall in line with the ruler.
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levell. The algorith
hm can handlee larger displaacements betw
ween
fram
mes by increassing the num
mber of pyram
mid levels, ass the
num
mber of levells increases the computaation effort also
increeases. Each po
oint is trackedd in the lowestt resolution annd is
refin
ned with each level until connvergence (Fiigure 3).

Figuure 1 Ruler teest – initial possition
Figure 3 Nu
umber of Pyram
mid levels pro
operties [17]
R camera was set up perpen
ndicular to thee wall
A sttandard DSLR
and
d the test was recorded at a rate of 25 frames per seecond
(fpss). The full tesst involved mooving the marrker from the iinitial
position at a reaading 200mm, to the deforrmed positionn at a
ding of 500m
mm on the ruler as sho
own in Figuure 2
read
(maaximum displaacement 300m
mm). The marrker was movved in
incrrements of 1000mm, the maarker was subsequently retuurned
back to its originnal position inn increments of
o 50mm. Thee aim
t experimennt was to provide proof of
o concept buut an
of the
accu
urate compaarison of thhe calculated
d and meaasured
disp
placement caannot be prresented sincce the meaasured
disp
placement waas recorded byy taking visual readings oon the
ruleer.

w then separrately post pro
ocessed usingg the
Thee video file was
Crosss Correlation
n method. Thi
his method giv
ves a measurre of
degrree of similarity between aan image and
d a template [18].
[
Agaiin the patterneed section of tthe movable taarget was seleected
as th
he ROI, so in
n effect it is treated as the template im
mage
with
hin the largerr image. T
The cross co
orrelation method
comp
putes the sum
m of the diff
fferences squaared betweenn the
temp
plate and the picture
p
at eachh location of th
he template.
The results for both methods arre shown in Figure 4, the graph
g
ws that in stab
ble lighting coonditions both methods perfform
show
well in calculating
g the displacem
ment of the paatterned sectioon of
m
target.
the movable
Rulerr Test
50

Displacement (mm)

0
-50

0

20
0

40

60

80

100

120

-100
-150
-200
-250
-300
-350
-

Tim
me (seconds)
Cross Correlaation Displacemeent

Figure
F
2 Ruleer test - positioon of maximum
m displacemeent

Optical Flow
w Displacement

3.1..1

Ruler Teest: Results

Thee video file frrom the experriment was im
mported to M
Matlab
for post processsing. Firstly the optical flow methodd was
plied. The KLT
T feature trackking algorithm
m was used to track
app
the patterned secction of the moovable target. The image shhown
F
1 was sset at the initial video frame and the RO I was
in Figure
defiined. In this ccase the ROI was
w a zone on
n the patternedd part
of the
t paper slidder on the ruleer The Harriss Features funnction
wass used to obtaiin the initial trracking pointss. The point trracker
KLT
T uses image pyramids; eacch level of thee image pyram
mid is
redu
uced in resoluution by a faactor of two from the preevious

R
test – caalculated displlacements
Figure 4 Ruler

3.2

Test2:Tim
mberbeambennding

In th
his experimentt a timber beaam was simply
y supported under
u
600k
kN capacity hydraulic actuaator as shown
n in Figure 5. The
timb
ber beam had a cross sectionn of 47mm x 23mm and a clear
c
span
n of 2300mm.
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show the deflections calculated from the DSLR camera
(25fps) and the high speed camera (60 fps).
10mm at 25fps
12

Deflection (mm)

10
8
6
4

Cross Correlation
Optical Flow

2

LVDT
0
0

5

10

Figure 5 Timber beam test set up

20

25

30

Figure 7 Measured and calculated deflections at 25fps
10mm at 60fps
12
10
Deflection (mm)

The load was applied to the beam by displacement control; the
maximum displacement for each test was selected and applied
at a rate of 0.2mm/s. The load was applied at the mid span of
the beam and the displacement was verified with the LVDT.
Each test was recorded using two cameras, a standard DSLR
at 25fps and a high speed camera. The maximum frame rate of
the high speed camera is 3000fps but this requires high level
lighting. As low lighting is more representative of site
conditions this limited the frame rate to 60fps. The purpose of
the test was to determine the accuracy of both image
processing methods to deflection measurement and to
determine sensitivity of frame rate on the results. To allow
subsequent calculation of the pixel size in millimetres a
reference measurement was attached to the face of the timber
beam as shown in Figure 6.

15
Time (seconds)

8
6
4

Cross Correlation
Optical Flow

2

LVDT
0
0

5

10
15
Time (seconds)

20

25

Figure 8 Measured and calculated deflections at 60fps

Applied load
Measurement
reference

The test was then repeated with the test rig set to a maximum
deflection of 3mm, Figures 9 and 10 respectively show the
deflections calculated from the DSLR camera (25fps) and the
high speed camera (60 fps).
3mm at 25fps

4.5
4

LVDT

Deflection (mm)

3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5

Cross Correlation

1

Optical Flow

0.5

Figure 6 Timber beam – initial reading

-0.5 0

3.2.1

LVDT

0
2

4

6
Time (seconds)

8

10

Timber beam test: Results

The image processing methods described in the previous
sections were used in calculating the defection measurements
in the following test series. Initially the test rig was set to a
maximum deflection of 10mm. Figures 7 and 8 respectively
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Figure 9 Measured and calculated deflections at 25fps
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cross correlation method in the 10mm at 60fps test but was
more accurate in every other test.
Overall the purpose of this research is to assess the potential
for camera based monitoring of structures using defection as a
damage indicator. A final test was carried out to determine the
suitability of defection for damage detection. As with the
previous two tests, the timber beam was set up under the
testing rig. However, for this test the load was applied using
stroke control, a maximum load of 0.5kN was applied to the
midspan of the timber beam at a rate of 0.1kN /s. A 5mm deep
saw cut was then made on the underside of the midspan of the
beam and the test was repeated.

3mm at 60fps
4
3.5
Deflection (mm)

3
2.5
2
1.5

Cross Correlation

1

Optical Flow

0.5

LVDT

0
-0.5

0

2

4

6
Time (seconds)

8

10

12

Figure 10 Measured and calculated deflections at 60fps

A false defection can be seen at the initial readings from the
DSLR camera (Figures 7 and 9); this was caused by manually
starting record mode on the camera. This is not seen in the
results from the high speed camera as recording was triggered
through a software program on a laptop. Therefore it was
determined that for future testing it is critical that the camera
can be triggered or recording is started prior to the test so the
initial frames can be discarded.
In figures 7-10 the results from the cross correlation algorithm
show the peak of the correlation coefficient moves in steps
rather than an average of the distance, this is an inherent
property of the algorithm. The agreement between the
calculated and verified measured displacements can be seen in
Table 1.

Table 1 Accuracy of calculated displacements
10mm deflection test
Frame
rate
(fps)

LVDT
(mm)

Cross
correlation
(mm)

Accuracy

Optical
flow
(mm)

Accuracy

25

9.66

11.4

-18%

11.29

-17%

60

9.66

10.0

-3%

10.07

-4%

3mm deflection test
25

3.47

4.02

-16%

3.81

-10%

60

3.47

3.35

4%

3.47

0%

A frame rate of 60fps was found to provide more accurate
results in both tests and it was found that the maximum error
on calculated deflections was within 4% of the verified
measured displacement. At a frame rate of 25fps the error is
increased to a maximum of 18% although from Figures 7 and
9 is it evident that this increased error is mainly due to the
false deflection caused by initiating recording at the beginning
of the test. The optical flow was 1% less accurate than the

14
Defelction (mm)

If a comparison of frame rate is made on the two tests, it is
evident that a frame rate of 60fps provides a smother plot in
both cases, particularly with the optical flow algorithm.

0.5kN load
16

12
10
8
6
4

Damaged section

2

undamaged section

0
0

2

4

6

8

10

TIme (seconds)

Figure 11 Optical flow calculated deflection to detect damage
The results in Figure 11 show the deflections calculated using
the optical flow algorithm. The damage was equivalent to a
23% reduction in section at the midspan of the beam this
resulted in a 25% increase in deflection, confirming that in
this case deflection could be used as a damage indicator. As
previously stated trials of existing camera based damage
detection systems obtain the most accurate data though the use
of hybrid camera-sensor systems [19], this research suggests
that accurate deflections can be measured using a low cost
camera only system. The sensitivity of deflection to damage
allows this parameter to act as a damage indicator for existing
structures through the use of a fully portable system.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper has detailed an experimental program carried out
to assess the accuracy of camera based deflection
measurements. The findings indicate that, in a laboratory
environment, the optical flow algorithm can provide defection
calculations which correspond well with verified
measurements from and LVDT. The findings of the final test
suggest that defection measurements could potentially act as a
damage indicator in the long term monitoring of structures.
After further development in the lab this system has been
selected to monitor an existing bridge which is due for repair.
Monitoring will take place pre and post repairs to confirm the
suitability of this system for damage detection in the field.
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Rehabilitation of Haulbowline Bridges, Cork Harbour
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ABSTRACT: This paper describes the complex rehabilitation of two large post-tensioned concrete bridges in Cork Harbour
using non-linear finite element modelling to optimise the remediation works. The works were designed and delivered within
budget in a short time period to allow the environmental rehabilitation of Haulbowline Island to proceed. The bridges have a
combined length of 353m over 17 spans. The superstructure is a mixture of post-tensioned concrete elements and conventional
reinforced concrete elements. A key feature of the bridges is that 7 of the spans are suspended from half joints which are posttensioned transversely. A full scale assessment of the structures which included a Post-tensioning Special Inspection (PTSI)
was conducted. Early stage load assessment models indicated that strengthening works would be required and that such works
would be complex and long in duration. Subsequent non-linear finite element models of the bridge half-joints indicated that a
reconfiguration of the bearing arrangement on the half-joints would improve the force distribution at these critical elements.
This analysis allowed a strengthening scheme to be developed which could be implemented in a reasonably short timescale
while keeping the bridges open to traffic. The strengthening scheme included the lifting of 7 suspended bridge spans, each
weighing 200 tonnes, for bearing replacement. The scheme also included significant reinforced concrete repair works, the
replacement of bridge joints, deck waterproofing, the reorganisation and renewal of several significant services on the bridge,
the addition of a new deck edge beams with a modern bridge parapet system and the provision of enhanced public lighting.
KEY WORDS: Bridge inspection; Bridge rehabilitation; Bridge assessment; Finite element analysis.
1
1.1

INTRODUCTION
BackgroundandHistory

Haulbowline bridges (Figure 1) are located to the east of
Ringaskiddy in Cork Harbour. The southern channel bridge,
comprising 9 spans and measuring 207m long, connects
Paddy’s Point to Rocky Island. The northern channel bridge,
comprising 8 spans and measuring 146m long, connects
Rocky Island to Haulbowline Island. The bridges serve as the
sole road link to Rocky Island, where a crematorium is
located, and Haulbowline Island, headquarters of the Irish
Naval Service. Haulbowline Island was also the location of
Ireland’s only steelworks which operated between 1939 and
2001. From the early 1960’s, waste from the steel production
process was deposited on an area of reclaimed foreshore to the
east of the island which became known as the ‘East Tip’.

Figure 1. Haulbowline bridges.

As part of the proposed scheme to environmentally
remediate the East Tip and transform it into a public
recreational amenity, construction will require the
transportation of a significant amount of imported
earthworks/capping over the bridges. Accordingly, RPS was
commissioned in 2012 by Cork County Council, on behalf of
the Department of Agriculture, Food and the Marine, to
undertake an inspection and assessment of Haulbowline
Bridges.
1.2

DescriptionofStructure

The bridges comprise a mix of reinforced concrete and posttensioned concrete elements. The superstructure generally
consists of post-tensioned spans with cantilevered ends to
support reinforced concrete suspended spans on half-joints.
The diaphragms at the ends of post-tensioned spans are also
post-tensioned transversely. The substructure comprises
reinforced concrete abutments founded on rock and reinforced
concrete piers supported on driven precast concrete piled
foundations. The superstructure is not integral with the
substructure. Elastomeric bearing pads are provided at all
support points and half-joints. Deck movements are
accommodated at movement joints provided at each half-joint
and at abutment locations. The bridges were opened in
October 1966. They were commissioned by Irish Steel
Holdings of Haulbowline Island, designed by O’Connell and
Harley Consulting Engineers of Cork and constructed by
Ascon Ltd. A photograph of the original construction of the
southern channel bridge is given in Figure 2.
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0.2mm [1, 2]. Measured crack widths at Haulbowline Bridges
were typically in the range of 0.2mm-0.45mm. The maximum
observed crack with was 1.5mm.

Figure 2. Southern channel bridge during construction.
2

HALFJOINTS

Half-joints were introduced into bridge decks as a means of
simplifying design and construction. This form of joint has
little redundancy and is vulnerable to deterioration in the
event of deck expansion joint failure, where chloride rich
seepage through the joint can cause concrete deterioration and
corrosion of the reinforcement. Loss of reinforcement section
through corrosion can significantly reduce the safety margins
expected of serviceable structures. Half-joints are a particular
concern because they are not easily accessible for inspection
or maintenance and they are mostly located over, or under,
live traffic lanes. Utilising half-joints on new bridges is no
longer common and current Irish and UK requirements
explicitly preclude their use on highway structures.
There are numerous case studies of half joint deterioration in
concrete bridges. On 30th September 2006, the failure of a
half-joint on the Lavan Highway, Montreal, Canada resulted
in a suspended span falling and crushing two cars and killing
five people. The collapse was ultimately judged to be a result
of substandard design, construction, inspection and
maintenance. In current times, bridge owners and inspectors
pay particular attention to the inspection, maintenance and
rehabilitation of half joints on existing bridges to ensure the
continuing safe use of such bridges.
There are twelve half-joints present on Haulbowline Bridges
which are located in a harsh marine environment meaning
they are particularly susceptible to deterioration.
3
3.1

INSPECTIONANDTESTING
Inspection

A thorough inspection of the entire northern and southern
channel bridges was undertaken in December 2012. An
underbridge unit was used to access the bridge soffit. The
inspection highlighted numerous serious defects summarised
as follows:
x Significant cracking at the re-entrant corner at half-joints
(Figure 3);
x Failure of deck expansion joints and consequent seepage
to the half-joints;
x Considerable spalling of cover layer concrete due to
expansive corrosion of the reinforcement throughout the
bridges (Figure 4).
It is recognised that for half-joints, cracking is considered as
structurally significant if the measured crack width exceeds
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Figure 3. Typical inclined crack from the re-entrant corner at
half-joints.

Figure 4. Typical concrete spall with exposed and corroded
reinforcement.
3.2

ConcreteTesting

A full suite of concrete tests were undertaken on each bridge.
Up to eight test areas were set out on each bridge. At these
test areas the following tests were undertaken:
x Cover meter survey to BS 1881-204:1988;
x Breakout areas for identification of reinforcement size and
condition (150mm x 150mm area on soffit, 1000mm x
1000mm area on deck);
x Concrete Core removal (100mm diameter, 100mm long)
and subsequent compression testing to BS EN 13791 or
equivalent standard;
x Gathering of dust samples at 25mm depth, 50mm depth,
75mm depth, 100mm depth and 125mm depth for
subsequent chloride content analysis to BRE 21/86;
x Depth of carbonation by phenolphthalein testing to BRE
21/86;
x Schmidt hammer tests to BS EN 12504-2 for concrete
consistency;
x Half-cell Potential to TRL Application Guide AG9 or
ASTM C876-91 (grid size 0.5m by 0.5m).
Generally, the concrete cover was shown to be in excess of
40mm and at some test panels it was in the range 40mm to
60mm. At all locations where concrete was broken out to
expose reinforcement the bars were noted to be corrosion free.
Half-cell potential testing provides an indication whether
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active reinforcement corrosion is taking place at the time of
testing. At all test locations, the test results indicated a low
probability (<10%) of active reinforcement corrosion. The
test results correlated to reinforcement samples exposed
during concrete breakouts. Carbonation depths were in the
range 0 to 5mm. Chloride ingress profiles were measured at
22 locations throughout the bridge. These profiles present the
chloride ion content by percentage of mass of cement at
intervals of 25mm from the surface of the concrete member.
A chloride content of 0.2% is seen a threshold for the
commencement
of
chloride-induced
corrosion
of
reinforcement. At many locations, and at the reinforcement
level, chloride contents were in excess of 1%. These would
be considered high results. There are a number of localised
areas on both structures where corrosion staining is present on
the surface. This may be attributed to chloride-induced
corrosion. All of the chloride ingress profiles showed
decreasing chloride contents as the distance from the exposed
surface increased. This is indicative of the ingress of
chlorides from external sources (the marine environment)
rather than chlorides present at the time of construction (e.g.
use of Calcium Chloride as a concrete mix accelerator). Cores
were removed from the structures at 10 locations. Concrete
strengths were found to be high. The average strength of
concrete observed in bridge piers was 85.4 MPa. The average
strength of concrete observed in the bridge decks was 70.3
MPa. The lowest strength of concrete recorded in the deck
was 55.9 MPa and the highest recorded strength was 88.6
MPa.
In summary, the concrete in the structures was found to be
of a high quality. Concrete strengths were in excess of target
strengths noted on construction drawings. Cover was found to
be high throughout. Carbonation was very low. Chloride
content was high and this was expected given the location of
the structures in a marine environment. Though there is
localised corrosion staining on the structure, the probability of
active corrosion was low at the tested locations. Chlorideinduced corrosion activity will increase in future years as
chloride levels increase at reinforcement locations.
3.3

PostTensioningSpecialInspection

A Post-Tensioning Special Inspection (PTSI) was undertaken
in accordance with Document BA50/93. A total of 51 tendons
were examined by drilling entry holes and using an
endoscope. At all locations, no moisture was found trapped in
the tendon duct. Of the 51 tendons investigated, 38 tendons
were found to be fully grouted (Figure 5). The grout at these
locations was found to be hard and glass-like. Thirteen
tendons were found to be fully or partially voided. At these
locations, the strands were either corrosion free or surfacerusted with no loss of strand section. Grout samples were
retrieved from 36 tendons. Chloride content for these samples
was found to be low. The range of results was 0.03 to 0.14%.
Two longitudinal post-tensioning anchors and four transverse
post-tensioning anchors were broken out. The anchors and
strands matched the original construction drawing. Both the
strands and the anchor plates were found to be corrosion free
and anchor pocket material was found to be dense and fully
grouted.

In summary, of 51 tendons opened, approximately 25%
were found to contain full or partial voids. The strands in
these voids were found to be in good condition and no
moisture was encountered in the ducts. The grout in the nonvoided tendons was found to be of a high quality and low
chloride content was observed in test results. Anchors in the
main post-tensioned spans were found to be in good
condition.

Figure 6. Image from the PTSI showing Tendon T47 fully
grouted and corrosion free.
3.4

ScourInspection

An underwater inspection was carried out by the Irish Naval
Service Diving Section (NSDS) in conjunction with RPS.
The divers incorporated the following methodology in
assessing the bridge foundations for scour:
x Any notable changes in seabed elevation at each
foundation (undermining of footings/precast concrete
aprons, exposure of piles etc.) were recorded;
x Any changes in seabed cross-section at the bridge,
including location and depth of any scour holes were
noted. Any depressions around piers and abutments were
noted and measured;
x The soil surrounding each abutment/pier was probed using
a rod. The soil type (colour), consistency and stiffness
were noted.
x Any structural damage to the foundations (cracking,
spalling of concrete, exposed reinforcement, movement)
were recorded;
x Approach flow conditions and any unusual or turbulent
flow conditions near or at the foundations were noted.
From the divers’ observations/measurements and video
feeds to the RPS team it was concluded that scouring in the
Northern and Southern Channel was insignificant. Local
depressions/scour holes were not observed at any bridge pier.
No significant changes in the overall seabed cross-section in
the Northern or Southern Channels were observed. The top
1m of soil was described as soft grey silt/alluvium. A thin,
dense crust of mussel shells was observed across the entire
seabed at the bridges and was considered to provide a
protective layer against the effects of scour. There were no
significant structural damage/defects to the bridge foundations
observed during the underwater inspection. The only noted
defect was minor spalling to a pile on the Northern Channel
Bridge.
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4

STRUCTURALASSESSMENT

A structural assessment was conducted to the requirements of
BD 21/01, BD 44/95 and BA 39/93. The assessment was
based on material strengths specified on record drawings and
from the material testing undertaken on the bridge. With the
exception of the half-joints (suspended spans), the bridges
were determined to be capable of supporting 40t Assessment
Live Loading and 45 units of HB. The capacity of the halfjoints was limited to 26t Assessment Live Loading. It was
considered that the deterioration and distress observed at the
half-joints has been exacerbated by the following factors:
1. The presence of flexible bearings at half-joints. High
rotations in the bearings can result in concentrated loading
at the edge of the half-joint. Record drawings confirmed
the presence of flexible bearings.
2. The record drawings show that there was no inclined
reinforcement at the re-entrant corner of the half-joints.
(Figure 7). It is recognised that the arrangement and
detailing of reinforcement is an important factor in the
performance of a half-joint [3]. Inclined reinforcement
crossing the re-entrant corner intersects and limits the
width/extent of cracking extending from the corner under
service loading.
3. Expansion joint failure at all half-joint locations leading to
leakage and ponding of chloride rich water on the halfjoints.
4. Localised level differences/ surfacing undulations at
expansion joints causing dynamic amplification of axle
loads on the suspended span half-joints.

Figure 7. Half-joint reinforcement detail.
The structural assessment determined that the assessed
capacity of the bridges was dictated by the capacity and
condition of the half-joints. Accordingly, given the findings
of the structural assessment and the serious nature of the
cracking at the half-joints, it was recommended that works be
undertaken, as a matter of urgency, to address the defects
observed and strengthen/rehabilitate the bridge. A load
restriction of 26t was placed on the bridges for the interim
period until repair/strengthening works were completed. Two
distinct options were recommended following the structural
assessment to remediate the bridge half-joints:
1. Option 1 – Removal of half-joints. This option comprised
the full removal of the half-joints and the introduction of
reinforced concrete stitch diaphragms at half-joint
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locations. This would require careful design as the
structural system of the bridge would be changed from a
statically-determinate,
cantilever
system
to
an
indeterminate, structurally continuous system. Areas of
the bridge deck adjacent to the stitch diaphragms would
require additional reinforcement to cater for the moments
and forces arising from the altered structural system. The
works required for this Option would be substantial. The
bridges would need to be closed to traffic for the duration
of the works and a temporary bridge would be required to
maintain access to both Haulbowline and Rocky Islands.
2. Option 2 – Remediation of half-joints. A scheme to change
the bearing arrangement at the half-joints from discrete
end bearings at each edge beam on the half joint bearing
shelf to strip bearings or multiple bearings running the full
length of the deck diaphragm to achieve a better load
distribution across the entire half joint bearing shelf. This
method would require the development of a complex, nonlinear finite element model of the current and revised
arrangement to substantiate the design.
However,
preliminary work in this area by RPS indicated that such a
method would be viable. The high concrete strengths
recorded in the material testing of the structures provide
the basis for this proposal. While the works for this option
would be complex, the bridges could remain open to
traffic for the duration of the works.
5

NONLINEARFINITEELEMENTANALYSIS

RPS was appointed in 2013 to undertake the detailed design
of the rehabilitation works to Haulbowline Bridges. The form
of rehabilitation works adopted were as per Option 2
described in Section 4 i.e. remediation of the half-joints
incorporating a new bearing arrangement and the use of nonlinear finite element modelling to determine the ultimate
resistance of the half-joints. The objective of the finite
element (FE) modelling was to reproduce the behaviour that
could be expected from a ‘real’ half-joint geometry and to
investigate if the half-joints possessed capacities in excess of
those predicted in the assessment using BD44 and BA39.
Guidance regarding the use of computers in engineering
calculations and the specific use of FE for concrete structures,
is given by the Institution of Structural Engineers [4],
Rombach [5] and FIB Bulletin 45 [6]. The principles laid out
in these texts were adhered to in the finite element study.
5.1

ModelDescription

The non-linear finite element analysis (NLFEA) was
undertaken using Lusas version 14.5. The geometry of the
suspended span half-joint was approximated with a 2D
idealisation. The concrete was represented by a non-linear
plastic-damage-contact model with a capability to predict
cracking, crushing, aggregate interlock and strain softening.
Two dimensional plane stress quadrilateral elements with a
quadratic interpolation order were used for the concrete
matrix. The reinforcement at the half-joint was modelled as
embedded bar elements, sandwiched between the concrete
continuum elements, with a perfect bond assumed. The 2D
idealisation adopted does not allow for variations in resistance
to loading and varying stresses across the width of the joints.
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However, it was considered that, at ULS, this smearing of
resistance to failure was acceptable.
The onset and rate of propagation of cracking in the halfjoint is dependent on the mesh density of the FE model. This
mesh dependency is a function of the concrete cracking model
and means that a convergence study is inappropriate. The reentrant corner forms a stress concentration and the criterion
for crack propagation is when the specified tensile stress is
reached. The smaller the elements in the vicinity of a stress
concentration, the higher the calculated stress levels become
and the earlier a crack will propagate. The mesh density was
therefore selected to provide the optimum balance between
computational effort and agreement with experimental
observations. Accordingly, a maximum element size of
25mm was adopted. A view of the FE model, including the
mesh discretisation and reinforcement arrangement, is given
in Figure 8.

Table 1. Material properties.
Parameter

Poisson’s ratio, concrete
2

Young’s modulus, concrete (kN/mm )
Tensile strength, concrete (MPa)

5.2

BoundaryConditionsandLoading

The FE model was restrained both horizontally and vertically
on one edge as shown in Figure 8. Loading was applied
incrementally as a prescribed displacement via a stiff pad.
Prescribing the displacement loading at a central point on the
pad allows the nib to rotate freely. The stiff pad replicates the
new bridge bearings and its presence in the model prevents
localised stress concentration and failure of the concrete at the
point of load application. Displacement-controlled loading
stabilises the numerical analysis, preventing ‘cliff-edge’
behaviour in the model.
5.3

MaterialProperties

Analyses were undertaken with two sets of material properties
– best estimate values and BD44 compliant values. The
material properties are given in Table 1. The majority of the
values were obtained from BD44. The material partial safety
factor, m, is included in the BD44 compliant values, but not
in the best estimate values. Best-estimate properties were used
to calibrate the FE model against experimental results,
whereas the BD44 compliant values were used for arriving at
an assessment resistance. The best-estimate material
properties were selected based upon the results of the material
testing outlined in Section 2.2.

BD44
compliant
value

0.2

0.2

39

39

4.7

3.8

0.006

0.006

Poisson’s ratio, reinforcement

0.3

0.3

Young’s modulus, reinforcement
(kN/mm2)

200

200

Yield strength, reinforcement (MPa)

250
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Strain hardening, reinforcement (MPa)

85

85

Strain softening, concrete

5.4

CalibrationofFEAnalysis

The FE analysis was initially calibrated using a database of 23
half-joints tested by the Transport and Road Research
Laboratory (TRRL) [7]. FE models were developed for four
of the test beams and the failure loads obtained were
consistently under-estimated/conservative compared to the
test resistances. Enhanced capacities could be achieved by
elevating concrete tensile strengths, increasing the strain
softening parameters or altering the mesh density. However,
this was not investigated due to the disparity in size and
geometry between the TRRL geometries and the half-joints at
Haulbowline Bridges. On the basis of the calibration study, it
was concluded that the FE models provided conservative ULS
capacities of half-joint geometries similar to the TRRL
geometries using the best-estimate material properties.
5.5

Figure 8. 2D plane stress model and mesh discretisation.

Bestestimate
value

Results

The assessed capacity of the suspended span half-joints,
incorporating the new bearing provisions is given Table 2.
The half-joint capacity determined from the NLFEA,
incorporating BD44 compliant properties given in Table 1,
were above the ULS applied loads with a utilisation factor of
0.79. The NLFEA capacity is also significantly greater than
the assessed capacity using calculation models given in BD44
& BA39 for the Haulbowline Bridge geometries (factor of
1.78). This finding is consistent to that observed by Boothman
et al. [8] who carried out NLFEA on half-joints on the
Kingston Bridge in Glasgow, and obtained FE resistances
ranging from 1.51-1.94 times higher than assessed capacities
to BD44 & BA39.
Table 2. Half-joint capacity results.
Half-Joint

Applied ULS
load (40T ALL
+ 45 HB), kN

Suspended
1747
span
(Utilisation factors in parentheses)

Assessed
capacity to
BD44 & BA39,
kN

FE result with
BD44 compliant
properties, kN

1245(1.40)

2218(0.79)

A deformed contour of reinforcement stress at SLS from the
FE model is given in Figure 9 and the predicted
cracking/crushing at failure is given in Figure 10. It is worth
noting that some level of cracking from the re-entrant corner
was observed from relatively low levels of live loading in the
FE model, which is representative of the cracking observed
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during the inspection and is deemed to be a result of a lack of
inclined reinforcement crossing the re-entrant corner.

NRA Manual of Contract Documents for Road Works.
Following a public procurement process the Contract was
awarded to L & M Keating Ltd. (LMK) who commenced the
Works in May 2014.
LMK utilised an alternative bridge deck jacking method
which allowed the 200t suspended deck sections to be jacked
from the topside using a pivot beam arrangement in
conjunction with anchor bars attached to the deck. Deck
jacking, the removal of the original bearings and the
installation of new bearings in a revised arrangement were
successfully completed during a series of overnight bridge
closures. The overall scheme was completed in April 2015 on
programme and within budget (€2m).
7

Figure 9. Deformed contour of reinforcement stress at SLS.

CONCLUSIONS

The delivery of a complex bridge rehabilitation scheme in
such a short time frame from the point of discovery of
significant structural defects was made possible by the use of
modern analysis techniques. Major environmental works will
be commencing on the island in 2016 and the bridge works
were delivered without impacting the overall programme for
these critical works. The completion of the bridge works
which substantially improved the appearance of the bridges
has been warmly received by the people of Cork who see the
bridges project as a tangible starting point for the exciting
plans to develop a public park on the island. A view of the
completed southern channel bridge is given in Figure 11.

Figure 10. Predicted cracking/crushing at failure.
6

REHABILITATIONWORKS

The Works included, inter alia, replacement of surfacing,
street lighting, drainage, safety barriers, parapets and
expansion joints, bridge deck waterproofing, temporary
relocation and permanent reinstatement of existing utilities,
provision of new services, provision of new bridge bearings
requiring the jacking of bridge spans and making entry
through reinforced concrete curtain walls, extensive concrete
repair, and ancillary work associated with road and bridge
construction.
A significant element of the Works was the extensive
concrete repair required to each span of both bridges. To
prepare the Works Requirements drawings, RPS conducted an
extensive concrete repair inspection of every element of the
bridge and scheduled repairs in tabular form on a drawing for
each span with bespoke specifications and bill of quantity
items. This was necessary to ensure the Works were
described as completely as possible prior to tender in keeping
with the requirements of the Public Works Contracts which
are generally lump-sum in nature. Detailed and bespoke
specifications were produced for bridge deck jacking and
localised hydro-demolition to create pockets through curtain
walls below deck diaphragms for bearing removal and
replacement. RPS envisaged that temporary jacking platforms
would be supported from the bridge piers to allow the
suspended spans to be jacked. The form of contract was the
Public Works Contract for Minor Building and Civil
Engineering Works Designed by the Employer and the parent
specification and Method of Measurement were from the
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Figure 11. View of completed southern channel bridge.
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ABSTRACT: Several large steel bridges in the Netherlands have been given an extended service life by the application of a thin
layer of reinforced high strength concrete to the surface of the steel orthotropic deck. This innovative renovation technique has
been subject to ongoing development since 2000, and there is now a growing body of experience with regard to the design,
construction and maintenance aspects associated with this product.
At the end of 1990’s the Dutch highway authority (RWS) were faced with an increasing asset maintenance demand due to
fatigue damage in a number of important bridges on the road network. A renovation solution to address the issue has been
developed from concept stage to implementation on some of its most critical bridges.
This paper provides an overview of the development of this strengthening method. The design principles of the system are
presented and the important characteristics discussed. Some of the experiences from an ongoing major renovation programme is
shared, in terms of ongoing developments in the design, specification, and execution of this product.

KEY WORDS: Steel Orthotropic Bridge; Steel Fatigue; High Strength Concrete Overlay; Rehabilitation.
1

INTRODUCTION

Within the current bridge stock on the Dutch highway
network, there are a number of steel orthotropic deck bridges
which are found to be subject to steel fatigue damage. The
bridge owner, Rijkswaterstaat (RWS) is addressing this issue
using an innovative renovation technique.

This form of construction allows a relatively lightweight
and structurally efficient deck system to be achieved, which is
important for long span bridges. In addition, due to their light
weight nature, this deck type is commonly found in moveable
bridges.
However, since the 1990’s many of these bridges,
particularly on the busiest roads, have displayed evidence of
fatigue damage in the deck. The fatigue damage results in
cracks forming in the orthotropic deck, culminating in
degradation to both the wearing surface (see Figure 2 below)
and the steel structure itself.

Figure 1 Typical orthotropic steel bridge deck
The bridges in question are generally found on large river
and canal crossings, and most of them were built during the
motorway construction boom in the 1960’s and 1970’s.
The orthotropic steel decks have a thin steel deck plate
below the road surface, which is locally stiffened in the
direction of the traffic, and in turn supported by a systems of
transverse and longitudinal girders, as indicated in Figure 1.

Figure 2 Damage to asphalt surfacing
Fatigue damage typically occurs at locations of stress
concentrations such as at welds, attachments and abrupt
changes in geometry. Locally, the stresses at these locations
are significantly higher than the stresses in the surrounding
steelwork, and under repetitive load cycles, crack growth can
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occur. The classic fatigue crack location is through the deck
plate at the intersection of the trough leg and cross-girder, as
indicated in Figure 3.
Consequently, the asset owner needs to implement a regime
of regular inspections and repeated maintenance activities in
order to keep the bridges fully operational, with temporary
hindrance to road users where repairs are necessary.
Repairing the asphalt and the steelwork on a regular basis is
not a sustainable maintenance strategy as the frequency and
severity of the damage increases with time, and the
remediation works become more and more intrusive for both
the bridge structure and the road users. Also, the damaged
asphalt can pose a safety risk for the road users and often
requires immediate action. Due to the location of the bridges
in the congested highway network, the costly repairs are
usually undertaken at night or during weekends. Without
fundamental rehabilitation, the bridge will reach the end of its
useful life earlier than intended.

Figure 3 Fatigue crack in orthotropic steel bridge deck
To address this issue, RWS have developed a solution of
applying a concrete overlay to the surface of the steel deck.
This repair method is designed to address the fatigue damage
that can occur in the deck plate and in the stiffening troughs
connected to the deck plate. The overlay prolongs the life of
the steel deck and extends the service life of the wearing
surface. The solution has been developed since 2000 and has
now been applied to a number of large bridges throughout the
highway network.

2

In 1998, only 7 years after commissioning the second bridge
at Van Brienenoord, which carries the A16 over the Nieuwe
Maas in Rotterdam, the moveable bridge had suffered from
severe fatigue damage that resulted in the need to replace the
steel deck. This marked the start of the process to find a
technically robust solution which could extend the operational
life of these bridges and which could be implemented with an
acceptable level of disturbance to the traveling public.
2.1
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Research

The first phase in the process was to determine the likely scale
of the problem in terms of which bridge structures within the
main highway network were likely to experience fatigue
damage leading to an escalation of inspection and
maintenance in the future to ensure safe and continued use of
the bridge. This lead to a cataloguing and risk analysis of the
key bridges within the road network which would require
intervention in the coming years.
In parallel, research commenced into the cause of the
fatigue damage with a view to better quantifying the
fundamental reasons for the issues that were occurring on
some of the bridges. The research included both theoretical
and experimental studies to study the structural behaviour
which results in the formation of cracks in the steel plates and
the welds joining the steel plates [1], [2].
The outcome from the research was that there were two
fundamental causes of the fatigue damage. Firstly, the
structural detailing executed at the orthotropic deck was
inappropriate for the locally high stresses that can occur in the
deck. The steel deck plate is typically 10mm to 12mm thick
at these bridges, which for static capacity is sufficient, but the
stresses generated under repetitive loading from vehicles are
sufficiently high to cause fatigue damage. In many cases,
some of the detailing used to connect the deck plate to the
longitudinal and transverse stiffeners were of a low fatigue
performance category which results in high local stresses, and
subsequently fatigue damage occurring over time.
Secondly, the number and weight of the vehicles has
increased significantly since the construction of many of these
bridges, in particular with respect to the more heavily loaded
trucks. The increasing use of single tyres instead of dual tyres
result in the vehicle load being transmitted to the deck in a
more concentrated area and thus the steel deck is subject to a
higher local pressure. Both the increased frequency and
higher loads are leading to a shorter time before fatigue
damage occurs at susceptible bridges.
For the bridges which have been identified as being at risk
of fatigue damage, a programme of regular inspections, and
where necessary repairs, is implemented (Rijdek Inspectie
Stalen Kunstwerken). This inspection and maintenance
programme enabled the network asset owner to continually
assess and manage the maintenance needs of these bridges.
The results from the inspection programme are used as part of
the design development of the renovation technique.
2.2

Figure 4 Crack in steel deck plate

BACKGROUND

PilotProjects

After establishing the primary causes and mechanisms which
underlie the fatigue damage, attention then turned to the
development of solutions that could extend the useful life of
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these bridges. Reducing the number or weight of vehicles
passing over the bridges was not a feasible solution, given that
many of the bridges in question were located on transport
routes of national strategic importance. In terms of loading,
attention was focused to better quantify the truck numbers and
weight distribution which the bridges were subject to, in the
past, the present and what could be expected in the future.
This information is necessary to undertake an accurate
assessment of the fatigue damage that had occurred to date,
and what damage could be expected in the future. The traffic
information becomes a key parameter in the performance
specification of any solution and what design life can be
reasonably expected. Ultimately the traffic measurement have
been used as the basis for formulating a traffic load model
which is considered in the fatigue assessment calculations.
To address the structural aspects, the solutions focused on
increasing the structural strength and improving the detailing
at the welded connections. Both these approaches reduce the
stresses which occur in the steel plate under traffic loading
and thus help to prolong the lifetime before damaging cracks
occur in the steel plates and welds.

At the location of poor fatigue details, depending on the
effectiveness of the structural strengthening, the fatigue issue
can be addressed by replacing the existing detail with an
improved performance detail; albeit with the associated time
and cost of undertaking this activity. It is generally found that
such measures are only needed for details remote from the
deck plate where deck plate strengthening using the HSC
system is less effective.
Three bridges we identified as suitable candidate
demonstration sites for the concrete overlay system which had
been developed during the research stage of the process.
Namely, Caland Bridge, Hagestein Bridge, and Moerdijk
Bridge. At these bridges, the concrete overlay product has
been installed. The purpose of the pilot bridges was to
implement the application of the concrete product on active
bridges. The works were undertaken between 2003 and 2007.
Each bridge location presented its own specific challenges and
were extremely valuable in the development of both the
design and execution aspects of the overlay product. The
knowledge developed and lessons learned were captured and
fed back into the market by RWS and the collaborators [3].
The most valuable conclusions from the pilot bridges was
that this product was shown to be an effective method of
reducing the local stresses which could cause fatigue damage
in the deck, and that the successful installation of the product
required a high standard of workmanship and necessitated
specialised construction methods.
2.3

Steel Bridge Renovation
RenovatieBruggen)

Programme

(Project

Figure 5 Concrete overlay on orthotropic steel bridge deck

After the completion of the pilot bridges, the subsequent stage
was the implementation of the Steel Bridge Renovation
Programme (Project Renovatie Bruggen). This ambitious
programme sought to renovate eight large fixed bridges and
six moveable bridges in a period of 9 years, from 2009 to
2018. The concrete overlay product is only considered at the
fixed bridges. The locations of these bridges is shown in
Figure 6.

It should be noted that the fatigue damage which occurs in
and near the deck plate is primarily due to a local load effect,
rather than a problem for the global supporting system. The
high concentrated loads imposed at the wheels of heavy trucks
results in high stresses in the steelwork near the point of
application. Thus, options to increase the structural strength
are focused on the local strength at and near the deck plate,
and not necessarily the global superstructure system. The
strength of the deck can be increased by adding extra
structural elements to the deck plate, for example, in the form
of additional steel plates or by the addition of structural
concrete. The addition of steel plates has been developed and
implemented at moveable bridges, where the extra weight and
height due to a layer of structural concrete is prohibitive for
the operation of the moveable bridge. However, for fixed
bridges (non-moveable), the additional weight of concrete
can, in many cases, be accommodated by the existing
structure, with no or moderate modifications to the global
support system. This renovation system is known as high
strength concrete (HSC) overlay (see Figure 5).

Figure 6 Location of fixed bridges (The Netherlands)
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These eight (fixed) bridges were identified as being priority
bridges within the highway network, which were suitable
candidates for remediation using the concrete overlay. One of
the fundamental objectives of the programme was to use a
series of bridges as a method of developing and progressing
the design and the construction aspects of the renovation
process from one bridge to the next. With this in mind, the
construction contract was formulated as a framework contract,
whereby 3 main contractors were pre-selected, and the
procurement of each of the bridge specific construction works
was awarded using a mini-tender procedure per bridge. Each
of the three contractors collaborated with the client (RWS) in
capturing and creating knowledge relating to the construction
and application of the concrete overlay. In this way, there has
been an evolution of best practice in terms of construction
methods.
Similar to the construction contract, a single engineering
contract was formulated to facilitate the evolution of a centre
of excellence with regard to the best practice for the
engineering design aspects associated with the renovation of
bridges. The engineering design contract was awarded to a
single entity, the Managing Contractor. The Managing
Contractor (Arup and Royal HaskoningDHV joint venture) is
responsible for the assessment, design, procurement and
construction supervision of the works.
To date, the renovation has been successfully implemented
at 5 of the 8 bridges, namely Muidenbrug, Scharbergbrug,
Brug Beek, Kreekrakbruggen and Galecopperbrug, with one
bridge currently being renovated (Ewijkbrug). The two
remaining bridges are Suurhoffbrug and the 2nd Arch Bridge
at van Brienenoord.
At most of these bridges, the application of the concrete
overlay is only a portion of the renovation works undertaken,
and in some instances significant global strengthening has
been necessary. The steel bridges typically have an asphalt
layer with a thickness of about 50mm. Due to the greater
density of HSC compared to asphalt and also due to the
average overlay thickness of about 85mm, it is often
necessary to strengthen the main structural elements of the
superstructure. Occasionally strengthening of the substructure
is also necessary. In addition, strengthening measures are
sometimes necessary to account for future traffic loading.
More detail with regard to these works can be found in
various publications [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9].
2.4

LifeCycleAspects

Broadly speaking, for steel orthotropic deck bridges with
fatigue damage, the bridge owner has the following options.
x Continue to inspect and repair, with increasing frequency
and extent of intervention.
x Replace the bridge deck
x Strengthen the bridge deck
x Change the use of the bridge
There are multiple aspects which need to be considered during
the evaluation of the options including:
x Costs (life cycle)
x Hindrance and asset availability
x Impact on Stakeholders, Image, Environment, Health &
Safety
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RWS have adopted an intended design life of 30 years from
time of renovation for the purposes of the assessment and
design of the renovation works. The assessment of the
options concluded that the choice to strengthen the bridge
deck (using concrete overlay) was the preferred choice.
At a number of bridges, as the renovation design progressed
and a better understanding of the condition of the existing
bridge and the implications of the renovation works on the
existing structure, a more detailed assessment of deck
replacement versus deck strengthening proved necessary, in
order to justify and support the selected option. This was
undertaken at Galecopper Bridge and Ewijk Bridge. At both
these bridges, the detailed evaluation concluded that
renovation was preferred compared to replacement. At
Suurhoff Bridge, during the assessment and renovation design
process, the preferred option was revised from the
strengthening of the existing bridge to replacement of the
bridge deck.
3

PRODUCTDEVELOPMENT

Over the past two decades the concrete overlay has developed
from a concept to a standard solution. In 2000, this technique
was highly innovative and as with many innovations, a period
of time is needed to successfully validate and optimise the
product, in order to ensure that the best potential is achieved.
A brief overview of the product itself and some of the
development aspects over this period is presented in the
following paragraphs.
3.1

DesignPrinciples

The steel orthotropic deck is strengthened with a layer of
concrete, to improve the local fatigue performance of the
steelwork and thus extend the functional life of the bridge.
The concrete layer needs to be as light as possible, as the
application of the concrete layer results in additional weight
which must be carried by the existing bridge. In order to
reduce the additional weight the thickness of the concrete
layer kept as thin as possible, but must have sufficient
thickness to provide the necessary structural strengthening and
also needs to allow for the expected construction tolerances
and deviations that may occur. The concrete layer needs to be
durable and with minimal maintenance needs. The required
thickness of concrete overlay depends on the specifics of the
bridge, as the fatigue performance is dependent on the
structural configuration, the historic traffic use and the
predicted traffic use in the future. In order to keep the
thickness to a minimum, concrete with a high compression
strength is adopted.
The fatigue life of the steelwork is dependent both of the
number and magnitude of stresses that it has experienced to
date and the future stresses it is expected to be subjected to in
the future. Where there is existing fatigue cracks in the steel
deck and welds of a certain magnitude, it is necessary to
repair these cracks prior to applying the concrete overlay,
otherwise the thin overlay is unable to ensure the necessary
extension of the design life.
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3.2

StateoftheArt

The concrete overlay product has developed over a period of
time. Currently main characteristics of the overlay as
implemented within the Bridge Renovation Programme in
2016, are summarised below.
3.2.1

ConcreteMaterial

The concrete has a design compressive (cylinder) strength of
90N/mm2 (C90/105), and a design bending strength of
10N/mm2. The autogeneous shrinkage and drying shrinkage
characteristics are important in order to minimise the
shrinkage effects within the concrete layer itself and the
imposed effects on the steel structure. The design limits are
0.3‰ and 0.45‰ after 90 days, respectively. On the bridge,
all cracks with a width greater than 0.1mm measured 4 days
after pouring the concrete are repaired (injected) for durability
reasons.
3.2.2

Reinforcement

The concrete layer is reinforced using one layer of 12mm
diameter B500B reinforcement bars at 75mm centres in both
the longitudinal and the transverse directions. The minimum
design cover is 20mm and the minimum distance from the top
of the transverse reinforcement to the top of the steel deck is
50mm.
The transverse reinforcement is the upper
reinforcement layer.
Steel fibre reinforcement with a diameter of 0.4mm and a
dosage of 75kg per cubic metre of concrete is provided.
3.2.3

Steelsubstratepreparation

Cracks in the deck plate which are found to be 3mm or more
in depth are repaired. The steel surface is grit blasted to a
SA2.5 profile finish prior to application of the epoxy bonding
layer.
Locations of pit corrosion and/or geometric
irregularities are treated prior to application of the bonding
layer.
3.2.4

3.2.5

Wearingsurface

The wearing surface varies per bridge location, and consists of
either a thin wearing course of epoxy resin with embedded
calcined refractory bauxite aggregate similar to the bonding
layer system, or an asphalt surfacing system. The typical total
thickness of the epoxy and bauxite wearing course is
approximately 8mm. The top of the wearing course should be
at the same height as the top of the expansion joint, which
often necessitates modification or replacement of the
expansion joints.
3.3

Analysisandverification

The early research focused on developing an understanding
of the structural behaviour of an orthotropic steel deck subject
to local wheel loading. In particular the distribution and
magnitude of stresses in the steel plates and welds was
investigated, and the fatigue performance that could be
expected. This study was necessary to allow the development
of analytical tools which could model the existing bridge deck
behaviour and to model the effectiveness of any local
strengthening measures.
The function of the high strength concrete overlay is to act
compositely with the steel deck and thereby increasing the
fatigue performance of the steel deck. The concrete is
attached to the steelwork via the bonding layer. Thus, the
analysis needs to capture the structural behaviour of the
steelwork, bonding layer and concrete. In order to do so
detailed finite element (FE) numerical models are utilised.
These models are benchmarked against experimental models
in order to validate the output from the numerical models.
Shell elements are used to model the steel plates, and solid
elements for the bonding layer and the concrete layer. The FE
modelling typically include local zones of small mesh size
(circa 10mm), to accurately capture the stresses at the local
details where the fatigue damage can occur in the steel plates
and welds, as shown in Figure 7.

Bondinglayer

A 2-3mm layer of epoxy resin is applied to the prepared steel
deck and scattered with calcined refractory bauxite aggregate
(3-6mm size). The important design characteristic of the
bonding layer is the shear strength which can be achieved
both, between the bonding layer and the steelwork, and
between the bonding layer and the concrete. The required
shear strength for this connection varies depending on the
bridge configuration and loading situation. Typically a shear
strength of approximately 6MPa is required.
During
construction, measurement of the shear strength is not tested
directly; instead the shear strength of the bond is indirectly
verified by measuring the pull-off (tensile) strength. The
typical construction requirements are that the bonding layer
needs to attain a design pull off strength of 7.0N/mm2 between
the steel deck and the epoxy; and 3.5N/mm2 between the
bauxite aggregate/epoxy resin and the concrete overlay.

Figure 7 Typical FE model mesh
The fatigue analysis is based on the Palmgren-Miner
cumulative damage method. In this approach, for a given
fatigue detail, the stress history spectrum is determined. The
stress spectrums utilises a project specific fatigue load model
which describes a distribution of vehicle types and frequency,
since the bridge was opened for traffic and the predicted
traffic in the future. For the renovation program a fatigue load
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model representing actual traffic data from the past and a
prediction for the future as been formulated.
The design verification of the high strength concrete overlay
is that, for a given detail, the calculated fatigue damage should
be less than 1.0, at the intended design life. Where this is not
demonstrated, alternate forms of renovation are implemented
such as replacing the detail with a detail of improved fatigue
performance. In some cases, verification is undertaken using
crack propagation prediction techniques (fracture mechanics),
however this often results in the need for periodic (future)
inspections to validate the behaviour assumed in the crack
growth calculations.
3.4

DesignDevelopment

Since the initial application of HSC on the steel orthotropic
deck bridges, a number of design changes have occurred.
The development of the analysis from the earlier bridges
has found that it is typically necessary to increase the required
thickness from a value of approximately 60mm to
approximately 75mm. This is a minimum design value, and
in order to ensure the necessary construction tolerances are
accommodated, the average applied thickness is usually found
around 85 to 95mm.
For the bridges currently being renovated, the depth of the
permitted unrepaired crack in the deck plate has reduced from
6mm at the earlier bridges to 3mm.
The reinforcement at the pilot bridges consisted of three
layers of reinforcement mats, 8mm diameter at 50mm centres.
Due to the congestion of reinforcement in combination with
the low workability of the concrete mix, the reinforcement has
been modified to two layers of 12mm diameter bars at 75mm
centres, with the top layer of reinforcement in the transverse
direction. In addition, the concrete cover has been increased
from 20-25mm to 20-60mm. The cover tolerance of 20 to
25mm was found in practice to be difficult to achieve. This
often resulted in reduced concrete cover which had
implications for the durability of the reinforcement and the
necessary anchorage lengths of the reinforcement bars.
4

FUTURE

The future development of the concrete overlay renovation
technique can be classified into developments of the product
itself and evolutions to the processes of its implementation.

4.2

As the implementation of the high strength concrete system on
steel orthotropic decks become more commonplace, there will
be opportunities to adopt alternative procurement methods
such as Design and Build and also Design, Build, Finance and
Operate models. This would place more incentive in the
construction market to further develop and optimise this
method of strengthening orthotropic steel decks.
In addition, a more systematic way of prioritising and
coordinating the maintenance programme of the bridge stock
using life cycle analysis within the asset management process
can be adopted as the performance of this system continues to
be demonstrated in the field.
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ABSTRACT: Ageing and deterioration of infrastructure is a challenge facing transport authorities. In particular, there is a need
for increased bridge monitoring in order to provide adequate maintenance, prioritise allocation of funds and guarantee
acceptable levels of transport safety. Existing bridge structural health monitoring (SHM) techniques typically involve direct
instrumentation of the bridge with sensors and equipment for the measurement of properties such as frequencies of vibration.
These techniques are important as they can indicate the deterioration of the bridge condition. However, they can be labour
intensive and expensive due to the requirement for on-site installations. In recent years, alternative low-cost indirect vibrationbased SHM approaches have been proposed which utilise the dynamic response of a vehicle to carry out “drive-by” pavement
and/or bridge monitoring. The vehicle is fitted with sensors on its axles thus reducing the need for on-site installations. This
paper investigates the use of low-cost sensors incorporating global navigation satellite systems (GNSS) for implementation of
the drive-by system in practice, via field trials with an instrumented vehicle. The potential of smartphone technology to be
harnessed for drive by monitoring is established, while smartphone GNSS tracking applications are found to compare
favourably in terms of accuracy, cost and ease of use to professional GNSS devices.
KEY WORDS: Acceleration; Bridge health monitoring; Drive-by; Global navigation satellite systems; Vehicle sensors.
1

INTRODUCTION

Bridges and pavements form an integral part of transport
infrastructure worldwide. Over their lifetime, their condition
will deteriorate due to factors such as environmental
conditions, ageing and increased loading. In countries such as
the U.S., Korea, Japan and across the E.U., a majority of
bridge structures are now over 50 years old [1,2]. This leads to
the requirement for increased monitoring and maintenance in
order to prioritise allocation of funds and guarantee acceptable
levels of transport safety, particularly where rehabilitation and
life extension of bridge structures is necessary.
As traditional visual inspection methods for bridges can be
highly variable, relying on visible signs of deterioration,
bridge management systems (BMSs) are now more commonly
integrating structural health monitoring (SHM) methods,
involving direct instrumentation of bridge structures with
sensors and data acquisition equipment, which target
identification of damage from dynamic structural responses
[3,4]. However, these methods can be labour intensive and
expensive due to the requirement for on-site installations,
which may require dense sensor networks. This has restricted
widespread implementation of SHM for short and medium
span bridges, which form the greatest proportion of bridges in
service. Therefore, a more efficient alternative is required
which can provide information about a bridge’s condition.
Road pavement profile measurements are typically obtained
using an inertial profilometer, which consists of a vehicle
equipped with a height sensing device, such as a laser, which
measures pavement elevations at regular intervals [5] with the
effects of vehicle dynamics removed from the elevation
measurements via accelerometer(s) and gyroscopes. The
vehicle can travel at highway speeds and the method provides

accurate, high resolution profile measurements but a
drawback is the expense associated with laser-based
technology.
In recent years, alternative low-cost indirect vibration-based
SHM approaches have been proposed by a number of
researchers which utilise the dynamic response of a vehicle to
carry out “drive-by” monitoring of bridges [6,7] and/or
pavements [8]. The vehicle is fitted with sensors, such as
accelerometers, on its axles to monitor vibration thus reducing
the need for on-site installations and expensive laser-based
sensors. However, these methods, summarised by
Malekjafarian et al. [7], lack comprehensive experimental
verification, with very few field trials reported in the
literature. Based on existing research [7], three main
challenges for drive-by monitoring have been identified as the
road profile, the limited vehicle-bridge interaction (VBI) time
(speed-dependent) and environmental effects, while also
acknowledging practical issues such as ongoing traffic on a
bridge and variation in speed of the instrumented vehicle.
Malekjafarian et al. [7] suggest that a potential solution to
challenges related to limited VBI time and environmental
effects is the use of instrumented vehicles that repeatedly pass
over the same bridge, or pavement. This could be
implemented by instrumenting a fleet of vehicles with sensors,
e.g. public vehicles such as the public bus monitoring system
investigated in Japan [9] which drive along the same route
multiple times per day. An alternative lower-cost possibility is
proposed in this paper; the use of smartphone technology and
sensors. Due to the current prevalence of such technology,
drive-by vehicle monitoring systems could potentially move
beyond the limitation to unique instrumented vehicles, or
localised instrumented vehicle fleets.
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This paper is mootivated by thhe aforementiioned lack off field
testing and thus iinvestigates thhe implementaation of such ddriveby monitoring ssystems in prractice via fieeld trials. Forr this
purp
pose, a tw
wo-axle vehhicle is in
nstrumented with
acceelerometers annd global navvigation satelliite system (GN
GNSS)
receeivers and iss driven alonng predetermined routes inn the
Belfast road netw
work. Aimingg to take adv
vantage of exiisting
w-cost technoloogies, in addiition to acceleerometers desiigned
low
for structural aapplications and
a
a Leicaa GNSS receeiver,
smaartphone accelerometers and global position traccking
app
plications are aalso utilised during
d
field triials. Measurem
ments
obtaained from alll sensors and receivers are compared in tterms
of accuracy,
a
cosst and ease of
o use in order to evaluatte the
effeectiveness andd feasibility off this monitoriing system.
2

METHODOLLOGY

t instrumen
nted vehicle w
was a
For this field innvestigation, the
w
1600
0 kg and fittedd with
Ford Transit van (Figure 1), weighing
acceelerometers too measure vibration and GNSS
G
receiveers to
reco
ord the vehiccle position in
i the road network.
n
A ddigital
cam
mera was also used to recorrd video footaage of each veehicle
test run while thee average vehicle speed durring testing w
was 30
h (48 km/h). The details of
o instrumentaation and setuup are
mph
outllined in the foollowing sectioons.

Fiigure 1. Instruumented Vehicle.
2.1

Acceleratiionmeasurem
mentsetup

Thee overall setupp of accelerom
meters in the vehicle is illusttrated
in Figure
F
2, conssisting of 4 acccelerometers measuring veertical
vibrration.

4610
0A-005 (±5g) units by Meaasurement SpeecialtiesTM, shhown
in Figure
F
2(b), which proviide low-passs filtered ouutput.
Exciitation voltag
ge was proviided by a 9V
V battery duuring
testin
ng. Both ±2g and ±5g rateed accelerometers were tessted,
for comparison
c
with
w smartphoone sensors and
a to ensure any
largee magnitude accelerations
a
ggreater than 2g
2 were recorrded,
respeectively. The sampling freequency was 1000 Hz, which
w
allow
ws identificaation of anny features with frequeency
comp
ponents higheer than 100 H
Hz, which wou
uld be undeteected
by th
he smartphonee sensors.
2.1.2
2

The built in acceleerometers of aan LG Nexus 5 and a Samssung
hone acceleraation
Galaaxy S4 were used for verrtical smartph
meassurements; bo
oth devices w
were mounted over the left rear
wheeel with adhesiive (Figure 2((a)). The LG Nexus
N
5, retailing
at €2
290 approximaately, containss a 6-axis MP
PU-6515 chip with
integ
grated triaxial MEMS Gyyroscope and
d triaxial ME
EMS
accelerometer by
y InvenSensee Inc., built into the deevice
herboard. Th
he maximum
m measurement range duuring
moth
testin
ng was ±19.61 m/s2, equivvalent to ±2g, although thiss can
be increased. As
A vehicle body and bridge vibraation
nitudes are generally less than 2g, this range is suittable
magn
for bridge
b
monitoring applicatiions. The smaartphone samppling
frequ
uency was seet at a maxim
mum of 200 Hz,
H which is also
adeq
quate for drivee-by monitorinng.
Th
he Samsung S4,
S retailing aat €220 appro
oximately, usses a
K330 triaxial acccelerometer by STMicro
oelectronics. The
urement rangge was ±19
9.61 m/s2 (±
±2g),
maxiimum measu
however, the max
ximum allowaable sampling frequency onn the
msung S4 was 100 Hz duringg testing.
Sam
Acccelerations were
w
logged too the internall SD card of each
device via the freely avaailable Andrroid smartphhone
ation Alarm’ by Mobile Tools.
T
In term
ms of
application ‘Vibra
samp
pling consistency, it was obbserved that th
hat for aroundd 3%
of th
he total number of recordeed samples, th
he sample inteerval
varieed by ±0.001 s for both deevices. Each accelerometer
a
was
powered by thee internal liithium-ion batteries of their
t
3 V, 2300 mAh
m
respeective smartphones; the Neexus 5 by a 3.8
batteery and the S4
4 by a 3.8 V, 22600 mAh baattery. An exteernal
5200
0 mAh capaciity portable poower supply (costing
(
€16) was
also used as backu
up for the LG Nexus 5.
2.2

(a)

(b)

Fig
gure 2. (a) Acccelerometer innstrumentation
n setup (b) uniiaxial
accelerrometers.
2.1..1

Wired aaccelerometerss

Two
o wired uniaxxial accelerom
meters were in
nstalled at the same
locaation in the body of the veehicle, adhesiv
vely mountedd over
the left rear wheeel. The instaalled accelerom
meters were uultraw noise signal conditionedd model 4610
0A-002 (±2g)) and
low
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Smartpho
one sensors

GNSSsetup
p

In addition to recording acceleration
n measuremeents,
urately monitoring the posittion of the instrumented vehhicle
accu
durin
ng its passag
ge along a rooad network is valuable for
f a
num
mber of reasonss. Firstly, if annomalous resu
ults or large peaks
p
are observed
o
in the acceleratioon record, they can be taggged
with
h a location viia GNSS traccking, allowin
ng the engineeer to
rapid
dly pinpoint areas
a
with pootential pavem
ment damage e.g.
poth
holes or crackiing. This typee of approach
h has already been
b
investigated for pothole detectiion in pavemeents using cusstom
builtt devices com
mbining accellerometers an
nd GPS receiivers
[10],, further inco
orporating vid
ideo to enablle screenshotts of
areass of interest [11], and smarrtphone appliccations integraating
crow
wdsourcing [12
2]. Secondly, for bridge mo
onitoring, it would
w
enab
ble identificattion of bridgge crossings by the vehhicle,
allow
wing specific portions of the accelerattion signal too be
extraacted and an
nalysed usingg one of thee many methhods
prop
posed in the litterature [7].
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2.2..1

Leica GN
GNSS smart anntenna

To serve as a reeference for thhe vehicle po
osition recordeed by
ystems Viva G
GS14
the Nexus 5 durring testing, a Leica Geosy
NSS smart rovver antenna was
w used to manually logg the
GN
veh
hicle locationn coordinatess to a rem
movable SD card
thro
oughout testting, incorporating Nettwork Real--Time
Kin
nematic (RTK
K) correctionns [13] obtaained via m
mobile
netw
work. The anttenna was moounted magneetically on thee roof
of the
t van and operated usiing a Leica Geosystems
G
C
CS15
con
ntroller (see Figure 3). Thiss system can achieve horizzontal
and
d vertical accuuracies of 8 mm
m and 15 mm
m respectivelly for
static measuremeents, althoughh this is depen
ndent upon vaarious
facttors such as thhe number off satellites traccked, constelllation
geo
ometry and obbservation tim
me. Accuracy
y was expecteed to
vary
y during testting, particulaarly in urban or wooded areas
wheere satellite vvisibility or siignal strength
h can be restrricted,
and
d due to the moovement of thhe vehicle.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. (a) L
Leica GS14 sm
mart antenna (b) Leica CS115
conttroller.
2.2..2

Smartphhone application

Thee vehicle locaation was alsoo tracked duriing testing ussing a
freeely available A
Android smarrtphone appliccation installeed on
the LG Nexus 5, namely ‘GPSSEssentials’ by
b M. Schollm
meyer
martphone’s GPS
[14]]. This appplication utillises the sm
tran
nsceiver (a Q
Qualcomm WT
TR1605L) wh
hich also suppports
assiisted GPS, to rrecord the track followed by
b the vehicle.. This
partticular appliccation was seelected as it provides avverage
speeed and elevaation, allows the vehicle coordinates tto be
reco
orded and tim
mestamped every second and can ploot the
resu
ulting tracks inn real time, orr export them in .kml form
mat for
view
wing on Googgle Earth.
2.3

Dataacqu
uisition

A National
N
Insttruments (NI)) multifunction USB-635 3 XSeriies data acquisition (DAQ) device was used to log w
wired
acceelerometer meeasurements, at
a a sampling frequency off 1000
Hz, to a Panasoonic Toughbook running NI
N Signal Exppress.
wer to the DA
AQ device wass provided by
y a 12V car baattery
Pow
placced in the reaar of the vehicle, with the required outpput of
230
0Vac providedd by an inverrter. The total cost of this DAQ
setu
up is approxim
mately €7000.
2.4

TestRoutees

Two
o test routes in the Belfastt area of Northern Ireland were
seleected for testinng, shown in Figures 9-11. Each route ppasses
thro
ough urban annd wooded areeas, in addition to encompaassing
brid
dge crossings.. Route 1 wass 1.8 miles (2
2.9 km) long w
while

Routte 2 was 12 miles (18 km
m) but includ
ded repeat brridge
crosssings over thee M1 motorwaay. Both routees as tracked using
u
GNS
SS systems aree shown in Seection 3.2.
3
3.1

IDENTIFICATIONOFFEATU
URES
Acceleratio
onMeasuremeents

Figu
ure 4 showss the full ttime history of acceleraation
meassurements ob
btained from
m all acceleerometers in the
instrrumented vehiicle for routee 1, while Fig
gure 5 showss the
correesponding sp
pectra. It can
an be seen that despite the
diffeerence in samp
pling frequenccy, the smartp
phone acceleraation
time histories com
mpare relativvely well to the
t corresponnding
meassurements from the wired 22g acceleromeeter, howeverr, the
Sam
msung S4 senssor (Figure 44(d)) is not as sensitive too the
vibraation magnitude as the Nexxus 5, in many
y cases registeering
less than half th
he peak acceeleration mag
gnitude, whicch is
uenced by its 100 Hz samppling frequenccy limitation. This
influ
is alsso reflected in
n the spectra ((Figure 5). Altthough all sennsors
identtify the dominant body bbounce vibrattion mode off the
vehicle at 2.3 Hz,, the smartphoone peak mag
gnitude is 5 tiimes
orded by the wired sensor, indicating loower
less than that reco
ver, this maggnitude differrence is refleected
sensitivity; howev
across the whole spectrum.
s
gure 4(a) shows the wired 5g
g accelerom
meter
Fig
meassurements for
f
comparaative purposses of possitive
accelerations; the sharp peaks aat the beginniing and end off the
d to confirm aaccurate syncchronisation while
w
signaals were used
the vehicle
v
was motionless.
m
Duuring movemeent i.e. from 140 –
860 seconds, only
y four peaks exxceeded +2g, marked in Fiigure
w
arrows. However,
H
thee maximum peak magnituudes
4 with
meassured by the wired accelerrometers weree not obtainedd by
the smartphones
s
due
d to their raange limit. Th
he magnitudess and
times for these fou
ur peak locatioons are given in Tables 1 and
a 2
m Table 1, itt can be seen
n that in term
ms of
respeectively. From
smarrtphone measu
urements, the Nexus 5 acceelerometer is more
m
sensitive overall, reaching itss range limiit of 19.24 m/s2
conssistently for peeaks exceedinng 2g, suggestting that it maay be
a more
m
suitable device for ddrive-by mon
nitoring purpooses.
Also
o, this accelero
ometer has thhe potential to have its dynaamic
range increased by the user. Itt should be no
oted however that
this range limit iss slightly lesss than specified (±19.61 m/s
m 2),
nsor calibratioon may be necessary.
indiccating that sen
From Table 2, the times ccorresponding to peaks inn the
u
acceleration signaals with (left too right numbeering) can be used
nspect video footage and timestamped
d vehicle locaation
to in
coorrdinates. Figurre 6 shows viideo screenshots corresponnding
to eaach peak, high
hlighting thatt unique featu
ures are presennt at
thesee locations. Peaks 1 and 2 were caused
d by speed ram
mps,
while Peaks 3 and
d 4 were causeed by manholee covers.
An
n example of the accelerattion responsess of the wiredd 2g
uniax
xial accelerom
meter and the Nexus 5 acceelerometer forr test
routee 2 are shown
n in Figure 8 for a west-eaast crossing off the
skew
w-bridge (Figu
ure 7) over thhe M1 motorw
way on Dunm
murry
Lanee, which has a total lengthh of approxim
mately 38 m. This
respo
onse was extrracted based oon the recorded position off the
vehicle (Section 3.2)
3 and inspeection of videeo footage forr test
ved for repeeated
routee 2. Similarr responses were observ
crosssings. Firstly
y, it can be observed th
hat the Nexuus 5
accelerometer disp
plays a noisieer response, which
w
is expeccted;
u
accelerometer has been designed and construucted
the uniaxial
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for applications requiring low
w levels of output
o
signal noise
c
have
h
been rem
moved
thuss some higherr frequency components
from
m its responsee. However, both accelerom
meters display three
periiodic low freqquency disturbbances.

has potential
p
to monitor
m
deteriioration of th
he expansion joint
j
coveering and/or the joint itsself through analysis of the
vehicle’s dynam
mic response. Further an
nalysis of these
t
onses is necesssary to investtigate the effeectiveness of other
o
respo
indirrect drive-by
y monitoringg methods and algorithhms,
inclu
uding those deeveloped by thhe authors.

(a)

Figure 5. Acceleration spectra for tesst route 1.
Tab
ble 1. Magnitu
udes in (m/s2) of peaks exceeeding 2g on test
t
routte 1.

(b)

Accelerometer
A
5g uniaxial
2g uniaxial
Nex
xus 5 MPU-6515
S4 K330

Peak 1
19.31
20.13
18.92
18.27

Peak 2
20.6
21.42
19.24
19.5

Peak 3
25.31
24.31
19.24
17.69

Peaak 4
199.3
200.09
199.24
177.67

Table 2. Timees of peaks exxceeding 2g on
n test route 1.
Tim
me from
start [s]
Reeal time
[hh
h:mm:ss]
3.2
(c)

(d)

t route 1 (a)) 5g
Fiigure 4. Accelleration measuurements for test
uniiaxial (b) 2g uuniaxial (c) Neexus 5 MPU-6
6515 (d) S4 K
K330.
On
O inspection of video foootage, it can be confirmedd that
thesse correspondd to the three expansion joints on the brridge,
indiicating that thhe drive-by moonitoring system, at a minim
mum,
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Peak 1

PPeak 2

Peeak 3

Peaak 4

413

428

504
5

5336

15:56:49
1

155:57:04

15:58:20

15:58:52

GNSStrack
kingmeasurem
ments

Figu
ure 9 shows the vehicle loocation coordiinates logged and
timestamped duriing test routee 1 by the Leica
L
GS14 sm
mart
nna. The fourr peaks identiffied from the acceleration time
anten
histo
ories are indicated by whhite icons hav
ving a black dot,
high
hlighting that where video or imagery are
a unavailablle in
practtice, the locaation of speccific points of interest cann be
identtified via GNS
SS. These cooordinates weree logged manuually
as sttatic points, th
hus accuracy vvaried due to the movemennt of
the vehicle.
v
The coordinate qu
quality ranged
d from 0.01 m in
relattively open arreas to 8 m in wooded areas.
a
The larrgest
causes of error were
w
trees or wooded areaas lining the road
he antenna.
whicch restricted a clear view off the sky for th
Th
he vehicle possition coordina
nates logged by the Leica GS14
G
durin
ng test route 2 are shown iin Figure 10, where icons with
black
k dots indiccate two sepparate bridgee crossings. The
coorrdinate quality
y ranged 0.01 m to 5.7 m, av
veraging at 0.4 m.
A gaap in recorded
d coordinates can be seen at the bottom
m left
of Figure
F
10; this was causedd by a tempo
orary crash off the
CS15 controller operating
o
systtem. This can
n be overcome by
matically log
gging raw ddata to the GS14’s inteernal
autom
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memory, rather than manually as in this test. Overall, similar
issues affecting accuracy were experienced as for route 1. In
particular, at the M1 motorway bridge crossing (see Figure 10
inset), overhanging trees restricted recording of location at the
western entrance to the bridge (Figure 7). In addition to raw
data logging, this problem can be alleviated for GNSS
systems by carrying out testing in winter rather than summer,
when trees have shed their foliage. Other possible solutions
include inertial navigation systems (INS), which incorporate
accelerometers, gyroscopes, magnetometers and GNSS
receivers, but an equivalent system for accurate vehicle
tracking can be relatively expensive.

smartphone. Despite this, overall it was observed that the
smartphone accuracy was sufficient to identify when the
vehicle was on the bridge. In terms of post-processing and
visualising
coordinates,
GPSEssentials
was
very
straightforward due to the output of a .kml format file; the
Leica system required more user post-processing time to
achieve the same output.

Figure 7. West entrance to bridge crossing over M1 motorway
on Dunmurry Lane on test route 2.
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 8. Acceleration measurements on bridge crossing over
M1 motorway (a) 2g uniaxial (b) Nexus 5 MPU-6515.
(d)

4
Figure 6. Video screenshots of peak locations for test route 1
(a) Peak 1 (b) Peak 2 (c) Peak 3 (d) Peak 4.
Figure 11 illustrates the vehicle position recorded by
GPSEssentials during test route 2. The rapid update of
position and accuracy in the region of the M1 bridge crossing
is particularly of note – for this application its performance
has at least equalled and possibly surpassed the Leica system.
Therefore, there is a trade-off between optimum location for
each application, unless an external antenna is used for the

CONCLUSIONS

For the drive-by monitoring system, comparing the
smartphone sensors versus the wired accelerometers and Leica
GS14 smart antenna in term of cost is straightforward; the
wired accelerometers and DAQ system cost in the region of
€8000 in total, while the Leica GS14 smart antenna system
can retail from €18000 - €28000, giving an overall system
cost of at least €26000. The equivalent cost of a smartphone is
a factor of 100 less than this, giving a clear advantage to
smartphone devices in terms of cost savings; 100 vehicles in a
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fleet could easily be used as monitoring vehicles for the same
instrumentation cost as one specialized instrumented vehicle.

The smartphone applications were convenient, easy to use and
involved less effort for post-processing vehicle location
coordinates, reducing the need for any specialist training.
Furthermore, the general level of accuracy illustrated by the
smartphone acceleration measurements based on the tested
sampling frequency and range indicates that it should be
feasible to use these signals for drive-by monitoring
approaches, although the levels of noise observed in this
investigation must be considered. Further analysis of the
acceleration signals and corresponding spectra magnitude is
required to establish their suitability for bridge dynamic
parameter and damage detection algorithms.
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Figure 9. Vehicle position coordinates logged using Leica
GS14 for test route 1.
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ABSTRACT: The use of bridge management systems (BMS) by infrastructure stakeholders has led to the collection and
retention of large quantities of data concerning the condition states of bridges throughout national and regional networks. The
database for the BMS is often populated by the results of routine visual inspections, based on a prescribed scale for defining the
condition state of the bridge’s individual elements, and of the bridge structure as a whole. The populating of the database also
leads to the storage of large quantities of so-called metadata; which can describe the physical parameters of the bridge. The
availability of this data allows the assessment of the BMS using multivariate techniques to enhance the life-cycle assessment of
bridge networks, through advanced descriptive and predictive techniques applied to deteriorating network assets. Multivariate
techniques such as principal component analysis have been demonstrated by the authors to be effectively applied as a descriptive
tool to an existing BMS, and the results of a case study of a large dataset of bridges indicate its viability to be integrated into
data-based approaches to infrastructural asset management.
KEY WORDS: bridge management systems; multivariate analysis; asset management; condition assessment.
1

INTRODUCTION

The preservation of a functional national and regional road
infrastructure is dependent on the performance of road
networks and, within them, vital network links in the form of
bridge structures. Due to the societal and economic risk of
their failure, it is important for infrastructural asset managers
and stakeholders to implement appropriate management
systems to ensure adequate mitigation of this risk under
different, and often conflicting, performance criteria [1]. As
such, many authorities have implemented bridge management
systems (BMS) to monitor the state of their existing bridge
stock [2,3], which allow for asset managers to better plan
maintenance activities for their asset base using various
assessment methods and criteria [4]. Often, these BMS’s rely
heavily on the use of visual inspections to establish condition
ratings for the structures; the results of which often guide
further assessment and, eventually, intervention, [5,6]. These
inspections typically consist of inspecting individual
components or elements of the bridges and assigning each
element a condition rating based on a well-defined scale of
damage present. The bridge is then assigned an overall
condition rating, usually being not lower than the worst
condition rating of the primary structural elements of the
bridge. Thus, the overall condition rating of the bridge, often
being the primary decision criteria, is significantly tied to the
condition of a single element. This results in a scenario where
similar bridges of vastly different states of deterioration can
possess equal condition ratings. When a small number of
these bridges are compared against each other, it is simple to
discern which is in the worst state. However, in BMS’s that
contain thousands of bridges, such a comparison becomes
cumbersome and infeasible.
This results in the potential to exploit modern computational
methods and perform so-called ‘big data analysis’, which

allows the extraction of information from a large dataset for
descriptive and predictive purposes, using advanced statistical
techniques [7]. This paper investigates the use and
applicability of multivariate analysis methods on condition
rating data in BMS’s, and how these techniques can be
integrated in such systems so as to provide asset managers
with additional and powerful computational tools for use in
decision making processes for intervention activities. The
multivariate analysis techniques highlighted are principal
component analysis (PCA) and exploratory factor analysis
(EFA); both data reduction techniques with interpretation
similarities but are distinct in their assumption on the
underlying structure of the data.
A dataset of 3,036 bridges was analysed and the potential
for the integration of multivariate methods into existing
BMS’s is shown through a case-study of condition ratings for
reinforced concrete and masonry bridges. The benefits of such
techniques are shown to include a more accurate description
of the deteriorated state of network assets and its impact into
assessing the current health of a national or regional bridge
stock, and improves an organisation’s attempts to combat the
so-called “asset time bomb” [8].
2
2.1

MULTIVARIATEANALYSISOFBMS
DescriptionofBMSDataset

A Portuguese BMS, managed by Infraestruturas de Portugal,
containing 3,036 bridges was investigated for this analysis;
where primary data, in the form of element and overall
condition ratings, and meta-data was available for each
bridge. This meta-data was in the form of crossing type, span
information, structural form, and construction material. For
the primary data, condition ratings were obtained through
visual inspection of a number of prescribed elements present
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on each bridge and evaluating their current condition. The
condition of each element is graded on a scale of 0-5, where a
condition rating of 0 indicates no damage, and a condition
rating of 5 indicates total or ultimate damage (Table 1).
Table 1. Description of condition ratings in BMS
Condition Rating
0
1
2
3
4
5

Description
No damage
Minor damage
Some damage
Significant damage
Critical damage
Ultimate damage

The elements to be inspected on each bridge included
structural elements such as the deck, abutments, piers,
retaining/wing walls, and non-structural elements such as
parapets, traffic barriers, bridge surface, waterproofing, etc.
The various states of damage for each of these elements are
usually well defined and so elemental condition ratings are
typically reliable.
2.2

AssessmentMethods

In order to appropriately assess and process the received data,
a number of multivariate data techniques were investigated;
namely principal component analysis (PCA) and exploratory
factor analysis (EFA). In PCA, the primary purpose of the
method is to reduce the dimensionality of a set of data, and
redefine the input variables as principal components; being a
linear combination of the original variables, but having a
magnitude less than the original dataset while preserving most
of the information [9].
Factor analysis is a technique similar to PCA in that its goal
is to describe variability in a dataset of observed variables
with a lower number of unobserved variables, or factors [10].
It varies from PCA in regard to the fact that it assumes
correlation in the observed variables [11,12]. In the realm of
factor analysis, EFA is a procedure to explore the underlying
factor structure in a set of variables. A large difference in
PCA and EFA is that principal components account for
maximal amount of variance, whereas factors account for
common variance.
Each of these methods demonstrates significant
applicability for BMS’s, and their use can be subject to how
appropriate each is for specific analysis goals. For BMS’s,
there has been success in applying PCA with an attempt to
identifying bridges based on common states of disrepair
within the Irish bride network [13]. As PCA does not assume
an underlying data construct or causal relationship within the
data, it was chosen as the more appropriate method for the
assessment of this dataset. By conducting a PCA, it is possible
to reduce the dimensionality of a large dataset and to redefine
the input variables as principal components (PC), being a
linear combination of the original variables, but having a
magnitude less than the original dataset, while retaining most
of the variance [14]. This is accomplished by highlighting the
variables that demonstrate the most variance in the data set.
The first principal component Y1 is defined as:
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Where '1x is a linear function of the elements x having
maximum variance, and  is a vector of p coefficients . The
first principal component is the direction along which the data
set shows the largest variation [15], and the second
component is determined under the constraint of being
orthogonal to the first component and to have the largest
variance [16]. The second principal component Y2 = '2x is
found in a similar manner to the first principal component,
and so on for the subsequent principal components, up to p
PCs.
The sum of the square of the PC coefficients i is equal to
unity, and thus the influence of any coefficient on the analysis
is apparent in comparison to each other.
p

¦D

2
i

D 'D 1

(2)

i 1

3

RESULTS

The PCA was conducted on the two most common bridge
types in the BMS dataset; 1667 reinforced concrete bridges
and 713 masonry arch bridges. Within these data-subsets, the
problem of ‘missing data’ needed to be accounted for. In
multivariate analysis, it is often possible to use the existing
structure of the data to estimate the missing data and complete
a dataset. However, in the case of BMS’s, an absent condition
rating for a specified element is typically due to this element
not being present on the bridge, and therefore it is neither
appropriate or accurate to use algorithms to complete the
dataset. This issue arises due to the necessity of creating a
generic BMS that can be applicable to all bridge types.
In order to account for this, the PCA was conducted on the
specified bridges, but was limited only to the primary
elements that are to be expected on these bridges. The primary
elements can be said to be structural and non-structural.
Structural elements are typically the deck, abutments, walls,
and piers. Primary non-structural elements are usually
parapets/guardrails, embankments, surfaces, and bearings. As
these bridges were single-span bridges, there was no necessity
for the elements piers. Additionally, there was little
information available on the condition of the bearings, and so
the analysis was conducted for: abutments, parapets, walls,
surface, deck, and embankments. For a comparison between
reinforce concrete and masonry arch bridges, the element
‘parapets’ have been replaced by the more generic term of
‘barriers’, to account for guardrails and vehicular barriers. The
exclusion of the other elements does not compromise the
PCA, unlike EFA, as a PCA does not look for hidden
correlation in the variables, but for highest variation in the
presented variables.
3.1

NumberofPrincipalComponents

The number of important components can be visualised with a
scree plot of the eigenvalues [17]. This can be a useful tool for
determining what PC’s are important and what PC’s can be
discarded from the data set. As the slope of the scree plot
begins to flatten, the components become less important as
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they have retained less variance than the previous
components. From Figure 1 and Figure 2, it can be seen that
the PC at which the plot begins to flatten out, or the elbow,
occurs for both bridge types at the third PC, Y3. The first three
PC’s for the reinforced concrete and masonry arch bridges
account for 74% and 71% of the variation in the data,
respectively. Including the fourth PC results in retaining 84%
and 82% of the variation, but is typically discounted based on
the established scree plot criteria.

highly will indicate elements that are in good condition. This
relationship is also seen where low negative scores indicate
the opposite to what high positive scores indicate. For Y1, it
can be seen that each element has a positive value for 1, and
it can also be seen that there is some correlation between the
two datasets (Figure 3).
As each 1 is positive, it can be said that Y1 describes the
general state of deterioration of a bridge in the datasets, where
a high positive score indicates advanced damage for all the
elements in the bridge, and a low negative score indicates
bridges where these elements are in favourable conditions. In
fact, as the largest coefficients are for the primary structural
elements, Y1 can further be described as a measure of the
structural condition of the bridge.

Figure 1. Scree plot of principal components for reinforced
concrete bridges.

Figure 3. PC coefficients for the first PC, Y1.

Figure 2. Scree plot of principal components for masonry arch
bridges.
From these scree plots, it is clearly evident that the first PC
Y1 retains the most significant amount of variation; accounting
for 41% of the variation in both bridge types, and is thus the
primary PC.
3.2

PrincipalComponentCoefficients

The PC coefficients j indicate the relationship between the
bridge elements and Yj. In the case of this BMS, where low
condition ratings correspond to low damage and high
condition ratings correspond to advanced damage, positive
values of j indicates deterioration, and bridges that score
highly in Yj will be seen to have advanced deterioration in
these elements. Conversely, j with negative values that score

Notably, it can also be seen that there is some correlation
between the two datasets, despite bridges having different
structural forms and being constructed with different
materials. It can be seen that the greatest deviation occurs for
the embankment, where 1 for this element is less influential
in the reinforced concrete bridges than in the masonry arch
bridges. This demonstrates, in a way to be expected, that
while many elements will behave in a similar way regardless
of the bridge type, there remains a number of elements that
are specific to certain bridge types, and exercise their own
degree of influence on the PCA accordingly. This suggests
that the PCA method needs to be applied in a more targeted
fashion, and cannot be inappropriately applied to an entire
dataset of a BMS, if the population of bridges is non-uniform.
This provides opportunities to cluster or bunch the data based
on associated meta-data, and establish defined signatures for
various bridge types.
Unlike Y1, it can be see that Y2 describes a situation where
there is a discrepancy between the condition ratings of the
parapets, surface, and embankment, and the ratings for
abutments, walls, and deck, or, simply, Y2 can be said to
describe bridges where there is a disparity between the
condition ratings of the structural and non-structural elements
(Figure 4). This would suggest that there are a greater
proportion of bridges in both datasets that have structural
elements in good conditions where non-structural elements
had exhibited damage. This is often typical of assetmanagement strategies for bridges where the structural
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elements are subject to a greater repair priority than the nonstructural elements.

Figure 4. PC coefficients for the first PC, Y2.
The third PC Y3 mostly describes bridges that have a
discrepancy between the condition ratings of the
embankments and surface of the bridge (Figure 5). The small
PC coefficients 3 for abutments, walls, and deck show that
these elements aren’t very influential in this PC, and thus it
can be said that this PC primarily is a measure of the
condition of the embankment and its relationship to the
condition of the surface. Here, however, we see some
deviation based on bridge types, where for masonry arch
bridges the surface is the second most influential element,
whereas for reinforced concrete bridges this influence is
attributed to the barriers and thirdly the surface. This can be
explained by how reinforced concrete bridges are likely to be
more modern than masonry arch bridges, and are thus more
likely to have traffic barriers installed, in addition to the
parapets. The structural elements of abutments, walls, and
deck account for little influence in this PC.

each bridge’s condition ratings correlate to the PC’s. It has
been shown that Y1 is a measure of the overall condition of the
bridges, being the deteriorated state of each element. Thus,
bridges that have high positive scores for Y1 are expected to
have damage present in each element, and bridges with low
scores should generally be in a favourable state. This was
confirmed by investigating the original datasets, which
showed that the bridges with the lowest scores had condition
ratings of 0 for each element, and the bridges with the highest
score had condition ratings typically showed damage present
in each element, with advanced condition ratings for each
element typically between 3 and 5.
Now, as Y1 shows the overall damage of the bridge, by way
of the amount of damage in each element, these scores can be
compared to the overall condition rating for each dataset.
However, it can be seen that there does not exist a high
correlation between these overall condition ratings and the PC
scores. This can be seen for the reinforced concrete bridges in
the dataset (Figure 6) and the masonry arch bridges in the
dataset (Figure 7). For both these datasets, the coefficient of
determination (R-squared) is approximately 0.6.

Figure 6. Correlation between PC scores for Y1 and the overall
condition rating (reinforced concrete).

Figure 5. PC coefficients for the first PC, Y3.
3.3

PrincipalComponentScores

The principal component analysis creates new variables
(ratings) for each of the observations (bridges) called factor
scores, or PC scores [16]. These scores define the extent that
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Figure 7. Correlation between PC scores for Y1 and the overall
condition rating (masonry arch).
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From these figures, it is obvious that there is a significant
discrepancy between this overall condition rating and Y1,
which appears to represent the overall state of the structure.
There exists an overlap of condition ratings for the same
scores, with some bridges on the same score having condition
ratings of 1, 2, and 3, for example, when there elements are
largely in the same condition.
4

INTEGRATIONTOEXISTINGBMS

From Section 3.3, it is clear that there is scope for an
improved form of the overall condition rating, in the guise of
a linear combination of the condition ratings of the bridge’s
individual elements. However, as some elements are more
important to the structural condition, an equal weighting
should not be applied to each rating. In regard to equation 2, it
is seen that the sum of the square of the PC coefficients i
equal unity, and thus i2 for each variable quantify it’s relative
influence and importance in the PC score. As the score for Y1
has been shown to be a good descriptor of the overall
condition of the bridge, the weighting factors can be derived
from the squared coefficients i2 as a first step. In this regard,
the revised weighted condition rating of the overall structure
can be defined as:

]

p

¦O x ,
j

j

Oj

D1,2 j

useful in determining the need for intervention, as an overall
rating above a defined threshold triggers action, its use in
describing the state of the complete asset base can result in a
significantly misleading assessment. Additionally, the
proposed weighted condition rating can be used in
conjunction with the existing overall condition rating,
whereby when presented with a high number of bridges which
call for immediate intervention, can be used to prioritise
which bridges are most in danger structurally. This provides
an extra decision tool that can be used, in addition to such
aspects as the bridges importance to the road network, as well
as cost of intervention activity.

(3)

j 1

Where
is a linear combination of the new weighting
factors j and the original condition ratings xj for the
individual elements. The new weighting factors j for each
element for both bridge types can be seen in Table 2.

Figure 8. Revised weighted condition rating against Y1 for
reinforced concrete bridges.

Table 2. Weighting factors, 
Element
Abutments
Barriers
Walls
Surface
Deck
Embankment


Reinforced
concrete
0.2466
0.1238
0.2290
0.1255
0.2300
0.0451
1.0000

Masonry
0.2166
0.1669
0.2043
0.0989
0.2033
0.1099
1.0000

From this, it is clear that is weighted further towards the
structural elements than the non-structural elements, and
would align with typical positions adopted by asset managers.
The approach of using weighting factors to determine a
more realistic interpretation of the overall state of the bridge
stock allows for a simple integration into an existing BMS,
and does not require formalising a multivariate procedure into
an existing framework. This is demonstrated for the presented
datasets, whereby equation 3 was applied to the original
condition rating data and compared the PC scores for Y1. It
can be seen for the reinforced concrete (Figure 8) and
masonry arch (Figure 9) bridges that there is high correlation
between the PC scores and the revised weighted condition
rating . Additionally, is presented in the same condition
rating range as the original dataset, which allows for the
simple comparison between
and the existing overall
condition rating. While the current overall condition rating is

Figure 9. Revised weighted condition rating against Y1 for
masonry arch bridges.
5

CONCLUSIONS

The use of multivariate techniques for the purposes of
improving the utility of BMS’s was investigated, with a view
to improving the descriptive nature of these systems. A PCA
was conducted on a dataset of 3,036 bridges, with a focus on
reinforced concrete and masonry arch bridges. It was seen that
there was a good degree of correlation between the two bridge
types for different elements, with only few variances,
suggesting a commonality in behaviour of individual
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elements, independent of the physical nature of the bridges.
However, these variances are enough to caution against using
a method such as PCA on an entire asset-base, and is much
better utilised when the analysis is conducted in a targeted
fashion.
It was observed that the first PC Y1 provided an indicator of
the overall condition of the bridge based on the conditions of
the individual elements, and it was notable that when plotted
against the overall condition ratings of the bridges, there was
little correlation observed with the recorded values in the
dataset. It was seen that there were bridges that had similar PC
scores, indicating a similar condition rating breakdown in the
elements, having vastly different overall condition ratings.
Examples include some bridges with the same PC score
having overall ratings of between 1 and 4. Similarly, there
was significant variance within each condition rating, with
some bridges having the same condition rating having very
high and low PC scores. Referring back to the original dataset
and ranking the bridges according to their scores for Y1, it was
seen that bridges with the lowest scores had elements with
condition ratings of 0, while the bridges with the highest score
showed advanced damage in each element.
Further to this, it has been seen that there is a need to
incorporate the overall state of the structure in complimentary
way to existing overall condition ratings. From this analysis, it
was seen that the PC coefficients represented a good starting
point where to establish weighting factors j to existing
condition ratings, to create a revised weighted condition rating
. As a first point, these weighting factors can be presented to
asset-managers for their input, and determine if these factors
can be refined based off the experience of asset-managers and
their decision making tools. In order to present these first
point weighting factors, it will be necessary to investigate
further bridge types, in order to see if generic weighting
factors are applicable, or if it is necessary to have bespoke
factors based on the structural form and location of the bridge.
Gaining access to more datasets of national bridge stock is a
priority in this regard. The implementation of these weighting
factors into an existing BMS will be explored, as will
guidance on how asset-managers can fully utilise and
integrate these new tools into their decision making
procedures.
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ABSTRACT: Abercorn Bridge was built in 1932. It is located in Newtownstewart, Northern Ireland and is a ‘Hennebique
Ferro’ integral reinforced concrete 4 span viaduct. The structure, being of the order of 84 years old, was showing signs of
significant deterioration, so much so that one span was recommended for demolition due to its particularly poor condition.
However, an alternative solution was proposed which offered to: retain all four spans; retain the overall aesthetics of the bridge;
restore additional load capacity; preserve the bridge for at least a further 25 years; and reduce refurbishment costs. The
alternative solution was adopted. Detailed inspection and testing of the bridge provided an accurate view of the bridge’s
condition thus allowing a concrete repair scheme, incorporating cathodic protection, to be designed. A finite element analysis
(FEA) model was created to allow the bridge to be more rigorously analysed, particularly comparing its as-built, deteriorated
state and refurbished conditions. Importantly, the FEA model indicated that the repair scheme on its own was not sufficient to
restore the required load capacity and an innovative, lightweight, structural over-slab was incorporated. This “bespoke” overslab was among the first such projects to use a combination of basalt reinforcement and lightweight aggregate concrete to create
a strong yet lightweight slab. To increase the confidence of the alternative, innovative solution, Fibre Bragg Grating (FBG)
sensors were used to: monitor the bridge during repairs; ensure the structural behaviour was consistent with the FEA model; and
confirm that the over-slab was working integrally with the bridge deck beneath. A final load test was undertaken on completion
of the Works to ensure that the required load capacity had been achieved. This paper describes in more detail the remediation
process.
KEY WORDS: Abercorn Bridge; Bridge Remediation; Concrete Repair; Cathodic Protection; Finite Element Analysis (FEA);
Basalt Reinforcement; and Lightweight Aggregate Concrete.
1

INTRODUCTION

Abercorn Bridge (Figure 1) was built in 1932 and is located in
Newtownstewart, Northern Ireland. The bridge, being of the
order of 84 years old, was showing signs of significant
deterioration and had a weight restriction of 3 tonne Gross
Vehicle Weight (GVW).
Due to the extent of the
deterioration, the scope of works within the tender for repair
included for the demolition and reconstruction of span 4 as
well as concrete repairs to the remaining 3 spans. An
alternative proposal was submitted by McFarland Associates
Ltd, in conjunction with Graham Structural Solutions, using
novel technologies and materials, in which span 4 was
retained while still meeting all the required targets with
regards to strength and life span. This paper gives an
overview of the restoration project with a focus on the
innovative approaches which have differentiated it from most
other bridge remediation projects.
2

DECRIPTION OF STRUCTURE

The structure is a ‘Hennebique Ferro’ integral reinforced
concrete 4 span viaduct. The Hennebique system was among
the first methods used to construct reinforced concrete
structures in the UK [1]. The bridge spans the river Strule
with a 30° skew. Spans 1 to 3 are positioned over the river
and are supported on reinforced concrete piers which are in
turn supported on a series of piles. Span 4 is located over the

south west river bank and is supported by reinforced concrete
piers and three lines of reinforced concrete columns
supporting the

Figure 1. Abercorn Bridge.
three transverse deck beams. Spans 3 and 4 are effectively
independent of each other with a buried expansion joint
running the full width of the bridge structure and through the
adjoining piers.
The bridge is constructed from seven key elements:
x A 178mm thick reinforced concrete deck slab;
x Longitudinal reinforced concrete beams;
x Transverse reinforced concrete beams;
x Reinforced concrete parapet edge beams;
x Large reinforced concrete piers;
x Reinforced concrete columns; and
x Integral reinforced concrete abutments.
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An inspection of the bridge, undertaken in November 2006,
identified shear cracking of the span 4 southern edge beam.
This prompted a structural check to be carried out on the
bridge structure, the findings of which indicated insufficient
shear capacity with the cracked edge beam element. As a
result a single lane restriction and 3 tonne GVW limit was
imposed upon the structure.
3

INSPECTION AND TESTING

Various phases of inspection and testing works had been
carried out over the years and the following extracts from
inspection reports [2] indicate the condition of the key
elements of the bridge:
3.1

Pier Beams

The condition of the pier beams varied across the structure.
One of the pier beams was in a very poor condition, largely
due to a defective movement joint over. This pier beam had a
crack running through its center measuring 15 mm at soffit
level which penetrated the full depth of the beam. Other pier
beams in the structure were in a more reasonable condition
with only localised defects, most notably at the southern ends,
where corrosion cells appeared to have been initiated.
3.3

Transverse Beams

Concrete had spalled on a number of the transverse beams and
overall, their condition ranged from reasonable to poor.
Corrosion cells appeared to have initiated in some of the
beams but these were contained to localised areas.
3.4

Secondary Longitudinal Beams

The condition of the secondary longitudinal beams varied
throughout the structure from reasonable to poor. A number
of corrosion cells appeared to be active, the majority of which
were concentrated on beams at the southern half of the
structure.
3.5

FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

For the purpose of aiding design and for validation of design
concepts, a finite element analysis (FEA) model of Abercorn
Bridge was produced.
The analysis software “LUSAS” version 14.7 was used to
create the FEA model. The bridge model was created using
“Thick Beam” and “Thick Shell” elements for the concrete
beams and slab respectively. Figure 2 shows a section of the
FEA model.

Deck Slab

The majority of the deck slab soffit was in poor condition.
This was evident in the extensive amount of spalling that
revealed heavily corroded reinforcement. The main sources
for this deterioration was the extensive areas of low concrete
cover to reinforcement coupled with the ingress of chloride
(de-icing) laiden water from the road above. Electrode
potentials were generally highly negative suggesting corrosion
cells were initiated, particularly in the southern third of the 3span bridge.
3.2

4

Edge Beams
Pier Beams
Figure 2. Geometry of Bridge (Span 4).
The FEA was undertaken using the original “as built”
drawings for geometry and steel reinforcing arrays. Geometry
was then confirmed during a series of site visits. Material
properties were determined from various concrete cores and
steel samples obtained from the bridge and tested in UKAS
accredited laboratories. Areas of greatest interest were given
a finer mesh, allowing for more comprehensive results to be
obtained in these areas whilst minimising the amount of
computation time required to analyse the FEA model.
Analysis of the FEA model was undertaken using the single
axle and single wheel load cases outlined within tables 5.3.1
and 5.3.2 of BD21/01 [3].
Initially, the FEA was used to check the capacity of the
bridge in its deteriorated state. From this assessment, it was
determined that span 4, even if fully repaired, would be
unable to take the increased load specified, namely 10 tonne
GVW. The FEA was then used to verify various design
concepts for strengthening of the bridge.
To ensure that the FEA was accurately modelling the
behaviour of the bridge, a “calibration” load test was carried
out. For this load test, the bridge was subjected to a known
load which was also modelled through FEA. The actual
stresses measured could then be compared with the theoretical
computations. Figure 3 shows the stress distribution in the
concrete slab as a result of the load imparted on to the bridge.

Half-Cell Potential Survey

To give a more complete view of the condition of the bridge,
prior to any repair works being undertaken, a half-cell
potential survey was undertaken on any elements not
previously tested. The half-cell technique measures the
potential of steel reinforcing bars in the concrete in
comparison with the known electrode potential of a reference
electrode (half-cell). This potential of steel in concrete is an
indicator of corrosion activity. When presented in the form of
equi-potential contour plots, the half-cell potential survey
proved a great tool for indicating where active corrosion was
taking place and was thus the basis for the cathodic protection
design.
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Areas of
Highest Stress
Figure 3. Stress Distribution in Concrete Slab.
The validated FEA model was then used for the design of
various elements throughout the project, notably, the effects
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of a substantial access scaffold being “hung” from the bridge.
It was also possible to model various scenarios at any stage of
the project timeline to determine the impact not only to the
bridge as a whole but to individual structural elements also.
For example, during the resurfacing of the bridge, the strains
caused by the required plant were determined and confirmed
to be within acceptable limits before the work could
commence.
The FEA allowed efficient and confident decisions to be
made throughout all stages of the project and was a vital tool
in the success of the refurbishment.
5

DESIGN

The follow section outlines the significant design aspects of
the Abercorn Bridge project.
5.1

Structural slab

To allow span 4 to be repaired, rather than demolished, a
strengthening scheme was required to facilitate the extra
loading required on the bridge. Using a combination of the
FEA and traditional structural assessment methods, it was
determined that a traditional over slab method would increase
the self-weight to a point where the over-slab would be more
of a detriment than a benefit. To counteract this, the structural
slab was designed, in accordance with Eurocodes, to increase
the load carrying capacity while minimising the increase in
dead load of the bridge.
With this in mind, two lightweight materials were chosen
for the structural slab: lightweight aggregate concrete; and
basalt fibre reinforced polymer (BFRP).
Lightweight aggregate concrete has a number of advantages
over traditional concrete, the most important being the
reduced self-weight. The placed density of traditional
concrete can vary from 2800 to 3100 kg/m3 and has an
average dry density of 2400 kg/m3. Lightweight aggregate
concrete, however, has a typical placed density of 2200 to
2400 kg/m3 and a dry density of 1800 kg/m3. Therefore, the
use of lightweight concrete represents a reduction in selfweight of 33% placed and 25% cured compared to traditional
concrete. Other benefits include a higher cement content than
traditional concrete and a lower water cement ratio making it
less permeable. The higher water absorption of the aggregate
also ensures a better hydration of the cement. With this in
mind, it is worth noting that the aggregate must be pre-soaked
prior to mixing. Lightweight aggregate concrete also has a
33% reduction in thermal expansion coefficient, compared
with traditional concrete, thus reducing the potential for
cracks.
Basalt fibre is a high performance non-metallic fibre made
from basalt rock melted at high temperature.
The
manufacture of basalt fibre requires the melting of the
quarried basalt rock at about 1,400 °C. The molten rock is
then extruded through small nozzles to produce continuous
filaments of basalt fibre. The basalt fibre is then woven into a
mat or pultruded with epoxy resin into reinforcement bars.
BFRP’s main properties that make it a suitable replacement
for steel reinforcing are its: high strength; low weight; high
resistance to corrosion; and high tensile modulus. BFRP has
2.2 times higher tensile strength than steel, of the same
diameter. This in combination with the fact that Basalt is 3.7

times lighter than steel makes it ideal when trying to reduce
the dead load in a design. [4] As stated previously, basalt has
a high resistance to corrosion as it does not rust or absorb
water. This allows for a significant reduction in concrete
cover thus allowing for thinner, lighter sections and more
flexibility in design.
Commercially, lightweight aggregate concrete costs versus
traditional concrete are generally comparable.
BFRP
reinforcement has higher initial costs versus steel, however,
savings will be realised early on in the project due to the
reduction in haulage costs, reduction in craneage/hoist costs
and increased efficiency on site. Further savings are also
realised during the lifetime of the structure through reduced
maintenance costs and the removal of the risk of corrosion or
degradation through chloride ingress or other contaminants.
One additional measure in the construction of the over slab
was the placement of T12 shear pins at 2m centres along the
longitudinal beams. This ensured that the existing deck and
over-slab performed integrally. Prior to the installation of the
overslab and the shear pins, the deck was milled to create a
roughened surface. This imparted a degree of cohesion
between the existing deck and the new over-slab. However,
the design intent accounted for the shear pins as the sole
mechanism for longitudinal shear resistance.
Once installed, the lightweight structural slab provided
greater load dispersion than the original asphalt on its own
and enabled the load carrying capacity of the bridge to be
increased from 3 tonne GVW to 18 tonne GVW, a value that
was significantly above what was thought possible (10 tonne
GVW). Furthermore, the lightweight slab also increased the
effective depth to tension steel thus increasing the deck
flexural resistance.
The design of the integral over slab was undertaken using
both “traditional” calculations and FEA modelling. Figure 4
shows the placement of the BFRP mesh prior to the pouring of
the lightweight aggregate concrete.

Figure 4. placement of the BFRP mesh prior to the pouring of
the lightweight aggregate concrete
5.2

Repair works

Concrete repairs were undertaken to all cracked, delaminated
and spalled concrete as identified through a visual and
“sounding” survey. Hydrodemolition (ultra high pressure
water) was the chosen means of removal of defective
concrete. This method of concrete removal has several
benefits over “traditional” removal of concrete using breakers
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as the process: maintains the structural integrity of the
reinforcing steel; cleans the steel of surface corrosion, washes
off any surface contaminants and cleans out pits; and avoids
fracturing the parent concrete behind which forms the repair
face. In addition, no dust is produced and in the case of this
project, the water was captured after the operation to eliminate
any risk of contamination of the river.
In the context of applying a cathodic protection (CP) system
as part of the concrete repairs, the extent of concrete removal
could be limited to the concrete that was identified as being
defective. There was no need to extend the length of
breakouts beyond that which was already delaminated or
spalled save to provide a mechanical key behind the
reinforcement. This meant that large areas of concrete, where
reinforcement corrosion had been identified through the halfcelling, could be retained. Another benefit of applying CP is
the removal of the need to apply a steel primer, saving both
time and money. Concrete resinstatement was through
traditional means with hand placed concrete repair materials
being used for small repairs and sprayed concrete repair
materials for the larger areas, which was the case for the
majority of repairs on this project.
After the repair of the concrete elements of the bridge and
the installation of the CP system (Section 4.3) a “levelling”
mortar was applied prior to the application of a uniform, anticarbonation coating. Figures 5 and 6 show the concrete
elements prior to and after repairs had been undertaken.

Other repair works included resin injection of concrete
cracks and the replacement of a buried expansion joint
between spans 3 and 4.
5.3

Cathodic Protection

Corrosion is an electrochemical process involving both anodes
and cathodes. Metal is lost (corroded) at the anode and this in
turn protects surrounding areas (cathodes). It is the expansion
of the metal at the anode, through corrosion, that cracks,
delaminates and ultimately spalls cover concrete. Various
electrochemical treatments exist for the prevention of
corrosion and these involve the passage of a current, either
temporarily or permanently, thus making reinforcement
completely cathodic. One such electrochemical process, using
hybrid anodes, incorporates the early short term passage of an
electrical current with a longer sacrificial phase of protection.
Hybrid anodes have provided a cost effective remediation
solution for a wide variety of structures around the world. [5]
The cathodic protection system for Abercorn Bridge was
designed with simplicity of installation, uniform current
delivery, cost and robustness in mind. There are various
stages that are considered in the design process, first of which
is determining the most appropriate generic anode system.
DuoGuard Hybrid Anodes were used for the cathodic
protection of the bridge. This system consists of an anode,
encapsulated in a mortar, buried in drilled holes in the
reinforced concrete structure. The DuoGuard hybrid anode is
a dual technology anode based on the use of a sacrificial metal
in both an impressed current and sacrificial anode role.
The system is designed to deliver a short-term, high,
impressed current treatment to rapidly arrest the steel
corrosion process. This impressed current phase usually lasts
about 7 days and minimises further corrosion induced damage
[5]. After a week the system then delivers a low current
sustained treatment to ensure durability with low maintenance
requirements. The DuoGuard system also retains the facility
to re-apply further charge at any point in the future.
For aesthetic reasons, a discrete embedded method of
installation was carried out.
The size of anodes is part
determined by design considerations such as lifespan and
reinforcement content and part by practicality of installation.
Figure 7 shows the installation of a typical anode.

Figure 5. Concrete Elements Prior to Repair.

Figure 7. Partially Installed Anode.
Figure 6. Concrete Elements After Repair.
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Anodes were installed within: the soffits of each of the four
bridge spans; the concrete beams; and the parapet walls of the
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structure. In addition, four monitoring zones were installed on
the transverse pier beam between Spans 3 and 4 in accordance
with BS EN ISO 12696:2012 [6] using buried manganese
dioxide reference electrodes. These zones were chosen
following the detailed half-cell survey and corrosion rate
readings to identify the locations most at risk of future
corrosion activity and should therefore be representative of
the installed system as a whole. The monitored zones were
connected to dedicated monitoring equipment installed on the
edge beam of the bridge. This monitoring equipment was
designed to record potentials and currents of the system which
could then be used to verify the operation of the anode system
and predict its future life.
5.4

Temporary works

Scaffold was required to provide access to the entire deck
soffit as well as the outside faces of both parapets. The works
area was required to be encapsulated to ensure no
contamination of the river beneath. The scaffold was used at
all stages throughout the project and as such had to be
designed for a range of purposes. As assessment, using the
FEA model, was undertaken to determine the impact of the
scaffold which was designed to hang from the parapet walls.
It was established from the assessment that that the parapets
provided a core strength to the structure and did not require
enhancement. Figure 8 shows the installed scaffold supported
from the parapet walls.

x

Confirm the new load carrying capacity of the entire
structure.
For each of the load tests, fibre optic strain sensors were
used to monitor the elements of the bridge while the required
load was applied. The sensors used during load tests were
Fibre Bragg Grating (FBG) sensors.
FBG sensors are made by laterally exposing the core of a
single-mode, fibre to a periodic pattern of intense ultraviolet
light. The exposure produces a permanent change in the
refraction index of the fibre's core, creating a fixed index
modulation according to the exposure pattern. This fixed
index modulation is called a grating. When this grating is
stretched or compressed by the change in length of the sensor,
the reflexive properties of the grating are altered causing the
wavelength of the reflected light to change. It is this
measured change which allows calculation of the strain. At
each periodic refraction change, a small amount of light is
reflected but the majority propagates through the grating with
negligible attenuation or signal variation allowing the light to
travel very long distances.
The sensors can be multiplexed on a single fibre optic cable
that can be extended for very long distances, whilst only
requiring one monitoring unit. Armoured and protected cable,
which provides protection from mechanical damage, can be
used in demanding outdoor applications such as Abercorn
Bridge. Moreover, the fibre optic cable can undertake large
strains of up to 2% elongation meaning significant movements
can be monitored at early critical stages. The optic fibre
conveys optical signal and not an electric one, this is greatly
advantageous as there’s no electromagnetic interference and
the presence of water poses no risk. Figure 9 shows the
installed FBG sensors prior to load test.

Figure 8. Installed Scaffold.
6

LOAD TEST

Four load tests were undertaken at various stages of the
project:
x Initial validation of the FEA model which was to be
used to aid design;
x To accurately measure the shear stresses experienced
under live traffic loading and identify any inherent
defects in the beams not identified through
inspection;
x To confirm the load paths through the structure;
x To confirm the structural adequacy of the individual
elements of the structure;
x Once the repairs were carried out and the structural
overslab was cast, the load test confirmed the
composite action is as per the design between the
existing slab and the new overslab; and

Figure 9. Installed FBG Sensors.
The final load test was used to verify the load carrying
capacity of the repaired and strengthened bridge. The load
test was undertaken using a 6 axle calibrated lorry with a fully
laden GVW of 44,000 kg. The load was applied in increasing
increments of weight with the lorry travelling across Abercorn
Bridge at 10 mph from north to south and when the lorry was
returning over the bridge (south to north) it stopped directly
over the sensors for a short period of time. This subjected the
bridge to both a static and dynamic load. Several passes of
the bridge were undertaken for each of the load increments to
ensure consistent results were achieved. 2no. load tests were
carried out to monitor all of the desired elements of the
bridge. After the first load test was concluded, the sensors
were removed and placed on further elements of the bridge for
the second test.
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To monitor the bridge elements while the lorry was
travelling at 10 mph, a dynamic fibre optic interrogator was
used to collect the readings. This interrogator is capable of
taking 100 readings a second from each of the installed
sensors. Figure 10 shows one of the graphs produced during
one of the passes of the 44 tonne lorry. The first section of the
graph shows the initial pass of the lorry at 10 mph and the
second shows the lorry in a stationary position over the
sensors.
Dynamic Load

Static Load

cathodic protection system on all elements of the structure
ensured that the repairs will last for the required life span of
the bridge as well as arresting any corrosion that may have
initiated elsewhere.
Through the use of load tests, it was confirmed that the
designed load carrying capacity of the repaired and
strengthened bridge was achieved.
Although the load test, which had been undertaken to 44
tonnes, had confirmed the increased load carrying capacity of
the bridge, it was recommended that an 18 tonne GVW weight
restriction be imposed. This recommendation was due to the
age, location of the structure and the real potential for the
unknown historic overloading of the structure. Fatigue is a
concern when reassigning a bridge’s weight restriction and is
very difficult to account for with an unknown history of
loading. This and a combination of the bridge’s intended
remaining life lead to the weight restriction recommendation.
The bridge was reopened (Figure 11) with a weight restriction
of 18 tonne GVW after the completion of the works.

Figure 10. Strain During 44 Tonne Load Test.
After each increment of the load test, the maximum strain
was determined from the results obtained. These maximum
strains were then compared to the theoretical strains from the
FEA model confirming as to whether the bridge was
performing as expected at every stage of the load test. The
results at every stage corresponded with the FEA model and
so the maximum load of 44,000 kg was reached during the
load test. This final load test confirmed that the required load
carrying capacity was reached.
7

CONCLUSIONS

Through the use of novel technology and materials it was
possible to prevent the partial demolition of the Client’s asset
while increasing load carrying capacity and fully meeting the
Client’s brief. These methods will hopefully be used in the
future as a basis for sustainable asset management.
The finite element analysis was produced in the early stages
of the project enabling design concepts to be efficiently
checked with regards to their suitability. This meant that
more time could be spent detailing the chosen design and this
ultimately saved on the design costs.
Fibre optic sensors were used to validate the FEA model.
These highly accurate sensors could not only determine the
behaviour of the individual elements of the bridge but when
used in series could evaluate the behaviour of the bridge
holistically. By using the fibre optic sensors in this way the
FEA model’s accuracy was confirmed and it could be used
with confidence to aid the design process.
Abercorn Bridge was among the first projects in Northern
Ireland to use a combination of lightweight aggregate concrete
and BFRP reinforcement. The use of these material, over
traditional materials, allowed for the strengthening of span 4
as opposed to its replacement.
Along with the strengthening of the bridge, concrete repairs
were carried out on all four spans. The installation of a
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Figure 11. Reopened Abercorn Bridge after Works
Completion
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ABSTRACT: In recent years, the increased frequency of extreme rainfall events has led to many bridge failures throughout the
UK and Ireland. Particularly vulnerable are short span bridges, which typically include arch structures, where abutments and
piers are quickly scoured at their foundations. Several bridges have collapsed under flood conditions and, recently, such events
have occurred in Northern England during the floods during the latter part of 2015. This paper is the result of an on-going
experimental investigation, funded by The Royal Society, where arch bridge scale models are subjected to pressurised flow.
Results demonstrate the nature of the upstream and downstream velocity distributions, and resulting scour profiles. The study
provides an insight into the significance of pressurised flow on the depth and extent of scour when compared to normal open
channel conditions. Measurements of velocities were taken using Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter (ADV), where significant
increases in bed velocities are experienced as the flow passes under the arch. Scour depth was measured using a 3D laser
scanner, which verified the shape of the resulting scour hole. The outcome of this paper is the demonstration of the severity of
scour within the vicinity of an inundated arch bridge structure. It highlights the likely risks to long term stability, identifying
depth locations to consider in relation to protection against local scour.
KEY WORDS: Bridge; Flooding; Scour.
1

INTRODUCTION

There is now significant evidence, which suggests that climate
change is having a major impact on infrastructure both
presently and in the near future (Committee on Climate
Change, [1]). These impacts include combination of social,
economic and environmental. As the climate changes, weather
patterns are becoming less predictable, and with more extreme
events taking place e.g. rain and snow falls, it is increasingly
difficult for infrastructure engineers to design structures to
cope with these extreme occurrences. These extreme weather
cycles create more rain, which causes rivers to flood. This has
a large impact on the existing structures in the river and one
aspect, which is not fully understood, despite extensive
research, is hydraulic scour, as reported by the UK Roads
Liaison Group. This is also not helped by the limited
UK/Ireland standards applied within the Design Manual for
Roads and Bridges (DMRB) in relation to designing for
hydraulic action [2]. This has not been revised since 1994.
However, current standards for inspection have been updated
to take into account a risk based assessment procedure within
DMRB [3]. The failure of these bridges may be because of the
complex interplay of mankind and the environment, which is
particularly hard to understand and model, hence the need for
further work.
CIRIA C742 [4] states ‘scouring is the removal of sediment
primarily caused by fast moving water that lifts the material
and transports it downstream’. It is potentially catastrophic
when bridges, which have shallow foundations, are then
undermined, thus severely reducing the structural integrity of
the bridge. Ryan et al, [5] noted that in November 2009, the
UK and Ireland were subjected to extraordinarily severe
weather conditions for several days. The rainfall was logged

as amongst the highest levels of rainfall ever recorded within
the UK and, and as a direct consequence, unprecedented
flooding occurred. In Cumbria, this flooding led to the loss of
one life and the collapse of three road bridges, which were
generally 19th century masonry arch bridges, with relatively
shallow foundations.
As stated previously, Highways Agency published a revision
to BA 74/06 “Assessment of Scour at Highway Bridges” in
2012. The new revision (i.e. BD 97/12) [3] advises on how to
determine the level of risk associated with scour effects.
Highways Agency also still refers to BA59/94 “The Design of
Highway Bridges for Hydraulic Action” [2] provides design
guidance based on references from publications prior to 1994.
The significance of these reference dates is that the reference
material cited does not take into account the current situation
in relation to climate change.
In the UK, the above standards clarify that the recommended
design guidance documentation for highway bridges does not
provide advice on predicting/designing to reduce scour under
pressurized flow conditions. Hence, the rationale behind this
paper towards considering the effects of flood
flows/inundation on existing structures, with particular
emphasis on structures with limited spans. The impact of this
research will become significant to stakeholders and
designers, where the finding will inform maintenance
guidance and provide design advice to engineers responsible
for maintaining the life-span of this critical infrastructure by
gaining full knowledge of the bridge behaviour under
pressurized conditions.
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2.1BridgeHydraulicsandScour
Several authors have investigated the hydraulics of flow in the
vicinity of an arch bridge. The majority of this work was
carried out for normal flow conditions, where arch inundation
was not considered. Previous authors were also interested in
the prediction of afflux and discharge through the bridge
structure. However, when the soffit of a bridge is submerged
there were two specific conditions (1) Sluice Flow and (2)
Drowned Orifice flow. Equation 1 is proposed for sluice flow
and equations 2 & 3 are proposed for drowned orifice flow.
These equations have been previously reported in the FHWA
publication of the Hydraulic Design of Safe Bridges [6]:
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where Cd (= 0.35 to 0.6) is the discharge coefficient, aw is the
total area of the opening flowing full (m2), Yu is the upstream
depth (m) and Z is distance between the soffit and the bed
level (m). Equation 3 defines H as:
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The subscripts u and d denote upstream and downstream
respectively. The above equations have never been tested for
Arch Bridges, and the only equation for predicting discharge
was proposed by Biery & Delleur [7] as:
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where y1 is the depth of flow at the section of maximum
backwater (m), b is the span width at the spring line of the
arch (m) and r is the radius of curvature of the arch (m). The
limitation of Equation 4 is that the Cd value must be
determined from Tables within the publication itself, and the
same equation determines discharge for both sluice and orifice
conditions, where no clear evidence from tests is
demonstrated within the publication.
The above equations have been widely used to predict bridge
afflux and have also been utilised to determine the flow
through the bridge constriction and hence the average flow
velocity through the same. As the velocity increases within a
bridge constriction, formulae were developed to determine
scour depth as a function of the relationship between upstream
average velocity (vu) and the average velocity through the
constriction (va). A value for va is determined from Equation 4
for an arch bridge.
With knowledge on how to determine the y1 upstream depth
value, it was possible to determine the depth of scour by
applying the Arneson & Abt [8] equation:
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(5)

where vc is the critical velocity for incipient motion (m/s), Hb
is the distance from the soffit of the bridge to the initial bed
level (m) and y1 is another term for the upstream bed level
(m). This equation has previously been widely utilized and
has become known as the HEC-18 equation, as published by
Richardson & Davis [9]. However, Lyn [10] had identified
that there were problems with the validity of equation 5 and
proposed an alternative predictive relationship where ys is the
final depth of scour (m):
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These revised equations have been widely used to predict
pressurized scour in the USA to date.
2.2 Experimental Set-up & Data Acquisition.
Previous authors, including Arneson & Abt [8], Richardson &
Davis [9] and Gou [11] carried out extensive physical
modelling on sediment scouring. However, there was no
evidence of attempting to understand the flow velocities
within the vicinity of the bridges. Each author cited the work
of early authors such as Laursen [12] and in relation to
examining critical velocity of sediment (vc), but made little
attempt to carry out any work in establishing a relationship
between scour depth and velocity within the vicinity of the
bridge, under pressurised flow. There seems to be an emphasis
on upstream average critical velocity and the average velocity
through the bridge. These are averaged, based on continuity
equation, and using Equations 1-4, depending on the physical
conditions.
The present investigation considers the magnitude of these
velocities through an arch bridge, in order to gain a better
understanding of the nature of flow through a pressurised
arch. Velocity measurements are taken by using a SonTEK
2D Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter (ADV), with a sampling
frequency of 50 Hz. Measurements were taken for an initially
flat bed, stabilized by using an Epoxy Resin treatment.
Following this, the scour holes were allowed to fully develop
to an approximate equilibrium stage of erosion (approx. 120
mins), and measurements taken for the purposes of making
comparisons with the flat bed condition. A grid system is used
both upstream and downstream of the arch models, where the
grid density for velocity measurement (ADV probe) was
increased within the vicinity of the higher velocities to that of
a 20 x 20mm grid. Outside the confines of the arch, the grid
was increased to a density of 50 x 50 mm.
Velocity measurements were taken on the XY plane at six
positions (1) 1000 mm upstream of the flow entering the
bridge arch, (2) at 500 mm upstream of the flow entering the
bridge arch, (3), 50 mm upstream of the flow entering the
arch, (4) 50 mm downstream of the flow exiting the arch, (5)
500 mm downstream of the flow exiting the bridge arch and
(6) 1000 mm downstream of the flow exiting the bridge arch.
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It is worth noting that the test results from Figure 5 relate to
1.1 mm d50 sediment. As the current study acquires further
data, these observations will be further explored.
In relation to Lyn’s [10] equation 6, there is an underprediction of scour depth with discharge, therefore the present
investigation will require the development of its own set of
predictive equations. This is due to the three-dimensional
nature of the scour development, where the flow is constricted
in both vertical and horizontal directions. Previous authors on
pressurised flow only considered vertical constriction.
4

CONCLUSIONS

The experimental observations from this study have shown
that there is an appreciable rise in the magnitude of flow
velocities within the vicinity of the bridge structure under
pressurised flow. These velocities give rise to enhanced scour
depths that are demonstrating a degree of under-prediction by
current standards, These current standards are based on US
Federal Highways Agency Guidelines and UK DMRB
guidelines. They do not take into account the combined
horizontal and vertical constrictions experienced by arch
bridges. Further work is therefore being carried out to make a
more informed prediction of scour within the vicinity of arch
bridge structures subjected to pressurized conditions
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ABSTRACT: The prediction of concrete strength at an early age is very important in the concrete industry. This will help in
accelerating the construction process, determining the safe time for de-tensioning of pre-stressed concrete and for stripping of
formwork or the proper time to conduct any construction activity. The maturity method is a technique to account for the
combined effects of time and temperature on the strength development of concrete. The method provides a relatively simple
approach for making reliable estimates of in-place strength during construction. The maturity concept has gained increasing
interest as a scientific way to evaluate in-situ strength of concrete in a very accurate way. In tandem with this the use of selfcompacting concrete in precast concrete has grown substantially, worldwide in recent years.
This paper reports on an investigation of the effect of water-to-binder ratio (w/b) and the percentage of ground-granulated blast
furnace slag on fresh properties, the hardened properties and the maturity of mixes to be used in pre-stressed structural elements.
The filling ability, flowability and passing ability of SCC mixes were measured using slump flow and J ring. The compressive
strength 1, 3, 7 and 28 days were determined. The maturity index was measured using maturity box apparatus at Banagher
precast concrete. The results of this investigation show that w/b and the replacement of cement by GGBS had a significant
effect on the maturity index. As expected, the reduction of w/b from 0.45 to 0.40 led to an improvement of compressive
strength and the increase in percentage of GGBS resulted in a reduction of compressive strength. The Relationship between the
maturity index and compressive strength has been established for several SCC mixes used by Banagher precast for releasing the
pre-stressed tendons used in precast elements.
KEY WORDS: compressive strength; ground granulated blastfurnace slag; maturity; self-compacting concrete; w/b.
1

INTRODUCTION

Self-compacting concrete (SCC) is a concrete type that meets
a unique combination of performance and uniformity
requirements [1-4], it flows under its own weight, maintaining
its homogeneity without any vibration. The filling ability of
SCC (unconfined flowability) can be described by the ability
of the concrete to flow into and to fill all spaces of the
formwork under its own weight.
SCC has a low water-to-binder ratio, incorporating high
quantities of fillers (cement and mineral additives such as
ground granulated blast furnace slag (GGBS), fly ash (FA),
limestone powder (LSP), an effective superplasticiser (SP),
increasing the sand-to-aggregate ratio, and if needed, using a
stabilising agent [1-4]. The use of SP can disperse cement
grains, reduces inter-particle friction and enables the reduction
in water content while maintaining the required levels of
flowability [1-4].
These are more sensitive to temperature than those made only
with Portland cement. This investigation focused on
establishing whether maturity functions could be used to
monitor early age strength development for precast elements.
These could be used to control the temperature of the casting
bed to obtain the early age strengths needed for lifting the
units and also to be used for quality control assurance
ensuring the strengths required are achieved to release the prestressed tendons in W-beams, slabs, etc.

The concept of estimating concrete strength in terms of curing
time and temperature has been well developed, and a maturity
function has been proposed by Saul and Nurse [5]. The Saul–
Nurse maturity function took the following simple form.
t

M

¦(T  T )'t
0

(1)

0

where M is the maturity value at age t, T0 is the datum
temperature (=-10°C), and T is the average curing temperature
of the concrete during the interval t
The simplicity of using the Saul–Nurse maturity equation is
shown. It has received much attention and found wide use in
engineering practice as a proper method for in-situ strength
determination in concrete structures. Freiesleben Hansen and
Pendersen [6, 7] proposed a new expression for the maturity
function based on the well-known Arrhenius equation, as
follows:
t

M

¦ k(T )'t

(2)

0

where k(T) is the rate constant of hydration at temperature
T.
The rate constant of hydration, k (T), can be calculated
using the Arrhenius equation as:
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where A is a proportionality constant (day-1), R is the gas
constant (8314 J/mol K), E is the activation energy (J/mol)
and T is the absolute temperature (K).
The objective of this study is to investigate the relationship
between the maturity index and the compressive strength of
various SCC mixes.
2

Table 2. Mix compositions of all mixes tested.

EXPERIMENTALPROGRAMME

2.1

Materials

Cement class CEMI 42.5R and GGBS were used as
constituents of the binder. The average particle size of the
GGBS was 13.8 microns. Limestone powder (LSP) was also
used as a filler, with an average particle size was 9.1 microns.
The chemical composition of these materials is shown in
Table 1. A polycarboxylate ether-based superplasticiser (SP)
was used, its specific density being 1.06 and with a water
content of 65%. In addition to the sand, two coarse aggregates
with different maximum size (8 and 14 mm) were used, all of
them crushed.
Table 1. Chemical composition of cement, LSP and GGBS.
SiO2
TiO2
Al2O3
Fe2O3
MnO
MgO
CaO
Na2O
K 2O
P 2O 5
SO3
L.O.I.
2.2

Cement
19.61
0.336
5.02
3.14
0.097
2.67
63.79
0.22
0.469
0.077
3.04
2.40

LSP
1.74
0.011
0.09
0.11
0.048
0.54
55.24
<0.003
0.026
0.132
<0.002
42.71

GGBS
35.65
0.735
11.53
0.96
0.210
7.22
41.26
0.26
0.396
0.008
2.33
-0.86

Mixcompositions

Five different mixes were considered, differing in terms of
their water-to-binder (w/b) ratio and their GGBS content and
reference mix. Binder is cement and GGBS. They are
summarized in Table 2.The w/b ratio was considered at the
levels of 0.40 and 0.45. In all cases, the total binder content
(total weight of cement and GGBS) was kept constant at
450 kg/m3. The relative amount of GGBS was considered at
two different dosages: either 25% or 50% of the total binder
weight. Ref mix was made with 100% cement and w/c is 0.42.
The SP dosage was adjusted in each case after some trial
mixes to achieve a maximum spread between 570-770 mm in
the slump flow test. Fuller's theoretical curve was assumed
when proportioning the aggregates, seeking the relative
volumes that optimised the fit between the actual and the
theoretical curve. The total aggregates content was
1600 kg/m3 or 1650 kg/m3 for the mixes with w/b of 0.45 and
0.40 respectively. The sand/coarse ratio was kept to 1.0 in all
cases in order to ensure a reasonably good degree of cohesion.
The LSP content was kept constant at 150 kg/m3 in all cases.
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2.3

Mix

Ref

w/b
C
LSP
GGBS
W
Sand
AG4/8
AG8/14
SP
SR

0.42
475
--190
841
-900
3
4

SSCA25
0.40
337
150
112
180
825
611
400
2.2
5

SCCA50
0.40
225
150
225
180
825
611
215
2.9

SSCB25
0.45
337
150
112
202
800
592
215
2.5

SSCB50
0.45
225
150
225
202
800
592
208
2.5
1.7

Maturityindextest

The computer measured the temperature and time through the
four thermo-coupling leads placed into the concrete product
and connected to the computer (Fig. 1). The information
contained within the computer prior to testing are:
The C-value (constant related to type of cement)
Test period
Time/Date settings
The test period specified how long the test will run for. The
test was carried out for a long period of time in order to get
good results and readings. The computer linked to apparatus
was set for a period of 75 hours which enabled us to take a
reading every 10 minutes. The maximum period of time
possible for testing is 1800 hours (75 days). The maturity
apparatus measured temperature between -10°C to 110°C with
a measurement accuracy of 0.5°.
The thermocouple leads supplied with the computer are 25
metres in length and are sacrificial meaning we cut the lead
flush with the surface of the concrete when the test is
complete. The leads require a rubber cap to be fitted to the
exposed thermocouple wires. This cap is applied with a heat
gun.

Fig. 1- Apparatus of maturity used at Banagher Precast
Concrete
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According to the supplier of the equipment, several cubes
were made and cured at 20°C, 35°C and 65°C and tested.
The formula according to CIMEJ is given by equation (4):

V-funnel (s)
20

V-funnel (s)

Rg =  t. T Cn

25

(4)

Rg: the weighted maturity (ºCh)
t:
temperature (ºC)
T:
time in hours
C-value is taken 1.3 (with cement 42.5R used by Banagher)
n: numbers of test specimens.

3

RESULTSANDDISCUSSSION

3.1

Freshproperties

The experimental results obtained for the slump flow, J ring
spread and V-funnel are plotted in Figures 2 and 3.
According to SCC guidelines [8], all SCC mixes can be
classified for slump flow SF2 (660-750 mm) except SCCB50. As expected, the values of J ring spread were lower than
the slump flow. It can be seen that most J ring spread values
were more than 600 mm a part mix SCC-B50 which the initial
slump flow was the lowest one (570 mm). This is due to the
lower dosage of SP (SP = 1.7 L/m3). All results of V-funnel
values showed that SCC mixes were classified as VF2 (Vfunnel time between 9 to 25 s). The V-funnel time less than
15 scan be considered as a good flow-ability and
deformability of SCC. In this case, SCC-A25 had the highest
V-funnel time (21 s). This may due to the high dosage of SP
of 2.9 L/m3used in this mix, which can lead to more interfriction between aggregates at the orifice, thus resulted in a
high flow time.

10
5
0
Ref

SCC-A25

SCC-A50

SCC-B25

SCC-B50

Figure 3. Variation of V-funnel time.
3.2

Compressivestrength

The results of compressive strength at 1d, 3d, 7d and 28d
are presented in Figure 4. The replacement of cement by 25%
or 50% GGBS for both w/b radio 0.40 and 0.45 led to lower
results of compressive strength at 1d and 7d compared to
reference mix containing only cement.
However, the
compressive strength results at 7d and 28 d of SCC-A25,
SCC-A50, SCC-B25 and SCC-B50 were higher than those of
ref mix particularly at 28 d with SCC mixes incorporating
only 25% GGBS. As expected, the increase of w/b from 0.40
to 0.45 resulted in a reduction of compressive strength at all
ages. Additionally, the increase of GGBS from 25% to 50%
led a reduction on compressive strengths at 1d, 3d, 7d and 28
d.
100

1d

90

3d

7d

28d

80
70

f'c (MPa)

The slump flow and V-funnel tests were used to evaluate
the filling ability and deformability of SCC,
respectively. The passing ability of SCC mixes was
assessed by J ring test. Standard 100-mm cubes were
demoulded one day after casting and covered with wet
burlap and plastic sheeting. Specimens were then cured
in lime water at 20 ± 2 °C until testing at ages of 1d, 3d,
7d, and 28d.

15

60
50
40
30
20
10
0
Ref

SCC-A25

SCC-A50

SCC-B25

SCC-B50

Figure 4. Development of compressive strength of all
mixes.
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Slump flow (mm)
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Maturityindex

700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0
Ref

SCC-A25

SCC-A50

SCC-B25

SCC-B50

Figure 2. Variation of slump flow and Jring spread of all
mixes.

Figure 5 presents the variation of compressive strength with
maturity index. It can be observed that the maturity index
increased with the increase in compressive strength. For any
given maturity index, the reduction of percentage of GGBS
from 50% to 25% led to an increase of compressive strength
for both w/b ratios of 0.40 and 0.45. For any fixed maturity
index, the reduction of w/b from 0.45 to 0.40 resulted in an
increase of compressive strength. Additionally, for any given
maturity, the ref mix demonstrated the highest compressive
strength.
For example, at fixed maturity index of 1000 ºCh and w/b
of 0.40, the increase in GGBS percentage from 25 to 50% led
to a marked reduction of the compressive strength from 38 to
23 MPa (Figure 5). Similarly, in case of w/b of 0.45, the
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reduction of compressive strength was from 48 to 30 MPa.
This attributed to the change in w/b and percentage of GGBS.
With ref mix without GGBS and w/b of 0.42 and cement
content of 425 kg/m3, for similar maturity index of 1000 ºCh,
the predicted compressive strength was 57 MPa.
Figure 5 can be used also to determine the maturity index
for any fixed compressive strength. This figure is very useful
for Banagher for releasing pre-stressing cables when the
maturity is measured, the early compressive strength can be
estimated for these curves in Figure 5. For example, for a
compressive strength of 20 MPa, SCC mix made with w/b of
0.45 and 50% GGBS had a maturity index of 540 Ch which is
lower than 840 °Ch for similar made with 0.40. Therefore,
the reduction of w/b led to an increase in maturity index.
For a target compressive strength of 30 MPa, the maturity
index was 640 Ch. There were two options either increasing
w/b to 0.45 or increasing GGBS to 50%. In these cases, the
maturity index was 1000 °Ch for mix made with w/b = 0.45
and 50% GGBS and 1490 °Ch for made lower w/b of 0.40
and incorporating 50% GGBS.
For w/b of 0.45 and fixed a compressive strength of 40
MPa, the maturity index was almost tripled increasing from
740 to 1910 °Ch. For similar compressive strength, the
maturity index was lower for ref mix (w/b = 0.42 and C = 475
kg/m3) having value of 500 Ch.

-
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ABSTRACT: Ultra High Performance Fibre Reinforced Concrete (UHPFRC) is a relatively new form of concrete that exhibits
enhanced strength, ductility and durability properties in comparison to conventional fibre reinforced and high performance
concretes. Use of UHPFRC reduces the section sizes that can be used in a structure, which in turn reduces the structure’s selfweight and the volume of concrete and raw aggregates used in its construction. However, a disadvantage of UHPFRC is that it
results in a significant rise in material costs over normal and even high performance concretes. Therefore, the sustainability of
this material must be improved to make UHPFRC a viable option for the construction industry. Costs are significantly higher in
Ireland as certain constituents are not readily available. In this research a UHPFRC mix that uses locally sourced materials,
where possible, has been developed to produce a more sustainably viable material for the Irish construction industry. The
research reported here is focused on results from experimental tests on small scale UHPFRC beams and flat slabs with varying
fibre dosages and cross sections, which were tested using a four point bending test and punching shear test respectively. Results
from additional tests on specimens that included conventional steel bar reinforcement are also presented for comparison. The
results obtained give an insight into the requirements for secondary reinforcement in UHPFRC structures, which is currently
somewhat inconsistently defined in UHPFRC design guidelines and recommendations. The conclusions from this research will
be applied to UHPFRC numerical modelling problems and aid in the development of design codes and guidelines.
KEY WORDS: fibre reinforced concrete, infrastructure, sustainable construction, ultra high performance fibre reinforced
concrete
1

INTRODUCTION

Ultra high performance fibre reinforced concrete
(UHPFRC) is characterised by significantly improved
mechanical performance, extremely low permeability and
tensile strain hardening [1]. The addition of steel fibres
improves tensile strength, and also makes it possible to
achieve required levels of ductility [2]. UHPFRCs are likely
to have a compressive strength of 130 to 230 MPa while the
flexural strength is usually between 25 and 60 MPa depending
on the early age curing methods used [3].
UHPFRC appears to be an encouraging new material not
only due to its enhanced strength and ductility but also
because mixing and casting procedures are comparable to
existing practices for normal strength concretes [4]. However,
UHPFRC gives rise to a substantial increase in cost above that
of normal concrete and even high performance concrete
(HPC) and it is therefore appropriate to determine applications
that fully utilize UHPFRC's mechanical properties and
performance characteristics. While the use of UHPFRC has
grown in recent years across developed countries; it is
unexploited in Ireland. This is mainly because the Irish
concrete industry views the high cost of producing UHPFRC
as an inhibitor but this view does not consider the whole life
cycle benefits associated with UHPFRC. By clearly
establishing and demonstrating the advantages of this
material, sustainability in the Irish construction industry can
be greatly enhanced as demonstrated in studies in other
countries [5].

Two types of UHPFRCs that are sustainably viable options
for use in the Irish construction industry, one using a coarse
sand and one using fine sand have been developed, with
results indicating the fine sand mix is the superior of the two.
This paper discusses the experimental work undertaken to
determine the influence of steel fibre volume on the structural
performance of the fine sand mix. The effect of 0%, 1% and
2% fibre volumes were investigated on beams with varying
cross-section and slabs with varying depth. Tests were also
conducted on specimens with and without secondary steel bar
reinforcement to investigate the need for conventional steel
bar reinforcement in UHPFRC structures.
1.1

BeamTesting

To date most experimental studies on UHPFRC reported in
the literature have concentrated on obtaining the characteristic
strengths of a single UHPFRC mix. In addition, limited
experimental results are available on the structural behaviour
of beams in bending and in shear. For the flexural design of
conventional concrete all concrete structures can be analysed
once the concrete compressive and steel yielding strengths are
known. Unfortunately this concept cannot be applied to
UHPFRC structures as the behaviour is different from that of
conventional concrete [6]. Recommendations have been
proposed by AFGC [7] and the JSCE [8] to predict the
flexural and shear strength of UHPC and UHPFRC beams
although these methods deal with only one mix strength and
fibre dosage and cannot be applied to a range of strengths or
fibre dosages. Tests on UHPFRC I-beams illustrated that the
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inclusion of stirrups increases the shear capacity of
prestressed and reinforced UHPFRC beams [9]. The study
also highlighted that before yielding secondary steel shear
reinforcement can help to control crack opening in the beams.
Bunjie and Fehling [10] investigated the shear behaviour of
UHPC beams with and without fibres and showed that beams
with no fibre reinforcement exhibited a sudden shear failure,
while beams with fibre reinforcement experienced a bending
failure, which illustrates that fibres increase the shear carrying
capacity of UHPFRC beams. Other experimental studies that
have been conducted on small-scale UHPFRC beams have
shown that the placing method has an effect on the flow of
concrete and resulting orientation and dispersion of the steel
fibres, which in turn have a major impact on both the flexure
and shear strength of UHPFRC beams [6], [11].The majority
of research previously undertaken considers only one beam
size and one fibre dosage. The tests conducted in this research
investigate the effect of varying fibre dosage on UHPFRC
beam strengths and also the effect of changing the beam
height to build on previous work described above.
1.2

SlabTesting

The highest stresses in concrete flat slabs will occur at the
slab-column connection and thinner slabs are susceptible to
punching shear failure. A punching shear failure is defined by
the formation of a cone shaped crack around the column
perimeter before the steel reinforcement reaches yielding.
Design codes for normal concrete have reasonably simplified
procedures and equations for the analysis and design for
punching shear resistance. These guidelines were developed
using results from a wide range of experimental and analytical
investigations. These procedures are restricted to conventional
concrete design and in general are not suitable for use with
UHPFRC. The limited number of tests conducted on
UHPFRC slabs have reported challenges in determining the
punching shear capacity for two reasons. Firstly, in tests
conducted without the use of secondary steel, a flexural
failure occurred as the flexural strength was lower than the
punching shear strength [12], [13]. Secondly, while other tests
conducted with secondary steel generally produce a punching
shear failure it is unclear in UHPFRC how much the
secondary steel contributed to the strength which means these
tests cannot predict the punching shear strength of UHPFRC
without secondary reinforcement [14]. A novel testing method
was developed in which notches were cut at various
perimeters around the column head to induce a punching shear
failure at that location [15]. Results found that in UHPFRC
the basic control perimeter is reduced in comparison to normal
strength plain concrete and is in agreement with past studies
on fibre reinforced concrete slabs [16].
2
2.1

THEUHPFRCMIXDESIGN
DevelopmentoftheUHPFRCMix

Particle size distribution (PSD) curves in conjunction with the
modified Andreasen and Andersen model [17] were used to
design the UHPFRC mix. The final mix design for each plain
and fibrous mix is presented in Table 1. Mix quantities were
determined by varying the percentage of each constituent that
would add up to give a volume of one cubic metre and give a
composed PSD curve that best matches the target curve
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determined using the modified Andreasen and Andersen
model. Each concrete batch, in Table 1 is denoted in two
parts, the first part, UHPC or UHPFRC, highlights if the mix
is plain or fibrous respectively. This is followed by a number
to illustrate the percentage of steel fibres used and the letter F
to show it was a fine sand mix e.g. UHPFRC-2F is ultra high
performance mix with 2% fibres.
2.2

Materials

Rapid Hardening Portland Cement (RHPC) CEM I Class
42.5R was used as it achieves a higher rate of strength
development in comparison to normal cement. Elkem 920D
was used as the Microsilica as it improves the early age and
final strengths, density and durability of the concrete. A fine
sand with a PSD in the range of 10m - 550m was used. Sika
ViscoCrete Premier was selected as the accelerating high
range water reducing/superplasticiser admixture. This
admixture is specifically used in concrete with high early
strength development, high water reductions and excellent
flowability. The steel fibres used in this research are Dramix
OL 13/.20 with a length of 13mm, a diameter of 0.20mm, and
a tensile strength of 2600MPa.
Table 1. Material quantities in each mix
Material
Cement
Microsilica
Fine Sand
Superplasticiser
Water
Steel Fibres
3

UHPC-F UHPFRC-1F
(kg/m3)
(kg/m3)
810
810
203
203
1022
1022
42
42
178
178
0
77.5

UHPFRC-2F
(kg/m3)
810
203
1022
42
178
155

EXPERIMENTALPROGRAM

A total of 12 beams and 9 slabs were cast as part of the
experimental program. Compression and flexure/in-direct
tensile tests were conducted using 3 cylinders and 3 prisms
respectively to obtain the characteristic strengths of each fibre
dosage with the average result of each test being reported
here.
3.1

UHPFRCMixingandCuringProcedure

The mixing time and procedure of UHPC and UHPFRC can
vary depending on the type and speed of mixer used with
typical values ranging from 10 – 25 minutes. In this research
mixing was conducted using a Creteangle Multiflow 56 litre
horizontal pan mixer. Firstly, the sand and silica fume is dry
mixed for 3 minutes. The cement was then added and the dry
particles were mixed for a further 5 minutes until a uniform
dry powder mix was achieved. Over a period of 2 minutes the
water and superplasticiser, which were previously mixed
together, were added to the dry mix. After a further 4-5
minutes a significant change from a dry to wet consistency of
the mix occurred, known as “the turn”. After a further 3
minutes a wet paste concrete was achieved. At this point the
plain UHPC mixes were ready and specimens were then cast
into the various moulds and placed on a vibrating table for
compaction. For the UHPFRC mixes, the steel fibres were
added by hand to mix over a period of 1 minute and mixing
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occurred for a further 3 minutes until a uniform fibre
distribution was obtained. UHPFRC specimens were cast and
vibrated in a similar fashion to the UHPC specimens. Total
mixing time was approximately 18 and 22 minutes for the
UHPC and UHPFRC, respectively. All specimens were
covered with a damp hessian cloth and polythene sheets and
kept at a constant temperature of 20°C for 24 hours at which
time demoulding occurred. All specimens were then placed in
a curing tank at 20°C ± 2°C until testing at 28 days.
3.2

CompressiveandTensileStrengthTests

The compressive strength and associated stress-strain curve
was determined using cylindrical specimens with a diameter
of 100mm and a height of 200mm. If the standard procedure
of load control to determine cylinder strength of conventional
concrete was used when testing UHPC and UHPFRC
specimens the quick release of energy at peak load would not
facilitate recording of the post-peak behaviour or the post
peak stress-strain curve. The three specimens are loaded using
load control at a rate of 0.5MPa/s to 85% of the expected
failure load which was pre-determined using a sample
cylinder tested to failure using load control. At this point the
load control was switched to displacement controlled loading
using three linear variable displacement transducers (LVDT’s)
equally spaced around the cylinder and attached to the
machine and loading continued at a rate of 1m/s. Therefore,
when peak load was reached the sudden failure of the
UHPFRC specimens was prevented and the post-peak
behaviour was accurately recorded. The plain ultra high
performance specimens still exhibited an explosive failure but
using displacement controlled loading this behaviour was
precisely recorded. The elastic modulus for each batch was
then calculated from the stress-strain curves.
The standard prism flexure test is an indirect tensile test and
a four point test method was selected for this research.
Specimens had a span of 300mm and a breath and height of
100mm. The purpose of this test was not just to determine
peak tension stress but to also find the residual strength given
by the fibres after first cracking occurred. The test was
initially conducted at a speed of 2μm/s with servo feedback
from the average of two deflection LVDT’s placed on either
side of the specimen at midspan. The test speed was increased
to 8μm/s when peak strength was obtained.
3.3

section of the two beam sizes. During casting of the UHPC
and UHPFRC beams the concrete was placed at one end of the
form and allowed to flow to the other end until the form was
full to ensure uniform fibre distribution. All specimens were
compacted using a vibrating poker. The nomenclature for the
beam specimens presented in Table 2 consists of four parts.
As outlined in section 2.1, the first part, UHPC or UHPFRC
highlights if the mix is plain or fibrous. This is followed by a
number to illustrate the percentage of steel fibres used and the
letter F to show if was a fine sand mix. Next the beam height
is given, 120mm or 150mm, and lastly an R denotes
secondary steel reinforcement is present. e.g. a beam denoted
UHPFRC-1F-120-R is an ultra high performance fibre
reinforced concrete mix with 1% fibres, 120mm deep and has
secondary steel reinforcement.
Table 2. Beam specimen details
Beam Name
UHPC-F-120
UHPC-F -120-R
UHPC-F -150
UHPC-F -150-R
UHPFRC-1F-120
UHPFRC-1F-120-R
UHPFRC-1F-150
UHPFRC-1F-150-R
UHPFRC-2F-120
UHPFRC-2F-120-R
UHPFRC-2F-150
UHPFRC-2F-150-R

Fibre
Volume
(%)
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2

Beam
Height
(mm)
120
120
150
150
120
120
150
150
120
120
150
150

Secondary
Rebar
Ratio (%)
0
1.3
0
1.3
0
1.3
0
1.3
0
1.3
0
1.3

(a)

BeamandSlabSpecimenDetails

A total of 12 beams were cast as part of the experimental
program as shown in Table 2. Three ultra high performance
concrete strengths with 0%, 1% and 2% fibre volume were
tested to investigate the effect of fibre volume on the
structural behaviour. Two different beam sizes were selected
to determine if size effects existed in UHPC and UHPFRC in
a comparable manner to conventional concrete. Due to testing
machine limations the maximum beam height was selected as
150mm and to ensure beams would not stress under their own
self-weight the minium beam height was selected as 120mm.
All beams had a span of 1500mm and a height to width ratio
of 1.5 which is the ratio typically used in UHPFRC beams [6].
The seclected beam dimensions give span to depth ratios of 10
and 12.5 respectively which along with the aspect ratio of 1.5
are typical values for full scale concrete beams. Figure 1
illustrates the reinforcement arrangement within the cross

(b)
Figure 1. (a) 150mm beam longitudinal arrangement including
loading and support locations and (b) Beam cross-section
reinforcement arrangement.
Three slabs were tested for each of the ultra high performance
concrete strengths. The specimen details are presented in
Table 3 and are labelled in a similar manner to the beam
specimens with the concrete strength and fibre volume
followed by the slab thickness, and if secondary reinforcement
was used it is denoted by the letter R. e.g. a slab denoted
UHPFRC-1F-50 is an ultra high performance fibre reinforced
concrete mix with 1% fibres, 50mm thick and has no
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secondary steel reinforcement. The secondary reinforcement
arrangement in the 50mm slabs is shown in Figure 2. The
ultra high performance concrete mixes were placed by filling
from the centre of the slab and allowing the concrete to flow
to the edges of the formwork. Vibration of all specimens took
place in a similar fashion to the beams.
Table 3. Slab specimen details
Slab Name
UHPC-F-30
UHPC-F -50
UHPC-F-50-R
UHPFRC-1F-30
UHPFRC-1F-50
UHPFRC-1F-50-R
UHPFRC-2F-30
UHPFRC-2F-50
UHPFRC-2F-50-R

Fibre
Volume
(%)
0
0
0
1
1
1
2
2
2

Slab
Height
(mm)
30
50
50
30
50
50
30
50
50

Secondary
Rebar Ratio
(%)
0
0
1.4
0
0
1.4
0
0
1.4

Figure 4. Slab punching load test setup.
4
4.1

RESULTSANDDISCUSSION
CompressiveandTensileStrengths

The material properties of each mix type are given in Table
4. The values presented for the elastic modulus of each mix
were calculated using the compression stress-strain curves
shown in Figure 5. The results indicate how increasing the
fibre dosage increases the values of all three strength
properties investigated and how the addition of fibres
dramatically changes the behaviour in the post-peak region of
the compression stress-strain curve.
Table 4. Strength properties of each mix

Figure 2. Slab reinforcement arrangement.
3.4

TestArrangementsforBeamandSlabs

All specimens were tested on a flexural frame with a 100kN
capacity. Beam tests were conducted in a similar manner to
the prism flexure tests described previously except the loading
points were located only 200mm apart and the distance from
each support to loading point was 650mm. Loading rate was
controlled by displacement using two LVDTs which were
attached to the loading frame and measured deflection at the
beams midpoint as shown in Figure 3. It was determined from
the literature that the 120mm and 150mm deep beams should
be displaced at a rate of 3μm/s and 5μm/s respectively.

Material Property
Compression
Strength (MPa)
Elastic Modulus
(GPa)
Flexural Strength
(MPa)
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UHPFRC-1F

UHPFRC-2F

126.4

130.1

146.7

44.12

45.00

46.15

15.09

20.72

26.48

Figure 5. Compression stress-strain curves

Figure 3. Beam flexural test setup.
Slabs were simply supported along each side at a distance of
20mm from the slab edge and loaded at the centre point using
a square steel block with sides of 62.5mm to represent a
punching load, as illustrated in Figure 4. The supports were
located at the point of contra-flexure to encompass the
hogging moment at the loading point. The 30mm and 50mm
slabs were loaded using displacement loading at a rate 3μm/s
and 5μm/s respectively.

UHPC-F

4.2

BeamPeakLoads

The initial cracking loads and peak loads for each beam along
with the failure mode is presented in Table 5 in four groups
classified by beam size and inclusion or exclusion of
secondary steel reinforcement. Firstly, by using the flexural
strength of each mix presented in Table 4 to predict the peak
load of the six beams without secondary reinforcement it was
determined that the peak load was overestimated by 3% for
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the UHPC-F beams, overestimated by 6% for the UHPFRC1F beams and finally overestimated by 8% for the UHPFRC2F beams. These results appear to indicate that size effects do
exist in UHPC and UHPFRC and increase with fibre dosage.
Comparison of results from the six beams with secondary
steel demonstrate that the UHPC beams have the lowest peak
load, as expected, and this value is increased for the UHPFRC
beams with the 2% fibres given the highest peak loads.
Furthermore, the results indicate that the two UHPFRC beams
with 2% fibres and no secondary reinforcement, obtained
peak loads approximately 30% lower than that of the UHPC
beams with secondary reinforcement. This illustrates that by
using UHPFRC in comparison to plain UHPC the
requirements for secondary steel reinforcement are reduced.

provided in the beams preliminary calculations using EC2
illustrated that all beams should have failed due to flexure.
This change in behaviour from the predicted results can be
attributed to the significantly increased tensile and
compressive stress capacity of UHPC, which changed the
failure mode from a flexural failure to a shear failure. The
benefits of adding steel fibres to the UHPC mix is clearly
visible in Figure 6 (b), with the failure mode changing from a
shear failure to a flexure failure. This demonstrates how steel
fibres in ultra high performance concretes can be used in place
of conventional shear links to prevent a sudden shear failure
and thereby obtain quicker construction times.

Table 5. Beam initial cracking and ultimate loads
Specimen
UHPC-F-120
UHPFRC-1F-120
UHPFRC-2F-120
UHPC-F-150
UHPFRC-1F-150
UHPFRC-2F-150
UHPC-F-120-R
UHPFRC-1F-120-R
UHPFRC-2F-120-R
UHPC-F-150-R
UHPFRC-1F-150-R
UHPFRC-2F-150-R
4.3

Initial
Cracking
Load (kN)
9.17
8.47
16.61
14.55
7.09
8.12
8.81
14.85
15.82
16.84

Peak Load
(kN)

Failure
Mode

8.82
11.44
14.89
16.53
22.55
30.10
22.74
28.17
33.75
40.03
55.90
64.66

Flexure
Flexure
Flexure
Flexure
Flexure
Flexure
Shear
Flexure
Flexure
Shear
Flexure
Flexure

BeamCrackandFailurePatterns

The 120mm and 150mm deep beams exhibited similar
failure patterns. For the two plain beams, with no fibres or
secondary reinforcement failure occurred due to one single
flexure crack at midspan, which propagated upwards from the
bottom face of each beam. The four beams with fibre
reinforcement but no secondary reinforcement initially
cracked in a similar location to the plain beams. It is clear that
the steel fibres bridged the initial crack and allowed the beams
to carry additional load. As loading continued and the beam
deflection increased these cracks increased in size and further
micro-cracks appeared. The micro cracks did not appear to
open significantly but continued to propagate to the beam’s
top face. Failure occurred due to one crack eventually opening
up and fibre pullout occurring at midspan. This illustrates that
the fibres in UHPFRC beams bridge the cracks and as a result
redistribute stress across the cracks through the fibres.
Therefore, the beams can undergo multiple cracking before
fibre pullout and ultimate failure occurs.
Figure 6 presents the failure patterns for two of the 150mm
deep beams with secondary steel reinforcement. For the
UHPC beams with secondary reinforcement initial cracking
occurred on the bottom face of the beam near midspan, as
expected. However, a sudden shear failure was noted with a
crack developing at the support location running along the
rebar and then diagonally towards the loading point as shown
in Figure 6 (a). Although no shear reinforcement was

Figure 6. Failure patterns for beams (a) UHPC-F-150-R failed
in shear and (b) UHPFRC-2F-150-R failed in flexure.
4.4

SlabPeakLoads

Table 6 presents the initial cracking and ultimate loads of
the slabs along with their respective failure modes. Failure
modes are presented as failures due to flexure, punching shear
or a combination of both in which the prominent failure mode
is specified first. By comparing the UHPC and UHPFRC
50mm deep slabs with and without secondary reinforcement it
is clear that the secondary reinforcement provided the greatest
strength increase for the plain UHPC mix. The UHPFRC
mixes with secondary reinforcement also portrayed an
increase in strength over their unreinforced counterparts to a
lesser extent. Consideration of the 30mm and 50mm slabs
with no secondary reinforcement indicates that fibres
contribute more to the load carrying capacity of thinner slabs.
In a similar manner to the beam tests it is demonstrated that
the UHPFRC-2F-50 slab obtained a higher failure load than
the UHPC-F-50-R slab with secondary reinforcement. This
also shows how fibre reinforcement in UHPFRC can be used
as a substitute for conventional reinforcement.
Table 6. Slab initial cracking and ultimate loads
Slab
UHPC-F-30
UHPFRC-1F-30
UHPFRC-2F-30
UHPC-F-50
UHPFRC-1F-50
UHPFRC-2F-50
UHPC-F-50-R
UHPFRC-1F-50-R
UHPFRC-2F-50-R
4.5

Initial
Ultimate
Cracking
Load
Load (kN)
(kN)
5.26
5.81
16.52
6.07
25.46
21.93
25.74
36.52
23.62
56.86
25.03
50.24
25.40
78.59
26.10
86.96

Failure Mode
Flexure
Flexure
Shear-Flexure
Flexure
Flexure
Flexure-Shear
Shear
Shear-Flexure
Flexure-Shear

SlabCrackandFailurePatterns

The failure modes given in Table 6 highlight that the
inclusion of fibres affects the slabs behaviour significantly. If
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the three 30mm thick slabs are firstly considered it is shown
that the failure mode is changed from flexure for the plain
specimen to a shear-flexure for the 2% fibre mix. This
illustrates for thin slabs, fibres increase the flexural strength to
such an extent that the failure mode is changed to a punching
shear failure. The same can be said for the 50mm slabs with
no secondary reinforcement although the flexural strength
increase is not as great as the failure mode in the UHPFRC2F-50 slab is prominently flexure with shear also visible.
The UHPC-F-50-R slab failed due to punching shear as
shown in Figure 7 (a) in which a punching shear perimeter is
clearly visible. This type of failure was expected for the plain
specimen due to the lack of shear reinforcement. By adding
1% fibres to this slab type the failure mode was changed to
shear-flexure and furthermore by adding 2% fibres the failure
mode became flexure-shear as shown in Figure 7 (b) where a
large amount of flexure cracks are shown propagating from
the slab centre with a small punching shear perimeter scarcely
visible. This demonstrates that by adding fibres to secondary
steel reinforced flat slabs the shear strength can be increased
beyond the flexural strength to avoid a sudden shear failure.

stress and undergo multiple cracking before fibre pullout
and failure occurs.
x The addition of fibres to slabs with secondary
reinforcement reduces the punching shear perimeter.
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ABSTRACT: Researchers are focusing their attention on alternative binder systems using 100% supplementary cementitious
materials as it allows better control over the microstructure formation and low to moderate environmental footprint. One such
system being considered is alkali activated slag concretes (AASC), made by adding alkalis such as sodium hydroxide and
sodium silicate to ground granulated blast furnace slag (GGBS). Whilst they have a similar behaviour as that of traditional
cement systems in terms of strength and structural behaviour, AASC are reported to exhibit superior performance in terms of
abrasion,acid resistance and fire protection.
In this article, the authors investigate chloride ingress into different grades of AASC. The mix variables in AASC included water
to binder, and binder to aggregate ratio, percentage of alkali and the SiO2/Na2O ratio (silica modulus, Ms). The first challenge
was to develop mixes for different range of workability (with slump values from 40mm to 240mm) and reasonable early age and
long term compressive strength. Further chloride ingress into those mixes were assessed and compared with the data from
normal concretes based on literature. Findings show that compared to the PC concretes, the AAS concretes have lower rate of
chloride ingress.
KEY WORDS: Alkali activated slag concretes; Cement less binders; Workability optimisation; Chloride environments;
Chloride resistance.
1

INTRODUCTION

Alkali Activated Materials (AAM’s) have been under
consideration as an alternative binder system since 1908 [1].
However, despite having been aware of this materials
potential for over a century, there is still relatively little
known about the durability of AAM, especially the resistance
to chloride ingress. Concrete is the foundation of modern
civilisation, and cement is the component that contributes the
most to carbon footprint of concrete. With an increasing
concern over global warming, lower carbon emission is
becoming a key factor in all areas of society. AAM’s in
general has lower embodied carbon dioxide than cement
whilst offering similar strength characteristics, and depending
on the mix this can be less than half the CO2 cement produces
per ton [2] while according to MPA new CEM I emissions are
640kg/ton. The Co2 emission of the best mix in this study has
been evaluated and is 40% of the mix produced with 100%
CEM I. Another factor contributing to the renewed interest is
that AAM’s use industrial by-products as precursor, and so
the potential for reducing material going to landfill and also
using up the stockpile of ash and other by-products is also
appealing.
There are three main types of AAM, each based on the
precursor used, Metakaolin, Pulverised Fly Ash (PFA) and
Ground Granulated Blast furnace Slag (GGBS). GGBS
appears to be closest to conventional cement, and does not
require curing at elevated temperature. In general, GGBS
based AAM requires less activator than other AAMs, to start
the reaction and to form the binder [3-5]. There is limited data
available on resistance to chloride ingress in AASC. However,
the findings reported by Torgal et al. suggest that the steady

state diffusion of chlorides in AAS binder is about 1.0x10-14
m2/s, which is much lower than in Ordinary Portland Cement
binders (1.4x10-13 m2/s) [6].
The workability of AASC using crushed aggregates is an
area of concern as often excess water is required to enhance
the workability. As the water evaporates out of the final
product, larger pores are formed and this will increase the
chloride ingress. Therefore, an experimental programme was
developed to study the workability, strength development and
resistance to chloride ingress for a range of AASC mixes.
Workability ranging from S2 to S5 were (S2~40mm to S5>
220mm) were targeted by changing the water to binder ratio,
binder content, percentage of alkali and the silica modulus
(SiO2/Na2O ratio, Ms). Further the fresh properties,
compressive strength at different ages, surface electrical
resistivity (SR), bulk resistivity and non-steady state chloride
migration were determined and reported for these various
AAS concretes.
2 EXPERIMENTAL DETAIL
2.1 Materials
The primary raw material used in this study is a granulated
blast furnace slag which was provided by ECOCEM - Ireland.
The chemical and physical properties are presented in Table 1
and 2.
Table 1: Oxide composition of GGBS
precursor
Component (mas% as oxide)

GGBS

SiO2

Al2O3

CaO

Fe2O3

MgO

LOI

35.7

11.2

43.9

0.3

6.5

0.31
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Table 2: Physical properties of GGBS
ECOCEM GGBS
Fineness ≥45μ
7.74%
Particle density
2.86
Water absorption
35.14%
Sodium hydroxide (NaOH) powders (or pellets) were
dissolved in water to produce the alkaline solutions. The
chemical composition of the sodium silicate solution was
15.5% sodium oxide (Na2O), 30.5% silicon oxide (SiO2) and
54% water. In this study, NaOH% was selected 4, 6, and 8%
of slag weight and silicate modulus was selected 0.45 and 1.0.
The aggregates used in this study was crushed basalts from
local sources in Northern Ireland and comprised 16.5mm and
10mm crushed coarse and fine aggregates and 4mm sand.
These were combined in a ratio of 48:12:40 to get the
maximum packing density in AASC mixes. Properties of both
the aggregates are reported in Table 3. Potable tap water (i.e.
drinking quality water) was used to make the concrete mixes.
Table 3: Physical properties of aggregates
Aggregates
Bulk
Bulk SSD
Water
specific
Specific
Absorption
gravity
gravity
(%)
Sand(0-4mm)
Fine Crushed Agg.
(5-10mm)
Coarse Crushed
Agg.(10-16mm)

2.72

2.73

0.75

2.67

2.75

3.14

2.60

2.67

2.60

2.2 Mixing
All the concrete mixtures were mixed in a laboratory panmixer. Crushed basalts aggregates and sand were dry mixed
together for a minute and after adding the GGBS powder,
mixing continued for 2 minutes and then the sodium
hydroxide solution was added and after 2 minute further
mixing, sodium silicate solution was added and mixing
continued for a minute. The details of the different mixtures
and their essential properties are presented in Table 4.

2.5 Test preparations and procedures
In order to determine chloride diffusivity of AAS concretes
three cores of diameter 100 mm per mix were cored from the
250x250x150 mm concrete block at age of 42 days. A slice
with a thickness of 50 mm was cut off from each core after
removing 5mm from top finishing surface. The vacuum
saturation regime was used to precondition the slices so that
the chloride flow is predominantly diffusive and initial
sorption or capillary forces do not dominate. The vacuum was
applied to remove air for three hours duration and released
afterwards. Samples were wrapped in hessian saturated in
deionised water to prevent leaching of ions from them and
placed in the container. The weight of the sample was noted
after an hour for weight (W1) and then apply vacuum
followed by further saturation. Weight was checked again
(W2). Usually after 6 hour, when Wi-W (i-1) was less than
0.1%, i.e., <1g of change for a 1kg, the samples were
considered fully saturated. After conditioning to a surface-dry
condition, an epoxy resin (Sika Gard-680S) was applied onto
the surfaces of the specimens in three layers except the two
test surfaces (cut surface). Chloride penetration depth and
non-steady state migration coefficient of these concretes were
determined by carrying out the test as outlined by NT BUILD
492 [10].

Figure 1 Cells for performing non-steady state migration test
as per NT Build 492 [10].
Bulk resistivity measurement was performed on the same
samples before and after the NT BUILD 492 test. Test set-up
for measuring resistivity is shown in Figure 2.

2.3 Measuring fresh properties
The slump test and flow test of each mix was carried out and
the air content of mixes was measured in accordance with BS
EN 12350 [7-8].
2.4 Casting and curing of the specimens
From each concrete mix, nine 100x100mm cubes, three
100x200mm cylinders and one 250x250x150 mm block were
cast for the determination of compressive strength[9], 4-point
Wenner probe electrical resistivity, bulk resistivity and
chloride diffusivity[10]. The concrete specimens were cast in
three layers and compacted on vibrating table. After casting,
all the moulded specimens were covered with plastic sheets
and left in the casting room for 24h. They were then
demoulded and the block was wrapped in three layers of
plastic wrap and other samples kept in a sealed plastic zip bag
until test date.
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Figure 2 Bulk resistivity test equipment and sample
The surface resistivity was determined using the Wenner fourprobe on 100x200mm cylinders. The top face of cylinder was
marked at the 0, 90, 180, and 270 degree points and fourprobe SR meter was placed on the longitudinal surface of the
concrete ensuring that all four probes were in contact with the
concrete surface at each degree, see Figure 3. The resistivity
measurement was recorded (two values at each degree) and
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the average of eight measurements was taken as the surface
resistivity.

Figure 3 Surface resistivity test equipment and samples
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
3.1 Fresh properties and compressive strength
The slump value of the concretes show that all the mixes had
a slump greater than 40 mm. The mix design for the AAS
concretes consisted of using various water to binder ratio,
binder content, percentage of alkali and the SiO2/Na2O ratio
(silica modulus, Ms) to get different grade of AAS concretes
with different classes of workability (Table 4).

Ms
(=SiO2/Na2
O)
NaOH (%)

W/B

Slump
(mm)

300
360
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400

0.45
0.45
0.45
0.45
0.45
0.45
0.45
1.0
1.0
1.0

0.6
0.7
0.6
0.55
0.6
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.55

40
225
215
108
215
135
225
160
203
240

4
4
4
4
6
6
8
4
6
8

Concrete
Grades

Slag
(kg/m3)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

2days
Comp. St.
(MP )
28days
Comp. St.

Mix No.

Table 4: The details of the different mixtures and their
properties

15.3
11.1
15.3
17.8
21.2
24.7
38.4
25.8
33.9
33.7

M25
M20
M25
M30
M35
M40
M50
M45
M60
M60

27.1
21.5
26.4
30.0
35.8
44.0
53.6
47.8
62.7
64.4

In all the mixes, the W/B (given in Table 4) included the total
water in the mix including the water from water glass. All
mixes met the minimum slump and compressive strength

requirement for their use in chloride environments, such as S2
and C20/25 specified in BS8500-1:2015 for XS (marine)
environments. However, mixes 1 to 3 and 5 do not meet the
maximum water-cement ratio stipulated by the standard. The
mixes with 300 Kg/m3 and 400 Kg/m3 were used to study the
effect of binder content on properties investigated. 300 Kg/m3
cement content was in accordance with binder contents
suggested by BS8500-1:2015 [11] for XD1 (other than sea
water) environments. Comparing mix 1 and 3 shows that
increasing the binder content increases the paste which is
helpful in increasing the workability from 40mm to 215mm. It
also decreased the air content in fresh concrete from 2.5% to
0.4% however it had no major effect on strength. This is to be
expected as the mix design was done based on a particle
packing optimisation and therefore, the paste is filling in the
voids and strength might have been optimised by the
aggregate fraction and paste strength. Thus the strength of
mixes with same chemical activators contents and different
slag contents does not show significant differences. Increasing
10% water doubled the workability (comparing mix 4 to mix
3), while decreasing the strength by 14%.
Literature shows that increasing the sodium oxide content
results in increased workability, reduced setting times and
higher compressive strength. But high concentrations resulted
in loose structure in sodium hydroxide activated samples [1215]. The slump and flow results of the concretes are presented
in Figure 4 and 5. Except mix no 7, all mixes flow value
follow the same trend as Slump results. For the same water to
binder ratio (0.55), comparing mix no. 4, 6 and 7 and mix no.
8, 9 and 10 with two different Ms ratio shows that the slump
values of the AAS concretes with same Ms ratio increased
with the increase of NaOH%. While the flow values decreases
in the first group with lower Ms ratio and increases in the
second group with higher Ms ratio. The slump and flow
values also increased with the increase of Ms which can be
seen by comparing mix no. 4 to 8, 6 to 9 and 7 to 10 in three
different groups with three different NaOH%. In lower
NaOH%, with the increase of Ms, the increase of slump is
more pronounced. An increase in modulus Ms for mixes with
higher alkali content, means more silicates are present, this
whilst increasing the viscosity will reduce slump.

Figure 4 Slump results of AAS concretes
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80.0
Compressive strength (MPa)

Flow results of AASC Mixes
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10

9

The air content of fresh mixes of AAS concretes is presented
in Figure 6. It can be seen that in mixes made with higher
alkaline percentage the air content is lower (comparing mix
no. 4 to 6 and 7 and mix no. 8 to 9 and 10) and using higher
silica content has had no major effect especially for mixes
with lower alkaline content (comparing mix no. 4 to 8).
Air content of AASC Mixes
3.00
2.50
2.00
1.50
1.00
0.50
0.00
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

2
2days

3

4

5
6
7days

7

8
9
28days

10

Figure 7 Compressive strength of AAS concretes mixes at
2, 7 and 28days

Figure 5 Flow results of AAS concretes

Air content (%)

50.0

0.0

0.0

9

10

Figure 6 Air content in fresh mixes of AAS concretes
Figure 7 shows the compressive strength of AAS concretes
mixes at 2, 7 and 28days. The increase of NaOH% and Ms
generally increases the compressive strength of AAS
concretes, which is in agreement with the results reported by
the others. This can be because of more N-A-S-H (sodium
alminosilicate hydrate) reacted product generated based on the
increase of NaOH% and more C-A-S-H (calcium
alminosilicate hydrate) reacted product produced based on the
increase of SiO2 content. From the 28 day compressive
strength (Table 4) it can be seen that mix no. 9 and 10
achieved the required strength for the exposure classes XS3,
XD3. It is worth noting that for mix 10 setting time was
arround half an hour. Mixes no. 6, 7 and 8 seems to met the
strength requirement for the exposure classes XS1, XD1 and
XD2.
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3.2 Resistivity and Diffusivity
Figure 8 depicts the bulk/ surface electrical resistivity for
different AAS concrete mixtures, respectively. Average
values of bulk and surface resistivity data (from the three
replicates ) for all mixtures show the resistance to flow.
Therefore higher resistivity could be attributed to denser
structure with low connected porosity and/or less conductivity
of the binder matrix and such mixes will expected to be
superior in resisting ionic (chloride) flow. They show that
higher binder content in AAS concretes resulted in higher
bulk resistivity but no such effect is visible on surface
resistivity, indicating the lack of sensitivity of surface
resistivity for assessing the whole concrete. While higher
water to binder ratio (~10%) shows higher surface resistivity
with no changes in bulk resistivity. Furthermore bulk
electrical resistivity decreases for mixes made with higher
silica modulus but surface electrical resistivity increases. This
can show inhomogeneity of AAS concretes in conducting
electricity from the surface layers and cross section. For mixes
with same silica modulus, the surface resistivity decreases
with increasing of sodium oxide percentage which is more
regular in mixes with Ms=1. Whereas the bulk resistivity
seems to have an extrema point which is at NaOH=6%. This
may be related to the alkali content which is required to
produce maximum reacted products.
5
bulk resistivity ave. (Ω·m/100)
56 days surface resistivity ave.
(kΩ·cm/1000)

Flow diameter (mm)

600.0

70.0

4
3
2
1
0
1

2

3

4

5

ρbulk of concrete

6

7

8

9

SR

Figure 8 ρbulk and SR of the AAS concrete mixes
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resistivity after (Ω·m)
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Bulk resistivity (Ωm)
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Figure 9 Bulk resistivity before and after NT BUILD 492
3.3 Chloride penetration depth
The Chloride penetration depths of samples were measured by
caliper based on colour change boundary resulted after
splitting the NT 492 test samples and spraying with AgNo 3
which is shown in Figure 10.

of concrete. As shown in Figure 11, the chloride penetration
depth of AAS concretes was between 6mm to 10.5mm for
different mixes and the non-steady state migration coefﬁcient
for these concretes varried from 1.12 to 2.24*10-12 m2/s
(except mix 10 which was 3.4*10-12 m2/s). These are much
lower than the depth and Dnssm reported for OPC concrete
[16-17] (the chloride penetration depth of OPC concrete
sample was 41.5mm and the non-steady state migration
coefﬁcient was 3.36*10-12 m2/s for the same test voltage and
half test duration).
The above non-steady state migration coefﬁcients were
calculated using the chloride ion concentration, Cd, provided
in the standard. The value, 0.07N, is the chloride
concentration at which the the silver nitrate produces a white
precipitate. This value is for OPC concretes, and would not
necessarily apply to the binders used in this study, however
other research has shown that this figure is acceptable, and
possibly even more accurate for binders such as GGBS [1819]. This would indicate that the test is suitable for AAS, but
to get a representative chloride depth, a higher voltage or
longer duration is necessary as stated elsewhere [16].
The non-steady state migration coefﬁcient, Dnssm, of the
AAS concretes was found to be inﬂuenced by both NaOH%
and Ms. For Ms equal to 0.45, an increase in NaOH% from 4
to 8 resulted in a decrease in Dnssm while the lowest Dnssm
resulted when NaOH% is 8%. Ms of 0.45 and NaOH% of 8%,
proved to be the optimum to give the lowest Dnssm.

Xd ave

100
Chloride penetration depth (mm)
Dnssm ave (*10-12m2/s)

Figure 9 shows the bulk resistivity before and after the
samples for each mix underwent chloride penetration from NT
BUILD 492. These results show that the resistivity after this
test is relatively close to the resistance before, and it would
seem this means that the voltage used in this test does not
cause damage to the specimens, and therefore influence the
results. Damage to the samples from high voltage tests has
been of concern with other accelerated tests [1]. More
importantly, the test seems to have not altered the ionic nature
of the sample and therefore the chloride penetration will be
marginal as shown in Figure 11.

Dnssm ave

10

1
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 OPC

Figure 11 Chloride penetration depth and Dnssm of the ASSC
mixes resulted from non-steady state chloride migration test
Figure 10 Splitted sample slices sprayed with Silver Nitrate
Figure 11 presents the chloride penetration depth in AAS
concrete mixes and their non-steady state chloride migration
coefficient calculated based on the penetration depth. The test
voltage was considered to meet the maximum current limits in
the standard between 20V and 35V and the test duration was
48hours for all the mixes which is twice of the duration
suggested in standard for normal concretes. Although the pore
solution conductivity of AAS concrete is higher than normal
concrete, the final current passed through samples was
between 10 and 30mA for different mixes which was still
smaller than that passed through OPC concrete (~50mA for
30V[16]) and confirms the superior pore structure of this type

3.4 Correlation chloride migration coefficient and electrical
resistivity
The results show that chloride ingress in AAS concretes can
hardly be predicted by electrical resistivity because the
resistivity of these concretes relies on pore structure and pore
solution conductivity. It can be found that the non-steady state
migration coefﬁcient, Dnssm, of the AAS concretes is more
related to their bulk resistivity as shown in Figure 12.
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y = 3.8219x-0.972
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0.5
0
0
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4

Dnssm ave (*10-12m2/s)

Figure 12 Correlation of Dnssm and bulk resistivity of AASC
4 Conclusion
x The work shows that AAS concretes can be designed for
different class of workability and grades of concrete
which are suiltable for chloride environment.
x

Typically AAS concretes require a water/binder ratio of
0.55, which is close to the maximum acceptable limit, and
is the limit for XD3 and XS3 chloride exposure classes.

x

A modulus, Ms of 0.45 and NaOH% of 8%, proved to be
the optimum to give the lowest Dnssm and minimum
chloride penetration depth.

x

The chloride penetration depth and the non-steady state
migration coefﬁcient of AAS concretes are much more
lower than OPC concretes and comparable to PC blended
concretes.
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ABSTRACT: Fibre-reinforced concrete is commonly used in both structural and non-structural applications, particularly in
precast concrete members. Traditionally, the fibres are either steel or (more recently) polypropylene.
The addition of fibres to the concrete matrix has been reported to offer improved post-crack performance and to enhance the
concrete’s toughness, which is important when transporting and handling smaller precast elements. The influence of fibres on
mechanical properties such as compressive and tensile strength is less well established, with conflicting reports in the literature.
Alternatives to both steel and polypropylene fibres have been suggested, with recent research turning to the use of basalt fibres.
This paper reports on the influence of basalt fibres on the mechanical properties of both fresh and hardened concrete. A range of
fibre additions have been examined and a series of tests to determine the rheological properties of fresh concrete, along with the
compressive and tensile strengths of the hardened material. The results of these tests are benchmarked against published values
and against control mixes and are presented here.
KEY WORDS: Basalt, FRC, compressive strength, flexural strength, workability, fibre
1

INTRODUCTION

Modern precast concrete manufacturers favour the use of fibre
reinforced concrete (FRC) for a number of reasons, including
the increased toughness of thin concrete sections, which
makes them less vulnerable to damage during lifting and
transport operations. Fibres also serve to limit crack
propagation and improve post-cracking performance of
concrete structures. While steel is the most common type of
reinforcing fibre, more recently other materials have begun to
gain widespread use. These include polypropylene and glass
fibres. Indeed, the use of glass fibres to reinforce concrete has
been promoted since early in the 20th century, with large-scale
industrial production of glass fibre reinforced concrete
(GFRC) taking hold in the 1970’s [1].
Even more recently, researchers have begun to look at
alternative materials, including natural fibres and engineered
fibres such as carbon and basalt. Basalt fibres offer
advantages over steel and glass in certain applications such as
their performance in fire, due to their higher melting point [2]
and their improved resistance to alkali environmental attack
[3].
1.1

Workability of Basalt Fibre Reinforced Concrete (BFRC)

Similar to the use of other fibre types, the use of basalt fibres
tends to significantly reduce the workability of the fresh
concrete. Many authors report this reduction in slump values
with increasing fibre content. Ma [4] suggests that this is due
to two factors: firstly, there is increased friction between the
constituent materials due to the presence of the fibres and
secondly, unless the fibres have been pre-soaked, they will
absorb water, leaving less free water in the concrete mix.

1.2

Compressive Strength of BFRC

Several authors have reported that the addition of low volume
(<1% by volume) inclusion of basalt fibres has a positive
effect on the compressive strength of the concrete [4], [5], [6],
with increases in the 28-day strength of up to 24% with just
0.5% by volume of fibres [4]. Many of these also report an
optimum fibre inclusion of approximately 0.2% to 0.4% by
volume. Conversely, some researchers have reported a
negative impact, with the use of fibres actually reducing the
compressive strength [7], [8], with Dias & Thurmaturgo [7]
recording a decrease in compressive strength of almost 28%
for 0.5% vol of fibres. Interestingly in the case of Dias &
Thurmaturgo, the fibre length was 45mm, while most
researcher have employed shorter fibres in the length range of
12mm to 22mm. Palchik et al [9] compared the effects of
short and long fibres and found that the longer fibres yielded
smaller gains in compressive strength. Figure 1 shows a
summary of reported values from the literature.
1.3

Flexural Strength of BFRC

The flexural strength of BFRC has proven to be more
consistent with the introduction of basalt fibres. From the
literature available, it appears that the flexural strength of
samples consistently increases with increasing basalt fibre
content [4], [5], [7]. Of interest is the fact that, similar to the
compressive strength, there appears to be an optimum value
for the fibre dosage, which is in the same region as the
compressive strength values, lying between 0.2% and 0.4% by
volume of concrete.
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Figure 2. Basalt fibres partially separated
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In order to examine the relationship between the fibre
dosage and compressive strength, two series of blind tests
were carried out. In one trial, using a 30N design mix
(denoted A0), fibre concentrations of 0.1% (A0.1), 0.3%
(A0.3), 0.5% (A0.5) and 0.7% (A0.7) were used. A second
trial mix, again with a nominal design value of 30N (B0) was
used, incorporating fibre concentrations of 0.25% (B0.25),
0.5% (B0.5), 0.75% (B0.75) and 1% (B1.0). Samples from the
first trial mix were also used to assess the workability and the
flexural strength of the concrete. In this second mix, the fibres
were not separated as much, leaving some of the fibres
bundled together in the mix.
Table 1 lists the trial mixes employed, along with their
respective fibre dosages.
Table 1. Trial Mixes

The authors carried out a series of tests to examine any
relationships between the above mechanical properties and the
dosage of fibres in BFRC.
2.1

A0.1

A0.3

A0.5

A0.7

B0

B0.25

B0.5

B0.75

0.3

0.5

0.7

0
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0.1

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMME

0

2

Fibre Content
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Notwithstanding the evidence reported above, there is very
little literature available to definitively establish robust
relationships between the workability, compressive strength
and flexural strength respectively of basalt fibre reinforced
concrete. The aim of this study, therefore, is to examine these
relationships and to add to the body of knowledge in this
regard.

Mix

Figure 1. Reported Influence of Basalt Fibres on the 28-Day
Compressive Strength of Concrete

B1.0

10

Trial Mixes

1.0l

% Change in 28 Day
Compressive Strength

20

For each property being examined and for each variation of
the composition, three tests were carried out.

Materials

The reference mix used in the study was a CEM I concrete,
using ordinary Portland cement, with crushed aggregates. The
monofilament diameter of the advanced basalt fibres used is
13μm, the cut length 12.7mm, density 2.7g/cm³ and was
sourced from a supplier in the UK and originally from Dubna,
Moscow Region, Russia. The fibres were delivered in a mat
formation, so it was necessary to manually separate them prior
to use. Figure 2 shows the fibres used in this experimental
programme, prior to final separation.

2.3

RheologyTesting

The workability of the fresh concrete was determined using
the slump test, carried out in accordance with IS EN 12350-2
[11]. This was carried out on the fresh concrete, prior to
making samples for the compressive and flexural tests.
2.4

Compressive Strength Testing

The compressive strength was assessed using the cube test in
accordance with IS EN 12390-3. [12]. 150mm cubes were cast
and cured. Mix A was tested at both 7 days and 28 days. Mix
B was tested at 7 days only. A total of 45 cube compression
tests were carried out.

2.5

Flexural Strength

The flexural strength of Mix A samples was determined at 28
days in accordance with IS EN 12390-5 [13]. The specimens
were 150mm x 150mm x 400mm, allowing a clear span of
385mm when subjected to the four-point bending test. 15
samples were subjected to the flexural test. The flexural
strength, Fcf, was calculated as:
Fcf = F x L / d1 x d22
where:
F = Applied force at failure
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L = span of test sample
d1, d2 = lateral dimensions of test sample
There was an error in the procedure for testing the samples
from Mix A0.7 i.e. the mix with 0.7% vol fibre content so
those results have been omitted from this study.
3

RESULTS

The results from each of the tests are presented in Table 2. In
this table, the average values from the 3 samples for each
respective test are shown.

Concrete Compressive
Strength (N/mm2)

50
40
30
20
10

Mix A 7 Days
Mix B 7 Days

0

0

0.5

Compressive Strength

Slump
(mm)
35
40
30
15
10

7 days
(N/mm2 )
28.65
29.76
33.74
31.51
29.66
36.35
31.22
31.99
26.16
26.63

28 days
(N/mm2 )
38.32
40.57
43.17
42.46
40.73

Flexural
Strength
(N/mm2 )
4.27
4.48
4.67
4.67

4.7
4.6
4.5

4.4
4.3
4.2
4.1

4
A0

The results from the workability tests, compressive strength
tests and the flexural strength tests are represented graphically
in Figure 3 to Figure 5 respectively.

A0.1

A0.3

A0.5

Mix Reference
Figure 5. Results from Flexural Strength Tests
From the compressive strength testing, the influence of the
fibres on the post-cracking behavior of the concrete could be
visually observed. Figure 6 shows a cube from Mix B0 (i.e. no
fibres present). This represents the traditional apple-core type
compressive failure, indicating failure of the concrete matrix
rather than aggregates failure.

50

Slump (mm)

Figure 4. Results from Compressive Strength Tests

Concrete Flexural Strength
(N/mm2)

A0
A0.1
A0.3
A0.5
A0.7
B0
B0.25
B0.5
B0.75
B1.0

Workability

1

Fibre Content (% vol)

Table 2. Results from Experimental Programme
Mix
Reference

Mix A 28 Days

40
30
20
10
0
A0

A0.1

A0.3

A0.5

A0.7

Mix Reference
Figure 3. Results from Workability (Slump) Test

Figure 6. Post-cracking cube from Mix B0
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On the other hand, Figure 7 shows a cube from Mix B0.75
(0.75% vol fibre content). While the cracks are evident on the
lateral surfaces of the cube and the compressive test results
clearly showed a peak compressive load had been reached, the
presence of the fibres served to hold the surface together.
Figure 8 shows a detail of another failed cube from Mix
B0.75. It is interesting to note the presence of some fine
aggregate and cement, which does not appear to have
hydrated properly. This phenomenon in the presence of fibres
has been observed by other researchers. This was not
observed in the cubes from Mix A.

4

DISCUSSION

4.1

In terms of the workability, the results showed a decrease in
slump, with increasing fibre content. This is as expected and
as reported in the literature for both basalt and other fibre
types. The only exception to this was for Mix A0.1 (with
0.1% vol addition of fibres). As mentioned earlier, theories for
this decrease relate to increased friction between the
constituent materials and less available water due to the fact
that unsoaked fibres will absorb some of the water in the mix.
In this programme of study, the slump decreased by 75% with
the inclusion of 0.7% vol. fibres.

4.2

Compressive Strength

The compressive strength test results from the two mixes
yielded conflicting results. Mix A showed an increase in
compressive strength at both 7 days and 28 days with
increasing fibre content. In both case, there appeared to be an
optimum fibre content at approximately 0.3%, which provided
increases of 17.8% (7 days) and 12.7% (28 days) over the
control samples. This is in broad agreement with some of the
published data, where optimum fibre content of between 0.2%
and 0.4% was observed [5], [6], [7].
In contrast, the results from Mix B showed a general
decrease in compressive strength with increasing fibre
content. This correlates with some further published data on
the topic [7], [8] and highlights the need for much more
detailed analysis of this particular relationship. In this study,
the compressive strength reduced by a maximum of 28% for
0.75% vol. fibre content. The data from this study – although
presenting two different views of the relationship between
fibre content and compressive strength – does fit with various
other published results. This is illustrated in Figure 9, where
the results from this programme are plotted against the
envelope of results from other researchers. It can be seen that
these results all lie within this envelope of reported values.

Compressive Strength (N/mm2)

Figure 7. Post-cracking cube from Mix B0.75

Workability

30

20
10
0
-10

0

0.5

1

1.5

-20
-30
-40

Basalt Fibre Content (%vol)
Trial B
Trial A 28 days
Min Published

Trial A 7 days
Max Published

Figure 8. Detail from cube failure from Mix B0.75
Figure 9. Compressive Strength Results from this
Experimental Programme and Previously Published Data
In analyzing the contrasting responses from two nominally
similar mixes, a number of points are worth noting as they
merit further investigation: Firstly, in Trial Mix A, the fibres
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were individually separated, while in Mix B, they were
partially separated, leaving some of them “bundled” in the
mix. This may be the key consideration as it has implications
for some of the other points of note. Secondly, in Mix B,
when the failed cube was visually inspected, some fine
aggregates and some unhydrated cement was observed. This,
together with the decrease in workability of the mixes with the
introduction of the fibres appears to support the assertion by
Ma [4] that the fibres may be absorbing considerable amounts
of the water, leaving less free water in the mix, which
prevents the cement from hydrating fully, leaving a weakened
final product. On the other hand, in Mix A, this unhydrated
cement was not observed. This may be because the concrete
was mixed more thoroughly, ensuring full hydration of the
compound. If this were to happen while the fibres absorbed
some of the water present, the water-cement ratio would be
reduced, leading to a higher compressive strength. Further,
this bundling of fibres may increase the effective fibre length.
This has shown to reduce the compressive strength of
concrete. Therefore, it is essential that fibres should be
separated individually and care must be taken during the
mixing process in order not to detrimentally affect the
performance of the final concrete. Further, pre-soaking the
fibres may eliminate some of these issues.
4.3

Flexural Strength

Flexural Strength (N/mm2)

The flexural strength results from the samples tested showed
an increase in flexural strength with increasing fibre content.
This is similar to published data. Figure 10 shows these
flexural strength test results in the context of values reported
by other researchers.
50
40
30

20
10
0
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

1.2

% vol Fibre Content
[8] PC

[8] GP

[5]

[6] 12mm

[6] 22mm

Mix A

Figure 10. Flexural Strength Test Results Compared to
Previously Published Values
It can be seen that the results are in line with those published
elsewhere. Of note is the fact that there appears to be an
optimum fibre content of approximately 0.3% from these
experiments, which not only fits with values from elsewhere,
but also equates to the optimum value for improving the
compressive strength of this same mix.
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CONCLUSIONS

An experimental programme was carried out to investigate the
relationships between basalt fibre content and the workability,
compressive strength and flexural strength respectively of
concrete mixes. The workability and flexural strength results
were consistent with values published by other authors. They
showed a decrease in workability and an increase in flexural
strength with increasing fibre content. The two trials yielded
contrasting values in terms of compressive strength, with one
mix showing an increase in compressive strength with
increasing fibre content, while the second mix showed the
opposite. This is not completely surprising, given the mixed
relationships reported in published data. These differences
may be caused by the pre-treatment of the fibres. Further
studies are being carried out to investigate the sensitivity of
the results to the pre-treatment of the fibres, including the
level of fibre separation and also the influence of pre-soaking
the fibres.
A point of note is that in relation to Mix A, the optimum
fibre content for improved compressive strength also gave the
best flexural strength results. This was in the region of 0.3%
by volume of basalt fibre inclusion.
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1

ABSTRACT: Ultra-High Performance Concretes (UHPC) have shown great promise in recent years especially in mechanical
performance, however, little attention has been paid to the shear friction behaviour of these materials. According to current
design standards, there is a limit on the shear capacity of concrete related to a compressive strength limit. This limit resulted
from research showing that increased compressive strength does not give the same increase in shear strength. This is not the case
with Ultra-High Performance Fibre Reinforced Concrete (UHPFRC), as the fibre reinforcement can provide a higher shear
capacity. The aim of this study is to investigate the shear behaviour of UHPC with different fibre contents and steel
reinforcement ratios. Specimens with different amounts of steel fibres ranging from 0.55 % to 2.20 % by volume, and with
different amounts of standard reinforcement were tested. The test results show that the shear failure of unreinforced UHPC is
very brittle and sudden. Standard reinforcement has very little effect on the shear capacity of UHPC; however, fibre
reinforcement significantly increases the shear capacity of UHPC.
KEY WORDS: UHPFRC, Shear Friction, Fibre Reinforcement.
1

INTRODUCTION

The modern trend of increasing concrete strength has called
for significant research to be carried out on many different
aspects of concrete design. It is well documented that the
shear strength of concrete does not increase significantly
with concrete compressive strength due to the fracture
surface becoming smoother [1–3]. It is, therefore, the
reinforcement that provides the required shear capacity.
The failure mechanism of concrete in shear is very brittle
with reinforcement used as a method to provide ductility.
Research has shown that the use of fibre reinforcement can
significantly improve the shear performance of concrete
[4,5]. It is in high strength concrete, however, that the true
enhancement can be realised. This is mainly due to the
increased bond strength between fibre and matrix [6] along
with the increase in surface roughness.
This study aims to understand the degree of contribution
that fibres have to the shear resistance of UHPFRC. This is
accomplished through the comparison of conventional
reinforced UHPC specimens with UHPFRC specimens.
This paper also describes the specimen design and test
method used to obtain the shear stress-slip curve of UHPC
reinforced with fibres and conventional steel bars. The
results obtained from this experimental programme are
given and discussed. The results are also used to compare
with available shear friction strength models from
literature.
2

EXPERIMENTALPROGRAM

This study involved testing a total of 21 un-cracked pushoff specimens. The variables investigated were the
reinforcement parameter and fibre content. It consists of
seven series of specimens. A total of 9 fibre reinforced
specimens consisting of 0.55%, 1.10% and 2.20% fibre

content, 9 conventional reinforced specimens consisting of
0.25%, 0.50% and 1.00% reinforcement content and one
unreinforced specimen. Each specimen was designated by
the letter R followed by the reinforcement content and then
the letter F followed by the fibre content (see Figure 1).
2.1

Testspecimens

The dimensions and reinforcement details of the test
specimens are shown in Figure 1. The transverse
reinforcement consists of one T12 bar (12 mm diameter
deformed bars). Mild steel smooth bars, 6 mm in diameter
(R6; fy = 250 MPa) were employed as ties for all standard
reinforced specimens

Figure 1: Specimen geometry and reinforcement layout
(dimensions in mm)
The mix proportions and material details used in this
study are given in Table 1. For each batch of concrete, three
specimens were cast along with three cubes, three cylinders
and three direct tensile specimens. All specimens were
prepared and cured in the same way. The mixing procedure
used was as follows;
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1.
2.
3.

4.

Mix the dry materials for approximately 5
minutes, checking to see if mixed properly
Add in the water and superplasticiser and mix for
approximately a further 2 minutes
After this add micro-silica slurry and mix for
approximately 10 minutes, checking for proper
mixing
Once a good consistency is achieved add the fibres
(if applicable) and allow to mix until the fibres
have combined with the mix

Each specimen was subjected to settling loads. This
consisted of applying a crosshead displacement of 0.8 mm
to the specimen at a rate of 0.01 mm/s and then returning
the crosshead to its initial position at the same rate. The
crosshead position was moved to account for any
settlement in the test setup. During the test, the specimen
was loaded at a crosshead displacement rate of 0.002 mm/s.
Once the specimen failed, the loading rate was increased to
0.01 mm/s. Displacements were captured at a rate of 10 s-1.

Table 1: Mix proportions for shear push-off specimens
Constituent

Cement (CEM1)
GGBS
Microsilica
slurry
Silica sand
Superplasticiser
Water
Steel fibres
(OL13/.16)
Compressive
strength (MPa)

R0F0,
R25F0,
R50F0,
R100F0
0.209
0.144
0.176

R0F55

R0F110

R0F220

0.209
0.144
0.176

0.209
0.144
0.176

0.209
0.144
0.176

0.386
0.048
0.075
0.000

0.386
0.048
0.075
0.0055

0.386
0.048
0.075
0.011

0.386
0.048
0.075
0.022

127

146

159

164

During casting, the workability of the mix was obtained
from flow test. All mixes obtained a similar flow of 180
mm. The specimens were stored at room temperature under
damp hessian for 48 hours. Once de-moulded, they were
placed in a 90oC water tank for a further 48 hours. The
specimens were then removed from the tank and placed in a
cooling box. The cooling box was used to reduce the
likelihood of thermal shock. It consisted of an insulated box
that had a small portion of the 90oC water placed in it. This
allowed the specimens to cool down over a longer period
than just placing at room temperature straight from the
curing tank. The specimens were then removed from the
cooling box and placed in a constant temperature and
humidity room until the day of testing.
2.2

TestSetup,InstrumentationandTestProcedure

At 28 days after casting the un-cracked test specimens were
tested using a servo-controlled hydraulic actuator with a
capacity of 600 kN. The load was applied through the
central portion using a spherical seat and knife edge loading
plate located at the top (Figure 2). The specimens were
supported by a steel plate of 100x100 mm resting on a set
of rollers and plates. This also allowed loading to be
concentrated through the central portion of the specimen as
well as allowing crack dilation. Specific care was taken to
ensure each specimen was placed centrally in the loading
arrangement. The deformation of each specimen was
measured using six displacement transducers positioned on
the specimen as shown in figure 2. Four transducers were
used for the vertical displacement and two were used for
the horizontal displacement.
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Figure 2: Loading arrangement
3
3.1

TESTRESULTSANDDISCUSSION
Generalbehavior

Figure 3 displays the average shear stress-slip and shear
stress-dilation curves obtained for all series of tests apart
from the unreinforced specimens. The unreinforced
specimens performed linearly up to peak load at which
point there was an explosive failure. The failure was
sudden with no prior warning. All of the reinforced
specimens performed linearly up to the formation of tensile
cracks at the notches. There was then the initiation and
propagation of a shear crack within the shear plane of the
specimen. The fibre reinforced specimens displayed ductile
behaviour at peak load as there was a slight hardening
response observed. Upon reaching the peak load all of the
specimens failed with a sudden bang and a large drop in
load occurred. An increase in load was observed after
sudden failure. At this point, the reinforcement was
engaged and started to carry further load. The
reinforcement continued to carry this load until its failure or
the test was stopped due to geometric constraints.
Specimen R100F0-2 and specimen R0F220-3 were an
exception to this. In test specimen R100F0-2 there was a
tensile crack located at the bottom notch, which propagated
after peak load. With specimen R0F220-3 the shear planes
rotated causing ductile failure to occur throughout the postpeak region. The apparent reason for specimen R0F220-3
failing in this manner seemed to be due to fibres
distributing closer to the bottom face of the mould. During
the test, it was visible that the shear crack formed firstly on
one face (the cast face as this is where there was a lack of
fibres) and then propagated towards the other face. This
caused the specimen to perform ductile throughout the
whole loading scheme.
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Figure 3: Shear stress-slip curves and shear stress-dilation curves for standard reinforced specimens and fibre reinforced UHPC
specimens
3.2

Stiffness

Stiffness of the initial portion is affected by the
reinforcement content present in the specimens. For
instance, specimens R0F0, R25F0, R50F0 and R100F0
have stiffness’s 47, 42, 48 and 50 N/mm3 respectively. This
shows that with increasing standard steel reinforcement
there is a slight increase in stiffness of the specimens. The
fibre reinforced specimens, R0F55, R0F110 and R0F220
have stiffness’s 70, 73 and 65 N/mm3 respectively. In these
specimens, the fibre reinforcement significantly increases
the shear stiffness, displaying an increase of 33% between
R0F0 and R0F55. The specimens with 2.20% fibre content
do not give the same increase in stiffness as the 0.55% and
1.10%.
3.3

Precrackshearstrength

The pre-crack shear strength in the entire standard
reinforced specimens occur around 6 MPa. Specimens
R0F55 cracked at 9 MPa, R0F110 at 11 MPa and R0F220
at 7MPa. This is an increase in pre-crack shear strength of
50%, 83% and 17% respectively over the peak stress
achieved by unreinforced specimens. This is an indication
that fibre content can improve the pre-crack shear strength
of UHPC, however, there is a reduction in pre-crack shear
strength in specimens R0F220. These specimens performed
more ductile than the other fibre reinforced specimens at
pre-crack shear strength. This was evident by no drop in
load at pre-crack shear strength, as was observed in all the
other specimens.

3.4

Peakshearstress

Specimens R0F0, R25F0, R50F0 and R100F0 reached a
peak shear stress of 7.5 MPa, 8.5 MPa, 9.5 MPa and 9.5
MPa respectively. This shows that an increase in standard
steel reinforcement does not significantly increase the peak
shear stress of UHPC. This is evident from the medium and
high standard reinforced specimens as there was no
difference in the peak load achieved. The fibre reinforced
specimens, R0F55, R0F110 and R0F220 gave an increase
in peak shear stress equating to 35%, 46% and 56% above
the peak stress achieved for the unreinforced specimens.
The peak shear stress values for the fibre reinforced
specimens are 11.5 MPa, 14 MPa and 17 MPa respectively.
It is evident therefore that an increase in standard
reinforcement does not have the same effect as an increase
in fibre reinforcement does on the shear strength of UHPC.
This would indicate that steel fibre reinforcement can be a
viable method of effectively increasing the shear strength
of UHPC.
3.5

Failureprocessandsurface

Specimens R0F0 failed very suddenly and explosively with
no warning of eminent failure. The unreinforced specimens
developed two shear planes. The shear plane for the
unreinforced and standard reinforced specimens was very
smooth with very little surface asperities. This was not the
case with the fibre reinforced specimens as the fibres
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bridged the crack, therefore holding the shear planes
together while also providing surface asperities.
3.6

increase in shear strength where it plateaus and continues
until sudden failure of the steel reinforcement. In fibre
reinforced specimens there is also an initial increase in
shear stress after failure. There is a then a softening
response observed as the fibres pull-out of the matrix.

Postpeakstress

The post-peak stress for R25F0, R50F0, R100F0, R0F55
R0F110 and R0F220 is 0.86 MPa, 2.02 MPa, 3.91 MPa,
2.83 MPa, 3.30 MPa and 6.15 MPa respectively. This
shows that the amount of reinforcement present across the
shear crack increases post-peak stress. In the standard
reinforced specimens, a doubling of reinforcement
generally doubled the post-peak load. More specifically an
increase of 57% was achieved between R25F0 and R50F0
and 48% between R50F0 and R100F0. This is not the case
with the fibre reinforced specimens, in which there was an
increase in the post-peak load of 16% between R0F55 and
R0F110 and 46% between R0F110 and R0F220. A
doubling in fibre content does not necessarily have the
same effect on post-peak stress as it does in the standard
reinforced specimens, however, it is achieved in the
specimens with the highest fibre content. It can also be
noted that the fibre reinforced specimens achieve a higher
post-peak stress than the standard reinforced specimens.
3.7

3.8

Dilation

Dilation, as shown in Figure 3 is greatly reduced by higher
standard reinforcement content. This is evident from the
dilation curve for R100F0 which has a significantly
reduced dilation at peak stress over the other standard
reinforced specimens. Standard reinforcement also reduces
the dilation after peak stress as shown by the gradual
increase in post-peak dilation. This, however, does not
seem to be the case for the fibre reinforced specimens.
Fibre content does not decrease the dilation experienced at
peak stress, although, the response is more ductile. It also
does not have a significant effect on the post-peak dilation.
A reason for this may be the clamping force that steel
reinforcement can provide. The steel reinforcement bars
were clamped to the transverse reinforcement, therefore
providing a resistance to crack dilation. This is not the case
for the fibre reinforced specimens as there is no physical tie
between the transverse reinforcement. At crack
propagation, the fibres are pulling out of the matrix and
therefore dilation is related to the fibre pullout process.
This is why an increase in fibre content does not seem to
reduce the dilation across a crack.

Postpeakbehaviour

The post-crack behaviour of conventionally reinforced and
fibre reinforced concrete is significantly different. In
conventionally reinforced concrete the post-peak behaviour
is characterised by an initial increase in shear stress as the
reinforcement is engaged, after which there is a gradual

Table 2: Equations available for shear transfer strength of concrete [20]
Researchers
Birkeland and Birkeland (1966)[21]

Equation and description

f y tan M

vu

fy

Mattock and Hawkins (1972)[22]

vu

1.38  0.8( Uf y  V n )

Mattock (1974)[23]

vu

2.76  0.8( Uf y  V n )

Hermansen and Cowan (1972)[24]

vu
fc

Walraven, Frenay and Pruijsser (1987)[26]

Mattock (1988)[14]

k

vu

Uf y  V n
fc

C1 ( U f y ) C 2

vu
C1

0.822 f c

0.406

C2

0.159 f c

0.303

0.467 f c

0.545

 0.8( Uf y  V n )
D

Mau and Hsu (1988)[15]

vu
Lin and Chen (1989)[27]

vu

Pe
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4  0 .8 Uf y

vu

Loov (1978)[25]

Limitations
  1.5%
vu  5.52 MPa
fc 27.58 MPa
vu  0.3fc  10.34 MPa
Clamping stresses higher than 1.38 MPa
vu  0.3fc  10.34 MPa
Clamping stresses higher than 1.38 MPa

vu  0.3fc

§ Uf y ·
¸
k¨
¨ fc ¸
©
¹
P e ( Uf y  V n )

§ 1.75 f c
¨
¨ Uf y  V n
©

·
¸
¸
¹

vu  0.3fc12.46 MPa

0 .5

d 0 .8 f c

vu  0.3fc

0.25
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Loov and Patnaik (1994)[12]

kO (0.1  Uf y ) f c

vu

Mattock (1994)[13]

vu
Kahn and Mitchell (2002)[11]

vu

vu  0.25fc
vu  0.3fc

Uf y f c 0.73
4.536
0.05 f c  1.4 Uf y

vu  0.2fc


4

COMPARISONWITHPUBLISHEDEQUATIONS

The equations available for the shear friction response of
concrete are shown in Table 2. Plotted in Figure 4 are the
test results obtained from this study against the shear
transfer strength equations from four different researchers
[11–15]. Standard reinforced specimens are represented by
the clear circles and fibre reinforced specimens are
represented by the filled circles. Clamping stress for the
standard reinforced specimens is obtained from the
following expression ; fy. The clamping stress for the fibre
reinforced specimens is acquired from the following
equations taken from the following reference [16];

v fib

0.83 N fib F p

N fib

FP

vf
Af

DK

W bond Sd f

Lf
2

(1)
(2)

(3)

vfib – clamping stress provided by the fibres (MPa), Nfib –
number of fibres across an area (1/mm), vf – volume
fraction of fibres in the mix, Af – Area of a fibre (mm2),  –
orientation factor (3/8),  – distribution factor, Fp –
clamping force of single fibre (N), \bond – bond shear
strength between fibre and matrix (MPa), df – diameter of
fibre (0.16 mm), Lf – length of fibre (13 mm).
Once the clamping stress is obtained from equation (1) it
is used in the shear transfer strength equation as usual.

reinforced UHPC. It is noted that the unreinforced
specimens are not included in Tables 4 and 5.
Generally, the equations perform well at predicting the
shear strength of the specimens, however, for the standard
reinforced specimens, there are two equations that stand
out. These are the equations developed by Mattock (1988)
and Khan and Mitchell (2002). Mattock (1988)
underestimates the shear strength by 21% with a COV of
6.76%., while Khan and Mitchell (2002) underestimate the
shear strength by 14% with a COV of 9.71%. Furthermore,
it is evident from Figure 4 that Kahn and Mitchell (2002)
overestimates the shear strength of standard reinforced
specimens at higher confinements.
For the fibre reinforced specimens, the equation
developed by Kahn and Mitchell (2002) provides a good
estimate of shear strength. On average it underestimates the
shear strength specimens by 23% with a COV of 6.37%.
The equation performs quite consistently throughout all
three confinements as indicated by the low COV and Figure
4.
Table 3: Standard reinforced specimens: Average ratio of
shear strength from test against shear strength from
equations and their coefficient of variance
Researcher
Mau and Hsu
(1988)
Mattock (1988)
Mattock (1994)
Loov and Patnaik
(1994)
Kahn and
Mitchell (2002)

Average vu/veq
1.18

COV (%)
22.95

1.21
1.17
1.20

6.76
22.82
20.62

1.14

9.71

Table 4: Fibre reinforced specimens: Average ratio of shear
strength from test against shear strength from equations and
their coefficient of variance
Researcher
Mau and Hsu
(1988)
Mattock (1988)
Mattock (1994)
Loov and Patnaik
(1994)
Kahn and
Mitchell (2002)
Figure 4: Normalised shear strength against normalised
clamping stress
Shown in Table 4 and 5, are the performances of the four
shear transfer strength equations at predicting the shear
strength of both standard reinforced UHPC and fibre

Average vu/veq
1.11

COV (%)
16.02

1.49
1.04
1.19

4.11
17.02
14.75

1.23

6.37

CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions can be drawn from this study;
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

Shear stiffness is increased with reinforcement
clamping stress, however, the greatest increase was
achieved by 1.10 % of steel fibres
Pre-crack strength increased significantly for fibre
reinforced specimens, again 1.10 % of steel fibres
achieving the highest
Peak load was increased by fibre reinforcement, with
2.20 % of fibres increasing the peak load by 56 % over
the unreinforced specimen
Post-peak load was increased with reinforcement
clamping stress, the greatest increase from 2.20 % of
steel fibres
Ductility prior to failure and softening after failure
were observed from the fibre reinforced specimens
Crack dilation is not reduced by an increase in fibre
content, however, specimens perform more ductile,
with the crack opening being controlled more
effectively
The shear friction equation by Kahn and Mitchell
(2002) predicts well the shear strength of standard and
fibre reinforced UHPC

[13]

[14]

[15]

[16]

[17]
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ABSTRACT: One of the principal factors affecting the bond between reinforcement and concrete is the anchorage length of the
rebar embedded in the concrete. Requirements for minimum anchorage lengths prescribed in design codes can lead to
congestion in the reinforcement and complications in detailing. The addition of short fibre to reinforced concrete can control the
formation and growth of micro-cracks which begin to form in concrete under tension. Not only can this make the unit more
ductile, but of interest here is the fact that this can increase the peak bond stress between rebar and concrete, and as a
consequence reduce the required anchorage length of rebar in embedded concrete. This study compares the pull-out behaviour of
ribbed rebar cast into specimens of plain concrete and samples reinforced with steel, polypropylene and glass short fibres
respectively. Testing constituted a pull-out test employing displacement control to determine peak bond stress and post-peak
behaviour. Standard compression tests were used to determine the compressive strengths of the concrete mixes. Results obtained
were compared by analysing peak bond stress and post-peak pull-out behaviour of the ribbed rebar from the concrete specimens.
The results showed that the peak bond stress of the control mix reinforced with the addition of short steel fibres demonstrated an
increase in bond strength of 18%. In contrast to this, the addition of short polypropylene fibres reduced the peak bond stress
while the addition of short glass fibres had a negligible impact on the peak bond strength. All short fibre additions improved the
post-peak behaviour of the samples when compared to the control mix. These results are consistent with the findings of previous
research.
KEY WORDS: Fibre-reinforced concrete, pullout behaviour, anchorage, polypropylene, glass, steel, bond.
fibres are used to improve the tensile capacity and flexural
1
INTRODUCTION
resistance of reinforced concrete elements, polypropylene
Reinforced concrete is one of the most widely used materials fibres are used for improved crack control and glass fibres are
in the construction industry today. The functional capacity of used in permanent formwork. These are only some of the
reinforced concrete as a building material has evolved over types and applications of fibre reinforcement available to
the years with continued improvement in structural design and designers.
increased options for reinforcing elements. Reinforced In addition to the above mentioned functions, it has been
concrete comprises concrete and reinforcing materials, noted that the presence of fibres in a concrete mix can also
have an effect on the pull-out behaviour of rebar [3].
employed to improve the concrete’s structural properties [1].
In order for a reinforced concrete element to function
correctly, it must be able to transfer the loads that it
experiences from the concrete to the steel. This load transfer is
achieved through the bond of the reinforcing steel bar f (rebar)
to the concrete. As the load is increased on the reinforced
concrete unit, so too does the bond stress between the rebar
and the concrete [2]. Bond stress between rebar and concrete
is defined as the force of adhesion per unit area of contact
between the rebar and the concrete. When the load increases
to a point that the stress on the rebar is higher than the
maximum bond stress achievable between the rebar and the
concrete, the bar will experience slip and pull-out from the
concrete unit. The bond between the rebar and the concrete
and the bond stress are therefore fundamental properties in
reinforced concrete design.

1.1

BondslipBehaviour

The bond mechanism is the interaction between the
reinforcement and concrete [4]. For optimal reinforced
concrete design, efficient and reliable force transfer between
reinforcement and concrete is required [5]. The ACI states
that the transfer of forces from the reinforcement to the
surrounding concrete occurs for a ribbed bar by chemical
adhesion between the bar and concrete, friction forces arising
from the roughness of the interface and mechanical anchorage
or bearing of the ribs against the concrete surface. The main
factors, therefore which influence the bond between rebar and
concrete are bar spacing, development and splice length,
concrete cover and the use of confining transverse
reinforcement. Bond strength also increases with increasing
concrete compressive strength [5].

Short fibres can comprise of different materials and are
utilised in concrete for a range of purposes. For example, steel
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A model for bond stress-slip behavior has been proposed by
Huang et al [6], which identifies four key parameters in the
relationship. Firstly, the slip increases with increasing bond
stress, up to a maximum value for the stress (slip = S1). This
is followed by a plateau during which slip is increasing for
constant bond stress (slip = S2), after which bond stress starts
to decrease (slip = S3) for increasing slip values. Finally a
constant residual bond strength is reached which is due to
pure friction between the reinforcing bar with the cracked
concrete lugs and the surrounding concrete (slip = S4).

Figure 1. Simplified Bond Stress-Slip Relationship (after
Huang et al [6]
1.2

InfluenceofFibresonBondSlipBehaviour

There are conflicting results reported for the influence of short
fibres on the bond-slip behavior during pullout tests. For steel
fibres, for example, Yazici and Arel [13] reported an increase
in pullout load due to the presence of fibres. Ganesan,
however, reports a slight reduction in peak load caused by the
presence of steel fibres [11]. The same authors also report a
reduction in peak load when polypropylene fibres are added.
The purpose of this study is to examine how the presence of
the different short fibre types listed above effect the pull-out
behaviour of rebar from concrete. If the addition of short
fibres can improve the bond-slip behaviour, this may allow for
more lenient anchorage lengths to be provided in congested
reinforced concrete sections.
2

METHODS
2.1

ExperimentalProgramme

The bond stress-slip behaviour of the ribbed bar was analysed
and compared for variance in test specimen with particular
attention on the post-peak region. The aim of the analysis was
to see if the expected improved crack control and pseudoductility of the concrete, modified from the inclusion of the
fibres, translates into a significant modification of the bond
stress-slip relationship. The pull-out out behaviour was
measured by observing the fluctuation in bond stress as a
function of bar displacement of the reinforcement embedded
in concrete specimens. A compression test was carried out on
cubes to accurately determine their strength at the time of
testing. All measurements were made under displacement
control. Displacement control increases measurement
sensitivity and allows the ongoing failure processes i.e. postpeak load displacement, to be monitored.
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2.2

TestingApparatus

The testing apparatus used was the Instron industrial series
DX300 model which has a maximum load capacity of 300 kN.
This apparatus is designed for high-capacity tension,
compression, bend/flex and shear testing. During the pull-out
test, the behaviour of the rebar under displacement was
measured using extensometers.
2.3

TestSamples

The test sample consisted of a 200 x 200 x 200mm concrete
cube with a B16 ribbed rebar cast in centrally and debonded to
allow an anchorage length of 75mm. This provided a depth of
cover to bar ratio of 5.75. This is above the minimum value
recommended by Torre-Casanova et al. [7] to avoid failure
through concrete splitting. The rebar extended out of the
concrete by approximately 600mm to allow for gripping in the
tensile testing machine. The rebar had an effective rib spacing
of approximately 10.5mm.
In addition to the pullout test samples, 150mm cubes were
cast to determine the compressive strength of the samples at
testing.
There were four sample types in total – each using the same
concrete mix but with the addition of different fibre types.
x
x
x
x

Sample Type 1 – plain concrete mix
Sample Type 2 - concrete mix containing steel fibres
Sample Type 3 - concrete mix containing polypropylene
fibres
Sample Type 4 - concrete mix containing glass fibres.

Twelve castings of each sample were created and tested
giving a total of 48 test samples. Of the 48 samples, 24 were
used for pull-out tests with the remaining 24 used for
compressive tests. The tests were completed when the
concrete reached an age of 28 days. Sample blocks, number of
samples per block and description of testing conditions are
described in Table 1. EN 1992-1-1, 2005 Section 3.1.2 (2)
states that the strength classes of concrete used in the code are
based on the characteristic cylinder strength fck determined at
28 days.
Concrete was mixed in the Banagher Precast Concrete (BPC)
works under controlled factory conditions. This resulted in the
most consistent mixes of concrete due to the precise nature of
the fully automated equipment and the quality of the mixer
employed. In order to ensure that the concrete mix was
consistent, a sample of the sand and aggregates that were used
in the mix were tested for moisture content prior to testing
occurred. The amount of water present determined the amount
of free water that was to be added to the mix to ensure that a
consistent water cement ratio was achieved. A total volume of
0.2m3 of concrete was batched which was the minimum
amount required in order to achieve a consistent mix.
All samples were cast in the same manner. Concrete was fully
mixed before the fibres were added. They were then added to
the mixer and mixed for 5 minutes, prior to casting of the test
sample. Timber moulds were manufactured to allow 6
samples be cast simultaneously. The concrete was manually
placed and compacted into the moulds using a vibrating poker
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For the baseline samples tested here, the measured
displacement at P1 is considerably higher than expected. The
average measured displacement at first peak is 9.7 mm. Huang
et al, demonstrated that the displacement at maximum bond
stress should be between 1 mm and 3 mm [6]. This is in
agreement with the results of Lee and Mulheron, [8] who
measured a displacement at maximum bond stress is in the
region of 2 mm [4]. fib Model code 2010 reports similar
values of between 1 mm and 3.6 mm [9]. In the current study,
it is likely that the larger measured value of displacement is
due to the overall stiffness of the test equipment used and in
the method of measuring the displacement, i.e. relying on
cross-head displacement rather than any direct measurement
of bar load-slip or extension. The samples were tested and
measured using a rigid load frame. The load frame moves
under displacement control and is linked electronically to an
extensometer which records both the load and the cross-head
displacement. Due to the significant loads applied during
testing, the load frame inevitably experiences some deflection
resulting in the measured displacement being an inaccurate
measurement of the true displacement experienced by the bar.
In addition, the rebar being pulled out of the test sample
would experience some elastic extension due to the applied
load during the testing. At the same time, due to the loading
arrangement, the concrete cube in which the rebar is
embedded would also undergo some elastic shortening. An
analysis of the pull-out data obtained from the testing of the
control samples confirms that the distances between peak
bond stresses is comparable to the rib spacing of 10.5mm. The
large initial displacements recorded here are worthy of further
investigation, but are consistent across all samples.

interaction of the rebar and the concrete has been directly
influenced by the presence of the steel fibres. This is the
expected behaviour of the concrete sample when steel fibres
have been added, e.g. as demonstrated by Baran et al. who
found that concrete reinforced using steel fibres with dosages
of between 15 and 60 kg/m3 increased the measured bond
strength between 1 – 32% when compared to unreinforced
concrete samples [10].
The pre-peak behaviour of the SFRC samples (Figure 5) is
more varied than control samples (Figure 4). It is expected
that the post-peak behaviour of the samples would be
consistent as the sample is in the early stages of loading and
the effect that the addition of the fibres has on the mix would
not become apparent until the chemical adhesion between the
bar and concrete and the friction forces arising from the
roughness of the interface are no longer sufficient to bond the
rebar to the concrete. It is not expected that the addition of
fibres effect these initial bond mechanisms. The final bond
mechanism is the mechanical anchorage or bearing of the ribs
against the concrete surface. This is where the addition of
fibres is expected to effect the mix as they will bridge across
cracks forming on the failure surface between ribbed rebar
and concrete leading to a more ductile unit and controlled
post-peak behaviour. This suggests that the presence of the
steel fibres retains crack opening so therefore the pull-out
loads are higher and more consistent.

Figure 4 demonstrates that the resulting curves from the
control sample testing are consistent with each other up until
the post-peak point where the concrete experiences fractious
cracking due to rebar pull-out. This establishes the reliability
and consistency of the testing procedure. The consistency of
the pre-peak behaviour is expected. As the rebar approaches
the peak bond stress, the chemical adhesion between the bar
and concrete and the friction forces arising from the roughness
of the interface no longer become sufficient to bond the rebar
to the concrete. At the peak bond stress, the final bond
mechanism of mechanical anchorage or bearing of the ribs
against the concrete restrains the rebar and cracking begins to
occur. This cracking is apparent in the post-peak behaviour
and occurs at approximately 1 rib spacing from peak 1. The
variable post-peak behaviour of the control sample due to
cracking occurs because there is no control over the opening
of the tensile cracks that form in the concrete failure surface
as the ribbed rebar debonds from and pulls out through the
concrete sample.

The addition of the polypropylene fibres to the concrete mix
reduced the peak bond stress by 28% and reduced the
compressive strength of the mix by 37%. These findings are in
agreement with several other reported values, where the
inclusion of polypropylene fibres has caused a reduction in
compressive strength of the FRC [14], [15]. It is
acknowledged that other authors have identified an increase in
compressive strength with the introduction of fibres, so this
area demands further study. The pre-peak behaviour of the
polypropylene fibres is consistent and is similar to the control
sample mix (Figure 6), suggesting that the presence of the
polypropylene fibres retains crack opening. A similar study by
Ganesan et al reported that the concrete samples reinforced
with polypropylene fibres demonstrated an ultimate load and
bond stress value of 5% lower than that demonstrated by a
baseline sample which contained no polypropylene fibres
[11]. The compressive strength of the fibre reinforced sample
demonstrated a marginal increase of 1% than that of the
baseline sample. The reduction in peak bond stress with a
reduced compressive strength is typical of polypropylene
reinforced fibres. This is in line with the theoretical values of
bond stress calculations where the value of ultimate bond
resistance is directly related to the compressive strength of the
concrete sample.

The addition of steel fibres to the concrete mix has increased
the peak bond stress experienced in the samples by an average
of 18%. This may be compared with the measured average of
2% increase in compressive strength of the concrete mix
itself. It is therefore unlikely that the observed increase in
bond strength occurs solely as a result of the change in the
strength of the concrete mix. Instead, it suggests that the

The addition of glass fibres to the control mix has no clear
effect on the peak bond stress of the mix but reduced the
compressive strength by 3.1%. The results suggest that the
addition of glass fibres to the control mix have not had any
effect on the interaction between the concrete and the rebar.
Deshmukh et al. showed that the increase in compressive
strength of the mix is shown to be 8.81% with the addition of
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0.03% glass fibres [12]. The dosage of glass fibres used in this
study is 0.03% also so this behaviour is unexpected. The postpeak behaviour demonstrated by the glass fibre reinforced
sample (Figure 7) is similar to the post-peak behaviour
demonstrated by the steel and polypropylene fibre reinforced
samples and suggests that the presence of the glass fibres
retains crack opening.
In the structural design of reinforced concrete, the improved
bond strength resulting from the addition of steel fibres to a
concrete mix can be advantageous in reducing the required
anchorage lengths of rebar in concrete and also increasing the
effective anchorage length in any given design. The reduced
variability and increased bond stress in post-peak regions
could contribute to improved overall robustness at large
displacements which (in some cases) could add to the safety
of occupants. There is less potential for the addition of
polypropylene and glass fibres to the concrete mix to fulfil
this role.
It is clear that the addition of steel fibres can play a beneficial
role in improving structural design and robustness but overall
compatibility must be considered. The use of steel fibres carry
a cost and also a risk of incorrect application if the correct
volume fractions and mixing methods are not adhered to. It is
rare in structural design that when a problem is encountered,
there is only one solution. All solutions, including the solution
where fibres can be added to the concrete mix where
applicable, carry their own particular cost and risk. The
solution chosen will depend on how much money the
contractor or client has at their disposal and the level of risk
that they are willing to apply. While there are limitations to
applying the principle of short fibre steel reinforcement in
practice, it should be considered as a viable option in
reinforced concrete design.
5.

CONCLUSIONS

The results of this study are consistent with the findings of
previous research and demonstrate that the addition of short
steel fibres improves the structural properties and ductility of
reinforced concrete and are more efficient than either glass or
polypropylene fibres addition. This has the potential to reduce
the required anchorage length of main rebar in steel fibre
reinforced concrete mixes by 10-15%. This would be
advantageous to structural designers when detailing reinforced
concrete in areas where anchorage space was limited due to
rebar congestion. Short steel fibre reinforcement could
therefore be considered as a viable solution to improve bond
stress between ribbed rebar and concrete in structural design.
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Reducing the environmental impact of concrete products, while at the same time
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, the global warming potential and embodied energy associated with the manufacture of concrete
precast products in Northern Ireland is assessed though life cycle assessment. This analysis is to form part of the environmental
product declaration for precast concrete products manufactured at the factory. A cradle-to-gate analysis is performed, which
includes raw material supply, transport to the manufacturer and manufacturing. The total global warming potential (GWP) and
embodied energy (EE) for precast concrete products manufactured at Tracey Concrete Ltd in Northern Ireland were found to be
476.3 kg CO2eq/m3 (or 202.7 kg CO2eq/tonne) and 3243.9 MJ/m3 (or 1380.4 MJ/tonne), respectively. The impacts associated
with the production of cement was, by far, the most significant contributor to the total impacts, as it accounted for approximately
71% and 48% of the total GWP and EE, respectively. The results of the study are presented and compared to an international
study. A strategy for reducing the environmental impact of the manufacturing stage, in terms of embodied energy and global
warming potential, is discussed and the monetary cost savings are presented. A strategy for reducing the environmental impact
(GWP and EE) of the factory by installing an LED lighting system to improve the efficiency of on-site energy usage is
proposed. This system would incur a reduction of 16,399 kg CO2eq per annum, while saving approximately £16,827 per annum.
This illustrates how reducing the negative environmental impact can also save money.
KEY WORDS: Concrete products; Embodied energy; Global warming potential; Life cycle assessment.
1

INTRODUCTION

The effect of human activity on the environment is an ever
growing issue in society. When manufacturing any product,
there is an impact on the environment as a result of inputs
from the techno-sphere and emissions to air, soil and water. In
order to quantify the environmental impact of a product, an
environmental product declaration (EPD) may be used.
An EPD is based on life cycle assessment and should be
produced in accordance to ISO 14025 [1]. In Europe, the
European Committee for Standardization has published EN
15804 [2], a common Product Category Rules (PCR) for EPD
development in the construction sector. Since its introduction,
there has been a number of EPD’s compiled for the
production of cement (for example, Average UK Portland
Cement [3]), GGBS (for example, produced by ECOCEM in
Ireland [4]) and a number of precast concrete products [5-7].
EPDs can then be used to complete life cycle assessment of
buildings and infrastructure. The first author, with co-authors,
has highlighted the importance of choice of materials in
construction projects (see, for example, [8-11]).
Tracey Concrete Ltd was originally founded in 1974 and is
located in Enniskillen, Co. Fermanagh. They are one of the
largest manufacturers of precast concrete products in the UK
& Ireland and have supplied numerous major projects
throughout Ireland, UK, Europe and Canada. Renowned for
their consistent quality, efficient delivery and outstanding
customer service.
In this paper, the global warming potential and embodied
energy associated with the manufacture of concrete products
by Tracey Concrete Ltd in Northern Ireland is assessed though
life cycle assessment. This analysis is to form part of the EPD

for precast concrete products manufactured at the factory. The
stages assessed are raw material supply (A1), transport to the
manufacturer (A2) and manufacturing (A3), as per EN 15804.
The results of the study are presented and compared to a
similar study for precast concrete products in North America
[5-7]. A strategy for reducing the environmental impact of the
manufacturing stage, in terms of embodied energy and global
warming potential, is discussed and the monetary cost savings
are presented.

Figure 1. A photograph of the Tracey Concrete site, a precast
concrete products manufacturer (traceyconcrete.com)
2

METHODSANDMATERIALS

This study has been structured in accordance with the LCA
guidelines of the International Organisation for
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Stan
ndardisation ((ISO), ISO 14025 [1], ISO
O 14040 [12]] and
ISO
O 14044 [13], and EN 158004 [2]. The data
d sets used were
baseed on operatiional data obttained from a concrete prooducts
man
nufacturer, prroduct EPDs [3,
[ 14], ICE [15], DEFRA
A [16]
and
d the ecoinvent database Version 3 [17].
2.1

Goalandsscopeofthesstudy

Thee primary goall of this studyy is to perform
m an environm
mental
LCA
A of concretee products in Ireland from
m cradle-to-facctorygatee. This assesssment is perfformed in ord
der to estimatte the
glob
bal warming potential annd embodied energy assocciated
with
h the manufaacture of conncrete produccts. The life cycle
stag
ges included w
within the sysstem boundarry of the studdy are
raw
w material suppply (A1), trannsport to the manufacturer (A2)
and
d manufacturinng (A3), as shhown in Figurre 2. There aree two
funcctional units iin this study, which are defined as one m
metre
cub
bed (m3) of pproduct and one
o tonne off product, andd the
com
mparative enviironmental im
mpact metrics are
a defined ass 1 kg
CO2 eq and 1 MJJ. In this analyysis, we are trreating the prrocess
hin the manuffacturing stagge on a whole factory basiss and,
with
therrefore, there iss no allocationn between pro
oducts requiredd.

ble 1. Life cycle inventory fo
for the manufaacture of concrete
Tab
ducts (per m3 aand per tonne of product)
precast prod
Unit
kg

per m3
399

per tonne**
Ceement**
170
Transport
T
km
21.1
2
distance
d
L
Water
W
69.5
163
Ag
ggregates:
kg
147
14mm
1
Stone
344.3
kg
163
10mm
1
Stone
382.7
kg
284
Course
C
Sand
667
kg
126
Fine
F Sand
297
Transport
T
km
87.7
8
distance
d
kg
Lim
me Dust
15.1
35.6
kg
Ad
dditives
0.1
0.15
kg
Reeinforcement
12.3
29
kg
An
nchors
0.1
0.24
L
Lu
ubricating
0.2
0.43
oill
En
nergy:
kWh
Electricity
E
12.1
28.4
L
Diesel
D
2
4.59
3
*Assumption: deensity of concrrete = 2,350 kg/m
k
% waste duringg manufacturee
** Includes 3.3%
3

RESULTSAND
DDISCUSSION
N

d
specifiedd in the LCI (Section 2.2 and
The operational data
E associated with
Tablle 1) is used to estimate thee GWP and EE
the manufacture of concretee precast pro
oducts, whichh is
preseented and disccussed in Secttion 3.1. These impacts are then
comp
pared to the results of a similar analy
ysis conducteed in
Nortth America [5-7] in Sectionn 3.2. A strateegy for improving
the on-site
o
energy efficiency is discussed in Section
S
3.3.
ure 2. Productt stage system
m boundary used in this studdy [6]
Figu

2.2

Lifecycleinventoryana
alysis

Thee life cycle invventory (LCI) for the manu
ufacture of conncrete
prod
ducts was geenerated by surveying
s
onee concrete prooduct
man
nufacturer, Trracey Concrette Ltd. The data
d
obtained from
the manufacturerr was for onee year from 1st August 20 14 to
g
the LCI,
L
the folloowing
31stt July 2015. IIn order to generate
dailly data recordss for the year were obtained
d:
x Quantity annd details of prroducts produ
uced
x Quantity annd details off raw materiaals used: conncrete,
aggregates, steel reinforcement, lime, admixtures
a
etcc.
x Transportatiion details (km travelleed etc.) of raw
materials too the manufactturer
x Daily electrricity usage
n
x Daily on-sitte fuel (diesel)) consumption
x Details for oonsite manufaacturing equipment
A summary off the LCI foor the manufaacture of conncrete
preccast products in Ireland (iincluding botth the annual total
and
d normalised, pper m3 of prodduct) is presen
nted in Table 11.
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3.1

Globalwarrmingpotentia
ialandembod
diedenergy

The results of the analysis, whiich estimates the GWP andd EE
he manufacturre of concretee precast prodducts
associated with th
n Irish factory
y, are presentted in Table 2.
2 The total GWP
G
in an
and EE were foun
nd to be 476 .3 kg CO2 eq
q/m3 (or 202.77 kg
a
3243.9 M
MJ/m3 (or 1380.4 MJ/tonnne),
CO2 eq/tonne) and
respeectively, wherre the densityy of concrete is assumed to be
2,350 kg/m3. For both impacts,, the greatest contributor too the
w materials, which
w
total was associatted with the ssupply of raw
ounted for app
proximately 888% and 76% of the total GWP
G
acco
and EE, respecttively. The annual total GWP and EE
he concrete prooducts manuffacturer was foound
associated with th
k CO2 eq andd 86,095,872 MJ,
M respectiveely.
to bee 12,640,610 kg
Th
he total GWP and EE has bbeen broken down
d
further than
the analysis
a
shown
n in Table 2 bby analysing the contributioon of
inpu
uts and emissions includedd in the stud
dy as outlined in
Figu
ure 3. This breakdown
b
iss presented in Figure 3. The
impaacts associated
d with the prooduction of ceement was, byy far,
the most significant contributtor to the tottal impacts, as
a it
ounted for app
proximately 7 1% and 48% of the total GWP
G
acco
and EE, respectiv
vely. The prooduction of the
t steel usedd as
he transportattion of raw materials to the
reinfforcement, th
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facttory and on--site energy usage weree the other main
con
ntributors to thhe total impactt.
Taable 2. The gloobal warming potential and embodied en ergy
asssociated withh the manufactture of concreete products inn an
Irish factory
GWP (kg CO
C 2 eq)
per m3
p tonne
per
Raw
w material
supp
ply
Transport
Man
nufacture
Total

EE (MJ))
per
p m3 per ttonne

417

177.5

2479.9
2

10555.3

38.9
20.4
476.3

16.5
8.7
202.7

469.7
4
294.3
2
3243.9

1999.9
1225.2
13880.4

10
00%
90%

Diesel

80%
8

Electricity

70%
7

Transport

60%
6

Reinforcemeent

50%

Additive

40%
4

LimeDust

30%

Aggregate

20%

Water

10%

Cement

0%
GW
WP

EE

Figure 3. Breeakdown of thhe contribution
n of inputs andd
emiissions to the total GWP an
nd EE
3.2

Compariso
onwithintern
nationalstudie
es

In this
t
section, the results of
o the presentt study have been
com
mpared to a stuudy of precastt concrete products conductted in
Can
nada and USA
A. The results of a survey
y of 99 plantss was
repo
orted. The sttudy divided their produccts into four main
grou
ups: Structuraal precast conncrete [6]; Un
nderground prrecast
con
ncrete [7]; Arcchitectural preecast concretee [5]; and Insuulated
preccast concrete [5].
The
T total GWP
P in the presennt study (202.7
7 kg CO2 eq/toonne)
is between
b
27-441% lower thhan the produ
ucts in the N
North
Am
merican study. This is as a result
r
of impaact of the suppply of
raw
w materials (1777.5 kg CO2 eq/tonne) and manufacturing
m
g (8.7
kg CO
C 2 eq/tonne)) being signifficantly lowerr than the stagges in
the North Amerrican study. One
O of the co
ontributors foor the
vironmental im
mpact of the supply of raaw materials bbeing
env
low
wer is there is greater usagee of additives in North Am
merica
com
mpared to the factory usedd in this study
y. With respeect to
man
nufacturing, tthe lower im
mpact may bee attributed too the
natu
ural curing pprocess used in Ireland compared
c
to more
energy intensivee curing proceesses in Nortth America w
where
heating or coolinng may be reqquired as a ressult of the clim
mate.

wever, the imp
pact of transpoortation of raw
w materials too the
How
plantt (16.5 kg CO
O2 eq/tonne) w
was found to be slightly hiigher
in th
he present stud
dy compared to the North American
A
studyy.
Th
hese results suggest
s
that tthere would be an advanttage,
from
m an environ
nmental stanndpoint, to sell
s
producedd in
Nortthern Ireland to North Am
merican custo
omers. If we take
strucctural precast concrete as an example. On average,, the
GWP
P associated with
w producinng it in North America is 307.8
kg CO
C 2 eq/tonne [6], which is 105.1 kg CO
O2 eq/tonne hiigher
than producing it in Northeern Ireland. Since the GWP
G
hipping a tonn
nne of productt the approxim
mate
associated with sh
0 km from Ireeland to Northh America is approximatelyy 80
5000
kg CO2 eq/tonn
ne (average cargo ship: 0.016 kg CO2
onne.km [8]), it would stilll have a low
wer environmeental
eq/to
impaact.
Tab
ble 3. Compariison between tthe GWP (in kg
k CO2 eq/tonnne)
for concrete prod
ducts manufacctured in a facctory in Northern
verage GWP oof a similar an
nalysis conduccted
Irelaand and the av
in Canadaa and USA
Product
P
type
Structural
S
preccast
concrete [6]
Underground
U
precast
p
concrette [7]
Architectural
A
precast
p
concrette [5]
In
nsulated precaast
concrete [5]
Present
P
study

A1

A2

A3

Totaal

265.11

12.9

29.8

307.8

217.99

11.4

29.8

259.1

265.22

12.7

29.8

307.7
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12.6

29.8

321.44

177.55

16.5

8.7

202.7

Table
T
4. Comp
parison betweeen the EE (in MJ/tonne) forr
co
oncrete produ
ucts manufactuured in a facto
ory in Northerrn
Irelaand and the av
verage total prrimary energy
y used of a sim
milar
analysis conducted iin Canada and
d USA
Product type
Structural precast
oncrete [6]
co
Underground
U
prrecast concrette [7]
Architectural
A
prrecast concrette [5]
In
nsulated precaast
co
oncrete [5]
Present
P
study
3.3

A1

A2

A3

Total

1900 .4

189.6

530.2
5

2620..2

1679 .7

163.6

530.2
5

2373..5

2091 .1

193.1

530.2
5

2814..4

2116 .4

183.7

530.2
5

2830..3

5.3
1055.

199.9

125.2
1

1380.4

Improvingonsiteenergy
gyefficiency

A possible strateegy to aid inn reducing th
he environmeental
impaact (in terms of
o GWP and E
EE) of the facttory is to improve
the efficiency off on-site eneergy usage. Although,
A
onn-site
gy usage is not the moost significan
nt contributor to
energ
envirronmental imp
pact (2% of thhe total GWP)), it is an areaa that
manaagement’s deecisions can directly affeect (unlike GWP
G
associated with the production oof concrete, which
w
is controolled
by an
a external co
ompany, unleess an alternaative cementittious
mateerial is utilised
d in productioon, such as GG
GBS). An analysis
of th
he on-site enerrgy usage wass performed in
n order to idenntify
key areas where energy efficieency can be improved quiickly
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and affordably. The area that was identified was lighting
within the factory.
The total annual on-site energy usage is 752,543 kWh
(Table 1) and lighting accounts for approximately 30% of this
at 226,822 kWh, which is equivalent to 26,085 kg CO2eq.
This value is based on the electricity supplier ‘Energia’, which
uses approximately 75% renewables and 25% natural gas to
produce electricity with global warming potential of 0.115 kg
CO2eq/kWh. In order to reduce lighting energy use, a LED
lighting system is proposed, which is a suitable alternative to
the existing system. The new system would reduce the
electricity usage to 84,224 kWh and in-turn the GWP would
be reduced to 9,686 kg CO2 eq, which is a saving of
approximately 63%.
The proposed system would have a greater effect on a
company which sources their electricity from another supplier
as the All Ireland market and Great Britain market are
approximately 0.452 kg CO2eq/kWh and 0.42 kg CO2eq/kWh,
respectively. Therefore, the electricity saving of 142,598 kWh
would incur a reduction in their GWP of approximately
64,454 kg CO2eq, for the All Ireland market, and
approximately 59,891 kg CO2 eq, for the Great Britain market.
The proposed system would not only have an environmental
saving (total of 16,399 kg CO2eq per annum) but, also a
money saving of £16,827 per annum, assuming the current
cost of electricity at £0.118 per kWh. The company obtained a
quote for the proposed upgrade, which estimates the total cost
as £66,899. Consequently, the estimated payback period is
just over 4 years at 48.95 months. Therefore, this proposed
system, not only, reduces the environmental impact of the
company but also will save money for the company after only
4 years, which reinforces the point that reducing your negative
environmental impact can also save you money.
4

CONCLUSION

In this paper, the global warming potential and embodied
energy associated with the manufacture of concrete precast
products in Ireland is assessed though life cycle assessment. A
cradle-to-gate analysis is performed, which includes raw
material supply, transport to the manufacturer and
manufacturing. The total global warming potential and
embodied energy were found to be 476.3 kg CO2 eq/m3 (or
202.7 kg CO2 eq/tonne) and 3243.9 MJ/m3 (or 1380.4
MJ/tonne), respectively. A strategy for reducing the
environmental impact (in terms of GWP and EE) of the
factory by installing an LED lighting system to improve the
efficiency of on-site energy usage is proposed. This system
would incur a reduction of 16,399 kg CO2 eq per annum,
while saving approximately £16,827 per annum.
Over the next few years, it is expected that it will be a
requirement to have an EPD for every product a company
manufactures. Therefore, if an EPD is compiled now and
compared to competitors, provisions and strategies may be put
in place to reduce the products environmental impact, which
will look favorable when tendering for jobs. However, in
order to ensure the accuracy of these findings, EPDs are to be
verified by a registered independent third party.
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1

ABSTRACT: Despite local and national road authorities striving to provide motorists with a durable and safe infrastructure
environment, one in six UK roads is currently classed as being in poor condition. In terms of safety, Department for Transport
statistics continue to report high numbers of road fatalities; 1,780 in 2015, representing a 3% increase from the previous year. As
such, research focussed on developing resilient and cost effective planned/preventative highway maintenance solutions remains
highly topical. Reported in this paper is research aimed at developing high performance, low impact solutions for both highway
repair and skid resistance enhancement. Based on a metakaolin/alkali silicate-based geopolymer cementitious material, a mix
optimisation investigation is initially reported, providing key fresh and mechanical material properties such as setting time and
compressive/flexural strength. Using optimum mix designs, the paper then presents an assessment of geopolymer cement
concrete’s suitability as a highway repair material. To this end, wear and skidding resistance characteristics of potholes repaired
with geopolymer cement concrete is reported, with initial findings suggesting excellent performance levels. Finally, the paper
examines the potential use of a geopolymer cement-based artificial aggregate as a cost effective alternative to calcined bauxite
for high friction surfacing applications. Initial production trials of aggregate will be discussed, together with effects of
accelerated trafficking on texture depth retention.
KEY WORDS: Geopolymer Cement; Novel Cements; Road Maintenance; Permanent Road Repair; High Friction Surfacing.
1

INTRODUCTION

Interest from the construction industry in sustainable
alternatives to conventional Portland cement has grown in
recent years. Geopolymer cement provides an attractive
alternative, due to advantageous performance and
environmental properties. It is claimed that geopolymer
cement production can achieve up to 90% less CO2 emissions
when compared with Portland cement production [1, 2].
Mechanical properties such as high compressive and flexural
strengths [3], acid and sulphate resistance [4] and freeze-thaw
resistance [5] make geopolymer cement suitable for a wide
range of potential applications. Despite the impressive
mechanical properties, a lack of harmonised standards in the
UK and Europe have created a barrier to the use of
geopolymer cement, and other alkali-activated cementitious
materials (AACM). However, a Publicly Available
Specification (PAS) considering AACMs is to be released in
2016 [6]. This document will set performance based
requirements for AACMs where an aluminosilicate material
and an alkali activator are used to form a cementitious binder.
While some researchers argue that AACMs and geopolymer
cements are different materials, this PAS will include
cementitious binder systems which are marketed as
geopolymer cements.
Road pavement applications have been identified as
potential areas which could take advantage of the impressive
performance properties of geopolymer cement. Firstly,
potholes are a common issue across the entire UK road
network, with one in six roads regarded as being of a poor
standard [7]. In excess of 2.5 million potholes were repaired
in England and Wales in 2014, at an average cost of £57 per

pothole. Despite this significant cost, an estimated £12 billion
is required to bring the UK road network back to a good
standard. Geopolymer cement may provide a solution to this
issue. Limited research has been carried out in this area, with
a Thai study reporting the suitability of geopolymer cement,
albeit based on compressive and bond strength, rather than
durability testing [8].
A second potential use for geopolymer cement is as a
high performance aggregate, used as an alternative to calcined
bauxite in high friction surfacing systems. High friction
surfaces play an important role in the reduction of road traffic
collisions, reducing injuries and saving lives. In service
studies have shown a reduction in collisions by more than
50% after the application of a high friction surface [9]. These
systems use calcined bauxite, a highly durable and hardwearing aggregate, to provide additional grip to an existing
road surface. The aggregate is bonded to the surface using an
epoxy resin. While high friction surfacing is proven to reduce
injuries and deaths on public highways, when correctly
placed, the cost and environmental impact of the calcined
bauxite have meant that alternative materials are required.
While bauxite is a locally available aggregate in Northern
Ireland, material suitable for high friction surfacing
applications can only be sourced from countries such as China
and Guyana, due to differences in the chemical structures of
the aggregates. Long transportation distances, combined with
quarrying, crushing, grading and high temperature calcination
mean that the environmental impact of calcined bauxite is
significant. When the cost of these processes, in addition to
the environmental impact of the material, are considered, a
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suitable alternative would have a major impact on the high
friction surfacing market.
This paper reports preliminary findings from a
research programme focusing on the development of a
geopolymer mortar mix design, the selection of a suitable
mortar for use as a geopolymer pothole repair material, and a
geopolymer aggregate formed from waste geopolymer mortar
for use in a high friction surfacing system.
2

EXPERIMENTALPROGRAMME

2.1

Materials

This study focuses on the application of a calcined clay-based
geopolymer cement system. Kaolinitic clays, an exposed layer
at existing basalt quarries in Northern Ireland, have been
identified as suitable aluminosilicate materials for
geopolymerisation. The clay is calcined at 750ºC, then ground
to a fine powder. When mixed with a potassium silicate
solution (approximately 55-60 wt. % potassium solids),
geopolymerisation occurs, forming a cementitious binder
similar to that of an ordinary Portland cement and water
binder. This system, BanahCEM, is commercially produced
in Northern Ireland and was used throughout the study.
Aggregate for the mortar was locally sourced concreting sand.
Mortar was mixed using a table top mixer. The mixing
process was carried out in accordance with supplier
instructions due to the lack of harmonised standards regarding
the mixing of geopolymeric materials.
2.2

MixtureProportions

Three variables which can impact upon the mechanical
properties of geopolymer mortar are metakaolin powder
content, activator content, and water content. For this study,
content ranges were set for each variable. Three points within
these ranges were selected, giving an upper, middle and lower
content levels. For each mix, the content level of one variable
was changed, with the two other variables remaining at the
middle content level, as shown in Table 1. In order to
maintain a constant mix density of 2400 kg/m3 for each mix,
the sand content was adjusted depending on the other variable
contents.
Table 1. Mix proportions for geopolymer mortar strength
testing.
Mix
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Mix Proportions (kg/m3)
Banah
Banah
CEM
CEM
Sand Water
Powder Activator
500
300
1545
55
500
350
1495
55
500
400
1445
55
450
350
1545
55
500
350
1495
55
550
350
1445
55
500
350
1500
50
500
350
1495
55
500
350
1490
60

2.3

CompressiveandFlexuralStrength

Compressive strength testing was carried out on geopolymer
mortar cubes, measuring 50 x 50 x 50 mm. Flexural strength
was tested on geopolymer mortar beams measuring 40 x 40 x
160 mm. Specimens were cast in steel moulds and wrapped
with polythene sheet to retain moisture during the initial
hardening and curing phase. After 24 hours, the specimens
were demoulded and stored at an ambient temperature of 20 ±
2°C, until testing was carried out. Compressive and flexural
strengths were determined according to BS EN 1015-11: 1999
[10].
2.4

GeopolymerMortarWorkability

The workability of a pothole repair material is an important
factor when determining the suitability of a material for use as
rapid and permanent road repair material. Two workability
tests were carried out. Mortar flow was measured using a table
top flow table, in accordance with BS EN 1015-3: 1999 [11].
Mortar setting time was measured using manual vicat
apparatus, according to BS EN 196-3: 2005 [12]. The
workability tests were carried out on the mix which was
selected, based on the compressive and flexural strength
results.
2.5

PotholeRepairMaterial

An asphalt slab, with dimensions of 275 x 275 x 40 mm, was
produced. Using a hammer and chisel, material was manually
removed to form a circular defect with irregular sloped sides,
and an approximate volume of 0.001m3 (Figure 1). The
irregular shape of the defect meant that the conditions in
which the geopolymer mortar would have to bond to the
asphalt were poor, meaning that there was a risk of the mortar
popping out of the specimen. This provided a worst case
scenario for which the geopolymer mortar may have to
endure. The high strength geopolymer mortar was placed in
the defect and compacted using a steel tamping rod, followed
by 30 seconds on a compacting table. An excess of the
material was removed using a hand trowel. No additional
surface texturing was applied to the geopolymer mortar. The
slab was wrapped in a polythene bag for 24 hours for moisture
retention. After 24 hours, the polythene was removed, and the
slab was stored at an ambient temperature of 20 ± 2 ºC for 6
days prior to testing.

Geopolymer
Liquid/Solid
ratio
0.264
0.282
0.299
0.304
0.282
0.264
0.275
0.282
0.289
Figure 1. A simulated pothole for geopolymer repair
material investigation.
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2.6

HighFrictionAggregate

The geopolymer high friction aggregate was produced using
waste geopolymer mortar specimens from the initial
geopolymer strength testing studies. After the specimens were
tested for compressive and flexural strength, the mortar was
crushed using a jaw crusher. This formed a recycled
geopolymer mortar aggregate. The material was sieved,
according to BS EN 1015-1: 1999 [13] to retain particles sized
from 1 to 3 mm. A 1:1 ratio of two part epoxy resin was
mixed, and a 2 mm layer applied to a 10mm stone mastic
asphalt (SMA) slab with dimensions of 300 x 300 x 50 mm.
The geopolymer aggregate was dispersed over the slab until
the epoxy had been covered. After allowing the epoxy resin to
cure for 24 hours, excess aggregate was removed using a wire
brush. Figure 2 shows the geopolymer high friction surface
slab, prior to testing. This production method was then
repeated with a second 10 mm SMA slab, using conventional
calcined bauxite aggregate with the epoxy resin binder. This
slab was tested alongside the geopolymer slab as a control
sample to provide a benchmark for the initial geopolymer
aggregate investigation.

Figure 2. Crushed geopolymer mortar high friction surface
test specimen.
2.7

SimulatedWearingandSkidResistance

Accelerated wearing was carried out according to Appendix H
of TRL Report 176 [14], using the Ulster University road test
machine. The machine configuration involves loading 2
pneumatic tyres to 5 ± 0.2 kN. The tyres pass over the
specimens at a rate of 10 revolutions per minute, and are free
to move 160±25 mm laterally across the specimens. This
machine replicates low speed and high friction traffic loading,
the harshest form of loading which a road surface can be
subjected to. The pothole sample was subjected to 2000 wheel
passes. The high friction surface slabs were subjected to
20,000 wheel passes.
As no surface texture was applied to the pothole
sample, surface wearing was identified by a visual
assessment. The surface texture changes of the high friction
surfaces were quantified using the sand patch test method.
This method measures the road surface macrotexture. The
test, according to TRL Report 176 Appendix D [14], involved
spreading a known quantity of silica sand in an even circle
over the surface of the specimen. The diameter of the circle is
measured and the textured depth is calculated using the
equation:
Texture Depth =

mm

Skid resistance was measured according to RRL Road Note
27 [15]. The samples are saturated with water and pendulum
apparatus is used to measure the resistance between the
surface and a rubber slider which is attached to the pendulum.
Skid resistance is measured in wet conditions, as a wet surface
provides the lowest skid resistance value.
3

RESULTSANDDISCUSSION

3.1

CompressiveandFlexuralStrength

Table 2 shows the mean 7 day compressive strengths, and
mean 28 day compressive and flexural strengths. As shown in
the results, all specimens exhibited 7 day compressive
strengths of at least 89% of the 28 day compressive strengths.
Mixes 4 and 9 achieved the 28 day strength after 7 days, while
mix 3 showed a slight reduction in compressive strength of
around 3%, between 7 days and 28 days. As mix 3 had a
higher activator content than the other mixes, this may suggest
that the activator content exceeded the maximum content level
of this component. Figure 3 illustrates the relationship
between 7 day and 28 day compressive strengths. It was also
found that the majority of 28 day flexural strength results
were around 4% of the corresponding 28 day compressive
strengths. This is a common trend when testing mortars using
only fine aggregate. However, no trend between 28 day
compressive strength and 28 day flexural strength was
obvious from this investigation.
Table 2. Geopolymer mortar compressive and flexural
strength results.
Flexural strength
Mix
Compressive strength
(N/mm2)
no.
(N/mm2)
7-day
28-day
28-day
1
59
62
2.7
2
66
67
2.4
3
61
59
2.7
4
54
54
2.7
5
66
67
1.7
6
69
77
2.3
7
69
76
3.1
8
66
67
2.7
9
58
58
2.4

Figure 3. Relationship between 7 day and 28 day compressive
strengths of geopolymer mortar mixes.
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The ratio of geopolymer binder liquids to geopolymer binder
solids is thought to play a role in the compressive strength of
geopolymer mortar, much like the effect of water/cement ratio
when using ordinary Portland cement. Figures 4 and 5 show
the effect of geopolymer liquids to solids, for 7 day and 28
day compressive strengths respectively. As shown in figure 4,
after 7 days, the general trend is that compressive strength
decreases, as the geopolymer liquids to solids ratio increases
(R2=0.35). Figure 5 shows that this relationship becomes more
apparent for 28 day compressive strength (R2=0.54).

laboratory conditions [17]. While seven of the mixes achieved
this strength at 28 days, further testing will be required to
determine the 2 hour flexural strength.
Mix 7 was selected for further workability testing,
and for testing as a pothole repair material. This selection was
based on the mix providing the highest flexural strength,
along with high 7 day and 28 day compressive strengths.

Figure 6. Effect of activator to powder ratio on 28 day
compressive strength of geopolymer mortar.
Figure 4. Effect of geopolymer liquids to geopolymer solids
ratio on the 7 day compressive strength of geopolymer mortar.

Figure 5. Effect of geopolymer liquids to geopolymer solids
ratio on the 28 day compressive strength of geopolymer
mortar.
The ratio of activator to powder also appears to play some role
in the 28 day compressive strength of geopolymer mortar.
This trend is shown in Figure 6, where R2=0.25. However,
some variance in the results would indicate that the
geopolymer liquid to solids ratio plays a more important role
in the geopolymer strength development.
The Specification for Highway Works Clause 1001
states that concrete for use as a surfacing material must be
classed as CC37 [16]. This means that 7 day and 28 day
compressive strengths of 32 N/mm2 and 37 N/mm2,
respectively, are required for use as a surfacing material. This
means that all mixes have exceeded the minimum
compressive strength requirements. In addition, it has been
proposed that a minimum 2 hour flexural strength of 2.4
N/mm2 is required when testing repair materials under
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3.2

Freshpotholerepairproperties

The flow of the geopolymer mortar was recorded as 193 mm.
According to BS EN 1015-6: 1991, this mortar can be classed
as a plastic mortar, as it falls within the plastic mortar flow
range of 140 to 200 mm [18]. The initial and final setting
times were recorded as 150 minutes and 180 minutes,
respectively.
The flow result of the mortar indicates a suitable
level of workability for use as a repair material. The material
is likely to require little compaction, and will be easy to
spread into all areas of the defect to maximize bond adhesion.
However, according to the Specification for Highway Works
clause 946 [19], a pothole repair material should have cured
sufficiently to withstand heavy vehicle trafficking after 30
minutes. With a final setting time of 180 minutes, the
geopolymer mortar would require the setting times to be
significantly reduced to be of use as a pothole repair material.
3.3

PotholeRepairPerformance

After 20,000 wheel-passes, a visual assessment of the
specimen was carried out. As geopolymer mortar is an
untested material in this application, using this test method, it
was expected that some performance issues would occur
during the initial testing. Concerns about potential failure
were due to the stiffness of hardened geopolymer cement
mortar, and the possibility of the geopolymer mortar being
incompatible with the existing asphalt surrounding the defect.
However, after 2000 wheel passes, no surface defects were
noticed (Figure 7). The visual assessment focused on surface
cracking, delamination, de-bonding of the geopolymer from
the asphalt, and material loss. The only indication of wear was
some shining of the material surface. The skid resistance was
measured before and after the accelerated wearing of the
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sample. The skid resistance decreased slightly from 43 to 41
after wearing. While this was a positive initial test, the
performance falls short of the requirements set out by RRL
Road Note 27 [15]. The minimum skid resistance value for
materials used on public roads is 45, with trunk roads and
motorways requiring 55, and bends and roundabouts requiring
65. Therefore, further work involving surface texturing will be
required to develop a geopolymer mortar which is suitable of
road pavement use. Also, it is suggested that samples should
be subjected to 100,000 ± 1000 wheel passes [14]. While
initial durability results appear positive, a more extensive
testing programme will be required to determine the
performance of the repair material after much greater
exposure to wearing conditions.

Figure 8. Effect of simulated wearing on surface texture
depth.

Figure 9. Effect of simulated wearing on skid resistance
values.
Figure 7. Geopolymer pothole repair material after simulated
wearing.
3.4

HighFrictionSurfacing

The high friction surface slabs were subjected to 20,000 wheel
passes, with texture depth and skid resistance measured prior
to testing, and at various intervals during testing. Prior to
testing, the texture depth of the geopolymer aggregate sample
was recorded as 2.43 mm, with a skid resistance value of 80.
The control slab had an initial texture depth of 2.58 mm, and a
skid resistance value of 94. Figure 8 shows the changes in
texture depth during testing. Figure 9 shows the changes in
skid resistance during testing. After 20,000 wheel passes, the
geopolymer slab retained a texture depth of 1.3 mm, and a
skid resistance value of 55. This represented a 47% decrease
in texture depth and a 31% decrease in skid resistance. This is
compared with the calcined bauxite, which has a retained
texture depth of 1.55 mm (40% texture loss) and a skid
resistance value of 74 (21% skid resistance loss). Both slabs
showed a significant decrease in texture depth after 1000
wheel passes. The geopolymer aggregate texture depth
reduced by 39% after 1000 wheel passes, and the calcined
bauxite texture depth reduced by 33%. After the initial 1000
wheel passes, the texture depth loss of the samples was more
stable. While the retained texture depth of the geopolymer
aggregate slab was significantly lower than the initial value,
the 1.3 mm texture depth exceeds the minimum requirements
for a road surface. The reference slab had a retained texture
depth of 1.6 mm.

The skid resistance value of the geopolymer
aggregate slab can be classified as a Type 2 surface, according
to RRL Road Note 27 [15], while the calcined bauxite slab
achieved a Type 1 classification, as expected. This means that
the geopolymer aggregate, without any further work or
development, would be suitable for use in a type 2
application, such as trunk roads or motorways.
From the results, the skid resistance value differences
between the samples may be attributed broadly to a difference
in macrotexture depths. However, the results show that a
decreasing texture depth doesn’t directly compare with
decreasing skid resistance values. This may suggest that
factors other than macrotexture, such as aggregate shape and
size may also have an effect of the skid resistance of a high
friction surface. Also, some unexpected texture depth
readings, such as the increase in geopolymer slab texture
depth between 11,000 and 20,000 wheel passes, may be
attributed to some aggregate being removed during testing.
Further work is required in this area to better understand the
factors which affect the skid resistance of high friction
surfaces.
4

SUMMARYANDCONCLUSIONS

The first part of this investigation focused on the development
of a geopolymer mortar mix design process, in order to
produce a high strength geopolymer mortar. Mix designs were
developed, based on the upper, middle and lower limits of
content ranges which were considered for each variable in the
mortar: powder, activator and water. Sand content was
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adjusted only to maintain a constant mix density.
Compressive strengths at 7 days ranged from 54 to 69 N/mm2,
while at 28 days, compressive strengths ranged from 58 to 77
N/mm2. Flexural strengths, as expected, were significantly
lower with 28 day strengths ranging from 1.7 to 3.1 N/mm2.
Based on these results, mix 7, with a mean 28 day
compressive strength of 76 N/mm2 and flexural strength of 3.1
N/mm2 was selected for workability tests and as a pothole
repair material. The crushed geopolymer mortar specimens
were then crushed, using a jaw crusher, to form an aggregate
suitable for use as a high friction surface aggregate.
The second part of this study involved the
application of a geopolymer cement-based material in two
road pavement applications: a pothole repair material and a
high friction surface aggregate. These initial results indicated
the potential usefulness of geopolymer cement-based
materials in highway applications. As a pothole repair
material, no surface deformations were noticed, other than
some minor shining of the geopolymer surface. However,
texture depth and skid resistance values were below minimum
requirements. Also, a longer test period with the road test
machine is required to gain a better understanding of the
geopolymer performance over time. As a high friction
aggregate, the impressive results achieved at a very early
stage in the research provide a strong starting point in the
further development of a suitable alternative to calcined
bauxite in a high friction surfacing system. The potential to
recycle geopolymeric materials for this application may also
prove to be a positive when considering the whole life cycle
of geopolymer cement. Overall, geopolymer cement has been
identified as a material which can be adapted to perform well
in differing road surface applications.
This study has identified three main areas for further
consideration in the research programme.
1. Further research into the potential use of geopolymer
mortar pothole repairs, to improve setting times and with
surface texturing applied to satisfy texture depth and skid
resistance value requirements.
2. Optimisation of geopolymer strength to create a durable,
high performance aggregate for use as a high friction
aggregate.
3. Investigation into factors affecting high friction surfaces,
using conventional measurement techniques and new 3D
photogrammetry techniques. This is to be followed by
further optimisation of the geopolymer aggregate in terms
of strength, shape and size.
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Large Scale Structural Testing of Wind Turbine Blades Manufactured Using a OneShot Out-Of-Autoclave Process
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ABSTRACT: This paper gives details of large scale static testing carried out on 13m long wind turbine blades manufactured using
powder epoxy glass fibre material, cured on integrally heated ceramic tooling in a novel one-shot process. In order to
demonstrate the advantages of the one-shot process, details of the manufacturing process are given for comparison with
traditional methods used to manufacture wind turbine blades. The preliminary test results are compared with Finite Element
(FE) models and results of similar testing reported in literature. The results show that the blade performed as per the design
intent and the powder epoxy material and the one-shot process offers a viable alternative to traditional materials and
manufacturing methods used in the renewable energy sector.
KEYWORDS: Polymer composites; Glass fibre; Ceramic tooling; One-shot process.
1

INTRODUCTION

Conventional wind turbine blade manufacture involves
manufacturing sub-assemblies and bonding them together to
form the final blade. This process is used as it is cost
effective, as well as tried and tested. However, there are
several disadvantages to the process. For example, (i) the
bondlines are inherently weaker than the composite
surrounding them and, as such, represent a weak point in the
overall structure of the blade, and (ii) the manufacture of thick
sections is challenging, as the resins use exotherm and emit
volatile organic compounds during cure.
This paper describes the development and testing of wind
turbine blades manufactured in a one-shot process with no
bondlines. The blades are manufactured using powder epoxy
materials that have comparable strength to traditional epoxy
glass fibres, but have several advantages [1,2]. Table 1 gives a
comparison of powder epoxy composite material properties to
Vacuum Assisted Resin Transfer Moulding (VARTM)
composites and prepreg vacuum bag only manufacturing
methods currently used in the manufacture of wind turbine
blades [3].
Table 1 Material properties of competing material systems
normalised for 53% glass fibre volume fraction.
Property
Tensile
strength (MPa)
Compressive
strength (MPa)
Tensile
Modulus (GPa)

Powder
Epoxy[1]
957

VARTM[1]

Prepreg[1]

821

952

666

511

687

39.2

37.8

42

Unlike traditional glass fibre epoxy manufacture where
exotherm from the resin during cure must be controlled to
avoid damage to the part, or a potential health and safety
hazard [4], there is no significant exotherm during the

manufacture of powder epoxy glass composites [2]. The
material is solid at room temperature and formable without
polymerisation at low temperatures. This means that substructures can be formed off-line on low cost, low temperature
tooling and assembled to form the final part, which is then
polymerised in one-shot cure. This process enables the
manufacture of large parts with complex internal structures
without secondary bonding procedures. Furthermore, it
enables joints with complex ply drop-offs and overlaps that
would be difficult or impossible with traditional bonding
techniques. The powder epoxy matrix bonds to metal during
cure which allows metal inserts to be embedded in the layup
during cure, eliminating the need to drill and glue inserts. The
material can be stored at room temperature and has a very
long shelf life when compared to tradition epoxy resins. There
are no volatile organic compounds emitted during cure, which
means that the manufacturing process is in line with the
tightest European manufacturing regulations [5]. The material
is supplied in a semi-pre-impregnated form, where the glass is
uniformly coated in powder epoxy. This means that during
cure the powder epoxy only has to travel through the
thickness of one ply in order to ensure that the fibres are fully
wet-out and that there is uniform fibre volume throughout the
entire structure.
One obstacle to the use of powder epoxy in the manufacture
of large composite parts in the renewable sector is that the
cure is heat activated at circa 180°C. This means that low cost
tooling, capable of a high number of cycles between room
temperature and 180°C, with a thermal expansion close to that
of the manufactured part, and a heating system capable of
efficiently heating the part are needed in order to manufacture
using the powder epoxy material. ÉireComposites has
developed ceramic composite tooling with integrated
electrical heating that meets the above criteria [2,6]. This
tooling has been used to manufacture 13m long commercial
wind turbine blades for the Vestas V-27 wind turbine using
powder epoxy glass fibre material.
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This paper gives details of the steps involved in
manufacturing the 13m long blade using the one-shot Out-OfAutoclave (OOA) process with integrally heated composite
ceramic tooling and compares it to traditional manufacturing
methods. Following this, the results of testing embedded
metal inserts and full-scale testing of 13m long wind turbine
blades are presented. The results of the testing are compared
to results from literature and to a FE model.

are drilled at the root of the blades and metal inserts are glued
into the root in order to facilitate attachment of the blade to
the hub. Figure 2 shows a section of a decommissioned blade
showing the internal box structure and the bond-lines.

2

Process
Part
Manufacture
Bonding
Bonding
Bonding
Bonding
Bonding

2.1

MANUFACTURING
Introduction

This section provides a comparison of a traditional OOA
manufacturing process for the Vestas V-27 blades and
ÉireComposites one-shot OOA manufacturing process. Both
blades have the same box section internal structural concept
common in wind turbine blades [3].
2.2

Conventionalmanufacturingprocess

Table 2 List of the main processes in the manufacture and
assembly of a Vestas V-27 wind turbine blade manufactured
using traditional bonding techniques.

Bonding
Drilling
Bonding

Sub assembly parts (as per Figure 1)
All parts manufactured individually

Part 1, part 5
Part 2, part 6
Part 3, part 7
Part 4, part 8
Spar 1 assembly, Web 1 assembly, Spar 2
assembly, Web 2 assembly.
Box section assembly, Part 9, Part 10
& Composite blade, 30 metal inserts

Sub-assembly
NA
Spar 2 assembly
Spar 1 assembly
Web 2 assembly
Web 1 assembly
Box section
assembly
Composite blade
Final blade

The original Vestas V-27 blades were manufactured in several
parts, which were assembled together and glued to form the
final blade. The blade is comprised of 10 main parts, shown in
Figure 1, and several smaller bond-line re-enforcement parts,
which are all manufactured separately using individual tools.
Parts 1 to 4 are the root insert anchors, which transfer the
loads from the metal inserts to the composite structure. Parts 5
and 5 are the spars comprised mainly of uni-directional fibres,
which give the part bending stiffness. Parts 7 and 8 are the
webs comprised mainly of tri-axial material for torsional
stiffness. Parts 9 and 10 are the aerodynamic shell comprised
mainly of tri-axial fibres and a balsa core for stiffness.
Figure 2 Section of Vestas V-27 wind turbine blade showing
the internal box section with bond-lines highlighted in orange.

Figure 1 Sub-assemblies of a conventional Vestas V-27 wind
turbine blade, showing the four root anchors (parts 1-4) in
light green, the upper and lower spars (parts 5 and 6) in blue,
the webs (parts 7 and 8) in red and the shells (parts 9 and 10)
in grey.
Table 2 gives an overview of the individual processes
involved in the manufacture of each blade. All individual
parts are manufactured using traditional processes such as wet
layup, or vacuum assisted resin transfer on low cost tooling.
All the parts are glued together in several stages to form the
final assembly. Once the final blade is bonded together, holes
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Due to the low cost of materials and tooling, this process is
currently widely used in the manufacture of wind turbine
blades. Based on the average thickness of the bond-lines of
5mm for the original V-27 blade, a surface area of the bonded
areas of 8.2m2 and taking the density of epoxy glue as
1342kg/m3, it is estimated that the glue adds 55kg or 9% of the
overall weight of the blade. Gluing the rigid sub-assemblies
into place to form the complex internal structure of the final
blade is a difficult process, which requires tight geometric and
process tolerances in order to avoid misalignments, voids and
gaps in the bond-lines of the final structure. Figure 3 shows a
section of the original blade where the lower spar is not
correctly aligned or bonded to the skin of the blade. This
section was the worst examined, but many of the bond-lines
examined were of low quality with large gaps and voids. The
original blade examined was a retired blade that had reached
the end of its service life. Current state-of-the-art blades are
likely to be manufactured to a higher standard. However, the
same fundamental process of manufacturing sub-assemblies
and gluing them together is still the predominant
manufacturing method used in the wind industry today.
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Table 3 List of the main processes in the manufacture and
assembly of a Vestas V-27 wind turbine blade manufactured
using ÉireComposites one-shot process.

Figure 3 Section of Vestas V-27 blade showing the
misalignment of central box structure with a large area of the
lower spar not connected to the shell of the blade.

2.3

Eirecompositesoneshotmanufacturingprocess

ÉireComposites have developed a manufacturing process that
eliminates gluing by polymerising the entire structure,
complete with embedded metal inserts, in one-shot. The
process uses heat-activated powder epoxy material and has
many advantages over traditional manufacturing techniques.
The ÉireComposites one-shot blade is comprised of 4 subassemblies, as shown in Figure 4. Each sub-assembly is
formed and wet-out, but not polymerised, at low temperatures
on low cost tooling. Metal inserts are embedded into the subassemblies during the initial forming stage. The solid subassemblies are designed with mating ply overlaps and drop to
re-enforce the mating join-lines.

Process
Sub assembly
forming
Sub assembly
forming
Sub assembly
forming
Sub assembly
forming
Curing
(180ºC)

Sub assembly parts (as per Figure 4)
Shell 1, spar 1, root anchor, and inserts

Sub assembly
Part 1

Leading edge root anchor, web 1, and Part 2
inserts
Trailing edge root anchor, web 2, and Part 3
inserts
Shell 2, spar 2 root anchor, and inserts
Part 4
Part 1, Part 2, Part 3, Part 4.

Final blade

Figure 5 shows a finished 13m long commercial blade with
embedded metal inserts and a complex internal structure that
has been manufactured using powder epoxy material using an
integrally heated ceramic mould in a one-shot OOA process.
The blade is a derivative of the Vestas V-27 blade and uses
the same layup and internal sub-structure as the original blade.


Figure 5 Commercial 13m long blade manufactured using a
one-shot OOA process.
3
Figure 4 Sub-assemblies of a one-shot Vestas V-27 wind
turbine blade, showing (i) the top skin, top root anchors,
inserts, and top spar (part 1) in grey, (ii) the leading edge root
anchors, inserts and leading edge web (part 2) in red, (iii) the
trailing edge root anchors, inserts and trailing edge web (part
3) in red, and (iv) the bottom skin, bottom root anchors,
inserts and bottom spar (part 4) in grey.
Table 3 gives an overview of the steps involved in the
ÉireComposites one-shot process. Once the sub-assemblies
are assembled together in the heated ceramic mould, a
vacuum is applied and the whole part is polymerised in oneshot with the metal inserts already embedded. During
polymerisation, the powder epoxy flows again. This allows
the ply overlaps, which are rigid at room temperature, to melt
into one another and form a glue-less structure with complex
ply overlaps and no gaps, voids or misalignments. This type
of joint would be very difficult to form with traditional gluing,
as the plies are completely rigid during the gluing process so
any gaps or misalignments will remain after bonding as shown
in Figure 3.

INSERT PULL-OUT TESTS

Wind turbine blades use metal inserts to connect the blade to
the hub of the wind turbine. The original Vestas V-27 blades
had 30 inserts drilled and bonded into the root of each blade.
In order to compare ÉireComposites glue-less insert
placement technique to traditional gluing techniques, pull-out
tests were performed on inserts manufactured using each
method. Figure 6a shows images of the drilled and bonded
metal insert test samples on the left, and the ÉireComposites
embedded samples on the right. The drilled and bonded
inserts were taken from a decommissioned blade, which had
not reached the end of its service life. Despite this, there may
have been a reduction in load capacity due to its service
history. Figure 6b shows the test fixture and a test sample,
while Figure 6c shows the sample and test fixture installed in
a 250kN test machine. Results of the pull-out tests performed
on two glued inserts and one embedded insert showed that the
embedded insert reached nearly twice the failure load of the
glued inserts without any signs of failure. It should be noted
that this is not a direct comparison of insert types, as the glued
inserts were part of a decommissioned blade, whereas the
embedded inserts were manufactured specially for the test.
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Furthermore, the embedded inserts reached the maximum load
of the test machine without failure. The test setup is currently
being modified for use in the 500kN test machine in order to
measure the failure load for the embedded insert test
specimens.

Figure 8 Test setup used to test the blades.
Figure 9 shows a graph of the bending moment on the blade
during testing. The test loads were calculated based on a wind
speed of 50m/s with the blade chord perpendicular to the wind
direction.
Figure 6 (a) Left: Drilled and bonded inserts from original
blade, Right ÉireComposites embedded inserts (b) test fixture
used to test insert pull-out strength (c) Test fixture and inserts
installed in 250kN test machine.
4

FULL-SCALE BLADE TESTING

As part of the blade qualification process, large-scale static
testing of the 13m long wind turbine blade manufactured in
one-shot using the powder epoxy material was carried out. A
test concept shown in Figure 7 was used to test the blades.
Using this concept, the forces from each blade react the other,
which meant that a test frame capable of reacting the test
loads was not necessary. This provided a cost effective
solution for the testing. The final test setup is shown in Figure
8. Load saddles were manufactured from C-channel steel
sections that clamped around plywood inserts cut to the
profile of the blade. Silicone sheeting was placed between the
wooden profile and blade to avoid local damage to the blade
from the clamping force. The load saddles were connected to
each other with a block and chain in the centre, as shown in
Figure 8. The weight of each blade was supported by a trolley
positioned at 10m, which allowed the blades to deflect during
testing.

Figure 7 13m long blade test-concept showing the test frame,
two blades installed and the 6 load saddles used to connect the
block and chain to the blades.
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Figure 9 Bending moment on blade during max loading.
The blade was loaded using chain blocks and the load
saddles shown in Figure 7 at 5m, 10m and 12m from the root
of the blade. The load was continuously adjusted until the
target load was reached at each station. Once the target loads
were reached, the deflection at each blade station was
recorded. The test setup meant that each blade was loaded in a
different flap-wise direction. The deflection measurements of
the left hand blade in Figure 8 at maximum loading are given
in Figure 10, together with the results of an FE analysis of the
blade and results from literature of testing carried out on a
Vestas V-27 blade [7]. Although the material, manufacturing
method, and internal structure of the blade from literature
differs somewhat from the blade presented in the current
study, the result from literature provides a useful comparison
between the current design and the original design. During
loading, the load deflections was linear for both blades.
Monitoring the position of the test fixture showed that the
whole test rig rotated during testing which may have affected
the accuracy of the test results by up to ±7%. The difference
between the FE and the test results may be due to (i) variation
fibre volume and layup which may occur in a production
environment and is not captured in the FE, (ii) difference
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between idealised loading and boundary conditions in FE and
actual loading, and (iii) the plain stress elements do not
accurately represent the root area of the blade. During loading
there were no signs of any form of failure of the blade such as
surface buckling, cracking, or acoustic emissions.

Figure 10 Comparison of deflections measured at 100%
loading, calculated using FE and deflections reported in
literature [7] of a similar Vestas V-27 blade.
5

CONCLUSIONS

The current work gives details of testing carried out on a 13m
long wind turbine blade and metal inserts used to attach the
blade to the wind turbine. The blade was manufactured using
integrally heated ceramic tooling and heat-activated
thermosetting epoxy powder material.
The results of static testing the 13m long blade show good
agreement with the FE model. The FE model will be used as a
baseline for a blade design optimisation study focused on
reducing manufacturing costs and weight reduction.
The testing also confirms the suitability of the powder epoxy
material and the one-shot process in manufacturing large
composite structures with a typical internal structure and also
the use of integrally heated composite tooling. Research into
the powder-epoxy material is ongoing with current work
investigating the use of powder epoxy glass fibre and carbon
fibre in tidal turbines and other applications, as part of the EU
MarinComp [8] and FloTec projects [9].
Integrally heated tooling has been used to manufacture
carbon fibre aerospace demonstrators [6] and the tooling
could provide cost effective solutions for large-scale OOA
manufacturing in automotive and civil engineering
applications.
The initial results of pull-out tests on metal inserts are
promising but further work is needed to directly compare the
imbedded insert manufacturing method to traditional insert
bonding techniques. A follow up study will redesign the pullout test rig in order to allow the inserts to be tested to failure
and also manufacturing several inserts and glue them in place
for a more accurate comparison between the powder-epoxy
bonding process and current gluing processes used in the wind
and tidal industries. Another potential area of interest is the
complex bonds that could be manufactured using
thermoplastics or heat-activated powder epoxy materials.
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ABSTRACT: Natural hazards, such as earthquakes, have the potential to cause damage to transport infrastructure networks and
can lead to significant network disruption and associated losses. The INFRARISK project (Novel Indicators for Identifying
Critical INFRAstructure at RISK from Natural Hazards) is developing methodologies to assess the impact of extreme natural
hazard events on critical transport infrastructure networks. To demonstrate the systematic application of the proposed
methodologies, a road network in Northern Italy is being assessed due to an extreme earthquake hazard scenario and the
associated landslide cascading effects. The road network is distributed over an area of approximately 990km2 and is located
along the Scandinavian-Mediterranean corridor of the TEN-T network, which is considered a vital axis for the European
economy. The vulnerability of the road network is assessed according to the seismic vulnerability of the 340 bridges and 30
tunnels located along the network, as well as the vulnerability of 870 km of roads to earthquake-triggered landslide hazards.
This paper presents the initial results of the risk assessment, which evaluates the direct consequences to the road network due to
an extreme seismic hazard scenario. The methodology also supports the quantification of indirect consequences for transport
networks due to natural hazard scenarios, which is the subject of future work.

KEY WORDS: Transport networks; Risk assessment; Seismic hazard; Landslide hazard.
1

INTRODUCTION

Transport infrastructure is critical to the effective functioning
of societies. However, extreme seismic events can cause
severe disruption to infrastructure networks due to the
physical damage that occurs, resulting in additional travel
times for network users and associated economic losses. For
example, the 6.8 magnitude Northridge earthquake in 1994
significantly impacted the regional transportation system in
the area of Los Angeles, California, and generated a year’s
worth of highway repair work as a result of the single event
[1]. In Europe, the magnitude 6.3 earthquake that occurred in
L’Aquila, Italy in 2009 caused transport disruption due to
bridge damage and road blockages [2].
The INFRARISK project (Novel Indicators for Identifying
Critical INFRAstructure at RISK from Natural Hazards) is
developing methodologies to assess the impact of extreme,
low probability natural hazard events on critical transport
infrastructure networks (http://www.infrarisk-fp7.eu/). The
project is focused on the TEN-T road and rail networks, which
comprise the core European transport network corridors, and
are critical to the effective functioning of the European
economy. The objective of the INFRARISK project is to
enable infrastructure managers and owners to perform stress
tests for critical networks to determine their resilience to low
probability, extreme natural hazard events and, consequently,
to assist in the decision making process with regard to the
protection of critical infrastructure networks.
As part of the INFRARISK project, the developed
methodologies are being applied to selected European case
studies to demonstrate the systematic application and
feasibility of the proposed methodologies [3]. This paper

presents one of the INFRARISK case studies, which assesses
the risk of an extreme seismic hazard scenario and the
associated cascading effects in terms of earthquake-triggered
landslides for a road network in Northern Italy. Initial results
are presented herein in terms of the cost associated with
restoring the network to the level of service that existed prior
to the natural hazard event, i.e. the direct consequences. The
adopted methodology also considers the associated indirect
consequences, relating to the additional travel times
encountered by road users and the resulting economic losses,
which is the subject of future work.
2

BACKGROUND

Seismic risk assessment for distributed transport networks
generally involves the use of probabilistic methods to quantify
the uncertainty associated with the ground motion intensities
and the network structural damage [4] [5]. Furthermore,
seismic loss estimation for distributed networks necessitates
the consideration of spatially correlated ground motions for
individual earthquake scenarios [6] [7].
Probabilistic methods have been employed to assess the
seismic risk for highway networks, whereby the seismic
vulnerability of the network bridges are characterised
according to fragility curves [8] and the consequences were
quantified in terms of network disruption [9]. Furthermore,
the consequences of seismic hazard scenarios for road
networks have been quantified in terms of the additional travel
times encountered by road users [10] and the accessibility
disruption for local communities [11].
The risk to distributed networks due to earthquake hazards
has also been addressed in recent European-funded projects.
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For example, the RISK-UE project described a general
methodology to assess the seismic risk to lifeline systems and
proposed mitigation strategies [12]. Likewise, the SYNER-G
project assessed the seismic risk to infrastructure networks.
The consequences were assessed in terms of the associated
losses for critical facilities [13], and the interaction between
damaged infrastructure networks and the damaged built
environment was examined as part of the seismic risk analysis
[14]. In this study, a probabilistic seismic risk assessment
process is employed, which considers cascading effects in
terms of earthquake-triggered landslides and is focused on
low probability, extreme earthquake hazard scenarios.
3

ITALIANROADNETWORK

To demonstrate the systematic application of the proposed
INFRARISK methodology, a road network in the vicinity of
the city of Bologna in Northern Italy was examined. The
network forms part of the European TEN-T road network,
specifically along the Scandinavian-Mediterranean corridor,
which is considered a vital axis for the European economy.
This road network is located in a seismically active region
(Figure 1), which is also prone to landslides (Figure 2).
Consequently, the impacts of an extreme earthquake hazard
scenario and the associated cascading effects in terms of
earthquake-triggered landslides were analysed for the selected
road network.
4

reference site. These ground-motion scenarios were linked to
a critical element along the road network, which was selected
based on the network functionality. To identify the critical
network element, a betweenness centrality method was
adopted, which is used to identify the structural elements that
would result in a substantial decrease in the serviceability of
the network due to their failure [20].

METHODOLOGY

Figure 1. Peak ground acceleration (g) with a 10%
exceedance probability in 50 years [15]

The proposed INFRARISK stress testing framework [17]
requires an estimation of the risk to critical networks due to
the associated hazards. To do so, a quantitative probabilistic
risk assessment procedure was adopted for the selected Italian
road network due to an extreme seismic hazard scenario and
the associated landslide cascading effects.
4.1

SpatialBoundaries

The selected Italian road network is located in the Emilia
Romagna region and is distributed over an area of
approximately 990km2 in the vicinity of the city of Bologna.
Along this network, 340 bridges (excluding culverts) and 40
tunnels were identified. The geographical location of the
bridges and tunnels was obtained from Open Street Map
(http://download.geofabrik.de/), as illustrated in Figure 3.
4.2

SeismicHazardScenario

To consider a low probability earthquake hazard scenario, a
Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) method was employed [18].
MCS is commonly adopted when dealing with low probability
ground motions as it facilities the identification of seismic
events that contribute most to target amplitude levels, and
provides a powerful and flexible means for considering the
uncertainties associated with the prediction of seismic ground
motions, providing a clear link with the probabilistic risk
analysis [19].
Based on this approach, ground-motion scenarios in terms of
peak ground acceleration (PGA) were developed for selected
probability levels, and a specific extreme value threshold at a
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Figure 2. Susceptibility of Northern Italy to landslide
hazards [16]
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4.4

StructuralVulnerability

To estimate the seismic risk to the road network, the
vulnerability of the network bridges and tunnels to seismic
loading was assessed. Additionally, the vulnerability of
individual road sections to earthquake-triggered landslides
was assessed. To do so, fragility curves were assigned to the
network elements (i.e. bridges, tunnels and road sections).
Fragility curves provide the probability of reaching or
exceeding specified damage states according to a measure of
ground motion intensity and are represented according to
Equation 1:

P DS t ds IM

Figure 3. Italian road network
4.3

LandslideSusceptibility

The risk of the associated cascading effects in terms of
earthquake-triggered landslides was also considered for the
Italian road network. To assess the susceptibility of the
network region to earthquake-triggered landslides, landslide
yield acceleration values (ky) were calculated, which indicate
the horizontal acceleration that results in the initiation of
sliding of the slope. Values of ky were calculated for the case
study region based on geological information and a 10m
resolution Digital Elevation Model, according to a sliding
block displacement approach [21] (Figure 4).

§ log IM  log D ·
¸¸
E
©
¹

I ¨¨

(1)

where ds is a damage state threshold of interest for a particular
structure,  and
are the mean and logarithmic standard
deviation of the fragility curve respectively, and ^ is a
standard normal cumulative distribution function.
For large transport networks, it is not feasible to derive
fragility curves for individual structures and, therefore,
fragility curves were assigned based on structural features and
defined typologies [21]. For each bridge along the road
network, the following structural data was gathered according
to a visual inspection using Google Earth: primary material,
secondary material, type of deck, width and length of deck,
deck structural system, pier to deck connection, type of pier to
deck connection, number of piers per column, type of section
of the pier, height of the pier, number and length of spans,
type of connection to the abutments, skew angle, bridge
configuration, foundation type and seismic design level. A
database of bridge fragility curves [22] was subsequently used
to assign fragility curves based on each of the bridge
typologies, as determined according to taxonomy parameters.
Where multiple fragilities curves were available for a given
bridge typologies, median fragility curves were estimated
along with their 16% and 84% confidence bounds to account
for the associated epistemic uncertainties (Figure 5). A similar
approach was adopted for the identified network tunnels based
on the following structural information: construction method,
shape, depth, geological conditions, supporting system, and a
database of tunnel fragility curves [23]. For both bridges and
tunnels, the fragility curves were defined in terms of four
damage states (ds): 1) Slight, 2) Moderate, 3) Extensive, and
4) Complete.

Figure 4. Landslide susceptibility
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Table 1. Network direct consequences.
Damage State

Slight/Minor
Moderate
Extensive
Complete

Repair Costs (€1000s)
Bridges
Tunnels
Road
Sections
(per km)
100
150
50
750
1000
100
1000
3000
350
1000
10000
-


4.5

Figure 5. Example bridge fragility curves (ds1, ds2) for bridge
type 1
Fragility curves were also assigned to road sections built on
slopes of greater than 10 degrees to characterise the structural
vulnerability of the road pavement to earthquake-triggered
landslides. To do so, a methodology was adopted [24] that
uses existing fragility curves for roads due to earthquaketriggered landslides [25] and represented in terms of PGA
[26]. The fragility curves assigned to road sections were
dependant on the road type (i.e. major or urban) and the
associated ky value, and were represented in terms of three
damage states: 1) Slight, 2) Moderate and 3) Extensive
(Figure 6).

Figure 7. Network damage sample

Figure 6. Example road fragility curves for urban roads
(ky=0.2)
5
The potential repair cost for the road network due to the
associated hazards was estimated based on the individual
network elements. To do so, the damage states defined for the
network elements were directly related to a repair cost (Table
1) based on a survey that was distributed to infrastructure
managers and experts within the INFRARISK consortium
[21].
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RiskEstimation

To estimate the risk to the road network due to the earthquake
scenario considered, a probabilistic analysis was performed
according to a MCS method using random sampling, for
which 1000 simulation loops were performed. Figure 7
illustrates a single sample of damage to the road network. For
each network damage sample, the direct consequences were
evaluated according to the total repair cost for the network.

RESULTS

To assess the convergence of the solution, the coefficient of
variation (CoV) of the total repair cost was analysed
according to the number of MCS loops, as illustrated in Figure
8. The solution converged to less than 1% after 200 simulation
loops.
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Figure 8. Convergence of solution
The evolution of the mean, μ, and the standard deviation, `,
for the network element repair costs (i.e. bridges, tunnels and
roads) are illustrated in Figure 9. The potential damage to the
network roads due to earthquake-triggered landslides
contributed most significantly to the total potential repair
costs for the network for the seismic hazard scenario
considered.

Figure 10. Total repair cost of network
6

CONCLUSION

This paper has presented the initial results of a risk assessment
for a critical infrastructure road network due to an extreme
seismic hazard scenario and the associated landslide cascading
effects. The objective of the case study presented herein is to
demonstrate the systematic application of the methodologies
developed in the INFRARISK project.
Initial results have been presented for an Italian road
network, which relate to the direct consequences associated
with an extreme seismic hazard scenario. The associated
repair costs are significant and this risk estimate may be
considered as part of a broader stress testing framework for to
determine whether or not the level of risk is acceptable and,
furthermore, to assist in the decision making process with
regard to the protection of this critical road network.
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ABSTRACT: Changes in the likelihood and severity of extreme weather events and climate-related disasters can result in the
failure of critical infrastructure (CI) elements and networks. A Quantitative risk assessment of such failures is a core part of risk
management protocols. In the RAIN project, funded by 7th Framework Programme, a systematic risk analysis framework is
being developed which quantifies risks due to extreme events by explicitly considering the impacts of extreme weather events
on critical infrastructure. In this paper, an overview of developed advanced risk assessment procedure quantifying multi-mode
risks and the techniques required to assess the interaction between different hazardous events and various critical infrastructure
systems is provided. In this study it is assumed that multi-risk scenarios refer to two main components: a. multi-hazard (i.e. the
potential for one or more secondary hazard triggered by a primary hazard event) and b. multi-vulnerability (i.e., potential for
failure propagation in critical infrastructure network(s)) scenarios. Descriptions of various multi-hazard and multi-vulnerability
scenarios are provided and the approach required to quantify risk arising from each scenario is outlined and the application is
illustrated for flash flooding case study in North of Italy.
KEY WORDS: Multi-mode; risk assessment; extreme weather event.
1

GENERALGUIDELINES

Extreme weather such as heavy and prolonged rainfall, floods,
heavy snowfall, extreme heat or cold, weather are increasing
and causing extensive damage to the European Union’s (EU)
transportation energy and telecommunication infrastructure.
Previous experiences have shown that around 10% of all costs
for road maintenance in the EU are devoted to repairing
damage caused primarily by heavy rainfall and floods.
Extreme weather events also have a strong impact on energy
infrastructure, such as power grids, which when damaged, can
lead to disruption to the entire generation and distribution
system. Consequently, adopting adaptive measures to increase
resilience is becoming more important as the severity of
extreme weather events, and their effect on society, security
and the economy, increases with climate change.
The RAIN (Risk Analysis of Infrastructure Networks in
Response to Extreme Weather) project aims to provide an
operational analysis framework to minimize the impact of
major weather events on the EU. A holistic risk mitigation
approach will be used to establish the key components of
existing critical infrastructure network and to assess the
sensitivity of these components to extreme weather. The
authors’ main contribution to this project is to quantify the
risks and impacts of critical infrastructure failure within Work
Package 6 (WP6) activities. The objective of WP6 of the
RAIN project is twofold, namely a) to assess the societal,
security and economic impacts of critical infrastructure (CI)
failures based on single-mode and multi-mode failures and b)
to identify the quantifiable benefits, from a societal security
and economic standpoint, of providing resilient infrastructure.
This article describes the advanced risk assessment
procedure developed to quantify multi-mode risks. This
technique will be applied to preselected case studies to

benchmark the methodologies developed and to provide a
measurable indicator of the benefits of providing resilient
infrastructure.
2

REVIEWOFMULTIRISKASSESSMENTFRAMEWORK

The multi-risk concept refers to various combinations of
hazards and various combinations of vulnerabilities so it
requires a review of existing concepts of risk, hazard,
exposure and vulnerability, within a multi-risk perspective.
Therefore a multi-risk assessment should consider two main
components: 1) a multi-hazard and 2) a multi-vulnerability
component.
According to Deliverable D5.1 of the MATRIX project
(Garcia-Aristizabal and Marzocchi, 2011) the multi-hazard
concept may refer to (a) the fact that different hazard sources
might threaten the same exposed elements (either at the same
time or at different times), or (b) one hazardous event can
trigger other hazardous events (cascade effects). On the other
hand, the multi-vulnerability perspective may refer to (a) a
variety of exposed sensitive targets (e.g. population,
infrastructure, cultural heritage, etc.) with different degrees of
vulnerability against the various hazards, or (b) timedependent vulnerabilities, in which the vulnerability of a
specific class of exposed elements may change with time as a
consequence of different factors (e.g., the occurrence of other
hazardous events, etc.).
In this report, a multi-hazard event refers to interactions in
which the primary hazard triggers or increases the probability
of secondary hazards occurring. The multi-vulnerability
component represents the dependencies and interdependencies
(i.e., potential failure propagation from one system to another
system) in the infrastructure network. In contrast, single risk
assessment concepts consider the risk of a particular hazard
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occurring in a particular geographical area during a given
period of time (Hajializadeh and Tucker, 2015) leading to
failure of one or more CI(s) without considering the
interactions between the risk components (i.e., Hazards and
Vulnerabilities). Figure 1 illustrates the difference between
single and multi-mode risk scenarios; with the interactions
represented by the dashed line not present in single mode risk
scenarios.

Figure 1. Single-risk and Multi-risk example for a system of
two hazardous events and two critical infrastructures

functionality, and (3) offers several approaches to translate
states of uncertainty to probability distributions (van Erp and
van Gelder, 2015).
In summary, the framework (Figure 2) starts with
establishing the context. The system being analyzed is defined
in terms of its elements and what constitutes normal operation
to serve as a baseline reference point. In the next step, the
risks are identified. The source of hazard will be identified
and characterized and then the scenarios of risk are
established and consequences and vulnerability elements will
be defined. Mitigation measures will subsequently be
introduced for each vulnerable element of interest. At the risk
inference stage, the likelihood of the different scenarios and
their attendant levels of damage will be estimated considering
the level of mitigation actions. The scenarios according to
damage level will be assembled and results will be presented
into the appropriate risk curves and priorities. In the final step,
risk evaluation, the results will be evaluated and interpreted to
guide the risk manager or infrastructure owner on strategies to
be adopted to reduce risk to an acceptable level. There are
many intermediate steps in the five step process when
assessing extreme weather risks but the principles are
fundamental for implementing a general risk assessment
framework. Detailed description of each step is given in
Deliverable D5.1 (Van Gelder & Van Erp 2015) of the RAIN
project.

In the following section, the general framework of the risk
assessment technique being developed in WP5 of RAIN
project is provided, explaining the implementation of the
technique for multi-mode scenarios.
2.1

Bayesianprobabilitymethodformultiriskassessment

Based on the United Nations Office for Disaster Risk
Reduction (UN-ISDR) definition, risk is the probability of
harmful consequences, or expected losses from death, injuries,
property, livelihoods, economic activity, disrupted security, or
environment resulting from interactions between (natural,
human-induced or man-made) hazards and vulnerable
conditions (Van Westen et al. 2011). In short, risk is the
probability of losses.
Based on this definition of risk, Risk Assessment is a
methodology to determine the nature and extent of risk by
analyzing potential hazards and evaluating existing conditions
of vulnerability that could pose a potential threat or harm to
people, livelihoods and the environment on which they
depend. Risk assessment encompasses the identification,
quantification, risk analysis (qualitative, semi-quantitative,
and quantitative) and evaluation of risks associated with a
given system. Overall, the risk assessment aims to support
rational decision-making regarding risk-bearing activities
(Apostolakis, 2004).
In WP5, details of a Bayesian probability theory based risk
assessment framework are presented (van Erp and van Gelder,
2015). This framework is a probabilistic graphical model that
represents hazardous events and the resulting infrastructure
failure by means of a directed acyclic graph (DAG). It is
worth noting that Bayesian Networks are a special instance of
the more general Bayesian probability theory; as Bayesian
probability theory (1) applies to both continuous and discrete
probability distributions, (2) has a built-in model-selection
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Figure 2. Bayesian Risk Analysis Framework
The initial inputs in a risk assessment framework are the
various multi-mode scenarios which could potentially occur.
The different hazard and vulnerability components are
represented by nodes, with corresponding probability
distributions. As explained in the previous section, each multimode scenario has two main components: the multi-hazard
element, considering the interaction between hazardous
events, and the multi-vulnerability component, which
accounts for infrastructure typology and their corresponding
functionality dependencies and interdependencies. In the
multi-vulnerability component a “system” can refer to either
an individual infrastructure with corresponding elements or a
network of infrastructures as illustrated by Figure 3. Figure 4
illustrates an example of system interdependency between
different networks.
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Figure 3. Dependencies and Interdependencies in
Infrastructure system(s)

al. (2012) note that in using the term ‘interaction’ the
impression can be created that there is bidirectional influence
between the hazards which may or may not be the case.
There are distinct and broad ranges, spatially and
temporally, over which each of the different extreme weather
events have an impact. Generally, the assessment of spatial
and temporal scales does not consider interactions between
different hazards, instead focusing on single hazards. Such
approaches often treat hazards as isolated or independent
phenomena. Such an assumption can lead to the distortion of
management priorities, increased vulnerability to other
spatially relevant hazards, or an underestimation of risk (Gill
and Malamud, 2014).
In this study the interactions between hydrological,
Atmospheric, biophysical groups from Gill and Malamud‘s
(2014) study are used as multi-hazardous scenarios which will
be considered further in developing multi-mode scenarios.
These multi-hazardous scenarios are summarised in Table 1
below. The table also outlines the forecasting potential of the
location, timing and magnitude of each secondary hazard,
given information about the primary hazard. Each forecasting
factor is given a classification from N (value 0) to H (value 3)
depending on what information is available to help constrain
the factor. In this Table N refers to None, L to Low, M to
Medium and H to High contributing factor. These three values
are totalled to give a rating from 0-9, and colour coded in
terms of the ability to characterise the secondary hazard, with
poor (0-3, light shading), semi (4-6, medium shading) or
excellent (7-9, dark shading).
Table 1. Ability to characterize triggered and increased
probability secondary hazards given information from the
primary hazard. (Gill and Malamud, 2014).

Figure 4. Interdependencies between networks
The current study provides an overview of each multi-risk
scenario component, details on selected multi-hazard and
multi-vulnerability scenarios, their implementation in the risk
assessment framework and application for selected case
studies.
3
3.1

MULTIRISKSCENARIOS
MultiHazardousscenarios

Two or more hazards may affect the same region at the same
time without any interaction and with their simultaneous
occurrence happening purely by coincidence. Where
interaction does take place the term ‘cascade’ or ‘domino’ is
often used in the literature (Kumasaki et al. 2015). Kappes et
al. (2012) gives an outline of terms used to describe the
interaction between hazards and group ‘knock-on effect’ and
‘follow-on event’ as well as ‘triggering effect’ along with
‘cascade’ etc.
In this study, ‘interactions’ are considered to be those where
a primary hazard triggers or increases the probability of
secondary hazards occurring. In other words, primary hazards
(those which occur first) interact with secondary hazards by
(a) triggering the secondary hazards (b) increasing the
probability of the secondary hazard or (c) both triggering and
increasing the probability of the secondary hazard. Kappes et
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According to Gill and Malamud‘s (2014) study, there are
four types of hazard interaction: 1) interactions where a
hazard is triggered, 2) interaction where the probability of a
hazard is increased, 3) interactions where the probability of a
hazard is decreased, 4) events involving the spatial and
temporal coincidence of natural hazards. Table 2 indicates the
secondary hazardous events resulting from primary events and
the type of interaction.
Table 2. Hazard interactions and their types (Gill and
Malamud, 2014).

In this study, hazard interaction is accounted for by
considering an increase in the secondary hazard intensity and
likelihood as a function of primary hazard intensity and
probability of occurrence.
3.2

x

The couplings among the infrastructures and their effects
on their response behaviour (loose or tight, inflexible or
adaptive),
x The infrastructure characteristics (organisational,
operational, temporal, spatial),
x The state of operation (normal, stressed, emergency,
repair), the degree to which the infrastructures are
coupled,
x The type of failure affecting the infrastructures (commoncause, cascading, escalating).
The interdependencies of a network of infrastructures
depending on the scale of modelling can be established
through either 1) Holistic Perspective – Infrastructure Level,
where each infrastructure is viewed as a single, monolithic
entity with well-defined boundaries and a (possibly reduced)
set of functional properties; or 2) Reductionist Perspective –
Component Level, which identifies “elementary” components
within an infrastructure and then describes the evolution of the
entire system based on the “aggregated” behaviour of these
components. In the reductionist perspective, the boundaries of
each infrastructure tend to fade, but the interactions between
components can be detected.
The RAIN project is focused on three main infrastructure
networks: (i) Land Transport Infrastructure, (ii) Energy
Infrastructure and (iii) Telecommunications Infrastructure. In
WP3 of the RAIN project a methodology was developed to
identify critical components for land transport infrastructure.
The details can be found in RAIN Deliverable D3.1 (Dvorak
and Luskova, 2015) and are summarised in the first column of
Table 3 below. Table 3 also shows the critical components for
both the Energy and Telecommunications networks that were
identified in RAIN WP4. Further details are provided in D4.1
(Marin and Halat, 2015).
Table 3. Critical Infrastructure Components

Multivulnerabilityscenarios

Infrastructure networks do not exist in isolation. Rather they
are interconnected to other infrastructure networks and, as
technological development increases, so too does the linkage
between networks (Wang, Hong, and Chen 2012). The term
interdependency is used to describe the relationship between
infrastructures (Rinaldi et al. 2001) where each infrastructure
influences the other(s). This bidirectional relationship can
increase the complexity in the system of systems significantly.
According to Zimmerman (2001), infrastructures can be
interconnected functionally and spatially – an example of a
functional interconnectedness failure between infrastructures
would be a fault in power supply causing issues with train
lines. An example of a spatial interconnectedness failure
would be a burst water main flooding a road etc.
In general, infrastructure interdependencies can be
categorized according to various dimensions in order to
facilitate their identification, understanding and analysis.
According to the literature (Rinaldi et al., 2001), there are
typically six dimensions to characterise the interdependencies:
x The type of interdependencies (physical, cyber,
geographic, and logical),
x The infrastructure environment (technical, business,
political, legal, etc.),
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The full list of selected scenarios for multi-vulnerability
component for all considered infrastructure networks is given
in D6.2 (Hajializadeh et al. 2015). To implement the
interdependencies of these multi-vulnerability scenarios, a
comprehensive network modelling approach is used for
modelling different components of vulnerable land, energy
and telecommunication networks and their interaction with
multi-hazardous events and its implementation into the risk
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framework. This approach produces a mathematical
formalisation of interdependent framework and hence
provides a quantitative technique for multi-hazardous and
multi-vulnerability risk modes. The outcome of the network
modelling will be fed into the risk frameworks in the form of
an updated inference network and associated probabilities. In
this study, the methodology proposed in Pant et al. (2014) is
used to not only model the interdependencies but also take
account of system flow redistribution. According to this
technique, the unconditional probability of failure of an
individual asset can be calculated by integrating the product of
fragility and probability distribution over different intensities
of a hazardous event.
ܲሾݎሿ ൌ නܮሺݎȁݕሻ݂௬ ሺݕሻ݀ݕ

(1)

௬

where ݂ ሺݕሻ, is the continuous probability distribution of a
hazard, ܮሺݎȁݕሻ, is the fragility function ofݎǡgiven a
hazardous event of ݕ, ሺݎȁݕሻ, given as ܮሺݎȁݕሻ ൌ ܲሾ ݎൌ Ͳȁݕሿ, ݎ,
representing the state of attributes assigned to an asset, ܽ,
which can be a set of attributes such as asset geometry or
infrastructure type.
Assumingܦሺݎǡ ܽሻ, as the consequence associated with asset
failure, the risk is measured as the product of the failure
probability of the asset and the consequence incurred due to
failure, which is calculated by:

United Kingdom, Norway, Denmark, Sweden and the Baltic
countries. The highest winds occurred south of Finland and
the biggest problem was the rise in sea level, which was as
much as +197cm in Hamina. Waves reached heights of up to
8 metres and there was a significant sea level rise in the Gulf
of Finland by the evening of 8th January.
Following the first early warning signals from the Finnish
Institute of Marine Research (FIMR) to the Ministry of the
Interior, the situation awareness of the Finnish emergency
management agencies started to build on various assessments
and predictions from the Finnish Meteorological Institute’s
and the FIMR’s forecast machinery.
Water closed roads throughout the coastal region and traffic
was cut off in many places in the Helsinki region. According
to estimates, the storm caused €20 million in costs to the
insurance company Sampo alone. Sampo estimates that in
Finland its customers suffered damage worth €7 million.

Luvissa Nuclear
Station
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The probability of the infrastructure system in a state of
 ݎ ǡ ݆  אሼͳǡ ǥ ǡ ʹ ሽ, can then be calculated as:
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Where ܲሺ࢘ ห࢟ሻ is the conditional probability of state

࢘ given hazard y which captures the product of individual
asset state conditional probabilities. Then the updated failure
state given the interdependencies and corresponding
probability will be fed into the risk assessment framework in
the vulnerable nodes (critical infrastructure) to quantify the
effect of interdependencies. A detailed description of the
technique is explained in D6.2 (Hajializadeh et al. 2015).
This technique will be applied to preselected case studies to
benchmark the methodologies developed and to provide a
measurable indicator of the benefits of providing resilient
infrastructure. The following section provides a summary of
selected case studies.
4

CASESTUDY

The first case study is critical transport and operational
tactical connections of the Loviisa nuclear reactor as a result
of sudden flooding and rising seawaters at the Gulf of Finland
(Figure 5). A severe gale in the Northern Baltic Sea took place
on January 7th, 2005 when a violent storm formed over the
British Isles and moved from East to Central Finland. Several
countries were affected by the violent storm including the

Figure 5: Finnish Nuclear Station
The second case study is in the region of Friuli Venezia
Giulia (Northern Italy) located in an Alpine area on the border
with Austria and Slovenia, with 1036 inhabitants (Figure 6).
This area is located in the Valcanale valley at the confluence
of the Fella river and the streams of Rio Malborghetto and Rio
Uque. On 29th of August 2003, a flash flood caused by a rain
storm (Table 2) hit the region. A result of the rainfall and
flood water (primary hazard) was landslides (Table 1). The
debris flow reached a peak of 4 m in the centre of one of the
hamlets of the municipality (the village of Ugovizza). The
water transported sediments, stones, shrubbery and trees into
the village and caused two casualties and extensive material
damage. Approximately 600 residents were evacuated and the
damage amounted to €190 million. Clearing away the mud
from the streets took almost one month. Damage to the basic
services (water, electrical power, road connections and
telecommunication) led to problems for the local population,
and rescue services alike. The first responders in the
emergency phase were volunteers from Austria and Slovenia,
since the road connection on the Italian side of the valley was
blocked. The regional civil protection only reached the
municipality two days later (i.e. the damage to the transport
network affected the electricity network [Figure 4.]). Within
the municipal system, the drainage and the electric lines had
to be completely restored, while the aqueduct was blocked for
several days. The recovery phase raised issues related to
equity in the distribution of compensation payments, and
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disagreements among local people about the reconstruction
process.

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

Case Study
Region

[10]

[11]

[12]

Figure 6. Alpine Region Case study
The application of developed risk assessment technique and
benchmarking process of the framework against case studies
will be provided in the final deliverable of WP6, due in
October 2016.The expected outcome of the work involved in
this deliverable will give decision-makers an improved
understanding of climate change risks in Europe and the
uncertainty associated with its assessment. It will bring the
best available evidence together using a consistent framework
that describes the sensitivity, vulnerability and potential risks
related to climate change. This will be one of the first
European assessments of climate risks and goes further than
previous reviews by drawing together different strands of
evidence, comparing risks and providing a preliminary
evaluation of the consequences of climate from social,
economic and security perspectives.
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ABSTRACT: The aim of this paper is to explore the feasibility of using images to extract information about traffic such as gaps
between vehicles, the car/truck mix and vehicle length. Congested conditions govern the safety of long-span bridges.
Conventional vehicle sensing technologies such as weigh-in-motion or inductive loops are generally only accurate for freeflowing traffic. In this paper, image analysis is used to extract key parameters of congested traffic such as vehicle length, gaps
between vehicles and car/truck mix. A high resolution camera will be used in this work to capture aerial images of congested
traffic. These images will be processed automatically to distinguish vehicles as objects on the road, to identify the type of
vehicle (regular cars or trucks, etc.) and to locate the edge of each vehicle. In order to achieve that result, an algorithm able to
detect and count the vehicles on the road as separate objects will be firstly applied, enclosing each object within a rectangle.
KEY WORDS: Bridge; Congested traffic; High resolution camera; Image processing; Long span; Traffic monitoring.
1

INTRODUCTION

Traffic congestion has become an important problem in all
developed countries, mainly due to the increasing number of
vehicles. As a result of this increasing number of vehicles on
the roads, bridges are often becoming bottlenecks in the
network. This issue is important because many bridges are
either approaching or have exceeded their expected design life
[1]. The critical traffic loading condition for long-span bridges
is congestion, when many heavy vehicles may be closely
spaced on the bridge. The engineer assessing the bridge needs
data on such loading conditions. Typically, car/truck mix and
inter-vehicle gap data would be needed for some thousands of
congestion events to allow a fit of load effect results to an
Extreme Value statistical distribution. Traffic data,
traditionally collected with inductive loop detectors, does not
provide information about congested traffic situations because
inductive loops are generally ineffective in stop-and-go
conditions. Due to this shortcoming, a better solution is
needed for traffic monitoring.
A bridge is assessed for a notional load model, deemed to
represent the worst combination of trucks that can be
reasonably expected to cross it in the return period. For longspan bridges, engineers often assume long convoys of trucks
jammed on the bridge with no cars in between, which is not
realistic. Weigh-In-Motion (WIM) systems are used to collect
vast amounts of truck weight and traffic data that can be used
to obtain site-specific and region-specific traffic load models
for bridge design and load capacity evaluation [2]. However,
given that many WIM technologies do not work well at low
speeds, WIM data is collected in free-flowing conditions [3].
This makes it difficult to have weight information about
congested traffic. Furthermore, WIM data often only includes
truck data, so the gaps between trucks mean that the presence
of cars is implicitly accounted for in free-flowing conditions.
Hence, headways obtained from WIM data collected at high
speed cannot be used to simulate a congestion situation model

because of the different gaps, cars and driving behaviours
involved [4]. Traditional methods for gathering traffic
information capture data through measuring stations based on
induction loops [5]. However, induction loops cannot be used
to gather data about traffic congestion on long span bridges
since speeds are not constant. This is a drawback for
congested traffic situations and this work proposes to use a
camera based monitoring system that can overcome all those
issues.
Image analysis can provide a means to extract and quantify
objects and patterns in image data, consequently providing
answers about the length of heavy trucks or the frequency of
long platoons of trucks on the bridge. Thus, a high resolution
camera is proposed for this work to capture aerial images of
congested traffic. In order to achieve that result, colour images
have been processed, taken by helicopter from 300 m altitude.
2

IMAGEPROCESSING

Image processing is a technique which uses mathematical
operations to transform an image in order to extract
meaningful features related to it. This works with input data
which can be an image, a sequence of images, or a video and
return as output data either an image or a group of
characteristics or parameters [6].
A function F(x,y) can describe an image and the pair (x,y)
represents the coordinates for an image element. The intensity
at that element is given by the value of F at that point [7].
Hence, an image is usually displayed as a wide matrix of
distinct picture elements, or pixels, each of which has an
intensity correlated with it:
ܨሺͳǡͳሻ ܨ ڮሺͳǡ ܰሻ
ڰ
ڭ
ܨሺݔǡ ݕሻ ൌ  ڭ
൩
ܨሺܯǡ ͳሻ ܨ ڮሺܯǡ ܰሻ

ሺͳሻ
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All pictures can be classified as colour images, grey-scale
images or binary images as illustrated in Figure 1.

T, is to divide images into two main groups of pixels: those
remaining in the background and those belonging to the
foreground. This can be done by calculating the minimum
variances for each group of interest.
The group probabilities are given by:
்

ݍଵ ሺܶሻ ൌ  

(4)

ୀଵ


ݍଶ ሺܶሻ ൌ  

(5)

ୀ்ାଵ

The background mean is expressed as:
்

ߤଵ ሺܶሻ ൌ  ݅ Τݍଵ ሺܶሻ

(6)

ୀଵ

The mean of the objects can then be expressed as:


ߤଶ ሺܶሻ ൌ  ݅ Τݍଶ ሺܶሻ

(7)

ୀ்ାଵ

Figure 1: Three types of images showing intensities: (a) RGB
(colour) image; (b) Grey-scale image; (c) Binary image
A colour image is composed of three basic two-dimensional
matrices, the red (R), green (G) and blue (B), as can be seen in
Figure 1(a). On the other hand, a grey-scale image,
represented in Figure 1(b), is an image in which the intensity
of pixels varies from 0 (black) at the lowest intensity to 255
(white) at the highest. Finally, only two colours are used to
represent a binary image: black and white, where the white
colour is used for the foreground (or objects) while the rest of
the image is the background (Figure 1(c)). The images are
considered as matrices and are processed using Matlab [8].
This research uses two main approaches to image
processing: thresholding, which is the simplest technique of
image segmentation, and morphological reconstruction. Image
thresholding is a simple method of separating an image into
foreground and background. It divides objects by
transforming grey-scale images into binary images [9].
The values of pixels intensity lie in L grey levels, [1, 2, …, L].
The total number of pixels is:
ܰ ൌ ݊ଵ  ݊ଶ   ڮ ݊

ሺʹሻ

where ni represents the total number of pixels at level i. The
grey-level intensity is normalized by the following equation
and its values are in the range [0 1]:
 ൌ

݊
ൗܰ

ሺ͵ሻ

The pixels are separated into two groups, C0 and C1, which
represent the background and the objects, respectively, at a
threshold level T. The group C0 represents pixels in the range
of levels [1, …, T], and the group C1 represents pixels in the
range of levels [T+1, …, L]. The importance of this threshold,

The variances in the background and foreground are
calculated by:
்

ߪଵଶ ሺܶሻ

ൌ ሾ݅ െ ߤଵ ሺܶሻሿଶ ή
ୀଵ
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Finally, the minimum group variance is estimated as:
ߪ௪ଶ ሺܶሻ ൌ ݍଵ ሺܶሻߪଵଶ ሺܶሻ  ݍଶ ሺܶሻߪଶଶ ሺܶሻ

(10)

When images are processed using the morphology technique,
the procedure is then based on patterns. This procedure
implements a structuring element in a binary image to create a
new one without imperfections and with the same dimensions.
Dilation and erosion are the essential morphological steps in
image processing. Dilation attaches pixels to the edges of
objects in an image, while erosion removes pixels that
represent an imperfection. The structuring element is
characterized by its dimensions and shape. Both of these are
important in processing because they determine the number of
pixels attached or removed.
3

APPLICATION OF IMAGE PROCESSING TO TRAFFIC
MONITORING

The process begins by reading the image, checking its
intensity and converting it into grey-scale as shown in Figure
3.
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comp
ponents it finds in it [12]. The objects found
f
in this way
are shown
s
in Figu
ure 7 where 5 oobjects can bee seen.

Figure 3. Greey-scale imagee.
i
valuues by
Thee image underrgoes an adjusstment to its intensity
meaans of a funnction that has
h
an optio
onal parameteer of
partticular interesst - the gamm
ma value - which
w
controlls the
exp
posure level. W
When gamma has a value equal
e
to 1, theere is
no change. Otheerwise, valuess less than 1 produce an iimage
h brighter outtput values, annd gamma values greater thhan 1
with
prod
duce an imagge with darkerr output valuees. Figure 4 sshows
the result for a gaamma value of 0.5.

The last step of this process iis to check th
he shape of each
object against the original inputt image. Thuss for the objeccts in
ure 7, the periimeter of eachh area is calcculated and drrawn
Figu
on th
he original im
mage to compaare the results. This is show
wn in
Figu
ure 8.

Figuree 4. Adjustmennt with gamm
ma = 0.5.

Figure 8. Original image w
with calculateed perimeter.

t image fro
om grey-scalee into
Thee next step iss to convert the
binaary. This can be performedd by thresholding, illustratted in
Figu
ure 5.

Finaally, each ob
bject is ‘fram
med’ with th
he rectangle that
comp
pletely enclosses it, as show
wn in Figure 9. The sidess are
alwaays kept parallel to the axxes in this process leadinng to
inacccuracy if the vehicle
v
is nott travelling paarallel to an axxis –
see the
t right–mosst vehicle in FFigure 9. Thee properties off the
boun
nding rectang
gle are impoortant becau
use they proovide
inforrmation aboutt the object, suuch as length, and will be used
u
to classify the objeect into differe
rent types [13]].

Figure 7. Deffined objects.

Figure 5. Binary
B
image.

Figure 6. Biinary image with
w small objeects removed.
Ano
other functionn based on morphological
m
l reconstructiion is
app
plied next [11]. This restores the shape of the objectss that
are retained byy attaching or
o removing pixels. Hencce, a
nnected compoonent is createed, which rep
presents a grouup of
con
pixeels with the same value and
a connected
d with each other
baseed on their neighbourhood. Then, th
his labels alll the
com
mponents in thhe binary im
mage and returrns the numbber of

Figure 9. Framing
F
eachh object into a rectangle.
Figu
ure 10 and Table
T
1 preseent the cars’ lengths obtaained
throu
ugh two meth
hods: manual counting and
d the length off the
fram
ming rectangle of Figure 9.
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mage, such as road markinggs and
unn
to concentrate
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onn essentials, suuch as vehicles.
The
T next stagee involves thee removal of small objectss and
smo
oothing the coonnected com
mponents. Thiss is done by m
means
of an
a analysis off the area of eaach connected
d object, wherre the
areaa is in fact thee actual numbber of pixels defining
d
that oobject
(Fig
gure 6). Wheenever the annalysed area is greater thaan or
equ
ual to a given vvalue (this vallue represents a value less tthan a
veh
hicle’s area), tthat area is reetained. Otherrwise, the obj ect is
rem
moved from thee image [10].
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Table 1. Vehicle lengths [pixels].
Car
Car 1
Car 2
Car 3
Car 4
Car 5
4

Inferred
length
134
124
130
135
118

Measured
length
139
127
134
138
120

[10] G. Shapiro (1992), Computer and Robot Vision, Volume I, AddisonWesley.
[11] P. Soille (2013), Morphological image analysis: principles and
applications, Springer Science & Business Media.
[12] Schalkoff, Robert J. (1989), Digital image processing and computer
vision. Vol. 286. New York: Wiley.
[13] S. Rege, R. Memane, M. Phatak, P. Agarwal (2013), 2D Geometric
shape and color recognition using digital image processing, International
Journal of Advanced Research in Electrical, Electronics and Instrumentation
Engineering 2(6) 2479-2487.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper has examined the traffic on a road with an image
processing algorithm. The process can detect and measure the
outline dimensions of vehicles on the road. Figure 8 shows
that the shapes of the obtained objects after processing are
similar to the real shapes of the objects. Afterwards each
object was identified and framed into an enclosing rectangle.
Each rectangle provides information about the car’s length
and the area of the rectangles can be used to classify the
objects into different types.
The results of this research indicate that good quality
images have the potential to provide quality information about
traffic such as vehicle class, length, and inter-vehicle gaps.
These parameters are extremely valuable in assessing critical
traffic loading conditions in long-span bridges. One of the
more significant findings to emerge from this study is that
image processing allows the analysis of traffic condition. The
future goal is that this algorithm will be further improved and
then applied to analyse traffic congestion on long–span
bridges.
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ABSTRACT: The surface condition of road pavements is a vital element in pavement management to prioritise projects, select
appropriate treatments and make the best use of available resources. To evaluate the condition of the Regional and Local Roads,
a simplified pavement inspection methodology, the Pavement Surface Condition Index (PSCI) rating system, has been
developed.
The PSCI system has been developed for Rural Flexible, Urban Flexible and Urban Concrete roads. Three separate manuals
have been published by the Department of Transport, Tourism and Sport (DTTAS). The manuals describe the types of defects
for Irish roads in each category and provide a simple 1 to 10 system based on pavement defects to visually rate pavement surface
condition. The condition survey is carried out from a moving vehicle and the assigned PSCI rating is recorded and georeferenced using an innovative tablet and App device. The results of the rating system are relatable to specified maintenance
treatment measures for Irish roads.
The implementation of the 1 to 10 PSCI system involved the development of new IT solutions and the nationwide training of
local authority personnel in 31 local authorities. The simplified system and App device are being used by local authorities to
visually rate their rural and urban road networks with over 70,000 kilometres (c. 75%) of network rated to-date. The overall
objective is to use the 1 to 10 rating data to establish the existing pavement condition, and the lengths of roadway requiring
various types of remedial works, both nationally and at county level.
The PSCI rating is a key element of the DTTAS and Local Government Management Agency (LGMA) MapRoad pavement
management system, and the DTTAS Regional and Local Road grant programmes are directly linked to the PSCI and associated
treatment measures. Moreover, the PSCI is also a new key performance indicator for roads that is prescribed by the National
Oversight and Audit Commission (NOAC) as part of its annual report on the Performance Indicators in Local Authorities.
This paper describes the development, implementation and use of the PSCI rating system including the use of an innovative
tablet and App device for collecting the data on Irish roads. The paper will outline the findings from undertaking an extensive
programme of training of local authority personnel, and will examine the survey results and experience to-date in the use of the
system and data.
KEY WORDS: Regional and Local Roads; Pavement Condition; Local Authorities; Pavement Management; Performance
Indicator.
1

ROAD NETWORK MANAGEMENT AND FINANCIAL
BACKGROUND

The overall road network in Ireland comprises 99,008
kilometres and includes 5,415 kilometres of National Roads
and 93,593 kilometres of Regional and Local Roads. The
length of public road per 1000 population is 21.46 kilometres
per 1000 which is over two and a half times the EU (European
Union) average of 8.51 kilometres per 1000. The maintenance
and upkeep of this network is thus very challenging, and in
particular against a background of reducing funding and
resources over recent years.
The National road network which includes the motorways,
dual carriageways, national primary and secondary routes is
less than 6% of the total public road length. The National
network is managed by Transport Infrastructure Ireland (TII)
formerly the National Roads Authority (NRA). The nature of
Regional and Local roads is fundamentally different to the
National road network. The Regional and Local roads, at

93,593 km, account for 94% of the total road network and
carry around 55% of all road traffic. There are 13,121 km of
Regional road and 80,472 km of Local roads. The Local road
network is classified into three sub-groupings; local primary
(LP - 24,373 km), local secondary (LS - 33,222 km) and local
tertiary (LT - 22,878 km). Typical road widths by road
classification are c. 6 metres for regional roads, c. 4.5 metres
on local primary roads, c. 3.5 metres on local secondary roads
and c. 2.5 metres on local tertiary roads. Most of the roads
carry low volumes of traffic, less than 100 commercial
vehicles per day, with many local roads providing cul-de-sac
access to a few households [1]. Hence, the management of
this network requires a different approach.
The 31 Local Authorities are responsible for the
maintenance and upkeep of the Regional and Local roads
network. Funding is provided through a combination of
central government from the Department of Transport,
Tourism and Sport (DTTAS), and locally generated funding
by local authorities. In 2014, a total of €294 million was made
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available by the DTTAS for expenditure on the Regional and
Local roads network [2], with another c. €120 million of
expenditure from local authority resources, yielding a total
expenditure of around €414 million.
In 2011, a major pavement condition study was carried out
on the entire Regional road network based principally around
machine-based data (RSP, SCRIM) in conjunction with visual
rating using a newly developed Pavement Surface Condition
Index (PSCI) system for rural roads [3]. However, the cost of
automated data collection as a proportion of the available
maintenance budget, in particular, on the Local road network
would be too high to be economically viable on a routine
basis. A very high proportion of the roads is limited in width,
has poor geometrics, poor surface condition and many are culde-sac roads making them unsuitable for machine surveys. In
addition, it is uneconomical to perform a detailed manual
distress survey on such lower class roads as the available
budget per kilometre is at a low level, and the costs of data
collection per kilometre would become excessively high as a
percentage of the available budget. Accordingly, a simplified
system for applying a condition rating index whereby greater
lengths of road can be surveyed using a geo-referenced mobile
application is obviously attractive for these road classes.
2

DEVELOPMENTOFTHEPSCIRATINGSYSTEM

The Rural Flexible roads manual for the PSCI system was
developed in 2011/2012 to provide a simple condition rating
index for the evaluation and rating of the surface condition of
Irish rural roads at network level [4]. Since then, two further
manuals have been developed for Urban Flexible and Urban
Concrete roads [5, 6]. The three manuals, shown in Figure 1,
outline the different types of pavement defects for Irish roads,
and provide a simplified 1 to 10 system to visually rate
pavement surface condition. The manuals provide detailed
descriptions of the distress types, how to link them to the 1 to
10 rating scale, and include high resolution colour
photographs of the distress types and of road pavements in
each of the 1 to 10 rating categories. The manuals provide a
standardised approach to rate pavement condition and to link
the pavement distress to specified treatment measures for Irish
Rural Flexible, Urban Flexible and Urban Concrete roads.

Figure 1. Rural Flexible, Urban Flexible and Urban Concrete
Roads Manuals [4, 5, 6].
The manuals and software technologies were developed in
collaboration with a Steering Group of the DTTAS including
members from DTTAS, Local Government Management
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Agency (LGMA) and Senior Engineers from South Tipperary,
Carlow and Donegal County Councils. In developing the
PSCI system, substantial use was made of the template
provided by the PASER (Pavement Surface Evaluation and
Rating) methodology originally developed by the Wisconsin
Department of Transportation for local roads in the US [7].
The PASER system was significantly modified for Irish road
conditions including pavement defects and remedial work
types.
The remainder of this paper will mainly discuss the
development, implementation and use of the rural flexible
roads manual. While the range of defects, mapping of defects
to the 1 to 10 rating, and the maintenance treatment categories
are different in the Rural Flexible, Urban Flexible and Urban
Concrete roads manuals, the underlying system, data
collection methodology and technologies used are the same
across all three manuals.
2.1

RuralFlexiblePavementDefects

Based on the results of very considerable research and field
trials in Ireland [8, 9], there are 10 pavement distresses
outlined in the Rural Flexible roads manual as they are by far
the most common flexible road distresses encountered on Irish
roads. The first half of the manual provides detailed
descriptions and colour photographs of the ten distress types.
The distresses are grouped into four categories as follows:
Surface Defects
Ravelling
Bleeding
Pavement Deformation
Rutting
Surface Distortion (shape problems, bumps, sags and
depressions)
Cracks
Alligator Cracking
Edge Cracking/Breakup
Other Cracking (longitudinal, transverse, reflection, slippage)
Surface Openings
Patching
Potholes
Road Disintegration
The ten pavement defects can be re-classified into three
causative groups, namely, surface-related, structural-related
and other-related pavement defects. Surface defects comprise
ravelling and bleeding; Structural defects (i.e. load-related)
comprise rutting, alligator cracking, edge cracking/breakup,
potholes, poor/failed patching and road disintegration; while
Other Pavement defects include other cracking, good/fair
patching and surface distortion. With an understanding of the
surface defects, structural defects and other pavement defects
categories, the PSCI 1 to 10 system can be used to evaluate
and rate flexible pavement surfaces.
2.2

ThePSCIRatingSystem

Figure 2 shows the PSCI rating system as outlined in Table 1
of the Rural Flexible manual. The PSCI provides a numerical
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rating of road condition using a simplified 1 to 10 rating scale.
The PSCI scale ranges from 10 for a pavement in excellent
condition to 1 for a pavement in failed condition. For
consistency of approach, the rating is assigned based on
visible pavement defects only. The rating manual provides
detailed descriptions on how to link the pavement defects to
the 1 to 10 scale, and includes high resolution colour
photographs of road pavements in each of the 1 to 10 rating
categories. Figure 3 shows an extract of Rating 7 from the
rural manual.

To rate pavement surface condition using the 1 to 10
system, one needs to understand the pavement distresses and
become familiar with the photos and descriptions of the
individual rating categories in the 1 to 10 rating scale. The
impact of surface-related distresses, structural-related
distresses and other defects should be identified. The purpose
of the survey is to rate the overall condition of a roadway,
rather than collect detailed distress data on individual short
segments or isolated events.

Figure 3. Sample Extract of Photos for Rating 7 in the Rural
Flexible Manual [4].
Figure 2. The PSCI Rating System [4].
2.3
The 1 to 10 system is colour-coded with Ratings 1 to 4
coloured Red, Ratings 5 and 6 coloured Amber, Ratings 7 and
8 coloured Blue, and Ratings 9 and 10 coloured Green. This
colour-coding follows throughout the manual, and is also used
in the mobile survey App, and in mapping the PSCI ratings
within the DTTAS MapRoad pavement management system.
As shown in Figure 2, the rating is assigned using Primaryand Secondary- rating indicators based only on visible
pavement distress. A primary rating indicator is a defect that
must be present on the road, a secondary rating indicator is a
defect that may or may not be present in conjunction with the
primary defect(s). The significance of the surface-related,
structural-related and other-related pavement defects in the 1
to 10 rating system can also be seen from Figure 2, with
surface-related defects mapping to ratings 7 & 8, other-related
defects mapping to ratings 5 & 6, and structural-related
defects mapping to ratings 1 to 4.

MappingDistresstoTreatmentMeasures

The PSCI 1 to 10 ratings are directly linked to four
maintenance treatment categories specified for use on Irish
Regional and Local roads by the DTTAS. The four
maintenance treatment categories are Routine Maintenance,
Restoration of Skid Resistance, Surface Restoration and Road
Reconstruction. Figure 4 shows the mapping of the 1 to 10
ratings to the different treatment measures as outlined in Table
2 of the Rural Flexible manual, where ratings 1 to 4 map to
the Road Reconstruction category, 5 and 6 map to the Surface
Restoration category, 7 and 8 map to the Restoration of
Skidding Resistance category, and 9 and 10 map to the
Routine Maintenance category.
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Overall, the pilots showed that the manual and continuous
rating system were simple to understand, and had very good
acceptance from the raters. The continuous rating
hardware/software also worked well in the field. There was in
general good agreement across the four raters in relation to
identification of stretches with different ratings, and
agreement that the 1 to 10 system was easy to use. The site
trials indicated that a minimum length to justify a change in
rating of c.200 metres was the most appropriate. The pilots
also indicated that a training course would be needed to train
learners in the use of the 1 to 10 rating system and Mobile
App.
3

DATACOLLECTIONUSINGTHEMAPROADMOBILEAPP

A key objective of the system was to be able to record survey
data electronically without the use of paper, and to be able to
upload the data in the field directly to the DTTAS pavement
management system. An innovative mobile survey App,
called MapRoad Mobile, has been specifically developed to
facilitate the visual condition rating of roads and the rapid
capture of the PSCI data from a moving vehicle. The smart
mobile solution operates on a Tablet device based on the
Android operating system [10].
3.1

Figure 4. Mapping PSCI Rating to Treatment Measures [4].
2.4

PilotSurveys

Several refinements were made in developing the Rural
Flexible survey manual and PSCI condition rating system. A
number of preliminary field trials on a variety of different
roads were carried out in early 2011 by personnel with
experience of pavement defects and condition rating manuals.
Following these initial trials, the draft survey manual and 1 to
10 system was trialled by pilot survey for the first time with
Local Authority road staff in Carlow County Council in
October, 2011. The pilots involved discussions with senior
road engineers and a field trial to assess the application of the
manual and 1 to 10 rating system by 4 engineering staff (2
Executive Engineers, 1 Engineering Technician and 1 Area
Supervisor). Prior to the field trials, two routes of Regional
and Local roads with a range of road condition categories
were identified. The pilot routes were 13.5 kilometres (Loop
1) and 16.2 kilometres (Loop 2) in length.
An instrumented van with GPS and Distance Measuring
Instrument (DMI) connected to a forward view HD digital
video camera and a laptop was provided for the trials. As the
Tablet and Mobile App were still in development at this stage,
the laptop was loaded with recording software which allowed
continuous condition rating using the 1 to 9 keys on the laptop
keyboard, with 0 representing condition rating 10. When the
rater decided that a new condition rating was appropriate, the
rater pressed the relevant numeric key. All four raters carried
out a condition rating survey in the field on each of the loops.
Significant improvements were made to the manual and
rating system based on the outcomes from the pilot surveys.
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MapRoadMobilePSCIApp

The recommended tablet device for the MapRoad Mobile
App is the Samsung Galaxy 10.1 tablet. The Mobile App uses
the internal GPS device on the tablet and, when available,
mobile data connection (3G) to acquire location and to capture
and display data. Typical location accuracy with the internal
GPS device on the tablet is 5 to 10 metres. An external
Bluetooth GPS device can be used to improve this accuracy to
2 to 3 metres.
In the field, the assigned PSCI 1 to 10 ratings and associated
GPS data are recorded in real-time using the underlying Local
Authority Road Network Schedule (GIS Shapefile), the Tablet
device and Mobile App. The PSCI and associated GPS data
are automatically saved on the Tablet device and the data can
be uploaded directly to the DTTAS MapRoad pavement
management system by connecting to the internet using WiFi
or mobile data connection (3G).
With the MapRoad Mobile App, the operator has the ability
to select the survey type (Rural, Urban or Concrete), create a
new project, upload a project, load a project, and check for
updates. Once a new project has been created, MapRoad
Mobile will display a ratings keypad on the right of the
screen, with a map panel on the left showing the Local
Authority Road Schedule as shown in Figure 5. The numbers
on the keypad are colour-coded to match the 1 to 10 rating
system of red (1 to 4), amber (5 & 6), blue (7 & 8) and green
(9 & 10).
The PSCI condition rating survey is a continuous driven
visual condition survey carried out from a moving vehicle by
a two-person team, the driver and the rater. To start recording,
or dropping points on the map, the rater chooses an initial
rating (1 to 10), and then starts the survey. Once the driver
starts driving, points will be dropped on the map
approximately every 2.5 seconds or every 35 metres. The
points dropped on the map are colour-coded to match the 1 to
10 rating system. For a PSCI rating of 3, red points will be
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dropped on the map, if changed to 7 the points being dropped
will change to blue and so on. The rating is applied to the full
width of a road segment based on its overall condition and the
defects present on the road. Moreover, the rater assesses the
total length of a road section, there is no sampling involved.
While the rating assigned and GPS coordinates are linked to
the road schedule and recorded for every 35 metres, the visual
rating is only changed once the condition of the road and
defects observed change. Roughly a length of at least 200
metres is required to justify recording a change in the
condition rating category. The operator can stop, pause or
resume dropping and capturing points at any time.

Figure 5. MapRoad Mobile App [10].
The PSCI survey is reasonably fast with a high daily output.
Typically, the survey speed for rural roads can be in the range
of 30 to 50 km/h depending on the condition of the roadway.
From experience to-date, once the rater has become familiar
with the photos and descriptions in the manual, and built up a
“mental database” of the condition categories based on rating
a number of roads, the speed of rating generally increases.
The higher end of the speed range is suitable where visibility
is clear and the road appears to be in good condition. As the
condition of the road deteriorates, the survey speed should be
reduced. Typically, 150 to 200 km of road can be surveyed
per day in this speed range.
4

TRAININGOFLOCALAUTHORITYSTAFF

As the Rural Flexible roads manual, comprising the PSCI 1 to
10 rating system and Mobile App, was a completely new
approach to visual condition surveys in Ireland, it would be
necessary to train Local Authority roads staff nationally. In
addition, the successful implementation of the new system
relied heavily on achieving cooperation from Local Authority
roads staff across the country and on ensuring an
understanding of the role of the PSCI within the overall
approach to pavement management both at local and national
level.
4.1

TrainingWorkshops

As part of the implementation of the system, National and
Regional Workshops were held by the DTTAS as well as the
development of a dedicated Training Course. The Regional
workshops and training course were run through the five Road
Service Training Group (RSTG) Regional Training Centres
located in Roscrea, Cork, Dublin, Castlebar, and Stranorlar.

In May, 2012, the manual was launched at a one-day
National Workshop in Dublin. The workshop was attended by
over 90 senior engineering personnel with representatives
from 29 Local Authorities, 5 City Councils, 2 Borough
Councils and 4 Town Councils. In addition, prior to the roll
out nationally of a full scale training course, four other 1-day
regional workshops were held in November, 2012. Over the
four days, the workshops were attended by 204 Local
Authority roads staff who would be directly involved in the
use of the PSCI manual and Mobile App.
4.2

TrainingCourse

A separate training course has been developed for the Rural
Flexible, Urban Flexible and Urban Concrete manuals, and a
detailed course specification, entitled the ‘Road Pavement
Condition Rating Surveyor’, has been published by the Local
Authority Service National Training Group (LASNTG) for
each manual [11, 12, 13]. The aim of the training courses is to
train learners in the correct and safe methodology to carry out
a PSCI condition rating survey.
The training course for each manual has been developed
and modified since 2012 and now consists of a blended
learning course with three parts:
o Part 1 is an Online module hosted on the Moodle opensource learning platform and consists of an introduction
to the manual, the defects and a basic online assessment;
o Part 2 consists of 1-day of theory in the classroom
including simulation rating on a desktop PC, training on
how to use the tablet and App and a multiple-choice
classroom assessment; and
o Part 3 consists of a subsequent site practical exam
whereby the learner would rate a pre-approved sample
road network using the tablet and mobile App device.
In the classroom training, the learners are trained using a
simulation programme to demonstrate on a desktop computer
the ability to properly rate road segments using the 1 to 10
rating system. The software programme presents a windshield
survey to the learner using video clips of road segments in
each of the 1 to 10 rating categories, and allows the learner to
record the rating as per a live survey. A screen grab of the
desktop interface for the simulation programme is shown in
Figure 6. The training circuit video clips are pre-rated by
experienced personnel to establish the standardised underlying
condition rating for the training video clips. The learner
desktop ratings are compared against the underlying ratings to
measure learning in the classroom. The classroom module
also includes training in how to use the tablet and Mobile
App, and how to upload a completed project to MapRoad.
For the site practical exam, an assessment route is identified
close to each of the five training centre locations with roads
which had a range of conditions in the 1 to 10 rating
categories. The assessment routes are firstly surveyed by
experienced personnel using the tablet and App device to
establish the underlying condition rating for subsequent
comparison with the learner ratings. In addition, the condition
of the assessment routes is recorded using high definition
forward view digital video referenced to both chainage and
GPS coordinate systems to maintain a permanent record of the
road condition. In the site practical exam, each learner is
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required to independently rate the assessment route using the
tablet and App, and to upload the data. It is recommended that
the site assessment should be undertaken within three weeks
of completing Part 2 of the course. The learner ratings are
compared against the underlying ratings to assess
Pass/Referred standard.

Figure 6. Simulation Programme for Desktop Rating.
4.3

OutcomesFromtheTrainingCourse

The rating system and training has been implemented since
2012 over a wide range of survey personnel as shown in Table
1. From 2012 to 2015, there were 36 training courses on the
Rural Flexible manual delivered to 314 staff from 31 Local
Authorities. Of the 314 learners trained, 274 (87%) have
undertaken the site practical exam with 228 (83%) having
passed the exam to become approved raters and 46 (17%) who
were referred. Training has also been provided to 30 staff on
the Urban Flexible manual and to 27 staff on the Urban
Concrete manual in the Dublin and Cork urban districts.

(NOAC) as part of its annual report on the Performance
Indicators in Local Authorities [15].
From an economic perspective, the implementation of the
PSCI system provides technical data which allows the
DTTAS and Local Authorities to demonstrate funding
requirements and set programmes in line with available
budgets. The Regional and Local Road grant programmes
funded by the DTTAS are directly linked to the PSCI and the
specified treatment measures. The PSCI data are used to
prioritise sections and to create a Roads Programme for the
grant applications and annual returns to the DTTAS. Since
2012, Local Authorities are required to submit ‘Before’ and
‘After’ PSCI condition ratings on all works schemes included
in their annual works programme [16, 17]. In addition, since
2014 Local Authorities are required to implement a network
level visual condition survey regime (100% coverage) using
the PSCI every year on Regional, every 2 years on LP and LS,
and every 5 years on LT roads.
Figure 7 shows the National picture of the PSCI ratings and
a breakdown of the length in each rating category completed
up to May 2015 with over 57,600 kilometres (62%) of the
Regional and Local roads network having been rated by Local
Authority road staff. Since May 2015, a further circa 12,500
kilometres have been surveyed giving an overall coverage of
over 70,000 kilometres (c.75%) of the network.
The PSCI system was successfully used as part of a major
pavement condition study in 2011 to survey the entire 13,121
km of the Regional Roads network [3, 18]. The visual rating
was carried out from high definition forward view digital
video of the road surface condition collected in the field.

Table 1. Range of Personnel on Rural Flexible Training.

5

Learner Type

Number of
Learners

Senior Engineer
Senior Executive
Executive/Area Engineer
Assistant Engineer
Graduate Engineer
Engineering Technician
Area Manager/Supervisor
Total

5
33
151
47
5
62
11
314

ANALYSISANDUSEOFTHEPSCIDATANATIONALLY

The PSCI system has become well established across all local
authorities and is a key element of the DTTAS MapRoad
pavement management system [14]. The simplified system
and Mobile App are being used by Local Authority personnel
to visually rate their road networks and develop works
programmes based on the condition data. Moreover, the PSCI
is also a new key performance indicator for roads that is
prescribed by the National Oversight and Audit Commission
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Figure 7. National Picture of PSCI Ratings - May 2015.
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Table 2 shows the percentage length by PSCI rating and
maintenance treatment for each road type that was surveyed
by local authorities and recorded on the MapRoad system as
at 31/12/2014 [15]. The output data from the 2011 Regional
Road study are also shown in Table 2 for comparison [18].
The patterns in condition distribution by class are similar to
those recorded in previous National surveys, with very good
agreement between the visual rating data for the Regional
roads from the 2011 and 2013/2014 surveys. The overall
objective is to use the results of the 1 to 10 ratings for
Regional and Local roads to establish the existing pavement
condition at network level, and the lengths of roadway
requiring various types of remedial works, both nationally and
at county level.
Table 2. Maintenance Treatment Type By Road Category.
PSCI Rating/Treatment Type Percentages

Road Class
Regional

% Length
Surveyed
100%

1 to 4

5&6

7&8

9 & 10

Year

Reconstruction

Surf. Rest.

Skid Resist.

Routine Maint.

2011

10%

22%

43%

25%

Regional

30%

2013/2014

8%

24%

44%

24%

Local Primary

53%

2013/2014

11%

31%

43%

15%

Local Secondary

44%

2013/2014

17%

35%

36%

12%

Local Tertiary

31%

2013/2014

31%

30%

29%

10%

Secondary, and every 5 years on Local Tertiary roads. In
addition, the PSCI is a new key performance indicator for
roads that is used by the National Oversight and Audit
Commission (NOAC) as part of its annual report on the
Performance Indicators in Local Authorities.
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes research undertaken to investigate the
suitability of mobile retroreflectivity equipment for the
evaluation of pavement markings in Ireland. Having selected
the LTL-M as a suitable mobile device, its repeatability and
reproducibility as well as its correlation with a reference
handheld device, the LTL-X was established using a control
circuit. The research shows that the presence of moisture has a
significant effect on the retroreflected luminance (RL) results,
with unreliable data recorded on damp or wet line markings.
Under dry conditions, it was established that the results are
very repeatable and reproducible and there is excellent
correlation between the mobile device and the reference
handheld device. It can be concluded that the mobile
retroreflectivity device, LTL-M, is suitable for reliable
evaluation of pavement line markings in Ireland when
operated in dry weather conditions.

KEY WORDS
LTL-M; LTL-X; Mobile Retroreflectometer; Handheld
Retroreflectometer; Retroreflected luminance; EBCL; WBCL;
Centreline; Pavement Marking; Line Marking; Eastbound;
Westbound; Control Site; Reference data; Moisture.
1
INTRODUCTION
Pavement line markings delineate the roadway path and
specify traffic lanes in a safe and efficient manner for road
users. Retroreflectivity describes the ability of a pavement
marking to reflect light back to its source and is critical in
ensuring the safety of road users, especially in low-light
conditions and at night. The retroreflectivity of pavement
markings is achieved with the addition of glass beads to the
markings, which are then illuminated by vehicle headlamps. It
is assessed by measuring the coefficient of retroreflected
luminance (RL), which is a measurement of the brightness of
a pavement marking as seen by drivers of motorised vehicles
in vehicle headlight illumination at night-time and is
expressed in mcd. m-2.lx-1 (2).
Research was undertaken to investigate the suitability of
mobile retroreflectivity equipment for the evaluation of
pavement markings in Ireland and to identify if a mobile
retroreflectometer would cope with the challenges posed by
Irish road and climatic conditions. Equipment from various
worldwide manufacturers were investigated and the LTL-M
Retroreflectometer was identified as a suitable system and
was acquired, initially for the purposes of this research.

Establishing if there was an accurate correlation between an
established reference handheld retroreflectometer and the
LTL-M was a priority of the research. In addition,
investigating the repeatability of the mobile retroreflectometer
from multiple runs on the same day and reproducibility over
time (multiple runs over different days) was one of the main
aims of the research project.
It is extremely difficult, to accurately assess the level of
moisture present on the surface of a line marking and the
possible impact different moisture levels would have on the
RL results. To establish an accurate baseline for the test
results, the reference data from the handheld device was
collected under dry weather conditions on dry line markings.
2

CONTROL SITE DESCRIPTION

A suitable control site was identified and this was used to
establish a reference set of data from the handheld device. The
same control site was used for the collection of data using the
LTL-M for the purposes of this research project. The control
site used in the research is the centre line marking along a
section of road, north of Athenry, Co. Galway. The section
forms part of the R339 and extends west for 390 metres from
the junction with the L3103. The same centreline marking was
tested using the LTL-M in both the eastbound and westbound
directions; throughout the remainder of this paper, testing of
the centreline in the eastbound direction is referred to as
EBCL and testing of the centreline in the westbound direction
is referred to as WBCL. At the time of testing, the centreline
marking was relatively new (it is estimated to have been laid
in the previous 18 months). The control site consisted of
approximately 100 metres of continuous white centreline and
approximately 300 metres of broken white centreline.
3
3.1

RETROFLECTOMETER EQUIPMENT
Handheld Retroreflectometer (reference device)

Annex H of the UK DMRB (4) describes how variability can
be found in the expected results from mobile
retroreflectometer equipment when compared to a handheld
device. It is widely accepted that handheld devices certified in
accordance with relevant specifications and standards produce
reliable and accurate RL data. Such a device was utilised to
produce reference data for use in the assessment of the
performance of the mobile retroreflectometer in this research.
The handheld retroreflectometer chosen was the LTL-X
Retroreflectometer system designed by Delta in Denmark.
The LTL-X measures the RL value with the road illuminated
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at an angle of 1.24° and using an observation angle of 2.29°.
These angles simulate a viewing distance from a driver’s
perspective of 30 metres in the direction of travel. The LTL-X
system is controlled by multiple microprocessors. A keyboard
located on the top of the LTL-X allows the operator to use the
device. The LTL-X completes a measurement automatically
by the push of the green button on the keyboard and presents
the corresponding result on the visual display. The result is
transferred automatically to the LTL-X’s internal memory.
The LTL-X is certified in accordance with EN 1436:2007 +
A1:2008. The calibration of the LTL-X Retroreflectomer is
traceable to NIST (National Institute of Standards and
Technology, USA) and PTB (Physikalisch – Technische
Bundesanstalt, Germany) (3). The LTL-X is factory calibrated;
however, it is also calibrated against a calibration tile with a
known RL prior to testing. The calibration tile has a typical
calibration period of 2 years and the tile used during this
research held a current calibration certificate (3).
3.2

Mobile Retroreflectometer (trialled device)

The mobile retroreflectometer used for this research project
was the LTL-M Retroreflectometer system designed by
Delta in Denmark. The LTL-M retroreflectometer is a
mobile field instrument intended for measuring the
retroreflection properties of pavement markings. The LTLM has the ability to measure the RL value (coefficient of
retroreflected luminance) and the DC (Daylight Contrast) as
well as recording the presence of RPMs (Raised Pavement
Markers also called road studs). RL is a measurement of the
brightness of a pavement marking as seen by drivers of
motorised vehicles in vehicle headlight illumination at nighttime. The daylight contrast is the contrast between the road
surface and the pavement marking as seen by the driver
during the daytime. RPMs (often referred to as ‘cat’s eyes’)
are another means of guiding traffic during the night through
small devices positioned on the road surface providing a
strong retroreflection. For the purposes of this research,
attention concentrated on the RL values obtained from the
LTL-M.

speeds. The equipment specification indicates that the LTL-M
will provide 100% coverage of the pavement markings at
speeds of up to or equal to 90 km/hr but measurements at
higher speeds are possible (2). At speeds of greater than 90
km/hr, the coverage will be less than 100%, the rate
depending on the actual speed. As with the LTL-X, the
instrument’s illumination angle is 1.24° and the reflected light
is measured at an angle of 2.29°, which corresponds to an
observation distance of 30 metres. The LTL-M defines a
pavement marking as an area of the road surface providing a
retroreflection of a minimum of 40 mcd. m-2.lx-1. A pavement
marking is recognised if it is a minimum one-metre long and a
minimum five centre metres wide (2).
The LTL-M Retroreflectomer is certified in accordance with
EN1436 + A1:2008 (Road marking materials – Road marking
performance for road users). The calibration of the LTL-M
Retroreflectomer is traceable to NIST (National Institute of
Standards and Technology, USA) and PTB (Physikalisch –
Technische Bundesanstalt, Germany). The LTL-M survey
data was collected in accordance with the UK DMRB (4) and
EN 1436:2007 + A1:2008(1).
4

DATA COLLECTION

4.1
LTL-X testing of the Control Site
The control site was tested using the LTL-X on the 21st
February 2013 with the assistance of a traffic management
mobile lane closure, to ensure the safety of the survey
operators. The control site was tested in the eastbound
direction using the LTL-X. The weather conditions during
testing of the site were dry with no rain or frost on the
previous day, the surface of the pavement was also dry. The
handheld overall average RL result for the control site was
227 mcd. m-2.lx-1 (entire length on the EBCL). These RL
results obtained from the centreline marking using the LTL-X
in the eastbound direction were used as the reference baseline
data for the research project.
4.2

LTL-M testing of the Control Site

The LTL-M was calibrated before each survey cycle as per
the manufacturer’s specifications. Immediately after each
calibration, it was checked against a strip of retroreflective
tape of known RL (approx. 170 mcd. m-2.lx-1). Typically, each
survey cycle comprised of five survey runs in each direction,
carried out a nominal test speed of 75 km/hr. The survey data
was aggregated into reporting segments of 10 metres and
overall section length.

Figure 1. Vehicle mounted LTL-M
The LTL-M Retroreflectometer is mounted on a vehicle (in
this case a van) as shown in Figure 1, allowing the surveying
of pavement markings to be undertaken at normal traffic
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The control site was tested using the LTL-M on 12 separate
days, consisting of five days in February and seven days in
May 2013. Overall, there were 95 survey runs carried out on
the EBCL and 94 survey runs carried out on the WBCL. The
majority of runs (75 no.) along the control site were
completed in dry weather conditions, while 20 of the runs
were completed when damp/wet line marking conditions
existed.
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The weather and centreline marking (dry/damp/wet)
conditions during each of the survey days where recorded.
Table 1 shows the dates that the LTL-M surveys were
undertaken and summarises the climatic conditions on each
day.

Table 2C. February WBCL daily average RL results
Date
14/02/2013
15/02/2013
18/02/2013
18/02/2013
19/02/2013
19/02/2013
20/02/2013

Table 1. Climatic Conditions on Control Site
Date

Max
Temp
(°C)

Min
Temp
(°C)

Rain
(mm)

Weather

Surface

14/02/13
15/02/13
18/02/13
19/02/13
20/02/13
15/05/13
16/05/13
17/05/13
21/05/13
22/05/13
23/05/13
29/05/13

10.4
9.7
9.6
10.2
8.8
11.6
12.5
15.7
16.9
14.6
13.3
19.5

1.8
0.1
2.7
1.8
-0.9
3.0
5.3
5.4
8.4
7.1
3.8
5.4

0.9
0.3
0
0
0
1.5
5.5
0.1
0
0.1
0
0

Light Rain
Light Rain
Cloudy
Cloudy
Cloudy
Rain
Dry
Cloudy
Cloudy
Cloudy
Cloudy
Cloudy

Wet
Wet
Dry
Dry
Dry
Wet
Damp
Dry
Dry
Dry
Dry
Dry

5

Date
15/05/2013
15/05/2013
16/05/2013
16/05/2013
17/05/2013
17/05/2013
21/05/2013
21/05/2013
22/05/2013
22/05/2013
22/05/2013
23/05/2013
23/05/2013
29/05/2013
29/05/2013

Daily LTL-M Results

The overall average RL values recorded for each run on the
centerline marking in the eastbound (EBCL) and westbound
(WBCL) directions for each day are shown in Tables 2A to
2D.
Table 2A. February EBCL daily average RL results.
Date
14/02/2013
15/02/2013
18/02/2013
18/02/2013
19/02/2013
19/02/2013
20/02/2013

Run 1
181
163
229
220
233
228
234

Run 2
185
177
222
220
230
232
231

Run 3
78
159
225
220
234
231
227

Run 4
167
169
227
227
234
223

Run 5
165
180
225
221
228
221

Table 2B. May EBCL daily average RL results
Date
15/05/2013
15/05/2013
16/05/2013
16/05/2013
17/05/2013
17/05/2013
21/05/2013
21/05/2013
22/05/2013
22/05/2013
22/05/2013
23/05/2013
23/05/2013
29/05/2013
29/05/2013

Run 1
232
235
216
202
233
233
228
232
234
228
234
220
232
232
226

Run 2
145
231
205
197
223
234
226
227
234
230
233
220
226
232
232

Run 3

Run 4

Run 5

234
215
205
226
229
226
224
233
225

223
213
200
224
227
226
234
232

232
234

223
232
232
231

230

228

226
228

228
223

206
231
232

Run 2
228
208
266
255
270
256
263

Run 3
214
218
256
255
269
266

Run 4
184
195
254
259
269
265

Run 5
209
212
258
256
269
265

Table 2D. May WBCL daily average RL results

DATA RESULTS

5.1

Run 1
231
218
269
254
269
257
258

Run 1
274
270
248
223
265
263
259
261
273
262
270
260
267
265
259

Run 2
247
273
251
238
258
274
266
268
273
258
268
262
266
265
266

Run 3
262
247
237
260
260
274
263
273
261
258
265
266
267

Run 4

Run 5

257
245
257
267
272

239
258
261
269

272
262

262
272

263

267

265
266

259
260

The data obtained from the LTL-M testing provided some
interesting results. On initial observation, there seems to be
quite a large range in the overall RL values, with maximum
and minimum daily averages varying from 274 mcd. m-2.lx-1 to
78 mcd. m-2.lx-1, respectively. However, on cross referencing
with the climatic conditions shown in Table 1, a pattern
showing a large degree of variability when the centerline was
damp or wet and much better consistency when the line
marking was dry becomes apparent. Therefore, the results
were split into two groups, with data collected when the
pavement surface was dry in one group and data collected
when the pavement surface was damp or wet in the second
group. It was also observed that the overall section RL
average values for the dry weather surveys were very
consistent in each direction but, the values in the westbound
direction were about 35 mcd. m-2.lx-1 higher when compared to
the eastbound direction. Therefore, the data was further split
into subgroups; tested in eastbound and westbound directions.
6

DATA ANALYSIS

6.1
Overall Dry Weather EBCL Testing
Table 3A shows the average results from the LTL-M testing
in the EBCL completed in dry conditions in February while
Table 3B shows the corresponding May runs. In terms of
overall average RL values collected on the EBCL in February
and May, the mobile LTL-M device compares extremely
favorably with the average RL value of 227 mcd. m-2.lx-1
collected by the hand held LTL-X device in February.
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The regression coefficient (m) indicates that the mobile RL
values range from 1% lower than the handheld values to 3%
higher than the handheld values across the survey runs for
each day. The coefficient of determination (R 2) for each day
indicates that the regression line represents the data extremely
well. In summary, the analysis of the EBCL data indicates that
the mobile LTL-M device gives repeatable and reproducible
RL results that are extremely consistent when compared to the
handheld LTL-X RL values, in dry weather conditions.

Number of runs
Average RL Value
Standard Deviation
Max RL value
Min RL value

23
227
4.9
234
220

Table 3B. Dry May EBCL RL Results
Number of runs
Average RL Value
Standard Deviation
Max RL value
Min RL value

52
229
4.0
235
220

There were 75 runs completed in dry weather conditions on
the EBCL in total. The average 10-metre LTL-M results from
each day are plotted by chainage (distance in metres along the
length of the section) against the LTL-X results as shown in
Figure 2A. It is clear from Figure 2A that there is very good
agreement in the profile shape and magnitude of the plotted
results, across all of the LTL-M daily averages and when
compared to the LTL-X results.

In analysing the individual runs collected with the LTL-M in
dry conditions on the same day, the results indicate that the
conclusions made above analysis hold up. As an example,
there were five runs completed on the February 18, 2013 in
dry conditions. These are plotted by chainage against the
LTL-X in Figure 2C. The profile and magnitude of the plotted
LTL-M results again indicate excellent repeatability and
correlation with the LTL-X data.
350
300
250

RL value

Table 3A. Dry February EBCL RL results
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Figure 2C. Dry EBCL18/02/13: LTL-M v LTL-X RL
comparison
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Figure 2A. Dry EBCL: LTL-M v LTL-X comparison
The comparison between the dry data collected along the
length of the EBCL (10m averages) for each day, from the
LTL-M and LTL-X, using linear regression analysis is shown
in Table 3C. The LTL-M data was plotted on the X-axis with
the LTL-X data on the Y-axis.
Table 3C. Dry EBCL Regression Analysis

18-Feb
19-Feb
20-Feb
17-May
21-May
22-May
23-May
29-May

Weather
Conditions

Surface
Conditions

Regression
Coefficient

Coefficient of
Determination

Cloudy
Cloudy
Cloudy
Cloudy
Cloudy
Cloudy
Cloudy
Cloudy

Dry
Dry
Dry
Dry
Dry
Dry
Dry
Dry

1.01
0.98
0.98
0.97
0.98
0.97
1.00
0.99

0.82
0.83
0.93
0.91
0.87
0.93
0.87
0.88

In linear regression analysis setting the intercept equal to zero
gives a slope, m, such that:
y = m.x
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6.2

Dry Weather WBCL Testing

Table 4A shows the average results from the LTL-M testing
in the WBCL completed in dry conditions in February while
Table 4B shows the corresponding May runs.
Table 4A. Dry February WBCL RL results
Number of runs
Average RL Value
Standard Deviation
Max RL value
Min RL value

22
262
6.0
270
254

Table 4B. Dry May WBCL RL Results
Number of runs
Average RL Value
Standard Deviation
Max RL value
Min RL value

52
265
5.2
274
256

The range between maximum and minimum values and the
standard deviation for the dry May data are also very similar
to the February data for the WBCL.
There were 74 LTL-M runs completed along the WBCL in
dry weather conditions. The average 10-metre LTL-M results
from each day are plotted by chainage in Figure 2A.
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Examination of the profile and magnitude of the plotted
results shown in Figure 3 along with the overall average
results in Tables 4A and 4B again indicate a high level of
repeatability and reproducibility in the LTL-M results

RL value

400
300

Table 5A. Wet February EBCL RL results
Number of runs
Average RL Value
Standard Deviation
Max RL value
Min RL value

10
162
30.7
185
78

Table 5B. Wet May EBCL RL results
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0

50

100

150

200

250

300
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400

Chainage
18/02/2013
21/05/2013

19/02/2013
22/05/2013

20/02/2013
23/05/2013

15/05/2013
29/05/2013

17/05/2013

Figure 3. Dry WBCL: LTL-M comparison
The results from the LTL-M WBCL data are on average
approximately 35 mcd. m-2.lx-1 higher than both the LTL-M
and LTL-X EBCL data. The difference in the results between
the EBCL and WBCL is highlighted as a curiosity rather than
an indication of inconsistency in the results recorded by the
equipment, as intuitively it is reasonable to assume that the
direction in which the pavement marking is laid can influence
the retroreflective properties of the pavement markings.
Subsequent correspondence with the equipment manufacturer,
Delta, confirmed that they have also observed this on other
sites. Currently, the direction in which the centreline on the
control site was laid is not known. Further research and
analysis incorporating additional runs with the mobile and
handheld devices in both directions along lines across
multiple sites would be necessary in order to confirm that the
direction in which the line is laid does influence the RL values
and to determine if this effect can be accurately quantified.
6.3
Wet Weather Testing
It became clear after an initial analysis of the results that data
collected when the centreline was wet or damp was very
variable. The LTL-M identifies a pavement marking as an
area of the road surface providing a retroreflection of a
minimum of 40 mcd. m-2.lx-1. As the RL results tended to be
significantly lower in wet conditions, it was concluded that
this was the most likely reason for the device being unable to
identify the pavement marking in extremely wet conditions.
The analysis of results from successful runs completed in
damp or wet conditions are presented as follows.
Table 5A shows the average results from the LTL-M testing
in the EBCL completed in wet or damp conditions in February
while Table 5B shows the corresponding May runs.
Examination of this data shows that there is poor agreement in
the average results across both months and the range of values
and standard deviations indicate a much higher degree of
variability when compared to the dry runs. Overall, the LTLM reported an RL average value of 160 mcd. m-2.lx-1 for
February, compared to an average of 200 mcd. m-2.lx-1 for
May. The maximum and minimum average RL values across
both months range significantly from 216 mcd. m-2.lx-1 to 78
mcd. m-2.lx-1.

Number of runs
Average RL Value
Standard Deviation
Max RL value
Min RL value

10
200
20.6
216
145

Table 6A shows the average results from the LTL-M testing
in the WBCL completed in wet or damp conditions in
February while Table 6B shows the corresponding May runs.
Again, the overall averages for each month, show poor
consistency when compared to those carried out in dry
weather. Again, the range of values and the standard
deviations indicate much greater variability when compared to
data collected in dry conditions.
Table 6A. Wet February WBCL RL results
Number of runs
Average RL Value
Standard Deviation
Max RL value
Min RL value

10
212
14.1
231
184

Table 6B. Wet May WBCL RL results
Number of runs
Average RL Value
Standard Deviation
Max RL value
Min RL value

10
243
9.3
257
223

There were 20 runs carried out with the LTL-M in damp or
wet line marking conditions during February and May 2013
and a large degree of variability was identified in the results
recorded. Further analysis of the data from runs carried out
during each day, confirms that the same degree of variability
exists in the data collected in damp line marking conditions in
a single day. For example, Figure 6A shows data from five
LTL-M runs carried out on February 14, 2013 also plotted
against the data collected in dry conditions using the handheld
LTL-X on February 21, 2013. As is clear from Figure 6A,
while there is some agreement in the shape of the profiles,
there is significant variance in the magnitude of the RL values
recorded. The plots also highlight that the RL data recorded
by the LTL-M is consistently lower by varying degrees, than
the data recorded by the LTL-M and LTL-X in dry conditions.
It is worth noting that based on visual inspections on that
particular day; the line marking was observed to be at its
wettest during survey run C. This in conjunction with the fact
that no reliable data could be collected in extremely wet
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conditions would indicate that RL values decrease as moisture
levels increase.
300
250

RL values

200
150
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50
0
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Figure 6A. Wet EBCL LTL-M on 14/02/13 v Dry LTL-X RL
The comparison between the wet data collected along the
length of the EBCL (10m averages) for each day from the
LTL-M and LTL-X, using linear regression analysis is shown
in Table 6C. The LTL-M data was plotted on the X-axis with
LTL-X data on the Y-axis.
Table 6C. Wet EBCL Regression Analysis

14-Feb
15-Feb
15-May
16-May

Weather
Conditions

Surface
Conditions

Regression
Coefficient

Coefficient of
Determination

Raining
Raining
Raining
Dry

Wet
Wet
Wet
Damp

1.45
1.33
1.52
1.09

0.58
0.23
-0.22
0.86

In linear regression analysis setting the intercept equal to zero
gives a slope, m, such that:
y = m.x
The regression coefficient (m) indicates that the mobile RL
values range from 9% to 52% lower than the handheld values
across the survey runs for each day. The coefficient of
determination (R2) for each day indicates that the regression
line does not represent the data when the surface is wet,
however as the surface dries out the regression line starts to
better represent the data. In summary, the analysis of the
EBCL data indicates that the more moisture that is present on
the surface during testing the less accurate the results become.

a handheld LTL-X device. The results of the data analysis
shows that the LTL-M displays excellent agreement with the
LTL-X, in RL values recorded when the testing occurs in the
same direction in dry pavement marking conditions. Evidence
from the trials indicate that the direction of survey has some
impact on the RL values collected on a pavement marking,
possibly due to the direction in which the pavement marking
is laid having an impact on its retroreflective properties. It has
been established that the LTL-M shows excellent repeatability
across multiple runs on the same day and excellent
reproducibility in results over time (multiple runs over
different days). The research also shows that the level of
moisture on the pavement marking has a significant impact on
the retroreflective properties of that pavement marking. The
wetter the road surface is the more unreliable the RL values
are, however as the pavement begins to dry the values get
closer to dry surface condition values. More research could be
completed to establish the relationship between the moisture
level of the pavement surface and the corresponding RL
results. However, this would involve the continuous
measurement of moisture levels along the pavement surface
during surveying as any increase or decrease in moisture
levels on the pavement surface during surveying will lead to
an increase or decrease in the RL values of the pavement
marking. This would lead to an extremely slow and tedious
surveying process being established. In addition, external
factors such as moisture getting on the LTL-M camera lense
while surveying during the rain or splash back from the
pavement surface whilst wet can significantly reduce the RL
values along the survey route. These factors significantly
reduce the validity of the RL values of a pavement marking
when surveyed during damp or wet conditions, as it is
impossible to establish an accurate baseline to reference all
RL values against. In conclusion, the research shows that the
LTL-M device assessed in this research is suitable for
accurate and reliable mobile retroreflectivity measurement of
pavement markings in Ireland, when carried out in dry
conditions.
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ABSTRACT: Surface dressing is the application of a thin layer of bituminous binder and single-sized aggregate chippings to the
surface of a road, in one or more layers. The technique has been widely used on Irish roads for many years to improve skid
resistance, seal the road surface and to arrest deterioration. The procedure has become increasingly important since the
introduction of standards for skidding resistance on National roads by Transport Infrastructure Ireland (TII). TII are currently
developing a new analytical design approach for surface dressing on National roads.
Based on best practice in other countries, an essential parameter used in the analytical design of surface dressing is the Average
Least Dimension (ALD) of the aggregates used. The ALD is used to determine the optimum rates of spray of binder and rates of
spread of chippings for surface dressing. The purpose of this research study carried out in 2015 was to determine the most
appropriate way of calculating the ALD using surface dressing aggregates from Irish quarry sources. A total of five different
methods were examined, two direct measurement methods and three computational methods. The direct measurement methods
used included the use of a new device developed in South Africa to automatically measure ALD. The data for the study was
collected by sampling and testing four different aggregate sizes from eight quarry sources nationwide. The testing included the
determination of particle size distribution and flakiness index for each sample, in addition to determining the ALD by each of
the five methods.
This paper will outline the findings of the research study undertaken including an analysis of the range of ALD values obtained
for Irish quarry sources, and a comparison of the three computational methods of estimating ALD against the direct
measurement methods. In addition, the paper will recommend a method for calculating the ALD of Irish aggregates to be used
in surface dressing.
KEY WORDS: Surface Dressing; Average Least Dimension; Irish Aggregates; Analytical Design Procedure, National Roads.
1

INTRODUCTION

Surface dressing has been used extensively in Ireland for
many years for the upkeep and maintenance of road
pavements including national routes. In addition, expenditure
on surface dressing represents a significant proportion of the
road maintenance budget each year. It is therefore essential
that surface dressings are properly designed to ensure they are
durable for their expected life, provide value for money and
maximise the return on investment.
A surface dressing consists of the uniform application of a
thin layer of bituminous binder and single-sized aggregate
chippings to the surface of a road, in one or more layers. The
technique has been widely used on Irish roads to improve skid
resistance, seal the road surface and to arrest deterioration.
The procedure has become increasingly important since the
introduction of the HD28/11 “Management of Skid
Resistance” standard for skidding resistance on National roads
published by the Transport Infrastructure Ireland (TII),
formerly the National Roads Authority (NRA) in 2011 [1]. In
this regard, TII are developing a new analytical design
approach for surface dressing on National roads. The
approach will be incorporated in an upcoming revision of
HD300/15 “Design of Bituminous Mixtures, Surface
Treatments, and Miscellaneous Products and Processes” [2].

Based on research and best practice in other countries, an
essential parameter used in the analytical design of surface
dressing is the Average Least Dimension (ALD) of the
aggregates used. The ALD is used to determine the optimum
rates of spread of binder and chippings for surface dressing.
The purpose of the research study was to determine the
most appropriate method of calculating the ALD for surface
dressing aggregates from Irish quarry sources. A total of five
different methods were examined, two direct measurement
methods and three computational methods. The objectives of
the research were to assess the range of ALD values for Irish
quarry sources, to compare the three computational methods
of estimating ALD against the direct measurement methods,
and to recommend a computational method for calculating
ALD. The data for the study was collected by sampling and
testing 4 different aggregate sizes from 8 quarry sources
nationwide. The testing included the determination of particle
size distribution and flakiness index for each sample, in
addition to determining the ALD by each of the five methods.
The paper will outline the findings of the research study
undertaken including an analysis of the range of ALD values
obtained for Irish quarry sources, and a comparison of the
three computational methods of estimating ALD against the
direct measurement methods. In addition, the paper will
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recommend a method for calculating the ALD of Irish
aggregates to be used in surface dressing.
The findings of the research have been used to carry out
surface dressing trials at 12 sites in six local authorities. The
outcomes of these trials will be used to finalise the Surface
Dressing Analytical Design procedure which will be
incorporated in an upcoming revision of HD300/15 [2].
2

BACKGROUND

Following an extensive literature review and study of best
practice in other countries, it became clear that a key
parameter used in the analytical design of surface dressing is
the Average Least Dimension (ALD) [3, 4, 5, 6].
The surface dressing design methods used in Australia and
New Zealand are based on work originally conducted by
Hanson (1935) who developed an engineering approach to the
selection of optimum rates of spread of binder and chippings
for surface dressing [3, 4]. The procedure considered the
volume of voids between the chippings after spreading and
rolling, and the orientation the chippings adopt after
trafficking. Hanson found that after construction and
trafficking compaction, chippings will orient to the flattest
direction and thereby adopt a position whereby their least
dimension is vertical, hence giving rise to the concept of
Average Least Dimension (ALD) as shown in Figure 1. To
ensure that the aggregate chips are not submerged in binder
during service, the average least dimension of the aggregates
is used to determine an appropriate rate of spread of aggregate
and binder [3].

Figure 1. Orientation of Chippings After Trafficking [7].
As shown in Figure 2, Hanson’s main observations were that:
1. Chippings when initially placed loose on the binder had a
percentage voids of approximately 50%, which reduced to
around 30% after construction rolling, and further reduced to
about 20% under traffic compaction. This resulted in a single
layer of chippings that bedded in with shoulder-to-shoulder
contact after trafficking.
2. The amount of binder to be used is related to the volume
of voids in the covering aggregate. Sufficient binder should be
added so that between 65 to 70% of the voids are filled with
binder when the aggregate is fully compacted under traffic.
3. The average depth of the aggregate layer after construction
and traffic compaction is approximately equal to the ALD of
the aggregate chippings used.
The least dimension of an aggregate particle is the smallest
perpendicular distance between two parallel plates through
which the particle will just pass. The average least dimension
is the arithmetic mean of all the measured least dimensions of
the aggregate particles measured [5]. There is significant
overlap with the flakiness index, used for many years as an
aggregate characteristic in surface dressing design in Ireland,
but international practice has shown that the flakiness index
alone does not fully capture the shape properties required.
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Figure 2. States of Embedment of Surface Dressing
Chippings [2, 4].
Accordingly, it was decided to conduct research to
determine the most appropriate way of calculating the ALD
using surface dressing aggregates from Irish quarry sources.
3

METHODSUSEDFORAVERAGELEASTDIMENSION

A total of five different methods were examined, two direct
measurement methods and three computational methods.
3.1

DirectMeasurementMethods

In the two direct measurement methods, the ALD of an
aggregate sample was determined by measuring the least
dimension of every particle in a 200 chip representative
sample of the overall sample, and dividing the total of the
least dimensions by the number of particles measured. The
direct measurement method was carried out in accordance
with the test standard TMH1 Method B18(a) [5].
The first direct measurement method consisted of physical
measurement whereby the least dimension of each of the 200
representative chippings was physically measured using a
Vernier calipers. This method is extremely slow, tedious and
time-consuming, and in reality provides a baseline with which
other faster methods of ALD computation can be compared.
The second direct measurement method is a variation on the
first, and consisted of machine measurement using a device
developed in South Africa to automatically taking dimension
measurements of the 200 representative chippings as shown in
Figure 3. The machine is operated using a computer, software
and a control unit with the ALD value automatically
calculated. This machine method is significantly faster than
the Vernier calipers measurement, and effectively provides a
more efficient method of generating a baseline ALD for
comparison with the computational methods, but it is still
much too time-consuming for routine measurement of ALD.

Figure 3. ALD Machine.
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3.2

ComputationalMethods

Three computational methods of estimating ALD were
examined, and compared to the results obtained from the
manual and mechanical measurements of ALD.
The first computational method uses a Nomograph as
shown in Figure 4 [6, 7]. The Nomograph uses two key input
parameters determined from routine laboratory testing, the
median particle size and the flakiness index of aggregate in
the sample. The median particle size is defined as the sieve
size that 50% of the sample will pass through, and is
determined by interpolation from a grading analysis using a
full set of sieves.

retained on five sieves, rather than the single interpolated
sieve used to define median particle size. The Dumas
approach is based on examination of the percentage retained
(PR) from the gradation analysis for five different PR values,
10%, 25%, 50%, 75% and 90%. The PR values are used to
determine the degree of peakiness (K-value) and degree of
symmetry (S-value) which are used together with the median
value (Me), flakiness index (Fi) and fraction not measured (Fr)
to calculate the ALD [8, 9]. The calculation process described
by Dumas is quite complex, but has been developed in this
research through a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet, with the
calculated ALD values derived directly from the full gradation
analysis results and the flakiness index. The full Dumas
equation and values required for this computational method
are outlined in the test standard TMH1 Method B18(b)T [9].
4
4.1

SAMPLINGANDTESTINGOFSURFACEDRESSINGCHIPS
Sampling

Pavement Management Services Ltd. (PMS) was
commissioned by TII to carry out sampling and laboratory
testing of 6mm, 10mm, 14mm and 20mm nominal size
chippings from eight quarry sources nationwide. The
sampling was carried out from stockpiles in each quarry in
accordance with IS EN 932 Part 1 [10]. The quarry sources
are labelled A to H. The sources selected typically provide
chippings of high polished stone value (PSV) for surface
dressing on National routes. The samples were taken from
stockpiles at each quarry in March 2015, with 29 quarry
source/aggregate size samples taken in total. The samples
were taken in 20kg sample size bags. Table 1 shows a
summary of the number of 20kg samples by size taken at each
quarry.
Table 1. Summary of Quantity Sampled.
NumberofSamples(20kg)TakenbySize

Figure 4. Shell Nomograph [6, 7].
A second computational approach investigated the use of an
equation developed to replicate the results obtained from the
Nomograph [3]. The key input parameters are again flakiness
index and median particle size. The equation is
ALD = (Me)/(1.139285 + (0.11506 x FI))

(1)

where:
Me = Median Particle Size (mm)
FI = Flakiness Index (%)
Finally, a new and more complex computational approach
developed by Dumas in South Africa was investigated [8]. In
the cases of the Nomograph and Nomograph equation
methods, the median particle size is the only variable which
describes the particle size distribution of the aggregates. The
underlying principle of the Dumas method is that the median
on its own cannot fully reflect the characteristics of the
particle size distribution. Hence, more information is required
in addition to the median.
The approach taken in essence is to characterise the particle
size distribution based on percentage passing and percentage

Source

20mm

14mm

10mm

6mm

QuarryA

2

2

2

1

QuarryB

2

2

2

1

QuarryC

N/A

2

N/A

1

QuarryD

2

2

2

1

QuarryE

2

2

2

1

QuarryF

2

2

2

1

QuarryG

N/A

2

2

1

QuarryH

2

2

2

1

Total

12

16

14

8

N/A=NotAva i l a ble

4.2

SampleReduction

The bulk samples taken in the quarries for each nominal size
of aggregate were reduced down to a workable quantity and to
obtain a representative sample of chippings for the laboratory
testing using a riffle box procedure in accordance with IS EN
933 Part 2 [11]. The various sizes of aggregate chippings
were split down into the following approximate test sample
quantities for each test:
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Grading and Flakiness Index:
o 5.0kg samples for 20mm aggregate
o 2.5kg samples for 14mm aggregate
o 1.5kg samples for 10mm aggregate
o 0.5kg samples for 6mm aggregate

Table 2. Median Particle Size and Flakiness Index Values.
Quarry

Nominal
Size(mm)

MedianSize
(mm)

Flakiness
Index(%)

20

15.8

14.2%

14

11.6

8.6%

10

8.0

11.0%

QuarryA

Average Least Dimension (ALD):
o 10kg of each aggregate size
QuarryB

4.3

LaboratoryTesting

The grading analysis and flakiness index were carried out on
the 6mm, 10mm, 14mm and 20mm aggregate samples from
each quarry source. The grading analysis was carried out in
accordance with IS EN 933 Part 1, and the flakiness index
was determined in accordance with IS EN 933 Part 3 [12, 13].
The ALD was determined for the 10mm, 14mm and 20mm
aggregate samples from each quarry source in accordance
with the direct measurement method specified in TMH1
Method B18(a) [5]. The ALD was assessed by measuring the
least dimension of every particle in a representative sample
and dividing the total of the least dimensions by the number of
particles measured. The measurements were recorded using
the automated ALD machine shown in Figure 3 for all of the
10mm, 14mm and 20mm aggregate samples.
To obtain a representative sample of chippings for the ALD
test, the test samples of aggregate were washed using a 2mm
sieve and dried off. The test samples were then further split
down using a riffler to such a size as to give at least 200
aggregate particles in each representative sample. The sample
was then sieved through a sieve of aperture size that is half the
nominal size of the aggregate to be tested and the particles
passing through the sieve were discarded. Using the ALD
device, the smallest dimension of each particle retained on
that sieve is measured to the nearest 0.1mm and the
measurements and number of particles measured is recorded.
The ALD is calculated to the nearest 0.01mm as follows
Average least dimension (mm) = A/B

(2)

where:
A = sum of the smallest dimension of all the particles (mm)
B= number of particles

QuarryC

QuarryD

QuarryE

QuarryF

QuarryG

QuarryH

5.2

5.1

The median particle size (Me) and flakiness index (FI) results
for each aggregate sample are given in Table 2. The Me and FI
values were used to compute the ALD values for each sample
using the Nomograph and the Nomograph equation. The Me
and FI values were also used together with the calculated PR,
values to compute the ALD using the more complex Dumas
equation [8, 9].
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13.0%
11.7%

14

12.1

17.5%

10

7.8

23.0%

6

4.3

21.9%

14

11.7

11.6%

6

5.0

27.5%

20

15.8

9.9%

14

11.7

30.0%

10

7.8

13.2%

6

3.9

15.7%

20

17.4

6.6%

14

11.2

12.9%

10

8.3

18.1%

6

5.0

20.7%

20

16.7

8.9%

14

12.0

13.4%

10

7.6

20.7%

6

5.1

16.7%

14

11.5

13.6%

10

8.4

15.6%

6

4.6

31.3%

20

16.0

15.6%

14

11.4

16.4%

10

7.8

14.5%

6

4.7

32.4%

ComparisonofMachineALDandManualALD

Table 3. Machine versus Manual ALD measurements.
Quarry
QuarryB
QuarryD

ANALYSISOFRESULTS
MedianSizeandFlakinessIndexResults

4.8
15.2

The ALD values obtained for the four sets of measurements
made using the automated ALD machine and the Vernier
calipers are shown in Table 3. The results of the manual
measurements compare very well with the results from the
ALD machine. The marginal differences between the two sets
are well within the typical variability in ALD measurement
encountered in practice. As outlined earlier, the automated
ALD approach is considerably faster than the manual
measurement and accordingly, the automated measurement
approach was used for the remainder of the baseline
measurements.

The ALD value is reported to the first decimal place. The
average least dimension was also determined by manual
measurement, whereby the least dimension of each of the 200
representative chippings was physically measured using a
Vernier calipers on four randomly selected test samples of
aggregate for comparison with the ALD device results.
5

6
20

5.3

Nominal MachineALD ManualALD
Size(mm)
(mm)
(mm)
20

11.7

12.2

20

12.0

12.2

QuarryE

14

7.9

8.2

QuarryG

10

5.7

5.9

AnalysisofALDResults

The compiled results for the ALD direct measurement and
computational methods undertaken as part of this research are
given in Table 4. The ALD values obtained for the eight Irish
quarry sources ranged from 3 mm to 14 mm. This range of
values are in the range covered by the Nomograph shown in
Figure 4, and are similar to values calculated and used in other
countries including Australia, New Zealand and South Africa.
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Linear regression was used to perform the statistical
analysis of the data from the study [14]. The regression and
statistical data analysis was carried out using Microsoft Excel,
and MINITAB, a widely used statistical package.
Table 4. Summary of ALD Results.
Nomograph
Dumas
EquationALD EquationALD
(mm)
(mm)
12.1
11.5

Quarry

NominalSize
(mm)

Automated
ALD(mm)

Nomograph
ALD(mm)

20

11.9

11.9

QuarryA

14

8.8

9.4

9.4

10

5.6

6.4

6.3

6.0

20

11.7

11.6

11.9

11.6

14

7.8

9.0

9.0

8.6

10

5.4

5.6

5.5

5.3

14

8.7

9.2

9.2

8.8

20

12.0

12.4

12.6

11.9

14

8.5

7.8

7.9

7.4

10

5.6

6.2

6.1

5.4

20

12.5

N/A

14.3

13.4

14

7.9

8.7

8.7

8.2

10

5.4

6.2

6.1

5.9

20

12.9

13.0

13.5

12.6

14

9.3

9.2

9.3

8.9

10

5.1

5.5

5.5

5.3

14

8.1

8.9

8.9

8.4

10

5.7

6.5

6.4

5.9

20

11.2

11.8

12.1

11.7

14

8.4

8.5

8.6

8.1

10

5.0

6.0

6.0

5.3

QuarryB
QuarryC
QuarryD

QuarryE

QuarryF

QuarryG

QuarryH

5.4

8.9

5.5

Comparison of Nomograph Equation ALD and Dumas
EquationALDwithAutomatedMachineALD

The main purpose of the research was to determine the most
appropriate method of computation of ALD for Irish
aggregates. The ALD values obtained using the automated
ALD machine was used as the baseline data. Figure 6 shows a
plot of the Automated ALD (X-axis) versus the ALD
computed using the Nomograph equation and the Dumas
equation. As can be seen, there is a strong linear relationship
with both computed ALD values.
The Dumas approach yields a slightly higher R2 at 97.4%
versus 97.1% for the Nomograph equation. The two
computational methods do give different results, with a clear
separation in the trend lines visible in Figure 6.
Figure 7 shows the same data as Figure 6, but this time with
a “forced” regression having a zero intercept. It is clear from
Figure 7 that the Dumas computed ALD yields an almost
exact 1:1 relationship with the automated ALD. The slope of
the regression line is 1.0059, with a very high R2 of 97.3%.
The slope of the regression line between the Nomograph
equation ALD and the automated ALD is significantly higher,
at 1.063, and has a slightly lower R2 value of 96.8%. There is
still a very good correlation between the two sets of ALD
results, but the Dumas relationship is preferable.

Comparison of Nomograph ALD and Nomograph
EquationALD

The ALD data calculated from median particle size and
flakiness index results for each sample using the Nomograph
and the Nomograph equation are plotted in Figure 5. There
was very good agreement between the ALD values from both
methods with a very high R2 of 99.7%. The regression
equation without an intercept is given by:
Nomograph Equation ALD = 1.0097 x Nomograph ALD (3)
These results indicate that the Nomograph equation gives
effectively identical results to the Nomograph. It is much
quicker and more efficient to use the equation rather than the
Nomograph, and hence it is recommended that the
Nomograph equation be adopted for use in preference to the
Nomograph.

Figure 6. Plot of Machine ALD Versus Nomograph Equation
and Dumas Equation ALD.

Figure 5. Plot of Nomograph ALD Versus Nomograph
Equation ALD.

Figure 7. Plot of Machine ALD Versus Nomograph Equation
and Dumas Equation ALD (no intercept).
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The residual errors between the observed and the fitted
values for the regression analysis of Machine ALD versus
Dumas equation ALD are shown in Figure 8 with almost all of
the residuals between –0.5mm and +0.5mm.

Figure 8. Residual Plots for Regression Analysis of Machine
ALD Versus Dumas Equation ALD.

6

CONCLUSIONS

TII are developing a new analytical design approach for
surface dressing on National roads which will be incorporated
in an upcoming revision of HD300/15. The Average Least
Dimension (ALD) of the chippings used is an essential
parameter in the analytical design procedure.
A large scale research project was undertaken to investigate
the use of the ALD parameter in analytical Surface Dressing
design in Ireland and to determine the most appropriate way
of calculating the ALD for Irish aggregates. A total of five
different methods were examined, two direct measurement
methods and three computational methods. The objectives of
the research were to assess the range of ALD values for Irish
quarry sources, to compare the three computational methods
against the direct measurement methods, and to recommend a
computational method for calculating ALD.
Testing was carried out on 10 mm, 14 mm and 20 mm
aggregates sourced from eight Irish quarries that supply large
volumes of aggregate to surface dressing operations. A new
device developed in South Africa to automatically measure
ALD was used in the study to provide the baseline data for
comparison with the computational methods. The computed
ALD values were obtained from the gradation and flakiness
index results using a direct Nomograph approach, an equation
approach based on the Nomograph, and a more complex
computational approach developed by Dumas in South Africa.
The ALD values obtained for the eight quarry sources
ranged from 3 mm to 14 mm which were in the range covered
by the Shell Nomograph, and are similar to values seen in
other countries including New Zealand, Australia and South
Africa.
The analysis of the Irish results showed that the Nomograph
equation gave virtually identical results to the direct
Nomograph results. Accordingly, it is recommended that the
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equation should be adopted in preference to the Nomograph as
it is quicker to use and less subject to variation.
The Nomograph equation ALD and the Dumas equation
ALD both showed good agreement with the machine
measured ALD, with the Dumas equation showing a better
overall relationship. Based on examination of regression
results, it is recommended that the Dumas approach should be
used to determine the computed ALD as it more fully reflects
the characteristics of the particle size distribution of the
aggregates, and it gives a better relationship to the actual
measured ALD. Using the Dumas method, the ALD can be
accurately calculated using results from standard gradation
and flakiness index laboratory testing for surfacing dressing
aggregates.
The findings of the research have been used to carry out
surface dressing trials in August/September 2015 at 12 sites in
six local authorities. The outcomes of these trials will be used
to finalise the Surface Dressing Analytical Design procedure
which will be incorporated in an upcoming revision of
HD300/15 [2].
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ABSTRACT: Aerodynamic resistance is one of the leading challenges to overcome in elite cycling. To optimize cycling
aerodynamics, estimates must first be made by means of wind tunnel testing, computational fluid dynamics or track testing.
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is an emerging field in analysing cycling aerodynamics. Wind and urban physics create
conditions difficult to model in a wind tunnel environment, and while physical track and/or velodrome testing occurs in actual
cycling environments, it is difficult to control and quantify all influencing environmental factors. CFD allows for complete
control over all model parameters. It also allows for controlled flow conditions to quantify small aerodynamic performance
improvements through changes in athlete posture/equipment along with extensive measurement capabilities. Modelling cyclists
and other vulnerable road users in urban environments can complement urban designs and strategies to enhance
pedestrian/cyclist safety in high wind conditions. Additionally, modelling the aerodynamics of bluff body objects such as a
cyclist’s body follows a similar procedure to modelling the airflow over complex structures. This paper presents not only an indepth survey of existing CFD research on cycling aerodynamics and its impact on the cycling community, but also highlights
gaps in knowledge regarding cycling aerodynamics and suggests a methodology for future research to follow.
KEY WORDS: Urban Physics; Aerodynamics; Computational Fluid Dynamics; Wind tunnel; Cycling.
1

INTRODUCTION

There are several different resistive forces affecting the
performance of cyclists; aerodynamic resistance, road
gradient, rolling resistance, drive train and wheel bearing
resistance. However, aerodynamic improvements, particularly
on flat to rolling terrain, offer the greatest potential for
improvements in cycling speed [1]. For example, at speeds in
excess of 50 km/h the aerodynamic resistance is up to 90% of
the total resistance experienced by the cyclist [2]. It is evident
over the history of cycling, that significant performance gains
have been made, primarily due to the advancement of
technology and the understanding of the underlying physics.
For example, a performance improvement index was
developed by Haake [3], to allow for comparison between
athletes, and for a comparison between sports; a higher index
indicating a greater improvement in the sport. The results for
cycling are impressive, with a 221% increase in the
International Cycling Union (UCI) one-hour track cycling
record over 111 years. Furthermore, the 4-km individual
pursuit improved by 35% over 32 years.
Studying the flow field around a cyclist can be
challenging. Performing smoke tests in a wind tunnel can shed
some light on the complex flow interactions. However, wind
tunnel testing often presents aerodynamic improvements
solely through evaluating drag reduction, as detailed flow
fields can be difficult to obtain [4]. Computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) tools can be a useful asset to study whole
flow field data. CFD provides the ability to analyse the wake
flows of athletes; thus, identifying the causes of drag. The
benefits of CFD are now being widely recognized within the
cycling industry. The use of CFD tools is also well established
within motorsport. Other elite sports such as swimming,

skiing, bobsleighs and to some extent running have also
embraced its potential [5]–[8]. Olympic gold medals can be
won by tenths of a second [7], and it is possible to use CFD to
realise aerodynamic enhancements which lead to additional
speed or time savings. Advances over the past two decades in
computer hardware have had positive impacts on the
utilisation of CFD for sports aerodynamics research, from
motor sport applications to summer and winter Olympic
sports [9]. A key aim of aerodynamic testing is discovering
new cycling positions that conform to the UCI rules while
providing aerodynamic benefits. Similar procedures have been
found to be successful in other sports such as bobsleigh
aerodynamics. Computational modelling in bobsleighs on the
positioning of the internal crew members yielded significant
aerodynamic benefits without breaching regulations [6].
2

CFDMETHODOLOGYFORCYCLING

CFD has become one of the greatest assets in understanding
cycling aerodynamics in recent years. Detailed flow-field
information can be attained along with drag force detail on
individual components. Defraeye et al. [4] assessed the
accuracy of CFD for cycling applications. A scale model of a
cyclist was used to validate CFD models using wind tunnel
experiments. In addition to three-component forces and
moments, high-resolution surface pressure measurements
were taken from the scale models surface at 115 locations,
which provided detailed information on the flow field. The
data provided from the wind tunnel tests are used to compare
the performance of several Reynolds-Averaged Navier
Strokes (RANS) turbulence modelling techniques, large-eddy
simulations (LES), and low-Reynolds number modelling
(LRNM) and wall functions for boundary layer modelling
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tech
hniques. The RANS sheear-stress tran
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mation
but at a high com
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mporal sensitivvity analysis that
t
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attraactive for prractical calcuulations. LRN
NM held the best
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Figure
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WINDTUNN
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Win
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flow
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for flow
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Figurre 2. Cyclist and bicycle setup for wind tunneel experiments [18].
[

c
Corrrections for blockage, duue to the wind tunnel cross
sectiional area bein
ng too small re
relative to the frontal area of the
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b taken into account where required. Solid
S
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blocckage is an im
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tunn
nel data. The walls of the wind tunnel can compresss the
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CYCLISTAERODYNAMICSM
MODELLINGW
WITHCFD

Finteelman et al. [23] usedd validated CFD modelss to
investigate the flow field around
nd a static cycllist at various yaw
mulations (k- and SST) were used to anaalyse
angles. RANS sim
ous yaw anglles, while dettached-eddy simulation (D
DES)
vario
and LES were useed to analyse only a single yaw angle off 15°
t their increaased computattional expensee. The bicycle was
due to
inclu
uded in the simulation along with the rider, with
simp
plified geomeetry with feaatures such as
a the nose, lips,
bicyccle spokes an
nd cables beinng neglected. A standard urban
u
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met was used instead
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of an aaerodynamic TT helmet ass this
reseaarch is focuseed more at cyycling safety than
t
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perfo
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nt CFD modelling
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the CFD
C
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test stand
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D
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postu
ures using CFD, those poostures being standard uprright
posittion, dropped position, andd time trial position. From
m the
LES simulation of
o the cyclist alone withou
ut the bicycle,, the
0
drag area (m2) off each positioon was 0.219, 0.172 and 0.142
respeectively. These results coonfirm that a reduction inn the
fronttal area of cycclists significaantly reduces their drag areea. It
is fu
urther proved that the aeroodynamic drag
g of the cycliist is
60-7
70% of the total drag experi
rienced by thee rider and biccycle
comb
bined.
CFD
C
has beeen used to yield new insights
i
into the
phen
nomena known as drafting in the cyclin
ng world. Bloccken
et all. [24] made several
s
new oobservations regarding
r
draffting
in cy
ycling with thee first publishhed CFD simu
ulations of draffting
supp
ported by wind tunnel validdation. These included thatt the
preseence of the trrailing cyclistt reduces the underpressurre at
the back
b
of the leeading cyclistt, yielding a drag
d
reductionn for
the leading
l
cyclisst. Two cyclissts were used in both the wind
w
tunn
nel and CFD testing. Hoowever, only the riders were
w
mod
delled in the CFD
C
tests withh the drag areaa of the standd and
bike being taken away from thhe wind tunn
nel test resultss for
parability. Interference dragg was also neg
glected.
comp

Fig
gure 4. Streamlines of the airfllow around four drafting cyclists
[255].

Figure 3. A prooposed flowchaart methodology
y for wind tunnnel
aanalysis of cycllists and bicyclees.

Defraeye
D
et al.
a [25] folloowed up on the researchh by
Bloccken et al. [24] furtheer investigatiing the draffting
phen
nomena using
g four individdual cyclists, each 3D scannned
and modelled
m
in different
d
racingg positions. Thus
T
team draffting
was analysed wiith variationss in individual positions, e.g.
ght position for
f the leadinng cyclist and
d other variatiions.
uprig
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Succh research ussing numericaal studies on cyclists in a pace
linee is extremelyy useful for determining an optimal cyyclist
sequ
uence for tim
me trial evennts both on the road annd in
velo
odromes. It w
was made clear that the drrag of a cycllist is
dep
pendent on thheir position in the pace line. Secondd and
subsequent positiions experiencce drag reductions up to 400% in
mparison to a single cyclistt not partakin
ng in drafting,, with
com
the second from last cyclist reeceiving the laargest aerodynnamic
ben
nefit from the fformation.
Blocken & T
Toparlar studdied other arreas includingg the
aero
odynamic effeects of a trailling car on th
he drag of a ssingle
cyclist (Figure 55) [26]. Both a static bicyccle and rider were
delled in thiis simulationn, but with some geomeetrical
mod
sim
mplifications. A 3D scanned cyclistt was physiically
mod
delled at a redduced scale for wind tunnel validation stuudies.
Thee standard k- turbulencee model wass used with wall
funcctions used innstead of low
w Reynolds number
n
modeelling.
Thee results show
w a 3.9 second impact on a 50 km timee trial
event. Thus folllowing from
m the results of this reseearch,
metre
Blocken & Topaarlar recommeend to the UCI that the 10 m
min
nimum distannce rule shouuld be altered
d to 30 metrres to
neg
gate this aeroddynamic beneefit unknowin
ngly availed oof by
som
me cyclists. It is noted that during
d
actual races,
r
the 10 m
metre
limiit is not strictlly enforced annd that there iss at least one ccar, if
not multiple, poteentially influeencing the drag
g of a cyclist.

not only
o
the drag force on the legs, but the drag force onn the
riderr’s torso.
5

ODYNAMICSM
MODELLINGW
WITHCFD
WHEELAERO

ddition to sim
mulating cycliist’s aerodynaamic performance
In ad
using
g CFD, it hass also been ussed to model the aerodynam
mics
characteristics off wheels. Goodo performed comprehennsive
dynamics reseearch on a coommercial biccycle wheel using
u
aerod
CFD
D [28]. He presented a methodology
y for rapid and
conssistent aerodyn
namics studiees on a range of bicycle wheel
w
geom
metries underr a large rannge of flow conditions. Ten
diffeerent yaw angles were moddelled at two speeds
s
of 32 km/h
k
and 48 km/h using steady statee RANS analy
ysis using thee one
Allmaras turbu
bulence equatiion. In additioon to
equaation Spalart-A
this, transient anaalysis using ddelayed detach
h eddy simulaation
(DDES) was run for five of thhe yaw angless at the same two
speeds. This research alloweed for flow structures too be
mpared for diifferent yaw angles
a
and forr the
identtified and com
obseervation of a unique traansition from
m downwardss to
upwards acting fo
orce as the yaaw angle is in
ncreased. Viscous
drag was found to be less than 33% of the oveerall force withh the
remaainder of the force
f
computeed a result of pressure
p
drag. The
spok
kes generate a comparable ddrag to the wh
heel hub, withh the
tyre and rim generrating the maj ority of the drrag force.

Figure 5. A pressure map off a trailing car on a cyclist [26] .

The variationn in drag forrce and assocciated downsttream
w structure wiith crank angle was investigated numeriically
flow
and
d experimentaally by Grifffith et al. [27].
[
CFD uunderpred
dicted drag m
measurements by 15% in co
omparison to wind
tunn
nel experimennts, howeverr, the author put this parrtially
dow
wn to the simpplification of the
t geometry of the cyclistts and
bicy
ycle. A good match of thee downstream
m flow structuure is
foun
nd for the CF
FD and windd tunnel results. Minimum drag
wass observed at a crank anglee of 15°, when
n the two thigghs of
the cyclist were aligned. The maximum draag is observedd at a
nk angle of 75°, when onee leg is at full extension annd the
cran
otheer leg is raissed towards the
t rider’s to
orso. The trannsient
natu
ure of the enntire flow fielld was revealled by these CFD
stud
dies. Griffith et al. [27] concluded th
hat the drag force
exp
perience by thee rider dependds on the surfaaces to the reaar and
the downstream vvortical flow structures associated with tthem.
Thee strength of thhe vorticity strructure can bee linked to thee drag
forcce as shown bby the alignmeent of either th
high perpendiicular
to the
t flow agggregating the power of do
ownstream voortical
stru
uctures. The aauthor also inndicates that caution shouuld be
exercised when modelling components
c
isolated
i
from
m the
o the legs afffected
entiire cycling geoometry, as thee positioning of
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Figu
ure 6. Streamlines at a yaw anggle of 10° showing recirculatioon on
the suction side of six different wheels [29].

o et al. [29] continued to build on theeir previous work
w
Godo
using
g their methodology to anaalyse and com
mpare six diffeerent
wheeels. Significaant differencees between the
t
wheels were
w
show
wn with deep
per rim wheeels offering a clear advanntage
undeer commonly experienced yyaw angles (5-15°). Pogni et
e al.
[30] also confirm
med the satissfactory capab
bility of CFD
D to
dynamic behaaviour of bicy
ycle wheels using
u
describe the aerod
dy state RAN
NS simulatioons. Knup & Farmer furrther
stead
investigated the suitability of CFD fo
or studying the
dynamics of wheels
w
[31]. SSix different wheels
w
were teested
aerod
at vaarying yaw an
ngles using steeady state anaalysis with thee k-ߝ
turbu
ulence model. The drag oof a disc wheeel was show
wn to
decrease with incrreasing yaw anngle, turning negative
n
at 200°.
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6

PARACYCLIN
NGAERODYNA
AMICS

hile the racingg bicycle for professional or casual usee has
Wh
exp
perienced exxtensive devvelopment with
w
regardd to
aero
odynamics usiing CFD technniques, similaar developmennt has
not occurred withh regard to tanndem cycles or
o hand-cycle s that
are used by elitte para-cyclissts. Hand-cyccle design caan be
speccific to the atthlete involvedd due to variaations in disabbility.
Thu
us completelyy different poositions can be
b used durinng the
racee depending oon the cyclist, particularly in race phasess such
as a downward slope where thhe cyclist doess not need to ppedal
and
d can adjust thheir position to minimize aerodynamic drag.
Existing elite hannd-cycles aree a young tech
hnology with little
odynamic research conduccted to enhan
nce their poteential.
aero
Thee only availabble published literature to th
he best know
wledge
of this author is bby Belloli et al.
a [15] who performed
p
dynnamic
win
nd tunnel testiing of two haand-cycle/riderr combinationns, an
arm
m powered haand cycle, annd an arm tru
unk powered hand
cycle (Figure 7). A specializedd system was built for the wind
nel testing whhere the handd cycle is mou
unted on a suupport
tunn
fram
me with eachh wheel placed on rollers with
w an adjusstable
resiistance.

Figure 7. An arrm powered haand-cycle (7a), and
a an arm trunnk
powered hand--cycle (7b), bothh in aerodynam
mic postures [155].

7

DISCUSSION
N/CONCLUSIO
ONS

Theere are numerous gaps prresent in currrent knowledgge of
cycling. Firstly, bbicycles and their riders are rarely moddelled
CFD due to the computation
nal expense. T
Thus,
togeether using C
inteerference draag between the
t
rider an
nd the bicyccle is
neg
glected if one or the other is left out [1
18, 24, 32]. W
When
valiidating CFD ssimulations aggainst wind tu
unnel data, thee drag
areaa of the biccycle is subttracted from the wind tuunnel
meaasurements too give compaarable data to
o the CFD reesults.
This further negglects interferrence drag ho
owever leadinng to

possible discrepan
ncies within rresults. When athletes and their
t
bicyccles are modeelled togetherr, numerous simplifications
s
s are
made to the mod
del to reducee computational expense. For
mple, the spok
kes and cables on the bike are
a often negleected
exam
and the finer detaails of the cycclist such as facial
f
featuress are
6]. A drawbackk of CFD is itts current inabbility
also neglected [26
m
the varyiing roughnesss on riders TT suits. LRNM
M and
to model
wall functions hav
ve been used iin the past to model the surrface
he rider, with little or no diifference betw
ween the skin,, suit
of th
and helmet surface modellingg [24, 26, 33]. Wall functtions
w for some ro
oughness to bbe taken into account; how
wever
allow
they assume certaain flow condditions withou
ut actually sollving
v
sub-laayers at the suurface geometry, as is the case
the viscous
with
h LRNM.
Dynamic
D
simu
ulations using CFD have no
ot yet been utillized
for cycling to th
he best know
wledge of th
his author. Such
S
nsient data oof a pedallin
ng cyclist would
w
instaantaneous tran
prov
vide highly sought and valuuable aerodyn
namics data too the
cycliing communitty. The abilityy to visualise the flow arouund a
dynaamic cyclist on
n the graphicaal platform CF
FD provides could
c
prov
ve invaluablee. Some atttempts have been madee to
graphically display flow patternns from a dynaamic cyclist using
u
expeerimental meth
hods. Three ddimensional fllows around a full
scalee cyclist maannequin werre investigateed in pursuit of
explaining the larg
ge variations in aerodynam
mic drag measured
he mannequins legs are possitioned aroun
nd the 360° crank
c
as th
cyclee [10]. While this research provided a major
m
leap forw
ward
in th
he current understanding oof cycling aerrodynamics, CFD
C
analy
ysis would su
upplement andd extend reseaarch of this naature
prov
viding a broader and inn-depth underrstanding of the
comp
plex dynamicc flows on a platform read
dily accessiblle to
mostt researcherss. Hucho iddentified trailing streamw
wise
vortiices as a primary feature off vehicles wak
kes, having a large
l
impaact on the drrag of a vehiicle [34]. Cro
ouch et al. foound
simillar flow structures in the w
wake of cyclists and determ
mined
that future investig
gation into thee wake of cycclists will havee the
d force [100].
largeest impact on reducing the aaerodynamic drag
The
T use of CFD in sport waas reviewed by
y Hanna, coveering
a 20 year period, 1992 to 20122 [9]. While this
t paper foccuses
a
other spporting events, many off its
on motorsport and
t cycling woorld.
concclusions and predictions aree relevant for the
Virtu
ual modelling of athletes inn real time at competitive
c
evvents
is prredicted, in an effort to gainn competitive advantages onn the
day. Physically reealistic CFD/m
multiphysics models
m
of athletes
a
predicted
d to virtually test new equ
uipment or spports
are also
textile suited to individual atthletes. A drrawback of wind
w
nel testing is the
t difficulty in obtaining whole flow field
tunn
data.. Wind tunnel studies com
mmonly have investigated only
the aerodynamic
a
forces on thee cyclist; how
wever the reseearch
cond
ducted by Blocken
B
et aal. [24, 26, 35] on cyccling
aerod
dynamics hass utilised CFD
D to obtain whole flow field
data,, heavily validated by wind tunneel studies. This
comb
bination prov
vides reliable aerodynamicss results, yiellding
new insights intto the wakee flow of cyclists and the
damental causees of aerodynnamic drag. So
ome discrepanncies
fund
remaain between CFD simulaations and th
heir wind tuunnel
valid
dation tests. Support struc
uctures are reequired for wind
w
tunn
nel experiments of bicyclees. These stru
uctures are noot in
placee for the corrresponding CFFD studies. Itt is recommennded
by this author th
hat CFD studi
dies should in
nitially mimicc the
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wind tunnel validation tests to the best extent, and upon
validation, the support structures can be removed from the
model to give a clearer indication of the flow field around a
cyclist.
Some wind tunnel analysis has been conducted on
competitive hand-cycles [15], however there is no current
knowledge or understanding of the flow around hand cycles,
recumbents and tandems, despite a general agreement in the
cycling world that recumbent type cycles are more
aerodynamic than their upright counterparts [36]. Tandem
cycling is all but untested in cycling aerodynamics to the best
knowledge of this author. Research in this area has begun in
NUI Galway in the form of a 4 year structured PhD
programme. This new research will investigate the
aerodynamics of paracycling using CFD, with a focus on
tandem cycling. The present author gratefully acknowledges
the funding provided by the department of Engineering and
Informatics.
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Sustainable concrete with 95% recycled and natural components
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ABSTRACT: This paper describes an on-going research project which aims to use solely recycled materials as constituents to
form concrete without adversely affecting its mechanical properties. This will require a pre-treatment of some constituents
before using them to compensate for the strength loss because of their addition, This paper involves the study of the effect of
using the recycled materials: ground granulated blast-furnace slag (GGBS), recycled aggregate (RA), recycled tyres in the form
of crumb rubber and natural resources such as harvested rainwater and crushed hemp in order to minimise waste disposal and
the embedded carbon. This will also reduce dependence on less sustainable materials, such as quarried aggregate, Portland
cement and fresh water. This paper will describe the research approach to be taken in this project to achieve this aim.
KEY WORDS:, GGBS, Hemp, Rain water harvesting, Recycled aggregates, Rubberized concrete
1

INTRODUCTION

Humans since ancient times have explored their surrounding
materials through experiments and accumulated experience in
the practice of construction, thereby recognising the
characteristics of building materials which can most
effectively meet their needs. In this context, concrete is one of
the most important materials in human civilization, where it is
used widely in construction, despite the fact that cement and
aggregate production and transport cause the emission of large
amounts of carbon dioxide. Therefore buildings are
responsible for a substantial share of the energy consumed in
developed countries; they are accountable for approximately
one third of the total energy emissions and large quantities of
carbon dioxide (CO2) release Such emissions consist of
embodied CO2 as well as the CO2 generated from the different
phases of the building’s life cycle, starting from the
production of the material to assembly, its operational life and
ending with the disposal of the building and its materials [13].
Furthermore, the growing demand for concrete
constituents is a threat to the environment and the
sustainability of its resources into the future. According to a
market study by The Freedonia Group, by 2017 the world
demand for cement, shown in Table 1, will be 4.7 billion
tonnes which means that more than 2 billion tonnes of water
and more than 11 billion tonnes of aggregates, both of which
are also scarce resources, will also be consumed [4]. In
addition, it is estimated that the total quantity of construction
and demolition waste collected in 2004 was approximately 11
million tonnes [5].

However, the usage of recycled materials, can compromise
concrete strength and durability, and this will demand selected
pre-treatment methods for these components to compensate
for the natural strength losses due to their inclusion. This
paper will discuss some of these alternatives, such as:
 Surface treating the crumb rubber, made from waste
tyres, with NaoH [6].
 Add a chemical activator to GGBS to enhance
strength development [7].
 Segregate high strength recycled concrete before
surface treating and coating [8].
 Filter and treat harvested rainwater [9].
 Using hemp to bind the micro cracks in the cement
matrix together [10].
Understandably, the green building materials market is rapidly
expanding and the utilisation of these recycled materials has
the potential to create a novel concrete with substantially
enhanced sustainability. However, whether or not these
complementary actions are feasible without significant loss in
performance is not known and ascertaining this is the primary
objective of this work.
2

RUBBERINCONCRETE

Waste tyres are divided into two types, car and truck tyres,
although researchers show more interest in car tyres due to
their high production volume compared to truck tyres.
However, there are few differences between them, especially
in their natural and synthetic rubber contents. Table 2 shows a
comparison between car and truck tyres constituents [11].
Table 2 Constituent materials of tyres [11]

Table 1 World cement demand (million metric tons) [5]
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Ganjian et al. [11] also categorised waste tyres by sieve size:
 Shredded or chipped rubber to replace the aggregates
 Crumb rubber to replaces sand
 Ground rubber to replace cement
The drop in strength was significant when rubber was used to
replace conventional cement. Fig.1 shows results of 28-day
compressive strength tests, comparing the replacement of
normal aggregates and cement with rubber. Khatib and
Bayomy [12] illustrated the impact of adding two types of
rubber - crumb to replace the sand and shredded (at a size of
10–50mm) to replace the aggregates. Their study showed that
concrete made with crumb rubber has a lower strength loss
than concrete made with shredded rubber.

environmentally advantageous mixes, GGBS tends to act as a
filler unless the hydration is stilulated by a chemical activator.
3.1

GGBS is a slow reacting cementitious material, which can
achieve a higher compressive strength when adding an alkali
activator to it. Kim [7] classified alkali activators into six
groups:
 Caustic alkalis
 Non-silicate weak acid salts
 Silicates
 Aluminates
 Aluminosilicates
 Non-silicate strong acid salts
Of these activators, NaOH, Na2CO3, Na2O_nSiO2 and Na2SO4
are the most available and economical chemicals in the
market. Although GGBS on its own does react with water
without an activator, the hydration rate is very slow and
impractical for site use in the absence of either Portland
cement or a chemical activator.
3.2

Fig.1 Comparison between the replacement of aggregates and
cement with rubber after 28 days [11]
Segre and Joekes [6], in their study, surface treated the rubber
particles with saturated NaOH for 20 min before using them.
They concluded that rubber particles thus treated exhibit
better cohesion with the cement, however it worked on
smaller particles more effectively than larger particles
regarding minimizing of the compressive strength reductions.
Inevitably, the higher flexibility as much as the lower strength
of the shredded rubber causes the cement matrix to have to
take more loading under stress, where traditionally it is the
reverse. Unless small percentages of substitution are used, it is
not know how to maintain strength of rubberised concrete.
3

GGBSalkaliactivators

Compensating for the loss of compressive strength
withGGBS

GGBS is used to enhance geopolymer concrete properties
[14]. In Salih et al.’s [15] study they illustrated the fabrication
of a high strength alkali activated binder by alkali activation
of a binary mix of palm oil fuel ash (POFA)1 and GGBS,
where POFA is a waste materials in South East Asia, As can
be seen in Fig. 2, the addition of GGBS increased the
compressive strength, yet results indicate that the alkali
activation of POFA on its own is comparatively slow and
limited in strength capacity. The compressive strength is
increased by replacing 50% POFA with GGBS. Furthermore,
the compressive strength improvement was also observed
when replacing up to 50% of class F Fly Ash and Metakaolin
with GGBS [16,17].

GGBSINCONCRETE

GGBS production involves less energy compared with the
energy required in the production process of Portland cement.
Therefore, replacing cement with GGBS will lead to a
substantial reduction of carbon dioxide gas emissions, even
allowing for tyres as fuel in cement production, which means
that GGBS is a more environmentally friendly construction
material. Secondly, GGBS concrete can also soften the visual
impact of structures, for above 50% replacement rate a
noticeably whiter colour is seen in GGBS concrete and solar
reflectance is improved. Furthermore, it is well know that
setting time will be marginally extended and the concrete will
remain workable for a longer period of time resulting in less
risk of cold joints in large pours. However, not only can it be
used to replace up to 70% of cement in a concrete mix in
Ireland, but it potentially has a better water impermeability,
slower diffusion rate and an improved resistance to sulphate
and chloride attack, which can lead to a reduction in the
maintenance cost and an improvement in the life span of the
structure [13]. For higher than 70% blends, in these more
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Fig.2 Compressive strength results POFA blended with GGBS
as partial replacement by weight [15]
4

RECYCLEDAGGREGATE

Demolishing old structures is creating many millions of tons
of concrete waste annually, historically sent to landfills.
Collapsed structures due to natural disasters, such as
earthquakes and tsunamis, send more construction waste to
1 The POFA is mainly consisted of SiO2, CaO and low content of
Al2O3
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landfills. One viable solution for this vast amount of waste
debris is to recycle it as new concrete aggregate, therefore it
will partially contribute to decrease the demand on natural
aggregate.
Recycled aggregate (RA) is composed of adhered
mortar and original aggregates. The properties of recycled
aggregate concrete (RAC) must be enhanced in order for it to
work effectively in load-bearing structures [18]. However, one
common approach, which involves strengthening the RA by
pre-coating with Silica Fume [19,20], may cause new
pollution or high cost. Therefore Wang [18] suggested that “a
good durable RAC can be achieved by using pozzolanic
materials as a replacement of cement”. Not only did he
suggest the addition of materials, but he came out with a new
mixing scheme where the “W3T4” method is illustrated in
Fig.3.

Since it’s estimated that half of the total sealed surfaces in
cites comprise roofs, they contribute most to the urban water
runoff flow, therefore, they provide an excellent possibility
for rain water harvesting surfaces [22]. Moreover, Zhen et al.
[23] show that in an urbanized environment surfaces are
covered with a waterproof membrane, thus blocking the
diffusion of rainfall into the soil.

Fig.5 Alternative suggested method of treating rainwater [23]

Fig.3 Procedure for “W3T4” method for producing RAC [18]
where FDN = naphthalin-type super-plasticizer, NA = natural
coarse aggregate, RA = recycled aggregate, PC = Portland
cement, RAC = recycled aggregate concrete, W = water
His results showed an increase of about 25% in the
compressive strength of RAC with 25% of RA replacement
and 10% Phosphorous slag (PHS) +10% GGBS additives,
despite a 64% decrease in the permeability and a lower elastic
modulus than normal concrete.
5

RAINWATERHARVESTING

With the increasing surface runoff flooding due to the vast
urbanization contribution, rainwater harvesting is one of the
best available methods for creating sustainable water cycles in
urban developments [21]. Furthermore, Martin et al. [9] state
that rainwater harvesting systems have two main elements:



A catchment area to collect the rainfall
A large vessel that holds the harvested rainwater
until it’s called upon

Therefore, the urban hydrologic cycle is changed due to the
rainwater going through pipelines instead of natural
infiltration. They suggest treating rainwater depending on the
regulations and the level of filtration needed. Figs. 4 and 5
represent two different ways of treating rainwater, although it
is recognised that a more environmental approach is to filter
rainwater through purification using natural green spaces in
the residential areas due to its lower energy consumption,
more convenient materials and lower construction cost. In
dense urban environments, this is often not feasible.
6

HEMPINCONCRETE

Since the beginning of the nineties, research has led to the
further development of hemp mixed with a binder as a new
building material. It enables one to build more sustainable
buildings and this contributes to a significant reduction of the
carbon footprint. It enables the “concrete” to store
approximately 35 kg of CO2/m2 of wall built with a thickness
of 25 cm over 100 years [10]. Another study concluded that a
hemp concrete wall allows carbon sequestration up to 83 kg
CO2/m2 of wall [24]. Hemp fibre has a strong tolerance in an
alkaline environment and a moderate tensile strength and that
makes it a feasible reinforcement material [25]. Furthermore,
chemical treatments of hemp are considered in adjusting
surface properties to enhance its adhesion with the matrix and
in improving its mechanical properties [26]. On the other
hand, plasmas surface modification stimulates adhesion and
the action of coupling agents. It also causes rougher surfaces.
In addition, surface modification helps to free radicals in the
chemical structure. Moreover, the atmospheric plasma
technique for surface modification of fibres does not affect the
bulk properties. Yet, no solvent is used, and the duration times
of treatment are short.

Fig.4 Suggested method of treating rainwater [23]
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7

CURRENTWORK

A concrete mix was designed with 85% GGBS, recycled tyres
in the form of crumb rubber, aggregates comprising waste
quarry dust, recycled concrete, processed grit and quarry
powder [28]. The four different designed mixes are illustrated
in Table 3. Hemp was omitted in the demonstrator base pours,
but will be included in later mixes.

Table 3 Details of the concrete mix [28]

Fig.6 Strength development for concrete mixes [28]








The development of the compressive strength, shown in Fig.
6, was monitored over 56 days. In Mix 2, the high (85%)
GGBS content caused a 30% drop in strength from 45 MPa to
32MPa, suggesting that this is due to some of the GGBS not
being hydrated without artificial stimulus and acts as an inert
void filler.
In Mix 3, when all the aggregates were substituted
with crumb rubber, the weight of aggregates after a volume
mapping of limestone to rubber, reduced to 365 kg/m3. The
strength dropped further by up to 90% of the base
strength.This was predicted as the rubber is much more
flexible than limestone and the cement paste had to take more
of the load, which it was not designed to do. Also, the
concrete was hard to compact and finish.
Finally, in Mix 4 when other constituents (recycled
aggregate, grit and quarry dust) where substituted, there was
no remarkable effect on the strength comparing to Mix 3, yet
concrete was more compactable and finishable [28]. The RA
contains weak adhered cement paste instead of virgin
aggregate which explains the further drop in strength.
It is quite evident that to create a highly sustainable
concrete using mostly recycled materials poses very serious
technical challenges with regard to maintaining
its
mechanical properties and this is the subject of extensive
further work.
8

CONCLUSION

Concrete mechanical properties are affected by using recycled
materials as a substance, especially compressive strength and
modulus of elasticity, yet the reduction in these properties
when using these substances may be countered to some degree
by:
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Soaking the rubber in NaOH
Activating GGBS with alkaline activators
Pre-treating the recycled aggregate
Segregation of high strength RA for use
Hemp fibres inclusion for crack control
Treating harvested rainwater prior to use
Selecting a natural rather than manufactured water
reducer, leading to lower water/cement ratios

It is the objective of this on-going research project to continue
to explore the range of options in an attempt to obviate the
detrimental effects of the inclusion of these recycled materials
on the strength and stiffness of concrete.
9
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ABSTRACT: Thermal mass indicates the ability of a material to store and release heat and is a function of the heat storage
capacity of a material. The thermal mass of construction materials can be used to reduce the energy required for heating and
cooling buildings. The heat storage capacity of concrete can be increased by incorporating phase change materials (PCMs) into
the concrete and hence providing additional latent heat storage capacity. Research was carried out to compare the thermal
behaviour of two different types of PCM/concrete composite panels. The first type of panel was formed by adding
microencapsulated paraffin to fresh concrete during the mixing process. The second panel was formed by vacuum impregnating
butyl stearate into lightweight aggregate which was then included in the concrete mix. This study aimed to establish which type
of PCM/concrete composite material was most effective at improving the thermal mass behaviour of the panel and also to
evaluate the effect that the PCM had on the relevant properties of concrete. The panels were exposed to radiative heat energy in
a controlled environment for a specified time period during which the surface and internal temperatures of the panel were
recorded. The temperature data together with the measured density and thermal conductivity was used to evaluate and compare
the thermal mass behaviour of each type of PCM/concrete composite material. The addition of PCM to the concrete significantly
increased the overall thermal storage capacity of the concrete despite reducing the density and thermal conductivity of the
concrete. It was determined that the concrete containing the lightweight aggregate/PCM was more effective at increasing the
thermal storage capacity up to a depth of 100mm.
KEY WORDS: Phase change materials; PCM concrete; Thermal conductivity; Thermal diffusivity; Thermal storage
1

INTRODUCTION

The use of renewable energy sources is increasing due to the
drive to reduce the threat of climate change and secure energy
supply. Solar energy is a major renewable heat energy source
however its intermittent nature means that its effectiveness is
dependent on the inclusion of an efficient thermal energy
storage system. Thermal storage systems can utilize sensible
heat storage, latent heat storage or a combination of both. In
sensible heat storage systems, energy is stored in a material by
increasing its temperature. The capacity of a material to store
energy depends on the amount of energy required to change
the temperature of a unit amount of the material, ie the
specific heat capacity of the material.
The mass of a building can be used to provide a sensible
heat storage system and hence act as a thermal mass. For a
material to provide good thermal mass it requires a high
specific heat capacity, Cp (J/kgK), a high density, ρ (kg/m3 )
and an appropriate thermal conductivity, k (W/mK) that suits
the required storage period. This study aimed to improve the
thermal mass characteristics of concrete by adding latent heat
capacity through the incorporation of phase change materials
and hence increasing its overall heat storage capacity.
The latent heat capacity of a PCM is the heat energy
absorbed by the PCM when it changes from one phase to
another, ie from solid to liquid and from liquid to gas. For
practical reasons it is only feasible to use the solid-liquid
phase change of a material when incorporating a PCM into a
building component. The temperature of the PCM remains
constant during phase change. The heat capacity of a

PCM/concrete material is not constant as it varies in
accordance with the state of the phase transition. For PCM
composites the heat capacity is a combination of specific heat
capacity and latent heat capacity. For this reason this paper
will refer to the overall heat capacity of the PCM/concrete
composites.
There are many different types of PCMs hence the selection
of a phase change material for a given application requires
consideration of the properties of the phase change materials
and a weighing up of their particular advantages and
disadvantages in order to reach an acceptable compromise.
Primarily the selection of a PCM should ensure that the melt
temperature range of the PCM is suitable for the intended
application. For a space heating application in a building,
only phase change materials with a melting temperature
within the range of human comfort temperature (18-22oC) can
be deemed suitable [1].
Paraffin is an organic PCM with melting temperatures
ranging between 20oC and 70oC. A number of researchers
([2], [3] and [4]) have carried out thermal energy storage
studies that combined paraffin with concrete. Generally from
a review of studies that considered PCM/concrete composites,
paraffin appears to be the most common choice of PCM as it
is inactive in an alkaline medium, chemically stable and
relatively inexpensive. However paraffin has a relatively low
conductivity [5].
Butyl stearate is a fatty acid with melting temperatures similar
to that of paraffin. It has also successfully been combined with
concrete in previous research.
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There are three main methods used for incorporating
PCMs into concrete - immersion, vacuum impregnation and
encapsulation. The immersion technique was used by a
number of previous researchers ([6] and [7]). However the
time required for the absorption of the PCM and evidence of
leakage while in use were highlighted as problematic issues.
The vacuum impregnation method involves firstly
evacuating the air from porous aggregates using a vacuum
pump. The porous aggregates are then soaked in a liquid PCM
under vacuum. Finally the PCM soaked aggregate is added to
the concrete mix. Zhang et al. [8] studied the ability of
different types of porous aggregate to absorb butyl stearate.
For the vacuum impregnation method it was found that an
immersion time of 30 minutes at a temperature of 30o C above
the melting temperature of the PCM optimises the absorption
of the PCM.
The most commonly used method for incorporating PCMs
into construction materials is micro-encapsulation, where
PCM particles (1μm to 1000μm) are encapsulated in a thin
shell which is made from natural and synthetic polymers.
These microcapsules are then added to the concrete during the
mixing process. This method provides a large surface area of
PCM throughout and hence it has the advantage of a high heat
transfer rate per unit volume. Other advantages are that the
capsules prevent leakage and resist volume change during
phase change. However the microcapsules affect the
mechanical properties of concrete [9].
For this study two methods of incorporating the PCMs with
concrete were selected, a microencapsulated paraffin product
which was available ready made and vacuum impregnated
butyl stearate which was manufactured in the laboratory. The
study aimed to establish the most effective method of
incorporating phase change material into concrete and also an
optimum depth of PCM to maximize the efficiency of the
thermal storage behaviour of the phase change material.
2

confine the investigation to the transmission of heat into and
within the pcm-concrete panel, the panels were surrounded
with insulation on all but one face which was then exposed to
a heat source. To exclude the environmental effects such as
temperature variation in the test room, an insulated light box
was designed and constructed as shown in Figure 1.
In previous research ([7], [11]) conduction and convection
were used as mechanisms of heat transfer. In this study, in
order to replicate a solar heat source radiation was chosen as
the mechanism of heat transfer. To control the amount of heat
energy that each panel is exposed to, a particular artificial
light source (Follow 1200 pro lamp) was used with which it is
possible to control the wavelength of the electromagnetic
waves that are emitted.
Initial tests were carried out with the lamp to determine the
light intensity (Lux) and spread of light that reaches a surface
positioned at particular distances from the lamp. The heat
energy reaching the surface was also measured in these tests
using a pyronometer. The results of these tests enabled the
dimensions of the light box to be optimised to ensure that the
heat energy is uniformly applied to the surface of the concrete
panels and that the intensity of the heat energy is sufficient to
heat up the panels within the selected time frame of 12 hours.

METHODOLOGY

Based on the two different methods selected for combining
PCMs and concrete, test groups of sample panels for the
experimental design were selected, two of each type (one
duplicate) and two control panels without PCMs.
A panel depth of 200mm was selected to reflect the typical
thickness of a wall within a building hence the panels were
constructed to be 200mm x 200mm x 200mm. Each panel had
3No. thermocouples cast internally into the concrete at equal
depth intervals of 50mm. Thermocouples were also located on
the front and rear faces. After casting the concrete panels were
cured for 28 days. As moisture content can significantly
influence the thermal conductivity of concrete the panels were
allowed to dry out for a further 28 days during which moisture
content was monitored. All panels had a moisture content less
than 4% prior to conductivity tests being carried out.
The context of this research project was to study the
potential thermal storage behaviour within a pcm-concrete
internal leaf of a cladding panel. In this application the
internal leaf would normally have a layer of insulation on the
outer face hence transmission of heat through the panel is
minimal. For this reason, international standards for
determining the thermal transmission properties through
materials (ISO 8990, ASTM C1363-05) were not used. To
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Figure 1. Schematic of the light box design
A microencapsulated PCM product called Micronal was
used and came in powder form, (Figure 2). Previous research
studies, ([2] and [4]) concluded that 5% by mass of concrete is
the optimum quantity of Micronal to be used in a concrete mix
application. Higher quantities of Micronal yielded
impractically low concrete strengths and also caused
significant reduction in the thermal conductivity and density
which tended to counteract the increase in thermal storage
capacity.

Figure 2. 1.44kg of Micronal DS 5040X
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The
lightweight
aggregate/PCM
composite
was
manufactured in the laboratory. Initial tests were carried out
to establish the absorption capacity of three types of
lightweight aggregate. It was established that an expanded
clay aggregate called LECA possessed the highest absorption
capacity. The LWA/PCM composite was made by vacuuming
the exact required quantity of butyl stearate (PCM) into the
LECA using a sealed dessicator, (Figure 3).

k=

(W/mK)

(1)

The mass and density of each of the panels were also
recorded.
Light box tests were carried out in which each panel was
placed in the light box, one at a time and heated by the lamp
for 12 hours. The temperatures of the front and rear surfaces
and at equal intervals within the concrete panel were recorded
during the heating and cooling periods. The recorded
temperature data together with the measured densities and
thermal conductivities were used to determine the thermal
properties of each panel and to compare the thermal storage
behaviour of the panels
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 The effect of PCMs on the properties of concrete

Figure 3. Manufacture of the aggregate/PCM composite
Differential Scanning Calorimetry tests were carried out on
the PCMs to determine their actual latent heat capacity and
melting temperature ranges. The summary results are shown
in figure 4. The results of these tests enabled the amount of
latent heat capacity added to the panels to be accurately
determined and equalised for each type of panel.
Micronal

Butyl stearate
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A concrete mix was designed in accordance with Teyenne et
al. [10]. It was noted during the trial mix that the addition of
microencapsulated PCM reduced the workability of the fresh
concrete significantly. The quantity of superplasticiser had to
be increased to a level normally associated with selfcompacting concrete in order to obtain a workable concrete.
During the manufacture of the panels containing the
LWA/PCM composite particles, the ‘stickiness’ of the fresh
concrete suggested that some of the PCM leaked during the
hydration process. It is likely that the heat of hydration caused
the PCM to melt and as the LWA/PCM particles were not yet
sealed by the hardened cement matrix the PCM leaked into
the cement matrix. The leaked PCM may inhibit the migration
of water and hence interfere with the hydration process and
adversely affect strength development. Evidence of leakage of
the butyl stearate was observed on the surface of the panels
after they set (Figure 5).
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Figure 4. Heat flow V’s temperature for PCMs
The thermal conductivity of each panel is a critical
parameter for this study as once the heat is absorbed at the
surface of the panel, the conductivity of the panel material
will directly influence the heat flux through the sample and
hence the thermal mass behaviour. An adjusted hot plate
apparatus was used to determine the conductivity of the
panels. The concrete panels were heated in the hot plate rig
until a steady state condition was confirmed. The heat flux, q,
(W/m2) exiting the front face of the concrete panel was then
measured by placing a heat flux pad of area A, on the surface
of the concrete. The measurement is given in W/m2 which is
equivalent to Joules/(sec m2) ie q/At. The depth of the
samples, d, is known and hence the conductivity can be
calculated from:

Figure 5. Leakage of PCM from the lightweight aggregate
The addition of both the microencapsulated PCM and the
LWA/PCM composite had an adverse effect on the strength of
the concrete panels. Both types of PCM panels only achieved
strengths in the order of 25MPa after 28 days (Figure 6)
compared to 50MPa for the control specimens. This aligns
with results from previous research [2]. It is noted that two of
the 56 day results are lower than the corresponding 28 day
results which is unexpected however it is within the variability
of the testing. One reason for the loss of strength is due to
leaked PCM, or possibly as a result of damaged capsules,
interfering with the hydration process and/or adversely
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affecting the bond between the cement paste and the
aggregate.

28 day strength Mpa
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For a PCM/concrete composite material the heat capacity
varies during the phase transition therefore as proposed by
[11], eq. (2) must be modified to include the temperature
gradient over time:
Cp =

Control

ME PCM LWA PCM

Figure 6. Concrete strengths achieved
The thermal conductivity results for the control panels were
within the expected range for concrete. The addition of both
types of PCM resulted in a reduction in thermal conductivity
of the concrete. This is caused by the low conductivity of the
PCM material. A reduced conductivity is not necessarily a
problem as the desired conductivity depends on the required
time frame within which the phase change must occur - 12
hours in this study. Notwithstanding this, it is important that
the conductivity of the PCM/concrete composite is sufficient
to ensure optimum effectiveness of the enhanced latent heat
capacity provided by the PCM.
The density of both types of PCM/concrete composites was
lower than the control concrete due to the lower density of the
PCM relative to the density of cement paste. The conductivity
and density of the materials (Table 1) influence the thermal
behaviour however the effect that they have varies depending
more on the ratio of conductivity to density of the material
than on the absolute values of each.
Table 1. Conductivity and density of panels
Panel Type

Density (kg/m3)

Conductivity (W/mK)

Control (C3)

2284

1.56

Control (C4)

2295

2.10

ME PCM 1

2075

1.20

ME PCM 2

2112

0.98

LWA/PCM 1

2076

0.82

LWA/PCM 2

2010

1.18

The specific heat capacity of a material is given by:
Cp =

(J/kgK)

(2)

where:
∆Q = quantity of heat energy transferred to material,
(Joules).

(J/kgK).

(3)

where ‘A’ is the area of the sample (m2 ), q is the heat energy
supplied to the sample (W/m2), m is the mass (kg), dT/dt =
increase in sample temperature in a given time step (oC/s).
During the light box tests each panel was exposed to equal
amounts of heat energy from the lamp over an equal time
period of 12 hours hence the ‘q’ value is the same for each
panel. Also the area exposed to the light is the same for each
panel at 0.04m2. Hence the overall thermal storage capacity
of the panels can be compared by evaluating the mass x dT/dt
value for each panel.
The heat flux, that is the rate of heat transfer through the
material, varies throughout the depth of the material as the
PCM changes phase. As a result the heat flux transferred to
the surface of the sample is overestimated with respect to the
internal temperature gradient over time which leads to an
overestimate of the overall thermal storage capacity. To
overcome this issue the applied heat flux ‘q’ is left in the
equation as a constant and only the data from the three
internal thermocouples at 50mm, 100mm and 150mm are
considered.
The temperature data for each panel was analysed and dT/dt
throughout the 12 hour period was determined. The dT/dt
curve was then multiplied by the mass of the relevant panel
and the reciprocal of the result was calculated, ie 1/(m(dT/dt)
and plotted. The overall area under the resulting curves is
indicative of the overall thermal capacity and a comparison of
the thermal storage capacity of the panels was made
Figure 7 shows a plot of the relative overall thermal storage,
as recorded at 50mm depth throughout the 12 hour period. It
can be noted that the panels containing PCM provide greater
thermal storage capacity. Computing the area under each of
the curves confirms that the panels containing the lightweight
aggregate/PCM composite provide the highest overall thermal
capacity at a depth of 50mm.
Control C3

3.2 Heating behaviour
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∆T = change in temperature of the material (oC).
m = mass of heat storage material.
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Figure 7. Curves showing relative overall thermal capacity at
50mm
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The percentage of additional thermal storage and thermal
mass provided by the PCM panels was determined and the
results are shown in table 2. It is noted that the LWA/PCM
panel provides the greatest increase in thermal storage of
61.7%. The panel with microencapsulated PCM (ME PCM)
also provides a significant increase in thermal storage of
57.5%.
Table 2. Additional thermal storage provided by PCM panels
at 50mm
Panel Type
ΔT in
% Overall thermal
panel
storage relative to
(o C)
control panel
Control
25
100.0
ME PCM
19
157.5
LWA PCM
18
161.7
Tables 3 and 4 show the equivalent results computed from
the data recorded at 100mm depth and 150mm depth.
Table 3. Additional thermal storage provided by PCM panels
at 100mm
Panel Type
ΔT in
% Overall thermal
panel
storage relative to
(o C)
control panel
Control
23
100.0
ME PCM
17
147.0
LWA PCM
15
143.0

the heat took longer to penetrate 100mm in the LWA/PCM
panels, so over the 12 hour period the overall heat reaching
100mm depth in the LWA/PCM panels is less than that in the
control panel and also the ME PCM panels. Hence the PCM
becomes less effective with increasing depth. In a real
application the level of exposure to a heat source depends on
both local climate and position of the concrete element within
the building, ie exposure to daylight. So the effective depth of
the PCM will depend on the proposed location of the
composite material. In applications where the heat energy is
reaching up to a depth of 100mm into the composite PCM
material the LWA/PCM panels provide a greater thermal
storage capacity.
Control C3
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Figure 8. Relative thermal diffusivity recorded at 50mm
Table 4. Additional thermal storage provided by PCM panels
at 150mm
Panel Type
ΔT in
% Overall thermal
panel
storage relative to
(o C)
control panel
Control
23
100.0
ME PCM
17
152.0
LWA PCM
15
147.0
At each thermocouple location the LWA/PCM panel
displays the lowest change in temperature over the 12 hour
period. It can be noted that the overall thermal storage of the
PCM panels reduces with depth relative to the control panel.
Part of the reason for this is that the overall thermal storage
for the control panel increases. However another thermal
property that contributes to this behaviour is thermal
diffusivity, α which is the ratio of the conductivity of a
material to its volumetric heat storage capacity.

Another key property that influences thermal mass
behaviour is the thermal inertia of a material denoted ‘I’
which is a measure of the responsiveness of a material to
variations in temperature. Thermal inertia is given by the
following equation: [12]:
I=

α=

(m /s)

)

(5)

where ρ is the density, k is the thermal conductivity and Cp is
the specific heat. A high thermal inertia describes materials
that characterise high thermal mass and high thermal
conductivity. Such materials will display small changes in
temperature throughout the diurnal cycle. Referring to
equation (4) for thermal diffusivity, α, equation (5) can also be
written as follows:
I=

2

(J/(m2 K

(J/(m2 K

)

(6)

(4)

Thermal diffusivity indicates the rate at which temperature
changes occur in a material. The higher the value of thermal
diffusivity the quicker the material will reach temperature
equilibrium with its environment. The lower conductivity and
higher heat storage capacity of the PCM panels resulted in
reduced thermal diffusivity which in turn reduced the
effectiveness of the PCM as depth increased as the heat took
longer to reach the PCM. As shown in Figure 8, the LWA
PCM panels displayed the lowest diffusivity. This means that

It can be noted from equation (6) that the higher the thermal
diffusivity of a material the lower the thermal inertia. Hence
for a building material to provide good thermal mass it
requires an appropriate balance between thermal diffusivity
and thermal inertia.
Figure 9 shows the relative thermal inertia recorded at a
depth of 50mm. It is noted that despite having the lowest
thermal diffusivity, the LWA/PCM panel displays the lowest
thermal inertia. This is caused by the low conductivity and
density of the LWA/PCM panels.
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5. FURTHER RESEARCH
Control C3
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Figure 9. Relative thermal inertia recorded at 50mm

4. CONCLUSIONS

Further research is currently being carried out to investigate
the influence of ground granulated blast furnace slag (GGBS)
on the thermal properties of PCM/concrete. Methods of
improving the thermal conductivity of concrete containing
lightweight aggregate/PCM composite are also being
explored.
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Based on the results of the analysis presented in this paper the
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ABSTRACT: Corrosion of embedded steel in reinforced concrete (RC) is a world-wide problem, that reduces structural
performance and lifespan. Chloride attack may be a result of seawater, de-icing salts or contaminated admixtures, brought on by
ingress of chlorides into the concrete.
Electrochemical Chloride Extraction (ECE) is a non-destructive treatment for contaminated RC structures, that due to
uncertainty of treatment times and applied current densities, is only 50% effective. It is often diesel powered has an
environmental impact and often very costly due to the long treatment times.
To improve the efficiency of ECE the influences of concrete resistance, cement type and duration of treatment have been
investigated in an experimental programme.
The use of Photovoltaic (PV) panels to improve the efficiency of ECE is presented which replace fossil fuels as a power source
enabling a more environmentally sustainable treatment. These findings will increase the life span of vital infrastructure and
reduce expensive ongoing repairs with decreased traffic congestion and inconveniences associated with bridge repairs.
KEY WORDS: Electrochemical Chloride Extraction; Efficiency; Concrete Resistance; Current density; Photovoltaics.
1

INTRODUCTION

Corrosion of RC structures is a worldwide problem resulting
in a loss of structural performance. Since concrete is
permeable, it is susceptible to the ingress of chloride ions. The
source of these chlorides are a combination of de-icing salts,
seawater and contaminated admixtures [1].
Electrochemical Chloride Extraction of Chloride ions,
embedded in reinforced concrete structures, operates by
creating an electrical circuit between the surface of the
concrete and the steel reinforcement. This process is driven
by a direct current (DC) electricity supply. Previously, diesel
powered generators have powered this treatment, leading to an
inefficient process due to the long durations over which ECE
operates.
In terms of the electrical requirements of ECE, a steady
voltage of 25 to 40V is normally used to produce a current
density of between 1 and 5 A/m2. The power requirements of
the system depend on the internal resistance of the concrete.
The current paths travel through the pore water solution
towards the surface. The more ions in the pore water solution,
the higher the current since ionic flow is the basis for ECE. As
the chlorides are removed, the concrete’s resistance increases
thus requiring a lower current later on in the treatment [2].
A photovoltaic (PV) device directly converts light into
electricity at an atomic level. When solar energy, in the form

of photons, is absorbed electrons are released from a PV
material as shown in Figure 1. The operation of a photovoltaic
array does not emit greenhouse gases nor particulates as is the
case with a diesel generator.

Figure 1 Operation of a Basic Photovoltaic Cell [7]
In order to size an appropriate PV array to replace
traditional diesel generators, the electrical requirements must
first be determined. Using RETScreen 4 [8], an appropriate
panel array has been sized to meet the requirements of a
system operating autonomously purely from PV.
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2
2.1

BACKGROUND
HowElectrochemicalChlorideExtractionWorks

A titanium mesh, submerged in an electrolyte, is used to
create an anode at the concrete surface and connected to the
positive terminal of the DC supply. The embedded steel
reinforcement is then made cathodic by connecting it to the
negative terminal of the DC supply. This arrangement is
shown in Figure 2.

Figure 3 Complete Electrochemical Circuit

2.2

Figure 2 Setup of Electrochemical Chloride Extraction
In a conventional battery cell, the cathode is positive and the
anode is negative. In an electrolytic cell, energy is repelled
back through the negative terminal, provided externally,
which makes the cathode negative and the anode positive. As
electrons carry a negative charge, they are repelled from the
negative terminal of the power supply and migrate towards the
positive cathode. The circuit is completed through the pore
water solution within the concrete. This system drives the
negatively charged chloride ions towards the temporary anode
as in Figure 3.
Hydroxyl ions will accumulate around the reinforcement
surface to form a passive oxide film on the steel surface that
helps fight against corrosion. The accumulation of these
hydroxyl ions promotes regeneration of the steel surface, that
may in turn repair this oxide film, previously damaged by
corrosion.
By moving the chloride ions away from the reinforcing
steel, further corrosion of the steel is prevented.
Unfortunately, the return of the chlorides is inevitable but
since a large proportion of the existing chlorides may be
removed, the corrosion process is slowed down thus extending
the useful life.
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TreatmentTimes

Chlorides exist in the form of free, chemically bound and
physically absorbed ions. The free chloride ions exist in the
pore water solution of the concrete from de-icing salts or from
sea-water. Under the effect of an electric field, adsorbed
chlorides are released, which leads to an increase in free
chloride concentration in the pore solution. Due to ECE
treatment, the free chlorides are removed quickly. When the
current is switched off, the dissolution of chemically bound
chlorides leads to re-establishing of the equilibrium between
chemically bound and free chlorides. Part of the dissolved
chloride will be physically adsorbed on the pore walls and
equilibrium between free and adsorbed chlorides is reestablished [5]. Thus by allowing a break in the treatment, the
efficiency of chloride removal is increased. Work carried out
by Elsener [5] explored breaking the treatment into on/off
phases. This promoted the dissolution of bound chloride ions
into the pore-water solution of the concrete. The length of
treatment depends on the concentration of chlorides in the
concrete. However, 8 weeks of treatment is usually applied for
ECE as to limit the accumulated charge passing through the
concrete [2-5].
2.3

Photovoltaics

The photovoltaic effect was first noted in 1839, when
Becquerel observed that “electrical currents arose from certain
light induced chemical reactions” [9]. Later on in 1905,
Einstein described the photoelectric effect on which
photovoltaic technology is based, for which he later won a
Nobel prize in physics [7].
In order to investigate the feasibility of using a PV panel to
power ECE, the system must be able to provide a steady
voltage and include battery storage for night-time use.
While there are many photovoltaic technologies [10] most
PV panels are made of crystalline silicon cells. The efficiency
of these panels are between 14 – 20% and depends whether
the panel is a mono or poly crystalline structure with the
former being more efficient. Thus, with an average radiation
level of 1000W/m2 and an area of 1m2, one can expect
200W/m2 with a panel rated at 20% efficient. At low
irradiance levels (200W/m2), the power output of such a panel
would be 40W/m2.
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A PV panel is controlled using a maximum power point
tracker (MPPT) controller. This regulates the output voltage
of the panel in order to gain the ideal current. Since the power
is dependent on current, the maximum power point must be
maintained as shown in Figure 4. As the amount of available
sunlight decreases, the level of voltage drawn must be
decreased in order to achieve the most efficient current.

nature, the initial increase in resistivity is probably due to the
continued hydration of the concrete.
To investigate this, a concrete specimen was cast with CEM
I cement. The aim was to obtain a weekly value of resistivity
up to 8 weeks (56 days) which may be predicted using simple
electrical formulae. This allows the resistivity of particular
concretes to be accounted for in the system.

Figure 6 Resipod used for Resistivity Measurements
Figure 4 Typical maximum power point curve [11]
Once the PV panel and MPPT controller have been selected,
the batteries can be sized. The panel cannot be directly
connected to the steel since the voltage and current being
delivered will not be steady which is a requirement of ECE.
The batteries are charged by the PV panel, which are then
used to power the treatment. In most cases, lead acid batteries
are used. The system is illustrated in Figure 5.

To measure the resistivity, a commercial 4-point Wenner
probe Resipod [14] shown in 6 was used. The probe induces a
current between the two outer probes, while measuring the
potential difference between the inner probes. The resistance
may be calculated once the resistivity is measured using
equation 1, where s is the distance between each probe (5cm
for Resipod), ߩ is the measured resistivity of the concrete
surface (݇ȳǤ ܿ݉) and R is the resistance of the concrete (ȳ).
ߩ ൌ ܴʹߨݏ

(1)

Assuming the resistance calculated using current and
voltage measurements of a previous treatment [15], a
prediction of the resistivity of the specimen is possible. This
allows verification of the methodology used by
experimentally testing. This system used a constant 30V DC
with a measured current of 34.6mA and current density (ߪ௦ ሻ,
equal to 4.5A/m2 of the steel circumferential area (10mm
diameter bar). Given the resistance of the circuit was 866 ȳ
(using ohms law), and distance s from the rebar to the
titanium mesh was 5cm, the resistivity (ߩሻ may be predicted
using Equation 1 as 27.2k.cm. However, with different
cement types, the resistance of the system may change.
4

Figure 5 Block Diagram of DC PV system [12]
3
3.1

METHODOLOGY
ResistivityMeasurements

By measuring the surface and internal resistivity of concrete,
one may gain an insight into the electrical requirements of
ECE and optimised for a more efficient process.
The resistivity of concrete increases rapidly during the first
20 days of moist storage, but after 30 days it becomes almost
constant. Since conduction can be regarded as electrolytic in

EXPERIMENTALWORK

The experimental work focused on attaining a resistivity value
of concrete used in previous works [15]. The resistivity was of
particular interest due to its variability in different cement
types.
In order to measure the resistance of the concrete, a
concrete slab (245mm wide x 245mm deep x 100mm thick)
was cast along with 6 cubes for compressive strength testing
at 7 and 28 days. The mix was designed for compressive
strength of 35MPa using CEMI with a w/c of 0.5. The
moisture content of the aggregate and sand was measured
prior to casting in order to achieve the desired w/c ratio. The
mix proportions are shown in Table 1.
The specimens were compacted using a vibration table to
ensure no trapped air remained inside the mix. After curing
for 24 hours in a sealed plastic bag, the concrete were placed
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into a curing tank for 7 days until the first series of cubes were
tested. The specimen was painted on five sides leaving the top
free. The resistivity of the specimen was measured weekly up
to 56 days.
Table 1: Concrete Composition kg/m3.
CEM I

Water

W/C

FA

450

225

0.5

561

CA
10mm
570

20mm
570

FA – Fine Aggregate, CA – Coarse Aggregate

4.1

Results

ResistivityofConcrete

CostofDieselGenerator

The cost of a diesel generator for an 8-wek period ranges from
around €10,000 to €15,000. For the field trial carried out by
Bennett and Fong [2], the fuel consumption was 6000 litres of
diesel equating to €6000. Therefore, the total expected cost of
using a diesel generator (excluding fittings and wiring) would
equate to over €25,000 including inverters @ €2000 each.
6

30
25
20
15
10
5
0

ECETreatmentinVirginia

A field trial carried out by Clemeña and Jackson [4] on a
highway overpass in Virginia used high currents for ECE
treatment. With an area of 174m2, the start-up current for ECE
was around 160A, equating to around 4000A-hr. Therefore, it
is clear that localising treatment to key structural elements in
strategic locations, current requirements are lower. Focusing
on regions of a structure more vulnerable to chloride ingress,
for example piers of a bridge within the tidal zone or subject
to ongoing sea spray, localisation of ECE may be achieved.
5.3

The average 7 and 28 day compressive strengths were 53 and
64.2MPa respectively. The results from the resistivity
measurements are shown in 7. As expected the value of the
resistivity gradually increased over the 8 week period.

Resistivity ݇.ܿ݉

5.2

APPLICATIONOFPVTOANEXISTINGSTRUCTURE

Photovoltaic technology is always being improved with new
efficient panels being brought to the market constantly.
During the period of writing this paper, the most efficient
commercially-available panel was made by Panasonic with an
output at low (200W/m2) and normal (800W/m2) irradiance
levels summarised in Table 3.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Table 3 Power Output at Low and Normal Irradiance Levels

Week No.

Low
200W/m2
63.5

Normal
800W/m2
247.2

Max. power voltage (Vmp) [V]

56.2

54.2

Max. power current (Imp) [A]

1.13

4.58

Open circuit voltage (Voc) [V]

66.0

65.1

Short circuit current (Isc) [A]

1.21

4.91

Irradiance Level

Figure 7 Resistivity Measurements
5

CASESTUDIES

5.1

ECETreatmentinOttawa

Work carried out by Bennett and Fong [2] explored the trial
application of ECE on a bridge deck in Ottawa. The deck had
a surface area of 300m2, of which half was treated and half
left as a control. The start up current for both North and South
spans was 48A with a total treatment area of 68m2.
A 60kW diesel fuelled electricity generator was used to
provide the three phase AC power for the system. Since ECE
requires DC, an inverter was used. The requirements for the
study are summarised in
Table 2.

Table 2 System Properties (Lab and Field)
Power, P
Current, I
Voltage, V
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Unit
Watts, W
Amps, A
Volts, V

Field
2304
48.0
48.0

Max. power (Pmax) [W]

Considering that running the system in during the warmer
months would be a lot more feasible than in winter, the lowest
average daily solar irradiation levels for Dublin, between
April and September will be used in the sizing calculations.
6.1

SizingofPVSystem

Using the treatment area for the Ottawa bridge, a current of
48A was used. This level of current is too high for PV to
supply and it would take 100m2 of PV to provide which is
unfeasible. Instead, by localising the treatment the efficiency
would be improved.
By means of an example, an analysis of the Firth Bridge in
Dornoch, Scotland (Figure 8) was undertaken. The piers of
this bridge are susceptible to chloride ingress due to the
marine environment and rising tides. The tidal levels at the
bridge site rise and fall by 2m every day. The piers are shaped
like an octagon with each face 300mm wide. This gives an
effective localised treatment area of 4.8m2/pier. Assuming the
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start-up current for the treatment area may be scaled down
from the case studies, the piers would require 3.4A each (6.8A
for the pair) to power ECE equating to approximately 326.4W
at a 48V daily load.

conservative, the higher number obtained from RETScreen
will be used.

6.2

Batteries

A battery storage system with an output of 48V and 6.8A (for
a pair) must then be developed in order to store and deliver
the power. To validate the results from RETScreen, the
battery system is sized numerically. Choosing two days of
autonomy and a 60% depth of discharge, the daily capacity is
equal to 9379.2 Wh/day. Assuming 97% wiring and
distribution efficiency, the battery must be able to provide
9669.3 Wh/day. Dividing this by the voltage required, the
daily amp-hour requirements is equal to 201.4 A-hr/day. The
required system capacity is calculated below.
Figure 8 Firth Bridge Dornoch, Scotland [16]
By using a simplified design method by Markvart [17], the
number of solar panels required to provide power to the
system may be calculated given local climate data. The
average daily hours of sunshine over the 6-month period is 15.
Therefore, the batteries must provide power ~37.5% of the
time (nightime hours). The load must be increased by this
value in order to account for this as calculated in eq 1-3. The
efficiency of the battery, ߟ௧ , is taken as 76%.

ʹͲͳǤͶ ൈ ʹ
ൌ ͳǤ͵ ܣή ݄ݎ
ͲǤ

The battery system therefore must have a rated capacity of
approximately 671.3 A-hr/day at 48V. Again, a conventional
approach has been taken in the sizing, so RETScreen values
will be used for the battery system (14 panels, 710A-hr battery
bank).
6.3

݈ ݀ܽൊ
͵ʹǤͶ ൊ

ߟ ௧
ͳ െ ݂ሺͳ െ ߟ ௧ ሻ

ͲǤ
ൌ ͵ͻͲǤͺܹ
ͳ െ ͲǤ͵ͷሺͳ െ ͲǤሻ

(3)

(7)

CostofSystemPVSystem

The PV system designed above would require 14 no. HIT330
panels @ €400 each (€5,600) and 16 no. L16RE-B 370 AH
6V Trojan batteries @ €307 each (€4912). Include a charge
controller (~€2,000) giving a total cost of using a PV system
as €12,512.

 ݀ܽܮݕ݈݅ܽܦൌ ͵ͻͲǤͺ ൈ ʹͶ ൌ ͻ͵ͻǤʹܹ݄
7
Intuitively, the number of panels required in series is one as
the system voltage will never exceed 48V (a panels maximum
rated output voltage is 58V).
The number of parallel panels is computed below, where IL
is the equivalent load current, EL is the typical daily power
requirements of the load, VDC is the operating voltage of the
system, IPV is the nominal current of the PV array, PSH is
numerically equal to the irradiation per day and ISC is the short
circuit current of the panel:

ܫ ൌ

ܧ
ͻ͵ͻǤʹ
ൌ
ൌ ͺǤͳͶܣ
ʹͶܸ ʹͶ ൈ Ͷͺ

ʹͶܫ ʹͶ ൈ ͺǤͳͶ
ൌ
ൌ ͲǤʹܣ
ܲܵܪ
ʹǤͺ
ܫ ͲǤʹ
ܰǤ ݅݊ܲܽ ݈݈݈݁ܽݎൌ
ൌ
ൌ ͻǤͶͷ ൎ ͳͲ
ܫௌ
ǤͶͶ
ܫ ൌ

(4)

7.1

DISCUSSION
ResistivityMeasurements

The methodology for the resistivity measurements was mainly
concerned with validating the prediction made in section 3.1.
By showing that the resistivity may be used to determine the
internal resistance of concrete specimens, an accurate
prediction on the current and voltage to be used for treatment
can therefore be determined. Since only one specimen was
used to validate this principle, the results may not reflect the
true nature of the concrete. Despite this, it is a reasonable
method of determining the electrical properties of an RC
structure. It should also be noted that the internal resistivity of
the concrete will be lower than that at the surface. Thus the
prediction made here is conservative.

(5)
7.2
(6)

A similar analysis using RETScreen 4 was performed using
the same criteria as above with the requirements calculated as
14 panels with a battery capacity of 710A-hr. Being

Photovoltaics

Based on the PC costing, it can save up to 50% of existing
investment for employing ECE. Aside from reduced costs, PV
is a clean source of energy making the treatment more
economically friendly compared to traditional diesel
generators.
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and Maintenance : http://ecmweb.com/green-building/highs-and-lowsphotovoltaic-system-calculations

8

CONCLUSIONS

[12]. windandsolar.co.uk. (2016). Small Off Grid System. Retrieved 03 26,
2016,
from
http://www.windandsun.co.uk/information/types-ofsystem/small-off-grid-system.aspx#.Vv78nIRtLRt

The following conclusions have been drawn:
x

ECE treatment on large areas of RC structures
requires a very high current. This prevents PV from
being employed to power ECE in large areas.

x

Localising the treatment reduces the area by focusing
on key structural elements enabling ECE to be
powered solely using photovoltaics.

x

Measuring the resistivity of concrete tailors the PV
system for specific requirements.

x

RETScreen 4 together with simplified design
methodologies are effective tools for preliminary
sizing of PV arrays.
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Pre-stressing using BFRP bars: an experimental investigation on a new frontier of
precast FRSCC
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ABSTRACT: Basalt fibre reinforced polymer (BFRP) bars are proposed as a pre-stressed reinforcement for precast concrete
elements because of their enhanced resistance to aggressive agents which makes them far more corrosion resistant than steel
Moreover, the lower elastic modulus enables a limit on the instantaneous and time-dependant losses and makes their application
to pre-stressed precast concrete particularly promising. A full scale experimental investigation has been carried out in the
framework of the EU funded research project Eirocrete at Banagher Precast Concrete Ltd on a precast concrete voided lightweight floor slab pre-stressed with basalt reinforced polymer bars and made with fibre reinforced self-compacting concrete
(FRSCC). The experiment was aimed at verifying the correct functioning of the pre-stressing system, typically employed for
steel tendons, the time-dependant behaviour of the beam during service loading and its resistance, allowing to obtain
information about reliability and robustness of this technology.
KEY WORDS: Basalt Fibre Reinforced Polymer (BFRP) bars; Pre-stressing; Steel-free beams; fibre reinforced self-compacting
concrete (FRSCC).
1

INTRODUCTION

Extensive research has been performed worldwide in the
recent decades with the aim of providing solutions for the
substitution of steel reinforcement in concrete members. The
main reasons are durability and reduction of carbon emission.
Composite materials have been successful in this quest.
Among the composites, the production of basalt fibre
reinforced polymer (BFRP) bars has been advanced (see Fiore
et al. [1]) and its application to concrete has been
experimented by Tharmarajah et al., Zhang et al. [2, 3] and
applied in practice (Taylor et al. [4]). It has also been used
pre-stressing in timber by McConnell et al. [5].
BFRP bars are characterised by a high tensile strength,
ranging from 920 to 1650 MPa, and a relatively low elastic
modulus, ranging from 45 to 59 GPa (Crossett et al. [6]).
These particular features make their application in prestressed concrete promising, since their resistance is lower but
comparable with that of traditional pre-stressing steel, while
having an elastic modulus about four times smaller. This
implies that both elastic and long-term pre-stressing losses
occurring in pre-stressed concrete elements due to the
shortening of the member will be relevantly reduced with the
use of BFRP bars. The use of FRP bars in pre-stressed
concrete has been studied by Dolan et al. and Zhou [7,8] and
extended to BFRP bars by Stoll et al. and Crossett et al. [9,6].
Crossett et al. [10] also studied the BFRP-concrete load
transfer mechanism with reference to sandblasted bars.
A challenge for the application of pre-stressing composite
bars is the temporary mechanical anchorage prior to the
release of the load. All fibre composite materials are
characterised by orthotropic mechanical behaviour, with a

better performance when the load is applied in the direction of
the fibres, while the strength is typically much lower when the
load is applied orthogonally with respect to the fibres. The
typical anchorage devices used for steel tendons are based on
wedges that apply strong lateral pressures to the bars.
Solutions to be applied to fibre composite bars have been
proposed by Crossett et al., Al-Mayah et al., Carvelli et al. and
Schmidt et al. [6, 11, 12, 13] with reference to FRP bars. This
paper investigates the structural behaviour of a steel-free prestressed slab member designed and tested under the research
project IAPP-Eirocrete funded by the European Commission
within FP7. The 10m long fibre reinforced self-compacting
concrete (FRSCC) slab member was pre-stressed with BFRP
bars and had GFRP shear links. Polypropylene fibres were
added at 4 kg/m3 of concrete to improve service performance.
The design concept and the technical features of the element
are presented. The manufacturing of the element is described
in detail, highlighting the occurrence of some unexpected
issues. The experimental results of a 3-point loading test on
the element are reported. Comments about the reliability and
robustness of BFRP pre-stressed concrete are finally provided
with reference to both its structural behaviour and its
technology challenges in an established industry using steel.
2

STRUCTURALDESIGNOFTHESLABMEMBER

A voided light-weight section was used due to its popularity
in the UK market. Since the cross section, shown in Figure 1,
is not symmetrical along the vertical axis, the positioning of
the pre-stressing BFRP bars has been studied in such a way to
minimise torsional effects. The element has been designed
under the assumptions of its use as a roof element, for which
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the additional dead loads other than self-weight, as coming
from waterproofing and thermal insulation layers, may be
considered negligible. The design condition adopted, without
a particular reference to a snow load, is the serviceability limit
state, in particular with the goal of having a positive evolution
of camber, similar to traditional pre-stressed elements with
steel tendons. This meant that the achievement of a precamber and a controlled rise in service over the time of the
release is generally a design criterion to be pursued.
Due to the use of an innovative material in the beam, the
simplified formulation for the estimation of pre-stressing
losses provided by Eurocode 2 (EN 1992-1-1:2005) [14],
based on the linearisation of the long-term interaction among
the phenomena influencing deformability, including
viscoelastic member shortening, concrete shrinkage and
reinforcement relaxation, was not used. A novel semianalytical procedure was developed based on the explicit
interaction (as Equation 1) with de-coupling of the
longitudinal and transversal deformation whilst taking into
account the shortening evolution profile to assess the prestressing losses. The C45/55 concrete behaviour curves and
mechanical properties provided in [14] were used. The
average mechanical properties of BFRP (rupture stress fu =
900 MPa and elastic modulus Em,b = 56 GPa) have been
considered as previously tested by [3 & 5]. In the design
stage, relaxation of the BFRP bars has been neglected. Further
details are given in the FP7 deliverable reports with EU
Commission.
t

v(t , t 0 ) v e (t )  ³ v e (t )M (t , t 0 )dt

(1)

The maximum bending moment was calculated using
mechanical non-linear moment-curvature relationship for this
cross-section, including pre-stress losses at 58 days from
release of the pre-stressing. BFRP bars were modelled with a
linear elastic behaviour. The Sargin curve provided in the
ModelCode 10 [15] was used for concrete. The effect of the
polypropylene fibres was taken into account in the postcracking residual tensile stress tests in accordance with
EN14617 [16]. The calculated bending moment vs curvature
relationship is shown in Figure 2. A maximum resistance
equal to 550 kNm was predicted. The post-cracking field is
characterised by a sudden load loss followed by a much softer
branch which inclination is due to the elastic elongation of the
pre-stressing bars. Failure of the BFRP bars in tension is
expected. The post-failure residual bending strength of the
diagram is due to the residual tensile contribution of the nonpre-stressed bars and the Polypropylene fibres. The design
shear load has been calculated considering the contributions
of the self-weight and of the predicted maximum mid-span
point load to be applied during the test.
The shear reinforcement was 45° inclined 6 mm diameter
straight GFRP bars. As they are corrosion resistant, there is no
need to keep a minimum clear concrete cover so just a few
millimetres cover was used. This also increased the
anchorage, which was effective within less than 10 diameters
due to the sandblasting surface treatment of the bars. Two
shear reinforcement trusses have been designed to be inserted
in the ribs. 4 BFRP bars with 12 mm of diameter were placed
2 at the bottom and 2 at the top of the section to fix the
transverse bars. These bars were not pre-stressed. Their
contribution is included in the moment-curvature diagram.

t0

600
initialdesign
500

Bendingmoment[kNm]

12 BFRP bars, placed at 40 mm from the soffit for bond
stress distribution in the concrete, were designed for 500 MPa
pre-stress, which corresponds to ~50% rupture stress. Figure
1(a) shows the layout including the design of the shear links.

aftermanufacture

400
300
200
100
0
0.005

0.000

0.005

0.010

0.015

0.020

0.025

0.030

0.035

Curvature[m1]

(a)

(b)
Figure 1. Slab beam cross section: (a) designed, (b) realised.
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Figure 2. Non-linear bending moment vs curvature
relationship.
Figure 3(a) shows details of the beam, including shear
reinforcement. It can be observed that three transversal
stiffening ribs at the quarter span, were detailed and formed
by cutting the polystyrene blocks which formed the voids. The
upper and lower slab have been provided with distributed
transversal GFRP reinforcement with 6 mm diameter bars.
In order to investigate the experimental anchorage length
of the BFRP bars, a series of optical sensors were fixed to 3
BFRP bars at locations shown in Figure 3(c). Details of the
application of optical sensors are reported in Taylor et al. [17]
and Mokhtar et al. [18].

Civil Engineering Research in Ireland 2016

mix composition of the FRSCC which has been developed
from previous laboratory test [19] with w/b of 0.45 and
containing polypropylene fibres (38 mm length) and selfhealing admixture (SH). SCC was made with limestone
powder (LSP) and ground granulated blast furnace slag
(GGBS). The slump flow was 700 mm, Jring ring (Pj) was 18
mm and V-funnel time was 20 s.

(a)

Figure 4. View of the mould.

(b)

(c)
Figure 3. Slab beam views and reinforcement details: (a)
designed, (b) reinforcement realised, (c) position of optical
sensors on one central BFRP bar.
3

MANUFACTURINGOFTHESPECIMEN

The beam element was cast at the factory of Banagher Precast
Concrete. The whole process is illustrated in the following,
highlighting the challenges that occurred.
The element was cast in a longer pre-stressing bed. Thus,
an inner timber mould was built (Figure 4). The BFRP bars
had been ordered with a length of 12 m. which was too short
for this bed which had a length of 15 m. In order to solve this,
steel couplers were applied externally with respect to the inner
mould (Figure 5) and coupled bars of 18 m were used to
accommodate the hydraulic jack for pre-stressing and enable
anchoring with traditional steel tendons wedges on the
opposite side.
Traditional wedges used for pre-stressing steel were
chosen, despite the literature survey on the scarce efficiency
of those retainers due to the strong concentration of
transversal stress in the bars. Nevertheless, several pre-tests
performed at Banagher were positive. The problems in
literature mainly refer to testing equipment, associated with
the objective to break the rebar, while in this study the
temporary restraint was for a pre-stress level of 50% of the
rupture strength. The optical sensors were installed prior to
tensioning at positions calculated taking into account the
expected elongation of the cables. Table 1 summarises the

Figure 5. Mechanical couplers (external to the mould).
Table 1. SCC mix composition.
Mix

C

kg/m3 338
Additives
kg/m3

GGBS

LSP

113
150
Fibres PP
4

Agg.
14mm
215
SP
2,9

Agg.
8mm
610

Sand
825
SH
3,6

The BFRP rebars were stressed with a hollow core
hydraulic jack with an automatic wedge pushing system, as
used for steel tendons. Figure 6 shows the operator (Peter
Deegan) stressing each of the bars which were pulled from the
same side with an initial stress of 500 MPa. This corresponded
to a load of 56.5 kN, and an elongation of 151 mm. The
operation was successful and the elongation was checked for
each cable and was as predicted. After about 15 minutes from
stressing, the first tensile failure of one rebar occurred at the
position of the wedge, due to the lateral pressure exerted by it.
Within the following 30 minutes, two additional similar
failures occurred. A detail of the delamination failure is
shown in Figure 7. Figure 8 shows one bar after failure.
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The cast was successfully performed and uniform
dispersion of fibres was obtained except for some isolated
clots which were removed by hand or with the help of a rake.
After having poured the lower flange, the shear resisting
trusses were inserted in correspondence of the ribs (Figure 9).
The moment-curvature diagram associated with the updated
reinforcement layout is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 6. Tensioning operation with wedge blockage system.

Figure 9. Positioning of shear resisting trusses in
correspondence of the ribs.
4
Figure 7. Particular of a BFRP rebar broken after tensioning.

TESTSETUP

The slab member (shown in Figure 10 after removal from the
mould) was simply supported on top of concrete blocks placed
at the edges. 10 mm thick timber slats have been placed
between the member and the supporting blocks to distribute
the load. The load was applied at mid-span by a +300 mm
stroke mono-directional accurately calibrated hydraulic jack
with a 50 T capacity used in a steel reaction frame. A steel
box beam was placed between the jack and the slab. Figure 11
shows the test rig.
Three digital displacement transducers were placed at the
soffit of the mid-span section, one at the centre and two near
the beam side face edges. Two additional dial gauges were
placed at about 800 mm from the support to measure any
settlement at the support region. Load was applied
incrementally and in cycles as described in the next section.

Figure 8. Tensile failure of one BFRP rebar broken after
tensioning.
The first bar to fail was removed and replaced with a new
bar. For safety reasons, the substituted rebar was not pretensioned. It appears that this failure was a result of the detail
at the wedges as this had not occurred in the laboratory tests
where a protective coat of resin was used between the bar and
the wedges. It was decided to continue with the casting of the
FRSCC, and accepting the loss of two pre-stressing bars and
the failed stressing of one of them. Since removing the failed
rebars was judged to be difficult, they were left in the casting.
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Figure 10. Steel-free pre-stressed beam moving to test rig.
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EXPERIMENTALRESULTS

The loading was applied in cycles repeated twice at
increasing load amplitudes, in order to investigate the crack
propagation effect at each load step. A first load amplitude of
25 kN (corresponding to a bending moment of 159 kNm
including the contribution of the self-weight) was performed
to investigate the pre-cracking behaviour, then the load was
increased to first crack formation. The following load
amplitudes were gradually increased up to failure.
Based on the updated section (Figure 1b) and on the mean
material properties, a failure point load of 145 kN (460 kNm)
was predicted. The test results are summarised in Figure 12.
The load history (Figure 12a) shows that the beam has
attained the expected load, and that it did not fail even at the
maximum load reached during the last cycle, equal to 155 kN
(484 kNm).
Load vs displacement results (Figure 12b) show that first
cracking occurred at an applied load of 70 kN (272 kNm),
which was aligned with what expected (280 kNm).
The initial stiffness was maintained up to ~25 kN, due to
the effect of the pre-stressing force, after which the behaviour
softens with a stiffness degradation depending on the extent of
the cracks. Since the BFRP bars are fully elastic, the residual
deflection, after large load cycles was very small.
Displacement data from the last load cycle was not
recorded as the transducers were removed for safety. An
approximated deflection of 150 mm is estimated to have been
attained.
The large deflection of the beam at the +120 kN cycle is
observable in Figure 13. The crack pattern at the +120 kN
cycle is reported in Figure 14. The numbers indicate the
pressure level of the pump in bars at the formation of the
crack. A factor of 2.33 was calibrated to convert to kN.
A good distribution of cracks allowed to keep the crack
opening small. The formation of the cracks at each location
typically occurred with a vertical major one with superposing
cracks forming at a space equal to the fibre length and
converging towards the vertical one.

Load[kN]

100

Figure 11. Test setup.

80
60
40
20
0
0

20

40
60
80
Midspandeflection[mm]

100

120

(b)
Figure 12. Experimental results: (a) Load history, (b) load vs
deflection diagram.
Polypropylene fibres strongly contributed to the
distribution of cracks. The mid-span cracks propagated up to
about 50 mm from the beam extrados, inclining towards the
point load in the upper branch due to the strong shear action.
Inclined shear cracks near the supports were not observed.
After unloading at all load cycle amplitudes, all cracks closed
due to the pre-stressing action.

Figure 13. Test beam subject to large deflection.
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Figure 14. Marked crack pattern.
6

CONCLUSIONS

The manufacturing of a 10 m long steel-free pre-stressed
beam with BFRP longitudinal bars, GFRP shear-resisting bars
and fibre reinforced SCC showed an interesting technological
solution for developing corrosion resistant pre-cast concrete
elements even if the pre-stressing of the BFRP bars is limited
to half of their rupture stress. Traditional wedging anchorage
systems, used for steel, caused the failure of 25% of the bars
due to breakage of the outer fibres. A novel anchorage device
was developed in lab tests [6] which protects the fibres and
allows better stress distribution.
The 3-point loading test showed a satisfactory
performance of the element, with an efficient elastic
performance of the pre-stressing reinforcement even at a load
larger than the predicted resistance, corresponding to midspan deflections of ~1/70 of the span at peak load. Negligible
residual deflection and crack closing were observed after
unloading. The element was not taken to failure due to the
attainment of an unexpected over-resistance. It has been left
under a sustained cracking load in order to investigate the
self-healing performance.
The crack pattern of the member showed a very good
capacity of crack distribution and corresponding low mean
crack opening, which is mainly attributable to the
polypropylene fibres.
The shear-resisting truss consisting of GFRP non-bent bars
inclined at 45° behaved satisfactorily even in the postcracking phase.
Based on the observed performance in the reported test,
the authors believe that this technological solution is reliable
and robust and its application to pre-stressed elements
promising, provided that a suitable anchorage system of the
BFRP bars during production is adopted.
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BS. However, BS 8500, thee UK
reco
ann
nex to EN 206 and the Britissh Research Establishment
E
(BRE) Speciaal Digest 1, reecommends CE
ment with a GG
GBS
EM III/A cem
rang
ge of 36-65%
%. This projecct investigated the perform
mance of a new
n
CEM III//A cement prroduced by Ecocem
E
Irelannd in
con
ncretes exposeed to such enviironments using an extensivve suite of lab
boratory tests.
I
up too €5.8bn willl be invested to provide ffresh drinking
g water and clean
c
wastewa
water. Concrete deterioratioon in
In Ireland,
wasstewater treatm
ment systems is mostly cau
used by sulphhates and sulp
phuric acids fo
ound in aggreessive chemiccal additives used.
u
Duee to the constant operatioonal nature of
o these facillities, poor concrete perfo
ormance leadds to shut-dow
wns with serrious
env
vironmental coonsequences. The Departm
ment of Agricuulture requiress that all farm
m based concrrete complies with the Nitrrates
Direective and is certified to IS
I EN 206. This
T
is only ppossible by ussing concrete mixes with adequate duraability capablle of
with
hstanding the harsh environnments found in farms, like silage pits, milking
m
parlourr floors, etc.
m this study shhow that the CEM III/A ccement used performed
p
as well, or bettter than, otherr commonly used
u
Thee results from
cem
ments for thesse environmennts. It perform
med particulaarly well in mass
m
changess following exxposure to su
ulphuric acid and
sulp
phates with higher compresssive strengthss too.

KEY
Y WORDS: S
Sulphate attackk, sulphuric acid, concrete, mass loss, ex
xpansion, contraction.
1

INTRODUCTTION

This
T
project iinvestigated whether
w
CEM
M III/A cemeent is
suittable to be ussed where harrsh, acid rich, environmentts can
be expected.
e
CEM III/A is a blastfurnace cement contaaining
betw
ween 36-65%
% ground blasttfurnace slag (GGBS) and is an
equ
uivalent to sullphate resistinng cement (S.R.C.). Concreete in
wasstewater systeems are suscceptible to different
d
form
ms of
attaack including biologically produced su
ulphuric acidd and
sulp
phates. The adddition of GG
GBS increases the resistannce of
con
ncrete to these forms of attacck [1, 2].
In
n such situatioons concrete sewer
s
corrosio
on begins wheen the
pH of the alkalinne concrete suurface is lowerred by dissociiation
h
sulpphide and byy carbonation
n. There is thhen a
of hydrogen
builld-up of neutrrophilic sulphide oxidizing bacteria and fungi
colo
onise on the concrete surfacce and contrib
bute to a succeessive
oxid
dation of reeduced sulphhur compound
ds to dissocciated
sulp
phuric acid. A
At this point the pH fallss below 2 annd the
sulp
phuric acid iss produced whhich in turn produces
p
ettriingite
and
d gypsum onn the concrette surface. The
T
source oof the
sulp
phate is thee groundwater which contains dissoolved
sulp
phate. These ttwo processess occur at the same time annd the
con
ncrete then beegins to crackk due to the expansive
e
preessure
caused by the groowth of ettringite within the cement pastte, [3,
5 This deterrioration of cooncrete may lead
l
to the looss of
4, 5].
abillity to transpoort sewerage,, contamination of groundd and
grou
undwater, exccessive groundd settlements and
a cave-ins [[6].

Th
he Irish Annex
A
to tthe Europeaan specificaation,
perfo
ormance, prod
duction and cconformity off concrete (IS
S EN
206)) recommends that a CEM
M III/B cement for acid rich
envirronments (66 to 80% GGB S). However, BS 8500 (thee UK
anneex to EN 206
6) and the B
British Researrch Establishm
ment
(BRE
E) Special Diigest 1 recom
mmends CEM III/A cementt (36
to 65
5% GGBS).
Th
he objective of
o the study is to determiine if CEM III/A
I
from
m Ecocem Ireland, (containning between
n 36-65% GG
GBS)
can be
b recommend
ded in Irelandd to reduce thee effect of soddium
sulph
hate and sulp
phuric acid attttack in concrrete. The finddings
could
d form the basis of conncrete design
n for water and
wasttewater treatm
ment facilitiess and the ag
gricultural maarket
partiicularly thosee structures in contact with silage. A
substantial suite of
o experimenta
tal work was undertaken
u
w
which
t
assesssed the perrformance off the new cement in these
envirronments and
d compared aagainst other blended cemeents,
partiicularly CEM II/A-L on thee market.
2
2.1

OGY
METHODOLO
Mixproporrtions

Saamples were cast for fivve different cement
c
typess. A
summ
mary of the mixes is sshown in Taable 1. The mix
prop
portions are sh
hown in Table 2.
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Tabble 1. Summaary of concretee cast
Mix
M ID
1
2
3
4
5

2.3

Description
n
CEM
M II A-L + 36%
% GGBS
CEM
M II A-L + 65%
% GGBS
CEM
M II A-L + 50%
% GGBS
CEM
M III/A (Ecocem
m blend)
Sulphatee resisting cem
ment (S.R.C)
Table 2. Miix Proportionss

CEM
M II
CEM
M III
S.R..C.
Finees
Coaarse 10mm
Coaarse 20mm

W/C
C ratio
GGB
BS (%)

2.2

M
Mix 1
360
685
405
810
0.45
36

Mixx 2
Mix 3
Mix 4
3600
360
360
685
6855
685
4055
405
405
8100
810
810
(Aboove quantities in
i kg/m3)
0.455
65

0.45
50

0.45
-

M
Mix 5
360
685
405
810

Ex
xpansion and contraction reeadings were taken
t
from thhe all
samp
ples. Readings were taken using a refereence rod (A). The
referrence rod waas then remooved and the prism was then
placeed in the instrrument and a rreading record
ded (B, see Fiigure
1(b))). The prism was
w then placeed in the soluttion for 28 dayys at
whicch point it was removed aand measured
d (C). Finallyy the
samp
ple was placed into the inst
strument and a reading (D) was
taken
n. The active deformation of the sample was calcullated
using
g the formula: [(D – B) – ((C – A)]. Add
ditional (C andd D)
readings were takeen every 28 daays for 6 mon
nths.

00.45
-

Sampleprreparation

The
T research work includeed casting 40
0 concrete pprisms
(285
5x75x75mm) for expansioon and contraaction tests annd 70
con
ncrete cubes ((150x150x1500mm) for chaange in masss and
com
mpression streength tests. Thhe concretes were
w cast in a large
pan
n mixer and coompacted usinng a vibrating table. All sam
mples
werre placed in a curing tankk at 21°C afteer 24 hours fo
for 28
day
ys.

(a)

Sodium sulphate expoosure

Four prisms ussed for expannsion and con
ntraction tests were
placced into a polyethylene container,
c
seee Figure 1(a)) and
submerged in a sodium suulphate solutiion, ensuringg the
fficient to covver the prisms by a minimuum of
quaantity was suff
10m
mm. The sollution contained 50g of sodium sulp
lphate
(Naa2SO4) per liitre of distillled water. The
T
solution was
repllaced with a fr
freshly made solution
s
every two months.
2.2..2

Sulphurric acid exposuure

Four prisms weere cast for exxpansion and contraction
c
teests in
the sulphuric accid solution. Two prisms were placed in a
poly
yethylene conntainer and suubmerged in a 1% solutioon of
sulp
phuric acid, eensuring the quantity
q
was sufficient to ccover
the prisms by a minimum of
o 10mm. Th
he two remaaining
prissms were usedd as a control for both and placed
p
in wateer for
the duration of thhe test prograamme. A sulph
huric acid sollution
1 by volum
me, with a pH
H level of 1.5
5, is considerred as
of 1%
reprresentative off the acidity leevels found in
n aggressive ssewer
env
vironments [6,, 7], and thereefore adopted
d for the laborratory
exp
periments. A pH level of 1.5 representts the most ssevere
con
nditions to be eexpected in seervice but thiss level may vaary in
pracctice due to a number of ennvironmental factors.
f
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(b
b)

Figu
ure 1. (a) Com
mparator readerr with prism, (b)
( prisms
subm
merged in sodiium sulphate ssolution
2.4

2.2..1

Expansionandcontractiiontests

Massloss–
–sulphuricaccidexposure

Tw
welve cubes were
w cast for eaach mix. 24 hours
h
after casting,
all cubes were plaaced in a curin
ing tank for 28 days. Six cuubes
m each mix keept in water to act as the control.
c
Six cuubes
from
from
m each mix were
w
placed inn a polyethyleene container and
filled
d with a 1%, by volume solution of sulphuric aciid to
coveer the cubes by
y a minimum of 10mm.
Affter a further 28
2 days all cuubes were rem
moved from their
t
containers and bru
ushed with a w
wire brush un
nder running water
w
mples
whicch resulted in milky white rrunoff (Figuree 2). The sam
weree washed weighed to dete
termine if an
ny mass loss had
occu
urred. Any loo
osely adheringg corrosion prroducts presennt on
the cubes
c
placed in
i acid were bbrushed away prior to recorrding
the mass.
m
Sampless were then reeturned to their containers for
f a
furth
her 28 days. Readings
R
weree again taken at
a 28 day interrvals
for 6 months.
Th
he acid was monitored
m
throoughout the testing in ordeer to
main
ntain a PH value of 1.5 +-00.3. Once the solution deviiated
from
m this value the whole solution was replaced. This
occu
urred three tim
mes in the 6 moonth period.
2.5

Compressivvestrength

While
W
mass chaange is the traaditional meth
hod for measuuring
the attack
a
in conccrete to acids, compressive strength testss are
also a reliable performance
p
m
measure of the resistancee of
a
[6]. Strrength test weere carried ouut on
conccrete to acid attack
both
h the control and
a exposed ccubes at 28 days,
d
see Figuure 3
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and
d again upon ccompletion of the testing programme
p
aat 196
day
ys.

nge in mass th
hroughout thee testing while all samples lost
chan
masss for the first two months w
with each mix then alternaating
betw
ween mass losss and gain fo
for the remain
ning four monnths.
The

Figure 22: Cube brushed under runn
ning water

Figu
ure 4. Averagee change in leength – 280x
x75x75mm prisms
expo
osed to water

Figure
F
3. Cubee in compressiion testing maachine at 28 daays

3
3.1

RESULTS
Expansion
nandcontracttiontests

Figures 4 – 6 show the avverage changee in length oof the
prissm exposed too water, sulphhuric acid and
d sodium sulpphates
resp
pectively. As may be seen from Figure 4, the CEM III/A
cem
ment had the hhighest changges in length over the exp osure
timee in comparisson with the other
o
cement types for expposure
to water.
w
Only CEM II A-L + 36% GGBS increased
i
in leength
by the
t end of the testing prograamme.
Figure 5 show
ws that the CE
EM III/A cem
ment had a sliightly
her initial coontraction thaan the otherss for the sam
mples
high
exp
posed to the suulphuric acid solution.
s
How
wever, the steell pins
used
d to take the reading were damaged by the severity oof the
acid
d compromising the resultss from 3 mon
nths onwards. Each
of the
t other mixxes showed a consistent trend in term
ms of
con
ntraction at eacch monthly innterval.
Figure 6 show
ws the change in length of all mixes redduced
phate solution,, with
oveer time when eexposed to thee sodium sulp
the greatest chaange in lenggth coming from
f
the sulp
lphate
resiisting cement mix.
3.2

Massloss–sulphuricacidexposure

Figu
ure 5. Averagee change in leength – 280x
x75x75mm prisms
expo
osed to sulphu
uric acid
M III/A show
wed the least variation in change of mass
m
CEM
comp
pared to the other mixes w
while the CEM II A-L + 65%
GGB
BS showing th
he greatest varriation.
3.3

StrengthTe
est–Wateran
andsulphurica
acidexposure

Figu
ures 8 show th
he average com
mpressive streength of the cuubes
at 28
8 days and at 196
1 days for bboth exposed and
a control cuubes.
From
m this figure we
w can see thhat the CEM III/A
I
mix hadd the
high
hest strengths at
a each point iin time. It can
n also be seenn that
the 196 day cubees immersed in the sulphu
uric acid soluution
ys.
weree weaker than control samplles at 196 day

Figure 7 show
w the change in mass of the 150mm ccubes
posed to sulphu
huric acid. Sam
mples stored in
n water showeed no
exp
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4
4.1
4.1.1
1

DISCUSSION
Experimentalresults
Expansio
on and contracction

Alll mixes showed a varyiing degree of
o expansion and
contrraction when
n exposed too sulphuric acid
a
and soddium
sulph
hate. The resu
ults show thatt samples keptt in both soluttions
show
w a trend to contraction for 1-3 mon
nths with results
towaards the end of the testing pprogramme sh
howing expanssion.
The CEM III/A mix
m performedd comparable to
t the other mixes
m
he sodium sulphate soluttion indicatin
ng that it is not
in th
negaatively affected in these connditions.
4.1.2
2

Figu
ure 6. Averagge change in length - 280x
x75x75mm p risms
exp
posed to sulphaates

Degradattion of test speecimens

Saamples were also visuallly monitored
d throughout the
testin
ng programm
me in terms of surface degradation after
brush
hing. Figure 9 shows a cuube from mix
x 1, CEM II A-L
+36%
% GGBS which
w
demoonstrated thee worst surrface
degrradation that had
h occurred.
Alll samples sh
howed signs of gypsum formation
f
onn the
surfaace of the co
oncrete whichh may have contributed
c
too the
surfaace degradatio
on. Care wass also taken to
t ensure thatt the
amou
unt of brushin
ng carried out on each samp
ple was consisstent
but some
s
sampless appeared too withstand th
his abrasion more
m
than others. Degradation was oobserved to some degree inn all
ples after th
he initial bruushing with the CEM III/A
I
samp
perfo
orming particu
ularly well.

ure 7. Change in mass - 150mm3 cubes
c
exposeed to
Figu
sulp
phuric acid

Figure 9: Su
urface degrada
dation of cube from mix 1

4.1.3
3

Figgure 8: Comprression test results
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Mass loss

Mass loss was recorded
r
28 da
days after initial exposure of the
phuric acid ssolution. All cubes lost mass
m
cubees to the sulp
initiaally after thee first 28 daay cycle with
h all mixes then
alterrnating betweeen gaining annd losing masss over remaiining
time of testing. The variatition in masss changed quite
q
signiificantly overr the testing period with months 4 annd 5
show
wing a high range
r
in masss change for all mixes exxcept
CEM
M III/A. The CEM
C
III/A shoowed the leastt variation in mass
m
chan
nge compared to the other mixes for th
he duration off the
testin
ng. Previous studies utilisin
ing a similar mass
m
loss method
havee shown varying results inncluding a graadual decreasse in
masss over expossure time, [99] while oth
hers have shhown
samp
ples increasing in mass iniitially and theen decreasing [10,

Civil Engineering Research in Ireland 2016

11]. The relativelly consistent results
r
from the CEM III/A
A mix
may better ressist the acidicc conditions itt was
indiicate that it m
exp
posed compareed to the otherr CEM II mixees.
4.1..4

Compreessive strengthh

The
T results of the compresssive tests sho
ow that the coontrol
sam
mples kept in w
water were sttronger than those
t
sampless kept
in solutions.
s
Thee CEM III/A mix
m had the highest
h
28 andd 198
day
y strengths. P
Previous studdies have sho
own that conncrete
com
mpressive streength decreases after prolo
onged exposuure to
acid
ds, [6, 9, 10].. While each of these stud
dies used diffferent
mix
x designs thhe trend shhows compreessive decreaasing.
How
wever, this stuudy found an increase
i
in compressive streength
for all samples im
mmersed in accid compared to the 28 dayy test.
wever, over time, all cubees exposed to acid were w
weaker
How
than
n those kept inn water includding the CEM
M III/A cubes w
which
shows that the ssulphuric acidd did negativeely affect the final
mpressive strenngth of the cuubes.
com
4.2

Additiona
alcomments

According
A
to the results of this study
y the CEM III/A
(Ecocem blend) is able to witthstand the efffects of harshh acid
vironments sim
mulated in theese laboratory
y experimentss. The
env
average contractiion and expannsion of this mix was lesss than
R.C. for samplles exposed too the sodium sulphate soluution.
S.R
Thee mass loss foor the sampless exposed to sulphuric
s
acidd was
also
o the lowestt of each off all mixes and in term
ms of
com
mpressive strenngth, CEM III/A cubes perrformed betterr than
all other
o
mixes affter exposure to
t sulphuric acid.
a
5

HISA 2012 25 – 29 August 2012,
2
Prague, Czech
C
Engineering CH
Republic
n TW, Jacobsenn TH.
[4] Vollertsen J, Niielsen AH, Jenseen HS, Andersen
(2008), ‘Corrosio
on of concrete sew
ewers -The kinetics of hydrogen suulfide
oxidation’, Science of the Environnment, 394:162-170.
Succession of sullphur[5] Okabe S, Odagirri M, Ito T, Satooh H. (2007), ‘S
oxidizing bacteriia in the microbiial comunity on corroding concreete in
sewer system’. Applied and Envirronmental Microb
biology, 73:971-880.
U
[6] Chang, Z.-T., Song, X.-J., Munnn, R., Marosszeeky M. (2005) Using
gates and differennt cements for en
nhancing resistannce of
limestone aggreg
concrete to sulp
phuric acid attacck. Cement and
d Concrete Reseearch,
35:1486-1494.
R., Hussin, M.W
W., Mohd Tahirr, M.,
[7] Ariffin, M.A.M.., Bhutta, M.A.R
Aziah, N. (2009)), ‘Sulphuric acidd resistance of bleended ash geopollymer
concrete’, Constrruction and Buildding Materials, 3:80–86.
Richardson, M.G. (2010) 'Biocheemical
[8] O'Connell, M., McNally, C., Ri
s
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attack on concrette in wastewater applications: a state
Cement and Concrete Compositess, 32:479-485
G
X., Y
Yunhai, L., Yegaao, Y., (2009), ‘The
[9] Gengying L, Guangjing,
physical and che
emical effects off long-term sulph
huric acid exposuure on
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d cement mortar
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31:325–330
H., (2002), ‘Mag
gnesium sulfate attack
a
[10] Hekala,E, Kisharrb, E., Mostafa, H
on hardened ble
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S B.,(1995), ‘Peerformance of 15 reinforced conncrete
[11] Al-Moudi, O. S.
mixtures in mag
gnesium-sodium sulphate environ
nments’, Construuction
and Building Ma
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CONCLUSIO
ON

Overall
O
this sstudy showedd that CEM III/A perfoormed
com
mparatively w
well or better compared
c
to other the mixxes in
term
ms of expanssion/contractioon, mass losss and compreessive
streength compareed to the CE
EM II A-L mixes
m
with vaarying
perccentages of GGBS and S.R.C. This agrees withh the
reco
ommendation in BS 8500, the
t UK annex to EN 206 annd the
Brittish Researchh Establishm
ment (BRE) Special
S
Digeest 1,
whiich recommennds CEM III/A
A cement with
h a GGBS rannge of
36-6
65% for use iin harsh acid environments
e
as the resultss here
show that CEM IIII/A would be
b suitable forr use in these harsh
dic conditionss.
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents a series of examples where systems based on images have been used to quantify deformation
and strain fields for different applications. The objective of this work is to highlight the strengths and weaknesses of these
technologies compared to more traditional systems. In particular, two image-based technologies have been studied: a Digital
Image Correlation (DIC) device and a high speed camera. The former has been used in three different static tests: a compression
test, a 4 points bending test and a tensile test. The latter was employed in a vibration analysis where the DIC could not be used
due to its particular camera specification. Both technologies potentially produce easy to interpret results, which with commonly
used alternative technologies usually require a significant post process effort. On the other hand, for effective and reliable
results, the image-based technologies can require a previous treatment of the sample and a very careful experimental setup.
Moreover, the possibility of performing global measurements compared to more local ones carried out by conventional sensors
make these systems very attractive for structural engineering.
KEY WORDS: Digital Image Correlation, High Speed Acquisition, Speckle
1 INTRODUCTION
Image based technologies have been extensively used in
many fields of science for a long time now (for example,
medicine, space, physics). In the recent years, the significant
improvement in cameras performance (for example,
resolution, rate, sensors) and reduction in cost has made these
technologies accessible and suitable for monitoring a large
variety of structural engineering applications. The aim of the
present paper is to show different applications where image
based technologies have been used and evaluate not only their
results, but also the experimental setup and post process data
flow required to obtain them.
Digital Image Correlation (DIC) is a non-contact optical
method based on full field speckle images which can be used
to measure displacement and/or strain [1]. It basically takes
pictures at different stages of deformation or movement and
by tracking subsets of pixels it can correlate the displacement
and/or the strain between different images [2],[3]. Stereo
images using two or more cameras can produce 2D and also
3D results.
High speed image acquisition works under exactly the same
principle as normal acquisition, but by dramatically reducing
the exposure time, frequencies of several thousands of frames
per second are currently easily achieved [4]. Such high
frequencies could be useful to observe sudden phenomena or
high frequency vibration [5].
2 TESTEDCASES
In order to gain knowledge of the strengths and weaknesses
of these technologies, a variety of tests have been designed.
Compression, bending and tensile tests have been performed
with samples of very different shapes and materials.
Specifically, DIC was employed in the following tests (i) a
carbon fiber cylinder statically compressed to observe its

buckling performance, (ii) a 3.65 meters long precast concrete
slab in a four points bending test to check its deflection and
(iii) a glass fibre epoxy sample in a classic tension test. Also,
a high speed camera has been used to characterise a modal test
table in terms of its frequency-displacement performance.

Figure 1. Some of the tested objects: a carbon fibre cylinder
(top left), shaker (top right) and concrete slab/plank (bottom)
2.1

DICtestssetup

An ARAMIS 5M (GOM ®) model has been used for this
work. It is a stereo camera device (2448 x 2050 pixel
resolution) with 12 mm focal length lens. Before proceeding
with the actual test, in order to use DIC technology, the tested
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sample should be prepared. The images used should be greyscaled and with a high level of contrast. As explained above,
DIC tracks subsets or facets between images at different levels
of strain or displacement. These facets typically undergo
displacement and deformation so any point of the facet could
change its relative position to another from image to image. In
order to be able to locate them among the images there should
be a system to reference them. Assuming a very simple
system where a single facet (center point A and generic point
B) is displaced and deformed between time t and time t+t, we
should consider the quantities shown in Figure 2.

Figure 3. Speckle patterns on the tested samples.(a)
Composite cylinder for compression test, (b) GRFP coupon
for tensile test, and (c) precast concrete filigree slab for
bending test
Figure 2. Facets movement and deformation.
As observed, the facet at time t+t has been displaced (the
center of the facet has moved from A to A’) and deformed
(distance AB is different than distance A’B’) with respect to
time t. Equation (1) and (2) let us relate the centre location of
the facet at both instants of time:

x'

x  ux 

Gu x
Gx

'x 

Gu y
Gy

'y

1

y'

y  uy 

Gu y
Gx

'x 

Gu x
Gy

'y

2

The displacement field is obtained from the A to A’
movement and the strain field from the partial derivatives in
the equations.
A speckle pattern is frequently applied on the sample’s
surface under study. In order to increase the contrast, a white
paint layer is usually applied beforehand. Figure 3 shows the
samples used in this work with their respective speckle
pattern.
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Equations (1) and (2) clearly address a major issue related to
DIC: results depend on how well identified the points are in
each image. This means that ultimately, the results are speckle
dependant. There is a significant amount of literature studying
the effects of pattern quality, type, speckle size and/or subset
size on the obtained results, [6], [7], [8]. This leads to very
careful and time consuming test setups going through an
iterative process to evaluate the speckle pattern itself. In this
work, three different field of views have been used for the
DIC cameras: 300 x 250 mm2 for the tensile test, 750 x 600
mm2 for the cylinder test and 1000 x 800 mm2 for the concrete
slab. Since the speckle size is related to the field of view two
different methods have been used to produce the desired
speckle patterns: a spray for the glass fibre test and a pattern
brush for the bigger areas. It is important to mention that the
accuracy of the results is obviously related to the chosen field
of view (typically given as a % of the FOV) and, therefore
should be previously taken into account.
2.2

Glassfibersampletensiontest

A 50 mm wide and 340 mm long glass fibre reinforced
composite sample has been tested. The layup of the glass was
[(+/-45),0]s and it was tested normal to the 0 fibres in order to
observe as much strain as possible. A 5 mm/min displacement
controlled loading rate has been used during the tensile test. A
1 Hz sampling frequency has been used for the DIC and a 300
x 250 mm2 field of view. In order to check the accuracy of the
DIC capturing local strain effects, a strain gauge has been also
installed. Figure 4 shows the sequence of the test.
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Figure 6. Averaged DIC strain results in the region (orange)
and strain gauge results (blue) versus load for a standardised
tensile coupon test
Figure 4. Strain field, in microstrain, within the sample
during the test
The strain field within the sample can be considered as a
rather homogenous field where very important local tensions
develop. These strain concentrations indicate sub surface
defects and, hence, DIC could be used as a non-destructive
test technique for composites. Ultimately one of these local
phenomena produces the failure, but these plots are extremely
useful to conclude that there are other zones in the sample of
high failure risk.
In order to analyse local strains a virtual area has been
simulated on the sample’s surface which approximately
corresponds to the strain gauge location (on the opposite
face), as shown in Figure 5.

2.3

Cylinderbucklingtest

A 500 mm height cylinder has been compressed to analyse
its buckling pattern. Its diameter tappers from 531.4 mm (top
side) to 544.5 mm (bottom side) and it is made of carbon
fiber. A 5kN loading step has been used and photographs have
been taken in every step until failure. A 750 x 600 mm2 field
of view has been used, which effectively covered the whole
height of the sample. Figure 7 shows the cylinder before and
after failure within the test rig. In the rightmost image, a
horizontal displacement field calculated by the DIC has been
overlapped.

Figure 7. Before (left) and after (center) images of the tested
cylinder. Resulting displacement field overlapped (right)

Figure 5. Strain Gauge analogous region.
The results comparison before failure are shown in Figure 6.
The DIC seems to capture to a good agreement the behaviour
of the strain gauge. The results in the virtual area have been
averaged for all the images, which could explain the smoother
profile of the DIC results.

Even if, in this case, the buckling shape is clearly visible to
the naked eye, given the resulting displacement levels,
obtaining field results along an area could make further
analysis easier. For instance, in this case 5 different sections
have been defined equidistantly spaced and perpendicular to
the cylinder axis as shown in Figure 8. Displacement along
the different sections can be then plotted to better study the
resulting diamond shape pattern.
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Figure 9. LVDT results (blue) and DIC results (orange) of
the equivalent point

Figure 8. General 3D results (top) and displacement along
the different sections (bottom)
2.4

Fourpointsbendingconcreteslab

A 3.65m long x 0.55m wide x 0.065 m thick precast concrete
lattice girder plank has been tested in a 4 points bending
configuration (lower image Figure 1). The slab has been
loaded by means of a hydraulic actuator, which was moving at
a rate of 0.6 mm/min until failure. In order to observe the
deflections between the two loading points, the DIC was
positioned adjacent to the side of the plank with a 1000x800
mm2 field of view such that the full thickness of the plank was
observed. An image every 30 seconds has been acquired. A
Linear Variable Differential Transformer (LVDT) sensor has
been located at mid-span which was also observable using the
DIC (Figure 3). The LVDT measures in the vertical direction
and has been used to compare with DIC results. A comparison
of the vertical deflection measured by the DIC and LVDT is
shown in Figure 9. Since the LVDT position can be clearly
identified using the DIC, a virtual point has been located in
the equivalent location. The recorded data from the LVDT is
compared with this equivalent point in Figure 9.

As observed in Figure 9, the DIC follows the trend shown by
the LVDT’s results. During the test, there was a sudden
movement of the reaction frame where the actuator is attached
and that is clearly visible in both results (around 17 kN). After
this, the DIC results are well below the LVDT. Since the
LVDT is a single-point contact sensor, it is very likely that
after the sudden movement of the frame, the sensor is
measuring a different point and given the surface roughness of
the concrete sample the gap between the DIC and the LVDT
results can increase as shown in the last part of the loading.
This could also be the cause of the important dispersion of the
LVDT’s results. DIC seems, though, to typically predict lower
displacements over the entire range of loading. The trend lines
shown in Figure 9 for both 0 to 17 kN and 20 to 26 kN ranges
highlight the difference.
When observing the field displacement along the whole
measured area of the precast plank, the unsymmetrical
deformation of the precast plank was noted. In Figure 10, the
vertical displacement as recorded by the DIC is shown and
highlights the deformation pattern of the plank at midspan. As
observed, the load was not equally applied at both sections
and, therefore, the slab was more deflected on one extreme
(right side of the image) than the other (left side of the image).

Figure 10. Vertical displacement field results indicating nonsymmetrical deformation
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2.5

Highspeedcameratestsetup

Due to the current specifications of the cameras in this DIC
device, it is not possible to use it to analyze high frequency
phenomena. Whenever the exposure time of the photograph is
of the same order of magnitude as the time scale of the
phenomenon to be captured, the results are not reliable.
Therefore, to analyze the vibration performance of a shaker
(Figure 1) in the 20-1000 Hz range a high speed camera has
been used.
Since several thousands of frames per second (fps) are
typically acquired with these cameras, it is necessary to use a
good lighting system that allows the sensor capturing the
sample. For this test, a Vision Research Phantom v310 camera
has been used along with two Dedocool tungsten light heads.
This camera can record at 3250 fps at a full resolution (1280 x
800), but higher rates can be achieved by decreasing the
resolution.
2.6

Frequencydisplacementperformancetest

The objective of this test is to study the peak to peak travel
of the shaker at full power (±5 V) for different frequencies. In
order to compare the results obtained by analyzing the images,
an accelerometer (ENDEVCO 752A12) has been located on
the top of the M6 thread by means of a magnet (Figure 11).
Six different frequencies have been studied. The camera has
recorded at 5600 fps for all of the cases. The image resolution
is 800 x 600.

Figure 11. ENDEVCO 752A12 accelerometer with a magnet
base.
In order to postprocess, the images and accelerometer’s data,
a Labview programme developed in-house has been used.
Figure 12 shows a Labview capture of the edge identification
used to measure the effective displacement of the sample in
the vertical direction.

Figure 12. Postprocessing routine capture. Vertical
coordinates plot (top) and Region of Interest under study
(bottom)
In order to check the double integration procedure required
to obtain the displacement from the accelerometer’s output, a
previous comparison between the accelerometer and a LVDT
has been done at 10 Hz and 2V and at 20 Hz and 5V. When
integrating, the low frequency band is amplified and a filter is
necessary to avoid non desired frequencies. In this case, a
highpass filter has been used with a cutoff frequency of 95%
of the exciting frequency. Table 1 shows this comparison and
the relative error, equation (3), where the LVDT result has
been used as the reference value.
e

x i  x ref
x ref

 100

(3)

where xref is the reference value.
Table 1. Peak to peak displacement (mm) comparison
between the accelerometer and the LVDT
Frequency (Hz)
Voltage (V)
LVDT
Accelerometer
Error (%)

10
2
2.3
86
2.3
47
1.6

20
5
5.4
77
5.3
22
2.8

Table 2 summarises the obtained results both by double
integrating the accelerometer’s signal and by image
identification for the six different tested frequencies
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Table 2. Peak to peak displacement (mm) for the different
tested frequencies
Frequency
(Hz)
Accelerometer
High Speed
Camera
Error (%)

REFERENCES

20

40

80

100

200

500

5.32
2
7.06
8
32.8

5.68
0
7.40
0
30.3

1.4
39
1.8
14
26.
1

0.7
72
0.9
82
27.
2

0.1
30
0.1
23
5.4

0.0
17
-----

There is a significant level of noise in the coordinates
detection (Figure 12), which suggests that a better focus of the
edges of the surface should have been done. During the test,
the focus has been manually adjusted for every case. A poor
focus of the region of interest leads to higher errors as clearly
shown in Table 2. Moreover, the images used give a ratio of
approximately 0.123 mm/pixel, which is clearly insufficient to
capture the vibration at 500 Hz.
3 CONCLUSIONS
Image based technologies can be a reliable solution for
quantifying phenomenon of different structural problems, as
shown in the present work. These systems output non-contact
measurements and field (multiple points) measurements
which can be of great value depending on the application.
When compared to more traditional, local and contact sensors
their results are in good agreement.
DIC on the other hand, requires a sample preparation which
can be both challenging and very time consuming. Also, a
certain level of expertise should be gained to avoid speckle
dependent results.
High speed imagery postprocessing is not simple and even
with flexible programming tools such as Labview, the
workflow can be complex. However, as shown in this work, it
is not only a tool to “see” phenomena, but also to measure up
to a certain level of confidence. The experimental setup in this
case does not involve a previous sample treatment, but also
requires a good level of knowledge. Specifically, the use of
external lighting, camera resolution and a correct focus of the
region of interest are some of the variables which greatly
determine the quality of the results, as shown in this work.
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ABSTRACT: Imaging systems offer an efficient way of obtaining quantitative information on the health status of structural
components. They hold particular value for underwater inspections as they can be easily adapted for underwater use and they
enable physical information to be captured from a scene for the purpose of later analysis. In order to make the visual data a part
of a quantitative assessment, it is necessary to calibrate the imaging systems so that photographed instances of damage can be
expressed and measured in physically meaningful real world units, such as millimetres, which can then be used by engineers in
subsequent analyses. The imaging system employed in this study is a stereo rig. It consists of two synchronised cameras that
capture images of the scene from slightly different perspectives, thereby encoding depth information. This paper evaluates and
compares two main approaches for calibrating such a stereo systems, namely, the classical checkerboard procedure and selfcalibration based on Kruppa’s equations. Conventional checkerboard calibration must be carried out on-site by photographing a
planar checkerboard pattern that is held at multiple random poses, while self-calibration can be carried out after-the-fact and
relies only on the static scene acting as a constraint on the camera parameters. The performance of each approach is assessed
through a set of experiments performed on controlled real-world specimens as well as on synthetic data. Results indicate that
checkerboard calibration is slightly more accurate than self-calibration; however, the practical advantages of using selfcalibration may outweigh this reduction in accuracy. An understanding of the advantages and limitations associated with each
camera calibration allows inspectors to rationalise the use of either approach as part of their inspection regime, and it helps them
to fully capitalise on the benefits of image-based methods.
KEY WORDS: Imaging; Camera calibration; Self-calibration; Deterioration quantification; Structural Health Monitoring.
1

INTRODUCTION

Efficient monitoring strategies seek to collect and extract
maximum useful information from structural performance
data at a minimum cost and in a reliable manner, while
limiting or supplementing the qualitative, subjective and
unreliable aspects. An increasingly popular way of enhancing
the quality of the data acquired from inspections relies on
making more effective use of imaging devices. Imaging
devices are capable of introducing a source of quantitative
information that can offset some of the inherent limitations of
conventional visual inspections.
Many marine structures are assessed visually either by
trained divers or by Remotely Operated Vehicles (ROVs).
Visual inspections carried out by divers almost always capture
photographs to include in the inspection report, while ROVs
are typically equipped with at least one camera/video system.
In both cases, the acquired imagery is usually qualitatively
reviewed and archived; however, it is rarely exploited to the
fullest potential in a quantitative sense despite requiring only
minimal effort to do so. The quantitative nature of the data
obtained from image analysis is important and naturally lends
itself to numerous applications, including for developing new
damage models, or strengthening existing ones, which can be
used to forecast the rate of propagation of damage as the
structure continues to operate.
Methods of extracting quantitative information from images
vary in terms of the level of sophistication. Naïve approaches
entail placing an object of known dimensions in the scene,

such as a ruler, and then inferring the dimensions of nearby
instances of damage by establishing a scale factor that relates
pixel units to real world units, such as millimetres. More
robust and advanced solutions can reconstruct the full 3D
scene through the acquisition of multiple views. This is
typically accomplished using either Structure-From-Motion
(SFM) photogrammetry or stereo-based approaches, both of
which require camera calibration to determine a relation
between 2D image coordinates and the 3D world.
Furthermore, capturing the 3D shape, instead of just a 2D
projection as a standard camera does, opens the possibility of
embracing a host of emerging technologies, such as virtual
and augmented reality [1].
Structure-from-motion photogrammetry techniques are used
to reconstruct a scene from a sequence of overlapping images
acquired by a single moving camera [2]. The process is based
on the automatic extraction of points of interest (a sparse set
of features), the tracking of this sparse set of features across
the image sequence, and the estimation of their 3D positions
using multiple views [3]. Photogrammetry techniques have
the advantage of being easy to implement on-site as they only
require a diver to operate a single unconstraint camera and
capture photographs as normal. However, they are limited
insofar as the 3D reconstructions are scale ambiguous (i.e. the
3D scene can only be recovered up to an unknown scale
factor), there is a requirement that the scene remains static,
and the performance of the technique is heavily reliant on the
successful tracking of features over time. Reliably tracking
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features is difficult when operating in underwater conditions
characterised by poor visibility [4]. Given these limitations,
this paper focuses on calibration of stereo systems as it is felt
that the effort and expense associated with underwater
inspections warrants the use of more dependable solutions.
Stereo systems have been widely used for underwater
inspections that have been carried out by divers [5] and ROVs
[6]. These systems consist of two horizontally displaced
digital cameras to simultaneously photograph a scene from
slightly different perspectives, resulting in two images that are
collectively referred to as a stereo pair. 3D information can be
extracted by comparing information about the scene from the
vantage point of the left camera with that of the right camera.
The use of two cameras represents a good compromise
between reliability and operational complexity as 3D shape
information can be obtained from a single stereo pair once the
stereo system has been calibrated, and unlike SFM, stereo
systems can be used even if the scene does not remain static
(i.e. it evolves over time) since both images in the stereo pair
are captured simultaneously.
Camera calibration [2] is the process of finding the
camera’s extrinsic and intrinsic parameters. It must be carried
out for each set of inspection conditions and for each stereo
camera configuration. For a stereo system, the extrinsic
parameters describe the rotation and a translation of the right
camera with respect to the left camera, while the intrinsic
parameters consist of the focal length, the optical centre, also
known as the principal point, and the skew coefficient. Once
the intrinsic and extrinsic camera parameters are known, and,
taking into account of radial distortion, image pixels can be
back-projected to 3D rays in space.
A well calibrated stereo system is essential for ensuring that
the reconstructed 3D shape accurately reflects the true realworld shape. This paper evaluates and compares two main
approaches for calibrating stereo systems, namely, the
classical checkerboard procedure and self-calibration that is
based on Kruppa’s equations. This performance of each
approach is assessed through a set of experiments performed
on controlled real-world specimens as well as synthetic data.
A measure of the accuracy of the estimated calibration
parameters is found by comparing the sizes of the
reconstructed shapes with the known sizes and by calculating
the re-projection error. The contribution of this paper lies in
the application of this study to the domain of underwater
inspections where the usefulness of extracting quantitative
information from visual data is greatly felt, as well as in the
novel methodology that leverages the advantages of real
world and virtual data.
The background of stereo-based 3D imaging is discussed in
the following section. Section 3 presents the images that are
analysed in this paper. Section 4 evaluates and compares the
performance of each calibration procedure. Section 5
concludes the paper.
2
2.1

BACKGROUND
CameraModel

The most widely used camera model is the pinhole camera.
In this model, the relationships between world coordinates X
and image (pixel) coordinates x is modelled via the
perspective transformation. Let x = (u, v, 1) be the
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homogenous coordinates of a point in an image. The equation
for relating these image points to real world points is:

ªXsº
«Y »
P« s »
« Zs »
« »
¬1¼

ªu º
s «v »
« »
«¬ 1 »¼

(1)

where s is a non-zero scale factor, X = (Xs, Ys, Zs ,1) are world
coordinates, and P is a 3x4 projection matrix that completely
represents the mapping from the scene to the image. P
encapsulates both the extrinsic and intrinsic parameters of a
camera. It is given by:

P

K ª¬ R T º¼

(2)

where R and T are the extrinsic parameters - representing the
rotation matrix and the translation of the camera in the 3D
scene, respectively. Both the rotation matrix and the
translation vector have three degrees of freedom. K is an
upper-triangular matrix that represents the intrinsic
parameters. It has five degrees of freedom. The five intrinsic
parameters correspond to the focal length in pixels for the
horizontal and vertical axes, fx, and fy respectively, the skew
parameter, sk, and the two principle points x0 and y0, (the
optical centre of the camera), as summarised in Equation 3.

K
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StereoImaging

Recovering depth from stereo images involves a number of
sub-problems, including rectification, matching, and
reconstruction. Rectification is the process of transforming the
left and right images of a stereo pair, such that corresponding
points in each image are separated only by a horizontal
distance and not by a vertical distance. Rectification can be
carried out either with calibration information using the
essential matrix, or without it using the fundamental matrix.
The essential matrix, E, is a 3×3 matrix that depends only on
the extrinsic parameters R and T. The fundamental matrix, F,
is a generalisation of the essential matrix. It relates
corresponding points in the stereo images and may be
estimated from seven or more point correspondences. The
seven parameters represent the only geometric information
about cameras that can be obtained through point
correspondences alone. It does not require any knowledge of
camera internal parameters.
All points in the rectified images should satisfy the epipolar
geometry of a rectified image pair (i.e. that the images are
aligned horizontally). This may be expressed as follows: if a
point xi, in the left image corresponds to a point x’i in the right
image then they should satisfy the constraints in Equation 4
and 5. These constraints are geometrically equivalent; the only
difference being that Equation 4 is more general as it is based
on the fundamental matrix, F, while Equation 5 makes use of
camera calibration information by including the calibration
matrices for the left and right cameras, K and K’ respectively,
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as well as the relative position and orientation between the
cameras which is captured by the essential matrix E:

x 'Ti Fxi

0

x 'Ti K 'T EK 1 xi

(4)

0

(5)

Rectification makes the task of matching pixels in the left
and right image considerably faster as it confines the search to
the horizontal direction only.
The second stage of the stereo process entails solving the
stereo correspondence problem. Stereo correspondence is
principally about finding matching points between the left and
right stereo images, typically using some measure of
similarity such as the Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD) or
a correlation based metric. In this paper, a loopy Belief
Propagation (BP) based technique is adopted, as described by
Ho [7]. The output of this stage is a dense disparity map
which represents the distance in pixels between corresponding
points in the rectified images.
The final step uses this disparity map to reconstruct the 3D
scene, as the disparities are proportional to the distance
between the cameras and the 3D world points. If the camera’s
intrinsic and extrinsic parameters are known then a full metric
3D scene can be computed.
It is worth mentioning that each stage of the stereo imaging
pipeline is dependent on the preceding stages. For instance,
inaccurate rectification adversely impacts on the level of
success that can be attained in subsequent stages. An image
that is poorly rectified will likely lead to unreliable matching,
and consequently, will result in a low quality 3D
reconstruction. This underlines the value of having reliable
calibration data to start off with.
2.3

CheckerboardCalibration

Checkerboard based calibration involves capturing stereo
photographs of a checkerboard/chessboard, that is positioned
at several unknown positions and orientations in the scene, as
depicted in Figure 1. A checkerboard pattern is used as the
black and white grid structure naturally produces a lot of high
contrast corner points that can be easily detected and precisely
located by the calibration algorithms.

Figure 1. Checkerboard based calibration.
A seminal example of checkerboard calibration algorithm is
given by Zhang [8]. Zhang's method calibrates cameras by
solving a particular homogeneous linear system that captures

the homographic relationships between multiple perspective
views of a checkerboard that is known to be planar. This
calibration approach is popular as it is capable of achieving
accurate results whilst being relatively easy to carry out onsite. Generally, it is advisable to capture more than ten
photographs of the checkerboard under the same conditions
that the inspection photographs will be captured under (i.e.
same underwater medium, intrinsic camera settings, stereo-rig
configuration etc.), in order to obtain reliable calibration
parameters.
2.4

SelfCalibration

Self-calibration, also known as auto-calibration, is an
attractive way of determining the intrinsic and extrinsic
camera parameters as it does not require the
diver/photographer to undertake any preliminary calibration
procedures, nor does it require the assistance of a second diver
or the use of additional props. Self-calibration refers to the
process of obtaining a calibrated camera matrix using static
scene as a constraint for the five degree-of-freedom pinhole
camera model, as represented by the matrix K in Equation 3.
Theoretically, a minimum of three views is needed for full
calibration assuming the intrinsic parameters remain constant
between views (i.e. the focal length, or any other parameter, is
not adjusted between views). In reality, however, the principle
points, x0 and y0, can usually be safely estimated to be at the
image centre. Furthermore, most modern imaging sensors and
optics provide further prior constraints such as zero skew and
unity aspect ratio, which means that the horizontal and
vertical focal length, fx, and fy, can be regarded as having the
same value. Integrating these priors will reduce the minimum
number of views required to two. This paper adopts the
approach described by Faugeras et al. [9], whereby two
positions of the stereo system were analysed. Kruppa’s
equations provide an initial estimate of the focal lengths in the
left and right camera matrices, K and K’ respectively, and the
principal points, x0 and y0, are initially assumed to be located
at the image centre, while the skew is taken as 0. The camera
matrices are then refined through non-linear optimization.
The only additional information required is the baseline,
which is the distance between the two cameras (measured in
millimetres). It provides the single necessary piece of
information for obtaining correctly scaled 3D reconstruction.
There are some inherent drawbacks associated with selfcalibration. Firstly, real cameras are affected by radial and
tangential lens distortion. While checkerboard calibration is
capable of estimating the distortion parameters and
undistorting the images, self-calibration methods are not well
equipped to deal with this additional layer of complexity. This
is especially problematic when dealing with wide-angle lenses
as the level of distortion tends to be particularly severe.
Secondly, self-calibration requires the extraction of a sparse
set of corresponding points from the left and right frames of
the stereo pair, x and x’ respectively, in order to set up the
static scene constraint problem. However, if not enough
corresponding points are found (a minimum of 5 is required),
or if erroneous correspondences are present, then the essential
matrix cannot be determined, or it will be poorly estimated.
This issue is mitigated by using the robust, state-of-the-art
SIFT (Scale Invariant Feature Transform) algorithm [10] for
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extracting and matching points of interest in the left and right
images in conjunction with bundle adjustment, which serves
to reject outlier matches.
3

DATAANALYSIS

3.1

Applications of 3D shape recovery for underwater
inspections

Recovering quantitative shape information is a challenging
but useful task, and has wide applicability in many areas of
Structural Health Monitoring (SHM). This paper focuses on
an application specific to marine structures; that is, measuring
the marine growth accumulation. Marine growth colonisation
has adverse effects on the hydrodynamic performance of
marine structures. The two key parameters that are needed for
structural reliability computation are the thickness and the
roughness [11]. Both of these vary around and among
structural components and require knowledge of the 3D shape
of the marine growth to be computed.
The calibration procedures under consideration are
evaluated on controlled shapes representative of marine
growth, as well as on synthetic data that has been designed to
reflect a realistic underwater scene whilst maintaining full
control over the camera parameters and the 3D structure.
3.2

3.3

Syntheticdata

This study used synthetic data as it provided a way of
imitating the texture and irregular shape of natural marine
growth in a typical underwater inspection setting, whilst
retaining complete control of the scene and the cameras. As a
reference, a photograph of natural marine growth on a real
world structure is presented in Figure 3. The synthetic data
consisted of a virtual 3D model of a jacket-type platform that
was colonised by marine growth, as shown in Figure 4. The
3D model was set in a physically accurate underwater
environment, where the common issues that affect underwater
optical imaging systems were present, such as scattering and
colour absorption. Other factors that occur in real world
scenes, such as luminous complexities (e.g. bright spots
caused by the use artificial lighting, surface reflections and
caustics) and marine snow (turbidity) were also accounted for.

RealData

The specimens were designed to represent the size and shape
of typical hard fouling organisms such as barnacles and semirigid fouling organisms such as sea anemones. They are
comprised of standard geometric shapes. The barnacles are
represented by cones of height 25 mm, while the sea
anemones are represented by hemi-spheres/protracted domes
that come in three heights - ranging from 25 mm to 40 mm.
The stereo system consisted of two Canon EOS 600D DSLR
cameras. Both cameras shared identical settings (e.g. aperture,
ISO, shutter speed) and their focal lengths were 32 mm. The
image resolution was 2282 x 1167 pixels. An example of an
image taken by the left camera of the simulated barnacles and
sea anemones is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 3. Real world structure affected by marine growth.

Figure 4. Rendered image of marine growth colonised
structure taken by the left camera of the virtual stereo system.

Figure 2. Simulated marine growth species taken by the left
stereo camera.
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The checkerboard based calibration for the virtual stereo
system was carried out in the same manner as the calibration
for the real stereo system. It entailed capturing 14 images of a
checkerboard pattern, held at various random locations and
orientations, in the underwater scene as the calibration phase
must be done under the same conditions as that of the main
image acquisition phase. An example of an image taken by the
left virtual camera of the checkerboard is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 6. Reconstructed scene using self-calibration
4.2
Figure 5. Checkerboard calibration for the virtual scene.
4

RESULTS

This section presents the estimated camera calibration
matrices based on the checkerboard calibration and selfcalibration procedures. The results of the 3D shape recovery
are also provided.
4.1

ResultsforSyntheticData

The calibration matrices for the left camera, K, as estimated
using checkerboard calibration and self-calibration, along with
the ground truth matrix (which is known and can be controlled
since virtual cameras are being used), are as follows:

K

0
801º
ª1334
« 0
1334 601»
«
»
0
1 ¼»
¬« 0

Self-calibration, K

0
804 º
ª1340
« 0
1324 600»
«
»
0
1 »¼
«¬ 0

Ground Truth,

0
800 º
ª1333
« 0
1333 600»
«
»
0
1 »¼
«¬ 0

Checkerboard,

ResultsforRealData

The calibration matrices for the left camera, K, as estimated
using checkerboard calibration and self-calibration are as
follows:

Checkerboard,

K

Self-calibration, K

0
1221º
ª 3686
« 0
3717 817 »
«
»
0
1 »¼
«¬ 0
0
1296º
ª3649
« 0
3624 864 »
«
»
0
1 »¼
«¬ 0

The calibration matrices for the right cameras are similar; they
are omitted due to space constraints. Using these calibration
matrices, the scene was reconstructed and the height of the
marine growth species was estimated. A view of the
reconstructed scene using self-calibration is shown in Figure
6. The estimated height values corresponding to each
calibration approach are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Reconstruction Accuracy
Marine Growth No.
Species
of
cases
Sea Anemones 7
(small)
Barnacles
7
Sea Anemones
(medium)
Sea Anemones
(large)

2
3

Actual
Height
25
mm
25
mm
35
mm
40
mm

K

Depth maps were generated using camera matrices based on
the checkerboard calibration and self-calibration, as shown in
Figure 7a and 7b respectively. Comparison with the ground
truth depth map, which is illustrated in Figure 7c, reveals that
the Root-Mean-Square Error (RMSE) for the checkerboard
calibration was 22.9 cm, while the RMSE for the selfcalibration was almost identical at 23 cm. These depth maps
represent the actual distance of points in the scene from the
camera. Only visible points on the structure were considered
for the purpose of assessing the reconstruction error more
effectively.

Root-Mean-Square Error
Checkerboard
Selfcalibration
calibration
3.9 mm
8.6 mm
8.2 mm

7.7 mm

4.4 mm

4.7 mm

3.4 mm

6.3 mm
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CONCLUSION

(a)

(b)

Cameras are a versatile tool capable of making visual data a
part of quantitative assessment. In order to extract quantitative
information from the visual data, it is necessary to perform
camera calibration. This task is often overlooked despite being
a crucial part of the imaging pipeline. With this in mind, it is
of great practical importance that inspectors are aware of the
various camera calibration approaches available and have
knowledge about their respective advantages and limitations
so that they can fully capitalise on the power of cameras as a
quantitative assessment tool and integrate them into the
inspection framework.
This paper presents a comparison between two of the most
prominent classes of camera calibration techniques, namely,
the classical checkerboard procedure and self-calibration.
These calibration procedures are evaluated on controlled
shapes that are representative of macro-scale marine growth,
as well as on synthetic data which has been specifically
designed to reflect some of the deleterious effects and
phenomena encountered in underwater environments, such as
luminous complexities, poor visibility, light attenuation and
backscatter which diminish the ability of the camera, and
calibration procedures, to effectively identify and quantify
instances of deterioration. Results indicate that checkerboard
calibration is noticeably more accurate than self-calibration;
however, the practical advantages of using self-calibration
may outweigh this reduction in accuracy.
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ABSTRACT: In recent years, end users have become more concerned with the human experience and the personal comfort of
the individual is becoming more important in the design of the built environment. Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is a
tool that permits assessment of personal comfort. CFD is a stream of fluid mechanics that utilises numerical methods to analyse
and solve problems involving fluid flows. The fundamental basis for these problems are the Navier-Stokes equations. While
research applications of CFD are developing, as it the use of CFD in the aerospace industry, the use of CFD in Civil Engineering
applications is currently at the cutting edge. Arup have recently developed a team to work on such projects and some of these
will be presented in this paper. The paper will discuss the research question of each project, the methodology adopted in
developing the models, the results of the simulations and some lessons learned going forward. Based on the projects done to
date, it can be concluded that CFD has been shown to be a powerful tool that adds valuable information to fluid flow problems.
KEY WORDS: Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD); Navier-Stokes; thermal comfort; pedestrian comfort.
1

INTRODUCTION

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is the use of
computers and numerical methods to solve problems in fluid
flow. It is a method for solving partial differential equations in
continuum mechanics using numerical techniques. It involves
breaking the problem down into a discrete number of volumes
that can be analysed more easily [1]. Combining the solutions
from these small volumes permits the generation of the
complete solution. The equations governing fluid motion are
based on the fundamental physical principles of the
conservation of mass, momentum and energy. CFD has been
successfully applied in many areas of fluid mechanics,
including, heat and mass transfer [2], chemical reaction and
combustion [3], aerodynamics of cars and aircrafts, and
pumps and turbines. The use of CFD in civil engineering
applications, although more recent, is currently at the cutting
edge due to the direct practical applications. Applications of
CFD to civil engineering include wind modelling and the
dynamic response of structures [4], ventilation [5], fire, smoke
flow and visibility [3], dispersion of pollutants and effluent
[6], and heat transfer in buildings [7]. Traditionally, the
interaction of these phenomena has been carried out
experimentally, using scaled models and short calculations.
However, it is rarely possible to accurately capture all
phenomena guaranteeing repeatability. In the advent of
improving computational power, and the development of
numerical techniques such as Finite Element Analysis, CFD
offers an opportunity to model many variations of the same
problem at full scale, more efficiently, in a virtual
environment.
As with any computer simulation, the quality of the results
is dependent on the quality of the inputs, the assumptions,
modelling characteristics employed and the equations used to
represent the phenomena. There will inevitably be
approximations, and a robust model validation process is

essential. A high level understanding of the modelling process
and of the phenomena being modelled is necessary for the
output to be of any practical use.
In order to capture the phenomena in sufficient detail, large
finite volume models are necessary requiring significant
processing power. These large models generate a great
amount of data, which in turn needs to be stored and analysed.
The advantages of CFD however, far out-weigh the
disadvantages. It is a non-intrusive, virtual modelling
technique with powerful visualisation capabilities. Results can
be captured across the entire domain. There are also
significant cost and time savings with CFD as there is
opportunity to assess comparisons between alternative
systems quickly and efficiently, without the disruption of
making physical changes on site.
This paper will discuss some projects recently undertaken
by the new CFD team at Arup, namely, a Dublin Docklands
tall building wind study, a Hospital thermal comfort study,
and a Dundrum Ventilation Shaft fire study. The research
question of each project will be discussed, the methodology
adopted in developing the models presented, and finally the
results illustrated.
2

CFDMODELLINGMETHODOLOGY

Modelling in CFD comprises three main stages: preprocessing, simulation and post-processing.
Pre-processing firstly involves the construction of the
geometric model for the flow domain of interest, and the
subsequent division of this domain into small control volumes
(cells), a process often called ‘meshing’. The flow field and
the equations of motion are discretized, and the resulting
system of algebraic equations is solved to give values at each
node. Once the model and the mesh have been created,
appropriate initial conditions and boundary conditions are
then applied.
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The Navier-Stokes equations, the governing equations for
the behavior of fluid particles, are solved iteratively in each
control volume within the computational domain until the
solution converges. The field solutions of pressure, velocity,
air temperature and other properties can be calculated for each
control volume at cell centers and interpolated to outer points
in order to render the flow field.
Post-processing involves graphing the results and viewing
the predicted flow field in the CFD model at selected
locations, surfaces, or planes of interest. The Navier-Stokes
equations, used within the CFD analysis, apply a numerical
representation to approximate the laws of physics to produce
extremely accurate results, providing that the scenario
modelled is representative of reality. In each of the following
examples, Fire Dynamic Simulator Version 5.5.3 was used.
3

DUBLINDOCKLANDSTALLBUILDINGWINDSTUDY

Computational Wind Engineering (CWE) is a branch of
CFD concerned with behavior of wind. Similar to wind tunnel
tests, it can be used to understand the wind flow through an
urban environment and the effect of a proposed development
on the local wind microclimate. Unlike boundary layer wind
tunnel tests, a virtual topographical model can be constructed
at full scale and therefore, avoids any similarity problems (i.e.
Reynolds number violation). In addition, the wind speed
profile, which is consistent with reality, can be specified
directly in CWE rather than generated artificially in a wind
tunnel using additional roughness elements.
The proposed development at the Dublin Docklands
consists of the construction of an office building ranging in
height from 8 to 17 storeys, known as the Dublin Docklands
tall building. The construction of new buildings and the
alteration of the existing landscape may alter the flow of the
wind in the surrounding area [8]. The proposed development
can generate a wind environment at ground level that is
discomforting or even possibly dangerous to pedestrians. The
assessment of discomfort and distress of pedestrians was
carried out in accordance with the Lawson Comfort Criteria
[9] (Table 1). The main source of pedestrian discomfort
relates to the force of the wind felt on their body and their
clothing, as additional effort is required to negotiate the wind.
Even though the force acting on a person is related to the wind
speed, the level of pedestrian discomfort depends on
frequency of occurrence and the activity being undertaken as
well as the wind speed.

conducted by BMT Fluids to assess the impact of the
proposed development on the wind microclimate. Arup were
commissioned to conduct a further wind assessment to
examine the locations identified as causing pedestrian
discomfort or distress and to evaluate the effectiveness of the
proposed mitigation measures.
The local wind climate was determined from historical
meteorological data recorded at Dublin Airport. Two different
datasets were analysed, namely; the data associated with the
maximum daily wind speeds recorded over a 30 year period
between 1985 and 2015, and the mean hourly wind speeds
recorded over a 10 year period between 2005 and 2015. The
wind speeds in the vicinity of the development will differ
from the wind recorded in Dublin Airport. It is necessary to
transform the wind speeds to take account of local conditions
[10]. From this, a single wind speed profile was determined
for each direction for both comfort and distress criteria, as
illustrated in Figures 1 and 2.

Figure 1. Comfort criteria

Figure 2. Distress criteria

The geometry for the CFD model was developed in
‘Sketchup’ drawing package using drawings received from the
Client and Google Earth images of the surrounding area. The
geometry was imported into ‘Fire Dynamics Simulator’ (FDS)
software [11-12], used in the CFD modelling. A view from
the East of the Dublin Docklands tall building is illustrated in
Figures 3 and 4. The Dublin Docklands tall building was
taken at the center of the computational domain which
extended 550m in the North-South direction and 410 m in the
East-West direction. The domain was modelled as 102.4 m in
height.

Table 1. Lawson Comfort Criteria.
Wind effect
Calm
Felt on face
Leaves move
Dust raised
Felt on body
Hard to walk
Trees moving
Storm
Dangerous

Threshold

Stationary

Strolling

Transit

4.0 m/s
6.0 m/s
8.0 m/s
10 m/s
15 m/s
20 m/s

A boundary layer wind tunnel study of the proposed
development at the Dublin Docklands was previously
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Figure 3. Sketchup Geometry

Figure 4. CFD model

As part of the computational process, the domain was
divided into a total of 16million cells. The cells range in size
from 0.4 m at the Dublin Docklands tall building to 3.2 m at
the outer domain. Closed boundary conditions were applied
on the bottom face of the domain, and open boundary
conditions were modelled elsewhere. Data sampling locations
were chosen to be as close as possible to the exact sensor
locations used in the wind tunnel tests.
For the purposes of validation of the CFD modelling
process, the conditions in the wind tunnel were modelled
using CFD and comparisons were drawn. The results of this
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validation showed good consistency with the original wind
tunnel test results.
The assessment of the pedestrian comfort and distress in the
pedestrian thoroughfare between the 3Arena and the Dublin
Docklands tall building indicates that the main areas of
concern are at the southern end. The equivalent wind speeds
from the perspective of comfort and distress are 12m/s and 24
m/s respectively (Figure 5). These speeds arise when high
westerly winds are directed to ground level by the building
façade. These high winds cause discomfort and distress
between the 3Arena and the Dublin Docklands tall building
(Figure 6). Midway along the building, the equivalent hourly
average gust wind speed from a comfort perspective is 8.3
m/s. At the northern end, the analysis reveals that the wind
speeds are insufficient to cause either discomfort or distress.

the wall and the Dublin Docklands tall building (Figure 8).
The vortex acts to push much of the wind over the Dublin
Docklands tall building. As a consequence there is less flow
passing under the Dublin Docklands tall building.

Figure 6. Distress Criteria,
Wind from the West, Minimum
values in blue (0m/s),
Maximum values in red (20m/s)

Figure 7. Distress Criteria,
Wind from the East, Minimum
values in blue (0m/s), Maximum
values in red (20m/s)

Figure 5. Distress Criteria, Wind from the West, Minimum
values in blue (0m/s), Maximum values in red (20m/s)
In addition, it is possible that the winds from the south and
north will cause distress to the general public. The equivalent
hourly average gust speed is estimated at 15.4m/s and 16.3m/s
from the North and Southwest, respectively. These wind
speeds exceed the distress threshold for the general public of
15m/s.
The assessment of the pedestrian comfort and distress in the
passageways between the Dublin Docklands tall building
reveals that the wind conditions might be discomforting and
distressing to pedestrian. However, the level of discomfort
and distress is related to the wind direction. For instance,
while westerly winds with an annual return period may
produce conditions unsuitable for undertaking any activity
within the undercroft, a slight shift in direction to the south
results in an acceptable environment. It would appear that
much of the pedestrian discomfort and distress is due to
westerly winds. From the perspective of comfort, the
equivalent hourly average gust speed in the undercroft
passageways ranges between 10 m/s and 13.9 m/s for westerly
winds, which is considered uncomfortable irrespective of the
activity being undertaken. The main source of distress is due
to westerly winds which range between 15m/s and 30m/s
along the length of the building. These high wind speeds near
ground level are due to the building funnelling high level
winds downward. The wind speeds are further increased
through the undercroft passageways as the wind is forced
through narrower openings underneath the building (Figure
6). Although it might be expected that easterly winds might
cause similar pedestrian discomfort and distress within the
building undercroft, it is apparent from Figure 7 that this is
not the case. The wall on the western boundary of Dublin Port
acts to disturb the wind. The bluff nature of the wall causes
the flow to separate and the formation of large vortex between

Figure 8. Distress Criteria, Wind from the East, Minimum
values in blue (0m/s), Maximum values in red (20m/s)

The assessment of the Dublin Docklands tall building
indicated that the southern extent of the pedestrian
thoroughfare between the 3Arena and the Dublin Docklands
tall building is prone to pedestrian discomfort and distress.
Pedestrian discomfort and distress is also predicted in the
undercroft of the Dublin Docklands tall building. The analysis
reveals that high speed winds at ground level responsible for
possible pedestrian discomfort were largely due to westerly
winds, where the building acts to direct high level wind
towards the ground. The provision of a 2.5 m wide canopy
with a 0.45 m upstand for the full width of the western side of
the building is proposed as a mitigation measure.
4

HOSPITALTHERMALCOMFORTSTUDY

Arup was commissioned to conduct a thermal comfort
analysis of a proposed new Hospital. An initial analysis of
historical weather data was carried out to identify thermal
conditions. Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) modelling
was utilized in order to understand the internal flow field in
the bedrooms and to identify zones of patient discomfort.
Thermal comfort is a subjective evaluation by humans of
their satisfaction with the thermal environment. Maintaining a
standard of thermal comfort for occupants of enclosures is an
important goal of HVAC systems [13-14]. Owing to the
global initiative to improve carbon footprints, many building
owners are opting for naturally ventilated systems. A desired
internal temperature of 22°C for patient comfort has been
specified by the Design Team. The objective of this study is to
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estimate whether an internal temperature of 22°C can be
maintained:
x During winter conditions, with an ambient outside
temperature of -4.5°C
x With the louvers in the open position
x Assuming the heating system of radiant panels prescribed
by the Design Team is fully operational
x Assuming the geometry and layout of the rooms as
received from the Design Team.
The temperature climate in the vicinity of the new hospital
was estimated from almost 20 years of historic temperature
data (December 1996 until December 2015) recorded at a
local airport. Analysis of the data revealed that the most
frequent minimum temperatures were between 4-8°C,
however is was not uncommon to have temperatures as low as
-4°C. On seven occasions in 20 years, the temperature fell
below -8°C, and the minimum temperature recorded over the
analysis period was -10°C which occurred twice (Figure 9).

smaller panels were factored down by area. The extractor flow
rate, also specified by the Design Team, was taken as 0.065
m3/s.

Figure 10. Plan view of bedroom

Figure 11. Elevation view of bedroom

Figure 9. Frequency of Minimum Temperature Data
EN1991-1-5 provides information on ambient temperature
for thermal modelling. The indicative outdoor temperature
may be determined from Figure NA.1, Table 5.1 and Table
5.2. Taking into account the weather maps provided by the
Eurocode, winter conditions, a light coloured façade surface,
and a North-East facing orientation, a minimum air
temperature of -9°C was determined.
The geometry for the CFD model was created using the
Revit model previously developed for the project. A total of
three top-floor bedrooms were modelled, each with a floor
area of 23 m2. The slab-to-slab height was taken as 4.0 m and
a false ceiling was included at a height of 3.0 m above floor
level. Radiant panels were modelled as surface mounted on
the false ceiling, as illustrated in the plan view of the model
(Figure 10). Each bedroom has three 3.0 m x 0.6 m panels,
one 1.2 m x 0.6 m panel and one 1.8 m x 0.6 m panels giving
a total area of radiant panels per bedroom of 7.2 m2. Glazing
units 2.5 m x 1.95 m and aluminum spandrel panels 2.5 m x
1.0 m and 2.5 m x 0.75 m were modelled, all of which can be
seen in the elevation view of the model (Figure 11).
Extractor units with a diameter of 0.15 m were modelled in
the vicinity of the shower in the ensuite of each room. A
transfer filler of area 0.6 m x 0.6 m with 50% free area was
modelled in the lower portion of the ensuite doors. A louver
of 2.5 m wide and 0.3 m high was modelled in each room.
The free area of these louvers was taken as 2.5 m x 0.2 m.
As specified by the Design Team, the heat flux of each 3 m
x 0.6 m panel was taken as 1 kW/m2. The heat flux of the
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The boundaries to the model at the floor, the ceiling, the
back (along the internal corridor) and the sides (internal
partitions with neighbouring bedrooms) were modelled as
closed boundaries. The internal initial temperature was taken
as 22°C. The front of the model (the side containing the
windows) was modelled as an open boundary, with an applied
external ambient temperature of -4.5°C. This is represented by
the blue portion in Figure 12.

Figure 12. Initial conditions
The results from the CFD modelling at a height of 0.5m
above the floor are illustrated below. Figure 13 presents the
internal and external temperatures when the louver is in the
open position and the external temperature is set at -4.5°C.
Results indicated that the internal temperature at a height of
0.5 m above the floor reaches 17.2°C when the external
temperature is 0°C and 18.4°C when the external temperature
is +5°C.
The results from the CFD modelling at a height of 1.5 m
above the floor were also captured when the louver is in the
open position and the external temperature is set at -4.5°C,
0°C and +5.0°C respectively. Results indicated that the
internal temperature at a height of 0.5 m above the floor
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reaches 17.8°C when the external temperature is 0°C and
19.0°C when the external temperature is +5°C.

Figure 13. External Temperature -4.5°C

Figure 14 is an elevation view from outside the windows of
the bedroom. It serves to highlight the contrast between the
temperatures near the radiant panels and the temperatures in
the vicinity of the bed when the external temperature was
taken at -4.5°C. The results of the CFD modelling
demonstrate that the heat flux produced by the prescribed
radiant panels in each room are not capable of maintaining an
ambient internal temperature of 22°C with either size louver,
when they are in the open position and the external
temperature is -4.5°C. Results also indicated that an ambient
internal temperature of 22°C cannot be maintained with the
larger louver and en external temperature of +5.0°C.

high residential development with a basement car park. The
height of the highest floor is 8.575 m above ground.
The proposed system (Figure 15) comprises a mechanical
extract system of 2 m3/s, which is linked to the lobby area
with a vent situated at high level close to the ceiling, and a
naturally ventilated inlet shaft, which connects to the lobby
area via a vent that is located at low level (i.e. with an inlet
point close to the floor).
The system for the lobby area is composed of two extract
fans (one in operation and one on standby) that are sized in
order to not exceed a differential pressure of -50 Pa inside the
lobby area. This is in order to avoid leakage of smoke into the
staircase area while permitting the opening of the doors as the
system continues to extract air smoke. The two extract fans
are located on the roof. The fans are connected to each lobby
through a shaft, which has an approximate area of 0.5 m2,
with a damper situated close to the ceiling in each lobby.
The replacement air supplied into the lobby is provided
through a small inlet shaft. This shaft, which supplied the
make-up air, is connected to each lobby though a low level
louver or transfer grille. The purpose of the provision of
make-up air is to prevent the pressure differential of -50 Pa
being exceeded.

Figure 15. Proposed depressurisation system
Figure 14. External Temperature -4.5°C
From the analysis of temperature data carried out for the
local area, peak temperatures of +5.0°C occur approximately
5% of the time, average temperatures of +5.0°C occur
approximately 16% of the time and minimum temperatures of
+5.0°C occur approximately 34% of the time. Referring back
to Figure 9, a temperature of +5.0°C occurs in the most
frequent band. Given this, and the results of the CFD
simulations – the proposed configuration of radiant panels and
louvers will not deliver an ambient temperature of 22°C and
will result in a thermally uncomfortable environment. Results
from this work resulted in a revised consideration of the
proposed ventilation system for the hospital.
5

DUNDRUMVENTILATIONSHAFTFIRESTUDY

Smoke Management System Limited commissioned Arup to
produce a CFD modelling analysis for the mechanical
differential pressure shaft proposed for the Dundrum
Apartment block, Dublin. The building is an existing 3 storey

The pressure is maintained by the imbalance between the
extraction rate and the inlet rate of airflow. Upon detection of
fire in any of the lobbies, the extraction fans come into
operation. The smoke shaft damper opens on the level where
the fire is detected, while the dampers on the other levels
remain closed. Air from the make-up shaft will be drawn into
the appropriate lobby area automatically by the extraction
system. The system will extract continuously and it will be
sized in order to not exceed the -50 Pa with the staircase door
closed.
Through a CFD analysis, the capability of the depressurisation mechanical smoke system to achieve the
following tenability criteria [15] for the lobby area is
examined:
x Visibility: minimum 10m to light-reflecting signage (e.g.
wall);
x Temperature: maximum 60°C at 1.8 m (head height) and
below for occupants;
x Velocity: velocity 5 m/s at all locations on the egress
route, except at the inlet/ extract vents. A velocity of 10
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m/s is acceptable in close proximity to the inlet and
extract vents;
x Pressure: a pressure difference of < 50 Pa should ensure
that the door opening force does not exceed 100 N at the
handle of a typical (0.8 m x 2.0 m) single leaf door. The
pressure difference across the stair door (and doors to
apartments other than that of fire origin) will be limited
such that the force required to open the door(s) does not
exceed 100 N.
Two models were developed for the purpose of this study:
1) Fire Model: this scenario aims to demonstrate that the
proposed depressurization system is capable of preventing
smoke entering the evacuation staircase in the event of a
fire in one of the apartments.
2) Pressure assessment model: the aim of this scenario is to
demonstrate that the proposed depressurization system is
capable of maintaining a sufficient pressure differential
(i.e. <50 Pa) within the lobby so that doors can be opened
and closed when the smoke extract system is operating.

corridor so that doors can be opened and closed when the
smoke extract system is operating.
6

CONCLUSION

This paper presented three projects recently completed by the
Arup Ireland CFD team. These three examples serve to
highlight the wide breadth of applications possible with CFD
modeling, providing a depth of understanding and insight. In
the case of the Dublin Docklands wind study, CFD had a role
to play in informing design such to mitigate unpleasant wind
conditions. Permission was granted by the planning authority
placing CFD analysis as equivalent to wind tunnel testing. For
the Hospital thermal comfort study, CFD modelling indicated
that the initial design would result in uncomfortable
conditions in the bedrooms, where they would be warm
enough but without inflow of fresh air, or too cool but with
inflow of fresh air. The outcome of the CFD study was to
modify the design. For the smoke shaft in Dundrum, CFD
modelling was able to show that the modified smoke shaft had
the capacity to perform adequately and satisfy tenability
criteria. In summary, CFD has the potential to improve quality
of design, is of immediate practical use and has a significant
role to play in consulting engineering in the future.
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents a part of the ongoing research in the nZEB-Retrofit project in the National University of
Ireland, Galway. This research aims to optimise residential building performance by enhancing the key performance metrics of
certain performance aspects. In this paper, one of these aspects (lighting) has been discussed, algorithms developed and tested
on the living room of a semi-detached dwelling in Dublin. The main objective of the paper is to formulate algorithms to: 1)
calculate the power required to illuminate a space up to standard CIBSE design illuminance, 2) calculate the energy
consumption and costs per year for lighting that space, and 3) determine power loss and potential energy savings from lighting.
For this purpose, key performance indicators (KPIs) that would facilitate the optimisation process have been selected from
several national and international standards and guides. The key findings of this paper are that (1) the difference between the
provided power of the light to the required power significantly affects the energy costs, and this should be a key consideration in
the selection of light source and (2) the output effectiveness of a lighting source is largely dependent on various factors like
lamp lumen depreciation (LLD), luminaire dirt depreciation (LDD) and optical and thermal losses. It is inversely related to
energy consumption.
KEY WORDS: BIM, scenario modelling, building optimisation, national standards and guides, energy simulation.
1

BACKGROUND

This work is based on the scenario modelling framework
developed by O’Donnell et al. [1]. This method used
reproducible transformation leverage formulae to generate
specific grades of information useful for building managers to
understand. The usefulness of this method lies in the fact that
a variety of performance aspects can be analysed to formulate
data from different sources such as measured building data,
predicted data from simulation model or utility provider data
from dynamic tariffs. The class diagram representation of the
scenario modelling method is given in Figure 1. In different
scenarios, specific aspects are considered (see aspect list in
Table 1) in building objects (zones/ spaces). They have specific
objectives, which are driven by metrics. Once the datum
sources for these metrics are quantified, the results are
formulated. Each metric definition contains only one formula
that may access raw data from any number (denoted as N) of
predefined data streams.

This mechanism helps in the comparison of measured and
simulated data. O’Donnell et al. [1] have presented some
hypothetical and real life examples in their work, such as
reduction of zone temperature, evaluation of system heating
performance and comparing indoor comfort and energy
consumption. Each scenario deals with some performance
aspects whose objectives involve enhancement of certain
metrics. This is achieved by comparing measured and
simulated data sources, which in turn facilitate the
development of algorithms.
2

RESEARCHAPPROACH

The approach taken is that which yields the greatest benefits
for homeowners. Given the large number of owner occupied
houses in Ireland, a mechanism of fulfilling the needs of the
owners/ occupants is significant. The selection of the aspects
has been made based on the literature review and it is possible
to quantify these aspects into performance objectives with
definitive performance metrics that will have a two-fold
function – 1) achieving significant energy savings and
enhancing Building Energy Performance (BEP), 2)
influencing the decision of homeowners by demonstrating
visible energy savings and aesthetic upgradation. Table 1
presents the performance aspects that have been selected for
this research and their corresponding sources. This list is nonexhaustive nor final, being open for further editions. In this
paper, only the performance aspect ‘Lighting’ has been
analysed in detail, and studies on the other performance
aspects will be the consequent parts of the research.

Figure 1 - Class diagram representation of the scenario-modelling method [1]
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Table 1- Performance aspect selected for this research and corresponding
sources

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Performance aspect
Lighting
Visualisation
Interior comfort conditions
Building acoustics
Renovation scheduling
Sustainability (LCA)
Legislation
Health and safety
Retrofitting costs and payback
Pro-environmental attitude (human

Source
[2]–[9]
[10][11]
[2], [12]–[14]
[15], [16]
[17], [18]
[10], [16], [19], [20]
[2], [21], [22]
[23]–[25]
[10], [26]
[27], [28]

Building systems are complex. Most, if not all, of the
performance aspects are linked in a certain way. Performance
of one aspect more often than not, affects the performance of
the other. Figure 2 presents an interdependency diagram,
depicting the relationship between the performance aspects of
a built environment.

x

3

components, interior environment, HVAC and DHW and
renovation scheduling.
An accurate life cycle assessment helps retrofitting cost
and payback analysis, which directly depends on
performance metrics – energy cost/ savings, investment
costs and payback period.
PERFORMANCEASPECTENERGYEFFICIENTLIGHTING

The scenario-modelling method recognises conventional
performance analysis contexts and categorises them as
building objects. These building objects can be micro (zone)
or macro (building site, building portfolio or simply building).
Figure 4 presents the performance aspects of the building
energy optimisation framework.
In this paper, only one performance aspect – lighting – has
been analysed only. The relationship between the aspects and
its performance objectives, metrics, algorithms and
measurements have been presented in Table 4. The data sources
have been identified and algorithms for artificial lighting of a
space have been developed in section 4.
The lighting consideration for a whole building should be
done zone or space wise, since the lighting requirement for
each zone is different from the other. The performance
objective is to optimise lighting, based on certain metrics
provided in standard guides and technical documents [2]–[9].
The recommended lighting requirement for a dwelling has
been provided by the Chartered Institution of Building
Engineers [7], and presented in Table 2. The guide provides
standard options in using light sources, energy efficient
automatic lighting controls, maintenance, emergency lighting
and luminaire types, among other aspects.
Table 2 – The CIBSE recommended lighting levels (developed from [7])

Figure 2 - Performance interdependency diagram

The diagram is under development and will be revised with
further ongoing research. Some salient features of the diagram
are given below:
x Lighting and wall/ roofs/ windows have common metrics
(glazing type and window - wall/roof ratio) that drive the
performance of these aspects.
x The lighting of the room generates internal heat gain,
and there is also heat gain from the occupants as well,
which affects the internal comfort conditions of the
space indirectly.
x The characteristics of lighting and building components
such walls, roofs, windows, doors indirectly affect the
visual properties of the building.
x Interior comfort conditions depend directly on certain
performance metrics with indirect inputs from wall/ roof/
window features and other building components.
x Renovation scheduling is directly dependent on the
occupancy schedule of the tenants/ homeowners and the
renovation crew as well as spatial info and building
configuration.
x Life cycle assessment of a building can only be possible
with information from lighting conditions, building
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Building zone or space

Recommended illuminance (lux)

Entrances
Corridors

200
100 for daytime, 20 for night time

Stairs, stairwells, and lift
lobbies

100 on the treads

Bathrooms and toilets

100 for toilets, 150 for bathrooms

Bedroom
Living room and kitchens
External lighting

100
200
10 for pathways and car parks, 20-30
for care homes with transition
between interior and exterior areas

4
4.1

ALGORITHMDEVELOPMENTFORACHIEVING
PERFORMANCEOBJECTIVESOFLIGHTINGFRAMEWORK
Formulae for calculating power (Wtotal) required for
lightingasperstandarddesignilluminance(IL)

The first step of the algorithm development is to find the
total power (Wtotal) required to light a space up to the CIBSE
recommended illuminance levels [7] shown in Table 2. To do
so, it is required to find out the lighting power density (LPD)
of the light source, which is the ratio of the room illuminance
(IL, measured in lux or lumens/m2) and the light output
effectiveness (OE, measured in lumens/ watt). LPD is the
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wattage of power required for each square meter of floor
space
(1)
LPD= [IL/OE] (W/m2)
Illuminance (IL) here is the lux level to which the lighting
needs to be powered (say, 200 lux for the living room and
kitchen, obtained from Table 2, which should be catered by
both natural and artificial sources). Natural light contribution
is described briefly in sub-section 7.1.
Output effectiveness (OE) is product of the luminous
efficacy (LE, measured in lumens/ watt) with depreciation
factors such as LLD (lamp lumen depreciation), LDD
(luminaire dirt depreciation), CU (coefficient of utilisation),
TC (thermal coefficient), all measured in percentages.
OE = [LE x CU x LLD x LDD] (lm/W)
(2)
Light efficacy (LE) of a lighting source is the ratio of the
light output (lm, measured in lumens) and the power (W,
measured in watts), given by equation
(3).
(3)
LE= [lm /W] (lm/W)
The coefficient of utilisation (CU) is a percentage that
depends on the fixture used for the light source. It determines
the optical efficiency of the secondary optical device, which is
the fixture [6]. The LED luminaire design guide [6],
developed by CREE Inc., suggests assuming a specific
percentage for reflectivity and also the light hitting the
reflector cup of the fixture. Equation
(4) gives the
formula for coefficient of utilisation.
CU = [(100% x UL) + (RF x RL)] (%)
(4)
Where, UL = un-reflected light/ incident light, RF = fixture
reflectivity, RL = percentage of light hitting the reflector cup.
For all light sources besides LEDs, LLD is commonly
calculated as the ratio of mean to initial lumens, where mean
lumens are defined as the output at a certain percentage of
rated life, based on the lumen depreciation curve for a specific
product [5]. In contrast, when quantity of light is an important
design consideration, the IES recommends using an LLD of
not greater than 0.70 for LEDs, regardless of the rated lifetime
or lumen depreciation characteristics of the product [8]. The
default value of LLD for compact fluorescent lamps (CFLs) is
given as 0.92 in the IES handbook [8].
The General Electric (GE) Company, in their product
catalogues [29] use typical luminaire dirt depreciation (LDD)
values extracted from the IES lighting handbook [8]. Table 3
presents those values, which have been used in the section 7,
for analysing the light sources for the selecting the best option
of lamps.
Table 3 - Typical luminaire dirt depreciation (LDD) value [29]

Typical luminaire dirt
depreciation
Environment (dirt level)
Enclosed fixtures
Enclosed and filtered
Open and ventilated

Light
0.94
0.97
0.94
0.94

Medium
0.86
0.93
0.84
0.86

Heavy
0.77
0.88
0.74
0.77

Figure 3- Building operational energy optimisation framework (lighting
aspect described in detail in Table 1)

It has to be mentioned here that a constant (Csurface) should
be taken into consideration to account the surface reflectivity,
room surface dirt depreciation, colour and other similar
factors. These factors affect the effectiveness of the incident
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light. For example, a lighter coloured wall would decrease the
LPD while dirt on the same would increase it. However, due
to lack of datasets, this constant has not been considered in the
case study calculations in section 7.
The LPD is the power required to light a square metre of
space. So, to find the total power (Wtotal, measured in watts) to
light up the whole space, LPD is multiplied with the total
floor space (TFA, measured in m2) it is supposed to light,
given by equation (5).
(5)
Wtotal = [LPD x TFA] (W)
Once the Wtotal is calculated, dividing it by the wattage of
the light source (Wsource) and rounding it up to the nearest
whole number gives the number of light sources (N) required:
(6)
N = Wtotal / Wsource
4.2

Formulae for calculating energy consumption and
costsperannum

The second step of the algorithm development is to find the
energy consumption for power required to light the space.
Once the number of light sources are determined, the power
delivered to the room can be found out by multiplying N with
the power per lamp (Wsource). The energy consumption for the
space for a period of time (E) in kWh is calculated using:
E=[N x Wsource x 3600 x 2.8 x 10-7 x hours x days)] (7)
(kWh)
According to the Dwelling Energy Assessment Procedure
(DEAP) [2] issued by the Sustainable Energy Authority of
Ireland (SEAI), winter months are from October to May (243
days) and summer is June to September (122 days). It is very
important that the calculations for energy consumption for a
year be done separately for winter and summer months, since
the number of hours of lighting will be different. Energy costs
for lighting for a given space is given by:
(8)
Cyear = [(Ewinter + ESummer) x CkWh] (€)
where Cyear = annual energy costs, Ewinter = energy consumption
in winter months, ESummer = energy consumption in summer
months, CkWh = cost of electricity per unit of electricity.
4.3

Formulaeforcalculatingpowerwastageandpotential
energysavingsfromlighting

The final step of the algorithm development is to calculate
power wastage and formulate the potential energy savings per
year. The product of N and Wsource gives the total power of
light delivered to the room (Wprov). The difference between
Wtotal and Wprov provides the power wastage for the space
(9). So, it is evident that there needs to be a proper selection of
light sources, in order to reduce the power wastage.
(9)
Wwastage = [Wprov – Wtotal] (W)
Potential energy savings (Esavings) per year can then be
calculated by the equation
(10) . As with the energy
consumption (E), the potential energy savings calculation
should be done separately for winter and summer months, for
greater accuracy.
(10)
Esavings= [Wwastage x2.7 x 10-7x time] (kWh/year)
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5

ASSIGNINGALGORITHMSTOTHEBUILDING
OPERATIONALENERGYOPTIMISATIONFRAMEWORK

Table 4 vividly presents of the performance objectives,
metrics, formulae and datum sources of the performance
aspect – lighting. The objectives of the lighting design are to
achieve energy savings, minimise power wastage, while
maintaining design lighting illuminance (constraint). The
performance metrics on which these goals depend are the
lamp efficacy, lamp depreciation factors and surface constant.
The performance objectives are attained with the help of
equation 10, while the other equations (1-9, 11-13) help
construct the main formula. LPD, Wtotal, E, Wprov, Wsource Cyear
are the data sources used ascertaining the formulae. They
together make up datum 1 - Wwastage and datum 2 - Esavings. The
simulated results for energy savings and lighting power
requirement is done in the BIM of the zone space. However,
this is outside the scope of the paper, whose objective is
algorithm development for measuring data.
Table 4 – Relationship between performance objectives, performance

metrics and algorithms for lighting
Performance
objectives
1. Achieve
energy savings
(Esavings)
2. Minimise
power wastage
(Wwastage)
Constraint Maintain design
illuminance (IL)

6

Performance
metrics
Lamp efficacy (LE),
Lamp depreciation
factors (CU, TC,
LLD, LDD),
Surface constant
(Csurface - for
reflectivity, room
surface dirt
depreciation, colour
and similar)

Formulae
Esavings =
[Wwastage x
2.7 x 10-7
x time]
(kWh/
year)

Datum
sources
Esavings and
Wwastage
which
include LPD, Wtotal,
E, Wprov,
Cyear,
Wsource

ALGORITHMFORNATURALLIGHTING

During daylight time, natural light is combined with
artificial sources to achieve target illuminance in lux
(lumens/m2). IL, mentioned in the previous sections, is
illuminance that should be achieved only by artificial light.
So, equation 11 shows the deduction for the part illuminated
by natural light (ILnat) is the difference of the total illuminance
(ILtotal) and the IL.
(11)
ILnat = [ILtotal – IL] (lumens/ m2)
Daylight factor (DF) is the ratio of the light level inside a
space, which is ILnat, to the light level outside the structure
(ILext). So, ILnat in terms of DF and light level outside the
space (ILext) is given by:
(12)
ILnat = [DF x ILext ] (lumens/ m2)
The daylight reaching any point inside a room is usually
made up of three components: sky component (SC), externally
reflected component (ERC), internally reflected component
(IRC) [6]. If no external obstruction exists, the externally
reflected component is omitted. In side-lit rooms, the
maximum DF is near the windows, and it is mainly due to the
sky component. Daylight factor is used to assess the adequacy
of daylight, given by:
DF = (Awin x T x )/ (Aintsurf x ((1-R2)) (%) (13)
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where Awin = window glazing area in m2, Aintsurf = total area of
internal surfaces in m2, T is the glass transmittance corrected
for dirt,  is visible sky angle in degrees from the centre of the
window, R is the average reflectance of area Aintsurf.
7

APPLYINGALGORITHMSONACASESTUDYSPACE

An important part of any research is validation. The
algorithms generated in section 4 and 6 have been tested on a
case study space. The space is a living room area in a semidetached house in Dublin. The area of the room is 12.51 sqm
and is presently using incandescent lighting sources.
7.1

Contributionofnaturallightingtodesignlux

Using the algorithms from section 6 for natural daylighting,
on the case study living room having Aintsurf of 60 sqm and
glazing area of 1.6 sqm (62% of total window area), natural
light incidence angle () of 73°, average reflectance (R) as 0.6
(value given in BS-EN12464-2011 [30]) and transmittance of
0.6 (standard for double glazed glass), the average natural
internal illuminance (ILnat) comes to 20 lux. This calculation
is done for an overcast day, the outdoor illuminance for 1075
lux [30]. This fraction is deducted from the design lux, and the
rest is supplied by the artificial lighting design.
7.2

Selectionofcasestudylightsources

8 kinds of light sources (2 CFLs, 4 LEDs and 2
incandescent) have been analysed and tested on the sample
area, based on the lighting consideration in table 3. The idea is
to test these sources on a smaller space, and then use the same
set of algorithms for a larger area or zone-groups.
Though the exact nature and characteristics of the actual
lamps used in the room are unknown, the two types of
incandescent sources selected in the analysis should provide a
fair idea of the electricity consumption for lighting the spaces
up to the required level of 180 (200 - 20) lux. All the bulbs
used are samples from the GE lighting sources catalogue [29].
The different light sources selected show varying degree of
efficacy. One may question why lamps with different
illuminance is chosen. This is simply to analyse which is more
efficient – less number of high illuminance sources or more
lamps with lesser nominal lumens. The same fixture
properties have been taken for all light sources, so as to
maintain parity in analysis. It has been assumed that 60% of
the light will hit the reflector cup and the reflectivity of the
fixture is 85%, as per the CREE technical report [6]. The
coefficient of utilisation (CU) then comes to 91% (calculating
as per equation (4). Thermal losses are taken as 15%, as per
the IES lighting handbook [8], so TC=85%.
7.3

excess power. For N lamps, the annual energy consumption is
denoted by E and Cyear is the annual energy costs for lighting
the space.
The primary factor that affects energy consumption of a
lighting source is the efficacy (LE) of the lamp. Incandescent
sources normally have extremely low LEs, and they tend to be
relatively costly compared to CFL and LED sources. This is
evident from the column representing E and Cyear, for
Incandescent 1 and Incandescent 2 lamps.
Table 5 – Computed critical properties of selected light sources

Light
source
CFL 1
CFL 2
LED 1
LED 2
LED 3
LED 4
Incandescent 1
Incandescent 2

7.4

LE
Lm/w
65
79
77
80
78
60

OE
Lm/w
40
49
47
49
48
37

Wtotal

Wprov

N

E

Cyear

W/m
4.5
3.7
3.8
3.7
3.8
4.9

W
56
46
48
46
47
61

W
69
76
52
49
50
63

No.
3
2
4
1
10
14

kWh
218
240
164
155
157
199

(€)
43
47
32
30
31
39

LPD
2

9

6

32.7

409

425

15

1344

262

13

8

22.1

277

300

3

949

185

Findings

Figure 4 shows a relationship graph between the output
effectiveness (OE) and the annual lighting energy
consumption for the room. Remarkably, though CFL 1 has a
lower OE of 40 lumen/ watt, it only consumes 218 kWh in a
year. Compared to that, CFL 2 has an OE of 49 lumens/ watt,
but it needs 240 kwh/year of electricity to keep the area
lighted at the recommended levels. The LED sources show
pattern, with slight variance in the (E/OE) ratio. The
performance of LED 4 in comparison is slightly worse than its
other CFL and LED counterparts. The incandescent lights
show extremely poor performance in comparison to the other
light sources.

Computation of critical properties of selected light
sources

Table 5 presents the light sources and the calculated values
of OE, LPD, Wtotal, Wprov, N, E, Cyear. LE is the design
luminous efficacy of the sources. The effect of the
depreciation factors (CU, TC, LLD, LDD) is quite evident and
the OE is approx. 60% for most of the sources. Wprov is the
cumulative power provided by N lamps. For instance, the
nominal power for CFL 1 provided by the manufacturer is 23.
Therefore, 3 lamps are needed to provide more than 56W,
which is the requirement of the room. (69-56) = 13W is the

Figure 4 - Effect of output effectiveness (OE) on annual lighting energy
consumption (E) of the room.

Figure 5 is a combination line chart that compares the
annual energy costs for lighting of the room to the potential
savings of the same. The two lines are far from symmetrical,
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proving the importance of proper source selection for spaces.
The ratio of the power required (Wtotal) to the area of the room
(TFA) which gives the LPD (watt/m2) is extremely important
for the selection as well. The combination of powers of
different bulb sources should be such that Wwastage is
minimum. So, though efficacy (LE) is an important criterion
for selection of the light sources, the pivotal one is the
typology of selection.

walls, location of furniture and controls are extremely
important for proper space lighting. These factors will be
studied in further research and their interdependencies will be
identified in similar case studies. To fully implement this
framework, the measured value from these algorithms will
also be calibrated with the simulated results from the energy
calculations of the BIM. The framework will then be tested on
other different buildings.
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light sources. Although, the efficacy of a lamp is known to be
the most important factor for lamp selection, it has to be kept
in mind that a more efficient lamp will not necessarily
translate into the most energy savings, as evident from the
findings. Room size, reflective angles and characteristics of
walls and other surfaces, focal points of sources, bends in
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ABSTRACT: The growing demand of deep façade retrofits in refurbishment projects across Europe, is often accompanied by
low-energy targets and architectural attributes. Factors like variability in context, material, environment and composite
construction types and comfort requirements, often complicate the façade retrofits. It becomes difficult to generalise the method
of retrofit for each building case. A proper understanding of the diagnostics and intervention principles improves the overall
cognizance of retrofits with other systems and sub-systems. Passive retrofit strategies offer great potential to reduce the energy
demand of non-domestic buildings. This paper presents a review of research and passive intervention methods that can act as
guiding principles for modern façade retrofits for post-war non-domestic buildings and maintain the integrity of the building to
provide higher human comfort levels and improved energy performance.
KEY WORDS: Retrofits, Energy efficiency, Passive design strategies
1

INTRODUCTION

The post-1945 economic boom almost doubled the building
stocks in many European countries [1]. It was responsible for
the growth of non-domestic buildings such as office,
commercial, health and educational facilities. Approximately
37% of the non-domestic building stock (age between 31-50
yrs.) are likely to get retrofits in the next 20 years [2].
Buildings from this period are generally characterized with
poor insulation, large single glazed façades, larger floor
plates, high costs for energy, and carbon footprints. Nondomestic buildings in Europe account for 25% of the total
stock and it is a well observed fact that they have greater
energy consumption per unit of floor area compared to
dwellings [3]. Occupants experience high thermal discomfort
that further leads to a reduction in productivity levels in these
buildings. It has been advised to prioritize the need for
reducing energy demand through retrofitting [4]. Often in
refurbishment projects, façade retrofits are undertaken to fix
maintenance problems, translate into costly interventions
especially for overcoming energy failure and architectural
decay. This study highlights the importance of development of
guidelines for retrofitting such buildings to meet the current
energetic requirements. Planning the retrofits strategically
with effective diagnosis of problems would result in huge
reduction of capital costs, operational and embodied energy,
improvement in indoor environment, air quality, thermal
comfort and disruption caused in the building. These end
benefits can potentially be reduced by deep retrofit of the
existing façades.
1.1

Buildingstock

during the years 1945 to 1975 when the building regulations
were not stringent and had little focus on energy conservation
[6]. New technologies resulted in acceptance of the glass and
metal curtain walls and realisation of machine made
envelopes [7]. The implementation of poor building
technology employed in these buildings and high-energy
consumption are well-defined traits to identify them [3]. They
followed an international, modernist and minimal style
architecture, which is uniform across many of the nondomestic buildings from that period [8]. A prominent category
of buildings from this period, have, either partially or fully
glazed façades. After the energy crises in 1970’s thermal
energy efficiency of buildings gained importance in the
legislations across Europe [3]. Therefore, this study focuses
on these buildings, which are potentially promising to
investigate the façade retrofit opportunities and energy
savings.
1.2

Methodology

The aim of this study is to identify different technical
diagnosis and passive (without active mechanical systems)
intervention methods used to improve the energy efficiency
and quality of building under the following aspects:
x Post-war glazed façades
x Passive environmental strategies
x Low- emission refurbishment
Further, a comprehensive literature review demonstrates the
diagnosis of defects with the limitations of passive
interventions in façade retrofits for achieving energy
efficiency. Active systems and methods are out of scope of
this paper.

In the non-domestic sector of Europe, building refurbishments
offer greater opportunities than building new energy efficient
buildings to meet Europe’s emission targets, as new buildings
represent annually less than 1.5% of the total building stock
[5]. The post-war non-domestic buildings are generally built
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2

BUILDINGPHYSICS

2.1

Energy efficiency, thermal performance and moisture
control

Energy efficient retrofit has become a focal point of
construction activity in Europe after EU mandates [9,10].
There is an evident influence of façade retrofits on the total
energy loads and internal environment conditions with respect
to thermal and moisture balance. The infill panels, the frame
construction, spandrel and other perimeter areas affects the
thermal performance of glazing systems [11]. Better High
performance insulating surfaces hold a direct reduction in the
surface temperatures and the risk of radiant temperature
asymmetry is minimised. It also blocks the downdraft of cold
air descending through the glazed surfaces and heating
systems influence on comfort is reduced [12]. Generally, large
glazed surfaces are associated with the objectives of building
physics, materials, components and climatic response of the
building [13]. This can guide us further into taking down the
information and evaluate them based on retrofitting
objectives. Moisture protection is the main objective of
glazing systems but poor systems can allow water to penetrate
through gravity, kinetic energy, air pressure difference,
surface tension, and capillary action [14].
2.2

Humancomfort

One of the most important component of human comfort in
retrofits is the perceived room temperature [15]. With large
glazed façades, there is a high possibility of uneven surface
temperatures [16]. Figure 1 indicates the comfortable
temperature range for surrounding surfaces. A study
conducted by Lyons et. al [17] which evaluated generic
glazing systems from clear single panes to high performance
glass for comfort impacts, concluded that direct solar load has
major influence on comfort and draft effects are higher with
large glazed façades.

windows and extractor fans can control the natural ventilation.
Other ventilation measures such as ducts and atria can
optimise the cross-ventilation of the building. In nonresidential buildings, an even distribution of daylight as far
into the building as possible is essential. Daylight optimisation
measures with larger windows can improve the daylighting in
the spaces [19]. However, large areas of glazing increase the
thermal loads in the summer and the sunshades required to
combat this can lessen the amount of daylight entering the
building.
One of the most cost effective ways to improve the façade
are the passive design strategies, which can deeply reduce the
thermal loads of the building. Section 6 will elaborate more on
passive interventions and their effects. Passive interventions
are based on design strategies like: passive heating, passive,
cooling, passive ventilation and daylighting [20].
According to Rey [7], interventions on building façades are
significant as they are linked to technical installations. There
can be three types of strategies for retrofitting:
1. Stabilization
strategy:
Holds
incremental
interventions, that does not modify the appearance
2. Substitution strategy: Consists of complete
replacement and transforms the appearance and
substance
3. Double- skin façade strategy: Partially stabilises the
façade and add a new glass skin, preserving the
original state of the façade.
4

FAÇADESYSTEMS

Flat sheets of polished cast mirror glass and drawn window
glass were the most common types of glass used in buildings
until the rise of double glazing (two panes of glass separated
by strips of aluminium) in the post war period [21]. Some of
the most common glazing systems observed in the post-war
non-domestic buildings in Europe are shown in Table 1 [22].
Table 1: Common post-war glazing systems in Europe
Stick systems

Unitised systems

Panelized systems

Spandrel panel ribbon glazing

Figure 1: Comfort in relation to the interior air temperature
and the temperature of the surroundings [12]
3

RETROFITCONCEPTS

In an energy efficient refurbishment, the construction
standards of the existing building are upgraded to comply with
retrofit norms and regulations [18]. Possible construction
upgrades for post-war non-domestic buildings include
improving the thermal insulation, eliminating thermal bridges,
renewal glazing or windows, and solar heat gain reduction by
providing sunshades, or retrofitting of thermal mass in the
form of latent storage media [12]. Providing weatherproof
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Stick systems consist of vertical members (mullions) and
horizontal members (transoms) anchored to the structural
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frame. Glass or other panels are then fixed into the openings
of the metal grid. Unitised systems are panels that are preassembled prior to installation in the field and then units are
stacked to form mullions and transoms. Panelised systems
utilise features of unitised and stick systems where
prefabricated units are attached to already installed mullions.
These systems later developed into more efficient curtain
walling systems such as structural sealant glazing and point
fixed structural glazing. They were constructed with timber
sections, aluminium sections or rolled steel sections with a
coating to prevent corrosion [23].
5

x Table 3: Problems in glazed façades
Problem
Water
penetration

Causes
Improper design
Improper
installation
Glazing leaks
Sealant failures
Weatherstripping
Thermal break
shrinkage
Improper repairs

Location
Glazing pockets
Internal gutter or
flashings
Glazing joints
Property of sealant
Operable windows

Air leakage
and thermal
discomfort
Condensation

No air barrier
and thermal
breaks
No insulation

Acoustics

Loose infills, air
leakage
Electrolytic
action
Poor
connections
High wind loads

Operable window vents,
joints at mullions,
defective sealant joints
Perimeter joints, mullions
near spandrel
Junctions and joints

FAÇADEFAILURES

5.1

Driveroffaçaderetrofits

To improve the serviceability and indoor environmental
conditions majority of façade retrofits are planned for nondomestic buildings. The service life of a building is generally
60 years but building components have shorter duration. Table
2 gives an indication of the age of the components desired for
retrofitting the façade [12].
Table 2: Life time expectancies of envelope components [12]
Component
Render, façades
Windows
Insulating glass units
Building envelope as a whole

Min. (yrs.)
30
25
20
20

Max. (yrs.)
60
40
35
60

Diagnosis would have been very simple if there was just
one solution to the existing problems. Several defects or
combinations of defects cause the façades to fail. The failures
can be due to physical problems, material failure due to
ageing, detailing failure, maintenance failure or outmoded and
obsolete production of façade components [24]. These are the
major drivers of façade retrofits and they are responsible for
acceleration in deterioration [25]. Table 3 indicates the
general problems with glazed façades, their probable cause
and locations.
Marradi et al. [26] performed a process mapping with
experts for glass façade renovations and found that the main
issue while dealing with existing façades is the complexity in
assessment of its current performance. The suggestion
encompassed to evaluate the existing façade performance
through sensor based monitoring or in-situ tests with regard to
thermal and structural conditions.
5.2
5.2.1

Diagnosisoffaçadefailures
Survey of existing structure

The cataloguing and description of damages including
earlier repairs is a crucial step in retrofit planning. A
differential analysis of the causes of damages is advised by
Schittich [13] to address:
x Ageing, material fatigue and wear and tear
x Poor/non-existent maintenance and upkeep
x Inexpert repairs or renovations
x User behavior in terms of heating and cooling
x Status of building technology and standards of the time
x Planning and production errors

Material
failures
Structure
failure

Mullion system
Drainage holes and joints

Frame joints with
structure, coatings
Frame

Visual inspection is necessary for primary qualitative data
collection prior to detailed inspection about the building and it
is effective if reflected in performance evaluation of the
façade [12]. A number of surveys can integrate the concept of
visual inspection, to check conformance to design documents,
load and environmental conditions, external appearance,
interior condition and supporting services [18].
5.2.2

Inspection and measurements

There are established standard practices for inspections and
measurements which can positively be employed for
identifying the performance issues [27]. ISO 12655:2013
governs the calculation of measured energy use in buildings.
Air-tightness and air-infiltration testing is done through
blower door test (ISO 9972:2015). Infiltration rates can be
measured using tracer gas measurements (ISO 12569:2012).
Thermal imaging aids in identification of thermal bridges, air
and moisture penetration (ISO 6781:2015). For nondestructive tests, dielectric meters perform the surface
scanning to quantify the presence of moisture. The Glaser or
dew point method helps to study the occurrence of interstitial
condensation for steady-state interior and exterior climate
conditions, for assessment with respect damage to component
(ISO 13788:2012). Figure 2 illustrates an example of the
condensation point analysis in a wall assembly.
For in-situ, measurement of thermal resistance and thermal
transmittance of opaque elements of the existing façade
thermofluxometry is used (ISO 9869-1:2014). ISO
15099:2003 assists to assess the thermal performance of
fenestrations and shading devices. Spectrometer can also be
used to measure the glazing emissivity.
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mapped against the actions and strategies from the analysis of
literature. They can be utilised for their benefits towards the
reduction in energy loads and improvement in indoor comfort
levels for post-war non-domestic buildings.
Table 4: Passive design strategies and respective elements
Design
elements
Building
shape
Buffer spaces
High
performance
glazing

Figure 2 Example of condensation analysis in a wall
assembly
5.2.3

Analysis and evaluation

A detailed analysis and evaluation of the collected
information is very critical for broader decision-making
before commencing retrofits based on uncertainties such as
financial risks involved, time required, cost benefits and
lifecycle scenarios [28]. The preparation of the diagnosis
scenario can involve mapping the overall determination of
façade condition and quantitative information about its energy
performance. The methodologies must be developed
according to a set of procedures with a logical sequence in
order to adopt a proper solution, since many failures in
interventions result from the inexistence or inadequacy of
diagnosis [29]. Diagnosis or other expert systems can be
utilised for logical diagnosis of defects using data banks,
charts, fault tree tools or knowledge based systems [30].
Therefore, this study discusses the passive retrofit
interventions for façades to ascertain their impact and
benefits.
6

PASSIVERETROFITINTERVENTIONS

Considering the environmental approach, passive
retrofitting strategies are ideal but the choice of passive
system/s is difficult to adopt for existing buildings where the
other systems and sub-systems are already in place. Therefore
interventions can build upon four basic strategies build upon,
1) Heat loss in summer, 2) Overheating in summer, 3) Natural
ventilation measures and 4) Daylight utilisation opportunities
[31]. Passive retrofit strategies can have deep impact on
thermal loads of post-war glazed façades with measures such
as shading, fabric insulation, reduction in glazing area, and
adaptive controls [5].
6.1

Passivedesignstrategies

Passive design strategies can be an individual or a
combination of passive design elements for the retrofit of
façades. Table 4 lists common passive design elements
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Operable
windows
Solar shading
(operable/
fixed)
Thermal Mass
Light colours
High
performance
insulation
Air and
moisture
tightness
Natural
lighting
improvement
WWR (wall
window ratio)
Waste heat
recovery

Application

Extensions, sunspaces,
balconies
Ventilated, double skin,
atriums, glazed balconies
Clear/ low-e/double/ triple
glazing, aerogel glazing,
vacuum glazing,
switchable reflective,
SPD film, fritting
Size, placement, low
conductance frames
external sunshades,
louvres, blinds,
overhangs, vertical fins
PCM, aerated concrete
Colour of exterior finishes
PCM, vacuum insulation
panels

Passive design
strategies
H C V D
◆

◆

◆

◆
◆

◆

◆

◆

◆

◆

◆

◆

◆

◆

◆
◆

Caulking/sealing
◆

Reflective blinds, light
shelves, clerestories
Low(N/E), high (S/W)
Mixed mode heatrecovery ventilation

◆

◆

◆

◆

◆
◆

Note: H: heating, C: cooling, V: ventilation, D: daylighting

Research and case studies in literature suggest that passive
methods for façades cannot only save significant energy but
also improve comfort levels in the existing office and
commercial buildings [32]. A study by RIBA investigated use
of passive design strategies in refurbishment of an office
building built in 1970’s [5]. The reduction in primary energy
consumption achieved was 64%. Hestnes et. al [33] studied
retrofitting scenarios with passive design strategies on office
buildings and was able to reduce the energy loads to
<100kWh/m2/year. Façade interventions are fundamental to
deep retrofits and aim to achieve efficiency of more than 50%
in energy reduction [34]. Cellai et. al [35] simulated the
effects of shading device typologies for energy efficient
refurbishment of existing buildings and presented a
comparative analysis that determined the effects on thermal
and visual comfort. The effect of double layer glass façades
was also studied for office buildings by Brunoro and Rinaldi
[36] through several case studies where the energy
performance before intervention was 250-270 kWh/m2 that
got reduced to about 30-40% after retrofit.
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6.2

Scaleandcostofinterventions

The original structure undergoing refurbishment holds
several perplexities of preservation and conservation. They
require critical understanding before approaching for any
refurbishment measures.
Six intervention approaches are discussed by Samuel [37]
as shown in Table 5 below.
Table 5: Types of intervention methodologies (adapted)[37]
Approach
Abstention

Activity
Do nothing

Mitigation

Around the
façade

Reconstitution

On
the
façade
Direct
replacement
Different
than
original
Controlled
demolition

Substitution
Circumvention

Acceleration

Cost
Directly
proportional
to risk (loss
of property)
Inexpensive

Action
-

Inexpensive

Band
aidrepairs,
selective
reconstruction
Over cladding

Expensive

Recladding

Expensive

New
and
different
façade
Removal

Very
expensive

Doing nothing is less costly than doing something initially,
but ultimately it costs in terms of the loss of the components
or building [38]. Mitigation involves treatment to selective
portions of façade demanding attention and left untouched due
to limitation of budgets or avoidance of disturbance.
Mitigation is an inexpensive approach [39]. Reconstitution in
a similar way is inexpensive, as the existing façade remains as
it is and an additional layer is provided to meet the required
objectives of energy and façade preservation [37].
Substitution requires complete replacement of façade and its
components, such as re-cladding [38]. On the other hand,
most expensive options include circumvention and
acceleration that have high carbon footprint and are less
desirable for energy efficient retrofits but may be unavoidable
in some situations [37]. A recent study on cost of
refurbishments evaluated that major causes of disparity in EU
are market practices, maturity and quality and experience [40]
.
6.3

Generally, building envelope repair and replacement costs
contribute 20–30% of the overall building repair and
maintenance life cycle costs [42]. An example of cold climate
building upgrade using LCC is shown in Figure 3, where
envelope only modifications contributed to up to 60% energy
savings during the buildings’ service life of 30 years [43].
This supports that passive interventions to façade retrofits can
potentially reduce the energy consumption to a significant
level.

Figure 3: LCC curves in a moderate climate [43]

There exists a lack of regulations or protocols for evaluation
of production energy requirements in retrofitting [44]. The
use of regulated values for the production, maintenance and
disposal of materials will lead to greater energy savings and
measurable use of energy resources in retrofits [22]. Three
façade variations in a hypothetical assessment in Figure 4
showed variations in embodied energy (surface area 50m2)- a)
fully glazed- 515 kWh/a- 185%, b) partially glazed- 423
kWh/a- 152% and c) totally closed- 278 kWh/a- 100%. The
diagnosis and interventions if planned strategically can reduce
the
environmental
impact
in
terms
of cumulative embodied energy and operational energy during
buildings life cycle.

Lifecycleimpactofinterventions

Façade retention for protected structures promotes
sustainability and reduces the embodied and operational
energy compared to new builds [41]. Boardman suggests that
cheapest way to achieve zero carbon requirements is through
refurbishment to higher standard [4]. Life cycle studies
(LCA/LCCA) are among least included ones in planning stage
of façade retrofits or in general, in the refurbishment projects
[25]. On a general note, the overall impact of refurbishment
will always be lesser than demolition or new builds due to the
embodied energy contained in the materials [5].

Figure 4: Glazing scenarios to evaluate embodied energy [31]
7

CONCLUSIONS

The complexities in retrofitting the post-war façades require
greater collective understanding of the functional, economic
and environmental requirements to meet the challenges of
current regulations and EPBD targets. A logical sequence
based on the knowledge systems that address various surveys,
inspections and measurements according to standards and
evaluation addressing risks and uncertainties, should lead to
the selection of the appropriate diagnostic techniques. The
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passive intervention opportunities offer higher energy savings
and increased thermal comfort. Handling the issues of
embodied and operational energy during the life cycle of
building should involve careful consideration about the scale
and cost of interventions. Well-established guidelines and
protocols are needed to identify the optimum intervention
levels for the retrofit of post- war glazed façades.
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ABSTRACT: The paper describes some examples of innovative developments in the 4-year undergraduate Civil Engineering
curriculum at UCD. The developments described were undertaken to stimulate active learning and higher order thinking. The
paper focuses on innovations in what and how engineering students learn. In particular, the following examples of innovative
teaching and learning strategies will be described in the paper:
(a)
The introduction of free elective modules for undergraduate engineering students;
(b)
The use of digital technology to facilitate online learning and the development of virtual laboratories;
(c)
The introduction of modules that stimulate student creativity and the use of teaching techniques such as peer-assisted
mentoring to improve student engagement.
Anecdotal evidence and quantitative student feedback suggests that the foregoing initiatives have, in general, enhanced the
student experience.
KEY WORDS: Civil Engineering education, Innovative teaching, Student engagement, University College Dublin.
1

INTRODUCTION

Civil Engineering is undergoing rapid changes, driven by
growing population demands and environmental concerns, the
information technology revolution and by scientific advances
in fields such as biotechnology and materials science.
Obviously, such changes demand that civil engineering
curricula evolve to produce graduates capable of meeting
these new challenges.
There have been numerous calls to broaden the education of
engineers and thus prepare them to serve society with an
awareness of and sensitivity to the cultural, political,
economic and social dimensions of their work [1]. Jennings et
al. [2] state that engineering students ‘need to be aware of the
importance of human as well as technical factors in the work
they do, and the need to appreciate that communication skills
and the ability to work with others are vital’. For example, the
Institution of Engineers of Ireland [3] requires that, in addition
to the normal technical competence expected of a professional
Engineer, graduates must be able to demonstrate:
x An understanding of the need for high ethical
standards in the practice of engineering,
including the responsibilities of the engineering
profession towards people and the environment;
x The ability to work effectively as an individual,
in teams and in multi-disciplinary settings
together with the capacity to undertake lifelong
learning;
x The ability to communicate effectively with the
engineering community and with society at
large.
The University College Dublin (UCD) Strategy for Education
and Student Experience Framework document 2015-2020 [4]
states that:

‘We strive to give our students a holistic education, instilling
in them a desire to learn and create, to question and reason, to
innovate and to contribute to society at all levels’.
This paper, as illustrated in Figure 1, will describe the changes
in the Civil Engineering curriculum at UCD with the
objectives of:
(a) dovetailing into the overall University educational
objective of creating innovative graduates;
(b) meeting the accreditation criteria of Engineers
Ireland;
(c) using novel methods of engaging engineering
students and making their educational experience
more rewarding;
(d) using information technology to deliver elements of
the programme in a more innovative manner.
High-calibre students

Innovative delivery

Engineering
Programme

Student engagement

Creative graduates

Figure 1. Schematic of educational objectives
at UCD Civil Engineering.
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2

CHANGESINWHATSTUDENTSLEARN

There have been many innovations in recent years to make
undergraduate education more student-centred, offering
students greater flexibility and choice in how and what they
study. The learner-centred approach facilitates students’
different aptitudes, interests, backgrounds, educational
objectives and allows students an appropriate degree of choice
in managing their own studies [5]. It accommodates varying
levels of progression and recognises different levels of
attainment. This, in turn, opens new pathways and
opportunities for non-traditional students, promoting
wider access to, and participation in, higher education.
In relation to what students learn, most university curricula
have gradually evolved into core curriculum as a specified or
fixed course of study coupled with some element of student
choice in selecting elective or optional modules. The free
elective system has played a critical role in the development
of the modern American university as we know it and is
becoming more widespread in European institutions. The
benefits of electives include:
x
adding value to the degree, enabling specialisation in
the chosen discipline or,
x
facilitating students to pursue wider interests or
explore an area that is new to the student.
The Civil Engineering programme at UCD was traditionally a
4-year bachelors degree. The introduction of the UCD
Horizons initiative in 2005 resulted in the development of
fully-modularised, semesterised and credit-based degree
programmes; each academic year is worth 60 ECTS credits.
Under the re-structured curriculum at UCD, in a given
academic year, students choose core modules from their
specific subject area, a number of options (if applicable) and
elective modules, which can be chosen from within the
student’s programme of study (in-programme electives) or
from any other programme across the entire University (nonprogramme or general electives). Table 1 summarises the
modular structure at UCD. Students can select ten credits out
of the sixty credits they take each year from any programme
across the University. The philosophy underlying this
curricular transformation is to give the freedom of choice to
students to broaden their knowledge in different areas or
deepen their knowledge in their chosen programme of study.
Crucially, Horizons facilitates the formation of graduates that
are ‘intellectually flexible and globally engaged’, central to
UCD’s Education Strategy.
Following the completion of a 3-year, 180 credit bachelor of
engineering science programme, students can choose to either:
(a) Complete a bachelors degree in one further year of
study, or
(b) Undertake a masters degree over a further two years
meeting the educational requirements for Chartered
Engineer status with Engineers Ireland.
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Table 1. General modular structure at UCD.
Module
Core
Options

Electives
(In-programme)

Electives
(General)

Comment
Students are required to take
these modules
Students may be required to
select a number of modules from
a specified suite of modules
Students can select a maximum
of 2 modules per year from a
suite of modules offered by the
programme
Students can select a maximum
of 2 modules per year from any
programme
across
the
University, subject to timetable
and space restrictions

In line with Engineers Ireland and the Bologna requirements,
undergraduate education at UCD is moving gradually to a
two-cycle, five-year degree structure. Table 2 summarises the
number of core, option and elective credits that students of the
current four-year Civil Engineering programme take in each
Stage (Year) of their studies. In respect of the elective choice,
students can choose either:
(c) ten credits in-programme electives which enable
students to deepen their engineering knowledge,
(d) ten credits non-programme (general) electives which
allow students to widen their knowledge in modules
of general interest to the student or
(e) a five-credit in-programme elective combined with
one five-credit general elective.
One of the key objectives of introducing general electives into
the undergraduate engineering curriculum at UCD was to
develop the non-technical attributes listed above in
engineering students graduating from UCD.
Traditionally, students were primarily assessed by end-of year
examinations, but with the introduction of semesterisation,
twice-yearly, end-of-semester, 2-hour examinations are the
norm. There is now more continuous assessement of students
and mid-semester 1-hour examinations are increasingly
common.
Table 2. Credits per Stage (year).
Stage 1
Stage 2
Stage 3
Stage 4

Core
45
50
50
45

Option
5
0
0
15

Elective
10
10
10
0

In addition to the introduction of electives, there have been
changes in the core curricular content. Students now
undertake less physical laboratories and manual drafting than
in the past (see Fig. 2). Instead, reflecting the IT revolution,
there is more emphasis on computer-aided design (CAD), as
illustrated in Figure 3. There are also more ’non-engineering’
modules such as planning, law, environmental impact
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assessment incorporated into the curriculum. As a result of the
recommendations of employers and accreditation visiting
panels, students are required to develop competence in ’softskills’ such as an ability to work in group settings, to
communicate effectively, to interface with other disciplines
etc. With the aforementioned requirements of industry and the
profession, are we, as engineering educators, trying to fit a
quart into a pint pot [6]? In addition, the demands of industry
for ’training’ so that the graduate is ready to ’hit the ground
running’ must be balanced against the mission of the
University to ’educate’ the undergraduate in fundamental
principles.

learning (PBL) have the capacity to create vibrant and active
learning environments in higher education. In such enquirybased approaches to learning, ‘students define their own
learning issues, what they need to research and learn to work
on the problem and are responsible themselves for searching
appropriate sources of information’ [8].
As part of an annual, one-week, UCD ‘Experience
Engineering’ Programme for second-level students interested
in pursuing Engineering as a career, a problem-based
introductory session to the discipline of Civil Engineering for
these students was developed, as described by Cosgrove et al.
[9]. The purpose of this exercise, in which participating
students undertake a Structural Design challenge, is to foster
an interest amongst the participating students in Engineering
as a career.
The objective of the Structural challenge is to design and
construct an efficient truss structure, using limited material
resources, to:
x
to span a specified distance;
x
to carry the maximum load at mid-span;
x
to minimize mid-span deflection.

Figure 2. Manual drafting in UCD Civil Engineering 1978.

Students, as illustrated in Figure 4, are divided into groups of
about 5-6 students per group. The exercise demonstrates the
following attributes:
x Engagement by the students;
x Application of theory in context;
x Ingenuity by students;
x Competitiveness between groups;
x Teamwork building.

Figure 3. CAD in UCD Civil Engineering 2015.

3

CHANGESINHOWSTUDENTSLEARN

3.1
Active learning
In relation to how students learn, novel pedagogical
techniques (other than sitting passively in a classroom) that
make students take an active, task-orientated and self-directed
approach to their own learning are increasingly common in
higher education. Felder [7] defines active learning ‘as
anything course-related that all students in a class session are
called upon to do other than simply watching, listening and
taking notes. Learning approaches such as problem-based

Figure 4. Structural Engineering challenge.
Student engagement entails adopting pedagogical approaches
that stimulate active learning and higher order thinking. There
are tried-and-trusted techniques to keep students activelearners:
x
Interactive lectures;
x
Active learning;
x
Peer-assisted mentoring.
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Interactive lectures are lectures interspersed with brief in-class
activities that require students to use information or concepts
presented in the lecture. Students learn by doing, not by
watching and listening. Felder et al. [10] defines active
learning as ‘anything course-related that all students in a
class-session are called upon to do other than watching,
listening and taking notes’. One technique for promoting
student engagement is the use of peer-assisted mentoring, i.e.
the use of students more advanced (e.g. post-graduate
students) to mentor undergraduate students. Peer-assisted
mentoring should not be confused with ‘normal’ tutoring of
undergraduates, in which the tutors are financially
compensated. In peer-assisted learning, there is an educational
gain for both the mentoring students and the mentees and all
students are awarded credit for their respective roles in the
educational arrangement.
An example of active-learning facilitated by peer-assisted
mentoring in the School of Civil Engineering at UCD is
described below. The first-year undergraduate module in
question is ‘Creativity in Design’ (CVEN10040) and the
postgraduate
module
is
‘Innovation
Leadership’
(CVEN40390). The ‘Creativity in Design’ module provides
an active-learning engineering experience through which
students develop their observation skills, problem solving
skills and lateral thinking and teamwork abilities.
Undergraduate students work in small groups, facilitated by a
peer-assisted mentor (a post-graduate student enrolled on the
Innovation and Leadership module). The undergraduate
students (mentees) must suggest innovative solutions to realworld problems that are presented to them. In Stage 2 Civil
Engineering, students, as part of the Construction Materials
module (CVEN 20080), are required to construct a piece of
home ‘furniture’ of their own choosing from a range of
common Civil Engineering materials such as concrete and
timber, as illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Stage 2 students presenting their
home ‘furnishing’ creations.
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3.2
Use of Information technology
The use of computer-based technology can be particularly
useful in enhancing engagement, in delivering more effective
assessment and in providing timely feedback. ‘Virtual’
laboratories can be used to supplement or even, in some
instances, replace physical laboratories. The rationale for
introducing virtual laboratories at UCD School of Civil
Structural and Environmental Engineering is that, in a time of
diminishing resources, virtual laboratories can go some way to
bridging the gap between demand and capacity to deliver
laboratory-based practicals.
Within the materials component of Highway Engineering
(CVEN40710), Stage 4 Civil Engineering students have
traditionally undertaken laboratory demonstrations in small
groups. To improve the student experience, a video library of
on-site activity and laboratory testing methods has been
developed, facilitating students in appreciating and
understanding the practical elements of their programme, as
illustrated in Figure 6. Future development of this innovative
method of delivery would be to link virtual laboratories with
on-line MCQ assessment, as follows:
¾
How do students view virtual laboratories?
x Upload onto Virtual Learning Environment;
x Description of experiment;
x View Video;
¾

Student assessment?
x Assessment linked to learning;
x Multiple Choice Questions on video clip;
x Progression from one experiment to another.

Figure 6. Developing virtual laboratories [11].
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A second example of innovative delivery is the introduction in
the academic year 2013-2014 of two online modules
introducing water engineering to students pursuing a master of
applied science degree (‘online students’). The delivery of this
material to students registered for these modules enables this
cohort of students to take these modules remotely and at their
own pace. The modules are also delivered in parallel to
students who attend in person at the University (‘day
students’). The examination performance of these two groups
of students in the case of one of the water resources
engineering modules is shown in Figure 7 (a) for academic
year 2013/2014 and in Figure 7 (b) for academic year
2014/2015. Examination of the figure shows that:

For the ‘day’ students the average GPA was 3.4 in both
academic years;

For the ‘online’ students the average GPA was 3.1 in
2013/2014 increasing to 3.8 in 2014/2015.
In addition to the improved GPA of the online students from
2013/2014 to 2014/2015, examination of Figure 7 shows that
there was increased interest in the student cohort undertaking
the module online, as the delivery has become more
established.

4

CONCLUSIONS

Some examples of innovative developments in the
undergraduate Civil Engineering curriculum at UCD have
been described. These initiatives have been introduced to
stimulate undergraduate student engagement through the use
of novel content and delivery methods. Anecdotal evidence
and quantitative student feedback suggests that the foregoing
initiatives have, in general, enhanced the student experience.
In relation to ‘what’ students study, analysis of the student
registration data would suggest that engineering students,
given the choice to pursue further ‘depth’ in their core area of
study or ‘breadth’ outside their programme, generally opt for
the latter option. In addition, there would appear to be far
fewer non-engineering students opting for engineering
modules than engineering students opting for non-engineering
modules.
In relation to ‘how’ students study, innovative teaching
methods such as peer-assisted tutoring have been introduced.
In addition, novel learning methods such as the use of
computer-based technology that enable students to undertake
digital laboratories and to take modules remotely using online
technology have been introduced and are gaining traction
amongst the student body.
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ABSTRACT: This paper examines how Irish engineering education has changed since the time of the founding of the first Irish
university engineering schools in the 1840s. The paper focuses on the early curricula and methods of instruction before
comparing them with current engineering programmes and the programme outputs required by Engineers Ireland.
The paper identifies the material that was taught in the first Irish university engineering courses and details the texts that were
available to these early students. The Trinity College Dublin 1843 final year examination in practical engineering is presented in
an appendix to the paper and it and other examination papers are analysed to identify the knowledge that was considered
necessary for civil engineering students. The Boyne Viaduct is mentioned briefly because this project involved some of the first
Irish civil engineering professors and the first graduates from an Irish engineering programme.
The paper also considers the accreditation requirements that engineering programmes must achieve today and considers whether
the core components of an engineering education have changed. Finally, the paper looks at how project work and case-based
studies have been constant elements in fostering engineering design skills and briefly considers modern developments in
teaching engineering design
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1

INTRODUCTION

French engineering in the eighteenth and early nineteenth
century was more technically advanced than civil engineering
in Britain [1]. There were a number of reasons for this
including a more enlightened approach to technical education.
The French École des Ponts et Chaussées, established in 1746,
is accepted as being the oldest engineering school. The
English-speaking world lagged quite a bit behind and Trinity
College Dublin (TCD), whose Engineering School was
founded in 1841, was among the first English-speaking
universities to offer courses in engineering [2]. The three
Queen’s Colleges at Cork, Galway and Belfast, which were
established in the late 1840s, were also among the earlier
colleges to have engineering programmes [3,4,5].
These early Irish university engineering programmes had
predecessors. The establishment of engineering schools was
perhaps also encouraged by the perceived need for more
technical training and by the existence of commercial schools
of engineering [2,4] and the efforts of other learned
institutions to provide technical education [7].
The lack of engineering schools, professors of engineering
and dedicated engineering programmes did not mean that
engineering was completely neglected in the universities.
Bartholomew Lloyd, Professor of Natural & Experimental
Philosophy in TCD had lectured mechanics in an applied
manner appropriate to engineers for many years prior to the
establishment of the Engineering School. The first Professor

of Engineering in Galway, William Bindon Blood had been an
undergraduate in TCD. In 1838 Blood obtained the College
Gold Medal in Mathematics and Physics before graduating
with a BA in 1839 [4]. Blood would have studied under
Bartholemew Lloyd and his son Humphrey, whose courses in
subjects such as mechanics were clearly addressing
engineering. Blood also studied in Edinburgh where the
university also had a long history of engineering related
courses. John Robison, Professor of Natural Philosophy in the
University of Edinburgh, was lecturing structural analysis to
pupils, including John Rennie Senior in the 1800s [6].
Similarly, although Cambridge didn’t have an engineering
school at the time, Whewell, a college lecturer, had published
The Mechanics of Engineering, Intended for use in
Universities, and in Colleges of Engineering.
Interestingly, the engineering profession does not seem to
have been a significant driver of the development of formal
technical education at the time. This fact is perhaps best
illustrated by the example of James Thompson, the first
professor of Engineering at Queen’s University Belfast and
older brother of William Thompson (Lord Kelvin). James
Thompson had received a full technical education at Glasgow
and Edinburgh and yet his father had to pay £100 to have him
apprenticed to Fairbairn [3]. However, this attitude to a
university-based technical education rapidly changed as
engineering became a more mathematical, scientific
profession. That said, one could argue that the current
requirement that an engineer cannot become chartered until he
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or she has spent time in practice is in the same spirit as
Thompson’s apprenticeship to Fairbairn.
2

ENGINEERINGINTRINITYCOLLEGEDUBLIN

Trinity College Dublin’s Engineering School was the first
University engineering school in Ireland. However, this
paper’s emphasis on Trinity’s Engineering School is based on
the lucky happenstance that some of the early engineering
examination papers survive. In addition, the philosophy and
practice of the engineering school were recorded at the time
and this gives a valuable record of engineering education in
the 1840s.
One other record of Irish engineering education in the 1840s
from the commercial sector should be acknowledged. John
Gregory, who was primarily a mathematician, was also the
Resident Director of the College for Civil Engineering,
Mining and Agriculture and a practicing civil engineer. In
1842 Gregory published a text book on Civil Engineering that
is quite detailed, see Figure 1 [8].

In his book Gregory not only gives a state-of-the-art
overview of some areas of civil engineering technology but
gives some details of contemporary projects. The other key
sources from this time are the books written by the lecturing
staff within TCD [10-13]. In addition, the level of technical
expertise of the early staff can be determined by the projects
they were involved in, and in the case of John Macneill [14],
the first Professor of Engineering in TCD, of the French texts
he translated [15].
The foundation of the Engineering School was largely the
work of Humphrey Lloyd, when Professor of Natural &
Experimental Philosophy. However, the story of engineering
in TCD really starts with Humphey’s father, Bartholomew
Lloyd, who was one of the young professors in mathematics
and physics who remodelled mathematics in TCD on the
continental system [16,17]. When Humphrey Lloyd set up the
engineering school it was hardly surprising that he visited
France and later based the School curriculum on French
practice [18].
2.1

Figure 1. Title page of Volume I of Gregory’s two volume
Course of Civil Engineering.
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CourseStructure

The earliest students studied a range of subjects including
chemistry, geology, physics, mathematics and mathematics.
The Rev. Robert V. Dixon in his praelections on the
Engineering School in 1849 and 1854 gives a good synopsis
of the curriculum at that time [19,20].
However, before detailing the years of an engineering
course it must be remembered that students attending Trinity
College Dublin also took a BA and hence they had a very
rounded education [2].
The first year of the engineering programme included
courses in abstract mathematics, theoretical mechanics,
hydrostatics and hydrodynamics, theoretical and applied
chemistry, mineralogy and crystallography.
In the second year the student covered the principles and
practice of: surveying and levelling, drawing, mapping and
plotting, principles of experimental sciences, the theory of the
application of steam as a motive power and in mechanics as
applied to the construction of machines and great public
works.
The third year of engineering study involved studying:
actual details of construction, both theoretical and
demonstrative geology, the mode of carrying out field work,
the method of conducting office-work including the drawing
up of plans and making out estimates. Dixon states that in
order to test his (a valid pronoun at the time, the world’s first
woman engineering graduate was Alice Perry who graduated
with a BE from Queen’s University Galway in 1906[4])
proficiency in this branch of his studies, he is required to
produce at his final examination for the diploma a project for
a line of railway through a prescribed district, including all
necessary plans, sections, elevations, and estimates.
A number of the examination papers for these subjects
survive [21]. In one or two other cases, although the
engineering examinations have not survived, the material that
was covered can be inferred from the texts written for the
students, the student note books [22] or from examinations
that were taken by students from other disciplines. The Lloyd
premium is a case in point. This examination was in the area
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of mechanics and optics and a number of examination papers
from around 1840 are recorded in the University Calendars.
The questions on these papers are still relevant and would
challenge today’s students. For example, the question below is
taken from Lloyd’s mechanics premium examination of 1840.

of steam engines. In some cases the questions relate to the
final application of the physical principle, for example,
Question 8,

8. Required the inclined plane along which a given
force, acting parallel to the plane, shall draw up a
given weight to a given height in the least time.

This question relates to Major General Colby’s compensating
bars which were used in the Ordnance Survey of Ireland,
which was nearing completion at the time of the exam. In
other cases the questions are theoretical but examine an area
of theory directly related to practice.

This question was included in the scholarship examinations in
TCD this year (2016) when, happily, it was answered well.
2.2

8. Principle and construction of the compensation rods
used in the Trigonometrical Survey?

16. Required, the expression for the density of steam,
at any pressure and temperature, obtained by
combining the laws of Mariotte and Dalton?

ChemistryandGeology,

Dr. Apjohn’s Chemistry and Geology examination from 1843
survives: the full list of 78 questions was printed in the
following year’s Calendar. Unfortunately the Calendar didn’t
specify how many questions were to be answered or how long
the candidates had to complete their answers.
The first questions on the paper are concerned with pure
Chemistry but many of these questions were selected for their
relevance to construction or civil engineering. Thus, question
seven below is an example of a theoretical but practical
chemistry question
7. Describe how hydro-sulphuric acid and sulphuret of
ammonium are made, and their uses in analysis.
Questions nineteen and fifty-two are typical of the chemical
questions that are concerned with civil engineers’ knowledge
and use of materials.
19. What are the essential constituents of an hydraulic
lime, and what the state of their existence in the stone
before and after being burned?
52. What are the differences in chemical constitution
between malleable iron, steel and pig iron?

The questions examined the students on the very latest
thinking. For example, question twenty-one is related to the
effect of air resistance of trains. This form of resistance to
motion had only recently been identified as significant. This is
clear from the discussion of the topic by Dionysus Lardner in
the seventh edition of his treatise on steam engines [23].
21. What is the effect of the air’s resistance, as
affecting railway gradients?
2.4

PracticalEngineering

The questions in physics, chemistry and geology might have
been anticipated by reading the texts available to the students.
In addition to the texts written by their lecturers students had
access to a number of international texts on a variety of civil
engineering subjects [24-28]. J.M. Sganzin & M. Reibell,
Programme ou Résumé des Leçons Cours de Construction
avec des applications tirées spécialement de l’art de
l’ingénieur des Ponts et Chaussées was one such book. It
contains an atlas of construction details that must have been of
great use to the students [29], see Figure 2.

The geology questions are a similar mix of theoretical and
applied questions. The engineering related questions are not
only related to the use of different stone in construction, as in
sixty-five below,
65. What qualities should be possessed by a good stone
for metalling roads? And what rocks are found to
possess these in the highest degree?
2.3

Physics

The physics paper, which was set by Humphrey Lloyd and
comprised 23 questions, starts with the statement that the
students were also examined in mathematics and mechanics
both practical and applied. This mix of the theoretical and
applied was present in Lloyd’s father’s 1826 mechanics text
[9], which made an effort to address the application of
mechanics to practical problems.
The physics paper concentrates on a limited number of areas
including: thermal expansion of materials, the properties of
steam and the principles underlying the mechanical operation

Figure 2: Showing the launching of a timber cassion [29].
However, the most useful source of reference on practical
engineering must have been their professor, John Macneill.
Macneill, a protégée of Telford, was a particularly
experienced engineer. His tables for calculating cut and fill
volumes [30] were the industry standard.
The 1843 practical examination paper, which was taken in
the final year, is contained in full in the appendix to this
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paper. The paper contained two sections, the first were a
series of seventy-one viva voce questions the second
comprised eleven questions that required calculation.
Perhaps the most striking thing about the examination paper
is how professionally relevant the questions were. This is in
sharp contrast to the academic style of most contemporary
texts on mechanics or mathematics, first year TCD students
sat mathematics papers set in Latin. In contrast Macneill and
his Assistant Renny’s paper is very clearly focused on the
details of day to day practice. For example, question three,
3. In a section of a turnpike road, what scales would
you employ for the longitudinal distances and vertical
heights? and what scales for a railway or canal?
seeks a key piece of information that must have been either
learned through practice or memorised by rote. In a similar
manner the questions relating to arches and retaining walls in
the viva voce section of the exam show that the students were
expected to know a range of appropriate rules of thumb. For
example, questions 32, 33 and 54 required students to give
suitable dimensions for arches and a retaining wall without
calculation. However, such useful rules of thumb were not
considered definitive because questions 5 and 6 from the
calculation section of the exam, which also treat arches and
retaining walls, clearly required solutions based on an analysis
of the mechanics of each problem.
The practical examination gives a lot of information about
the type of work that civil engineers might be engaged in.
There are questions concerned with surveys, roads, canals,
railways, bridges, sea and dock walls and tunnels. There are
also a limited number of questions related to the behaviour of
beams in bending but there are few references to general
building. This is because constructing buildings was
considered to be outside the general field of an engineer [20].
This attitude to building and indirectly to structural analysis of
buildings is also apparent from the scant treatment of
structural analysis by Gregory in his Course of Civil
Engineering [8]. This attitude to building seems strange today
but in the early 1840’s the science of strength of materials was
not fully developed and the structure of most buildings could
be sized using scantlings or rules of thumb. Bridges were an
exception but these exams date from before the collapse of
Robert Stephenson’s cast-iron bridge over the river Dee. This
and other material failures led to a number of parliamentary
investigations into the use of iron in bridges and led to a
greater awareness of the need for rigorous analysis.
The questions on beam bending in the practical exam don’t
give a full picture of structural analysis within the Irish
universities at this time. A study of the design and
construction of the Boyne Railway Viaduct at Drogheda give
a valuable insight. The design of the viaduct became mired in
controversy, but this much is clear: the initial inspiration for
the continuous three-span constant-depth high-level wroughtiron lattice girder was John Macneill’s [31]. Much of the
detailed design was apparently undertaken by James Barton,
one of the first diplomates to graduate from the School of
Engineering at TCD [32]. The method used to calculate the
stresses in the continuous girder had been published by
William Bindon Blood [33], a graduate of the University of
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Dublin and Professor of Engineering in Galway and the
complex calculations were cross-checked by Andrew Searle
Hart, who lectured mechanics in TCD. Bindon Blood Stoney,
another TCD alumnus, who would later write a book on the
theory of strains in girders [34], was also involved in the
construction and testing of the Boyne Viaduct [35].
Ultimately the positions of the locations of the points of
contra flexure were found experimentally during the
construction. This work was of international significance.
Although Navier had analysed an indeterminate beam a
decade or more earlier [36] and Moseley had subsequently
presented a similar analysis in English a few years later [37].
Advances in this field were happening in practice rather than
in universities, the analysis of Robert Stephenson’s Britannia
bridge being much more advanced than any mathematical
treatment that had previously been published [38,39].
3

ENGINEERINGINTHEQUEEN’SCOLLEGES

Engineering in the three Queen’s Colleges (Cork, Galway and
Belfast) followed similar lines to TCD [7]. Galway’s first fulltime professor, William Bindon Blood, established a firm
analytical base in the college, which was probably perfected
during his period working for I.K. Brunel. Blood’s analytical
ability can be seen in his paper on the stresses in the diagonal
members of lattice girders [33]. This was a significant paper
dealing with statically indeterminate structures. Blood’s
analytical ability shows that universities were teaching
courses of direct relevance to engineers in the years before
formal engineering schools were established.
Queen’s University Belfast had one of the most technically
accomplished professors of engineering in James Thompson,
its first professor [3]. In its earliest years Queen’s Belfast had
a programme similar to that in TCD but they established a
structure where students studied a two year course in civil
engineering after which the students were expected to spend
three years in practice before returning to college to take a
Diploma exam at the end of this five year period. The low
numbers who returned to take the Diploma exam led to this
initiative being discontinued. A number of examinations from
the early years of the engineering course survive [3] but these
give less insight into the level of attainment of the graduates
than the TCD examination papers.
4

BOARDOFWORKS,RAILWAYSANDEMPIRE

The Irish Board of Works did not play a direct part in the
establishment of the university engineering schools. However,
the engineers of the Board of Works, particularly Colonel
(Later Field Marshal Sir) John Fox-Burgoyne, were largely
responsible for establishing the ICEI. Burgoyne, Harry Jones
and Richard Griffith (who all headed the Board of Works at
different times) clearly practiced a technically superior type of
engineering. Perhaps the best evidence of this technical wealth
is found in the Reports of the Irish Railway Commission,
which was actively chaired by Thomas Drummond the Irish
Under-Secretary [40]. The Board of Works were also
responsible for commissioning engineering works. The
establishment of County Surveyorships also added to the
number of official posts that required technically trained
engineers [4].
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The railway also played a role not only in the rapid
development of engineering technology but also in
establishing a demand for engineers in the United Kingdom
and further afield. The large scale growth of the British
Empire also had an effect and many of the nineteenth century
graduates from the Irish Universities spent their careers in
India and other countries in the Empire.
These developments led to an increase in the demand for
qualified engineers and to the requirement that engineers
should be technically competent.
5

ENGINEERSIRELAND’SACCREDITATION

In its early years The Institution of Civil Engineers of Ireland
(ICEI) had close ties with the school of engineering in Trinity
College Dublin and for many years it used the college’s rooms
to hold its lectures and meetings [41]. The link with Trinity
was strong because both organisations were Dublin based.
However, in the nineteenth century and for most of the
twentieth century there was no formal relationship between
the engineering schools and the ICEI. Thus the move from
three year engineering degrees to four year degrees that took
place in Ireland in the late fifties was not a requirement tied to
accreditation.
In 1969 the ICEI and Cumann na nInnealtóirí merged [42]
to form The Institution of Engineers of Ireland (IEI), known
today as Engineers Ireland. In the early 1980s the relationship
between the IEI and the engineering schools changed and the
IEI became responsible for the accreditation of engineering
courses in this country. The IEI in turn has been very active in
ensuring that Irish engineering qualifications are recognised
abroad. This has been achieved through international
agreements such as the Washington and Sydney accords. The
result of these moves has been for engineering schools to
develop sets of programme outcomes for each level of
engineering course. These programme outcomes are
developed such that they are in agreement with the
programme outcomes required by Engineers Ireland, hence
they are also in harmony with programme outcomes in other
countries.
In recent years these programme outcomes have evolved to
be both specific in the type of programme outcomes that must
be achieved while simultaneously allowing great freedom as
regards the specific content of a course. This freedom
regarding the content of engineering courses was the
inevitable response to the increase in the range of topics that
engineers study. In the 1840’s the discipline of civil
engineering emcompassed mechanical and later electrical
engineering before these separated to become recognised
disciplines. Today the number of specialist engineering fields
ranging from biomedical to computer engineering is
constantly expanding. Civil engineering graduates may follow
careers in environmental engineering, geotechnical
engineering, energy engineering, coastal engineering or a host
of other fields, all of which have their own specific
technologies. It is not feasible for an engineering graduate to
cover everything and an attempt to do so would limit the
depth of their learning. Thus the focus is on developing core
analysis and design skills. Engineering technology is changing
so rapidly that continuing professional education is essential

and training engineers to continue to learn is a key part of a
modern engineering education.
The programme outcomes for a level-nine course, the level
required for Chartered Membership, requires graduates to
have the advanced technical skills necessary to tackle very
challenging problems and also requires them to have good
communications skills and the ability to work well as part of a
team.
These skills would have been just as important for our
earliest engineering graduates as they are today. Therefore it
is interesting to consider how well the early courses would
fair in a modern accreditation. The first observation is that
there are many similarities between the current and the
original curricula. Both the original engineering programmes
and the current programmes concentrate the early years of the
degree on ensuring that graduates have a thorough grounding
in mathematics and the sciences, with an emphasis on the
application of those sciences to engineering. Both the old and
the new programmes include final year projects. However, the
purpose of the current final year theses, particularly since a
level-nine qualification became necessary for chartered
membership, is to ensure that graduates are able to undertake
independent research. The original final year project was more
concerned with showing that a graduate had a full knowledge
of the process of surveying, designing, drawing and costing a
major infrastructure project. That said, contemporary works
such as the design of the Boyne Viaduct show how close to, or
in advance of, the state-of-the-art some major projects were
and it is clear from the participation of some of TCD’s earliest
graduates in this project that their college education must have
prepared them well.
The current moves of some colleges to ensure that all
graduates have a broad education is interesting when
compared with the education of early graduates because the
early TCD graduates were required to have completed the
common first year, in which students studied mathematics,
mechanics, Latin and Greek. There is an interesting letter
from the Registrar of TCD written in 1903 and referred to in
Robert Cochrane’s Presidential Address to the ICEI in 1904 in
which the Registrar comments that most students spend about
five years in college [43]. This shows that the current five
year engineering programmes are not completely at odds with
the situation in the past.
6

CREATIVITYINDESIGN

Teaching engineering design has been a fundamental part of
engineering programmes from their inception. However, that
is not to imply that the methods of teaching design and
fostering engineering design creativity have not changed. One
of the original pedagogical methods employed in the École
des Ponts et Chaussées from its inception was to engage
students in studying previous designs, this approach remains
valid. Similarly, presenting students with a design objective
and tasking them with developing detailed designs complete
with drawings, specifications and costings is an approach that
was used in Irish university engineering schools from their
inception. This method is still widely used and remains very
useful. However, what has changed is that Engineering
educators are now applying engineering problem solving
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skills to the task of education itself. This is most clearly seen
by the development of a number of international peerreviewed journals dealing with engineering education. This
move in education is reflected in the emphasis on programme
outcomes rather than a concentration of programme content.
This move has been essential because many fields of
engineering are advancing quickly and content that is
technology specific can date quickly. The focus on
programme outcomes has helped educators concentrate on
core skills.
The treatment of creativity in Engineering is one interesting
example of how engineering programmes have been
developing. Whereas in the past a design module might have
concentrated on developing particular low-level skills, such as
RC detailing, a modern programme will also teach general
problem solving and group working skills and may have
formal lectures and workshops that explore strategies for
encouraging creative design.
Many of the current design programmes in Trinity College
use a CDIO (Conceive – Design – Implement – Operate)
framework. Other exercises use a problem based learning
paradigm. These new techniques have much in common with
some of the earliest approaches because they are case-based.
What is certainly changing is the range of different
pedagogical models that the students are being exposed to.
Students are also encountering a variety of assessment
methods, which range from traditional examinations to
interactive blogs, peer assessment, self-reflective diaries and
other novel methods. These developments encourage students
to develop a range of skills.
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Appendix: 1843 TCD engineering examination paper
Practical Engineering,
Professor Macneill and Mr. Renny
1. How would you proceed to lay down a plan from a survey made by the
chain alone? and how from a survey made by the chain and theodolite?
2. What scale do you consider the best for laying down a plan of an estate, a
parish, a townland, a road, a railway, or a canal?
3. In a section of a turnpike road, what scales would you employ for the
longitudinal distances and vertical heights? and what scales for a railway or
canal?
4. How would you represent elevations of mountains, hills &c., on a plan?
5. How would you proceed to make a chart on Mercator’s projection? and
what is the use of this projection?
6. How would you proceed to survey a road actually constructed?
7. How would you proceed to survey a town?
8. How would you proceed to survey an estate or parish?
9. How would you calculate the superficial contents of such a survey, viz. of
an estate or parish?
10. How do you determine the true meridian, so as to ascertain the magnetic
variation?
11. How would you proceed to survey a bay or harbour?
12. What precautions would you take to ascertain the state of the tides at the
moment of taking the soundings?
13. How do you adjust the Y level, Troughton’s level, and Gravatts’ level?
14. Where is it necessary to make allowance for the curvature of the earth–
and what is the amount of such allowance?
15. How do you adjust the theodolite?
16. How do you take a section with the theodolite?
17. How do you take a section by the barometer?
18. How would you make a survey for a new line of road?
19. How would you make a survey for a railway?
20. What particular circumstances ought to be noticed, in making a survey for
a canal?
21. How would you lay out a turnpike road, preparatory to commencing the
work?
22. What dimensions would you allow for the carriage-way, the foot-path,
side drains, and fences?
23. How would you form the roadway, before the materials were put on it?
24. What description of materials would you prefer for a turnpike road?
25. How would you distribute the materials, and what thickness of earth
would you put on?
26. What precautions would you take to secure a good drainage?
27. What curve would you give to the surface of the carriage way?
28. How would you proceed to form a road through a bog?
29. What declivity would you consider desirable for a turn-pike road?
30. How would you determine the proper size of the culverts and bridges on a
line of road?
31. What dimensions would you consider necessary for the cross-drains in a
wet soil?
32. If you had to build a culvert of six feet span, having abutments five feet
high, what rise would you give the arch? What thickness would you give the
abutments and the arch, if the material to be employed were brick? And what
would be the cost, if the bricks were 20s. per thousand, lime 1s. per barrel of
thirty gallons, sand 2s. per cubic yard, bricklayers’ wages 16s. per week, and
labourers’ 9s.?
33. If you had to build a bridge of rubble masonry of thirty feet span, the
abutments of which are to be eight feet high, what thickness would you give
to the abutments and to the arch, supposing it to be a circular segment rising
one-third of the span?
34. If an embankment should be required on a line of road, what width would
you give it at top, and what slopes according as the soil happened to be clay,
loam, or sand? How would you fence it, and what precautions would you take
in forming the embankment?
35. What slopes would you consider necessary in a clay cutting, and what in a
bog?
36. How would you found a bridge or culvert in a bog?
37. What price, per cubic yard, should be allowed for cutting a road through
lime-stone rock, and through green stone?

38. What precautions would you take to keep a road in repair, for a year after
it was formed?
39. If a plan of an arch, with its piers and abutments, were given, how would
you proceed to determine if it were in equilibrium or not?
40. How would you calculate the lateral thrust against the abutments?
41. What form of section do you consider best for a cast-iron girder of a
bridge?
42. At what distance would you place cast-iron girders of a bridge from each
other; and how would you fill the space between the girders?
43. How would you secure the cast-iron girders to the abutment?
44. If you had to construct a timber platform or road-way, meeting on stone
piers, the space being thirty feet, what dimensions would you consider
necessary for the main-beams, and how near to each other would you place
them, the greatest weight to cross over the bridge being supposed to be ten
tons? How thick would you make the sheeting?
45. What proportion of sand would you put to lime for rubble-work, in the
abutments and piers of bridges, and what for the arch and inside work?
46. In what parts of the bridge would you introduce cement, and in what
proportions would you mix sand with cement?
47. In making use of sand-stone and free-stone, what precautions would you
take?
48. What are the different descriptions of brick in use in this country?
49. What bond would you employ in bridge-work, and in a retaining wall?
50. In what situations are timber bridges preferable to those of stone?
51. If you wished to put sheets under a beam of a bridge of fifty feet span,
what length would you give to the sheets? at what angle from the face of the
abutment would you place them? and how would you secure them to the
abutments?
52. What description of timber would you prefer for a bridge, and what for
piles and platforms?
53. In what situations are suspension bridges preferable to cast-iron bridges
and stone bridges?
54. If you had to build a retaining wall of brick, twenty feet high, to support a
bank of sand, how thick would you make it at the bottom and at the top, and
what form would you give to it? If the wall were to be of rubble-masonry,
what dimensions would you give it? and if you introduced counter-ports, what
dimensions would you give them?
55. What form do you consider best for a tunnel through clay soil?
56. What thickness would you give to the side walls and arch of a bricktunnel in clay, the width being thirty feet?
57. How would you proceed to lay out a line of railway, preparatory to
commencing the work?
58. How would you lay down the curves on the ground?
59. How would you lay out the lines of the top of the slopes in cuttings, and
the bottoms of the slopes in embankments?
60. What thickness of ballasting would you consider necessary?
61. How would you determine the velocity of a river – the inclination of the
surface and form of the channel being given?
62. How would you calculate the time of filling a lock from the upper level?
63. What angle do you consider the best for lock-gates?
64. How would you calculate the pressure against a lock-gate?
65. What slope would you give to the embankment of a dam or reservoir?
66. How would you guard against the water of the basin overflowing the
banks?
67. How would you protect the slopes of a reservoir?
68. What form of wall would you adopt for a sea-wall?
69. What form of wall would you adopt for a dock-wall?
70. What thickness would you give to a dock-wall thirty feet high, built in a
soft clay or mud?
71. How would you secure a dock-wall, if built on a sandy foundation?
QUESTIONSFORCALCULATIONINPRACTICALENGINEERING.
1. Given the angle taken by a sextant, in a boat at sea, between two points on
shore, slightly elevated, =Ͳ° ͶͲ , also the angles of depression of the boat
°

taken by theodolites from the points on shore ൌ ൜ͳ° ͳͲ , required, the
Ͳ ͷͲ
horizontal angle at the boat between the two points.
2. Having, by means of a theodolite, observed, on the 7th October, 1843, at 9
hours A. M., in latitude and longitude nearly of Dublin College Observatory,
the elevation of the Sun’s centre to be ʹͲ°  , the magnetic bearing of Sun’s
centre ͳͷͻ° ʹͶ, also the magnetic bearing of a distant steeple Ͷͷ°  .
Required the bearings with true meridian of the Sun’s centre, and of the
distant steeple? also the variation of the compass?
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3. Given  ܥܣൌ ͵Ͳ miles,  ܣסൌ Ͳ° Ͷ ͳͲ ǡ  ܤסൌ Ͷͻ° Ͷ ͳ ǡ  ܥסൌ
Ͳ° ͻ Ͷʹ; required the error of observation of angles, if any? Required also
the length of sides AB and BC, calculated on geodetic principles?
4. Having observed with barometer,
 ǡ ǡ  ǡ Ͳ° Ǥ
൜
ൌ ʹͺǤͻʹͶ 
 ǡ ͷͶ° Ǥ
 ǡ ǡ  ǡ ͺ° Ǥ
൜
ൌ ͵ͲǤ͵Ͳ 
 ǡ Ͳ° Ǥ
Required the height of the hill?
5. A segmental arch of ͳ͵ͷ° , having a span of 40 feet, thickness of masonry
above the key stone 5 feet, depth of voussoirs 2 feet, the extrados a horizontal
line, and height of abutments, 30 feet; required the thickness of abutment?
6. An embankment of earth of 24 feet height, having a natural slope of Ͷͷ° , is
to be supported by a retaining wall of masonry, having an inner batter of two
feet: the specific gravity of masonry being to that of earth as 4:3, required the
thickness of the wall?
7. The dimensions of a cutting are, base, 30 feet; slopes of sides, 2; base to 1,
perpendicular; height of cutting at one end, 50 feet, at the other end 10 feet;
the length of cutting 500 feet; required, the cubic yards of cutting, and verify
the calculation by Mac Neil’s table?
8. A cast iron beam, resting on two props 20 feet distant, has to sustain 15
tons without injury to its elasticity, the breadth of the beam is to be one-fourth
of the depth; required the depth of the beam?
9. A beam of Riga fir 6 inches deep by 4 inches broad, projects 10 feet from a
wall, and supports a weight at its extremity; required the greatest weight it can
bear without breaking? also the ultimate angle of deflection?
10. The radius of curvature of the curved part of a rail-road being 5000 feet,
the velocity of carriages being 30 miles per hour, and distance between rails
being 5 feet; required the height of outer rail to obviate centrifugal force?
11. Having to lay down points for a curved portion of a rail-road, the radius of
curvature being 6000 feet, and chord of curved part being 1200; required the
ordinates for chords, subtending at the centre of the circle, angles of ʹ° and
Ͷ° ? Also, in employing Mr. Bourne’s method, required the distance between
the extremity of a chord 100 feet long, and the extremity of the adjacent chord
produced to a distance of 100 feet?
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Abstract As a mathematically intensive subject, the teaching of structural dynamics to structural engineers can mean that
mathematical manipulation dominates effort rather than developing an understanding of fundamental behaviour, especially as
vibrational responses are not always intuitive. This paper will describe some techniques which have been used to encourage
undergraduate and postgraduate students to develop a better appreciation of how the mathematics of the various problems
reflects our observations of the real world. By de-emphasising the mathematical processes, which are treated as rehearsed prerequisites, the focus during lectures lies in using physical models to observe behaviour, sometimes perforated by experiments
conducted in a laboratory setting and demonstrably supported by the mathematical solutions. Furthermore, by allowing students
to bring a list of self-assembled but pre-approved key equations into examinations, the nature of assessment becomes one of
problem-solving using real data, backed up by a developed expectation of structural response. The process of assembling the list
of the relevant equations, their form, units, typical values and expected outputs, means that students have to make a conscious
effort to know when and how to use the equations correctly in the solution of a myriad of dynamic problems. To the engaged
student this has resulted in a deeper understanding of this subject which has heretofore been an anathema to some.
Keywords: Deep learning; Dynamic models; Structural dynamics
1

BACKGROUND

The development of a deep understanding of structural
dynamics by more senior undergraduate or postgraduate
engineering students presents special challenges not
encountered in many other modules. While other structural
engineering subjects, such as those addressing the analysis of
plates and shells or the finite element method, can be equally
challenging mathematically, the lack of an instinct or intuition
developed from real life experiences of the response of
different structural and mechanical systems to time-varying
loads presents an extra layer of difficulty in the application of
analytical techniques to the solution of problems in structural
dynamics. The resulting perception of structural dynamics as
an abstract topic can be a key determinant in the impression
that the subject should only be studied by students with
advanced skills in engineering analysis and mathematics. In
other cases, the apparent familiarity with the mathematical
approach, so favoured by engineers, is an irresistible attraction
when selecting module electives.
The more altruistic view, that of being aware that an
understanding of structural dynamics is an essential skill in
the engineering designer’s toolbox, is seldom a driver in the
choice of module. The subject is certainly unlikely to be
identified as lying on the path of least resistance, even for
those who are mathematically adept. When electives can be
changed by students in the first few weeks of a module, often
the decay in participant numbers in dynamics modules is rapid
but asymptotic as fears concerning difficulty and complexity
are realised as early lectures proceed. The risk is that some
students may not immediately follow the complex concepts
and notations and consequently zone out of the lecture. Smith
et al. [1] point out that to deliver maximum benefit to the
students especially during conceptually complex and content

dense materials (such as in this subject) lecturers should not
allow students to become passive during the learning process.
This paper describes the authors’ collective experience of how
the delivery and assessment of this conventionally difficult
topic within a broader curriculum can be improved by
concentrating on understanding the physical phenomena that
influence dynamic response whilst deploying analytical
approaches employing a variety of mathematical techniques
with which students are or should be familiar.
2

SYLLABUS

The standard choice of topics for an introductory Masters
course in structural dynamics comprises a surface-skimming
array of simplified problems defined by familiar mathematical
solutions. Formulaic adherence to techniques for identifying
natural frequencies and dynamic responses of single (SDOF),
multiple (MDOF) or infinite degree of freedom systems
subjected to idealised harmonic, periodic, transient or impact
time-varying loadings does little to excite students or motivate
deep learning. However, an examination of resonance,
response spectra and the consequences of damping in practice
do bring some reality to the standard mathematical solutions.
On the other hand, the introduction of ever more complex and
analytically unwieldy methods, such as the use of Duhamel’s
integral to deal with general loading based on the
superimposition of varying short-duration impacts or complex
eigenmodes for non-clasically damped systems, serves to
compound the conceptual quagmire, especially for the
unengaged or those with a different learning style. The
specification of learning outcomes that emphasise the variety
of application areas to which structural dynamics can be
applied is useful in developing student’s initial understanding
of the essence of the subject. Avitabile [2] presents a similar
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view, emphasising the need to solidify the learning of theory
through practical examples.
3

PREREQUISITES

In order to concentrate on a deeper understanding of the
physical phenomena being described, there should not be
undue focus on the achievement of manipulating the multitude
of mathematical equations and derivations that can arise in a
formal treatment of the subject. The study of the structural
dynamics does, nonetheless, require as a prerequisite
competence in certain mathematical techniques, but if these
are well-defined at the start of the course, and if supports are
provided to enable students to refresh their skills to the level
required, such prerequisites need not be a barrier to
participation or success in the module. A suggested list of prerequisites is given in Table 1, in which a mixture of numerical
techniques or exact analytical solutions to second or fourth
order differential equations (DE) are blended with algebraic
know-how. An introduction to matrix inversion and the
properties of eigenvalue problems should not be delivered
within the syllabus of the structural dynamics module – these
should have been signalled as necessary tools for structural
engineering in prior studies within an undergraduate course.
Table 1: List of some mathematical and analytical prerequisites
Topic
De Moivre’s
theorem
Roots of cubic
equation
Second order DE
Fourth order DE
Determinants
Cramer’s Rule
Simple harmonic
motion
Fourier series
Orthogonality of
eigenvectors
Index laws

Matrix algebra
4

Application
To convert a complex
exponentials into
trigonometric functions
Solution of characteristic
equations
Solve for natural frequencies
of SDOF system
Solve for natural frequencies
of infinite DOF system
To invert a matrix of
eigenfrequencies
Invert matrix for
eigenfrequencies
For natural frequency
determination
To combine harmonics into a
periodic response
To develop generalised coordinates to solve MDOF
problems
To separate the attenuating
factor from the cyclic
response
To prove orthogonality of
mode shapes

TEACHINGDELIVERY

Within any class, students can be sub classified into groups
based on the ways in which they receive and process
information [3] and accordingly various teaching style
methods are recommended in order to address these learning
styles. Inevitably, here, there will be a significant amount of
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mathematical manipulation of the equations of dynamic
equilibrium and their solutions. However, by providing
suitable hand-outs and explanations of the theoretical
developments, lecture time focus can be on the physical
behaviours these describe, using in-class models, sketching
the typical responses to imposed loads beforehand, then
showing how the actual mathematical solutions produce
equations which comply with one’s intuition, if indeed it does,
or why it does not.
For example, understanding the physical meaning of
the circular natural frequency, with units of radians/second,
can be achieved through plotting the vertical ordinate for a
rotating mass on the end of a rod. By converting this concept
of simple harmonic motion into that of a pendulum helps the
student visualise the mathematics describe the motion of a
common object. That can then be translated into that of a
cantilever tip response after it has been given an initial
displacement and released in free vibration.
The
mathematical analogue of the mechanical with the structural
enables a visual examination of the key parameters involved,
such as acceleration, velocity and displacement, through to
natural frequencies, natural periods and damping.
In turn then, the mathematics, with the established
pre-requisites ensuring comfortable treatment to the relevent
equations, can yield, for example, something of the following
form:
(1)
in which the negative exponential component is clearly
decremental (the attenuating factor, strongly dependent on the
damping ratio, [). The trigonometric terms deliver the cyclic
nature of the response and the Duhamel’s integral (the latter
part of Equation (1)) can provide the steady state solutions
which can accommodate the diversity of loading, including
stochastic loading if needed (using a numerical solution of the
integral). An estimate of the nature of the response with time,
(through sketching displacement-time plots) should be
attempted, together with a comparison of the peak dynamic
response with the static response, which allows the
significance of the dynamic response of the structure to be
realised. The idea that dynamic responses can be many
multiples of the static response, often a surprise to students,
confirms the need for this analysis, and offers a motivation for
student’s participation.
Furthermore, in a classroom setting, the live execution of
computational examples by hand is invaluable to developing
an understanding by the students of the solution and the
process through which it is obtained.
5

USEOFTUTORIALS

Tutorial or self-learning questions in structural dynamics tend
to be harder for lecturers to set, as different values of
parameters have to be experimented with to produce a realistic
solution. The students also need to expend considerable effort
to solve these weekly problems to keep up with the lectures
and this should be reflected in the proportion of the final
marks given to the continuous assessments. As in the domain
of statistics, it is essential that the learning of dynamical
techniques and calculations is experiential. However, although
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on the tip of a cantilever beam, allowing model parameters to
be calculated (Figure 2a). Similarly, the different responses of
wooden, plastic and steel rulers to impact loading reveal the
consequences of different damping characteristics. A more
complex response with several modes being excited, occurs
when a beam is subjected to a hammer impact (Figure 2b).
Visually, a model of oscillating welding rods of differing
lengths excited using a harmonic ground motion shows clearly
and unforgettably the consequence of a resonant response
(Figure 3). The timely use of these types of models in the
lecture theatre provides evidence of how the mathematics
supports the observations and not vice versa.
15

Cantileverswing

10

5

Acceleration

over the years lecturers inevitably develop a bank of tutorial
questions that can be asked on each of the topics covered in
the syllabus (otherwise, for reoccurring questions, previous
solutions inevitably tend to circulate in the student community
and subsequent high tutorial marks are not reflected in exam
performances), a more recent successful approach has been to
assign the students’ registration numbers to the problem
parameters and thus all solutions are effectively randomly
different, though the principles are the same. For example, in
establishing the response of a single degree of freedom system
to a harmonic load, P(t) = P0 sin :t, for a student with student
registration number 14356802, the mass is assigned to be 14
tonnes, the stiffness 35kN/mm, the forcing function P0, 68KN
and a forcing circular frequency, :, of 2 radians/second.
Although this does make marking/correcting the exercise
more time-consuming, the peak displacements can be plotted
on a response spectrum and those students who do not get the
right answer are easily identified as they lie off the predicted
response curve (see Figure 1). The tutorial effectively
becomes a parametric analysis on the response which
engenders additional interest and discussion in the lectures.
By informing the students of this in advance, more care is
taken over obtaining the correct solutions. This approach is
not always appropriate but it does appear to alter the tutorial
and lecture dynamic for the better. The owners of errant
solutions are not identified publically.
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Figure 2a: Simple damped response of a beam in free
vibration due to an initial displacement
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Figure 1: Student’s tutorial solutions plotted on a response
spectrum
6

USEOFMODELS

It is well known that many students gain and retain a great
deal more from visual observation than from verbal
information [4], especially from short demonstrations during
lectures [5]. Generally, using small scale models in the lecture
theatre to demonstrate dynamic behaviour and yield visual
observations on the effect of parameter changes means that
students can appreciate how the mathematics delivers on the
expectations derived from observation. For example, a mass
oscillating on the end of spring or a swinging pendulum of
varying length, for which natural periods and frequencies of
oscillations are coupled with patterns of acceleration, velocity
and displacement, are directly analogous to an oscillating
beam in free vibration, with all responses being governed by
similar equations for simple harmonic motion. This approach
is readily extended to system identification with
instrumentation output, for example, from an accelerometer

15
Time(ms)

Figure 2b: Complex free response of a beam due to an impact
load

Figure 3: Photograph of a welding rod under harmonic ground
motion resonating at its first mode of vibration
Hands-on laboratory experiments are an essential aid
to student appreciation of the vibrational response of
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mechanical and structural systems. For example, a two-storey
frame can be analysed to calculate the expected natural
frequencies, observed through varying harmonic input ground
motion until resonance is observed to occur (Figure 4a).
Explanations are sought for discrepancies between the
theoretical and observed frequencies, by which process
assumptions are tested for validity. For example, in Figure 4a,
as predicted, the first mode of vibration of a shear frame is
observed, where the use of a strobe with a light flashing at an
integer multiple of the natural frequency can “freeze” the
mode shape, as shown. Additionally, by using an eccentric
mass on one of the floors, it may also be observed that the
important first torsional mode (Figure 4b) lies between the
first and second flexural modes, which will not be predicted
using an analytical model that employs degrees of freedom
chosen to represent only the transverse vibration response.
This highlights to the student, indelibly, the risks inherent in
assumptions in models, analytical or numerical. Clearly the
mathematics still have a strong role to play in demonstrating
this, but the extensive use of models to convey a deeper
understanding of the sometimes unexpected and counterintuitive nature of dynamic responses is later revealed by the
mathematics in the lecture. Avitiable [2] describes this
approach as providing students with the opportunity to see
‘theory in action’, emphasising the benefits offered by careful
integration of analytical topics and experimental issues.
Analytical solutions to the vibration response of
structures are often not feasible when the response becomes
nonlinear, in which case numerical solution approaches are
necessary. Depending on the nature of the nonlinearities
influencing the response, it may not be practical to observe
these using model experiments. In this case, the use of
numerical simulations offers the opportunity for students to
explore parametrically nonlinear response behaviour. The
MATLAB software platform has been used as versatile
platform to expose students to various saspects of numerical
analysis. Other suitable software includes the software
ANSYS for finite element analysis and the NONLIN and EQTools applications developed by the US Federal Emergency
Management Agency to support education in earthquake
engineering [6].

Figure 4: (a) First flexural mode and (b) first torsional mode
of a two-storey shear frame
7

EXAMINATION

Traditionally, due to the inherently intensive mathematical
solutions required, the students are, on entering the
examination hall, either in trepidation of memory loss of the
principal equations and lengthy proofs, or the instructor
setting the exam paper has had to reproduce for the student in
the question the equations necessary to attempt the
examination paper, which, of course, trivialises the answer.
An alternative approach is to permit the students to bring in a
single A4 sheet on which they have written the relevant key
equations by hand, individually and this has been a successful
latitude in recent years. No additional text, explanations,
proofs, diagrams or worked examples are allowed on these
sheets, only the equations themselves (see Figure 5). The
sheets are pre-approved by the lecturer, and submitted with
the student’s answer script at the end of the exam. While this
is somewhat different to the normal open book exam, it has
several distinct advantages: the student is motivated to revise
all aspects of the module and to not only decide on which are
the key equations to include, but also when each applies, what
the symbols represent, the units to be used and, most
importantly, what outputs are obtained on application of the
equation. There is real benefit in the student having to make
decisions during revision about what they should include in
the limited space available. Furthermore, the use of a “crib”
sheet allows the lecturer to set more demanding and realistic
exam questions and, on attempting a question, the students
have to decide which equations to select before applying
them. This raises the bar substantially on the quality of the
exam paper and depth of the student’s understanding of the
dynamic problems presented. And, of course, it represents
what happens in reality in a design office when hand
calculations are needed.

Figure 5: Scan of individually “crib” sheet allowed in exams
8

CONCLUSIONS

A familiarity with vibrations and dynamics enables structural
engineers to conceive creative solutions to a wider range of
structural forms and systems. This paper has illustrated
several unorthodox approaches to the teaching of structural
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dynamics that can liberate students and engineers from the
comfort (or trauma) of the formulaic mathematical solutions
to problems into the realms of developing an intuition for
what to expect in dynamic problems, including the
unexpected. Through the use of models in lectures and
laboratories, mathematical methods become enslaved by
observations and their underlying assumptions are challenged.
Assessment through either unique individualised tutorials, as
described, or examinations in which recall of multiple
complex equations plays no part, frees the student up to
demonstrate an understanding of expected behaviour and
make subsequent critical observations, accepting always that
rigour in mathematical and calculation techniques are vital
parts of solving all dynamic problems.
9
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ABSTRACT: Building Information Modelling (BIM) has been made mandatory for all UK Government contracts over the
European threshold. This has led to its hurried adoption within Higher Education Higher Institutions with many adopting similar
pedagogies to those used for teaching CAD. This paper seeks the views of the BIM Academic Forum, set up to establish a
common BIM curriculum in the UK and Ireland on the pedagogies that should be adopted in BIM teaching. It finds that as BIM
is more than just a technology, and as such a different pedagogical approach to that used in CAD teaching should be taken. This
approach while in the main constructivist, learning by doing, should also have components taught using didactic methods. The
findings further indicate that educators need support from accreditation panels and industry in adopting this new technology
which will continue to evolve over the next number of years.
KEY WORDS: Pedagogy; Civil Engineering; BIM; CAD.
1

BACKGROUND

Pedagogy is defined as an identified activity carried out by a
person (normally a lecturer) planning to supplement learning
development in another individual [1]. Bernstein (2000) goes
further, defining pedagogy as a sustained process where an
individual or group acquire new or develop existing forms of
knowledge from somebody or something deemed to be an
appropriate provider/evaluator [2].
In order to deliver necessary skills required by industry,
Universities have been investing in software to deliver
Computer Aided Design (CAD) and Building Information
Modelling (BIM). Pedagogical practices need to be
considered to include these new challenges and requirements
from industry with regards to shifting stipulations of
competency required from fresh graduates leaving tertiary
education [3]. It cannot, however, be just the provision of
hardware and software but must include the pedagogical base
behind how the material is delivered. Active learning is where
both the educator and learners cooperate to formulate and
achieve a combined experience whereby the learner has an
active role [4].
Emphasis is placed on a student centred learning environment
which aids students in controlling their own learning. The
active learning experience increases enthusiasm and
motivation towards learning [5]. What has not been fully
researched is application of different pedagogies to BIM
teaching.
2

PEDAGOGICALSTRATEGIES
2.1

PedagogicalStrategiesSpectrum

There are three relevant positions on the learning process;
behavioural, cognitive, and constructivist [6]. These emanate
from the two schools of Greek philosophy; Plato’s work
producing rationalism and Aristotle’s work producing
empiricism. Aristotle considered learning through how people

think or behave through imitation of particulars.
Constructivism developed from this through the work of
Paigent [7].
2.2

Constructivism

Hein (1991) indicated that constructivism considers: that there
is no knowledge independent of the meaning attributed to
experience (constructed) by the learner, or community of
learners [8]. Plato is the opposite end of the didactic spectrum
where a theoretical framework is constructed [9].
Constructivism therefore does not focus on an ontological
reality but on a constructed reality. Cognitive theory, dealing
with the learner, is the basis for the constructivist line of
thought; the nature of the learner. Constructivism has been the
approach suggested for software use by a number of
organisations as participation is one of the best pedagogical
approaches to teaching engineering courses [10, 11, 12]. From
a technology standpoint, it has been suggested by many that
technology can support the use of constructivist approaches to
teaching and learning [13, 14]. Constructivism has led to the
term ‘problem-based learning’ [15], which is ideal for the
teaching of BIM. However, educators in traditional
educational environments are not always positive regarding
teaching aided by technology [16].
2.3

Behaviourism

A behaviourist approach to education differs, as behaviourists
describe learning as a process of connecting stimuli and
responses [17]. Conveyance of instructions, constant
repetition of outcomes and previous experiences are deemed
to be the most important objectives within teaching [18]. It is
suggested that these activities produce modifications in a
student’s behaviour through these peripheral stimuli [17].
The learner is therefore reactive to conditions in the
environment rather than discovering the environment for
themselves [6]. So a behaviourist only looks at the final result
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of learning and not the actual learning experience. Therefore,
behaviourism has influenced traditional approaches to
learning such as didactic education.
Critics suggest that an inactive learning environment for the
student provides little motivation to learn and thus the
learning is not as deeply embedded. However, according to
Schaffer and Small (2004) [19], the integration of computers
with small and large group didactic instruction allows optimal
use of resources in addition to conforming to accepted
theories of adult learning. This approach is well-accepted by
students [19]. Traditionally education has focused on
behaviourist pedagogies [20].
The fact that different parts of the same program should have
more didactic content than others [21] raises the issue that the
pedagogical approach to BIM needs to be examined. This
paper will examine whether the more instructive behavioural
approach is necessary to sit alongside the constructivist theory
in relation to BIM-related teaching.
3

CADANDBIMTEACHING
3.1

DifferencesbetweenCADandBIM

CAD has become an industry standard tool for the
production of construction drawings across the architecture,
engineering and construction (AEC) sectors. CAD was
developed and became an industry standard around 30 years
ago [22]. However, the capabilities and capacities of
computers have moved on. Software packages have become
more sophisticated. Drawing packages have the capability of
effortlessly producing 3D models. This led to the development
of BIM which allows users to include intelligent information
about each entity within the 3D model. Van Nederveen et al.
(2009) [23] acknowledges that BIM contains this information
in the 3D model, stating BIM is about: the building itself as
well as its components and comprises information about
properties such as function, shape, material and processes for
the building life cycle. Instead of models being created from
line drawing through CAD, projects are constructed from
virtual elements such as walls, foundations, windows, doors
and roofs. The creation of models from elements is known as
object-based modelling whereas CAD produced line-based
models are known as entity-based models [24].
3.2

TeachingPedagogyforCADandBIM

The move from CAD to BIM is a paradigm shift creating
many opportunities and challenges [25]. Macdonald (2011)
[26] argues that there is little pedagogical difference in
approach between manual draughting and 2D CAD. However,
she argues that, due to its collaborative nature, BIM sits apart.
As a result some suggest that BIM should be taught in
cooperation with a studio or via small design challenges. They
argue that similar to CAD, students are not attending to: learn
how to draw lines, arcs, circles, etc., but to comprehend the
procedural nature of the building design process [27].
Therefore, an amount of didactic teaching on the process is
required prior to the problem-based learning approach to
model building. Ibrahim (2007) [28] argues that: training
required for BIM based CAD should focus on the change in
the work flow rather than the application interface and
functionalities. Therefore, it is very different than teaching
CAD and less didactic in nature. As there is a disagreement on
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the means of approach and the comparisons between CAD
and BIM, this paper seeks to fill that knowledge gap by
gathering quantitative and qualitative data from BIM
academics regarding the preferred methods to be adopted.
4

METHOD
4.1

Surveysample

In 2011, the BIM Academic Forum (BAF) was founded to
provide guidance and consistency in BIM adoption across
Higher Education Institutions (HEIs). They were tasked with
the provision of a framework to indicate the different aspects
of BIM to be taught at each level [29]. The BAF incorporates
academic representatives from across UK and Ireland.
Currently it contains over 30 members from 60 different
institutions [29]. After the telephone sift, 38 unique
institutions were identified. A representative from each was
then asked to participate and 24 agreed to do so. Responses
from a structured on-line questionnaire were collated from
BAF members willing to respond, as it was deemed these
academics held the expert knowledge relating to BIM
teaching. Their responses were both qualitative and
quantitative in nature.
4.2

Surveysoftware

Limesurvey™ software was used to supply the piloted
structured on-line questionnaire and also the final version.
Limesurvey™ generates unique tokens specific to each
individual participant. These tokens ensure through the survey
management tool that responses can only be submitted from
the designated sample. Responses are stored on the software
on-line database for analysis purposes. The quantitative
responses were analysed automatically through the
Limesurvey™ software. However, qualitative responses were
exported from this software and analysed in NVIVO™, which
provided a certain degree of quantitative analysis of the
qualitative responses.
4.3

Surveyresponseandvalidity

From the initial population size, 24 BAF members agreed to
participate in the survey. Fifteen responses where submitted
where the survey was completed in their entirety. Partially
completed responses were ignored. On the basis of
questionnaires that were completed in their entirety a 62.5%
response rate was attained. The sample size was calculated
using the Krejcie and Morgan (1970) [30] method which
indicates that for such a small sample, all HEIs are required
for validity. A minimum response rate of 50% is required for
analysis purposes [31]. With 15 responses received (i.e.
greater than the 12 required), subsequent analysis met this
criterion.
4.4

ExpertiseoftheparticipantsinBIM

BIM expertise is measured by the UK Government via the
Bew and Richards Triangle [31] on four levels, labelled 0-3.
Level 0 is basically 2D CAD and level 3 is the single fully
integrated model. The UK Government requires level 2 on all
its contracts by 1st April 2016 [32]. The skill level of the
academics teaching BIM and sitting on the academic forum
should therefore be at or above this level.
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Table 1. Academic Skill Level on Bew and Richards Triangle
On the Bew and Richards scale what level of BIM have
you had experience working to?
Answer
Count
Percentage
Level 0
0
0%
Level 1
1
7%
Level 2
9
60%
Level 3
5
33%
No answer
0
0%
It can be seen from Table 1 that the expected level of
expertise existed in those who sat on the BAF. Sixty percent
(60%) were already operating to the UK Government’s
required level, with an additional third operating above this
level. Only a single response was obtained that did not meet
this level equating to 7% of the sample. This indicates that the
expertise of those responding to the questionnaire was to the
correct level.
The results further provide evidence that HEIs are
implementing BIM to a minimum of level 2 throughout their
institutions. This is the level required in the UK Government
Construction Strategy Report [32].
5

FINDINGS
5.1

PedagogicalApproachtoteachingBIM

From the literature review at the commencement of this paper
it was suggested that constructivism paradigm was the
approach best suited to the teaching of BIM and CAD on
engineering courses [10,11,12]. The results of the
questionnaire confirm this. Indeed, Table 2 below indicates
that all of the academics agreed that the constructivist
approach should be adopted for BIM teaching.
Table 2. Constructivism and teaching BIM
Do you consider that the constructivist approach to
BIM teaching is the correct way to approach BIM
teaching?
Answer
Count
Percentage
Yes
15
100%
No
0
0%
No answer
0
0%
This unanimous result was followed by a qualitative question
probing the reason for the response shown in Table 2 and
allowing comment on other approaches to BIM teaching.
Eight of the fifteen responses (53.4%) suggested that while
the constructivist approach was chosen, it could not be used in
isolation. It was suggested that a mix of methods, balanced or
hybrid approach was required. They further suggested that a
learning by doing approach should be filtered for the correct
approaches to ensure that a change mentality was adopted.
They suggested the didactic element should include:
1.

Guidance on best practice;

2.

Guidance on online etc. resources that can be
accessed by individuals;

3.

Guidance as elements can be omitted. Also the
collaborative approach can be missed out, so
exposure to current thinking is necessary;

4.

Foundational aspect to learning mechanics of the
application; once this is overcome constructivism
principals will apply.

However, the qualitative reasoning for the result in support of
the constructivist approach centred on the fact that students
need to learn BIM by doing. It was suggested that students
need to have: the same challenge as the construction industry
faces now. A similar approach can be taken in adopting
problem-based learning where academics: define outputs and
let students explore best ways of achieving same.
Furthermore, independent learning by doing was suggested in
the following response:
Students need to understand what the problem is and
determine the appropriate process and tool. I believe if
students appreciate that they need to improve communication
between disciplines to ensure appropriate information is
generated at the right time, then PAS 1192 et al. become part
of their solution; they don't get it if we tell them!
Even more support was given to BIM being taught through
project-based learning as ‘chalk and talk’ does not work in
this context. The collaborative nature of the BIM process was
also provided as a reason for: learning by doing. Students
normally try to use their own established communication
techniques e.g. physical data transfer. After a while they
realise that BIM tools transfer the same data better. The
findings indicate, therefore, that while the constructivist
pedagogical approach should be adopted, it should not be used
exclusively and that the majority of academics consider a
balanced approach of different pedagogies should be used.
5.2

PedagogicalapproachestoCADandBIM

While identification of specific content for BIM modules at
Levels 4-7 is the primary objective of BAF, the worked
discussed to this point shows that it is also extremely
important to identify an optimal pedagogy. While there is
limited research regarding optimal approaches to BIM-related
pedagogy, there is a wealth of experience in CAD teaching.
While the literature review concluded that the two systems are
very different, results shown in Table 3 indicate that the
majority of respondents (87%) consider that the conclusions
of Ibrahim (2007) [28] were fully justified and a different
approach should be taken to the teaching of BIM than that
previously adopted for CAD.
Table 3. Pedagogical approach similarities - CAD and BIM
Do you consider that the same pedagogical principles
that are used in the teaching of CAD should also be
applied to the teaching of BIM?
Answer
Count
Percentage
Yes
2
13%
No
13
87%
No answer
0
0%
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A further qualitative-style question elicited the rationale
behind this outcome. The breadth of material and the wider
scope of BIM application were the main reason offered. It was
stated that BIM is: not just a technical solution, so it differs
significantly from teaching CAD. Furthermore: the value
network of BIM is far beyond that of CAD and this will reflect
into the teaching and learning. While two of the responses
acknowledged some similarities between BIM and CAD
teaching, nine of the fifteen responses (60%) identified the
much wider aspect of BIM teaching with the following main
differences provided:
1.

Procurement and 4 & 5D BIM are differing subject
areas;

2.

Collaboration/downstream use of information,
standards and processes must be taught in
conjunction with practical modelling skills;

3.

Less reliance on 'software training' and more on the
individual student learning the software and applying
it through projects/cases;

4.

BIM is more an integration of different design and
planning skills. For example, it puts quantities into
the middle of the design. Therefore, collaboration
and communications are essential;

5.

Drawing
and
graphical
representation
is
fundamentally different to virtual modelling. The
latter requires advanced knowledge of the discipline.

Three of the responses concentrated on the need for theory in
addition to practice in the teaching of BIM in order for it to be
understood fully. There was also an acknowledgement that:
BIM can radically change the way students learn and think.
However, there is not enough evidence or details about how
this has changed. Therefore, our current way of delivery has
just been incremental. Radical change in HEIs takes time. We,
as HEIs, are slow in responding. Therefore, there is a further
need for those in HEIs to change the methods and practice of
BIM teaching in a tertiary education context.
Providing a synthesis on respondents’ views above, it can be
seen that CAD teaching processes have limited application in
regard to utilising them for teaching BIM. Didactic
approaches need to be adopted for BIM so that in-depth
theoretical knowledge is passed to students, in addition to the
hands-on approach to teaching a software programme usually
adopted when teaching CAD.
5.3

QualitativecommentsonBIMteaching

Ten further qualitative responses were received regarding
approaches that should be taken for BIM teaching and how
the BAF can facilitate a best way forward for all HEIs.
The changing nature of the industry and also the
requirements and capabilities of BIM have been highlighted
by six of the ten responses. The fact that BAF is quite
restrictive in its approach was highlighted but acknowledged
as the best way forward existing at the minute. One response
stated that: BAF’s approach is flawed as it is too limiting in
what we can do. It is still best to allow for change to take
place and the protocols are still in development and case
studies are [sic] still needed to demonstrate best practices.
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Furthermore, the capacity changes of the software itself were
identified in the comment: what we do now may not be the
right way to adopt and implement on site.
The changing nature of the industry and the use of new
platforms in the construction industry were also
acknowledged in the comment: we are in the situation of new
platforms - mobile and tablet / cloud hosting - becoming more
prevalent. This is changing how we build buildings. However,
the fact that not all in industry have adopted BIM-enabled
approaches was also acknowledged: BIM is a testing subject.
We still need to promote its adoption. Support from industry
partners in the delivery of teaching was also supported and
barriers caused by certain accreditation bodies: HEIs need to
thoroughly discuss the teaching of BIM and accreditation
bodies need to be involved in this process. The fast evolving
technology, policy and standards together with the lack of
involvement by accreditation bodies and limited knowledge of
lecturers are making this task really challenging. In the
meantime, HE could adopt a practice-oriented approach and
use industry lecturers to deliver some of the content.
Further comments on the teaching provision suggested:
tutorials offered by Whitefrog as a very useful resource and a
discrepancy in the approach to the content of modules with
some suggesting a blended approach but also incorporated
into individual modules whereas others suggested they were
trying to embed BIM through the syllabus rather than having
too many compartmented specific BIM taught modules, except
in Architectural Technology which demands more hands on
competency in 3D modelling.
The collaboration and management aspects of BIM should not
be restricted to a single platform bringing the interoperability
of the software to the fore. BIM should be considered as a
main framework for managing construction projects
effectively and should not be limited to training on software
such as Revit and the delivery of a multi-platform data
enables learners across the built environment to collaborate
with cultural changes to adopt open BIM. Student
involvement across different disciplines and courses has been
promoted as best practice.
Feedback was also touched on in relation to the design aspects
of BIM with: the visualisation of the design provides quick
and enjoyable feedback and helps students to understand the
construction technology involved.
There still remains, however, some uncertainty around the
approach taken with one respondent acknowledging: whether
we have the right approach is difficult to determine. Staff buyin and coordination is necessary for the correct approach to
teaching BIM to be adopted although it has been
acknowledged that there are a few BIM champions in various
areas.
The general view of BAF members is, therefore, that practices
in BIM teaching is still developing and it will take time to
develop an optimum BIM teaching strategy from the specific
content to be included at different levels. As such, the best
way to teach BIM is still to be fully determined as BIM
software capabilities are still developing.
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6

CONCLUSIONS

This paper examined the pedagogical strategies involved in
the teaching of CAD and BIM. It traced the two main
pedagogical strategies used for their teaching: Constructivism
and Behaviourism. From a BAF perspective it was concluded
that the constructivist approach should be the one used in BIM
teaching for the software elements. However, the group
acknowledged that guidance through didactic teaching was
also required.
Furthermore, this research showed that guidance on the best
practice, location of online resources and foundational
background to the application needs to be delivered in didactic
style. Therefore, while the policy of the Joint Board of
Moderators (JBM) [10] and others [11, 12] has been proved in
the main to be correct, it needs to be widened to encompass
the wider BIM remit. The respondents indicated that the
‘problem based learning’ approach of CDIO [12] is fully
supported for the software elements of BIM. However, they
also suggested that it should be supplemented with didactic
instruction. This differs from the constructivist only approach
in much of the documentation and should change the approach
to BIM teaching in a HEI context. However, it was
acknowledged that HEI’s are slow to change and the practice
of BIM teaching in a tertiary education context will have to
adapt eventually.
The wider aspect of BIM in relation to CAD is also
expressed in the findings, as a substantial majority do not
consider the same pedagogical approach should be taken to
teaching the two systems. BIM should have more didactic
teaching elements than CAD due to it being more than a
technical solution.
The elements covered by didactic teaching were proposed to
be specific discipline knowledge, procurement, standards and
processes such as PAS 1192 and quantity take-off. A mixture
of styles should therefore be used to communicate BIM in
order for it to be understood fully.
The fact that the BAF are trying to produce a method of
BIM teaching that will meet the needs of all HEI’s as far as
content is concerned caused concern to some of the
respondents. As BIM develops across platforms, cloud, tablet
and mobile phone, the construction industry will change and
in reality they are attempting to, as one respondent put it, hit a
moving target. This will prove challenging for the pedagogical
aspect of BIM as well. Teaching methods will also have to
adapt to meet industry’s needs.
In the interim some sections of the industry still need to be
convinced as to the benefits of BIM and the findings show
accreditation panels with little knowledge of BIM should
incorporate members with BIM experience. This would give
confidence to HEI’s who are still unsure as to whether they
have adopted the correct approach to BIM teaching and gain
the staff buy-in for the adoption of a management system
which will see increased use and evolve over the next number
of years.
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ABSTRACT:
Building Information Modelling (BIM) is a topic that is high on the agenda within the construction industry, so much so, that it
has central UK government backing, who have set a target to require “collaborative 3D BIM (with all project and asset
information, documentation and data being electronic) on its projects by 2016” [1]. Yet there seems to be little impetus for
implementation within local authorities, despite the opportunities for significant cost savings and efficiencies. BIM is the
process of creating digital data sets formed of graphical and non-graphical information in a shared digital space called a
common data environment. BIM incorporates all aspects of the building process from design concept, design, construction right
through to the facilities management.
The Clacton and Holland-on-Sea Coastal Protection Scheme is one of the first coastal protection infrastructure projects in the
UK, designed and implemented using BIM [2] making this first scheme very important in terms of setting a bench-mark for best
practice in this area and is therefore considered to be an ideal case study to showcase this information.
Aim
The aim of this paper is to identify the extent to which BIM was used within the Clacton and Holland-on-Sea Coastal Protection
Scheme, evaluate the benefits of its use through the project and to communicate these lessons to the potential implementation of
BIM in the Irish Construction Industry.
In order to meet the primary aim of this paper, several ‘research objectives’ have been identified. They are:
1)
To what extent was BIM used at Clacton?
2)
What were the benefits of BIM being implemented on the Clacton project?
3)
What lessons from the Clacton project could be applied to BIM implementation within the Irish Construction Industry?

KEY WORDS: BIM, Coastal Protection;
1

INTRODUCTIONTOCASESTUDY

Clacton is a coastal tourist destination in Essex, Uk, which has
been protected from erosion by way of coastal protection
since 1880. However, there has been a long term trend of
lowering beach levels, which has resulted in a number of
defence failures [3]
In addition to the increased risk of defence failure the low
beach levels are expected to affect tourism in the area, which
is a major concern to the local Councils. With approximately
4.5 million visitors per year, tourism in Clacton is key to the
local economy and is valued at over £344 million per year
across the district [3].
In 2013 Tendring District Council (TDC) successfully secured
£36 million of funding to implement a coastal protection
scheme. This enabled TDC to embark on the design of a
sustainable coastal protection scheme. The design consultant
“Mott MacDonald” worked with TDC and the local
stakeholders to develop a coastal protection scheme that

provided a sustainable solution balancing the requirements for
providing coastal protection with the beach user’s experience
(tourism). The scheme comprised of 22 rock ‘fishtail’
groynes, one terminal rock groyne and almost a million cubic
metres of beach recharge, which provides protection to 3,019
residential and commercial properties along a 5 kilometre
stretch of coastline. With the use of a beach management plan
the scheme will provide protection for the next 100 years as
well as providing increased tourism benefits [2].
Following the appointment of Mott MacDonald, it was
immediately highlighted the likely benefits that BIM could
bring to such a complex project as identifying it as a good
opportunity to trial BIM in previously untested environment
[2]. It was agreed that the project would trial the
implementation of BIM to achieve BIM level 2.
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2

WHATISBIM

The UK Government, through the BIM Task Group, states
that BIM is focussed on a collaborative approach through the
whole life-cycle of an asset, utilising shared 3D models with
structured data attached to them [1].
The concept of ‘BIM levels’ (and ‘BIM level 2 compliance’)
has become the ‘accepted’ definition of what criteria are
required to be deemed BIM-compliant, by seeing the adoption
process as the next steps in a journey that has taken the
construction industry from the drawing board to the computer
and, ultimately, into the digital age. [4]
The purpose of devising an evolutionary process of Levels 0 3 is to categorise technical and collaborative working,
enabling a concise description and understanding of the
processes, tools and techniques to be used. The maturity levels
are widely referred to in industry to the extent that the UK
Government’s phased implementation is based on these levels
– it is required that all UK Government funded projects must
be delivered to a BIM Level 2 after April 2016.
2.1

TheMaturityModel

The BIM process due to the nature of technology develops a
data management system. BIM has been split into a number of
‘levels’ showing the ‘maturity’ of the systems in place. The
Maturity Model - also known as the iBIM model or the BIM
Wedge - was developed by Mark Bew and Mervyn Richards
in 2008. There are many versions of the base model with
subtle differences (Figure 1).
The BIM maturity model includes four levels with stable
(levels 0 and 1), stabilising (level 2), and yet to stabilise (level
3) definitions. BIM is being used at the moment at a number
of different levels of sophistication, with UK Government
requiring a Level 2 BIM to be implemented on construction
projects.

The BIM maturity levels concept has become widely accepted
in the UK as the definition of the criteria that need to be
met/implemented in order for an organisation to consider
themselves to be BIM-compliant [4].
It should be noted that a different model is used in the USA to
define BIM levels, known as ‘Levels of Development’ (LOD).
However, this will not be discussed any further in this paper.
Level 0 BIM
In its simplest form, level 0 effectively means no
collaboration. 2D CAD drafting only is utilised, mainly for
Production Information. Output and distribution is through
paper or electronic prints or a mixture of both. The majority of
the industry is already well ahead of this now [4].
Level 1 BIM
Level 1 BIM is comprised of a mixture of 3D CAD for
concept design, and 2D for drafting of statutory approval
documentation. Drawing and CAD standards are managed to
BS 1192:2007, and data is shared electronically by a common
data environment (CDE). There is no collaboration between
different disciplines – each group/partner publishes and
maintains its own data [4].
Level 2 BIM
Level 1 – used as the foundation to move onto Level 2.
The Level 2 involves the production of additional standards
and codes of practice in additional to Level 1, along with
advisory documents, the Employers Information Requirement,
and supports developing a BIM Execution Plan to meet these
requirements. A single CDE must be provided with a clear set
of standards and procedures for checking and approving date
within the CDE [5].

Level 3 BIM

Figure 1 Bew and Richards BIM maturity model [1].
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Moving from Level 2 to Level 3 represents the greatest BIM
Challenge. It introduces the holy grail of the single project
model – all members of the integrated team working from one
design model. A fully integrated and collaborative real time
project model that is likely to be facilitated by web service
[6].
Currently seen as the holy-grail, this represents full
collaboration between all disciplines by means of using a
single, shared project model which is held in a centralized
repository. All parties can access and modify that same model,
and the benefit is that it removes the final layer of risk for
conflicting information. This is known as ‘Open BIM’, and
the UK government’s target date for public-sector working is
2020 [4]
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PAS1192-2 – Overview
PAS1192-2 is the specification for information management
for the capital/delivery phase of construction projects using
Building Information Modelling.
The purpose of the PAS1192-2 is to support the objective to
achieve Building Information Modelling maturity Level 2 by
specifying requirements for this level, setting out the
framework for collaborative working on BIM enabled projects
and providing specific guidance for the information
management requirements associated with projects delivered
using BIM.

project delivered to this level. An Employer Information
Requirement (EIR) and BIM Execution Plan (BEP) were
developed for the scheme, which set out the level of
information that would be provided at different stages of the
design. For the scheme to meet the BIM level 2 requirements,
Bentley Projectwise was used as the projects common data
environment (CDE). The CDE provided a checking and
approving process internally which aligned to Mott
MacDonald QA process. All data was made available once
approved “Published” to all parties within the scheme (Figure
2).

The requirements within the PAS1192-2 build on the existing
code of practice for the collaborative production of
architectural, engineering and construction information,
defined within BS 1192:2007. The PAS describes the shared
use of individually authored models in a Common Data
Environment (CDE), being a single source of information for
any given project, used to collect, manage and disseminate all
relevant approved project documents for multi-disciplinary
teams.
The significance of these steps, in real terms, is that UK
government has adopted this definition in its Construction
Strategy, by requiring that all publicly-funded construction
work be undertaken by using BMI to Level 2, from 2016. This
mandate has been set as one measure to help in fulfilling their
target of reducing waste in construction by 20%. It is
considered that abortive work, discrepancies, mistakes, and
inefficiencies in the information supply chain are major
contributors to this waste; and that collaborative working can
assist in their reduction [3].

In Ireland the Public Works Contracts (PWC) suites (2007)
does not have requirement for BIM or electronic
communications within the contracts. These suites of contract
promote the traditional contractual relationship.
It is
advisable that PWC be updated to move towards the legal
mandating of BIM. Currently these contracts are not set up to
promote collaboration and effectively through the transfer of
risk create a hostile environment. A collaborative approach
should be achieved through the re-drafting of the PWC suite
of contracts to include use of BIM technologies [7].
3

BIMWITHINTHECLACTONSCHEME

This section is divided into three sections, design phase,
tendering phase and construction phase of the scheme and
how BIM was a fundamental part of all three.
3.1

DesignPhase

Figure 2 Screen shot from Projectwise - CDE

The single model was developed with the use of AutoCAD
Civil 3D software. The use of AutoCAD Civil 3D to design
the groynes and beach profile provide the project team greater
understanding than even before of how the new rock groynes
structure would interact within the existing environment.
Bathymetric, topographical and geotechnical surveys provided
the data for the modelling the foreshore which provided key
parameters of the design.
Each groyne had to be sufficiently embedded into the London
Clay strata, to prevent failure. The orientation of the structures
was an important aspect of the design to try to normalise the
coastline. Having a single model with each groyne structure
linked into meant this could be accurately checked. The model
allowed the design team work with more complex
trigonometry and geometry, so rather than standardising the
groynes, each groyne was bespoke. This provided an
increased level of optimisation of the groyne structures.
Figure 3 details a 3 dimensional view a groyne structure.

At the start up meeting for the design phase of the works, BIM
aspect of the project was discussed and the decision supported
by Mott MacDonald consultant to deliver the design to BIM
level 2, make the Clacton scheme the first coastal protection
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Figure 3 Three-Dimensional view of groyne structure
One of the key benefits of having the scheme designed within
a 3D model was having confidence regarding material
volumes required for the scheme. This allowed for
preliminary costs of the scheme to be undertaken. Similarly,
accommodating design changes within the model provided
approximately 30% saving on design time and costs.
A visualisation model and 3D printout of the model was used
for stakeholder engagement, which proved very positive, as
different aspects of the scheme could be discussed in real-time
at stakeholder engagement events.
3.2

ConstructionTenderPhase

All tendering contractors had access to the design model and
it was communicated that the preferred bidder would have the
use of the design model to construct the scheme. This allowed
for accurate like for like tenders to be submitted and a
reduction in tender queries. It was communicated by the
tendering parties that the model reduced the time required to
develop take-off and tender costs.
3.3

Figure 4 Site BIM model in use “Screen inside site excavator”
Surveying
The Contractor surveyed each section of the rock structures as
sections were completed using the Trimble GPS equipment
installed in the excavators. This method provided an accuracy
of ± 12mm. The method of recording the data and checking
reduced the requirement for the surveyors and site supervisors
to walk on the rock structures. This method reduced the health
and safety risk to the site team in relation to this process.
Figure 5 present a photograph of an excavator undertaking a
survey of a rock groyne.
QA and As-Built model
The surveys were converted into BIM models that were
overlaid onto the design models to identify instantly where
any high or low spots were within the as built structure.

ConstructionPhase

On award of the constrcution contract to the preferred supplier
“VBA consortium (VolkerStevin, Boskalis Westminster,
Atkins)” the CDE was made available to view the live model.
On site, the BIM model was imported into the site excavators
and used to build the rock groyne, from excavation of the
London clay under water for the groyne toe to rock placement.
The Trimble equipment accurately plotted the excavators’ real
time position using GPS onto the design model and provided
the operator with levels of cut and fill and the imprint of the
structure. Figure 4 present the operator screen within a rock
placement excavator.
Figure 5 Excavator surveying section of rock groyne”

The primary advantages to this approach were three fold.
Firstly the use of excavator mounted GPS equipment
eliminated the need for surveyors to be placed in potentially
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hazardous situations in order to carry out detailed topographic
surveys of the as-built structures, which made the process
considerably safer. Secondly, the process was made more
efficient as the machine operator could survey the structure as
it was built.
Finally, it increased the accuracy of the as-built survey
approval procedure. With the two model layers combined, the
checking process is very visual and errors can be determined
quickly and easily. It is understood that this process could be
automated by defining a set of rules and allowing the model to
‘intelligently’ compare the two surfaces and highlight areas
that fall outside of the set parameters/placement tolerances.
Figure 6 details an as-built model of a groyne and Figure 7
presents an as-built model being overlaid on the design model;
checking the tolerances of the rock placement.

4

LESSONSLEARNT

The lessons learnt are broken down into design and
construction phases of the scheme as
4.1

DesignPhase

The design team faced a number of hurdles, firstly Civil 3D
was not originally developed for this type of infrastructure
project and we were pushing the limits of the software. The
design team recognised early on that we would struggle with
our internal angles, so we had to configure the model carefully
to deal with the geometry of the structures.
Secondly; becoming confident with the checking and
approving system that we set up in accordance with PAS
1192-2 within Projectwsie, require some time and took a
number of training/refresher workshops were needed for the
design team. A number of IT issues where encountered
regarding the work-flows and approval system due to the
software short-cuts reducing in delays.
4.2

ConstructionPhase

Arranging and allowing the Contractor access to the CDE, this
took some time along with managing the Contractor’s staff
access requirements and team changed.

Figure 6 As-built survey of groyne structure

With the increased level of information provided to the
excavator operators, we had one issue with rock placement.
The excavator operators were trying to place all the rocks
within surfaces of the model at the toe detail and not realising
that first/toe rock was designed to be any oversize rock, which
was allowed to be outside the rock placement tolerances. The
model was updated to reflect this aspect.

5

CONSLUSION

This case study outlines the benefits and constraints that were
encountered with the implementation of BIM within the
scheme from design through to execution.

Figure 7 Design and survey models combined

Onsite Design Changes
A number of deisgn changes were required due to variations
in the London clay strata, which were discovered whilst the
groynes were being constructed. Having the design model
available on the CDE, the design changes could be undertake
within a number of hours and approved, greatly reducing
programme delays and standing time.

The lessons learnt from this scheme regarding implementing
of BIM in a project/team for the first time regardless of the
project type, are as follows;
x provide adequate training for all staff members that
will be using the CDE from the very beginning of the
project and allow time to become familiar with use of
the system,
x name a CDE/BIM champion of the project that as
capacity to assess other team members
x have CDE/BIM as an item on the month progress
agenda – to allow items to be discussed and obtain
buy-in by all parties
While the project team believes that overall the
implementation of BIM was positive, the main benefits of
implementing BIM within the scheme is the ongoing asset
management of the scheme for the Employer (TDC). As
beach profiles can and likely to vary after stormy periods,
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surveys can be undertaken and imported into the model to
assess if local recharge of beach material is required or likely
additional recharge required in the near future. Therefore; the
main benefit of implementing BIM in this scheme is to the
Employer and ongoing asset management of the scheme.
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ABSTRACT: The ground conditions in the Terryland River Valley area present considerable site development challenges to
geotechnical engineers. The soft soil formation consists of peat overlying very soft, highly compressible calcareous silt
overlying slow draining organic silts and inorganic clays. These soil deposits are typical of those encountered in Limestone
Basin regions throughout Ireland. NUI Galway has been involved in investigating these soils since the 1980s. The investigations
at Terryland involved Cone Penetration Testing (CPT), shear vane and piston sampling plus laboratory testing. This paper
summarises some previously unpublished data and places the results in the context of various published soil data from sites
elsewhere in Ireland. The laboratory testing confirms that the design parameters for the soft soils in the Terryland River Valley
are more onerous than for many other soft soil sites in Ireland.
KEY WORDS: calc tufa, marl, silt, clay, consolidation, compressibility
1

INTRODUCTION

The ground conditions along the Terryland River Valley,
north of Galway City centre, have posed challenges for
construction in the area over the last 30 years, as evidenced by
the earthworks failure in Figure 1. The geotechnical
characteristics of the Terryland River Valley deposits are
presented in this paper with a view to providing a frame of
reference for future developments on similar soft soil deposits.
Particular emphasis is placed on 1-D compression behaviour.
The measurements presented are derived from adjacent
ground investigations at Terryland for:
(i) a section of the N6 dual carriageway east of the
Quincentennial Bridge [1] (south zone and part of the
north zone in Figure 2) and
(ii) both a piled embankment research trial and the Dún na
Coiribe residential development (part of north zone in
Figure 2).

Figure 2 Terryland River Valley and investigation areas
2
2.1

Terryland River

GEOLOGY
Solid Geology

The bedrock at the test location is carboniferous limestone,
generally pale to medium grey in colour, well-bedded,
fossiliferous and medium-grained to coarse-grained. It is
moderately strong to very strong with fractures which are
closely-spaced to medium-spaced and at a low angle. The
bedrock is part of the Visean Limestone formation of the
Lower Carboniferous age which underlies much of Galway
city and east Co. Galway [2].
2.2

Quaternary Geology

The Terryland River flows from the River Corrib (see Figure
2) and ultimately through a series of sinkholes into the sea,
although the network of karst features between the sinkholes
and the sea is not precisely known. During high tides, the
direction of flow in the Terryland River can be reversed.
Figure 1 Earthworks failure along the Terryland River Valley
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The soft soils in the Terryland River Valley are identified as
alluvium or bogs on geological drift maps. A portion of the
Terryland site was part of a lakebed until land reclamation
works began in the 1850s. The lake was formed over glacial
till, which was deposited over the limestone during the last Ice
Age. The glacial till generally consists of well-graded sands,
gravels and boulder clay [3].
The Quaternary geology comprises peat overlying
calcareous soils, which in turn overlie lake deposits of silts.
The top 0.2 m – 0.3 m of the peat is fibrous in nature,
supporting the surface vegetation. The peat becomes more
humified with depth, typically ranging from H5 to H7 on the
Von Post [4] scale. During trial excavations, the peat below
0.3 m unusually had a yellowish colour (Figure 3) that turned
black upon exposure to air. It is assumed that this peat was
formed in anaerobic conditions implying that the water table
did not fluctuate below this level.

Figure 3 Cream-yellow coloured peat excavated below 0.3m.
The calcareous soil was formed as a result of calcium
carbonate (CaCO3) coming out of solution from the
groundwater. Water originating from lime-rich strata saturated
with CaCO3 flowed upwards under artesian conditions at
discrete locations through the underlying lake deposits. In
reduced pressure conditions, the CaCO3 emerged from
solution and formed the calcareous deposit known as calc tufa
or marl. Numerous bands of shells were deposited in the calc
tufa as the bed of the lake was raised during the deposition
process.
The lake deposits overlying the glacial till consist of greengrey organic silt containing numerous reeds and other organic
matter, overlying blue-purple-grey inorganic clay. The
organic silt was generally more laminated than the inorganic
clay. The deposition of the lake soils followed by the
formation of the calc tufa raised the bed of the lake
sufficiently high to support the growth of reeds. This in turn
gave rise to reed peat being formed in the upper strata [5].
3

SITE INVESTIGATION AND IN SITU TESTING

The site investigations at Terryland followed procedures
established by NUI Galway based on previous experience of
investigations in soft soils. Initially, a gouge auger was used
to determine the nature and extent of the soft soil deposits.
Next, piezocone tests were performed as they were quicker
and easier to complete than shear vane tests or piston
sampling (the fieldwork pre-dated the use of piezoballs in
Ireland). Shear vane tests and continuous piston sampling
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were then carried out close to piezocone locations. Cable
percussive boreholes were also carried out in the glacial layer.
A description of the site investigation techniques and soil
types encountered is provided.
3.1

Gouge auger

The gouge auger is a simple but very effective means of
determining the stratification of soft soils. It consists of a 1 m
long split tube, 30 mm in diameter, fitted with a detachable
handle. It can sample soils to a depth of 15 m by adding a
series of 1 m long extension bars. The stratification was
determined by visual inspection of the recovered core.
Portions of the core were removed for water content and
Atterberg limit determinations.
3.2

Piezocone testing

The NUI Galway piezocone consists of a 60° cone with a
cross-sectional area of 10cm2 and the porous filter was located
behind the cone tip. The piezocone was driven into the soil at
a rate of 20mm/sec. The cone end resistance, pore water
pressure and sleeve friction were recorded at 100mm intervals
by a datalogger. The piezocone was held stationary at its
maximum depth and the pore water pressure was recorded. In
keeping with similar sites, the friction values recorded were
very low and therefore are difficult to rely upon.
A representative variation of cone end resistance and pore
water pressure with depth is shown in Figure 4. Uncorrected
and corrected cone factors Nk and Nkt were typically found to
lie in the range 5-12 and 6-12 respectively, with a small
number of higher values [1]. A significant increase in pore
water pressure is noted when the piezocone was held
stationary, suggesting that a slightly artesian condition is
present.
3.3

Shear vane testing

A Geonor H-10 (65mm x 130mm) shear vane was used at
Terryland. The inferred profiles of undrained shear strength
(cu, without Bjerrum’s correction for plasticity index) with
depth are shown in Figure 4. The corresponding corrected
undrained strength ratios (cu/V'0, where V'0 is the free-field
vertical effective stress) are higher than might be expected
based on the well-known Ladd et al. [6] correlation with
OCR; this is attributed to drainage in the calc tufa during
shear vane testing.
3.4

Continuous piston sampling

Continuous sampling was carried out using a Geonor piston
sampler. Thin-walled aluminium sample tubes, 1.0 m in
length and 101.6 mm in diameter, were driven into the soil
using a tripod and winch reaction system. The leading edge of
the tubes had a 30º cutting edge and the wall thickness was
1.75 mm, providing an area ratio of 7%. Once the sample tube
had been extended fully, the operators waited approximately
15 minutes to allow any excess pore water pressures to
dissipate before extracting the samples, which were up to 0.9
m long. The tubes were sealed on site with paraffin wax to
prevent water loss. They were placed horizontally in a large
box and carefully surrounded by polystyrene packaging to
prevent excessive rocking that could disturb the microfabric
of the very soft soils.
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Once in the laboratory, the samples were stored horizontally
to minimise the loss of water. When the samples were
extruded, a split pipe was placed at the open end of the tube to
support the sample. The sample was cut off using a thin nylon
line and the tube was resealed at both ends with paraffin wax.
3.5

Cable percussive boreholes

Irish Drilling Limited carried out cable percussive boreholes
at Terryland. The cable percussive method is a crude method
of sampling soft soils as mixing can occur. In this case, it was
used to determine the nature and extent of the glacial deposits.
It was possible to chisel into the gravel until refusal of the
Standard Penetration Test (SPT) occurred. Refusal was
dramatic, indicated by the SPT hammer ‘bouncing’, and no
further penetration of the SPT cone possible [7].
4
4.1

BASIC MATERIAL PARAMETERS
Stratigraphy and groundwater

The stratification across the test site was reasonably uniform
although some minor variations in the depth to the glacial till
were established. The interpreted layering is shown on Figure
4. The groundwater was generally at or close to the ground
surface.
4.2

Water content, index tests and bulk density

The distributions of bulk unit weight, water content and
Atterberg limits with depth are shown on Figure 4. The unit
weight of the soils was determined from the specimens used
for consolidation tests.
The Atterberg chart (Figure 5) shows the calc tufa data
plotting below the A-line as a silt of extremely high plasticity,
whereas the green organic silt also plots below the A-line
much further to the right. The blue inorganic clay plots just
above the A-line as a high plasticity clay.

Figure 5 Atterberg chart

Figure 4 Typical geotechnical profile at the Terryland site.

The natural water content of the peat varied from 660% to
1100%, while that of the calc tufa ranged from 120% to
260%. The green organic silt had water contents between
150% and 280% while the blue clay had a water content range
of 70% to 80%. The plastic limit for the organic and inorganic
soils was established using the rolling ball method. However,
Baaker [8] suggested that the linear shrinkage method was
more suitable for determining the plastic limit of calcareous
soil so this method was preferred for the calc tufa. The liquid
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limit was determined using the cone penetrometer test. The
liquid limit results for the calcareous soils are typically about
100%, much lower than the natural in situ water content
range. This is indicative of a structured or a slightly cemented
silt. Sensitivity (the ratio of natural shear strength to
remoulded shear strength) values ranging between 5 and 12
were found from fall cone tests carried out on undisturbed
samples.
4.3

McCabe et al. [13] examined data from Terryland and
elsewhere in Ireland and found that eqn (1) was also
reasonably valid for clays and silts having higher water
contents than 150%. However, the relationship typically
overpredicted the measured ܥ values for calcareous soils. A
tentative relationship is proposed for calcareous soils based on
data from Terryland and other calcareous silt sites in Ireland
for 125% < ݓே <300% (Figure 9).

Sample Quality

The soft nature of the Terryland overburden soils meant that
the recovery of quality samples was challenging. Sample
disturbance was evaluated using methods proposed by Lunne
et al. [9] and modified by Löfroth [10]. Lunne et al. [9]
proposed that the volumetric strain required to recompress the
specimen to the in situ vertical effective stress is a useful
indicator of the degree of sample disturbance. Löfroth [10]
carried out a study of sample disturbance effects for soft,
Swedish soils and proposed a modified version to account for
specimens with water contents up to approximately 150%.
The boundaries between the sample quality classes have been
extrapolated by the authors in Figure 6 to account for the
higher water contents at Terryland; the figure indicates that
the sampling was successful.
Figure 7 Oedometer results for calc tufa (3.5m-5.8m)

Figure 6 Sample quality at Terryland
5

ONE-DIMENSIONAL COMPRESSION BEHAVIOUR

Figure 8 Oedometer results for organic silt (5.8m-8.1m)

A series of 75mm or 76mm diameter standard oedometer and
constant rate of strain (CRS) oedometer tests were carried out
on samples from Terryland. Plots of vertical effective stress
against axial strain for standard oedometer tests are plotted in
Figure 7 for the calc tufa and in Figure 8 for the organic silt.
The typical loading sequence, following recommendations
from Sandbaekken et al. [11], is 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.25, 4.5
and 9.0 times the free-field vertical effective stress ߪᇱ Ǥ
5.1

Compression index

McCabe et al. [12] provided an empirical relationship
between the compression index (ܥ ሻ and various indices for
soft, compressible soils in Ireland in the water content range
of 60 – 150%. The relationship between ܥ and the natural
water content ሺݓே ሻin eqn (1) was deemed to be the most
reliable.
ܥ ൌ ͲǤͲͳͶሺݓே െ ʹʹǤሻ……………………… (1)
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Figure 9 Relationships between natural water content and
compression index (adapted from [13])
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5.2

Yield stress and tangent modulus

The Casagrande graphical construction for estimating the
yield stress can be difficult to implement for Irish soils as
many log stress versus strain curves can be very rounded
without an obvious point of maximum curvature. The Janbu
[14] method has been used on a number of Irish sites, e.g. [15,
16] to overcome this issue. The tangent modulus (M) is
estimated from:
ܯൌ

οఙ ᇲ
οఌ

…………………………………………..(2)

The yield stressሺߪᇱ ሻ can be inferred from the relationship
between  ܯand the vertical effective stress V'. There is a
distinct break point as the soil structure is broken down before
recompression of the soil occurs; this typically occurs at ߪᇱ .
This is shown graphically in Figure 10. Some Swedish soils
display a different relationship and the yield stress is
determined in an alternative way. TK Geo [17] suggests that
the soil deforms at a constant tangent modulus commencing at
the yield stress before increasing at a stressߪᇱ (Figure 11).
This is most likely due to the degree of structure in the soils,
particularly in the Gothenburg region.

method. However, there appears to be a stress range
corresponding to the stress range ߪᇱ  to ߪᇱ where the tangent
modulus  ܯis relatively constant, similar to the Swedish soils.
Janbu [14] proposed that the constrained modulus could be
characterised by a power function as follows:
ఙᇲ

ଵି

 ܯൌ ݉ ቀ ቁ
ೌ

………………….….(3)

where ݉ is the modulus number,  is the reference stress
usually taken as 100 kPa and ܽ is a dimensionless stress
exponent. The data from Terryland suggest that the modulus
number m typically varies between 4 and 7 for both the calc
tufa and the organic silts. These values are shown in the
context of Long’s [15] data for lower water content soils in
Figure 15. The Terryland data indicate that the results are less
sensitive to water content than the estuarine silts examined by
Long [15]. The ܽ parameter in eqn (3) was typically zero for
calc tufa which is in line with suggestions for soft soils [14].
Long [15] found that the ܽ parameter for many Irish soft soils
was typically 0.25; the data for the green organic silt in
Terryland are in keeping with these findings.

Figure 10 Classical Janbu tangent modulus versus stress
model (image adapted from [14]).
Figure 12 CRS data for calc tufa at 4.95m depth and green
organic silt at 7.1m depth [1]

Figure 11 Relationship between the vertical effective stress
(ߪ ᇱ ሻ and tangent modulus for Gothenburg clays [17]
The CRS tests carried out on the soils (Figure 12) have been
analysed using the Janbu method (Figures 13 and 14). The
data suggest that the initial tangent modulus M0 is relatively
low and it is difficult to determine the yield stress with this

Figure 13 Plot of M versus stress with the Janbu [14] power
relationship for calc tufa specimen taken at 4.95m
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CRS tests suggest that the Janbu [14] method for
determining the yield stress is not appropriate, while the
method proposed by TK Geo [17] appears to be more
applicable. This facet of the calc tufa behaviour is
worthy of further investigation.
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ABSTRACT: This paper compares the results of finite element analysis of ground movements and measured ground movements
during construction of an immersed tube tunnel. The tunnel consists of three immersed tunnel (IMT) elements. The entrances to
the IMT sections will be formed initially by a trough structure and then two cut and cover tunnels on each side of the river.
Along the tunnel alignment there is a relatively homogeneous soft clay overlying bedrock. The soil behaviour in finite element
models were described using hardening soil model with small strain stiffness (HS-Small). The input parameters of HS-Small
model were calibrated against laboratory tests such as triaxial compression, triaxial extension, oedometer and direct shear tests.
Then, the calibrated parameters were used to predict the movements under loading and unloading of the soil during several
construction phases. Displacement and pore water pressure changes were monitored during the construction. The measured
values were compared to the predicted displacements by finite element analysis. The monitored data showed a reasonable match
with predicted displacements.
KEY WORDS: soft marine clay; ground movement assessment; Immersed Tube Tunnel; FE analysis.
1

INTRODUCTION

The results of numerical methods such as Finite Element (FE)
method, are strongly dependent on the constitutive models
used to describe the soil behaviour and the assigned values to
the input parameters of the model. Therefore, the calibration
of the input parameters against laboratory test data is
extremely important. The goal of the calibration process is to
develop a set of input parameters that are representative of the
soil properties.
Immersed tube tunnels are underwater structures and are
commonly used for road and rail crossings of rivers and sea
channels. They consist of immersed tunnel elements
connected to a cut and cover tunnel at each side of the river.
The elements are constructed at a dry pit at the side of the
river, and then floated to the tunnel site to be sunk into place
and then linked together. Figure 1 shows the schematic picture
of the immersed tube tunnel alignment.

A uniform distribution of material in depth was assumed on
the project site. Since the material properties slightly changes
with depth, it is very difficult or impossible to find a single
parameter set that can perfectly predict the test results at all
different depths. However, a reasonable match should be
provided when comparing the laboratory test data at different
depths.
Recent researches indicate that the Hardening Soil model
with small strain stiffness, available in FE package PLAXIS
2D, replicates the behaviour of the soft clay reasonably well
for normal construction (e.g. Ismail and Teshome (2011)).
Therefore, the HS-Small model has been used for the ground
movement assessment.
This paper briefly discusses the HS-Small soil model and
the definitions of the input parameters. Then, the detailed
process of the input parameter calibration is explained.
Finally, the comparison of the predicted ground movement
with the measured values during construction of an Immersed
Tube Tunnel, using calibrated material set is presented.
2

Figure 1. Schematic picture of an Immersed Tube Tunnel
alignment
This paper provides the detailed process of the development
of a material set that will be used in the finite element
analyses of excavations as part of an Immersed Tube Tunnel
construction. Due to confidentiality of the data, the name of
the project and measured values are not reported in this paper.

HARDENING SOIL MODEL WITH SMALL STRAIN
STIFFNESS(HSSMALL)

Hardening soil model with small strain stiffness (HS-Small) is
an advanced model available in PLAXIS which can be used
for both soft soil and stiff soils. HS-Small uses MohrCoulomb failure surface and hardening plasticity in pre-failure
stress state. Plastic strains are calculated by the multi-surface
yield criteria, which defines the irreversible shear straining
due to deviatoric loading and compression hardening yield
surface defines the irreversible volumetric straining due to
isotropic loading.
The yield surface in HS-Small model is not fixed in
principal stress space as opposed to elastic perfectly plastic
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models such as Mohr Coulomb. It can be expanded due to
plastic straining caused by shear hardening and compression
hardening. The stiffness of the soil is governed by triaxial
loading stiffness, E50 , the oedometer loading stiffness, Eoed
and the unloading-reloading stiffness,

Eur

Eoed

Eur

where

p

ref

'
ref § c. cos M  V 3 . sin M ·
E50 ¨
¨ c. cos M  p ref . sin M ¸¸
©
¹

§ c. cos M  V 3' . sin M ·
¨¨
¸¸
ref
© c. cos M  p . sin M ¹

modulus
(1)

(2)

m

(3)

ref
E50

ref

p

is tangent stiffness for primary oedometer loading

p

ref

is

,

ref
Eoed

;

ref
Eur

ref

is Unloading/reloading stiffness p ; m is the power for
stress dependency of stiffness; c is (effective) cohesion; M is
is

K0

value for

normal consolidation. Figure 2 demonstrates the definition of
the stiffness parameters.

Figure 2. Hyperbolic stress-strain relation in primary loading
for a standard drained triaxial test (after Schanz et al. 1999)
The Eur stiffness is used in the HS-Small model to simulate
the elastic behaviour of the soil in loading and unloading.
However, the soil behaviour can be considered truly elastic in
a very small strain range. The soil stiffness decays as the
strain increases. The changes of the stiffness with strain is
considered in the HS-Small model by considering two more
parameters,
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0.385

(4)

J 0.7

is the initial or very small-strain shear modulus

Gs

is reduced about 70% of

G0 .

Further details on

HS-Small can be found in Brinkgreve et al. (2014) and Schanz
et al. (1999).
3
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METHODOLOGY

The available laboratory tests were simulated using the
PLAXIS test element and the results were compared to the
laboratory test data. In this calibration exercise, the
compression triaxial test at depth 30 m and oedometer test at
27 m (similar depths) were considered simultaneously and the
input parameters of the HS-Small were varied until a good
match was found between the laboratory test data and
PLAXIS results for both tests. Then, the performance of the
calibrated parameters in predicting the result of triaxial and
oedometer tests at other depths were assessed.
4
4.1

RESULTS
Calibration

A flow process chart on development of Material set M2 is
shown in Figure 3. The table of input parameters for each
material set, comments and changes in each stage and
comparison of the results to laboratory test data are depicted
in this figure. Numerous simulations were performed in order
to find a material set that is capable of replicating the soil
response in different stress paths. The goal of this part of the
study is to find a perfect match for both triaxial and oedometer
tests at the same (or similar) depths. The undrained triaxial
compression test at depth 30 m and one dimensional
consolidation test at depth 27 m were selected accordingly.
Different studies existed in the literature in relation to the
sites close to the site of this study. Material set A1 was
selected based on the reported calibrated data in the
mentioned studies on the project location and was used as an
initial point in the calibration process. The results of
simulation of the undrained triaxial compression test using
Material set A1 were assessed in terms of stress-strain curve,
stress path and pore pressure changes with strain. The results
from test simulations were compared to the measured values
in laboratory tests. As it can be seen in Figure 3 the predicted
shear stress values by material set A1 are lower than the
laboratory test data at strains less than 2% and higher at larger
stains. The stress path partly matches the lab data but does not
follow the curved shape. The predicted excess pore pressures
are lower than the measured values. The oedometer test was
also simulated and the comparison of the results show a
reasonable match. However, the slope of the curve in the
unloading reloading part is steeper than the lab data.
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The stress path also shows a very good agreement with the lab
'
test data and the curved shape of the stress path in the q  p
space was predicted very well.
Although an excellent match was found for material set M2,
it is very important to check the obtained parameters against
the factual data and with the local experience in the region.
There is little factual evidence to support the use of the
friction angle equal to 38 degrees in design. Local practice is
to use an upper bound of 30 degrees for the friction angle;
hence, this value will be adopted here. The revised material
set based on local experience, is called M4. There are a few
more changes in material set M4 as explained in the following
paragraphs.
Similar to friction angle value, there is little factual
evidence to support a negative dilation angle for the clay and a
dilation angle of zero was adopted in Material set M4.
The coefficient of lateral earth pressure in a normally
NC

consolidated stress state, K 0 , PLAXIS is automatically
estimated from Jacky’s formula as following,
NC
K0
| 1  sin M

(5)

Using friction angle of 38 degrees from material set M2, the
NC
K0
NC
K0
NC
K0

was obtained 0.38. Local experience shows that the
value is closer to 0.55 with the K 0 value equal to 0.625.
and K 0 values were set to 0.55 and 0.625 in material set

M4, respectively. Figure 4 and Figure 5 illustrate the
comparison of the FE analyses results using material sets A1,
M2 and M4 with laboratory test data of triaxial and oedometer
tests.

Figure 3. Flow process chart on development of Material set
A series of simulations were performed in order to improve
the prediction of soil response in FE simulations of laboratory
tests. The effect of each input parameter in conjugation with
other parameters were explored and the parameters were
varied until a perfect match was obtained for both the triaxial
test at depth 30 m and the oedometer test at depth 27 m. This
material set is referred to as the M2 set.
Material set M2 is stiffer compared to material set A1. The
ref

ref

values of stiffness parameter E50 and Eur , were increased in
order to replicate the soil behaviour in the small strain range
of the triaxial test and the unloading/reloading section of the
oedometer test. The friction angle was also increased from 30
degrees to 38 degrees to capture the peak value of the stress
strain curve. The post peak softening behaviour of the soil was
simulated by considering a negative value of -8 degrees for
the dilation angle. As a result, the stress-strain curve in triaxial
test for both the pre-peak and post-peak segments were
perfectly predicted by FE simulation. An excellent estimation
of the pore pressure changes with strain was also obtained.

Figure 4. Comparison of PLAXIS triaxial test results using
material sets A1, M2 and M4 to laboratory triaxial test results
at 30 m
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An acceptable match was observed in the desired strain
range, for oedometer test results at depth 17.7 m and 22 m
(see Figure 7 and Figure 8).

Figure 5. Comparison of PLAXIS oedometer test results using
material sets A1, M2 and M4 to laboratory oedometer test
results at 27 m

4.2

ValidationoftheparametersetM4atotherdepths

Figure 7. Comparison of PLAXIS oedometer test results using
material sets M4 to laboratory oedometer test results at 22 m

The calibrated material set, M4, was checked against the
triaxial test data at depth 42 m and oedometer test data at 17.7
m and 22 m. These tests were simulated using element test in
PLAXIS and the results were compared to the laboratory test
data.

Figure 8. Comparison of PLAXIS oedometer test results using
material set M4 to laboratory oedometer test results at 17.7 m

Figure 6. Comparison of PLAXIS triaxial test results using
material sets A1, M2 and M4 to laboratory triaxial test results
at 42 m
Figure 6 shows that a perfect match was found in the small
strain range ( H1  1% ). The difference between the predicted
stress-strain curve and the measured laboratory data grows as
the strain increases. This is due to the softening behaviour of
the soil for the strain range larger than 1 %. As mentioned
before, the HS-Small can capture this behaviour by
considering negative dilation angle. However, local
experience shows that the dilation angle of zero can predict
the clay response better. Furthermore, the strain range in the
excavation is mostly in the small strain range in which a very
good match has been obtained. The mobilised undrained shear
strength of the soil should be monitored during the analyses,
to make sure that it does not exceed the undrained shear
strength of the soil obtained from lab and field tests.
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5

COMPARISON OF
MONITORINGDATA

GROUND

MOVEMENT

WITH

The global movement assessment for the immersed tube
tunnel is a complex calculation involving several different
construction stages, extensive temporary works and varying
soil properties arising from the different depths of excavation
and stress unloading along the alignment. This section
describes the predicted ground movements that will occur
around the tunnel during construction and operation and
compares the results with the measured data at site.
The cut and cover elements were designed as gravity
structures with no tension piles. The output from the ground
movement analyses, is in the form of time versus movement.
This study illustrates movements at the interface between cut
and cover and IMT sections.
Figure 9 illustrates FE model of the two dimensional cross
section of the tunnel at the IMT element and the cut and cover
tunnel intersection. Different soil layers were defined to
consider the change of permeability with depth. The HS-small
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model was used to describe the soft marine clay using the
calibrated input parameters. Pipe-pile walls were defined as
plate elements and the piles behind the walls were simulated
using embedded pile row elements, which have some
advantages over plate elements in modelling discrete piles.
The concept of an embedded pile was created in an attempt
to include the interaction of the piles in an out-of-plane
direction. This is done by employing interface elements that
control the relative behaviour of the pile and soil elements.
Furthermore, modelling piles as plate elements restricts the
soil movement perpendicular to the pile. However, soil can
move through the pile row in 3D models. Embedded pile row
elements in the 2D model, addresses this concern and allows
the soil to flow through the pile element by the indirect
coupling of interfaces to soil elements. The properties of the
piles elements were calibrated against the measured pile load
test at the site of the project. The performance of the
embedded pile row element has been reviewed in different
researches (Engin (2009); Dao (2011); Engin et al. (2008);
Tschuchnigg and Schweiger (2015)).

pore pressure beneath the excavation base, which is
demonstrated with a big jump in pore pressure changes plots.

Figure 9. FE model of the two dimensional cross section of
tunnel at the IMT element and the cut and cover tunnel
intersection

Figure 11. Comparison of the measured pore pressure changes
to predicted values by FE analysis: level -35.5 mOD

The geo-monitoring program at the project site consisted of
extensometers and piezometers at different depths. Different
construction phases including installation of rig platform,
crane piles, pipe-pile wall, waling beam & strut were
simulated using PLAXIS. This was followed by the
underwater excavation, drainage layer installation, underwater
concrete installation, dewatering and ballast layer installation.
The results of the FE model were stored at the locations where
the geo-monitoring instruments were installed. Then, the
variations of the displacements and pore pressure changes
with time were compared to the monitored data.
Figure 10 and Figure 11 show the comparison of the
measured pore pressure changes (normalised with the
maximum predicted value from FE analysis) at levels equal to
-20 mOD and -35.5 mOD. A very good agreement was
observed between the two data series. The time series clearly
matched the pattern of pore pressure change due to unloading
and reloading sequences. As seen in Figure 10 and Figure 11,
pore pressure reduces during the underwater excavation stage
due to the unloading of soil weight. The decreased pore
pressure partly recovers after installation of the drainage layer
and UW concrete. Dewatering resulted a large reduction in the

Figure 10. Comparison of the measured pore pressure changes
to predicted values by FE analysis: level -20 mOD

Figure 12 and Figure 13 demonstrate the variation of
vertical displacement (normalised with the maximum
predicted value from FE analysis) with time at the base of
excavation at levels of -19.5 mOD and -28.5 mOD. The trend
of displacement changes predicted by PLAXIS matches the
monitored data at both levels. A gap can be observed between
the FE results and the measured data at level -28.5 mOD.
However, the difference is deemed to be in the acceptable
range considering the special variation of the sub soil layers,
stiffness and strength soil properties, permeability, etc. and
also inaccuracy in the construction timing. As depicted in
Figure 12 and Figure 13, soil heaves during unloading stages
of UW excavation and dewatering. The FE modelling of the
excavation in soft marine clay using the HS-small model is a
reliable approach to predict the pore pressure changes and the
vertical displacements with a proper calibration of the input
parameters.
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ABSTRACT: Damage to domestic dwellings in the greater Dublin area of Ireland caused by the expansion of underfloor fill
material containing pyrite has become a high-profile national problem in recent years. In this paper, a novel experiment is
described in which the succession of underfloor materials, with vertical dimensions at full scale, is reproduced. The study has
enabled the amount/rate of expansion and pressures generated due to the expansion of the pyritiferous fill, with and without
imposed loading on the concrete slab, to be ascertained over a period of 800 days. The rates of expansion are relatively
consistent with those recorded from reference pipe experiments. These data form an important frame of reference for
anticipating the time at which damage might begin to manifest itself in domestic dwellings.
KEY WORDS: pyrite; mudstone; expansion.
1

INTRODUCTION

The rapid economic growth experienced by the Republic of
Ireland from the mid-1990s was influenced significantly by a
buoyant construction industry. House-building was a major
contributor, with the number of units completed in a calendar
year peaking at 88,188 in 2006, compared to 30,575 in 1995
[1]. Tuohy et al. [2], quoting the Irish Concrete Federation,
noted that the increased rate of building meant that 1200
quarries were in operation in the mid-2000s with some
“opportunistic supply of materials without the necessary
technical knowledge at specifier, user or supplier level”.
Some of the quarried fill material used in house foundations
in the east of Ireland contained pyrite, a naturally-occurring
mineral that oxidises to form products including sulphuric
acid. Sulphuric acid reacts with calcite (another common
mineral constituent of fill materials) to generate gypsum
which can give rise to an increased fill volume compared to
the original pyrite and calcite. The reaction process is detailed
in Reid et al. [3]. Expansion of pyritiferous fill used in house
foundations may result in heave of ground-bearing floor slabs
and lateral displacement of foundation walls, leading in turn
to significant damage to the superstructure, including cracking
floors and walls, jamming doors, buckling of interior partition
walls and movement of stairs. Czerewko and Cripps [4]
provide a useful schematic of the process.
Experimental research has been carried out at NUI Galway
since 2010 to identify the factors upon which pyritiferous
expansion depends [5-7]. These studies used fill retrieved
from beneath the floor slabs of dwellings in the greater Dublin
area exhibiting structural distress. Samples were reestablished in PVC pipes 229mm in diameter standing
vertically in plastic basins with varied depths of water in the
basins. Vertical movement of the fill was recorded using a dial
gauge mounted on an independent frame. The use of smooth

pipes and the absence of vertical loading on the fill
represented a deliberate attempt to encourage the maximum
amount of expansion, although no attempt was made to
accelerate the oxidation process.
Sutton et al. [5] prepared ten such pipes with constant
density (approx. 2000 kg/m3) using a single fill source and
varied the fill height (500 mm, 750 mm and 1000 mm) and the
depth of water, i.e. submerged depth (30mm and 60mm). The
pipes were situated in an unheated laboratory, so ambient
temperatures closely tracked seasonal changes, generally
increasing from 4°C to 15°C over 6 months. Significant
expansion was manifest (which has not always been the case
in unaccelerated studies elsewhere [e.g. 8]) and changes in the
pH of the water in the basins were consistent with the
generation of sulphuric acid. The magnitude of heave was
proportional to the fill depth. However, the submerged depth
was found to have little effect.
Using fill from a different source, McCabe et al. [6]
reported on six further tests using the same apparatus with
constant fill heights (500 mm), varied densities (nominally
1800 kg/m3, 2000 kg/m3 and 2200 kg/m3) and varied water
depths (10 mm and 30 mm), situated in a temperaturecontrolled room with hold periods at 10°C, 15°C and 20°C
over the duration of testing. Earlier heave onset times and/or
greater heave magnitudes were observed in higher density fill.
There was no long-term effect of temperature on the rate of
heave over the temperature range considered once the effects
of thermal expansion of the entire experimental system were
accounted for.
From heave rates measured at NUI Galway and those
reported by Maher et al. [9], McKeon [7] inferred that the rate
of heave may be influenced by the proportion of mudstone in
the fill material. This relationship is currently under
systematic investigation at NUI Galway.
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In
n this paper,, a novel laaboratory fou
undation moddel is
desccribed, whichh encapsulates a greater volu
ume of fill thaan the
pipee experimentss and replicattes more clossely the underrfloor
con
nditions typicaal of an Irish dwelling.
d
Thee block wall oof the
mod
del represents the rising walls and encloses a veertical
succcession of maaterials from the in situ so
oil to the conncrete
floo
or slab, includding some pyriitiferous fill material.
m
The hheave
of the slab was m
monitored, in addition
a
to thee relative hum
midity
and
d pressure at points withinn the body off fill. A loadd was
imp
posed on the slab after 17 months
m
and thee tests have beeen in
prog
gress for a pperiod of 26 months at the time of wrriting.
Thrree pipe experriments (of thee type describ
bed in [5-7]), uusing
fill from the samee batch incorpporated in the foundation m
model,
werre carried out iin parallel forr reference.
2

EXPERIMEN
NTALARRANGEMENTS

2.1

Foundatio
onModelMatterials

Thee NUI Galwayy Pyrite Foundation Model (FM) compriises a
massonry box struucture with innternal dimenssions of 1.1255 m ×
1.12
25 m × 0.7700 m (Figure 1). The blockwork walls were
con
nstructed on tw
wo adjacent precast
p
concreete slabs, raiseed off
the ground. The walls consist of seven courses of standaard 4(
mm) bloocks built on the flat face giving a 210 mmin (100
thicck wall consistent witth conventio
onal rising wall
con
nstruction inn Ireland. The
T
vertical successionn of
matterials/finishess A-K and M is shown in Figure 2.

A: Bituminous
B
seeal:
The bituminous seeal was applieed internally to
t the base annd to
s
up to thee level of the underside off the concrete slab
the sides
(i.e. 600mm abov
ve the base) with a view to inhibiting any
w
would innduce drying of the fill.
moissture escape which
C
clay:
B: Compacted
The clay was sourced from
m the foundation of a house
ge in north Co.
undeergoing remeediation for heave damag
Dublin. The moistture content att the time of construction
c
of the
ndation model was found too be approxim
mately 19%, while
w
foun
values of plastic limit and liqquid limit weere established as
% and 35% resspectively. Thhese results arre consistent with
17%
thosee of Upper Brown
B
Dublinn Boulder Claay as reportedd by
Men
nkiti and Long
g [10]. The cclay was spreead evenly onn the
base of the modeel and compaacted in one 100mm layeer to
00 kg/m3 usinng a bespoke 15kg
1
tamper.
apprroximately 200
P
mudstone
m
fill:
C: Pyritiferous
Fill thicknesses
t
in
n practice are ttypically 400--600 mm; 400 mm
was adopted for th
his experimennt. The target density of thee fill
b
was approximately 1800 kg/m33, in keeping with values backulated by weeighing the eentirety of fiill removed from
f
calcu
beneeath a floor slaab and determ
mining accurattely the volum
me of
space vacated. Compaction
C
w
was achieved using the same
s
ping device th
hat was used fo
for the clay. The
T fill was placed
tamp
and compacted
c
in the model in 7 layers, each
h 55 mm – 60 mm
deep
p, taking care that few fill particles werre crushed duuring
the compaction
c
prrocess. In Figgure 3, the deensity achieveed in
each
h layer in the foundation m
model is plotted as a functioon of
the height
h
from th
he bottom of tthe fill to the midpoint of each
layerr (hollow symbols). Moissture contentts (determined at
1050C) of samples taken 50 m
mm, 150 mm, 250 mm and 350
mm from the botto
om of the fill aare representeed in Figure 4.
B
sand
d:
D: Blinding
A 50
0mm thicknesss of blindingg sand was laaid at a densitty of
1600
0kg/m3. Giveen that the radon gas extraction
e
sysstem
requ
uired by Irish Building Reegulations wo
ould allow aiir to
circu
ulate to underfloor fill in ppractice, 5 no. 20mm dia. holes
h
weree drilled in each of thee four side walls
w
at a level
l
correesponding to mid-depth inn the sand. This
T
facilitatess the
oxid
dation process through accesss to fresh air..

Galway Pyritee Foundation Model,
M
includding
Fiigure 1. NUI G
imp
posed load of 3.4 kPa (insett: pipe experim
ments D2 and D3).
G - SLAB
K - LIVE LOAD

J - SCREED

M - WEEPING
PIPE

H - INSULATION
F - INSULATION

L - TANK

amp Proof M
Membrane (DP
PM):
E: 1200 gauge Da
This plastic DPM
M inhibits anyy moisture eg
gress throughh the
ndard construcction
insullation or conccrete slab aboove, as is stan
practtice (indicated
d by the dashe
hed line in Fig
gure 2). The DPM
D
is co
ontinued upw
wards along thhe interior faace of the model
m
walls and is sealed
d on the outsiide of the mod
del as can be seen
m
barriier.
in Fiigure 1, essenttially ensuringg a complete moisture

D - SAND
D
C - FILL
E - DPM
B - CLAY
Y

H
density insulation:
F: High
King
gspan Kooltheerm K3 Floorrboard, 50mm
m thick, was used
u
and cut
c to fit snug
gly on top of thhe DPM.

A - SEAL

Figurre 2. Section thhrough NUI Galway
G
Pyrite Founndation Modeel.
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C
slab:
G: Concrete
A precast hollow
wcore concrette slab (mass 303.9 kg) was
placeed on top of the
t insulationn. The slab meeasured 1.0755m ×
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1.07
75m in plan bby 150mm in thickness. Eleements D, F aand G
imp
posed a combiined stress of 3.4kPa
3
on the fill.
500

Height, H+D (mm)

Exp. D
D1
400

Exp. D
D2

300

Exp. D
D3

200

Found
dation
Model

2.2

100

0
1500

1600

1700

1800

1900

sity (kg/m3)
Dens

Figure 3. Initial density v height for FM
M and D1-D3..
500
Exp. D
D1
400
Height, H+D
H D (mm)

L) was also pprovided outside the model with
A water tank (L
bove the top oof the clay lay
yer, which caan be
its base 400mm ab
nected to a ‘w
weeping pipee’ (M) irrigatiion facility att the
conn
interrface between
n the clay annd fill. This was intended to
prov
vide additionaal water to thhe fill which may be availlable
from
m a thicker cllay layer in the field. Ho
owever, sincee the
expaansion rate did
d not show siigns of abatin
ng after 800 days,
d
this irrigation
i
facility was not uutilised.

Exp. D
D2

300

Exp. D
D3

200

Found
dation
Model

100

0
2.0

2.5

3.0

3.5

4.0

4.5

Moisture Content (%)

Fig
gure 4. Initial m
moisture content v height fo
or FM and D11-D3.
I
strrips:
H: Insulation
In the
t 25 mm suurrounds betw
ween the wallss of the modeel and
the slab, cold-brridging insulaation strips were fitted andd any
ps were filled w
with expandinng foam.
gap
S
J: Screed:
A self-levelling
s
sscreed was pooured on top of the slab too give
smo
ooth contact ppoints for the dial
d gauge tipss.
I
load
d:
K: Imposed
I.S. EN 1991-11-1:2002 [11] requires slabs
s
in dom
mestic
dweellings to be ddesigned for a live load of 1.5kPa. An extternal
load
d was impposed approoximately 17 months after
com
mmencement oof the experim
ment using con
ncrete blocks (soap
barss) of nominal dimensions 95mm × 95mm × 445mm
m. A
totaal of 50 soap bbars (some spllit into two) prrovided an avverage
load
ding of approoximately 3.4kkPa over the slab, i.e. douubling
the stress alreadyy supported byy the fill owin
ng to the weighhts of
he 1.5kPa vallue to
D, F and G, andd deliberately surpassing th
indu
uce a clear reesponse. As can
c be seen from
f
Figure 11, the
positions of the soap bars weere dictated by
b the positioons of
both
h the dial gauuges and the requirement of
o an unobstru
ructed
linee-of-sight to thhem; the plann area coverag
ge is approxim
mately
71%
%.

RelativeHu
umidityProbees

Relaative humidity
y probes RH11-RH4 were used
u
to assesss the
moissture content of the fill att two levels. All sensors were
w
locatted 227mm from
f
the sidee walls. Two probes RH1 and
RH3
3 were positioned in diaggonally-opposite locations 100
mm above the botttom of the filll while the otther two diagoonals
y sensors RH22 and RH4, 300 mm abovee the
weree occupied by
botto
om of the fill. The fill surroounding the probe
p
housing was
sieveed and only particles largerr than 5mm were
w placed within
50 mm.
m
This ensured that litittle deleteriou
us matter paassed
throu
ugh the 5 mm dia. holess in the houssing reducingg the
chan
nce of probe clogging
c
or da
damage. Each relative humidity
cablee was sealed in a rubber covvering to avoiid damage.
Sm
mall containerrs of fill werre used to dev
velop calibrattions
betw
ween relative humidity
h
and m
moisture conttent for RH1-R
RH4
priorr to their inco
orporation witthin the found
dation model. The
relattionships weree non-linear bbut repeatablee, in keeping with
reseaarch showing that the relaationship betw
ween the relaative
hum
midity of an air pocket in a concrete cub
be sample andd the
moissture content was non--linear [12].. However, the
relattionships were only valid up to a mo
oisture contennt of
apprroximately 4%
%, after which the relative humidity
h
remaained
at 90-95%
9
irresspective of moisture co
ontent. Thereefore
inferrence of moistture content fr
from the senso
ors would onlly be
mean
ningful if thee moisture coontent remain
ned below 4%
%. A
simillar experiencee of limited usseful range off humidity sennsors
has been
b
reported at the Univerrsity of Shefffield [13]. Eacch of
the probes
p
RH1-R
RH4 also recorrded temperatu
ure.
2.3

PressureCe
ells

Two
o single-sided and one doubble-sided circu
ular vibrating wire
presssure cells (sup
pplied by ITM
M Soil Ltd., U.K.) were instaalled
in th
he foundation model. The exxternal diameeters of the sinnglesided
d and the double-sided ceells were 240
0mm and 2000mm
respeectively, while the active fa
face (i.e. the area measuringg the
presssure) was 176mm for botth types. Thee range of alll the
presssure cells used
d was 0-1 MPPa in allowancce for the posssible
deveelopment of high
h
stresses (damage to the Golder Swell
S
Test [9] was calcculated to havve required a pressure of 600
kPa)). Each cell alsso incorporateed a thermistor.
On
ne single-sideed pressure ceell (PC1) wass placed verticcally
on th
he middle of the block waall, with activ
ve side facingg the
fill. The double-ssided cell (PC
C2) was placeed horizontallly at
m
wiithin the fill an
and centred in plan. The seccond
the mid-height
singlle-sided cell (PC3)
(
was plaaced vertically
y above PC2 with
activ
ve side facing down at the innterface between the sand layer
l
and insulation. Only particles passing the 5 mm sieve were
w
placeed within 25
5 mm of thhe cells in keeping
k
with the
manu
ufacturer’s insstructions. Thhe proportion of
o the plan areea of
the fill
f occupied by
b the faces oof cells PC2 an
nd PC3 was 3.6%
3
and 2.5% respecttively and theerefore their presence wass not
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beliieved to havee interfered siignificantly with
w the expaansion
proccess. Each preessure cell also measured teemperature.
2.4

DialGaug
ges

Thee movement oof the concreete slab was monitored byy dial
gau
uges, one in thhe centre of each
e
quadrant of the slab (D
DG1DG
G4) and a fifthh near the centtrepoint of thee slab (DG5). DG5
wass added 28 daays after the other four in
n light of the early
tiltin
ng observed. The dials were moun
nted on a fframe
indeependent of thhe walls and slab of the foun
ndation modeel.
So
oon before thhe load (K) was
w imposed, an additionaal dial
gau
uge (DG6) w
was added to
t monitor potential outtward
mov
vement of onee side wall; thhis was positioned externallly on
the opposite sidee of the blockkwork to PC1 and at the same
leveel as its centreepoint.

% of
TS

AS

(mg/l

(SO4)

SO4)

(%)

(%)

4.18

1886

2.00
0

OS

Originnal

Existing

Oxidised

(S)

(S)

Pyritte

Pyrite

Pyrite

Pyrrite

(%)

(%)

(%))

(%)

(%)

Oxid
dised

0.61

3.744

1.13

2.61

699.7

Pyrite
i

Calcite

Gypsum
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Gypsum

A single
s
moisturre content vallue of 4.6% (air
( dried at 3380C)
wass reported in 2012 [14], suuggesting thatt the materiall may
hav
ve dried slighhtly before thhe experimentts were perfoormed
(seee Figure 3). T
The fill is classified as a san
ndy GRAVEL
L and
the grading larggely conformss to Nationall Roads Authhority
RA) Clause 8804 bounds. A description of the main rock
(NR
typees was given ffor the samplee as part of the geological rreport
[14]]; three distinnct lithologiess were identifi
fied: (i) Calcaareous
(siltty, carbonacceous) mudsstone, (ii) Typically
T
sttrong,
argiillaceous (siltyy, carbonaceoous) limestone and (iii) Typiically
stro
ong limestonee (carbonaceouus and non-carbonaceous) . The
repo
ort also statedd that the surrfaces of the fill particles were
cov
vered in abunndant calcareoous and argillaceous dustt that
con
ntained alteredd framboidal pyrite. Gypssum crystals were
pressent on the surrface of somee particles.

4.1

XRD Testing
Total Limestone

MoistureContent,Grad
dingandLitho
ology

4

Total Non-Calcareous
Mudstone

Introductiion

Origginal

Table 2. Electron Microsccope and XRD
D test results

Total Calcareous
Mudstone.

PYRITIFERO
OUSMUDSTON
NEFILLPROPE
ERTIES

Thee fill sample used in the foundation model
m
and inn the
refeerence pipe tessts D1-D3 waas originally quarried
q
in 20005. In
2013, it was extrracted from thhe foundation
n of a house inn Co.
blin undergoinng remediationn for damage due to pyritifferous
Dub
heave. Geologicaal tests were carried
c
out in 2012 by Sanddberg
P Laboratories, London, onn samples of fill taken from
m the
LLP
sam
me house priorr to the remediiation processs.
3.2

Table
T
1. Chem
mical test resu
ults
WS

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%
%)

(%)

(%)

71.3

15.2

43.9

12.2

15.8

1.2

2.1
1

13

11

Total Mudstone

3.1

Chem
mical test ressults are set oout in Table 1; values in bold
havee been calculaated based on equations set out in Reid et
e al.
[3]. Electron miccroscope andd X-Ray diffraaction test results
he fill used in this research are shown in Table 2.
for th

ReferenceePipeExperim
ments

In order to asscertain the relative perfformances off the
ndation modeel and the piipe apparatus [5-7], 3 no. pipe
foun
exp
periments D1 tto D3 were established usin
ng fill derivedd from
the same batch and compactted to approx
ximately the same
T first expan
ansion
average density aas the foundaation model. The
dings from thhese pipes weere taken 28 days
d
after thee first
read
exp
pansion readinngs from the foundation
f
model. Test D11 was
subjject to a tempperature of 200°C (for the vast majority oof the
testing period) iin a temperatture-controlled
d room. Rep licate
tests D2 and D3 were locatedd in immediatte proximity tto the
ndation modeel in the openn laboratory (inset to Figurre 1);
foun
and
d were thereffore exposed to the samee temperaturee and
hum
midity variatioons. Variationns of initial deensity and moiisture
con
ntent over the 500mm depthh of fill are alsso shown in F
Figure
3 and
a
4 respecttively (solid symbols), where
w
they caan be
com
mpared to thosse of the founddation model.
3

ChemicalT
Testing

Mudstone with gypsumfilled cracks

2.5

3.3

RESULTSAND
DDISCUSSION
N
Temperatu
ureinlaboratooryandinfill

The ambient room
m temperature varied in the range 18°C-225°C
on of the eexperiment. The
T
temperattures
overr the duratio
recorrded by PC1-PC3 and RH11-RH4 typicaally fell 1.5°C
C and
2°C below the recorded
r
ambbient temperaature respectivvely.
mate the therrmal
The room tempeerature was uused to estim
expaansion of the reference fraame and dial gauges whilee the
temp
perature measurements from
m within the model were used
u
to deetermine the th
hermal expanssion of the intternal materialls.
Th
he coefficientt of thermall expansion of the fill was
assum
med equal to that measureed for a pyritee-free Clause 804
fill material
m
establlished in two aadditional pip
pes (15 × 10-6 /°C)
[7]. The effect of thermaal expansion on the enntire
expeerimental systeem was foundd to be negligible.
4.2

Humidityin
nfill

RH3
3 failed to operate consisteently once installed withinn the
foun
ndation modell, so its resul
ults were exclluded. The innitial
hum
midity readingss for RH1, R
RH2 and RH4 taken oncee the
foun
ndation modeel was estaablished (60
0-70%) indiccated
moissture contentss that were bbroadly comp
patible with thhose
show
wn for the fou
undation modeel in Figure 4. The subseqquent
variaation with time can be summ
marised as folllows:
(i) Sensor RH1 registered an increase in
n humidity to 92n about 15 days and remained sttable
93% within
thereafter. The
T increased moisture con
ntent in the fill
fi is
evidently drawn from thee clay 100mm
m below, butt the
actual value cannot be deetermined with
h certainty duue to
mit of the calibbration.
the upper lim
(ii) Sensors RH2 and RH4, both 300mm
m above the clay
layer, showeed a more grradual increasse in humiditty to
values in th
he range 80--85%. The inferred
i
moissture
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Giv
ven the stablee output from
m the gauges,, only interm
mittent
read
dings were deeemed necessaary beyond th
he 270 day maark to
con
nfirm that the iirrigation facillity was not reequired.
4.3

Heave

4.3..1

Foundattion Model

In
n Figure 5, the magnitudes of heave are normalised bby the
fill thickness of 4400mm and zeeroed at the 45 day mark, bbefore
t
of thee slab
whiich self-weighht settlementt and some tilting
arosse. The norm
malised heave registered by
y the centre ggauge
shows almost ideentical output to the averag
ge of gauges D
DG1G4. In the aabsence of imposed
i
load
ding, the avverage
DG
norm
malised heavee rate over a 470
4 day period is approxim
mately
0.00
021 mm/mm/yyr or for the 400mm
4
thickn
ness of fill ussed, a
heave rate of 0.866 mm/yr.
Upon
U
application of the impposed load at day
d 520, all gaauges
(witth the excepption of DG22) registered an instantanneous
settlement of 0.07-0.1 mm
m, with minimal addittional
vement over a 40 day periood. Thereafter,, heave movem
ments
mov
re-eestablished theemselves at a reduced ratee of approxim
mately
0.00
007 mm/mm/yyr or 0.27 mm
m/yr (for 400m
mm). This redduced
ratee is in keepinng with experrience that mo
ore heavily looaded
grou
und floor roooms such as utilities
u
and kitchens experrience
low
wer rates of heeave than in liiving rooms an
nd hallways w
where
sim
milar fill is pressent.
The
T dial gaugee mounted on the side wall DG6 registereed no
disccernible moveement over thhe period forr which it w
was in
placce. Moreoverr, a visual insspection of th
he blockworkk and
join
nts showed no evidence of deterioration
d
over
o
time.

this is believed to
t be an ‘esttablishment’ effect
e
which is a
function of the experimental arrangementt rather than the
phenomenon was
w also obseerved
expaansion processs; the same ph
in ex
xpansion expeeriments in thhe University of Sheffield [15].
[
At approximately
a
y 70 days, thhe rates slow significantly and
beco
ome steady theereafter in all cases, with a normalised heave
rate of 0.0014 mm
m/mm/yr for D
16 mm/mm/yrr for
D1 and 0.001
D3 over a 470
0 day period. The average normalised heave
D2/D
rate for the Found
dation model (prior to the imposed loadd) is
F
6 for ccomparison. In
I spite of thee 3.4
also included in Figure
m the slab annd sand, the foundation
f
m
model
kPa loading from
ve rate is apprroximately 35%
% greater thaan that for D22 and
heav
D3. This may be due to unequual influences of friction att the
del interfaces; while the pipee is smoother than the bitum
menmod
coateed blocks, th
he relative inf
nfluence on th
he pipe wallss on
heav
ve (pipe aspecct ratio: heigght/diameter = 2.18) is greeater
than that of the foundation
f
moodel walls (m
model aspect ratio:
r
ht/width = 0.36). In the fo
foundation mo
odel, wall fricction
heigh
may have a relativ
vely smaller efffect on the bo
ody of fill.
0.0050

0.0040
Normalised heave (mm/mm)

contents for RH1 and RH2
R
represen
nt increases oof the
i
values.
order of 0.225% from the initial

0.0030

0.0020
Average of D1-D
D4
D1

0.0010

D2
D3
0.0000
0

0.0035

Normalised heave (mm/mm)

0.0030

200
400
600
a day 45)
Time (dayss, heave zeroed at

800

gure 6. Normaalised displaceement v time for FM, D1-D
D3
Fig

0.0025

4.4

0.0020
0.0015
DG
G1
DG
G2
DG
G3
DG
G4
DG
G5
Av
verage of D1-D4

0.0010
0.0005
0.0000
0

200
400
600
Time (days, he
eave zeroed at da
ay 45)

800

Figure 5. N
Normalised dissplacement v time
t
for FM.
4.3..2

Pipe expperiments

The
T movementts registered by
b all pipes D1-D3,
D
normaalised
by their fill heigghts of 500mm
m, are plotted
d on Figure 6 (the
timee origin on tthis graph coorresponds to that on Figuure 5.
Rep
plicates D2 annd D3 exhibit very similarr heave respoonses,
dem
monstrating reppeatability as found in otheer pipe experim
ments
[7]. The curve ffor D1 is nottably smootheer than the otthers,
prob
bably on accoount of its constant temperatture environm
ment.
All
A pipes show
w a high initiaal rate of heav
ve, which is grreater
for those pipes inn the open labboratory. At th
he time of wrriting,

Pressure

In Figure 7, thee net pressure (zeroed at th
he 45 day marrk to
t observed hheave, see Fiigure 5) is plootted
correespond with the
again
nst time. The following com
mments can be
b made abouut the
presssure cell outpu
ut over the couurse of the ex
xperiment:
(i) The pressures are relativvely low, co
onsistent withh an
unrestrained slab that hass been lifting steadily. In fact,
d pressures ar
are at the low
wer end of thee 28the measured
600 kPa ran
nge establisheed by Maher and Gray (2014)
from a literature review, aalthough all of
o these have been
b
estimated ratther than meaasured directly
y. In any casee, the
levels of resstraint of thee slab will diictate the relaative
developmentt of heave andd fill pressuress.
d
inn heave rates up to 520 days
(ii) The slight differences
identifiable in Figure 5 can be exp
plained by suubtle
pressure change patterns iin Figure 7, albeit
a
the presssure
changes are relatively minnor. For exam
mple, the periood of
higher heavee from days 1660-300 corresponds to reduucing
pressures, whereas
w
the reeduced rate from days 300-520
corresponds to relatively cconstant pressures.
uctuations in ppressure mirro
or the temperaature
(iii) The local flu
variations, so
o therefore refflect the therm
mal expansionn and
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contraction of the matterials within
n the Founddation
o these effectts, as
Model. Celll PC2 is less sensitive to
might be exxpected due too compensatin
ng effects of itts two
active sides.
(iv) The 3.4 kP
Pa load applied on day 520 inducedd the
expected step increases in PC2 and PC3
P
(annotateed on
The effect wass less clear forr PC1, as migght be
Figure 7). T
expected givven its orientaation.
20
2
Pressure change after day 45 (kPa)

PC1 (Side)
16
1

+3.4kPa
a

PC2 (Middle)

12
1

PC3 (Top)

8
4
0
200

0

400

600

800

repreesentative exp
perimental booundary cond
ditions than have
h
been
n considered heretofore.
h
Ov
ver a period of
o 800 days, thhe movement of a concrete slab
(with
h and witho
out an impoosed load) arising
a
from the
expaansion of 400m
mm thickness of fill has beeen monitored. The
moissture content has been m
maintained constant
c
and fill
temp
peratures havee varied betweeen 16°C and
d 23°C. Relatiively
smalll pressures haave been recoorded within the
t fill, consisstent
with
h the free mo
ovement of thhe slab obserrved. Heave rates
r
havee been reported as 0.0021 m
mm/mm/yr (w
with load-free slab)
s
and 0.0007 mm/m
mm/yr (with sslab loaded to
o 3.4 kPa). These
T
quired for dam
mage
ratess can be used to estimate thhe duration req
to occcur assuming
g an appropriiate damage threshold,
t
succh as
the 5mm
5
differenttial movementt alluded to in
n IS398.
Fu
urther investig
gation is requuired to deteermine equivaalent
heav
ve rates and times to daamage for filll materials with
alterrnative litholog
gies.
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ABSTRACT: In recent years, the international demand to produce green energy has been growing to address the issues of
energy security and climate change. To date, the wind sector has probably advanced the most due to high availability of wind
resources. Erecting wind turbines offshore, however, presents significant new engineering challenges. Offshore foundations for
these energy converters must be able to resist large overturning moments as well as numerous cycles of lateral loading caused by
wave and wind. Thus, the need for an efficient cost-effective foundation to support the turbines is becoming more important. In
this paper, a specific design of a gravity base foundation system developed for offshore wind turbines is considered. The
foundation is a conical hollow concrete gravity type structure which rests on the seabed and utilises its self-weight to support the
turbine. A scale-model of the proposed foundation has been experimentally tested at the University College Dublin test site in
Blessington, Ireland. This paper presents the findings of this research.
KEY WORDS: Offshore Wind, Gravity Base Foundation, GBF.
1

INTRODUCTION

The current interest in greener sources of energy has arisen to
address the issue of climate change that threatens to endanger
the stability of the world’s climate. The phenomenon of global
warming is mainly caused by the emission of carbon dioxide
(CO2) from the combustion of fossil fuels. In order to tackle
this environmental issue as well as to provide energy security,
sustainable sources of energy such as wind, wave, solar,
biomass and geothermal power are being substituted for fossil
fuels [1]. Among these clean sources of energy; wind
technology has been most frequently employed due to high
availability of its resources [2].
Onshore wind farms provide green energy; however, they are
inhibited by site availability restrictions and tend to cause
some public objections due to aesthetic and noise-producing
principles [3],[4]. Developers therefore have begun to
investigate exploiting the offshore wind resource.
Erecting wind turbines in the ocean presents significant new
engineering challenges. Offshore wind foundations must be
able to resist large overturning moments as well as numerous
cycles of lateral loading caused by waves and wind.
Moreover, wind turbines are becoming larger with taller wind
towers and rotor blades in greater diameters. This complicates
the loads that are applied to the supporting structure and
foundations [5]. The foundation for the new generation of
offshore wind turbines should maintain its stiffness and satisfy
its design objectives throughout its design life in harsh coastal
environments. Thus, the need for an efficient cost-effective
foundation to support the turbines is becoming more
important.
Multiple solutions have been proposed to support offshore
wind turbines, such as, monopiles, gravity base foundations,
suction caissons and multi-pod support structures (namely
tripods and jackets). Since almost 27 percent of the capital
costs of the construction of a wind turbine offshore relate to

foundation costs, the cost of a foundation is a major factored
to be considered [6]. This places more focus on the choice of
foundation solution. For each wind farm, the foundation
system is selected based on several factors such as the
magnitude of design loads, seabed conditions, wave and
current velocities, ice climate, water depths at the site and site
geology [5] among other factors.
GBFs are suitable foundation options employed in the wind
energy industry as well as oil and gas sector. Gravity
foundations are less expensive to construct than monopiles,
but the installation costs are higher, largely due to the need for
dredging and subsurface preparation and the use of
specialized heavy-lift vessels [7]. But certainly, a more
effective design with suitable economic considerations and
suitable geotechnical performance, will justify more frequent
employment of GBFs in future offshore wind farms in deeper
water.
In recent years, various designs have been proposed for
gravity structures in order to develop a self-buoyant
foundation that minimises the costs for marine operations [8].
The different designs aim to enhance the performance and
stability of the foundation as well as to reduce the costs
associated with its construction and deployment [8]. With the
current interest in building wind farms in deeper water depths,
the limitations associated with monopiles will limit their
usage. Thus, gravity base structures with suitable
specifications should be designed to fill an important niche for
the deeper water depth regions. This paper presents an
analysis of the geotechnical performance of a novel floating
gravity base structure as a potential cost-effective foundation
solution for future offshore wind farms.
2

LITERATURE REVIEW

The concept of gravity structures was first implemented in the
oil and gas sector. Gravity base foundations are heavy
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concrete structures utilising their self-weight to withstand
overturning moments and sliding shear applied on them by
means of wave and wind loading [9]. However, when the
foundation is deployed in the sea, the buoyancy effect reduces
its self-weight resulting in less resistance against overturning
compared to those installed onshore [10]. Despite the fact that
GBFs rely on their self-weight to resist service loads, their
design should be optimised in a way that the overall material
consumption, manufacture, transport and installation costs
also stand within reasonable limits. GBFs are constructed as
hollow concrete shells to facilitate transport and installation.
In order to provide sufficient dead weight to support the
turbine against lateral loads, the GBFs are ballasted, once in
place [10]. Ballast material can be sand, rock and iron-ore
which are all available at a relatively low cost [11]. Using
concrete in manufacturing gravity base structures makes the
foundation design less dependent on fluctuating steel prices
and also reduces the need for piling [9].
Gravity base foundations are usually built from reinforced
concrete. Foundation slabs for onshore gravity structures can
be poured in situ. However, this method cannot be applied to
offshore wind turbines. This means that the foundation has to
be constructed near the coast and be transported to the
proposed location in the sea by special barges. The foundation
is then lowered onto the seabed. The transportation issue puts
a limit on the maximum weight of the offshore gravity
structure; they are usually designed to be hollow [10]. When
the structure is deployed in the water, it can be filled with
ballast to increase the supporting weight. Gravity foundations
are most likely to be used where piles cannot be driven [12] or
in ice-prone regions [13]. Up to now, gravity foundations have
been the second most widely used foundation after monopiles,
currently covering 16% of the total operational offshore wind
farms [14].
GBFs are suitable for deeper water (up to 60 metres) with low
maintenance needs, since concrete is inherently durable in the
marine environment [15]. Construction of gravity structures is
fast and routine and usually cheaper than other foundation
types since concrete is not subjected to high price fluctuations
like steel [16], [17]. They do not need any piling operations
and may also be repositioned [18], [19]. One of the plus points
of GBFs is that the main parts of the structure are visible for
inspection and further checks unlike monopoles and other
deep embedded foundations [18]. However, Seabed
preparation is necessary before deployment of these structures
[15]. The welding details for self-buoyant structures might be
time-consuming, and more importantly, their transportation
and deployment need specific facilities and heavy-lift vessels
that can resist the heavy weight of the structure [20], [17],
[18].
GBFs are installed in several offshore wind farms, including
Middelgrunden, Nysted, Thornton Bank, and Lillgrund. A
more effective design with suitable economic considerations
and suitable geotechnical performance may justify more
frequent employment of GBFs in future offshore wind farms
in deeper water. The design method for GBFs has originated
from the conventional methods applied for the design of
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shallow foundations. In recent years, novel self-buoyant GBF
concepts have been proposed, that can be floated and towed to
the specified location and ballasted to the seabed. Successful
application of these alternative foundations can significantly
limit the associated cost of transport and installation (BVG
Associates 2013). Installation of gravity base foundations
requires competent homogeneous seabed, comprised of dense
sand, stiff clay or shallow bedrock, as the massive weight of
the foundation can induce large settlements and bearing
capacity issues in less competent soil types [9], [11].
The design configuration of GBFs has been altered over time.
The first generation of GBFs were manufactured as reinforced
concrete structures with an overall shape as illustrated in
Figure 1.a. They were mainly constructed in dry docks that
were later flooded when the foundation was ready to be
floated-out [7]. The second generation of GBFs started with
Nysted I project (see Figure 1.b.); their improved design
comprised of a wide base, hollow pipe with thick walls and an
ice cone at the top [7]. Aside from the novelty in manufacture,
their installation was also improved by using floating
pontoons or submergible barges as manufacturing platform
[7]. This method reduces the occupation of large onshore
space in ports or yards, and also eliminates the load-out and
float-out operations [21].

(a)
(b)
Figure 1. (a) First and (b) second generation of GBFs
(www.ontario-sea.org), (http://www.gs-seacon.pl)
The third type of GBFs were designed to have a thinner base,
a conical hollow shaft (with thinner walls) instead of a pipeshaped middle structure and a pipe at the top to attach to the
turbine tower. Figure 2 shows a schematic view of this design.
This approach was first introduced for the Thornton Bank
offshore wind farm, located off the coast of Belgium [21].

Figure 2. Third generation design of GBFs [22]
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So far, gravity base foundations have been installed in shallow
to moderate water, relatively close to the shore [9]. In order to
justify the application of this foundation concept for deeper
water, modifications in design, manufacture and installation
are necessary. To address this issue, novel concepts in
installation and design, such as, self-floating and crane-free
GBFs are being introduced.
Optimisation of a gravity base foundation should be
performed with a focus on minimising material consumption,
reducing manufacture and design complexity and at the same
time, maintaining the required lateral capacity against service
loads. This study attempts to investigate the performance of a
novel gravity based concept which is believed to significantly
reduce the manufacturing efforts and hence, contribute to
reducing the overall cost of the original foundation. In this
paper, a proposed design for a GBF will be introduced and the
test methodology followed for the experimental validation of
the performance of this novel concept, as well as the
implemented numerical simulation approach will be outlined.
3

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Understanding the behaviour of a foundation is essential in
order to ensure suitable performance during its service life.
Novel foundation concepts need to be carefully studied and
tested in small or full-scale models before they can be
deployed in industry. Evaluation of an offshore wind turbine
foundation requires a thorough understanding of its load
bearing mechanism. In this paper, in order to investigate the
performance of the proposed concept, a 1:15 scaled model of
the proposed GBF design was constructed and underwent a
series of field tests. The experiments aimed at applying lateral
loads to the scaled structure, in order to represent the actual
wind and wave loads in the offshore site. The objective of the
load tests is to analyse the load transfer process between the
foundation and the underlying soil and to assess the lateral
load bearing capacity of the foundation. Furthermore, the
magnitude of displacements and rotations the structure
experiences during these tests confirms if the foundation is
capable of satisfying the limit states specified by the relevant
design guidelines for offshore foundations. Accordingly, the
results of the tests are carefully analysed to draw a conclusion
on the soil behaviour, foundation capacity and viability of this
concept.
The proposed foundation is a conical shaped concrete GBF.
Its overall shape (Figure 3) resembles the third type of GBFs,
similar to those used on the Thornton Bank Wind farm [23].
To study the viability of this foundation design, a concrete
model of the proposed prototype was constructed by Bullivant
Taranto and transported to UCD’s research site located in
Blessington, approximately 25 km south-west of Dublin. This
structure was subjected to a set of planned tests to analyse its
performance when it is subjected to lateral loads resembling
the offshore wind and wave load effects. Load-testing the
prototype indicates the failure mechanism as well as the
magnitude of the lateral loads that can be applied before
failure.

Figure 3. Overall shape and components of the GBF
A scale-model experiment for analysing the performance of
the proposed foundation concept was performed on the
scaled-structure at the University College Dublin (UCD) test
site at Blessington, County Wicklow, Ireland. The Blessington
test site has been developed over the last decade and has been
used to test numerous prototypes and scale foundations [24],
[25], [26], [27] and [28]. Therefore, several tests have already
been performed with the geotechnical properties of the
Blessington sand. The experiments show that the test site is
made up of very dense, glacially derived sand with a relative
density of approximately 100%, unit weight of 20 kN/m3 and
specific gravity of particles equal to 2.69 [24] and [29]. The
main properties of the Blessington soil, according to the
conducted tests by UCD geotechnical research group, are
provided in Table 1.
Table 1. Properties of Blessington Sand [29]
Description
Value
Soil unit weight
20 kN m-3
Soil specific gravity
2.69
Sand relative density
Approximately 100%
Ground water level
13 metres below
ground level (bgl)
Degree of saturation above the
63% - 75%
water table
D50
0.1 - 0.15 mm
Percentage of coarse-grained
Less than 10%
particles (Particles with
diameters less than 0.6 mm)
Constant volume friction angle
37 degrees
Peak friction angle
42 – 57 degrees
Residual friction angle
39 to 31 degrees (with
an average of 36)
The experimental method consisted of static and cyclic load
tests with and without piles attached to the structure. In this
section, information about the instrumentation, load test set-up
and data acquisition method are presented.
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A lateral load test was designed and conducted in Blessington,
25 kilometres south-west of Dublin, to evaluate the lateral
response of the foundation. The aim is to provide a setup for
pulling the structure laterally. The load test setting is shown in
Figure 4. In order to reach a suitable layout for pulling the
structure, firstly, a loading pile in the vicinity of the structure
was chosen. A hydraulic jack was then horizontally fastened
to the loading pile using ratcheting straps. A steel shaft
connects the hydraulic jack to a load cell. The load cell was
then bolted into a steel plate. This steel plate was attached to
the main structure with a high strength ratcheting strap (see
Figure 5). The other end of the ratcheting strap is attached to a
strap which goes around the neck of the GBF to enable the
load transfer. The monotonic loading of the structure is
comprised of applying horizontal loads of 2 kN increments,
while each load step was maintained for 2 minutes after the
stabilisation (see Figure 6 for loading sequence).

The graph of load versus horizontal displacement (See Figure
6.a) shows that the maximum horizontal load that the structure
can sustain before reaching failure in the form of horizontal
sliding is 11.7 kN. Once this load is achieved, the structure
experiences a sudden failure; the horizontal displacements
continue to increase at a constant horizontal load, until the
foundation is unloaded. The stiffness of the foundation, which
is defined as the slope of the load vs. displacement graph, is
relatively constant during the loading process until it reaches
the ultimate load, when the stiffness suddenly drops and the
foundation slides on the soil surface. The maximum horizontal
displacement of the scaled structure after failure, is
approximately 35 millimetres.

(a)
(b)
Figure 7. (a) Load-Horizontal displacement, (b) Load-Vertical
displacement diagrams

Figure 4. Load test layout of the scale-model

Figure 5. Setup of load cell and hydraulic jack

Figure 6 (a) Monotonic, (b) cyclic loading sequence of the
structure
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Vertical displacement of the scaled foundation due to
horizontal loading is also presented in Figure 6.b. The vertical
displacement has progressed with a more gradual slope
compared to the case of horizontal displacements. The graph
shows the positive vertical displacements recorded at the toe
of the foundation which is gradually rising from the soil
surface due to the applied horizontal load. The maximum
vertical displacement reached before the structure slides is 1.2
millimetres (at the ultimate load).
After the failure of the structure due to static loading, a set of
load cycles were applied to the scaled foundation. This type of
loading was aimed at replicating the cyclic effect of the sea
waves and wind loads applied on the offshore wind turbine
support structures in service. The reaction of the foundation
due to cyclic loading is studied by interpreting the
displacements and rotations generated in the structure during
these load cycles. It shall be noted that the maximum loads
applied in these cycles are less than the maximum loadbearing capacity of the foundation observed in the previous
stage, in order to allow for multiple load cycles to be applied
to the structure before sliding occurs.
Figure 7.a shows the accumulated vertical displacements of
the foundation versus horizontal cyclic loading. Figure 7.a
shows that after the cycles of loading, a maximum of 3.5
millimetres vertical displacement of the foundation is
recorded. After the unloading of the structure in these cycles,
the structure still has a residual vertical settlement of 0.5
millimetres vertical displacement. This graph also points that
minimal vertical displacement occurs to the structure when
loads up to 7 kN are applied. After this point, the slope of the
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load-displacement graph changes and vertical displacements
develop more rapidly.

Doherty who provided support that greatly enhanced the
research.

The moments generated in the foundation during cyclic tests
were calculated based on the recorded loads. Figure 7.b shows
the rotations recorded in the structure due to the cycles of
applied moments. The moments generate minimal rotations up
to 12 kN-m, after which the rotations reach from 0.05 degrees
to a maximum of 0.19 degrees with a steeper slope.
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ABSTRACT: Pulverised Fuel Ash (PFA) and Furnace Bottom Ash (FBA) are by-products from the combustion of coal at coalburning power stations. This paper considers the geotechnical properties of the stockpiled PFA, FBA, and mixed Pulverised
Coal Ash (PCA) produced and stored at Moneypoint Power Station in County Clare, Ireland. Moneypoint is Ireland’s largest
coal-burning power station and currently produces 162,000 tonnes of PFA and 18,000 tonnes of FBA per annum and houses a
stockpile of 5,000,000 tonnes of mixed PCA. PFA and FBA are typically grey, weakly cemented, coarse-grained materials with
particle size gradings similar to natural sands and gravels. PCAs have many uses as earthworks materials and engineering fills,
although uptake is limited by a lack of knowledge of the properties of the materials, especially since the properties of a
particular ash depend on the characteristics of the furnace and of the coal burned. The opportunity to carry out field and
laboratory testing on the stockpiled PCA at Moneypoint arose during design work for the Moneypoint Wind Farm. The results
of the field and laboratory testing carried out are presented in the paper, along with a brief discussion on the potential uses of the
PCA from Moneypoint Power Station.
KEY WORDS: Pulverised Coal Ash; Pulverised Fuel Ash; Geotechnical Testing; Lightweight Fill; Material Properties.
1
1.1

INTRODUCTION
PulverisedCoalAsh

Pulverised Coal Ash (PCA) is the term given to a mixture of
Pulverised Fuel Ash (PFA) and Furnace Bottom Ash (FBA),
both by-products from the combustion of coal at coal-burning
power stations. Of the total ash arising from the combustion of
coal, approximately 10-15% is FBA.
Fresh PCA is typically a grey, fine-grained material with a
particle size grading similar to a silt, however when
stockpiled, pozzolanic reactions take place that cause clumps
or agglomerations to form, growing and changing shape to
become coarse-grained with time [1].
PCA has been widely used as an embankment fill material
for roads, levees and cycle ways and as a backfill material for
retaining walls [1,6,11]. In Ireland, uptake for these uses is
limited by the geographic locations of producers of PCA and a
lack of knowledge of the properties of the materials,
especially since the properties of a particular ash depend on
the characteristics of the furnace and of the coal burned.
However, since the sources for PCAs are known and fixed,
PCA from an individual source can be characterised and
considered for use in a construction project just as a natural
soil would be.
1.2

construct a wind farm in the station grounds, Moneypoint
Wind Farm, which will consist of five 3.45 MW wind turbine
generators with a total output capacity of 17.25 MW.
1.3

PCAstorageatMoneypointPowerStation

PCA is produced from the burning of pulverised coal at
Moneypoint and, aside from sales to the cement
manufacturing industry, a large proportion of the PCA
produced is stored in the designated Ash Storage Area at the
station. The location of the Ash Storage Area is shown in
Figure 1. It covers approximately 25 hectares and is located in
a natural depression within the Moneypoint Site, north of the
N67 Kilrush to Killimer road.

MoneypointPowerStation

Moneypoint Power Station is a large coal-fired power station
owned and operated by ESB, the semi-state energy company,
and located near Kilrush in County Clare. It is located on a
large tract of land fronting onto the Shannon Estuary, where a
coal-handling jetty has been established to supply coal to the
power station. Moneypoint is one of Ireland’s largest power
stations with a total capacity of 915 MW. It is proposed to

Figure 1. Ash storage area in Moneypoint Power Station.
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One of the wind turbine generators that will make up
Moneypoint Wind Farm, turbine G001, is sited within the Ash
Storage Area.
Storage of ash commenced in 1985 and was implemented
initially by placing alternate layers of PFA and FBA [2]. The
ash is reportedly transported and placed at approximately 15%
moisture content and compacted using a dozer. Current
practice is to store PFA and FBA in separate areas with a view
to future retrieval of the FBA for recycling.
At present, 5 million tonnes of PCA are deposited in the
Ash Storage Area with an additional 300,000 tonnes to be
potentially deposited by 2025 when operations at Moneypoint
Power Station are expected to cease.
1.4

Reasonsforstudy

The work reported in this paper was carried out during the
execution of geotechnical design work for the construction of
a wind turbine generator within the Ash Storage Area at
Moneypoint Power Station. The work was commissioned by
ESB International (ESBI) and carried out by Gavin & Doherty
Geosolutions (GDG). Field and laboratory testing was carried
out by Priority Geotechnical, Minerex Geophysics, National
Materials Testing Laboratory (NMTL), and BHP.
2
2.1

LITERATUREREVIEW
GeotechnicalpropertiesofPCA

Fresh PCA is a grey, fine-grained material produced through
precipitation from the flue gas of a coal furnace. Although the
properties of the PCA from each source are unique [1],
generally the chemical composition of PCA consists of oxides
or dioxides of silicon, aluminium, calcium, iron, and
magnesium, with smaller amounts of other elements including
sulphur, sodium, potassium, vanadium, and titanium [3]. PCA
is usually composed of particles which are small, hollow
spheres [4] but with relatively high specific gravity due to the
presence of iron [3].
The oxides of silica, alumina and ferric within PCA lead to
significant pozzolanic reactivity within the material. In time,
stockpiled PCA self-hardens due to these pozzolanic
reactions, with the particles growing and changing shape,
becoming coarse-grained [1].
Mass densities of PCA fills vary greatly, with values
reported ranging from 0.994 to 1.8 Mg/m3, [4,5,6,7], while in
the absence of reliable test results, commonly-used design
guidance suggests consideration of loose and dense mass
densities of 0.66 and 1.02 Mg/m3 respectively [8]. This range
of values are presented in Table 1.Error! Reference source
not found.
Table 1. Reported and recommended mass densities for PCA.

Ireland [5]
Malaysia [4]
UK [6]
UK [7]
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Mass density (Mg/m3)
Lower
Upper
1.4
1.8
0.994
1.1
1.45
1.54
1.66

BS 8002 [8]
2.2

0.66

1.02

Casehistories

Over the last 50 years there have been numerous cases of the
successful application of PCA as a fill material [1,6,11], with
primary benefits being related to cost, ease of placement, the
light weight of many PCAs, and the reduction in
environmental impact brought about by reusing a waste
material. However, it is suggested that PCA may be
susceptible to frost and water damage and inundation collapse,
so care is needed in the specification and use of the material
for engineering purposes [1].
Benefitting in particular from the pozzolanic reactivity and
potentially low mass density of PCA reported earlier,
Nettleton et al. [9] describe the use of pulverised fuel ash fill
for part of the A13 embankment at Dagenham, UK, which
was constructed on an area of very soft organic silt dredged
from the River Thames. The use of PCA reduced the
calculated load on the foundation soils by some 25%. The
earthworks solution involved placing a 100mm layer of ash
followed by a 200mm layer of local silt dredgings. Quicklime
was spread and mixed, acceptance tests were carried out and
finally the layer was compacted to 95% maximum dry
density. The material performed satisfactorily.
Limited use of PFA from Moneypoint as a lightweight fill
was made during the construction of the 5km Bunratty
Bypass, which was opened in 1992 [5]. Compaction trials
carried out at the site showed that an in-situ mass density of
1.4 to 1.8 Mg/m3 was achieved, which is somewhat lower than
the commonly considered-adopted design mass density of
crushed rock fill of between 2.0 and 2.2 Mg/m3. In the case of
the Bunratty Bypass, a locally available uniformly graded
sand, which had an in-situ density of 1.8Mg/m3 and so very
close to that of the Moneypoint PFA, proved to be more
economical in use.
Arising from this, a consensus emerged in Ireland that the
Moneypoint PFA was both heavy when compacted and
commercially unviable for use in road construction at the time
[10].
Taking account of local availability and cost advantages of
the material, large volumes of local PCA have been
successfully used as embankment fill for flood defence works
and cycle ways in the Czech Republic [11], where the PCA
has been used as a core material with the embankment side
slopes protected from erosion and frost action by a layer of
natural soil and topsoil. This also improves the aesthetics of
the embankment.
The use of PCA as a fill for reinforced soil and as backfill to
retaining walls has been described [1] and model
specifications have been published [12,13].
3
3.1

FIELDWORK
Extentoffieldwork

Due to the intention of siting a wind turbine generator within
the Ash Storage Area, quite extensive field work was
undertaken. Field work consisted of intrusive investigations
and a geophysical survey. Intrusive investigations included
three trial pits, two cable percussive boreholes, one rotary core
borehole and three plate loading tests.
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The geophysical survey consisted of the acquisition of two
seismic refraction and Multi-Channel Analysis of Surface
Waves (MASW) profiles and two electrical resistivity
tomography (ERT) profiles.
3.2

Fieldobservations

Field observations from trial pits and boreholes described the
stockpiled ash deposits encountered as:
x Grey gravelly, very silty sand. Sand is fine to coarse.
x Grey, slightly gravelly sand. Gravel is fine to coarse,
angular to subangular. Sand is fine to coarse.
x Grey, silty, very gravelly Sand with occasional lenses
of grey Silt. Gravel is angular, fine to coarse. Sand is
fine to coarse.
x Compacted ash deposits. Silty sandy gravel with high
cobble content.
x Light grey, weakly cemented, silty sandy gravel.
The stockpiled ash deposit was found to be up to 6m thick at
the site of wind turbine generator G001. A trial pit carried out
by the Authors reached 2.5m below ground level, limited to
this depth by the maximum reach of the excavator available.
The material encountered was described as loose to medium
dense, light grey, weakly cemented, silty sandy gravel. An
image of this trial pit is shown in Figure 2. Ground water was
not encountered within the ash deposit.

reportedly ad-hoc compaction using a tractor dozer on the insitu density of the deposit. The SPT N values obtained from
the borehole sunk at the location of G001 are plotted in Figure
3. The corrected values were calculated by assuming an
energy ratio of 60% for the automatic trip hammer used.

Figure 3. Uncorrected and corrected SPT N values for
Moneypoint PCA.
As would be expected for a uniform deposit, the SPT N values
increase approximately linearly with depth. The deposit is
medium dense between 1m and 4.5m below ground level,
becoming dense after 4.5m.
3.5

Figure 2. Image of trial pit to 2.5m in Ash Storage Area.
Stability of sides shows the effect of observed weak
cementation between particles.
3.3

Sampling

A number of samples, including bulk disturbed and small
disturbed samples, were retrieved from cable percussive
boreholes and trial pits. Additionally, the Authors retrieved a
large bulk disturbed sample of PCA from 2.5m below ground
level for shear strength testing at low normal stress at a
specialist geotechnical laboratory.
3.4

SPTN

Given that no particular engineering requirements were
followed when placing the PCA within the Ash Storage Area
at Moneypoint, it is interesting to observe the effect of the

InsituCBRtesting

A number of in-situ California Bearing Ratio (CBR) tests
were carried out just below the surface of the PCA deposit at
Moneypoint. These tests were carried out to assist the design
of access roads across the deposit.
As part of an investigation to support a previous design for
a wind farm at the site, Geotech Specialists Ltd. carried out
three plate loading tests at selected locations near the surface
of the ash deposit. The results of these tests were CBR values
of 9.4, 12.3, and 20.9%.
More recently, a number of CBR values were assessed
based on correlations with the Transport Research Laboratory
Dynamic Cone Penetrometer [14]. These tests allowed for
CBR values to be obtained through correlations at depths from
0.30 to 0.92m below ground level. CBR values of 6, 7, 9, 10,
and 40% were interpreted for the ash deposits between these
depths.
Considering these two sets of results, it is clear that the PCA
deposit at Moneypoint, although not placed with any great
degree of engineering control, presents a relatively competent
subgrade for access road construction. CBR values of 6 to
40% were interpreted near the surface.
4
4.1

LABORATORYTESTING
Classification

Samples of stockpiled PCA retrieved were described as
slightly gravelly sand, silty very gravelly sand, and gravelly
very silty sand. There was no determinable liquid limit and the
samples were found to be non-plastic.
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The in-situ moisture content of the PCA at Moneypoint was
relatively high, ranging between 18.2% and 62%. Samples
were taken over the top 2.5m of the deposit.
4.2

Drydensity

The maximum dry density was found to range from 1.18
Mg/m3 to 1.20 Mg/m3 when determined in accordance with
BS 1377:4 Section 3 using a 2.5 kg rammer, with an optimum
moisture content ranging from 2 to 14%. This wide variation
is attributed to the inhomogeneous nature of the deposit at
Moneypoint, where the FBA and the PFA are interlayered. In
addition, mechanical compaction may have broken up the
grains and changed the particle size distribution of the test
specimens. This difficulty in determining the optimum
moisture content for the Moneypoint PCA could lead to
difficulties in specifying acceptability criteria for earthworks
built using the material. The minimum dry density of the ash,
after gravel-sized particles had been broken down, was
estimated in accordance with BS 1377:4 Section 4.4, where a
specimen of known mass was placed in a glass measuring
cylinder, inverted a number of times, and allowed to fall
freely to rest, before the volume was measured. The dry mass
density thus determined was 0.88 Mg/m3. The same glass
measuring cylinder was then placed in a shaker and shaken
until the minimum volume was obtained for the same mass of
dry ash. This dry mass density was 1.22 Mg/m3 and was taken
as the maximum dry density. The minimum and maximum
dry densities thus measured are presented in Table 2.

As noted previously [1], the fresh fine-grained ash tends to
form clumps of sand- or gravel-sized particles during storage
due to pozzolanic action. The stockpiled PCA at Moneypoint
Power Station was found to be coarse-grained and well
graded, with a D50 particle size of 0.75mm. The coefficient of
uniformity CU was 29.4 and the coefficient of curvature CC
was 1.17.
4.4

Specificgravity

The specific gravity of the Moneypoint PCA was measured as
2.2. It is noted that the specific gravity of PCA particles can
vary widely, with values from 1.46 to 2.94 reported in the
literature [3].
4.5

Shearstrength

Corrected SPT N values of between 9 and 29 were measured
in the PCA deposit. Using published correlations [15], peak
friction angles could be expected to range from 30.0 to 36.2°.
Further to this, five direct shear tests were carried out in the
small (60mm x 60mm) shear box apparatus at low and
medium normal stresses on samples placed loosely and
subjected to Proctor compaction using a 2.5kg rammer.

Table 2. Minimum and maximum dry density of Moneypoint
PCA determined using a glass measuring cylinder.

Moneypoint PCA
4.3

Dry mass density (Mg/m3)
Minimum
Maximum
0.88
1.22

Particlesize

The particle size distribution curves for three samples of
stockpiled PCA obtained from trial pits within the Ash
Storage Area area at Moneypoint are shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Particle size distribution curves for Moneypoint
Power Station PCA
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Figure 5. Shear stress against horizontal displacement in direct
shear testing of Moneypoint PCA.

Figure 6. Vertical deformation against horizontal
displacement in direct shear testing of Moneypoint PCA.
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Figure 5 shows a plot of shear stress against horizontal
displacement for the five direct shear tests carried out. All
tests were carried out slowly enough to ensure drained
conditions existed. The Figure shows that a peak shear stress
develops after between 3mm and 4mm of travel or 5% and
6.7% shear strain before the shear stress reduces as the
material near the shear surface approaches a constant volume
condition. The vertical deformation during the tests are shown
in Figure 6. After an initial volume increase, the material
contracts towards a constant volume.
The maximum peak shear stress and the shear stress judged
to represent constant volume conditions are plotted in Figure
7. Neglecting the small apparent effective cohesion intercepts,
peak and constant volume angles of shearing resistance of
36.9° and 38.9° respectively were interpreted.

specimens were set up in 150mm diameter oedometer cells
and loaded in effective stress increments up to 100 kPa, with
one of the cells being flooded during the test. The specimens
were set up at the parent sample’s natural moisture content of
15% and an initial bulk mass density of 1.25 Mg/m3, this bulk
mass density being judged to be the maximum density
achievable using the 2.5kg rammer at the moisture content of
the sample. The dry mass density was 1.09 Mg/m3, or 89% of
the maximum dry density of Moneypoint PCA indicated in
Table 2.
Each specimen was loaded in vertical effective stress
increments of 10, 20, 40, 60, and 100 kPa with the
corresponding void ratio being established for each increment.
One of the cells was flooded between the application of the 40
kPa increment and the 60 kPa increment and that test was
completed while the cell was flooded. The results of the two
tests are shown in Figure 8.
Flooded

Not flooded

1.027
1.026
1.025

Flooded

Void ratio

1.024
1.023
1.022
1.021
1.020
1.019

Figure 7. Shear stress against normal stress in direct shear
testing of Moneypoint PCA.
It is recommended that constant volume rather than peak
angles of shearing resistance are utilized for design in PCA
[1]. Further testing is warranted to establish if particle
breakage becomes a factor in shearing of stockpiled PCA at
higher normal stresses.
4.6

LaboratoryCBRtesting

Laboratory CBR testing of PCA samples retrieved from 1m
below ground level yielded laboratory CBR values ranging
from 17.9 to 23.8% at moisture contents of 19% to 34%. The
range of laboratory CBR values measured was within the
range of in-situ CBR values obtained from correlations, which
was 6 to 40%.
4.7

1

10

100

Vertical effective stress (kPa)

Figure 8. Results of tests to determine inundation collapse
susceptibility of Moneypoint PCA.
Since the void ratio of the flooded specimen reduces more
than that of the dry specimen during the increment
immediately after flooding, it is suggested that the
Moneypoint PCA may be susceptible to inundation collapse at
dry densities less than 90% maximum dry density. However,
further testing is required to verify this finding and to
determine the susceptibility of the Moneypoint PCA to
inundation collapse at higher dry densities which would be
more commonly specified for engineered earthworks.

Chemicaltests

Specimens from one sample were subjected to chemical
testing. The pH was found to be 7.96, and water soluble
sulphate as SO4 as found to be 380 mg/L. These
measurements do not cast the material as particularly
aggressive to concrete or steel when measured against the
guidance documents and design codes commonly used in
engineering practice [16,17]. However, given the origins of
the material, special consideration should be given to the
protection of any structural elements planned for
incorporation into a PCA fill.
4.8

1.018

Susceptibilitytoinundationcollapse

Simple testing to determine the susceptibility of Moneypoint
PCA to inundation collapse was carried out. Two remoulded

5
5.1

POTENTIALENGINEERINGUSES
Embankmentsandengineeredfills.

While the UK Specification for Highway Works [13] contains
provision and support for the use of coal ash in earthworks for
road schemes, the equivalent Irish documents contain no such
guidance, albeit that PCA may be assessed as Class 1 or Class
2 general fill under the Specification for Road Works [18].
Several studies have shown the suitability of PCA for
embankments and engineered fills [1,9,11], once the proposed
material’s behaviour is understood adequately and acceptance
criteria are thoughtfully set. Although the Moneypoint PCA is
heavier than typical PCAs, and so the advantages of low mass
density that other PCAs offer aren’t present to the same
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extent, the material still warrants consideration for the
construction of embankments and engineered fills due to the
environmental benefits of reusing a waste material.
5.2

Backfilltoretainingstructures

While UK engineering practice [12,13] allows the use of fresh
PFA as backfill to retaining walls and abutments as Class 7B:
“Selected conditioned pulverised fuel ash (PFA)”, Irish
practice has not facilitated this use to date. For example, the
Specification for Road Works prescribes that fill to reinforced
soil be of natural sand, gravel or rock or crushed concrete,
whilst fill to structures must be crushed rock or crushed
concrete [18].
The testing results presented above show that the stockpiled
PCA at Moneypoint could be well suited as a backfill to a
retaining structure, possessing as it does a relatively high
constant volume friction angle and a relatively low mass
density. The relatively low mass density of the Moneypoint
PCA would reduce long term settlements in retaining walls or
reinforced soil applications, thereby improving performance
and reducing maintenance costs. When used as retaining wall
backfill, the relatively low compacted density of PCA would
potentially result in lower horizontal pressures on the wall,
allowing for lighter, less expensive, wall sections. Further, the
relatively low compacted density would reduce the settlement
of underlying compressible soils and would increase the
global stability of the wall.
5.3

Inundationcollapse

The assessment of a fill such as PCA for inundation collapse
requires careful lab testing or specialist in-situ test procedures
[19]. Limited testing carried out during this study indicates
that the Moneypoint PCA may be susceptible to inundation
collapse at a dry density slightly less than 90% of the
maximum dry density. Further testing in the laboratory and
in-situ is recommended to verify this finding and establish the
response of the PCA to inundation when compacted at a
density in excess of 90% of the maximum dry density.
6

CONCLUSIONS

This paper has presented the results of a programme of field
and laboratory testing carried out to characterise the
stockpiled PCA deposit within the Ash Storage Area at
Moneypoint Power Station.
This deposit extends to 5 million tonnes of stockpiled
material that is available for reuse with another 300,000
tonnes of fresh material to be potentially available for use or
deposited by 2025 when operations are expected to cease.
Several geotechnical properties of the material have been
presented and clarified in a manner not available before.
Two promising uses of the material are put forward, as an
engineered fill material benefitting from the low
environmental impact of the material and as backfill to
reinforced soil structures or retaining walls benefitting from
the relatively low mass density and the low environmental
impact of the material. Difficulties in the specification and use
of the material were also discussed, including the high range
of optimum moisture content values identified during
laboratory testing, which may make the verification of the
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acceptability of the material difficult, and the material’s
possible susceptibility to inundation collapse at lower
densities.
Further testing would be required to support a specific
usage of the material as an engineered fill or a backfill to a
reinforced soil structure or retaining wall.
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ABSTRACT: Offshore wind developments are moving towards deep water where the energy is abundant and visual and sound
interference is minimised. However, construction in deep water poses several challenges to developers, among which are the
high cost of operation and material transport. The current study addresses the behaviour of a novel foundation system (pending
US patent) that aims at minimising the cost of deployment for emerging offshore wind facilities. To this end, the preliminary
results of an offshore field test on the small scale dynamically installed anchor are presented and the testing methodologies are
briefly outlined. The results provide insights into the behaviour of the anchor as it is released into the water column, impacts
with the seabed, and finally, achieves it maximum penetration depth. This is enabled through a detailed study of the data
obtained from an accelerometer built into the anchor, which tracks the anchor motion over the course of its deployment. Overall,
the findings in this research contribute to an enhanced understanding of the behaviour of dynamically installed anchors as
perceived through field tests.
KEY WORDS: Dynamically installed anchor; Offshore test.
1

INTRODUCTION

A major challenge in developing offshore wind developments
is the high cost and risk involved in the construction of
platforms to host such facilities. Floating platforms are the
most viable options for emerging offshore wind turbines in
deep water (>60m). Therefore, the development of efficient
foundation solutions to serve the next generation of offshore
wind turbines is critical to the sustainable growth of wind
energy sources. The Flying Wing Anchor (pending US
patent) is a novel foundation concept in the form of a plate
anchor that addresses this issue through its enhanced
deployment technique and efficient functionality. The anchor
has a fluke in the form of a steel plate that is hinged to a freely
rotating shank. The shank is initially fixed to the fluke,
allowing for the anchor to be installed dynamically under its
own weight. This results in significant gains in terms of
operational time and resource commitment, while contributing
to the performance of the anchor by proving an initial
embedment. Once the anchor settles into the seabed at the end
of its free fall, the line attached to the anchor is loaded
resulting in opening-up of the shank. From this point onward,
the anchor behaves like a drag embedment anchor, meaning
that it can build up penetration (and as a result, bearing
capacity) with increased dragging. The dual performance of
the Flying Wing Anchor enables quick installation and
optimized bearing capacity, previously unattainable using the
torpedo or drag embedment anchors alone.
To date, numerous investigations have been performed on the
behaviour of dynamically installed anchors, among which are

the comprehensive studies conducted on torpedo anchors[1–
4], Dynamically embedded plate anchors (DEPLAs) [5,6], and
Omni-Max anchors [7–9]. Building upon this rich platform, a
set of offshore anchor trials were conducted to assess the
behaviour of the Flying Wing Anchor during deployment. The
following sections provide a brief overview of the testing
methodology and the quantitative findings obtained from the
analysis of the anchor motion during the penetration phase of
deployment.
2
2.1

METHODOLOGY
Vessel

The cruise was undertaken from 1th to 10th December 2015 on
board the Irish Marine Institute’s Celtic Voyager. The vessel
accommodated a group of 13 crew members, technicians and
scientists who participated in the various stages of anchor
deployment and site investigation. Figure 1 shows a deck
view of the Celtic Voyager, where the A-frame and the
pulleys, together with the deck-mounted winches, were used
to deploy the anchor and perform the site investigation
operations.
2.2

Test site

The offshore testing program was performed in a relatively
sheltered area off the coast of Scotland (see Figure 2) where
the sediment has been broadly categorized as Muddy Sand
[10] according to the BGS classification, which is a slight
modification of the Folk classes [11]. The water depth at the
location of the test is approximately 50m, which provided
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adequate drop height for the investigations performed in these
anchor trials. The target area was approximately 1500m x
500m and was chosen to provide close proximity to local
ports while causing no interference with the underwater
features and the marine traffic.

penetration obtained as a result of the free fall. This behaviour
is similar to conventional drag-in-plate systems [12]. The
anchor continues embedment until the load in the mooring
line reaches the anchor ultimate capacity. Further loading at
this stage will not result in significant gains in either anchor
embedment or anchor capacity.
2.4

Deployment strategy

The anchor deployment involved:
x

attaching the mooring line (dashed-line in Figure 3)
and the installation line (solid line in Figure 3) to the
anchor,
x lowering the anchor using the installation line and a
deck-mounted winch to the specified drop height
x releasing the anchor by triggering a quick release
shackle on the deck, and
x loading the anchor using the installation line.
At the end of loading, the anchor was retrieved using the
mooring line connected to the tail of the anchor. This would
allow for the mobilization of minimum anchor capacity during
the retrieval process.
2.5

Figure 1. Anchor deployment on board the Marine Institute’s
Celtic Voyager.

Operational Challenges

The presence of multiple lines during the anchor
deployment resulted in complication of the offshore
operations. In addition, the bad weather condition and the
relatively small size of the Celtic Voyager posed serious
challenges to the station-keeping of the vessel, resulting in
frequent cancelations of the operations. The deployment
challenges were mostly overcome through a close
collaboration and communication among the scientists on
board and the experienced crew members of the research
vessel.

Rear
Fluke

700mm

Figure 2. The test site was located in a relatively sheltered
area off the coast of Scotland.
2.3

Rotating
Shank

Model Anchor

The model scale anchor investigated in this study is a small
scale Flying Wing Anchor with a characteristic size of 700mm
that consists of two planar parts (flukes) connected using a
central beam, which is hinged to a rotating shank (see Figure
3). The shank is initially restrained in position relative to the
fluke, but it can open up once the anchor is loaded. This will
cause the anchor to embed deeper into the seabed beyond the
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Hinge

Front
Fluke

Figure 3. Schematic of the anchor deployment strategy.
3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The anchor motion was monitored using an accelerometer that
was packaged in a water-tight unit together with batteries and
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a data logger, and mounted on the anchor. In order to obtain
the anchor velocity and displacement during the free fall and
penetration phases, numerical integration was performed on
the data obtained from the accelerometer. In the following
sections the results of the anchor monitoring during a typical
deployment process are presented and the trends in
displacement, velocity and acceleration are discussed.
3.1

Anchor velocity

Figure 4 shows the variation of anchor velocity with time
from the point of release of the anchor to the end of
penetration. It can be observed that the anchor builds up speed
upon triggering of the quick release shackle. The velocity
increases gradually until it reaches an upper limit known as
the terminal velocity. At this point, the amount of drag
resistance balances out the gravitational force applied on the
anchor. The terminal velocity obtained by the anchor during
the demonstrated drop was approximately 4 m/s, which is
lower than the range of velocities required for successful
penetration [6]. This hints at the need for further streamlining
of the anchor for future trials.

3.3

Anchor displacement

The anchor displacement throughout the free-fall and
penetration phase was derived by numerical double
integration of the acceleration data. Figure 5 shows the
displacement of the anchor during the sample trial. The drop
height is approximately 15m. The anchor penetration into the
seabed as a result of the free fall is estimated as 660mm,
which is approximately one anchor length. The point of
impact is obtained by the study of acceleration of the anchor
where the impact time is associated with the initiation of a
steep descent in acceleration values.

Figure 5.Anchor displacement calculated using accelerometer
data.

3.4

Figure 4. The variation in velocity and acceleration and of the
anchor as it undergoes free fall and subsequently comes to a
stop after impact with the seabed.

3.2

Anchor acceleration

The acceleration of the anchor along the vertical axis
(direction of the anchor travel) for the sample trial is shown in
Figure 4. As it can be observed, the anchor acceleration is
zero at the initiation of the drop and it increases rapidly upon
the release of the anchor. The peak acceleration reached by
the anchor is 7.0 m/s2. The results of similar trials on torpedo
anchors have reportedly demonstrated a peak velocity of 8.9
m/s2 immediately after the release of the anchor [6]. As the
anchor gradually builds up speed, the value of the drag force
applied on the anchor increases and as a result the anchor
acceleration diminishes. Starting at t=2.2 sec, the resultant
drag and gravitational forces converge to zero causing the
anchor to experience a constant terminal velocity of 4m/s,
which corresponds to zero acceleration. The anchor continues
to fall at the terminal velocity until it impacts with the seabed
at 4.4 sec, resulting in a peak deceleration of -19 m/s2. The
resulting deceleration, caused by the seabed bearing, viscosity
and drag forces, brings the anchor to a complete rest within
0.5 sec.

Lateral stability

In order to assess the lateral stability of the anchor during
free-fall and as a result of the impact with the seabed, the
longitudinal (direction of anchor travel) and lateral
accelerations of the anchor are investigated in Figure 6.
According to the graph, the value of anchor lateral
acceleration is negligible at the start of the free fall and
throughout the anchors movement through the water column.
As the anchor impacts the seabed, a sudden peak can be
identified in both lateral and longitudinal accelerometer data.
However, the surge in the former is considerably (about 90%)
lower than the longitudinal acceleration peak, suggesting that
the anchor was close to vertical at the time of release and
maintained its orientation throughout the drop. Finally, the
anchor landed almost vertically into the seabed. A closer
examination of lateral stability can be performed by
incorporating the data from gyroscopes in addition to
accelerometer. This is beyond the scope of current study.

Figure 6. The lateral stability of the anchor under impact.
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4

CONCLUSIONS

The current study presents the preliminary results from a set
of offshore anchor trials that assessed the behaviour of a novel
anchor system during deployment in the offshore
environment. The anchor concept (Flying Wing Anchor) was
designed to combine the best attributes of torpedo anchors and
drag-in-plate anchors to provide an efficient installation
technique and optimum capacity per material usage. The trials
were conducted on board the Celtic Voyager in December
2015, where a group of 13 crew members, technicians and
scientists worked together to accomplish the various tasks
involved in the deployment of the anchor and relevant site
investigations.
The deployment strategy involved (1) equipping the anchor
with instrumentation package, a mooring line and an
installation line, (1) lowering the anchor using the installation
line to the required drop height, (2) dropping the anchor by
triggering a quick release shackle, and (3) loading the anchor
using the equipped mooring line. The deployment required
simultaneous operation with both mooring and installation
lines connected to the anchor, which resulted in operational
difficulties.
Throughout the deployment process, the anchor motion was
monitored using a built-in accelerometer. This enabled the
tracking of the anchor as it underwent free fall in the water
column and, subsequently, impacted with the seabed came to
a complete halt. The performance of the anchor
instrumentation is demonstrated through the results of a
sample anchor trial, which is performed from a drop height of
15m. The results showed the variation of acceleration and
velocity during the free fall and penetration. It was
demonstrated that the anchor terminal velocity quickly
mobilized upon the release of the anchor, pointing at the
presence of a large drag resistance compared to the weight of
the small scale anchor. The terminal velocity obtained by the
anchor was approximately 4 m/s, which could be enhanced in
future trials by further streamlining the anchor. Double
integration of measured accelerations allowed for
measurement of anchor displacement across the various
phases of installation. The penetration depth was then
calculated by extracting the amount of anchor displacement
occurring between the time of impact and the time when the
anchor velocity converged to zero. The time of impact was
calculated with a close investigation of changes in anchor
acceleration. The results showed a penetration depth of
approximately one anchor length for the sample trial
presented in this study. Finally, it was concluded that the
anchor remained vertically stable throughout the free fall and
impact with the seabed as no significant variation in the lateral
acceleration of the anchor is observed during these stages.
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ABSTRACT: An open-dug caisson shaft is a form of top-down construction in which a concrete shaft is sunk into the ground
using the weight of the shaft and additional kentledge, if required. Excavation at the base of the caisson shaft wall allows the
structure to descend through the ground. A thorough understanding of the interaction between the caisson shaft and soil is
essential to maintain controlled sinking of the caisson. In this paper, the failure mechanisms developed beneath caisson blades in
sand are investigated. A series of laboratory tests were carried out at the University of Oxford to explore how varying blade
angles affect the performance of the bearing capacity beneath the caisson. Cutting angles of 30°, 45°, 60°, 75° and 90° (flat)
were penetrated into sand under plane strain conditions; forces were monitored using a Cambridge-type load cell while soil
displacements were recorded using Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) techniques. The aim of this study is to understand how the
soil failure mechanism develops and to determine the optimum cutting angle. The results of the laboratory tests can be scaled to
predict the likely behaviour in the field. Results show that the bearing capacity is significantly dependent on the cutting angle; in
a dense sand a steep cutting angle may be used to aid sinking of the caisson.
KEY WORDS: Caisson; tapered blade; bearing capacity; laboratory testing.
1

INTRODUCTION

An open-dug caisson shaft is a form of top-down
construction. They have many functions in industry such as
launch and reception pits for tunnel boring machines and
underground storage tanks for foul and storm water
attenuation. Caissons can be sunk through various soil types
including sand, clay and rock. It can be a very safe and
efficient form of construction as the permanent structure is
used to retain the soil and water during excavation as shown
in Figure 1.

Figure 1 30 m diameter reinforced concrete caisson at
Anchorsholme Park, Blackpool, constructed by Ward and
Burke Construction
In order for a caisson to sink into the ground, both the skin
friction that develops between the soil and the concrete shaft
in addition to the bearing capacity of the soil beneath the shaft
walls must be overcome. A common technique to aid the
sinking process is the use of a tapered blade, or cutting edge,

beneath the wall of the shaft. The purpose of the cutting edge
is to cut into the ground, anchor the caisson horizontally and
maintain verticality. It mobilises the failure mechanism of the
soil towards the centre of the shaft, so that the soil in this area
can be easily excavated to allow the caisson to sink. In order
to achieve controlled sinking of the shaft, a thorough
understanding of the bearing failure that develops in different
soils is therefore essential. It ensures operatives in the field
know where to excavate to induce bearing failure beneath the
shaft walls. Moreover, a reduction in the bearing capacity
beneath the caisson blades means less kentledge will be
required to get the shaft to formation level.
The bearing capacity of sloped caisson footing depends on
the angle of the tapered blade, roughness of the interface,
angle of friction of the soil, width of the footing and the unit
weight of the soil. In this paper it is assumed that the caisson
diameter is large, 2D plane strains will develop with minimal
conical action. While some work has been undertaken on
sloped conical footings [1-2], limited information is available
on 2D plane strain conditions for tapered footings.
Tomlinson [3] recommends various tapered angles
depending on the soil type; flatter cutting angles are
recommended for sand compared to clay. Nonveiller [4]
describes various potential rupture surfaces. As the caisson
penetrates into the soil, the resisting forces increase until a
new state of equilibrium is achieved.
A method for quantifying the bearing capacity factor, N,
using limit-equilibrium theory was proposed to quantify the
bearing capacity of tapered footings beneath caissons [5-6].
According to this approach, the value of N is less sensitive to
the angle of friction compared to the blade angle and
embedment depth of the wall. However, some important
parameters are neglected in this method, such as the interface
friction between the soil and sloped blade of the caisson.
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The aim of this study is to explore the performance of
various tapered angles in sand through a series of laboratory
tests. Particle image velocimetry (PIV) analysis is employed
to track the failure planes developed in the soil during testing.
In addition, a number of tests were carried out to examine the
influence of overburden pressure during sinking.
2

raining. To ensure a repeatable bulk density was achieved for
each sample, the tank was filled using the same drop height
for all tests.

EXPERIMENTALEQUIPMENT

A three degree of freedom loading rig, developed at the
University of Oxford [7], was used for the laboratory testing
in this study (see Figure 2 and 3). A Cambridge-type load cell,
attached to the end of the loading arm, records vertical,
horizontal and moment reaction.
Figure 3 Test setup and soil failure wedge
A schematic of a typical cross section of a cutting edge and
possible soil failure plane is provided in Figure 3, where B is
the width at embedment, A is the length of the face, is the
tapered cutting angle, QV and QH are the vertical and
horizontal reactions, R is the resultant reaction of the forces,
and X and Y are the width and depth of the failure plane. It is
worth noting that value of generally used in industry is 45o,
derived from on-site experience.
Aluminum pieces were created as the test pieces of varying
cutting angles, . In order to reduce the friction between the
test pieces and the sides of the tank, 1 mm
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) sheets were placed either side
of the piece with compressible foam placed in between the
PTFE and the test piece. The test piece spanned the width of
the test tank to ensure plane strain conditions.
Figure 2 Three degree of freedom loading rig
The loading rig was located on top of a 600 mm x 300 mm
x 95 mm testing tank which has a perspex front, which allows
the sand movements to be recorded during testing, see Figure
4. A Nikon DS3200 camera located 700 mm from the front of
the tank was used to capture images at a frequency of 1 Hz
during testing. A downward penetration rate of 0.5 mm/sec
was adopted for all tests; rate effects in sand are not expected
to be significant. PIV analysis was carried out by processing
the images using MATLAB module GeoPIV [8].
The experiments were conducted using a dry, yellow
Leighton Buzzard DA30 silica sand, the properties of which
are summarised in Table 1.
Table 1 Properties of Leighton Buzzard DA30 sand
Property

Value

D10, D30, D50, D60, D90, (mm)

0.36, 0.45, 0.51, 0.54, 0.65

Specific Gravity, Gs

2.73

Minimum dry density, Jmin (kN/m )

14.5

Maximum dry density, Jmax (kN/m3)

17.1

3

Critical state friction angle, I’cs ( )
o

32

Loose sand samples were prepared using a sand raining
procedure in conjunction with a low drop height. Dense
samples were prepared by vibrating the testing tank after sand
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Figure 4 Testing tank
3

Figure 5 Cone Penetration

VALIDATIONOFTESTINGPROCEDURES

Cone tests were performed, with an 8 mm diameter cone
and a 60° cone angle, to examine the uniformity of the
sample. The cone was penetrated 150 mm into soil samples
prepared with three different relative densities, ID, as per
Equation (1), where  is the density of the prepared sample.
The cone was attached to the rig as shown in Figure 5 and
penetrated through the sand at a rate of 1 mm/s. From the
results presented in Figure 6, the cone penetration resistance
appears consistent with depth thus indicating a uniform
sample. Moreover, it is obvious that at higher relative
densities, there is a commensurate increase in the cone
resistance.
ܫ ൌ

ߛ௫ ߛ െ ߛ
൬
൰
ߛ ߛ௫ െ  ߛ

(1)
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which could result in a large hoop tension force in the wall of
the caisson.
1000
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=75
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illustrate a similar increase in bearing capacity with embedded
width. The theoretical vertical bearing capacity of a flat
footing is also plotted for various values of B. The bearing
capacity of the flat footing is approximately 1.4 times the
bearing capacity of the angle piece at values of B less than 50
mm. As the bearing pressure increases, there is a change in the
rate in the increase of the bearing capacity. This could be
attributable to the stress-state of the soil as penetration
progresses; additional numerical work is being conducted to
explore this aspect.
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Figure 12 shows the vertical bearing capacity of the footing,
qrd,v, against the embedment width. All angled footings
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In Figure 13, the variation of the pressure at the cutting
face, R/A, is plotted against B. This framework appears to
provide improved agreement between tests and appears to be
relatively invariant to . The slight differences in resultant
pressures could be based on the slight differences in the
relative densities and test discrepancies.
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cutting angle of the test piece and varies linearly with
the embedment width of the piece.
b) Applying an overburden pressure on one side of the
footing best models conditions in the field. The
overburden has a greater influence on flatter cutting
angles since failure wedges are developed on both sides
of the cutter unlike steep angles where the failure wedge
develops on the excavation side only. The overburden
forces failure to occur on the excavation side, thereby
increasing the bearing capacity.
c) Output from the PIV analysis of the present tests can be
used to guide excavation on site in order to induce
failure of the soil beneath the caisson.
d) Further work is being carried out at University of
Oxford to extend these results and confirm the
applicability to conditions in the field. In particular,
further comparisons with full-scale measurements will
be carried out to ensure that the proposed methods are
reliable and valid.
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ABSTRACT: Landslides cause hundreds of deaths and billions euros of damage to infrastructure and the environment each
year. The field of landslide hazard and risk assessment has gone through a massive development in the last twenty years by
introducing a wealth of statistical and geotechnical landslide susceptibility models. However, these efforts have been largely
restricted to landslides occurring in natural terrain. Current risk assessment approaches for earthworks on large transportation
networks still largely take form of subjective risk matrices with inputs gathered by visual walkover surveys. This paper shows
the application of two distinctive objective landslide susceptibility approaches on a case study of Irish rail. The first is a
‘statistical’, or ‘data-driven’ approach, which uses logistic regression as a statistical tool to establish the influence of slopedescribing variables that have led to landslide occurrence. In ‘geotechnical’ or ‘deterministic’ approach, geometrical and
geotechnical properties of each slope are used to carry out probabilistic slope stability analysis, resulting in probability of failure
for each slope. Both approaches result in susceptibility zoning for earthwork assets across the network, effectively ranking them
in the criticality terms. This study compares the requirements, applicability and outcomes of each approach, and discusses the
methods needed for developing each of them into hazard and risk assessments.
KEY WORDS: Landslide susceptibility; Engineered slopes; Risk assessment; Transport network.
1

INTRODUCTION

Landslides represent a serious geohazard across the world,
resulting in hundreds of billions euros in damage and
thousands of injuries and deaths each year [1]. To respond to
this, much research over the past 20 years has gone into
developing and enhancing the prediction of landslides’ spatial
and temporal distributions and consequences. All these
procedures follow a general landslide risk assessment
framework. Risk assessment is derived by combining hazard
assessment (probability of occurrence of a landslide of certain
size in a certain time period) and consequence assessment
(impact of that landslide on elements at risk which can be
people, structures, environment etc.) [2], outlined in Figure 1.
Hazard assessment further consists of susceptibility analysis,
obtaining the spatial distribution of landslide likelihood; and
temporal analysis evaluating its frequency, often combined
with consideration of landslide size (magnitude).
Consequence assessment incorporates the identification of
elements at risk and their vulnerability assessment.
A large variety of methods for calculating and mapping
landslide susceptibility, hazard and risk have been developed
and applied to different areas up to date [3], [4], [5]. Landslide
susceptibility methods are usually subdivided into qualitative
and quantitative methods. Qualitative methods are subjective
as they are based on expert opinion and engineering judgment,
either directly or indirectly through subjective determination
of factor weightings. Examples of qualitative methods include
geomorphological mapping, analytic hierarchy process and
weighted linear combination.

Landslide inventory

Susceptibility
analysis

Temporal
analysis

HAZARD ASSESSMENT

Elements
at risk

Vulnerability
analysis

CONSEQUENCE ASSESSMENT

RISK ASSESSMENT
Figure 1. Risk assessment framework
Quantitative methods try to find a numerical correlation
between study area’s topographical, geotechnical and
environmental attributes and landslide occurrence. These
methods are generally considered more effective due to their
reduced subjectivity, bypassing the need for expert opinion.
Quantitative methods are usually carried out using either a
deterministic (or ‘geotechnical’) or a statistical (or ‘data-
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driven’) approach. The deterministic approach is based on
geotechnical slope stability calculations, while statistical
approach is based on statistical evaluation of the influence of
slope attributes on landslide-affected slopes by examining past
failure data using a variety of statistical techniques.
Commonly used statistical methods include frequency ratio
analysis, discriminant analysis and logistic regression
analysis. Additionally, other data-driven methods such as
artificial neural networks are also in use.
While numerous examples of these methods applied to case
studies of natural hillslopes can be found, there is relatively
little research focused on engineered slopes (cuttings and
embankments) on transportation networks. That is somewhat
surprising since, due to their location immediately adjacent to
transport networks, these landslides can result in drastic
consequences such as infrastructure damage, massive
transport delays, injuries and even fatalities. Current state of
the art of risk assessment methodologies used by asset
managers is largely limited to simple subjective risk matrices
with data stemming from visual walkover surveys. However,
this can be improved by developing quantitative
susceptibility, hazard and risk assessment methods that focus
on engineered slope specifics.
2

GEOTECHNICAL
APPROACH
TO
LANDSLIDE
SUSCEPTIBILITY ANALYSIS FOR IRISH RAIL NETWORK
EARTHWORKS

A landslide susceptibility model based on probabilistic slope
calculations was developed for cutting and embankments
assets on Irish Rail (IR) network as an initial step towards
bespoke risk ranking model and decision support tool [6]. A
first step included developing a structured database of
geometrical, geotechnical and environmental slope
characteristics for every asset. This database includes data
such as asset location, type, height, slope angle, vegetation
cover, soil type, drainage type, and other. Geometrical
characteristics were collated following the processing of a
detailed digital elevation model (DEM) obtained by aerial
LiDAR survey. Soil type was assigned to each asset based on
the Geological Survey of Ireland’s soil cover maps using a
GIS platform. Six main soil types characteristic for IR’s assets
and surrounding ground were identified: glacial till, granular
material (glaciofluvial sands and gravels), soft clays, peat,
rock and non-engineered fill. The accuracy of soil type
assignment was validated using discrete borehole logs located
on the rail network. For each soil type, a typical range of
geotechnical parameters was identified from background
literature and existing geotechnical reports. This was further
complemented by a detailed site investigation for six assets
representative of each major soil type.
As the Irish rail network stretches over hundreds of
kilometres, large variability in geotechnical parameter values
for each soil type can be expected. For that reason, all
parameters are described using mean value and standard
deviation. This enabled the performance of probabilistic slope
stability calculations which give a more accurate
representation of stability than standard deterministic
approaches.
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The ‘Hasofer-Lind’ first order reliability method (FORM)
[7] was used to calculate the probability of failure associated
with each asset and its coupled limit state. The ‘Hasofer-Lind’
approach is an invariant method for calculating the reliability
index , which can then be transformed into a probability of
failure Pf.
The first step using this methodology is to transform all
variables into normalised random variables. This is
accomplished by means of equation (1).
ݔഥప ൌ

௫ ିாሾ௫ ሿ
ఙሾ௫ ሿ

ሺ݅ ൌ ͳǡʹǡ ǥ ǡ ݊ሻ

(1)

After normalising the variables the next step is to express
the limit state in terms of the reduced normal random
variables, as in eqn. (2)
݃ሺܺതሻ ൌ ݃ሺݔҧଵ ǡ ݔҧଶ ǡ ǥ ǡ ݔҧ ሻ

(2)

In this reduced variable space the limit state surface
describes the boundary between stable and unstable zones.
The Hasofer Lind reliability index is then expressed as the
minimum distance between the origin (the mean value of the
reduced limit state) and the failure zone. Assuming normal
random variables, a probability of failure can then be obtained
using the following equation (3).
 ൌ ሾ݃ሺܺതሻ ൏ Ͳሿ ൌ ͳ െ ߶ሺߚሻ

(3)

Where ( ) is the standard normal cumulative distribution
function.
Three limit states reflect the three failure types for which
limit equilibrium slope stability calculations were carried out:
(i) shallow translational, (ii) deep rotational slide, and (iii)
rock wedge failure (for rock cuttings), see Figure 2.

Figure 2. Three failure modes considered in slope stability
analyses: (i) shallow translational, (ii) deep rotational slide,
and (iii) rock wedge failure
The calculations result in baseline probabilities of failure for
each asset. Since these calculations incorporate only simple
geometrical and geotechnical data, detailed observations for
each asset need to be included in order to account for small
differences in landslide-triggering conditions between the
assets, controlled by variables which cannot be easily included
in limit equilibrium calculations. These variables include data
that is usually recorded in a qualitative manner, such as type
and condition of drainage, type and density of the vegetation,
slope erosion and overall condition, etc. Twenty of these
variables, named Degradation Factors (DF), were identified
with the help of experienced Irish Rail site inspectors’
engineering judgment. Each DF was given the weight based
on experience and interrogation of past failures. The total
product of DF weights gives the final DF adjustment factor
which is combined with baseline reliability indices to obtain
final reliability indices and final probabilities of failure.
Flowchart of this process is presented in Figure 3. These final
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probabilities of failure enable to effectively rank and compare
all assets across the network.

Baseline
reliability index
*

Figure 3. Flowchart of incorporation of degradation factors
3

STATISTICAL APPROACH TO LANDSLIDE SUSCEPTIBILITY
ANALYSISFORIRISHRAILNETWORKEARTHWORKS

Another landslide susceptibility analysis on the same network
was carried out using a ‘statistical’ (or ‘data-driven’)
approach. This approach aims to interrogate the usefulness of
past failure records in obtaining conclusions on landslide
distribution across the network. The logistic regression
statistical technique uses the historical landslide data (some
examples in Figure 4) to quantify the influence of
topographical, geotechnical and environmental slope
characteristics (factors) of slopes on which landslides were
recorded. It then uses these results to assess the probability of
landslides on all other assets in the network based on their
own combinations of these factors.
This approach was tested on the case study area of Athlone
Division, a north-western section of Irish Rail network
comprising about a third of all earthwork assets (cuttings and
embankments). The extent of Irish Rail network (thin lines)
and Athlone Division (thick lines) is outlined in Figure 5. A
database prepared for the geotechnical approach of
susceptibility analysis (described in previous section) was
used here to obtain the data on slope characteristics. Since
different factors are responsible for initiating different
landslide types, it is a common practice to carry out a
susceptibility analysis for each landslide type separately [5].
In this example, susceptibility analysis was carried out for
shallow translational slides, as they were found to be the most
prevalent landslide type across the Irish rail network.

Figure 4. Examples of typical landslides on Irish rail network:
a) on embankment, b) and c) on cutting
A selection of factors relevant to landslide initiation is a
process that depends on landslide type and study area
characteristics. Budimir et al. [7] carried out an extensive
literature review on the topic of landslide susceptibility
analysis using logistic regression, with the aim of determining
the frequency and significance of factors used for
susceptibility analysis. The review showed that there are no
universal criteria established for selecting factors, resulting in
the factors selected for analysis varying wildly between
studies.
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surrounding built and natural environment. The first step here
is to define the elements at risk that can be potentially affected
by landslides and for which risk assessment is being carried
out. The examples of elements at risk are people, buildings,
infrastructure, and other. The next step involves obtaining the
vulnerability of each element at risk to the landslide.
Vulnerability is defined as the degree of potential damage, or
loss a given element may experience as a result of a landslide
of a particular type and intensity [4]. The vulnerability of an
element depends on the element at risk observed, the type of
landslide, relative position of element at risk to the landslide,
and the magnitude and run-out distance of the landslide. For
example, vulnerability of people in vehicles to slow moving
deep rotational landslide is extremely low, while the
vulnerability of a road or rail element positioned at the crest or
toe of the same landslide is extremely high. Conversely,
vulnerability to shallow rapid moving debris flow is much
higher for people than for reinforced concrete buildings or
road/rail elements. Vulnerability is typically expressed using
vulnerability factors with values ranging between 0 and 1,
quantified through expert judgment or by using statistical
methods to analyse the consequences of historical landslides.
The alternative way of obtaining the vulnerability values is by
developing the fragility curves, which express the conditional
probability of exceedance of a pre-defined damage level for
various values of landslide intensity [12].
The final risk value is obtained as a product of hazard and
consequence assessment results. The last step in risk
assessment typically involves evaluating the risk against
existing risk criteria. Risk criteria depend on the perception of
risk in the society exposed to hazard, and as a result they vary
from country to country and between infrastructure
management organisations. Further actions towards risk
acceptance or mitigation are covered in detail through risk
management frameworks.
5

CONCLUSIONS

Two approaches to landslide susceptibility assessment for
engineered slopes on transport infrastructure are outlined in
this study. Both approaches were applied on the earthworks
on the rail network in Ireland. The first, ‘geotechnical’
approach is based on slope stability calculations for each of
the cutting and embankment on the network. Slope stability
calculations were carried out in a probabilistic fashion to
accommodate the large uncertainty in soil parameter values
expected across the network. The resulting probabilities of
failure were then fine-tuned using engineering experience to
include the detailed asset-specific observations. The second,
‘statistical’ approach is based on interrogating the past
landslide records to quantify the influence of geotechnical and
environmental attributes of those slopes on landslide
occurrence. It was carried out using a statistical multivariate
method of logistic regression. Statistical model was trained on
the training dataset and resulted in probability of the landslide
occurrence for all geotechnical assets in the study area.
While both approaches were proven to be highly useful for
determining landslide susceptibility for engineered slopes, the
approaches differ in some features. In comparison, statistical
method requires less computing power and explicitly takes
past experience into account. It also results in the quantitative
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recommendations of influence of each factor class to failure
occurrence. However, it is very sensitive to the completeness
of past failure dataset and the variations in dataset size and
training/validation ratios. It also needs to be carried out for
every landslide type individually. Unlike statistical approach,
the geotechnical approach takes account of soil mechanics
principles and geotechnical characterisation of each asset.
That makes results progressively more precise as the available
asset data is being widened following site investigation across
the network. It is also able to readily include the effect of any
observation through the use of degradation factors.
Landslide susceptibility assessments like the two described
in this study require temporal analysis and vulnerability
assessment to be developed into the full risk assessment. This
study finally gives a short overview of the typical methods
used to carry out these steps.
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ABSTRACT: Offshore wind energy experienced an exponential growth in installed power since the beginning of the current
century. While this growing trend is expected to continue, further growth of the sector imposes more demanding engineering
methods. It is then envisaged that enhanced technical competitiveness can be achieved through a progressively less deterministic
design process. Under the described context, a comparative study on the applicability of different probabilistic methods to
estimate the probability of failure (Pf) of offshore wind turbine (OWT) towers under extreme events is presented here.
Depending on the complexity introduced in the analysis of the OWT towers the applicability of different probabilistic
approaches may be limited. FORM, SORM, Monte Carlo Simulation are examples of well-established methodologies to
estimate Pf. Nevertheless, alternative methodologies such as the directional simulation can be an even more efficient solution for
the problem. This preliminary assessment of the probabilistic approaches enables further developments in reliability
methodologies for the specific case of OWT towers.
KEY WORDS: Offshore wind turbine; Probabilistic analysis; Reliability assessment; Extreme values; Support structures.
1

INTRODUCTION

Offshore wind energy experienced an exponential growth in
installed power since the beginning of the current century.
While this growing trend is expected to continue, further
growth of the sector imposes more demanding, complex and
accurate engineering methods. At the same time, improvement
of the techniques applied in the sector is necessary to unlock
new breakthroughs that will enable it to become progressively
more competitive as a source for generating energy.
Addressing the subjacent uncertainty of the variables
involved in the analysis of Offshore Wind Turbines (OWT)
gives the designer a new dimension of analysis. Perception of
the statistical deviations experienced by the design variables,
enables a more complete understating of the risk associated
with the operation of an OWT.
The probabilistic analysis of OWT is not a new practice. In
fact, with a brief analysis of the standards for designing OWT
(IEC 61400 class [1], [2]) or some recommended guidelines
(e.g. [3]) it is possible to infer that assessing uncertainty is a
recurrent process inside the design chain. Although, a
significant challenge still exists in this field to progressively
improve the established techniques, and to develop new
methodologies that address topics where the subject,
uncertainty, is not yet accounted for.
When working on a particular OWT project, some
ambiguity can be identified in the standards that rule the
process. It is frequent for these to require the designer to
produce a reliable design, leaving to his/her consideration the
methodology applied for the effect. Also, application of
deterministic design processes or safety coefficients that
account for subjacent uncertainties is still a recurrent practice
that leads to structural over-design.

The ultimate goal of a probabilistic assessment is to
estimate the risk of failure of a certain system. The criteria for
failure is established by the designer, and shall be justified
based on physical or other types of coherent constraints.
When a probabilistic approach is used the risk is given by
the system's probability of experiencing or exceeding a certain
occurrence that is defined as a failure and is given by the
probability of failure (ܲ ). The Reliability Index (ߚ) is one of
the most common indicators to measure the reliability of a
system and relates directly to ݂ܲ through equation (1).
ܲ ൌ ߔ ሺെߚሻ

(1)

where Ȱ represents the standard normal cumulative
distribution. The relation in equation (1) can be represented
also as ܲ ൌ ͳ െ ߔሺെߚሻ that gives the probability of
exceedance the threshold for which quantity ߚ is
representative.
Several studies summarized and discussed the way
probabilistic methods are applied to wind turbines [4], [5].
Nevertheless, even considering the extensive work existing in
the field, a similar reference discussion is still needed for the
specific case of OWT support structures. Additionally, the
mentioned ambiguity in the design guidelines motivates a
comparative study between the techniques currently applied in
the sector.
To address the proposed challenge an additional four
sections were defined. Section 2 briefly explains the concept
of reliability analysis, Section 3 presents some of the most
relevant works on reliability when applied to OWT support
structures and Section 4 identifies some of the relevant
challenges in this field. Finally, the most relevant conclusions
are presented in Section 5.
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2

RELIABILITYASSESSMENT

Two dimensions of analysis are set when approaching the
reliability of a system. One is related to the fluctuation of the
external conditions that excite the system and usually are
called the load model ( ;)ܮthe other is related to the response
of the system and how it varies, being frequently called the
response model (ܴ). When analysing a physical system the
complexity considered in each of the two dimensions will
dictate the complexity of the global problem.
To assess a system failure the designer needs to identify the
modes on how it may fail. For this, a physical representation
of the system is needed and for each failure mode one main
equation, usually called limit-state function (݃ሺݔሻ, where ݔ
represents a set of random variables), is defined to evaluate
the occurrence of failure. This equation compares the load
model considered  ܮwith the respective resistance model ܴ
and failure may occur when the  ܮsurpasses ܴ. This relation is
usually expressed as ݃ሺݔሻ ൌ ܴሺݔሻ െ ܮሺݔሻǡand failure occurs
when ݃ሺݔሻ ൏ ͲǤ
Through the previous overview of the reliability analysis
process is possible to understand that the complexity of the
overall approach will depend on the level of complexity
implemented on each of the models selected to evaluate ܴ and
ܮ. If the models are simple, no major limitations are found
when applying a reliability methodology. But, in reality, this
does not often occur. If we look to the specific case of OWT,
it is straightforward to comprehend that, as a coupled system,
the physics of it are quite complex. Therefore, fully
addressing the probabilistic analysis of a system faces a
significant challenge: if the analysis becomes too complex, the
limit-state is highly non-linear and the methodologies applied
to estimate its correspondingܲ are either very time
consuming or inaccurate.
These two aspects are quite significant when the whole
context of analysis goes through optimization problems and
extensive analysis where the time and accuracy are the main
rulers of the process.
Two major types of assessment regarding system's limit
state analysis and failure can be identified: Serviceability
Limit State (SLS) or Ultimate Limit State (ULS). The current
paper focuses on the application of reliability methodologies
for OWT towers and support structures considering ULS and
extreme events.
3

RELIABILITYANALYSISOFOWTTOWERS

Working with ULS and extreme events means working with
events that have a low probability of occurrence and are
usually located in the tails of the statistical distribution where
the probability density function is low. Eventually, statistical
extrapolation is almost inevitable for practical purposes.
Regarding the structural analysis and with particular emphasis
on the support structures, several studies can be highlighted
dealing with ULS and their inherent necessity to consider
extrapolation methodologies.
In [6] the comparison between applying probabilistic
analysis and deterministic analysis when dealing with extreme
values theory is addressed. In this comparison three methods
to determine the distribution of extreme response, global
maximum, peak over threshold and the process model, are
used to establish the response with a return level of 100 years.
The flap moment at the blade root and the overturning
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moment at the sea bottom were analysed. The second is of
particular interest when analysing OWT towers and support
structures.
The response based approach is then compared to the
external conditions approach. The differentiating factor
between these two approaches is related to the way that long
term occurrences are evaluated. The first approach uses the
short-term response of the system to extrapolate the long-term
response, whereas with the second approach, the external
conditions are extrapolated and then, the response of the
system is calculated for the respective previously extrapolated
conditions.
To set the long term distributions of loads, the practice
recommended in [1] for power production and commonly
considered as the standard for the extrapolation of long-term
loads, is integrating the short-term maximum conditional
response with the joint probability of external random
variables. This is done through the integral in equation (2).
ܲሺ ܮ ݈ ் ሻ ൌ න ܲሾ ܮ ݈ ் ȁܺ ൌ ݔሿ݂ ሺݔሻ݀ݔ

(2)



where ܲሺ ܮ ݈ ் ሻis the probability of exceedance associated
with a load ݈ ் . To evaluate the integral, the conditional shortterm exceedance distribution of the extreme response when
certain external conditions  ݔare met ܲሾ ܮ ݈ ் ȁܺ ൌ ݔሿ is
multiplied by the joint probability density function ݂ ሺ )ݔand
integrated over its parameters.
This method requires to set the short term distribution over
the domain of the environmental random variables ܺ so that
ܲሾ ܮ ݈ ் ȁܺ ൌ ݔሿ can be defined. This is usually done by
analysing a number of ݊ extreme loads. The empirical load
distribution function obtained is used to fit a parametric
probability model.
Further, according to the standards it is usually assumed that
the largest loads occur at widely separated times being thus
statistically independent. The probability of the largest load ܮ
exceeding a given load ݈ in the observation time ܶ is given by
Equation (3) [7].
ܾܲݎሺ ܮ ݈ ் ȁܺሻ ൌ ͳ െ ሺܨሺ݈ȁܺሻሻே 

(3)

where ܰ is the number of occurrences in the observation
period ܶ. Therefore, if an observation period of 1 year is
considered ܶ ൌ ͳ and ܨሺ݈ȁݔሻ is the 10 minutes short term
cumulative distribution of loads, N is the number of 10
minutes sea states that occur in a time interval of 1 year. With
this assumption of independence, estimating the values for
long return periods ܶ becomes straightforward and the
application of Equation (3) simpler. For instance, if an
observation period of 1 year is considered, the load ܮ
associated with the cumulative value of 0.01 will have a ܶ of
100 years.
With the ܴ and  ܮmodels defined, this methodology allows
the analysis of ݃ሺݔሻ and its respective probability of being
negative.
Compared with the external loads condition the response
based approach covers the likely limitation caused when the
extreme loads do not occur with the extreme environmental
conditions. Here, all the domain of ܺ is considered. On the
other hand, the response based approach presents itself as very
resource consuming and is only fully possible in the design
phase when the OWT design parameters are established, being
thus, inefficient in early-design stages.
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To tackle some of the limitations identified [8] introduces a
methodology to extrapolate loads based on limited field data
measured on an OWT installed in Blyth, United Kingdom. To
estimate the long term load exceedance probabilities,
bootstrap techniques are applied and the uncertainty generated
by extrapolating long term loads based on limited field data is
addressed. The parameter used as reference for analysis is the
Mudline Bending Moment, which is the moment generated in
the tower at seabed level.
Apart from the methodologies to settle distributions of
maxima referred before [8] addresses also the application of
the Block Maxima method to set the extreme values
distributions.
Additionally, [9] evaluates the application of inverse First
Order Reliability Methods (FORM). These methods have the
particularity of being, when compared with the extrapolation
of loads based on the integration of the conditional
distribution of loads and the joint probability function, of
more efficient implementation but fluctuating accuracy.
Implementing a FORM in fact is the same as, instead of
dealing with the real limit-state function, assuming that a
linear equation will be a reasonable approximation to describe
it. The analysis procedure involves the search for the point in
the failure surface closest to the origin, approximation of the
failure surface by a linear surface and consequent definition of
a region away from the origin constrained by the linearized
surface. The method can be applied also to search for all the
points associated with a certain occurrence probability. It is
then straightforward to understand that in some complex cases
this methodology, despite its efficiency of application, can
introduce significant errors in the analysis.
The inverse variation of the FORM is related to the
transformation that is applied to the variables to and from the
normalized space, also known as Rosenblatt transformation
[10]. In the inverse methodology, a transformation to the
normalized space takes place to find the isoprobability lines,
and then an inverse transformation is applied to the normal
space where a more intuitive analysis is possible. One of the
most well-known methods, which is also recommended in the
IEC guidelines, is the Environmental Contour Method (EC)
[11]. The EC method is applied to find sea states with similar
probability of occurrence, e.g. 20 or 50 year return period, and
search along the defined contour for the maximum load. All
the occurrences in the contour will have the same long term
probability of occurrence, Figure 1.

Figure 1 - Example of EC method applied to extrapolation of
50 years met-ocean conditions [2].
On the left side the normalized space is represented, where
the contour of interest can be picked by using the value of the
radius ߚǤ ܷଵ and ܷଶ are the variables of interest (significant
wave height - ܪ௦ and wind velocity - ܸ) in the normalized
space. On the right side the EC is shown after the inverse

transformation. The method disregards the fluctuations of
response of the OWT for given met-ocean parameters.
In [12] the results of the EC method for a OWT are
compared with the full integration presented in Equation (3).
One of the alternatives to bypass the limitation of not
considering the variability in the response is applied in [13] by
using a three-dimensional inverse FORM analysis. By
introducing the variability of the response a new variable is
added and the analysis occurs in a three-dimensional space,
Figure 2. This implies the added work of defining the full
probability distribution of the turbine extreme loads through
simulations. The problem, is then very similar to the one to be
solved by the direct integration method, but, here estimating
the probability of failure is achieved by searching in a 3-D
space for the most likely point associated with the failure
function and target ܲ . On the left side is possible to see the
normalized three-dimensional space of variables and on the
right side the real space of variables after the inverse
transformation. Instead of a single contour that averages the
response, the result is a three-dimensional contour that
accounts for its uncertainty.

Figure 2 - 3D Inverse FORM methodology example [9].
Using a three-dimensional approach comes with obvious
increased effort and complexity.
As an alternative for very complex ݃ሺݔሻ functions, a higher
order function to approximate ݃ሺݔሻ can be applied. This is the
case when the FORM approximation is increased by one order
generating then a Second Order Reliability Method (SORM).
Again, when applying the SORM methodology, a trade-off
between the gains in accuracy and increase in the analysis and
complexity needs to be carefully addressed.
Standing in between these two methodologies one can find
EC methods with corrections to account for the variability of
the loads. These seek to balance the efficiency and accuracy
offered by the two methods. The limitation of the EC method
was firstly discussed in [11], and, in the same paper the
method is introduced, a suggestion for the implementation of
an inflated contour that mitigates the influence of using a
median load value is given. Later, in [14], this problem is
further discussed and some quantities are derived to account
for the response variability.
In [15] the concept of incremental wind-wave analysis
(IWWA) for the analysis of OWT support structures under
extreme loading is introduced. This methodology involves
using static, non-linear analysis to define pushover curves that
are function of a load factor ߛ. These curves are combined
with previously defined ݅ mean return periods of the external
variables (e.g. ܴܲܯ௪ௗǡ ) that when combined with the
pushover curves previously defined, merge as a IWWA curve.
The IWWA curve encloses information corresponding to the
load pattern of every return period considered.
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Recently, in [16] a work on reducing the number of
simulations needed for analysing OWT supports structures
under extreme ocean environmental loads is presented. To
achieve this the analysis of the reliability was developed with
basis on the formulation of a peak response factor (PRF). This
PRF in addition with the static response of the system is used
to normalize the peak response (ܴ ). The ܴ is the variable
used to evaluate ݃ሺݔሻ and is set as a function of the design
variables ܺ. This normalization intends to make the peak
response independent of the design parameters, simplifying
the application of reliability methodologies like the FORM.
Sampling methods are an efficient alternative to the
analytical methods presented. Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS)
is perhaps the most well-known sampling method. While
sampling methods are exact as they estimate the real
probability of failure, they can be, when searching for an
occurrence that has very low probability, prohibitive in the
time needed to achieve results.
Strategies to reduce the computational time used in MCS
when applied to OWT are evaluated in [17]. In this case a
Tension-Leg-Platform is examined and FORM is used to
reduce the simulation time of the MCS.
It was highlighted before that the standards for the design of
OWT present two major kinds of analysis: the ULS and SLS.
This major division originated a standard definition of
different design load cases (DLC) that cover the different
expected circumstances experienced by OWT. A table
resuming OWTs expected DLC can be found in [2].
When following the design standards and guidelines,
applying probabilistic analysis to OWT and extrapolating long
term loads, the response of the system is addressed and the
process generally involves, due to the fact that one is
addressing a complex system, the evaluation of different
response variables (ݔ̴ܨǡ ݔ̴ܯǡ ݕ̴ܨǡ ݕܯǡ Ǥ ǤǤ, where  ܨstands for
load and  ܯfor moment with the respective Cartesian index
ݔǡ ݕǡ  )ݖfor the different DLC. Analysis of the different OWT
loads in an univariate way is a frequent practice and tends to
overestimate the design of the OWT. But, in reality, it is very
likely for the extreme responses of the cited variables to not
occur simultaneously. According to [18] during the design
process considering simultaneous extremes is still a practice
that leads to over design of OWT for the specific case of ULS
analysis. Based on it, a methodology based on Pareto-optimal
loads is proposed there to tackle the conservative design
resulting from the univariate maxima consideration.
4

NEW CHALLENGES ON RELIABILITY OF OWT SUPPORT
STRUCTURES

The previous sections were focused on the extrapolation of
short-term and long-term environmental averaged occurrences
or short-term and long-term time responses based on random
external conditions. Although, the codes to design OWT also
stipulate the evaluation of individual extreme occurrences
(e.g. wave heights in DLC1.6 or DLC6.1c). Defining the long
term individual occurrences brings an additional order of
complexity to the problem. It is recommended the usage of
appropriate site measurements to set the long term individual
occurrences. As result an extreme individual occurrence
conditional on a known averaged occurrence is defined. The
data needed to specifically address this issue is generally
limited since it is not common for the monitoring equipment
to record full time series when assessing long term
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measurements. Again, this limitation is one of the causes of
difficulty in inferring about the probability of simultaneous
occurrence of individual events (e.g. extreme gust and
extreme individual wave height combined). Evaluating the
referred conditional probability can be difficult and time
consuming, impelling the designer to use the deterministic
design conditions given in the code for estimating the
individual wave height or wind gust velocity. This results
eventually in a potential contribution for the over-design of an
OWT tower.
Most of the works in the probabilistic assessment of OWT
towers were derived under the assumption that for a pitch
controlled OWT the maximum loads occur in operating
conditions. Application of alternative probabilistic techniques
as the ones described still needs to be addressed for parked,
start-up and shut-down states.
Moreover, when physical simulation is used to estimate
long term loads in the offshore environment the theories used
for the effect can be quite limiting in some aspects. One of
these, that is of particular interest, is when the steepness of the
waves gets so high that the common theory used to model
waves becomes invalid to describe them. The effect of this
higher order physical phenomena on the estimation of extreme
response was evaluated before for the case of an OWT monopile foundation [9]. Considerations for breaking waves that
may cause high loads in the support structure are given in the
standards [2] [3]. Their effect in OWT towers was addressed
before, an overview is given on [19].
Although some work was identified, the effect of wave
theories up to ͷ௧ order and breaking waves on long term
statistics and respective calculation of system failures for ULS
needs to be further addressed in the future.
It is important to highlight that dissociating the analysis
OWT towers from the support structure is not a correct
approach. When looking at the towers, these need to be seen
as a joint structure with the mono-pile, the jacket, the gravity
base or in case of floating structures, the Spar, the TensionLeg-Platform or the semi-submersible foundation.
Techniques applied in the past to address the probabilistic
design of OWT towers were presented. Yet, alternative
methodologies, whose applicability for OWT towers was not
analysed, are available and are of interest to consider during
future developments in this field of structural reliability
analysis.
It is very difficult for alternative methodologies to compete
with FORM and SORM when it comes to the accuracy-effort
ratio. With the current trends of progress in the computational
field it is expected for the gap in time requirements to
complete a reliability analysis existing between
methodologies that are highly accurate, sampling
methodologies or directional simulation, and that calculate the
results fast, like FORM, to decrease. It is very likely then for
their application to widen, which may unlock new practices in
the reliability analysis of OWT towers.
In [13] it is referred that the 3D inverse FORM is reliable
when compared with the direct integration method, and that
the additional effort needed to implement it when comparing
with the 2D inverse FORM may be worth of the additional
work needed. This assumption was derived based on the case
study presented. Further studies should be considered to
address the extents, as OWT become more complex, of the
limitations caused by using a FORM approach.
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Despite showing high potential and taking into account the
response variability, it is expected for the first order
approximation to introduce some errors in the results that
grow progressively as the complexity of the analysis
increases.

Figure 3 - Limit State ݃ሺݔሻ and its approximation with the
Directional Integration Method [20].
A potential methodology that was not evaluated for OWT
towers is the directional simulation. The directional
simulation has the particularity of very accurately
approximating the probability of surpassing a defined limit
state by its real probability. This methodology identifies a
series of directions for integration, which are integrated either
by approximation or closed-form and evaluated to estimate ܲ
by a weighted average of the directional integrals, (see Figure
3). An example of directional integration for structural
reliability analysis and estimation of the ܲ can be identified
in [20].
The directional simulation mitigates the recurrent limitation
of dealing with very highly non-linear limit states, but its
accuracy and efficiency are highly dependent on the
procedure and directions used for integration [20].
When it comes to sampling techniques, MCS is probably
the most widely applied sampling methodology, but, as
mentioned, when ܲ is very small its application can be
prohibitive. The sampling analysis time can be cut off with
hybrid techniques like the radial-based importance sampling
(RBIS). As the name indicates, radial-based importance
sampling consists in eliminating parts of the domain that are
known, and focusing the analysis on the region of interest.
This methodology, introduced in [21], is adapted and
combined with directional methods to analyse structural
reliability in [22]. A graphical example illustrating the method
can be seen in Figure 4.

The methodology is implemented by excluding the safe part
of the domain from the sampling process. The sampling
domain is reduced and therefore the computational time
needed to calculate the probability of occurrence of a certain
event, which in our case is the ܲ .
The control actions applied to OWT are very likely to have
a significant impact on the estimation of ULS and extreme
loading. In particular, reliability based approach that accounts
for variations of the extreme distribution tails as function of
control actions are a field of particular growing interest.
Another field of growing interest is the optimization of
OWT. In [23] an overview of the optimization processes for
OWT is presented. Here, it is highlighted how the
probabilistic optimization is an order of magnitude more
complex than more common optimization methods which are
extensively exploited in the article. In the recommendations, a
strong emphasis is given to the optimization processes
through reliability-based designs. Even considering that these
are more difficult and time-consuming, they allow a clearer,
better defined optimization problem and exploit eventual
uncertainties that translate to the safety margins and block
some of the potential for optimization.
An interesting question underlined is on how new
computational methods (e.g. probability evolution algorithms
or computational methods inspired by biological systems such
as; genetic algorithms and evolutionary programming) may
relate to the reliability based design.
Table 1 presents a comparative summary of the reliability
analysis of OWT support structures. The main advantages and
disadvantages of each methodology are summarized.
5

CONCLUSION

A detailed literature review has been carried out and some
of the previous works developed to evaluate OWT support
structures and their risk of failure were discussed in the
present paper. Additionally, some methodologies to assess the
structural reliability of OWT support structures analysed and
discussed. It was inferred that the problem of designing
OWTs is commonly divided into two big spheres of extreme
values theory analysis: the loading and the response
dimensions.
It was seen that until now direct integration and FORM
were the methodologies more frequently applied to develop a
reliable analysis of OWT under extreme occurrences. In the
context of establishing a basis of work for further steps in the
probabilistic assessment of OWT and support structures,
alternative methodologies and challenges demanded by the
sector were identified.
The present paper intends therefore to set a reference point
for further assessment of the subject. Despite, as shown
before, being a sector for which several recommendations and
guidelines were developed there is still a shortage of an
accepted well around best practice that takes the designer or
researcher step-by-step in the process of probabilistically
assessing OWT towers and support structures. The main
strategic challenge for the probabilistic assessment of OWT
support structures will be to converge and balance further
research developments under the lack of a global accepted
procedure so that an unified field of reliability based design is
established and accepted.

Figure 4 - Example of adaptive RBIS presented in [22].
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Table 1 - Reliability Methods for OWT support structure analysis
METHODOLOGY

ADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES

APPLICATION
TO
OWT
SUPPORT
STRUCTURES

Direct Integration

Current standard methodology considered in
the sector for extrapolation; Highly accurate;
Non case-specific

Computationally expensive for practical application;
Limited in early-stage design phase

[1] [2] [6] [9]

Fast calculation method; Analysis is set in
normal space of variables

Analysis occurs in the environmental space of
variables, no load variability is considered; Linear
approximation to ݃ሺݔሻ can make it inaccurate
Linear approximation to ݃ሺݔሻ can make it inaccurate

[2] [12] [13] [24]

Linear approximation to ݃ሺݔሻ can make it
inaccurate, application is case-specific; Limited in
early-stage design phase
Case-specific and dependent on ݃ሺݔሻ complexity;
Slower due to increased order in approximating ݃ሺݔሻ
The calculation time is usually highly and dependent
on the probability computed
Convergence is dependent on the procedure applied
and directions picked for integration
Less established methods; Limited range of
evaluations were done so far; Depending on the
complexity IWWA can get very time-consuming;

[13]

FORM
Environmental Contour

Environmental Contour with
correction
3D Inverse FORM

SORM

Fast calculation method; Analysis is set in
normal space of variables; Approximation of
load variability by correction of the contour
Relative fast calculation method when
compared with other methodologies that
consider the same number of variables
More accurate than FORM methods

Sampling
(e.g.
MCS,
Importance sampling)
Directional Simulation

Highly accurate and of universal application

New methodologies: IWWA,
Peak Response Factor(PRF)
FORM

PRF FORM has low computational time

Accurate
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Experimental investigation and numerical modelling of domestic scale wind turbine
blades
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ILEUHUHLQIRUFHGSRO\SURS\OHQHZKLOHWKHRWKHULQFOXGHVDGGLWLRQDOFDUERQILEUHUHLQIRUFHPHQWLQWKHVSDUFDSV6WDWLFWHVWLQJLV
SHUIRUPHGZLWKD:KLIIOHWUHHWHVWULJWRGHWHUPLQHWKHVWUXFWXUDOUHVSRQVHRIWKHEODGHV7KHULJDSSOLHVWKHORDGDWHLJKWFRQWDFW
SRLQWVDORQJWKHEODGHWRPLPLFWKHEHQGLQJPRPHQWSURILOHH[SHULHQFHGE\DEODGHLQRSHUDWLRQ0RGDOWHVWLQJZDVDOVRSHUIRUPHG
RQ WKH WZR EODGHV DQG WKH YDOXHV RI QDWXUDO IUHTXHQFLHV UHSRUWHG7KH IROORZLQJ REMHFWLYHV ZHUH XQGHUWDNHQ L  HYDOXDWH DQG
FRPSDUHWKHVWDWLFWHVWUHVXOWVRIWKHWZRZLQGWXUELQHEODGHV LL XVHWKHUHVXOWVWRYDOLGDWHILQLWHHOHPHQW )( PRGHOVRI WKH
EODGHV DQG LLL  XVH WKH YDOLGDWHG )( PRGHOV LQ D GHVLJQ RSWLPLVDWLRQ VWXG\ 7KH )( PRGHOV DUH JHQHUDWHG XVLQJ WKH 3\WKRQ
SURJUDPPLQJODQJXDJHDQGDUHEDVHGRQPDQXIDFWXULQJVSHFLILFDWLRQVIRUWKHEODGHV7KHJRDORIWKHRSWLPLVDWLRQVWXG\LVWR
LPSURYHWKHVWLIIQHVVRIWKHJODVVILEUHEODGHZLWKRXWWKHDGGLWLRQRIWKHPRUHFRVWO\FDUERQILEUHSOLHV$JHQHWLFDOJRULWKPLV
XVHGWRGHWHUPLQHWKHRSWLPXPVHFWLRQWKLFNQHVVDORQJWKHOHQJWKRIWKHEODGH7KH)(PRGHOVVKRZHGFORVHDJUHHPHQWZLWKWKH
H[SHULPHQWDOUHVXOWV7KHUHVXOWRIWKHRSWLPLVDWLRQVWXG\ ZDVD EODGH KHDYLHUWKDQ WKHRULJLQDOJODVVILEUHEODGHEXW ZLWK
VLJQLILFDQWLPSURYHPHQWLQVWLIIQHVV GHFUHDVHLQWLSGHIOHFWLRQIRUWKHVDPHORDG 7KHSRVLWLYHUHVXOWIURPWKLVLQLWLDOGHVLJQ
VWXG\ZLOOHQDEOHH[SDQVLRQRIWKHGHVLJQYDULDEOHVIRUIXWXUHDQDO\VHV
.(<:25'6:LQGWXUELQHEODGH)53FRPSRVLWHVVWUXFWXUDOWHVWLQJRSWLPLVDWLRQILQLWHHOHPHQWPRGHOOLQJJHQHWLFDOJRULWKP
1

INTRODUCTION

6PDOOVFDOH ZLQG WXUELQHV DUH GHILQHG DV KDYLQJ D URWRU
GLDPHWHUIURPWRP$WWKHXSSHUHQGRIWKLVVFDOHLVWKH
 WR  P GLDPHWHU WXUELQHV ZKLFK W\SLFDOO\ KDYH D VWDQGDUG
SRZHUUDWLQJRIEHWZHHQDQGN:>@7KHEODGHVXQGHU
LQYHVWLJDWLRQLQWKLVVWXG\DUHIURPDN:WXUELQH7KLVVFDOH
RI GHYLFH LV DLPHG SULPDULO\ DW KRXVHKROG SRZHU JHQHUDWLRQ
IRFXVLQJRQIDUPVDQGVPDOOEXVLQHVVHV7KHVHWXUELQHVSUHVHQW
DXVHIXOSRZHUVRXUFHEXWDUHGHSHQGHQWRQWZRIDFWRUV L WKH
LQLWLDOFRVWVDQG LL WKHXQLWFRVWSHUN:KSURGXFHG$PDMRU
FRPSRQHQWLQWKHLQLWLDODQGVXEVHTXHQWPDLQWHQDQFHFRVWVLV
WKH EODGHV RI WKH WXUELQH +HQFH PLQLPLVLQJ WKH EODGH
SURGXFWLRQFRVWVLVLPSRUWDQWIRUERWKLQLWLDOLQVWDOODWLRQDQGIRU
UHSODFHPHQWGXHWRWKHGDPDJHDFFXPXODWHGGXULQJRSHUDWLRQ
7KHHIILFLHQF\RISRZHUJHQHUDWLRQLVDOVRRILPSRUWDQFHIURP
D PHFKDQLFDO SHUVSHFWLYH WKLV UHSUHVHQWV WKH VWLIIQHVV RI WKH
EODGHVDQGKHQFHWKHLUHQHUJ\FRQYHUVLRQHIILFDF\
7KHWZREODGHVWHVWHGLQWKLVVWXG\DUHFRQVWUXFWHGSULPDULO\
IURPJODVVILEUHUHLQIRUFHGSRO\SURS\OHQH$GGLWLRQDOO\RQHRI
WKHEODGHVKDVFDUERQILEUHHSR[\SOLHVHPEHGGHGLQWKHVSDU
FDSVWRLPSURYHLWVVWLIIQHVV7KHDGGLWLRQRIFDUERQILEUHSOLHV
GUDPDWLFDOO\ LQFUHDVHV WKH FRVWV RI SURGXFWLRQ DQG DOVR
FRPSOLFDWHVWKHPDQXIDFWXULQJSURFHVV7KHUHIRUHDEDODQFHLV
UHTXLUHG EHWZHHQ EODGH VWLIIQHVV DQG WKH FRVW RI PDWHULDOV
2WKHU WKDQ WKH FRQVWUXFWLRQ PDWHULDOV WKH EODGHV DUH
DHURG\QDPLFDOO\LGHQWLFDODQGDUHLQWHUFKDQJHDEOHLQWKHN:
WXUELQH
6WUXFWXUDOWHVWLQJLVSHUIRUPHGWRGHPRQVWUDWHWRDUHDVRQDEOH
OHYHO RI FHUWDLQW\ WKDW WKH ZLQG WXUELQH EODGH SRVVHVVHV WKH
VWUHQJWKDQGVHUYLFHOLIHIRULWVRULJLQDOGHVLJQ>@2IWHQVWDWLF
WHVWLQJLVFRQGXFWHGEHIRUHDQGDIWHUIDWLJXHWHVWVWRSURYLGHD

PHDVXUHRIWKHUHVLGXDOVWUHQJWKDQG VWLIIQHVVRIWKHVWUXFWXUH
GXH WR WKH DFFXPXODWLRQ RI GDPDJH >@ 6WDWLF WHVWV RQ ZLQG
WXUELQH EODGHV DUH RIWHQ FRQGXFWHG E\ DSSO\LQJ D QXPEHU RI
ZHLJKWORDGVDORQJWKHOHQJWKRIWKHEODGH7KHORDGVSURGXFH
WKH HTXLYDOHQW EHQGLQJ PRPHQW GLVWULEXWLRQ LQ WKH EODGH DV
IURP RSHUDWLRQDO RU H[WUHPH ZLQGV 3XEOLFO\ UHSRUWHG VWXGLHV
WHQGWRSULRULWLVHWKHPHGLXPWRODUJHVFDOHEODGHV WRP
LQOHQJWK RURQWKHRWKHUHQGRIWKHVSHFWUXPWKHPLFURWRPLQL
VFDOH WRP /LWWOHDWWHQWLRQLVSDLGWRGRPHVWLFVFDOH
EODGHV)URPDUHYLHZ RIVPDOOVFDOH ZLQGWXUELQHVRQO\RQH
VWXG\ ZDV FLWHG IRU WKH GHVLJQ DQG WHVWLQJ RI D WXUELQH EODGH
VLPLODUWRWKHVFDOHSUHVHQWHGKHUH>@>@2QHSRLQWQRWHGE\
WKHUHYLHZDXWKRUZDVDODFNRIUHVHDUFKRQWKHRSWLPLVDWLRQRI
EODGHGHVLJQIRUPDQXIDFWXULQJDQGRSHUDWLRQDOFRQFHUQV7KH
PDMRULW\ RI UHVHDUFK LQVWHDG IRFXVHG RQ WKH DHURG\QDPLF
SHUIRUPDQFH FKDUDFWHULVWLFV IRU YDU\LQJ WLS VSHHG UDWLR URWRU
VSHHGSLWFKDQJOHHWF
2SWLPLVDWLRQ WHFKQLTXHV SURYLGH DQ LQYDOXDEOH WRRO IRU
GHVLJQHUVHQDEOLQJWKHPWRVHDUFKWKURXJKPDQ\KXQGUHGVRI
GHVLJQLWHUDWLRQVIRUWKHEHVWVROXWLRQ$QXPEHURIUHVHDUFKHUV
KDYH DSSOLHG RSWLPLVDWLRQ WHFKQLTXHV WR WKH GHVLJQ RI
FRPSRVLWHVWUXFWXUHVLQFOXGLQJ ZLQGWXUELQHEODGHV >@ >@
7KH RXWFRPHV RI WKHVH VWXGLHV LQFOXGH PDVV UHGXFWLRQ EODGH
VWLIIQHVV LPSURYHPHQWV DQG RSWLPLVDWLRQ RI SO\ ILEUH DQJOHV
7KHWHFKQLTXHXVHGLQWKHFXUUHQWVWXG\LVDJHQHWLFDOJRULWKP
7KH PHWKRG XVHV YDOLGDWHG ILQLWH HOHPHQW )(  PRGHOV WR
GHWHUPLQHDQRSWLPXPVWUXFWXUDOGHVLJQIRUWKHJODVVILEUHEODGH
WR DFKLHYH WKH PD[LPXP VWLIIQHVV ZLWK PLQLPDO LQFUHDVH LQ
PDVV 7KH SDUDPHWULF VKHOO HOHPHQW )( EODGH PRGHOV DUH
FUHDWHG IURP JHRPHWULF GDWD $ VPDOO QXPEHU RI GHVLJQ
YDULDEOHV ZHUH FKRVHQ IRU WKLV ILUVW RSWLPLVDWLRQ VWXG\
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KRZHYHUWKHPRGHUDWHFRPSXWDWLRQDOFRVWVPHDQIXWXUHVWXGLHV
ZLOOLQFUHDVHWKHVL]HDQGVFRSHRIWKHGHVLJQVSDFH
2

METHODS
Experimental testing

6WUXFWXUDOWHVWLQJRIZLQGWXUELQHEODGHVLQYROYHVDSSO\LQJDQ
HTXLYDOHQWPHFKDQLFDOORDGWRPDWFKWKHDHURG\QDPLFORDGLQJ
WKHEODGHH[SHULHQFHVGXULQJRSHUDWLRQ,QW\SLFDOVWDWLFWHVWLQJ
WKHORDGVDUHDSSOLHGYLDZHLJKWVFUDQHVRUK\GUDXOLFDFWXDWRUV
FRQQHFWHG WR WKH EODGH DW D QXPEHU RI ORDG SRLQWV >@ 7KH
JUHDWHU WKH QXPEHU RI ORDG SRLQWV WKH PRUH DFFXUDWHO\ WKH
EHQGLQJPRPHQWGLVWULEXWLRQLVUHSURGXFHG)LJXUHVKRZVWKH
:KLIIOHWUHHULJXVHGLQWKHH[SHULPHQWV7KH:KLIIOHWUHHVSOLWV
WKHFUDQHORDGEHWZHHQHLJKWVHSDUDWHORDGLQJSRLQWV7KHHLJKW
SRLQWVHDFKDSSO\DSHUFHQWDJHRIWKHWRWDOORDGWRWKHVXUIDFH
RI WKH EODGH YLD EDUV 7KLV GLVWULEXWLRQ KDV EHHQ GHWHUPLQHG
IURP WKH RSHUDWLQJ FRQGLWLRQV RI WKH ZLQG WXUELQH 7DEOH 
VKRZV WKH ORDG SHUFHQWDJHV DSSOLHG DORQJ WKH EODGH DQG WKH
ORFDWLRQVRIWKHORDGSRLQWV7KHWDEOHDOVRVKRZVWKHORFDWLRQV
RIWKHIRXUGUDZZLUHGLVSODFHPHQWVHQVRUVXVHGWRPHDVXUHWKH
EODGHGHIOHFWLRQ0RGDOWHVWVZHUHFRQGXFWHGXVLQJDQLPSDFW
KDPPHU DQG D FRPELQDWLRQ RI DFFHOHURPHWHUV DQG VWUDLQ
JDXJHV7KHWHVWVSURYLGHGWKHQDWXUDOIUHTXHQFLHVIRUWKHILUVW
WKUHHEHQGLQJPRGHVKDSHVRIWKHEODGHV7KHORFDWLRQVRIWKH
VWUDLQJDXJHVDQGDFFHOHURPHWHUVDUHDOVRVKRZQLQ7DEOH


7KHJODVVILEUHEODGHZDVLQVWUXPHQWHGZLWKDFRPELQDWLRQ
RIͳʹͲ േ ͲǤͶΨȳ PRGHO0LFUR0HDVXUHPHQWV($5=
  OLQHDU HOHFWULFDO UHVLVWDQFH VWUDLQ JDXJHV DQG ͳʹͲ േ
ͲǤ͵Ψȳ PRGHO &($8=  HOHFWULFDO UHVLVWDQFH
URVHWWH VWUDLQ JDXJHV 7KUHH GUDZZLUH GLVSODFHPHQW VHQVRUV
PRGHO0LFUR(SVLORQ:'63&53 ZLWKDPHDVXULQJ
UDQJH RI  PP OLQHDULW\ േͲǤͳΨ)62  DQG RQH GUDZZLUH
GLVSODFHPHQW VHQVRU PRGHO 0LFUR(SVLORQ :'63
%+3%  ZLWK D PHDVXULQJ UDQJH RI  PP OLQHDULW\
േͲǤͲʹΨ)62 ZHUHXVHGWRPHDVXUHWKHEODGHGHIOHFWLRQ7KH
ORDGDSSOLHGWKURXJKWKHFUDQHWRWKH:KLIIOHWUHHZDVPHDVXUHG
ZLWK D 6HQVRWHF  OEV ORDG FHOO PRGHO 
OLQHDULW\േͲǤͳΨIXOOVFDOH 7KHPRGDOWHVWVUHTXLUHGD'\WUDQ
PRGHO$LPSXOVHVOHGJHKDPPHUZLWKDRQHSRXQGKHDG
VHQVLWLYLW\  P9OEI  DQG WKUHH DFFHOHURPHWHUV PRGHO
(1'(9&2 $  ZLWK D VHQVLWLYLW\ RI XS WR  LQ WKH
DPSOLWXGHUHVSRQVHIRUWKHDSSOLHGUDQJH
7KH NH\ PHDVXUHPHQWV VRXJKW LQ WKH H[SHULPHQW DUH WKH
GLVWULEXWLRQRIVWUDLQDORQJWKHEODGHWKHGHIOHFWLRQRIWKHEODGH
DQG WKH QDWXUDO IUHTXHQFLHV DQG PRGH VKDSHV IRU FRPSDULVRQ
ZLWKWKH)(PRGHOV7KHVWUDLQJDXJHVZHUHORFDWHGDORQJWKH
FHQWUHOLQHRIWKHVSDUFDSRQWKHFRPSUHVVLRQVLGHRIWKHEODGH
)URPWKHLQLWLDO)(PRGHOVWKHKLJKHVWVWUDLQVLQWKHEODGHVZHUH
IRXQG RQ WKH FRPSUHVVLRQ VLGH WKLV DOVR KHOSHG WR DYRLG WKH
ORDGDSSOLFDWLRQEDUVIURPGDPDJLQJWKHJDXJHV
7DEOH0DWHULDOSURSHUWLHVRIWKHFRPSRVLWHSOLHVXVHGLQWKH
EODGHPRGHOV>@
ܩଵଶ 
ߥଵଶ 
*3D 
8'7ZLQWH[




8'3O\WURQ




8'&)HSR[\




7KHEODGHVZHUHFRQVWUXFWHGSULPDULO\IURPODPLQDWHVPDGH
IURP JODVVILEUH SRO\SURS\OHQH *)33  ZLWK FDUERQILEUH
HSR[\XVHGLQWKHVSDUFDSVRIWKHUHLQIRUFHGEODGH7ZRW\SHV
RI*)33ZHUHXVHG7ZLQWH[DQG3O\WURQ7DEOHVKRZVWKH
PDWHULDO SURSHUWLHV IRU W\SLFDO 7ZLQWH[ 3O\WURQ >@ DQG
FDUERQILEUHHSR[\'XHWRWKHSURSULHWDU\QDWXUHRIWKHEODGH
DVLPSOLILHGYHUVLRQRIWKHOD\XSVXVHGLQWKHEODGHVLVSUHVHQWHG
LQ)LJXUH7KHVXEVFULSWVLQWKHILJXUHGHQRWHWKHQXPEHURI
SOLHVRIHDFKRULHQWDWLRQLQWKHVHFWLRQZLWKWKHWKLFNQHVVRIWKH
OD\XSVYDU\LQJDORQJWKHOHQJWKRIWKHEODGH7KHYDULDEOHVݔଵ െ
ݔହ  UHIHU WR WKH GHVLJQ RSWLPLVDWLRQ PHWKRGRORJ\ IXUWKHU
GLVFXVVLRQRIZKLFKFDQEHIRXQGLQ6HFWLRQEHORZ



)LJXUH:KLIIOHWUHHULJDSSOLHVWKHWRWDOORDGWRWKHEODGHDW
HLJKWORFDWLRQVGLVWULEXWHGDORQJLWVOHQJWK
7DEOH/RDGLQJGLVWULEXWLRQDQGEODGHLQVWUXPHQWDWLRQ 6* 
VWUDLQJDXJH63 VWULQJSRWGUDZZLUHGLVSODFHPHQWVHQVRU
$ DFFHOHURPHWHU 
/RFDWLRQ U5 

/RDG RIWRWDOORDG 

6HQVRUV
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ܧଵ  *3D 

ܧଶ  *3D 


)LJXUH/D\XSVIRUWKHWKUHHPDLQUHJLRQVRIWKHEODGH
7KHWKUHHPDLQVHFWLRQVRIWKHEODGHFURVVVHFWLRQDUHWKHVSDU
FDSVWKHVKHDUZHEDQGWKHRXWHUVNLQ7KHVSDUFDSVDQGVKHDU
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Finite element modelling
$QXPEHURIUHVHDUFKJURXSVKDYHVKRZQWKHDSSOLFDELOLW\RID
VKHOOEDVHG DSSURDFK WR PRGHOOLQJ FRPSRVLWH ZLQG WXUELQH
EODGHV >@ >@ >@ $ FRPSRVLWH OD\XS FDQ EH DSSOLHG WR
VKHOOHOHPHQWVLQWKH)(SURJUDPDOORZLQJTXLFNDQGDFFXUDWH
PRGHOOLQJ RI WKH EHKDYLRXU RI WKH EODGHV &RPSXWDWLRQDO
HIILFLHQF\LVDNH\GULYHURIWKHPHWKRGRORJ\GXHWRWKHODUJH
QXPEHU RI PRGHOV UHTXLUHG IRU WKH RSWLPLVDWLRQ VWXG\
W\SLFDOO\KXQGUHGVRIPRGHOVZLOOQHHGWREHDQDO\VHGEHIRUH
WKH RSWLPDO VROXWLRQ LV IRXQG 7KH )( PRGHOV DUH JHQHUDWHG
XVLQJ D 3\WKRQ FRGH GHYHORSHG LQKRXVH 7KH FRGH UHTXLUHV
LQSXWGDWDLQFOXGLQJ
x &KRUGOHQJWKGLVWULEXWLRQDORQJWKHEODGH
x $HURG\QDPLFWZLVWGLVWULEXWLRQDORQJWKHEODGH
x /RFDWLRQRIWKHOHDGLQJHGJHRIWKHEODGHLQWKH[DQG\
GLUHFWLRQV
x 'LVWULEXWLRQRIDLUIRLOVDORQJ WKHEODGHDQGWKHFKRUG
QRUPDOLVHGFRRUGLQDWHVIRUHDFKDLUIRLOGHVLJQDWLRQ
x 'LVWULEXWLRQRIWKH ORFDWLRQDQG ZLGWKRIWKH VSDUFDSV
QRUPDOLVHGE\WKHFKRUGOHQJWK 
x 'LVWULEXWLRQ RI WKH QXPEHU DQG ORFDWLRQ RI WKH VKHDU
ZHEV
x 0DWHULDOSURSHUWLHVDQGOD\XSVHTXHQFHVIRUHDFKUDGLDO
EODGHVHFWLRQ
x )ODSZLVHDQGHGJHZLVHORDGVRQWKHEODGH
x 0HVKDQG)(MREDQDO\VLVVHWWLQJV
2QFHWKHUHTXLUHGLQSXWVKDYHEHHQVHWWKHFRGHDXWRPDWLFDOO\
JHQHUDWHV WKH IXOO )( PRGHO DQG SHUIRUPV WKH DQDO\VLV 3RVW
SURFHVVLQJ RI WKH UHVXOWV IRU HYDOXDWLRQ RI WKH RSWLPLVDWLRQ
SURFHGXUHLVDOVRFRQGXFWHGXVLQJ3\WKRQ7KHFRGHKDVEHHQ
SUHYLRXVO\XVHGLQWKHDQDO\VLVRIWLGDOWXUELQHEODGHV>@>@
DQGLVZHOOVXLWHGIRURSWLPLVDWLRQDQGSDUDPHWULFVWXGLHVGXH
WRLWVDXWRPDWHGQDWXUH
7KHDHURG\QDPLFOLIWDQGGUDJIRUFHVH[SHULHQFHGE\DZLQG
WXUELQH EODGH FDQ EH UHVROYHG LQWR WKH IRUFHV LQ WKH IODSZLVH
SHUSHQGLFXODUWRWKHURWRUSODQH DQGHGJHZLVH SDUDOOHOWRWKH
URWRUSODQH GLUHFWLRQV7KHHGJHZLVHIRUFHVFRQWULEXWHWRWKH
WRUTXHGULYLQJWKHWXUELQHZKLOHWKHIODSZLVHIRUFHVFRPSULVH
WKHWKUXVWDFWLQJRQWKHEODGH7KHWKUXVWLVWKHPRVWVLJQLILFDQW
IRUFH DFWLQJ RQ WKH EODGH IRU WKH VWDWLF VWUHQJWK WHVWV DQG WKH
FXUUHQWVHWXSZLWKWKH:KLIIOHWUHHULJLVUHVWULFWHGWRWHVWLQJ
WKH EODGH LQ WKH IODSZLVH GLUHFWLRQ +HQFH IXUWKHU WHVWLQJ WR
DFFRXQWIRUWKHHGJHZLVHORDGLQJ DQGIDWLJXHWHVWLQJWRPRQLWRU
WKH HIIHFW RI VPDOO DPSOLWXGH F\FOLF ORDGV IRU OLIHWLPH
DVVHVVPHQW  LV QHFHVVDU\ WR IXOO\ DQDO\VH WKH UHVSRQVH RI WKH
VWUXFWXUHXQGHUDOOORDGLQJFRQGLWLRQV
,QRUGHUWRDSSO\WKHRXWRISODQHORDGLQJWRWKHEODGHHLJKW
SDUWLWLRQV PDWFKLQJ WKH ORDGLQJ ORFDWLRQV IURP 7DEOH   DUH
FUHDWHG7KHZLGWKRIWKHSDUWLWLRQPDWFKHVWKHORDGDSSOLFDWLRQ
EDUVDQGWKHVDPHORDGGLVWULEXWLRQLVDSSOLHGWRWKHEODGHVDV
VKRZQLQ7DEOH

7KHORDGVDUHDSSOLHGWRWKHEODGHXVLQJDIRUPRIPXOWLSRLQW
FRQVWUDLQW 03& $OORIWKHQRGHVLQWKHVHFWLRQZKHUHWKHORDG
LVDSSOLHGDUHFRQVWUDLQHGWRDVLQJOHUHIHUHQFHSRLQWRQWRZKLFK
WKH IRUFH LV DSSOLHG DV D SRLQW ORDG LQ WKH \GLUHFWLRQ 7KH
FRXSOLQJGLVWULEXWHVWKHORDGEHWZHHQWKHUHIHUHQFHSRLQWDQG
WKHQRGHVLQWKHVHFWLRQ7KHURRWRIWKHEODGHLVFRQVWUDLQHGLQ
DOO VL[ GHJUHHV RI IUHHGRP $ VFKHPDWLF RI WKH ORDGLQJ DQG
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)LJXUH7KHILQLWHHOHPHQWPRGHORIWKHEODGHLQGLFDWLQJWKH
ORDGVDQGERXQGDU\FRQGLWLRQV
7KH )( PRGHOV XVH 65 QRGHG GRXEO\ FXUYHG UHGXFHG
LQWHJUDWLRQ HOHPHQWV $ PHVK FRQYHUJHQFH VWXG\ ZDV
SHUIRUPHGLQRUGHUWRPLQLPLVHWKHFRPSXWDWLRQDOH[SHQVHRI
HDFKDQDO\VLV7KHUHVXOWVRIWKHFRQYHUJHQFHVWXG\DUHVKRZQ
LQ)LJXUH7KHWRWDOQXPEHURIHOHPHQWVFKRVHQIRUWKHPRGHO
ZDVDSSUR[LPDWHO\ZLWKDQHUURURIDSSUR[LPDWHO\
IURPWKHFRQYHUJHGUHVXOWVIRUWKHEODGHWLSGHIOHFWLRQ
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)LJXUH0HVKFRQYHUJHQFHVWXG\IRUWKH*)33EODGH
Design optimisation
7KHRSWLPLVDWLRQWDVNLVIRFXVHGRQLPSURYLQJWKHVWLIIQHVVRI
WKHJODVVILEUHEODGHZKLOHDOVRPLQLPLVLQJWKHUHVXOWDQWEODGH
PDVVDPXOWLFULWHULDRSWLPLVDWLRQ,QRUGHUWRVLPSOLI\WKHWDVN
LW ZDV GHFLGHG WR IRFXV RQ WKH LVVXH RI EODGH VWLIIQHVV ZKLOH
XVLQJ D SHQDOW\ IXQFWLRQ WR OLPLW WKH EODGH PDVV DQG KHQFH
VROYHDVLQJOHFULWHULRQRSWLPLVDWLRQ SUREOHP)RUWKHSUHVHQW
VWXG\RQO\WKHWKLFNQHVVGLVWULEXWLRQRIWKHODPLQDWHVDORQJWKH
OHQJWK RI WKH EODGH ZDV LQYHVWLJDWHG WKHUHIRUH WKH EODGH
JHRPHWU\DQGPDWHULDOZHUHQRWYDULHG
7KH REMHFWLYH IXQFWLRQ IRU WKH RSWLPLVDWLRQ ZDV WKH WLS
GHIOHFWLRQRIWKHEODGHZLWKDFRQVWUDLQWRQWKHEODGHPDVVDOVR
DSSOLHGXVLQJDSHQDOW\IXQFWLRQ7KHSHQDOW\ZDVDSSOLHGLIWKH
EODGH PDVV H[FHHGHG  RI WKH RULJLQDO JODVVILEUH EODGH
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PDVV /DUJH WLS GHIOHFWLRQV LPSO\ LQHIILFLHQW HQHUJ\ WUDQVIHU
FDQ UHVXOW LQ VLJQLILFDQW FKDQJHV WR WKH DHURG\QDPLFV RI WKH
WXUELQH DQG FDQ UHVXOW LQ WKH EODGH WLS VWULNLQJ WKH WRZHU
IRXOLQJ LQH[WUHPHFDVHV7KHREMHFWLYHIXQFWLRQLVJLYHQE\
൫݂ሺ࢞ሻ ൌ ߜ௧ ሺ࢞ሻሺ࢞ሻ൯
࢞ఢ

ZKHUHߜ௧ ሺ࢞ሻLVWKHWLSGHIOHFWLRQRIWKHEODGHሺ࢞ሻLVWKH
SHQDOW\ IXQFWLRQ ࢞ LV WKH YHFWRU RI GHVLJQ YDULDEOHV DQG ܦ
UHSUHVHQWV WKH GHVLJQ VSDFH FRQWDLQLQJ DOO SRVVLEOH VROXWLRQV
7KHSHQDOW\IXQFWLRQLVGHILQHGDV
ͳ݂݈ܾ݅࢞݅݁݅ݏ݂ܽ݁ݏ

ሺ࢞ሻ ൌ ቐ ܯሺ࢞ሻ
݁ݏ݅ݓݎ݄݁ݐ
ͳǤʹͷீܯி
ZKHUHܯሺ࢞ሻLVWKHEODGHPDVVRIWKHFXUUHQWPRGHODQGீܯி 
LVWKHPDVVRIWKHRULJLQDOJODVVILEUHEODGH7KHYDOXHRIWKH
REMHFWLYH IXQFWLRQ GHWHUPLQHV WKH ILWQHVV RI DQ\ RQH VHW RI
GHVLJQYDULDEOHV
7KHYHFWRU࢞FRQVLVWVRIILYHGHVLJQYDULDEOHVFRQWUROOLQJWKH
QXPEHURISOLHVLQWKHOD\XSVRIVHYHUDOUHJLRQVRIWKHEODGH
7KHEODGHFDQEHFRQVLGHUHGWRFRQVLVWRIEDVHOD\HUVRIേͶͷι
SOLHV H[WHQGLQJ IURP WKH URRW WR  RI WKH EODGH OHQJWK
ͲǤͻͷܴ  :LWKLQ WKHVH ELD[LDO OD\HUV WKH XQLGLUHFWLRQDO 8' 
VSDUFDSVDUHHPEHGGHG+HQFHWKHOD\XSVLQ)LJXUHIRUWKH
VSDUFDSUHJLRQLQGLFDWHRQHELD[LDOOD\HUIROORZHGE\WKH8'
OD\HUV ZLWK WKH UHPDLQLQJ ELD[LDO OD\HUV FRPSOHWLQJ WKH
FRPSRVLWH ODPLQDWH 7KH PRGHO DOORZV WKH LQFOXVLRQ RI DQ
DGGLWLRQDOQXPEHURIELD[LDO DQG8'OD\HUVWKDWH[WHQGIURP
WKHURRWRIWKHEODGHWRͲǤ͵ͷܴ VHH)LJXUH 7KHUHPDLQLQJ
RIWKHEODGHDWWKHWLSLVFRPSRVHGRIDVLPSOHOD\XSRIWZR
ELD[LDOOD\HUV

DOJRULWKPDQGWKHLQFRUSRUDWLRQRIWKH)(PRGHOV7KHVWHSVDUH
DVIROORZV
 7KHGHVLJQYDULDEOHVDUHUDQGRPO\VHOHFWHGZLWKLQ WKH
GHVLJQOLPLWVIRUWKHSRSXODWLRQ
 $Q)( PRGHORIWKH EODGH LV JHQHUDWHG IRUHDFKVHWRI
YDULDEOHV DQG WKH VXFFHVV RI HDFK LQGLYLGXDO LQ WKH
SRSXODWLRQLVWHVWHGXVLQJDPHDVXUHRI³ILWQHVV´
 $SHUFHQWDJHRIWKHILWWHVWFDQGLGDWHVDUHUHWDLQHG
 $YHU\VPDOOSHUFHQWDJHRIWKHUHWDLQHGFDQGLGDWHVPD\
XQGHUJR PXWDWLRQ RI RQH RI WKHLU UDQGRPO\ VHOHFWHG 
GHVLJQYDULDEOHV
 3DLUVRIWKHUHWDLQHGFDQGLGDWHVDUHFURVVHGWRFUHDWHQHZ
FDQGLGDWHV ZLWK TXDOLWLHV RI ERWK SDUHQWV 7KH QHZ
FDQGLGDWHV DUH SURGXFHG WR UHWXUQ WKH SRSXODWLRQ WR LWV
RULJLQDOVL]H
 7KH ILWQHVV RI HDFK PHPEHU LQ WKH QHZ SRSXODWLRQ LV
HYDOXDWHG
 ,I WKH VWRS FULWHULRQ WRWDO QXPEHU RI JHQHUDWLRQV IRU
H[DPSOH LVPHWWKHRSWLPLVDWLRQLVFRPSOHWHRWKHUZLVH
WKHSURFHVVLVFRQWLQXHGWKURXJKDQRWKHUJHQHUDWLRQ
7DEOH'HVLJQYDULDEOHVWKHLUOLPLWVDQGRSWLPXPYDOXHV
9DULDEOH
'HVFULSWLRQ
PLQ PD[ 2SWLPDO



%DVHേͶͷιSOLHV
ݔଵ 



([WUDേͶͷιSOLHV
ݔଶ 



%DVHͲιSOLHV
ݔଷ 



([WUDͲιSOLHV
ݔସ 
:HEWKLFNQHVV



ݔହ 

$GGLWLRQDOO\LQRUGHUWRSURPRWHJHQHWLFGLYHUVLW\LQWKHQHZ
SRSXODWLRQDVPDOOSHUFHQWDJHRIWKHRULJLQDOSRSXODWLRQ WKDW
GRQ¶WPHHWWKHFXWRIIWREHUHWDLQHG DUHUDQGRPO\DGGHGWRWKH
QHZ SRSXODWLRQ 7KH SDUDPHWHUV IRU WKH JHQHWLF DOJRULWKP
LQFOXGH D WRWDO SRSXODWLRQ RI  PHPEHUV D WRWDO RI 
JHQHUDWLRQV UHWHQWLRQ RI WKH WRS  RI WKH SUHYLRXV
JHQHUDWLRQUDQGRPVHOHFWLRQRIRIWKHUHPDLQLQJRULJLQDO
SRSXODWLRQDQGDSUREDELOLW\RIPXWDWLRQRI


)LJXUH3O\GURSORFDWLRQVLQWKHEODGHPRGHODQGGLDJUDP
RIWKHSO\WKLFNQHVVHVGXHWRWKHGHVLJQYDULDEOHV>LQVHW@
7KHQXPEHURIേͶͷιSOLHVLQWKHEDVHOD\HULVFRQWUROOHGE\
WKH GHVLJQ YDULDEOHݔଵ  WKH QXPEHU RI H[WUD േͶͷι SOLHV LV
FRQWUROOHGE\WKHYDULDEOHݔଶ WKHQXPEHURIͲιSOLHVLQWKHEDVH
OD\HU LV FRQWUROOHG E\ ݔଷ  WKH QXPEHU RI H[WUD Ͳι SOLHV LV
FRQWUROOHGE\ݔସ DQGWKHWKLFNQHVVRIWKHVKHDUZHELVFRQWUROOHG
E\ ݔହ 7KH ILUVW IRXU GHVLJQ YDULDEOHV DUH LQWHJHU QXPEHUV RI
SOLHV ZKLOH WKH ODVW YDULDEOH LV D UHDO QXPEHU 7KH GHVLJQ
YDULDEOHV DUH VKRZQ LQ 7DEOH  DORQJVLGH WKHLU UHVSHFWLYH
PD[LPXP DQG PLQLPXP DOORZDEOH YDOXHV )LJXUH  VKRZV D
FURVVVHFWLRQRIWKHVSDUFDSODPLQDWHDWWKHSO\GURSORFDWLRQ
$QLQLWLDOFKHFNRIWKHWKLFNQHVVRIWKHODPLQDWHVDWWKLVORFDWLRQ
GHWHUPLQHVWKHOHJDOLW\RIHDFKVHWRIGHVLJQYDULDEOHV7KLVLV
QHFHVVDU\ WR DYRLG WKH QRQSK\VLFDO RYHUODS RI WKH WRS DQG
ERWWRP RI WKH VSDU FDS ZKLFK LV SRVVLEOH ZLWKLQ WKH GHVLJQ
VSDFH
7KHRSWLPLVDWLRQPHWKRGRORJ\LVRXWOLQHGLQWKHIORZFKDUWLQ
)LJXUH  7KH IORZFKDUW GHVFULEHV WKH VWHSV LQ WKH JHQHWLF


)LJXUH2SWLPLVDWLRQIORZFKDUWIRUWKHJHQHWLFDOJRULWKP
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Experimental results and FE comparison

)LJXUHVKRZVWKHUHVXOWVRIWKHVWDWLFWHVWVRQWKHWZREODGHV
DORQJ ZLWK WKH DVVRFLDWHG )( PRGHO UHVXOWV 7KH EODGH
GHIOHFWLRQVDUHVKRZQIRUWKHVDPHORDGDSSOLHGWRERWKEODGHV
7KHVLJQLILFDQWLQFUHDVHLQVWLIIQHVVGXHWRWKHDGGLWLRQRIWKH
&)HSR[\SOLHVLVHYLGHQWZLWKDUHGXFWLRQLQWLSGHIOHFWLRQRI
DSSUR[LPDWHO\
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7KHORDGYDOXHVKDYHEHHQQRUPDOLVHGE\WKHPD[LPXPORDG
H[SHULHQFHGE\WKH&)HSR[\UHLQIRUFHGEODGH7KHVLJQLILFDQW
LQFUHDVHLQVWLIIQHVVGXHWRWKHFDUERQILEUHVSDUFDSVLVDJDLQ
HYLGHQW7KHQRQOLQHDULW\LQWKHORDGGHIOHFWLRQFXUYHIRUWKH
&)HSR[\ EODGH LV GXH WR VRPH VOLSSDJH LQ WKH PHFKDQLFDO
OLQNDJHVRIWKHULJGXULQJWKHWHVW)XUWKHUDVVHVVPHQWRIWKHULJ
ZLOOEHFRQGXFWHGEHIRUHVXEVHTXHQWWHVWVDUHFDUULHGRXW7KH
&)HSR[\EODGHZDVFDSDEOHRIFRQVLGHUDEO\KLJKHUWRWDOORDG
DSSUR[RIWKH*)33EODGHIRUWKHVDPHWLSGHIOHFWLRQ
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7KHVWUDLQGLVWULEXWLRQDORQJWKHOHQJWKRIWKH*)33EODGHLV
VKRZQ LQ )LJXUH  SORWWHG DORQJVLGH WKH UHVXOWV RI WKH )(
PRGHOV3HDNVDUHHYLGHQWLQWKH)(UHVXOWVZKHUHSO\GURSRIIV
RFFXU 7KH PDMRU SHDN DW DSSUR[ 5 LV GXH WR WKH ORDGLQJ
SRLQWFRLQFLGLQJZLWKWKHODVWSO\GURSZKLFKGRHVQRWRFFXULQ
WKHDFWXDOWHVW
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7DEOHSUHVHQWVWKHUHVXOWVRIWKHWHVWVDQG)(PRGHOVIRUWKH
WLSGHIOHFWLRQVDQGLQFOXGHVWKHSHUFHQWDJHGLIIHUHQFHEHWZHHQ
HDFK 7DEOH VKRZVWKHFRPSDULVRQ EHWZHHQWKHEODGH PDVV
IRUWHVWEODGHVDQG)(PRGHOV$GLIIHUHQFHRIWRH[LVWV
EHWZHHQWKHEODGHDQGWKHPRGHOPDVVHVWKLVLVDWWULEXWHGWR
VHYHUDOIDFWRUV L DGGLWLRQDOJODVVILEUHPDWHULDODGGHGGXULQJ
WKH PDQXIDFWXULQJ SURFHGXUH EXW QRW DFFRXQWHG IRU LQ WKH
RULJLQDO PDQXIDFWXULQJ GRFXPHQWV LL  DGGLWLRQDO QRQ
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)LJXUH&RPSDULVRQEHWZHHQH[SHULPHQWDOUHVXOWVDQG)(
PRGHOVRIWKHVWUDLQLQWKH*)33EODGH
Optimisation results
7DEOHVKRZVWKHRSWLPLVHGYDOXHVRIWKHGHVLJQYDULDEOHVDIWHU
DSSOLFDWLRQ RI WKH JHQHWLF DOJRULWKP WR WKH SUREOHP 7KH
UHVXOWDQWEODGHKDVDWLSGHIOHFWLRQRIDSSUR[LPDWHO\ͲǤͳͳܴDQG
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DEODGHPDVVRINJ)LJXUHVKRZVWKHGHYHORSPHQWRI
WKHILWQHVVYDOXHV REMHFWLYHIXQFWLRQ IRUHDFKPHPEHURIWKH
SRSXODWLRQWKURXJKHDFKJHQHUDWLRQ7KHILJXUHDOVRSORWVWKH
DYHUDJHYDOXHRIWKHILWQHVVIRUWKHHQWLUHSRSXODWLRQIRUHDFK
JHQHUDWLRQ7KHREMHFWLYHIXQFWLRQLVJLYHQDYDOXHRI]HURLI
WKHGHVLJQYDULDEOHVHWGRHVQRWPHHWWKHOHJDOLW\FRQVWUDLQWDQG
WKHVH LQGLYLGXDOV DUH QRW FDUULHG RQ WR WKH SURFHHGLQJ
JHQHUDWLRQ 7KH UDQGRP PXWDWLRQV FDQ OHDG WR QHZ LOOHJDO
LQGLYLGXDOV DV FDQ EH VHHQ DW JHQHUDWLRQ  7KH REMHFWLYH
IXQFWLRQ KDV FRQYHUJHG WR WKH RSWLPXP YDOXH DIWHU
DSSUR[LPDWHO\JHQHUDWLRQVKRZHYHUWKHUDQGRPPXWDWLRQV
FRQWLQXH WR H[SORUH WKH GHVLJQ VSDFH WKURXJK WKH IROORZLQJ
JHQHUDWLRQV $ FRPSDULVRQ EHWZHHQ WKH WKLFNQHVV RI WKH VSDU
FDSODPLQDWHVDORQJWKHOHQJWKRIWKHEODGHLQWKHLQLWLDO*)33
EODGHWKH&)HSR[\UHLQIRUFHGEODGHDQGWKHRSWLPLVHGEODGH
LVVKRZQLQ)LJXUH
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DOJRULWKP IRU VHDUFK RSWLPLVDWLRQ 7KH RSWLPLVHG EODGH
UHSUHVHQWV D FRPSURPLVH RQ EODGH VWLIIQHVV IURP WKH FDUERQ
ILEUH UHLQIRUFHG EODGH EXW D VLJQLILFDQW LPSURYHPHQW RQ WKH
JODVVILEUH RQH 6LQFH WKH UHPRYDO RI FDUERQILEUH IURP WKH
EODGHUHSUHVHQWVDVLJQLILFDQWVDYLQJLQPDQXIDFWXULQJFRVWVWKH
RSWLPLVHGEODGHLVFRQVLGHUHGDQLPSURYHPHQWLQGHVLJQ
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
7KLV PDWHULDO LV LQ SDUW EDVHG XSRQ ZRUNV VXSSRUWHG E\ WKH
6FLHQFH)RXQGDWLRQ,UHODQG0DULQH5HQHZDEOH(QHUJ\,UHODQG
0D5(, UHVHDUFKFHQWUHXQGHU*UDQW1R5&,WZDV
DOVRIXQGHGE\D IHOORZVKLSIURPWKH &ROOHJHRI(QJLQHHULQJ
DQG,QIRUPDWLFV18,*DOZD\DQGZDVVXSSRUWHGE\DQ18,
7UDYHOOLQJ 6WXGHQWVKLS  $GGLWLRQDO WKDQNV DUH JLYHQ WR
WKHWHFKQLFDOVWDIIDW18,*DOZD\DQGWKHJURXSRIPHFKDQLFDO
HQJLQHHULQJ0DVWHUVVWXGHQWVIRUWKHLUHIIRUWVRQWKHWHVWLQJRI
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)LJXUH7KLFNQHVVGLVWULEXWLRQRIWKHWKUHHEODGHV
4

>@

CONCLUSION

7ZR JODVVILEUH SRO\SURS\OHQH GRPHVWLF VFDOH ZLQG WXUELQH
EODGHVRQHZLWKFDUERQILEUHHSR[\UHLQIRUFHPHQWZHUHWHVWHG
DQGWKHWZREODGHGHVLJQVZHUHFRPSDUHG6KHOOHOHPHQWILQLWH
HOHPHQW PRGHOV ZHUH FUHDWHG DQG YDOLGDWHG XVLQJ WKH WHVW
UHVXOWV 7KH SUHGLFWHG PDVV DQG WLS GHIOHFWLRQ UHVXOWV DJUHHG
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ABSTRACT: The Four Courts, Ireland’s main courts building, is situated adjacent to Dublin’s River Liffey and was built
between 1776 and 1796 making parts of the structure well over 200 years old. During the 1922 civil war, a large proportion of
the dome and drum of the structure suffered extensive damage as a result of bombardment and fire. The dome, formerly
constructed of timber, was rebuilt in reinforced concrete at the end of the 1920s. Some 85 years later, this iconic building is
showing its age with the early onset of reinforcement corrosion and the continued deterioration of stonework. An innovative
combination of testing, structural health monitoring and repair design were required to restore the structure’s integrity, whilst
minimising disruption to allow the courts to function unhindered. Inspection and Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) was
undertaken to determine the nature, source, extent and significance of observed deterioration. The use of a cutting-edge,
magnetic field, remote, crack monitoring system also provided insight into the movement of structural cracks. Analysis of the
combined results including Finite Element Analysis (FEA) modelling gave a holistic view of the nature of deterioration within
the structure. This allowed for bespoke remedial works to be designed including: two access scaffolds; a cathodic protection
installation; and a composite Polyparaphenylene Benzobisoxazole (P.B.O) and mortar mesh strengthening system. This paper
will look at the various aspects of the structural investigation and analysis and describe in more detail the remedial works
proposed.

KEY WORDS: Remediation; Concrete; Dome; Non-Destructive Testing; Structural Health Monitoring; Finite Element
Analysis; Cathodic Protection; Composite Materials.
1

INTRODUCTION

The Four Courts is situated within Inns Quay on the north side
of the River Liffey. The earliest known works on the site
began in 1776 and were based on the designs of Thomas
Cooley. Cooley subsequently died in 1784 and James Gandon
was appointed to add the courts to the original plan. “Gandon
incorporated Cooley’s building, adding two quadrangles and a
central block” [1]. Whilst the Four Courts were occupied by
the 1st Battallion of the Dublin Brigade during the 1916 Easter
Rising, they largely survived unscathed. However, it was
during the 1922 civil war, when occupied by anti-treaty
forces, that the dome and drum suffered extensive fire
damage. The uppermost dome, formerly constructed in
timber, was rebuilt in reinforced concrete and reopened in
1932. The dome is believed to be the first reinforced concrete
dome in Europe [1]. In addition, the Corinthian capitals were
rotated to hide the damage that they had sustained.
It was in 2011, when part of a Corinthian capital fell onto
the roof of the Four Courts below, that concerns were raised
over the condition of the structure. An extensive and complex
access scaffold was subsequently erected around the outside
of the dome and this remains in place today.
McFarland Associates Ltd (MAL) were appointed in May
2015 as Engineering Consultants for the project. The Works
to date have focused on the: inside surface of the upper dome;
the upper reinforced concrete slab and truss supports directly
beneath the upper dome; and the lower, ornate dome,
suspended from the trusses. The Brief for any remedial works

was to provide a further 100 years’ serviceable life. Current
and future phases of the work will see the: repair and/or
replacement of the Corinthian capitals; repair to the stonework
above; re-waterproofing of the uppermost drainage channel;
and cathodic protection or replacement of a steel support
angle around the perimeter of the dome over the capitals.

Figure 1. Scaffolding Erected to allow Access for
Investigative Works Internally and Externally
2

ABRIEFDESCRIPTIONOFTHESTRUCTURE

As best described by the authors of a History of the City of
Dublin [2] - “The whole edifice of the Law Courts and the
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Law offices together form an oblong rectangle of 440 feet
frontage to the river and 170 feet deep (to the rear). The
centre pile, 140 feet square, divides off the law offices and
forms two courtyards, one to the East and the other to the
West, which courtyards are shut out from the street by
handsome screen walls perforated by arches.”
“The middle structure contains the Four Courts of
Judicature, of the Chancery, King’s Bench, Exchequer and
Common Pleas, with all requisite conveniences for the proper
discharge of the various business transacted.”
At the centre of the Four Courts building is the Round Hall, a
20m diameter hub covered by a concrete dome structure
which sits upon the rotunda main hall. This dome measures
approximately 20m across its base and is constructed from
reinforced concrete approximately 155mm in depth. It is
understood that the reinforced concrete dome was formed
from a single pour, by twenty men, over a thirty hour period
with only one short interval. The outside roof of the dome is
clad with copper sheets and steel reinforcing tension bars are
located around the base of the dome to resist hoop stresses.
Externally, a series of 24no. stone columns, with ornate stone
capitals, support the base of the dome. A 1.2m oculus at the
top of the dome is glazed.

3

STRUCTURALINVESTIGATION

3.1

VisualInspection

Various detailed inspections of the exterior and interior of
the dome and drum highlighted a variety of issues.
Dome
Whilst being an excellent example of reinforced concrete of
its era, there was nonetheless widespread areas of poor
compaction, particularly around the lower circumference.
Radial and circumferential cracks were also apparent and the
inner surface retained a number of small wooden blocks
which were originally used as reinforcement spacers.
Nonetheless, the dome had remained largely dry over the
years and the occurrences of delaminated and spalled concrete
were few and far between. It was also apparent that the inner
surface had been painted at least once, sometime in the past
but this had largely worn away.
The copper on the exterior was removed locally to allow a
cursory inspection of the underlying surface to be undertaken.
An area of approximately 2m x 2m of copper was removed at
the base of the dome, just above the drainage channel. At this
location, the copper was found to be in good condition as was
the concrete beneath. The copper had obviously provided
good protection over the years and had not, in itself, suffered
any great degradation. The location of the copper removal
also allowed a breakout to be undertaken to examine the
condition of the M8 bars that were included to resist the hoop
stresses. Only two of the three bars were found, albeit they
were not at positions indicated on drawings but their condition
was excellent.
Upper Drum - External

Figure 3. Corrosion of the Steel Tension Band at the Base of
the Dome and Associated Concrete Spalling
Figure 2. Historical Section through Rotunda. Note Upper
Dome and Upper Floor both Originally Timber
Internally, below the upper main dome, there is a floor slab
constructed from reinforced concrete. The floor slab varies in
depth from 120mm to 168mm and has a circular opening in
the centre which is approximately 4m in diameter.
This slab is supported on a series of 16no. steel trusses,
which are also supporting an ornate plaster dome, hung from
the underside of the steel trusses. The hall below is
constructed with masonry walls and contains internal
Corinthian columns.
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Perhaps the greatest amount of damage had occurred to the
Corinthian column capitals and an encased steel angle above
(Figure 3). This “tension band”, a later strengthening
addition, contained a 100mm x 100mm “L” shaped steel angle
that was both recessed into the stone and over-rendered.
Corrosion of the steel angle over the years had cracked and
delaminated the render encasement and this posed a
significant health and safety risk. The capitals, which had
already been rotated, had continued to weather and deteriorate
as had the various decorative, Portland stones above.
Localised failure of these elements also posed a similar risk.
We note that the repair and or replacement of the items
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described above will constitute the next phase of the works
and as such will not be detailed further in this paper.
Upper Floor
Directly beneath the upper dome is the upper floor. Now
reinforced concrete, it was once timber and was used as the
Record store for the Accountant-General. Whilst being in
overall reasonable condition, radial, hairline cracking was
noted above support positions. The supporting trusses
beneath were observed to be in good condition albeit they
were not fire protected.
Ornate Dome
The ornate dome, which is suspended from the trusses
described above, had suffered localised failure in the past with
a plaster rose falling to the hall beneath. This warranted a full
cleaning and inspection to be undertaken of the upper surface
of the dome and the supplementing of fixings. This work was
undertaken under the guidance of Richard Ireland and will not
be covered further in this paper.
Lower Drum – Internal
The Main Hall, the centre piece of the Four Courts, has
been well maintained over the years. Nonetheless, a variety
of cracks were observed in the stonework over openings on
the north, east, south and west elevations.
3.2

NonDestructiveTesting(NDT)

In addition to the detailed visual inspection, a series of tests
were undertaken on the dome and upper floor to establish the
nature, source, extent and significance of any deterioration
observed.
Testing included the removal of concrete samples for
laboratory analysis and carbonation depth testing. Laboratory
analysis included the determination and level of potentially
deleterious contents such as chlorides and sulphates as well as
an indication of cement contents. Carbonation tests involved
the use of phenolphthalein, a pH indicator solution, to
determine if the alkalinity of the concrete had been reduced.
Half-cell potential surveys indicated the likelihood and
location of any corrosion cells occurring on the reinforcement.
The principle of the half-cell potential survey is to detect
corrosion activity by delineating the cathodic and anodic
zones within a reinforced concrete element. Corroding
(anodic) and passive (cathodic) reinforcement in concrete
exhibits a difference in electrical potential resulting in the
formation of a macrocell [3]. Measuring the potential
difference between the anodic and cathodic zones can be
achieved with the use of a suitable reference electrode. The
reference electrode is placed on the surface of the concrete
whilst a separate electrical connection to the reinforcement is
established. Connecting both the reference electrode and the
reinforcement to a high impedance voltmeter enables the
potential difference to be determined [4]. Electrical resistivity
measurements gave an indication of the potential severity of
corrosion if it were occurring. Linear Polarisation Resistance
(LPR) Corrosion Rate measurements provided an indication
of the actual corrosion rates on the reinforcement and was
used to aid in the calculation of the section loss on the

reinforcement. In contrast to the measurement of potential
difference using the half-cell technique, current flow at the
corroding electrode is determined using the linear polarisation
technique. Determining the corrosion current subsequently
enables the corrosion rate to be calculated [5]. Through the
use of the LPR equipment, the reinforcing steel is perturbed
by a small, externally imposed, potential shift whilst the
current decay is monitored over a fixed period thus enabling
the corrosion current to be determined [6].

Dome - Internal
Concrete cover to reinforcement was found to be generally
low throughout the dome and the quality of the concrete was
found to be very variable. Moderate to low cement contents,
combined with the variable concrete quality, had further
resulted in varying degrees of carbonation and the situation,
whereby, large amounts of reinforcement were no longer
contained within a suitably alkaline environment. This was
not surprising, particularly bearing in mind the age of the
dome and the practices that would have been employed at the
time of construction. Nonetheless, the compressive strength
of the concrete was found to be reasonable and chlorides had
not been included in the original mix.
In the absence of clear construction drawings and in order to
assist with the structural assessment, a 3-D Ground
Penetrating Radar (GPR) scan was undertaken, see Figure 4
below for a typical output.

Figure 4. Ground Penetrating Radar Results Over a 1.2m2
Area Showing Reinforcement – No Voids Noted
Importantly, the scan indicated the presence of a second
layer of reinforcement at a depth of 160mm to 200mm,
something that an electromagnetic covermeter had not
detected. In addition, the scan appeared to confirm that poor
compaction of concrete was limited to the surface only.
To try and determine the extent of any reinforcement
corrosion, a half-cell survey was undertaken over the entire
inner surface – see Figure 6 below.
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means. As is often the case, reinforcement was found to exist
but not as indicated on the available drawings.
3.3

ProposedWorks

With the expectation of a 100 years’ extension in serviceable
life, it was essential that repairs were undertaken to the
reinforced concrete dome. Some form of cathodic protection
would also be required to mitigate the effects of reinforcement
corrosion that had been initiated but had not as yet caused
extensive concrete cracking, delamination or spalling. Other
considerations in the repair process included the provision of
access to undertake the works and the removal of residual
coatings on the internal surface.
4
Figure 5: Visual Inspection Summary (Green: Honeycombed
Concrete; Red: Cracking)

4.1

STRUCTURALINVESTIGATIONANDASSESSMENT
StructuralAssessment

Three access scaffolds were required, namely: one from the
main hall to the underside of the ornate dome; the second, to
provide access from the trusses to the underside of the upper
floor; and the third, from the upper floor to the underside of
the upper dome.

Figure 6. Half-Cell Survey of Internal Face of Dome on
‘Folded-Out’ Elevation
Whilst the half-cell potentials indicated that the probability
of corrosion was uncertain, it is important to remember that
the technique has limitations when trying to detect
carbonation induced corrosion. Nonetheless, a more rigorous
assessment of the results and in particular identifying change
in potentials over short distances revealed that corrosion had
been initiated at various location. Resistivity and corrosion
rate measurements, however, both confirmed the rate of
corrosion to be low. Of significance, however, the half-cell
data correlated well with the visual survey (Figure 5) and
highlighted the fact that corrosion had probably been initiated
around the base of the dome.
Dome – External
The very limited testing on the outside surface of the dome
did not reveal anything of any concern. The generally deeper
cover to reinforcement, coupled with the good condition of
the copper appeared to have maintained a dry, protective
environment.
Upper Floor
Testing of the upper floor comprised confirmation of
reinforcement detailing through GPR and electromagnetic
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Figure 7. Scaffolding at Ground Floor Level
The first scaffold was required to give access to the entire
underside of the ornate dome yet allow the relatively free
movement of people within the Main Hall. This was
accommodated through the provision of a fairly straight
forward “birdcage” arrangement that allowed the weights to
be taken through a central tower with secondary towers
around the perimeter of the main hall. Weights were easily
accommodated on the ground bearing floor slab. The second
and third scaffolds were required to give access to the entire
underside of the upper floor and dome yet be safely supported
on the upper concrete floor and trusses beneath. This proved
to be more complex and warranted the use of Finite Element
Analysis (FEA).
The analysis software “LUSAS” version 14.7 was used to
create the FEA model and a typical output can be seen in
Figure 8.
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wirelessly to an office computer. An external temperature
sensor was also connected to the base station to allow for
compensation for differential temperatures between the
outside and inside of the structure.

Figure 8. Finite Element Model of Upper Concrete Slab and
Support Trusses

Temperature (oC)

Each remote MCM takes an hourly measurement of crack
width movement in 2no. axis by noting the position of a
magnet to which it is calibrated and located on the opposite
side of the crack (see Figure 9).
Monthly monitoring from May 2015 to date showed a
correlation between all three variables being measured,
namely crack width, shear and temperature. Increases in
external temperature were directly related to a decrease in
crack width and vice versa. However, the shear width showed
lesser movement than the crack width and the overall trend
with regards to temperature was much less consistent over the
period of monitoring.

Width (mm)

The FE model and analysis confirmed that the supporting
trusses were actually quite clever and innovative in their
design and were more than capable of supporting the proposed
loads. The reinforced concrete slab, however, whilst being
capable of supporting the intended scaffold loads was not
sufficient for the proposed change of use to a public gallery. A
structural check determined that the floor slab failed in
bending at a loading of 3.52 kN/m2; a 42% increase in bending
moment capacity would be required to accommodate the
loading associated with the change in use. In addition, cracks
were visible in the top surface of the concrete slab, directly
over the trusses, thus indicating the localised over-stressing.
The variable nature of the reinforcement also caused concern
over the shear capacity of the slab.
A design was subsequently produced for strengthening the
underside of the slab using an open-weave polybenzoxozole
(PBO) fibre fabric embedded in a specialised inorganic
cementitious mortar. The benefits of this unique system
include: breathability; inherent non-combustibility; non
flaming characteristics; and their general performance in
elevated service temperature environments. Although the
system has not as yet been installed, it is expected to form part
of the next phase of the works. It is further likely that a load
test, monitored with fibre-optic sensor technology, will be
undertaken to confirm the uplift in strength required.

Figure 9. Installation of a MCM on a Masonry Crack

Date
Crack Width

4.2

Shear Width

Temperature

StructuralHealthMonitoring

Bearing in mind the age and sensitivity of the structure and
the intention of temporarily adding an additional 100 tonnes
of access scaffold to the inside of the structure, it was decided
to monitor the cracks that had been detected in the Main Hall.
For this purpose, innovative Magnetic Crack Monitors
(MCMs) were installed to record movements constantly as
opposed to periodic measurements that is the case normally
with either Tell-Tales or Demec Pips.
Four magnetic field crack sensors were installed over the
four cracks at the compass points around the Main Hall.
Information from these sensors was then passed remotely to a
central telemetry base station which in turn was connected

Figure 10. Typical Crack Movement Results from an MCM
The continuous nature of the information obtained from the
MCMs added to our confidence that the additional loads
imposed on the structure had no noticeable effect on cracks
that were obviously historic. This level of detail and
understanding would not have been possible using other
existing methods (Figure 10).
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5

REMEDIATION(PHASE1–UPPERDOME)

At this stage, the only remedial works completed have been
the restoration of both domes. Note that this section only
relates to the remediation of the upper dome.
The first part of the remediation process was to remove the
existing coatings to expose the parent concrete. However, this
had the potential to be both noisy and dusty and could release
potential contaminants contained within the various layers of
paint. A number of paint samples were therefore extracted
and sent for laboratory analysis to determine their lead
content, the results of which revealed negligible levels. Trials
of various coating removal methods were undertaken, taking
into consideration the concern of dust creation, which
included: abrasive wheel; needle gunning; and the use of a
poultice. A localised trial revealed that the use of a poultice,
albeit the preferred option from a health and safety
perspective, was not degrading the paintwork sufficiently
enough to remove all the coatings and a number of
applications would have been required in order to achieve a
suitable finish. Subsequently, a combination of both needle
gunning and abrasive wheel was used. The contractor
proposed the use of a dust suppression system attached to the
equipment which successfully eliminated the generation of
dust at the source of removal. The abrasive wheel covered
large areas quickly while needle gunning removed coatings at
depth within localised areas of voiding.
A hybrid cathodic protection (CP) system was designed and
installed at the base of the dome to provide ongoing protection
from the effects of reinforcement corrosion. Half-cell testing
revealed that the majority of active corrosion cells were
occurring at the base of the dome. Further to this, the base of
the dome was seen as the greatest area of long term concern
from corrosion due to the presence of the drainage channel on
the outside concrete surface. The hybrid CP system design
determines the number and mass of anodes require to pass a
charge of 50 kilocoulombs which is required to passivate the
steel reinforcement. Following this initial period of active
passivation (sustained by the application of direct current) the
anodes must be designed such that they possess enough
remaining mass to perform galvanically over their intended
design life.
It was evident that a new protective coating system was
required in order to reinstate suitable cover to the embedded
reinforcement and to provide ongoing protection from the
effects of carbonation. Pull-off tests were undertaken both on
the exposed parent concrete, to determine bond suitability, as
well as to a number of repair combinations. A re-profiling
mortar was subsequently installed to both fill areas of
honeycombing and ‘blow holes’ as well as providing
additional cover. An anti-carbonation coating was then
applied over the re-profiling mortar.
Historical records referenced the dome as originally having
a finished surface resembling the night’s sky, complete with
stars. It was deemed appropriate that the original aesthetic
surface should be reinstated and as such expert painter Don
Knox was engaged to paint a series of gold leaf stars on a
midnight blue background (Figure 11).
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Figure 11. Finished Concrete Dome
6

CONCLUSIONS

The Four Courts in Dublin is arguably the most recognisable
and iconic building in Dublin, if not Ireland. Its reinforced
concrete upper dome, thought to be the oldest in Europe has
performed well for many years but reinforcement corrosion
has recently been initiated. This paper has highlighted how
modern techniques can be used sensitively to preserve,
conserve, restore and strengthen these historic structures
providing significant extensions to their serviceable life. In
addition, modern and innovative monitoring techniques can be
employed to ensure that works are undertaken without causing
any additional damage.
Whilst only the domes have been fully repaired to date, we
welcome the challenges of the next phase of this exciting and
important refurbishment project.
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, the test results of four gusset plate-brace member assemblies in the ultra-low cycle fatigue regime
(less than 20 cycles) is presented. Square hollow sections (SHS) of four different cross sections (i.e. 60 x 60 x 4-2591mm, 80 x
80 x 4-2591mm, 80 x 80 x 4-2526mm, 100 x 100 x 4-2526mm) were employed as the brace members in conjunction with gusset
plates that have two separate sizes (i.e. 200 x 300 x 5mm, 266 x 292 x 5mm). The test setup and details of the assembly are
described, as well as the frontier areas important from the research aspect are addressed. The tests were carried out under the
loading protocol recommended by the European Convention for Constructional Steelwork (ECCS) for the structural testing. The
results show that the assembly tends to develop significant strength and stiffness (buckling in compression and yielding in
tension) from the brace when end connections are rigid or substantially rigid. A stiff type connection tends to develop when the
gusset plate is thicker and stockier than the brace member in the assembly; however, it does not imply that a large, thick, and
highly stiff gusset plates should be employed in practice, as this may lead to uneconomical material costs and over-conservative
member design. The global and local brace slenderness is found to be another factor that affects the response features of
assemblies significantly.
KEY WORDS: cyclic testing; concentrically braced frames; steel hollow braces; gusset plate.
1

INTRODUCTION

Concentrically braced frames (CBFs), in which the bracing
elements intersect the centre line of beam-column joint
connections, forms one of the most competent earthquake
resistant structures, that is, stiff, strong and economical, for
providing lateral resistance in both low and high rise
structures. They resist lateral inertia forces by a vertical
concentric truss mechanism consisting of alternating
compression and tension in the bracing members; however,
the type of braces concerned herein are tension only, meaning
that the tension brace resists the seismic demand. During
seismic demand, these bracing members can be deformed
hysteretically, which is characterized as buckling in
compression, yielding in tension, and a U-shaped pinching
effect in the locally buckled region. As a result of large
inelastic excursions the braces experience a fracture related to
ultra-low cycle fatigue.
CBF systems were developed with an aim of minimizing
inter-story drift while confining inelastic deformations in the
brace and assuring structural elements like beams, columns,
etc., to remain elastic. The idea is simple to design, fabricate
and allow the required strength and stiffness to be obtained at
low cost by utilising the brace as a primary dissipating
member. Consequently, extensive experimental research
studies have been conducted over several decades with the
intention to determine the factors that influence the cyclic
behaviour and fatigue life of bracing members. In this context,
the early work of Black et al [1] and Jain et al [2], which
showed global slenderness has a significant effect on the
cyclic behaviour, is one of a pioneering work that led to
contribution in the development of analytical expressions for
predicting the cyclic behaviour of braces. Tang and Goel [3]

later proposed an empirical equation for predicting the fatigue
life of bracing members based on the aspect ratio, the local
and the global slenderness of a brace section. The brace axial
ductility capacity, which later drives the drift capacity of a
CBF system, remains a frontier factor of the research. Later,
Tremblay [4], Goggins et al [5] and Nip et al [6] proposed
empirical equations for determining the ductility capacity
considering the global and local slenderness of the brace. In
light of these facts, the design code has imposed stringent
guidelines onto the shape and geometry of the brace for
consideration in their design, so that an adequate axial
ductility can be obtained for the designed CBF without
significant deterioration of brace stiffness and strength,
including the connection strength.
Indeed, the CBF systems are acknowledged for their high
stiffness and strength capacity due to diagonal bracing
elements; however, they are not very attractive in terms of
ductility. Consequently, their performance could be
susceptible to near field earthquakes, which are usually
accompanied by large amplitude pulses of motion and induced
shocking wave effect. The past response of braced frames
during earthquakes has been noted to be varied in behaviour,
i.e., in some cases the stiff and serviceable performance
during earthquake loading has resulted, but in other, obvious
resistance and ductility were significantly smaller than
expected when a failure in brace and connection occurred [4].
Concentric braces dissipate significant seismic energy from
their periodic buckling and yielding behaviour, which reveal
lateral stiffness and strength possessed by the CBF for
restoring lateral drift. During brace buckling, braces
significantly induce strain demands on the connection as a
result of axial shortening and mid-length deformations. The
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strain demand increases at both ends as buckling and yielding
occur in the brace relative to the loading intensity. The end
connections including the gusset plate, therefore, must be
proportioned and detailed in a way so that they can permit
brace elastic and inelastic rotation without failing in buckling,
tearing and/or fracture.
Gusset plates are thick plate structural elements that connect
lateral load resisting system (braces) to the gravity loadbearing system (beams and columns) by means of bolted,
riveted and/or welded connections to form CBF. It is widely
accepted that lack of confidence in knowledge related to the
behaviour of gusset plate exists due to the number of reasons:
(i) the behaviour of gusset plate is complex under cyclically
subjected load, (ii) absence of sufficient data on the
monotonic and cyclic inelastic behaviour and (iii) speculation
of various method over design practice. One of the commonly
employed methods, Whitmore width concept [5], has found an
upper bound method for the seismic design of gusset plate [9].
Other existing methods, like The KISS method, parallel force
method and the truss analogy method, were primarily
developed in the context of truss framing systems subjected to
quasi-static monotonic loading. Thus, the applicability of
these methods to cyclically loaded gusset plates of various
geometries has to be researched. In addition, the relative
properties of gusset plate sensitive from the seismic design
and their effect over the gusset plate-brace member
configurations have to be addressed in order to highlight their
impact on the CBF system overall.
It is until recently that the response of gusset plate to
seismic loading has received significant attention and being
addressed collectively with the braces in order to achieve the
desired stiffness and strength demand from CBF
economically. As such, the connection tearing and fracture of
gusset plate is to be avoided.
Most of the existing research on the CBF system is mainly
available in the design context of the American CBF's systems
(referred as Special Concentrically Braced Frames, SCBFs)
that provide an aid to revise, re-calibrate and re-assure the
recommendations prescribed by the American standard. This
standard allows the monitoring of system performance over
the pre-defined damage thresholds, defined as Operational,
Immediate Occupancy, Life Safety and Collapse Prevention.
The early contributions that led toward the development of
such system are Kahn, and Hanson [10], Astanah et al [11],
and Lee and Goel [12]. They emphasized the effect of the
premature failure of the connections and braces have on the
SCBF and concluded that SCBF can yield much better
response if failure is avoided. As a result of research, detailed
connection design was documented in the AISC Seismic
Design Provision [13] to have the satisfactory performance of
the system under designed earthquake. However, these design
rules to some extent resulted in the gusset plates that were
relatively larger, uneconomical and impractical for the used in
SCBF system, as mentioned previously. A concept that tries to
balance the yielding mechanisms between the brace and
gusset plate during the seismic action is introduced by
utilising the capacity design approach (Roeder et al. [14]).
This concept determined to yield thinner and more compact
sections while improving the performance of the SCBF as a
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whole to meet multi-objective performance defined by AISC
2002 [13] for the ductile designing of SCBF systems.
In order to consider these updates and its compatibility in
the European design framework as well as the need to revise,
recalibrate and re-assure the codified performance of CBF to a
real system, a pilot research program ‘’BRACED’’ (Brace
Response Assessment-Computation, Experiments, Design)
was recently carried out under the Transnational Access
Programme offered by the EU FP-7 network by the five
academia; Trinity College Dublin, Commissariat à l'Énergie
Atomique, Saclay, National University of Ireland, Galway,
University of Ljubljana, and Imperial College London. The
project primarily investigates the ultimate performance of the
CBF's systems, using the largest European earthquake
simulator, with realistic braces and connections, to real-time
earthquake loading. The project particularly assesses the
dynamics of the braces, gusset plate and brace connection
relative to the performance codified as per the EC-8 standard
[15]. The details and outcomes of the project documented in
these publications [16, 17]. The work presented herein is a
continuation of this project with similar objectives to those
outlined above.
In this paper, the results of the four quasi-static cycling tests
on the gusset plate-brace member assembly are presented. The
testing arrangement and specimen assembly are detailed. The
results in the form of hysteresis loops and failure modes are
presented and discussed. The future direction of the work is
also highlighted.
2

SPECIMENSANDTESTINGSETUP

The purpose of the experimental testing is to (i) study the
cyclic behaviour of gusset-plate brace member assembly in
the ultra-low cycle fatigue regime, and (ii) then to use that
data for the development of a finite element model. The main
intention is to assess the ultimate behaviour of a CBF system
comprised of the assemblies used herein during earthquakes.
Specimens of cold formed carbon steel of Grade S235 JRH
were employed in conjunction with hot-rolled, structural steel
plate of Grade S275 J2 for the testing.
The monotonic tensile material properties of the braces and
gusset plates are established from the nominal values
prescribed as 235MPa and 275MPa, respectively, for the yield
strength. The ultimate tensile strength is expected to lie
between the values of 360-510MPa and 370-530MPa,
respectively. These values are tentative, and require static
monotonic tensile testing for their accurate description.
Testing was carried out on four gusset plate-brace member
assemblies comprised of SHS braces and rectangular or
tapered gusset plates. The configuration of each assembly,
comprising the brace and gusset plate section, is given in
Table 1, for which the associated symbols are defined in
Figure 1. In Table 1, the test ID is identified as specimen
number (e.g., S1 or S2, etc.,), followed by the dimension of
brace (depth x width x thickness), specification of material
(carbon steel, ‘CS’), forming route (either cold forming, ‘CF’
or hot-rolling ‘HR’), the dimensions of gusset plate (depth x
width x thickness), the type of gusset (either rectangular or
tapered), the brace length, Lb, the weld fillet length, Lw, and
the angle,T, that represents the inclination of brace relative to
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Schematic labelling convention of (a) brace crosssection, (b) gusset plate specimen.
The code has imposed an upper limit on the global
slenderness O for sections to be used as diagonal braces in
CBFs, specified as 2.0. This limit is introduced to limit the
stiffness and strength degradation from the slender braces so
that the structural stability should not be affected. The
expression for the global slenderness is given as:
f A
O= y
(1)
N cr
where f y is the nominal yield strength, A is the crosssectional area, N cr is the elastic critical buckling load. When
the high dissipative response from the system is expected, the
Eurocode [18] suggests using Class-1 cross section to avoid
resistance degradation. This class of cross-section tends to
develop plastic hinges with the given rotation capacity
without a reduction in their cross-sectional resistance. The
local slenderness that determines the class of the section is
given as b/t , where b is the flat width of the wider face of the
section, t is the thickness of the section and = 235 / f y .
Specimens involved in this study conform to the O < 2.0 as
per the EC8 [15] specification. All cross sections herein are
classified as Class 1 cross-section as per the Eurocode 3 Part
1-1 [18] standard.
Eurocode-8 [15] suggests the dissipative zones (braces)
must yield before the yielding of non-dissipative zones
(connections, beams, and columns, etc.,) during an
earthquake. One way to satisfy this condition is to use high
yielded strength steel for the non-dissipative zones compared
to the dissipative zones in the design practice. As such, the
nominal yield strength of steel for non-dissipative zones and
connections should exceed the actual maximum yield strength
of the steel of dissipative zones. The actual maximum yield
strength can be calculated as f y ,max =1.1 J ov f y , where J ov are
the overstrength factor and its recommended value are 1.25 as
per the Eurocode-8 [15], f y is the nominal yield strength of a
steel.
In this study, the gusset plate (non-dissipative member)
used is fabricated of steel Grade S275 compared to the steel
used to fabricate braces (dissipative member) of S235.
Moreover, full penetration fillet welds of thickness 6mm
(typical) were employed as joining mechanisms between the
gusset plates and the brace members. The weld has a length
equal to 104mm and 115mm for the braces that has a full
length equal to 2526mm and 2591mm, respectively.
The fatigue testing of the braces was carried out under
cyclic axial displacement in the internal reaction frame, as

the gusset plate. The measured dimension of brace and gusset
plate members are given in Table 2.
shown in the Figure 2a, in the structure research laboratory at
the NUI-Galway. The assembly is comprised of 500kN
Instron hydraulic actuator mounted at a height of 2600mm at
an angle 26.4o from the ground surface. The ends of the
specimens were attached with hydraulic actuator and reaction
end by using the bolted connections. These ends were
restrained in all degrees of freedom except the loaded
direction. A suitable number of transducers around the testing
assembly were used to measure any relative movement during
the tests, which could then be removed when the test data
were processed. Strain gauges were placed at the centre of
each flange and web at the mid-length of specimens in order
to measure the strain distribution across the section during
brace buckling and yielding. A suitable number of strain
gauges were placed at the junction of the gusset-plate-brace
member to the nearest distance of 2tp and 8tp in order to
measure the distribution of strain in the confined region
sensitive to a rotation due to brace buckling and yielding. Two
wire-draw transducers were used at the mid-length to measure
the lateral deformation of the brace in the horizontal and
vertical direction. Additional details on the specimens,
stiffeners, and end connection can be found in Figure 2 (b) to
Figure 2 (d).
The cyclic protocol follows the recommendation of ECCS
1986 [19], i.e., one cycle at each level of 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and
1.0 G y , followed by the three cycles at each level of 2, 4, 6, 8

G y etc., where, G y represents the estimated axial yield
displacement. The displacements were applied at strain rates
between 5x10-4s-1 to 5x10-2s-1 over a variable frequency.
The strain rate is within the recommended range for quasistatic testing [20].
3

PRELIMINARYRESULTS

The performance of the assembly, comprised of the gusset
plate-brace member, to ultra-low cycle fatigue is described.
All the bracing elements remain essentially straight in the
initial elastic cycles. The two specimens identified as S1 and
S2 experienced buckling and yielding in compression and
tension, respectively. Upon local buckling, plastic hinges
formed at the compressive corners/web of the mid-length
cross section, while significant rotation was developed on the
gusset-plate brace member junction. Local buckling of the
cross section occurred in the subsequent cycles in the hinged
region, which resulted in a highly localized strain that led to
the sudden fracture of the remaining cross-section. As
expected, in the other two assemblies identified as S3 and S4,
ineffective and premature buckling occurred in the brace, but
significant buckling and yielding occurs at the gusset plate as
such they were intentionally designed to acquire failure at the
gusset connection. In particular, the failure occurred at the
very end of braces primarily located in the gusset plates. In
these cases, the inelastic energy resulted from buckling and
yielding of the gusset plate rather than the brace buckling and
yielding, which in practice is contrary to the design of CBF
systems. This explains the crucial role of non-dissipative
components such as gusset plates, in the strength and stiffness
capacity of CBF system subjected to earthquake loading.
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Table 1. Assembly’s identification and details of the gusset plate-brace members associated with assembly.
Test ID

Brace-gusset plate assembly
Gusset plate crossBrace cross-section
section
60x60x4-CS-CF
200x300x5-CS-HR
80x80x4-CS-CF
200x300x5-CS-HR
80x80x4-CS-CF
266x292x5-CS-HR
100x100x4-CS-CF
266x292x5-CS-HR

S1
S2
S3
S4

Type of Gusset plate

Lb

Lw

T
degree

Rectangular
Rectangular
Tapered
Tapered

2591
2591
2526
2526

111
111
104
104

45o
45o
45o
45o

Table 2. Measured geometric dimensions of gusset plate and brace sections after testing.
Test
ID

Brace specification

Gusset plate specification

Depth
(mm)

Width
(mm)

Thickness
(mm)

Length
(mm)

61.70
80.80
81.10
100.6

61.36
79.78
82.00
101.16

4.74
5.30
5.51
5.18

2591.00
2591.00
2530.00
2526.00

S1
S2
S3
S4
(a)

Corner
radius
(mm)
11.73
13.23
13.25
16.52
(b)

Depth
(mm)

Width
(mm)

Thickness
(mm)

200.00
200.30
258.00
260.00

298.80
298.00
295.00
290.00

5.71
6.15
6.10
6.40

GUSSET PLATE-G1

(c)
GUSSET PLATE-G2

Reaction frame and assembly of cyclic testing (Elevation
view).

Detailing of G1 and G2 gusset plate dimension (Elevation
view).

(d)

Plan view

Elevation view
End connection details of the specimen.

Figure 2 (a)-(d): Schematic presentation of the testing setup and specimen, (a) Elevation view of the reaction frame and
assembly, (b) Elevation view of the thick gusset plate-G1, (c) Elevation view of the thick gusset plate-G2, (d) Plan and
elevation view of end connection details that were used for testing (dimensions in mm).
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Specimen
ID

O

b/tH

Fc
(KN)

S1F
0.61 7.14
147
S2F
0.45 11.50 211
0.44 11.38 217
S3F,E
1.11 14.74 271
S4F,E
F
Tested to failure
F, E
Failure at end connection.

Ft,max
(KN)

339
369
355
377

Wtotal
(KN/
mm2)
36.27
45.42
43.62
46.54

Number of cycles to
Global
buckling
11
11
-

Local
buckling
14
14
-

Fracture

Displacement ductility
Prediction/test
Nip et al. [6] Tremblay[4]

20
20
20
20

0.64
1.15
0.56
0.64

0.70
1.17
0.57
1.20

Table 3. Summary of test results.
Failure in the heat affected zone, referred as the welded area

cycle at a ductility of 12, which can be characterized as ultra(b)

(a)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3 (a)-(d): Load displacement hysteresis loop for specimens (a) S1, (b) S2, (c) S3, (d) S4.
between the assembly parts, is not observed. The seismic
code, recommends configuring connection of the former type
(S1 and S2) so that the failure of the gusset plate should be
avoided and the system ductility must obtain from the
inelastic behaviour of the brace.
The test results in terms of the buckling load, Fc, maximum
tensile force, Ft, max, energy dissipated, Wtotal, number of cycles
to global and local buckling including the fracture, together
with the displacement ductility from the two predictive
models; Nip et al. [6] and Tremblay [4], given in Eqs. (2) and
(3), respectively, is summarized in Table 3. In spite of two
different failure modes, the four assemblies failed in the 20th

low cycle fatigue.
P f 6.45  2.28O  0.11(b / tH )  0.06(O )(b / tH )

Pf

2.3  8.3O

(2)
(3)

The global and local buckling occurred when the first cycle
of a larger axial displacement demand is imposed, i.e., 11th
and 14th cycle for the ductility level of 6 and 8, respectively.
Although the assemblies are stockier in characteristic, as
depicted from their slenderness ratios presented in Table 3,
they have shown a good ductile performance in term of a
number of cycles to failure and ductility capacity. The
ductility predictive models proposed by Nip et al. [6] and
Tremblay [4] underestimate capacity of specimens in terms of
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their ductility. One reason could be the use of tentative values
of yield strength in the models which has resulted uncertain
results. In general, these models offer a satisfactory prediction
of displacement ductility over the full slenderness range, as
the input parameters of the model are representative of the
physical quasi-static cyclic tests and hold all relevant factors
that may influence the brace ductility. The full hysteresis
loops and ultimate failure of the four assemblies are presented
in Figure 3. In all specimens, the compressive strength
degraded substantially after first buckling with the exception
of the brace and gusset plate buckling. The compressive
strength continues to degrade when larger axial displacement
demand is imposed. The effect of the Baushinger effect
(increase in yield strength resulting in a decrease in
compressive yield strength) is widely pronounced in all the
hysteresis loops presented. However, the response of the
specimens in tension remains unstable at larger displacement
demand. Failure in the assembly was assumed when fracture
either at mid-length of braces or next to the connections
occurred.
4

CONCLUSION

In this paper, four quasi-static cyclic test results of the gusset
plate-brace member assembly subjected to ultra-low cycle
fatigue is presented and described. The results show that the
diagonal bracing assembly is able to develop desired stiffness
and strength demand from the brace when the gusset plate is
stiff and compatible with its brace member. But, when the
gusset plate is incompatible to brace configuration, failure
occurred at or near to the connection and the assembly
ductility is driven by gusset plate. The design in which system
ductility is governed by gusset plate performance is not
allowed in practice. The two assemblies S2 and S3, which
have the same global and local slenderness of the brace
member, dissipated an equal amount of energy in spite of
experiencing different failure modes. In general, all specimens
failed in the 20th cycle and have shown adequate performance
up to a ductility level of 12.
These test results will be used to develop robust and
efficient Finite Element (FE) and Physical Theory (PT) based
model using the state-of-the-art tools and techniques in
ABAQUS 6.13 and OPENSEES, respectively. Fatigue testing
on the coupons of structural steel in ultra-low cycle fatigue
regime will be carried out to determine the cyclic properties of
material. A material model capable of translating the
kinematic shift and handling cyclic hardening of material in
stress space will be used for FE simulation. Parametric studies
employing a wide range of gusset plate geometry and
configuration with varied global and local brace slenderness
will also be studied. The study overall aims to improve the
seismic design of CBF's systems.
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ABSTRACT: In seismically active areas Concentrically Braced Steel Frames (CBFs) are commonly used in steel frame
structures as an economic and effective means of both providing resistance to the lateral loading induced during earthquakes and
limiting the associated displacements. Here, an integrated experimental and numerical approach is taken to investigate the
performance of CBF’s subjected to seismic action of varying intensity.
As part of the BRACED transnational research project funded by the European Commission’s Seventh Framework Programme
(FP7), a series of shake table experiments on full-scale single-storey CBFs recorded the response of test frames employing
various combinations of bracing member sizes and gusset plate connection details to simulated ground motions. These simulated
ground motions were scaled to produce elastic response, brace buckling/yielding and ultimately brace fracture.
This recorded experimental data is used to validate a three-dimensional numerical model developed using the OpenSees seismic
analysis software. Results from the experimental and numerical models are compared under the key criteria of frame
acceleration, lateral drift and brace axial force. The sensitivity of the model to variations in structural and model parameters is
assessed and recommendations for future numerical modelling are presented. Results indicate that model performance is
sensitive to the initial brace eccentricity applied, with a value of 1.0% of overall brace length providing a more realistic
representation of global frame stiffness and drift response than the lower values recommended in literature, but an underestimate
of the compression resistance of the brace.
KEY WORDS: Earthquake Engineering; Braced Frames; Gusset Plates; Time-history Analysis, Simulation.
1

INTRODUCTION

Bracing is commonly employed in steel framed buildings to
provide lateral resistance and limit lateral displacements
during seismic events. In most case, the design resistance of
the brace is achieved through non-linear behaviour.
In concentrically braced frames (CBFs) the centre-line of
the diagonal bracing coincides with the intersection of the
beam and column members of the frame. CBFs provide a
means of energy dissipation through the alternate cyclic
yielding and post-buckling deformation of their braces, while
the inherent stiffness of the structural form serves to minimise
non-structural damage and residual deformations.
1.1

DiagonalFramesandVFrames

CBFs can be subdivided into diagonal frames and v-frames.
While both rely on non-linear behaviour of the brace to resist
lateral loading, diagonal frames may be designed considering
that the design lateral resistance is provided by the tension
braces only, whereas in v-frames, the resistances of both the
tension and compression members must be considered in
seismic design analysis. This study investigates the seismic
response of diagonal frames.
1.2

GussetPlateConnections

In addition to bracing member stiffness, performance of CBFs
subjected to strong ground motions is influenced by the
connections between the brace and the rest of the frame,
which is most commonly a gusset plate connection.

In conventional design, the diagonal bracing members are
considered the dissipative elements of the frame, and are
designed to yield before failure will occur at the connections.
Gusset plate connections must therefore be designed to have
tension and compression capacities much larger than the brace
and are not considered to contribute to energy dissipation.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1. CBFs with diagonal bracings (a),(b) and v-bracing
(c),(d) (from Eurocode 8 [1])
In such design, a standard linear clearance (SLC) is
provided in the gusset plate. When in compression, global
buckling of the brace must be accommodated through the
formation of adequate plastic hinges in the gusset plates at
either end of the brace to allow out-of-plane member end
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rotation. Therefore, the gusset plate cannot be designed to
remain elastic during earthquake response, since the plate
must yield during the out-of-plane bending experienced
during brace compression. The plate must also be sufficiently
stiff not to buckle in compression, even in the presence of the
plastic hinges, and it must possess sufficient strength not to
yield over the Whitmore width [2] when the brace is in
tension.
In practice, the requirement for the gusset plate to remain
elastic in tension while stable (not buckling) but ductile
(allowing the formation of plastic hinges due to out-of-plane
bending) in compression so as to facilitate global buckling of
the brace can lead to large gusset plates sizes. These stiff
plates have been observed to result in local damage to the
beam, column and braces in the areas adjacent to the gusset
plates [3].
An alternative ‘balanced’ design approach is proposed [3] in
which some limited tensile yielding of the gusset plate is
allowed during strong ground motion. This is achieved
through careful sizing and detailing of the plate, providing an
elliptical clearance (EC) in the gusset plate as opposed to a
SLC. This approach leads to smaller overall gusset plate
dimensions, a shorter effective length and therefore increased
plate buckling resistance. Gusset plates designed using both
the SLC and EC approaches are considered in this study.
In addition to its out-of-plane and axial stiffness, the
behaviour of the gusset plate is influenced by the form of its
connection to the other members of the frame. The gusset may
be connected to both the beam and the column (CA) or to the
beam only (CB) as shown in Figure 2. When modelling CBFs
for seismic design analysis, the beam-to-column connection is
typically considered to have little or no rotational stiffness,
however in the case of connection arrangement CA, the gusset
plate can provide significant in-plane rotational resistance at
this connection. Both arrangements are considered in this
study.

CA

ModellingApproaches

As with all numerical models, when choosing an approach to
model CBFs the required accuracy must be considered in the
context of model complexity and computational cost.
Three-dimensional finite element models use shell or brick
elements to represent the braces and calculate the hysteretic
response of the brace using nonlinear material models and
large deformation theory. While potentially accurate, these
continuum models are not suitable for global time-history
analysis of building frames due to large computational
expense resulting from the model complexity.
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2

EXPERIMENTALSTUDY

The models developed in this study are validated against a set
of experimental data from the BRACED project [6]. This
project involved a series of twelve shake table experiments on
a full scale CBF employing various combinations of bracing
member cross-section size and gusset plate design
configuration and thickness (tplate), as shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Experimental Test Set-ups

Gusset Plate
Test

Brace

Type

1

80x80x3.0 SHS

CA

tplate
(mm)
12

2

80x40x3.0 RHS

CA

8

SLC

3

60x60x3.0 SHS

CA

8

SLC

4

150x50x3.0 RHS

CA

12

SLC

5

80x80x3.0 SHS

CA

5

EC

6

150x50x3.0 RHS

CA

4

EC

7

80x40x3.0 RHS

CA

4

EC

8

80x80x3.0 SHS

CB

12

SLC

9

150x50x3.0 RHS

CB

12

SLC

10

60x60x3.0 SHS

CB

4

EC

11

150x50x3.0 RHS

CB

4

EC

12

80x40x3.0 RHS

CB

4

EC

Design
SLC

CB

Figure 2. Common gusset plate connection arrangements
1.3

Line-element models use beam-column elements and zerolength elements to model the brace and the gusset plate
connections [4]. These models, which require significantly
less computation time than continuum models, typically
provide an accurate simulation of global behaviour and
reasonable predication of many local behaviours.
This study uses the OpenSees seismic analysis software [5]
to create a line element model in which the braces, beams and
columns are modelled using force-based fibre beam-column
elements. These elements are formulated to capture the
material and geometric non-linearities experienced during
large amplitude earthquake response. The gusset plate
connections are represented using nonlinear rotational hinge
elements, which assign a specified out-of-plane rotational
stiffness to the end of each brace.

The BRACED test frame was 2.955 m in height with a span
of 4.9 m and a total seismic mass of 45 tons (Figure 3).
Columns were HE 200 B sections with full in-plane rotation
allowed at the base, while the beam was an IPE 400 O section.
Tests 1 to 7 featured connection arrangement CA between the
brace and the other frame members, with Tests 8 to 12
featured connection arrangement CB. At floor level, brace
ends were connected to MTS swivels.
While commonly welded in practice, the gusset plates were
bolted to the beam and column to facilitate replacement of the
brace specimens between tests.
Each set-up was subjected to table excitation scaled to
simulate equivalent earthquake ground motion corresponding
to 50%, 10% and 2% chances of exceedance in a 50 year
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period. The simulated ground motions were based on the El
Centro ground motion record of the 1940 Imperial Valley
earthquake. Applied table accelerations were unidirectional
along the horizontal x-axis. A range of frame response
quantities were recorded using high resolution instrumentation
including accelerations, displacements, brace axial forces and
strains [6].

3.2

BoundaryConditions

An overview of the modelled test frame is shown in Figure 4.
Nodes are numbered and given the prefix ‘n’.
Table 2 describes the boundary conditions applied to the
model for each degree-of-freedom, in which ‘1’ indicates fully
restrained and ‘0’ no restraint for a given degree-of-freedom.
The prefixes ‘D’ and ‘R’ indicate translation along and
rotation about the relevant global axes respectively. Nodes at
ground level (n1, n4, n5, n6) are restrained against translation
in all directions and are free to rotate about the global y-axis.

Figure 3. Experimental Set-up
3

OPENSEESREFERENCEMODEL

A reference OpenSees model of the CBF test frame shown in
Figure 3 was created capable of representing all of the brace
member and gusset plate combinations described in Section 2.
This model was employed in nonlinear static pushover
analysis and time-history simulations of the seismic response
of the test frame. In time history analysis, the simulated
ground motions applied to the model are the horizontal
accelerations recorded on the shake table during the
corresponding experimental test run.
3.1

Members

Braces are modelled using force-based beam-column fibre
elements. Results from tensile tests of samples from the
relevant brace specimens are used to specify brace yield
strengths. Nominal external dimensions of brace crosssections are used, while wall thicknesses are back-calculated
from the measured mean cross-sectional areas of the tested
sections.
Uriz, Filippou [7] noted that brace models with two inelastic
elements and three integration points per element gave an
accurate representation of inelastic buckling behaviour. Hunt
[8] noted the effect of varying the number of elements was
minimal when examining the monotonic compression and
hysteretic performance of test models, but optimum curvature
response was observed when using at least four elements per
brace.
The reference model in this study has four elements per
brace and uses five integration points per element. It was
found that further increases to the number of elements and/or
integration points resulted in increased processing times
without any obvious improvement in model accuracy.
Force-based beam-column fibre elements are used to model
the CBF beam and columns. The material properties applied
are the nominal values provided by the steel supplier.

Figure 4. Node Locations, OpenSees Model
The MTS swivel bases at the ends of the braces have an
angle range of -30o to +90o in plane from the vertical, and 7o
tilt out-of-plane from the vertical. Therefore node n5 and n6
are also free to rotate about the global x-axis due to the swivel
action at these locations. Restraint against rotation about the
z-axis at the swivel supports is recommended by Hunt [8] and
is provided in the reference model.
The nodes at the tops of the columns (n2, n3) are restrained
against out-of-plane translation along the global y-axis to
represent the ties provided at these locations to adjacent outrigger frames.
Table 2. Reference model boundary conditions
Nodes
n1,4
n2,3
n5,6
3.3

Location
Column
(Base)
Column
(Top)
Swivels

Dx

Dy

Dz

Rx

Ry

Rz

1

1

1

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

BeamtoColumnConnections

RigidLink elements are used between certain nodes at the
connections to represent the increased member bending
stiffness in these regions (bold elements, Figure 5).
For connection type CA, the beam to column connection is
modelled as continuous due to the additional rotational
stiffness provided by the gusset plate. For CB, a pinned
connection allowing rotation about the global y-axis is
provided at the beam-column interface by providing an
appropriate ‘zeroLength’ element between n102 and n1020.
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3.4

InitialBraceEccentricity

Initial eccentricities in the range of 0.01 to 1% of overall
brace length are typical of the practical recommendations to
induce buckling in modelled compression members [7]. An
initial eccentricity of 1.0% is provided at the midpoint of each
brace in the reference model to both the global y- (out-ofplane) and z- axes (in-plane). Brace buckling and global frame
behaviour was found to be very sensitive to the initial
eccentricity applied.

experimental test. The greater stiffness of the model is likely
to be a result of the idealisation of components and
connections, which do not account for minor bolt slippage,
member imperfections etc. present during experimental
testing. The observation that the variation in the measured
natural periods between tests is less than expected given the
relative sizes of the brace members in different tests suggests
that these secondary effects may have been significant. In
contrast, the modelled values of Tn do reflect the different
brace sizes in the different tests.
4.2

Type CA

Type CB

Figure 5. Model Beam to Column Connections CA and CB
3.5

PushoverAnalysis

Pushover analyses of the reference model were used to assess
the maximum tension and compression forces the braces in
the reference model could develop prior to failure. Increasing
horizontal displacements under constant gravity loading were
applied to the model at roof level in 1.0 mm increments and
the brace member internal forces and base reactions generated
were recorded. The design buckling and plastic resistances of
the model braces could therefore be identified and compared
with both the theoretical values calculated from Eurocode 3
[10] and the peak forces recorded during experimental testing.

GussetPlateConnections

The gusset plate connections are modelled using rotational
springs defined using “zero-length” elements. The out-ofplane rotational stiffness and plastic moment of resistance of
each gusset plate arrangement were calculated from the
relevant measured material and geometric properties using the
recommendations of Hsiao, Lehman [9].
4

MODELVALIDATION

Eigenvalue, pushover and time history analyses were
performed on the reference model to assess its effectiveness in
reflecting the behaviour of the physical test frame.
Table 3. Natural Periods
Test
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
4.1

Natural Period, Tn [s]
Experimental
Model
0.216
0.183
0.235
0.226
0.225
0.217
0.222
0.191
0.219
0.185
0.225
0.198
0.246
0.230
0.226
0.196
0.258
0.205
0.242
0.242
0.220
0.213
0.246
0.253

StructuralPeriod

The structural period of the reference model was calculated
for each test set-up using an eigenvalue analysis in OpenSees.
The measured and modelled natural periods of each test frame
are compared in Table 3. The periods obtained from the model
were generally less those recorded for the corresponding
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Figure 6. Pushover Analysis, Test 1 (e = 0.01 L)
Figure 6 presents the global lateral force-displacement
behavior obtained from pushover analysis of the Test 1 frame
arrangement with an initial brace eccentricity at the midpoint
of each brace, ebr of 1.0% of the brace length, L.
The horizontal reactions at the column bases (n1, n4) and
the swivels at the ends of the left and right braces (n6, 5
respectively) are plotted against the applied displacement at
the top of the left column (n2). Fb is the recorded base shear,
being the sum of the horizontal reactions at the base of the
frame. The applied displacement is in the positive X-direction,
therefore the left brace is in compression and the right brace is
in tension. Nb is the horizontal reaction required at the base of
the compression brace at its theoretical buckling resistance,
calculated from its measured geometric and material
properties using an effective length equal to the actual brace
length. Npl is the horizontal reaction at the base of the tension
brace when it reaches its theoretical yield point.
In Test 1 the compression brace buckles before reaching its
theoretical buckling resistance, while the tension brace
reaches its plastic resistance before failure. The sensitivity of
brace buckling behavior is discussed further in 5.1.
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4.3

TimeHistoryAnalysis

Transient dynamic analysis of the reference model was carried
for each test run. The simulated ground motions applied were
the horizontal shake-table accelerations recorded during the
corresponding experimental run.
A time-step of 0.1953 seconds was specified for the
transient analysis to match the rate at which experimental data
was recorded. A total of 33 test runs were simulated across the
ground motion intensities; 12 at 50%/50, 11 at 10%/50 and 10
at 2%/50. The relative accelerations, % drift at roof level and
brace member internal forces were output from the reference
model and compared to the experimentally recorded values.
Figure 7 compares OpenSees reference model responses
with experimental data from extracts of a sample test run,
showing good fidelity between the responses.

ground motion intensities (Figure 10). Peak brace tension is
more accurately represented in all cases (Figure 11). Scatter
reduces in both sets of results as ground motion intensity
increases for the reason outlined in 4.3.1.

Figure 8. Peak Relative Acceleration Comparison

Figure 9. Peak % Drift Comparison



Figure 10. Peak Brace Compression Comparison

Figure 7. OpenSees and Experimental response comparison;
Test3, Run052 (2%/50)
Peak model responses for each run were expressed as a
percentage of the corresponding peak experimental values.
These values were then compared by ground motion intensity
and gusset connection type (Figures 8 to 11).
4.3.1

Relative Acceleration

Peak relative acceleration is more reliably estimated by the
reference model in frames with connection type CA for all
ground motion intensities. Scatter reduces considerably at the
highest ground motion intensity where the response is
governed by ultimate resistance of the frame to lateral loads.
4.3.2

% Drift

Peak experimental drift values are underestimated by 30-40%
by the reference models for both connection types at ground
motion intensities of 50%/50 and 10%/50 (Figure 9). At
2%/50 the % drift appears to be significantly over-estimated
by the OpenSees model for frames with CB type connections,
while those with CA are further underestimated.
4.3.3

Brace Axial Forces

The reference model underestimates brace peak axial
compression forces for both connection types across all

Figure 11. Peak Brace Tension Comparison
5
5.1

PARAMETRICSTUDY
InitialBraceEccentricity

The sensitivity of the model to the initial eccentricity applied
to the braces was considered. Pushover analyses of all twelve
test set ups were carried out for eccentricities from 1.0% to
0.1% of the total brace length applied mid-span to both inplane and out-of-plane directions (convergence failures were
commonly observed for most test set-ups when the
eccentricity was reduced below 0.1%).
Peak axial compression in the brace for each test set-up was
obtained and compared to the theoretical buckling capacity of
the member from Eurocode 3 assuming pinned connections at
each end of the brace (Figure 12).
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Test No.

rotational hinge used in the reference model. In addition, the
reference model produced fewer convergence failures when
the rotational hinge method was used.
6

Figure 12 Percentage of theoretical bucking resistance realised
v Initial model brace eccentricity
Reducing the eccentricity increased the compression
generated in the modelled brace prior to buckling. An
eccentricity of 0.1% achieved a mean peak compression force
of 95% of the theoretical buckling capacity in the brace
compared with 73% at an eccentricity of 1.0%.

CONCLUSIONS

The OpenSees modelled response of a test CBF was observed
to be stiffer than the experimentally observed response, and
the model appears to generally underestimate the experimental
drift response. For CBFs where the brace is connected to both
the beam and the column (CA connections) the modelled peak
drift was 51 to 71 % of the experimentally observed value.
For CB connections, modelled drift was 58 to 64 % of the
experimental values at lower ground motion intensities but
rose to 133 % at intensities of 2%/50. The lower drifts are
consistent with the shorter natural period of the model.
The reference model appears significantly more accurate at
predicting peak relative accelerations in CBFs with CA
connections at lower ground motion intensities.
Peak brace compression was consistently underestimated by
the reference model and was found to be sensitive to the initial
eccentricity applied to the brace. Reducing initial brace
eccentricity to 0.1% of the brace length improves prediction
of peak brace compression forces but also increases frame
stiffness leading to greater underestimation of drift.
Applying an eccentricity of 1% of the overall brace length
appeared to best represent the combined drift and forces
generated in the test frames.
Peak tension forces appear to be overestimated at lower
ground-motion intensities but are typically within 10% of the
experimentally recorded values for higher intensity ground
motions.
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Figure 13 OpenSees drift responses compared for 1.0% and
0.1% initial brace eccentricities
Eigenvalue analyses confirmed that reducing the
eccentricity also reduced the natural period of the modelled
frame i.e. increased the stiffness. This reduction was more
noticeable in frames with CA type connections.
Inspection of time-history analyses found that reducing the
brace eccentricity to 0.1% lead to greater underestimation of
drift (see Figure 13). Specifically, reducing brace eccentricity
from 1.0% to 0.1% lead to the average under-estimation of
peak drift values increasing from 21% to 32%.
Although pushover tests suggested minimal changes in
behaviour when applying the eccentricity along the global yaxis (out-of-plane) only, subsequent transient analysis found
that applying the eccentricity about one axis only also lead to
greater underestimation of the drift response.
5.2

GussetPlateModel

The impact of using a force-based element to represent the
gusset plate connection was examined. It was found that this
method provided similar global and local responses to the
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ABSTRACT: The non-structural components in buildings represent a high percentage of the construction cost and can reach up
to 85% of the total capital cost. Performance of non-structural elements in past earthquakes have dramatically illustrated their
vulnerabilities. Failure of these components in an earthquake can cause a very high economic cost, can disrupt the functionality
of buildings and facilities and can pose a safety hazard to occupants from falling elements. Apart from falling hazards, it can
obstruct the safe movement of occupants evacuating buildings and can hamper rescue efforts.
For the above reasons, building codes and standards organizations, owners and occupants, construction industry manufacturers
and several design disciplines are focusing on this topic. In this paper, a literature review of the performance of non-structural
components in recent earthquakes will be carried out. Then, the design philosophy and design provisions of non-structural
elements in EC8 will be discussed and compared to several international seismic codes. Finally, the future extension plans of the
reaction frames at the strong floor area in NUI Galway heavy structures research laboratory to perform cyclic tests on different
types of claddings will be illustrated.
KEY WORDS: Non-structural elements, design codes, cladding systems, earthquake design.
1

INTRODUCTION

Non-structural elements are those components within the
structure that are not part of the primary load bearing system.
According to FEMA E-74 [1], non-structural components can
be divided into three broad categories:
1. Architectural components which are built-in non-structural
components that form part of the building, such as
partitions, ceilings, storefronts, glazing, cladding, veneers,
chimney, fences, and architectural ornamentation.
2. Mechanical, Electrical, and Plumbing (MEP) components
which are built-in non-structural components that form
part of the building, such as pumps, chillers, fans, air
handling units, motor control centres, distribution panels,
transformers, and distribution systems including piping,
ductwork and conduit.
3. Building contents which are the non-structural components
belonging to occupants of the building such as furniture,
fixtures, equipment, and contents such as shelving and
book cases, industrial storage racks, retail merchandise,
books, medical records, computers and desktop
equipment, wall and ceiling mounted TVs and monitors,
file cabinets, kitchen, machine shop or other specialty
equipment, industrial chemicals or hazardous materials,
museum artifacts, and collectibles.
Whittaker and Soong [2] found that the structural components
of a commercial building account for approximately 15-25%
of the original construction cost, while the built-in nonstructural (architectural and MEP) components account for the
remaining 75-85% of the cost as illustrated in Figure 1.
Steinbrugge and Schader [3] carried out a survey of 25
damaged commercial buildings after the 1971 San Fernando
Earthquake and found that the structural damage was limited
to 3% of the total property losses, while MEP loss was 7%,

the interior finishes loss was 56% and the rest 34% of the total
loss was due to exterior finishes damage.

Figure 1: Typical investments in building construction [2].
2

CODEPROVISIONS

Many factors affecting the performance of a non-structural
elements such as the response of its supporting building,
ground motion, size and weight of the non-structural
elements, their location in the building (for example, the first
floor or roof), flexibility of the component and importance of
the non-structural element.
Architectural components and the attachment of these
components to the structure should be considered in the
seismic design. For noncritical MEP systems and components,
the design is limited to bracing and attachment to the structure
without evaluating the capacity of the components or system
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itself. Important components such as fire sprinkler piping
systems, should be considered in the seismic design as they
are expected to remain in place, sustain limited damage and
function following an earthquake.
The equivalent lateral force method is the basis of most
seismic codes provisions for non-structural element design. In
this approach, the lateral seismic force is found as a fraction
of the weight of the non-structural element.
2.1

Eurocode8

2.1.1

Design seismic loads

EC8 [4] suggests that all non-structural elements of buildings
that might, in case of failure, cause risks to persons or affect
the main structure of the building or services of critical
facilities, shall, together with their supports, be verified to
resist the design seismic load, Fa, shown in Equation (1).
(1)
where,
Fa
is the horizontal seismic force, acting at the centre of
mass of the non-structural element in the most
unfavourable direction;
Wa
is the weight of the element
a
is the importance factor of the element which ranges
from 1.5 for important and/or hazardous elements to
1.0 for all other elements
qa
behaviour factor for non-structural elements equal to
either 1.0 or 2.0.
x

Behaviour factor of 1.0 is used for cantilever
parapets or ornamentation, signs and billboards,
chimneys, and tanks is assigned as 1.0

x
Sa

Behaviour factor of 2.0 is used for exterior and
interior walls, partitions and facades, anchorage
elements for false ceilings and light fixtures.
is the seismic coefficient applicable to non-structural
elements shown in Equation (2)

(2)

ag/g
S
Ta
T1
Z
H

is the ratio of the design ground acceleration on type A
ground, ag, to the acceleration of gravity g
is the soil factor
is the fundamental vibration period of the nonstructural element
is the fundamental vibration period of the building in
the relevant direction
is the height of the non-structural element above the
level of application of the seismic action
total height of the building
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For a rigid non-structural element, ground storey (z = 0.0)
input acceleration will be the same as the peak ground
acceleration and for the non-structural element attached at the
roof (z = H) the input acceleration is 2.5 times the ground
acceleration.
For non-structural elements of irregular structure, great
importance or of a particularly dangerous nature, the seismic
analysis shall be based on a realistic model of the relevant
structures and on the use of appropriate response spectra
derived from the response of the supporting structural
elements of the main seismic resisting system.
2.1.2

Drift demands

Due to horizontal loads induced by seismic activity, the
structure will deflect horizontally. Codes call this lateral
deflection as drift and limit it to requirements for the drift of
one level (horizontal movement of one level with respect to
the one above or below). A good seismic performance during
earthquakes for external and internal non-structural walls can
be ensured in two ways,
1. by limiting inter-storey drift of the supporting structure
2. by designing the elements to accommodate the expected
lateral displacement without damage
The criteria chosen depend upon the importance of the
building and how it is expected to perform during the
earthquake.
For normal structures, connections should be designed to
accommodate relative displacements due to design seismic
loads. If linear analysis is performed, the displacements
induced by the design seismic action shall be calculated on the
basis of the elastic deformations of the structural system by
means of the following simplified expression
(3)
where
ds
is the displacement of a point of the structural system
induced by the design seismic action.
qd is the displacement behaviour factor, assumed equal to q
unless otherwise specified
de is the displacement of the same point of the structural
system, as determined by a linear analysis based on the
design response spectrum in accordance EC8.
However, in absence of elastic analysis, storey drift can be
considered as the basis to compute the relative displacement
which can be computed from storey drift of the structure.
Second-order effects (P- effects) need not be taken into
account if the following condition is fulfilled in all storeys
(4)
where

is the inter-storey drift sensitivity coefficient
Ptot is the total gravity load at and above the storey
considered in the seismic design situation
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dr

is the design inter-storey drift, evaluated as the
difference of the average lateral displacements ds at the
top and bottom of the storey under consideration and
calculated as shown in Equation (3)
Vtot is the total seismic storey shear; and
h
is the inter-storey height
If 0.1 <   0.2, the second-order effects may approximately
be taken into account by multiplying the relevant seismic
action effects by a factor equal to 1/(1 - ). The value of the
coefficient  shall not exceed 0.3.
EC8 limits the inter-storey drifts as follows:
a. for buildings having non-structural elements of brittle
materials attached to the structure: dr  0,005h
b. for buildings having ductile non-structural elements: dr
 0,0075h
c. for buildings having non-structural elements fixed in a
way so as not to interfere with structural deformations,
or without non-structural elements: dr  0,010h
where
dr dr is the design inter-storey drift action.
h
h is the storey height

is the reduction factor which takes into account the
lower return period of the seismic action associated with
the damage limitation requirement.
The value of the reduction factor  may also depend on the
importance class of the building.
The values to be ascribed to  for use in a country may be
found in its National Annex. Different values of  may be
defined for the various seismic zones of a country, depending
on the seismic hazard conditions and on the protection of
property objective. The recommended values of  are 0.4 for
importance classes III and IV and  = 0.5 for importance
classes I and II.
2.2

InternationalBuildingCode(IBC[5])

The horizontal seismic design force (Fa, called Fp in IBC) shall
be applied at the component's centre of gravity and distributed
relative to the component's mass distribution and shall be
determined in accordance with Equation (5). For nonstructural components IBC refers to Chapter 13 in ASCE 7
(2005).

(5)

where
WP
SDS

ap

is component operating weight.
is spectral acceleration for short period structures =
(2/3)SMS; 0.4SDS represents the peak ground
acceleration.
is component’s amplification factor which varies
from 1 to 2.5. For example, for exterior nonstructural wall elements and body of wall panel

connections ap can be taken as 1.0 and for fasteners
of the connecting system it can be taken as 1.25.
IP
is component’s importance factor that varies from 1
for normal components to 1.5 for components
containing hazardous substances.
RP
is component response modification factor that varies
from 1 to 12. For exterior non-structural wall
elements and body of wall panel connections Rp can
be taken as 2.5 and for fasteners of the connecting
system it can be taken as 1.0.
Equation (5) computing design seismic force assuming that
input acceleration at the ground storey (z = 0.0) is equal to the
peak ground acceleration similar to EC8. At the roof level (z =
H), the input acceleration is equal to three times the peak
ground acceleration while it is 2.5 times the ground
acceleration in EC8.
A major difference in EC8 approach from IBC (IBC 2012) is
that it accounts for ratio of period of element to that of
structure as shown in Equation [2] which takes into account
the relative flexibility of non-structural element as compared
to that of its supporting structure.
Components must be anchored to the structure. For many
components, the anchor bolt may be the yielding element in
the load path. Anchors in concrete or masonry must be
designed to have ductile behaviour or to provide a specified
degree of excess strength.
2.2.1

Exterior Non-structural Wall Elements
Connections according to IBC 2012

and

Exterior non-structural wall panels or elements that are
attached to or enclose the structure shall be designed to
accommodate the seismic relative displacements provided in
design codes and movements due to temperature changes.
These elements shall be supported by means of positive and
direct structural supports or by mechanical connections and
fasteners in accordance with the following requirements taken
from IBC 2012:
a. Connections and panel joints shall allow for the storey
drift caused by relative seismic displacements (Dp), or 13
mm, whichever is greatest.
b. Connections to permit movement in the plane of the panel
for storey drift shall be sliding connections using slotted or
oversize holes, connections that permit movement by
bending of steel, or other connections that provide
equivalent sliding or ductile capacity.
c. The connecting member itself (bodies of connectors) shall
have sufficient ductility and rotation capacity to preclude
fracture of the concrete or brittle failures at or near welds.
d. All fasteners in the connecting system such as bolts,
inserts, welds, and dowels and the body of the connectors
shall be designed for the force (Fp) determined by
Equation [3] with proper values of Rp, and ap, and applied
at the centre of mass of the panel.
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e.

Where anchorage is achieved using flat straps embedded
in concrete or masonry, such straps shall be attached to or
hooked around reinforcing steel or otherwise terminated so
as to effectively transfer forces to the reinforcing steel or
to assure that pull-out of anchorage is not the initial failure
mechanism.

2.2.2

Connections parameters

Six properties are the main parameters which characterize the
seismic behaviour of the connection; they can be measured
through monotonic and cyclic tests as follows:
x strength: the maximum force that can be resisted by the
connection
x ductility: maximum plastic deformation divided by to the
yielding deformation
x dissipation: energy dissipated through the load cycles
related to the correspondent perfect elastic-plastic cycle
x deformation: ultimate deformation reached at failure

x The non-elastic response of the supporting structure is
neglected in FRS method. It is to be expected that the nonlinear response changes the FRS significantly;
To illustrate the FRS, the acceleration transmitted from
supporting structure is governed by the elastic vibration
modes and corresponding frequencies. The elastically
responding structure acts like a band-pass filter, the
acceleration on the structure can be determined by
x Linear time step analysis resulting in a time history of
acceleration at any point within the structure; these time
histories are then transformed into elastic response spectra,
each valid for a particular floor level;
x Using filter functions to transform the ground acceleration
response spectra into response spectra at different levels of
the structure as shown in Figure 2.

x decay: the loss of strength through the load cycles
compared to the force level
x damage: residual deformation after unloading compared to
the maximum displacement and/or details of failure or
rupture
2.3

Limitations

There are significant deficiencies within the provisions of EC
8 and of other codes with regard to the design of nonstructural components, Hoffmeister et. al.[6]:
x All codes assume the first fundamental period and linear
shape for the seismic forces acting on non-structural
components. This is not true for irregular structures. This
concerns torsional effects as well as the contribution of
higher lateral modes, in particular if their periods are close
to the fundamental period of the component [7].
x The response of the supporting structure with regard to the
elastic design response spectrum is not considered; only
the peak ground acceleration and the soil factor are taken
into account instead;
x There is currently no guidance on how to consider
interactions between structural and non-structural systems.
In many practical design situations, decoupled analyses are
conducted using a “cascading” approach. In this approach,
the dynamic properties and the floor responses of the
primary structure are estimated without considering the
interaction with the non-structural component. The
structural response at the attachment level is then
considered as the input motion for the estimation of the
response of the non-structural component. One of the most
popular of these cascading methods is the Floor Response
Spectrum (FRS) method.
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Figure 2: Principle of the determination of floor response
spectra for elastically responding structures [6].
3

Claddingmethods

For framed structures different cladding types can be used:
1. Heavy cladding systems consisting of precast concrete.
Movement should be accommodated by sliding or ductile
connections. In highly seismic areas ductile connections
are commonly used.
2. Intermediate weight cladding systems consisting of glass
fibre reinforced concrete (GFRC). Pre-cast concrete is
approximately three to four times heavier than GFRC, so
that seismic forces for GFRC are reduced when compared
to precast panels. GFRC panels are installed in a similar
way to pre-cast concrete. However, thermal movement of
concrete is approximately half of GFRC material leading
to limitation in size. GFRC thermal movement must be
allowed for in fixing through the use of Teflon washers or
other means. When this requirement is accommodated, it
will be useful from a seismic viewpoint.
3. Lightweight cladding systems. They can consist of
a. Glazing and metal insulated panels alternating
horizontally. Sometimes the whole elevation can be
covered with Panels only. The panels normally are
fabricated in factories. It is assembled and integrated
from exterior facing, insulation and interior finish. They
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b.

can be as well a built on site spandrel wall from steel
studs covered by metal facing.
Curtain wall system consists of metal and glass. Same
glazing is normally used for opaque and transparent
areas, with dark or reflective glass backed-up by
insulation.

Slip joints between adjacent panels can be provided in curtain
walls to accommodate in-plane racking motions in seismic
regions.
A common practice that curtain walls have framing rigidly
attached to the structure framing system. When the earthquake
forces cause the structure to drift, the metal frame may be
impacted by the corners of the glass. Because of that adequate
clearances should be maintained between frames and glass
(these clearances can be estimated by analysis provided in the
seismic codes). In this technique no need to provide
connections that allows the movement of curtain walls
independently from the main lateral resistance structure.
Flexible gaskets can be used to retain glass within the frame
and clearance between glass and metal frame can be achieved
by inserting spacers such as small rubber blocks. The rubber
spacers and flexible gaskets allow for this significant
movement of the glass within the metal frame and the rubber
blocks must be compressed before the impact between glass
and the metal frame.
In-plane forces protection is primarily from seismic forces
while out-of-plane protection is from wind effects.
Brueggman et. al. [8] conducted dynamic racking tests
simulating seismic movements that could be imposed upon a
curtain wall system as a result of inter-storey drifts coupled
with air leakage tests. This investigation led to the
development of an "Earthquake-Isolated Curtain Wall System
(EICWS)”. This system de-couples each storey level of the
system structurally from adjacent floor levels. The response of
the isolated curtain wall frames to a number of modes of
vibration is shown in Figure 3. The seismic "decoupler" joint
can accommodate relative inter-storey movements while
maintaining a building envelope weather seal as shown in
Figure 4.
4

TestingproposalatNUIG

Cyclic test of a non-structural wall cladding can be carried out
at NUIG at the strong floor area and extended reaction frames
in the heavy structures research laboratory. Cyclic tests are
preferable more than monotonic tests, as the capacity degrades
under back and forth movements (e.g., loadings from
earthquakes). To understand the behaviour will do two
monotonic push-over tests (one in each direction), followed
by cyclic tests. Many cyclic loading protocols have been
evolving to create a realistic seismic loading condition for
laboratory testing of non-structural element systems. The
loading rate is small enough to consider these protocols as

“static” or “quasi-static”, while having complete reversal of
load in a cyclic manner.

Figure 3: Diagrammatic response at first, second and third
modes of vibration in earthquake-isolated curtain wall system
schematic. [8]

Figure 4: Decoupler joint details in The Earthquake-Isolated
Curtain Wall System (EICWS). [8]
NUIG heavy structures laboratory can accommodate testing
panels with a different lengths and widths and wide range of
thicknesses.
To find how components behave during testing and support
the development of models to predict the behaviour of
systems, displacement, strain, and rotation sensors will be
placed in a strategical manner to achieve the goals.
Two options are proposed by NUIG for testing:
Option 1: A schematic diagram for Option 1 testing at NUIG
structures lab is shown in Figure 5. In this option the panels
are placed vertically similar to the as-built situation. The test
set-up can accommodate panels with a maximum length of 4.5
m and a width of 0.9 m. Up to three stacked panels of
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dimensions of 4.5m x 0.9m can be tested. In this option, the
panels are reduced-scaled to accommodate the testing frame.
To quantify size effects numerical modelling for panels could
be carried out using a finite element program, such as Abaqus
[9] or Ansys [10]. Moreover, physical testing of individual
components, such as connections, could also be carried out to
assure that it is behaving as required and accommodate the
lateral loads properly.

Figure 6: Test setup for option 2 cladding testing frame where
the panels are laid (installed) horizontally.
Figure 5: Test setup for the first option of proposed cladding
testing frame at structure labs at NUIG.
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1

ABSTRACT: The use of steel catenary risers in offshore oil and gas production has increased significantly in recent years due to
their distinct advantages over flexible risers. The motivation for this paper is to develop a detailed assessment approach with
respect to steel catenary risers, thus eliminating the requirement for overly conservative factors of safety. This paper presents a
global-local finite element modelling approach, with the Flexcom dynamic analysis package used to determine the global load
quantities for two ultra-deepwater free hanging steel catenary risers. These results then feed into a local model using Abaqus
with the analysis focusing on the failure susceptible regions such as in the vicinity of a girth weld. The methodology accounts
for the geometrical discontinuities of the weld and the different mechanical properties of the parent material, weld metal and
heat affected zone, which result in fatigue hot-spots for dynamic structures such as steel catenary risers.
Material properties for two line pipe steels, a current generation X65 and a next generation X100 are investigated in the
local analysis. Two pipe wall thicknesses are examined, with the weld geometry being different for each and it is shown that this
weld detail can lead to significantly different stress concentrations. X100 is shown to be superior to X65 with respect to yielding
for both geometries.
KEY WORDS: Weld; Finite element; Steel catenary riser; Energy; Structure; Offshore.
1
1.1

INTRODUCTION
Background

The specification of steel catenary risers (SCRs) for
offshore oil and gas projects has increased significantly, due
to their advantages in addressing the key challenges of
deepwater riser design, namely, collapse capacity, weight
limitations, corrosion and temperature resistance.
Fatigue performance is one of the main drivers in
SCR design, where design codes ([1], [2]) recommend a factor
of safety of 10 for riser service life, often equal to more than
250 years. To design the next generation SCR systems, a
greater understanding of the conditions experienced at
locations susceptible to fatigue failure is required. In
particular, ensuring the integrity and consistency of the welds
in a SCR is one of the primary obstacles to improving fatigue
life. The geometrical discontinuity and material mismatch,
resulting from the welding process, are typically the
determining factors in SCR fatigue performance for a given
design [3].
The motivation for this research is to develop a
detailed assessment approach with respect to SCR welds, thus
eliminating the requirement for over-conservative factors of
safety. By implementing a more efficient design methodology
for SCRs, it will be possible to further exploit the weight
reduction and increased capacity facilitated by the
development of next generation high strength steels.
The resulting SCR weight reductions have the potential
to deliver significant cost savings by minimising the buoyant
support required from floating production facilities and
increasing pipe laying productivity. The improvement in the
SCR design capacity will allow for economically viable
access to new ultra-deepwater (greater than 1524 m) resources

by enabling the use of more conventional and cost effective
riser technologies.
1.2

Modelling

Global-local modelling is an invaluable technique for
detailed analysis of a region of interest on a large dynamic
structure. This technique has previously been applied to SCRs
by Hu and co-workers [4] to model in detail the seabed-riser
interaction at the touchdown zone. A further advantage to
global-local modelling is the potential for the application of
complex fatigue failure criteria, such as that developed by
Chaboche et al [5], to a local region of a large structure such
as an SCR.
In the present work, global-local modelling is used to
allow for accurate assessment of the resulting stress-strain
history at a welded joint of a large scale SCR system due to
in-service conditions. The detailed local girth model
incorporates a weld geometry with separate material
properties applied to the parent material (PM), heat affected
zone (HAZ) and weld metal (WM), based on loading
conditions obtained from a critical failure zone of the global
SCR model.
2
2.1

MODELLING
Global riser model

Global dynamic analysis is conducted on two SCR
models using Flexcom offshore engineering finite element
(FE) software, developed by Wood Group Kenny [6]. The
global model consists of a floating production storage and
offloading vessel (FPSO) from which a free hanging SCR
with a total length of 4298.5 m is suspended, with its end
lying on the seabed at a depth of 3000 m as shown in Figure 1.
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This sea depth is representative of the current frontier in ultradeepwater oil and gas production. Shell’s Perdido production
platform in the Gulf of Mexico is currently the world’s
deepest at 2450 m, while Shell has also commenced
development of the Stones field in the Gulf of Mexico at a
depth of 2926 m, from which oil and gas will be conducted to
a FPSO by means of lazy-wave SCRs and flexible risers.

final element connecting the SCR to the FPSO is modelled as
a rigid I-tube.
The seabed is modelled as a beam on elastic
foundation model, with a stiffness of 143.4 kN/m/m. Seabed
friction coefficients of 0.2 and 0.4 with friction stiffnesses of
45N/m/m and 90N/m/m are assigned in the longitudinal and
transverse directions respectively. Standard flex joint and
seabed properties are used. In all analyses the SCR contains
an internal fluid, which is modelled as crude oil with a density
of 870 kg/m3 at a pressure of 18 MPa, while the seawater
density is assumed to be 1025 kg/m3.
Analyses are conducted for both SCR geometries
using regular Airy waves, at wave amplitudes ranging from 1
m to 10 m. The wide range of wave amplitudes analysed
corresponds to a variety of loading conditions, from everyday
wave loading to 100 year storms at offshore production zones
throughout the globe. A piecewise linear, time independent
model, is specified for the current in all analyses. A velocity
of 0.3 m/s is specified up to a sea depth of 55 m, which
decreases linearly to 0.15 m/s at a depth of 100 m and then
remains constant to the seabed.
2.2

Figure 1. A schematic image of the global SCR model used during
Flexcom analysis. The three critical zones with increased mesh
refinement are labelled and highlighted.

The SCR is connected to the FSPO through a flex
joint and an I-tube, while the seabed end of the SCR is fixed.
The SCR configurations used during global analysis are plain
pipes without weld profiles, with an outer diameter of 406.4
mm. Two different wall thicknesses (WT) 15 mm and 25 mm
were considered. The elastic material properties and
dimensions used for both global SCR models are shown in
Table 1.
Table 1. Material properties and profiles of the global SCR models
analysed.

Model

E (GPa)

ν

1
2

200
200

0.3
0.3

OD
(mm)
406.4
406.4

WT (mm)

Local girth weld model

The local models are based on an axisymmetric
assumption, including only axial stress and pressure loading
components. Bending moment loading is not included in the
local modelling, the justification for this is addressed in
Section 3.3.
The output of the global SCR model acts as an input to
the local girth weld model by providing the stress boundary
conditions for the combined internal pressure, external
pressure and axial stress loading. These are obtained at the
critical failure location determined during global analysis. The
axial stress is applied to the girth weld model as a uniform
pressure acting in the longitudinal direction across the wall at
one end, while the model is axially constrained at the opposite
end. The internal pressure obtained from global analysis is
applied along the inner surface of the local girth weld model,
while the hydrostatic pressure is applied over the outer
surface.

25
15

The SCRs are modelled using two-noded hybrid
beam-column elements with 14 degrees of freedom, which
were developed by O’Brien and McNamara [7] and are
specifically designed to accommodate the low bending
stiffness and arbitrarily large 3D non-linear displacements and
rotations of flexible risers .
For element refinement purposes the SCR is
subdivided into three zones, the seabed zone (550 m), the
touchdown zone (200 m) and the riser column (3548.5 m) as
shown in Figure 1. A total of 705 elements are used in the
SCR model. Refined 1.5 m elements are used in the
touchdown zone, while the element size is varied from 1.5 m
to 7.5 m in the seabed zone and riser column.
For both SCR configurations the flex joint is
modelled as a linear 0.5 m beam element with a mass of 102
kg and a rotational stiffness of 21.63 kN.m/degree, and the
Figure 2. A dimensioned schematic image of the 15 mm and 25 mm
WT girth weld models (All dimensions in mm).
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Two line pipe steels are examined in the local analyses
of the girth welds, X65 and X100 [8]. The elastic-perfectly
plastic (EPP) material model is used, with separate material
properties assigned to the three constituent weldment zones,
PM, WM and HAZ, as labelled in Figure 2.
The material properties used during analysis of the
local girth weld model are shown in Table 2. The X65
material properties used were experimentally determined by
Netto et al [9]. The X100 material properties used for the PM
and the WM are based on those measured by Kondo and coworkers [10], while the X100 HAZ material properties have
been estimated based on the change in yield stress at the HAZ
observed in the X65 material.
Table 2. The constituent material properties used during local girth
weld analysis.

Material
X65

X100

Weldment
zone
PM
HAZ
WM
PM
HAZ
WM

E
(GPa)
199.69
195.85
202.4
199.69
195.85
202.4

σy
(MPa)
500.2
440.1
500.1
719.5
681
826.5

convergence study are shown in Figure 3. Convergence was
achieved using a mesh of 7747 elements on the 25 mm WT
girth weld geometry and 16740 elements on the 15 mm WT
weld geometry.
As expected, elements are biased towards the notch
regions at the junctions of the PM, HAZ and WM to
accurately capture stress concentrations and the effect of
inhomogeneous material properties as shown in Figure 4.
3
3.1

RESULTS
Global analysis

The global dynamic analysis of the SCR models
predicted that the critical failure location was in the hang-off
zone of the SCR just below the FPSO, at a distance of 4288 m
along the SCR from the seabed end, as highlighted in Figure
5. For the local girth weld analysis, it is assumed that the weld
is located in this critical failure location. This region
experienced the highest levels of mean and alternating axial
stress combined with a local increase in the alternating and
mean resultant bending moment.

Critical failure location

Figure 5. The critical failure location which was determined during
global analyses.

Figure 3. Results of the convergence study, conducted at a 2 m wave
amplitude on X65 material.

The high mean axial stress in this location is due to
the self-weight of the large SCR section which is suspended
below. The heaving motion of the FPSO with the waves is the
primary cause of the high alternating axial stress at this
location as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 4. Detail view of the converged mesh for the (a) 15 mm WT
model and (b) 25 mm WT model.

CAX8R axisymmetric eight node reduced integration
quadratic elements are used for the local girth weld models. A
suitable mesh for each model geometry was confirmed
through mesh convergence studies with respect to the
maximum axial stress predicted at a 2 m wave amplitude
using X65 material properties. The results of the mesh

Figure 6. The envelopes of axial (σz) and hoop (σh) stress along the
SCR length for the 15 mm WT model at a wave amplitude of 2 m.

The location of maximum bending moment is at the
touchdown zone of the SCR; it then dramatically reduces
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along the length of the SCR towards the FPSO, with a small
increase at the hang-off zone. The increased bending moment
at the hang-off zone shown in Figure 7, is a result of the
discontinuity in stiffness at the transition between the SCR
and the flex joint below the FPSO. The combined effect of the
high axial and internal pressure loading with the increased
bending moment at this location, results in the hang-off zone
being the critical failure location for both SCR models. The
dominant stress at this location is the axial stress which is
much greater than the maximum stress due to bending.

There is an approximately linear increase with wave
amplitude, in the maximum axial stress predicted in the failure
critical element of both SCRs, as shown in Figure 8. The 25
mm WT model gives lower stress levels in all cases.
The bending moment at the failure critical element
increases significantly with wave amplitude as shown in
Figure 9. The bending moment is greater in the 25 mm WT
model for lower wave amplitudes due to its increased stiffness
relative to the 15 mm WT model, but is exceeded by the
bending moment on the 15 mm WT model at high wave
amplitudes due to dynamic effects.
3.2

Local analysis

Axial stress
(MPa)

Axial stress
(MPa)

Figure 7. The envelope of resultant bending moment along the length
of the SCR for the 15 mm WT model at a wave amplitude of 2 m.

X65

X100

Figure 10. Contour plots of the maximum axial stress distribution at
a 2 m wave amplitude on the 25 mm WT model.

Figure 8. Plot of the maximum axial stress predicted at the failure
critical element during global analyses.

Figure 9. Plot of the maximum bending moment predicted at the
failure critical element during global analyses.
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Figure 10 presents contour plots of the maximum
axial stress distribution for the 25mm WT model for both X65
and X100. It has been established that yielding occurs at the
weld root in the HAZ for the X65 material, but no yielding is
predicted at any of the analysed wave amplitudes for this
model using X100 material properties. Thus, the X100 is
effectively elastic and an axial stress concentration factor
(SCF) of 1.61 is predicted for the 25 mm WT model from the
results based on the ratio of the peak axial stress to the
uniform axial stress away from the weld.
Contour plots of the maximum axial stress
distribution for the 15 mm WT geometry are presented in
Figure 11 for both the X65 and X100 materials. For both
materials, HAZ yielding is predicted in the 15 mm WT model
at all load cases. To compare with the SCF for the 25 mm WT
model, an additional analysis was conducted on the 15 mm
WT model, at an applied lower axial stress such that yielding
did not occur. A significant axial SCF of 4.48 was predicted at
the HAZ in the weld root of the 15 mm WT model. This
higher SCF is very much influenced by the detail of the weld
geometry (see Figure 2).
The critical location for the both girth weld models is
the weld root, at the junction of the WM and the HAZ. This
form of SCR girth weld is heavily penalised in fatigue design
codes [11] due to the difficulty of ensuring a quality weld
because of the lack of access to the weld root for inspection
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and control, and the unbacked welding technique which is
typically used.
This highlights the importance of a qualified,
consistent welding procedure in improving the fatigue
performance of SCR girth welds. The level of control required
to obtain a consistent root pass is considerably more difficult
to attain for welding conducted on an offshore floating
facility. Reel-lay installation methods have an inherent
advantage in this respect, with better control of the quality and
consistency of the welds.
Axial stress
(MPa)

Axial stress
(MPa)

X65

X100

Figure 11. Contour plots of the maximum axial stress distribution for
a 2 m wave amplitude on the 15 mm WT model.

the localised plasticity predicted in the HAZ at the weld root
did not increase in subsequent cycles after the initial loading
to the maximum axial stress.
The hotspot location on the 25 mm WT model is
located in the HAZ adjacent to the PM at the weld root as
shown in Figure 12 for X65, with yielding occurring in the
HAZ in this case. The cyclic axial stress-strain behaviour
predicted at this location is shown in Figure 13. The stress
increases approximately linearly with axial strain during the
first loading cycle, where the internal pressure, external
pressure and axial stress are applied to the model. During the
subsequent cycling of the applied axial stress, the stress-strain
response is altered due to elastic shakedown within one cycle.

Figure 13. Plot of the axial stress-strain response over 250 cycles for
the hotspot located in the HAZ at the weld root, for the 25 mm WT
X65 model at a 2 m wave amplitude.

3.3

Bending moment effects

The axisymmetric girth weld modelling did not
account for the effect of the bending moment loading on the
SCR. It was determined that for the global SCR models
analysed, the additional effect of the bending moment, shown
in Figure 14 , is almost negligible in comparison to the axial
and hoop stress loading on the SCR.

PM
HAZ

WM

Figure 12. Contour plot of the maximum cyclic von Mises stress on
the 25 mm WT X65 girth weld model a 2 m wave amplitude.

The effect of cyclic loading on the local girth weld
models was examined by alternating the applied axial stress
between the maximum and minimum values obtained during
global analysis for a given wave amplitude. It was noted that

Figure 14. Plot of bending stress calculated at the critical region,
based on the results shown in Figure 9.

The predicted bending stress contribution was
calculated based on the results shown in Figure 9 using the
bending equation. The maximum contribution to the direct
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stress by the bending moment would be less than 8% of the
nominal axial stress at a high wave amplitude.
4

CONCLUSIONS

Global dynamic analysis was conducted on two different
SCR wall thickness geometries over a wide range of wave
amplitudes. The results of the global analysis predicted a
critical failure location in the hang-off zone of the global SCR
models; a region known for its susceptibility to fatigue failure.
The axial stress was determined to be the dominant
component of loading at this fatigue hotspot. The effect of
bending moment loading in this region was negligible in
comparison to the contributions of the other loading modes,
allowing local axisymmetric modelling of the girth weld
geometry in Abaqus.
The significant variation in the SCFs of the weld
geometries analysed highlighted the importance of control
over the weld geometry to improve fatigue performance, thus
reducing the required factors of safety. Cyclic plasticity was
predicted for both girth weld geometries. The X65 material
was predicted to be susceptible to weld root plasticity for both
SCR wall thickness models, whereas X100 was shown to be
susceptible only for the thinner case. Geometrical attributes of
the weld were shown to be important, concomitantly with
differences in material properties caused by the welding
process.
The localised plasticity at the hot spot located in the
weld root, was predicted to undergo an elastic shakedown
within one cycle, primarily attributed to the assumption of
cyclic load control.
Future work on global modelling of SCRs will focus on
the possible effects of different riser configurations such as a
lazy wave design, on the stresses or damage in the riser. The
effect of more complex non-linear 3D seabed properties may
also be examined.
Future work on the local modelling of SCR girth welds
will implement the J2 plasticity model with multi-material
properties, with a focus on the prediction of the localised
fatigue damage accumulation in the weld.
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ABSTRACT: Structural optimisation has the potential of producing substantial design improvements and cost reductions when
applied to whole structures or structural components. Of the many possible directions of structural optimisation, topology
optimisation (TO) is the most challenging. On the other hand, TO has the most potential benefits in real-world applications as
the whole structural layout and sizing are open to improvements, rather than member sizes only. With the development of new
methods and availability of more powerful computers, TO progressed rapidly during the last 25 years. The initial difficulties
encountered at the early stage of development are mostly resolved now. Many methods are currently available to carry out TO.
Although there are many differences between different TO methods, they share one common aspect in the need to carry out
structural analysis repeatedly. This part of TO is the most time consuming element and any improvement can produce
significant efficiency improvements. Typically, finite element (FE) method is used to carry out that part of TO. FE is currently
the most widely used general structural analysis method. However, its implementation in TO can be made more efficient. In this
research, this task was achieved by improving the way in which the element stiffness matrix was related to TO. The particular
properties of the four noded rectangular element, typically used in TO, were exploited to this end. Also, the way global stiffness
matrix was handled during the repeated solution process. Different examples were solved to demonstrate the efficiency
improvements. Results were compared with previously published ones and shown to be of similar accuracy.
KEY WORDS: CERI 2016; Topology optimisation; Finite element; BESO.
1

INTRODUCTION

Optimisation objective is to find the best possible solution
that satisfies the overall aim within the limited available
resources. It can be applied to a variety of disciplines such as
economy, management, and design. For example, the best
solution can be the one that increases profit, reduces material
cost, or produces the lightest structure.
Structural optimisation aims to find the best structure that
satisfies the objective function requirements within the
solution domain and constraints. The optimum solution is also
influenced by the limitations of the optimisation method.
The need for structural optimisation is driven by economic
factors and the need to design more efficient structures that
consume less materials and energy and have less
environmental impact. The developments in structural
optimisation resulted from the development of new
optimisation methods, the availability of powerful computers
at low cost, and the introduction of new manufacturing
techniques such as additive manufacturing that allow the
fabrication of more complex, optimised geometries.
2

TOPOLOGYOPTIMISATION

Structural optimisation can be grouped into three categories:
size, shape, and topology optimisation (TO). The size
optimisation is limited to finding the optimum member sizes
without changing the initial structural arrangement. It requires
an initial sizing of the members that will be improved through
the optimisation process. Shape optimisation is achieved by
modifying an initial shape defined by external and possibly
internal boundaries that needs to be predefined. TO requires
minimal initial information as the method allows for both
shape and topology to the optimisation process. Only physical
and geometric design space, load, and boundary conditions
are required to start the optimisation process. TO opens the

structural design to more novel and efficient solutions, but is
by far the most challenging technically [1].
The solution of TO problems progressed significantly since
the landmark paper of Bendsoe and Kikuchi in 1988 [2].
Some of the main methods currently available are the Solid
Isotropic Material with Penalisation (SIMP), level set method,
Genetic Algorithms (GA), Homogenisation, and Evolutionary
Algorithms (EA). The most widely used EA method is the Bidirectional Evolution Structural Optimisation (BESO) [1].
In spite of the major differences in the formulation of
different TO methods, these methods share the need to carry
out structural analysis repeatedly. The most widely used
continuum structural analysis method is the finite element
(FE) method.
In this research, FE method is implemented in a BESO
method to carry out the TO.
2.1

BESOmethod

The BESO method was an improvement over the
Evolutionary Structural Optimisation (ESO) method [1]. The
main BESO solution steps can be summarised as following:
i.

The solution control parameters are defined. These
are:
a. The constraint volume ratio (VR) which is the
ratio of target volume (V*) to the initial
volume (V0).
b. The evolutionary volume ratio (ER) which
represents the percentage of volume decrease
(or increase) in the following solution cycle.
c. The volume addition ratio limit (ARmax) which
is the limit on volume increase (or decrease)
between successive solution cycles once V* is
reached.
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d.

The BESO filter radius (rf) size is specified.
The filter is used to calculate the averaged
element sensitivity number and to guard
against possible checkerboard pattern when
low-order finite elements are used. The filter is
also important in making the BESO method
mesh-independent. The element sensitivity is
its strain energy [3].
ii.
The design domain is discretised into a number of
finite elements forming the FE mesh. Usually, the
element size is constant.
iii.
Initially, all elements are assumed to exist with their
initial property index set to 1. This value is
changed to a small value close to zero when an
element is removed.
iv.
A finite element analysis is carried out using the
current state of structure. Sensitivity number of all
elements is calculated.
v.
The element sensitivity is averaged over the current
and previous solution cycle. This averaging is
required to stabilise the solution process. The
BESO filter is applied and averaged element
sensitivity numbers are calculated.
vi.
Elements are removed and/or added based on their
averaged sensitivity number. Elements that have
low averaged sensitivity values are removed while
removed elements with higher values are restored.
This transition of element existence state is key to
the BESO. Threshold sensitivity number for
removing and adding elements is based on ordered
element averaged sensitivity and the percentage
volume to be removed and/or added.
vii. Steps iv-vi are repeated until V* is attained and the
convergence criterion is satisfied. Usually, the
convergence criterion is related to the change of
total structure compliance over the last number of
solution cycles.
Details on the BESO solution steps can be found in [1].
2.2

Finiteelementimplementation

All TO algorithms require many solution cycles to converge
to a stable solution. The number of cycles can vary from few
tens to many hundreds. It is clear from the BESO solution
steps described in section 2.1 above that one of the most time
consuming part of the solution is step (iv), the FE analysis.
Since this step is common to all different TO algorithms, any
improvement in the efficiency of FE analysis can have
substantial effect on the optimisation total analysis time.
In most implementations of FE analysis in TO algorithms,
the following features are found [1], [4]:
i.
A low-order finite elements are used. In a 2D plane
stress analysis, linear, C0, elements are usually
used. These elements have linear shape function.
Continuity of the unknown displacements is
maintained at element boundaries, while unknown
derivatives (rotations) are not continues.
ii.
The solution domain is discretised into many
rectangular elements of the same size. The reason
is to use the same element stiffness matrix over the
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design domain. More detailed results can be
obtained when mesh is refined.
iii.
To reduce solution time, the element stiffness matrix
is expressed in its final closed form, usually
obtained with the help of symbolic mathematics
software.
iv.
Structure stiffness matrix is assembled in a sparse
form from all element stiffness matrices.
v.
A sparse equation solver is used to solve the FE
stiffness equation.
In addition to the dedicated software packages that support
TO, it is common to write development codes using a matrix
manipulation programming language such as Matlab [5].
Some implementations are readily available and had improved
over the last 15 years [4], [6].
3

PROPOSEDFEIMPLEMENTATIONIMPROVEMENTS

The following sections describe the proposed improvements
to FE implementation in TO.
3.1

Incrementalupdateofstructurestiffnessmatrix

In a typical TO implementation of FE method, the structure
stiffness matrix is assembled at each solution cycle. In BESO
analysis elements are removed and added to the solution
depending on their averaged sensitivity number. As presented
in section 2.1 this step is applied at each solution cycle
depending on the element sensitivity number relative to the
threshold. Typically, the percentage of deleted (or added)
elements at each solution cycle is small. This is necessitated
by the need to avoid sudden changes in the structural stiffness
that might lead to numerical instability.
In this research, it is proposed that the structure stiffness
matrix is assembled only once at the first solution cycle. The
matrix is kept current in memory. In the following solution
cycles, elements with low averaged sensitivity number are
identified for removal from the solution as per step (vi) in
section 2.1. The element stiffness matrices of this list are
subtracted from the current structure stiffness matrix. The
opposite is performed for elements that are to be added to the
solution.
3.2

Useofsubelementstiffnessmatrices

The single, most time-consuming part of the FE solution is
the solution of stiffness equation. The solution involves the
factorisation of the stiffness matrix and reduction of the load
vector. For fully populated matrix, the number of operations
required to factorise the stiffness matrix is related to n3, where
n is the matrix size [7]. The increase in the number of
operations becomes quite high when the finite element mesh
is refined. For example when the element side length is
reduced to half the original size, n increases by a factor of
nearly 4. In this case, the number of operations, hence
factorisation time, is increased by a factor of nearly 64. This
level of increase becomes unacceptably high for fine FE
meshes and alternative, more efficient factorisation methods
are used instead.
It was recognised early in the development of FE method,
that the structure stiffness matrix is sparse. It is not
uncommon, particularly in 2D analysis, to have less than 1%
nonzero elements in the structure stiffness matrix. Attempts to
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use this feature resulted in the development of the more
efficient skyline and frontal solvers [8], [9].
Currently, the most efficient methods are the sparse matrix
solvers. For a sparse matrix, the number of operations is
related to the range n1 to n3 depending on the degree of matrix
sparsity and the location of non-zero elements in the matrix.
In addition to the huge potential gain in solution time, there is
a substantial reduction in the required storage space of the
stiffness matrix. Both of these two advantages make sparse
solvers the preferred option to be used in TO. Even so,
refining a rectangular FE mesh by doubling the number of
elements in each direction will result in a minimum time
penalty factor of 4.
The improvement proposed in this research is based on the
particular way used in the numerical integration of the
element stiffness matrix. The FE formulation of linear
quadrilateral plane stress elements usually involve a 2x2
numerical integration scheme [8]. Figure 1 shows a 2x2
Gaussian integration points expressed in natural coordinates
for a linear quadrilateral element.

base and modified models will remain the same during global
analysis. The only additional overhead is the need to treat
each element locally as an assembly of four sub-elements in
the modified model. Each sub-element is treated as a full
element with its own property index. The time penalty for this
step is small relative to the benefits of reducing the effective
structure stiffness matrix size as will be demonstrated in
section 4.
The benefit of this approach is the ability to add or remove
one quarter of each element independently, rather than the
whole element in typical TO analysis. The results of this
approach are more detailed than those of the base model and
are comparable to those resulting from a model having nearly
four times more elements.
4

NUMERICALIMPLEMENTATION

The FE implementation improvements proposed in section
3 can be applied in a TO software using any programming
language. In the current research, the improvements were
implemented in a BESO TO software written in Matlab [5].
This choice was driven by the rapid software development
allowed by Matlab and the ease of carrying out matrix
operations efficiently. However, these advantages come with
a cost when vectorisation is not used. In that case there is a
substantial reduction in computational speed.
In the current Matlab code, all speed-critical operations
were vectorised.
To test the performance improvements resulting from the
proposed FE implementation, the software was used to solve
two examples that were traditionally used in TO. A
comparison was made with the unmodified method to
demonstrate the accuracy of results and performance gains.
All numerical tests were run on a computer with a 64 bit
operating system. It had an Intel Xeon E31225 CPU having 4
cores running at 3.1 GHz and 8 GB RAM.
4.1

Figure 1. Gaussian integration points of linear element.
The total element stiffness matrix is assembled from the
contribution at each of the four integration points, Equation 1.

Shortcantilever

The short cantilever shown in Figure 2 is 160 mm long and
100 mm deep. It is made from a 1 mm thick plate with a
modulus of elasticity of 207 GPa and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.3.
A downward load is applied at mid-depth of the free end.

(1)

where [D] is the material property matrix, [B] is the straindisplacement matrix, |J| is the determinant of the Jacobian
matrix, A is the element area, w is the numerical integration
weight, and s and t are the natural coordinates. Summations
are made for the four integration points.
It can be argued that the quadrilateral linear element is made
of four sub-elements. The properties of each sub-element are
represented by the properties at the relevant integration point.
In this research, and taking this view, it is easy to conclude
that it is possible to reduce the element size to one quarter the
original size with no corresponding increase in the structure
stiffness matrix size. The actual number of elements in the

Figure 2. General arrangement of short cantilever example.
The example was solved for the following BESO control
parameter values: VR=0.5, ER=1%, ARmax=1%, rf =6 mm.
The base finite element mesh was made from 32x20 square
elements. This mesh was refined by an integer refinement
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factor N such that the mesh is made from (32Nx20N) square
element. Value of N was varied from 1 to 8. Hence a mesh
with N=1 has 640 elements while the one with N=8 has 40960
elements.
The results obtained from the base, unmodified, FE
implementation in BESO TO are shown in Figure 3. These
results were obtained for N=1, 2, 4, and 8, respectively.
Variations of the example were previously solved by other
researchers [1], [10]–[12]. Current results are similar to those
obtained previously.

a.

N=1

incremental update of structure stiffness matrix is more
efficient than recalculating the matrix at each solution cycle.
The proposed method is faster by a factor of 8.7 for N2=1
increasing to a factor of 26.8 for N2=64. These results indicate
a continuous increase in the speed improvement factor with
the increase of stiffness matrix size. This is related to the
numerical overhead which is more apparent in small problems
with small value of N. Ultimately, the limit for this
improvement is twice the value of ARmax, which is related to
the time for subtracting the stiffness matrices of the removed
elements and the time for adding the stiffness matrices for the
added elements.

b. N=2
a.

c. N=4

b. N=2

d. N=8

Figure 3. Base model final geometry for different mesh
densities.
The analysis was repeated with a modified program that
adopted the incremental update of structure stiffness matrix as
described in section 3.1. The same results were obtained as
those shown in Figure 3. However, there was a reduction of
running time as shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Running time for different mesh densities.
Italic: base results
Bold : results with incremental stiffness
( ) : improvement factor

N

N2

% nonzero
elements

1

1

1.22%

2

4

0.33%

4

16

0.08%

8

64

0.02%

Time/cycle (sec)
[K]
Total
assemble
0.00567
0.01228
0.00065
0.00752
(8.7)
(1.6)
0.02437
0.04743
0.00118
0.02415
(20.7)
(1.9)
0.1007
0.21174
0.00426
0.1137
(23.6)
(1.9)
0.40157
1.049
0.01497
0.70667
(26.8)
(1.5)

The table shows the time per cycle, averaged over all the
solution cycles. The results were presented for the values of
N2. This measure was used due to the fact that the number of
elements (and approximately number of nodes) is related to
this quantity. It is evident from these results that the
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N=1

c. N=4

d. N=8

Figure 4. Improved model results from different mesh
densities.
The final effect on total analysis cycle time varied from a
time improvement factor of 1.5 to 1.9.
Table 1 also shows the percentage of nonzero elements in
the structure stiffness matrix. This ratio varied from 1.22% for
N=1 to 0.02% for N=8. These values indicate the huge
reduction in storage requirements when using sparse matrices
in FE analysis.
The analysis was repeated again, where in addition to the
incremental updating of structure stiffness matrix, the
improvement of using sub-elements as described in section
3.2 was added. In this case, each finite element was treated as
being made from four sub-elements. The analysis was carried
out for N=1, 2, 4, and 8. The results are shown in Figure 4.
Solution progress for the base, unmodified, and the
improved solutions for a mesh with N=8 for the base model
and N=4 for the improved solution is shown in Figure 5.
Each element was treated as an assembly of 4 sub-elements,
each of which can be independently deleted or added. In this
case, results from N=2, 4, and 8 obtained from the base model
can be compared to those obtained from N=1, 2, and 4 from
the sub-element model, respectively. This is indicated by the
double headed arrows of Figure 6. As a result, a new element
refinement factor (N*=2N) was used to indicate the doubling
of sub-element numbers.
It is clear from these results that the solution progress and
refinement is similar in both models.
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a. Base, cycle=20

b. Improved, cycle=20

were averaged over the solution cycles. The comparison was
made between N values of 2, 4, and 8 for the base model and
N=1, 2, and 4 (N* = 2, 4, and 8) for the improved model,
respectively. An improvement between 37.5 to 72.2 times was
obtained in the matrix assembly. Improvement in factorisation
was between 3.3 and 4.9 times. The improvement in total
cycle time was between 3.7 to 5 times.
Table 2. Running time for different mesh densities.
Italic: base model
Bold : improved model
( ) : improvement factor

c. Base, cycle=40

d. Base, cycle=60

d. Improved, cycle=40

N,
N*

N 2,
N*2

No of
nodes

2

4

2665
693

4

16

10449
2665

8

64

41377
10449

e. Improved, cycle=60

Figure 5. Short cantilever results at different analysis stages
N=8 for base model, N=4 for improved model.

N=1, base

c. N=2, base

b. N=1 (N*=2), sub-ele.

Time/cycle (sec)
Factorisation

Total

0.01459
0.00436
(3.3)
0.07943
0.01711
(4.6)
0.39324
0.07995
(4.9)

0.04743
0.00949
(5.0)
0.21174
0.03890
(5.4)
1.0490
0.28371
(3.7)

It can be concluded from these results that, by implementing
the proposed changes, it is possible to achieve significant
performance improvements without affecting results quality.
4.2

a.

[K]
assemble
0.02437
0.00065
(37.5)
0.10070
0.00142
(70.9)
0.40157
0.00556
(72.2)

Simplysupportedbeam

A simply supported beam, 240 mm long and 40 mm deep is
shown in Figure 7. It is made from a 1 mm thick plate with a
modulus of elasticity of 210 GPa and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.3.
A downward load is applied on the top face at mid-span.

d. N=2 (N*=4), sub-ele.

Figure 7. General arrangement of simply supported beam.
e. N=4, base

f. N=4 (N*=8), sub-ele.

g. N=8, base

h. N=8 (N*=16), sub-ele.

Figure 6. Base and improved results of short cantilever.
The main reason for the modifications proposed in this
work was to improve the analysis performance. Table 2
presents the performance improvements in the assembly of the
structure stiffness matrix, factorisation of the stiffness
equation, and in total time for each analysis cycle. All times

Due to symmetry of geometry, boundary conditions, and
load only half the beam is modelled. The example was solved
for the following BESO control parameter values: VR=0.5,
ER=1%, ARmax=1%, rf =4.7 mm.
Variations of the example were previously solved by other
researchers [1], [4], [13]. The current results are similar to
those obtained previously.
The model was meshed with a 30Nx10N mesh. This mesh
was refined using refinement factors, N, of 2, 4, and 8. The
analysis was repeated with a modified program that adopted
the incremental update of structure stiffness matrix and using
sub-elements as described in section 3. In this case, the
analysis was carried out for a mesh refinement factor, N*=2N,
of 2, 4, and 8. Analysis results are shown in Figure 8.
Quality of results is shown to be similar for the base and
improved versions.
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a. N=2, base

b. N*=2, improved

c. N=4, base

d. N*=4, improved

e. N=8, base

f. N*=8, improved

Figure 8. Simply supported beam results.
Table 3 presents the performance improvements in the
assembly of the structure stiffness matrix, factorisation of the
stiffness equation, and in total time for each analysis cycle.
All times were averaged over the solution cycles. The
comparison was made between N values of 2, 4, and 8 for the
base model and N*=2, 4, and 8 (N = 1, 2, and 4) for the
improved model, respectively. An improvement between 23.3
to 55.0 times was obtained in the matrix assembly.
Improvement in factorisation was between 4.1 and 5.5 times.
The improvement in total cycle time was between 3.8 to 6.5
times. The performance improvements are similar to those
obtained in the short cantilever example.

accuracy and the performance increase resulting from the
proposed improvements. Based on the example results, the
stiffness matrix assembly time was found to be 23.3 to 72.2
times faster than the base results. Factorisation process was
between 3.3 to 5.5 times faster. Overall total cycle analysis
time was between 3.7 to 6.5 times faster than the base results.
It was also found that the results were similar to those
obtained from the base, unmodified, method.
Although these results were obtained using a BESO
method, the proposed improvements can be applied to any
other TO method. This is due to the usual use of FE method in
all continuum TO methods. In addition, although the current
software was written in Matlab, the proposed improvements
can be applied using any other programming language.
Existing TO software can be modified to incorporate the
proposed improvements without major difficulties.
The proposed improvements can provide simple and
reliable way to enhance the performance of all TO methods
without affecting the quality of results.
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ABSTRACT: Moving Force Identification (MFI) has been used previously for the purpose of bridge damage detection. The
calculated forces from an MFI algorithm change in the event of there being a region of damage on a bridge. The governing
equations of the MFI algorithm are ill-conditioned, necessitating the introduction of a regularisation technique. First order
Tikhonov regularisation is used in the MFI algorithm being investigated in this paper. This requires an appropriate smoothing
parameter to be found which is commonly acquired through the use of an L-Curve. The L-Curve is a log-log plot of the norm of
the regularised solution versus the norm of the least squares solution for a range of smoothing parameters. It is recommended in
literature to use the region of maximum curvature of the L-Curve as the basis of finding the optimal smoothing parameter. For
the case of using MFI to calculate the axle forces on a healthy bridge, this may very well be the optimal basis for choosing the
smoothing parameter. This paper investigates the sensitivity of a damage indicator to the choice of smoothing parameter. The
sensitivity corresponding to the point of maximum curvature is of particular interest as it indicates if the point of maximum
curvature is suitable for damage detection purposes. Preliminary results show that the damage indicator magnitude is sensitive to
the choice of smoothing parameter. Furthermore, the point at which the damage indicator is least sensitive to the smoothing
parameter does not correspond to the region of maximum curvature on the L-Curve.
KEY WORDS: Moving Force Identification; Damage Detection; Bridge.
1

INTRODUCTION

Visual inspections are the primary method of assessing bridge
condition in the current era. Problems associated with this
include an expensive labour cost and unreliability due to a
lack of consistency and science in the approach. It is
important to have a reliable bridge inspection method in order
to prevent catastrophic occurrences like the Interstate 34
Bridge in Minneapolis in 2007 [1]. Unnecessary premature
repair of bridges can also be prevented with an adequate
bridge health monitoring scheme.
The relationship between changes in stiffness or mass and
changes in natural frequency has led many in the field of
damage detection to use natural frequency as an indicator of
damage. Salawu et al. review the various methods of using
changes in frequency as a damage indicator [2]. While these
methods can be relatively cost efficient, they may prove
inadequate for locating the area of damage. This is due to the
fact that identical cracks in different locations may cause the
same amount of frequency change.
Changes in mode shapes have also been used to provide
information on damage location and severity. A high level of
accuracy is required in these methods however, making it
more difficult to detect damage from measurements [3]. While
mode shape change methods are more beneficial in predicting
the damage location than frequency based methods, a
combination of these methods is more useful [4]. Damping
may also be used as a damage indicator which has been shown
to be more sensitive to changes in natural frequencies or mode
shapes in many cases [5-7].
Sensor-based monitoring has increased in recent years as a
result of the drawbacks associated with visual inspection

methods. The improvement in computational technology has
facilitated this shift. Camera-based bridge monitoring is of
particular interest in this paper. Cameras are continuously
improving and becoming more affordable also. With an
appropriate setup it is possible for a high resolution camera to
be able to measure the deflections of a point or number of
points along a bridge as vehicles pass over it. This deflection
data may then be used for the purpose of damage detection.
An MFI algorithm is investigated in this paper as a means
of detecting damage of a bridge. Bridge deflection data is used
as an input to the algorithm. OBrien et al. have shown the
calculated axle forces to be sensitive to damage [8]. The sum
of the squared of the differences between the mean of the
calculated axle force history of a large quantity of vehicles for
a healthy case and a damaged case is used as a damage
indicator. The damage indicator increases with an increase in
damage but its ability to locate the area of damage is limited.
This paper investigates the effect that the choice of
smoothing parameter has on the magnitude of the damage
indicator. It is shown that the damage indicator magnitude
changes with different choices of smoothing parameters. The
sensitivity of the damage indicator corresponding to the
region of maximum curvature on the L-Curve is also
investigated. It is important to have a damage indicator that is
sensitive to damage and not that sensitive to the choice of
smoothing parameter. Interestingly, results suggest that the
region of maximum curvature on the L-Curve does not
correspond with the point that the damage indicator has
minimal sensitivity to the smoothing parameter choice.
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2

where

MOVINGFORCEIDENTIFICATIONTHEORY

MFI calculates the force histories such that the difference
between the measurements (deflection in this case) and what
is calculated from the dynamic equations is minimised. Law
et. al [9] were the first to propose this method. The MFI
algorithm used in this paper is one proposed by Gonzalez et
al. which is an improvement on the method created by Law et.
al and utilises a first order regularisation process [10]. The
algorithm is now explained in a summarised fashion where
more detail may be sought in the references if desired. The
matrix differential equation for structural dynamics is
represented by

ª¬ M g º¼ ^u`  ª¬Cg º¼ ^u`  ª¬ K g º¼ ^u`

F (t )

(1)

where {u} is a vector of displacements, F(t) is a forcing
function and Mg, Cg and Kg are the mass, damping and
stiffness matrices respectively. A more appropriate
representation for the purpose of calculating the unknown
forces is

ª¬ M g º¼ ^u`  ª¬Cg º¼ ^u`  ª¬ K g º¼ ^u`
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and

f (t )

By using eAt as an integration factor on equation (7),
followed by discretising and applying Padé approximations
[11,12] to the result, equation (7) becomes

^ X ` j 1 > M @^ X ` j  > P @^ g` j

(10)

where

(2)

where g(t) is a vector of time dependent force magnitudes
which are distributed to the relevant degrees of freedom by
the location matrix, [L], which takes into account the applied
force locations on the bridge at a particular time. By defining
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M

(3)

e>

A@ h

(12)

with h being the time step between two consecutive intervals.
The optimisation problem is to find the forcing function, {g}
that minimises the error, E, defined by

and

^a` ^v`

(4)

N

it may easily be shown that
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By defining a state vector, {X}, containing displacements and
velocities, {u} and {v}, equation (6) may be represented by
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 d j ), W (QX j  d j ))  ( g j , Bg j )

(13)

j 1

Equations (3) to (5) may now be combined to give

^ X ` > A@^ X `  f (t )

E( X j , g j )

(7)

where N is the number of time-steps, dj is a vector of
measurements for the jth interval, Q is a vector extracting the
relevant state variables from the state vector, W is the identity
matrix, and B is a regularisation parameter introduced due to
the ill-conditioned nature of the problem. The notation (x,y)
denotes the vector product in equation (13). The optimal
smoothing parameter, B, is obtained from a method known as
the L-Curve method [13] which seeks a trade-off between an
acceptable least squares solution and ill-conditioning. Figure 4
later on in the paper displays an example of an L-Curve. The
optimal regularisation parameter is located at the corner of the
L-Curve, which corresponds to the point of maximum
curvature [17].
A first order regularisation method is used in this paper
which regularises the derivative of the forces as opposed to
the forces themselves which would be the case in zeroth order
regularisation. The minimisation process is solved by using
dynamic programming [14] and Bellman’s principle of
optimality [15].
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3

MOVING FORCE IDENTIFICATION AS A DAMAGE
INDICATOR

Figure 1. Two point loads traversing a 20 m simply supported
beam
It has been shown previously by OBrien et al. [8] that MFI
can be used as a damage indicator. An example involving two
point loads crossing a simply supported beam (at the same
speed) is now demonstrated to show the effect of damage on
the MFI algorithm results. Figure 1 shows the setup.
The first point load, W1, has a magnitude of 98.1 kN and is
leading the second point load by 5 m. The second point load
has a magnitude of 65 kN. The loads are travelling at a speed
of 12 m/s on a beam with a cross sectional area, density,
modulus of elasticity, length and second moment of area of
10m2, 2446 kg/m3, 35 × 109 N/m2, 20 m, and 1.15 m4
respectively. The MFI algorithm is run for a healthy case and
also for varying levels of damage. Damage is introduced as a
percentage loss in stiffness along a one metre segment
between a distance of seven and eight metres along the bridge.
Figure 2 shows the resulting calculated forces for W1 for the
healthy case and also for damaged cases. It can be seen that
the damage cases have higher calculated forces and are further
from the healthy case with increasing damage. The spike in
the calculated forces in Figure 2 (at around the 0.2 s point)
coincides with the arrival of W2 on the beam at which point
the problem is more ill-conditioned.

OBrien et al. [8] apply the concept of statistical spatial
repeatability to form a damage indicator based on the root
mean squared difference between the mean of the calculated
forces from a population of vehicles crossing a healthy bridge
and a damaged bridge. A contour plot of damage indicator
versus damage location and severity is obtained by varying
the location and severity of damage. The results from OBrien
et al. lead to a damage indicator that is relatively good in
predicting the extent of damage but is poor in predicting the
location of the damaged based on any damage indicator value.
A similar analysis is performed in this work with the same
problem arising. A finite element model of a beam is used in
this analysis to generate deflection responses. A twenty metre
beam is dived up into twenty elements. Noise is added to the
deflection responses, dcalc, in order to create realistic
measurements values, dj, for each time step. Noise is
introduced using the formula

dj

d calc  E p d max N noise

(14)

where Nnoise is a normally distributed vector with a mean of
zero and a standard deviation of one, dmax is the maximum
deflection at the centre of the bridge as the vehicle passes and
Ep is the noise level which was chosen to be five per cent in
this case.
Figure 3 shows the result obtained by using the first axle
(point load in this case) as the basis of the damage indicator.
Figure 3 is generated by repeating the process described above
for a population of axle weights crossing the beam. The
population of vehicle parameters is obtained from normal
distributions using the mean and standard deviation values
listed in Table 1. There are 500 vehicles used for each level of
damage in the simulation.

Figure 3. Contour plot of damage indicator
Figure 2. W1 calculated force history for healthy and damaged
cases
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Table 1. Vehicle distribution parameters
Vehicle Parameter

Mean

GVW- Gross Vehicle Weight (kN)
Axle 1 (W1) % of GVW
Axle 2 (W2) % of GVW
Vehicle Velocity (m/s)
Axle Spacing (m)

120
40
60
25
5

Standard
Deviation
12
4
6
2.5
0.5

lambda
increasing
10 4

lambda=5.6e-12

X: 0.0107
Y: 3621

4

INVESTIGATION INTO THE EFFECT OF SMOOTHING
PARAMETER CHOICE ON DAMAGE INDICATOR
MAGNTUDE

X: 0.01095
Y: 3499

Table 2. Vehicle parameters
Vehicle Parameter
GVW- Gross Vehicle Weight (kN)
Axle 1 Weight (kN)
Axle 2 Weight (kN)
Vehicle Velocity (m/s)
Axle Spacing (m)

lambda=9.9e-12

120
65
98
12
5

0.01

0.015

0.025

0.04

Least Squares Norm
Figure 4. L-Curve

The results depicted in Figure 3 are useful although somewhat
limited for the reasons listed previously. The intention in this
paper is to investigate the effect that the choice of smoothing
parameter has on the value of the damage indicator.
The smoothing parameter that was used previously was the
value correlating to the region of maximum curvature on the
L-Curve. An L-Curve was plotted for each vehicle in the
simulation process and the optimal parameter was found for
each vehicle. This work investigates the sensitivity of the
damage indicator to smoothing parameter and if in fact the
region of maximum curvature is the most suitable basis for
choosing this parameter. One case is used to simplify the
analysis. The details of the loads are listed in Table 2. Damage
is introduced as a thirty per cent reduction in stiffness in the
seventh element. The beam details are the same that were used
previously.
The first step involves plotting the L-Curve. The least
squares norm versus the solution norm is plotted on a log-log
plot for a range of smoothing parameters, ‘lambda’, increasing
from zero. The least squares norm, Lnorm is defined as

In order to achieve the exact point of maximum curvature,
the range of smoothing parameters is refined in the general
location where the point exists. In Figure 4, this point
corresponds to the region between smoothing parameters 5.6
× 10-12 and 9.9 × 10-12. It is not practical to locate this
parameter manually so a more suitable method is to use a
curvature plot [17]. A curvature plot is depicted in Figure 5
below for the region corresponding to smoothing parameters
between 1 × 10-12 and 1 × 10-11. The formula used to compute
the curvature values of the L-curve here is taken from [17].
X: 9.06e-12
Y: 6.489

7

6

5

4

N

Lnorm

(¦ ((QX j  d j ),W (QX j  d j )))1/2

(15)

j 1

and the solution norm, Snorm, is defined as

3

2

N

S norm

(¦ ( g j , g j ))1/2

(16)

j 1

where N is the number of intervals at which the axle force
histories are calculated at. Figure 4 shows the resulting curve.

2

4

6

8

lambda
Figure 5. Curvature plot of L-Curve
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Curvature

From Figure 5, it is clear that the smoothing parameter
corresponding to the region of maximum curvature is equal to
9.06 × 10-12. This analysis examines the value of the damage
indicator (from Axle 1 data) in this smoothing parameter
range and it is compared to the curvature plot above. The
damage indicator is again based on the root mean squared
difference between the actual force and calculated force.
Ideally, the damage indicator should be sensitive to damage
and not the choice of smoothing parameter. Examining Figure
6, it can be seen that at low curvatures the damage indicator is
quite sensitive to the smoothing parameter. It then reaches a
region where it is least sensitive to smoothing parameter. This
is correlating to a value of 2.46 × 10-12 in Figure 6. The
damage indicator increases in a linear fashion with smoothing
parameter from that point on. An interesting point worth
noting from Figure 6 is the fact that the maximum curvature
point is not corresponding to the point where the damage
indicator is least sensitive to the smoothing parameter choice.
Another point worth noting is the fact that the damage
indicator increases by a factor of 4.46 between the point
where it is least sensitive to the smoothing parameter and the
point of maximum curvature.
The damage indicator in Figure 6 compares the calculated
forces for Axle 1 to the actual forces (which was constant at
65 kN). In reality, the actual force would be unknown.
Therefore, it makes more sense to base the damage indicator
on differences between calculated forces of the healthy and
damaged case. This is also important because the calculated
forces for the healthy case are inaccurate if the optimal
smoothing parameter is not used. Figure 8 shows the result
and there is a clear difference to Figure 7 but the decreasing
and increasing trend of the damage indicator is still visible.

Damage Indicator
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Figure 7. Damage indicator using calculated forces for healthy
case
Figure 7 confirms that the region of maximum curvature is
not corresponding to the point where the damage indicator is
least sensitive to the choice of smoothing parameter. The
damage indicator magnitude changes by a factor of 1.7 in this
case between these two points. Finally, the last important
observation is the fact that the damage indicator has far
smaller values in Figure 7 than in Figure 6 suggesting that the
source of inaccuracy in calculating the forces in a healthy case
has a high effect on the damage indicator value. It is worth
noting that the point of minimum sensitivity to smoothing
parameter has seen the damage indicator reduce by a factor of
2.89 between the two cases in Figure 6 and Figure 7.
Conversely, the point of maximum curvature has seen the
damage indicator reduce by a factor of 7.49 between the two
cases.

5

Figure 6. Curvature and smoothing parameter vs Damage
Indicator

CONCLUSION

From the points discussed, there is a valid argument that the
point of maximum curvature may not be the most suitable
option for choosing the smoothing parameter for the purpose
of damage detection. The investigations conducted here are
quite limited however. Further investigation would be
necessary for confirmation. There was also no investigation
conducted into how the damage indicator varies with different
damage locations and severities and how it behaves if this
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point of minimum sensitivity to smoothing parameter is used
instead. For this reason, further tests would be required to see
if the MFI algorithm is improved by using the alternative
smoothing parameter.
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Distribution of stresses along the length of BFRP rods glued-in to Irish Sitka Spruce
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ABSTRACT: Glued-in rods (GiR) present a viable alternative to traditional steel moment connections in both new build and
retrofit of timber structures. Limited research has been carried out on the distribution of stresses along the glued length of a rod
under a load combination of axial force and bending moment. Previous research has found that under an axial-only load with
short embedded lengths the entire length of the rod reaches peak stress at once and fails at a relatively low load with high peak
stress. At longer embedded lengths failure is more gradual, with one end reaching peak stress before the other leading to a
higher failure load and lower peak stress. This research aims to confirm that this holds for combined loading also; that stresses
are not distributed evenly along the embedded length of a GiR and that failure arises at the loaded end due to a peak in stress
concentration at this location. Electrical Resisting Strain gauges and Draw Tower Grating fibre optic sensors were used to
capture the stress profile along the length of the GiR. Embedded length and edge distance were varied to investigate the effect of
these variables on stress distribution. Specimens were tested under a pull-bending test set-up. Generally, a linear increase in
strain was observed at each measured location until failure. In all specimens, failure was observed to occur with a stress peak
towards the loaded end. In a number of specimens peak stress was observed to move away from the loaded end as the specimen
approached failure, suggesting the bond at this end had failed.

KEY WORDS: Glued-in rods; Timber; Stress distribution; Composites.
1

INTRODUCTION

The development of lightweight, corrosion resistant and
sustainable moment resistant timber connections using gluedin rods (GiR) would facilitate the adoption of timber elements
in large construction projects.
Glued-in rods present a sustainable, aesthetically pleasing
alternative to the cumbersome conventional steel moment
connections that are often encountered in timber construction.
Not only do connections with glued-in rods look better than
conventional connections, they also have enhanced fire
protection as the rods which transfer moment are embedded
inside, and are therefore protected by, the timber.
Glued-in rods have significant potential in a wide range of
both new build and restoration projects. Successful renovation
has been carried out in roof and floor beams in buildings
subject to decay [1], [2]. In new build, five areas were
identified where glued-in rods may be used for connections:
frame corner, beam-post connection, beam-beam joint,
supports and hinged joints [3].
Since the late 1980s there have been many research projects
commissioned on the use of bonded-in rods in timber
construction e.g. GIROD and LICONS [4], [5]. In spite of
this, no universal standard exists for their design. There had
been an informative annex in the pre-standard PrBS ENV
1995-2:1997 which provided limited coverage of the design of
bonded-in rods using steel bars however this document was
replaced by BS EN 1995-2:2004 and no guidance is included
in this current document.

While GiR are often steel some other rod types have been
studied, namely Fibre Reinforced Polymers (FRPs). Earlier
studies investigated the use of glass fibre reinforced polymer
(GFRP) as an alternative to steel [6]–[8] while carbon fibre
reinforced polymer (CFRP) has been used more recently [9].
Despite its significant cost effectiveness compared to CFRP
and its greater tensile strength compared to GFRP, basalt fibre
reinforced polymer (BFRP) has only been investigated in a
very limited manner for use in glued-in technology [10].
BFRP has a modulus of elasticity closer to timber than the
more commonly used material, steel. It is also a much lower
cost material compared to the other FRPs. These advantages
resulted in the selection of BFRP for use in this research.
The stress distribution along a GiR is generally considered to
show a peak at the loaded end with dissipation of the stress
occurring along the length of the rod as suggested by [11],
[12] for axially loaded systems. At a fixed loading rate it
appears that for short embedded lengths almost the entire
length of the rod reaches peak stress at once and hence fails at
a relatively low load and with high peak stress. At longer
embedded lengths failure is more gradual, with one end
reaching peak stress before the other leading to a higher
failure load and lower peak stress.
Other research found that long embedded lengths resulted in
minimal change in stress concentrations beyond the optimum
embedded length and thus suggest that that the bondline
becomes inactive beyond the optimum length [13].
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This research aims to determine if this assumption of stress
distribution is valid for pull-bending mechanisms where the
glued-in rod is under a combination loading; that stresses are
not distributed evenly along the embedded length of a GiR
and that failure arises at the loaded end due to a peak in stress
concentration at this location.
2
2.1

TESTPROCEDURE
Background

Embedded length is one of the most influential variables on
the strength of glued-in rods. A preliminary study was
performed to assess how embedded length affected the pullout strength of glued-in BFRP rods in Irish Sitka Spruce. As
was anticipated, an increase in pull-out strength was observed
with an increase in embedded length. It was observed that
between the shortest embedded length of 80mm and the
longest length of 600mm the pull-out capacity increased by a
factor of 2.13. This was as expected since the larger interface
area with each increase in embedded length provides
additional resistance to the applied loading. Optimum
embedded length was identified as lb=280mm. At this point
sufficient pull-out strength was achieved to resist loading that
would be experienced in service.
Splitting was observed in several of the specimens of
optimum embedded length. In these specimens failure
strength was significantly lower than in specimens where no
splitting was observed. In an attempt to alleviate this problem,
a set of specimens were tested where embedded length
remained at 280mm but edge distance increased in steps of
one bar diameter. It was found that by increasing the edge
distance by even a small amount instances of splitting could
be reduced or eliminated, thus allowing specimens to reach
their full potential capacity. The optimum edge distance was
identified as a=42mm. This edge distance provided a good
balance between a significant reduction in instances of
splitting and a large enough lever arm to generate bending
moment in the system.
2.2

and stiffness than the timber being used. This adhesive only
flows under shear so is ideal for GiR applications such as
overhead beam repair or jointing overhead. The Rotafix epoxy
used is comprised of a base which is an epoxy resin and a
polyetheramine mixture hardener. The epoxy had a bond
strength of 6-10N/mm2 after curing for a minimum of five
days [17].
2.3

Testsetup

Figure 1. Configuration of Pull-bending test

Pull-out capacity can be used as a measure of the strength of a
glued-in rod. The pull-out test system used was a pull-bending
set-up, as pictured in Figure 1. The pull-bending system
allows bending strength of the glued-in rod connection to be
evaluated by removing the timber in the section being loaded
so that the only resistance is from the BFRP bars glued-in to
the timber.

Materials

Class C16 Irish Sitka Spruce (Picea sitchensis), sourced from
Balcas Sawmill in Northern Ireland with a size of 75mm x
225mm sawn section was used. Material testing revealed that
this timber had a 5th percentile bending strength fm,k=
16.8N/mm2 , shear strength fv,k=8.7N/mm2 and a density k=
381kg/m3.
Basalt Fibre Reinforced Polymer (BFRP) rods of 12mm
diameter were used in this experimental programme. These
rods were found to have a tensile strength of 920 N/mm2
under a low loading rate of 0.2kN/s [14]. Unlike steel or some
other FRPs, no extensive cleaning of the rods was required
prior to bonding as they are sand-coated which provides a
good surface for adhesion.
In a number of studies it was determined that epoxy adhesives
had higher strength than phenol resorcinol or polyurethane
alternatives and that epoxies are most suitable for glued-in rod
applications [15], [16]. A two-part thixotropic gap filling
epoxy was used to ensure the bond had a higher shear strength
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Figure 2. a) ERS gauge, b) DTG fibre mounted on BFRP rod
Two methods were used to obtain the stress profile along the
length of the GiR: Electrical Resisting Strain (ERS) gauges
and Draw Tower Grating (DTG) fibre optic sensors. The
sensors were attached directly on to the BFRP rod as per
Figure 2 to assess the how stresses were distributed along the
glued length under loading.
Electrical resisting strain (ERS) gauges relate small changes
in length to a change in current, allowing measurement of
microstrain. 30mm gauges were used. A noted disadvantage
of their use is that they are relatively large and require wiring
which may interfere with the bond in a GiR. DTG measure
strain by detecting a change in wavelength of light reflected
along a fibre optic sensor. This change in wavelength
correlates to a change in strain. In the manufacture of DTGs
the fibre is notched whilst being pulled resulting in a more
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mechanically stable fibre than traditional fibre Bragg gratings.
The fibre is reasonably simple to install as it is glued on to the
sanded surface of the rod with a fast setting adhesive. The
fibre is however relatively fragile therefore care must be taken
during installation not to catch the fibre on a sharp edge or to
bend the fibre excessively. Testing is slower when using
DTGs as they measure strain within a fixed wavelength range.
If the range is exceeded the test must be paused to allow
recalibration of the wavelength range.

was repeated nine times due to the high variability of the
timber used.
3

EXPERIMENTALRESULTS

3.1

Failuremode

Stress distribution was assessed in a number of specimens to
monitor how distribution changed with varying edge distance
and with varying embedded length. For these tests optimum
embedded length and edge distance had been identified
through earlier testing.
A number of configurations were analysed using both strain
acquisition methods. This allowed a comparison between both
methods of measurement. The composition of the sample set
is given in Table 1.

ID

lb
(mm)

a
(mm)

Location of readings
(mm from loaded end)

Edge
Distance

ERS1

280

42

0, 70, 140, 210, 280

ERS2

280

54

0, 70, 140, 210, 280

ERS3

280

66

0, 70, 140, 210, 280

Embedded Length

Table 1. Configuration of test specimens

ERS4

80

42

0, 20, 40, 60, 80

ERS5

600

42

0, 150, 300, 450, 600

DTG1

80

42

0, 20, 40, 60, 80

DTG2

280

42

0, 20, 70, 140, 210, 280

DTG3

600

42

0, 20, 150, 300, 450, 600

2.4

Specimenfabrication

Rods were cut to length and sanded local to the position of the
ERS gauges. The gauges were then glued directly on to the
rod. The double connection setup of the pull-bending test
allowed that the ERS gauges could be staggered left and right
to minimise interference with the glueline. Similarly, where
DTGs were used the rod was sanded along the entire length
and the fibre was glued directly on to the rod using superglue.
Previous research has shown that attaching the DTG fibres in
this manner has no negative effect on readings obtained.
2.5

Testprocedure

Samples were loaded in 0.5kN increments to failure using a
UKAS calibrated 600kN capacity hydraulic actuator.
Deflection at mid-span and net horizontal movement of the
bar as the sample was loaded and recorded with data
acquisition connected to the transducer. Failure load was
recorded when the sample could not take any additional load.
The mode of failure was recorded also – percentage failure
mode was then calculated for each bonded length. Each test

Figure 3. Failure modes observed: a) shear in timber, b)
rod/adhesive failure
All specimens failed in a sudden, brittle manner. Two primary
failure modes were identified and are pictured in Figure 3: a
timber plug pull-out indicative of shear failure in the timber
and a ‘clean’ pull-out signifying a failure of the rod/adhesive
interface. In no cases was there failure within the adhesive or
any rod failure.
The most prevalent failure mode observed was a pull-out
failure in shear of the timber with a total of 67.6% of all
samples failing in this manner. This was as expected due to
the timber being the weakest element in the connection.
Rod/adhesive failure was thought to have occurred due to the
sand coating on the BFRP rod not adhering sufficiently well
to the adhesive. The BFRP rod never failed since the force
required for the rupture of the rod was never reached.
3.2

Suitabilityoftestmethod

Strain data obtained from both methods of acquisition was
reviewed and the most appropriate data set for each variable
was chosen. It was established that for the majority of
specimens using the ERS method proved to give the best data
in terms of completeness.
With the shortest embedded length of lb=80mm using ERS
gauges stress distribution was irregular at all load points. On
inspection after failure it was observed that the adhesive had
not formed a sufficient bond. It is suspected that this was due
to the relatively large volume of wires prohibiting the
formation of a good bond along the short embedded length.
This was not a problem experienced with any of the larger
embedded lengths.
A significant disadvantage highlighted with the use of the
DTG fibre optic sensors was their fragility. In this case, on
one of the specimens one sensor at the end of the fibre was
damaged in the gluing process, leaving the data set
incomplete.
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3.3

Stressdistributionalonggluedlength

Generally, a linear increase in strain was observed at each
measured location along the glued length until failure. In all
specimens, the loaded end (0mm) recorded the maximum
strain, proving the presumption that failure occurs primarily at
the loaded end.

Figure 4. Stress distribution along glued length with
increasing load (lb=280mm, a=42mm)
Figure 4 illustrates the influence of increasing load on the
stress distribution along the glued length. In a typical
specimen stresses were distributed in a triangular fashion with
the start of the glued length having the highest stress
concentration and this dissipating along the glued length to a
minimum concentration at the unloaded end. Further along the
glued length it was observed that behaviour became more
linear. This suggests that bending has less of influence on
performance of the GiR further along the glued length that at
the loaded end. As loading increased stresses increased at
each measured location along the rod.
3.3.1

Influence of increasing edge distance, a

Figure 5. Stress distribution along glued length with
increasing edge distance at a load of 10kN
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Increasing edge distance tended to result in a reduction of
stresses at each measured point along the bond length, as
illustrated in Figure 5. When edge distance is increased the
lever arm is reduced and hence the moment generated at the
loaded end (0mm along rod) decreases.

Figure 6. Stress distribution along glued length with
increasing edge distance at a load of 20kN
With an increase in applied load the stress profile along the
remained similar with an increase in stresses being observed
at each measured location. Specimens with a = 42mm and a =
54mm failed at a similar ultimate load and both failed with a
shear pull-out of the timber surrounding the bond. Specimen a
= 66mm failed at a lower load than the other two specimens
and failure mode could not be visibly identified.
3.3.2

Influence of increasing embedded length, lb

Increasing embedded length resulted in higher stresses being
recorded at each measured location along the rod. Increased
strain at the loaded end was observed with increasing
embedded length. This is perhaps a result of a release of strain
occurring in the shorter embedded lengths as the rod slips due
to less anchorage in these specimens. However additional data
must be collected to confirm this theory.

Figure 7. Stress distribution along glued length with
increasing embedded length at a load of 10kN

Civil Engineering Research in Ireland 2016

x Further work is suggested to assess the performance of
such a connection method as a moment connection in a
portal frame application.
x Higher loaded-end strains were observed for longer
embedded lengths, further research should be undertaken
to assess the slip behaviour with increasing embedded
length.
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Viscoelastic Creep of FRP Reinforced Glulam
&RQDQ2¶&HDOODLJK.DURO6LNRUD'DQLHO0F3ROLQ$QQHWWH0+DUWH
&ROOHJHRI(QJLQHHULQJ ,QIRUPDWLFV1DWLRQDO8QLYHUVLW\RI,UHODQG*DOZD\8QLYHUVLW\5G*DOZD\,UHODQG

6FKRRORI3ODQQLQJ$UFKLWHFWXUHDQG&LYLO(QJLQHHULQJ4XHHQ¶V8QLYHUVLW\%HOIDVW8QLYHUVLW\5RDG%HOIDVW%7118.
(PDLOFRQDQRFHDOODLJK#QXLJDOZD\LHNDUROVLNRUD#QXLJDOZD\LHGPFSROLQ#TXEDFXNDQQHWWHKDUWH#QXLJDOZD\LH



$%675$&77KHUHLQIRUFHPHQWRIWLPEHUXVLQJILEUHUHLQIRUFHGSRO\PHU )53 URGVRUSODWHVLVZLGHO\DFFHSWHGDVDQHIIHFWLYH
PHWKRGRILQFUHDVLQJWKHVWUHQJWKDQGVWLIIQHVVRIPHPEHUVZKLOHDWWKHVDPHWLPHUHGXFLQJWKHYDULDELOLW\LQSURSHUWLHV7KH
VKRUWWHUPEHKDYLRXURIWKHVHUHLQIRUFHGPHPEHUVLVUHODWLYHO\ZHOOXQGHUVWRRGKRZHYHUWKHORQJWHUPRUFUHHSEHKDYLRXURI
VXFKPHPEHUVKDVUHFHLYHGOHVVDWWHQWLRQ7KHREMHFWLYHVRIWKHSUHVHQWZRUNDUHWRGHWHUPLQHWKHGXUDELOLW\RIUHLQIRUFHGWLPEHU
EHDPVXQGHUVXVWDLQHGORDGLQJDQGFRQVWDQWFOLPDWHFRQGLWLRQV7LPEHULVDYLVFRHODVWLFPDWHULDOVRLWVGHIRUPDWLRQUHVSRQVHLVD
FRPELQDWLRQ RI ERWK HODVWLF DQG YLVFRXV FRPSRQHQWV 7KLV YLVFRXV FUHHS FRPSRQHQW LV GHILQHG DV D GHIRUPDWLRQ ZLWK WLPH DW
FRQVWDQWVWUHVVDQGDWFRQVWDQWHQYLURQPHQWDOFRQGLWLRQV
6LWNDVSUXFHLVWKHPRVWZLGHO\JURZQVSHFLHLQ,UHODQGDQGLVWKHIRFXVRIWKLVVWXG\*OXHG/DPLQDWHG *OXODP EHDPVZHUH
PDQXIDFWXUHGIURP6LWNDVSUXFHDQGDVHOHFWHGSRUWLRQRIWKHPZHUHUHLQIRUFHGZLWKEDVDOWILEUHUHLQIRUFHGSRO\PHU %)53 URGV
7KHVKRUWWHUPIOH[XUDOWHVWLQJRIWKHVHEHDPVLQWKHLUXQUHLQIRUFHGDQGUHLQIRUFHGVWDWHGHPRQVWUDWHGDVLJQLILFDQWLQFUHDVHLQ
VWLIIQHVVZLWKDPRGHVWSHUFHQWDJHUHLQIRUFHPHQWUDWLR7KHORQJWHUPIOH[XUDOWHVWLQJUHTXLUHGWKHGHVLJQRIDFUHHSWHVWIUDPHWR
LPSOHPHQWDFRQVWDQWVWUHVVRI03DLQWKHFRPSUHVVLRQ]RQHRIDQHTXDOSURSRUWLRQRIXQUHLQIRUFHGDQGUHLQIRUFHG7KHORQJ
WHUP VWUDLQ DQG GHIOHFWLRQ UHVXOWV IRU WKH ILUVW  ZHHNV RI WHVWLQJ DUH SUHVHQWHG 7KH UHLQIRUFHPHQW ZDV IRXQG WR KDYH DQ
LQVLJQLILFDQWLPSDFWRQWKHFUHHSGHIOHFWLRQEXWWKHPD[LPXPWHQVLOHFUHHSVWUDLQZDVVLJQLILFDQWO\UHGXFHG
.(<:25'6%)53,ULVK*URZQ6LWND6SUXFH5HLQIRUFHG7LPEHU9LVFRHODVWLF&UHHS
1

INTRODUCTION

7KHPHFKDQLFDODQGSK\VLFDOSURSHUWLHVRIVRIWZRRGWLPEHUFDQ
YDU\FRQVLGHUDEO\DVDUHVXOWRIWKHDJHDQGUDWHRIJURZWKRI
WKHWUHHDQGRWKHUHQYLURQPHQWDOIDFWRUVZKLFKDIIHFWWKHZRRG
FHOOGHQVLW\DQGVWUHQJWK>@6LWNDVSUXFHLVFKDUDFWHULVHGDVD
IDVW JURZLQJ ORZ GHQVLW\ WLPEHU ZKLFK ZKHQ VXEMHFWHG WR
IOH[XUDOORDGLQJJHQHUDOO\IDLOVLQWHQVLRQGXHWRWKHSUHVHQFH
RI NQRWV >@ ,Q ,UHODQG WKLV VSHFLHV KDV DQ DYHUDJH URWDWLRQ
OHQJWK RI  ±  \HDUV >@ 7KLV ORZ GHQVLW\ WLPEHU
GHPRQVWUDWHV OLPLWHG FDSDFLW\ WR FDUU\ VXEVWDQWLDO ORDGV
+RZHYHUZKHQFRPELQHGWRFUHDWHDFRPSRVLWHHOHPHQWVXFK
DVDJOXHGODPLQDWHGEHDPWKHFDSDFLW\RIWKLVVRIWZRRGWLPEHU
PD\EHJUHDWO\LQFUHDVHG
7KH SHUIRUPDQFH RI JOXHG ODPLQDWHG EHDPV PD\ DOVR EH
HQKDQFHGZLWKWKHDGGLWLRQRIILEUHUHLQIRUFHGSRO\PHU )53 
FRPSRVLWHUHLQIRUFHPHQW,WKDVEHHQVHHQWKDWWKHDGGLWLRQRI
PRGHVWUHLQIRUFHPHQWUDWLRVFDQGHOD\WHQVLRQIDLOXUHLQJOXHG
ODPLQDWHG HOHPHQWV 7KH UHLQIRUFHPHQW XWLOLVHV WKH DGGLWLRQDO
FDSDFLW\ RI WKH WLPEHU LQ WKH FRPSUHVVLRQ ]RQH UHVXOWLQJ LQ
PXFK PRUH FRQVLVWHQW EHKDYLRXU DV ZHOO DV D VLJQLILFDQW
LQFUHDVHLQIOH[XUDOVWLIIQHVV>@
/RQJWHUP HIIHFWV LQ WKHVH WLPEHU EHDPV DUH RI FUXFLDO
LPSRUWDQFH WR VWUXFWXUDO HQJLQHHUV ZKHQ GHVLJQLQJ WLPEHU
VWUXFWXUHV 7KHVH ORQJWHUP HIIHFWV RU FUHHS HIIHFWV DUH
FRPPRQO\VHHQLQWLPEHUHOHPHQWVZKHQVWUHVVHGXQGHUDORDG
IRUORQJSHULRGVRIWLPH&UHHSHIIHFWVLQWLPEHUFDQEHGLYLGHG
LQWR WZR SULPDU\ FDWHJRULHV QDPHO\ YLVFRHODVWLF FUHHS DQG
PHFKDQRVRUSWLYHFUHHS7LPEHULVDYLVFRHODVWLFPDWHULDOVRLWV
GHIRUPDWLRQUHVSRQVHLVDFRPELQDWLRQRIHODVWLFDQGYLVFRXV
FRPSRQHQWV7KLVYLVFRHODVWLFFUHHSFRPSRQHQWLVGHILQHGDVD

GHIRUPDWLRQ ZLWK WLPH DW FRQVWDQW VWUHVV DQG DW FRQVWDQW
HQYLURQPHQWDO FRQGLWLRQV 0HFKDQRVRUSWLYH FUHHS LV D
GHIRUPDWLRQGXHWRDQLQWHUDFWLRQEHWZHHQVWUHVVDQGPRLVWXUH
FRQWHQW FKDQJH > @ LQ YDULDEOH HQYLURQPHQWDO FRQGLWLRQV
0HFKDQRVRUSWLYH FUHHS LV LQGHSHQGHQW RI WLPH >@ DQG LV
GLUHFWO\ UHODWHG WR WKH FKDQJH LQ PRLVWXUH FRQWHQW DQG
PHFKDQLFDOVWUHVV
7KHVH FUHHS HIIHFWV PXVW EH XQGHUVWRRG DV H[FHVVLYH
GHIOHFWLRQZLOOUHVXOWLQSUHPDWXUHIDLOXUH7KHREMHFWLYHRIWKLV
VWXG\ LV WR H[DPLQH WKH ORQJWHUP GHIRUPDWLRQ RI )53
UHLQIRUFHG WLPEHU EHDPV PDQXIDFWXUHG IURP IDVW JURZQ ,ULVK
WLPEHU 7KLV VWXG\ IRFXVHV RQ WKH YLVFRHODVWLF FUHHS
PHFKDQLVPV LQ XQUHLQIRUFHG DQG UHLQIRUFHG EHDPV XQGHU
FRQVWDQWORDGLQFRQVWDQWHQYLURQPHQWDOFRQGLWLRQV
2

LITERATURE REVIEW

&UHHSSKHQRPHQDKDYHEHHQWKHVXEMHFWRISDUWLFXODULQWHUHVW
IRU WKH WLPEHU HQJLQHHULQJ UHVHDUFK FRPPXQLW\ 8QGHU
VHUYLFHDELOLW\ FRQGLWLRQV YLVFRHODVWLF FUHHS GHSHQGV RQ WKH
VWUHVVDQGWHPSHUDWXUHRIWKHWLPEHUDQGDOWKRXJKYLVFRHODVWLF
FUHHSRFFXUVXQGHUDFRQVWDQWFOLPDWHFRQGLWLRQVLWLVLPSRUWDQW
WRQRWHWKHPDJQLWXGHRIYLVFRHODVWLFFUHHSDOVRGHSHQGVRQWKH
PRLVWXUHFRQWHQWRIWKHWLPEHU>@,QDVWXG\E\+HULQJDQG
1LHP] >@ WKH YLVFRHODVWLF EHKDYLRXU RI (XURSHDQ EHHFK
WLPEHUVXEMHFWHGWRIRXUSRLQWEHQGLQJZDVLQYHVWLJDWHGDQGWKH
ORQJLWXGLQDO FUHHS FRPSOLDQFH DW WKUHH GLIIHUHQW PRLVWXUH
FRQWHQWV DQG ZDVLQYHVWLJDWHG(DFK
WLPEHU VSHFLPHQ ZDV ORDGHG WR DSSUR[LPDWHO\  RI WKH
XOWLPDWH EHQGLQJ VWUHQJWK $V FDQ EH VHHQ LQ )LJXUH  D
YLVFRHODVWLFFRPSOLDQFHIXQFWLRQZKLFKLQFUHDVHGOLQHDUO\ZLWK
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PRLVWXUHFRQWHQWZDVVXFFHVVIXOO\ILWWHGWRWKHGDWD7KLVVWXG\
ZDVSHUIRUPHGRYHUDUHODWLYHO\VKRUWSHULRGRIWLPH §KU 


VL]H RI  EHDPV RQH XQUHLQIRUFHG FRQWURO EHDP DQG WZR
UHLQIRUFHG EHDPV ZLWK WZR GLIIHUHQW SHUFHQWDJH DUHD
UHLQIRUFHPHQW UDWLRV RI  DQG  UHVSHFWLYHO\ 7KH
WHVWVZHUHFDUULHGRXWXQGHUFRQVWDQWFOLPDWHFRQGLWLRQV7KH\
GHWHUPLQHG IURP WKH H[SHULPHQWDO UHVXOWV WKDW WKH FUHHS
EHKDYLRXURIWKH)53UHLQIRUFHGZRRGLVSULPDULO\GRPLQDWHG
E\FUHHSZLWKLQWKHWLPEHU



)LJXUH&UHHSGDWDYVFUHHSFRPSOLDQFHIXQFWLRQILW>@
$QRWKHU VWXG\ GHVLJQHG WR H[DPLQH LI WKH UDWH RI FUHHS
HYHQWXDOO\GHFUHDVHVWRZDUGVDFUHHSOLPLW ZDVSHUIRUPHGE\
+XQW>@([SHULPHQWDOFUHHSGDWDRQXQUHLQIRUFHGWLPEHUZDV
H[DPLQHGRYHUDZHHNSHULRG7KHFRQFOXVLRQVIURPWKHVH
WHVWVZHUHWKHQDSSOLHGWRFUHHSWHVWVRYHUDPXFKORQJHUSHULRG
RI WLPH  \HDUV >@  &UHHS IXQFWLRQV ZHUH PDWFKHG DQG
H[WUDSRODWHG WR HVWLPDWH WKH ORQJWHUP FUHHS DIWHU  \HDUV
XQGHU ORDG 1R HYLGHQFH ZDV IRXQG WR VXJJHVW D YLVFRHODVWLF
FUHHSOLPLWLQWLPEHUZKHQVWUHVVHGLQDFRQVWDQWFOLPDWH7KHUH
DUH QR ORQJWHUP FUHHS WHVWV UHVXOWV RI D VLPLODU GXUDWLRQ WR
GLVSURYH WKHLU ILQGLQJV 7KLV VKRZV WKH SRWHQWLDO IRU WLPEHU
HOHPHQWV WR GHIRUP WKURXJKRXW WKHLU VHUYLFH OLIH DQG
GHPRQVWUDWHVWKHLPSRUWDQFHRIXQGHUVWDQGLQJLWVEHKDYLRXU
7KHORQJWHUPFUHHSEHKDYLRXURIWLPEHUHOHPHQWVKDVEHHQ
VKRZQWRSURGXFHVLJQLILFDQWGHIRUPDWLRQVZLWKWLPHDQGWKHVH
DUHDFFRXQWHGIRULQGHVLJQVWDQGDUGVIRUYDULRXV6HUYLFH&ODVV
FRQGLWLRQV +RZHYHU WKH ORQJWHUP EHKDYLRXU RI WLPEHU
HOHPHQWV WKDW KDYH EHHQ UHLQIRUFHG ZLWK WKH XVH RI D )53
PDWHULDOKDVUHFHLYHGOLWWOHDWWHQWLRQLQSUHYLRXVUHVHDUFK7KH
VKRUWWHUPEHKDYLRXURIWKHVHUHLQIRUFHGHOHPHQWVGHPRQVWUDWH
VLJQLILFDQW LPSURYHPHQWV LQ VWLIIQHVV DQG XOWLPDWH PRPHQW
FDUU\LQJ FDSDFLW\ 7KH ORQJWHUP EHKDYLRXU RI UHLQIRUFHG
WLPEHUHOHPHQWVKDYHDOVRSULPDULO\IRFXVHGRQFUHHSHIIHFWVLQ
DYDULDEOHFOLPDWHDQGRQO\DOLPLWHGQXPEHURIVWXGLHVIRFXV
RQYLVFRHODVWLFFUHHSHIIHFWVZLWKLQFRQVWDQWFOLPDWHFRQGLWLRQV
/XHWDO>@LPSRVHGDFRQVWDQWORDGRQXQUHLQIRUFHGDQG
UHLQIRUFHG JOXHG ODPLQDWHG EHDPV XQGHU FRQVWDQW FOLPDWH
FRQGLWLRQV7HQEHDPVZHUHORDGHGLQIRXUSRLQWEHQGLQJ7KH
 NJ ORDG DSSOLHG FRUUHVSRQGHG WR  RI WKH XOWLPDWH
VWUHQJWK RI WKH JOXODP EHDP 7KH UHVXOWV DOORZHG IRU WKH
FRPSDULVRQ RI GLIIHUHQW UHLQIRUFHPHQW FRQILJXUDWLRQV PP
UHEDULQFRPSUHVVLRQ]RQHPPUHEDULQWKHWHQVLOH]RQHDQG
PP UHEDU LQ WKH WHQVLOH ]RQH  DJDLQVW WKH FRQWURO
XQUHLQIRUFHG  VSHFLPHQV DV VKRZQ LQ )LJXUH  $OWKRXJK D
VLJQLILFDQW UHGXFWLRQ LQ FUHHS FDQ EH VHHQ WKH FRQVWDQW GHDG
ORDG RQ ERWK XQUHLQIRUFHG DQG UHLQIRUFHG EHDPV OHDGV WR
YDU\LQJVWUHVVOHYHOVZLWKLQHDFKEHDPDNH\FRQWULEXWRUWRWKH
RYHUDOOPDJQLWXGHRIYLVFRHODVWLFFUHHS
3OHYULV DQG 7ULDQWDILOORX >@ SHUIRUPHG ORQJWHUP FUHHS
WHVWVRQUHLQIRUFHGEHDPV7KHUHZDVDUHODWLYHO\VPDOOVDPSOH
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)LJXUH5HODWLYHFUHHSUHVXOWV/XHWDO>@
7KHUHIRUH LQ RUGHU WR H[DPLQH WKH LQIOXHQFH RI WKH
UHLQIRUFHPHQW RQ WKH SHUIRUPDQFH RI UHLQIRUFHG EHDPV LW LV
LPSRUWDQW WR DSSO\ D FRPPRQ VWUHVV OHYHO LQ DOO XQUHLQIRUFHG
DQGUHLQIRUFHGWLPEHUEHDPV
3
3.1

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMME
Introduction

7RH[DPLQH WKH HIIHFWRIURGUHLQIRUFHPHQWRQWKH ORQJWHUP
SHUIRUPDQFH RI JOXHG ODPLQDWHG EHDPV LQ FRQVWDQW
HQYLURQPHQWWKHIROORZLQJH[SHULPHQWDOSURJUDPPHKDVEHHQ
GHVLJQHG
,ULVK JURZQ 6LWND VSUXFH ERDUGV ZHUH FRQGLWLRQHG WR
DSSUR[LPDWHO\PRLVWXUHFRQWHQWDQGVWUHQJWKJUDGHGXVLQJ
D PHFKDQLFDO JUDGLQJ PDFKLQH )URP WKH JUDGLQJ UHVXOWV 
JOXHGODPLQDWHGEHDPVZHUHGHVLJQHGDQGPDQXIDFWXUHGLQWKH
7LPEHU(QJLQHHULQJ/DERUDWRU\DWWKH1DWLRQDO8QLYHUVLW\RI
,UHODQG*DOZD\7KHEHDPVFRPSULVHRIIRXUODPLQDWLRQVZLWK
HDFK EHDP PHDVXULQJ  PP [  PP [  PP 7KHVH
EHDPV ZHUH VSHFLILFDOO\ GHVLJQHG WR H[KLELW VLPLODU VWLIIQHVV
SURSHUWLHVLQHDFKPDQXIDFWXUHGEHDP7KLVZDVVXFFHVVIXOO\
GHPRQVWUDWHGLQVKRUWWHUPIOH[XUDOWHVWLQJRIHDFKEHDPLQLWV
XQUHLQIRUFHGVWDWH7ZHQW\RIWKHVHEHDPVZHUHVXEVHTXHQWO\
UHLQIRUFHG ZLWK WZR  PP EDVDOW ILEUH UHLQIRUFHG SRO\PHU
%)53 URGVDGKHUHGZLWKLQWZRFLUFXODUURXWHGJURRYHVLQWKH
ERWWRP WHQVLOH ODPLQDWH )LJXUH   7KLV DFFXPXODWHG WR D
PRGHVW SHUFHQWDJH UHLQIRUFHPHQW RI  2QFH UHLQIRUFHG
VKRUWWHUPIOH[XUDOWHVWLQJZDVUHSHDWHGWRH[DPLQHWKHLQFUHDVH
LQEHQGLQJVWLIIQHVVDVDUHVXOWRIWKHUHLQIRUFHPHQW$QHTXDO
SURSRUWLRQ RI WKH XQUHLQIRUFHG DQG UHLQIRUFHG EHDPV ZKHUH
WKHQVXEMHFWHGWRDFRQVWDQWGHDGORDGLQDFRQWUROOHGFOLPDWH
FKDPEHU7KHFRQWUROOHGFOLPDWHFKDPEHUZDVVHWWRDFRQVWDQW
UHODWLYHKXPLGLW\RIDQGDFRQVWDQWWHPSHUDWXUHRI
&&WKURXJKRXWWKHWHVW
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KXPLGLW\RIWKURXJKRXWZKLFKFRLQFLGHVZLWK6HUYLFH
&ODVVDVGHILQHGLQ(XURFRGH
3.1.2

Loading Regime

7KHDSSOLHGORDGFKRVHQFRUUHVSRQGVWRDSSUR[LPDWHO\
RIWKHXOWLPDWHORDGRIWKHXQUHLQIRUFHGJOXHGODPLQDWHGEHDP
ZKLFKZLOOSURGXFHPHDVXUDEOHGHIOHFWLRQVLQDUHDVRQDEOHWLPH
VFDOH ZLWKRXW FDXVLQJ IDLOXUH LQ WKH VSHFLPHQ (DFK EHDP LV
ORDGHGWRDFKLHYHDVWUHVVRI03DRQWKHFRPSUHVVLRQIDFH
7RDFKLHYH WKLVVWUHVVOHYHOGLIIHUHQWORDGV ZHUH UHTXLUHGIRU
HDFKEHDPZLWKJUHDWHUORDGVUHTXLUHGRQWKHUHLQIRUFHGEHDPV
6KRUWWHUPIOH[XUDOWHVWUHVXOWVSURYLGHGVWLIIQHVVYDOXHVRIHDFK
EHDP>@7KHPHDVXUHGPHDQPRGXOXVRIHODVWLFLW\RIHDFK
EHDPZDVXVHGLQDWUDQVIRUPHGVHFWLRQDQDO\VLVWRGHWHUPLQH
WKHUHTXLUHGORDG



)LJXUH%)535HLQIRUFHG*OXODP
3.1.1

Test Frame Design and Instrumentation

7KHUHLVQRVWDQGDUGPHWKRGIRUH[DPLQLQJWKHFUHHSEHKDYLRXU
RIWLPEHUEHDPHOHPHQWV$VDUHVXOWGLIIHUHQWPHWKRGVDQGWHVW
ULJVKDYHEHHQGHVLJQHGDQGXVHGWRH[DPLQHFUHHSGHIOHFWLRQ
7KH PDMRULW\ RI DXWKRUV LPSOHPHQW D IRXUSRLQW EHQGLQJ WHVW
VHWXSKRZHYHULQVRPHFDVHVDWKUHHSRLQWEHQGLQJWHVWVHWXS
>@RUDQHYHQO\GLVWULEXWHGORDGDFURVVWKHZKROHOHQJWKRIWKH
PHPEHUKDYHEHHQXVHG>@
,QWKLVVWXG\WKHORQJWHUPFUHHSWHVWIUDPHZDVGHVLJQHGWR
LPSOHPHQW WKH VDPH WHVW FRQILJXUDWLRQ GHVFULEHG LQ (1 
>@IRUVKRUWWHUPIOH[XUDOWHVWV )LJXUH 7KHWHVWIUDPHZDV
GHVLJQHGWRDFFRPPRGDWHEHDPVVLPXOWDQHRXVO\ORDGHGWR
DFRQVWDQWEHQGLQJVWUHVVWRLQGXFHYLVFRHODVWLFFUHHSZLWKWLPH
7KHVXVWDLQHGORDGLVDSSOLHGWKURXJKDOHYHUDUPDVLOOXVWUDWHG
LQ)LJXUH7KHOHYHUDUPOHQJWKLVDGMXVWDEOHDQGORDGV VWHHO
SODWHV FDQEHDGGHGRUUHPRYHGDVQHFHVVDU\$WRWDOYHUWLFDO
ORDGRIDSSUR[LPDWHO\1DQG1ZDVDSSOLHGWRWKH
UHLQIRUFHGDQGXQUHLQIRUFHGEHDPVUHVSHFWLYHO\


)LJXUH/RDGHG&UHHS)UDPHLQ&RQVWDQW&OLPDWH
7KLVPHWKRGLVLPSOHPHQWHGWRH[DPLQHWKHORQJWHUPHIIHFWRI
UHLQIRUFHPHQWZKHQWKHWLPEHULVORDGHGWRVLPLODUVWUHVVOHYHOV
(DFK EHDP LV ORDGHG VHSDUDWHO\ WKURXJK LQGLYLGXDO OHYHU
DUPV 7KH LQLWLDO HODVWLF GHIRUPDWLRQ LV QRWHG IRU HDFK EHDP
GLUHFWO\ DIWHU ORDGLQJ DQG WKH GHIOHFWLRQ UHVXOWV DUH WKHQ
UHFRUGHGDWUHJXODULQWHUYDOVZLWKWLPH
4
4.1


)LJXUH&UHHSWHVWEHDPORDGHGXVLQJOHYHUDUP
7KHEHDPPLGVSDQGHIOHFWLRQLVPHDVXUHGXVLQJDGLDOJDXJH
DQG WKH ORQJLWXGLQDO VWUDLQ LV PHDVXUHG XVLQJ HOHFWULFDO
UHVLVWDQFHVWUDLQJDXJHVRQWKHWHQVLRQDQGFRPSUHVVLRQIDFHV
$SURSRUWLRQRIWKHEHDPVDUHPRQLWRUHGZLWKDGGLWLRQDOVWUDLQ
JDXJHVRQ WKHVLGH RIWKH EHDPVWRREVHUYH WKH VWUDLQSURILOH
WKURXJK WKH FURVV VHFWLRQ 7KHVH ORQJWHUP VWUDLQ UHVXOWV DUH
PRQLWRUHGXVLQJD&DPSEHOO6FLHQWLILFGDWDDFTXLVLWLRQV\VWHP
ZKLFKLQLWLDOO\UHFRUGHGVWUDLQVHYHU\PLQXWHVGXULQJWKHHDUO\
VWDJHVRIWKHWHVWZKLFKLVDVVRFLDWHGZLWKUHODWLYHO\UDSLGFUHHS
GHIRUPDWLRQV7KLVIUHTXHQF\ZDVVORZO\UHGXFHGZLWKWLPHWR
LWV FXUUHQW IUHTXHQF\ RI  KRXU 7KH EHDPV DUH WHVWHG LQ D
FOLPDWHFKDPEHUDWDWHPSHUDWXUHRI&DQGDWDUHODWLYH

RESULTS
Short-term Test Results

7KH VKRUWWHUPWHVWUHVXOWVIRUWKH WZHQW\UHLQIRUFHG EHDPV
DUH SUHVHQWHG LQ 7DEOH  7KH PHDQ EHQGLQJ VWLIIQHVV LV
SUHVHQWHGIRUWKHVHEHDPVLQWKHLUXQUHLQIRUFHGDQGUHLQIRUFHG
VWDWHV 7DEOH   7KHUH LV D VLJQLILFDQW LQFUHDVH LQ EHQGLQJ
VWLIIQHVV ZLWKDQDYHUDJHLQFUHDVHRIIRUDPRGHUDWH
SHUFHQWDJHUHLQIRUFHPHQWRI7KLVSURPRWHVIDVWJURZQ
,ULVK6LWNDVSUXFHDVDVXLWDEOHGRQRUPDWHULDOWRUHLQIRUFHZLWK
)53PDWHULDOGXHWRWKHVLJQLILFDQWLPSURYHPHQWLQWKHVKRUW
WHUPIOH[XUDOSHUIRUPDQFH7KHSHUFHQWDJHLQFUHDVHLQVWLIIQHVV
LVDOVRSUHVHQWHG
7DEOH6KRUWWHUPIOH[XUDOVWLIIQHVV
6WLIIQHVV
1PP 
(,/RFDO
[ 

8QUHLQIRUFHG

5HLQIRUFHG

  

  

3HUFHQWDJH
,QFUHDVH  
  

0HDQ9DOXHV 6WG'HYLDWLRQ 
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7LPH :HHNV
%HDP

%HDP

%HDP

%HDP

%HDP

%HDP



7KHWHVWUHVXOWVIRUWKHILUVWZHHNVDUHSUHVHQWHG(LJKWHHQ
EHDPV  UHLQIRUFHG DQG  XQUHLQIRUFHG  DUH WHVWHG XQGHU
FRQVWDQWORDGLQWKHFRQVWDQWFOLPDWH7KHORQJWHUPGHIOHFWLRQ
WHVWUHVXOWVDUHH[SUHVVHGDVWRWDOGHIOHFWLRQDQGUHODWLYHFUHHS
&5  GHIOHFWLRQ ZKLFK LV GHILQHG DV WKH GHIOHFWLRQ DW WLPH W
H[SUHVVHG LQ WHUPV RI WKH LQLWLDO HODVWLF GHIOHFWLRQ DV VHHQ LQ
(TXDWLRQ  >@

w t 
w



















%HDP

%HDP

%HDP

%HDP

%HDP

%HDP

%HDP










8QUHLQIRUFHG*URXS



5HLQIRUFHG*URXS





Long-Term Deflection Results

7KH ORQJWHUP GHIOHFWLRQ RI HDFK EHDP XQGHU ORDG LQ D
FRQVWDQWFOLPDWHFRQGLWLRQLVSUHVHQWHG7KHXQUHLQIRUFHGEHDP
JURXSFRQVLVWVRIQLQHXQUHLQIRUFHGEHDPVORDGHGWRDEHQGLQJ
VWUHVVRI03DLQIRXUSRLQWEHQGLQJ6HYHQRIWKHVHEHDPVDUH
PRQLWRUHG ZLWK YHUWLFDO GLVSODFHPHQW GLDO JDXJHV )LJXUH  
%HDP PP DQG%HDP PP KDYHWKHKLJKHVW
DQG ORZHVW WRWDO GHIRUPDWLRQ LQLWLDO HODVWLF GHIRUPDWLRQ DQG
ORQJWHUPFUHHSGHIOHFWLRQ DIWHUZHHNVUHVSHFWLYHO\7KLV
LV DV H[SHFWHG DV WKH\ KDYH WKH ORZHVW DQG KLJKHVW EHQGLQJ
VWLIIQHVV UHVSHFWLYHO\ ZKHQ PHDVXUHG GXULQJ VKRUWWHUP
IOH[XUDO WHVWV 7KH UHLQIRUFHG EHDP JURXS FRQVLVWV RI QLQH
UHLQIRUFHGEHDPVVLPLODUO\ORDGHGWRDEHQGLQJVWUHVVRI03D
LQIRXUSRLQWEHQGLQJ6HYHQRIWKHVHEHDPVDUHPRQLWRUHGZLWK
YHUWLFDO GLVSODFHPHQW GLDO JDXJHV )LJXUH   %HDP 
PP DQG%HDP PP KDYHWKHKLJKHVWDQGORZHVW
WRWDO GHIOHFWLRQ DIWHU  ZHHNV UHVSHFWLYHO\ 7KH YDULDELOLW\
ZLWKLQ WLPEHU FDQ EH VHHQ LQ WKH WRWDO GHIOHFWLRQ UHVXOWV LQ
)LJXUHDQG)LJXUH,QRUGHUWRFRPSDUHWKHGHIOHFWLRQUHVXOWV
EHWZHHQ WKH XQUHLQIRUFHG JURXS DQG UHLQIRUFHG JURXS DQG
REVHUYHWKHHIIHFWRIUHLQIRUFHPHQWRQORQJWHUPGHIOHFWLRQWKH
DYHUDJHGHIOHFWLRQVDUHRIHDFKEHDPJURXSDUHVKRZQLQ)LJXUH
$IWHUZHHNVWKHPHDQWRWDOGHIOHFWLRQLQWKHXQUHLQIRUFHG
EHDPJURXS PP LVJUHDWHUWKDQWKHUHLQIRUFHGEHDPV
JURXS PP 
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)LJXUH5HLQIRUFHG'HIOHFWLRQ5HVXOWV



:KHUH:
CR 5HODWLYHFUHHS
w0 ,QLWLDOGHIOHFWLRQ
w(t) GHIOHFWLRQDWWLPHW

4.2.1





Long-term Test Results

CR t



'HIOHFWLRQ PP

%HDP

)LJXUH8QUHLQIRUFHG'HIOHFWLRQ5HVXOWV
4.2



7LPH :HHNV





























7LPH :HHNV



)LJXUH$YHUDJH*URXS'HIOHFWLRQ
7RIRFXVRQWKHORQJWHUPGHIOHFWLRQDIWHUWKHLQLWLDOHODVWLF
GHIOHFWLRQ WKH UHODWLYH FUHHS UHVXOWV DUH SUHVHQWHG )LJXUH 
SUHVHQWVWKHPHDQUHODWLYHFUHHSGHIOHFWLRQUHVXOWVZLWKWLPHIRU
WKH XQUHLQIRUFHG EHDP JURXS DQG WKH UHLQIRUFHG EHDP JURXS
EHDPVLQDFRQVWDQWFOLPDWH $OWKRXJKWKHUHLVDUHGXFWLRQLQ
WKHRYHUDOOGHIOHFWLRQLQWKHUHLQIRUFHGEHDPJURXSGXHWRWKH
)53UHLQIRUFHPHQWWKHUHLVOHVVWKDQGLIIHUHQFHEHWZHHQ
WKH PHDVXUHG UHODWLYH FUHHS GHIOHFWLRQV RI ERWK JURXSV $
VWDWLVWLFDO DQDO\VLV RI WKH JURXS PHDQV KDV VKRZQ QR
VWDWLVWLFDOO\ VLJQLILFDQW UHGXFWLRQ LQ YLVFRHODVWLF FUHHS GXH WR
WKH)53UHLQIRUFHPHQWLQDFRQVWDQWFOLPDWH




5HODWLYH&UHHS







8QUHLQIRUFHG*URXS



5HLQIRUFHG*URXS
































7LPH :HHNV

)LJXUH0HDQUHODWLYHFUHHSGHIOHFWLRQ
4.2.2

Long-Term Strain Results

$V SUHYLRXVO\ PHQWLRQHG WKH VWUDLQ UHVXOWV DUH PHDVXUHG
XVLQJHOHFWULFDOUHVLVWDQFHVWUDLQJDXJHVGHVLJQHGIRUORQJWHUP
XVHRQWLPEHU7KHVWUDLQJDXJHLVDGKHUHGWRWKHWLPEHUVXUIDFH
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RIWKHEHDPVLWXDWHGEHWZHHQWZRURXWHGJURRYHVZKLFKKRXVH
WKH %)53 URGV )LJXUH   7KH ORQJLWXGLQDO VWUDLQ KDV EHHQ
PHDVXUHG RQ WKH WHQVLRQ DQG FRPSUHVVLRQ IDFH RI 
XQUHLQIRUFHG DQG  UHLQIRUFHG EHDPV 7KH PHDQ WRWDO VWUDLQ
PHDVXUHPHQW IURP WKH WHQVLRQ DQG FRPSUHVVLRQ IDFH RI WKH
XQUHLQIRUFHG DQG UHLQIRUFHG EHDP JURXSV DUH SUHVHQWHG LQ
)LJXUH
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7LPH :HHNV


)LJXUH6WUDLQ*DXJH3RVLWLRQRQ5HLQIRUFHG%HDP



5HLQIRUFHG

8QUHLQIRUFHG*URXS7HQVLRQ
8QUHLQIRUFHG*URXS&RPSUHVVLRQ
5HLQIRUFHG*URXS7HQVLRQ
5HLQIRUFHG*URXS&RPSUHVVLRQ
































7LPH :HHNV

)LJXUH0HDQ7RWDO6WUDLQ0HDVXUHPHQW5HVXOWV
7R VROHO\ H[DPLQH WKH YLVFRHODVWLF VWUDLQ WKH PHDQ VWUDLQ
UHVXOWV KDYH EHHQ SUHVHQWHG ZLWKRXW WKH HODVWLF VWUDLQ
FRPSRQHQWLQ)LJXUH6LPLODUPHDQVWUDLQVDUHREVHUYHGLQ
WKHFRPSUHVVLRQIDFHRIERWKWKHXQUHLQIRUFHGDQGUHLQIRUFHG
EHDPVJURXSVLQGLFDWLQJDVLPLODUVWUHVVDQGFUHHSUDWHZLWKLQ
ERWK EHDP JURXSV ,Q FRPSDULVRQ WKH PHDQ VWUDLQV RQ WKH
WHQVLRQIDFHVKRZODUJHUVWUDLQVZLWKLQWKHXQUHLQIRUFHGEHDP
JURXS7KLVLVDJDLQDVDUHVXOWRIWKHUHLQIRUFHPHQWZLWKLQWKH
UHLQIRUFHG EHDP JURXS DQG LWV SRVLWLRQ ZLWKLQ WKH WHQVLOH
ODPLQDWH
































:HHNV
:HHNV
:HHNV
:HHNV
:HHNV

3RVLWLRQ PP

6WUDLQ ȝİ





5HLQIRUFHG*URXS7HQVLRQ

5HSUHVHQWDWLYHUHVXOWVRIVWUDLQVPHDVXUHGWKURXJKWKHFURVV
VHFWLRQ RI WKH XQUHLQIRUFHG %HDP   DQG UHLQIRUFHG %HDP
  EHDPV DUH SUHVHQWHG LQ )LJXUH  DQG )LJXUH 
UHVSHFWLYHO\,WPXVWEHQRWHGWKDWWKHVHUHVXOWVDUHREVHUYHGRQ
VLQJXODUEHDPVDQGQRWDQDYHUDJHYDOXHKHQFHWKHYDULDELOLW\
ZLWKLQWLPEHUPXVWFRQVLGHUHGZKHQH[DPLQLQJWKHVHEHDPV,W
FDQ EH VHHQ WKDW WKH XQUHLQIRUFHG EHDP H[SHULHQFHV JUHDWHU
VWUDLQLQWKHWHQVLRQ]RQHWKDQWKHUHLQIRUFHGEHDP7KHUDWHRI
FUHHS LVVHHQWREH KLJKHULQ WKH XQUHLQIRUFHGVSHFLPHQ7KH
PHDVXUHG VWUDLQV LQ WKH FRPSUHVVLRQ ]RQH DUH VLPLODU ZKHQ
FRPSDULQJ WKH XQUHLQIRUFHG DQG UHLQIRUFHG EHDPV DQG DQ\
GLIIHUHQFH LV WKRXJKW WR EH DVVRFLDWHG ZLWK WKH LQKHUHQW
YDULDELOLW\ZLWKLQWLPEHU






8QUHLQIRUFHG*URXS7HQVLRQ

)LJXUH0HDQ9LVFRHODVWLF6WUDLQ0HDVXUHPHQW5HVXOWV





5HLQIRUFHG*URXS&RPSUHVVLRQ



7KH VWUDLQ JDXJH PHDVXUHPHQWV RQ WKH FRPSUHVVLRQ IDFH DUH
VLPLODU ZKHQ ERWK EHDP JURXSV DUH FRPSDUHG ZLWK WKH
UHLQIRUFHGEHDPJURXSH[SHULHQFLQJVOLJKWO\OHVVVWUDLQWKDQWKH
XQUHLQIRUFHGEHDPJURXS,QFRQWUDVWWKHGLIIHUHQFHEHWZHHQ
WKHVWUDLQVPHDVXUHGRQWKHWHQVLRQIDFHRIHDFKEHDPJURXSLV
PRUHVLJQLILFDQW7KHUHLQIRUFHGEHDPVH[SHULHQFHOHVV
VWUDLQRQDYHUDJHDIWHUZHHNV7KLVGLIIHUHQFHLVDVDUHVXOW
RI WKH URG UHLQIRUFHPHQW DQG LWV SRVLWLRQ ZLWKLQ WKH WHQVLOH
ODPLQDWH RI HDFK UHLQIRUFHG EHDP 7KH VWUDLQV ZKLFK ZRXOG
QRUPDOO\DSSHDUZLWKLQWKHWLPEHUKDYHEHHQVKDUHGZLWKWKH
VXSHULRU%)53URGUHLQIRUFHPHQWUHVXOWLQJLQWKHUHGXFHGVWUDLQ
ZLWKLQWKHWLPEHU



8QUHLQIRUFHG*URXS&RPSUHVVLRQ





















6WUDLQ ȝİ



)LJXUH&URVVVHFWLRQVWUDLQ5HLQIRUFHG %HDP 
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)LJXUH&URVVVHFWLRQ6WUDLQ8QUHLQIRUFHG %HDP 
5

CONCLUSION

7KH ORQJWHUP YLVFRHODVWLF FUHHS HIIHFWV LQ XQUHLQIRUFHG DQG
UHLQIRUFHGWLPEHUDQGWKHH[SHULPHQWDOSURJUDPPHKDYHEHHQ
GHVFULEHG 7KH VKRUWWHUP IRXUSRLQW EHQGLQJ WHVWV
GHPRQVWUDWHGWKDWWKHDGGLWLRQRI%)53URGUHLQIRUFHPHQWLQ
PRGHVWTXDQWLWLHVFDQJUHDWO\LQFUHDVHWKHVKRUWWHUPVWLIIQHVV
RIJOXHGODPLQDWHGEHDPV$QDYHUDJHLQFUHDVHLQORFDOEHQGLQJ
VWLIIQHVV RI  ZDV REVHUYHG IRU D PRGHUDWH SHUFHQWDJH
UHLQIRUFHPHQWRI
7KH ORQJWHUP GHIOHFWLRQ UHVXOWV KDYH VKRZQ D EHQHILFLDO
RYHUDOO GHFUHDVH LQ WKH WRWDO GHIRUPDWLRQ LQLWLDO HODVWLF
GHIRUPDWLRQ DQG YLVFRHODVWLF GHIRUPDWLRQ  GXH WR WKH
UHLQIRUFHPHQW 7KH DQDO\VLVRIWKHUHODWLYHFUHHSUHVXOWV KDYH
VKRZQQRVWDWLVWLFDOO\VLJQLILFDQWUHGXFWLRQLQYLVFRHODVWLFFUHHS
GHIOHFWLRQ ZKHQFRPSDULQJWKHPHDQUHODWLYHFUHHSUHVXOWVRI
ERWKEHDPJURXSV
7KHPHDVXUHGVWUDLQUHVXOWVLQWKHORQJLWXGLQDOGLUHFWLRQDQG
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ABSTRACT: In Europe, with the move towards more sustainable construction, there is an increasing demand for structural timber. The
purpose of this research is to explore new forestry management strategies, which will produce an optimum balance of the quantity and quality
of structural timber over a minimum period of time. The focus is on timber from Sitka spruce which is the most important Irish commercial
forest tree species.
Planting density is an important factor affecting both structural timber quantity and quality. Trees with wider spacing get more light and grow
faster, which affects annual ring width and knot size. These, in turn, affect the bending strength, modulus of elasticity and density of timber,
which are the grade determining properties according to the EN 338:2003 standard. The current standard planting density in Ireland is 2500
stems/ha and the timber produced meets the requirements for the C16 strength class. This study has two aims, first to explore the possibilities
of improving the strength class by increasing the planting density and second, to explore the possibilities of keeping the same class while
increasing the quantity of structural timber by reducing the planting density.
The effects of different planting densities, ranging from 1550 to 3700 stems per hectare, on the structural properties of Sitka spruce timber
originated from a forest in County Leitrim are examined. Overall, 72 trees were felled and cut into logs. Logs were non-destructively tested
using acoustic tools and subsequently processed into structural timber. The timber boards were then tested using two different types of strength
graders in order to examine the difference in timber quality between different planting densities. The results showed statistically significant
effects of different planting densities on the variation in timber modulus of elasticity and density.
KEY WORDS: structural timber performance, Irish grown Sitka spruce, planting density

1

INTRODUCTION

In plantation forestry, spacing between trees is a very
important factor that influences tree growth [1]. For light
demanding species such as Sitka spruce, which is the most
important Irish commercial forest tree species, occupying
52.4% of the forest area [2], trees in stands with wider spacing
get more light and grow faster which affects many timber
characteristics, such as timber density, knot size and juvenile
wood amount [3]. Although the influence of tree spacing on
timber density has been widely studied [4]–[6], the effects of
knot size and juvenile wood zone have more influence on
properties of sawn timber products for structural application
[3]. Spacing between trees is controlled by planting density
(initial spacing at stand establishment) and thinning (respacing) before or near time of canopy closure depending on
the silvicultural practice chosen. In Ireland, the standard
planting density of Sitka spruce plantations is 2500 stems/ha
and the current thinning practice involves the systematic
removal of every seventh line and the selective thinning of the
crop between the lines created [7].The influence of different
types of thinnings on structural timber properties was studied
on timber from a Sitka spruce stand in Northern Ireland [8],
[9]. Wind throw is a major issue in the management of Sitka
spruce plantations in Ireland and it was estimated that the
average annual volume wind thrown over the period 19481997 was 12.7% of the average annual volume sold [10]. One
of the approaches that addresses this problem is to use a no

thin regime but there are concerns that higher proportions of
juvenile wood can lead to a reduction in timber quality [11].
As Europe is moving towards the use of more sustainable
construction materials, an increase in demand for structural
timber can be expected. A shorter rotation length can be a
solution for the growing market but there is also a risk of
lower quality timber because of larger proportions of juvenile
wood zone [12].
The aim of this study is to examine the effects of different
initial planting densities of Sitka spruce stands on structural
timber quantity and quality. Although basal area is often used
in the literature as a measure of stand productivity, it is not the
best indicator of structural timber quantity as most of the
commercial sawmills in Ireland process only the logs that are
larger than 14 cm in diameter. The yield of structural timber is
related to factors influencing or affected by average tree size
[13]. Therefore, in this study tree diameter at breast height
(DBH) and individual tree volume were taken as a measure of
structural timber quantity. Also, the tree stem straightness was
examined as the yield of structural timber depends on it to a
large extent. Timber for structural uses is classified to the
strength classes which are defined by characteristic strength,
characteristic density and mean value of modulus of elasticity
(MOE) in bending in EN 338:2003 [14]. There is variety of
different measurement techniques for determination of timber
strength class properties. In this study, timber MOE was
measured using non-destructive techniques such as
longitudinal stress wave, X-ray and bending techniques [15].
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As the study is iin its early sttages, only th
he results from
m the
gitudinal stresss wave and X-ray
X
machinees will be repported
long
in th
his paper.

2
2.1

MATERIALA
ANDMETHOD
DS
Site

Thee study was cconducted on Sitka sprucee (Picea sitchhensis
[Bo
ong.] Carr.) trrees originateed from Lisgillock Glebe fforest
(latiitude 53.985104° N, longituude 7.772218° W, elevationn 100
m) in County L
Leitrim, Repuublic of Irelaand. The sitee was
estaablished in 1992 with the Queen Charlotte IIsland
prov
venance withh yield classs 26, which corresponds to a
max
ximum mean annual increement of 26 m3/ha. Due tto the
prob
blems with thhe constructioon of forest roads,
r
the sitee was
kep
pt unthinned uuntil 2014 when about 40%
% of the trees were
rem
moved. As the experiment started
s
in 2015, the influennce of
thin
nning on the tiimber propertiies was neglig
gible.
In total,
t
12 plotss with ten diffferent plantin
ng densities, 1550,
165
50, 1750, 18550, 2300, 23550, 2550(1), 2550(2), 31000(1),
310
00(2), 3550 annd 3700 stemss per hectare were
w selected from
the forest. In orrder to have better
b
presenttation of dataa, the
maiin goal, duringg the selectionn of the plots,, was to have three
plan
nting density groups with four plots in each group. Plots
155
50, 1650, 17500 and 1850 were
w
assigned to
t the low plaanting
den
nsity group, pplots 2300, 23350, 2550(1) and 2550(2) were
assiigned to the standard plannting density group while plots
310
00(1), 3100(2)), 3550 and 3700
3
were assigned to the high
plan
nting density group. The plots
p
were situated on thee east
faciing slope rangging from 8 too 22% gradien
nt and 100 m aabove
sea level with ssurface water gley soil th
hat was previiously
gh grazing lannd. Each ploot was 8 m x 25 m (0.02 hha) in
roug
sizee with the lonnger side orienntated in the slope
s
directionn and
with
hin the interrior of the sttand. Althoug
gh the standd was
thin
nned, determinnation of the planting den
nsities in the fforest
wass accomplisheed by countingg trees and stu
umps.

abov
ve the groun
nd level andd fundamentaal frequency was
meassured using the MTG innstrument (B
Brookhuis MiicroElectronics, The Netherlands)
N
oon the forest ground.
g
Then,, 10ong log was crross cut into fo
four 10 cm thick discs and three
t
m-lo
3-m--long logs.
After the extracction from the forest, the fundameental
uencies of 21
13 pieces of 3-m-long log
gs were measured
frequ
using
g the MTG in
nstrument in the sawmill yard. Finally,, the
198 3-m-long logs were processsed using nin
ne cutting pattterns
he boards outpput into 904 pieces of structtural
that maximised th
ber in two crosss sectional dim
imensions, 100
0 x 44 mm annd 75
timb
x 35 mm (Table 1).

2.3

Testing

m ground to 7 cm
Treee volume was calculated ovver bark from
diam
meter using th
he Tree Mode
del software [17].
[
For seleected
treess, tree volum
me was calcuulated using DBH and heeight
meassured on each
h of the seleected trees while
w
average plot
volu
ume was calcu
ulated using avverage DBH of
o all the treess in a
plot and average height of sellected trees. Cutting
C
efficieency
mber
for a planting deensity group was calculatted as the tim
boarrd volume to lo
og volume per
ercentage ratio
o.
The dynamic mod
dulus of elastticity of undriied timber booards
from the stress wave veloocity
(Edynn,undried) was calculated fr
(vunddried) and greeen density (undried) usin
ng the follow
wing
equaation (1) [15]:

Edyn,undried

(1)

Stresss wave velocity and denssity were measured, usingg the
MTG
G timber grad
der with a ballance connected, on 899 piieces
of tiimber. Direct adjustment oof dynamic MOE
M
(Edyn,12,addj) to
12%
% moisture con
ntent (M.C.) w
was applied using
u
the equaation
(2) [18]:

Edyn,12,adj
a
2.2

2
U undried vundried

Edyn,udried
0.868

# 1.15  Edyn,udried

(2)

Sampling

2
when thhe stand was 23 years old
d, diameters aat the
In 2015,
breaast height (1..3 m) were measured
m
and
d stem straighhtness
wass assessed. F
From each pllot six trees were selectedd for
felliing in accorddance to dominance with reespect to diam
meter:
two
o dominant, tw
wo co-dominaant and two sub-dominant
s
trees
werre selected froom each of 122 plots. All th
he trees withiin the
plotts larger thann 15 cm in DBH
D
were asssessed visuallly for
straaightness of thhe bottom 6 m of the stem using
u
a seven--point
scorring system based on thhe UK Foresstry Commisssion’s
Protocol [16] witth modificatioons for the saample size andd tree
meters at the time of fellinng. The scorin
ng system signnifies
diam
the maximum leength of straiight logs, with score 1 foor no
straaight logs avaiilable and scoore 7 for at least 5 m of strraight
log available from
m the bottom 6 m of the stem. The treess with
poo
or stem form w
were omitted from the seleection. Overaall, 72
treees were selecteed for felling.. After the meeasurements oon the
felleed tree, the 110-m-long logg was cut staarting from 2 5 cm
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After kiln drying to 18% ± 2%
% M.C., the bo
oards were graaded
with
h the X-ray machine
m
(Micrrotec Golden
neye, Italy) inn the
sawm
mill from wh
hich the data on timber deensity (x-ray) and
MOE
E (Ex-ray) weree obtained. Viisual override rejection wass not
perfo
ormed and 898 boards weree graded.

2.4

Dataanalyysis

oftware. Extrreme
Dataa were analysed in SPSSS statistical so
outliiers were rem
moved accordinng to [19]. Th
hen, homogenneity
of variances and normality weere tested. Reegression analysis
h F-test at  = 0.05 levell of significaance was used to
with
investigate the efffect of differ
erent planting densities onn the
variaation in timberr MOE and deensity.
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Table 1 – Characteristics of planting
p
density
y groups on stand,
selected trees and bboards level
Low

Planting density
y group
Standard

Stan
nd level
Stan
nd density range
1550 – 1850
2300 – 2550
0
(treees/ha)
No. of trees
83
114
meassured
25.71 (4.24)
21.41 (3.40)
DBH
H (cm)
Averrage tree
0.550
0.347
3
volu
ume (m )
6.17 (1.25)
5.63 (1.62)
Stem
m straightness
Selected trees level
Heig
ght to DBH
78.38(8.47)
88.07 (8.65)
(m/m
m)
Selected tree
0.621 (0.17)
0.420 (0.10)
volu
ume (m3)
Boarrds level
Totaal number of
406
294
boarrds cut
No. of 35 mm x75
171
157
mm boards
No. of 44 mm x100
235
137
mm boards
Cutting efficiency
45.27
43.92
(%)
Stan
ndard deviations aare shown in pareentheses.

Highh
3100 – 33700

The volumes of seelected trees rranged from 0.155
0
to 1.0155 m3,
h mean values of 0.621, 00.420 and 0..343 m3 for low,
with
stand
dard and hig
gh planting density grou
ups, respectiively
(Figu
ure 2). Valuess for average pplot volume were
w 0.550, 0.374,
0.266 m3 for low,, standard andd high plantin
ng density grooups,
respeectively.

1577
17.99 (33.93)
0.2666
5.49 (1..80)
95.41 (100.39)
0.343 (00.09)

2022
97
1055
39.977


3

Figure
F
2 – Comp
parison of tree vvolume of seleccted trees betweeen
different
d
plantin
ng density groupps

RESULTS

3.1

Timberqu
uantitycharaccteristics

Theere was a statiistically signifficant explanaation of variatiion in
timb
ber volume byy different plaanting densitiees. Planting deensity
exp
plained 37.8 % in tree DBH
H variation (Fig
gure 1). Tree DBH
rang
ged from 7.6 tto 37.0 cm, with
w mean valu
ues of 25.71, 221.41
and
d 17.99 cm fo
for low, standdard and high
h planting deensity
grou
ups, respectivvely.

Therre was a statistically significcant explanatiion of variatioon in
timb
ber volume by
y different plannting densities. The confidence
interrvals for tree volume from
m the three different plannting
denssity groups did
d not overllap. The meaan value of tree
volu
ume from thee low plantinng density group was 47.99 %
high
her than the mean
m
value of tree volume from the stanndard
denssity group, wh
hile the mean value of tree volume from
m the
high
h planting density group waas 18.3 % low
wer than the mean
m
value of tree volum
me from the sstandard plantiing density grroup.
m 6.17 in the low
Averrage stem straaightness scorre ranged from
plantting density group
g
to 5.499 in the high
h planting dennsity
grou
up. Cutting efficiency
e
wass 45.27% for the low, 43.92%
for the
t standard and 39.97% for the high
h planting dennsity
grou
ups.
3.2

Timberqua
alitypropertiees

nged from 41159 to 11168 MPa, with mean
m
The Edyn,undried ran
7
and 81449 MPa for low, standard and
values of 7330, 7777
h planting density groups,, respectively
y (Table 2). The
high
mean
n values of Edyn,12,adj for loow, standard and
a high plannting
denssity groups weere 8458, 89669 and 9325 MPa,
M
respectivvely.
The confidence in
ntervals for E dyn,undried and Edyn,12,adj betw
ween
t
differen
nt planting deensity groups did not overlap.
the three
The explanation of variation in Edyn,undried and Edyn,12,addj by
g densities w
was found to
o be statisticcally
diffeerent planting
signiificant.
Fiigure 1 – Relationship betweenn planting densiity and tree DB
BH
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Figure 3 – Comparison of Ex-ray between different planting
density groups

Values for the Ex-ray ranged from 4063 to 12544 MPa. The
explanation of variation in Ex-ray by different planting densities
was found to be statistically significant. The mean values of
Ex-ray for low, standard and high planting density groups were
7679, 7910 and 8312 MPa, respectively (Figure 3). The
confidence intervals for Ex-ray between the three different
planting density groups did not overlap. For all three planting
density groups, the mean values of Ex-ray exceed 7600 MPa
which is one of the requirements for assigning timber
population to C16 according to EN 338:2003 [14]. In total,
98.67% of boards attained C16 strength class.
There was a statistically significant explanation of variation in
x-ray by different planting densities. The x-ray ranged from
292 to 647 kg/m3, with mean values of 408, 423 and 441
kg/m3 for low, standard and high planting density groups,
respectively. The confidence intervals for x-ray between the
three different planting density groups did not overlap. The
characteristic (5-percentile) values for x-ray were 326, 340 and
351 kg/m3 for low, standard and high planting density groups,
respectively.

Table 2 – Properties of sawn timber for different planting density
groups
Low

Planting density group
Standard

Total No. of
403
294
boards tested
Edyn,undried (MPa)
7330 (1302)
7777 (1399)
Mean Edyn,12,adj
8458 (1607)
8969 (1639)
(MPa)
7679 (1237)
7910 (1164)
Mean Ex-ray (MPa)
Mean x-ray
408 (58.8)
423 (54.7)
(kg/m3)
Characteristic
326
340
x-ray (kg/m3)
Standard deviations are shown in parentheses.

High
201
8149 (1267)
9325 (1597)
8312 (1297)
441 (65.0)
351

Figure 4 – Relationship between Edyn,undreid and Ex-ray

For all three planting density groups, the characteristic values
of x-ray met the requirement for C16 strength class (k  310
kg/m3) from the EN 338:2003 [14].
Moderately strong correlation was found between Edyn,undried
and Ex-ray (r = 0.466). Edyn,undried explained 21.5 % of variation
in Ex-ray (R2 = 0.217) for all three planting density groups
combined, while explanations of Ex-ray by Edyn,undried for
individual planting density groups was 10.7% for the low,
26.1% for the standard and 31.9% for the high planting
density group (Figure 4).
4

DISCUSSION

The results from this study showed the increase in timber
mechanical properties with increase of planting density. This
is consistent with other studies that examined influence of
planting density on structural timber properties [11], [13],
[20], [21]. Results suggest better prediction of Ex-ray by Edyn,
undried with the increase of planting density.
In [13] structural timber yields of unthinned 28-year-old Sitka
spruce stands in Northern Ireland were examined using the
Cook Bolinders grading machine. Planting density ranged
from 2403 to 4565 stems/ha. It was found that higher yields
of structural timber were negatively related to the initial
stocking (planting density). On average, 44.8% of timber
boards attained SC4 (Strength class 4 according to BS 5268,
equivalent to C24 according to EN 338), compared to 24% in
the lowest planting density stand with 2403 stems/ha. Average
tree volume was 0.21 m3, while in this study the results of
high density group, which corresponded to the selected plots
in [13], showed average tree volume of 0.266 m3.
In [11] it was found that planting density of Sitka spruce
stands in the UK is an important factor affecting the structural
performance of timber cut from crops that had remained
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unthinned. However, the effect was not linear, with crops at
both close (less than 1.5 m) and wide spacing (more than 3.0
m) affected less by change in planting distance than those
established at spacings within this range. It was reported that
planting density affects the number and size of large knots (
25 mm in diameter) in the butt and second logs, from which, a
negative effect of wider spacing on timber strength can be
suggested. In the next phase of this study, the MOE
measurements from a Cook Bolinders grading machine will
be compared to the results of testing of timber from similar
spacing and age plots from [11].
In [21], the influence of initial plant density on timber
properties of 40-year-old Douglas fir in Bavaria, Germany
was examined. Timber boards originated from three different
planting densities: 1000 stems/ha, 2000 stems/ha and 4000
stems/ha were tested. It was found that high initial planting
density results in lower knottiness, higher timber density and
higher dynamic MOE and tensile strength. The early results
from this study are consistent with these findings.
The results suggest that the timber from all three examined
planting densities of 23-year-old Irish grown Sitka spruce
meet the requirements for C16 strength class. However, in
[22] it was reported that twist reduced the yield of structural
timber by 25% from the 28-year-old Sitka spruce stand. Due
to high proportion of juvenile wood, timber stability is
affected and distortion seems to be a limiting factor for an
increase in quantity of structural timber.
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Mechanical characterization of green Sitka spruce logs
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ABSTRACT: Timber is by its nature a very heterogeneous material. Many different factors impact its mechanical properties, from tree species
to environment (climate, competition, soil…). While a number of studies in the past dealt with sawn timber and its mechanical properties, only
a small number of them studied round logs. An even smaller number dealt with logs where moisture content is above fibre saturation point,
e.g. green logs. The objective of this study is to investigate and describe the load-deflection response of green Sitka Spruce logs using a four
point bending test. The trees for this study were felled at the age of 20 years and consequently the percentage of juvenile wood is relatively
high.
Green logs behave differently when stressed in comparison to dry timber. The flexural stiffness is significantly lower and the load-deflection
response is highly non-linear. The test results are useful for designing further green round log testing, especially when studying wind throw in
standing trees, as they can give a clearer picture of the stresses that can be expected. There are significant differences in static and dynamic
modulus of elasticity between bottom and top logs from the same tree. More logs will have to be tested to further characterize the nature of
those differences.
KEY WORDS: round logs, Sitka spruce, structural properties, green logs

1

INTRODUCTION

Structural properties of timber are an important factor in
design and construction of timber structures. As timber is by
its nature a very heterogeneous material where many different
factors interact with and/or impact its mechanical properties, a
high confidence level when studying the relationships
between them is relatively difficult to achieve.
While different sawn timber products such as kiln dried
boards are often used in construction and as such have been a
subject of many different studies, round logs are a less studied
subject. The use of round logs in timber construction is
relatively uncommon when compared to other timber
products. The biggest potential markets were identified both
in small buildings and large engineered structures, while small
diameter round logs could also be utilised in footbridges,
sound barriers and landscaping [5]. One could argue that the
usage is scarce because not enough is known about the
behaviour of the material itself. On the other hand scarcity of
research might imply that there is no need on the market to
know more about using round logs. While that might be true,
predicting sawn timber properties from round wood
measurements would be very helpful to sawmills, as it would
enable the early classification of the logs regarding quality of
the expected sawn timber.
This lack of research has had an impact on developed
standards – for instance there are standards for testing sawn
timber [1]-[3] and for round poles [4], but there are currently
no standards for structural testing of logs. CEN standards

written for sawn timber are not directly applicable to round
timber, especially to small diameter round timber. For
example, a high proportion of juvenile wood would indicate
that the strength could be lower when the diameter gets
smaller – contrary to EN 384 size adjustments for sawn timber
[5]. While there is no universally accepted definition of
juvenile wood, it is typically described as the zone near the
pith of the log. In Sitka spruce the transition between juvenile
and mature wood appears to occur around the age of 12 to 13
years [19]. A proposal for testing round small round timber
was developed as a part of a large EU Research project (FAIR
CT 95-0091) [5], in which the large proportion of juvenile
wood is taken into consideration. This has yet to be
implemented in harmonised standards.
A small number of researchers has examined the behaviour of
logs in different bending tests [6]-[16], mainly of dry round
logs. Sample sizes ranged from 24 to 445 logs tested, while
approximately half of the papers examined used a three point
bending test and the other half a four point bending test. A
cantilever test was used in only one of the papers examined
[13]. Span to depth ratios varied from 18:1 to 29:1, while
studies [10], [13] and [16] used a fixed specimen length rather
than a fixed span to depth ratio. None of the studies found
were performed on Sitka spruce logs (Picea sitchensis [Bong.]
Carr.); the majority of the testing was done on specimens from
different species across the Pinus genus. The diameters of the
logs tested varied between between 10 and 20 cm in most of
the previous studies [6]-[16]. Studies [7], [8] and [13] tested
green logs (moisture content above fibre saturation level)
using three point bending tests or as a cantilever [13].
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Thee focus of thee present workk is to establiish the mechaanical
prop
perties of rounndwood from Irish Sitka sp
pruce. In this ppaper,
resu
ults from a teest programm
me to establish
h the propertiies of
greeen timber willl be presentedd. Later studiies will investtigate
the properties off dried logs. This
T
information will inform
m the
ntification of possible end uses for the product,
p
contrribute
iden
to the
t understandding of the structural
s
behaaviour of stannding
treees and allow
w sawmillers to sort logs on the bassis of
stru
uctural capacitty before proccessing.
2
2.1

MATERIAL
L AND METH
HODS

Insteead a constantt span of 27000 mm was cho
osen. The loaading
head
ds were 900 mm
m apart. Afteer preliminary
y testing a loaading
rate of 0.3 mm/s was
w chosen too ensure the maximum
m
load was
achieeved in 300s (± 120s). Thee testing was stopped whenn no
furth
her log or testiing head movvement was po
ossible due to size
restrraints of the testing
t
rig. D
Displacement was measureed at
midsspan using tw
wo string potts mounted att the base off the
mach
hine, they werre attached to the upper sid
de of the log using
u
a steeel plate. Both
h displacemennts and the fo
orce applied were
w
recorrded with the help of LaabView softw
ware [17] wiith a
samp
pling rate of one
o measurem
ment per second
d.

Material

A total of 37 loggs of Sitka sppruce (Picea sitchensis [B
Bong.]
Carrr.) was sourced from a forrest plantation
n near Frenchhpark,
Cou
unty Roscomm
mon, Ireland. The trees weere planted in 1995
and
d felled in Novvember of 20115.
om the forestt and
Afteer felling, thhe logs were extracted fro
tran
nsported to the testing facillities at the National
N
Univeersity
of Ireland, Galwaay. All logs were
w 3000 mm in length.
2.2

Methods
Figuree 1: Four poinnt bending testt setup

Using a crane eacch log was weeighed and thee diameters att both
ds and in the m
middle were measured
m
usin
ng a diameter tape.
end
Thee logs were noot debarked beefore testing.
2.3

Non-destrructive testingg

Using a MTG
G Timber Grader (Brrookhuis Appplied
Tecchnologies, Neetherlands) eaach log was tested to deterrmine
its fundamental frequency inn the longitu
udinal directioon in
Not all
ordeer to test the possible usagge of the devicce on logs. N
logss were measurred using the MTG
M
Timber Grader.
Thee volume of each individuaal log was calculated as thee sum
of two conical frustums using
u
the thrree measuredd log
meters (both ends and midddle). Density
y was then deerived
diam
from
m the volumee and weight. Moisture con
ntent was meaasured
and
d was above fiibre saturationn point in all of
o the logs, ass they
werre tested fresh, i.e. in green condition.
modulus of ellasticity was derived from
m the
Thee dynamic m
fund
damental freqquency (f), log
l
length (l) and densityy ( )
(Eq
quation (1)) acccording to [5]].
 ݊ݕ݀ܧൌ Ͷ݈ʹ ݂ʹ ߩ

2.4

(1)

us of elasticitty, determined
d using the liinear
The static modulu
portiion of the load
d/displacemennt plot, was caalculated from
m the
load//displacementt linear regresssion using Equation
E
(2) - the
squaare of the corrrelation coeffi
ficient was greeater than 0.999 in
all caases.
 ܿ݅ݐܽݐݏܧൌ

As the middle diaameters of thee logs varied and the lengthh was
d not be achiieved.
fixeed, a constantt span-to-deptth ratio could
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Ͷͺܫܫሺ ʹݓെ  ͳݓሻ

(2)

wherre
F1 an
nd F2 are the loads correspoonding to 0.1F
Fmax and 0.4 Fmax,
w1 an
nd w2 are the correspondingg displacemen
nts,
Fmax is the maximu
um load recorrded during th
he test,
I is the
t mean second moment off area of the lo
og section,
a is the
t distance between the suupport and load head.
ngth was calcuulated using Equation
E
(3) ass per
The bending stren
r
log testing standard pproposal [5] using
u
the diam
meter
the round
at th
he point of failure (d), the maximum lo
oad (Fmax) andd the
distaance between the
t support annd load head (a).
(

݂݉ ൌ

Destructivve testing

Afteer measuring the logs withh the MTG Tiimber Grader,, they
werre set up in tthe testing maachine and prepared for a four
poin
nt bending tesst (see Figure 1). As there are
a no standardds for
stru
uctural testing of round loggs, the testing protocol usedd was
baseed on the prooposed standaard of small diameter
d
rounnd log
testing [5] and thhe standard forr testing dry saawn timber [33].

ܽሺ͵݈ʹ െ Ͷܽʹ ሻሺ ʹܨെ  ͳܨሻ

2.5

ͳܽ ݔܽ݉ܨ
ߨ݀͵

(3)

Data analyysis

All data
d analysis was
w performedd with the hellp of the statisstical
softw
ware IBM SPSS 22 [18]. G
Gathered data were checkedd for
norm
mality using Shapiro-Wilkk’s test and homogeneityy of
variaances was tessted using Leevene’s test. Correlations
C
w
were
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asseessed using the Pearsonn correlation
n coefficient and
Speearman's rank correlation cooefficient.

3

RESULTS

n logs were the bottom logss and 27 were the top logs oof the
Ten
treees. A maximuum of two logs per tree was
w sampled. Logs
werre randomly sselected withinn trees at the time of extraaction
to ensure
e
maxim
mum statisticall power of th
he experimentt. The
sam
mpling groups are unequal, which
w
was acccounted for inn later
stag
ge data analysis, where relevvant.
Thee average testeed log diametter was 18.01 cm (calculatted as
an average of thhe diameters at both endss and the midddle),
ging from 14.1 to 23.7 cm with a standaard deviation oof 2.6
rang
cm. Some characcteristics of thhe measured variables
v
are listed
T
1.
in Table

Table 1 – Characteristics of the measured
m
variablles
N

Min.

Max.

Mean

Stdd. Dev.

Volu
ume [m3]

37

0.05

0.13

0.08

00.02

Denssity [kg/m3]

37

703.7

967.1

859.5

662.0

Fund
damental
frequ
uency [Hz]

29

400.0

571.0

493.0

446.6

M [k
kg]

37

37.5

110.5

66.9

117.2

DBH
H [cm]

37

17.6

23.8

20.4

1.8

2
Edyn [N/mm
[
]

29

4882.22

10762.6

7599.4

17722.3

Estat [N/mm2]

37

1715.99

6875.3

4623.9

15502.6

Fmax [N]

37

16219.77

74369.0

36691.3

122910.5

Bend
ding strength
[N/m
mm2]

37

15.5

47.7

36.2

6.0

me significantt correlationss were discov
vered betweenn the
Som
meaasured and ccalculated varriables. The static moduluus of
elassticity moderaately to stronngly correlatees with all oof the
diam
meters measuured, most strrongly with th
he diameter aat the
thiccker end of thee log (Pearsonn’s ` = – 0.87
72, p = 0.000)). It is
also
o in correlatioon with the deensity (Pearson’s ` = 0.6155, p =
0.00
00) and fundaamental frequuency (Pearson
n’s ` = 0.7900, p =
0.00
00). Surprisinngly, there is no
n correlation
n with the diam
meter
at breast
b
height (D
DBH) and eithher the static or
o dynamic M
MOE.
nificant correelations weree also found between bennding
Sign
streength and (1) tthe diameter at
a the failure location
l
(Pearrson’s
` = –0.548, p < 0.000), (2) the static mo
odulus of elassticity
(Peaarson’s ` = 0..386, p = 0.019) and (3) thee dynamic mo dulus
of elasticity (Peearson’s ` = 0.400, p = 0.031). Withh the
f
all of the correlaations
exception of the ffundamental frequency,
stated above havve a higher Peearson’s Rho when comparred to

Speaarman’s Rho,, which indiicates a morre linear typee of
relattionship.
us of elasticitty also signifficantly correlates
The static modulu
h the dynamicc modulus callculated from
m fundamentall log
with
frequ
uency and lo
og dimensionns (Pearson’s ` = 0.790, p =
0.000), which ind
dicates that thhe MTG Tim
mber Grader could
c
also potentially be used on greeen logs. Thee same appliess for
vices that caan measure the fundameental
any similar dev
uency of the logs, which can then be used to calcuulate
frequ
dynaamic modulus of elasticity.
A was perforrmed on the data to studyy the
One--way ANOVA
impaact of log position
p
withiin the tree on
o the measured
characteristics. The results shhow that therre are signifiicant
0
betweeen the bottom
m and top loggs in
diffeerences (p = 0.000)
denssity (), bending strength, fundamental frequency, static
s
mod
dulus of elasticity (Estat) annd the dynamic modulus (E
Edyn)
deriv
ved from fundamental freqquency. The static moduluus of
elastticity by log position is dispplayed in Figu
ure 2.

Figure 2: Static MOE disstribution by log position

ged between 15.5
The measured bending strengtth values rang
2
N/m
mm2 and 47.7 N/mm
N
for thee 37 logs testeed. This comppares
well with values reported
r
for IIrish Sitka sprruce boards teested
2% moisture content in tennsion and com
mpression [200]. In
at 12
that study, the tensile strength vvalues of the dry
d boards rannged
betw
ween 10 N/m
mm2 and 45 N/mm2 and the compresssive
stren
ngth values ran
nged betweenn 25 N/mm2 an
nd 49 N/mm2.
The tested green round logs hhave a mean static moduluus of
4 N/mm2, whi
hich is significcantly lower than
elastticity of 4624
the typical
t
value of 8000 N/m
mm2 for Irish Sitka sprucee dry
sawn
n timber. Thee mean dynam
mic modulus of elasticity, onn the
otherr hand, is much higher andd has an averaage value of 7600
7
N/m
mm2. Further testing
t
is reqquired in ord
der to developp an
accu
urate relationship between tthe dynamic and static mooduli
of ellasticity.
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Ano
other noticeabble difference in the structural response iis that
the load-deflectioon behaviour is
i highly non--linear whereaas dry
wn timber is typically moore brittle and
d linear elasttic to
saw
failu
ure. Typical ggreen log loadd-deflection cu
urves are show
wn in
Figu
ures 3 and 4.

onse is the result
r
of com
mpressive yieelding of the top
respo
surfaace of the lo
og. On the other hand the
t
failure mode
m
associated with th
he Figure 4 reesponse is thee result of tennsile
ure in the botto
om half.
failu

owed that thee logs
Posst hoc analysiis of the gathhered data sho
cou
uld be classified into two groups
g
in relaation to the tyypical
shap
pe of the loaad-deflection curve after reeaching maxiimum
streess. As shownn in Figures 3 and 4 the fibrres can either yield
very
y quickly (544% of the loggs tested, resulting in Figuure 4
shap
ped peak) orr slowly (46%
% of the logs tested, Figuure 3
shap
ped peak).

4

DISCUSSIO
ON

Testiing of 37 greeen logs of Irissh Sitka sprucce was carriedd out
to determine
d
the mechanicaal behaviour. The measured
stren
ngth values were
w
comparabble with measurements onn dry
boarrds. The staticc modulus off elasticity meeasured in a fourf
poin
nt bending test was howeve
ver significanttly lower thann for
dry boards. Dynamic moduluus of elasticiity measurem
ments
m the vibration
n tests were diistinctly higheer than those from
f
from
staticc bending tests. Further invvestigation on
n the influencce of
the moisture content on thee frequency measuremennt is
uired to explaain this differ
erence and a larger samplle is
requ
requ
uired to develo
op a robust rellationship betw
ween the dynaamic
and static
s
moduli.
c
bbetween the static
s
moduluus of
The discovered correlations
nterest to furrther
elastticity and various diameteers are of in
studiies regarding both using rround logs in construction and
when
n studying the
t
load respponse in staanding trees, for
exam
mple in wind throw
t
investiggations.
meter
The non-existent correlation bbetween breasst height diam
H) of the tessted trees andd the static or
o dynamic MOE,
M
(DBH
while both of theem correlate w
with the log diameters, shhows
that the log taperr should not bbe disregardeed when studdying
o standing treees of Sitka sp
pruce.
eitheer round logs or

Figure
F
3: Typicaal load-deflectioon response (co
ompressive failuure)

d dynamic MOE
M
The strong correelation betweeen static and
ws that methods or devicces based on
n the relationnship
show
betw
ween the fundaamental frequuency and its elasticity, succh as
MTG
G Timber Graader, have pottential in grad
ding green loggs as
well as dry boards. In industr
trial condition
ns the correlaation
coeffficient would probably be llower, as the same relationnship
was observed on boards
b
in seveeral previous studies
s
[5].
mechanical prroperties betw
ween
The comparison of different m
a bottom lo
ogs is interestting, as the reesults are couunter
top and
intuiitive. One wou
uld expect a hhigher density
y and higher static
s
MOE
E in lower, thicker loggs. On the other hand, the
relattionship betw
ween the thicck end diam
meter and Esttat is
negaative when tak
king all log saamples into account. To gaather
any definitive con
nclusions a moore balanced sample is neeeded,
he statistics tessts performed on bottom an
nd top logs didd not
as th
contrrol for effectt of log diam
meter on acco
ount of the small
s
samp
ple size of botttom logs.
ults of this stuudy, the testting protocol used
u
Baseed on the resu
was deemed to be
b successfull and will be
b used in fuuture
o green roundd logs.
strucctural testing of

Figure 4: Typpical load-deflection response (tensile failure))
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deflection respponse
Thee difference beetween the poost peak load-d
dem
monstrated in F
Figures 3 andd 4 is associateed with the tyype of
failu
ure. The failuure mode asssociated with the Figure 3 type
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ABSTRACT: Timber is one of the most sustainable materials available today when sourced from certified sustainable managed
forests. It has excellent structural properties, with strength to weight ratios twice that of steel and greater again when compared
to concrete. Contrary to popular belief, timber also has excellent fire resistance properties with limited negative characteristics.
In Ireland, timber construction is typically limited to use in residential type buildings, and other traditional areas such as roofing,
while it is rarely used on medium rise and commercial buildings. This is the case in Ireland for a myriad of reasons including,
durability, fire performance, acoustic characteristics and availability of suitable indigenous structural timber. The key objective
of this research was to examine the viability of using timber for medium rise commercial structures in Ireland. The design of a
complex eight storey hybrid building was completed to investigate the potential for timber frame construction. The structure
included glulam elements, cross laminated timber panels, and steel tension cabling. A number of software solutions were
developed for the analysis and design of the various structural components. The solutions were then compared with outputs
from proprietary software solutions (e.g. Dlubal, Tedds, and STAADpro). The results from the research successfully
demonstrate a 30 to 40 percent capacity increase in components, by using this approach of post tensioned timber with steel
cables, while also delivering other unforeseen benefits such as improved aesthetics, and increased thermal properties. This
project demonstrates that engineered timber products used in a more innovate ways, combined with other traditional materials,
could have a much greater role to play in our building industry. This approach could yield many benefits over traditional
construction techniques, while also fulfilling sustainability obligations.
KEY WORDS: Glulam; CLT; Timber; Steel Cable.


1

INTRODUCTION

The use of timber, and timber based products in Ireland is
generally limited to small domestic buildings, roofing in
larger buildings, and a small number of non-structural niche
areas. While this was understandable in the past due to the
inherent issues with natural timber, it is very difficult to
understand in today’s environment where the range of timber
based products is ever increasing, as are preservation and fire
resistance technologies. The technology is available to
construct larger structures from timber products. In 1995 the
TF2000 project in Britain demonstrated this by constructing a
full scale six storey timber framed building (Trada 2002). An
extensive battery of tests was carried out, which included
simulated earthquakes, fire, and disproportionate collapse
amongst other tests. The results from this project, and these
tests, verified the case for extending the use of timber to larger
scale buildings, and laid the foundations for its acceptance as
a viable alternative to steel and concrete. However, increased
use of timber construction for such projects remains limited.
The research presented may be considered more design than
research. However, to encourage the use of timber it was
considered that pushing the boundaries of perception in terms
of timber design might spark a realization and acceptance of
the true potential of timber construction. To achieve such an
exploration of the possibilities and technical capabilities of
timber products, a complex eight storey building was designed
as a case study. This approach required a comprehensive

review of timber as a structural material and allowed for
experimentation with different design solutions to solve a
variety of technical problems. The purpose of this paper is to
understand the challenges of using timber as the primary
structure in larger buildings, and to focus on how innovation
and design, can overcome these challenges to enable its use as
a mainstream material. This paper will demonstrate through
the design of a medium rise building, how some of these
challenges might be overcome, through new approaches in
design, and the utilisation of modern timber products in
conjunction with steel cable tensioning.
2

PROJECTEXAMPLEDESIGN

The concept building is a circular eight storey building
approximately 55m tall. The façade of the building is made up
of timber and glass pods. The structure is built around a glue
laminated timber geodesic core structure. Each floor is
partially suspended from this core with a network of steel
tension cables. The central core extends uninterrupted from
ground floor to roof, with suspended walkways around the
inside of the core at each storey (Figure 1). The cables that
run up through the core are emphasized as an architectural
feature. Each of the eight floors of the building is supported
by eight pairs of glue laminated beams, which are supported
by the core of the building internally, and extend to the
perimeter where they are suspended from steel cables. These
glulam beams are also post-tensioned by steel cables to enable
much larger spans (Figure 2).
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Figure 1. Interior of Concept Building.

Figure 4. Concept Building.
3
3.1

Figure 2. Building Mechanics.
In Figure 3, the elevation of the complete building can be
seen with the beams suspended from the steel cable network,
and the “pods” supported by the beams. The complete
building facade can be seen in Figure 4. Note the cable masts
on the roof from which the floors are effectively hung.

Figure 3. Pods Suspended from External Cables
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STRUCTURALDESIGN
CLTFloorDesign

The methods of calculation selected for the design of the cross
laminated timber (CLT) floors were the composite theory
method and the theory of mechanically jointed beams
approach. The composite theory method is commonly used for
calculations involving various forms of plywood. It can also
be used to design glue laminated panels where the span to
depth ratio is equal to, or greater than 30. For designs less
than this ratio, the theory of mechanically jointed beams is
used. The composite theory method takes account of layers of
the laminate that are loaded parallel to the grain, as well as the
cross layers that are loaded perpendicular to the grain. The
gross section properties are multiplied by a composition factor
K that accounts for the different build-up laminates in the
panel.
The theory of mechanically jointed beams uses the stiffness
properties of the floor by calculating the effective stiffness
(EIeff). The floor is treated as a one metre wide beam for this
method. The section properties determine the EIeff value. The
floor panel must be mechanically jointed for this method
rather than just glued. To use this method, the floor must have
a span to depth ratio less than 30 as previously mentioned.
The K–value is calculated using the table in Figure 5. Floor
panels are generally loaded perpendicular to the plane of the
floor. The floors in the research case building were designed
as single span only and are loaded parallel to the grain. As a
result K1 must be calculated with the first formula in the table
(Figure 5) where E90 is the Mean Modulus of Elasticity
perpendicular to the grain, and E0 is Mean Modulus of
Elasticity parallel to the grain. D is the thickness of the various
cross laminations.
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Figure 7. Dlubal RFEM Software Analysis of Floor Segment
4

Figure 5. Composition factors Ki for solid wood panels with
cross layers (Innovations 2011)
CLT floors come in lengths up to 15m. The design has
assumed a double span over the secondary beams (Figure 6)
with the ends being simply supported. In order to calculate
these moments, multiple moment distribution matrixes were
utilized and a Dlubal RFEM software analysis conducted
(Figure 7).

PRIMARYBEAMDESIGN

The beam designs in this building are very complex due to the
spans involved, and the inherent large sections that are
associated with glue laminated timber beam design. One of
the most significant challenges of this project is to optimize
the spans of the beams and CLT floor, while at the same time
maintaining reasonable section sizes. One of the design
features of this building is the use of steel cabling. Steel
cables extend up through the central core of the building,
through the cable towers and down the outside of the building.
The floors are effectively suspended from these external steel
cables via steel connectors. The cables in the core are
anchored into the foundations of the building to allow for
post-tensioning of the primary beams, which extend into the
core by over two metres. Figure 8 demonstrates the load
transfer.

Figure 8. Tensioning of Primary Beams
Figure 6. Primary and Secondary Beam Layout
One of the important design verifications for CLT floors
relates to vibration. The fundamental floor frequency is
determined, which enables the deflection due to vibration to
be calculated. The Unit Impulse Response of the floor is also
checked.

By using this method it is possible to reduce the maximum
moment in the primary beams by up to 40%, therefore making
it possible to reduce the size of the beams. These beams may
require timber spacers between floors in order to prevent
deflections in the floor when they are not fully loaded. From
Figure 9 it can be seen that the un-tensioned beam has a
bending moment of 940 kNm whereas the tensioned beam has
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a bending moment of 715 kNm. By using a process of trial
and error it was found that the optimal force to exert on each
beam, via the steel cables, was 150kN. If the tensioning force
was increased beyond this magnitude it was found that the
hogging moment became out of balance, leading to excessive
moment differential. It should be noted that there is however a
rise in the shear force in the beam, particularly where the
beam is supported by the core walls. A Dlubal RFEM
software analysis of the final beam design was conducted to
verify the results from the Excel calculations.

In order to design the various structural support components
in the building such as the cables, beams, and cable towers the
forces in each member were resolved. The forces in each of
the structural elements were calculated to determine the
maximum load in each element including permanent and
variable loads. These loads were then factored as appropriate
to ultimate limit state and the element designed.
The roof beams are identical to the other primary beams
except that they have a very large compressive force in them
due to the cables at roof level. The cables create nearly
3500kN of compressive force in each pair of primary beams.
These beams also carry similar loads to the other primary
beams as the roof is constructed using the same cross
laminated panels as the floors. The only difference is that
characteristic load for the roof is lower than that for an office.

Figure 9. Comparisons of Tensioned and Un-tensioned beams
5

Figure 10. Diagram showing the load paths via the cable
support structure

CABLINGDESIGN

The primary beams are supported by a system of cables as
shown in Figure 10. A steel connection attaches the end of the
glue laminated beams to cable (A) externally on the building,
while another steel connection attaches to cable (B) which is
contained in the central atrium. Figure 10 shows the load
paths via the cable support structure. Cable (A) is anchored
via a steel connection to the top of the glue laminated core and
cable (B) is fixed into the concrete foundation in the atrium at
the bottom of the core structure.
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6

COREDESIGN

The central core is the main structural element of the building.
The purpose of the core is to resist both horizontal and vertical
loads, and transmit these loads safely to the foundations. The
core is required to provide shear, compressive, sliding and
overturning resistance. The core geometry uses a hexagonal
cell type pattern to reduce both the quantity of timber required
in its construction, and the overall weight of the core element.
This design approach should also facilitate an easier
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construction process as the sections can be prefabricated in
smaller units.
The forces in each cell of the core have been resolved by
using steel cable reinforcement. There is a number of reasons
for this design. If the core was constructed of solid glue
laminated timber, it would only be possible to have the timber
components spanning either horizontally or vertically. The
problem with this is that timber has far better bearing
characteristics when loaded parallel to the grain rather than
perpendicular to the grain. The chosen geometry allows the
loads to be transferred through the timber’s stronger axis,
substantially reducing the quantity of timber required in the
cores construction. It is also a more interesting design, which
showcases the timber superstructure while allowing light
through from each floor via fire resisting glazing. Another
advantage is the ability of the geodesic geometry to sustain
damage without compromising structural integrity. This is an
important advantage when designing to prevent
disproportionate collapse.
In Figure 11 the core has been “flattened out” in order to
show the structural layout of the glue laminated members. The
size of the members reduces at each storey level as the loading
reduces.

species), and temperature has little effect on its structural
properties. The major weakness that is inherent in timber is its
susceptibility to fire spread in its natural state. This can be
alleviated through the use of an appropriate fire resisting liner
(Such as fire board) or other timber treatments. The cables in
the design example are the most vulnerable element of the
building. It would be difficult to both protect them from fire
damage for 120 minutes and maintain their aesthetics. For this
reason and also for the requirements relating to
disproportionate collapse, a number of cables can be removed
without endangering the integrity of the building structure.
As a secondary precaution a mist projection system was
proposed to protect the internal cables from damage in a fire
event. Details of how a mist system works is clearly explained
in Building Research Technical Report 4/2005.
The timber elements in this building are all designed for a
minimum 120 minute fire rating. In accordance with TGD B
section 3.2.5.2 in buildings where there are floors over a
height of 10 metres and a fire resistance rating of over 60
minutes, must use a non-combustible material in accordance
with appendix A, Table A8 of TGD B. The code refers to tests
specified in BS 476: Part 4: 1970 for materials that can be
classified as non-combustible. The main elements of fire
requirements from TGD B were also looked at in this case
study to ensure the viability of the design. Escape distances
were calculated, and a number of extra escape stairs were
incorporated into the design (Figure 12).

Figure 12. Escape Distances
Figure 11. Core Geometrical Makeup (Flattened out for
Clarity)
7

FIRE

Timber, contrary to popular belief, is quite a good material in
a fire situation, when it has been designed and treated
correctly. Timber burns at a predictable rate (depending on the

8

DISPROPORTIONATECOLLAPSE

The general robustness of a building is very important, in
particular to resist the disproportionate collapse of a building.
Disproportionate collapse is when a single element failure due
to an incident results in a full or partial collapse of the
structure. All building have to comply with measures in TGD
A and EN 1991-1-7 (2006) to prevent this situation occurring.
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There are two approaches; the first is to design the building in
such a way that that there are no critical conditions. This
means that any member such as a beam or column, or other
structural element, can be removed while the remaining
structure retains its integrity. The second method is to design
all critical members to resist an accidental pressure of
34kN/m2. From TGD Diagram 15 the area of collapse must
be limited to 15 per cent of the floor area of the storey and not
extend beyond one floor above and below. The risk class of
the building is established from TGD A Table 6. The design
example is in the 2b upper risk group as it is greater than four
storeys. From TGD Diagram 15 the area of collapse must be
limited to 15 per cent of the floor area of the storey and not
extend beyond one floor above and below.
The results from Dlubal indicate that the primary beam would
remain structurally viable in the event of failure of the internal
cables and indicates that the primary beam would be operating
at 86% of its capacity, when resisting an accidental load due
to internal cable failure. Deflection of 100mm in the primary
beam would occur under this scenario (Figure 13).

9

CONCLUSION

The development of the design example has demonstrated that
timber is a viable alternative to steel and concrete as a primary
structural material in larger buildings. There are many
advantages to using structural timber in larger buildings,
sustainability being one of the major ones. Presently most
European timber comes from sustainably managed forests,
making timber one of the only truly sustainable materials
available.
During the design process for the case study it was found that
there are a number of difficulties with designing in accordance
with the Eurocodes, in particular Eurocode 5. It is currently
necessary to seek design guidance from alternative sources to
EC5, such as the IStructE Manual for the design of timber
structures, and other industry publications to find an
appropriate design methodology. A dedicated Eurocode
publication for the design of larger scale structures, utilising
glue laminated timber, and other engineered timber products
would be a welcome addition to Eurocode 5.
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Timber/steel composite members in multi-storey buildings under fire test loadings
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ABSTRACT: This paper sets out to assess the potential benefits of incorporating steel sections into timber members used in tall
beam and post structures. The investigation involved identifying the tensile capacity of the members, intended as tying members
in an accidental event involving a standard fire. Three-dimensional, thermo-mechanicals models were developed to identify the
time timber and the timber/steel composite members could sustain the required tensile load in a fire condition. The finite
element software package ANSYS was used to model the members and the results obtained compared to experimental tests
carried out. It was found that the duration the composite members sustained the tensile load was significantly longer than solid
timber members, as well as incorporating ductility into the structural system.
KEY WORDS: Timber, Steel, Fire, Disproportionate Collapse
1

INTRODUCTION

Through the use of cross-laminated timber panelised
structures, timber has proven to be a viable alternative to
reinforced concrete and steel structures in tall residential
buildings. However, to provide the unrestricted, open plan
floor space required for modern commercial buildings, there
may be a need to move towards beam and post structures.
In recent years, a number of these building structures have
been constructed, however, literature and research in the area
is limited. This paper investigates the adoption of the indirect
method outlined in IS EN 1991-1-7 [1], to ensure a timber
structure has sufficient robustness to prevent a
disproportionate collapse in accidental situations.
2

[3]. The aim of this study was to investigate the incorporation
of relatively small steel sections into the members to introduce
ductility into the structural system. As is the case with
reinforced concrete, the ductility introduced into the crosssection by steel will allow the required vertical deformations
to develop a catenary [4].

RESEARCH PROPOSAL

The indirect method involves the provision of a minimum
horizontal and vertical tying capacity to allow catenary action
to support the remaining structure after an accidental event.
However, due to the brittle nature of timber in tension, solid
timber beam elements required to bridge a damaged part of
the structure, rely primarily on their elastic bending capacity.

Figure 2: Floor Survival via Catenary and Hanger Action [5]
Furthermore, it was expected that the composite members
would sustain the required tying forces for a more predictable
and longer period of time in an accidental situation involving
a fire.
The aim of this paper was to assess the thermal and
mechanical behaviour of this type of member in tension,
through, experimental and numerical analysis, particularly
when subjected to the ISO 834 standard fire curve [6].
3

Figure 1: Stress-strain Relationship for Timber [2]
As a sudden failure would occur once the elastic limit has
been exceeded, catenary action cannot be used to resist the
accidental loading conditions as plastic hinges cannot form

ROBUSTNESS AND ACCIDENTAL ACTIONS IN THE
EUROCODES

Identifying and preventing every accidental action is
unfeasible for a number of reasons. Therefore, to ensure a
disproportionate collapse does not occur as a result of an
unidentified accidental action, EN 1991-1-7 requires a
building to have sufficient robustness. For tall commercial
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buildings, with between four and fifteen storeys, the
recommended strategy for an unspecified accidental situation
is the indirect method, which involves the provision of
horizontal and vertical tying. Equation 1, which has been
extracted from EN 1991-1-7, forms the basis for the design
tensile forces assessed.

4.2

Timber

The timber used in this research was Irish grown Sitka Spruce,
graded as C16. The thermal and mechanical properties were
identified through a combination of laboratory testing and
existing research.
4.2.1

ܶ ൌ ͲǤͺሺ݃  ߰ݍ ሻݎܮݏͷ݇ܰǡ ݎ݁ݐܽ݁ݎ݃ݏ݅ݎ݁ݒ݄݄݁ܿ݅ݓሺͳሻ
Where:
s
is the spacing of ties,
L
is the span of the tie,
Ψ
is the relevant factor in the expression for
combination of action effects in the accidental design
situation (i.e. ψ1 or ψ2 in accordance with expression
(6.11b) of EN 1990 [7]).
Vertical ties are required to resist a tensile force equal to the
largest permanent and variable action applied to the column,
calculated using expression 6.11 of EN 1990.
Limitations of the laboratory testing equipment required the
members tested to be sized based on a 3m x 3m grid,
supporting typical office loading. Under this loading
arrangement it was found that the tying capacity required of
horizontal members is 45kN. The purpose of the limiting
value of 75kN in Equation 1 is to reduce the susceptibility of
the members being dislodged as a consequence of an
explosion [5]. Adhering to Equation 1, all tensile tests were
conducted with a 75kN applied force.
4

Mechanical Properties

4.2.1.1 Elastic Properties

Figure 5: E-value Testing [10]
Timber is an orthotropic material, which requires nine
properties to define the elastic behaviour; 3 elastic moduli, 3
Poisson’s ratios and 3 shear moduli.
These values were obtained through tests outlined by IS EN
408:2010 [11] and supplemented with values obtained using
the elastic ratios presented by Green et al. [10] for Sitka
Spruce.

MATERIAL PROPERIES

The properties of the timber and steel at both ambient and
elevated temperatures were identified through experimental
testing and a review of existing literature.
4.1 Steel
The thermal and mechanical properties for grade S275 steel
used in this research were based on the recommendations of
EN 1993-1-1 [8] and EN 1993-1-2 [9]. The functions of the
mechanical properties with respect to temperature are plotted
in Figure 3 and the thermal properties illustrated in Figure 4.
Figure 6: E-value Testing
Twenty-eight sample pieces were tested to measure the
modulus of elasticity and shear modulus of the timber. As
shown in Table 1 the values show reasonable agreement with
those recommended in EN 338 [12].
Table 1: Overview of Mechanical Testing Results
Property
Figure 3: Stress-strain curves for carbon steel at elevated
temperatures

Figure 4: Thermal Conductivity and Specific heat of carbon
steel as a function of temperature [9]
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Mean Modulus of Elasticity
Parallel to the Grain
5% Modulus of Elasticity
Parallel to the Grain
Mean Shear Modulus

IS EN 338
(N/mm2 )
8000

Measured
(N/mm2 )
8184.99

5400

5528.6

500

401.29

The ratios of these elastic properties measured also
corresponded to the results presented by Green et al.,
justifying their use in identifying the remaining elastic
properties.
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The double line model proposed by Konig [13] was adopted to
identify the mechanical properties at elevated temperatures.
Table 2: Identified Elastic Properties of Irish Grown Sitka
Spruce Graded as C16
EL

ET

ER

GLR

GLT

GRT

8185

352

638

523

441

24

4092

176

319

261

221

12

Temp
o
C

Elasti
c
Ratio

N/mm2

20

1

100

0.5

300
0.05
40
1
3
2
2
0.1
Note: Values for intermediate temperatures are linearly
interpolated
Although both Konig [13] and EN1995-1-2 assume the
strength and stiffness of timber at 300oC is zero, an elastic
ratio of 0.05 was used to model the timber. This allowed the
mathematical models to remain stable at temperatures above
300oC.

4.2.2

Thermal Properties of Timber

The Advanced Calculation Method presented in Annex B of
IS EN 1995-1-2 [9] was adopted to define the thermal
properties of timber. As illustrated in Figure 8 the thermal
properties are temperature dependant.

Figure 8: Thermal Conductivity and Specific Heat of Timber
and Char Layer
5

COMPOSITE MEMBER DESIGN AND EXPERIMENTAL
TESTING

Three cross-section arrangements were considered, two
composite members consisting of timber and steel in addition
to a solid timber cross-section used for comparison. Figure 9
outlines the general arrangements.

4.2.1.2 Ultimate Tensile Stress
To identify the ultimate tensile stress ten small clear
specimens of Irish grown Sitka Spruce graded as C16 were
tested. The average result of these tests is presented in Table
2.
Figure 9: Timber and Timber/Steel Cross-sections
The elements were sized based on a 3m x 3m structural grid
under typical office loading and were bonded using phenolresorcinol resin. The reduced grid size was necessitated by the
dimensions of the openings in the kiln.
5.1

Elevated Temperature Tensile Testing

Elevated temperature tensile testing of the cross-sections
illustrated in Figure 9 were conducted to assess the length of
time the members could sustain the 75kN tying force under
standard fire conditions.
Figure 7: Tensile Test of a Tapered 700mm x 70mm x10mm
Test Pieces

Ultimate
Tensile
Parallel to the Grain

Stress

Raftery
and Harte
(N/mm2 )
67.3

Test Arrangements

Measured
(N/mm2 )

Five standard fire tests were conducted; one on the solid
timber member, and two for each composite member.
The composite members were tested with two different end
connection configurations, either welded to the ends of the
embedded steel element or bolted as shown in Figure 10 and
Figure 11.

50.27

Table 3: Kiln Test Arrangements

Table 2: Overview of Mechanical Testing Results
Property

5.1.1

In Raftery and Harte (2013) [14], tensile testing of 140 small
clear specimens of Irish grown Sitka Spruce showed that the
ultimate tensile stress ranged from 23N/mm2 to 104N/mm2,
with a mean value of 67.3N/mm2. This compares well to the
values found in this research.

Test No.

Cross-section Tested

Connection

1
2

Solid Timber
Timber with a 50mm x 8mm steel
plate
Timber with a 50x30x3.2 RHS

Bolted
Bolted

Timber with a 50mm x 8mm steel
plate
Timber with a 50x30x3.2 RHS

Welded

3
4
5

Bolted

Welded
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Figure 13B: Thermocouple Locations
5.1.3
Figure 10: Tensile Test Set-up
As illustrated in Figure 11 the test beams were placed in the
kiln with one end restrained in the longitudinal direction,
while a 75kN force was applied with the use of hydraulic
jacks connected to the opposite end.

Elevated Temperature Results

Each member was tested to assess the duration it could
sustain the 75kN load. Table 4 outlines the results for each
test and the percentage increase in time the composite
members sustained the applied force with respect to the
timber member.
Table 4: Tensile Test Results
Test Number
1
2
3
4
5

Figure 11: End Restraints for the Elevated Temperature
Tensile Tests
5.1.2

Fire Curve

To simulate the fire conditions, the kiln was programmed to
increase in temperature using the heating profile specified in
ISO 834 [6].

Time (minutes)
62.5
85.6
84.1
82.9
83.1

Increase in Time with
embedded steel (%)
36.96
34.56
32.64
32.96

As shown, test numbers 2 - 5 sustained the tying force for
between 20.4 minutes and 23.1 minutes longer than the solid
timber test piece, representing an average increase of 34.28%.
Furthermore, a ductile failure was observed for the composite
members, compared to a sudden brittle failure for the solid
timber member.
6

FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

ANSYS finite element analysis software was used to simulate
the standard fire testing conducted in the laboratory. A twophase analysis procedure was required, first to identify the
temperature profile of the model with respect to time and
secondly, to conduct a non-linear mechanical analysis.
The analysed length of the member was reduced to 0.15m,
while maintaining the full cross-sectional dimensions, to
reduce the significant processing time.

Figure 12: Programmed Time Temperature Curve
Thermocouples were positioned throughout the member to
measure the temperature distribution within the cross-section.

Figure 13A: Thermocouple Locations
(See below for related sections)
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Figure 14: Finite Element Analysis Approach
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Figure 15: Meshed Models
The timber and steel portions of the cross-sections were
defined using the mechanical and thermal properties outlined
in Section 4.0.
6.1
6.1.1

Finite Element Analysis Results
Thermal Analysis Results

A non-linear time dependant temperature increase was applied
to the four exposed faces of the models, to simulate the ISO
834 fire curve. Illustrations of the temperature distributions in
cross-section 3 at various times are presented in Figure 16.

Figure 16: Temperature Distributions at 20 and 30 minutes
The time-temperature relationship at various depths within the
timber and the steel sections are graphically presented in
Figure 17.

Figure 18: Redundancy Factor (Finite Element Analysis)
Using cross-section 3 as an example, it can be seen that the
capacity of the member reduces at a steady rate for the first 69
minutes, simulating the reduction in stiffness and mechanical
resistance of the timber portion of the member, as the section
increases in temperature. At 69 minutes the entire timber
portion of the cross-section is at temperatures above 300oC
and no longer provides mechanical resistance. The increased
rate in reduction of tensile capacity at 69minutes corresponds
to the steel portion of the cross-section increasing in
temperatures above 400oC to 563.7oC at 75.4 minutes, where
ultimate failure occurs.
To verify the above statement, the tensile models were
reanalysed, assuming there was no mechanical bond between
the timber and steel, with the tensile forces applied directly
through the steel portion of the cross-section. The results of
this analysis are illustrated by the blue and red “dotted” lines
in Figure 18. As shown, without the contribution of the
timber, the tensile capacity of the member is significant lower
in the early stages of the analysis, however, the capacity
remains constant up to 69 minutes due to the insulating
properties of the timber. At 69 minutes the shape of the dotted
line and corresponding solid lines in Figure 18 decrease at the
same rates simulating the reducing yield strength of the steel
as the temperature increases above 300oC. This demonstrates
that the mechanical resistance of timber has no effect on the
time the load is sustained.
7

Figure 17: Time-Temperature Relationship at Various Depths
6.1.2

Mechanical Analysis Results

The temperature distributions obtained from the thermal
analysis were transferred into the mechanical model where the
resistance of the temperature dependant material properties
were assessed.
The results of the finite element analysis for the tensile
resistance of the composite members are shown in Figure 18,
where the y-axis represents the factor of actual capacity vs the
required capacity, or redundancy factor.
As shown, cross-section 2 sustained the 75kN tensile load
approximately thirteen minutes longer than cross-section 3,
despite the fact that at ambient temperatures cross-section 3
had a greater tensile capacity. This is attributed to the
additional 11mm of timber cover to the steel in cross-section
2. The ultimate failure occurs with no mechanical contribution
from the timber for both cross-section 2 and cross-section 3.

COMPARISON OF LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS AND
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS RESULTS

Figure 19 illustrates the differences between the temperatures
of the steel section measured in the laboratory and those
identified through the finite element analysis. As can be seen,
the rate of increase and magnitude of the temperature are
similar in both cases, giving confidence in the thermal model
adopted.

Figure 19: Comparison between the Thermal Analysis and
Measured Readings
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The small differences in failure times observed in the
laboratory compared to those found using finite element
analysis, highlight the accuracy of the models, particularly
when the inconsistency of the material properties of timber are
considered.
Table 5: Finite Element Analysis Results Compared to
Laboratory Testing Results
Test No.
1
ANSYS
2
4
ANSYS
3
5
ANSYS
8
8.1

Crosssection
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3

Time
(Minutes)
62.5
55.3
85.6
82.9
89.5
84.1
83.1
75.4

Difference
(Minutes)
+ 7.2
- 3.9
- 6.6
+ 8.7
+ 7.7
-

CONCLUSIONS
Mechanical Properties of Timber

The significant range of elastic moduli measured, further
justifies the requirements of EN 1995-1-1 to use the lower 5th
percentile of the elastic moduli test results in design. The EN
338 recommended values for grade C16 timber for the mean
and 5th percentile Young’s modulus correspond with those
measured from the twenty-eight samples of Irish grown Sitka
Spruce. The modulus of elasticity measured during ambient
temperature tensile tests agrees with those measured through
the bending approach prescribed in BS EN 408, further
justifying the results.
The ratios of the elastic moduli to the shear moduli measured
in the laboratory, largely agree with those presented in the
work by Green et al., discussed in Section 4.0 of this
document. Therefore, in the absence of more accurate and
specific data it is recommended that these ratios are used to
define the properties of Irish grown Sitka Spruce.
Composite Behavior at Ambient Temperatures
Tensile testing of the timber/steel cross-sections at ambient
temperatures, demonstrate that these relatively small members
remained composite under axially applied forces higher than
the 75kN tying resistance required by EN1991-1-7 for
situations where horizontal tying is used in design to limit
disproportionate and progressive collapse.
8.3

Elevated Temperature Tensile Testing

The average temperatures measured at various depths within
the timber and at the surface of the steel during the fire tests
had good correlations between the results obtained from the
thermal finite element analysis. This suggests that the
expressions used to define thermal conductivity, specific heat
and coefficients of thermal expansion recommended in Annex
B, Advanced Calculation Methods, of EN 1995-1-2, are
applicable to Irish grown Sitka Spruce.
The incorporation of the relatively small steel sections into the
timber members increased the time they sustained the applied
tensile force under the standard fire curve by an average of
34.28%.
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8.4

Connections

The different types of connection used in the laboratory
tensile tests did not have a significant bearing on the time the
member sustained the tensile force. The finite element
analysis results demonstrate, the ultimate failure occurs at a
point where no mechanical resistance was provided by the
timber portion of the cross-section. Therefore, provided the
connection used allows the steel portion of the cross-section to
transfer the required tensile force, the connection type will
have no significant bearing on the length of time the member
can sustain the tying force.
8.5

Failure Mode

The failure of the solid timber members at both ambient and
elevated temperatures was an abrupt brittle failure. This
sudden failure is likely to amplify the effects of an accidental
event, however, with the incorporation of steel into the timber
cross-sections the failure mode was ductile. The addition of
ductility into the structural system allows the tying members
to yield, encouraging further load distribution, delaying or
possibly even preventing ultimate failure of the tying member.
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ABSTRACT: Timber gridshells are lightweight doubly curved structures. They are generated by deforming a flat timber grid
towards a curved shell-like target shape. The designer can achieve a best fit approximation to a pre-determined target shape by
varying the grid, boundary geometry and member stiffness. Thus a wide variety of built forms can be created. Additionally
timber is a renewable resource. Despite these advantages, few timber gridshells have been realised. Bending active gridshells are
complex to analyse, design and construct. The research presented here is a comparative study of a number of existing timber
gridshells in terms of approach to design and analysis, material selection and construction process. The joints, the number of
layers, type of bracing and type of covering are also examined. Barriers to the more frequent adoption of timber gridshells in
design are identified. Research currently underway at the University of Limerick is aimed at reducing these barriers.
KEY WORDS: Timber; Gridshells; Bending active; Free-Form Architecture; Precedents.
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INTRODUCTION

Throughout history, building structures have been created
using a wide variety of forms. Shell structures are particularly
versatile in the variety of forms they can assume. Timber has
been used throughout the Middle Ages, Early modern period,
19th century, 20th century and is still a very prominent material
in the 21st century as a structural element in buildings.
Gridshells are discrete shell structures. A gridshell, like a
continuous shell, is a structure that gains its strength and
stiffness through its double curvature configuration.
Gridshells are made from elements that have one dimension
considerably longer than its other two, which makes timber a
suitable material. A timber gridshell enables doubly curved
structures to be formed from a set of straight, prefabricated,
identical components. The development of computer methods
in modelling complex three-dimensional structures is a
development that will increasingly facilitate designers in using
this challenging structural form. Additionally, engineered
materials further facilitate designers to achieve complex
geometries.
Many types of curved structures exist today. Gridshells can be
classified as either bending active or bending inactive. The
term bending active means that the structural elements have to
be deformed by bending to give the structure its final shape. A
type of bending pre-stress is thus generated in the members
during forming [1]. Alternatively, bending inactive describes a
structure whereby the structural elements do not need to
deform to give the structure its shape. A typical bending
inactive structure would be a truss, portal frame or a geodesic
dome such as the Eden project or the Quebec Biosphere. The
majority of bending inactive gridshells have been constructed
from steel. These structures are comprised of numerous

straight elements each inclined at a different angle to its
adjacent element and joined at nodes usually by welding, if
the geometry is irregular, to give the structure its curved
shape. An example is the roof over the great court in the
British Museum [2] and the courtyard roof in the Museum of
Hamburg History [3]. In addition, a number of bending
inactive timber gridshells have been constructed such as the
University of Exeter Forum [4] and Centre Pompidou Metz
[3]. The timber members for Centre Pompidou Metz are
created by machining smaller curved timber sections out of
initially straight glulam timber of large cross section. In
contrast, bending active gridshells are not all that common,
however a number of them have been constructed such as the
Multihalle in Mannheim [5], the Weald and Downland
Museum [6], and the Savill Garden centre [7].
In order to advance the knowledge base of gridshells, a
detailed account of those gridshells that have already been
constructed is required. Many aspects of gridshells can be
personalised, giving each gridshell a completely different
appeal. Six notable bending active gridshells are described
here. The design context, computational modelling and
analysis procedures, material selection and production, joint
details and construction methods are described. Subsequently
having described individually each gridshell, the development
of gridshells over time is discussed with a final focus on how
this research advances the topic of gridshells.
2

DEFINITIONOFAGRIDSHELL

Bending active gridshells are lightweight doubly curved
structures, creating open plan spaces that make efficient use of
sustainable materials. Only a few of these elegant structures
exist today. They are complex structures made by deforming
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initially straight elements. The analysis and design of these
structures is difficult and is centred on the form finding of the
gridshell. An initially flat grid must be sufficiently flexible to
be able to bend and twist towards a target shape. The exact
target shape may not be an equilibrium form for the given
materials, sections and geometry. Nonetheless a final shape
can be achieved which approximates to the target shape.
A gridshell may be thought of as a shell whose material has
been gathered as strips concentrated along lines or laths and
intersecting at nodes. This new system is a lattice shell that
can transmit forces in the direction of the laths and can also
resist some out of plane bending. A lattice shell can be seen as
a series of arches that are connected together creating a series
of (usually) quadrilateral shapes. For this reason a lattice shell
does not entirely conform to shell action by itself [8]. In order
for the lattice shell to conform to shell action a means is
necessary by which in-plane shear stresses can be distributed
through the shell. This is done by applying some form of
bracing to triangulate the quadrilaterals of the structure
enabling in-plane shear stresses to be developed, resulting in a
gridshell. A more detailed description of gridshell bracing
systems can be found in section 3.3. By concentrating the
shell into strips, openings are easily created. By adjusting the
depth of the strips, the stiffness out of plane and thus the
buckling capacity can be modified [6].
The benefit of bending active timber gridshells becomes
apparent in the construction stage. Complex forms can be
shaped relatively easy [6]. The way in which these forms are
created is generally by laying a flat grid of continuous timber
laths in two directions. The laths are then connected at their
intersections (nodes) with a cylindrical joint. The cylindrical
joints allow rotation for the individual laths to scissor relative
to each other so that deformation can occur [9]. Once the
required shape is reached, the perimeter nodes are constrained
to the edge boundaries, all the nodes are tightened and the
structure is stiffened by some form of bracing system (Figure
1). This construction method is suitable for a material that; is
lightweight; can be bent without too much effort; and has
sufficient capacity to resist the loads after construction.
Timber satisfies these three criteria.

Figure 1: From a flat grid to a lattice shell to a gridshell
The way in which the gridshells in this study were constructed
vary considerably from constructing them in-situ piece by
piece, laying out the grid above and pulling it down, and
laying out the grid on the ground and pushing it up.
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3

GRIDSHELLCOMPONENTS

3.1

Layers

There are practical and physical limitations on the tightness of
curvature to which gridshell members of a particular crosssection can be bent. The depth of member required for a
single layer gridshell to achieve relatively large spans may be
too deep to permit bending of the flat lattices to a final shape
with tight radii of curvature. The solution to this problem is to
use multiple layers for the gridshell which have smaller
section sizes [6]. The layers are initially un-coupled therefore
they deform independently of each other and because of their
small section size, they can form tight curvatures. Once the
form has been found, the individual layers are connected
together to create a composite structure which has greater outof-plane bending strength enabling the gridshell to span
longer distances.
A single layer gridshell (Figure 2a) has a single lath in each
direction where as a double layer gridshell (Figure 2b) has
two laths in each direction. A double layer gridshell is, in
simple terms two single layer gridshells one placed on top of
the other but locked together to create the composite action.
This develops greater out-of-plane bending strength and
stiffness. The parallel members are allowed to slide relative to
each other during the formation process so that the flexural
stiffness of the members is that of a single layer gridshell. A
qualitative stress block for a single layer and a double layer
(coupled and uncoupled) is given in Figure 3.
(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a) a single layer gridshell and (b) a double layer
gridshell
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3: Qualitative allowable stress blocks of different
gridshell layers, (a) single layer, (b) double layer (uncoupled),
and (c) double layer (coupled).
When the double-layered gridshell approaches the target
shape, the nodes are tightened and shear blocks in the form of
wedges or solid blocks of timber are inserted between the
layers, thereby ensuring composite action between the two
layers. A double layer gridshell with a gap between the layers
equal to the thickness of the members themselves has a
flexural stiffness that is 26 times stiffer than that of a single
layer of the same material (assuming full compatibility).
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There is potential to further this type of system, multi-layered
(>2) gridshells could be utilised to achieve larger spans. By
adding more layers or increasing the depth of the shear block
the out-of-plane bending strength and stiffness is further
increased [10].

between both laths is not the same. The angle  is the same for
the arcs created by the neutral axis of both laths. R1 > R2 and
L = R. Therefore L1 > L2.
(a)

(b)
Node1
Node2

Node1

In addition, according to linear elastic beam bending theory,
the local radius of curvature that a beam can achieve is
directly proportional to the thickness. Assuming a constant
strength and stiffness, the only difference between the double
layer and geometric equivalent single layer is the magnitude
of the thickness of the material. A single member in the
double layer has a thickness that is at least three times smaller
than the thickness of a geometrically equivalent single layer.
Therefore, a radius of curvature can be achieved with the
double layer that is three times smaller than would be possible
with a geometrically equivalent single layer.
3.2

CrossoverJoint

Gridshell structures have very large numbers of nodes and so
the design of the crossover joint is essential to the success of
the overall structure. The formation process of a gridshell has
the most influence on the type of nodal joint adopted. During
the typical formation of a bending active gridshell, the grid
must allow rotation of the laths (scissoring) at the joints
(Figure 4). Here, the lengths of the diagonals in (a) are equal
but in order to form the lattice into the correct shape
scissoring is required. Thus the lengths of diagonals in (b) are
not equal (L13 > L24) [6].
(a)

4

3

1

2

3

(b)
4

2
1

Figure 4: Scissoring of gridshell members, (a) before
scissoring, and (b) after scissoring.
A wide variety of crossover joints were designed for different
gridshells. For single layer gridshells, the joint detail is not too
complex as relative sliding of the layers is not required.
However, particular attention is required in a double layer
gridshell to detail the joints in such a way as to permit sliding
during forming.
Once the gridshell has been formed, the joints are tightened
which prevents this independent sliding. The reason for
allowing sliding between layers is to prevent the build-up of
any unwanted stress in the laths during forming allowing
tighter curvatures to be achieved. The required curvatures of
the two laths are different due to their geometrical location in
space. Thus, the distance between adjacent nodes on each lath
is different. This phenomenon is displayed in Figure 5,
showing a portion of a double-layered gridshell before and
after being deformed. The distance L between Node 1 and
Node 2 is the same for both laths before deformation. With
sliding allowed, the gridshell is formed and now the distance

Lath1
Lath2

Node2

R1 

R2

L



Figure 5: Relative sliding of layers, (a) as a flat grid, and (b)
after deforming.
Gridshells are lightweight and undergo significant
deformations due to snow and wind loadings as well as
fluctuations in moisture content. Therefore, the joints need to
be detailed appropriately to facilitate these movements.
3.3

Bracing

For three dimensional structural stability and for shell action
[3] to be developed in a gridshell, a means is necessary by
which the shear forces can be transmitted from one edge of
the gridshell to the other. Therefore, a gridshell must have
sufficient in-plane shear strength whereby the laths will
efficiently distribute the applied forces and the gridshell will
behave similar to a continuous shell. In-plane shear strength
can be provided in several ways:
x Rigid joints
x Cross ties (tension only bracing)
x Rigid diagonal bracing
x A continuous membrane layer
The reason for the bracing system is to triangulate the
structure to provide in-plane shear strength and stiffness
(Figure 6). Quadrilaterals are inherently flexible because their
geometry can change without a change in member length.
However, this is not true for a triangle whereby the members
themselves must deform for the entire structure to deform.

Figure 6: Gridshell element with diagonal bracing
The bracing is typically applied to the gridshell structure once
the forming process has been completed and each end node is
at its designated boundary. The internal supports remain in
place until the bracing has been added. This is to ensure that
the completed structure accurately represents the target shape.
Without the bracing, the structure would be incomplete and
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excessive deflections or even failure might result from the
self-weight and construction loading.

structural components as well as simplifying the joint detail to
a single repeatable joint across the structure.

Each of the bracing types has advantages and disadvantages.
The rigid diagonal bracing offers advantages over cross-tie
bracing. Steel cables can only act in tension and hence each
quadrilateral would require two cables running orthogonally.
However, timber can carry both tension and compression,
meaning that it is only necessary to run a bracing lath in one
direction across a given quadrilateral [6]. Rigid joints are poor
at creating a stiff overall structure on their own and must be
used in conjunction with another type of bracing. If rigid
joints were to be used on their own, the size of the joint
required to create full fixity may be too big and obtrusive.

Timber has an advantage over other materials when it comes
to selection of a material for a gridshell, especially when it
comes to multiple layers. Waste is reduced, the improved
timber is used for the laths and the remaining timber can be
used for the shear blocks and other non-critical components.
Doubly curved gridshells offer a greater variety of curvatures
than with other structures. However, the issues around defects
and variability have to be dealt with when it comes to timber
due to it being a natural material.
4

The rigid bracing system can be formed using long lengths
similar to the laths themselves (bending active bracing) or by
short straight lengths (bending inactive bracing), one for each
quadrilateral. For bending active bracing additional bending
stress are introduced to the structure. This may cause a change
in geometry of the overall structure due to additional out of
plane forces being applied at the joints. An additional benefit
of rigid bracing is that external facades such as cladding
panels can be attached directly to the bracing thereby reducing
the complexity of the connections.
Crosstie bracing does not add any additional out-of-plane
forces to the structure. However, crosstie bracing is tensioned
upon application and if this tensioning is not carried out in a
controlled manner, unwanted changes in geometry may occur.
In contrast, temporary crosstie bracing can be beneficial
during the form finding process to force certain areas of the
structure to scissor in a certain direction. Depending on the
joint type and façade used, the crosstie bracing does not
increase the overall depth of the structure unlike the rigid
bracing. Moreover, an alternative to linear bracing elements is
to use planer elements such as stressed skin panels [10].
3.4

Materials

Gridshells can be created by using materials such as timber,
steel, Fibre Reinforced Plastics (FRPs) and even cardboard
tubes. This versatility makes gridshells an ideal structure to
design and create very efficient forms. A material with a high
fm/Em ratio is most suited to gridshells [11]. This material
should have a low elastic modulus to enable bending without
too much force and a high bending strength to allow tight
curvatures to be achieved. High slopes and curvatures are
efficient in supporting the accumulation of vertical force that
occurs close to a support in compression or tension.
The timber used for the Weald and Downland [6] gridshell
and the Savill Garden [10] gridshell was improved by cutting
out short grain and other irregularities such as knots and
clusters of pin knots. The defects were cut out and the defect
free sections of the laths were re-joined using finger joints.
For these joints a liquid PUR glue was used which is suited to
the gluing of finger joints with green timber. Long
uninterrupted laths in a gridshell reduce the number of
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EXISTINGGRIDSHELLS

The Multihalle gridshell in Mannheim Germany was the first
large-scale bending active timber gridshell. Constructed from
Western hemlock, it was designed by Frei Otto and built in
1975. The form was developed using physical models. Long
lengths of timber were produced by finger jointing but many
finger joints broke during the forming process. Lath breakages
were repaired on site by adding splice pieces to the sides of
the broken member. Steel cable bracing was used; the specific
tension force in the cables set the stiffness of the overall
gridshell. A fabric membrane was used as a weathering skin.
The gridshell was assembled flat on the ground. It was then
raised using movable platforms. Spreader beams were used at
the tops of the platforms to distribute the forming forces.
Twenty-seven years would pass before the next large scale
bending active double layer gridshell would be built, this time
at the Weald and Downland Museum in Sussex. This gridshell
had many notable improvements from its predecessor. Firstly,
computer based form finding and structural analysis was used.
Better material selection and processing using finger and scarf
joints along with improved monitoring on site during forming
significantly reduced the number of breakages. The material
selected was green Oak, which had a high moisture content
reducing its bending stiffness for form finding. The erection
sequence was similar to that used at Mannheim except that the
flat grid for the Downland gridshell was raised to a level equal
to the finished level of the valleys. Then under gravity it was
deformed downwards towards the target position. The
formation of the gridshell was sequenced and was rigorously
monitored to identify potential breakages and other
complications before they became critical [6]. In addition, the
bracing was made from the same material and also functioned
as a mount for the cladding. The structure was clad in western
red cedar boards, polycarbonate glazing to allow in light and a
ribbon roof made from flexible polymer concrete. To connect
the layers together without drilling slots and holes in the
timber sections, a patented nodal connection was developed to
clamp the layers together.
A different type of gridshell appeared in Helsinki in 2003. The
members were manufactured pre-curved using four laminates
of red fir. Additionally, steam bending was utilised to further
bend the members into position on site. A simplified nodal
connection using a single bolt was easily implemented as the
gridshell was erected lath by lath and the boltholes were
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drilled when the laths were in place. No deforming of a flat
grid was carried out, which would have been difficult given
the vertical orientation of this gridshell. This gridshell has no
external façade so the timber was treated with an oil-based
wood preservative with UV protection.
The largest bending active gridshell designed to date was
opened as the visitor centre of the Savill Gardens in Windsor
Great Park in 2006. This shallow double layer gridshell made
from Larch had only two breakages during construction. This
is due to the low curvatures and the knowledge that had been
gained from previous gridshells. A greater strength and
stiffness was achieved for this double layer gridshell by
increasing the depth of the shear blocks beyond the depth of
the gridshell members. A combination of the erection
procedures that has gone before was used. Firstly, a single
layer was formed by deforming a flat mat. Then, the shear
blocks were screwed to this layer and lath by lath, the second
layer was screwed to the shear blocks. The bracing system
comprised of two layers of plywood that acted as a stressed
skin membrane. Roof insulation and metal roof cladding is
fixed to the plywood. Oak laths are then fixed to the cladding
to complete the roof structure.
The Chiddingstone Orangery gridshell, although it is
considerably smaller than the previously mentioned gridshells
still represented an advance on previous Gridshells in some
respects. This gridshell was made from locally sourced green
chestnut. In addition, it is the first timber gridshell to
accommodate a frameless glass roof, proving that these
structures can be made stiff enough to support brittle finishes.
However, this was only made possible, by further developing
the patented node used in the Weald and Downland gridshell
to accommodate the glass and cable bracing.
Advances in materials allowed gridshells to be designed using
polymer composite materials [12]. The structural behaviours
of these manmade materials are more predictable, having
uniform linear elastic properties in the case of GFRP.
Manufacturing GFRP tubes with standard dimensions allowed
use of swivel scaffolding connectors. In addition, advances in
computer technology since the Mannheim gridshell in 1975
allowed for the precise finished geometry of the gridshell to
be predicted before erection. As a result, the fabric membrane
was prefabricated off-site prior to completion of the gridshell
structure, saving considerable time and money.

The timber gridshells presented here had high costs associated
with them because a high amount of processing was required
to obtain suitable defect free lengths of timber. Therefore, to
increase the availability of the gridshell form to architects,
engineers and clients a lower cost material would be required.
5

BARRIERS

As can be seen one of the most significant barriers to the
development of gridshells is the availability of an appropriate
material. High material selection and processing costs hinder
the availability of gridshells as a viable structure. In addition,
the analysis of bending active gridshells is complex given the
non-linear geometries and organic shapes. Specialist computer
software is required to firstly predict the geometry that a flat
grid would take when formed towards a target shape and then
predict the deformations and stresses that are developed due to
self-weight and applied loads. Stress due to both forming and
those throughout the structures design life need to be
considered. An accurate prediction of the gridshell geometry
is required in order to be able to design other elements of the
building such as external finishes and boundary locations.
6

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, under the headings discussed for the six
gridshells mentioned, six different materials were used
(including five different timber species). Each gridshell took
on a unique shape and size. Three different forms of bracing
were developed as well as six different external finishes
applied. This study shows that gridshells are very versatile to
different architectural forms and finishes. A summary of key
data on each gridshell is presented in Table 1 and Table 2. The
historical timeline of each of these gridshells is presented in
Figure 7 beginning with the Shukhov gridshell [13].
Timber gridshells are sustainable structures being constructed
from a renewable resource. They are lightweight. They are
structurally efficient being of shell-like form. The
construction procedures and techniques are now relatively
well developed. Current research at UL is investigating the
potential of an engineered Irish timber product as an
alternative to solid timber in bending active gridshells.

Table 1: Comparison of each gridshell presented in each study
Gridshell
Location
Plansize Height
GeneralShape
Layers
Lathsize
Material
Multihalle
Mannheim 60mx60m
Twoprincipledomes
50mmx50mm
Western
15.5m
2
Mannheim
Germany 40mx40m
connectedwithtunnels
at0.5m
Hemlock
Laminated
Helsinki
HelsinkiZoo
2
10m
VerticalBubble
1
60mmx60mm
82m
redfir
Gridshell
Finland
Wealdand
Singleton
7.35m
50mmx35mm
50mx16m
TripleBulbHourglass
2
GreenOak
Downland
UK
9.5m
at1m
Savill
Windsor
Sinusoidalshape
80mmx50mm
90mx25m 4m
2
Larch
Garden
UK
Threedomes
at1m
Chiddingstone Chiddingstone
Green
12mx5m ~1m
Ellipticaldome
2
40mmx30mm
Orangery
UK
Chestnut
Solidays'
Unsymmetricaltwo
42mmDiameter
Paris
26mx15m 7m
1
GFRPTubes
Festival
domed
3.5mmThickness

Bracing
Twin6mmcablesat
every6thnode
TimberFloor
Diaphragm
GreenOak
Plywoodmembrane
SteelCables
GFRPTubes
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Table 2: Role of software for each gridshell presented in this study
Gridshell

FormGeneration
EquilibriumFormFinding
EngineeringDesign(stresschecks)
Wiremeshmodel
Physicalhangingchainmodel
Experimentaltests
Multihalle,Mannheim
Physicalhangingchainmodel
MathematicalModel
ARUP(bucklinganalysis)
Scalemodels
HelsinkiGridshell
None
LUSASFEASoftware
3DComputerModel
1:43wiremeshmodel
DynamicRelaxation
STAADPro
WealdandDownland
1:30woodenstripsmodel
Physicalmodels
DynamicRelaxation
DynamicRelaxation
SavillGarden
MathematicalModel
FEAsoftware
Physicalmodels
BuroHappold
BuroHappold
ChiddingstoneOrangery
MathematicalModel
ComputerModelling
ComputerModelling
Solidays'FestivalGridshell
MathematicalModel
DynamicRelaxation
DynamicRelaxation

Figure 7: Historical timeline of bending active gridshells presented in this study
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ABSTRACT: Bending active gridshells are generated by deforming a flat timber grid towards a curved shell-like target shape.
As a result of this deformation bending pre-stresses are developed during the forming of the structure. This is a condition
virtually unique to this structural form. Additionally the forming process generates combined bending, torsion and axial stresses
in curved members. Design rules for this complex condition are not yet included in current design standards. Various
researchers have proposed limit state criteria for individual combined stress pairs. These are discussed in the light of EN 1995-11:2005 and a possible integrated approach is suggested. Some outstanding testing needs are identified. The impact of the
construction process on the design and modelling process is also discussed.
KEY WORDS: Timber Gridshells; Design Criteria; Combined stress; Limiting stress conditions; Gridshell construction.
1

INTRODUCTION

Gridshells are doubly curved structures, constructed from
initially straight elements that resemble shell structures. Shell
structures are inherently effective in their structural
performance leading to high span to thickness ratios. They
derive their strength and stiffness from their three dimensional
geometry and curvature. Large open plan spaces can be
created with a minimal amount of material. Gridshells
represent a state of the art in structural timber engineering,
which are difficult to engineer. There are two principle
categories of gridshells, classified as bending active and
bending inactive gridshells. The term bending active means
that the structural elements have to bend considerably to give
the structure its shape, a type of bending pre-stress [1].
Alternatively, bending inactive describes a structure whereby
the structural elements do not need to bend to give the
structure its shape. A typical bending inactive structure would
be a truss, portal frame and a geodesic dome.
The majority of bending inactive gridshells have been
constructed from steel whereby the structure is comprised of
numerous straight elements each inclined at a different angle
to its adjacent element to give the structure its curved shape.
Bending active gridshells on the other hand are not all that
common, however a number of them have been constructed
such as the Multihalle in Mannheim [2], the Weald and
Downland Museum [3], and the Savill Garden centre [4]
(Figure 1). Notably, the majority of bending active gridshells
are constructed from solid timber.

Figure 1: Savill Garden Gridshell
The design of bending inactive gridshells is not too complex
as the members are straight and do need to deform to give the
structure its shape. Therefore, the members transfer loads
primarily through axial forces. In contrast, during the forming
of bending active gridshells, the members undergo bending
and twisting. This results in a combination of bending, axial
and shear stresses being developed in the members. Current
timber design codes do not account for these combinations of
stresses.
Large scale bending active gridshells are a relatively recent
and uncommon building structure type. Current standards do
not contain specific design guidance for bending active
gridshells. This paper discusses gridshell design with
reference to the current standards. Current design approaches
to timber members are reviewed. The appropriateness of
current approaches is discussed and suggestions appropriate
for gridshells are outlined.
Design procedures are required for both members and joints
(crossover and boundary joints). A limit state approach to the
design of gridshell members is described in section 2.
Additional criteria are required for bending active gridshells.
An approach to the design of gridshell joints is described in
section 3. Proposals for experimental tests are made to fill the
knowledge gaps for the design of gridshell members and
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joints. A two stage approach required for the design of
gridshells is discussed in section 4. Finally, implications of
typical construction methods for the modelling process are
discussed in 5.
2

MEMBERDESIGN

Members may fail due to excessive bending, shear or axial
stresses or due to a combination of these stresses. A combined
stress failure criterion is required. In section 2.1, the equations
used to determine the design bending stresses of the laths are
set out. Section 2.2 sets out the equations that determine the
design shear stress. Section 2.3 sets out the equations that
determine the design axial stresses. Limiting criteria for each
of these stresses are also discussed. In addition, limiting
criteria for some combined stress conditions are outlined in
section 2.4. Finally, the modification factors for the design of
timber members are discussed in section 2.5 with details on
how they affect gridshells. The possible forces and moments
acting on the ends of a single gridshell member are shown in
Figure 2.
Fy1

tapered glulam beam design but can also be applied to curved
gridshell elements. For design purposes, the maximum
bending stress of a curved beam can be calculated
approximately with simple bending theory by modifying the
design bending stress equation with a shape factor kL. This
shape factor depends on the ratio between the thickness of the
section d and the radius of curvature R.
l0

`0

l0
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Figure 3: Distribution of bending stresses in a curved beam
The design bending stress in the apex zone of the curved beam
can therefore be calculated in equation 5 and the correction
factor kL is calculated in equation 6 [5].
(5)
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Mz1

Mx1
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(6)
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Mx2
Fz2
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Figure 2: Forces and moments acting on a gridshell element

2.1

Bending

The members of the gridshell may be subject to two bending
moments, about the local x- and y-axes. A linear stress
distribution is assumed through the section. According to
Eurocode 5, the bending stresses should satisfy the following
criteria:
(1)
(2)
Following Euler-Bernoulli beam bending theory, the design
bending stress about the local x- and y-axes are:
(3)
(4)

The profile of bending stresses with depth in curved beams
(such as gridshell members) is not a straight line in
accordance with Navier’s theory and Hooke’s law [5]. The
maximum stress occurs at the inner fibre, `1 (Figure 3). The
equations presented here are derived for use in curved and
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The factors k1 to k4 for a prismatic curved beam are:
k1 = 1 + 1.4 tan + 5.4 tan2 = 1
k2 = 0.35 – 8 tan = 0.35
k3 = 0.6 + 8.3 tan – 7.8 tan2 = 0.6
k4 = 6 tan2 = 0
When hap << R, the influence of the curvature on the design
bending strength becomes small, this is the case for bending
active gridshells. Therefore, a linear stress distribution can be
assumed. The design bending strength is obtained from
equation 7:
(7)
In bending active gridshells, bending about both axes is
common. According to Eurocode 5, a member subject to
bending in two directions should satisfy the combined stress
criteria given in equations 8 and 9.
(8)
(9)
Where, km is a combined bending strength factor, for
rectangular sections, m,x,d is the design bending stress about
the local x-axis, m,y,d is the design bending stress about the
local y-axis, fm,x,d is the design bending strength about the
local x-axis, and fm,y,d is the design bending strength about the
local y-axis.
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2.2

(14)

ShearandTorsion

Shear stresses are present in the gridshell members in the form
of direct shear and torsion. Eurocode 5 provides no guidance
for design torsional stresses. From linear elastic theory, the
direct shear stress distribution through the cross section in
accordance with elastic beam theory is parabolic with the
maximum value at the neutral axis as shown in Figure 4a [5].
The torsional stress distribution through the cross section
follows a membrane analogy [6]. The maximum torsion
stresses occur in the middle of the edges of a member. For a
rectangular section, these maximum stresses occur at the
middle of the long edges as shown in Figure 4b. A member
subject to simultaneous direct shear stress and torsion should
satisfy the combined stress criteria given in equations 10 and
11.

Combination of direct shear and torsion stresses can occur in
gridshells. Möhler and Hemmer [8] have suggested the
criterion given in equation 15. They highlighted a lack of
torsion data and that the torsion design strength ftor,d is higher
than the direct shear strength fv,d. Thus, fv,d is suggested which
is more conservative where no torsion test data is available.
(15)
Where, tor,d is the design torsion stress, ftor,d is the design
torsion strength, xy,d is the design shear stress, and fv,d is the
design shear strength.
2.3

(b)

(a)

Axial

Both tension forces and compression forces can be present in
gridshell members. Compression forces are the most common
axial forces under normal loading conditions. However,
multidomed gridshells have valleys where members may be in
tension even under gravity loads. Uplift loads due to wind
may also generate tension forces. These axial forces must
satisfy the criterion given in equation 16.

d
max

(16)

b
Figure 4: Shear stress distribution, a) direct shear and b)
torsion
(10)

Where, t/c,0,d is the design tension or compression stress, and
ft/c,0,d is the design tension or compression strength. The
applied axial stress for both tension and compression is
assumed to be uniformly distributed through the cross section
[5]. The design axial stress is determined from equation 17.

(11)
The design stress for direct shear [7] and torsion [6] are
determined from equations 12 and 13 respectively.

(17)
The design axial strength is obtained from equation 18 for
compression and equation 19 for tension.

(12)

(18)

(13)

Where:
x/y,d
tor,d
A
Fx/y,d
Mz,d
b and d

(19)
2.4

is the design shear stress in the x and y directions
is the design torsion stress
is the shear area
is the design shear force
is the design torque about the local z-axis
are the section geometry (d b)

In the context of gridshells, the direct shear force can occur in
the local x-direction and the local y-direction of the member.
The axial force will be in the local z-direction. Therefore, the
shear force in each direction is calculated from the component
of the global force Vd, acting parallel to the local x- and yaxes. Similarly, the torsion is determined from the moment T
about the local z-axis. The design shear strength is obtained
from equation 14. This equation is used for verification of
both direct shear and torsion failure conditions.

CombinationofStresses

When a gridshell is formed into shape, the members are
subjected to a combination of bending, shear and axial
stresses. According to Eurocode 5, the limiting criteria for a
combined bending and tension/compression stress condition
are given in equations 20 and 21.
(20)
(21)
A limiting criterion for combined stress conditions for
gridshells should include the shear stresses. Toussaint [9]
presented a criterion for the combination of bending, shear
and axial stresses (equation 22).
(22)
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Where:

term load while subsequent variable load is short
term. Therefore, the pre-stress due to forming should
be treated the same as the dead load.

m,d = m,y,d + m,z,d
v,d =x,d +y,d +tor,d
Toussaint claims this is a conservative criterion in the absence
of test data. Further investigation has to be carried out in order
to establish a failure criterion for combined bending, shear
and axial stresses.

kc

is an instability factor that is applied to nominally
straight members in compression. This factor is not
applicable to gridshell members, as these members
are curved and their buckling behaviour must be
accounted for in the computational model used.

2.5

kdef

is a deformation factor for the effect of the duration
of load and moisture content. The values quoted in
Eurocode 5 are applicable to use here. The gridshell
members are pre-stressed because of the forming
process. Similar to kmod, the pre-stress due to forming
should be treated the same as the dead load.

ModificationFactors

According to the equations for design strength presented in
the previous section a number of modification factors are
applied to the characteristic material strength values for each
failure mode. The suitability of these modification factors for
use in bending active gridshells is now discussed:
m

is the material partial safety factor and is suitable in
its current state in Eurocode 5.

km

is a factor to allow for the redistribution of bending
stresses in a cross section. For rectangular sections, a
value of 0.7 is used in Eurocode 5. The governing
stress criterion presented in equation 22 is a limiting
criterion for a combined stress condition. This
formula is conservative given that no redistribution
factors are accommodated. Along with km, further
redistribution factors could be investigated for the
other stresses.

kh

is a modification factor based on section depth and is
applied to the bending and tension strength values of
solid timber, glulam and LVL. A value of 1.3 is used
for sections with a thickness less than 40mm, which
would be typical for gridshell structures. However if
test data relevant to the gridshell members is
available, this should be used instead.

ksys

is a modification factor that affects all strength
properties. It can be applied when several equally
spaced, similar members, components or assemblies
are connected in such a way that load can be
transferred effectively between them. To apply this
factor to gridshells would be unconservative and
unsafe. This is because the analysis of gridshells
fully accounts for all the connectivity of the system
and there is no “hidden” load sharing mechanism to
account for.

kcrit

is a modification factor that is applied to the bending
strength of members subject to lateral torsional
buckling. Given the typical aspect ratios for practical
gridshell members, lateral torsional buckling is a
remote possibility at most.

kmod

is a strength modification factor for the effect of the
duration of load and moisture content. The values
quoted in Eurocode 5 are applicable to use here. The
gridshell members are pre-stressed because of the
forming process. The pre-stress is effectively a long-
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3

JOINTDESIGN

This section makes proposals for the design of the gridshell
joints. The crossover joint and the boundary joint are
considered. The strength and stiffness of the joints will each
need to be considered. The design strength of a joint can be
established using the current standards and verified by
experimental testing where test data is not provided. The
design strength of joints in traditional timber structures are
often governed by the spacing of the fasteners. Therefore, by
increasing the design strength the design stiffness also tends to
increase. The joint stiffness needs to be known to analyse the
gridshell for design purposes. The joint stiffness can be
determined experimentally.
The load-deformation behaviour of each joint can be
described by six degrees of freedom in a three dimensional
coordinate system. In a crossover joint, only four distinct
stiffnesses occur (Figure 5). The moment-rotation properties
about the x-axis are identical to those about the z-axis. The
load-displacement properties in the direction of the x-axis are
identical to those in the direction of the z-axis. The loaddisplacement properties in the direction of the y-axis are also
required. However, during forming the moment rotation
properties about the y-axis of the joint are assumed to behave
as a pin. In the completed structure, it is assumed that no
moment about the y-axis is transferred through the joint. Inplane shear forces are transferred through the bracing. During
form finding, rotation about the y-axis is permitted (zero
stiffness is assumed) and a cylindrical joint model is used
during this stage to allow scissoring of the laths.
Fy
My
Mx

Fx

Mz

Fz

Figure 5: Crossover Joint
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Boundary joints (supports) are assumed constrained against
translation vertically (local y-axis). It has been established
from modelling that only two of the other 5 degrees of
freedom present at a boundary joint (support) significantly
influence gridshell forces and deformations. These are the
translation in the axial direction of the gridshell members (zaxis) and the rotation about the local x-axis (Figure 6). This
conclusion would need to be verified for horizontal load
cases.


stresses are determined. The mean stiffness should be used for
an accurate representation of the form and behaviour.
Moreover, for a conservative design the design stresses should
be determined using the 95th percentile stiffness. The 95th
percentile values for stiffness are relevant to bending active
gridshells, as a high stiffness will result in high stresses for a
given curvature. For the design strength values, the
characteristic (5th percentile) values should be used including
the modification factors described in section 2.

Fy

Similarly, during stage 2 the 95th percentile stiffness should be
used for ultimate limit state design. In Eurocode 5, it states
that the design stiffness is the mean stiffness divided by the
partial factor for material stiffness. It is suggested here that
this design stiffness is used when examining the SLS design
of stage 2.

My
Mz
Mx
Fx

Fz

5
Figure 6: Boundary Joint

4

ANALYSISANDDESIGNOFGRIDSHELLS

The analysis of bending active gridshells is focused on
predicting the geometry and stress levels that a particular
material will take when bent towards a given shape along with
the analysis of stress and deformation under subsequent inservice loading. The dynamic relaxation technique was
developed in 1965 by A.S. Day for the finite difference
analysis of concrete pressure vessels. Day and Bunce [10]
further developed this method for application to cable
structures. The vector form of dynamic relaxation has become
the most common. It is suited for non-linear structures such as
gridshells. Brew and Brotton [11] developed this approach
which separated the equations for equilibrium and motion and
did not require the formulation of an overall stiffness matrix.
Dynamic Relaxation is a systematic method for tracing the
motion of a structure from the time of loading to when it
reaches a position of equilibrium due the effects of damping.
The method of Dynamic Relaxation is utilised for static
analysis as fictitious masses and moments of inertia are used
to ensure stability and convergence [12]. A computational tool
(MattGrid) for the analysis of bending active gridshells was
developed by the authors using the dynamic relaxation
method [13].
Just as the modelling and analysis process is split into two
stages, stage 1 (form finding) and stage 2 (in-service loading),
so should the design also be split into the same two stages as a
limit state can occur during either stage. The form finding
stage should be designed for ULS only, whereas the
subsequent in-service loading stage (stage 2) should be
designed for both ULS and SLS. SLS design would apply to
the global deformation of the structure deflection limits for
individual members might apply for various reasons.
During stage 1 the material and section stiffness will dictate
the geometry, from which the curvatures and hence the

PRACTICALCONSIDERATIONSOFGRIDSHELLS

This section is based on lessons learnt from developing a
computer model (MattGrid) to predict the form and behaviour
of experimental gridshells. There are practical considerations
that are relevant to the modelling and analysis of gridshells.
Stresses induced during the forming process will depend on
the process used. Therefore the form finding stage of the
modelling process (stage 1) must reflect the forming process
actually used. The initial orientation of the flat grid also
influences the level of stress induced during forming.
Therefore, both the erection sequence and initial flat grid
orientation should be taken account of in the modelling
process.
Continuous monitoring of the structure as it is being deformed
is essential to ensure that the joints can freely rotate. Gridshell
analysis tools typically model the joints with no eccentricities
and do not account for locking of the joints due to friction.
The measured coordinates of each joint must be continuously
compared with its target location to ensure the structure is
moving towards the target shape. In addition, a gradual
uniform lifting process should be adopted.
When the gridshell members have been joined to the boundary
supports, the geometry may be close to the target shape.
However, the temporary supports must then be removed and
any further change in geometry should be monitored and
compared with the deformation predicted for the same step in
MattGrid. The computer model developed by the authors has
been proven to be sufficiently accurate for all stages [13].
In addition to constant monitoring, the design of the joint
itself is another critical component. For double layer braced
gridshells, up to five members need to be connected at the
joints. Larger clearance holes and slots assist these
connections but can diminish the strength of the sections. An
accurate prediction of geometry can facilitate prefabrication of
elements. Alternatively, the erection sequence can be altered
to install the members individually and not drill the holes until
the members are temporally clamped in their final position
[14] and [15]. MattGrid could model this kind of sequence
with some rearrangement of the code.
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Due to the material, section and construction variations,
members may not always arrive at the specified boundary
joint locations. A method has been utilised that allows for the
boundary locations to deviate from the designed location by
the use of continuous perimeter beams [16] and [17]. This
avoids forcing the ends towards an exact point, which could
result in high local stresses (Figure 7).

Figure 7: Gridshell laths bolted to plywood perimeter
A lightweight structure and a loose assembly at the beginning
of the forming are advantageous to the forming of the
gridshells without the requirement for any mechanical lifting
equipment. This type of structure is suited to a deployable
structure whereby the structure itself as a whole can be
reduced to linear foldup sections aiding to logistics. In this
manner, large portions of a gridshell could be prefabricated
off-site. A series of images in Figure 8 describes this concept.

Figure 8: Deployability of gridshell sections

6

CONCLUSIONS

Gridshell members are subjected to a combination of stresses.
A limiting criterion for combined stress conditions was
presented. This limiting criterion is conservative as no
redistribution modification factors have been included. A
clear distinction has been made between the property
requirements for modelling and design (both ULS and SLS).
Additionally, the construction process has a significant role
for the development of stresses in the structure. As a result,
the exact construction sequence must be modelled and
factored into the design for bending active gridshells.
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ABSTRACT: According to the most recent IPCC report, warming of the climate system is unequivocal, and this warming may
lead to increased risk of breakdown of infrastructure networks due to extreme weather. A key means of reducing future risk
exposure is implementation of effective climate change adaptation strategies for critical infrastructure assets. This however
constitutes a significant engineering challenge, for a variety of reasons discussed herein. The work described in this paper
examines the regional variability of climate change adaptation feasibility for timber power pole networks, an important critical
infrastructure asset. This is achieved through development of a Monte-Carlo event-based sequential model, which incorporates
structural reliability, deterioration, climactic effects and network maintenance. The hazards of interest are storm winds and
timber decay - both of which may worsen due to a changing climate. A probabilistic life-cycle cost-benefit analysis is used to
examine the appropriateness of a single climate adaptation strategy for a notional network of one million poles, for three
Australian cities; Sydney, Melbourne and Canberra. The feasibility of the climate adaptation strategy, which incorporates both
alterations to network maintenance procedures and implementation of performance based design, was found to vary significantly
across the three regions. The analysis indicated that the adaptation strategy would have a substantially more positive cost-benefit
outcome for Sydney than for the other two locations. This highlights the difficulties associated with implementation of a
nationwide climate adaptation strategy for a power pole networks in Australia, and indeed for critical infrastructure in general.
KEY WORDS: Timber power poles, climate change adaptation, critical infrastructure, asset management.
1

INTRODUCTION

The latest assessment report from the International Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC AR5) has stated that warming of the
climate system is unequivocal (1). These observed changes in
climate, and more importantly projected future changes, may
lead to increased risk to human life and infrastructure (2). One
of the key means of dealing with increased climate change
related risk is implementation of effective climate change
adaptation strategies e.g. Stewart and Deng (3). This can
however be challenging given a) the considerable uncertainty
associated with future climate change projections, and b) the
regional variability of climate and climate change. The work
presented in this paper is aimed at investigating the regional
variation in climate change adaptation feasibility for critical
infrastructure using a probabilistic approach. This
probabilistic approach, which includes time-dependent
structural reliability and probabilistic cost-benefit analysis,
allows uncertainty and variability at various levels to be
incorporated into the assessment. The analysis is conducted
for three different regions of Australia. The critical
infrastructure type examined is timber power pole networks.
To date very few studies have employed probabilistic
methods to assess possible changes in timber power pole
infrastructure performance due to climate change. Existing
publications in this area are limited to the work of Bjarnadottir
et al. (4) and Ryan et al. (5). Fewer studies still have examined
the appropriateness of climate change adaptation strategies for
power poles networks (6). This is somewhat surprising given
the International scientific community’s predictions about
future climate (1), and the scale and value of timber power

pole networks worldwide. For instance, there are
approximately two million timber power poles in Ireland, 120
million to 200 million in the United States (7) and over five
million timber power poles in Australia, which have a net
worth of over $10 billion (8).
The work described herein builds on the existing literature
through utilisation of probabilistic methods to investigate the
regional variability of climate adaptation feasibility. Monte
Carlo event-based sequential modelling is used to assess
structural reliability of the power pole networks and conduct a
probability based cost-benefit analysis of climate adaptation.
This allows climate change uncertainty to be incorporated into
the assessment, together with the other forms of uncertainty
associated with time-dependent modelling of infrastructure
networks. The following section of this paper presents the
assessment methodology. Subsequently, details of the notional
networks are given and results are presented for climate
change impacts and the regional variability of climate change
adaptation feasability across the three Australian cities.
2

ASSESSMENTMETHOLOGY

The basis for the model used herein has been developed in
detail in previous papers by the authors (5, 9). This section
presents a brief description of the model, with a focus on how
predicted climate change is incorporated into the assessment,
and how adaptation is assessed using a probabilistic costbenefit approach. The reader is referred to the previous papers
for more detailed discussion on the model development and
probabilistic model parameter selection (5, 9).
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A structural reliability assessment requires consideration of
structural resistance of the element being considered (R), and
the load the element is subjected to (S), in order to calculate
the probability of a given failure event. In the case of timber
power distribution pole networks the load and resistance are
time-dependent, especially when considering the possible
effects of climate change over a period of 50 to 100 years. For
this study the limit state failure event is defined as the bending
failure of a power pole under wind loading, the most common
failure mode for timber power poles (10). Consequently, the
time-dependent resistance, (R(t)), will be the bending
resistance of a power pole in a network at a given time t. The
time-dependent load, (S(t)), will be the annual maximum wind
load at year t.
2.1

SequentialEventbasedModelling

The sequential event-based modelling approach used herein
allows power pole network performance over time to be
assessed, considering both maintenance and climate change
effects. The uncertainty and variability associated with a)
climate change predictions, b) structural capacity, c) structural
loading, and d) deterioration with time are incorporated in the
analysis. The sequential aspect of the model relates to the fact
that each Monte Carlo iteration runs on a year-by-year basis
from the year 2015 to 2090. Each yearly step includes;
calculation of R(t) and S(t), accounting for climate change
effects on deterioration and wind load, in addition to
simulation of network maintenance if appropriate. This timedependent modelling approach simulates the actual stochastic
behaviour of the system over time, thus creating “an articial
history” of infrastructure network performance. The eventbased aspect of the probabilistic model refers to the fact that
the occurrence of certain events over the monitoring period
can influence the course of a given sequential Monte Carlo
simulation. The two key events which can occur are a)
violation of the limit state, whereby the annual wind load
exceeds the deteriorated pole capacity and the pole fails, and
b) the condemning of a pole as a result of the network
inspections and maintenance programme. Upon occurrence of
a wind failure or the condemning of a pole, the pole in
question is replaced by a new pole in the Monte Carlo
simulation. This pole is assigned new properties generated
from the appropriate distributions i.e. pole diameter, pole
bending strength, sapwood depth etc. The process of
deterioration then restarts for this new pole, and the sequential
Monte Carlo process continues for the iteration in question up
to the year 2070. This sequential event-based approach means
that, in effect, each Monte Carlo iteration represents one pole
location in a network of poles, whereby if this pole fails at a
given location it must be replaced to prevent a break in the
power supply system.
2.2

TimeDependentLoadandResistance

The initial bending resistance (R(0)) of a timber power pole at
time t = 0 can be represented based on established bending
theory as follows;
(1)
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fb . S . D

R ( 0)

32

where fb is the bending strength of the timber, and D is the
ground line diameter of the distribution pole. It is noted
however that this initial bending resistance (R(0)), will tell us
little about the performance of timber power poles in service,
which undergo significant deterioration over their service life.
Thus, for timber power pole networks, as with any
infrastructure network analysis, infrastructure element
deterioration must be incorporated into the probabilistic
model. Timber deterioration was incorporated herein based on
the work of Wang et al. (11), who developed a timber decay
model based on 35 years of field data for 77 timber species.
The Wang et al. model represents decay progress as an
idealised bilinear relationship, characterised by a decay lag
time, tlag (years), and a decay rate, r (mm/yr). These r and tlag
values can be calculated as;

r

k wood . k c lim ate

tlag 5.5r 0.95

(2)

(3)

where kwood is the wood parameter and kclimate is the climate
parameter. Wang et al. (11) provides formulas for kwood for
both hardwood and softwood timber which relate to the
durability class of the timber and the section of the timber
cross section being considered, in addition to providing
adjustments for treated timbers. The uncertainty associated
with the decay model is incorporated using a model error
factor for decay, MEdecay (11). Of primary interest, however,
in the context of the effects of climate change, is the kclimate
parameter. This parameter value is determined based on
annual average temperature and yearly rainfall at the location
considered. As shown by Wang and Wang (12) the influence
of climate change predictions on this parameter can
significantly affect the rate of timber deterioration. Predicted
changes in temperature and rainfall to the year 2090 (13) were
incorporated into the calculation of the kclimate parameter
herein. This allowed the effects of predicted climate change
on deterioration, and the resulting time dependent resistance
(R(t)), to be considered in the analysis.

2.3

TimeDependentWindLoading

Possible changes in wind speed are an important consideration
for power distribution infrastructure as increases or decreases
in the annual maximum wind speed will reduce or increase the
reliability performance of power pole infrastructure,
respectively. The wind field for three locations examined in
this paper (Sydney, Melbourne and Canberra) is dominated by
non-cyclonic synoptic weather systems. These non-cyclonic
gust wind speeds are modelled using the Gumbel distribution,
with the annual maximum non-cyclonic peak gust speed as
follows (14);
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Table 1. IPCC AR5 RCP 8.5 predicted climactic changes to
year 2090
(4)

50th
90th
10th
Percentile Percentile Percentile

Parameter
where vg and `g are the location and scale parameters for the
Gumbel distribution. Values for these location and scale
parameters for a range of locations in Australia have been
developed by Wang et al. (14) based on data recorded from
1939 to 2007. Thus, this wind field does not account for the
possible future reductions or increases in wind field
magnitude due to climate change. A modification to Eqn. 4
has been suggested by Stewart (15) to allow climate change
related effects to be incorporated into the Gumbel distribution.
Eqn. 4 thus becomes;

F (v )
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§
¨
v
¨
¨ J mean ( t )
¨ 1
100
 ©
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e

Vg

·
¸
¸vg
¸
¸
¹

(5)

where mean(t) represents the time-dependent percentage
change in gust wind speed for a given Monte Carlo
simulation. The Wang et al. (14) statistical parameters for the
Gumbel distribution are assumed to reflect pre-climate change
wind speeds (i.e. 1990 levels). Having established an
expression which probabilistically represents the timedependent wind speed incorporating climate change, the work
of Henderson and Ginger (16) was used to calculate the timedependent wind load S(t), as described in Ryan et al. (9). This
model allowed uncertainty and variability to be incorporated
into predictions for the wind load on the power poles,
conductors etc. for a given wind speed v, at a given time t.
Details of the statistical properties used for the model
variables are provided in Table 2 in Section 3.
2.4

Sydney
Temperature (°C)
Rainfall (%)
Wind speed (%)
Melbourne
Temperature (°C)
Rainfall (%)
Wind speed (%)
Canberra
Temperature (°C)
Rainfall (%)
Wind speed (%)
2.5

This study uses the latest IPCC Assessment Report (AR5)
climate change predictions for Australia (13). In line with the
large uncertainty and variability associated with long-term
climate predictions, climatic changes were modelled
probabilistically using Monte Carlo simulation. Wind speed,
rainfall and temperature changes were considered for the no
climate change scenario and the RCP 8.5 (severe case)
emission scenario. The AR5 RCP 8.5 10th, 50th and 90th
percentile predictions for Sydney, Melbourne and Canberra
are presented in Table 1. In line with the framework set out by
Stewart and Deng (3), and utilised in Ryan et al. (5, 17),
truncated normal distributions were used to represent the
uncertainty associated with climactic predictions provided by
CSIRO (13).

+ 3.7
-3
- 1.1

+ 4.6
+ 16
+ 4.2

+ 2.4
- 27
- 5.9

+ 3.0
-9
- 1.7

+ 3.8
+4
+ 1.7

+ 2.7
- 27
-5

+ 3.8
-5
- 0.6

+ 4.5
+9
+ 2.6

ProbabilisticCostbenefitAnalysis

Stewart (18) proposed that the total life cycle cost (LCC) can
be described as:

LCC (T )

C D  C C  C IN (T )  E damage (T )

(6)

where CD is the design cost, CC is the construction cost
(materials and labour), CIN(T) is the cost of inspections during
the service life T, and Edamage(T) is the expected cost of repair
or loss during service life T.
The expected cost of repair and loss can be described as a
present value:
DS T

E damage (T )

¦¦ P

f ,i

i 1 i 1

ClimatechangeProjections

+ 2.9
- 20
- 6.9

C damage

(7)

(1  r ) i

where Pf,i is the probability of damage in year i, Cdamage is the
cost of repair and loss, r is the discount rate and DS is the
number of different damage states. In the present case there
are two damage states, namely power pole condemnings and
power pole wind failures. The probabilities used in the
estimation of Edamage are calculated using Monte Carlo
simulation techniques.
The aim of the current study is to examine the effectiveness
of climate change adaptation on life cycle cost over the period
2015 to 2090 at three different locations. The initial design
cost is assumed to be equal for all cases analysed. Thus, in
accordance with Equation 1, the economic performance is
determined by cost of initial pole construction, inspection
costs, and the expected damage costs, all of which are
impacted by the cost of adaptation strategy implementation,
and the effectiveness of the adaptation strategy. The ‘benefit’
of an adaptation measure is the reduction in damage costs
related to the adaptation strategy, and the ‘cost’ is the extra
costs associated with implementation of the adaptation
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strategy. The Net Present Value (NPV) of an adaptation
strategy is;

NPV (t) LCC BAU (t)  LCCadaptation (t)

(8)

where LCCBAU(t) and LCCadaptation(t) are the life-cycle costs
for ‘business as usual’ (BAU, i.e. existing practice) and the
adaptation measure, respectively, discounted to present value.
The Benefit-to-Cost Ratio (BCR) of the adaptation strategy
is also examined herein whereby;

BCR

Benefit adaptation
Cost adaptation

(9)

The benefit is defined as the reduced losses due to reductions
in pole condemnings, number of inspections, or pole wind
failures, when compared to the BAU case. Similarly, the costs
associated with implementation of an adaptation strategy can
range from additional construction cost, to additional wind
failure and condemning costs, to additional inspection costs,
depending on the nature of the adaptation measure employed.
A NPV greater than zero, and a BCR value greater than one,
indicates that an adaptation measure is cost-effective. The
study herein considered both direct and indirect costs and
benefits. These costs were obtained from the power industry
in Australia and from the international literature. The
development of the costs for the study are discussed in detail
in (6). A discount rate of 4% was used herein.
3

POWERPOLENETWORKDETAILS

A typical Australian power distribution pole layout, as
detailed in Ryan et al. (9) was used for the illustrative
example herein. Appropriate pole ground line diameters for
this typical newly installed Australian pole set-up were
obtained by carrying out detailed pole design in accordance
with existing Australian standards for Sydney, Melbourne and
Canberra (19, 20). Appropriate sizing grades were also
utilised in line with those provided by pole suppliers in each
region. The timber type used for the design was spotted gum,
the most popular power pole timber species in South-East
Australia. The pole was assumed to be CCA treated in line
with current practice in the Australian power industry.
Inspection intervals were set at 5 years, with first inspection
at 20 years (20). In accordance with common industry practice
in Australia, inspection failure or pole condemning criteria
was set at 50% of original pole capacity based on loss of
section modulus (Z), meaning if inspection revealed that the
pole moment capacity was less than 50% of the original pole
moment capacity the pole failed the inspection and was
condemned and replaced.
The climate change adaptation strategy investigated in this
study was developed following consultation with industry and
investigation into a range of proposed strategies at the Centre
for Infrastructure Performance and Reliability at the
University of Newcastle, Australia. It involved alterations to
both the power pole design and maintenance procedures
detailed above. The business as usual and adaptation strategy
can be summarised as follows;
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x Business as Usual (BAU): Pole diameter design in
accordance with AS/NZS standards, inspection intervals
set at 5 years, and pole condemning criteria set at 50% of
original pole capacity
x Adaptation Strategy: Same as BAU with exceptions that
both original poles and replacement poles are one size
grade larger than required under the existing AS/NZS
design procedure, and pole condemning criteria is reduced
to 45% of original pole capacity.
The statistical details for the probabilistic parameters used
herein are presented in Table 2. Due to space constraints the
detailed discussion on the nature, definition, and source of
each parameter is not provided herein, but can be found in
Ryan et al. (5, 9). All results presented in this paper are based
on one million Monte Carlo simulations, each of which ran
from the year 2016 to 2090 in steps of one year.
Table 2. Statistical parameters for probabilistic model
Property
Units
Distribution
Mean
Sydney and Canberra
mm Uniform (242 - 294) 268
AS design pole GLD
Melbourne AS
mm Uniform (245 - 290) 268
design pole GLD
Sapwood depth
mm
Uniform (25 – 50) 37.5
Growth
Corewood depth
Uniform (5-10)
7.5
rings
fb Spotted Gum
MPa
Normal
104.1
Conductor diameter
mm
Normal
13.5
Street lighting wire
mm
Normal
9.0
Pole height
m
Normal
10.7
High voltage wires
m
Normal
10.95
Low voltage cables

m

Communication wire
m
height
Sydney annual max
m/s
wind speed
Melbourne annual
m/s
max wind speed
Canberra annual max
m/s
wind speed
MEw
air
kg/m3
Mz,cat
Cd pole
Cd wires
G (poles)
G (wires)
MEdecaya (durability
class 2)

COV
0.14
0.06
0.06
0.03
0.03

Normal

9.5

0.03

Normal

8.1

0.03

Gumbel

29.29

0.09

Gumbel

25.80

0.07

Gumbel

20.08

0.10

Lognormal
Lognormal
Lognormal
Lognormal
Lognormal
Normal
Normal

1.00
1.2
0.95
1.2
1.0
0.96
0.81

0.05
0.02
0.10
0.05
0.05
0.11
0.11

Lognormal

1.00

0.92

GLD = pole ground line diameter
4
4.1

RESULTS
ClimateChangeImpacts

The regional variability of climate change impacts can be seen
in Table 3, which presents the predicted impact of climate
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change for RCP 8.5 on power pole network performance for
Sydney, Melbourne and Canberra. This impact is expressed in
terms of percentage change in pole wind failure rates, %
change in poles condemned, and increase in operating costs,
over the 76 year monitoring period (2015 to 2090). As can be
seen from the table there is considerable variation in climate
change impact across the three regions. Sydney experiences
the greatest impact with a predicted 6.8% increase in lifecycle
operating costs, while Melbourne actually experiences a
slightly positive predicted climate change impact, with a 0.1%
reduction in operating costs.
It is noted that Canberra has a greater percentage increase in
pole wind failures than Sydney. This is however due to the
fact that Canberra has a far lower baseline pole failure rate
than Sydney. The absolute increase in pole failures for Sydney
is actually larger than that predicted for Canberra (3,500 for
Sydney vs 237 for Canberra). An increase in pole wind
failures of 3,500 is significant when considered in the context
of the consequences of power pole wind failures, which range
from loss of power to business and homes, to catastrophic
wildfire events with significant loss of life and infrastructure.
Table 3. Impacts of IPCC AR5 RCP 8.5 emission scenario
Location

Sydney
Melbourne
Canberra
4.2

% Change in
Pole Wind
Failures
+ 17.5
- 3.1
+ 28.7

% Change in % Increase in
Poles
Lifecycle
Condemned Operating Cost
+ 6.8
+ 10.7
- 0.1
0.0
+ 2.2
+ 3.7

CostBenefitAnalysisResultsforAdaptation

In order to investigate the regional variability of climate
change adaptation feasibility, a single adaptation strategy was
employed across all three cities i.e. approach in line with a
nationally implemented climate adaptation strategy. It is
recognized that the climate change impact results in Table 3
indicate that the notional power pole network in Melbourne
does not require increased structural resilience to compensate
for climate change. It has been found, however, that carefully
designed climate adaptation strategies can have a positive cost
benefit outcome even if climate change does not occur i.e.
adaptation results in improved asset management irrespective
of climate change (6).
Table 4 shows the results of the probabilistic cost-benefit
analysis investigating regional variability of climate change
adaptation feasibility. These results were obtained through
comparison of the climate adaptation strategy with the
“business as usual” strategy over the 76 year life-cycle, under
the RCP 8.5 climate emission scenario. The risk reduction
value reflects the percentage reduction in operational costs of
the power pole network, brought about by implementing the
climate adaptation strategy. The NPV and BCR were
calculated in accordance with Equations 8 and 9.
As can be seen from the table there is considerable variation
in the feasibility of climate adaptation from region to region.
The adaptation strategy has a positive cost benefit outcome for
all three cities, however, the extent of this benefit varies

largely from city to city. For Canberra and Melbourne the risk
reduction is modest at 3% to 4%, while the mean BCR values
indicates that for every dollar invested in adaptation, the
benefit will be approximately 1.1 dollars. This is a relatively
small margin in the context of the inherent uncertainty in the
system. Implementation of the adaptation strategy for Sydney
is however far more feasible. It is predicted that the adaptation
strategy NPV per pole is over $300, while each dollar of
investment in the adaptation strategy is predicted to return 1.7
dollars in direct and indirect benefit. Consequently,
implementation of the adaptation strategy is an attractive
proposition for Sydney under the RCP 8.5 emission scenario.
This regional variation in climate adaptation effectiveness is
driven by the condemning rates and failure rates in each of the
cities. As shown in a detailed location analysis in Ryan et al.
(5), for the no climate change condition, Canberra has the
lowest pole condemning rates and the lowest wind failure
rates. Melbourne also has low wind failure rates, and lower
condemning rates than Sydney. These location specific rates
are dictated by a range of factors (5). These reduced
occurrences of pole condemnings and pole wind failures in
Melbourne and Canberra reduces the benefit associated with
implementation of the adaptation strategy adaptation strategy.
The variation in climate adaptation feasibility across different
Australian cities for the notional network of 1 million poles
illustrates the difficulties associated with implementation of
single climate adaptation strategies across Australia. Further
research is currently being conducted at the University of
Newcastle, Australia and The National University of Ireland,
Galway to investigate different adaptation strategies under a
variety of climate change conditions in Australia, Ireland and
the UK.
Table 4. Climate adaptation cost-benefit analysis results under
RCP 8.5 emission scenario for notional power pole networks
Location
Sydney
Melbourne
Canberra

5

Risk
Mean NPV Mean BCR
Reduction (%) ($/pole)
13.7
302
1.70
3.8
56
1.12
3.0
43
1.09

CONCLUSIONS

A probabilistic event-based sequential model has been
developed herein to facilitate investigation into the spatial
variability of climate change adaptation feasibility for critical
infrastructure. The critical infrastructure type examined is
timber power pole networks. Climate change impacts and
climate change adaptation feasibility were examined for a
notional network of 1 million timber power poles for three
Australian cities, namely Sydney, Melbourne and Canberra.
Predicted climate change impacts were found to be largest for
Sydney, with Melbourne actually experiencing a very slightly
positive climate change impact. Examination of the
appropriateness of a climate adaptation strategy showed
significant spatial variation in cost-benefit outcomes across
the three study locations. The adaptation strategy in question
was found to perform significantly better for Sydney than for
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Melbourne and Canberra, when considering both direct and
indirect costs and benefits. This highlights the difficulties
associated with implementation of nationwide climate change
adaptation strategies for Australia.
6
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1

ABSTRACT: This paper presents an overview of the cement-based batteries developed in DIT for use in the cathodic protection
of embedded steel in reinforced concrete undergoing chloride-induced corrosion.
Cathodic protection delivers an external current (approximately 20mA per m2 of embedded steel) which effectively polarises the
internal current generated during corrosion. The batteries developed in DIT comprise of a cement-based electrolyte containing
different additives including sand, aggregate, salts, carbon black and plasticiser with protruding anode and cathode metal plates.
These batteries produced an initial electrical output of 1.5V and 23mA through a 10 resistor as measured using data
acquisition units and a custom-built LabVIEW program. By enhancing the ionic conductivity and maintaining the internal
moisture content in the cement pores, the batteries power and life span can be improved.
Following a concrete ponding regime to initiate corrosion of embedded steel in a concrete block sample, the power required to
protect the reinforcement and arrest corrosion current was determined using a DC desktop supply. With the intention of
replacing the desktop supply with a battery module ongoing work is focussing on increasing the life span of individual battery
modules, improving their recharging capabilities and optimising for different shapes.
KEY WORDS: Cement-based batteries; cathodic protection; corrosion; electrolyte.
1

INTRODUCTION

The advancement of battery technology is one area that can
reduce the reliance on fossil fuels. Current research is
focusing on improving the lifespan, power storage and
recharge capacity. The most efficient way of achieving all of
these is by modifying the battery materials, specifically the
electrolyte which is an ionic conductor [1]. Liquid electrolytes
are preferred due to higher ion mobility and interface
continuity between it and the electrodes. Solid electrolytes
have lower ionic conductivities but are less likely to leak.
This paper presents a summary of the work undertaken at
DIT into the utilisation of cement as a novel battery
electrolyte. Results from a number of parametric studies to
yield the optimum electrical current and longevity while
establishing the relationships between the internal temperature
and humidity with the electrical output shown. Application of
the findings to protect embedded steel in concrete subject to
corrosion using impressed current cathodic protection (ICCP)
and a low-level external current are presented [2].
2

BACKGROUND

In any battery, ions and electrons move through the
electrolyte and the circuit from the anode to the cathode
respectively (Figure 1). Typical alkaline batteries use zinc as
the anode, manganese dioxide as the cathode and a salt
solution as the electrolyte. The electrolyte’s ionic conductivity
should be high with a low electrical resistance thereby
allowing it to carry high current. Liquid electrolytes

Figure 1. Conventional battery arrangement.
traditionally perform better due to the high mobility of ions.
Doping solid electrolytes often improves ion movement.
The process of steel corrosion in concrete is an example of
ionic flow through hardened concrete. Iron atoms removed
from the steel surface by electrochemical reaction dissolve
into the surrounding electrolyte solution. In concrete, this can
only occur where pores exist at the steel anodic site. Electrons
must therefore transfer from this anodic site to a cathodic area,
which develops a surplus. The transfer of electrons occurs
along the metal and creates a current between areas of
differing potential (Figure 2). The ions from the reactions,
such as the ferrous ion (Fe2+), pass into the solution trapped in
the concrete pores and meet with hydroxyl ions (OH-) to form
ferric hydroxide which reacts to form rust [3,4].
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any corrosion has taken place, requires a lower current density
of 2-5mA/m2 [14].
The following section presents the experimental work
undertaken to determine the optimum cement-based battery to
power cathodic protection in concrete taking into account
environmental influences such as temperature and humidity.
Figure 2. Corrosion process of steel in concrete [3,4].
3

LITERATUREREVIEW

Meng et al. [1] provided the initial proof of the concept that
cement based batteries could provide an electrical output.
Their design consisted of electrode cement layers with active
additives separated by a basic cement electrolyte (Figure 3).
The cathode layer was a mix of manganese dioxide particles
and cement. The electrolyte consisted of cement and the
anode contained cement and zinc particles. The advantage of
this design over protruding electrode (non-cement-based)
probes is the active phase in both anode (zinc) and cathode
(manganese dioxide) are in direct contact with the electrolyte
(pore solution in the cement paste) in the anodic and cathodic
layers and not just at the interface with the electrolyte. The
output from this type of battery design were very low with
maximum open circuit voltages and currents of 0.72V and
120A (current density 3.8A/cm2) respectively. It also only
produced current when saturated.

4

EXPERIMENTALWORK

Figure 4 shows the standard form of battery developed with
different electrolyte and electrode combinations while limiting
other characteristics such as size and shape. The size of the
cell is irrelevant to its voltage, but does affect its internal
resistance. However, it does affect the maximum current a cell
can provide [3] as, with greater electrode/electrolyte contact
area, there is less internal resistance and higher currents.
Therefore, all batteries designed for comparison (except for
the electrode ratio examinations) were of the same
dimensions.

Figure 4. Basic schematic of the batteries developed
Figure 3. Layered cement-based battery [1]
Rampradheep et al. [5] used similar constituents in another
layered design and produced maximum voltage of 0.6V. The
current was undisclosed. Cement-batteries cast with carbon
fibers and carbon nanotubes in the electrolyte layers [6]
yielded maximum power outputs of 0.7V and 35.21A/cm2.
Ouellette & Todd [7] produced a battery incorporating a
cement electrolyte between magnesium and carbon probes
immersed in seawater as a corrosion-based energy harvester.
Adding cement passively limited the amount of consumable
oxygen rather than as a functioning electrolyte system.
Attempts were made to use the battery to harvest the energy
produced during corrosion and use it to power corrosion
sensors [7,8]. Burstein et al. [9] developed a battery with a
small current density, a steel cathode and an aluminum anode
protruding from a concrete electrolyte.
The recommended design current density for (ICCP) is
20mA per m2 of bar surface area [10] although many studies
indicate that lower values are adequate [10-14]. Cathodic
prevention, which is the provision of protective current before
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Using the highest purity non-toxic materials allowed their
specific impact to be distinguished. Weighting and passing the
electrolyte materials through a 200μm sieve removed any
non-conforming lumps or bulk and achieved the desired
powder format. The dry constituents were mixed well with
deionised water and placed into 90 x 90 x 40mm plastic
moulds (300 x 120 x 50mm were used for electrode ratio
comparison tests) to create the electrolyte block. Sanding the
electrode plates (60 x 30 x 0.5mm) and washing in a borax
solution removed any impurities before inserting into the wet
electrolyte. Each plate protruded by 5mm to facilitate the
connection the resistor circuit. The fresh batteries were each
placed on a vibration table for 30 seconds to remove any
remaining air and allowed to set for 24 hours under a
polythene sheet after which testing began.
The batteries consisted of cement and water paste to form
the electrolyte, a copper plate cathode and an aluminium plate
anode. The effect of different water/cement ratios, additives
and electrode spacing on current, voltage and lifespan are
shown in Table 1. As may be seen, the optimal electrical
output and lifespans were obtained by using electrolytes with
high w/c ratios, adding carbon black and salt [4].
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Using these findings, an electrolyte was cast using the
constituents shown in Table 2. This mix produced an average
continuous current output of 0.02mA for more than a month
through a 10 resistor load [3].
Table 1 Electrolyte constituents refining battery design.
Additive

Current (under
10 load)

Voltage (open
circuit)

Lifespan

w/c ratio



=

=

Sand & Aggregate

=

=

=

Silica fume



=



Carbon black







Electrode volume



=

=

Salt solution/crystals



=



Water-glass

=

=

=

Electrode spacing

=

=

=

Magnesium anode







Figure 5. LabVIEW programme and DAQ used

Table 2 Electrolyte constituents [3]
Constituent
Water
Cement
Alum Salt
Epson Salt
Carbon black
Plasticiser

4.1

Weight (g)
291
595
47.3
47.3
9.9
9.9

Description
Mains supply tap water
CEM I (BS EN 197-1)
>99% purity
>99% purity
Average size 30nm
Sika VistoCrete 30HE

Measurements

Measurement of current discharge was through a 10
resistor using a National Instruments differential data
acquisition unit (DAQ) NI 9205, as shown in Figure 5. Pilot
testing using a multi-meter refined the frequency of readings
and likely ranges of measured current and voltages. A suitable
LabVIEW programme was calibrated using a DC power unit
and voltmeter with logged files written into CSV (comma
separated values) format and imported directly into MS Excel
after testing was complete.
4.2

Figure 6. DAQ setup thermocouple recording.
4.3

Connectingbatteriesinparallel

A 10 resistor was connected between the anode and
cathode to act as a resistor load as shown in Figure 7a. The
batteries were also connected in parallel and the resistor as
shown in Figure 7b.

Influenceoftemperatureandinternalmoisture

A k-type thermocouple was cast into the middle of ten
batteries to investigate the effect of internal temperature and
moisture. Five batteries were sealed using an acrylic based
water and vapour proof varnish suitable for cement surfaces.
The remaining five batteries were unsealed. Temperature
readings were recorded using a NI 9211 DAQ unit (Figure 6).
Relative humidity probes were inserted into large blocks
made of the same electrolyte mix (Figure 6) at depths of
40mm, 50mm and 65mm using Tramex CMEXPERT II
Hygro I probes. The holes were drilled 24 hours after casting
and cleaned and the moisture readings taken.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7. Differential voltage across a resistor for (a) a single
cell and (b) multiple cells in parallel
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5
5.1

EXPERIMENTALRESULTS
Effectofinternaltemperatureandhumidity

The difference in current between the sealed and unsealed
cells (Figure 8a) indicates that the former performs better in
terms of electrical power output.
The sealed cells provided an improved resistor-loaded
current (0.101mA) compared to the unsealed batteries (0.066
mA). The sealed block retained, on average, 1% higher
relative humidity than the unsealed. For every 1% increase in
relative humidity, the current increased by 0.01mA and
0.02mA for the unsealed and sealed cells respectively. Over
time as the cells dry, the chemical reactions that create these
currents will decrease and reaction products will build up on
the electrodes.
Observed temperature fluctuations found that for every 1°C
increase, the current increased by 0.015mA and 0.028mA for
unsealed and sealed cells respectively (Figure 8b). Higher
temperatures in batteries correlates with greater outputs as it
enhances chemical reactions and improves electron / ion
mobility thereby reducing the cell's internal impedance.

(a)

Figure 9. The resistor-loaded discharge current from single
cells and two parallel-connected cells for the sealed and
unsealed cases.
are commonly used to double the capacity while maintaining
the same voltage.
5.3

Potentialpowersourceforcathodicprotection

The amount of electrical power needed from the batteries
developed above to power cathodic protection of
reinforcement was determined using a measured macrocell
electrochemical corrosion current. A reinforced concrete slab
(245x245x110mm deep) was ponded with a 0.55M NaCl
solution within a 10mm dyke in the laboratory. The top and
bottom mild, and stainless steel bars respectively, were
connected externally using a 10 resistor (Figure 10). An
average corrosion current of 0.14mA was measured and
peaked at 0.2mA.
A typical impressed current cathodic protection setup
employed a titanium mesh anode coated in mixed-metal-oxide
and cast into the ponding dyke with a cement/water mix.
10 resistor

10mm dyke

Titanium mesh

Figure 10. Experimental setup to measure the corrosion
current

(b)
Figure 8. (a) Discharge current through a 10 resistor for a
sealed and unsealed battery and (b) the relationship between
temperature fluctuations within the cement electrolyte and
resistor-loaded discharge current from the cells
5.2

Connectingcellsinparallel

Connecting two cells in parallel increased the current output
by 250% (to 0.16mA) and 360% (0.35mA) for the unsealed
and sealed cells respectively (Figure 9). Parallel connections
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Figure 10 presents the results from the application of CP.
As shown, there is a drop in macrocell current after
application of CP. It was found that applying 0.2mA for 12
days reduced the corrosion current to zero indicating that
corrosion had been arrested. Work is underway in DIT to
attach a number of cement-based barriers in parallel to
determine if they can mimic the results shown in Figure 11.
6

CONCLUSIONS

The results above demonstrate the potential for cementbased batteries to be used for the cathodic protection of
embedded steel in concrete undergoing corrosion.
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[12] Glass GK, Buenfeld NR (1995) On the current density required to
protect steel in atmospherically exposed concrete structures, Corrosion
Science, Vol. 37(10), pp. 1643-1646.
[13] Koleva DA, Hu J, Fraaij ALA, Stroeven P, Boshkov N, van Breugel K
(2006) Cathodic protection revisited: Impact on structural morphology
sheds new light on its efficiency, Cement and Concrete Composites,
Vol. 28(8), pp.696-706.
[14] McArthur H, D’Arcy S, Barker J (1993) Cathodic protection by
impressed DC currents for construction, maintenance and refurbishment
in reinforced concrete, Construction and Building Materials, Vol. 7(2),
pp. 85-93.

Figure 10. Change in macrocell current over time with CP
application
The power output from the batteries have shown to be
sufficient for CP albeit for a limited amount of time. Research
is underway to further improve the ionic conductivity and
maintaining the internal moisture. Work is also underway to
recharge the batteries using photovoltaics thereby increasing
the lifespan. Finally, research is planned for the assemblage of
multiple batteries that when connected in parallel, will
produce longer life spans with higher currents that are
rechargeable using photovoltaics.
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ABSTRACT: With more emphasis on reusing and extending the life of structures, it often becomes necessary to assess the
capacity of existing concrete structures. One major component of this assessment relates to the concrete strength. Most reliable
results are obtained by taking cores. However, such assessment is ideally made with a combination of destructive and nondestructive testing to minimise damage to the structure. The currently available methods for assessing in-situ concrete strength
of the existing structures can be broadly divided into two groups. One group of tests is completely non-destructive. The other
group is partially destructive where limited damage to the surface is caused by the tests. For the strength evaluation of existing
concrete, methods such as surface hardness test, ultrasonic pulse velocity test, penetration resistance test and maturity test fall
under the non-destructive category. Partially destructive tests include pull out test, CAPO test, pull off test and break off test.
This paper critically evaluates and analyses the applicability and limitations of the methods used for evaluating concrete strength
in existing structures. Most methods for strength evaluation are found to measure a certain property such as elasticity, density,
tensile strength or hardness of concrete and then relate the measured value to compressive strength. Studies on these methods
show a wide variation in the correlations between estimated and predicted compressive strength. Partially destructive methods
are noted to provide correlations with good consistency between estimated and predicted compressive strength.
KEY WORDS: Concrete; Compressive Strength; In-situ tests.
1

INTRODUCTION

Existing
structures
sometimes
undergo
structural
modifications and changed loading condition with a view to
reuse rather than demolishing and rebuilding. In these cases,
assessment of the structure becomes necessary. Along with
the information regarding the arrangement, orientation,
dimension, and loading condition, properties of the materials
used in the structures are required to be assessed for accurate
evaluation of the existing structures.
Concrete is the most widely used construction material in
the construction industry because of its ease of production,
low cost, durability, and useful structural characteristics.
Concrete is generally composed of aggregates, cement, and
water. Properties of these constituting materials along with the
mixing in different ratios affect the properties of concrete.
Concrete properties are also affected by the variability of
quality control in the production of concrete, its placement,
consolidation, and curing. These result in the variation of
concrete strength in the structure. Standard control samples
prepared from the same concrete as in-situ may not reflect the
strength of in-situ concrete. In-situ concrete strength is
evaluated by destructive testing of cores collected from the
structures. Core testing is time consuming and expensive and
it may not be suitable in all cases because of difficult
accessibility to the elements to be examined and risk of losing
structural integrity. So, the number of cores that can be taken
from the structures is limited. Several in-situ tests are used
along with core test to minimize the number of cores to be
undertaken and to reduce the uncertainty in compressive
strength across a structure. In-situ tests have been developed
based on the measurement of physical properties of concrete
from which indirect measurement of concrete compressive
strength can be inferred [1]. Among the in-situ tests, some are

completely non-destructive while others are partially
destructive which cause little surface damage without having
effects on the structural integrity. Ultrasonic pulse velocity
(UPV) test, rebound hammer test, maturity test, resonance
frequency test etc. can be considered as non-destructive test.
Tests such as pull out test, cut and pull out (CAPO) test, pull
off test, break off test, penetration resistance test are partially
destructive. For the sake of simplicity, all these in-situ tests
are considered as non-destructive tests.
Historically, in-situ testing for concrete strength evaluation
started with the surface hardness test. In the beginning of the
twentieth century, the Brinell hardness testing for metal based
on the indentation technique was adopted for evaluation of insitu concrete strength by several researchers [2]. Skramtajew
in 1938 reported 14 different techniques for the concrete
strength estimation including pre-installed and post installed
techniques [3]. Detailed historical evaluation of different insitu tests can be found in the literature [2, 3, 5]. During recent
years, much research has been devoted to the development
and modification of the present in-situ tests, to gather
information about the sensitivity of in-situ tests due to
concrete variability, and to improve data processing technique
for better strength assessment of concrete.
At present, standards and design manual and specifications
suggests the requirement of calibration using core testing. The
National Roads Authority in Ireland advises the use of in-situ
tests after calibrating in-situ test results (usually by coring), as
in-situ tests are not definitive and accuracy of in-situ test
results is variable [5]. In-situ tests could be used to assist in
determining the statistically most reliable results of core tests
[6].
The paper addresses the in-situ tests that have been used for
the strength estimation of concrete. The aim of the paper is to
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pressent the deveelopment, appplication and limitation oof the
men
ntioned in-situu tests on basis of previous research.
2

INSITUTESST:STRENGTHESTIMATIONOFCONCRET E

viously stateed in-situ tests measuree some phyysical
Prev
prop
perties of conncrete and relaate the measurred propertiess with
the compressivee strength off concrete. So,
S all these tests
h indirectly w
which
estimate the conncrete compreessive strength
ds to the unncertainty in the measureement of streength
lead
estimation. In-siitu tests aree discussed in the folloowing
g
one iss nonsecttions. They arre divided intoo two major groups,
desttructive test annd another is partially
p
destrructive test.
2.1
2.1..1

Nondestrructivetests
Reboundd hammer testt

Sch
himdt in 1948 introduced sppring impact device of conncrete
by rebound prinnciple [2]. Thhe technique provides an easy
mpact hammerr and the operration
meaasurement of rrebound of im
is quite
q
simple. D
During the opeeration, a ham
mmer mass im
mpacts
the concrete witth a fixed energy
e
and reebounds from
m the
mmer
surfface of the conncrete after thhe impact. Eneergy of the ham
is applied
a
by tensioning of sprring and it is independent oof the
opeerator. Loss oof energy durring the impaact of the ham
mmer
with
h concrete deppends on the strength and elastic modullus of
con
ncrete. Since thhe introductioon of the test, extensive ressearch
has been carried out to explainn the interaction of the ham
mmer
h the concretee and energy dissipation
d
in concrete, to ffigure
with
out the sensitivitty of the ham
mmer under different influenncing
d hammer [66–14].
facttors related tto concrete and rebound
Akaashi and Amaasaki [16] investigated that wave propaggation
beh
haviour wouldd be differentt for concretee having diffferent
streengths and bouundary condittions of the co
ontact betweeen the
ham
mmer and the concrete. A good num
mber of emppirical
relaationships haaving differeent mathematical modelss for
streength estimatiion can be foound [10, 16, 17]. Szilagyyi and
Borrosnyoi [11] ssuggested the use of rebou
und hammer w
within
the respective domain of each model for the streength
20% deviatioon in
evaluation. Malhhotra [14] reeported ±15-2
ment for conttrol specimen
ns prepared inn the
streength assessm
labo
oratory. Brenccich et al. [8] assessed many factors incluuding
moiisture contentt, stress statee and maturitty. Liu et al. [13]
desiigned a model with nine paarameters for strength
s
estim
mation
usin
ng rebound hhammer. Manyy researcherss argued abouut the
exisstence of uniiversal relatioonship of streength and rebbound
valu
ue [18]. In recent yearss, two differrent mathem
matical
app
proaches [15, 17] have beeen suggested considering some
facttors such as m
measurement error, unconttrolled factorss and
mod
del error. Szzilagyi et al. [19] proposeed a model (SBZ
mod
del) consideriing the surfacce hardness ass a time depenndent
matterial propertyy affected by water-cementt ratio, carbonnation
and
d time. With aall the limitations, this test is the most w
widely
used
d for the strrength estimaation as it is easy, simplee and
inex
xpensive. Thee test method,, the statisticaal characteristiics of
test results, thee implementtation of in-situ testing and
i ACI 228.1R
R-03,
inteerpretation of test results arre described in
AST
TM C805/C805M-12, EN 12504- 2:2012 and ISO 119207:20
004 [18–21].
Rebound
R
hamm
mer provides an impact measurement
m
aat the
poin
nt of interactioon. It producees high variability being afffected
by numerous faactors. The teest can be used
u
to assesss the
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unifo
ormity and quality
q
of cooncrete in strructure. The test
shou
uld not be used for the basiis of acceptan
nce or rejectioon of
conccrete due to inherent unccertainty in concrete streength
estim
mation.
2.1.2
2

Ultrasoniic pulse veloccity (UPV) test

Usse of ultraso
onic wave foor defect deetection in metal
m
appeeared in 1929.. In 1940s, UPPV test metho
od was develooped
in Canada and En
ngland simultaaneously [24]. The test meethod
n the basis of the propagatiion of mechannical
was developed on
ous solid medium,
wavee through the material. For a homogeneo
the velocity
v
of th
he ultrasonic wave depen
nds on the elastic
prop
perties and density
d
of thhe medium. The
T
test method
meassures the timee required forr a wave to travel
t
a particcular
distaance from wh
hich velocity is measured. Several reseearch
and investigationss were executeed to understaand the sensitivity
U
test in co
oncrete since the introductiion of the tesst. In
of UPV
1969
9, Jones and Facaoaru
F
publlished the reccommendationn for
testin
ng concrete by UPV test [225]. Theoreticcal discussionn can
be fo
ound in details in [18, 20]]. Kaplan [27] investigatedd the
effecct of age and
d water-cemennt ratio on th
he relationshiip of
UPV
V and comprressive strenggth of concreete. Ohdaira and
Masu
uzawa [28] reported that
at high waterr content in the
conccrete results in
i higher vellocity of the ultrasonic wave.
w
Typee and amountt of aggregatee significantly
y affect the UPV
U
value in concretee [21, 26–28]]. Ultrasonic pulse attenuaation
g with UPV was reported to be useful in estimatioon of
along
conccrete strength [32]. Bogas et al. [29] co
oncluded thatt the
relattionship betweeen UPV andd compressive strength tendds to
be less
l
affected by the aggrregate volum
me in lightweeight
aggrregate than no
ormal weightt aggregate. Solis-Carcano
S
and
Moreno [30] intrroduced a faactor to defin
ne the aggreegate
prop
perty for better assessm
ment of stren
ngth from UPV.
U
Dem
mirboga et al.. [33] presennted a generaal relationshipp of
stren
ngth and UPV
V when assessiing the effect of replacemennt of
cemeent by differeent mineral addmixtures. Typ
pe and amounnt of
aggrregate used fo
or the researrch was constant. Presence of
reinfforcing bar in
n the concretee results in high error in UPV
U
test as
a the velocity
y of wave is ggreater in steel than in conccrete.
Corrrection should
d be used if the reinforceement crossess the
wavee path. Turgutt [34] suggestted a universal relation betw
ween
UPV
V and concrrete strengthh. He considered laboraatory
specimens of diffferent mix raatio and cores taken from
m the
wn compositiions.
strucctures having different agees and unknow
Popo
ovics et al. discussed
d
the difficulties of
o using UPV
V in
conccrete [35]. Komlos et al. [336] compared several standdards
of UPV
U
test. He stated that thhe application
n of UPV testt for
stren
ngth estimatio
on of concretee should be carried
c
out wiith a
suitaable correlation curve.
Th
hough with-in test variationn has been fou
und to be low [20],
[
mostt reliable UP
PV test appliccation is in concrete channges
monitoring and mass
m
uniform
mity checking
g [36]. The least
recom
mmended meethod of conccrete strength estimation iss the
UPV
V test due to concrete
c
inhom
mogeneity, material
m
variabiility,
and factors
f
affecting the velocitty of pulse.
2.1.3
3

Resonancce frequency ttest

Reesonance freq
quency methhod was firsst developedd by
Pow
wers in 1938 an
nd modified by Hornibrook
k in 1939 [37].. For
a viibrating systeem of homoggeneous, elasstic and isotrropic
mateerial, natural frequency oof vibration is
i related to the
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dyn
namic moduluus of elasticiity and densiity [37]. Thee test
worrks on the prrinciple of resonating conccrete specimeen by
app
plying excitatiions either byy vibrating th
he specimen oor by
imp
pacting with a small hamm
mer. Resonance frequency tests
hav
ve been perforrmed for over 50 years and it has been m
mostly
con
nfined to labooratory basedd work as opposed
o
to inn-situ
testing [37]. The high cost of the
t instrument, difficulty inn data
proccessing and pportability resuult in low pop
pularity of thee test.
Thee test is influuenced by prooperties of ag
ggregate and their
mix
xing proportioons, curing condition, and specimen
s
sizee. The
test is usually uused in deteccting deteriorration of conncrete
her than estimaating strengthh. The test is not
n included inn ACI
rath
228
8 for in-situ sstrength estim
mation of con
ncrete [20]. A
ASTM
C21
15 suggests tthe use of thhe test in dettecting changges in
dyn
namic moduluus of elasticityy of concrete undergoing harsh
env
vironment [38]]. Resonance frequency tesst is not comm
monly
used
d for strengthh estimation off concrete. Th
he test providees the
meaans of studyiing the deterrioration of concrete
c
speccimen
subjjected to aggrressive environnment.
2.1..4

Maturityy test

Maturity
M
methood is a technique for estimating strengthh gain
of concrete
c
baseed on temperrature history
y. The strenggth of
con
ncrete can be expressed as a function of time and
tem
mperature histoory which is related
r
to the hydration prrocess
of cement
c
paste oof concrete. The
T origin of the method caan be
tracced to a seriess of research related
r
to the accelerated ccuring
metthods conducted during thhe late 1940ss and early 11950s
[39]]. In 1951, Saul [40] prresented a th
heory in deffining
matturity as the prroduct of timee and temperature. He statedd that
con
ncrete of thee same mixx at the sam
me maturityy has
app
proximately thhe same strength whateveer combinatioon of
timee and tempeerature makee up that maturity
m
[41]. The
prop
posed maturitty function too estimate thee concrete streength
wass based on thee assumption of linearity off strength gainn and
tem
mperature and was able to predict the sttrength for lim
mited
rang
ge of curiing temperaatures. Severral mathem
matical
exp
pressions for the maturityy function were
w
suggesteed to
estimate the conncrete strengthh reliably [38
8, 41]. Carinoo and
w [41] reported that there iss no single maaturity functionn that
Lew
is applicable
a
to aall concrete mixes.
m
Proced
dures for usinng the
matturity methodd have been standardized in ASTM C
C1074
[43]]. Temperatuure history of concrete iss a must forr the
matturity methood. This meethod is ap
pplicable to new
con
nstruction and early age streength develop
pment. The meethod
can be used to deetermine in-siitu strength off concrete to aallow
moval of form
mwork or shooring, openin
ng of roadway
ays to
rem
trafffic etc. This iis typically caarried out witth the help off preestaablished empirical relationnship of time-temperaturee and
streength developm
ment
2.2
2.2..1

Partiallyd
destructivetessts
Probe peenetration testt

Prob
be penetrationn test, consideered as a hard
dness test [41 , 42],
meaasures the deppth of penetraation of probee into the conncrete
whiich provides the measure of hardness or penetrration
resiistance. This can be relateed to concretee strength. Thhough
the method was ffirst introduceed by Voellmy
y in 1954, its oorigin
hod suggesteed by
can be traced bback to one of the meth
Skramtajaw in 19938 [2]. In 1964, a device, known as Winndsor

prob
be, was introd
duced in USA
A for the peneetration testinng of
conccrete to estim
mate the qua
uality and strrength. Laterr on
Malh
hotra [46], Klotz [47], Arnni [48] investtigated the usse of
this test for com
mpressive streength measurement. The test
ompressibilityy of a locaalized area [44].
[
meassures the co
Aggrregate hardness is taken to be the most influencing faactor
in th
he test resullts. The earlyy age streng
gth estimationn of
conccrete has beeen reported to provide better accuuracy
comp
pared to the rebound
r
hamm
mer test [49].. Manufactureer of
the Windsor
W
prob
be test system
m provides chaarts dependingg on
the hardness
h
of ag
ggregate [44] . Several reseearchers indiccated
the correlations
c
to
o be ineffectivve for strength
h estimation [ccited
in 22
2]. In 1980s, Windsor
W
probee penetration test was modified
to develop
d
pin penetration tesst in which a smaller pinn (in
diam
meter and leng
gth) is forced iinto the concrrete using a sppring
loaded device [44
4]. In recent yyears, nail peenetration intoo the
[
conccrete by consstant gas preessure has beeen studied [50].
Smaller sized naiil with less ennergy than th
he Windsor probe
peneetration test is inserted into the concrete. Reliability off this
nail penetration teest has been reported to be
b higher thann the
on test. The probe
p
rebound hammer, UPV and proobe penetratio
peneetration test haas been includded in ASTM
M standard (AS
STM
C 80
03) in 1975 an
nd the standarrd was modiffied to includee the
pin penetration
p
tesst in 1990 [44]].
Probe penetration test meassures the com
mpressibility of a
smalll area. The teest result prodduce high variiability depennding
on the
t
type of aggregates. SStrength estim
mation is hiighly
sensitive to the measured
m
area.. The test can
n be applicablle to
mity of concrette.
assesss the uniform
2.2.2
2

Pull out test
t

Pu
ull out test, allso known as LOK test, measures
m
the force
f
requ
uired to extraact an embeedded metal insert from the
conccrete mass. Th
he insert is ppulled againstt a reaction force
f
exertted on a conccentric bearingg ring placed around the innsert.
A conical shaped
d portion off concrete is extracted att the
mate pull out load. Skram
mtajaw [3] firrst introducedd the
ultim
meth
hod which inv
volved insertinng a rod with a spherical ennd in
the fresh
f
concrete and then meaasuring the force needed to pull
the rod from th
he hardened concrete. Laater on in 1944,
mper reported
d a non-linearr relationship
p for the pulll out
Trem
forcee and compressive strenngth of conccrete [51]. Both
B
Skraamtajaw and Tremper
T
workked with the tensile
t
strengtth of
conccrete because of the shape of the instrum
ment they worked
with
h. The present size and shappe of the instru
ument is the reesult
of th
he extensive study
s
of Kierrkegaard-Hanssen carried ouut in
the 1960s
1
[51]. His
H work led to the introd
duction of beaaring
ring to fail the concrete aloong a predefi
fined path. Many
M
m of concrete to
reseaarchers studieed the failurre mechanism
explain the relattionship betw
ween the pulll out force and
pressive stren
ngth [5, 48]. All these reesearch concluuded
comp
that pull out test subjects conncrete to a no
on-uniform, three
t
mplex state oof stress. Yener and Li [52]
dimeensional com
explained that rellationship of concrete stren
ngth and pulll out
o concrete. They
T
forcee could be atttributed to thhe crushing of
perfo
ormed plastic fracture finitite element an
nalysis to expplain
the failure mechanism. Krencchel and Shaah [53] afterr the
nalysis, propoosed with a tw
wo stage craccking
micrro-cracking an
process. A stable cracking beggins at about 30%
3
of peak load
und the head of
o the insert iinside the con
ncrete and seccond
arou
stagee that develop
ped after the ppeak load deffines the shappe of
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con
ne. Krenchel aand Bickley [ccited in 28] ex
xplained the fa
failure
mecchanism basedd on the progrression of miccro-cracking. They
stated that pull out load andd uniaxial com
mpressive streength
both
h undergo sim
milar micro-ccracking beforre failure. Deespite
lack
k of agreemennt on the failuure mechanism
m, pull out loaad has
goo
od correlationn with the compressive strrength of conncrete
[20]]. Pull out insstrument is to be inserted in
n the fresh conncrete
whiich limits the ttest applicabillity. To overcome this limittation
and
d to use in exissting structurees, various typ
pes of post insttalled
insttruments werre investigateed in the 1970s [54]. A post
insttalled methodd known as CAPO test having the same
geo
ometry as pulll out test was developed by
y Petersen in 1976
[55]]. The concrette is subjectedd to same typee of loading ass pull
out test and the ffailure mechannism resembles the pull ouut test
[51]]. Petersen innvestigated seeveral correlaations proposeed by
reseearchers betweeen pull out foorce and stren
ngth of concreete for
both
h pull out annd CAPO tessts [55]. He reported idenntical
corrrelation for the two testts. Petersen and Poulsen [56]
suggested two geeneral correlattions for the strength
s
estim
mation
n
concreete, one is for low strength region and annother
of normal
is fo
or high strenggth region. Forr lightweight concrete, Kreenchel
and
d Nasser [citedd in 32] suggeested differen
nt correlations . Pull
out test along with CAPO tesst as post insttalled pull ouut test
ASTM
has been includded in differeent standards including A
00 and EN 125504-part 3 [199,55]. In recen
nt years, a new
w pull
C90
out technique (B
B15G insert) has been prresented [57,, 58].
t techniquee with
Breecncich [59] ddescribed the operation of the
resp
pect to pull ouut/ CAPO test..
Pull out and CAPO test provide
p
direct measuremeent of
static loading suubjected to cooncrete. Variability in streength
a
typ
pe. There exiists a
estimation depennds on the aggregate
ong relationshhip between the compreessive strengtth of
stro
con
ncrete and puull out strengtth [20]. The application oof the
tests is in high reliable estim
mation of con
ncrete compreessive
streength [60].
2.2..3

Break offf test

Break
B
off testt was introduuced by Johansen in 19776 in
Norrway. The testt is based on the measurem
ment of the fleexural
tenssile strength pparameter of concrete
c
which
h can be indirrectly
relaated to comprressive strengtth. The test measures
m
the force
requ
uired to breakk off a cylindrrical core from
m a larger conncrete
masss. The test sppecimen can be prepared by
y inserting a tuubular
plasstic sleeve dduring concreete casting or
o by drillingg the
hard
dened concrette at the time of testing. Load configuratiion is
the same as the cantilever beeam with circcular cross seection
subjjected to a cooncentrated looad at its free end [61]. Thhe test
metthod creates a state of com
mbination of bending
b
and shear
streess at the base of the cylindrrical core [4]. A good numbber of
reseearch was carrried out in the
t 1980s [61
1]. Nishikawaa [62]
repo
orted impractiical relationshhip between break
b
off test rresult
and
d compressivee strength off concrete. Break off testt was
foun
nd be sensitivve to the wateer-cement ratio, age of conccrete,
curiing and cemennt type. Naik et
e al. [63] found the influennce of
typee of aggregatee and specimen on the breeak off test reesults.
Cru
ushed aggregaate resulted in
i higher tesst results thann the
roun
nded aggregatte. However, while studyin
ng the perform
mance
of break
b
off test in high strenggth concrete, Naik and Sallameh
[64]] found the influence of type of ag
ggregate andd test
speccimen (preinsstalled or postt-installed) to be negligible.. Size
of aggregate
a
has high influennce on the varriability of thee test
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resullts [20]. AST
TM included the test in 1990 as ASTM
M C
1150
0 and withdrew
w the test in 22002 [61].
Brreak off test is
i not commoonly used in recent years. The
test provides an indirect
i
estim
mation of com
mpressive strenngth.
h
variablee. The test is suitable for near
The test results highly
surfaace flexural tensile strengthh measurement of concrete.
2.2.4
4

Pull off test

Pu
ull off test is based on thee concept thatt the tensile force
f
requ
uired to pull a metal disk, toogether with a layer of conccrete
from
m the surface to which itt is attached is related too the
comp
pressive stren
ngth of concreete. The test was developeed in
1970
0s in United Kingdom
K
[65] . Similar test was developeed in
Austtria (tear off test)
t
and Dennmark (007-B
Bond test) [2, 64].
The test is a direect tension teest of concrete. With the preblished correllation, compre
ressive strengtth of a particcular
estab
conccrete is measu
ured from the pull off test results.
r
Aggreegate
type has high inffluence in thee test results [65]. The test is
uded in ASTM
M C1583 [666]. BS 1881-2
207 reported 15%
inclu
variaation under laboratory conndition in strrength estimaation
[67].. ASTM C 1583 limits the uuse of the testt for estimatioon of
tensiile strength of
o concrete ssurface and bond
b
strengthh of
overrlay material [68].
Pu
ull off test meeasures the coompressive strrength of conccrete
indirrectly. The teest is particul
ularly suitablee for testing near
surfaace tensile strength of concrete. This
T
test is not
recom
mmended forr the estimattion of conccrete compresssive
stren
ngth.
2.3

Combinatio
onofinsituteests

Com
mbination of several in-sittu tests has been reportedd in
1960
0s for the purpose
p
of im
improving th
he reliability and
precision in conccrete strength estimation [69]. The conncept
behin
nd the develo
opment of com
ombining in-siitu tests is thhat if
two test methods are influenceed in two diffe
ferent ways byy the
samee factor, their combined usse results in a cancelling effect
whicch improves the strengthh estimation [2]. Among the
vario
ous suggested
d combinationns, use of com
mbination of UPV
U
and rebound hamm
mer (known aas SonReb meethod) is the most
m
mon practice. Different m
mathematical models has been
b
comm
prop
posed by reesearchers. R
b
Researchers reported better
correelations whilee using the coombined metthods for streength
estim
mation [62–68]. Many reesearchers prroposed univeersal
relattions for the strength
s
estim
mations [67, 69].
6 Qasrawi [75]
prop
posed a nomog
graph where cconcrete streng
gth was expreessed
as a function of two variabble. Nomograaph consistedd of
diffeerent contourss of rebound hhammer valuee having conccrete
stren
ngth along on
ne axis, UPV
V test result along other axis.
a
Ario
olu [77] sugg
gested similarr nomograph having UPV test
resullt as the conttour line. Sevveral other combinations off insitu have been reported in reccent years inccluding the usse of
dsor probe peenetration testt and resonan
nce frequencyy test
Wind
with
h SonReb metthod [64, 66]]. Breysse [18] explained that
comb
bination may not always leead to better correlation.
c
W
When
one test providees much pooorer results than the other,
bination will not result in iincreased accu
uracy for streength
comb
estim
mation.
2.4

Comparativeassessmennt

Seeveral researcchers reportedd comparativ
ve assessmennt of
estim
mating concrete strength using diffeerent in-situ test
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methods. Arni [48] compared the rebound hammer and probe
penetration test for strength estimation. He concluded that
neither of the tests should be used for strength estimation. For
quality assessment, rebound hammer could be used ahead of
probe penetration because of its low cost, less destructive
nature, and ability to provide greater number of test data. Yun
et al. [78] reported the comparison of several NDTs. The work
of Qasrawi [75] indicated that UPV test showed more
accuracy than rebound hammer in strength prediction. Shariati
[76] found rebound hammer test to be more accurate than
UPV test in strength prediction. Pascale et al. [79] showed
limitation of probe penetration test in estimating strength of
high strength concrete.
3

[11]
[12]

[13]

[14]

[15]

CONCLUSION

Several in-situ test methods have been reviewed in this paper
based on previous research results. All in-situ tests are
suggested to be used for strength estimation within their
limitations. Correlation of strength and in-situ test result for
the concrete to be investigated should be prepared beforehand.
Rebound hammer and penetration resistance test provide
information of surface properties. Break off test measures
flexural property while pull off test provides tensile strength
property of concrete. UPV and resonance frequency test
provide inside properties of concrete. Pull out test and CAPO
test provide strong relationship with the compressive strength.
Efficiency and quality of strength estimation depend on the
sensitivity of strength to the in-situ tests, measurement error
and range of variation of in-situ test results as compared to the
variation of strength. Combination of two or more in-situ tests
can be helpful in that context.
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents the results from the experimental investigation on heat activated prestressing of Shape
Memory Alloy (SMA) wires for active confinement of concrete sections. Active confinement of concrete is found to be much
more effective than passive confinement. Active confinement achieved using conventional prestressing techniques faces many
obstacles due to practical limitations. A class of smart materials that has recently drawn attention in civil engineering is the
shape memory alloy which has the ability to undergo reversible hysteretic shape change known as shape memory effect. The
shape memory effect of SMAs can be utilized to develop a convenient prestressing technique for active confinement of concrete
sections. In this study a series of experimental tests are conducted to study thermo-mechanical behaviour of Ni48.46Ti36.03Nb15.42
(wt. %) SMA wires. Although, numerous studies on active confinement of concrete using NiTiNb SMA have been carried out in
the past, no particular study on Ni48.46Ti36.03Nb15.42 exists in the literature. A series of tests were conducted in this study to
characterize the material properties of Ni48.46Ti36.03Nb15.42 for active confinement of concrete sections. Parameters such as heat
activated prestress (HAP), residual strain and the range of strain that can be used for effective active confinement after HAP
were investigated in detail. The influence of pre-strain and temperature on HAP was also investigated. It was found that a
significant amount of HAP can be developed in pre-strained Ni48.46Ti36.03Nb15.42 upon heating, most of which is retained at room
temperature. A substantial amount of strain recovery upon unloading and after heating was recorded in all tests. The range of
strain available for effective active confinement was also found to be significant. The results from this study demonstrate that
the chemical composition of NiTiNb along with level of pre-strain and the corresponding transformation temperature range
significantly affects the HAP, which in turn can affect the efficacy of the retrofitting strategy in which NiTiNb is used as a
means to apply active confinement.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Reinforced concrete (RC) buildings are probably the most
popular choice of construction around the world for ease of
construction and economic reasons. However, many RC
buildings have exhibited poor performance during past
earthquakes such as 1999 Kocaeli (Turkey) earthquake [1]
and 2008 Wenchuan (China) earthquake [2]. One of the
main reasons being most earthquake resistant design codes
were only developed and implemented after the 1970’s.
Reinforced concrete buildings built prior to 1970’s were
designed to carry only gravity loads. These ‘gravity load
only’ designed buildings possess many inherent deficiencies
to withstand strong ground motions for example, inadequate
shear strength and ductility of columns, inadequate shear
strength of beam-column joint core, insufficient lap-splice
length of rebars in plastic hinge zone and insufficient
anchorage of beam rebars framing into the joint core.
Without retrofitting, these deficiencies pose a significant
fatality hazard and may lead to partial or complete collapse
of buildings during strong earthquakes.
Over the past few decades, the importance of retrofitting
these buildings has increased many folds. Many retrofitting
strategies have been developed during the past few decades.

Most of them oriented to increase ductility of these
buildings. The majority of these retrofitting strategies
fundamentally involve confining structural elements.
Traditionally, concrete or steel jacketing has been employed
to confine concrete section at key locations. As an
alternative to concrete and steel jacketing, fibre reinforced
polymer (FRP) composite materials introduced in late
1980’s also provide an easy to apply and light weight
means to confine and reinforce RC sections. However,
either of these techniques provide only passive confinement
i.e., the confining pressure is developed only when the
concrete starts to dilate upon loading. Conversely, if the
confining pressure is applied before the application of the
load, known as active confinement, the strength and
ductility of the member can be further enhanced.
The concept of active confinement has been studied in the
past by many researchers. Yamakawa et al. [3] investigated
active confinement of concrete using prestressed aramid
fiber belts and reported that active confinement of concrete
contributes significantly to increasing the shear strength,
axial load carrying capacity and restraint to circumferential
strain of concrete. Moghaddam et al. [4] used prestressed
metal strips to actively confine concrete prismatic and
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cylindrical
specimens.
Their
experimental
work
demonstrated a significant increase in strength and ductility
of actively confined concrete sections. However, in spite of
encouraging results from these works, applying these active
confinement retrofitting techniques to the real structures
using conventional mechanical pre-stressing methods faces
many obstacles due to a number of practical limitations.
A class of smart materials that has recently drawn
attention in active confinement strategies are the Shape
Memory Alloys (SMAs). SMAs belong to a group of smart
materials which have the ability to undergo large
deformations with minimum residual strain, a behaviour
known as pseudoelasticity or superplasticity (SE). SMAs
also have the ability to undergo reversible hysteretic shape
change known as shape memory effect (SME).
SMAs in general offer a wide range of possible application
in civil engineering. This study focuses only on application
of SMAs in active confinement of concrete sections. Several
researchers [5-8] have studied active confinement of
concrete using SMAs and reported a significant
enhancement in the strength and ductility of retrofitted
sections. A brief overview of the thermo-mechanical
properties of SMAs is given in the next section.
2

restrained by anchoring the ends of SMAs a considerable
amount of prestress can be generated in SMAs. This
phenomenon can be conveniently utilised for actively
confining concrete sections.

THERMOMECHANICALFEATURESOFSMAs

SMAs have two distinct phases, each with different
crystalline structure. The phases stable at low temperatures
and high stresses is called martensite phase (M-phase) and
the phase stable at high temperature and low stresses is
called austenite phase (A-phase). The associated
transformation from one phase to another results from
reversible shear lattice distortion [9] and forms the basis of
the unique behaviour of SMAs. A schematic explanation of
phase transformation is given in the Figure 1.
The mechanical properties of SMAs are highly dependent
on the temperature and the phase in which it is used. There
are four characteristic temperatures associated with the
phase transformation. SMAs in M-phase begin to transform
into A-phase when the temperature is increased beyond
austenite start temperature (As); complete transformation
from M-phase to A-phase takes place only when
temperature is increased beyond austenite finish
temperature (Af). Once in A-phase SMAs behaves as
pseudoelastic material and recovers most of the deformation
upon unloading, see Figure 1(c).
Similarly, if the temperature of A-phase SMAs is reduced
below martensite start temperature (Ms), phase
transformation from A-phase to M-phase starts to take place.
A complete transformation from A-phase to M-phase takes
place only when temperature is reduced below martensite
finish temperature (Mf). In this phase, SMAs retain majority
of the deformation upon unloading (See Figure 1(b)). A
more elaborated explanation on this behaviour can be found
elsewhere [9, 10].
If a sufficient mechanical load is applied to SMAs in the
M-phase or the intermediate phase between M-phase and Aphase, a considerable amount of strain is retained upon
unloading. A subsequent heating of the SMA results in a
significant amount of strain recovery; leaving behind only a
minimal residual strain. However, if the strain recovery is
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the one way shape memory effect
(path A-B-C-D-E-A) and pseudoelasticity (path E-F-E) of
an SMA spring; (b) stress-strain curve of SMA in M-phase;
and (c) stress-strain curve of SMA in A-phase. Excerpts
from [11].
3

EXPERIMENTALPROGRAM

The behaviour of SMAs is complex and depends on a
number of parameters. Depending upon the alloying
elements, SMAs exhibit different behaviour in different
conditions and are highly sensitive to variation in
temperature, phase in which it is used, loading pattern and
pre-strain conditions. Existing studies on active confinement
of concrete sections using SMAs have shown that not all
SMAs are suitable for this application. For active
confinement, the phase transformation temperatures of
SMAs needs to be such that the pre-strain required to cause
reverse transformation is retained at room temperature. The
transformation temperatures of SMAs depend not only on
the alloying elements but also on the proportions in which
they are combined. Among the existing group of SMAs,
NiTiNb has been found to be the most suitable SMA for
active confinement. Further, many different compositions of
NiTiNb has been studied in the past. It has been found that
different compositions of NiTiNb can have significantly
different behaviour. In this project Ni48.46Ti36.03Nb15.42 wires
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are used as a material for active confinement of nonseismically designed reinforced concrete sub-assemblies. No
detailed study on Ni48.46Ti36.03Nb15.42 could be found in the
literature. Therefore, a detailed thermo-mechanical
characterization of NiTiNb was required before using it for
the actual retrofitting.
This paper presents some results obtained from heat
activated pre-stress tests conducted on Ni48.46Ti36.03Nb15.42
wire specimen specimens.

to be carried out using heat gun. The temperature of the wire
specimens was recorded using Type-T thermocouple
attached directly to the surface of the specimens as shown in
Figure 2.
Fan Heater

Thermocouple

SMA

4

HEATACTIVATEDPRESTRESSTESTS

4.1

LVDT

MaterialSpecifications

The chemical composition of NiTiNb used in this study was
provided by the supplier and is given in Table 1.
SMA

Table 1. Chemical composition of SMAs used in this study
(values given in % of weight)
Ti

Ni

Nb

C

N

H

O

36.03

48.46

15.42

0.039

0.004

0.001

0.042

The initial transformation temperatures of undeformed
NiTiNb wire obtained from differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC) tests were also provided by the supplier
and are given in Table 2.
Table 2. Transformation temperature of Ni48.46Ti36.03Nb15.42
used in this study (oC)

4.2

Mf

Ms

As

Af

-100

-78.79

-22.0

3.5

TestSetup

All Ni48.46Ti36.03Nb15.42 (hereafter referred to as NiTiNb only
unless the exact composition is necessary to mention) wire
specimens used in this study were tested on a Zwick Roell
universal testing machine. The machine was installed with a
100kN load cell having an accuracy of ±0.02% of the
applied load between the range of 0-5kN. Several types of
grips were tried to anchor the NiTiNb wires. Although direct
slippage was prevented using wedge type grips, it was
impossible to prevent minor slippage due to the embedment
of the grip teeth in the wire specimen. Therefore, average
strain measurement using crosshead travel data was
discarded. Instead, strain was measured using noncontact
single camera video extensometer or, in some cases, single
Linear Variable Differential Transformer (LVDT) attached
to the specimen. The details of the test setup are shown in
Figure 2.
Two different techniques were used for heating the
NiTiNb wire specimens. In the first instance, a 20 Amp DC
current was passed through the wire specimen. However,
due to heat loss through end grips and LVDT clamps
attached to the wire, using this technique the temperature
was raised only up to 100-120oC. Further increase in current
to 40 Amp would have raised health and safety issue and
therefore, this method was discarded. In the second
approach the specimens were heated using fan heaters
supplemented with a heat gun. This method was preferable
as the heating process in the final application is also planned

Video Extensometer
20 Amp DC current

(a)
(b)
Figure 2. Test setup for thermo-mechanical tests of
Ni48.46Ti36.03Nb15.42 wire specimens. (a) Video extensometer
used for measuring strain; heating carried out using fan
heater and heat gun. (b) LVDT used for measuring strain;
heating carried out using 20Amp DC current.
4.3

TestPlan

Results from three different types of tests viz. Test -1, Test2 and Test -3 are presented in this paper. The tests were
carried out to study parameters such as heat activated
prestress (HAP), residual strain and the range of strain that
can be used for effective active confinement after HAP. The
influence of pre-strain and temperature on HAP was also
investigated. Ni48.46Ti36.03Nb15.42 wire of 2 mm diameter was
used for all the tests. In the first test (Test-1), the wire
specimen was pre-strained, heated above the austenite finish
temperature and immediately unloaded after heating. In the
second and the third tests (Test-2 and Test-3), specimens
were loaded cyclically after heating. The cyclic loading of
wire specimens after heating was carried out to determine
the range of strain that could be used for active confinement.
NiTiNb specimens in Test-1 and Test-3 were pre-strained
by 6% while in the Test-2 the specimen was pre-strained by
2.25%. NiTiNb wire used in the Test-2 was reused in Test-3
to investigate the behaviour of reused NiTiNb specimen.
4.4

TestResults
Test -1

In Test-1, the NiTiNb wire specimen was loaded to 6%
strain (path A-B-C in Figure-3) and then unloaded to zero
stress level (path C-D). Both loading and unloading were
carried out in strain controlled manner at a strain rate of
0.003/sec. A gauge length of 50 mm was adopted in all the
tests.
A yield stress equal to 638 MPa and a maximum stress of
733 MPa (Point C in Figure 3) were recorded before
unloading. Once the specimen was unloaded to zero stress
state (Point D in the Figure 3), heating was carried out in
two stages keeping both ends of the specimen anchored
throughout the heating process.
In the first stage of heating, the specimen was heated
using two 2000 Watt fan heaters (up to point M in Figure 4)
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up to 125oC. Since an increasing trend in HAP was
observed, it was decided to keep increasing the temperature.
A supplementary heating was provided using a 2000 watt
heat gun. The wire heating was stopped at 230oC (Point E in
Figure 4) after a plateau in the stress vs temperature plot
(Figure 4) was observed. The wire was then allowed to cool
down naturally to the room temperature.

Test-2
In Test-2 the SMA wire was pre-strained by 2.25% and then
unloaded as shown in Figure 5 (path A-B-C-D). A yield
stress equal to 608 MPa was measured and the specimen
was unloaded at a stress of 638 MPa (point C in Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Stress vs strain obtained from Test-2
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Figure 3. Stress vs strain obtained from Test-1
The max HAP achieved during the heating process was
498 MPa. On cooling to room temperature, a slight
reduction in HAP was observed. HAP retained at room
temperature was 438 MPa.

Once unloaded, the wire was heated in the same way as in
Test-1. Upon heating, the HAP produced in the wire kept
increasing until a temperature of 153oC was reached, it then
decreased linearly until heating was stopped at 215oC as
shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 4. HAP vs temperature obtained from Test-1
Once the material cooled down to the room temperature
(Point F in Figure 3 and Figure 4), the specimen was held in
place for 1 hour to observe any HAP loss at room
temperature. An insignificant HAP loss was observed during
this time indicating HAP is only temperature dependent and
no short term creep effect was observed. However, long
term creep effect should be investigated separately. The
specimen was then unloaded and a residual strain of 2.1%
was recorded (Point G in the Figure 3). HAP recorded in the
wire specimen during the heating and cooling process is
plotted in Figure 3 (path D-E-F) and Figure 4 (path D-E-F).
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Figure 6. HAP vs temperature obtained from Test-2
The behaviour of NiTiNb wire shown in Figure 6 was
found different from Test-1, in which the HAP gradually
increased until a max value was achieved. Unlike in Test-1,
on cooling, the wire specimen in Test-2 showed a gradual
increase in HAP from 253 MPa at max temperature to
306 MPa at 25oC. After cooling, the wire was left
undisturbed at room temperature for about 1 hour, no major
change in HAP was observed during that time. The wire
specimen was then cyclically loaded to study the response of
prestressed NiTiNb wire under cyclic loading. The cyclic
loading was carried out in such a way that unloading was
always restricted to strain of 1.5% as shown in Figure 5.
This was done to simulate a hypothetical situation in which
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NiTiNb wire confining a concrete section would be
restricted to contract beyond the actual cross-section of the
concrete. The cyclic loading was ended when the stress level
at unloading reached zero (corresponding to a strain value of
about 1.66%), see point H in Figure 5. The difference in the
strain between Point D and Point H in Figure 5 provides the
range of strain for which HAP can be effectively used for
active confinement. This range in Test-2 was 0.66%.
Test-3
Wire specimen used in Test-2 was reused in Test-3. The
specimen was pre-strained by 6% (path A-B-C in Figure 7)
and then unloaded to zero stress level (path C-D) in Figure
7.
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Figure 7. Stress vs strain obtained from Test-3
The yield stress of the specimen used for Test-3 was
491 MPa, see Figure 7. This reduction of yield stress was
consistent with other tests performed afterwards. The yield
stress was determined as shown in Figure 7 as the stress
value of point B. It is worth noting that the stress vs strain
plot shown in Figure 7 corresponds to loading in Test-3 only
and does not include the residual strain equal to 1.82%
measured at the end of Test-2.
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Once the specimen was unloaded to zero stress state (Point
D in the Figure 7), the specimen was heated in two stages in
the same way as in Test-1 and Test-2. Heating was stopped
at about 215oC. The max HAP achieved during heating
process was recorded equal to 495 MPa at 200oC. On
cooling the wire to room temperature, a slight reduction in
HAP was observed. The HAP retained at room temperature
was 427 MPa. HAP recorded in the wire specimen during
heating and cooling process is plotted in Figure 7 (path D-EF) and Figure 8 (path D-E-F).
After the heating and cooling process, the wire specimen
was cyclically loaded as shown in Figure 7. Unloading in
each cycle was restricted to strain value corresponding to
Point D in Figure 7. The amplitude of each loading cycle
was increased incrementally until HAP reduced to zero upon
unloading. The range of strain between Point G and Point D
in Figure 7 was recorded equal to 3%. This strain range can
be effectively used to confine concrete actively. Beyond this
strain range, the confinement will act as passive
confinement.
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Figure 8. HAP vs temperature obtained from Test-3

DISCUSSION

With an austenite finish temperature (Af) of 3.5oC, the
Ni48.46Ti36.03Nb15.42 wire specimens were expected to behave
pseudoelastically at room temperature which ranged
between 17oC and 25oC. However, a significant amount of
residual strain was retained after unloading the specimens
from point C in all the tests; indicating the shift in the phase
transformation temperatures. A similar behaviour in
Ni47.45Ti37.86Nb14.69 was found by Choi et. al [7]. During the
tests non-uniform reduction in cross-sectional area was
observed in all the specimens’ up to the strain of 6%,
implying that detwining in Ni48.46Ti36.03Nb15.42 takes place in
the bands of small lengths distributed non-uniformly along
the length. When heated, these bands transform back to
austenite phase and lead to strain recovery.
The maximum HAP recorded in Test-1 and Test-3
specimens, both pre-strained by 6%, was 498 MPa and
495 MPa respectively, while as HAP measured in Test-2 in
which specimen was pre-strained by 2.25% was recorded
only 308 MPa. HAP appears thus to be directly influenced
by the amount of pre-strain. HAP measured in
Ni48.46Ti36.03Nb15 in this study was found to be substantially
greater than HAP measured in Ni47.45Ti37.86Nb14 [7].
The loss in the HAP on cooling was equal to 60 MPa
(12%) in Test-1 and 68 MPa (13.7%) in Test-3. On the
contrary, in the Test-2 the HAP increased by 53 MPa
(20.9%) on cooling. Since the room temperature varied
between tests, the HAP retained at 25oC in Test-1 and Test-3
both being pre-strained by same amount were compared to
eliminate the influence of temperature. In Test-1 HAP at
25oC was 452 MPa while as in the Test-3 HAP of 436 MPa
was recorded at 25oC. A difference of 16 MPa at 25oC can
be found between the two tests.
In Test-1 the elastic strain recovered upon unloading was
equal to 2.4% and the residual strain retained before the
heating and cooling process was 3.6% (strain between Point
A and D). In Test-3, the elastic strain recovered upon
unloading was 2.67% and the residual strain retained was
3.33%. The slight increase in elastic strain recovery and a
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slight decrease in residual strain recovery of the Test-3
specimen may be attributed to the influence of the loading
history during Test-2. Loading history appears to affect not
only the HAP but also the yield stress. A reduction of
119 MPa in the yield stress was observed when the NiTiNb
was reused in Test-3.
A residual strain of 2.1% after HAP was recorded in Test1. This strain may be regarded as permanent unrecoverable
plastic strain in the specimen. During the heating process,
some amount of strain was recovered (path D-E in Figure 3)
within the gauge length. Similar trend was observed in Test2 and Test 3 (path D-E in Figure 5 and 7). This strain
recovery may be due to rearrangement at microscopic level.
Since the grip to grip distance was kept fixed while heating,
the strain recovery within the gauge length indicates nonuniform contraction and extension of individual hypothetical
bands along the length of the specimens as discussed above.
The ability to develop HAP in NiTiNb can be
conveniently used to actively confine concrete sections. As
discussed above a significant portion of HAP produced in
NiTiNb is retained at room temperature. In the practical
applications, if the pre-strained NiTiNb wires are wrapped
and anchored around the concrete section; with a simple
heating procedure a significant amount of active confining
pressure can be applied quite easily. In this study a 6% prestrain is found to produce a significant amount of
prestressing force however, depending upon the nature of
applications different pre-strain levels can be tried. A
detailed discussion on the influence of HAP and pre-strain
level will be presented separately.
It is important to note that once a section that is actively
confined with NiTiNb is cyclically loaded, depending on the
level of strain imparted in the loading cycle, HAP is reduced
upon unloading. Implying that HAP in NiTiNb for next
loading cycle will be less than that in the previous cycle.
The reduction in HAP with the increase in strain level in the
loading cycle continues until it is completely lost. Beyond
this point NiTiNb confinement will acts as mere passive
confinement. In order to determine the range of strain within
which NiTiNb confinement will effectively apply active
confining pressure, NiTiNb specimens in Test-2 and Test-3
were cyclically loaded and unloaded until the HAP became
zero. The range of strain for which the HAP was found
effective was about 3% in Test-3 corresponding to pre-strain
value of 6%. A range of 3% can significantly contribute in
enhancing ductility and strength of concrete sections.
6

CONCLUSIONS

Three different types of tests have been conducted on
Ni48.46Ti36.03Nb15 wire specimens to assess its suitability for
active confinement of concrete members in engineering
structures. The results presented in this paper show that:
x The chemical composition of SMA is an important
aspect to consider while choosing the type of SMA for
active confinement.
x Pre-strain can significantly influence the level of HAP
achieved in SMAs.
x Ni48.46Ti36.03Nb15 can be used in wide variety of
applications in civil engineering. It offers a convenient
option for applications involving pre-stressing. It can be
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easily employed for effective active confinement of
concrete members in engineering structures.
x HAP of about 500 MPa can be achieved in
Ni48.46Ti36.03Nb15 SMA when pre-strained by 6%. About
450 MPa of which is retained at 25oC. With this range of
HAP, Ni48.46Ti36.03Nb15 can be used to significantly
increase the ductile and the strength of a poorly detail
reinforced concrete member.
x A substantial amount of strain recovery is observed in
Ni48.46Ti36.03Nb15 wires. About 2.5% elastic strain
recovery upon unloading from 6% strain level is
observed. In the specimen pre-strained by 6%, a total of
4% strain is recovered when unloaded after heating.
x A 6% pre-strain in Ni48.46Ti36.03Nb15 can avail a strain
range of 3% for effective confinement after HAP. This
range of strain can significantly enhance the ductility and
strength
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ABSTRACT: The strengthening of structural elements by bonding Near Surface Mounted (NSM) Fibre Reinforced Polymer
(FRP) strips and bars with epoxy resin into grooves cut in the concrete cover is an emerging technique which has recently
attracted world-wide interest. FRP materials are well suited for applications in strengthening owing to their favourable
properties such as their high stiffness and strength. However, existing knowledge on the technique is limited and this is reflected
by the absence of relevant design guidance in existing international codes. In this regard there is a need for further research into
the area. The experimental programme developed for this study involved the design and testing of six reinforced concrete beams
in flexure that were strengthened using the NSM technique. The test beams were taken to failure under two monotonically
increasing point loads. The section of the beam under the neutral axis, located between the two point loads was considered to be
in tension. Three different sizes of Carbon Fibre Reinforced Polymer (CFRP) strip measuring 10 x 3mm; 15 x 2.5mm and 20 x
2.5mm were used for strengthening. Enhancement ratios of 2.3 times the moment capacity of an unstrengthened member were
recorded for the study. The results further indicate that a doubly strengthened beam offers approximately one third extra
capacity over a member that is strengthened using a single CFRP strip of similar dimensions. The 3D nonlinear finite element
(FE) model developed from the experimental data can accurately simulate the structural behavioural responses of a CFRPstrengthened reinforced concrete member in flexure, under applied loading. It is concluded that strengthening reinforced
concrete members with NSM CFRP strips significantly enhances the tensile and flexural capacities of the structural element.
KEY WORDS: NSM reinforcement; CFRP strips; Flexural strengthening; LUSAS; 3D nonlinear finite element analysis.
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INTRODUCTION

The retro strengthening of structural members using externally
bonded (EB) steel bars started circa 1949 in Sweden, where
the method was used to strengthen bridge girders in flexure
[3]. More recently the NSM technique of bonding FRP rods,
bars and strips into grooves cut in the concrete cover has been
introduced. This relatively new technique has many practical
applications in the retro strengthening of ageing infrastructure
and heritage structures. However, existing knowledge on the
technique is limited and this is reflected by the absence of
relevant design guidance in existing international codes [3].
Favourable properties of FRPs include their resistance to
corrosion; easy and rapid installation; high fatigue resistance
and the fact that there is minimal change in structural
geometry when this type of strengthening system is used.
Compared to the externally-bonded (EB) method, the NSM
technique using CFRP strips has several advantages [1]; the
CFRP/epoxy/concrete bond is enhanced by application of the
epoxy to three surfaces in the groove, as opposed to one
surface for the former method. The rectangular shape of the
material and slot also help to improve the bond through the
action of shear forces under applied loading [2]. Due to the
fact that NSM FRP-composites are installed in grooves in the
concrete cover of the structural member, they are more
protected from damage by fire; accidental impact and
vandalism than externally-bonded FRP strengthening systems.
It is also easier to anchor NSM strengthening systems into
adjacent structural members, in order to prevent problems
arising due to debonding [1]. A comprehensive literature

review has been written by the author on the topic of NSM
FRP [3].
In this paper the increase in capacity of reinforced concrete
beams offered by strengthening the test specimens with CFRP
strips using the NSM technique and subjected to flexure, is
investigated. Three different sizes of carbon fibre reinforced
polymer (CFRP) strip measuring 10 x 3mm, 15 x 2.5mm and
20 x 2.5mm were used. One type of concrete and one type of
epoxy resin were tested. Laboratory tests were carried out up
to failure under two monotonically increasing point loads. The
tests focused on the increase in tensile capacity of the beams
and failure mode of the test specimens. The section of the
beam under the neutral axis, located between the two point
loads was considered to be in direct tension at fibre level. The
experimental results were compared with the results from
nonlinear 3D Finite Element (FE) models of the test beams
that were developed from the experimental results using
LUSAS finite element analysis software.
2
2.1

EXPERIMENTALPROGRAMME
Materials

A single type of strengthening strip was used: pultruded
carbon fibre reinforced polymer (CFRP) with dimensions of
10 x 3 mm; 15 x 2.5 mm and 20 x 2.5 mm. The tensile
strength and modulus of elasticity of the CFRP strips were
obtained through laboratory testing and measured 1524 MPa
and 156,000 MPa, respectively. One type of concrete was
studied. 20 concrete test cubes (100 x 100 x 100 mm) were
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cast from the same concrete as poured for the beams. The
compressive strength, tensile strength and elastic modulus of
the concrete were measured at 7 days; 14 days and on each of
the 4 days of beam testing. The cubes were struck after 24
hours and stored in a curing tank that was kept at a constant
temperature of 20o C, until needed for strength testing through
crushing. One type of filling material, a two part epoxy resin,
was used. Table 1 shows the tensile strength of the epoxy
resin at 7 days and the mechanical properties of the concrete
at various stages throughout testing. The tensile strength of
the concrete was obtained from its compressive strength using
standard Eurocode formulae [3].
Table 1. Mechanical properties of concrete and epoxy.

Material
Epoxy
Concrete
Concrete
Concrete
Concrete
Concrete
Concrete

2.2

Curing
time
(days)
7
7
14
32
33
34
35

Compressive
strength
(MPa)
29.7
34.5
35.7
35.8
36.7
37.9

Tensile
strength
(MPa)
3.4
2.9
3.2
3.3
3.3
3.3
3.4

Elastic
modulus
(GPa)
32.8
33.9
34.2
34.3
34.5
34.7

Testprocedureandpreparation

A total of seven 3m long steel reinforced concrete beams, with
150 x 280mm rectangular cross-section, were cast. All beams
were air cured for a minimum of 28 days after striking the
formwork. The area of tensile steel reinforcement provided in
the test beams was marginally less than that required for a
‘balanced’ reinforcement ratio and as such, the beams may be
described as being slightly ‘under-reinforced’. The steel

reinforcement details for a single beam are shown in Table 2.
The modulus of elasticity and yield strength of the reinforcing
steel were determined through laboratory testing and
measured 630 MPa and 210,000 MPa, respectively.
Table 2. Steel reinforcement details.
Bar
type
H12
H10
H8

Diameter
(mm)
12
10
8

Bar
shape
straight
U-bar
Link

Reinforcement
designation
tension
compression
shear

The test beam configuration; dimensions; test setup; loading
arrangement and steel reinforcement/CFRP strengthening
details are shown schematically in Figure 1.
Installation of the CFRP strips was achieved by cutting
grooves with specified dimensions into the concrete cover in
the longitudinal direction, at the tension side of the beam. The
grooves ran the full length of all of the strengthened beams. A
wall chasing tool equipped with two diamond edged cutting
blades was used to cut the grooves. The remaining concrete
lugs were then removed using an angle grinder. The grooves
were then cleaned using a power washer and a wire brush in
order to remove any debris and fine particles to ensure proper
bonding between the epoxy resin and the concrete. The
grooves were filled to half way with the epoxy and the CFRP
strips were then placed inside and pressed down. The groove
was then filled with more epoxy and the surface was levelled
off. The beams were left to cure for one week to ensure the
filling material had reached adequate strength. Each beam was
instrumented with a numerical displacement gauge to measure
the mid-span deflection. Strain gauges were placed on the
tension steel reinforcement; the CFRP strips and on the
compression face of each beam; near to mid-span in all cases.

Figure 1. Test beam details and setup.
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2.3

3

Beamstrengtheningdetails

Three of the test beams were strengthened by embedding a
single CFRP strip in the epoxy resin. The three remaining
doubly grooved beams were strengthened by installing two
CFRP strips of similar dimensions (see Figure 2). The strips
ran the full length of the beam in each case. Details of the
beams tested are shown in Table 3. The laboratory test setup
is shown in Figure 3.

EXPERIMENTALRESULTS

The mode of failure for each of the tested beams was by
concrete crushing in flexure. Figure 4 shows the load versus
mid-span deflection for the six strengthened beams and the
control beam.

Table 3. Matrix for the experimental programme.

Test Beam Details
Beam I.D.
CB1
FRP10-1
FRP15-1
FRP20-1
FRP10-2
FRP15-2
FRP20-2

CFRP strip
dims (mm)
10 x 3.0
15 x 2.5
20 x 2.5
10 x 3.0
15 x 2.5
20 x 2.5

No. of
Strips
1
1
1
2
2
2

Groove
dims (mm)
8 x 15
8 x 20
8 x 25
8 x 15
8 x 20
8 x 25

Figure 4. Load versus mid-span deflection for experiment.
3.1

Typicalglobalbehaviour

The load-deflection curve in Figure 5 illustrates the typical
global behaviour of a beam strengthened with NSM CFRP
strips, in flexure. As the positive bending moment increases
under increasing monotonic loading, three distinct stages can
be observed: 1) Elastic Stage (0-A); 2) Concrete Cracking to
Steel yielding Stage (A-B); 3) Steel Yielding to Failure Stage
(B-C) [1].

Figure 2. CFRP strips installed in the test beams.

Figure 5. Typical global behaviour of strengthened beam.
3.2
Figure 3. Typical laboratory test setup.

InfluenceofsizeofCFRPstrips

The moment capacity of the strengthened beams increased
with the increase in area of CFRP used for strengthening.
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Figure 6 shows the ultimate loads at failure for the test beams.
The ultimate capacity of the doubly strengthened beam with
the largest size of strip (FRP20-2) measured 2.3 times that of
the unstrengthened control beam (CB1). The depth (i.e. Ivalue) of the strips also had an influence on the ultimate
deflections of the strengthened beams. The study found that
the difference in results for mid-span vertical displacement
between singly and doubly strengthened beams using strips of
similar dimensions, were not homogeneous. The differences
in deflections were large for the smallest size of strips (10 x
3mm) while that for the largest size of strip (20 x 2.5mm) was
negligible at just 1.4% (see Table 5).

always possible to anchor the strengthening system in this
manner, owing to obstructions by structural elements such as
columns.
4
4.1

3.3

InfluenceofnumberofCFRPstrips

The influence of the number of CFRP strips used for
strengthening was studied for all strengthened beams. The
experimental results listed on Table 4 show that the moment
capacities of the doubly strengthened beams were enhanced
by approximately one third when compared to the beams that
were strengthened with a single NSM CFRP strip, having the
same anchorage length and strip dimensions.
Table 4. Increase in moment capacity for two CFRP strips.
CFRP Strip
Dimensions
(mm)
10 x 3.0
15 x 2.5
20 x 2.5
3.4

Ultimate Moment Capacity
(Mu) (kNm)
1 strip
2 strips
45.6
58.4
48.0
62.4
51.2
65.6

Increase in
Capacity
(%)
+ 28
+ 30
+ 28

FEModellingParticulars

A programme of nonlinear finite element (FE) modelling
using LUSAS version 15.0 FE analysis software was
undertaken. A total of seven 3D models were developed based
on the materials; dimensions and loading/support conditions
of the experimental test specimens. A perfect bond was
assumed between the steel reinforcing bars and the concrete;
the epoxy resin and the concrete and the epoxy resin and the
CFRP strips. Nonlinear concrete and steel properties were
assigned to the model. The LUSAS ‘Multi crack (model 94)’
was used to simulate the plastic behaviour of the concrete.
Linear properties were assigned to the CFRP material as it
remains in the elastic range up to failure [3]. The modelling
assumptions made agree with other work in the area [3].
4.2

Figure 6. Ultimate loads at failure for test-beams.

FINITEELEMENTMODELLING

Elementsandmeshing

HX20 hexahedral volume mesh with a quadratic interpolation
order was used to model the concrete and the steel support
plates. The HX20 volume elements have 20 nodes per element
and 3 degrees of freedom at each node. The steel reinforcing
bars and CFRP strips were modelled using 3D bar elements.
These have 2 nodes per element and 3 degrees of freedom at
each node. As the primary area of interest for beam analysis
lies between the two point loads, a denser mesh was used in
this area of the model. A convergence test was carried out to
determine the optimum mesh density [3]. The finished 3D
model comprised of approximately 1,300 elements.
4.3

3DFEmodelgeometry

For economy of computer processing time, a quarter-sized 3D
beam model was developed. Beam symmetry was modelled
by applying supports in the x and z directions on the surface
of the beam cross-section at mid-span. The model was also
supported along the longitudinal surface in the z-direction to
simulate symmetry along the width of the beam. Vertical
support in the global Y-direction was then applied along the
centre-line of the steel support plate, on the soffit of the beam.
Figure 7 shows the deflected shape of the fully meshed 3D
model under applied loading.

Influenceofanchoragelengths

The epoxy/CFRP/concrete bond was enhanced by carrying the
strengthening material over the location of the supports at the
ends of the beams. The compressive forces in the shear zones
acted to ‘anchor’ the strengthening system at the ends of the
simply-supported beams, under applied loading. In this regard
the likelihood of failure by debonding or through slippage of
the CFRP strip was minimised. This enhanced the chances of
the test specimens failing in flexure and thus utilising the full
capacities of the CFRP strips. However, in practice it is not
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Figure 7. Deflected shape of the 3D LUSAS model.
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Table5.Comparisonofsignificantexperimentalandnumericalresults.
Diff.
(%)

Mc
(kNm)

Beam ID

Exp.

FE

My
(kNm)
Exp.

Diff.
(%)

FE

Mu
(kNm)
Exp.

FE

Diff.
(%)

Diff.
(%)

(mm)
Exp.

FE

5.20
4.80
- 7.7 26.40 27.60 + 4.3 28.50 28.64 + 0.5 19.80 17.40 - 12.1
5.12
4.80
- 6.2 34.20 34.24 + 0.1 45.60 48.00 + 5.0 42.63 53.90 + 20.9
5.20
4.80
- 7.7 36.80 36.64 - 0.4 48.00 49.92 + 3.8 47.73 46.00
- 3.6
5.44
4.80 - 11.8 33.40 36.00 + 7.2 51.20 52.64 + 2.7 45.97 44.00
- 4.3
5.44
4.80 - 11.8 40.80 42.40 + 3.8 58.40 61.60 + 5.2 54.68 49.00 - 10.4
5.12
4.80
- 6.2 42.40 44.80 + 5.3 62.40 62.40
0.0
50.59 42.00 - 17.0
5.36
4.80 - 10.4 49.60 49.04 - 1.1 65.60 66.40 + 1.2 45.31 37.00 - 18.3
Acronyms: Mc = Concrete cracking moment; My = Steel yielding moment; Mu = Ultimate moment at failure;
= Deflection at mid-span; Diff. = percentage difference between experimental and 3D FE results

CB1
FRP10-1
FRP15-1
FRP20-1
FRP10-2
FRP15-2
FRP20-2

4.4

Loading
-3

A line load of 6.667 x 10 N/m in the negative y-direction,
was applied along the centre-line of the loading plate, in order
to simulate a load of P/2 = 1N over the 150mm width of the
beam. The load was applied at a distance of 600mm from
mid-span. LUSAS ‘nonlinear’ loading was then applied to the
model for analysis, with a starting factor of 5000N to simulate
a 5kN load. This was followed by 500N increments (i.e. for
P/2) until non-convergence of the model occurred and the
beam was deemed to have failed.
5

FERESULTSANDDISCUSSION
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Figure 8. Load versus deflection curves for all beams.

Overall
Diff. (%)

12.1
20.9
7.7
11.8
11.8
17.0
18.3

The results of numerical analysis for the 3D LUSAS FE
models show good agreement with the results for the
experimental beams. A comparison of the significant
numerical and experimental results is presented in Table 5. As
with the experimental specimens, each of the seven models
failed by concrete crushing in flexure (see figure 9). The
ultimate loads results (Pu) for the models were within 5.2% of
the test-beam results (see Figure 10). As shown in Figure 8,
the 3D FE results for deflection also showed good agreement
with the experimental results. The difference between FRP102 and 3D FE deflections was just 2.7%. The FE results for
concrete cracking moment (Mc), steel yielding moment (My)
and ultimate moment (Mu) were within 11.8% of the
experimental values. Overall, the deflection results from
numerical analysis were within 20% of those for the
experiment where, except for FRP10-1, the LUSAS models
were slightly stiffer than their test beam counterparts.

Figure 9. FRP20-2 and its numerical model at failure.

Figure 10. Ultimate loads results.
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6

CONCLUSIONS

The experimental results indicate that strengthening
reinforced concrete members with NSM CFRP strips
significantly enhances the tensile capacity of the composite
element. Enhancement ratios of 2.3 times the moment
capacity of an unstrengthened member were recorded for the
study. After the steel reinforcement has yielded, the NSM
CFRP strips are still in the elastic range up to failure. As the
loading is increased, the stiffer and well-bonded CFRP strips
act as ‘ties’ which prevent the tensile and shear cracks from
‘opening up’. This significantly enhances the tensile capacity
of the member, while at the same time diminishing the vertical
displacement and increasing the capacity of the beam in
flexure.
A beam strengthened with two NSM CFRP strips benefits
from approximately one third extra tensile and moment
capacity than that recorded for a beam of the same size which
is strengthened with a single NSM CFRP strip, having the
same anchorage length and strip dimensions. The
epoxy/CFRP/concrete bond is enhanced by carrying the
strengthening material over the location of the supports at the
ends of the beam. This is as a result of the compressive forces
acting to ‘anchor’ the strengthening system in the shear areas
of the simply-supported beam, under applied loading. In this
regard the likelihood of failure by debonding or through
slippage of the CFRP strip is minimised.
The deflection results for beams strengthened with one and
two NSM CFRP strips of the same dimensions are not always
homogeneous, as the width of the strip (i.e. I-value) has an
influence on the outcome. The study found that the difference
in results for deflection in this regard were large for the
smallest size of strips (10 x 3mm); while the results were
more agreeable for the intermediate-sized strips (15 x 2.5mm)
and the difference between the deflection results for the singly
and doubly strengthened beams with the largest width of strip
(20 x 2.5mm) was negligible at just 1.4%. The results show
that all of the strengthened beams deflected over twice as
much as the unstrengthened beam, with FRP10-2 having the
largest vertical deflection at 54.68mm. This value is 2.76
times that of the control beam (see Table 5).
The 3D LUSAS FE numerical model that was developed for
the project is able to accurately track the tensile stresses and
strains in the constituent materials of the composite beam
which are in the tensile zone under the neutral axis, under
applied monotonic loading. The model can also accurately
predict the values for concrete cracking moments; steel
yielding moments; ultimate moment capacities and beam
deflections in flexure, up to failure. There is very good
agreement between the 3D numerical and experimental results
for the study, in all cases. The model also simulates the
method of failure experienced by the experimental beams in
flexure. In this regard it is a useful tool for carrying out further
analysis and parametric studies on reinforced concrete beams
strengthened with NSM CFRP strips.
The power regression equation that was produced on MS
Excel from the experimental results (see Appendix A) may be
used for parametric studies without the need to carry out
additional laboratory testing.
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APPENDIXA
A.1. Enhancement ratio formula for parametric study
A trend line based on the experimental results was produced
using MS Excel (see Figure 11). The equation for estimating
the enhancement in flexural capacity of a NSM CFRPstrengthened 3m long beam with a cross-section of 150 x
280mm, that is reinforced in the tension-zone with two 12mm
diameter steel bars is:
(1)
where:
ER = the enhancement ratio (i.e. Ultimate strengthened
capacity / Ultimate unstrengthened capacity);
X = CFRP Area / Steel Area;
a = 0.68
b = 0.33

Figure 11. Enhancement ratio curve.
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ABSTRACT: In Ireland and the United Kingdom precast prestressed concrete bridge beams are commonly used in small to
medium sized highway and railway bridges, i.e. 20m-50m spans. Over the past ten years the majority of these bridges have been
built using W-beams, a U shaped precast prestressed concrete bridge beam. When combined with a cast insitu deck slab they
form a composite section that must be able to resist the horizontal shearing forces developed at the interface between the two
elements. Interface shear requirements are generally more onerous than flexural shear when determining reinforcement ratios
and this has become quite a contentious issue for bridge engineers in recent years with differing clauses in the design codes.
This paper presents work which will form part of a PhD research project examining the performance of several full scale W1
beams statically and dynamically loaded using a four point loading test with varying loading and reinforcement ratios crossing
the interface. The study will compare full scale beam testing to finite element analysis using midasFEA, a computer software
package. The aim of the research is to propose a minimum interface shear reinforcement equation for incorporation into
Eurocode 2 Part 1-1 [1]. It is recognised that a minimum percentage of reinforcement is required across the interface to prevent
interfacial slip and brittle failure at loss of adhesion. Eurocode 2 Part 1-1 [1] does not presently include a minimum requirement.
KEY WORDS: Interface Shear; Prestress; Bridge Beam; Cyclic Loading, Minimum Interface Reinforcement.
1

INTRODUCTION

The research project examines the performance of sixteen
3.2m long reinforced concrete T-beams and several precast
prestressed W1 bridge beams statically and cyclically loaded
using a four point loading test with the loading and
reinforcement crossing the interface the varying parameters.
The interface roughness and concrete strength will not vary.
The study will also investigate the appropriateness for setting
the cohesion factor c equal to zero for fatigue and dynamic
verifications as per clause 6.2.5(105) of Eurocode 2 Part 2 [2].
The reasoning behind which is to do with on-site issues such
as dust, dirt and possibly laitance on the interface which is not
cleaned off prior to the deck being cast. A more onerous
reason behind setting the cohesion factor c equal to zero is the
possibility of a breakdown of the interface over time as it is
subjected to repeated loading and unloading during the
lifetime of a bridge (120 years). The result of which amounts
to an increase in interface shear reinforcement of
approximately 20%. Since the introduction of the Eurocodes
designers have been using the coefficient of cohesion based
on clause 6.2.5 of Eurocode 2 Part 1-1 [1] and using their own
views on clause 6.2.5(105) of Eurocode 2 Part 2 [2] as there is
not enough information in the code specifically for precast
prestressed bridge beams with cast on deck slabs. Section 6.8
of Eurocode 2 Part 2 [2] states that a fatigue verification is
generally not necessary for prestressed steel in regions where
under the frequent combinations of actions compressive
stresses occur at the extreme concrete fibres. The national
annex to Eurocode 2 Part 2 [2] also contains a clause that if
the slab acts compositely with the supporting beams or webs
then the structural element does not require a fatigue
verification. For the majority of bridge structures this is the

case and thus can omit the designer from having to carry out a
fatigue check.
The finish on the cast against concrete surface is a very
important factor in calculating the interface shear strength.
Eurocode 2 Part 1-1 [1] and the CEB-FIP Model Code [3]
classify the different applicable types of finishes into four
categories, very smooth (cast against a steel or timber form),
smooth (left as cast), rough (exposing the aggregate or raking
the concrete) and very rough (shear key or indented concrete
surface). Depending on the finish of the cast against concrete
the two parameters, friction () and cohesion (c) are then
calculated. For a typical twenty meter spanning W-beam used
on a highway bridge the interface shear links when designed
to Eurocode 2 Part 1-1 [1] can be at less than 100mm centres,
the width of the interface can be as short as 250mm so placing
concrete in and around these links is quite difficult(see figure
2) let alone trying to achieve a rough surface finish. The codes
always specify a maximum stirrup spacing but a minimum
stirrup spacing should also be considered. From industry
experience 100mm is manageable anything less is extremely
cumbersome in order to produce a high quality finished
product.
2

RESEARCHOBJECTIVES

Three major objectives have been defined for this research
study:
1. Carry out a literature review of the state of the art on
interface shear, particularly regarding static and
dynamic loading and a comparison with other
recognised bridge design standards.
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2.

3.

Birkeland and Birkeland [7] stated that the external shearing
loads tend to produce a slippage of the member along an axis,
usually at an interface. This slippage is resisted by friction
resulting from the external clamping force. If reinforcement is
present along the interface this reinforcement will provide an
external clamping force on the concrete. This reinforcement
has to be anchored on both sides of the interface for it to be
effective. The reinforcement then becomes stressed in tension
as a direct result of the slippage of the concrete, known as
dowel action, and this tension provides an external clamping
force on the concrete resulting in compression across the
interface, resulting in shear stresses to be transferred by shear
friction.
The literature review identified several milestones of the shear
friction theory from 1960 to the present date which are
summarised in table 1.

Propose a minimum interface shear reinforcement
requirement for Eurocode 2 Part 1-1 [1] based on the
testing undertaken. It is recognised that a minimum
percentage of reinforcement is required across the
interface to prevent interfacial slip and brittle failure
at loss of adhesion. Eurocode 2 Part 1-1 [1] does not
presently include a minimum requirement. The
proposal will involve a review of the other design
standards and the database of test results along with
experimental testing as part of the project. Recent
bridge projects in Ireland and the United Kingdom
have used the CEB-FIP Model Code [3]
recommendations for minimum interface shear
reinforcement.
From the conclusions reached with the testing
undertaken, to propose a set of values for the
coefficient of cohesion based on the fatigue loading
of a rough finished concrete interface.

Table 1. Shear Friction Theory Milestone Equations.


3

PREVIOUSRESEARCH

3.1

ShearFrictionTheory

The shear friction theory is used in all of the major bridge
design codes, for example BS5400-4 [4], Eurocode 2 Part 1-1
[1], American Concrete Institution Building Code ACI 318 [5]
and CEB-FIP Model Code [3] for designing the reinforcement
required crossing the longitudinal interface between concrete
members cast at different times. In this case a precast
prestressed concrete bridge beam with a cast insitu top slab.
Figure 1 shows a rectangular concrete block with a cracked
interface which has also slipped, this is known as the sawtooth model and was initially developed around 1960 to
predict the longitudinal shear strength of concrete interfaces
with the following four parameters considered:
1.

Compressive strength of the weakest concrete

2.

Normal stress at the interface

3.

Shear reinforcement crossing the interface

4.

Roughness of the interface substrate

618

Year
1966

Walraven,
Frenay
[10]
Randl
[11]

Equation

Note
Original
equation

1972

Contribution
of Cohesion

1978

Concrete
Strength
Added

1987

Based on a
Spherical
Model
Cohesion,
Friction and
Dowel
Action all
considered

1997
+ 

where; (in order of appearance in above calculations)


Figure 1. Saw Tooth Model representing the Shear Friction
Theory (Source – Santos and Júlio [6] )

Author
Birkeland
and
Birkeland
[7]
Mattock
and
Hawkins
[8]
Loov [9]

vu = ultimate longitudinal shear stress at the interface
 = coefficient of friction
 = the reinforcement ratio
fy = reinforcement yield strength
fc = concrete compressive strength
k = 0.5 for composite construction and 0.6 for monolithic
construction Loov [9]
`n = normal stress acting on the interface due to external
loading
C1 = 0.822fc0.406
C2 = 0.159fc0.303
c = coefficient of cohesion, 0.4 for rough surface and 0 for
smooth surface - Randl [11]
k = 0.5 for rough surface and 0 for smooth surface -Randl [11]
= 0.9 for rough surface and 1.5 for smooth surface - Randl
[11]
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3.2

MinimumInterfaceReinforcement

Currently Eurocode 2 Part 1-1 [1] does not have a minimum
percentage of interface reinforcement requirement, it is
recognised that a minimum percentage of reinforcement is
required across the interface to prevent interfacial slip and
brittle failure at loss of adhesion. BS5400-4 [4] and the CEBFIP Model Code [3] have similar requirements for which the
majority of bridge designers use in the present day. The pushoff tests carried out by Hughes [12] resulted in differing
minimum interface reinforcement compared to the 0.15%
recommendation of BS5400-4 [4]. Simply the amount of
minimum interface reinforcement should equate to 0.5
N/mm2, 0.85 N/mm2 and 1.5N/mm2 for monolithic, roughened
and rough as cast surfaces respectively. However BS5400-4
[4] deals with interfaces in beams and the push-off test
specimens do not represent these beams accurately enough to
increase the minimum percentage of interface reinforcement
from 0.15% (0.72N/mm2) for the push-off test specimens. If
reinforcement is required across the interface to satisfy the
design shear stress then a minimum percentage of
reinforcement is required along the remainder of the interface
where the interface shear stress is less than the interface shear
stress resistance without interface shear reinforcement. Randl
[13] came up with an equation after performing extensive
testing and was adopted in the 2010 version of the CEB-FIP
Model Code [3].
Table 2. Minimum Interface Reinforcement Equations.
Author
Hughes [12]

Year
1987

Equation
0.5N/mm2
0.85N/mm2
1.5N/mm2

BS5400-4 [4]
Eurocode 2 Part
1-1 [1]
CEB-FIP
Model Code [3]
Randl [13]
American
Concrete
Institution
Building Code
ACI 318 [5]

1990
2004

0.15%bh
N/A

2010

0.2 fctm/fyk

2013
2014

0.001
0.2 fctm/fyk
Max of (a) and (b)

3.3

Note
For
Monolithic,
Roughened
and Rough
as Cast

0.001

0.062

(a)

0.35

(b)

80mm centres, an increase of 20%. Reducing c to zero also
results in the design shear resistance of the interface without
stirrups being equal to zero when designing to Exp(6.25) of
Eurocode 2 Part 1-1 [1] or Exp(7.3-50) of CEB-FIP Model
Code [3], which basically says that the longitudinal shear
stress capacity for concrete at the interface is neglected.
According to Randl [13] the shear resistance of concrete
interfaces subjected to fatigue loading has not been
investigated in a comprehensive way. Randl [13] states that
the most important thing to consider is will there be a crack
along the interface. If the shear resistance of the interface is
greater than the shear stress acting on it then the answer is
unlikely and there is no requirement for shear reinforcement
according to CEB-FIP Model Code [3] and Eurocode 2 Part 11 [1]. Chung and Chung [14] were one of the first to carry out
dynamic testing in 1976. They concluded that fatigue failure
of the interface joint is not probable if the repeated load is not
more than 55% of the ultimate static load or if the horizontal
shear stress at the interface does not exceed 2.75N/mm2. That
is an extremely high figure considering BS5400-4 [4] for a
40N/mm2 concrete and type 1 interface surface is
approximately 0.9MPa, Eurocode 2 Part 1-1 [1] for a similar
concrete strength and rough interface is 0.56MPa and CEBFIP Model Code [3] for a similar concrete strength and very
rough interface is 0.7MPa. Therefore the decline in interface
shear capacity without shear reinforcement from 1976 to
present day has increased considerably, what is also shown is
the variety of values between the three bridge codes used by
Irish and UK bridge engineers for the past twenty years.
Hughes [12] carried out small scale push off tests, small scale
RC T-beams and large scale precast prestressed M-beams in
1987 using both static and cyclical loading. He concluded that
service stresses in bridgeworks tended to be 2.0N/mm2 and
that the cracking stresses of 3.0 N/mm2, 2.5 N/mm2 and
2.0N/mm2 for monolithic, roughened and rough as cast
surfaces respectively proved that the interfaces would remain
uncracked at service loads. Again much higher than the
capacities of the three bridge codes and closer in fact to the
2.75N/mm2 of Chung and Chung [14]. Loov and Patnaik [15]
carried out tests on RC T-beams in 1994 the results of which
proved that the stirrups are typically unstressed and
ineffective until horizontal shear stress exceeded 1.5MPa to
2.0MPa.This indicates the strength of an interface without
stirrups. They did confirm that the stirrups became relatively
effective when the shear stress reaches about 3MPa.

FatigueorDynamicVerifications

The general consensus amongst bridge designers is that clause
6.2.5(105) of Eurocode 2 Part 2 [2] is not required to be used
for short span highway and railway bridges. Reducing the
coefficient of cohesion c to zero increases the amount of shear
reinforcement crossing the interface to unmanageable levels.
Figure 2 shows the end of a precast prestressed W beam with
12mm links at 100mm centres using a c value of 0.4 as per
clause 6.2.5(2) of Eurocode 2 Part 1-1 [1]. This is a very high
ratio of stirrups, reducing c to zero would mean 12mm links at

Figure 2. Interface Reinforcement close to beam ends showing
a Rough Surface Finish (Source - Banagher Precast Concrete).
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4

The composite beam will be left for a further twenty eight
days to cure before the application of load.

EXPERIMENTALPROGRAMME

4.1

TestSpecimens–RCTBeams

Sixteen reinforced concrete T-Beams have been manufactured
and will be tested in Trinity College and Banagher Precast
Concrete during the summer of 2016. These beams will be
split into four series, with each series having a monolithically
poured control beam that will be tested statically to failure in
order to obtain the ultimate strength. The remaining three
beams in each series will be loaded dynamically for 16,800
cycles or to failure whichever comes first. If after 16,800
cycles the beams have not failed they will be statically loaded
to failure.
Test series 1 beams will have no reinforcement crossing the
interface. Test series 2 beams will have 10mm stirrups at
150mm centres (0.5% bh) crossing the interface and test series
3 beams will have 10mm stirrups at 300mm centres (0.25%
bh) crossing the interface and test series 4 beams will have
10mm stirrups at 500mm centres (0.15% bh) crossing the
interface.
The varying parameters will be the level of load and the ratio
of reinforcing stirrups crossing the interface. The beams will
be poured with C57/70 concrete which is synonymous with
precast prestressed bridge beams and the top slabs cast twenty
eight days later with C40/50 concrete which is used as
standard for on-site bridge deck construction. The beams will
have a rough surface finish in accordance with Eurocode 2
Part 1-1 [1] Section 6.2.5 (2) and this will be tested using the
sand patch procedure. It was felt that varying these parameters
would not be of any great benefit.
Table 3. Test Specimen Parameters.
Test
Specimen
TB1-1
TB1-2
TB1-3
TB1-4
TB2-1
TB2-2
TB2-3
TB2-4
TB3-1
TB3-2
TB3-3
TB3-4
TB4-1
TB4-2
TB4-3
TB4-4

Repeated
Load
Min. Max.
To Failure
10%
70%
10%
70%
10%
70%
To Failure
10%
70%
10%
70%
10%
70%
To Failure
10%
70%
10%
70%
10%
70%
To Failure
10%
70%
10%
70%
10%
70%

Reinforcing Stirrups
No.
0
0
0
0
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Size
0
0
0
0
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

c/c’s
0
0
0
0
150
150
150
150
300
300
300
300
500
500
500
500

ISF

M
R
R
R
M
R
R
R
M
R
R
R
M
R
R
R

Figure 3. Section through TB2 and TB3 Test Specimens
showing Reinforcement.
4.2

TestSpecimens–W1Beams

Precast prestressed concrete W1-beams will be manufactured
and tested in Banagher Precast Concrete during the summer of
2017. The testing of these beams will depend on the findings
of the small scale reinforced concrete T-beams. The S-N
curves from the T-beam testing should provide adequate
information in order to be able to test a small number of full
scale W1 beams and obtain an interface failure. When these
stress levels are obtained the testing frame and load cells will
have to be examined to see if they have the capacity to reach
these levels. Presently the variables will be load and interface
reinforcement but this may change depending on the outcome
of the T-beam testing.

Note: ISF = Interface Surface Finish, M = Monolithic, R =
Rough

The monolithically poured specimens will be cast and left for
twenty eight days to cure before the application of load. The
beams will be cast and left to cure for twenty eight days, the
deck slabs will then be cast making the specimen composite.
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Figure 4. Banagher Precast Concrete W Beam (Source Banagher Precast Concrete).
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4.3

TestProcedure

There will be four series of test beams with four beams per
series. Each series will have a monolithically cast beam
statically loaded to failure. The test will be stopped on the
appearance of the first crack and the load recorded as the
“cracking load”. Hughes (1987) defined the cracking load as
the load which caused a 0.01mm crack of the interface. The
remaining three beams per series will be cyclically loaded to
16,800 cycles or failure whichever comes first. If after 16,800
cycles the beams have not failed they will be loaded statically
to failure. Chung (1976) defined fatigue failure as being a
crack of 0.025mm of the interface. The beams will have an
effective span of 3.0m and two point loads will be applied
500mm from each end support.

Table 4. Indicative number of heavy goods vehicles expected
per year and per lane in Ireland – (Source Table NA4 to IS EN
1991-2)

Type
(see
TD9/07
Table
4)
Type 3
Dual

Traffic categories
Carriageway No. of lanes
Layout
per
carriageway

Nobs per lane
Each
Each fast
slow lane lane

Dual

2,0
million/yr

3

1,5
million/yr


Clause 6.8.7 of Eurocode 2 Part 2 [2] states that Miners rule
should be used to work out the number of cycles to be used.
Using a minimum stress of 0.5MPa and a maximum stress of
4MPa the number of cycles is approximately 500,000 which is
not practical for a laboratory test as it would take over 400
hours. However the finite element analysis models will be set
up to run one million cycles.
4.5

Figure 5. Beam Test Specimen prior to loading.

4.4

CyclicLoading

The beams will be loaded with 16,800 cycles of load, the load
itself will vary per beam depending on the ultimate strength of
the monolithically tested control beam. The monolithically
tested control beams ultimate strength will represent Load
Model 1(LM1) loading from Eurocode 1 Part 2 [16]. As per
clause 4.6.2 of this code Fatigue Load Model 1 (FLM1) is
equal to 70% of LM1. Therefore this will be represented in
the testing and can be seen in table 3. The number of cycles is
taken from Eurocode 1 Part 2 [16] and is shown Table 4.
From this table it can be shown that two million commercial
vehicles will cross the slow lane of a motorway bridge per
year which equates to two hundred and forty million
commercial vehicles during its lifespan. LM1 represents a
vehicle weighing 600kN with four 150kN point loads
dispersed through 400mm wide contact lengths. The test
beams have 400mm wide top slabs and therefore can take half
of a LM1 vehicle. From Table NA5 to IS EN 1991-2 the
heaviest vehicle to use the bridge crosses it ten times per
million crossings. The closest vehicle in weight to a LM1
vehicle crosses it seventy times per million crossings or
16,800 times during the life of a bridge. Based on a cycle
taking 3 seconds 16,800 cycles should take approximately 14
hours.

SandPatchTest

One of the major design parameters for estimating interface
shear capacity is the roughness of the surface. To measure the
roughness of the surface the sand patch test will be used, it is
the simplest quantitative method to assess the roughness of a
surface. The test itself involves spreading a known volume of
fine sand (90-100% passing a 0.3mm BS Test Sieve and 015% passing a 0.15mm BS Test Sieve) on the surface that is
being tested in a circular fashion. The sand is levelled and
spread out until it is flush with the roughest part of the
surface. This will result in a circular patch of sand with known
diameter and volume. A simple calculation will give the mean
thickness which has to be greater than 3mm to be a rough
surface according to Eurocode 2 Part 1-1 [1].

Figure 6. Sand spread into circular fashion over rough surface.
(Source - Banagher Precast Concrete).
5

FINITEELEMENTANALYSIS

Each specimen will be modelled and analysed using finite
element analysis design software, midasFEA. The models will
be three dimensional and will be able to predict reactions,
displacements at the interface, element strains, element
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stresses, reinforcement strains and reinforcement stresses
(figure 8), and most importantly anticipated cracking patterns.
The elements are modelled as solid mesh models split into
50mm segments. The reinforcement is modelled and also
meshed. Finally the interface is modelled to represent a
standalone meshed element with its own cohesion and friction
properties to represent the rough surface of the composite
beams and the monolithically cast beams. These properties
can be altered to correctly align with the laboratory testing
results. To date Eurocode 2 Part 1-1 [1] design calculations
and midasFEA finite element models have been compared,
see table 5 and figure 7.
Sensors have been placed on selected stirrups that cross the
interface to monitor the strain in the reinforcement upon
application of load, the finite element analysis has produced
preliminary results which will be used as a guide whilst
performing the laboratory testing. Best case the results will
compare favourably without the need for any modifications to
the model however this is difficult to predict at this stage and
modifications to the finite element model will no doubt be
required to align with the laboratory testing. Cyclic loading in
the laboratory is a very time consuming process, 16,800
cycles of load is expected to take 24hours to complete. One
million cycles is a better representation of a fatigue lifetime
and the only way to demonstrate this is with finite element
technology. Therefore the models will need to correspond
identically to the laboratory testing up to and including 16,800
cycles and supersede the laboratory testing for one million
cycles.
Table 5. TB1-2 Design shear stresses as per Eurocode 2 Part
1-1 [1] compared to calculated actual shear stresses as per
midasFEA
Applied Load
(kN)
50
100
150
200
250

Shear Stress
(MPa) Eurocode 2
0.62
1.25
1.87
2.50
3.12

Shear Stress
(MPa) midasFEA
0.97
1.91
2.43
3.16
4.30

Figure 8. Output from midasFEA model displaying the stress
in the reinforcement during the application of the 250kN
loading for TB1-1.
6

At present no conclusions are available as the research has
just commenced with testing due to start in summer 2016.
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ABSTRACT: In recent decades, Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) has emerged as an increasingly important tool in Civil
Engineering to understand how structures behave during construction and operation. Although SHM is not a new concept, it is
only relatively recently that Civil Engineers have adopted SHM for the design, construction and management of civil
engineering structures. One of the key benefits of SHM is the improved understanding of insitu structural behaviour.
This paper describes the SHM strategy implemented on a recently constructed building to monitor and record the behaviour of a
hybrid concrete lattice girder flat slab floor system. Hybrid concrete construction (HCC) combines insitu and precast concrete to
maximise the benefits of both forms of construction. HCC offers many advantages for both the designer and contractor and
produces simple, buildable and economic structures which can result in faster, safer construction and reduced costs.
Sensors were embedded in both the precast and insitu components of the hybrid concrete floor system and are used to monitor
various aspects of the behaviour of the floor during the manufacture, construction and operational phase of the building. The
information from the real-time monitoring offers the opportunity to compare actual and predicted behaviour using structural
codes, such as Eurocodes. The majority of the instrumentation is embedded within the structure so that long-term effects such
as creep and shrinkage of concrete components can also be investigated.
KEY WORDS: Structural health monitoring; lattice girder flat slab, structural monitoring.
1

INTRODUCTION

This paper describes the implementation of a real-time
structural health monitoring (SHM) scheme on a new building
(Human Biology Building) under construction at the National
University of Ireland, Galway (NUI Galway). This project is
one of a number projects which forms part of a measurement
framework strategy developed at NUI Galway to continuously
monitor the structural and environmental performance of
buildings during construction and operation [1, 2]. Although
the building is currently under construction at the time of
writing, some preliminary results from the project are
presented in this paper.
A variety of sensors were embedded in the hybrid concrete
floor structure of the building and are used to monitor various
aspects of the behaviour of the floor during the manufacture,
construction and operational phase of the building.
The overall objectives of this research project are:
x compare actual and predicted behaviour of the floor.
x analyse the long term behaviour of the floor.
x investigate construction and design parameters for
potential optimisation of hybrid concrete floor system.
x develop and calibrate numerical models that predict the
performance of the hybrid concrete floor system.
1.1

StructuralHealthMonitoring

SHM can be defined as ‘the use of in-situ, non-destructive
sensing and analysis of structural characteristics, including the
structural response, for purposes of estimating the severity of
the damage and evaluating the consequences of the damage on

the structure in terms of response, capacity, and service-life
[3]. Although the majority of SHM is related to civil
infrastructure, in recent decades, it has emerged as an
increasingly important tool in civil engineering for monitoring
deterioration in concrete structures and predicting the future
performance of structural components [4, 5]. It generally
consists of continuous or periodic monitoring of a structure
using sensors that are either embedded in it or attached to its
exterior [6].
One of the key benefits of SHM is the improved
understanding of insitu structural behaviour. The majority of
design codes have been developed following research
conducted in engineering laboratories where it can be very
difficult to replicate the behaviour of real structures insitu.
Consequently, testing and analysis is typically conducted on
small-scale specimens which only partially represent the
overall structure. SHM can be used to provide rich
information on how real structures behave when subject to
actual structural and environmental loads.
2

HUMANBIOLOGYBUILDING

The Human Biology building (HBB) is a four storey building
over basement and roof level plant enclosure with a gross
floor area of 8200m2 (Figure 1). This facility will encompass
three schools; Anatomy, Physiology & Pharmacology and
Therapeutics. The building will be a teaching and research
facility with lecture theatres, laboratories, offices and meeting
rooms. Construction commenced in January 2015 and the
expected construction period is 19 months (July 2016). It is
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anticipated that the building will achieve an A rating under the
Commercial Energy Rating marking scheme and a BREEAM
Excellent rating.

Figure 1. Human Biology Building (under construction)
The HBB is primarily constructed using precast concrete
elements, including the building frame, twinwall system,
hybrid concrete lattice girder slabs and hollowcore slabs,
which were designed, manufactured and installed by Oran
Pre-Cast Ltd.
2.1

Hybridconcretelatticegirderflatslab

Presently, the structural frame is substantially complete and
external cladding and internal fit-out has commenced. The
majority of the floor structure is 400mm thick and is
constructed using a two-way spanning hybrid precast concrete
lattice girder flat slab system. This consists of a 65mm thick
precast lattice girder plank (Figure 2) and 335mm in-situ
concrete topping. The lattice girder truss which protrudes
from the plank provides stiffness in the temporary state and
increases composite action with the in-situ structural concrete
topping. The main bottom floor reinforcement is contained
within the precast concrete plank and the top layer of
reinforcement is placed on site along with a layer of stitching
reinforcement across the joint between slabs, prior to pouring
the insitu concrete topping. The precast planks are temporarily
propped until the structural concrete topping has reached the
required compressive strength.

Flat slabs are one of the most widely used forms of floor
construction providing minimum structural depths, fast
construction and uninterrupted service zones. Transportation
and site handling limitations generally dictate the allowable
sizes of the precast planks. The use of steel moulds results in a
high-quality finish, which can be left exposed if required. The
quality of the factory produced soffits also provides the
opportunity to take advantage of the thermal mass properties
of the concrete slab by exposing them. The main advantages
of this floor system to the contractor are in terms of
programme, reduction in steel fixing and formwork
requirements on site.
The precast plank was manufactured using a C40/50
concrete mix with a CEM II A-V cement (370kg/m3 typically
or 425kg/m3 if self-compacting concrete used). The mix
design for the insitu concrete topping was C30/37 with
230kg/m3 of CEM I cement and 100kg/m3 of GGBS (i.e.
30%).
3

INSTRUMENTATION

3.1

Instrumentation

The SHM strategy implemented in the HBB used a number of
sensors embedded in the floor structure to monitor the
environmental and structural behaviour of the hybrid concrete
lattice girder flat slab. Two zones in the second floor of the
HBB were selected for instrumentation using a combination
of vibrating-wire (VW) strain gauges, electrical resistance
(ER) strain gauges and thermistors (Figure 3).

(b)

(a)

(c)
Figure 3. Sensors embedded in the buildings’ structure: (a)
VW Strain gauge in precast plank, (b) ER strain gauge on
reinforcement, (c) Thermistor in precast plank

Figure 2. Precast Concrete Lattice Girder Plank(© Oran Precast Ltd.)
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112 embedment VW strain gauges, manufactured by Gage
Technique (Type TES/5.5/T), were installed in both the
precast plank prior to manufacture and in the insitu concrete
topping prior to pouring. The VW gauges measure both
temperature and longitudinal strain in the concrete. These type
of gauges were initially developed by the Transport and Road
Research laboratory (TRRL) in the UK and are used
extensively in bridge sections, tunnel linings and dam
projects. They have a range of greater than 300 microstrain
and resolution better than 1 microstrain. The temperature can
be measured between -20qC and +80qC. These VW gauges
are very robust and their stability makes them suitable for
monitoring time dependent effects in concrete such as creep
and shrinkage.
The VW gauges were positioned along a number of
orthogonal grids in the floor structure at over 30 designated
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locations so that two-way spanning behaviour of the floor
structure could be monitored. At most locations, four VW
gauges were positioned through the depth of the slab (1 in the
precast plank and 3 in the insitu topping) so that the strain and
temperature profile through the slab could be measured
(Figure 4).

construction phase was recorded at regular intervals using
digital surveying. This will allow the measured strains using
the embedded instrumentation to be related to the measured
change in strain in the floor structure.
3.2

Dataacquisitionsystem

To collect data from the sensors, a data acquisition system
containing CR1000 data loggers, AVW200 vibrating wire
interface and AM16/32B multiplexers obtained from
Campbell Scientific were employed. This system has been
automatically logging data from the sensors embedded in the
precast plank since manufacture and in the insitu concrete
topping since their initial installation on site. During the
construction phase, data is being stored on a flash memory
card, which is manually downloaded onto a laptop weekly and
backed-up on a server. However, data communication relay
through the use of Campbell Scientific’s NL116 Ethernet and
Compact Flash Module will allow data to be collected over a
local network after this is set up on commissioning of the
building. This will allow the long term behaviour of the floor
structure to be monitored during the operational phase of the
HBB.
Figure 4. Typical section showing locations of vibrating wire
gauge installed in the flat slab system.
To achieve two-way spanning behaviour in the floor
structure, ‘stitching’ reinforcement bars are required across
the joints between adjacent precast planks. The stitching bar is
required to transfer the forces in the bottom transverse
reinforcement bars across the joint and are positioned on site
after the precast planks have been erected on site. Electrical
resistance (ER) uniaxial strain gauges (Tokyo Sokki Kenkyujo
model FLA-6-11-3LT, temperature compensating) were
bonded to five stitching bars (H12 or H16) to measure the
change in strain across the joint (Figure 5). Their gauge length
is 6mm and they have a strain limit of 5%.
All ER gauges were protected using waterproof tape and
sealant after bonding to the stitching bars to protect the gauges
from the harsh environment (alkaline chemicals and
pressurised water) when embedded in the concrete. Five
individual ER gauges were bonded to each stitching bar so
that the variation in strain along the stitching bar across the
joint could be monitored.

3.3

To accurately predict the behaviour of concrete elements, it is
critical that the properties of the concrete are determined as
they will change over time depending on the environment and
loading. A comprehensive material testing programme was
undertaken to measure the properties of the precast and insitu
concrete used in the floor structure. Concrete cylinders, cubes
and prisms specimens were made and cured in water and in air
(to match the environmental conditions of the floor structure).
Density, compressive strength, tensile strength and modulus
of elasticity of the concrete in the precast plank and insitu
topping were recorded during the construction phase of the
project.
The information from the material testing is used to
interpret the data from the instrumentation and can also be
used for modelling of the behaviour of the floor structure.
3.4

4.1

In addition to the instrumentation embedded within the floor
structure, the deformation of the plank soffit during the

EnvironmentalConditions

The environmental conditions around the floor structure will
impact on the behaviour of the concrete slab, particularly at
early stages of curing. Air temperature and relative humidity
in the vicinity of the instrumented slab were measured using
the weather data from the NUIG weather station (located
approximately 1km from the site). When building was
enclosed a sensor was positioned inside the building to record
the air temperature and relative humidity.
4

Figure 5. ER strain gauges on stitching bar across joint in
planks

MaterialTesting

PRELIMINARYRESULTS
Earlyagethermaleffects

Nine VW strain gauges were embedded in one of the 65mm
thick precast planks prior to manufacture and data was
recorded immediately after the plank was cast. Data was
continuously recorded for this plank during curing, delivery
and erection on site so that strain and temperature history of
the precast plank can be analysed throughout the life cycle of
the product from cradle to end of life. The instrumented plank
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was cast during the Summer (June) and temperature curing
was not used by the precast manufacturer in this case.
The concrete temperature for the nine VW gauges
embedded in the plank and the air temperature (dashed line)
are shown in Figure 6(a) for the 7 days after the plank is
manufactured. In the first 24 hours after casting (25th June
2015), the peak in the concrete temperature due to the heat of
hydration is noted and contrasts with the falling ambient air
temperature during the night. The peak in the concrete
temperature occurs 10 hours after casting and the max
difference between the air temperature and the concrete
temperature is approximately 5.5°C. It is noted that the peak
temperature is slightly less for the three gauges located close
to the perimeter of the plank (less than 300mm) as the plank
cools more quickly along its external surfaces. However,
because the concrete plank is relatively thin (65mm), after the
first 24 hours the concrete temperature in the plank is
relatively uniform for all nine VW gauges and they correlate
with the ambient air temperature.
This contrasts markedly with the concrete temperature in
the insitu topping in which the heat of hydration is more
significant because of the thickness of the concrete (335mm
thick), as well as the insulating properties of the precast
biscuit resulting in only one surface of the insitu concrete
being exposed.. The concrete temperature in the insitu topping
at one location in which three VW gauges are embedded to
measure strain and temperature through the concrete (top,
middle and bottom) are shown in Figure 6(b). The
temperature for the VW gauge in the precast plank at this
location is also shown. For the first 7 days after pouring, the
temperature in the concrete exceeds the ambient air
temperature and it is only after 7 days that the heat generated
from the hydration process has fully dissipated. The effect of
the diurnal temperature changes are clearly visible in the
measured temperature in the concrete floor. Similar to the
precast plank, the peak in concrete temperature occurs 10
hours after casting and at this point, the maximum
temperature differential between the air and concrete
temperature is approximately 13°C. As expected, the peak
temperature is recorded for the VW gauge in the middle of the
insitu topping as the internal section of the slab will be
slowest to cool down. The effect of the heat of hydration from
the insitu topping on the concrete in the precast plank can be
noted almost immediately after pouring and results in a peak
increase in temperature of 9°C.
For ‘thick’ concrete sections (typically greater than
500mm), the temperature rise due to the heat of hydration can
result in excessive thermal stresses and cracking generated by
restraint to thermal movement. For the 335mm thick insitu
topping in this project, the temperature differential through the
slab is small (Figure 6(b)) because of the relatively thin
section which allows the concrete to cool comparatively
uniformly as the heat is readily lost to the environment. The
temperature differential recorded by the VW gauges in top,
middle and bottom of the insitu topping did not exceed 3°C
and the maximum differential occurred during the cooling
phase.
Predicting the potential for early-age thermal cracking is
very difficult at the design stage because of numerous factors
which affect the behaviour of the concrete and the limited
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information on the concrete known at design stage. CIRIA
Report C660 by Bamforth [7] gives guidance on predicting
the early–age thermal behaviour of concrete sections based on
a comprehensive testing programme undertaken at University
Dundee [8]. However, the report recommends thermal
modelling for reliable predictions which take account of the
formwork and exposure conditions. Based on thermal
modelling, it predicts that the maximum temperature
differential in the insitu topping would be 13°C, but this
figure is highly dependent on the thermal diffusivity of
concrete, surface conditions and the environmental conditions
(wind and solar gain).
Heat of Hydration

(a) 65mm precast plank

Heat of Hydration

(b) 335mm insitu concrete topping
Figure 6. Concrete temperature after pour (7 days)
As an upper bound, Fitzgibbon [9] estimated that the peak
temperature rise under adiabatic conditions is 12°C/100kg per
cubic metre of concrete, regardless of the type of cement used.
Therefore, assuming a 100% CEM I cement for the insitu
topping, it could be expected that the peak temperature be as
much 40°C (total cement content of insitu topping was
330kg/m3). However, in this project 30% GGBS was used as a
cement replacement in the concrete mix and this would help
to reduce the heat of hydration generated during curing. The
predicted peak temperature differential for the insitu topping
using CIRIA Report C660 [7] is approximately 19°C, but
other factors which can affect the peak temperature are the
variation between cements, placing temperature and actual
thermal conductivity of the precast plank. The measured peak
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temperature of 13°C equates to a temperature rise of
4°C/100kg per cubic metre of concrete. In terms of
minimising cracks, the general rule of thumb used by
designers is to limit temperature differentials to 20°C,
although this figure is dependent on the type of aggregate
used in the concrete mix. It can be seen from the above figures
that the CIRIA report provides upper bounds for the peak
temperature and temperature differentials for a specific
concrete pour.
4.2

StrainandTemperatureProfile

The strain and temperature profile in the precast planks and
insitu topping is recorded using the embedded instrumentation
so that the changes in strain during the manufacture of planks,
delivery to site, pouring of insitu topping, during construction
and operation phase can be analysed. The temperature profile
for the nine VW gauges embedded in the same precast plank
is shown in Figure 7 for the first 30 days after manufacture.
As mentioned previously, following the cooling phase after
manufacture, the temperature in the precast plank and air
temperature are closely aligned and the diurnal temperature
changes can be observed. When the precast plank was
delivered to site on the 4th July 2015, the plank was exposed
to direct sunlight and the ability of thin concrete plank to store
and dissipate heat during the daily heating and cooling cycles
is noted. In Figure 7, one can observe where the concrete
temperature on some days in the precast plank prior to the
pour is in excess of 12°C of the ambient air temperature
during the day but returns to the ambient air temperature at
night. These peaks in concrete temperature correlate with days
of high solar irradiance as recorded by the NUIG weather
station.
Precast plank poured

Precast Plant

Insitu topping poured

On Site

Figure 7. Temperature profile in precast plank (1 month)
The measured change in strain in the gauges in the precast
plank when the insitu topping was poured on the 20th July
2015 was relatively small because the precast planks are
propped (typically at 2.4m centres) during construction to
limit deflection until the insitu topping has reached the
required design strength.
The strain and temperature profile for three VW gauges
through the depth of the insitu topping at one location is
shown in Figure 8 for the first 7 days after pouring. After the
dormant period of the hydration process, which lasted
approximately 2 hours, there is a significant step change in
tensile strain varying from 20PH near the bottom of the insitu

topping to 40PH at the top of the insitu topping due to the
heating phase and the resulting expansive strains. Typically,
the measured strains are greater for the gauges near the top of
the insitu topping in comparison with the gauges near the
bottom of the insitu topping which may be partially explained
by the restraining effect of the precast plank. After the cooling
phase of the heat of hydration is finished (~2-3 days), thermal
strains are significant and the concrete is subject to daily
fluctuations in strains in response to the diurnal ambient air
temperature. The daily changes in strain due to thermal effects
can be estimated by multiplying the coefficient thermal
expansion of concrete (c) and the measured temperature
change in the concrete. It should be noted that whilst the floor
structure is propped the measured strain is a combination of
thermal, shrinkage (autogenous and drying) and creep and
further analysis is required is determine the magnitude of the
various strain components.

Figure 8. Strain and temperature profile in insitu topping (7
days)
4.3

Earlyagecracking

During the early stages of curing, there is potential for
cracking to occur if the tensile strain capacity of the concrete
is exceeded. Some research has shown that microcracks can
form even if 50% of the tensile strength of the concrete is
exceeded [10]. The coefficient of thermal expansion of
concrete (c) will determine the magnitude of thermal strain
associated with a particular temperature change. Values for
concrete vary from 8-13PH/°C depending primarily on the
aggregate used. EN 1992-1-1 [11] recommends a value of
10PH/°C for normal weight concretes. However, a design
value of 9PH/°C may be used for limestone aggregates [12]
which were used for the concrete on the HBB project. Using
the measured peak recorded temperature of 13°C, this equates
to thermal strains of approximately 117PH in the insitu
topping. Observations have shown that early-age cracking is
most likely to occur within three to six days [13].
The tensile strain capacity of concrete, Hctu, is the maximum
strain that the concrete can withstand without the formation of
a continuous crack. Tensile strain capacity is not dealt with in
EN 1992-1-1, but can be derived from values of the tensile
strength and elastic modulus of the concrete provided in EN
1992-1-1. Tensile strain capacity under short-term loading can
be approximated as the ratio of the mean tensile strength of
concrete fctm to its mean elastic modulus Ecm and this has been
shown to represent lower bound values [7].
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H ctu

(1)

f ctm E cm

The values derived for tensile strain capacity are increased
by 23% to take account of the relaxation of stress due to creep
and reduction in tensile strength under a sustained load [7].
The aggregate type is of particular significance to the tensile
strain capacity as aggregate comprises about 70% of the
concrete volume.
The strain profile in the insitu topping at one location in the
slab for the first seven days is compared in Figure 9 with the
theoretical tensile strain capacity given in Equation 1. The
graph indicates the measured strain is close to or exceeds the
theoretical strain capacity during the first 3 days after the
pour. No cracking was observed in the location of the slab in
which strain gauges were embedded and the actual tensile
strain capacity of the insitu topping is at least 20-30% greater
than the theoretical tensile strain capacity based on material
testing conducted on concrete samples at 3 Days and 7 Days,
which were air cured to match the environmental conditions
on site. This illustrates the difficulty of predicting early-age
cracking without accurate knowledge of the environment or
material properties.

and floors were poured above second floor can be analysed.
The deformation of the slab soffit during the construction
phase was also recorded using a digital level. The change in
strain along a gridline (GL H) in the second floor for a series
of VW strain gauges in the top of the insitu topping at two
loading events is shown Figure 10. The solid line is the
change in strain when the third floor was poured (13th August
2015) and the second floor partially supported the newly cast
floor above and the dashed line is the change in strain when
the props were dropped and re-propped 15 days later. The
recorded strains shows that when the props were dropped
from the third floor, so that it supports its own self-weight,
that the imposed stresses on the second floor from the third
floor pour are reversed.

Figure 10. Measured change in strain along Gridline H
Potential Cracking

Hctu (t)

Figure 9. Comparison of measured strain and theoretical strain
capacity (7 Days)
4.4

Constructionstagebehaviour

A hybrid concrete lattice girder flat slab structure was used to
construct the ground to fourth floor of the HBB (the basement
was constructed using insitu concrete). As mentioned
previously, the precast planks are temporarily supported by
props which are erected prior to installation of the planks. The
precast planks acts as permanent formwork and contain the
bottom reinforcement for the floor structure. As the concrete
frame progressed upwards, the floors constructed below the
floor under construction were used to support the self-weight
of the next floor. A temporary works engineer was employed
by the contractor to determine a back propping sequence for
the floor structure at each level as construction progressed.
The back propping sequence must ensure that the load from
the wet concrete is transferred to a sufficient number of floors
below so that no slabs are overloaded. When the compressive
strength of the insitu topping had reached a specified strength,
the supporting props were dropped and re-applied so that each
slab was supporting its own self-weight.
During the construction phase of the HBB, the changes in
strain when props were dropped, back-propped and removed
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Insitu Topping

Precast Plank

Figure 11. Strain profile through 400mm thick floor structure
The measured changes in strain though the 400mm thick
floor structure at one location along gridline H is shown in
Figure 11 when the third floor is poured (13th August 2015)
and when the props supporting the third floor are dropped
(28th August 2015). At this location, there are three VW
gauges in the insitu topping and one VW gauge in the precast
plank. The strain profile illustrates the composite nature of the
hybrid concrete floor structure and also that the slab appears
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to exhibit linear elastic behaviour at this stage of construction
and could be considered ‘uncracked’.
5

CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents the motivation and implementation of a
real-time structural health monitoring strategy for a hybrid
concrete lattice girder flat slab floor system. The sensors
installed allow many important aspects of the performance of
the floor structure (structural, environmental etc.) to be
monitored during the manufacture, construction and
operational phase of the building. In combination with the
material testing, weather monitoring station and laboratory
testing, this SHM strategy provides rich information about the
performance of the floor.
Design guidelines are typically approximations which
simplify the behaviour of the structure so that it can be solved
relatively quickly and simply. However, these approximations
and simplifications have the potential to introduce errors or
inaccuracies to the design process. The insitu instrumentation
provides performance data on actual behaviour which can be
used to verify design methods. Real-time monitoring offers
potential benefits in relation to optimisation of structural
components by understanding the actual behaviour of
components in use and the possibility to develop and calibrate
numerical models that predict structural performance.
The preliminary results presented in this paper are at an
early stage and it is expected that the measured data will be
used to compare actual behaviour with predicted behaviour
using structural codes, such as the Eurocodes. Continuous
monitoring of the data will allow long term effects in the
structural performance of the slab to be monitored and
compared with design guidelines.
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1

ABSTRACT: In November 2009 Ireland was subject to a severe weather event, causing widespread flooding nationwide. One of
the worst effected towns was the town of Bandon in County Cork which regularly floods. The River Bandon is located in the
South Western River District (SWRBD) with a catchment area of 608km2. The River Bandon offers a positive environment for
biodiversity, facilitating habitats for some endangered species. The River Bandon is planned to undergo significant river
improvement works.
This paper presents the findings of an extensive sediment sampling, testing and analysis programme, including for suspended
and bed sediments and sediment loadings. The HEC-RAS numerical model has been developed and applied to a 7.7 km river
reach from Bandon town downstream. The model has been calibrated and validated with a preliminary application to predict
sediment transport conditions.
KEY WORDS: Sediment Transport; HEC-RAS; Flooding.
1

INTRODUCTION

The River Bandon, located in County Cork, and its sediment
behaviour is the subject of this paper. The town of Bandon is
the largest urban settlement on the river and has a history of
flooding. Stretches of the river in Bandon town and
downstream are planned to undergo significant river
improvement works in the summers of 2016 and 2017.
Sediment samples were taken at five locations along the river.
The samples were analysed for suspended load and bed load
characteristics. Turbidity sensor data was also gathered and
analysed. Sediment loading rates were determined.
Figure 1: River Bandon Catchment

A numerical model was developed to predict sediment
transport conditions on the river.
3.
2

BANDON CATCHMENT

The River Bandon is located in the South Western River
District (SWRBD), the largest of the eight river basin districts
in Ireland. It is approximately 74km long with a catchment
area of 608km2 which is relatively large in an Irish context.
The river rises in the Shehy Mountains and discharges to
Kinsale Estuary. The river is tidal up to approximately 15km
upstream of the Kinsale Estuary which is downstream of the
town of Innishannon [1]. The catchment is primarily
agricultural with three relatively large urban settlements along
the river; Dunmanway, Bandon and Kinsale (see Figure 1).
The catchment consists of two distinct areas; the upland
Bandon/Caha area which is upstream of Dunmanway and
comprises of mainly mountainous areas with poor soil
conditions and downstream of Dunmanway which is generally
low-lying agricultural land with good soil conditions.

RELEVANT LEGISLATION

Existing European Union (EU) legislation regarding
sediments is quite limited [2]. Three of the most important EU
directives relevant to the work are:
x
Water Framework Directive
x
Freshwater Fish Directive
x
Habitats Directive
3.1 Water Framework Directive (2000/60/EU)
The Water Framework Directive (WFD) (2000/60/EU) was
introduced in December 2000 with the aim of preventing the
further deterioration of water quality and restoring all waters
to good status by 2015 [3]. The WFD uses five water quality
categories which are based on the biodiversity within the
relevant aquatic system.
3.2 Freshwater Fish Directive (78/659/EU)
The Freshwater Fish Directive (FFD) (78/659/EU) was
enacted to ensure that freshwater bodies are capable of
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sustaining natural fish life. The FFD places limits on various
parameters and limits the suspended sediment concentration to
25mg/l for salmonid waters [2]. This limit can be exceeded for
short-term events, such as during flood and drought
conditions. The FFD was repealed in 2013 (in the overall
context of the WFD) leaving individual EU Member States to
decide on how to assess impacts on fisheries [3].
3.3 Habitats Directive (92/43/EU)
The aim of the Habitats Directive (HD) (92/43/EU) is to
conserve natural habitats of wild fauna and flora. The HD
achieves this by creating Special Areas of Conservation
(SAC), also referred to as European sites or Natura 2000 sites
in Irish legislation; such sites are considered to be of
exceptional importance for the protection of rare and
endangered species.
4.

RIVER BANDON – SITE CONDITIONS AND PROPOSED
WORKS

4.1 River Ecology and Sediments
Sediment transport occurs naturally in rivers and is essential
to maintaining habitats. Changes to land-use cause changes in
the delivery of fine and coarse sediment and sediment
transport can vary over space and time due to changing flows
and catchment conditions. The ecological regime of a river
can adapt to small changes in sediment transport over short
time periods. However, excessively high levels of suspended
sediment concentration can cause significant detrimental
impacts, the effects on the ecosystem depend on the
suspended sediment concentration level and duration of
exposure. Four impact zones have been indicated with Zone 1
with suspended sediment concentration levels below 25mg/l
has little or no impact on fish and their habitats. However,
suspended sediment concentrations above 25mg/l have
varying impacts depending on the duration of exposure. Zone
2 shows behavioural effects on fish causing population
decline and/or increase in mortality rate. Zone 3 shows a
physical effect on fish. In this zone fish gills and other tissue
are damaged. The effect may not cause immediate death but
increases the mortality rate and leads to a decline in the fish
population. Zone 4 results in lethal effects on fish. With the
majority killed immediately or suffer damaged tissue resulting
in a large reduction in fish population and also damage to the
capacity of the system to support a future fish population [4].

Table 1: Important Species on the River Bandon [6]
Species

Location

Atlantic
salmon

Lower reach
downstream of
Innishannon

European Eels

Lower reach
downstream of
Innishannon

Lamprey

Lower reach up to
Bandon town

Three-spined
stickleback

Lower reach below
Innishannon and
upstream of
Dunmanway

Comments
Salmon have
been recorded
upstream of
Dunmanway
Eels have been
found as far
upstream as
Bandon town
Heavy density
below
Innishannon
Recorded
downstream of
Innishannon

4.2 Proposed Works
The proposed river improvement works in Bandon Town and
downstream are designed for a 1 in 100 year return period
event [1]. Table 2 presents the proposed river improvement
works with the improvement locations presented in Figure 2.
Table 2: Proposed Works [1]
Proposed Works
Dredging
Flood defence walls
Improvement to
existing flood defences
Provision of removable
flood barriers
Provision of rock ramp
and fisheries mitigation
measures
Local drainage works

Area
Bandon Weir to O’Driscoll’s
Bridge
Various locations in Bandon
town, Bridewell river
Bridewell River, Bandon
Wastewater Treatment Plant
Specific locations
At Bandon weir

Local drainage behind flood
defences

Bed load transport can create habitats, however, this transport
also has the ability to remove and smother habitats. The
movement of bed load has a greater impact on embryo and fry
than on larger fish with deposition of bed load suffocating
eggs and fry in spawning grounds. The build-up of sediment
around fish eggs results in the water not being able to wash
away the fish waste, leading to potential fish kill by poisoning
[5].
The variation of habitats on the River Bandon offers a positive
environment for biodiversity. Table 1 presents detail on
important species on the River Bandon [6].
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Figure 2: Proposed Works
The proposed river improvement work includes the dredging
of the River Bandon for 3.6km from the weir in Bandon town
downstream to O’Driscoll’s Bridge at a slope of 1/1000. The
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dredging will cause a reduction of bed level at the weir of
1.9.m, at Bandon Bridge of 1.7m, at the wastewater treatment
plant of 1m and to bed level at O’Driscoll’s Bridge as shown
in Figure 3 [1]. Once dredging is complete, pools, riffles and a
thalweg will become a feature of the improved river

Figure 5: Top Ten Recorded Flood Events
Table 3 presents the extreme flood event analysis for both pre2015 flows and for all flows.
Table 3: Variation in Return Period Flow Events
Figure 3: Proposed Dredging Levels
4.3 River Flow Analysis
The River Bandon has five hydrometric stations with two
(Bandon town station and Curranure station) located within
the modelled reach. An extreme flow analysis was undertaken
for both stations using six different probability distribution
functions. For the subsequent work the extreme flow rates
determined for the Bandon station are used due to the longer
term nature of the data record (see Figure 4). For this case the
Generalised Logistic (GLO) probability distribution function
was found to provide the best fit. Figure 4 also presents the
‘outlier’ 2009 flood condition.

Return period
2
5
10
25
30
50
100

Pre-2015
Flow Rates
(m3/sec)
148.0
188.6
217.3
257.8
266.5
292.0
330.0

All
Flows Rates
(m3/sec)
148.0
188.3
219.8
268.1
279.0
312.1
364.4

Variation
(%)
0
0
1
4
4
6
9

4.4 Sediment Sampling and Analysis
A sediment sampling programme was undertaken at five
locations along the river, as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Sediment Sample Location
Figure 4: Bandon Station Flow Distributions
Figure 5 presents the top ten annual maximum flows recorded
at the Bandon station, including the most recent 2015 event
(in red). An L-moment extremal flow analysis was undertaken
and the December 2015 event was found to correspond to a 1
in 35 year event, with the 2009 flood event, the highest event
recorded, indicating a 1 in 100 year event.

Suspended sediment samples were taken using both surface
grab and depth integrating approaches. Water levels were
recorded using the local staff gauge at each sampling location
(if available) or downloaded from the OPW water level record
website as necessary [7]. Water temperature was also
recorded. Table 4 shows a summary of manually sampled
suspended sediment concentration data. Figure 7 provides a
longitudinal profile of measured values. These show
suspended sediment concentration (SSC) values generally less
than 10 mg/l reflecting the clear nature of the water flows
observed along the river reach during the sampling work. It
should be noted that suspended sediment concentrations can
be elevated on high flow events.
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Table 4: Summary of Suspended Sediment Concentration
Suspended Sediment Concentration (mg/l)
Minimum
Maximum
Mean
Footbridge
0.2
11.84
2.57
Bandon Bridge
0.4
6.37
2.55
Bridewell
0.22
74.9
2.14
Millstream
1.98
9.99
3.66
O’Driscoll’s Bridge
0.98
14.76
3.85

Table 5: Annual and Seasonal Suspended Sediment Loadings

Location

Spring Loading
(March to May)
Summer Loading
(June to August)
Autumn Loading
(September to
November)
Winter Loading
(December to
February)
Annual Loading

2010

2011

2014

85.1

243.9

1072.2

296

107.9

239.5

862

1406.1

268.6

708

1300

1205

2148

3058

2785

Bedload samples were collected by entering the water body at
each sampling location and were taken when conditions
allowed, sampling within the context of Health & Safety
requirements, generally using a grab sampler (an Ekman Grab
Sampler) and in places using a piston type core sampler where
bed conditions allowed. Table 6 presents summary results.
Table 6: Bed Sediment Size Summary
Location
Footbridge
Bandon Bridge
Bridewell
Millstream
O’Driscoll’s Bridge

Figure 7: SSC on the River Bandon
Cork Institute of Technology installed a turbidity sensor at the
Curranure Gauging Station in February, 2010. This sensor
records turbidity on a continuous 15-minute basis. Previous
analyses have shown that turbidity is a suitable surrogate for
suspended sediment concentration at this location [8] and thus
the continuous turbidity record allows conversion to a
continuous suspended sediment concentration record.
The analysis has been based on applying the flow rate (Q) and
turbidity as a surrogate for suspended sediment concentration
(C) in the following equation (1).
(1)
Table 5 presents summary seasonal and annual suspended
sediment loadings (in tonnes) for 2010, 2011 and 2014, for
comparison purposes. These results indicate the highly
variable and dynamic nature of suspended sediment behaviour
and transport within the river system. The annual suspended
sediment loading varies between approximately 2,000 and
3,000 tonnes; significant variation in the seasonal loadings
estimated is also clearly evident.

5.

D50 (mm)
Minimum
Maximum
10.4
29.6
3.2
33.6
3.9
19.1
28.5
> 50
28.5
> 50

NUMERICAL MODELLING

5.1 Numerical Model – HEC-RAS
The U.S Army Corps of Engineers HEC-RAS model (a 1Dimensional numerical model – Hydrologic Engineering
Center’s River Analysis System) has been applied to
numerical modelling on the River Bandon [9]. It provides for
both steady and quasi-steady flow conditions, the quasi-steady
flow condition is required for the sediment transport aspect of
the modelling.
Calibration of the model involves an analysis for both water
level variation and sediment characteristics with comparison
between field data and model outputs. The aim of the
calibration process is to produce a best fit of model output to
observed field data. Model validation involves additional
model comparison with field data and is required to provide
additional confidence in the numerical model to accurately
simulate field conditions
Figure 7 shows the river reach modelled from the upstream
model boundary located 0.7 miles upstream of the weir in the
town of Bandon to the downstream boundary at Innishannon
Bridge. Short reaches on the Bridewell, Millstream and River
Brinny tributaries are also modelled. The upstream and
downstream model boundaries are shown including the three
tributary streams (the Bridewell, Mill Stream and the Brinny).
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station. The validation of the model provided additional
confidence in the calibrated model.

Figure 8: Numerical Model Boundary
5.2

Hydrodynamic Calibration

The hydrodynamics were calibrated at both Bandon town and
Curranure hydrometric stations located within the model
boundary. The calibration involves comparison of steady state
water level predictions from the HEC-RAS model with water
levels at gauging stations. This comparison was undertaken
for a range of flow conditions for both in and out of bank
flows, varying from 19 to 352m3/sec.
The analysis involves varying the Manning Roughness
Coefficient ‘n’ to provide a best fit between model prediction
and gauged field data. The best fit is determined using various
statistical parameters: Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE)
(Equation 2), Nash-Sutcliffe Coefficient of Efficiency (E)
(Equation 3) and the Systematic Error (SE) (Equation 4) .
(2)
(3)

Figure 9: Model Validation for Water Level

5.3

Sediment Transport Calibration

Sediment transport data was collected over the period from 1st
to 9th July 2015. Table 8 shows the measured bed load and
suspended sediment load, which was estimated to have
occurred over this time. This data suggests that the suspended
sediment load is significantly higher than the bed load
transport during this time period with the bed load accounting
for approximately only 1.2% of the total load.
Table 8: Measured Sediment Transport for Calibration Period

(4)
where:
WSob = water surface level observed by the station
WSsim = water surface level simulated by HEC-RAS
WSobav = is the average water surface level observed at the
station
N
= number of reference measurements (data points)
The results of the model calibration analysis are shown in
Table 7 for both gauging station locations. The Manning ‘n’
values presented are typical for rivers similar to the River
Bandon. The values found for each of the statistical
parameters used are considered to be appropriate for model
calibration purposes [10].
Table 7: Model Calibration Analysis Results
Manning ‘n’
Coefficient

RMSE
(m)

E

SE (m)

Bandon Bridge

0.0348

0.0808

0.993

-0.03

Curranure

0.0339

0.043

0.997

-0.024

The model was validated for flow rates over a 12 month
period from 1/10/2009 to 30/9/2010; with flows ranging from
2.6 to 184.8m3/sec, with an average flow rate of 15.6m3/sec.
Figure 8 presents the water levels at Bandon hydrometric

Sediment Load (tonnes)
Bed Load
01-07-15 to 08-07-15

Sediment
Suspended Load

0.237

18.9

An extensive model calibration process was undertaken to
determine key model parameter values. A summary of these
key parameter values applied within the model and based on
the model calibration and validation is given in Table 9.
Table 9: Sediment Transport Simulation - Model Parameters
Model Parameter
Manning Roughness Coefficient Bandon Station
Manning Roughness Coefficient Curranure Station
Sediment Transport Function
Total Rate Coefficient (C)
Power Function (P)
Critical Shear Stress τ*
Time Step (∆t)

Value
0.0348
0.0339
Meyer Peter Muller
1.9
1.5
0.047
25

SECS
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5.4 Model Simulation
The HEC-RAS model developed was applied to simulate
flows over a 12 month period.. Results from this simulation
(for the year 2011) predicted five locations with identified
erosion or deposition, as presented in Figure 9. These
locations correspond to the actual river locations where
sediment deposition has been observed.

flow events. Annual suspended sediment loadings vary from
approximately 2,000 to over 3,000 tonnes.
An extremal flow rate analysis is presented for the Bandon
station with the most recent December 2015 flood event
estimated to be a 1 in 35 year event.
The HEC-RAS numerical model has been applied to a 7.7km
stretch of the river system. Model inputs include geometric
data based on a series of surveyed cross-sections, suspended
sediment and bed sediment data and river flow rates.
The model has been satisfactorily calibrated for hydraulic
conditions with a high level of confidence, it has also been
satisfactorily validated for hydraulic conditions. The model
has been calibrated on a preliminary basis for sediment
transport. This calibration is based on available field data
which is limited for the bed load. Additional model calibration
and validation for bed sediment transport is required.
The HEC-RAS model has been applied to the river system
with locations of erosion and deposition predicted. Sediment
transport rates from the model have been estimated at from
approximately 2800 to 3400 tonnes/annum with bed load
transport estimated at from 5.6 to 7.8% of the total sediment
load.

Figure 9: Identified Erosion and Deposition Locations
Total sediment transport rates at these locations were
predicted from the HEC-RAS model with the results
presented in Table 10.
Table 10: Predicted Annual Sediment Transport Rates
Location
Bandon Bridge
Bandon Station
Wastewater Treatment
Plant
Brinny
Upstream of
Innishannon Bridge

Total sediment
transport
(tonnes/annum)
2866
2845

BL % of
total load
7.8%
7.8%

2957

7.6%

3362

5.9%

3395

5.6%

Model results indicate bed laod transport at from 5.6 to 7.8%
of the total load. These results are indicative in nature and a
more extensive dataset for sediment calibration purposes
would enhance confidence in model results.
6. CONCLUSIONS
A suspended and bed sediment manual sampling programme
has been undertaken at five locations on the River Bandon and
the sediment data has been presented and analysed. Manual
suspended sediment data has been complemented by
continuous turbidity data gathered at the Curranure Station
using turbidity as a surrogate for suspended sediment
concentration. The river is characterised by low suspended
sediment concentrations (< 10mg/l) with peaks during high
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This paper presents new work on suspended and bed sediment
behaviour and modelling for the River Bandon.
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ABSTRACT: Low flows in rivers can present a significant amount of issues including problems in relation to the assimilation
capacity of the river, the ecosystem within the river, as well as the availability of the catchment’s water as a resource for water
supply. The development of the OPW Flood Studies Update (FSU) web-portal has meant that catchment data for the entire
country is now readily available. In addition, there is significant body of freely available flow data from river gauging stations in
place around the country. As a result of this, the development of predictor equations for various low flow indices is now
considered possible for individual ungauged catchments. These equations can be validated using existing river flow data. This
paper presents the development of predictor equations for a 1 in 10 year low flow event for the 7-Day sustained low flow (7-Day
SLF), the annual minimum mean daily flow (Amin) and the 7 day 10 year flow (7Q10) low flow indices. The method of
stepwise regression is used to determine the most statistically significant catchment characteristics, of which twenty-one are
considered. The final models developed for the 7-Day SLF and the 7Q10 indices contain five variables and have R squared
values of 0.8248 and 0.7860 respectively. The Amin model contains six variables and has an R squared value of 0.7619. The
final predictor equations for each index are shown below.
KEY WORDS: Low Flows, Hydrology, Catchment Descriptors, Prediction, River, Regression, Statistics
1

INTRODUCTION

In hydrology flooding is often considered the most significant
problem, primarily due to the devastation that it can cause.
However, low flows in rivers can also present many problems.
Knowledge of low flows is crucial when considering water
abstraction in projects such as water supply, hydro power
schemes, or water resource projects. In addition, low flows
can greatly reduce the assimilation capacity of a river, and
therefore potentially increase water pollution. As well as this,
the ecosystem of a river can be greatly affected during periods
of lesser flows.
The definition of low flow, as given by the International
Glossary of Hydrology (1), is the “flow of water in a stream
during prolonged dry weather”. This is not a very distinct
definition as it doesn’t clearly indicate the difference between
low flows and droughts.
Low flow information is an important indicator for water
resource planning and management, and is used for assessing
the quality of river catchments. Low flows are a seasonal
phenomenon as the lowest recorded flow each year will
usually occur during the same season. Typically low flows
occur during the summer periods, although in colder countries
they may also occur during the winter period due to
precipitation being stored as snow.
2

RELEVANCE OF THE RESEARCH

Over the past number of years, much more data has become
available for the analysis of river catchments in Ireland.
Additional data is also available due to the development of the
Flood Studied Update (FSU) and the online Web Portal. The
FSU presents data for thousands of catchments in Ireland,
including flow and level data, available at gauging stations as

well as catchment descriptors for gauged and ungauged
catchments.
However the FSU web portal only carries out analysis for
high flows in rivers, and an online portal for low flow analysis
is unavailable in Ireland. With the availability of data from the
FSU Web Portal and the additional gauged data, low flows
within river catchments may potentially be predicted more
accurately.
There are various existing equations in hydrology which can
be used to predict an estimate of different flow indices.
However few models currently exist for the prediction of low
flow indices in Ireland.
3

LOW FLOW INDICES

Three commonly used indices are considered as part of this
study, which include the 7 day 10 year flow (7Q10), the 7 day
sustained low flow (7-Day SLF), and the annual minimum
mean daily flow.
These indices are similar to those used by the EPA for
pollution control as well as assimilation capacity assessments
of water bodies in Ireland. It is considered that the predictor
equations created could be used similarly, as initial estimates
of low flows.
The Annual minima is the lowest flow recorded for each
year. The 7-Day SLF is the maximum value of the driest week
recorded during the year (2). The Lowest 7-day average flow
is the average value of the driest week recorded during the
year. This value can be used to calculate the 7Q10 for the
station when it is analysed. The 7Q10 is defined as “the
average annual 7-day minimum flow that is expected to be
exceeded on average in 9 out of every 10 years, which is
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equivalent to the tenth percentile of the distribution of 7-day
annual minimum streamflow” (3).
4

STATIONS

Gauging stations included as part of the FSU Web Portal
which received an A1 rating classification, were initially
considered as part of the study. This resulted in a total of 54
potential stations which may be used.
It was decided to follow the same approach as Nasr and
Bruen 2014 (4) and only use stations which had a total of ten
or more years of data. A brief inspection of the data resulted
in 40 stations (maintained by the OPW) which were
considered useable and are included as part of this study.
A detailed inspection of the data available at the 40 stations
was carried out. Five stations (-06025-), (-14004-), (-06026-),
(-26020-) and (-36012-) had a significant amount of data
missing and were discarded. This resulted in a total of 35
stations, 9 large catchments (>1000km2), 1 small catchment
(<100km2) and 25 medium catchments (between 100km2 and
1000km2), which have useful data.
This study considers the 25 medium sized catchments
identified for the development of predictor equations, because
it is believed that these would be most beneficial. The location
of the gauging stations of these 25 catchments is shown in
Figure 4-1.
Each year of data for every station was inspected in detail,
and years which were considered unusable for low flow
analysis, based on the quality codes assigned to the data, were
identified. For many of the stations, the first year of data was
not used as it typically didn’t have recorded values for the full
year.
The flow data for each year was examined and any
significant (more than a week) gaps during periods of
potential low flows were identified. Data with these gaps was
not considered valid. None of the stations considered
contained any recorded zero values.

Figure 4-1 Location of stations included as part of the study
It was decided to only use data which had been derived from
a rating curve which was deemed to be of good, fair or poor
quality. Initially, poor quality data (code 46) was not
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considered. However, there were large amounts of this data
across a majority of the stations and if excluded would have
resulted in little usable data. Consideration is therefore given
to the potential impact on the models developed through the
use of this information.
After all the data of each station was reviewed, 846 of the
total 1,057 years of data were considered useable from the 25
medium sized catchment stations. This corresponds to an
average of almost 34 years of useable data at each station.
5

STATION ANALYSIS

The Weibull distribution is the most favoured distribution for
low flow analysis (5). This is because it has a lower bound.
The Weibull distribution is shown below.

Equation [1]

This distribution contains three different parameters; the
location (ζ), the scale (α) and shape (κ) parameter. These
parameters were estimated using the method of moments as
outlined in the WMO Manual on Low Flow Estimation (6).
The lower bound of the distribution is considered to be zero
for most of the stations and therefore the location parameter
(ζ) is equal to zero, resulting in a two parameter Weibull
distribution (EV III).
Each station was analysed for three different sets of data,
namely the annual minimum flow, the 7 day sustained low
flow and the lowest 7 day average flow.
6

DEVELOPMENT OF LOW FLOW PREDICTOR MODELS

A total of 21 physical catchment descriptors (independent
variables) were considered for the regression analysis. These
are the same descriptors which were used in the FSU
methodologies. A full list of these variables can be seen in
Table 6-1.
To build the predictor equations for the various low flow
indices considered, the method of stepwise regression was
carried out. This is a step by step method which builds the
model by adding (forward) or removing (backward) variables
based on their statistical significance.
The addition or removal of the variables is based on a
threshold which is decided by the user, known as F-to enter
and F-to remove (where F is the t-statistic squared) (7). The
typical F value used is 4, which corresponds to a t-statistic of
2. However this may potentially be set to a lesser value of 3
(t-statistic of 1.73) but it is not recommend to use a value less
than this.
Various basin and climate characteristics most commonly
associated with low flow indices, which were identified by
Smakhtin (2001) (8), were noted prior to the analysis being
carried out. These characteristics are the catchment area,
annual rainfall, river slope, stream frequency, percentage area
of lakes and forests, soil indices, and main stream length. Both
forward and backward stepwise regression was carried out to
determine any potential differences of the final R 2 values and
predictor equations.
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Table 6-1 Catchment descriptors (independent variables)
Variable
AREA (km2 )
CENTE (m)
CENTN (m)
SAAR (mm)
FARL (index)
URBEXT
(Prop)
FOREST
(Prop)
PEAT (Prop)
ALLUV (Prop)
FLATWET
(index)
SAAPE (mm)
FAI (Prop)
BFIsoil (index)
NETLEN (km)
STMFRQ (no.)
DRAIND
(km/km2)
MSL (km)
S1085 (m/km)
TAYSLO
ARTDRAIN
(Prop)
ARTDRAIN2
(Prop)
7

Definition
Catchment area
Catchment centroid easting
Catchment centroid northing
Standard annualised average rainfall
Flood attenuation by reservoirs and lakes

8

7-DAY SLF PREDICTOR MODEL

As per the 7Q10 model both forward and backward regression
was carried out. Both methods resulted in the same five
variable model with an R squared value of 0.8248. A fit of the
final model can be seen in Figure 8-1 with the final predictor
equation shown in Equation [3].

Proportion of urban extent
Proportion of forest extent
Proportion of peat extent
Proportion of alluvium extent
Mean value of FLATWET index
Standard average annual potential
evapotranspiration
Proportion of catchment occupied by FAI
polygon
Base flow index
Length of stream network
Number of stream segments in river
network
NETLEN/ POLY_AREA
Main-stream length
Slope of main stream channel excluding
bottom 10% and top 15% of length
Taylor-Schwarz channel slope
Proportion of catchment area benefiting
from arterial drainage
Proportion of river network included in
OPW arterial drainage schemes

7Q10 PREDICTOR MODEL

Both forward and backward regression was carried and the
backward stepwise regression method resulted in a five
variable model with the greatest R squared value of 0.7860.
A fit of the final model is shown in Figure 7-1 with the final
predictor equation shown below.

Figure 8-1 Fit of the final 7-Day SLF predictor model
7-Day SLF = -0.8164 + (0.0006 * AREA) + (1.2519 * PEAT)
+ (0.2005 * ARTDRAIN2) + (0.0335 * S1085) + (0.6849 *
FARL)
Equation [3]
9

ANNUAL MINIMUM MEAN DAILY FLOW PREDICTOR
MODEL

As before, both methods of regression were carried out. The
backward stepwise regression method resulted in a potential
six variable model (depending on the F- to enter threshold)
with an R squared value of 0.7619.
It was considered that the t-statistic of the FARL variable (F
value of 3.58) was significant enough to be part of the model
and therefore the six variable model was considered to be the
most accurate model achievable for the prediction of the
annual minimum flow index. A fit of the final model can be
seen in Figure 9-1 with the final six variable predictor
equation outlined below.
Annual Minimum Flow = -0.6613 + (0.9561 * PEAT) +
(0.0009 * AREA) + (0.1839 * ARTDRAIN2) + (0.0351 *
S1085) – (0.0004 * STMFRQ) + (0.5195 * FARL)
Equation [4]

7Q10 = -0.6546 + (0.0005 * AREA) + (1.0829 * PEAT) +
(0.2171 * ARTDRAIN2) + (0.028 * S1085) + (0.5431 *
FARL)
Equation [2]

Figure 9-1 Fit of the final annual minimum flow predictor
model
Figure 7-1 Fit of the final 7Q10 predictor model

The predictor equation estimated one negative value (Ashfield
station) of -0.0585m3/sec in contrast to the correct flow value
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of 0.0374m3/sec. This is a significant error and it is
recommended that any negative predictions are assumed to be
incorrect and discarded.
10

Table 11-1 Predicted index flow values and corresponding %
error of validation stations

RAPID MINER ANALYSIS

RapidMiner Studio was used to carry out multiple linear
regression using all the 21 independent variables. Analysis
was carried out in relation to the three different indices
considered, to develop predictor models which could be
compared to those obtained from the Excel analysis.
The model outputs for the three different indices contained
an excessive number of variables and were far too complex.
Therefore to compare any potential differences between the
Excel and RapidMiner models, a regression analysis was
carried out in RapidMiner using the same variables as outlined
in the final predictor model of each index.
For all three low flow indices, the results of the RapidMiner
regression analysis yielded coefficient values for each variable
which were identical to those obtained from the five variable
Excel analysis.
11

11.1

640

Killyon

0.2199

-55.48

Annamult House

0.1625

-36.09

Rathkennan

0.1603

-32.40

Annacotty

0.2418

-79.88

Fyanstown

0.1379

69.41

7-Day SLF (m3/sec)
0.1777

% Error
-12.37

Killyon

0.2469

-55.49

Annamult House

0.2592

-19.89

Rathkennan

0.2073

-32.28

Annacotty

0.4831

-65.70

Fyanstown

0.1526

37.47

7Q10 (m3/s)
0.1820

% Error
-1.08

Killyon

0.2479

-54.68

Annamult House

0.2145

-25.20

Rathkennan

0.1718

-36.82

Annacotty

0.4058

-69.05

Fyanstown

0.145

44.13

Station Name
Tremblestown

The validity of the three different predictor models was
assessed by analysing 6 different stations and applying the
models to compare the predicted and analysed values.
The six stations used were (-07001-), (-07002-), (-15001-),
(-16003-), (-25001-) and (-07006-). All catchment sizes are
within the limits of the models. The location of the six
validation stations is shown in Figure 11-1.

The results can be seen in Table 11-1. The percentage errors
range from 69.41% to -79.88% which appears significant.
However the percentages are representative of small flow
values. The % error for the Tremblestown station is extremely
small indicating a high degree of accuracy using the predictor
equations.

% Error
1.7

Station Name
Tremblestown

MODEL VALIDATION

Figure 11-1 Location of validation stations

AMin (m3/s)
0.1663

Station Name
Tremblestown

Sensitivity Analysis

A sensitivity analysis was carried out on station 16003 to
outline the effects on the results due to a small change. The
station was originally analysed using only two parameters as
the distribution fitted the data well when the location
parameter (ζ) was equal to zero. Adjusting this parameter to
become positive or negative will have a subsequent effect on
the predicted index flow value.
The location parameter was adjusted from -0.02 to 0.07 in
increments of 0.01. The l-moment distribution fits the
empirical data at the tail end for both values. However it
appears to fit the overall shape of the distribution better when
equal to -0.02
While both parameter values may be considered valid as
part of the analysis due to their fit at the tail end, there is a
potential for reducing the percentage error from 47.81% to
26.64%.
When analysing the stations used to develop the predictor
models, the value of the location parameter was set equal to
zero for majority of stations. This may have introduced an
unwanted error when developing the various models.
11.2

Negative Predictions

It is considered to apply the three different predictor equations
to all the FSU stations which are with the limits of the model.
This will not indicate the accuracy of the predictor models.
However it will provide an estimated flow value for the
stations considered. This will highlight the potential of the
models to predict negative flows depending on weather the
predictions are positive or negative.
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Of the 215 stations a total of 126 are within the catchment
area limits of the model. When the regression equations were
applied to these stations only six (-07004-), (-07011-), (07033-), (-26018-), (-36012-) and (-36018-), indicated a
negative estimated flow value for any of the three low flow
indices. These were are extremely small but they do indicate
that there is a potential for the equations to estimate a negative
flows.
11.3

BFIsoil and SAAR

There are two variables which surprisingly appear to have no
statistically significant effect on low flows: - SAAR and
BFIsoil. Although the BFIsoil variable is not included in any
of the final predictor models, there are variables which have a
significant influence on the base flow of a river, namely
PEAT and FARL. Therefore the significance of these
variables in the prediction of low flows is recognised.
A paper by Robert H.Flynn (9) developed regression
equations to estimate seasonal low flows. The equations only
contained rainfall basin characteristics for winter and summer
98% exceedance flows and not for similar spring and fall
equations in New Hampshire streams. A total of 93 basin
characteristics were considered.
That paper also outlined equations for the prediction of the
seasonal 7Q2 and 7Q10 low flow indices. Precipitation
characteristics were considered significant for the winter,
spring and summer seasons, but not for the fall season.
Another paper by Rich Pyrce (10) outlined existing
regression equations which were developed to estimate the
7Q10 low flow index at various ungauged catchments in US
states, and identifies some which are not influenced by rainfall
characteristics.
The two papers discussed above indicate that there is a
potential for low flow index predictor equations not be
influenced by specific rainfall characteristics. Therefore with
the evidence of these equations as well as the influence that
the PEAT and FARL variables have on the base flow of a
river, the absence of the BFIsoil and SAAR basin
characteristics within the models developed is considered to
be acceptable.
12

CONCLUSIONS

A total of 35 useable gauging stations were identified after a
selection process, of which 25 had a catchment area of
between 100km2 and 1000km2 and were considered as part of
the study.
Each station was analysed to determine the 1 in 10 year
event of three different low flow indices. These were the
Amin, the 7-day SLF and the 7Q10. The method of moments
was used to analyse the stations and a three parameter Weibull
distribution proved to be a good fit for the empirical data at all
stations. A general trend identified that the l-moment
distribution resulted in a much better fit than the p-moment.
A total of 21 physical catchment descriptors were
considered as part of the regression analysis. A correlation
analysis indicated that all three low flow indices showed the
strongest relationship with the PEAT variable over any other.
A five variable model was developed using regression
analysis, for the 7Q10 and 7-Day SLF indices, with R 2 values
of 0.7860 and 0.8248 respectively. A 6 variable model was

developed for the annual minimum low flow index with an R 2
value of 0.7619. The final predictor equations for a 1 in 10
year event of each low flow index are shown below.
7Q10 = -0.6546 + (0.0005 * AREA) + (1.0829 * PEAT) +
(0.2171 * ARTDRAIN2) + (0.028 * S1085) + (0.5431 *
FARL)
Equation [5]
7-Day SLF = -0.8164 + (0.0006 * AREA) + (1.2519 * PEAT)
+ (0.2005 * ARTDRAIN2) + (0.0335 * S1085) + (0.6849 *
FARL)
Equation [6]
Annual Minimum Flow = -0.6613 + (0.9561 * PEAT) +
(0.0009 * AREA) + (0.1839 * ARTDRAIN2) + (0.0351 *
S1085) – (0.0004 * STMFRQ) + (0.5195 * FARL)
Equation [7]
The lack of significance in which the BFIsoil and SAAR
catchment characteristics appear to have on the prediction of
low flows is surprising. However two research papers appear
to agree that the prediction of low flow indices may not
always be greatly influenced by rainfall.
A sensitivity analysis carried out on station 16003 indicated
that there is a potential for significantly different final
predictor equations to be developed as a result of small
changes to the parameters, due to the size of the values
analysed.
The predictor models overestimated flows at 43% of the
stations considered and underestimated them at 57%. This
indicates that there is no consistent miscalculated prediction
associated with the three equations. However, with the
evidence of negative predicted flow values it is recommended
that the models be used with caution and only as an initial
estimate of a low flow value at ungauged locations.
13

RECOMMENDATIONS

It is recommended that further research be carried out
considering more stations than the 25 outlined in this study
(over 200 available on the FSU), to determine any differences
in the final predictor models developed. It is also
recommended to consider the development of predictor
equations for both small and large sized catchments.
A further recommendation would be to consider the
development of seasonal predictor equations. This would
involve the consideration of flows associated with each of the
four seasons to develop their corresponding predictor models.
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ABSTRACT: Tidal stream energy resource assessment is a fundamental step towards tidal power generation. Given that
power is a function of tidal velocity cubed, assessments will be highly dependent on the precision of the velocity data employed.
Traditional approaches to estimating the available tidal energy involve using either the peak or time-varying current velocities;
in either case the total velocity vector is employed. At present, leading turbine technologies are horizontal axis designs with a
fixed orientation, which restricts rotation of the turbine with changing current direction. A weakness of many published resource
studies is that they ignore the directionality of tidal flows and therefore over predict the tidal potential for horizontal axis
turbines. The primary aim of this research is to accurately quantify the potential tidal stream resource in an estuary. Tidal current
ellipses are utilised to incorporate the prevailing direction of flow into available power calculations, resulting in a more accurate
assessment. A secondary aim is to carry out a general resource assessment of the Shannon estuary, Ireland, and more detailed
assessments at particular sites chosen as a result of the general assessment. It is shown that estimates of the available power can
vary substantially depending on the assessment methodology that is employed and that omitting the effects of flow direction
from an assessment leads to significant overestimation of the available resource.
KEY WORDS: Tidal stream energy; resource quantification; tidal ellipses; Shannon Estuary.
1
INTRODUCTION
Selection of a site suitable for tidal turbine deployment will be
primarily dependant on the available tidal stream resource.
Various approaches are used in the literature to estimate the
power available from a tidal stream. (A review of these can be
found in [1]). The main differences between approaches are
the type of velocity data used and the means of calculation of
available power. Early resource assessments utilised tidal
velocity data from navigational charts (e.g.,[2]) but these are
not very accurate. Long-term velocity measurements result in
a more accurate assessment, however the assessment applies
only to the measurement site and velocities, and thus available
power, at a nearby location may differ substantially. High
frequency radars can record flow fields at high resolution
(e.g.,[3]) however, this method is very expensive. Numerical
models are a more commonly used method of determining
velocity data for tidal resource assessments as they simulate
both temporal and spatial variations in velocities and therefore
power (e.g., SEAI’s study of Ireland's tidal stream resource
[4]). Once accurate velocity data has been established there
are a number of approaches to calculating the available tidal
power, each varying in the accuracy of their energy estimates.
For instance, the Fraenkel approach adopted by [4] limits the
accuracy of its resource assessment as it fails to incorporate
current flow direction.
The Shannon River and its estuary is one of the largest such
systems in the British Isles. The tidal ranges at the mouth and
head of the estuary are approximately 5m and 6.5m,
respectively, during normal spring tides, inducing peak
currents of up to 3m/s in water depths of 35m. The estuary has
rightly been identified as a potential location for tidal energy
extraction; however, little detailed analysis has been carried
out to accurately determine its tidal energy potential. . The

primary aim of this research is to carry out a preliminary
assessment of the estuary based on a relatively coarse model
with the aim of identifying areas of high potential and
comparing resource quantifications using different methods.
The second phase of this study will involve utilising a nested
model to produce a more detailed resource assessment for the
sites of interest.
2
2.1

METHODOLOGY
Resource Availability

The power that can be extracted by a turbine placed in tidal
flows can be calculated as:
PAvailable PMeanAtH
(1)
where PMean is the mean available power per m2 of crosssectional area of flow, At is the cross-sectional area of the
turbine and ɛ is the turbine efficiency.
The Fraenkel formula is an accepted first step approach for
estimating the mean available tidal power in an estuary.
Assuming a spring-neap tidal cycle which is sinusoidal in
nature, the mean available power is estimated as:
(2)
PMean 0.5UAf KsKnVPeak3
where
is water density, VPeak is the maximum spring
velocity at the area of interest, Af is the cross-sectional area of
the flow at the area of interest, Ks is the velocity shape factor,
which accounts for the nature of the variation in velocities
over a tidal cycle and Kn is the neap/spring factor which
accounts for the nature of the difference in spring and neap
peak velocities. It is typical to assume Ks = 0.424 for a
sinusoidal flow and Kn = 0.57 for a 60% reduction in peak
currents between spring and neap tides [5]; however, often
current flow may not be sinusoidal in nature nor the ratio of
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spring to neap tides equal to 60%, resulting in inaccuracies in
power estimation using the Fraenkel formula.
In contrast to utilising peak velocities, time-varying
velocity data can be used to provide a more accurate
estimation of the mean power available for tidal energy
extraction, calculated as:
0.5UVt
(3)
t max
t1
where tmax is the number of timesteps and Vt is the magnitude
of the current velocity at time t.
These traditional approaches to resource assessment employ
the total velocity vector. Currently the most advanced tidal
turbine designs are horizontal axis turbines. The nature of
such devices prevents them from rotating into the tidal stream
as it changes direction during different stages of the tide, as a
result using the total velocity component in power
calculations could lead to significant over predictions of the
tidal energy potential.
The tidal resource assessment method presented here
incorporates the primary direction of current flow. In this
approach, 2D numerical modelling is employed along with
tidal harmonic analysis and tidal ellipse theory to facilitate
long-term forecasts of current velocities, enabling the mean
available power at a location of interest to be determined in
the following way:
3

t max

PMean

¦

t max

PMean

¦
t1

0.5UV p
t max

3

(4)

where tmax is the number of timesteps and Vp is the timevarying velocity component aligned only with the primary
direction of flow.
2.2
Hydrodynamic Numerical Model
Time-varying velocity data were produced using the
numerical model DIVAST, a 2D finite difference, depth
integrated, time-variant model, developed for shallow
estuarine and coastal waters. The model consists of two main
sections: a hydrodynamic module and a solute transport and
water quality module. The hydrodynamic module is based on
the depth integrated solution of the Navier-Stokes equations to
determine values for the water surface elevations and the
horizontal depth integrated velocities. The model solves the
following governing equations:
Continuity Equation:
wq
wy wq x
y

0
(5)
wt
wx
wy
X-Direction Momentum Equation:
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where is the water elevation above or below datum, t is time,
qx and qy are depth-integrated velocity flux components in the
x and y directions, E is the momentum correction factor, U
and V are depth averaged velocity components in the x and y
direction, f is the Coriolis parameter, g is gravitation
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acceleration, H is total water depth, Wxw and Wxb are the xdirection components of the surface wind stress and bed shear
stress, ρ is the water density and H is eddy viscosity.
The model utilizes an implicit finite difference scheme to
solve these governing differential equations. An AlternatingDirection Implicit (ADI) scheme is incorporated, enabling the
time step to be divided into two half time steps, allowing a
two-dimensional scheme to be applied. Further details and
explanations of the governing equations and the modules
solution scheme can be found in [6].
2.3

Tidal Harmonic Analysis

Tidal harmonic analysis is based on the principle that tidal
characteristics in a given location can be represented by a
harmonic cosine curve which oscillates at a certain frequency
determined by the astronomical tide generating forces. These
forces are known as harmonic or tidal constituents [7]. The
major constituents along with the astronomical phenomena
causing them and the nature of the tide they produce are listed
in Table 2-1.
Table 2-1: Major tidal harmonic constituents.
Tidal Harmonic Constituent
Tide
M2
Principal Lunar
Semi-diurnal
S2
Principal Solar
Semi-diurnal
N2
Larger Lunar Elliptic
Semi-diurnal
L2
Smaller Lunar Elliptic
Semi-diurnal
K1
Luni-solar Declinational
Diurnal
O1
Principal Lunar Declinational
Diurnal
P1
Principal Solar Declinational
Diurnal
Each individual constituent consists of a unique pair of
amplitude and phase parameters, referred to as tidal constants
[8]. The aim of any tidal harmonic analysis is to determine
these constants at a given location for each individual tidal
constituent, enabling the astronomical tide to be forecast. The
resulting tidal height can be represented in the form:
³ Ai cos>2S w i t  T i

N

ht

i 1

@

(7)

where h(t) is the tidal height at a time t, N is the number of
harmonic constituents selected for the analysis, i is the
individual constituent, Ai and δi are the amplitudes and
frequencies of the constituent respectively, and Өi is the
constituent phase, measured in radians.
In this research, tidal analysis was performed using the
‘Flex Tidana tidal heights and current analysis and prediction
software program’. The software was incorporated into the
existing hydrodynamic DIVAST model of the Shannon
estuary. The resulting water levels and velocities computed by
the developed model were utilised as time series data in the
harmonic analyses. Further details on the Flex Tidana
software can be found in [9].
2.4

Tidal Current Ellipse Theory

In the case of tidal current analysis, the resulting tidal
harmonics are determined in terms of tidal current ellipse
parameters [10]. Currents, comprised of vector quantities, can
be resolved into positive East and North direction
components, U and V, which undergo separate tidal harmonic
analysis. As a result each harmonic constituent included in the
analysis will be represented by two amplitude and two phase
parameters which are recombined to construct a tidal ellipse.
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The basic parameters making up a tidal ellipse are illustrated
in Figure 2-1.

Figure 2-1: Basic parameters of a tidal ellipse.
Tidal current ellipses capture variations in tidal velocity.
Each ellipse is defined by its major and minor axis, which
represent maximum and minimum current speeds. The ratio of
the minor and major axis of an ellipse describes variation in
flow direction; low ratios (close to 0) indicate rectilinear flow
whilst high ratios (close to 1) indicate rotary flows. This is of
importance when determining suitable turbine deployment
sites as energy extraction is most efficient in areas of
rectilinear flow. The angle of inclination of an ellipse is also
an important parameter for an accurate resource assessment
and in determining device orientation as it indicates the
primary direction of flow.
The dominant tidal constituent across the estuary was found
to be M2 (see Table 2-1) , hence it was considered the main
contributor to the primary direction and speed of current flow
and the analysis therefore takes the primary direction of flow
to be equal to the angle of inclination of the relevant M2
ellipse.
3

utilised to calculate the available resource across the estuary
using the three different approaches described in Section 2.1

Figure 3-1 Extent of model domain and locations of measured
data for tidal elevations (T1-T6) and current velocities (C2)
used to validate the model.

Figure 3-2 Comparison of measured water elevation data
against the predicted model elevation data at T2 and T5.

MODEL APPLICATION

The Shannon estuary, located on the west coast of Ireland,
is a highly dynamic system, possessing a large tidal range and
strong peak currents. Due to its potential for tidal energy
extraction it was chosen as a case study site for this research.
The existing numerical model was applied to the Shannon
estuary and used to simulate its hydrodynamic regime.
Bathymetry data of the estuary was obtained from admiralty
charts and interpolated onto a finite difference grid to produce
a domain with grid spacing of 189m and 507 x 217
computational cells. The model was run with a time step of 40
seconds and a bed roughness of 200mm for a simulation
period of approximately 350 hours, equating to a full springneap tidal cycle. The western sea boundary is specified as a
tidal elevation boundary. Boundary elevation data were
specified using tidal constituent data obtained from analysis of
measured tidal elevation data at Carrigaholt (shown in Figure
3-1) for a one-year period (2006). The northern and southern
boundaries are specified as streamline flow boundaries.
The Shannon estuary model has been validated against
measured tidal elevations at six locations (T1-T6) and tidal
current velocities at two locations (C1& C2), shown in Figure
3-1. The performance of the model in relation to tidal
elevations at locations T2 and T5 is illustrated in Figure 3-2.
The accuracy of the model in relation to depth-averaged
current velocities at location C2 is shown in Figure 3-3. Good
correlation between measured and modelled velocities was
achieved with correlation values of R2=0.97 and 0.95 attained
for spring and neap tides respectively.
Model values of water elevations, current velocities and
ellipse parameters were computed. These data were then

Figure 3-3 Comparison of measured current velocity data
against the predicted model current data at C2.
4

RESULTS

4.1
Available Resource Assessments
The available power across the Shannon estuary, as calculated
using the Fraenkel formula, the time-varying total velocity
approach and the authors’ developed time-varying primary
direction of flow method, are presented in Figure 4-1 (a-c)
respectively. All three assessments indicate greatest potential
in three main areas (illustrated in red in Figure 4-1(a)), where
the estuary narrows. Heightened tidal resource in these areas
is due to the law of continuity; for mass flow to remain
constant, when the area in which fluid flows is decreased,
current velocities are forced to increase, resulting in greater
power potential at that location.
Whilst a similar trend in tidal resource is indicated, there are
substantial variations between the estimated powers. The
Fraenkel approach is found to significantly over predict the
tidal resource, estimating maximum powers of 2500W/m2,
33.3% greater than the 1875W/m2 estimated using the timevarying approach and 100% greater than the 1250W/m2
determined using the authors’ primary flow approach. Whilst
the time-varying total velocity method is more accurate than
the Fraenkel approach it still over-estimates the tidal potential,
with a reduction of approximately 33.3% noted between the
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maximum powers estimated using the total and primary flow
direction methods.
Overall the mean available power estimations across the
estuary decrease with increasing accuracy of the methodology
used. This accuracy is due to the fundamental nature of each
method. For instance the Fraenkel formula is based on the
assumption of sinusoidal flow with a neap/spring factor of
60%; however this may not always be the case. The timevarying total velocity approach contains inaccuracies as it
fails to incorporate flow direction. The primary direction of
flow approach considers the proportion of available energy
that a fixed orientation horizontal axis turbine can extract
from the flow by considering flow direction.

turbines require peak current velocities of 2.0-2.5m/s which
are not reached at location A. Flow at location B was found
to be both low in strength and multi-directional, meaning it is
not a suitable turbine deployment site. The M2 ellipse at
location C suggests flow is primarily rectilinear; however, the
S2, MK3 and SK3 constituents, having relatively large major
axes, which will also impact on flow direction at C, resulting
in a multi-directional flow. Combined with the low ranging
peak velocities of 1.0m/s experienced at the site it can be
concluded it is not suitable for turbine siting. Analysis of the
tidal ellipses at location D show strong rectilinear flow, and
combined with strong peak currents in the range of 2.0m/s this
is the most suitable of the four sites.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4-2 Locations A-D and potential berths (L1-L4).
(A)

(B)

(c)
(C)

Figure 4-1 Mean available power (MW) across the Shannon
estuary determined using (a) Fraenkel formula, (b) timevarying current velocities and (c) velocities aligned with the
primary direction of flow, respectively.
4.2

Figure 4-3 Tidal current ellipses for all constituents at
locations A-D.

Site Identification and Device Orientation

When selecting a suitable turbine deployment location both
power availability and flow type must be considered. Tidal
current ellipses were constructed for each grid cell in the
model domain to assess variation in flow direction. The
ellipses at four locations (A-D as illustrated in Figure 4-2) are
presented in Figure 4-3. At all four locations, the M2
constituent was dominant. This was the case at all grid points
and thus the properties of the M2 constituent were taken as
being representative of the flow conditions.
The ideal location for fixed orientation, horizontal axis tidal
turbines must have strong currents, and by extension large
available power, combined with rectilinear flows. The ratio of
M2 ellipse minor-to-major axes was used to indicate flow type
with a low axis ratio confirming the presence of rectilinear
flow.
Considering flow direction only, location A might be
considered a suitable deployment site; however, most tidal
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(D)

4.3

Frequency of Resource Availability

An accurate resource assessment of potential tidal energy
extraction sites will depend on both flow speed and direction.
Strong currents result in a high power potential, however, the
proportion of available power a horizontal axis turbine can
extract is dependent on the direction of current flow.
Considering flow direction along with current speed will
result in less over predictions of tidal power potential and
improve accuracy of resource assessments.
Considering both the mean available power (see Figure 4-2)
and the ratio of M2 ellipse minor-to-major axes, it is possible
to identify the best locations for turbine deployment. Using
this approach, three locations of interest within the estuary
were chosen as potential sites for tidal energy extraction. The
selected berths, (L1-L3) illustrated in Figure 4-2, are assessed
in further detail, enabling validation of high tidal resource at
these sites and allowing identification of the best deployment
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locations. A fourth location, (L4) is also presented to
demonstrate the benefits of incorporating flow directionality
into the assessment. Further assessment of the potential
resource at each selected site involved using both timevarying total velocity and the time-varying velocity vector
aligned only with the primary direction of flow to determine
the frequency of power availability. The resulting assessments
based on both methodologies could then be compared and the
most accurate results used to determine the most suitable tidal
turbine to be deployed at a site. The current velocities utilised
in each method and the resulting frequencies of power
availability for each berth are presented in Figure 4-4 – 4-7.

Figu
re 4-6 Comparisons of current velocities and power
availability at location L3.

Figure 4-4 Comparisons of current velocities and power
availability at location L1.

Figure 4-7 Comparison of current velocities and power
availability at location L4.

Fi
gure 4-5 Comparisons of current velocities and power
availability at location L2.

Looking in more detail at the four selected locations it is
noted that each varies in tidal nature. The impact of flow
direction on resource assessments is demonstrated by drawing
comparisons between the locations.
Tidal current ellipses indicated location L1 as a suitable
turbine deployment location due to the strong currents and
rectilinear flow present at the site. Further analysis (see Figure
4-4) strengthens this conclusion, indicating current velocities
at L1 as relatively unchanged when the primary direction of
flow is considered; this is a direct result of the rectilinear
nature of the flow. Due to the high currents at location L1
high levels of power availability are expected. Results show
maximum available powers of approximately3000W/m2 and
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2800W/m2 determined using the total velocity and primary
direction of flow methods respectively; however, these
powers are available for extraction for less than 0.2% of the
time in both cases.
Considering all four locations L2 and L3 are seen to have
the highest current velocities, further assessment indicates
rectilinear flow at both sites (see Figure 4-5-4-6). These
results suggest they are highly suitable sites for tidal energy
extraction. Maximum power estimates at location L2 reach
3800W/m2 and 3400W/m2 using the total velocity and primary
flow approaches respectively. Location 3 possesses even
greater maximum powers of over 4200W/m2, determined
using either method. The similarity of the results determined
using both approaches is a result of the rectilinear nature of
flow at these locations. As the powers decrease their
extraction availability period is increased, this is a trend seen
throughout assessment of all four locations, for example, in
sites that stipulate rectilinear flow peak powers are available
for extraction for a minimum proportion of time, whilst higher
power ranges, for example, 400-600W/m2, are available for
over 10% of the full spring-neap tidal cycle.
Location L4 was initially noted as a potentially suitable site
for turbine deployment, however, a closer look at current
velocities indicates rotary flow, the effect of which is
highlighted in the ebb tide, during which the magnitudes of
primary and total flow velocities vary substantially. The rotary
nature of the flow at this location has a significant impact on
the resulting power availability, as illustrated in Figure 4 7.
Results emphasise the importance of incorporating flow
directionality into resource assessments. Maximum powers at
location L4 reach approximately 4500W/m2; however, these
peak estimates are available for extraction for a minimal
percentage of time. The difference in the frequency of power
availabilities determined using both methods is substantial, for
instance; resource estimates increase from 31% to 67% in the
0-100W/m2 range and decrease from just 13% to around 6%
in the 200-400W/m2 range when the flow direction is
considered. This is a direct result of the reduced currents
during the ebb tide. The rotary nature of flow at this site
emphaises the importance of incorporating flow direction in
power estimations, however, it also suggests its unsuitability
as a potential deployment site.
As a final comparison between the different assessment
approaches, the annual power availability at the four initial
locations of interest (L1-L4) was calculated using the mean
powers determined by the three different approaches
described in section 2.1.
Table 4.1 Annual available power at preferred berths using
different assessment approaches
.Average Available Power (kW/m2) Over One Year
Location
Fraenkel Time-Varying
Time Varying
Formula
(Total)
(primary)Velocity
Velocity
L1
16.06
10.24
8.45
L2
24.82
15.37
15.31
L3
28.74
22.27
21.82
L4
12.36
6.73
2.62
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5

CONCLUSIONS

Three methods for calculating the power that is available from
tidal currents are presented. Traditional approaches employ
the total velocity vector, using either the peak or time-varying
velocities. The authors’ approach employed velocity vector
components aligned only with the primary direction of current
flow.
Resource assessment analysis is carried out by applying
these methodologies to the Shannon estuary. Results indicate
three regions within the estuary that show potential for tidal
energy extraction. Further detailed analysis on four specific
locations determined the proportion of time that varying
amounts of power are available for energy extraction over a
full spring-neap tidal cycle.
It is shown that using the total velocity vector for power
availability assessments can significantly over predict the tidal
energy potential, whilst incorporating flow direction results in
a more accurate assessment.
The over predictions involved when using the total velocity
component in power calculations are due to the fact that
horizontal axis tidal turbines cannot rotate into the tidal stream
as it changes direction during different stages of the tide.
Results throughout this research have indicated that
considering the primary direction of current flow is the most
accurate approach to resource assessment and, hence, it is
these results that should be used to determine the most
suitable turbine to be deployed at a site.
This is a first stage tidal resource assessment of the Shannon
estuary. The study has identified three areas of high resource
availability that will be assessed in more detail using a high
resolution nested model.
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ABSTRACT:
A very significant storm event in January 2014 resulted in severe coastal erosion and flooding to Cloughaninchy beach in Co.
Clare. A coastal flood and erosion risk management feasibility study of the site was subsequently commissioned to understand
the level of risk at the site and also to develop an engineering solution to mitigate the associated risks.
This paper details the construction, calibration and running of the 2D MIKE 21 hydrodynamic model that was developed as part
of the study.
A 2km long embankment (natural and man-made) protects the site from tidal inundation but is vulnerable to overtopping by
nearshore waves at a number of locations. The methodology used in estimating this risk was as follows: (1) Estimation of
nearshore wave heights using a MIKE 21 SW model, (2) Estimation of wave overtopping discharges using the Eurotop manual.
Given the significant length of embankment and its spatially varying crest level elevation, innovation in modelling was required
to ensure the calculations were detailed and robust while not being overly burdensome, and (3) Inclusion of the wave
overtopping discharges in the 2D model as source discharges points.
The results of the detailed modelling indicate that extensive areas of the site are at risk of flooding from wave overtopping. The
results also suggest that a more simplified approach to estimating the wave overtopping flood risk at the site may not have been
sufficient to highlight the risk.
KEY WORDS: flooding; wave overtopping; coastal modelling.
1
1.1

INTRODUCTION
Background

On Friday morning, 3 January 2014 a combination of high
tide, substantial sea swell and onshore winds resulted in
severe damage to the naturally occurring and man-made
coastal protection infrastructure at Cloughaninchy Beach
which is located approximately 2.5km from Quilty in Co
Clare (Figure 1). The storm event also led to severe flooding
of a number of residential properties in the vicinity of the
beach which required the evacuation of residents. The primary
source of flooding to the houses was wave overtopping. There
were no human fatalities as a result of the event but a number
of domestic animals drowned.

In January 2015 Arup was commissioned by Clare County
Council (CCC) to develop a Coastal Flood and Erosion Risk
Management Plan for Cloughaninchy. The plan was to assess
the risk of flooding and coastal erosion to the site and to
present engineering solutions to mitigate the associated risks.
A number of detailed numerical models were developed as
part of the study. The models informed a detailed risk
assessment, preliminary environmental assessment, options
and feasibility assessment and multi-criteria analysis, which in
turn informed the Coastal Erosion and Flood Risk
Management Plan. A cost benefit analysis on the preferred
engineering solution was also undertaken.
A two-dimensional hydrodynamic model of Cloughaninchy
was developed as part of the study in order to simulate coastal
flooding at the site. The model calculated the extent, depth
and velocities for a range of return period events for the
current, mid-range and high-end future scenario events.
Output from the model was used to produce a suite of flood
risk maps for the site which were used in the development of
the Management Plan.
This paper details the development of the hydrodynamic
model and presents model results.
1.2

Figure 1 Site location

The site

The site is approximately 2km long and reaches from Seafield
Pier in the North of the site to the White Cottage in the South
of the site (Figure 2). There are a number of residential
properties at the site as well as a pumping station and local
roads. An embankment runs all along the Western boundary
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of the site as indicated by the blue line in Figure 2. The
embankment is characterised by a natural dune system in the
northern section of the site (indicated by the top photograph in
Figure 2) and a Clougher revetment in the southern section of
the site (indicated by the bottom photograph in Figure 2).

2

DATA COLLECTION

A number of detailed high-resolution datasets were
collected in order to construct the hydrodynamic model. These
include: (1) LiDAR data, (2) topographic data, and (3)
nearshore and offshore bathymetric data.
Additionally, design water levels from the Irish Coastal
Protection Strategy Study (ICPSS), tide gauge data and flood
event information were also collated.
2.1

LiDAR

A high resolution LiDAR survey of the site was undertaken
in order to capture the spatially-varying floodplain elevations.
The point density of the data is approximately 4 points per m²
per flight line. The vertical accuracy is ±12cm while the
horizontal accuracy is ±24mm on hard well defined areas. An
image of the Cloughaninchy LiDAR dataset is presented in
Figure 4.

Figure 2 Cloughaninchy
Four significant breaches occurred through the embankment
during the January 2014 event. Clare County Council
undertook emergency repair works on the breaches in the
immediate aftermath of the event which prevented further
damage to the site when an event similar to the 3 January
event occurred again on 1 February (Figure 3).
Figure 4 Lidar dataset

2.2

Topographic data

A topographic survey was undertaken to determine the
ground elevations of the beach and nearshore areas as well as
the crest level of the embankment.
The nearshore data was gathered during spring tides to
ensure maximum coverage possible. Data was also recorded
for the two rivers which discharge onto the beach. High water
marks from the 2014 flood event indicated on post flood event
photographs were also recorded as part of the survey.
2.3
Figure 3 Emergency repair work being undertaken on the
coastal embankment (photo provided by Clare County
Council)
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Nearshore and offshore bathymetric datasets

The bathymetric survey was gathered using a single beam
echo sounder survey undertaken with a CeeducerPro. The
gathered data was combined with existing INFOMAR data
from survey leg CB13_05 to provide an overall dataset of the
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bathymetry adjacent to the site. The nearshore data was
gathered during Spring tides to ensure maximum coverage
possible. A number of INFOMAR datasets were also used in
the development of a spectral wave model.

pressure. Integration of the horizontal momentum equations
and the continuity equation over depth yields the twodimensional shallow water equations used by the model:
Continuity Equation:

2.4

Tide gauge data

wh

Tide gauge data was sourced from the Marine Institute,
Shannon Foynes Port Company and ESBI for a number of
gauges around the West coast of Ireland. The data was used to
estimate the severity of the January 2014 event and to provide
a tidal curve for the tidal boundary conditions of the site.
2.5

wt

whu

The Irish Coastal Protection Strategy Study (ICPSS)
provides predictions of extreme sea levels for a number of
return period events for various locations around the Irish
coast. This data was used in the study to derive the design
tidal water level (astronomical plus surge) boundary
conditions at our site of interest. The ICPSS design water
levels were also used to estimate the severity of the January
2014 event. The design water levels for the point closest to
Cloughaninchy are presented in the table below.

Return
Period
2yr
5yr
10yr
20yr
50yr
100yr
200yr
1000yr

Point
SW52
2.66
2.79
2.88
2.97
3.08
3.17
3.26
3.46

whu
wx



whv
wy

(1)

hS

Horizontal momentum equation for the x – component (the
y component follows a similar formulation):

ICPSS Study

Table 1. ICPSS design water levels for the site of interest
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Where:
t = time; x, y and z are the Cartesian co-ordinates; ᶯ =
surface elevation; d = still water depth; h = ᶯ + d is the total
water depth; u, v and w are the velocity components in the x,
y and z direction; f is the coriolis parameter; g = gravitational
acceleration; ρ is the density of water; sxx, sxy, syx and syy are
components of the radiation stress tensor; vt is the eddy
viscosity; pa is the atmospheric pressure; S is the point source
discharge and (us, vs) is the velocity by which water is
discharged to the ambient water.
3.3

Model domain and grid resolution

The extent of the 2D model domain is presented in Figure 5.
2.6

Previous flood events

Clare County Council provided Arup with photographs and
video footage of the storm events of 2014. This information
was used to understand the extent of the damage and flooding
caused by the event.
3
3.1

DEVELOPMENT OF THE 2D HYDRODYNAMIC FLOOD
MODEL
Software

The model has been developed using the flexible mesh (FM)
version of MIKE 21 HD. MIKE 21 is developed by the
Danish Hydraulic Institute (DHI) and is recognised
internationally as being a leading edge software in the field of
coastal modelling.
The model calculates the time varying water levels and
current velocities on an irregular grid of nodes throughout the
model domain.
3.2

Mathematical formulations

The model is based on the solution of the three-dimensional
incompressible Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations,
subject to the assumption of Boussinesq and hydrostatic

Figure 5 Model domain
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It can be seen from the figure that model covers a
significant area of sea adjacent to the beach. The extent of the
model on land is sufficient to ensure the full extent of the
coastal floodplain is covered by the model.
The 2D model resolution is set by the size of the triangular
mesh elements of the 2D model grid. As the model is a
flexible mesh the resolution varies throughout the domain.
Defining the model resolution involves a trade-off between
utilising a high-resolution mesh to accurately resolve the flow
and the computational run time of the model which increases
with increasing mesh resolution. A close up view of the mesh
is presented in Figure 6. It is noted that the areas used in the
computational mesh (and presented on the figure) correspond
to maximum values.

Utilising data from an existing tide gauge to formulate the
tidal curve was necessary given the absence of any tidal data
from the site of interest. Ballyglass was selected as the most
suitable tidal data to use based on its tidal amplitude and
phase characteristics.
4
4.1

WAVE OVERTOPPING
Overtopping during the January 2014 event

Through a detailed assessment of the various datasets
available on the January 2014 event and a close inspection of
the LiDAR dataset coupled with site visits, it was determined
that wave overtopping was the primary source of flooding
during the January 2014 event. Significant volumes of water
overtopped the embankment and flooded the site.
The overtopping was exacerbated by the formation of
breaches through the embankment which succeeded in
lowering the crest elevation which in turn lead to greater
volumes of wave overtopping.
A detailed assessment of the risk of wave overtopping at the
site was therefore undertaken as part of the study. Wave
overtopping volumes were first estimated using a detailed
methodology, and these were subsequently included in the 2D
hydrodynamic model as multiple source discharge points.
4.2

Wave overtopping methodology

An adaptive time step was used in the model with the
maximum time step set as 5 seconds. The actual time step
used by the model throughout the simulation was determined
by the model computations based on the requirements of the
mesh.

There were two key steps in the estimation of the wave
overtopping volumes:
x STEP 1 – Nearshore wave heights were calculated
for a range of return period events. This was
undertaken through detailed Spectral Wave
modelling of the area adjacent to the site using
MIKE 21 SW. It is noted that this work was also
used to inform the engineering design of the
solutions for the site;
x STEP 2 – The empirical formulations in the Eurotop
manual [2] and CIRIA Rock Manual [3] were used
to calculate volumes of overtopping in litres per
second per metre length of embankment. The
nearshore wave heights, embankment geometry
and various overtopping parameters were used in
these calculations.

3.5

4.3

Figure 6 Close up view of the computational mesh of the
model
Once the resolution was formalised the computational mesh
was smoothed to optimise model performance and ensure a
smooth transition between the areas of varying resolution.
3.4

Time step

Model parameters

Appropriate Manning’s n roughness values were selected
for the model based on standard values in the literature [1].
Values were based on an analysis of land use, site visit
observations and the model calibration.
3.6

Boundary conditions

A time varying water level time series has been applied all
along the open sea tidal boundary of the model. The boundary
condition (astronomical tide plus surge) was been derived
from two separate datasets:
- The maximum water level of the tidal signal was taken
from point 51 of the ICPSS dataset (Table 1);
- Data from the Ballyglass tide gauge (located
approximately 100km from the site) was used to for the
tidal curve of the boundary conditions.
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Defining the wave overtopping as source discharge
points in the model

Once the overtopping volumes in l/s/m were calculated for a
number of locations along the embankment, the total
overtopping in m3/s was estimated through consideration of
the duration of a single overtopping wave, the time between
successive overtopping waves and the water level threshold
below which waves cannot overtop.
The overtopping flows were then defined in the model at 60
separate source discharge point along the full length of the
embankment.
5

MODEL CALIBRATION

A post flood event photograph at one of the properties
inundated by the January 2014 flood indicated the peak water
level. This level was subsequently surveyed as part of the
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topographic survey and the results of the model were
compared against it.
The recorded flood depth at the property was 0.35m while
the model water depth was 0.18m – a difference of 0.17m.
6

RESULTS OF THE MODEL

Six separate return periods were considered in the study for
the current, MFRS and HEFS. In addition, three separate
source scenarios were also considered:
x Tide only
x Tide + wave overtopping
x Tide + Wave Overtopping + Breach formation
Figure 7 and all subsequent figures present modelled
maximum flood extents for various scenarios considered as
part of the study. It can be seen from Figure 7 that the area
behind the embankment on the North beach is at risk from
tidal flooding for the 10%, 1% and 0.1% AEP event. The tide
inundates this area of the beach through the culvert that allows
the small stream discharge onto the beach.

Figure 8 Flood extent map for the North Beach: Current
Scenario, tide + wave overtopping
Figure 9 and Figure 10 present the flood extents for the
South beach for the 10%, 1% and 01% AEP events for the
current scenario. It can be seen from Figure 9 that while a
large area of the site is at risk from tidal flooding, none of the
houses are indicated as being at risk.

Figure 7 Flood extent map for the North Beach: Current
Scenario, tide only
It can be seen from Figure 8 that when wave overtopping is
considered along with the tidal inundation, a much greater
extent of flooding is predicted by the model for the various
return events. One of the key differences between the results
is the flow path predicted by the model in the lower section
for the tide + wave overtopping scenario. At this location the
embankment is relatively low and is overtopped for the
current scenario. If overtopped, the flood waters travel in
south westerly direction and flood a number of houses due to
local topography.

Figure 9 Flood extent map for the South Beach: Current
Scenario, tide only
Figure 10 presents the extent for the tide + wave
overtopping + breach scenario. It can be seen that a number of
the houses are indicated as being at risk of flooding for this
scenario. The location of the breaches in the model were
selected based on a detailed inspection of the embankment
which considered likely breach locations given the current
state of the embankment.
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Figure 10 Flood extent map for the South Beach: Current
Scenario, tide + wave overtopping + breach
It is noted that the breaches do not lead to tidal inundation
of the site as the existing ground levels behind the
embankment at the breach locations are elevated above the
level of the return period events considered. The flooding that
occurs through the breach is the result of wave overtopping
volumes.
Figure 12 present the flood extents for the mid-range future
scenario for the 10%, 1% and 0.1% AEP events for the tide +
wave overtopping scenario for the South Beach. It can be seen
from the figures that extensive areas of the site are at risk
from flooding with all of the houses in the south beach
indicated as being at risk.

Figure 12 Flood extent map for the South Beach: MRFS, tide
+ wave overtopping
7

DISCUSSION

A detailed two-dimensional hydrodynamic model of
Cloughaninchy Beach and the adjacent sea area was
developed as part of the study. The model calculated the
extent, depth and velocities for a range of return period events
for the current, mid-range and high-end future scenario
events. Output from the model was used to produce a suite of
flood risk maps for the site which were used in the
development of the Management Plan.
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A number of detailed high-resolution datasets were
collected in order to construct the hydrodynamic model which
included LiDAR data, topographic data, and nearshore and
offshore bathymetric data. Design water levels from the Irish
Coastal Protection Strategy Study (ICPSS), tide gauge data
and flood event information were also collated.
The model was used to simulate flooding from three
separate sources: tidal inundation, wave overtopping the
embankment at the site and wave overtopping through the
breach formation.
A detailed methodology was developed to estimate the
volume of wave overtopping. There were two key steps in the
method: estimation of near shore wave heights using a
spectral wave model and, calculation of wave overtopping
volumes using the Eurotop manual and CIRIA Rock manual.
It was seen from the results that for the current scenario
none of the houses at the site are at risk from the 200 year
tidal flood event as they are elevated above the tidal
floodplain. A number of the houses are however at risk of
flooding due to wave overtopping. It was seen that waves can
overtop a low point in the embankment in the northern section
of the site and flood the area behind the embankment.
A number of breaches in the embankment formed during
the 2014 event. When breaches of similar dimensions are
included in the design runs of the model a greater number of
properties are indicated as at risk from flooding. The breaches
do not allow tidal ingress as the land elevation of the ground
behind the breach is relatively high, but rather he breaches
allow a greater volume of water from wave overtopping to
flood the site.
The results indicate that extensive areas of the site are at
risk from flooding for the MRFS with all of the houses in the
south beach shown to be at risk from flooding.
While the houses are the key receptors at the site it is noted
that extensive areas of agricultural land are at risk from both
tidal and fluvial flooding.
The results illustrate the benefit of undertaking detailed
high-resolution modelling in order to assess the risk of
flooding. The results also demonstrate the benefit in
undertaking a detailed assessment of the risk of wave
overtopping. It was seen from the current scenario model
results that a number of houses were at risk from flooding
from overland flow arising from wave overtopping. Adopting
a more simplified approach to assessing flood risk may not
have highlighted this risk.
It is recommended that a similarly detailed modelling
approach be adopted for all coastal flood risk management
studies where wave overtopping is a known to be a significant
source of flooding.
The results for the MRFS indicate extensive flood risk at the
site highlighting the need for adequate engineering measures
to address climate change for coastal communities at risk.
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ABSTRACT: The SWAN gridded wave model (version 41.01) is used in the development of a high resolution wave model at
the Atlantic Marine Energy Test Site (AMETS), a full scale wave energy test site on the west coast of Ireland. A nesting
methodology has been implemented in order to replicate wave conditions from oceanic scale to a local scale. The oceanic
domain covers a large area of the north-eastern Atlantic Ocean at a coarse resolution of 0.05 degrees, while the AMETS domain
is resolved at 0.0027 degrees (approximately 300m). The AMETS wave model is calibrated against two wave buoy stations at
AMETS and a number of sensitivity tests were conducted for the period of December 2013. Model validation was conducted for
the year of 2010-2013 and shows that the developed wave model performs well for longer periods. The results of the
calibration/validation processes confirm that the model is accurate and can be reliably used for wave resource assessment at the
site into the future.
KEY WORDS: AMETS, SWAN, wave energy test site, wave model.
1

INTRODUCTION

Ocean waves can be predicted with numerical modelling
approaches which involve mathematical solutions solved by a
computer program. Several developed numerical wave models
such as Wave Modelling (WAM) wave model [1], Wave
Watch III (WW3) wave model [2], MIKE21 spectral wave
model [3] and Simulating Waves Nearshore (SWAN) wave
model [4] are widely used in hindcasting and forecasting wave
conditions.. Wave predictions at global or large ocean scales
can be simulated with WAM, WW3 or SWAN models.
However, SWAN is mostly used at regional scale, where the
intention is for the transition from regional scales to local
scales. Thus, the wave model used in the development of high
resolution wave model at a local scale in this paper is SWAN,
an open source numerical model developed by Delft
University of Technology (TUDelft). SWAN wave models
have been used widely in predicting wave conditions in
oceanic and nearshore scale, such as in the Netherlands [5],
the UK [6], Scotland [7], Portugal [8], Spain [9] and Ireland
[10]. In Ireland, an oceanic scale forecast wave model using
SWAN developed by Marine Institute covers an enormous
extent of north-eastern Atlantic Ocean from -19.9875 E to
0.0125 E and 36.5125 N to 59.9875N, where the model
resolution is 0.025 degrees (approximately 2.5km) gridded
model. The model performance has been validated against
offshore wave buoys within Irish waters and also generates a
daily 6 day forecast for parameters such as significant wave
height (Hs), zero-crossing wave period (Tz) and mean wave
direction (MWD).
There is a major interest in wave energy resource and
variability in Ireland [11][12]. For example, there are two
existing test sites for wave energy convertors on Ireland's west
coast [13] - the Galway Bay test site (GBTS) (-9.067E,
53.249N) and the Atlantic Marine Energy Test Site (AMETS)
at Belmullet (-9.991E, 54.225N). A third site off the West

Coast of Ireland (off Killard in County Clare, near Doonbeg, 9.52E, 52.775N) is the focus of the Westwave demonstration
project, which aims to deploy five wave energy devices by
2018 in a move towards commercialisation of wave power
generation. The AMETS is located on the West coast of
Ireland, where the coastline is exposed directly to the northeastern Atlantic Ocean, as shown in Figure 1. The area is
influenced by variable weather conditions for Ireland [14], as
well as local geography and bathymetry [15]. The main
objective of this paper is the development of high resolution
wave model at the AMETS using SWAN (version 41.01), a
nesting method was implemented from a coarse gridded wave
model to a finer gridded wave model for at the AMETS. The
boundary conditions for the finer grid are derived from the
coarse grid computation [16]. A similar modelling approach
has been conducted in [17] and [12] using SWAN. However,
a detailed sensitivity tests on model calibration and a
justification on model suitability for wave resource
assessment were not presented in the aforementioned
literature. Hence, in this paper, a detailed modelling approach
with model calibration and model improvement is presented.
Model accuracy is compared with the published values in
“Guide of Wave Analysis and Forecasting” guidelines [18]
and model suitability for wave resource assessment is also
discussed. Moreover, the main purpose of developing the
wave models is to conduct an assessment of wave
characteristics and resource variability at the study area with a
high resolution wave model for a 12 years period (2004 –
2015) in the future. A preliminary assessment of wave
characteristics and resource assessment at the AMETS with
the coarse wave model outputs is discussed in [19]. The
models have been developed in the Centre for Marine and
Renewable Energy (MaREI) at the National University of
Ireland, Galway (NUI Galway), where the models were
calibrated and validated against measured data. An overview
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of the model development is presented in Section 2. Detailed
model results improvement from a coarse to a fine model with
model calibration and validation are presented in Sections 3.
Finally, the conclusions from the model results analysis are
presented in Section 4.
2

MODEL DEVELOPMENTS

SWAN is a third-generation wave model and the implemented
equation used in the model is the action balance equation,
where it takes consideration of wave-current interactions. The
action balance equation used in SWAN model is

ሺᐦǡɅሻ ൌ ሺᐦǡɅሻ  ͵ሺᐦǡɅሻ  ͶሺᐦǡɅሻ 
 ሺᐦǡɅሻሺᐦǡɅሻሺᐦǡɅሻ

(1)

where S in(ƒ,θ) term represents wave generation by the wind
which can be activated with the third wave generation (GEN3)
command, while the nonlinear wave-wave interactions
represent by quadruplet wave-wave interactions (Snl4(ƒ,θ)) and
supplemented triad wave-wave interactions (Snl3(ƒ,θ)).
Furthermore, the dissipation source is represented by whitecapping (Swc(ƒ,θ)), bottom friction (S bfr(ƒ,θ)) and depthinduced (surf) breaking (S surf(ƒ,θ)). It is formulated in
Cartesian coordinates, and optionally in spherical coordinates,
to accommodate small and large scale computations based on
the area of interest. The computational schemes to propagate
the waves through geographical space use finite-different
schemes (two dimensional rectangular grid), which are
simple, robust and economical for application in oceanic
waters. A further detailed description on SWAN wave models
can be found in “Waves in Oceanic and Coastal Waves,
Chapter 9 The SWAN wave model” [20]. Two wave models
have been developed in NUI Galway – the coarse Ireland (CI)
wave model at 0.05 degrees resolution and the high resolution
AMETS wave model at 0.0027 degrees resolution
(approximately 300m). A detailed overview of each model is
presented in the next section accordingly.
2.1

(S&L) scheme. Furthermore, a detailed methodology for the
CI model development with number of sensitivity tests for
model calibration to identify the best model setup is discussed
in [26]. Thus, the best model setup used the third wave
generation formulation (GEN3) of Janssen formulation with
the coefficient of white capping dissipation rate (Cds) as 3x105
and delta (δ) of 1.5 for the CI wave model. The modelled
outputs were compared to available measured data form wave
buoys [27] located within Ireland waters (see Table 1, Figure
1 and Figure 2) for calibration (November 2013) and
validation purpose (2010 to 2013). A comparative statistical
analysis between measured and modelled data for significant
wave height (Hs) and zero up-crossing wave period (Tz) was
conducted in order to determine model accuracy based on
root-mean square error (RMSE), coefficient of determination
(R2), Scatter Index (SI) and bias calculations. A detailed
discussion on model performance is presented in Section 3.
Table 1 Summary of available measured data
Station
Berth A
Berth B
M3
M4
M6

Point
-10.3E,
54.2N
-10.12E,
54.23
-10.6E,
51.2N
-9.9E,
54.9N
-15.9E,
53.0N

Depth
(m)
100
50
155
80
3280

Available
measured
data
Jan 2012
to date
Jan2010
to date
Jan 2007
to date
Jan 2008
to date
Jan 2007
to date

Measured
Data
resolution

Modelled
data
resolution

30 min

30 min

30 min

30 min

1 hour

30 min

1 hour

30 min

1 hour

30 min

CI wave model

The CI wave model has been developed with a spherical
coordinates setup to reproduce the development of swell
waves in large open water including high wave events at
regional scale before they reach Ireland coastlines. The CI
model domain is illustrated in Figure 1. The model resolution
is 0.05 degrees (gridded model) and covers a large area of the
Atlantic Ocean to the extent of -20E to -3E and 50N to 59N.
The main wind forcing supplied as surface boundary
conditions is taken from the European Centre for MediumRange Weather Forecast (ECMWF) Era-interim [21] at 0.5
degrees spatial resolution with 6 hourly time resolution. The
wave data at the boundaries is extracted from a global WW3
wave model, a model developed by U.S. Navy Fleet
Numerical Meteorology and Oceanography Centre (FNMOC)
[22] at 6 hourly time resolution and bathymetry data was
retrieved from ETOPO1 at 1 degrees resolution [23], [24].
Blue Kenue software [25] was used to interpolate processed
bathymetry datasets in order to generate 0.05 degrees
resolution gridded model domain. The recommended
geographical propagation for large geographical domains for
non-stationary mode in SWAN is Stelling and Leendertse
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Figure 1 The CI model domain with wave buoy locations [19]
2.2

AMETS wave model

A nested local AMETS wave model at 0.0027 degrees
resolution (approximately 300m) has been developed to
reproduce the development of wind-generated waves in
limited local fetch including high wave events at local scale
with a nesting configuration from 0.05 degrees resolution to
300m resolution. Figure 2 shows an overview of the AMETS
model domain, which covers -11.05E to -9.7E and 53.95N to
54.65N. The bathymetry data was obtained from INFOMAR
datasets at 250m resolution [28] and the Blue Kenue software
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was used to interpolate processed bathymetry datasets in order
to generate 300m resolution gridded model domain. A high
resolution wind forcing from ECMWF at 0.125 degrees
spatial resolution with 6 hourly time resolution was used as
surface boundary conditions, while the open boundary
conditions were supplied from the nested spectral boundary
outputs generated from the CI wave model at 30 minutes
intervals. The orientation of the model is 0 degree clockwise
in a spherical geometrical coordinate system to ensure all
open boundaries are close to 90 degrees for all major in or
outflow wave formations. The final model setup was achieved
based on a number of sensitivity tests (see Section 3)
conducted in the model calibration (December 2013) and
validation process (2012 – 2013 at Berth A and 2010 to 2013
at Berth B). The best model setup used the GEN3 of Janssen
formulation with the Cds as 2x10-5 and δ of 2 were found to
be the best combination setup. Similar to the CI model, the
performance of the AMETS model were analysed based on
model calibration and validation parameters of RMSE, R 2, SI
and Bias for Hs and Tz. A detailed model performance
analysis is discussed in the next section.

scale following the WMO guidelines and sufficient to provide
nested boundary conditions for the high resolution AMETS
wave model. In addition, the CI model outputs were also
compared with Berth A and Berth B stations at AMETS.
Based on the values in Table 2, the model managed to
replicate similar wave conditions at Berth A and Berth B
stations, especially at Berth A, which is in deep water.
However, it is cleared that the model was underestimated for
Hs parameter based on bias values of -0.02m and -0.4m at
Berth A and Berth B. Hence, it is crucial to develop a high
resolution wave model at AMETS location in order to avoid
underestimation of wave parameters especially when the
model will be used for an assessment of wave characteristics
and resource variability in the future. An overview of model
comparison between measured data at M4 for available data in
the year of 2013 is illustrated in Figure 3. Based on the figure,
it is justified that the CI wave model compared well with the
measured data including MWD where the dominant wave
directions were coming from West, South-west, North-west
and North direction with respect to the true North.
Table 2 Summary of CI model validation with measured mean
values (2010-2013).
Station
Berth A
Berth B
M3
M4
M6

Figure 2 The AMETS model domain with wave buoy
locations.
3

MODEL RESULTS

The model performance analysis was calculated based on
validation parameters of RMSE, R 2, SI and bias for the CI
wave model and the AMETS wave model. Table 2 shows the
summary of CI model validation, where the main stations
selected for model validation are the offshore wave buoys at
M3, M4 and M6 stations. Based on the values from Table 2, it
is observed that the CI wave model managed to replicate
similar wave conditions with the R2 values above 0.9 for Hs
and above 0.7 for Tz. It is also observed that the bias values
were below 0.4m for Hs with RMSE below 0.7m, while the
bias values for Tz were below 0.4s with RMSE values less
than 1.8s at M3, M4 and M6 stations. The R2 values for Hs
and Tz at the offshore bouys (i.e. M3, M4 and M6 stations)
are consistent with the published validation values of 0.94 and
0.88 in [29] with WW3 model. Moreover, the RMSE and bias
values of wave height were within the range of the published
statistical values (RMSE=0.4-0.7m, bias=0.05-0.2m) of the
third wave generation model simulated by the ECMWF in the
United Kingdom recorded in the “Guide of Wave Analysis
and Forecasting” guidelines for wave height published by
World Meteorological Organization (WMO) [18] for different
part of the world oceans. Thus, it is evident that the CI wave
model managed to reproduce wave conditions at an oceanic

Waves
Hs (m)
Tz (s)
Hs (m)
Tz (s)
Hs (m)
Tz (s)
Hs (m)
Tz (s)
Hs (m)
Tz (s)

Mean
3.01
6.82
2.80
6.98
2.87
6.85
2.67
6.69
3.15
7.27

R2
0.95
0.84
0.92
0.77
0.95
0.86
0.95
0.87
0.94
0.84

RMSE
0.55
1.22
0.69
1.74
0.48
1.16
0.54
1.01
0.56
1.05

Bias
-0.02
0.23
-0.40
0.23
0.14
0.39
0.01
-0.01
0.18
0.32

SI
0.18
0.18
0.24
0.25
0.17
0.17
0.20
0.15
0.18
0.15

The calibration of the AMETS wave model was conducted
based on a number of sensitivity tests, where the most
important calibration parameter to be tuned was found to be
the wave generation formulation, Cds and δ. Table 3 shows
the key model settings in 6 model setups used in the AMETS
wave model for model calibration with the GEN3 of Janssen
formulation. The performance of each model setup was
analysed based on RMSE, R2, SI and bias at Berth A and
Berth B station for Hs and Tz parameter summarised in Table
4 and Table 5.
The selection of A5 (highlighted in Table 3) as the final
model setup was based on RMSE, R 2 and bias values,
especially for Tz parameter at both stations. For example,
based on Table 4 and Table 5, A6 shows higher R2 values
with similar RMSE for Tz compared to A5, but the bias
values for A5 are lower than A6. It is also observed that A1
shows similar R2 and RMSE values compared to A5 for Hs
and Tz. However, it is determined that the bias values for Tz
are lower in A5 for both stations compared to A1. Thus, this
condition eliminated A6 and A1 setups whereas a similar
approach was applied to the other model setups. An overview
of selected model setups comparison is shown in Figure 5 at
Berth B station, where Hs shows a similar pattern, while Tz
shows A6 was overestimated. On the other hand, set-up A4
was underestimated compared to A5 between modelled and
measured data. The measured mean values for Hs and Tz at
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Berth A were 5.6m and 8.4s with 4.9m for Hs and 8.1s for Tz
at Berth B while in the mean values in Table 4 and Table 5
shows the modelled mean values for the calibration period of
December 2013.

Table 4 Summary of model calibration analysis at Berth A
station (December 2013).
Berth A
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6

Waves
Hs (m)
Tz (s)
Hs (m)
Tz (s)
Hs (m)
Tz (s)
Hs (m)
Tz (s)
Hs (m)
Tz (s)
Hs (m)
Tz (s)

Mean
5.7
9.5
6.1
8.3
6.8
7.2
6.2
8.5
5.7
9.2
5.6
10

R2
0.9
0.8
0.9
0.7
0.9
0.7
0.9
0.7
0.9
0.8
0.9
0.9

RMSE
0.9
1.1
1.0
1.2
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.2
0.9
1.1
0.9
0.9

Bias
0.1
1.1
0.5
-0.1
1.1
-1.2
0.9
0.1
0.1
0.8
-0.1
1.6

SI
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.1

Table 5 Summary of model calibration analysis at Berth A
station (December 2013).
Berth B
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6

Figure 3 Comparison between measured and modelled data at
M4 station for (a) significant wave height, Hs (m), (b) zero
up-crossing wave period, Tz (s) and (c) mean wave direction,
MWD (July- December 2013).
Table 3 Key model settings applied in calibration in AMETS
model
Setup

Description
GEN3 Janssen
Cds
δ

A1
A2
A3

3
3
3

1.5
1
0.5

Setup

A4
A5
A6

Description
GEN3 Janssen
Cds
δ
2
2
3

1.5
2
2

A longer simulation has been computed for the year of
2010 to 2013 based on A5 setup to validate the AMETS wave
model. Comparison plots between modelled and available
measured data at Berth A and Berth B station for the year of
2013 are shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6, while the
corresponding statistical measures of model performance are
summarised in Table 6, where the R2 values were above 0.9
with the RMSE values below 0.6m and the bias values were
less than 0.2m for Hs at both stations. For Tz, the R2 values
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Waves
Hs (m)
Tz (s)
Hs (m)
Tz (s)
Hs (m)
Tz (s)
Hs (m)
Tz (s)
Hs (m)
Tz (s)
Hs (m)
Tz (s)

Mean
5.2
8.6
5.6
7.7
6.1
6.7
5.6
7.7
5.2
8.4
5.0
9.4

R2
0.9
0.8
0.9
0.7
0.9
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.9
0.8
0.9
0.9

RMSE
0.9
1.3
1.0
1.1
1.0
0.6
1.0
1.1
0.9
1.3
0.9
1.2

Bias
0.3
0.5
0.7
-0.5
1.2
-1.5
0.8
-0.5
0.3
0.3
0.1
1.2

SI
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.1

were above 0.8 with the bias values below 0.2s at Berth A and
close to 0s at Berth B. The validation values were also
compared with another published values in [17] and [12] with
SWAN model and [29] with WW3 model at Berth B location.
It is observed that the AMETS model managed to improve
wave predictions based on validation values at Berth B station
compared to in [17] and [12] with R2 values above 0.9 for Hs
and above 0.8 for Tz. It is also observed that the AMETS
wave model produced lower bias values at Berth B especially
for Tz parameter, which is close to 0s compared to 1.12s in
[17] and -1.15s in [12]. Such low bias values are important for
wave resource assessment in order to avoid overestimation of
wave power level which is a function of wave height and
wave period [30]. Moreover, the AMETS validation values
are consistent with the published values in [29] (see Table 6).
It is also observed that the RMSE and bias values for Hs were
within the published values in the WMO guidelines. Hence, it
is justified that the AMETS wave model satisfactorily
replicates wave conditions at a local scale and is suitable to be
used in a detailed wave assessment analysis for 12 years
period in the future. Figure 5 and Figure 6 show that the
AMETS wave model compared well with the measured data,
including MWD, where the dominant wave directions were
coming from West, South-west, North-west and North
direction with respect to the true North at Berth A and Berth B
for the year of 2013.
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Table 6 Summary of AMETS model validation with measured
mean values (2012 – 2013 at Berth A and 2010 to 2013 at
Berth B). NA indicates non-available data.
Station
Berth A
Berth B
[17] at Berth B
[12] at Berth B
[29] at Berth B

Waves
Hs (m)
Tz (s)
Hs (m)
Tz (s)
Hs (m)
Tz (s)
Hs (m)
Tz (s)
Hs (m)
Tz (s)

Mean
3.01
6.82
2.80
6.98
2.08
8.47
NA
NA
2.87
7.06

R2
0.95
0.87
0.95
0.80
0.89
0.77
0.84
0.52
0.95
0.89

RMSE
0.58
1.21
0.52
1.40
0.48
1.42
0.73
1.82
0.41
0.86

Bias
0.10
0.19
0.17
0.01
0.17
1.12
-0.11
-1.15
0.19
0.65

SI
0.19
0.18
0.22
0.20
0.23
0.17
0.31
0.21
0.14
0.12

Figure 5 Comparison between measured and modelled data
using preferred modelled set-up at Berth A station for (a)
significant wave height, Hs (m), (b) zero up-crossing wave
period, Tz (s) and (c) mean wave direction, MWD (2013).
Figure 4 Comparison between measured and modelled data at
Berth B station for sensitivity test (a) significant wave height,
Hs (m), (b) zero up-crossing wave period, Tz (s).
4

CONCLUSION

A development of high resolution of AMETS wave model
using SWAN has been presented where two separated wave
models were developed, calibrated and validated at an oceanic
scale to a local scale. The coarse Ireland (CI) wave model at
oceanic scale (0.05 degrees resolution) was developed to
supply nested boundary conditions for a local scale wave
model, which is the AMETS wave model at 0.0027 degrees
resolution (approximately 300m). Detailed model descriptions
for both models have been presented, where the third wave
generation (GEN3) of Janssen formulation with (i) the
coefficient of white capping dissipation rate (Cds) of 3 and the
delta (δ) of 1.5 for the CI wave model and (ii) the Cds value
as 2 and the δ of 2 for the AMETS wave model were found to
be the best combination setup for the study area based on a
number of sensitivity tests in model calibration process
conducted for the period of December 2013 (detailed in
Section 2.2). The models were calibrated and validated
against wave buoy stations within Irish water and the
performance of the models was analysed based on RMSE, R 2,
SI and bias. Furthermore, the validation values from the

AMETS wave model at Berth B station were also compared
with other published values and it is evident that the model
managed to satisfactorily replicate similar wave conditions at
AMETS between measured and modelled data, improving on
previously developed models (for example, [17] and [12]), as
detailed in Table 6. In addition, it is also determined that the
development of high resolution wave model from a coarse to a
local scale area is extremely important in order to capture
realistic wave propagations from offshore to nearshore areas
at the study area. Ongoing work is developing the CI and
AMETS wave model simulations for 12 years period (2004 2015) in order to deliver an assessment of wave characteristics
and resource variability at wave energy test sites.
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Figure 6 Comparison between measured and modelled data
using preferred model set-up at Berth B station (a) significant
wave height, Hs (m), (b) zero up-crossing wave period, Tz (s)
and (c) mean wave direction, MWD (2013).
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ABSTRACT: The effects of Climate Change present a number of challenges for historical maritime structures. A study was
undertaken to assess the potential effects of Climate Change on the historical protected structure, Howth Harbour’s East Pier,
designed by John Rennie and constructed in 1813. The main stages of the study included; a statistical analysis of offshore wind
and wave climate, numerical wave modelling, an overtopping assessment, an assessment of wave transmission through the
structure and a structural stability analysis.
Wave modelling simulations were carried out for two scenarios: the present scenario and the future scenario which includes the
potential effects of sea level rise and increase in the severity of storms. Specific consideration was given to overtopping which
has become a hazard for pedestrians as well as a structural risk for the pier. A detailed overtopping assessment and a stability
study of the existing revetment and pier structure was carried out for different sections of the pier for a number of different
return periods for both the present day and the future scenario.
Based on the results of the study and the various assessments a number of different structural remedial solutions were proposed.
KEY WORDS: Climate Change; Maritime Structures; Overtopping; Wave Numerical Modelling.
1

INTRODUCTION

Historic maritime structures have been withstanding
extreme wave conditions for centuries. Although there is
much research into climate change effects, there has been less
emphasis on the quantification and modelling of climate
change effects on existing maritime structures.
This study assesses and quantifies the potential effects of
Climate Change on the historical protected structure, Howth
Harbour’s East Pier, designed by John Rennie and constructed
from 1807 to 1813. The location of this structure is shown in
Figure 1.

Howth Harbour is today one of six fishery harbour centres
in Ireland, owned and managed by the Department of
Agriculture, Food and the Marine. The East Pier provides the
principal protection to the harbour which is an important
fishing and leisure facility on the East Coast. It was included
by Fingal County Council on its Record of Protected
Structures under the Planning and Development Act 2000,
making it a key historic maritime structure in their area while
under the direct care of the Department.
2
2.1

METHODOLOGY
Mainstages

The main stages of the study included:
1.

Surveys: site investigation with recommendations,
dive survey, topographic and bathymetric surveys.

2.

Studies: statistical analysis of offshore wind and
wave climate, numerical wave modelling,
overtopping assessment, assessment of wave
transmission through the structure and structural
stability analysis.

2.2

Mechanismsoffailure

The study identified various risks of damage or failure to
the rubble mound breakwater due to the mechanisms
identified in Figure 2 and assessed the structure for two
scenarios: the current scenario and the future scenario (year
2100).

Figure 1. Location of Howth Harbour’s East Pier.
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Figure 2. Mechanisms of failure/ damage for the East Pier
structure (failure related to the breakwater structure only).
Modellingtheinfluenceofclimatechangeontherisks

This assessment included the potential effects of sea level
rise and increase in the severity of storms. Specific
consideration was given to overtopping which has become a
hazard for pedestrians as well as a structural risk for the pier.
Wave climate analysis and wave propagation analysis by
computational modelling were required to investigate the
forces which the East Pier structure at Howth Harbour must
withstand and to establish the degree of overtopping. This was
achieved with the use of MIKE 21 SW model from DHI (see
Table 1 and Figure 3).
Table 1. Nearshore wave results for the future scenario and
associated boundary conditions.

Return
Period
(years)
1
10
100
200
200
200

Input conditions for NNE
direction

3

OVERVIEWOFTHERESULTS

3.1

Wave
transmission

2.3

guidance by the OPW “Assessment of Potential Future
Scenarios for Flood Risk Management” which derives two
future scenarios, the Mid-Range Future Scenario (MRFS) and
the High End Future Scenario (HEFS) corresponding to
500mm and 1000mm sea level rise respectively.

Tide
level

Nearshore
wave height

Wave
height
(m)

Wave
period
(s)

Wind
speed
(m/s)

(m CD)

(m)

2.2
5.5
7.8
8.5
8.5
8.5

6.5
10.5
13.2
14.1
14.1
14.1

13.4
21.8
27.7
29.4
29.4
29.4

MHWS
MHWS
MHWS
MHWS
MSL
MLWS

1.8
4.2
5
5.1
4
2

Overtoppingassessment

Overtopping discharge occurs because of waves running up
the face of a seawall or revetment. If wave run-up levels are
higher than the crest level of the structure, waves will reach
and pass over the crest of the wall. This defines the ‘green
water’ overtopping which is the case where a continuous sheet
of water passes over the crest.
A different form of overtopping occurs when the splash is
produced by waves breaking on the structure itself and is
known as ‘white water’ overtopping. This effect can be
exacerbated by strong local winds.
In the case of the East Pier, severe overtopping has been
visually identified as occurring annually (see Figure 4).
Overtopping is a hazard for pedestrians and it is also a risk for
the structure due to the high loads that the impact of the water
may cause on the upper and lower deck of the structure. In the
case of cracks on the surface, this water discharge may also
lead to wash out of the fill material.

Figure 4. Overtopping during an extreme event at Howth
Harbour’s East Pier.

Figure 3. MIKE 21 SW modelling output showing nearshore
significant wave heights at Howth Harbour (Tr = 200 years).
Offshore wave conditions were derived from Norwegian
Meteorological Institute NORA10 hindcast model following a
wave distribution and extreme value analysis. Tidal levels
were derived from the United Kingdom Hydrographic Office
Admiralty Charts and ranged from mean low water springs
(MLWS) to mean high water springs (MHWS). Allowances
were made for climate change in accordance with the draft
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A detailed overtopping assessment of the existing revetment
and pier structure was carried out based on the Technical
Report on Wave run up and wave overtopping at dikes by Van
der Meer published by the Dutch Technical Advisory
Committee on Flood Defence TAW, which is recommended
for simple slopes in the EurOtop Manual [Ref 3]. The analysis
was carried out for four sections (see Figure 5) for the present
day and the future scenario taking account of expected sea
level rise as described in the Future Structural Integrity of the
East Pier report carried out by Arup in December 2013. The
aim of this assessment was to determine the worst case
present day and future overtopping rates. Section B1 (the
elbow) was identified as producing the worst overtopping
rates.
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Figure 5. Sections assessed.
Resultant wave overtopping rates at section B1 were
notably larger than the rates calculated at the other sections
(See Table 2 and Figure 6). There was also a significant
difference between the results for the present day and future
scenario which considered sea level rise of 1m by 2100. The
Coastal Engineering Manual derives the limit for damage on
paved promenades fronted by revetments as 200 l/s/m i.e. if
the overtopping rates exceed 200 l/s/m damage of the paved
promenade will start to occur.
Table 2. Results of overtopping analysis for different sections
Section A1
Present

Future

Section B1
Present

Future

Wave
Return
Period (yr)

Tidal
Condition

1

MHWS

0.05

0.41

1.36

6.28

10

MHWS

13

98

76

389

100

MHWS

83

392

170

709

200

MLWS

0.001

0.003

0.003

0.012

200

MSL

17

38

33

74

200

MHWS

122

484

224

820

Overtopping rate
(l/s/m)

Overtopping
rate (l/s/m)

From Table 2 the results show that for the future scenario
damage will start to occur at section B1 when a 10 year return
period wave is combined with MHWS whereas at Section A1
damage will start to occur when a 100 year return period wave
is combined with MHWS. For the present day, damage will
start to occur at section B1 when a 200 year wave is combined
with MHWS.

Figure 6. Overtopping rates vs return period.
3.2

WaveTransmissionAnalysis

A wave transmission assessment of the existing revetment
and pier structure was carried out based on the Van der Meer
formula presented in the CIRIA Rock Manual [Ref 2] for
smooth low crested structures. The analysis was carried out
for the four sections for a range of return periods, as described
previously for the current and future scenarios. The aim of this
assessment was to determine the proportion of the incident
wave energy being transmitted through the pier structure.
Transmission is related to both the mechanism of energy
transmission through and over the structure.
Section B1 produced the highest transmission coefficients
for all return periods and increased by roughly 10% from the
current scenario to the future scenario for a 1 in 100 year
return period.
3.3
3.3.1

Structuralassessment
Wave pressures

Wave pressures were calculated using Goda’s wave theory
(1974) formulae and Tanimoto and Kimuras modification
factors for wave loads on impermeable inclined walls (1985)
(Ref 2 and 4) which accounts for the paved revetment slope of
the East Pier structure. The Hmax and corresponding period for
a 100 year return period were used as the Hdesign in this
scenario.
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Table 3 Results of wave force calculations for the different
sections.
Section A1

Section B1

Present

Future

Present

Future

Pressure at
water line (P1)

kN/m

65.2

76.0

62.3

73.0

Pressure at top
(P2)

kN/m

34.3

52.6

32.8

50.5

Pressure at base
(P3)

kN/m

63.9

73.8

61.0

70.8

Uplift Pressure
at base (Pu)

kN/m

0.6

0.3

5.2

2.2

Table 3 shows the results for the wave pressure calculations
for sections A1 and B1. P1, P2, and P3 refer to pressures at
the waterline, top and bottom of the structure and Pu refers to
the resultant uplift pressure due to the wave forces. From the
table it can be seen that there is little difference between the
pressures at different sections. The resultant pressures were
then used for the analysis of sliding and overturning of the
structure.
3.3.2

Overturning and sliding analysis

For the stability analysis of the East Pier, the resistance of
the structure to sliding and overturning was assessed. The pier
structure (lower deck and revetment) was considered as one
joint mass.
This mode of failure is not typical for a rubble mound
structure. However, calculations were carried out in order to
get an estimation of the relationship between disturbing
external forces and stability forces (weight of the structure).
In order to be able to assess the stability of the structure it
was necessary to estimate a material density of the fill in the
structure, which consists of granular material and different
sized boulders. This was conservatively estimated as
1600kg/m3. The overturning and sliding forces acting on the
pier included both the wave force and the uplift force as a
result of wave pressure. The resisting forces solely consist of
the self-weight of the structure. The results show that the pier
structure considered only as a rubble mound breakwater is of
sufficient size to resist the wave generated sliding and
overturning forces with a high safety factor as was expected.
This simplified analysis assumes that the wave forces are
acting on an impermeable slope and as such no wave energy is
penetrating through the structure.
3.3.3

According to the results of the SI, no significant voids were
noted in the trial pits. Small “void” areas with an approximate
size of 25 to 50mm were noted in the matrix material between
the cobbles and boulders. Voids were also noted immediately
beneath the slab in several of the core holes. The maximum
observed void was 400mm in length with most ranging from
30mm to 270mm.
The voids immediately beneath the slab were assessed as
being most likely due to settlement of the fill material in the
pier (indicating poor compaction), but also possibly
attributable to wash-out.
The minor voiding near the surface of the fill indicated that
while the GPR results were informative, they likely overestimated the extent of the voiding within the material. It is
also likely that the regions identified in the GPR as voids were
in fact changes in material type, moisture content or material
compaction, or minor voids or loose finer matrix material
contained between the boulders.
A dive survey was carried out in order to determine the
conditions of the slope and toe on the seaward face of the East
Pier breakwater. The seaward side of the structure presents
different repairs that have been carried out over the years. The
revetment is made up of masonry and has a smooth surface
which allows for overtopping which also prevents the
dissipation of wave energy. The survey which consisted of a
visual and physical examination above and below the
waterline was conducted by Collins Engineers on 11
November 2013. The results showed some significant voids in
the revetment surface and significant undermining and voids
at the toe of the structure (see figures 7 and 8).

Figure 7. Repairs in the revetment at Howth Harbour’s East
Pier.

Existing condition of the structure

A Site Investigation (SI) was undertaken in November 2013
with the aim of calibrating a previous Ground Penetration
Radar (GPR) survey, which appeared to identify extensive
areas with interconnected voiding primarily in the upper 1.2m
of fill. The SI works comprised the excavation of 5 no. trial
pits and the drilling of 20 no. shallow core holes to determine
the presence of voids in the internal fabric of the pier structure
as identified in the GPR survey. These works were carried out
by IGSL Limited (IGSL) under the supervision of Arup,
between 11 November 2013 and 22 November 2013.
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Figure 8. Undermining at the toe of the structure.
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The undermining of the toe which showed exposed fill
material in some of the sections can lead to wash out of the fill
material. Other key issues identified were:
1. Severe overtopping, particularly at the elbow section of
the structure (section B). This can lead to:
a) Danger to the public: this is a very important factor,
as the East Pier is frequently used by walkers.
b) Damage to the structure.
2. Wave transmission: this can lead to:
a) Wash out of the fill material. This is a risk to be
considered in connection with the undermining of the toe.
b) High pressures on the slabs which may cause damage
to the inside quay wall.
3.4
3.4.1

Possiblesolutionstoincreasethedesignlife
Proposed Solutions

Undermining of the toe is a serious risk for the stability of
the breakwater. Therefore, repair of the toe was
recommended. This recommendation would be the starting
point to further solutions which improve the existing
condition of the structure and extend its design life.
In order to extend the design life of the structure, three
solutions that could be implemented were proposed. The
solutions were based on the findings of the structural
assessment, wave modelling results, SI information, dive
inspection and existing information on the East Pier. The
proposed solutions and associated benefits with each solution
were:
1) Additional revetment – Double layer of rock armour, which
will result in:
a. Dissipation of wave energy and hence decrease of the
forces that the existing revetment slope is exposed to.
b. Reduction of overtopping due to the increased
roughness of the slope and the increased crest width.
2) Additional revetment – Single layer of concrete cube units,
which will result in:
a. Dissipation of wave energy and hence decrease of the
forces that the existing revetment slope is exposed to.
b. Reduction of overtopping due to the increased
roughness of the slope and the increased crest width.
3) Additional rock armour toe, which will result in:
a. Preventing scour at the toe of the revetment due to
the dissipation of energy of breaking waves.
b. Reduction of overtopping due to the reduced water
depth at the toe of the structure.
4) New wave return wall, which will result in:
a. Reduction of overtopping due to the increased
freeboard height.
b. Protection of the revetment crest due to the presence
of the wave wall and concrete slab.
The proposed solutions were only recommended in the most
exposed areas of the pier as some sections appear to be
adequately protected. Figure9 below shows the extent of the
proposed solutions in plan.
More recently (in 2015) further site investigation was
undertaken in order to gain more knowledge of the foundation
type as well as the fill material of the structure.

Figure 9. Extent of proposed solutions for Howth Harbour’s
East Pier.
4

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the results of the study and the various
assessments a number of remedial solutions and different long
term structural solutions were proposed. Each solution was
assessed for the following:
 Dissipation of wave energy,
 Decrease of forces that the existing revetment slope is
exposed to,
 Reduction of overtopping due to increased roughness of
the slope and changes in crest width.
The methodology and proposed solutions employed in this
project can be applied to maritime structures in different
geographic locations however the definition of various climate
change scenarios is a key issue to be considered.
The proposed solutions provide different levels of
improvement to the existing structure and Arup recommended
that the different solutions be assessed and valued in a further
stage, taking into account DAFM interests and priorities.
Prior to any further assessment of the future integrity of the
East Pier and the suitability of the options, it is vital that:
a) The integrity of the existing structure is maintained;
b) That further information about the structure is acquired
As such Arup recommended that further Site Investigation is
carried out as well as emergency repairs to badly affected
areas of the structure toe.
The Department has since completed the emergency repairs
and the additional Site Investigations and has incorporated ongoing monitoring into its annual maintenance programme
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Evaluation of UV disinfection technologies for water reuse and rainwater harvesting
in the Irish dairy industry.
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ABSTRACT: With the abolition of quotas on milk production in early 2015, the Irish dairy sector is projected to expand by
50% by the year 2020. Legislation regarding the discharge limitations of dairy wastewater effluent is becoming increasingly
stringent along with initiatives to conserve and reuse water within the industry. The use of tertiary treatment systems,
specifically UV disinfection may play a dual role of acting as end-point effluent treatment systems as well as disinfection
systems to restore dairy wastewater to reusable standards within dairy plants. This study will aim to investigate those themes by
evaluating the potential of novel pulsed UV disinfection for dairy pathogen reduction in comparison to conventional lowpressure UV disinfection systems.

KEY WORDS: CERI 2016; Dairy Wastewater; UV Disinfection; Pathogen Removal.

1

INTRODUCTION

The Irish dairy sector processes approximately five billion
litres of milk annually and is Ireland’s largest growing
indigenous industry with exports reaching a record €3 billion
in 2013. Water consumption ratios within the sector are
significant with approximately 2.5m3/m3 of milk processed
and 14.9 m3/tonne product [1]. Aside from product
manufacturing, water is used for other activities such as steam
generation and cleaning of internal piping, floors and
workplace areas thus vast quantities of liquid waste is
produced. Fieldwork surveys at several Irish dairy plants have
revealed that the majority of this liquid waste is not reused
within the plant. While this water would not be recycled for
purposes pertaining to the raw product, the potential for its
reuse in heating/cooling systems, truck washes and cleaning
external plant areas is a viable option [2]. In addition,
legislation regarding the discharge limitations of dairy
wastewater effluent is becoming increasingly stringent with
survey feedback indicating the potential for an introduction of
microbiological parameters in the near future. The use of
tertiary treatment systems, in particular ultraviolet irradiation
(UV) may play a dual role of acting as an end-point effluent
treatment system as well as a disinfection system to restore
dairy wastewater to reusable standards within dairy plants.
This study attempts to address those themes by investigating a
novel pulsed UV (PUV) system for enhanced germicidal
properties in comparison to domestic continuous low-pressure
UV (LPUV) systems. The impact of typical dairy wastewater
parameters such as total suspended solids (TSS) and organic
carbon on system efficiency will be evaluated. Furthermore,
pathogenic bacterial strains of interest to the dairy sector will
also be subjected to UV trials as well as highly resistant
bacterial endospores to confirm the capacity of PUV
disinfection. Finally, the potential for on-site rainwater
harvesting at dairy plants will also be investigated.

2

DAIRYINDUSTRYLIASON

Preliminary work for this study began with site visits to dairy
plants and wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs) to inform
the research aspects of the project. Site surveys were carried
out at six dairy plants (DP 1 - DP 6) nationwide (Figure 1).
Information collected included annual water consumption and
water reuse practices, tertiary disinfection systems in place
and rainwater harvesting potential.

Figure 1. Sites of nationwide dairy plant survey
3

WASTEWATERCHARACTERISATION

An in-depth study was carried out at two of the dairy plants to
determine the microbiological content of various water and
wastewater streams and specifically to investigate whether
any human pathogenic strains of interest were present. The
following types of water/wastewater were analysed; process
water (pre-treatment), condensate water, stormwater, WWTP
influent and effluent.
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4

UVSYSTEMANALYSIS

Both the PUV and LPUV systems were fully optimised and
set-up at laboratory scale. Laboratory analysis began with the
investigation of the impact of TSS on optimum disinfection
efficiency of the PUV via E.coli inactivation. Two types of
TSS materials were evaluated; inert (bentonite and calcium
carbonate; CaCO3) and organic material (sludge). The impact
of organic TSS on LPUV efficiency via E.coli inactivation is
currently under investigation, preliminary results are
presented in this paper.
5
5.1

shaker) was also spiked in to the distilled water to give a
starting concentration of approximately 1 x 106 CFU/mL.
Once complete, the water was pumped from the influent
bucket to the aluminium vessel and the collected effluent was
analysed for E.coli inactivation. One replicate of influent
sample and three replicates of effluent sample were analysed
per run. The range of TSS concentrations analysed during
experimental analysis varied from 0 to 200 mg/L.

MATERIALSANDMETHODS
Wastewatercharacterization

Samples were collected from two dairy plants (dairy plant;
DP-1 and DP-2) on three separate occasions;
1. Process water, WWTP influent and final effluent samples
were collected from DP-1.
2. WWTP influent and effluent, stormwater, cooling water
and condensate water samples were collected from DP-2.
100μl of each sample was streaked onto non-selective nutrient
agar and incubated at 37°C for 18-24 hours. Once cultured, all
colonies that appeared morphologically different e.g. different
colour, size, shape etc were isolated onto new nutrient agar
plates and incubated under the same conditions. In total, 87
separate colonies were isolated and brought forward for
further analysis. The following tests were performed on each
of the 87 samples;
x Gram stain followed by microscopic analysis.
x Enzyme catalase test.
x IMViC test consisting of four separate tests; indole test,
methyl-red test, Voges-Proskauer test and the Citrate test.

Figure 2. Bench-scale PUV system.
5.2.2

LPUV system analysis

Thirty litres of tap water was appropriately diluted with
IASBR sludge and pumped through a domestic low pressure
UV (LPUV) system (LCD 412 Plus, S.I.T.A., Halpin &
Hayward Ltd.) at 27L/min to give a HRT of 0.4 seconds and
UV dose of 11mJ/cm2 (Figure 3). The influent wastewater
was spiked with vegetative E.coli to give a starting
concentration of 1 x 106 CFU/mL. The LPUV system ran for
30 seconds before effluent was collected and analysed for
E.coli inactivation. One replicate of influent sample and three
replicates of effluent sample were analysed per run. The range
of TSS concentrations analysed during experimental analysis
varied from 0 to 130 mg/L.

Results from the above tests determined which samples were
to be cultured on specific agars for differentiation tests e.g.
TBX agar was used for E.coli identification and Mannitol Salt
agar for Staphylococcus spp. identification.
5.2
5.2.1

LaboratoryscaleUVtrials
Figure 3. Laboratory-scale LPUV system.

PUV system analysis

A bench–scale pulsed power source (PUV – 1, Samtech Ltd.,
Glasgow) (Figure 2) was used to power a low pressure (60
kPa) xenon-filled flashlamp (Heraeus Noblelight XAP type
NL4006 series constructed from a clear UV transparent quartz
tube) which produced a high intensity beam of polychromatic
pulsed light. The lamp was placed 11 cm above a sterilised
aluminium flow-through vessel which pumped water through
the vessel at the desired flow rate corresponding to hydraulic
residence time (HRT). The PUV system allows for the input
voltage and the pulse rate to be varied between 300 and 1000
volts and 0.1 and 10 pulses per second (PPS). The PUV
system when operating at 800 V and 2 PPS equated to a UV
dose output of 1946 mJ/cm2 at a HRT of 120 seconds. Batches
of distilled water (2 – 2.5L) were spiked with a various
concentrations of bentonite, CaCO3 or IASBR sludge to give a
series of TSS concentrations. In addition, 2mL of E.coli
cultured in LB broth (at 37°C for approx. 16 hours on a rotary
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5.2.3

E.coli enumeration

Pre and post UV treated samples were transferred to sterile
60mL tubes. Appropriately diluted well-mixed samples (1mL)
were analysed using the pour plate technique in triplicate with
TBX agar pre-cooled to 45°C. Once solidified, plates were
transferred to an incubator for 18-24 hours at 37°C after
which distinct colonies were counted on plates between 25
and 250 and the results were expressed in CFU/mL.
5.2.4

Physical & chemical analysis of wastewater

A series of physical and chemical tests was performed on the
organic wastewater to monitor other parameters which may
impact on UV performance.

Civil Engineering Research in Ireland 2016

5.2.4.a
x

Particle size analysis and suspended solids analysis

Two segments of 1.2μm circular (47mm) filter paper
were labelled and weighed before 60 mL samples were
passed through each using a vacuum pump to give two
replicates. The filter papers were then dried in a hot oven
(105°C) for 24 h. Once dried, the filter papers were
removed and re-weighed to determine suspended solids
present. A mean of two measurements was taken for
each sample tested.
Particle size analysis was performed on IASBR sludge
only. A glass fibre filter of 1.2μm pore and nylon filters
of 60μm, 120μm and 180μm (two segments of each)
were used to analyse particle size distribution. The filter
papers were labelled and weighed before 10mL samples
were passed through each using a vacuum pump to give
two replicates. The filter papers were then dried in a hot
oven (105°C) for 24 h. Once dried, the filter papers were
removed and re-weighed to determine suspended solids
present. A mean of two measurements was taken for
each sample tested. Particle size distribution was
determined by analysis of the percentage mass of
suspended solids retained or passing at each pore size.

x

5.2.4.b
x

Chemical analysis

Total organic carbon (TOC) and total inorganic carbon
(TIC) were measured using the Biotector TOC TN TP
Analyser.
The chemical oxygen demand (COD) was measured
using Hach Lange test kits and a DR2010
spectrophotometer.

x

6

RESULTS&DISCUSSION

6.1

Dairyplantsurvey

6.2

Wastewatercharacterization

Two human pathogenic strains of interest were detected in
both influent and effluent wastewaters;
x Bacillus cereus
x
Staphylococcus aureus
Analysis of all of the samples (87 in total) is ongoing with
colleagues at AIT analysing the data as well as colleagues at
UCC who are testing some samples via molecular tests. It
should be noted that tests performed were detection only and
not enumeration.
6.3
6.3.1

LaboratoryscaleUVtrials
Analysis of TSS on PUV efficiency

The impact of TSS concentrations on PUV efficiency in terms
of E.coli inactivation was investigated using three different
materials in distilled water; bentonite, calcium carbonate and
IASBR sludge. The results are presented below.
6.3.1.a

Bentonite investigation for TSS analysis

Two particle sizes of bentonite (<63μm and <100μm) were
evaluated as a method of mimicking TSS in distilled water. A
series of TSS concentrations ranging from 0 to 200 mg/L were
analysed for impact on PUV efficiency. A TSS concentration
of 30mg/L or above is thought to have a negative impact on
the optimum performance of UV systems. It should also be
noted UV doses were in line with recommendations given by
EPA which states a UV dose of at least 8mJ/cm2 is required
for a 4 log reduction of E.coli [3]. Figure 5 illustrates the
impact of bentonite on E.coli inactivation via PUV with the
smaller particle size of <63μm. It is notable that when
particles of less than 63 μm were investigated E.coli
inactivation did not appear to be impacted by TSS
concentration.

The main findings of the survey highlight;
1. Rainwater harvesting is not considered.
2. Overall, water reuse practices do not appear to be
widely implemented.
3. Stricter legislation would result in microbial standards
being applied to discharged effluents.
6.1.1

Water use within dairy plants

Findings from the dairy plant survey also highlighted the
variation of water consumption between plants; survey results
show variations of between 155,000m3 to 2.2million m3
annual water consumption (Figure 4).

Figure 5. Relationship between TSS concentration (bentonite
<63μm particle size) and E.coli inactivation via PUV
treatment at UV dose output of 1946mJ/cm2.
Figure 6 outlines impact of bentonite on E.coli inactivation
via PUV with the larger particle size of <100μm. Analysis
focused on TSS concentrations higher than 50mg/L to
determine whether the particle size had any impact with
increasing TSS concentration. The results in this figure also
suggest that this particle size had no impact on E.coli log10
reduction at any of the TSS concentrations.

Figure 4. Typical water use breakdown of a butter & milk
plant (DairyWater Project Survey, 2015).
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Figure 6. Relationship between TSS concentration (bentonite
<100μm particle size) and E.coli inactivation via PUV
treatment at UV dose output of 1946mJ/cm2.

6.3.1.b

TSS concentrations on PUV efficiency in terms of E.coli
inactivation using this material & particle size. The turbidity
values also indicate that the same level of turbidity was not
achieved with the <75 μm particle size compared to the
<10μm particle size. Notably, the E.coli log10 reduction was
lower overall (approx. 3 log10 reduction) for these trials in
comparison to the <10μm particle size trials. This may be
attributed to the addition of the magnetic stirrers which
increased turbulence in the water thus perhaps exposing more
bacteria to UV irradiation in comparison to the water sitting
static. However overall, there was no difference in E.coli
inactivation at 25mg/L compared to the maximum 200mg/L.

CaCO3 investigation for TSS analysis

CaCO3 has a low specific gravity, close to that of water so it
was trialled with the aim of it remaining fully suspended in
the water thus mimicking TSS content. Two particle sizes
(<10μm and <70μm) of CaCO3 were sourced from a quarry
and analysed at various concentrations similar to the PUV
trials with bentonite. In addition to monitoring TSS content,
turbidity readings of samples were recorded to ensure that the
particles were remaining fully suspended. Figure 7 describes
the relationship between TSS concentration and E.coli
inactivation at five TSS concentrations; 0mg/L, 25mg/L,
50mg/L, 100mg/L and 200mg/L using the smallest particle
size of <10 μm. The turbidity of the samples was also
recorded and plotted on a second axis to illustrate that while
the water was indeed turbid, there was no impact on PUV
efficiency in terms of E.coli inactivation. Perhaps the particle
size in this case was too small to shield the bacteria; E.coli is
approx. 2 μm in length. Or perhaps the inert nature of this
material does not impact on UV efficiency in the manner that
organic material may impact UV treatment.

Figure 8. Impact of TSS (CaCO3 <75μm particle size) on
E.coli inactivation via PUV treatment at UV dose
1946mJ/cm2.
6.3.1.c

IASBR sludge investigation for TSS analysis

Typical dairy wastewater consists of both organic and
inorganic suspended solids therefore it was decided to
investigate the use of organic particles in evaluating the effect
of TSS concentrations on PUV efficiency. Sludge from the
lab-scale IASBR reactor at NUIG environmental labs was
firstly sterilised (to remove any present pathogens) at 121°C
for 15 minutes before a known quantity was spiked into
distilled water to give TSS concentrations ranging from
0mg/L to 155mg/L. Figure 9 illustrates the impact of various
TSS concentrations on PUV efficiency in terms of E.coli
reduction via PUV. Results show a correlation between
increasing TSS concentrations and decreasing E.coli log10
reduction indicating that organic TSS material may have an
impact on the efficiency of PUV systems.

Figure 7. Impact of TSS (CaCO3 <10μm particle size) on
E.coli inactivation via PUV treatment at UV dose output of
1946mJ/cm2.
The larger particle size of <75 μm of CaCO3 was then
analysed to determine whether the particle size of the material
was having an impact on PUV efficiency. As this particle size
was heavier than that of the <10μm size magnetic stirrers
were added to both the influent bucket and aluminium vessel
in an attempt to maintain particle suspension in the water.
Figure 8 shows E.coli log10 reduction via PUV at four TSS
concentrations; 25mg/L, 50mg/L, 100mg/L and 200mg/L.
Results indicate that there was no clear impact of increasing
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Figure 9. Relationship between TSS (IASBR sludge) and
E.coli inactivation via PUV treatment at UV dose output of
1946mJ/cm2.
Figure 10 shows total organic carbon concentrations in
addition to the information presented in Figure 9. Results
show a similar correlation with increasing TOC
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concentrations and decreasing E.coli inactivation to that of the
TSS readings for the same runs. Thus, it is important to
consider other wastewater parameters when investigating such
organic material.

being monitored. In addition, future work will include trialling
actual wastewater from a dairy WWTP as opposed to
synthetic wastewater as a means of investigating UV
disinfection.
7
x

x

x
Figure 10. Relationship between TSS (IASBR sludge), TOC
and E.coli inactivation via PUV treatment at UV dose output
of 1946mJ/cm2.
6.3.2

Analysis of TSS on LPUV efficiency

IASBR sludge was used to investigate TSS in wastewater with
concentrations between 0mg/L and 130mg/L being
investigated for LPUV runs to date. Figure 11 illustrates the
impact of TSS on LPUV efficiency in terms of E.coli
inactivation. Results show TSS concentrations of up to 85
mg/L to not have an impact on system efficiency with
complete inactivation of E.coli being achieved up to this
concentration. The higher TSS concentrations of 93mg/L and
126mg/L do appear to inhibit the efficacy of the LPUV with
E.coli inactivation levels decreasing to between 4 and 5 log. It
should be noted that the IASBR sludge used in this study is
different to that used in the PUV study so comparison
between systems was not possible in this case.

CONCLUSIONS
Preliminary
results
from
dairy
wastewater
characterization tests show the presence of human
pathogenic bacteria in both influent and effluent of dairy
WWTPs.
Inert material mimicking TSS in wastewater does not
appear to impact on PUV efficiency in comparison to
organic material. This will be further investigated and
compared to a ‘cut-off’ point of 30mg/L which is thought
to impact negatively on UV disinfection according to the
literature.
Preliminary findings for LPUV trials in terms of E.coli
inactivation show TSS concentrations of up to 85mg/L to
not have an impact of system efficiency.
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Figure 11. Relationship between TSS and E.coli inactivation
via LPUV treatment at UV dose output of 11mJ/cm2.
In contrast to the PUV analysis with IASBR sludge, the higher
TSS concentrations do not appear to impact the LPUV system
as much however other parameters of the wastewater should
be taken into consideration such as particle size and organic
carbon concentrations. Studies will continue with a direct
comparison between PUV and LPUV systems using the same
wastewater in addition to full physical and chemical analysis
to ensure other factors besides that of TSS concentration are
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ABSTRACT: This study develops a system of energy benchmarking that could be used to improve energy performance in
Ireland. Using information available at local authorities, Irish Water, published EPA wastewater discharge license
documentation and Census 2011 small area population statistics, a data sample of sewerage schemes was collated. The data
sample comprised actual energy usage values and associated operation variable values related to energy usage, for both
wastewater collection and treatment, for 59 independent Irish sewerage schemes. Using this data, a multiple linear regression
analysis was carried out to determine two equations of significant predictor variables that would predict mean energy usage for
wastewater collection and treatment. A five-variable linear regression model equation was used to predict the mean energy
usage for each WwTP sample data point (R 2 = 86.8). This multi-variable equation was used to develop an energy benchmarking
model that would provide an energy performance score between 0 (very poor) and 100 (excellent) based on the actual energy
usage and the predicted mean energy usage. Using sensitivity analysis, the wastewater treatment benchmark model was found to
be robust and logical. A three-variable regression model equation of wastewater collection system energy usage (R 2 = 59.6) was
not as robust. Single variable energy benchmark models were also developed based on; actual energy usage, load treated, flow
treated and treatment capacity utilised. The Irish data sample value of 45.9kWh/P.e./annum for the 15,000-30,000P.e. WwTP
range is 48% greater than the German target of 31kWh/P.e./annum for the 10,000 to 30,000P.e..
KEY WORDS: Energy performance; Irish sewerage schemes; Multiple linear regression; Benchmark scoring.
1

INTRODUCTION

Many countries use formal systems of energy benchmarking
to assess energy performance of sewerage schemes and these
were often initiated based on studies or research projects such
as were established in the U.K. in 2006 [1], Sweden in 2004
[2] and Austria in 1999 [3]. Implementation of formal
benchmarking in Austria reduced energy usage cost by c.30%
over 5 years [3]. Similar benchmarking in Ireland could
reduce energy usage and its cost here. The Sustainable Energy
Authority of Ireland (SEAI) has provided performance
assessment tools for pumps and motors on its website and
supports projects to reduce energy in wastewater treatment.
However, there is no energy performance assessment tool for
wastewater treatment and collection systems.
Wastewater services in Ireland consume approximately 0.51% of the total electrical energy consumed in Ireland [4]. This
is significant and places pressure on these services to
contribute to improvement in energy performance and also in
terms of future sustainability of wastewater services in view
of growing population and increased demand on wastewater
services. Irish Water must consider not alone receiving water
quality compliance in its capital investment but also energy
performance and reduction of emissions.
Currently the main driver at EU level is the Energy
Efficiency Directive (2012/27/EU) with the overall objective
of an energy efficiency target saving of 20% of the Union’s
primary energy consumption by 2020 [5]. The public sector
energy savings target was set by government at 33% in 2020
to demonstrate the leading role of the public sector in driving

the culture of energy efficiency and to showcase the benefits
of energy efficiency improvements to the whole economy [6].
This paper shows how a benchmarking system could be
developed and implemented to improve energy efficiency in
wastewater treatment and meet the targets set out in the
National Energy Efficiency Action Plan. Although this paper
focuses on energy efficiency, the requirements of all other
environmental legislation and policies for wastewater
collection and treatment must be satisfied.
2
2.1

DATA AND METHODOLOGY
National Data Survey

There were many single variable performance indicators for
wastewater treatment and collection. These were based on
energy usage per unit productivity such as; kWh/P.e./annum
or on %. Questions (categorical and numerical type) were
formulated in a questionnaire seeking information on the
energy usage, operating conditions of the wastewater
treatment plants, collection systems and pumping stations.
Generally the questions identified context, energy usage and
operational variables.
Data was sought from each local authority for a single
sewerage scheme for at least two of the reference years (2010,
2011 or 2012). The intention was to limit the effort required
by wastewater personnel to participate and also to show
variation in energy usage on a sewerage scheme during the
reference years. A survey was implemented and a number of
questionnaires were completed by wastewater personnel at
local authorities. There were seven email responses to the
survey; four partly completed questionnaires (four sewerage
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schemes) and some responses with spreadsheets containing
data that could be used to complete questionnaires.
Using the survey responses and other sources of data such
as the Central Statistics Office Census 2011 small area
population statistics [8] and the EPA wastewater discharge
licensing documentation [9], a data sample was collated for
analysis. The categorical survey questions were mostly yes/no
options and the potential number of “yes” responses was 142.
The actual number is labelled on the extract in Figure 1. The
questions on Figure 1 are summarised from the survey.

Single variable linear regression analysis was carried out on
the data sample to examine the relationship between each of
the predictor variables and wastewater treatment plant
(WwTPs) energy usage. Subsequently a multiple linear
regression analysis was carried out to examine the most
significant predictor variables for energy usage in wastewater
treatment. A similar analysis was carried out for the
wastewater collection system energy usage but this was less
robust due to the limited dataset.
Linear regression model equations were formulated and
performance scoring systems were developed using the
resulting predicted energy values and actual energy values of
the data sample points. Sensitivity analysis of the benchmark
models was undertaken and the benchmark model was also
tested on a new set of sample data points to examine how
performance could be assessed and improved.
2.3

Figure 1: Dataset Extract (Survey Category Questions)
Figure 2 is also an extract to illustrate the compiled dataset
where numerical answers were required. It shows the number
of numerical data values compiled for each survey questions
(summarised). Full sets of values (142) were collated in some
instances. It was not possible within the project limits to
consult further with local authorities on items of missing data.

Data Sample Description

Ultimately after cleaning up and filtering, a database
consisting of 142 data points was compiled for wastewater
treatment and collection facilities. The data received was
anonymised for use, the wastewater treatment plant data
points were assigned alpha numeric identifiers (WwTP1 to
WwTP142). The data points were based on a total of 59
independent sewerage schemes with multiple reference year
data from some sewerage schemes. All 142 data points had
data available for the wastewater treatment analysis but only
28 of these data points contained data that could be used for
wastewater collection analysis.
Table 1 illustrates the scale of wastewater facilities that
comprised the data sample. Table 1 describes the data sample
in terms of the four WwTP groups identified based on the
actual treatment population equivalent values. It illustrates a
large number of smaller WwTPs and this would be
representative of the Irish wastewater treatment context.
Table 1: Scale of wastewater treatment facilities.

Figure 2: Dataset Extract (Numerical Questions)
2.2

Methodology of Data Analysis

Plausibility checks were developed for sample data values
such as actual load treated in population equivalent. The data
sample points were filtered to exclude data where flow per
population equivalent values exceeded 1m3/P.e. or were less
than 0.1m3/P.e.. These were considered outliers and were rechecked or removed from the data sample. Also data sample
points with energy usage values exceeding 300kWh/P.e./
annum were considered outliers. These were also rechecked or
removed. Sample data points that were identified as noncompliant with the conditions of wastewater discharge
licenses or certificates were removed.
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WwTP
Group

Actual P.e.
Value Ranges

1
2
3
4

0 -700
700 - 3,500
3,500 - 15,000
15,000 - 30,000

Portion
by No.
WwTPs
66.9%
16.9%
12.7%
3.5%

Portion by
Actual
Treated P.e.
9.9%
11.4%
42.6%
36.1%

Figure 3 shows the distribution of WwTPs by energy usage
and that there was a large number of WwTPs (64%) with
annual energy consumption of 50MWh or less.
Table 2 further illustrates the sample data distribution of
energy usage by WwTP size. It shows approximately 79% of
WwTP data point actual energy usage values were below the
100MWh/annum threshold and comprised WwTPs with actual
treated P.e. values less than 1,250P.e.. Table 2 also shows that
the 30 large WwTPs consume approximately 79% of the total
energy usage.
Table 3 lists the average and standard deviation values for
the performance indicator (kWh/P.e./annum) for each WwTP
group identified. The average and standard deviation values
reduce with increased actual treated P.e..
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showed the actual treated load predictor variable to be the
most statistically significant.
3.2

Single Variable Regression Model

A single variable linear regression model was prepared using
the Ln(ActualPe), actual treated load predictor variable and
the dependent variable Ln(EnergyWwTP) for wastewater
treatment energy usage. Figure 4 illustrates the strong positive
linear relationship between these two variables. The R2 value
was 0.817; this model explained almost 82% of the variation
in Ln(EnergyWwTP).

Figure 3: Energy usage WwTPs.
Table 2: Portion of WwTPs.
No.
WwTP
Data
Points
30
112
142

Portion
of
WwTP
Data
Points
21%
79%
100%

WwTP
Energy
Usage
(MWh/a)

Total
Energy
(MWh/a)

>100
<100

13,771
3,722
17,492

Portion
of
Total
Energy
(%)
79%
21%
100%

Actual
Treated
P.e.

>1,250
<1,250

Table 3: Average energy usage for range of scales.
WwTP
Group
1
2
3
4
3

Actual P.e.
Value Range
0 -700
700 - 3,500
3,500 - 15,000
15,000 - 30,000

Average
kWh/P.e./a
99.4
66.8
60.9
45.9

Standard
Deviation
kWh/P.e./a
57.7
37.1
26.1
6.9

MAIN WORK

The dependent WwTP energy usage variable data and the
predictor variable data were used in both single and multiple
regression analysis to develop predictive equations and
subsequent benchmark scoring models.
3.1

Predictor Variable and Correlation

There were 23 category predictor variables with complete
datasets (142 WwTP data point values) and 4 numerical
predictor variables. The numerical predictor variable values
were transformed to natural log values for convenience.
A Pearson correlation analysis was carried out to examine
correlation between the WwTP energy usage dependent and
predictor variables and also inter-correlation between
predictor variables. High correlation values were noted prior
to proceeding with the regression analysis. There was
potential for high correlation among the predictor variables to
skew/confound the outcome of the regression analysis.
Single variable regression analysis was carried out for each
of the predictor variables and WwTP energy usage dependent
variable. The results of the single variable regression analysis

Figure 4: Linear regression of Actual Pe v Energy WwTP.
3.3

Multiple Linear Regression Analysis

The forward selection “Stepwise” statistical method was used
to carry out a multiple linear regression analysis of the data
sample [10]; where predictor variables are added in steps to
examine their statistical significance. At each step, there was
also elimination of variables that were not considered
statistically significant including those for sludge processing.
There was also some subjective input to the analysis and the
decision to eliminate or retain variables was sometimes based
on knowledge of the key factors.
3.4

Wastewater Treatment

The analysis resulted in formulation of a five-variable
regression model equation that will predict the mean energy
usage of a wastewater treatment plant. With an adjusted R 2
value of 86.6% the model explains much of the variation in
WwTP energy usage. The equation uses natural log
transformation:
Ln( EnergyWwTP)

3.9265  0.8373 * Ln( ActualPe)

 0.4328 * Ln( DesignPe )  0.3789 * Ln( Inflow)

Eqn 1

 0.3652 * Class2 RAS  0.1668 * Class1InfPu

Where:
Ln(EnergyWwTP) - natural log of the predicted energy usage
WwTPǢ
Ln(ActualPe) - natural log of the actual treated load in P.e.;
Ln(DesignPe) - natural log of the design capacity in P.e.;
Ln(Inflow) - natural log of the average daily flow to treatment;
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Class2RAS has a value of 1 if return activated sludge pumping
is operated or 0, if not;
Class1InfPu has a value of 1 if influent or effluent pumping is
operated or 0, if not.
The approach taken to develop the benchmark scoring system
was similar to that by the U.S. EPA on its Energy Star
analysis of building energy usage and that by Awwa Research
Foundation on wastewater energy benchmarking [11]. The
five-variable linear regression model equation was used to
predict the energy usage for each WwTP sample data point
based on the five predictor variable data values and intercept
value. The calculated value for any given set of five variable
data values was the predicted mean energy usage for all
WwTPs with equivalent predictor variable values.
In order to generate a scoring system, the actual energy
usage for all data points was divided by the corresponding
predicted mean energy usage value. This gives a ratio of
actual energy to predicted energy usage for each data point.
Actual Ln(EnergyWwTP)/ Predicted Ln(EnergyWwTP) Eqn 2
Each of the ratio values was then multiplied by 10.726
which was the overall predicted mean value of the model
(average of all predicted mean energy values of data sample).
This created a set of adjusted energy values for the sample
data points. Figure 5 shows the plotted adjusted energy value
distribution and a normal distribution fitted (blue). The
percentile of a WwTP based on its adjusted energy value and
using this normal distribution curve is its score in comparison
to other plants with equivalent characteristics. The best
performance scores 100 and the worst 0.

approximately 81 and means that the performance is in the
best 20% of performance.
The multiple linear regression model equation for
wastewater treatment uses sensible predictor variables for the
Irish context. It can exclude return activated sludge pumping
for sequence batch reactors and also influent/effluent
pumping. It adjusts for inflow variation using a negative
coefficient to capture the difference between urban and rural
context. It adjusts for design capacity P.e. variation and
therefore captures capacity utilisation. The scoring system
also compares each WwTP studied with other WwTPs that
have equivalent characteristics.
3.5

Sensitivity Analysis and Range Limits

The sensitivity of the benchmark score was examined in
relation to variation in regression equation predictor variable
values. The predictor variable values of return activated
sludge pumping and influent pumping were not typically
subject to error. These variable values were confirmed in the
wastewater discharge license documentation or on local
authority spreadsheets. The predictor variables that were
subject to error, were those calculated from the actual treated
load, design capacity and the annual average daily flow
values. These predictor variable values were based on
estimated values in many cases. It was important to analyse
how sensitive the energy benchmark score was to variation of
these estimated values. Each variable value was varied by plus
and minus 10, 20 and 50%. For WwTPs with either low or
high scores the sensitivity was low but for WwTPs with
scores closer to the average, there was increased sensitivity.
This was expected due to the steepness of the normal
distribution curve for score values (80 to 20); see Figure 5.
The multiple linear regression model equation and by
extension the multi-variable energy benchmark model is not
recommended for prediction of WwTP energy usage where
the dependent/predictor variables values of the specific
WwTP data point studied, fall outside the variable range
limits of the data sample used and as shown in Table 4.
Table 4: Data range limitations.
Variable
WwTP Energy Usage
Actual Treated P.e.
Design P.e.
Inflow
3.6

Figure 5: Benchmarking of WwTPs.
For example, using the five-variable equation the predicted
energy for a wastewater treatment plant is calculated to be
13.6943 (natural log). The actual energy usage is 13.177
(natural log). The adjusted energy is calculated as follows:
(13.177/13.6943) * 10.726 = 10.3208
Using the adjusted energy value of 10.3208, the score for the
wastewater treatment plant is shown on Figure 5 to be
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Units

Minimum

Maximum

kWh
P.e.
P.e.
m3/day

2,235
70
125
15

1,207,416
26,680
31,500
7,746

Single Variable Benchmark Models

The relationship between WwTP energy usage and actual
treated P.e. was shown previously in Figure 4 to be strong and
positive with an R2 value of approximately 82%. A single
variable benchmark model was prepared using kWh/P.e./a;
see Figure 6. The 10th, 50th and 90th percentile values for the
data sample are shown.
A normal distribution curve was fitted (yellow) but would
have lead to error. It was decided to use the curve distribution
values as a simple means of scoring an individual WwTP
against the sample data using its percentile; 100 being the best
and 0 being the worst.
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All of the potential improvements/estimates would require
much more detailed examination. For example, the installation
of diffuse aeration may not be technically feasible. It is worth
noting that WwTP B had already taken energy efficient
measures such as variable speed control of aerators and pumps
which is reflected in the initial benchmark score of 79.
3.8

Comparison with Other Performance Indicators

With reference to Figure 7, the Irish data sample overall
average value is 85.9kWh/P.e./annum. The Irish sample data
average value for 700–3,500P.e. range of 66.8kWh/P.e./a is
comparable to the German target of 41kWh/P.e./a for the
2,000-5,000P.e. range [7]; the Irish value being 63% higher.

Figure 6: Single variable benchmark.
Use of curve distribution values results in some localised
error. For example, a WwTP that scored 75 might actually
have scored 76 or 77 on a best fit line but the level of error
was considered low and unlikely to distort the perception of
performance. Figure 7 illustrates the comparison of the Irish
sample data values in kWh/P.e./annum to international values.
3.7

Verifying the Benchmarking Model

The regression model predictive accuracy is specific to the
data sample used in its development. Its accuracy was
examined by manually adjusting the predicted energy values
for WwTPs and testing benchmark score sensitivity. For
WwTPs with average performance, the benchmark score was
more sensitive to adjustments.
Three new WwTP sample data points were collated and
used to test the benchmark model. The benchmark scores
assigned to the WwTPs and the subsequent examination of the
WwTP operations data showed a robust and logical response.
Table 5 shows the results of model testing. The operational
data of the WwTPs was examined for potential energy usage
reduction opportunities:
1. For WwTP A, the average aerator motor power required
was estimated based on the actual treated load. It was
found to be much lower than that installed and an
estimate of the potential revised energy usage was made;
2. For WwTP B, there was potential to change from vertical
surface aeration to diffuse aeration and an estimate of the
potential revised energy usage was made;
3. For WwTP C, the aeration tank volume required was
estimated based on standard organic loading for the rate
of activated sludge and found to be much lower than that
installed. An estimate of the potential revised energy
usage was made based on the organic load.
Table 5: Verification of benchmarking model.
WwTP Data Point Ref
Initial Actual Energy Usage
Multi-variable Initial Score
Revised Energy Usage
Multi-variable Revised Score
Single Variable Benchmark
Model Revised Actual Load PI
Single Variable Benchmark
Model Revised Score

kWh/a
%ile
kWh/a
%ile

A
239,000
6
148,122
35

B
528,301
79
380,905
91

C
119,193
23
105,235
31

kWh/P.e./a

68.54

22.44

71.78

%ile

57

98

53

Figure 7: Comparison of Irish data to international targets
[14][7] [13][12].
The Irish data sample value of 45.9kWh/P.e./a for the
15,000-30,000P.e. WwTP range is 48% greater than the
German target of 31kWh/P.e./a for the 10,000 to 30,000P.e.
(extended aeration) WwTP range. Based on German energy
manual target values [7] there is potential for improved energy
performance in Ireland. Use of energy benchmarking and
energy manual targets has been ongoing in Germany and other
European countries for many years.
3.9

Wastewater Collection

The data available for the wastewater collection systems was
limited. There were 28 data points in total. Using this data,
similar multiple linear regression analysis was undertaken for
the wastewater collection system energy usage. The analysis
resulted in a three-variable regression model equation for the
prediction of energy usage for wastewater collection Eqn 3.
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Ln( EnergyColl )

0.9189 * Ln( EnergyWwTP)

 0.8078 * PSInCh arg e  0.5849 * PSTotal  1.1365

Eqn 3

Where:
Ln(EnergyColl) - natural log of the predicted energy for
wastewater collectionǢ

15,000-30,000P.e. WwTP range is 48% greater than the
German target of 31kWh/P.e./a for the 10,000 to 30,000P.e
[7] which demonstrates that improvements can be made in an
Irish context.
While the wastewater collection system multi-variable
model is not as robust as that for WwTPs, the fraction of
wastewater collection energy usage is low, so the associated
error for overall sewerage scheme analysis is also low.

Ln(EnergyWwTP)- natural log of the actual energy WwTPǢ
PSInCharge - number of pumping stations in the local
authority’s charge;
PSTotal - total number of pumping stations on the collection
system.
The three-variable regression model equation explained
c.59.6% of the total variation of wastewater collection system
energy usage. It was not as robust as that for the WwTP
analysis. A similar scoring system was developed as before.
The overall predicted mean value of the model (average of all
predicted energy values of data sample) is 10.314.
3.10

Fraction of Collection System Energy Usage

The fraction of total sewerage scheme energy used for the
collection system is generally much smaller than the fraction
for wastewater treatment as illustrated in Figure 8 so the
associated error for an overall sewerage scheme analysis is
low. Two thirds of the 28 WwTP data points analysed had
collection system energy fraction values less than 20%.

5

RECOMMENDATIONS

To have improved energy performance, one must have a
system to measure it. A formal energy performance
benchmarking system should be operated in Ireland. It is
recommended that the multi-variable energy benchmarking
model would be used so that the performance assessment is
not distorted by different WwTP variable values such as
whether or not there was influent or return activated sludge
pumping. The multi-variable model should be used in
combination with the more commonly used single variable
models (particularly that based on kWh/P.e./annum).
The benchmarking system developed during this project
should be further developed to use as a tool to assess
performance on sewerage schemes and identify priority
WwTPs or collection systems for more detailed examination.
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ABSTRACT: Thhe dairy sectoor is a promin
nent industry iin Ireland, acccounting for over
o
30% of Ireland’s agriicultural produucts.
wever, its pottential environnmental impacct is quite higgh, generating
g an average of
o 2.28 litres of wastewater per litre of milk
How
proccessed. In Irelland, this secttor is experien
ncing a periodd of growth du
ue to the abollition of Europpean milk quo
otas in 2015, with
pred
dicted increasses of up to 500% in milk prrocessed by 20020. This incrrease in produ
uction will leaad to an increease in wastew
water
gen
neration. The aim of this research
r
is to
o investigate the efficiency
y of the interrmittently aerrated sequenccing batch reaactor
(IASBR) technollogy in treatm
ment of dairy processing w
wastewater. It has the poten
ntial to removve nutrients an
nd organic matter
m
m dairy proccessing wasteewater with less energy uusage and mo
ore cost effectiveness whhen compared
d to conventiional
from
tech
hnologies. Many dairy pllants in Ireland currently remove pho
osphorus from
m wastewaterr using chem
mical precipitaation
tech
hniques, whicch are very costly.
c
The IA
ASBR uses bbiological meethods to rem
move phosphoorus without the use of coostly
chemicals. Threee laboratory-sccale ISABR units
u
were set up at the env
vironmental en
ngineering labboratory at NU
UI Galway too test
gy for syntheetic dairy proccessing wasteewater. In 2000 days of tessting, the nutrrient
the treatment effficiencies of the technolog
moval efficienccies were inveestigated for five
f aeration pphases, ranging
g from 2 litress per minute ((LPM) to 0.4 LPM.
L
The results
rem
show ortho-phospphate removal of up to 97%
% during the m
most efficient of these aerattion phases, thhe 0.6 LPM phase. The aveerage
ho-phosphate removal durinng this phase was 92%, 599% and 93% for
f Reactor 1,, Reactor 2 annd Reactor 3, respectively. The
orth
average ammoniaa nitrogen rem
moval for each
h of the three rreactors was 93%,
9
77% and
d 91%, respecctively. The variation
v
in results
he three reactors was due too operational differences eaarly in the exp
periment, lead
ding to differeent microbial ecology
e
structtures
in th
in th
he reactors.
KEY
Y WORDS: E
Environmentall engineering;; dairy processsing wastewatter; intermitten
ntly aerated seequencing battch reactor;
wasstewater treatm
ment; phosphoorus removal; nitrogen remooval
1
1.1

INTRODUCTTION
DairyProccessinginIrela
and

Thee dairy industtry plays a laarge part in Ireland’s econnomy.
Thee industry acccounts for oveer 30% of Ireeland’s agricuultural
prod
ducts, and haas an annual turnover of over three bbillion
euro
os [1]. It is thhe 10th largest dairy industry
y in the worldd, and
is ex
xpected to groow in future years
y
[2].
While
W
Irish dairy processeers produce a wide variet
ety of
prod
ducts (Figure 1), key produucts are infantt formula and dairy
ingrredients. Irelaand alone prodduces 10% off global exporrts of
infaant milk formuula [2]. Folloowing the abo
olition of Euroopean
milk
k quotas in March 20155, the Irish dairy industtry is
exp
periencing a peeriod of grow
wth. An increase of up to 500% in
milk
k processed ffrom 2008/2009 levels is being
b
predicteed by
202
20 [3].
Th
he dairy induustry is one of
o the most polluting
p
induustries
glob
bally in termss of wastewatter generation
n. In Ireland, dairy
proccessers use aan average off 2.3 litres of water per littre of
milk
k processed [[4]. The wateer reuse rate is low so a large
volu
ume of wastew
water is geneerated. The preedicted increaase in
dairry processingg will lead to an increaase of wastew
water
gen
neration.
Additional
A
chaanges in legisslation in Ireland, includinng the
Water Frameworrk Directive (W
WFD) and thee Nitrates Direective
w
treeatment acrosss all
are having an iimpact on wastewater
ustries. The aallowable disscharge limitss for contamiinants
indu
are being reduceed in wastewaater treatmentt plants througghout
mprove the water
w
quality oof the
the country, in aan effort to im
natiion, and that trrend is set to continue. Thee Nitrates Direective
has resulted in m
more stringent restrictions
r
on
n land-spreadiing of
wasste. These facctors combineed with the prredicted expaansion

of th
he dairy indusstry contribute
te to the cruciial need for more
m
sustaainable waste management..

Figure 1: Overview off Irish dairy seector [5]
1.2

Wastewate
erTreatment intheDairyIn
ndustry

Dairry processing wastewater is generally characterisedd by
high
h concentration
ns of organic matter, and consequentlyy has
high
h chemical oxygen demannd (COD) concentrations
c
s, in
comp
parison with municipal w
wastewater [6]] [7]. Phosphhorus
levells in dairy wastewater aree also significcantly higher than
municipal wasteewater. In New Zealand phosphhorus
conccentrations in dairy processsing wastewatters are up to 125
mg/ll [8] and on average 90%
% of total pho
osphorus is inn the
form
m of orthopho
osphate (PO43 -) [6]. Phosp
phorus most liikely
comees from clean
ning agents uused in the processing
p
plaants,
such
h as phosphoric acid, as the majority of dairy wastewatter is
prod
duced from cleeaning activitiies in the plants [9].
Th
here are a wiide range of treatment sysstems used inn the
dairy
y processing industry. V
Visits to eigh
ht national dairy
d
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proccessing plannts were unddertaken. Th
he most com
mmon
wasstewater treatm
ment system observed wass a combinatioon of
aeraation tanks, bbio-towers, membrane
m
filtters and chem
mical
pho
osphorus remooval. Treatmeent systems su
uch as these c an be
costtly to run, andd the operatioonal costs willl become highher as
morre stringent diischarge limitss are introduceed.
1.3

ResearchA
Aims

NU
UI Galway are investiggating the potential
p
off the
Inteermittently Aerated Sequeencing Batch Reactor (IAS
SBR)
tech
hnology for ttreatment of wastewater produced
p
in dairy
proccessing plantss in a sustainnable and costt efficient maanner.
Thee IASBR techhnology has previously
p
beeen investigateed for
treaatment of highh strength slauughterhouse wastewater,
w
ass well
as municipal w
wastewater [10]–[12].
[
Th
he IASBR is a
dification of tthe standard sequencing
s
baatch reactor ( SBR)
mod
systtem. The cyccle sequences of the conv
ventional SBR
R and
IAS
SBR are givenn in Figure 2.
During the react phase, insttead of contin
nuous aerationn, the
systtem is aerateed intermittenntly. The inttermittent aerration
straategy leads to alternating aerobic and an
noxic conditioons in
the system. Nitritte and nitrate are produced during the aeerobic
phaases via nitrifiication, and reeduced during
g the anoxic pphase
via denitrification. Due to alternating perio
ods of nitrificcation
d denitrificatioon, the alkaliinity remains stable througghout
and
the cycle, elimiinating the need
n
for add
dition of extternal
alkaalinity.

Figure
F
2: Opeeration of convventional SBR
R versus IASB
BR
R has
Prrevious studiies have inddicated that the IASBR
excellent nitroggen (N) annd phosphorrus (P) rem
moval
efficiencies [10]––[13].
The
T aim of thiss research wass to investigatte nutrient rem
moval
efficiencies of the laboratoory-scale IASBRs at vaarious
opeerating condiitions. Synthetic wastewaater with siimilar
prop
perties to daiiry processing wastewaterr was used inn the
exp
periment.
2
2.1

ditions. The treatment system
em was located
d in a temperaature
cond
contrrolled environ
nment where ttemperature was
w 11 °C.
Th
he IASBR cyccle was 12 hoours in duratio
on throughoutt the
expeeriment. A more detailed eexplanation of
o the cycle is
i as
follo
ows:
b
of tthe cycle onee litre of inflluent
x At the beginning
wastewatter was pumpeed into each reactor.
x For the following 100 hours and 40 minutes, the
w stirred coontinuously to
o ensure compplete
reactors were
mixing. The
T aeration pumps operaated intermitteently
with 100-minute aeratiion periods fo
ollowed by 60 min
non-aerattion periods (FFigure 2).
x The settlee phase lastedd for 80 minutes with no miixing
or aeratio
on. The biom
mass settled to the bottom of the
reactors.
o litre of treeated
x In the lasst 5 minutes oof the cycle, one
wastewatter (supernataant) was pum
mped out off the
reactors into
i the efflueent collection basin.
b
x 400 ml of mixed liqquor was rem
moved from each
reactor once daily as ssludge waste. This resulted in a
sludge reetention time ((SRT) of 20 days.

Fig
gure 3: Laborratory-scale syystem.
h on-site treatm
ment
A number of daairy processinng plants with
out the counttry were visited. These pllants
facilities througho
nd products ((Table 1). Influents
I
of their
t
varieed in size an
wasttewater treatm
ment plants w
were sampled
d. These sam
mples
weree tested to determine the levvels of organiic matter, nitroogen
and phosphorus.. The resul
ults of this characterisaation
med the desiggn of the syn
nthetic wastew
water
expeeriment inform
used
d in the lab
boratory-scalee experiment.
The aveerage
comp
position of thee synthetic waastewater is giiven in Table 2.

ANDMATERIA
ALS
METHODSA
LaboratorryExperimentt

A laboratory-scaale IASBR wastewater treatment syystem,
m had
shown in Figure 3, was set up at NUI Galwaay. The system
threee Plexiglas reeactors with a working vollume of eight litres
each
h. The system
m was controllled by a Siem
mens programm
mable
logiic controller (PLC). Three peristalticc pumps (W
Watson
Marrlow) were ussed for influennt pumping, efffluent withdrrawal,
and
d sludge wasstage. The experiment
e
was
w
performeed in
triplicate, with aall three reacctors operatin
ng under idenntical
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Table 1: Dairy Proccessing Plant Visits
V
Plant

1

MilkProcesssed
Annuallyy
(litresx1006)
244

2

50

PlantProducts
P

Case
ein,wheypowd
der,
butter,milkpowdeer,
Liquidmilk,
bu
uttermilk,cream
m.
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3

587

Butter,milkpowdder.

4

90

Cassein,UHTmilk, milk
powder.

5

206

Butter,milkpowdeer

6

486

Milkpowder,butt er,
eads,cheese,
spre
case
einandwhey
derivatives.

Table 2: Aveerage composiition of syntheetic wastewateer

2.2

CO
OD(mg/L)

3513

SollubleCOD(mg//L)

3307

NO
O3N(mg/L)

0
0

NO
O2N(mg/L)

0
0

NH
H4N(mg/L)

48
8.9

TottalN(mg/L)

122
2.2

PO4P(mg/L)

25
5.4

TottalP(mg/L)

51
1.9

pH

7..9

Phase

1

2

3

4

5

AeraationRate(LPM)

2

1

0.8

0.6

0
0.4

Days

17

8
838

6075

76159

1599201

CycleeLength(Hours)

8

12

12

12

2.3

8

12

Analysis

Alll samples weere tested in tthe environm
mental engineeering
laborratory at NUI Galway.
Saamples were filtered
f
using 1.2 μm filter papers for tessting
suspended solids (SS) in accorddance with th
he standard AP
PHA
hods [14]. Saamples used for testing so
oluble parameeters
Meth
weree subsequently
y filtered usinng 0.45 μm membrane filterrs or
syrin
nge filters.
Ch
hemical oxygeen demand (C
COD) was tessted using onne of
two methods. Onee method wass to use Hach
h Lange kits and
a a
2010 spectrop
photometer acccording to th
he manufacturrer’s
DR2
instrructions. Thee other methood was to usee the COD reeflux
meth
hod in accordaance with the standard APH
HA methods [114].
To
otal nitrogen (TN) and T
Total phospho
orous (TP) were
w
meassured using th
he appropriate
te Hach Lang
ge kits, or usinng a
TOC
C TN TP Analyser (Biotectoor, Ireland).
A Thermo Clinical Systems Konelab nutrrient analyser was
d to detect NH
H4-N, PO4-P, T
TON and NO2-N. This macchine
used
is baased on the AP
PHA standardd method [14].
Dissolved oxygeen was measuured using a multi-meter
m
W
WTW
prob
be according to
o the manufaccturer’s instrucctions.

LaboratorryscaleIASBR
ROperation

Thee IASBR was operated in seeveral distinctt phases durinng the
exp
periment, summ
marised in Taable 3.
Phaase 1 was the first sevenn days of opeeration. It haad an
aeraation rate of 2 litres per minute
m
(LPM) and a cycle leength
of 8 hours. Thiss stabilisationn phase allow
wed the grow
wth of
biom
mass in the reeactors.
On
O day 8 of ooperation, the aeration rate was loweredd to 1
LPM
M. Until dayy 38 the cyclle length rem
mained at 8 hhours,
resu
ulting in threee cycles perr day. 1 litree of influentt was
pum
mped into the reactor at thee beginning of
o each cycle. This
wass equivalent tto a hydraulicc residence tiime (HRT) oof 2.7
day
ys.
In
n the latter sttage of this phase,
p
the daily organic loaading
ratee (OLR) was reduced by inncreasing the cycle lengthh. The
flow
w rate remainned the sam
me while the cycle lengthh was
exteended to 12 hhours. This ressulted in a HR
RT of 4 days aand a
low
wer OLR. The aeration rate remained
r
the same at 1 LPM
M.
In
n Phase 3, thee aeration ratee was reduced
d to 0.8 LPM
M. The
cycle length rem
mained at 12 hours. This phase lasted from
ys 60 to 75.
day
During Phase 4 the aeration rate was decrreased to 0.6 L
LPM.
This phase lastedd from days 766 to 159.
he final phasee (Phase 5) hadd an aeration rate of 0.4 LP
PM. It
Th
con
ntinued until thhe end of the experiment
e
on
n day 201.
The
T
solids reetention timee throughoutt the experiiment
rem
mained constannt at 20 days.
Table 3: Phaases of laboratory-scale IAS
SBR operationn

3
3.1

RESULTSAND
DDISCUSSION
N
Orthophossphateremovval

Th
he ortho-phossphate removaal efficiency in the last three
t
phasses is given in Figure 4. Thee aeration ratee and thereforee the
disso
olved oxygen
n concentratiions in the reactors haad a
substantial effect on the ortho--phosphate reemoval efficieency.
moval
Duriing Phase 3,, all three rreactors had similar rem
efficciencies for mu
uch of the tim
me, although towards the ennd of
the phase
p
reactor 1 (R1) was performed siignificantly worse
w
than reactor 2 (R2
2) and reactor 3 (R3).
In Phase 4, at 0.6 LPM, R1 aand R3 out-peerformed R2. The
t
to hhave been caused
c
by some
s
diffeerence was thought
mech
hanical probleems which occcurred in R2 in
i the early sttages
of operation,
o
po
ossibly leadinng to a diffferent microobial
popu
ulation from the other tw
wo reactors. Samples off the
biom
mass were takeen throughoutt the duration of the experim
ment
and this hypothessis will be tessted using py
yrosequencing. R1
d best in Phasse 4, and con
nsistently remooved
and R3 performed
w
moree than 97% off the ortho-phoosphate from wastewater.
Wh
hen the aeratio
on rate was reeduced to 0.4 LPM the rem
moval
efficciency decreased significanntly in all th
hree reactors. R3,
whicch had achieveed the greatesst removal ratee in earlier phhases
was the least effeected. After aan initial decrrease the rem
moval
efficciencies did recover somewhhat, however they did not reach
the efficiencies
e
off Phase 4.
It should
s
be noted that towardds the end off this phase sluudge
bulk
king occurred in the reactoors, resulting in biomass being
b
lost through efflu
uent withdraw
wal. The slud
dge bulking may
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hav
ve impacted thhe results of this
t phase. While
W
it is diffficult
to determine
d
the cause of thee sludge bulkiing event, posssible
causes include low DO levvels, and the use of syntthetic
wasstewater.

efficciencies were consistently oover 95% forr R1 and R3, and
overr 90% for R2 in
i the first twoo phases. Oncce the aerationn rate
was reduced to 0.4 LPM hhowever, amm
monium rem
moval
reactors, and especially in R2.
efficciencies decreeased in all re
Duriing this phase R2 was in ann anaerobic condition, withh the
disso
olved oxygen levels at almoost zero even when the aeraation
was on.

Figure
F
4: Orthoo-phosphate removal
r
from laboratory-scaale
reaactors
3.2

SolubleCO
ODremoval

Thee majority off the COD inn the influent wastewater came
from
m soluble CO
OD (approxim
mately. 91%). The soluble COD
rem
moval (Figure 5) remainedd constant thrroughout Pha ses 4
and
d 5, typically uupwards of 97%. Once thee aeration ratee was
redu
uced to 0.4 LP
PM however, the removal efficiency forr both
R1 and R2 ddropped notiiceably, whiile R3 rem
mained
t
the micrrobial
uncchanged. Thiss most likelyy indicated that
com
mmunity in R33 had evolvedd differently to
t those in R11 and
R2, and the reaactor was moore robust to change. Bioomass
mples were ttaken for pyyrosequencing
g throughoutt the
sam
duraation of the eexperiment, so
s this may be
b confirmed with
futu
ure work.

gure 6: Ammonia removal fr
from laboratorry-scale reactoors.
Fig
The overall trend
d in filtered TN removall (Figure 7) was
a
niitrogen remov
val but with a less
simillar to that of ammonium
signiificant impacct visible whhen the aeraation rates were
w
adjusted. R2 again
n took the lonngest time to recover from
m the
nges in the aeeration rate, aand performed
d the worst when
w
chan
the aeration
a
rate was
w turned dow
wn to 0.4 LPM
M.

Figu
ure 7: Filtered
d TN removal from laborato
ory-scale reacttors
3.4
Figure 5: Dissoolved COD rem
moval from laab scale reactoors.
3.3

Ammonia
anitrogenand
dFilteredTNre
emoval

Thee ammonia nitrogen removval efficiency is given in F
Figure
6. Its
I removal w
was slower thhan other paraameters to reccover
from
m changes inn the aerationn rate. This trend
t
can be seen
espeecially in R
R2. Once thhe system sttabilised, rem
moval
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DOProfiless

The dissolved oxy
ygen (DO) levvel is one of th
he most imporrtant
param
meters in the operation off an IASBR. The
T DO levels in
the reactors
r
were monitored
m
usiing a WTW DO
D meter. Thee DO
profi
files shown in Figure 8 were from a 12-hour cyycle,
depicting the variaation in the DO
O in one reacttor throughouut the
O in
cyclee. The profilees typically coonsist of threee spikes of DO
the reactors,
r
each spike correspoonding to an aeration
a
period.
Wh
hile there werre four aeratioon periods in the
t 12-hour cyycle,
the first
f
one generrally was not registered by the DO meteer, as
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all the
t oxygen waas consumed immediately for
f the degraddation
of organic
o
carbonn. It can be seeen from Figu
ure 8 that wheen the
aeraation rate was 0.4 LPM the second aeratiion period wass also
not detected by thhe DO meter.
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Figure 8: Typical DO Profile.

4

CONCLUSIO
ONS

e
of a laboratory--scale
This study invesstigated the efficiency
SBR system ffor treating daairy processin
ng wastewaterr. The
IAS
resu
ults indicate that the IAS
SBR technolo
ogy was the most
effeective in the trreatment of daairy processin
ng wastewater at an
aeraation rate of 00.6 LPM. At
A this aeratio
on rate the IA
ASBR
wass the most efffective for phhosphate and nitrogen
n
remoovals,
achieving removals of up to 98%
9
for both. Soluble COD
D was
moved by up too 97%.
rem
Th
he IASBR has the potenttial to provid
de a more ennergy
efficient treatmeent system foor dairy processing wastew
water
treaatment than exxisting technoologies, without the need foor the
add
dition of chem
micals for phosphorus
p
reemoval. Withh the
introduction of legislation such
s
as the WFD and more
ngent licensinng requiremeent, cost efficcient treatmennt of
strin
wasstewater is beccoming more important.
Fu
urther studies are currentlyy being carried
d out investiggating
the treatment off wastewater from one off the partner dairy
proccessing plantss. The next phase
p
of the project will bbe to
stud
dy the technoology at a largger scale. A pilot-scale IA
ASBR
willl be installeed at a commercial daairy site andd its
perfformance willl be monitoored over a 12-month peeriod.
Add
ditional plannned future woork will inclu
ude a cost beenefit
analysis and mathhematical moddelling of the IASBR.
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ABSTRACT: The Cone Penetration Test (CPT) has been extensively used in geotechnical engineering, to evaluate the
properties of wide range of soils. Numerical simulations of CPT involves large deformations in the soil domain which causes
numerical difficulties in traditional finite element analysis. Early numerical studies used simplifying assumptions such as
wished-in-place condition and in-situ stress distribution as the initial stress state of the soil domain. Recent developments in
finite element analysis allow large deformation analyses to be performed.
This paper presents the results of the continuous penetration of cone in single-layer and double-layer clay using the Coupled
Eulerian Lagrangian (CEL) method. Performance of the CEL technique in modelling the cone penetration test was validated
against the existing studies. Then, a parametric study was performed to develop a correlation between the cone bearing factor
and rigidity index of the clay. The proposed correlation showed a very good agreement with the existing experimental and
numerical correlations. The cone penetration test in double-layer clay was simulated. The results suggested that CEL analysis is
a reliable technique in modelling large deformation problem of cone penetration test.
KEY WORDS: Large Deformation Finite Element Analysis; Cone Penetration Test; Eulerian Analysis.
1

INTRODUCTION

The Cone Penetration Test (CPT) is one of the most widely
utilised in-situ tests used common to evaluate the properties of
soil. It is widely used at both onshore and offshore sites due
its applicability in a wide range of soil types. The cone tip end
resistance, qc profile obtained from the test is a good
representative of engineering properties of the soil. The
resistance provided by the cone tip can be represented by cone
factor, N = qc/su. Different studies have aimed to stimulate the
c

cone resistance by developing correlations between N C and
soil properties [1]–[4].
Many researchers have used numerical analysis to
investigate the mechanisms controlling the cone tip resistance
during penetration [5]–[11]. Because of the numerical
difficulties associated with performing large deformation
analyses, early work on finite element analysis of cone
penetration test assumed the cone to be wished-in-place with
simplifying assumptions of original in-situ stress field around
the cone.
This paper presents the results of an advanced technique in
finite element analysis in modelling large deformation
problems. Coupled Eulerian Lagrangian technique was used
to simulate the continuous penetration of the cone in singlelayer and double-layer clay. The results were compared with
existing experimental and numerical studies and showed a
very good agreement.
2

COUPLEDEULERIANLAGRANGIANTECHNIQUE

When performing large deformation problems excessive mesh
distortions may lead to difficulty with convergence or

inaccurate results during numerical modelling. To overcome
these problems, different techniques have been introduced
such as Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) and Coupled
Eulerian Lagrangian (CEL) techniques. The ALE technique
aims to reduce the distortions by remeshing the domain at a
certain frequency. The field values are interpolated and
transferred from the old mesh to a new improved mesh. In this
method, the number of elements and the connectivity of the
nodes do not change during the remeshing process. Instead the
nodes are moved to find a new position in order to reduce the
distortion of elements.
The Coupled Eulerian Lagrangian (CEL) method provides
an environment in which both Lagrangian and Eulerian
materials can be used. The difference between the Lagrangian
and Eulerian approaches in finite element analysis is
illustrated in Figure 1. In the traditional Lagrangian approach,
shown in Figure 1 (a), the elements are filled with material
and they deform as the material deforms. In the Eulerian
approach, the elements are fixed and the material flows
through the elements as shown in Figure 1 (b). As a result,
there is no mesh distortion in the Eulerian approach. As
shown in Figure 1 (b), multiple materials can exist in an
Eulerian element.
This method of analysis avoids excessive mesh distortions
although it has limitation on defining the material boundaries.
Since the boundaries between the materials are approximate,
the boundary surface may be discontinuous in this approach.
The reliability of CEL method in large deformation analysis
has been addressed in recent researches on different types of
geotechnical problems [12]–[17]. Qiu et al. (2011)
investigated the capabilities of the CEL method by simulating
pile installation and the effects of a ship running aground at an
embankment [12]. The results showed good agreement with
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classic finite element method and in-situ measurements. Tho
et al. (2012, 2013) performed three dimensional Eulerian
analyses to investigate the pentration of jack-up foundation,
known as spudcan and assessed the effect of spudcan
penetration on adjacent piles ([16], [17]). The results were
compared to experimental data from a centrifuge test and a
good agreement was obtained. The above studies suggest that
the CEL technique is a reliable approach to solve large
deformation problems such as spudcan installation.
Consequently, the CEL method was adopted in this study.

(a)

(b)

3

CELANALYSISOFCONEPENETRATIONTEST

3.1

Validation

The accuracy of the present study was confirmed by
comparing the results of analysis to existing numerical
modelling. Zheng et al. (2013) presented the results of the
analysis of cone penetration into a single-layer of weightless
clay with a rigidity index, I R G s 100 [19]. The material
u

had an undrained shear strength of 10 kPa and poison’s ratio
of 0.495.
The finite element model used for this analysis is shown in
Figure 2. The domain was 7.5D wide and 7D in depth
additional to penetration depth of 12D, where D is the
diameter of the cone. The mesh was refined around the region
where the cone was penetrating, whilst a coarser mesh was
adopted remote from the cone in order to optimize computing
resources for analyses. A total number of 2,604,960 elements
were included in the domain. The time required for this
analysis was about 78 hours using the Fionn supercomputer at
the Irish Centre for High-End Computing (ICHEC) that
provides 24 cores with 2.4GHz Intel processors. A penetration
rate of (D/10) /s was selected to assure the quasi-static
conditions during the analysis.

Figure 1. Lagrangian Vs Eulerian technique
The CEL method is implemented in Abaqus/Explicit [18].
In the explicit integration scheme the unknown solution for
the next time step can be found directly from the solution of
the previous time step, such that no iteration is required.
Explicit calculations are not unconditionally stable. The
numerical stability in the CEL analysis is guaranteed by
introducing the critical time step size 't crit as following [18],
't crit

Where

Le

Le

(1)

cd

is the characteristic element length and

't crit

is

the critical time step.
2.1

ContactformulationinCELtechnique

The implementation of Eulerian-Lagrangian contact is an
extension of general contact in Abaqus/Explicit [18]. The
contact interface is automatically identified between the
Lagrangian structure and Eulerian elements so there is no
need to generate a conforming mesh for the Eulerian domain.
As the Lagrangian structure passes through Eulerian elements,
the material is pushed out of the Eulerian elements. Similarly,
the Eulerian material is prevented from flowing into the
elements occupied by Lagrangian structure in order to ensure
that two materials never occupy the same physical space. A
layer of void Eulerian elements must be defined at the free
surface to provide space for replaced Eulerian material that is
driven out of the interior elements. This will be discussed in
the following sections. In this study the tangential contact was
considered to be frictionless.
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Figure 2. Finite element model of cone penetration analysis

Figure 3 shows the comparison of the results of cone
penetration into the single-layer weightless soil from this
study with the response predicted by Walker and Yu (2006)
[20]. The vertical axis shows the normalised vertical
displacement u D . The displacement was considered zero
when the maximum cross section of the cone entered the
seabed. The load-penetration curves, the depth at which the
cone reaches its steady state penetration resistance and the
final penetration resistance were very well captured. The
effect on the cone factor of the soils rigidity index will be
discussed later in this paper and the results will be compared
to the literature for further validation.
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results show that a steady state condition is achieved after a
penetration depth of approximately 4 cone diameters in a
Tresca material with I R 25 , whilst a penetration depth of
approximately 8 cone diameters is required for a material with
I R 300 .
The variation of steady state cone with rigidity index is
plotted on a logarithmic scale and Figure 5. The equation
shown is a numerical fit to the achieved data. This is validated
against the existing correlation in literature as shown in Figure
6. It can be seen that the result obtained cone factors using the
proposed correlation agrees well with the previous studies.
Table 1 summarises the numerical values obtained.

Figure 3. Comparison of penetration resistance in single-layer
clay from this study and Walker and Yu (2006)

3.2

EffectofrigidityIndex

The CEL analysis of a CPT with a standard cone angle of 60°
was undertaken in clay with rigidity index in the range of 25
to 300. The soil was considered as weightless with uniform
shear strength profile with depth. The maximum penetration
depth considered was 14 times cone diameter ( Dc ) which
allowed the cone resistance to reach the steady state that is the
representative value for the cone factor.
The cone-soil interaction was considered frictionless and
sliding is allowed at the soil-cone interface. Figure 4 shows
the evolution of the cone resistance as the cone penetrometer
was pushed into weightless uniform clay obeying the Tresca
failure criterion. It can be concluded from Figure 4, that it is
not necessary to continue the analyses beyond a penetration
depth of 8 diameters as a steady state condition had been
reached for all values of rigidity index.

Figure 5. Variation of cone factor with rigidity index

Figure 6. Comparison of cone factor from this study to
literature

Figure 4. Variation of normalised bearing capacity with
normalised depth for cone penetration in uniform clay with
different rigidity index values

Figure 4 indicates that the required depth to achieve a
steady state condition increased with rigidity index. These

During deep penetration, the plastic zone is conﬁned by
elastically deforming soil. The extent of the plastic zone
depends on the soil rigidity index. The results of the
simulations were further verified by assessing of the plastic
zone at different penetration depths. The distribution of the
plastic zone at penetration depths of 1D, 3D, 5D, 7D, 9D,
11D, 13D and 15D are plotted and shown in Figure 7.
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Table 1. Comparison of cone factor from this study to
literature
IR
Vesic(1972)

25
50
5.61 6.53

100
7.45

300
8.92

TehandHoulsby(1991)

7.12 8.37

9.73

12.54

VanderBerg(1994)

8.37 9.75 11.14 13.34

Yuetal.(2000)

6.77 8.15

9.54

11.74

SuandLiao(2001)

8.16 8.96

9.76

11.03

AbuFarsakhetal.(2003) 8.24 9.49 10.74 12.72
Luetal.(2004)
WalkerandYu(2006)
ThisStudy

8.55 9.66 10.77 12.53
6.70 8.10

9.50

11.72

7.94 9.12 10.29 12.16

As seen in Figure 7 the border between the elastic and
plastic zones is not smooth. This discontinuity occurs in the
Eulerian mesh due inaccuracies in defining the material
interface for the Eulerian elements, as explained earlier. Since
the mesh becomes coarser as the distance from the cone
increases, the material discontinuity in the elements is more
apparent for deeper penetrations. The discontinuity at the
material interface definition did not affect the cone resistance
profile. Figure 7 indicates that the size of plastic zone did not
change after u/D=7, which shows the development of the local
failure mechanism.
Teh and Houlsby (1991) reviewed previous studies on semianalytical approaches to estimate cone resistance [22]. They
concluded that the approaches used for the bearing capacity of
shallow penetration are inappropriate for deep penetration.
The shallow failure mechanism extends to the free surface
while the deep failure mechanism is localized (confined)
around the penetrating object. As the cone penetrates into the
soil, the plastic zone that is surrounded by elastic soil moves
deeper into the ground. This transition can occur at
penetrations at a normalized depth of 2–3 diameters in
homogeneous soil [26]. The results from this study illustrated
in Figure 7 also shows that the plastic zone does not extend to
the surface in cone penetration test and therefore the
mechanism is different for shallow and deep penetration.
The size of the plastic region varies with the rigidity index
of the soil, IR. Lu et al. (2004) showed that the stress contours
are formed around a centre, O, that is located at the distance
equal to one radius of the penetrometer, R, below the
maximum cross section of the penetrometer as illustrated in
Figure 8 [9]. Variation of the radius of the plastic zone, R p ,
and depth of the plastic zone

Zp

with rigidity index of the

soil is also shown in this figure. Figure 9 shows the plastic
zone developed around the penetrometer tip for different
values of rigidity index.

Figure 8. Variation of plastic zone extent with rigidity index
of the soil

Figure 7. Plastic zone at different penetration depths
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Comparison of the numerical results from CEL analysis in
this study and the numerical results from ALE analysis by
Walker and Yu (2010) [11] in Figure 10, suggests that the
CEL technique provides smoother profile of bearing capacity,
specifically at the interface of soft and stiff clay. This can be
important when assessing the risk of punch-through problem
in penetration of large offshore foundations such as spudcan.

Figure 9. Plastic zones at steady state condition for different
values of rigidity index of the soil
4

SIMULATIONOFCONEPENETRATIONINDOUBLELAYER
CLAY

Having validated the CEL technique in modelling cone
penetration in a single layer clay, the performance of this
method was assessed in simulating the cone penetration in a
double-layer clay. A comparison was made between the
results of this study and a numerical analysis previously
conducted by Walker and Yu (2010) [11].
For the sake of consistency, the soil was modelled as a
weightless undrained clay with elastic perfectly plastic
behaviour. The shear modulus is selected as G 1 MPa and the
Poisson ratio is set to 0.49 for both the top and bottom layers.
The rigidity index of the top and bottom layers are chosen as
100 and 300, respectively. Moreover, the top layer depth was
taken as 8.4 times the diameter of the cone. The simulation
continued until a penetration depth of 15 times the cone
diameter was achieved. Walker and Yu (2010) modelled the
soil using axisymmetry while a 3D model was employed in
this study [11]. The use of 3D model is a constraint of the
available implementation of Coupled Eulerian Lagrangian
technique.
Figure 10 shows the result of the normalized bearing
capacities ( q su 2 ) in terms of the normalized penetration
depth ( u D ) as obtained from this study (dots) and Walker
and Yu (2010) [11] (solid lines). The results are reported for
both single-layer (single value of rigidity index I R 100 ) and
double-layer cases (rigidity indices of 100 and 300 for the top
and bottom layers respectively). The single layer soil was
treated as a double-layer soil with equal rigidity indices for
the top and bottom layers [11]. The subset in Figure 10 shows
the deformation of the bottom layer as the cone tip reaches the
penetration depth of 8.4 times the cone diameter (the location
of the bottom layer was equivalent to u D 7.5 ) in the
double-layer case. The deformation in the bottom layer is
exaggerated for the purpose of clarity. The interface of the top
and bottom layers is demonstrated in Figure 10 with a
horizontal line that passes through u D 7.5 .

Figure 10. Comparison of the cone penetration results in
double-layer clay to Walker and Yu (2010) [11].

5

SUMMARYANDCONCLUSION

This paper presented the results of large deformation analysis
of cone penetration test in single-layer and double-layer clay.
The coupled Lagrangian Eulerian technique was used for
simulation of CPT in Abaqus/Explicit programme.
The cone resistance profile obtained from CEL analysis was
validated against other numerical studies that were performed
using the ALE technique. The results showed a very good
agreement. A correlation was proposed to estimate the cone
factor based on CEL analyses of CPT's in weightless soil with
different values of rigidity index. The comparison of the
proposed correlation with existing experimental and
numerical correlations in the literature. The evolution plastic
zone in the soil domain was also examined as the cone
penetrated into the ground. The general pattern showed a good
agreement with literature.
Finally, the cone penetration in double-layer clay was
simulated and compared to other numerical studies. The
results showed a very good agreement. The bearing capacity
profiles from CEL analysis was found to be smoother that the
AEL predictions and was deemed to be more realistic. This
suggests that CEL can be a very good tool in predicting the
potential of punch-through failure for example
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ABSTRACT: This paper addresses the identification and treatment of karst features during the construction of the M17/M18
Gort to Tuam motorway. Extensive karstification is known to occur in the limestones of the mid Galway region of Ireland. A
karst risk assessment was carried out in advance of the geotechnical design of the earthworks and structural foundations which
gave rise to a karst feature identification protocol and a “menu” of prescriptive treatment measures. Several karst features were
identified and treated in this manner in a number of locations, however unusually extensive conduit karst features were found to
be converging under the central pier of a bridge structure. Linear karst features were also encountered adjacent to this structure.
The paper describes how these features were identified and how the surrounding completely weathered rock/clay infilled void
was treated using a number of methods, dependent upon its depth, size and impact rating.
KEY WORDS: CERI 2016; Karst; Limestone, Galway, Treatment, Conduit., Void Cover Ratio
1

INTRODUCTION

The geology of east Galway is dominated by a karst landscape
formed in the underlying limestone. While limestone provides
high bearing capacity for founding structures it can be
interspersed with karst features containing a combination of
overburden deposits, water and air. Shallow karst features can
cause a threat to the stability of road pavements and structural
foundations. The design and construction of the M17/N18
Gort to Tuam motorway involved investigation and treatment
of numerous karst features along the route. These karst
features presented themselves in different forms and
depending on the type of overburden present above the
limestone bedrock, the risk that the karst feature posed to the
road pavement, integrity of structural foundations and the
groundwater schemes varied.
Careful treatment of each of these features was required to
ensure that any existing drainage regimes were preserved and
that drainage of the highway was managed to prevent future
washing out of finer overburden material leading to sudden
collapse and damage to the road pavement or structural
foundations.
Appropriate foundation solutions were also required for the
structures, which were constructed over karst features. To
provide solutions, the quantity and magnitude of the features
needed to be understood at design and construction stage. This
was achieved through the use of GIS mapping to carry out
desk studies and a karst risk assessment that analysed the risk
of damage to the road pavement and each structure foundation
from potential voids. A karst protocol was subsequently
developed for the designers’ site representative (DSR) to
identify karst features and select appropriate standard
solutions or to refer back to the office for bespoke designs.
This approach allowed designers to predict the size, location
and quantity of typical features expected in karst landscapes
and to allow site personnel to identify the need for standard
solutions or bespoke designs.

The bespoke foundation design for Ballinphuil Overbridge is
presented as an example for future works in karst landscapes.
The example details the various levels of investigation carried
out and the usefulness of these methods in predicting the
extent of the identified karst feature. Methodology by
Waltham and Lu (2007) was used to assign a minimum
thickness of competent rock between the top of an open void
and the foundations. The attempted use of grouting as a
solution beneath the central pier, its limitations and the
geophysical surveys used to check the extent of grouting are
also presented. The final design consisted of excavation to
expose the feature and backfilling with a modified inverted
filter. Based on the lessons learnt, this methodology of
excavating to expose and treat the feature is recommended as
best practice for dealing with karst features below structural
foundations.
2

REVIEWOFEXISTINGPRACTICE

The treatment of karst features on recent highways in Ireland
has developed from case studies in other countries and from
observing flooding and collapse of overburden associated with
mismanaged blocking of drainage regimes. A case study
published by Waltham, Bell and Culshaw (2005) depicts the
treatment of a sinkhole in Pennsylvania where the treatment
consisted of backfilling the sinkhole with a concrete slab,
locally available fill and geogrid as per figure 1.
Unfortunately, the bedrock had not been exposed and water
actively infiltrating into the underlying limestone caused the
material beneath the slab to erode and the void reopened at a
later stage. Following this, the bedrock was exposed and the
throat plugged with chunk rock to allow downward drainage
of water while still providing stability to the overlying road
pavement.
This approach and other existing practices of plugging the
sinkhole and maintaining natural drainage regimes have been
developed to create a series of standard design solutions for
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smaller features along the route. Following on from detailed
desk studies and specific scenarios encountered on site,
various bespoke solutions were designed depending on the
regional geology, hydrogeology and the size and complexity
of features and the height of fill above the original ground
level.
3

GEOLOGYANDKARSTIFICATIONOFEASTGALWAY

The geology of east Galway comprises of a series of
limestone formations with varying degrees of dissolution,
overlain by glacial deposits in the form of silts, clays and
sands. The evidence of this karstification has manifested at the
ground surface in the form of Turloughs, depressions,
channels in the buried bedrock and outcropping karst
pavements.
According to the classification by Waltham and Fookes
(2003), the overall karst morphology along the route can be
identified as Glaciokarst, with overlying Fluviokarst features.
Glaciokarst terrain is described as comprising of features
resulting from glaciation in the form of outcropping limestone
pavements and deep channels cut through the bedrock.
Fluviokarst is described as the term used to describe the
valleys, disappearing streams and underlying caves formed in
the time periods close to or just after glaciation.
The Waltham and Fookes (2003) method detailing the
engineering classification of karst shown in Table 1 was used
to classify the levels of karst along the route of M17/N18.
This was achieved using the knowledge that glacial deposits
overlie the limestone and from information gathered about
existing karst features some of which are shown in figures 2 to
5.
The karst landscape was identified as mostly falling into the
juvenile and youthful karst classes with the presence of
fissuring in the bedrock, small caves and depressions in the
overburden at the surface. Some particular areas were further
identified as being in the mature and extreme classes with
more extensive fissuring and larger caves.
Table 1. Classification of karst after (Waltham and Fookes,
2003).
Karst
Class
Description
KI
Juvenile Sinkholes, depressions and caves are rare.
Minor fissuring of bedrock.
KII Youthful Small sinkholes, depressions and swallow
holes. Widespread fissuring in top of
bedrock. Small caves (< 3m wide).
KIII Mature
Rockhead relief < 5m, with extensive
fissuring. Extensive secondary opening of
most fissures. Caves < 5m wide at
multiple levels.
KIV Complex Rockhead relief < 20m, with extensive
fissuring and pinnacles. Extensive large
dissolution openings. Caves > 5m wide at
multiple levels.
KV Extreme Rockhead relief  20m, with extensive
fissuring and pinnacles. Abundant and
complex dissolution openings. Caves >
15m wide.
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Figure 1. Sinkhole treatment in Pennsylvania after Waltham,
Bell and Culshaw (2005)

Figure 2. Small cave.

Figure 3. Outcropping karst pavement.

Figure 4. Turlough.
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Figure 5. Karst protocol
4

ASSESSSMENT OF SUBSIDENCE RISK TO THE ROAD
PAVEMENT

Research by Waltham and Fookes (2003) has shown that
natural events of rock collapse are not common and this
hazard is considered to be of low risk however damage to
foundations typically arise where there is between 2m and
10m of overburden between the underside of the foundation
and the karst bedrock.
A detailed risk assessment was carried out along the route
of the M17/N18 to identify areas where karst features could
affect the stability of the structural foundations and the road
pavement. While the risk assessment looks at the nature of the
karst, the design solutions take the sensitivity of the design
element into account. The solution for pavements has been
designed to minimise the effects of ground failure on the
pavement allowing time for investigation and remediation of
the earthworks and pavement, while the solutions for the
structures have been designed to limit the risk against collapse
of the structure. The karst risk assessment methodology
adopted for this project was based on assessments undertaken
on a number of Design and Build road schemes in Ireland
(Rutty and Jennings, 2012) and projects carried out by Arup
(e.g. N22/N69 Tralee Bypass and Ballyadam in Carrigtohill).
The karst risk assessment methodology was modified where
necessary to account for local conditions and available
information. It was compiled by assessing geological
attributes likely to give rise to karst hazards such as the
presence of existing or known karst features as determined
from site observations, exploratory holes, geophysical surveys
and other information sources. The karst risk has been based
on assessment of the following geological and evidence based
risks:
x Underlying rock type
x Thickness of overburden cover / depth to bedrock
x Overburden cover type

x
x

Proximity to known karst features
Logged feature in rotary core boreholes e.g. cavity,
low/no TCR (Total Core Recovery), brecciated / broken
zone of rock etc.
x Anomalies noted in the geophysical survey (sharp
changes in resistivity may indicate voids or in filled
cavities)
x Low blow counts in SPTs / Dynamic Probes (possibly
indicative of highly weathered rocks or soft / loose cavity
infill
x Buried topsoil / organic matter at depth in cable
percussive boreholes or trial pits (possibly indicative of
disturbed ground, in filled hollows or cavities). Figure 5
Karst Protocol
Rankings were assigned to each of the parameters and these
have been multiplied together to form a karst risk assessment
matrix, to which ratings of low, medium and high have been
applied. The risk ratings adopted are as follows:
Low Risk: Significant karst development is unlikely and
unstable ground and significant cavities are not anticipated.
Mitigation measures are unlikely to be required.
Medium Risk: Some karst development is possible which
may lead to unstable ground or cavities. Following inspection
of formation levels, design mitigation measures may be
required.
High Risk: Karst development is likely and active unstable
ground and cavities already exist or may exist. Detailed
assessment of the data, additional site investigation and
geophysical surveying is recommended and mitigation is
likely to be required.
5

KARSTIDENTIFICATIONPROTOCOL

The karst risk assessment identified over 50% of the route as
being at risk of subsidence from underlying karst features.
The risk level was highly sensitive to the quantity of features
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in the area and it was agreed that a protocol was needed for
the DSR to follow during construction.
This protocol as shown in figure 5 allowed the DSRs to
examine the subgrade of the road for existing features and if
necessary apply standard details to treat small features or to
inform the design team of complex features requiring bespoke
designs. Some of the features encountered during construction
are shown on figures 6 and 7.

Figure 6. Fissured limestone.

Figure 8. Linear Karst Feature in rock
In following the karst protocol, a number of linear karst
features were encountered at excavation level through some of
the rock cuts. The original solution of backfilling with the
inverted filter solution prescribed for the treatment of karst
features in overburden was modified for use in rock cuts to
minimise differential settlements and associated deterioration
of the pavement. The modified solution incorporated a coarse
rockfill to choke the feature while maintaining a groundwater
flow through the feature. This was overlain by Class 6N2
Upfill with a geotextile layer profile as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 7. Karst features in bedrock
6

TREATMENTOFKARSTFEATURES

The approach outlined in Waltham, Bell and Culshaw, (2005)
which plugs the throat of the sinkhole combined with the
inverted filter solution by De Bruyn and Bell (2001) has been
used to treat the karst features located beneath the proposed
road pavement. A further measure of insurance has been
employed in the form of a geotextile spanning beyond the
footprint of the existing feature to provide a level of safety in
the unlikely event that water infiltrates from another source
and causes instability adjacent to the treated feature.
In some areas, a review of existing karst features, geology,
watercourses and overlying overburden type has identified
that there is a high risk that subsidence of the road pavement
could be as a direct result of overburden collapsing into voids
in the limestone. In these locations, large areas of geotextile
have been placed between the existing ground and the
pavement layers. In this scenario, the geotextile will span over
the features and this will delay the subsidence of the pavement
to allow for investigation and remediation of any such
features.
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Figure 9. Backfill of karst features in rock
7

BALLINPHUIL
ABUTMENTS

OVERBRIDGE

EAST

AND

WEST

The Ballinphuil Overbridge is a new overbridge located at
chainage 17+070m on the new M17 carriageway and situated
east of Corofin, Co. Galway. The proposed M17 mainline is
situated in a cutting approximately 7.3m below the existing
ground level at the structure location. Ground level near the
overbridge is approximately 40.3m OD. The site is co-linear
with the existing L-2130.
A karst risk assessment similar to the one outlined for the
subsidence risk to the pavement was carried out for the
structure, this risk assessment was based on the likelihood of
impact against the magnitude of impact and it identified the
risk of karstification as ‘severe’. The assessment focussed on
the collapse risk to the structure. Pre-construction stage site
investigations comprised two trial pits, four rotary cored
boreholes, geophysical ground conductivity profiling and four
geophysical resistivity profiles. No televiewers were carried
out in the boreholes. Pre and post-construction ground
investigation results are appended to this paper The
geophysical results indicated that there were anomalies at the
west abutment, additional boreholes were carried out in these
targeted locations.. A clay filled void was encountered in one
rotary cored hole, however this was south of the west
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abutment and rotary cored holes closer to the west abutment
did not encounter any voids. Geophysics results were helpful
in determining the presence of geophysical anomalies,
however rotary coring was required to pin point actual karst
locations.
During detailed design, analysis of the existing exploratory
holes identified that the information available did not permit
the complete assessment of the geotechnical risk from karst. It
was decided that the east abutment and the central pier
required additional site investigation and two additional rotary
cores were carried out at each foundation. A 0.55m void was
identified at the east abutment at 9.3m below ground level
(approximately 30.6mOD), approximately 5.5m below the
foundation.
Waltham and Lu (2007) indicate that there is a potential
hazard in caves at shallow depth where the rock roof is thin in
comparison to the underlying cave width. In construction over
abandoned mine workings (CIRIA Special Publication 32,
1984), the maximum height of collapse is between 5 and 10
times the void height, however, this is considered to be
contentious and may not be applicable to natural caves or
karst features.
In an effort to establish guidelines for safe cover depths to
engineering works over caves, Waltham and Lu (2007)
numerically modelled the effects of loading over cave roofs in
two dimensions, applying loads over caves of varying widths
and cover thicknesses in order to assess cave roof stability in
terms of the cover ratio (t/w, where t is the roof thickness and
w is the cave width) that is appropriate for any limestone of
given rock mass quality.
The Rock Mass Rating (RMR) system, described by.
Bieniawski (1989) and subsequently refined over the years,
was used to describe the quality of the rock mass the caves
were modelled within. The caves were modelled in rock
masses with RMR values ranging from 20 to 50, which was
considered to encompass the ground conditions in most types
of cavernous karst in Limestones. The RMR system takes into
account the uniaxial compressive strength of the rock
material, the rock quality designation (RQD), the spacing,
orientation and condition of discontinuities and the
groundwater conditions in producing a rating score.
Waltham and Lu (2007) applied loads of 5 MN to define
safe cave opening and cover depth conditions for wide range
of RMRs. The safe conditions for the loading of a 1 MPa
bearing pressure on a pad of 1m2 with a factor of safety of 5
were modelled. If RMR is taken as between 30 and 40, a
cover ratio of 1:0.5, where the roof thickness is at least half
the cave width (t=w/2), appears to be adequate for most
engineering practice. An RMR of 44 was assigned to the rock
under the east abutment of the Ballinphuil Overbridge,
assuming a cave width of less than or equal to three times the
cave height, the cover ratio (t/w) was 5.5/1.65, it was
determined that the east abutment could be constructed safely
over the void.
8

ranging in thickness from 0.25 to 1.5m and interspersed
throughout the length.
As a safe depth of cover could not be provided to the voids,
it was decided to drill and grout at the central pier location.
An additional thirteen holes (Fifteen in total) were drilled to
depths of 7m below ground level (approximately 24.0mOD).
During drilling, it was noted that the exploratory holes were
showing evidence of interconnection of voids, for example
one of the probe holes produced venting at five previously
drilled holes.
Drilling and grouting had been previously used,
successfully, within the project at two other structure locations
where voids were encountered. Following drilling and
grouting at the two structure locations, the grouted ground
underneath the footing was checked using Ground Penetrating
Radar (GPR) to determine if all the void spaces had been
filled. The GPR report identified a number of anomalies, so
three further rotary cored holes were drilled at each location,
six in total. One of the rotary cored holes identified a void
which was backfilled using grout, while five rotary cored
holes did not identify any voids. All rotary cored holes were
subsequently backfilled using grout to the surface.
At the Ballinphuil Overbridge central pier, grouting
operations were closely managed to determine the grout take
in the holes. The calculated volume of grout required to fill
the holes was exceeded, indicating that a void was present,
however, it was identified that while seven of the fifteen holes
were successfully grouted to the surface, the remaining eight
holes were holding at approximately 3m bgl. It was decided to
excavate to 3-4m bgl and find out why the grout was not
backfilling to ground level.
Excavation discovered a large infilled karst feature at
approximately 3.0 to 7.0m bgl (28.0-24.0mOD). The void was
completely filled with pinnacles of rock and clay infill.
Conduit karst features (0.5m diameter, running approximately
north south (350°)) were found above 3.0m bgl (28.0mOD)
shown in figures 10 and 11.

Figure 10. Conduit Karst Feature

BALLINPHUILOVERBRIDGECENTRALPIER

Following analysis of the existing exploratory hole
information, two boreholes were drilled at the central pier. A
number of voids were encountered in both of these holes,
Figure 11. Karst Features at Central Pier
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A bespoke solution was developed to detail the specific
backfilling of this large karst feature. All clay was excavated
and the feature thoroughly cleaned out. 3m of Class 6N2 upfill
was placed to 27.8mOD for economy, a 200mm layer of
concrete was placed above this to block the migration of water
into the Class 6N2 upfill and thus mirror the previous ground
conditions of an infilled karst feature. A 2m deep, 0.5m wide,
“no fines” concrete surround was placed all around the outside
of the excavation to allow the continuity of the potential water
flow paths through the conduit karst features. Concrete was
placed from 28.0mOD to the underside of formation to
prevent excess differential settlement between the abutments
and the central pier, shown in figure 12.

Figure 12. Backfill of Central Pier
The west abutment had no evidence of karstification under
the structure, but following on from the excavation of the
central pier at 25.0mOD, as a precaution an additional rotary
percussive hole was drilled in line with a conduit karst feature
which was trending towards the west abutment. No karst
features were identified therein.
The Ballinphuil Overbridge provided a number of
challenging geotechnical problems, in summary, bespoke
treatment of each structural element was required, such as,
application of Waltham and Lu’s approach to the east
abutment, excavate and replace at the central pier, following
an abandoned drill and grout proposal, and confirmatory
rotary cores at the west abutment.
While Waltham and Lu’s paper provides clarity on the void
cover ratio, it is not a catch all, similarly, in some cases,
exploratory holes do not provide a full picture of the
underlying ground conditions and drill and grouting does not
solve all void problems, it is only through thorough
assessment of each of these proposals in turn that a robust
solution can be delivered.
CONCLUSION
Standard and bespoke solutions for identified karst features on
the M17/N18 motorway were developed through the use of
GIS mapping during the desk study, previous case studies,
past design experience on other projects, and targeted ground
investigations.
The classification system by Waltham and Fookes (2003)
was used at desk study stage to identify the degree of
karstification along the route. GIS mapping was used to gather
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existing information on the topography, geology and mapped
karst features along the route. The maps were updated with
information from site surveys and used to identify gaps in
information. Appropriate ground investigation was then
employed to allow an assessment of the risk of subsidence in
the pavement layers from collapse of overburden into
underlying bedrock. Existing treatment solutions were
developed to create standard earthworks details for small karst
features and a karst protocol was established for use during
investigation and construction to identify larger features and
to gather information on their dimensions to allow design of
bespoke treatments. It is recommended that all future road
construction follows this approach detailed in the karst
protocol.
Particularly challenging karst conditions were encountered
at the Ballinphuil Overbridge. Following additional
investigation, the Waltham and Lu (2007) approach to the safe
cover ratio for engineering loading was adopted at the east
abutment. This approach was considered as an economical
and non-intrusive method of karst risk mitigation, avoiding
expensive grouting or excavate and replace operations. As
insufficient cover was present at the central pier, and due to
the failure of a proposed grouting solution, large scale
excavation and backfilling were required to mitigate the risk
from karst at the central pier of the same structure. It is
recommended that all karst features are exposed during
construction and backfilled in a way that preserves the
existing groundwater regime and provides support to the road
pavement and structural foundations.
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ABSTRACT: Glacial deposits are very common as foundation soils supporting road embankments in Ireland and are typically
present in almost all road projects. Despite this there is limited research data linking the settlement performance of
embankments to the compressibility and consolidation properties of such soils. This is largely due to the difficulties in obtaining
representative, high quality undisturbed samples and laboratory testing of glacial deposits, which exhibit a large range of
gradation particle sizes including gravels, cobbles and boulders.
The paper presents the results of several case histories of foundations and monitored road embankments supported on
glacial deposits located throughout Ireland. In situ field compressibility and consolidation parameters are back calculated from
field performance and correlated to standard index properties such as liquid limit, plasticity index, particle size gradations and
SPT N values. Some general conclusions plus recommended ways to predict embankment performance from commonly
obtained geotechnical test data are suggested. Identification of difficult glacial soil types requiring special investigation and
treatment or improvement are suggested.
KEY WORDS: embankments, performance monitoring, case history, glacial till, compressibility, consolidation.
1

INTRODUCTION

Glacial deposits are very common as foundation soils
supporting road embankments in Ireland and are typically
present in almost all road projects. Despite this there is limited
research data linking the settlement performance of
embankments to the compressibility and consolidation
properties of such soils. This is largely due to the difficulties
in obtaining representative, high quality undisturbed samples
and laboratory testing of glacial deposits, which exhibit a
large range of gradation particle sizes including gravels,
cobbles and boulders.
Attempts have been made to assess compressibility (either
constrained modulus M’ or coefficient of volume change mv,
where M’ =1/ mv) through oedometer testing of undisturbed
and reconstituted samples e.g. Lehane and Simpson (2000).
Hanrahan (1977) quotes a range of M’ from 27 to 270 MPa
for Irish glacial tills with moisture contents from 8% to 27%
for low stress range from 27 to 54 kPa. As discussed by
Trenter (1999) and Farrell (2010) laboratory testing tends to
overestimate the true in situ soil compressibility in glacial
soils due to exclusion of coarse fraction, changes in moisture
content and destructuring of any cementation effects. Standard
75mm diameter by 20mm high laboratory oedometer tests on
“undisturbed” samples are invariably performed on the more
cohesive, fine grained portion of the till profile, tending to
exclude those with significant stone content.
These measures all produce a significant bias in laboratory
test data and in practice engineers have resorted to applying
semi empirical correlations with in situ Standard Penetration
Test data. The most widely used correlation in Ireland and UK
(Eqn 1) is ascribed to Stroud and Butler (1975) who expanded
earlier work by Stroud (1974) on similar correlations for
insensitive clays and weak rocks:

(1)
mv = 1 / f2 N
where N = Standard Penetration Resistance (blows / 300 mm).
Stroud and Butler initially derived the correlation factor f2
to laboratory measured values of mv for stress increments of
100 kPa in excess of the in situ effective overburden stress,
which can be approximated to a 5m high embankment fill
load. Detailed correlation data was only obtained for 6 sites,
mostly located in northern England with Plasticity Index (PI)
ranging from 18 to 23% in boulder clays and 35 to 38% in
laminated clays. A range of values for correlation factor f2 to
laboratory measured values of mv from 440 to 600 kN/m2 was
reported for UK tills and 750 kN/m2 was reported for one
Canadian till site. The trend of increasing f2 with reducing PI
is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Variation of Correlation Factor f2 (kN/m2) with
Plasticity Index PI (Stroud & Butler, 1975)
Stroud & Butler (1975) further argued that the vertical
drained secant elastic modulus E’v is related to SPT N and E’v
/ N should also be a constant for a material of given plasticity.
They presented data for field measurements of foundation
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settlements on four Canadian sites underlain by glacial till
with a ratio of E’v / N typically from 1,500 to over 2,000
kN/m2, for tills with PI from 12% to 17%. This is at least
double the correlation developed from laboratory measured
values of mv and is explored later in this paper. A range of
secant shear modulus G (at shear strains up to 1%) from 10 to
20 MPa was reported by Trenter (1999) for UK tills derived
from in situ 865mm diameter plate testing at three test sites .
Where the constrained modulus M’ = 1 / mv is derived from
field settlement data from embankment filling over a wide
area, E’v has been derived from equation 2 (generally
assuming Q= 0.25 for stiff glacial tills giving E’v .= 0.83M’):

or

(2)
In contrast to compressibility modulus, there is even less
documented guidance on relevant coefficient of consolidation
cv values for glacial till soils. Trenter (1999) reports a range of
values generally between 1 and 3 m2/year for English tills and
somewhat higher range of 2.5 to 8.5 m2/year in Scottish tills.
Hanrahan (1977) reports a range of cv from 7 to 270 m2/year,
but at low stress ranges. Lehane and Simpson (2000) suggest
values within the range of 20 to 60 m2/year for Dublin
Boulder Clay.
2
2.1

SUMMARYOFCASEHISTORIES
Tallaght Town Square, Dublin, Farrell et al (1988),
Lehane&Farrell(1997),Long&Menkiti(2007)

This data is derived from instrumented load tests on a 1.5m
square trial footing maintained in stages at relatively very high
pressures of 825 kPa and then 1013 kPa over incremental time
period of 3 weeks and 3 months respectively. Test data
collected at the end of both loading increments is considered
to represent fully drained conditions as drainage columns
were installed to locally accelerate drainage. Representative
classification test and SPT N profiles are given in Figure 2.

2.2

Construction dewatering within a tunnel access shaft WA2
resulted in a significant drawdown of between 10m and 17m
from an initial water table depth of 3m over a period of
around two weeks. Average settlements of 6.3mm occurred
quickly (mostly within a further month) within a 31m thick
deposit of Dublin boulder clay.
2.3
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M9MotorwayServiceArea(MSA),Kilcullen,Co.Kildare

Earthworks including embankments up to 8.5m high for new
slip roads, roundabouts and approach to an overbridge were
constructed in 2014. The eastern side of the interchange
contained a 2m to 3m thick layer of soft glacial melt water
deposits with very low SPT N values from 3 to 7 blows / 300
mm beneath a firm - stiff cohesive till and underlain by
gravels at depths of 5.5m to 7m. A ground improvement
scheme consisting of prefabricated vertical drains installed at
1.3m c/c triangular spacing was constructed and performance
monitored by settlement plates and piezometers.
Filling rates actually achieved were slower than originally
planned and averaged only 0.5m / week for the first 4 weeks
followed by a filling rate of 1 m/week giving a total filling
duration of 8 to 10 weeks. Maximum settlements of 95mm
and 49 mm were observed at SP6 and SP1 respectively. Both
the settlement and piezometer records confirmed that drainage
was rapid and consolidation was effectively complete within 4
to 5 weeks from the midpoint of loading.
2.4

M7/M8Motorway,Co.Laois

A 41 km motorway was constructed in the Irish midlands Co.
Laois from 2007 to 2010 which included field settlement plate
monitoring of several embankments. Settlements of
embankments founded on glacial tills were in all cases less
than 75mm and generally less than 40mm for embankment
heights from 3m to 9m. Drainage was typically observed to be
rapid upon loading and frequently had ceased within 3 to 6
months of final load application.
2.5

A2ShoreRoad,Belfast

The A2 Shore Road involved a 4km length of a coastal route
on the northern outskirts of Belfast. Earthworks on a side
access road included the main embankment filling of up to
8.5m height on approach to an overbridge which was
monitored by settlement plates and piezometers. The ground
profile comprised on firm - stiff cohesive glacial till underlain
by weathered Mercia Mudstone deposits at depths of between
4.0m to 7.2m. PI for this glacial deposit was high at 20 to
27%.
A ground improvement scheme local to the overbridge
approaches was constructed with surcharge filling and a hold
period of around 9 months. Embankment fill heights of
between 5.2m and 8.7m. produced maximum settlements of
between 30mm and 80 mm.
2.6

Figure 2 Index Data and SPT N for Tallaght Town
Centre (Long & Menkiti 2007).

DublinPortTunnel,Menkiti&Long(2015).

M6MotorwayServiceArea,Athlone,Co.Westmeath

Earthworks including embankments up to 8.6m high for new
slip roads, roundabouts and approach to an overbridge were
constructed in 2014. The geomorphology of the site indicates
varied glaciolacustrine and glacial meltwater deposits, with
the MSA footprint to the northeast containing soft peat and
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clay soils. The overbridge and approaches are sited over a
local ridge of granular glacial soils.
Upon investigation the presence of pockets and linear
channels of soft uniform intra-glacial deposits with high
moisture contents and Plasticity Index (PI) > 20% was
identified. A ground improvement scheme consisting of
excavation and replacement of near-surface soft deposits
coupled with hold periods (Westbound Roundabout &
Diverge (WBD)) or surcharge loading (Service Area Link
Road) over any underlying soft ground remaining in-situ was
constructed. Note that in the absence of an SPT-N value at the
specific level, a correlation to undrained shear strength cu =
5.N kN/m2 as per Stroud & Butler (1975) has been assumed at
the Westbound Roundabout.
Embankment performance was monitored by a
combination of settlement plates and survey monuments.
Filling rates actually achieved were slower than originally
planned and averaged only 0.4m / week overall. Maximum
settlements of 55mm to 65mm were observed. The settlement
records yielded estimates for field cv of between 5 and 11
m2/year.

2.7

LimerickTunnelApproachRoads,Limerick

A 10 km long bypass of Limerick City was constructed from
2006 – 2010 with about 3km of the route directly underlain by
fill soils or glacial tills. Data for a location at the tie in of
Clonmacken Link to the existing road network with 6m of
glacial soils under a 5m high embankment is given in Table 1.
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Tallaght, Dublin
Dublin Port
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SP5&6
M7/M8 Laois
20+090
M7/M8 Laois
22+800 to 22+950
M7/M8 Laois
23+200 to 23+600
M7/M8 Laois
27+200 to 27+300
M7/M8 Laois
27+770 to 27+870
A2 Shore Road S
Belfast
A2 Shore Road N
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Table 1: Summary of Glacial Till Classification and Field Test / Monitoring Results
1.
2.

Effective depth of loading from 1.5m square test area.
A correlation to undrained shear strength using f1 = 5 as per Stroud & Butler (1975) has been assumed to derive SPT-N.
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The field performance data base contains a total of seven sites
and 14 monitored locations in Ireland as summarised in Table
1. The range of natural moisture content is from 4% to 38%
with average values per location ranging from 10 to 25%.
Average proportion of fine fraction (silt and clay) passing 63
micron sieve size per location is typically from 29% to 46%.
The average range of plasticity index per location is from 6 to
24%. These values broadly compare well with ranges cited by
Hanrahan (1977) for Irish lodgement, ablation, and englacial
tills. Some sites at M7 / M8 in Laois and M6 Athlone exhibit
fine contents in excess of 60% are likely to have been
deposited from melt water.
The range of SPT N values is from 2 to 90 with average
values per location varying from 4 to 55. Four locations have
unusually low ranges of SPT N less than 12 which are less
commonly observed in Irish till deposits. These include the
M9 MSA Kilcullen, M7/M8 Co. Laois Ch 22+800 to
22+950m and the M6 Athlone site. The proportion of these
soft till sites in part reflects a bias in relation to settlement
monitoring being preferentially performed on sites with poor,
compressible glacial till deposits. Settlements observed are
typically less than 80mm with the one exception of 95mm
occurring at M9 MSA site. For the road embankment sites, the
constrained modulus M is first calculated directly from the
observed settlement, embankment loading (total fill height x
fill density, J assumed = 20 kN/m3) and till layer thickness.
The secant drained elastic modulus E’v has then been derived
from equation 2 assuming Q= 0.25 as discussed previously.
For the plate load test site at Tallaght, the secant modulus is
that reported at maximum load by Farrell et al (1988).
3.1

Tallaght

E'v field / N v PI

3.5

M9 MSA Kilcullen
M7 / M8 Laois
3
A2 Shore Rd Belfast
M6 MSA Athlone
2.5
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Stroud & Butler Design

E'v/ N (MPa)

DISCUSSION

2

1.5

1

0.5

0
0

5

10

15
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20

25

30

Figure 3 Variation of Field E’v / N with
Plasticity Index
A number of Irish sites with PI in the range of 10% to 25%
exhibit E’v / N ratios which are around half of the design line
suggested by Stroud and Butler and which are closer to values
derived from lab data. Laboratory data for coefficient of
compressibility mv are also consistently lower than the trend
line previously reported by Stroud and Butler (1975) as shown
in Figure 4. A comparison of constrained modulus M’ derived
from field measurements with those from laboratory tests for
Irish glacial till sites found an average ratio of Mlab / Mfield
=0.81. The ratio could be improved to 0.97 by correcting the
Mlab for the proportion of gravel over 5mm in size using
equation 3 such that:

CorrelationsforSecantDrainedVerticalModulusE’v

The secant drained vertical Young’s Modulus E’v derived
from the field data is rarely less than 7 MPa in soft tills or
higher than 80 MPa in very stiff deposits such as Dublin
Boulder Clay. Modulus E’v is broadly correlated to SPT N
with ratios of E’v / N varying between 0.5 and 1.5MPa but
some sites with low PI having E’v / N around 3 MPa. The
relationship between E’v / N and PI for Irish till sites is plotted
on Figure 3 and includes the suggested design line by Stroud
& Butler (1975) but excludes four Canadian glacial till sites
reported by them which exhibited E’v / N ratios of between 1.5
and 2.2. There is some evidence for E’v / N being correlated to
PI, however the large scatter should be noted.

(3)
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Figure 4 Variation of Laboratory mv with Plasticity Index.
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3.2

Variation of Secant Drained Vertical Modulus E’v with
Strain

The dependency of secant drained modulus magnitude with
strain is well documented for many soils including glacial tills
which exhibit highly non linear stress strain behaviour.
Trenter (1999) reports large variations in secant shear
modulus in laboratory triaxial tests and field plate load tests
for Cowden Till in UK. Lehane & Farrell (1997) report
similar laboratory drained triaxial test data for Dublin Boulder
Clay suggesting a five fold decrease in secant modulus E’v as
strain increases from 0.01% to 0.1%. In the current study, an
exceptionally high secant drained modulus was observed for
the Dublin Port Tunnel which had a very deep till profile of
over 30m. An effective stress loading due to dewatering
resulted in an extremely high E’v value of 553 MPa. The
vertical strain level measured at the Dublin Port Tunnel site
was around 0.02% which is between 10 and 100 times less
than typical vertical strains of 0.25% to 3% in the other
embankment and footing test case histories. The variation of
average strain versus E’v / N ratio is presented in Figure 5.

drainage of the cohesive till layer thickness. In the case of M9
MSA Kilcullen site where vertical drains were installed the
back calculation was made assuming Barron’s (1948)
equation. Field cv values typically range from 10 to 40
m2/year and compare well to values discussed earlier for Irish
tills. cv is broadly correlated to N / PI with ratios of cv.(PI) / N
varying between 4 and 15 m2/year. The relationship between
cv and Liquid Limit (LL) for Irish till sites is plotted on Figure
6. This includes the correlation from NAVFAC (1982) for
virgin compression which the trend line closely matches, but
the scatter in data for LL below 25% is large.

Figure 6 Variation of Field Coefficient of Consolidation with
Liquid Limit
4

Figure 5 Variation of E’v / N ratio with Strain.
For the embankments strain variation with depth is
minimal due to the geometry of the loaded area and
corresponding modest thickness and shallow depth of
compressible glacial till foundation soil. The average strain is
calculated simply as the settlement divided by compressible
layer thickness. For the Tallaght site the loaded area is small
compared to the total till thickness and thus the strain varies
considerably with depth. A range of strain values are indicated
representing average and maximum strain levels. There is a
broad correlation apparent between strain level and E’v / N
ratio. This explains the very high modulus observed at the
Dublin Port Tunnel site and reinforces that the field modulus
of glacial soils is highly non linear and strain dependant.
3.3

CorrelationsforCoefficientofConsolidationcv

CONCLUSIONS

For embankment heights of up to 9m and cohesive till
thicknesses of up to 10m, embankment settlements rarely
exceed 60mm when constructed on Irish glacial till
foundations soils. Exceptions can occur in untypical soft till
sites with SPT N values of less than 12 or in higher plasticity
tills (PI >20%) but even in these unusual cases, observed
settlements did not exceed 100mm. Sites with these
characteristics may require ground improvement by use of
surcharge loading or possibly vertical drainage, dependent
upon the construction programme constraints.
Irish glacial tills exhibit vertical secant drained modulus
generally ranging from 7 to 80 MPa which is loosely
correlated to SPT N and PI (refer to Figure 3). The ratio of
E’v / N generally varies between 0.5 and 1.5MPa at strain
levels from 0.3% to 3% and is highly strain dependent.
Consolidation appears to occur rapidly under most
embankment loading scenarios, in practice rarely exceeding 6
to 9 months. Derivation of coefficient of consolidation cv is
not straight forward due to the influence and uncertainty of
high permeability layers within cohesive till deposits. Based
on the limited data obtained, values for cv from 10 to 40 m2 /
year seem typical for Irish tills and the correlation of cv to
Liquid Limit given in Figure 6 may have useful application
for preliminary design.

The coefficient of consolidation cv was derived from the field
settlement – time history by assessing time for 95%
consolidation to occur from the midpoint of loading and then
back calculating the equivalent cv parameter assuming double
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ABSTRACT: The ability of hydraulic pile driving hammers to overcome energy losses during freefall enables a greater
proportion of the impact energy to be transferred to the pile in comparison to diesel hammers. This percentage, termed the
energy transfer ratio, is not routinely measured in practice however, and there is an element of uncertainty regarding appropriate
energy transfer ratios to assume in driveability analyses. In light of such uncertainties, the energy transfer ratios of four- and
five-tonne hydraulic hammers were assessed during installation of driven cast-in-situ piles at several sites in the United
Kingdom. The piling rigs were fitted with instrumentation which enabled measurement of the hammer velocity (and hence
kinetic energy) at impact for each blow during installation, with the corresponding magnitude of energy transferred to the
closed-ended steel installation tube ascertained using a Pile Driving Analyser. The results of the study showed that energy
transfer ratios were strongly dependent on the hammer drop height, with transfer ratios of 95% advocated by the pile hammer
manufacturer only achievable when a drop height in excess of about 600 mm was used. As such, lower energy transfer ratios
may need to be considered in driveability predictions for these pile types (i.e. steel or DCIS piles) if lower drop heights are used
during driving. Further research is required to substantiate limited data suggesting that soil type may also be influential.
KEY WORDS: Foundations; Piling; Driving; Hydraulic; Hammer; Energy;
1

INTRODUCTION

The installation of a displacement pile to a required
penetration typically necessitates the application of large
forces to the pile head. For these pile types, impact driving
remains the most common method of applying such forces,
although vibratory [1] and jacking methods [2,3] are
becoming increasingly popular, particularly in urban areas
where noise and vibration tend to be restricted.
The principle of impact pile driving involves imparting a
force on the pile head using a large mass, typically termed a
ram, which falls vertically from a predetermined height. The
potential energy of the hammer before freefall can be readily
calculated. The magnitude of energy transferred to the pile
during driving is routinely measured using a Pile Driving
Analyser (PDA). These two quantities are commonly used by
hammer manufacturers to classify hammer performance; the
energy transferrable to the pile is expressed as a proportion of
the energy corresponding to the maximum drop height, known
as the rated energy. However, the ‘intermediate’ energy state
at impact is less certain and is rarely, if ever, measured in
practice. This is unfortunate given that it is the ratio of the
energy at impact to the energy transmitted to the pile that is
the more fundamental indicator of driveability.
In light of the paucity of such data, a systematic study of the
energy transfer process relevant to the installation of a number
of driven cast-in-situ (DCIS) piles using hydraulic hammers is
presented in this paper. Examples of structures in Ireland that
have been successfully supported on DCIS piles are the
Sequence Batch Reactors (SBR) at Ringsend Wastewater
Treatment Plant in Dublin [4]. All piles referred to in this
paper were installed by Keller Foundations at sites in the
United Kingdom. Unlike previous studies of energy transfer

ratio, the hammer velocity (and hence kinetic energy) at
impact was measured for each blow during driving using
instrumentation fitted to the piling rigs. The approach is
analogous to that carried out for energy correction of the
Standard Penetration Test [e.g. 5].
2
2.1

BACKGROUND
HammerEfficiency

The ideology of pile driving involves impacting the pile head
with a ram of mass m, which has fallen vertically from a
predetermined drop height h. The potential energy of the ram
immediately prior to release is given by:
E potential

(1)

mgh

At impact, the hammer will be travelling at a velocity vimpact,
with kinetic energy given by Equation 2:
E impact

1
2
mv impact
2

(2)

If no energy losses occur in the system during hammer
freefall, the kinetic energy at impact would be equivalent to
the potential energy, i.e. vimpact = (2gh)0.5. However, losses
invariably occur due to friction, ram misalignment and
preadmission within the hammer, for example, resulting in a
kinetic energy at impact which is lower than the potential
energy prior to hammer release. The reduction in energy is
typically quantified by the hammer efficiency according to
Equation 3:
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 hammer

E impact
E potential

(3)

For hydraulic hammers, the additional acceleration of the
ram during downfall (over and above that due to gravity) is
exploited to overcome much of the energy losses outlined
previously, rendering hydraulic hammers more efficient than
traditional air, steam and diesel impact hammers in this
regard. As a consequence, a value of hammer = 0.95 is typically
assumed in driveability analysis programs [6].
The impact energy Eimpact of the pile driving hammer was
derived using the two timing signals technique in which the
velocity of the hammer during freefall is measured using a
pair of sensors located at the top of the hammer assembly. A
Keller Foundations piling rig is shown in Figure 1 with the
sensors circled on the photograph; these are mounted on a
steel bracket placed ~50 mm vertically apart. During hammer
freefall, the time taken for the hammer rod to transit this
distance is measured by the sensors and the velocity at the
bottom sensor location is computed. By accounting for the
additional distance travelled between the bottom sensor and
the level of impact, vimpact can be obtained using the equation
of motion, and Eimpact calculated in turn from Equation 2. The
drop height is then back-figured using Equations 1 and 3.
Further commentary on the rig instrumentation and its
applications, as deployed by Keller Foundations, is given by
Egan [7,8].

Figure 1. Pile hammer instrumentation for measuring hammer
velocity prior to impact (courtesy of Keller Foundations, UK)
2.2

TransferredEnergy

Dynamic pile testing is now routinely used for the verification
of pile capacity as a complement to traditional static testing,
with various proprietary software programs (e.g. GRLWEAP,
TNOWAVE and PDPWAVE) available to provide predictions
of pile resistance using signal matching techniques. Stress
waves generated within a pile (or a pile tube in the case of
DCIS piles) after each hammer blow are characterised using
diametrically-opposite pairs of strain gauges and
accelerometers attached within 1 m or 2 m of the pile head or
top of the drive tube (see Figure 2).
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The instrumentation and recording unit are collectively
referred to as a Pile Driving Analyser or PDA. The energy
transferred to the pile is then calculated using Equation 4 [e.g.
9]:
Et

³ F t V t dt

(4)

where F(t) and V(t) are the force and velocity magnitudes at
time t after hammer impact respectively. The maximum
energy generated in the pile during this time (corresponding to
an individual blow) is referred to as EMX.

accelerometer

strain gauge

Figure 2. Pile Driving Analyser: an accelerometer and strain
gauge pair for measuring transferred energy on a DCIS pile
tube (top), data acquisition unit (bottom)
2.3

EnergyTransferRatios

As alluded to in the introduction, the energy at impact Eimpact
is not routinely measured in practice. In this instance,
driveability analyses typically assign the maximum potential
energy of the hammer to the Eimpact term, referred to as the
rated energy Erated. This leads to the definition of the rated
energy transfer ratio (ETRrated), calculated according to
Equation 5:

Civil Engineering Research in Ireland 2016

EMX
(5)
E rated
However, as impact hammers tend to perform at drop
heights considerably less than the maximum available, and
hammers are not fully efficient (Section 2.1), it is worthwhile
to assess the true energy transfer ratio (ETR) as a function of
drop height. ETR falls below unity due to noise and heat
generated at impact and is calculated as follows:
ETR rated

ETR

EMX
E impact

of these are from the Tilbury site, and therefore some bias of
the results towards this site may be expected.

(6)

The ETR ratio is a more fundamental indicator of pile
driveability than ETRrated. A driveability study by Hussein et
al. [10] on prestressed concrete piles (with plywood hammer
and pile-top cushions) is an example of a study that
considered the effect of drop height on ETRrated. The authors
believe that the research reported here is unique as it allows
determination of the actual ETR.
3

EXPERIMENTALPROGRAMME

The energy transfer data herein pertain to five separate Keller
Foundations DCIS sites in the United Kingdom, the locations
of which are illustrated in Figure 3. The ground conditions at
Shotton, reported by Flynn et al. [11], comprise uniform
medium dense to dense marine sand to depths in excess of
10m. The stratigraphy at the remaining sites tended to be
variable, typically comprising layers of soft clay overlying
loose to very dense sands and gravels. Cone Penetration Test
(CPT) profiles for the five sites are shown in Figure 4 from
which it can be seen that a broad spectrum of driving
conditions were encompassed by the study. Further details of
the ground conditions at each site are provided in Flynn [12].

Figure 4. CPT profiles at test sites
All piles were installed using Junttan’s HHK A-Series
hydraulic hammers with a maximum drop height of 1.2 m. A
four tonne HHK4A hammer was used to install the DCIS piles
at Pontarddulais and Handsworth, with the five tonne
HHK5AS hammer used at the remaining sites. Summary
technical details of these two hammers are provided in Table
2 [13].
Table 1. Energy transfer ratio database
Site

Pile
Ref.

Diameter
(mm)

Length
(m)

Pontarddulais
Shotton
Handsworth
Erith
Tilbury
Tilbury
Tilbury
Tilbury
Tilbury
Tilbury
Tilbury
Tilbury

P1
S1
H1
S594
C7
N21
N42
SE6
SE8
SE16
SE17
SE18

320
320
285
320
610
610
610
610
610
610
610
610

8.50
5.75
7.50
12.10
14.25
14.25
14.30
14.75
14.80
14.75
14.75
14.75

Average drop
height
(mm)
240
450
400
370
600, 820
580, 840
610, 840
630, 820
415, 550, 790
624, 875
560, 805
600, 820

Hammer
Blows
95
157
259
223
1025
1087
1235
1136
1221
932
1193
1214

Table 2. Details of Junttan hammers used in this study [13]

Figure 3. Test site locations
The energy transfer database is presented in Table 1, which
summarises the locations of the sites, pile reference, length,
diameter, average drop heights and total number of blows
imparted. It can be seen that a wide range of drop heights are
represented. While the database contains a total of 12 piles, 8

Specification

HHK4A

HHK5AS

Ram mass (kg)
Total mass 1 (kg)
Max. drop height (m)
Max. energy (kNm)
Blows per minute

4000
7100
1.2
47
40-100

5000
8400
1.2
59
40-100

1
including A-Type drive cap for metal tubes
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The installation process for a DCIS pile is described by
Flynn and McCabe [14]; it is analogous to that for a closedended steel pile, comprising a 20 mm thick steel tube fitted
with a sacrificial circular steel plate at the base to prevent
ingress of soil and groundwater during the driving process. No
pile cushions were used between the tube head and hammer
assembly. The tube is subsequently filled with concrete before
being withdrawn, although this stage is not relevant to the
driveability study. Monitoring was undertaken on the majority
of hammer blows during each pile drive, with the exception of
Handsworth where PDA measurements were obtained for the
final 50 blows only (of the 259 in total).
4

As mentioned in Section 3, each test pile was also monitored
dynamically during driving using a PDA. All PDA testing
reported in this paper was performed by the same pile testing
company. Figure 6 shows an example of the energy data for
Pile S594 at Erith. The impact energy and corresponding
transferred energy (EMX) were assessed for each hammer
blow of the pile drive.

RESULTS

The variation in drop height is shown in Figure 5, backfigured by the rig instrumentation as described in Section 2.1,
with blow number during the installation of each of the test
pile in Table 1. Hammer drop heights at Pontarddulais,
Shotton, Handsworth and Erith, ranged between 250 and 500
mm, and typically remained constant throughout each pile
drive. At Tilbury, the driving sequence necessitated the use of
two drop heights, comprising 400 to 600 mm for the initial 13
m, increased to between 750 and 900 mm below this depth
during penetration in dense sandy gravel.

Figure 6. Comparison of impact and transferred energies
during installation of Pile S594 at Erith
The variation in transferred pile energy EMX with the
kinetic energy at impact is shown in Figure 7 for all 12 DCIS
piles in the database. A linear trend is obtained, although the
variability appears to increase with increasing drop heights
(and hence impact energy).

Figure 7. Relationship between kinetic energy at impact and
energy transferred to pile

Figure 5. Variation of drop height with blow number for piles
at (a) Pontarddulais, Shotton, Handsworth and Erith, and (b)
Tilbury.
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The energy transfer ratio (ETR) was calculated for each
hammer blow using Equation 6. Due to inherent variability in
the measured data, averaging was applied both to the drop
heights and energy transfer ratios. The resulting variation in
average energy transfer ratio ETRavg with average drop height
havg is shown in Figure 8. Note that the vertical range bars
represent plus or minus one standard deviation about the
average energy transfer ratio. It is apparent that:

Civil Engineering Research in Ireland 2016

x The average energy transfer ratio increases with drop
height, ranging from ~75% at drop heights of 250 mm
to over 90% when h is 600 mm or more.
x The variability in energy transfer ratio tends to reduce
somewhat with increasing drop height.
x Pile SE8 at Tilbury had a considerably lower transfer
ratio (~65%) in comparison to other piles at Shotton,
Handsworth and Erith for a drop height of ~400 mm.

range 2 ft. (610 mm) to 15 ft. (4570 mm). This comparison
highlights the dangers of applying ETRrated,avg values to piling
scenarios other than those for which they were measured.

Figure 9. Variation in rated energy transfer ratio with drop
height.

Figure 8. Variation in measured energy transfer ratio with
drop height
Unlike the other piles at Tilbury, dynamic monitoring for
Pile SE8 was initially carried out while the pile was
penetrating a layer of firm clay above the sandy gravels and
drop heights of about 400 mm were used within this stratum.
It is therefore possible that the ground conditions may have a
significant effect on the reduced energy ratio noted in this
case. Further investigation of this effect is warranted, although
the dearth of driveability data in firm clay in the database in
Table 1 precludes such a study from being undertaken at
present.
Hammer manufacturers advocate that energy transfer ratios
of 95% are routinely achieved during driving of steel piles or
casings without hammer cushions. Based on the data
illustrated in Figure 8, it is apparent that such energy transfer
ratios are only achievable for drop heights in excess of 600
mm. As such, lower energy transfer ratios may need to be
adopted in driveability predictions for these pile types (i.e.
steel or DCIS piles) if lower drop heights are used during
driving.
As discussed previously, the energy at impact Eimpact is not
routinely measured in practice and driveability programs
quote the energy transfer ratio as the transferred energy as a
proportion of the maximum rated energy of the hammer. In
order to facilitate comparison with the limited studies of
energy transfer ratio in the literature, the transferred energies
measured for each test pile in Table 1 have been normalised
by the corresponding hammer rated energy (as given in
Equation 6) and plotted against hammer drop height in Figure
9, with the vertical range bars representing plus or minus one
standard deviation about ETRrated,avg. A linear relationship is
observed. In contrast, typical ETRrated,avg values of 30-40%
were observed in the aforementioned study by Hussein et al.
[10] which were relatively independent of drop heights in the

Finally, the magnitude of energy loss after hammer impact
was determined as the difference between Eimpact and EMX. As
shown in Figure 10, energy losses ranged from 1 kJ to 6 kJ
(and the vertical standard deviation bars indicating large
variability) with no clear trend with drop height apparent. This
suggests that the energy losses after impact may be
independent of drop height. Furthermore, the magnitude of
such losses represent a smaller proportion of the impact
energy as the drop height increases, leading to the greater
energy transfer ratios shown in Figure 8.

Figure 10. Variation in absolute energy loss with hammer
drop height
5

CONCLUSIONS

This paper provides an assessment of the energy transfer ratio
of hydraulic impact hammers during the installation of driven
cast-in-situ piles at several sites in the United Kingdom. The
impact energy was derived using the two timing signals
technique, with a wide range of hammer drop heights
analysed. The results of the study revealed the following:
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x
x

x

Energy transfer ratios (ETR) ranged from 65% and 95%
during driving and were strongly dependent on hammer
drop height.
The ETR of 95% advocated by the pile hammer
manufacturer was only achievable when a drop height in
excess of about 600 mm was used. Increased variability
in ETR occurred as drop height reduced.
The ground conditions may have a significant effect on
the energy ratio for a given drop height, with the ETR
for pile in driven in firm clay ~20% lower than that
observed for piles driven in sandy gravel.

As such, lower energy transfer ratios may need to be
considered in driveability predictions for these pile types (i.e.
steel or DCIS piles) if lower drop heights are deployed.
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ABSTRACT: A new cooling water intake channel structure is being constructed as part of the Dublin Waste to Energy (DWtE)
facility in Ringsend. This has required the extraction of old sheet-piles that had been in place for over 50 years. These sheetpiles formed part of an existing power station cooling water outfall channel. Extraction of the sheet-piles has allowed the loss in
steel thickness to be measured over their full length and for average corrosion rates to be established. The age and type of the
existing sheet-piles were determined by carrying out a detailed desk study. The average corrosion rates were found to give a
good match with the general corrosion rates in the relevant Irish Standard (IS EN 1993-5:2007). The authors are not aware of
any published data on corrosion rates for Irish coastal waters, so this case study provides useful data for the particular conditions
present which include elevated water temperature and chlorine levels in the cooling water discharge. The effect of different flow
conditions on corrosion rates could also be observed, with some sheet-piles being in the direct line of high velocity turbulent
flow and other sheet-piles in more benign conditions. The Irish Standards and the relevant British Standard for Maritime Works,
BS 6349-1-4:2013, differ in relation to their requirements for concentrated corrosion, sometimes referred to as Accelerated Low
Water Corrosion (ALWC). In the absence of site-specific information, the rates of concentrated corrosion given in BS 6349-14:2013 are very onerous when compared to the general corrosion rates, and therefore the economic benefits of taking site
measurements can be considerable.
KEY WORDS: General Corrosion; Concentrated Corrosion; Accelerated Low Water Corrosion (ALWC); Sheet-Pile Walls.
1

INTRODUCTION

The Dublin Waste to Energy Facility (DWte) at Poolbeg,
Ringsend has been designed to convert 600,000 tonnes of
waste annually into electricity for 80,000 homes and district
heating for 50,000 homes [1]. The site location for the Waste
to Energy Facility is shown on Figure 1.

piles on the west wall of the channel had to be removed for a
distance of approximately 80m where they obstructed the
installation of the new DWtE structures. Their extraction has
allowed corroded section measurements to be obtained over
the full length of the sheet-piles. Measurements were taken at
two locations in the channel approximately 35m apart, one set
close to the weir, and another set approximately 40m back
from the outfall discharge point at the middle of the wall, as
shown on Figure 2. The age and type of the existing sheetpiles were determined from a detailed desk study and this has
allowed average corrosion rates to be established for the piles.

Site Location
Existing eastern
sheet-pile wall
Existing western
sheet-pile wall
1
2

Figure 1. Site Location (Google Maps)
The WtE facility requires the construction of a cooling
water intake channel and pump station to extract water from
the tidal section of the River Liffey within Dublin Port. The
cooling water intake channel is to be constructed within the
existing outfall channel for the Synergen Dublin Bay Power
Station. At its discharge point to the estuary, the outfall
channel runs northwards and comprises two rows of sheetpiles as shown on Figure 2. The northern section of the sheet-

Measurements
taken at two
locations

Weir

Power Station
outfall channel

Figure 2. Aerial photograph showing outfall channel (Google
Maps 2013)
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The measured corrosion rates are compared with the
recommended general corrosion rates in the Irish Standards,
which are given in IS EN 1993-5:2007 Design of steel
structures - Part 5: Piling [2]. It is noted that the general
corrosion rates given in BS EN 1993-5:2007 Design of steel
structures - Part 5: Piling [3] are identical to those in IS EN
1993-5:2007 [2].
However, the Irish Standards and the British Standards
differ in relation to the requirement to consider concentrated
corrosion. For maritime works, the relevant British Standard
is BS 6349-1-4:2013 Maritime works. General. Code of
practice for materials [4]. This requires consideration of
concentrated corrosion, sometimes referred to as Accelerated
Low Water Corrosion (ALWC). In the absence of site-specific
information, concentrated corrosion rates can be very onerous
when compared to the general corrosion rates given in IS EN
1993-5:2007 [2] and BS EN 1993-5:2007 [3]. This can have
significant consequences for the design of steel structures in
the low water zone.
2
2.1

CORROSION
Introduction

Typically, corrosion is accounted for in the design of sheetpiled wall structures by allowing for a reduction in thickness
of the sheet-pile section during the lifetime of the structure.
The reduction in thickness to be allowed for is dependent
upon the relevant rate of corrosion at the proposed location,
which depends on soil type, groundwater/seawater conditions,
and the presence of oxygen/contaminants. In addition,
corrosion will typically not be uniform over the whole length
of the sheet-pile, with different corrosion rates applicable in
different zones of the sheet-pile, as described in Section 2.2.
Measures for prolonging the limetime of a structure include
using a thicker sheet-pile section, applying a protective
organic coating (e.g. epoxy resin) and cathodic protection.
Depending on the project-specific requirements, it may also
be possible to adapt the design so that the maximum bending
moment occurs in a zone with lower corrosion rates.
2.2

CorrosionDesignGeneral

General corrosion rates are given in IS EN 1993-5:2007 [2].
The highest corrosion rates for seawater occur in the
following zones, which are also shown on Figure 3:
(i) Splash zone (Zone A): from Mean High Water
(MHW, +1.6mOD) to Highest Astronomical Tide
(HAT, +2.0mOD).
(ii) Low water zone (Zone C): from Lowest Astronomical
Tide (LAT, -2.6mOD) to Mean Low Water (MLW,
-1.8mOD).
Note that the tide levels in Dublin Port are shown in brackets.
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Figure 3. Example of corrosion rate distribution from IS EN
1993-5:2007 [2]
Lower corrosion rates are applicable in the intertidal zone
(Zone B on Figure 3; from MLW to MHW) and in the
permanent immersion zone (Zone D; from LAT to bed level).
Typically, the maximum design bending moment in quay-side
wall retaining structures occurs in the permanent immersion
zone.
As per Table 4.1 of IS EN 1993-5:2007 [2], for sheet-piles
in soils, with or without groundwater, and Table 4.2, for
sheet-piles in fresh water or in sea water, the following
allowance should be made for loss in steel thickness due to
general corrosion for a design life of 50 years:
x
x
x

Undisturbed natural soils: 0.012mm/year per exposed
face.
Low water and splash zones: 0.075mm/year per exposed
face.
Permanent immersion and inter tidal zones:
0.035mm/year per exposed face.

These rates have been extrapolated from measured data and
are applicable to uniform/general corrosion.
Interestingly, the general corrosion rates specified by the
EAU [5] for sheet-piles in the North Sea and Baltic Sea,
which are presented in Figure 4, are marginally higher in the
low water zone (LWz) at 0.078mm/year per exposed face for
a design life of 50 years. The corresponding general corrosion
rates specified by the EAU [5] are also marginally higher in
the permanent immersion and inter tidal zones (UWz and
WWz, 0.038mm/year per exposed face). However, in the
splash zone (SPWz), the corresponding general corrosion
rates are significantly lower (at 0.038mm/year per exposed
face). EAU [5] therefore only considers the higher general
corrosion rates to occur in the low water zone whereas IS EN
1993-5:2007 [2] considers both the low water and splash
zones to be zones of "high attack". Note that it is not explicitly
stated by the EAU [5] that the rates are per exposed face but it
is assumed to be the case.
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by the International Navigation Association [6], the most
common type of ALWC occurs as a horizontal band around
low water, which can sometimes be found in patches and
extend down to bed level. ALWC is recognizable as an
orange/black hue over otherwise clean steel and an example of
this is shown on Figure 6.
ALWC tends to occur in marine environments due to the
presence of sulfates, which are converted by sulfate-reducing
bacteria into hydrogen sulfide, resulting in direct anaerobic
corrosion of steel surfaces [6]. In addition, the hydrogen
sulfide serves as a food source for sulfide-oxidizing bacteria
which convert the hydrogen sulfide to sulfuric acid.
Figure 4. Sheet-pile thickness losses in seawater due to
corrosion - mean values per exposed face - EAU [5]
2.3

CorrosionDesignConcentrated

BS 6349-1-4:2013 [4] requires localised higher concentrated
corrosion rates to be considered "in situations where
concentration corrosion is likely". BS 6349-1-4:2013 [4] has
suggested that concentrated corrosion rates can be typically
0.5mm/side/year, with rates of 0.8mm/side/year recorded in
UK coastal waters. The EAU [5] also specifies corresponding
maximum corrosion rates for accelerated/pitting corrosion in
the different zones as follows (see Figure 5):
x
x
x

Low water zone: 0.318mm/year per exposed face.
Splash zone: 0.160mm/year per exposed face.
Permanent immersion and inter tidal zones:
0.116mm/year per exposed face.

Figure 6. Accelerated Low Water Corrosion, ALWC International Navigation Association [6]
3.2

StudiesonALWC

According to the International Navigation Association [6],
there is currently no known reliable basis for predicting the
occurrence of ALWC at any given site although local
incidence may give some indication. The International
Navigation Association [6] have pointed to the results of two
surveys:
x
x
Figure 5. Sheet-pile thickness losses in seawater due to
corrosion - maximum values per exposed face - EAU [5]
BS 6349-1-4:2013 [4] notes that concentrated corrosion to
the point of perforation is "unlikely to cause catastrophic
global failure of a sheet-piled structure". However, it could
result in loss of retained material and collapse of adjacent
surfacing or structures. Concentrated corrosion is sometimes
referred to as Accelerated Low Water Corrosion (ALWC),
and in some cases, can lead to extreme loss of section.
3
3.1

A survey by the European Commission in 1994
established, based on questionnaires, that at least 13% of
ports in Europe were affected by ALWC.
A 2001 UK survey found that ALWC was present in 10%
of the sites polled.

The authors are not aware of any case studies or instances of
ALWC in Dublin Port, although possible instances of it have
been reported in four ports in Ireland, at Killybegs, Bangor,
Belfast, and Cork [7, 8].
3.3

EffectofALWConSheetpileSectionType

The International Navigation Association [6] have
distinguished between ALWC of Z-section and U-section
sheet-piles as follows:

ACCELERATEDLOWWATERCORROSION(ALWC)
Introduction

Accelerated Low Water Corrosion, or ALWC, is a rapid
pitting form of microbially induced corrosion (MIC). As noted

x

Typically, Z-section sheet-piles are attacked mostly on
the thinner web section(s), which results in holes forming
quickly. However, these holes do not unduly affect
section strength.
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x

4
4.1

U-section pile sheet-piles are attacked mostly on the
protruding section of the outpan flange(s), which are the
main stress-resisting section(s). In this instance, holes
take longer to form, while the connecting clutches, which
are the thickest parts of the sections, are rarely attacked.
OUTFALLCHANNELSITECONDITIONS
General

Prior to construction of the DWtE cooling water inlet, there
were two rows of sheet-piles in the channel as shown in the
most recent aerial photograph of the area in Figure 2. The
western row of sheet-piles were removed where they
obstructed the construction of new structures, thus making it
possible to obtain corroded section measurements over the full
length of the sheet-piles.
Considerable flow of cooling water exiting from the
Synergen power station is clearly evident within the channel
from the aerial photograph. Typical flow rates range from
6-8m3/s [9]. Elevated temperatures are reported to be on
average 7o above the ambient water temperature in the estuary
[10]. It is noted that higher water temperatures (up to
approximately 40oC) are associated with faster corrosion
rates, e.g. Zvivica [11].
In addition, chlorine is applied to the power station cooling
water to prevent biofouling by mussels. This has also had an
effect on the biological growth on the sheet-piles within the
outfall channel, which are observed to be generally free of
biological growth. Chlorination of seawater can increase
corrosion rates of carbon steel [12] depending on the
concentration but may also have the benefit of reducing the
presence of sulfate-reducing bacteria (SRB) that can cause
ALWC. Therefore the elevated water temperatures and
chlorination are likely to increase the general corrosion rates
but have the benefit of inhibiting the growth of the bacteria
that can cause extremely high rates of concentrated corrosion
in the low water zone.
The sheet-piles are observed to show varying degrees of
corrosion depending on their position relative to the flow of
cooling water from the power station. The eastern wall, which
has water on both sides, and is directly subjected to high
velocity, turbulent flow from the weir (see Figure 7) is heavily
corroded with numerous holes having formed in the piles. As
shown in Figure 8, water is now flowing through the wall. It
can also be seen from Figure 8 that the webs of the Z-section
sheet-piles have been corroded to perforation with the flanges
more intact. This is probably due to their greater initial
thickness of 11.7mm versus 8.9mm for the web (see Section
5.2). The western sheet-pile wall which is currently retaining
ground on one side was corroded to a lesser extent and this is
discussed in detail in Section 5.
4.2

The ground level behind the west wall is approximately
+4.0mOD sloping to top of pile level at +0.3mOD. The
channel bed level varies from -2.0mOD to -6.0mOD. Tide
levels in Dublin Port range from a HAT = +2.0mOD to LAT
= -2.6mOD.

Groundconditions

The ground conditions in the area typically comprise 3-6m of
made ground over recent estuarine and alluvial deposits down
to approximately -17mOD overlying stiff laminated clay (Port
Clay) to -35mOD with limestone bedrock thereafter. The
bedrock is at a significant depth in the Dublin Bay area due to
the presence of a preglacial channel, first identified by
Farrington [13].
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Figure 7. High velocity turbulent water flow from the weir

Figure 8. Holes in existing eastern sheet-pile wall subjected to
direct flow from weir
5
5.1

ESTABLISHINGSITESPECIFICCORROSIONRATES
Measurement

Measurements of flange and web thicknesses of the existing
sheet-piles were taken in September 2015 using a digital
callipers accurate to 0.01mm. Measurements of the flange and
web thicknesses of the extracted sheet-piles from the western
wall were taken at two locations in the channel approximately
35m apart. At the western wall, the overall pile length was
10.6m, and the top of pile was +0.3mOD. The measurements
were taken at 1m intervals along the length of the extracted
piles. The exposure conditions at the south were found to be
more severe due to their proximity to the weir and cooling
water outflow, with turbulent water flow and more elevated
temperatures. Photographs of extracted sheet-piles are shown
in Figures 9, 10, and 11.
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x
x
Figure 9. Sheet-pile extracted at south end of western wall
(closer to weir)

x
x

Figure 10. Hole in web of sheet-pile extracted at south end of
western wall (closer to weir)

the channel, with greater corrosion closer to the weir. The
piles close to the weir were perforated with holes and the
section was so thin that that they buckled easily during
extraction with an excavator.
The most heavily corroded zone was between mid-tide
and about 0.5m below LAT.
The lowest corrosion rates were below bed level and in
particular at the level of a concrete slab that protected the
bed from scour.
The dimensions of the extracted sheet-piles didn't match
modern sheet-pile sections, but, were found to correspond
with the old British Steel Frodingham Z-section piles.
The pile section that gave the closest match to the
measurements taken was the 3N Normal Frodingham
section, and this was subsequently confirmed from
markings on extracted sheet-piles. The section properties
are shown on Figure 12. The initial flange and web
thicknesses were 11.7mm and 8.9mm respectively.

Figure 11. Extracted sheet-pile - hole cut at -10.0mOD
5.2

DeskStudy

The sheet-piles were constructed as part of the outfall channel
for the old ESB Ringsend Power Station (operational from
1955 to 1982) and this outfall channel is now being used by
the Synergen power station that now operates at the same site.
A detailed desk study was carried out to establish the age of
the sheet-piles (using both Ordnance Survey aerial
photographs dating to the 1970’s and historic ESB drawings)
and in turn determine site-specific corrosion rates. The oldest
available aerial photograph shows the sheet-piles to be present
in 1973. Based on the desk study, the existing sheet-piles are
considered to be between 50 and 60 years old and date to a
period between 1955, when the power station was first
operational, to 1965.
Aerial photographs show the western row of sheet-piles
were exposed to corrosion from water on both sides of the
piles (above bed level) for at least 30 years, with placement of
fill to the western face taking place relatively recently. Both
sets of sheet-piles have been exposed to the flow of cooling
water in the channel from their installation until 1982 (i.e. 17
to 27 years for the operation of the old ESB station) and then
from 2002 to 2015 (i.e. 13 years, for the operation of the new
power station), which is a total of 30 or 40 years (depending
on whether the piles are considered to be 50 or 60 years old).
5.3

Findings

Based on the measurements of the extracted sheet-piles from
the western wall, the following was determined:
x

Significant loss of thickness from corrosion was evident
on some of the piles, depending on their location within

Figure 12. Frodingham Steel Sheet Piling - British Steel
Corporation - BSC Sections - Piling Handbook [14]
5.4

Comparison of Measured and Recommended
CorrosionRatesinZone1

The measurements taken at the middle of the western wall are
presented in Figure 13. Also presented is the recommended
loss in thickness given by IS EN 1993-5:2007 [2] for a design
life of 50 and 60 years. This was determined for the exposure
conditions on each pile face that was established by the desk
study, as outlined in Section 5.2.
Examination of Figure 13 indicates that the general
corrosion rates given in IS EN 1993-5:2007 [2] have not been
exceeded and so are applicable at this particular part of the
outfall channel (i.e. out of the direct flow from the weir). The
lowest rates of corrosion were measured at the toe and at
concrete slab, which was present at bed level. The maximum
rate of corrosion occurred in the Low Water Zone, as would
be expected. The piles did not extend into the Splash Zone, so
no comparison can be made here. Relatively low corrosion
rates were recorded in the Intertidal Zone and the Permanent
Immersion Zone below LAT. As noted in Section 2.1, it is
therefore beneficial for economic design when the maximum
design bending moment for a quay wall can be designed to
occur outside the zones of high attack and in particular the
Low Water Zone.
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Splash Zone (A)
Intertidal Zone (B)

Low Water Zone (C)
Permanent Immersion Zone (D)

Buried Zone (E)

Concrete slab at bed level

Figure 13. Comparison of measurements and recommended
loss in thickness given by IS EN 1993-5:2007 [2]
5.5

Concentrated Corrosion Rates in Zone 2 (close to the
weir)

The sheet-piles close to the weir on the west wall were
corroded to the point of perforation, which was typically, but
not always, within the web. The most heavily corroded zone
occurred between mid-tide and about 0.5m below LAT (which
is at -2.6mOD). The maximum rate of concentrated corrosion
was estimated for these piles, as it is not known when
perforation first occurred. Allowing for perforation to have
occurred with the last 10 years gives corrosion rates in the
range of 0.10-0.13 mm/year per exposed face. However,
conservatively assuming the perforation to have occurred
within the first 30 years gives a concentrated corrosion rate of
0.16mm/year per exposed face. These concentrated corrosion
rates are significantly lower than the rates given in BS 63491-4:2013 [4] for ALWC of 0.5 to 0.8mm/side/year. The sheetpiles were observed to be free of the orange and black
corrosion products associated with ALWC. Therefore, ALWC
is not considered to have occurred for piles within the outfall
channel. At this location, the concentrated corrosion is
considered by the authors to be due to the turbulent, highvelocity oxygenated flow of cooling water which would lead
to erosion and flaking/removal of rust which would have been
exacerbated by the higher temperatures and chemical effects
at this location.
6

CONCLUSIONS

The construction works for a new cooling water channel for
Dublin Waste to Energy Facility (DWtE) in Poolbeg,
Ringsend have presented a unique opportunity to establish
long-term corrosion rates for sheet-piles over their full length
in a range of exposure zones. The piles were within an
existing cooling water outfall channel for more than 50 years.
The corrosion rates were found to be consistent with the
recommended general corrosion rates given in IS EN 1993-
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5:2007 [2], despite the presence of elevated water
temperatures and chlorination of the cooling water that would
normally be expected to increase the rate of corrosion of
carbon steel. At some locations within the channel,
concentrated corrosion has resulted in perforation of sheetpiles which were in the direct line of the high-velocity,
turbulent flow of cooling water from the Synergen power
station. However conditions of Accelerated Low Water
Corrosion, which is a particularly aggressive pitting form of
microbially induced corrosion (MIC), is not considered to be
present. The rate of concentrated corrosion of about 0.100.16mm/year per exposed face established at the western wall
was also significantly lower than suggested values for ALWC
which can be in the range 0.5 to 0.8mm/side/year. The
relevant Irish Standard, IS EN 1993-5:2007 [2], does not
require concentrated corrosion to be considered for the design
of sheet-piles. However this is required by UK Standards (i.e.
the National Annex to BS EN 1993-5:2007 [3] and BS 63491-4:2013 [4]), which refer to ALWC. Although ALWC does
not affect every location, it can necessitate costly
maintenance/repair works at an unexpected early stage in the
design life of a structure when it does. There are reported
cases of ALWC in Irish ports and therefore it should be
considered in the design of new maritime structures in Ireland.
Where possible by site measurement, there are significant
economic advantages to establishing whether ALWC can be
discounted as a risk at the locations of new maritime
structures.
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